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CONFIRMATION HEARING ON THE
NOMINATION OF HON. NEIL M. GORSUCH
TO BE AN ASSOCIATE JUSTICE OF THE
SUPREME COURT OF THE UNITED STATES
MONDAY, MARCH 20, 2017

UNITED STATES SENATE,
COMMITTEE ON THE JUDICIARY,
Washington, DC.
The Committee met] pursuant to notice, at 11:07 a.m., in Room
SH-216, Hart Senate Office Building, Hon. Charles E. Grassley,
Chairman of the Committee, presiding.
Present: Senators Grassley, Hatch, Graham, Cornyn, Lee, Cruz,
Sasse, Flake, Crapo, Tillis, Kennedy, Feinstein, Leahy, Durbin 1
Whitehouse, Klobuchar, Franken, Coons, Blumenth al, and Hirono.
OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. CHARLES E . GRASSLEY,
A U.S. SENATOR FROM THE STATE OF IOWA

Chairman GRASSLEY. Good morning, everybody. I want to welcome everybody to this confirmation hearing on the nomination of
Judge Neil Gorsuch, and he is nominated to be Associate Justice
of the Supreme Court of the United States.
Judge, welcome to the Senate Judiciary Committee.
Judge GORSUCH. Pleasure to be here. Thank you.
Chairman GRASSLEY. This is a big day for you and your family.
You have been before this Committee once before for the confirm ation hearing to the Tenth Circuit, where you now sit. I imagine
that this h earing may be a little better att ended than the last time
you were here.
Judge GORSUCH. Just a little, Senator.
Chairman GRASSLEY. Yes. Before we begin, I would like to give
you the opportunity to introduce your family and anybody else you
want to introduce.
Judge GoRSUCH. Senator, this is quite a lot different than it was
the last time I was here, and I appreciate all the att ention.
I would like to introduce my family who are here. My wife, Louise, who, as you remember, stole the sh ow in the East Room the
day I was nominated.
Ch a irman GRASSLEY. Yes.
Judge GORSUCH. I h ave got here somewhere, I am told, in the audience, my brother-in-law, my brother-in-law's folks, Phil and Priscilla Albright, and my nephew Jack. How are you doing, Jack?
[Laughter.]
(1)
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Judge GORSUCH. I have got my cousin Meg Hopkins and her
daughter with her, Lori. I have got a bunch more family coming.
My daughter is watching back home in the West.
I have got my longtime assistant, Holly Cody. Where is Holly?
There she is. Ten years we have worked together. I consider her
family.
And I have got a whole bunch of my law clerks here in the audience, and if they would not mind just standing up for a second, I
would like to recognize them because I consider them family, too.
So, Senator, I am very blessed to have so many family here with
me today.
Thank you.
Chairman GRASSLEY. Thank you. We thank you, Judge. We are
delighted to have your family here as well for this very important
moment in your life.
Before I give my opening statement, I want to set out a couple
of ground rules. I want everyone to be able to watch the hearing
without obstruction. If people stand up and block the view of those
behind them or speak out of turn, it is not fair or it is not very
considerate to others. So officers will immediately, under our rules,
remove those individuals.
Now I would like to take a minute to explain about how we are
going to proceed. We w ill have 10-minute rounds of opening statements. The Ranking Member and I may go a minute or two over
the 10 minutes, but I am going to ask everyone else to limit your
remarks to 10 minutes. And I hope everybody on both sides of the
aisle will respect that.
We will then turn to our introducers, who will be formally presenting the judge. Then we will administer the oath to the judge,
and we will close today's portion of the hearing with the judge's
testimony.
Tomorrow morning, we will begin at 9:30 a .m. for the opening
round of questions. Each Senator will h ave 30 minutes for the
opening round. After the first round, the Senators w ill have 20
minutes for a second round.
And finally, as I have discussed with the Ranking Member, later
today we will notice a mark-up to consider the judge's nomination
for next Monday the 27th. In anticipation of his nomination will be
held over for 1 week, as any Senator has that right under our rules
to do so, we will t h en vote on his nomination the following Monday,
April 3.
With that, I would turn to my opening statement and then to
Senat or F einstein for her opening stat ement.
One of Justice Scalia's best opinions begins with this declaration.
It is "the proudest boast of our democracy that we have a government oflaws and not of men."
The phrase comes from the Massachusetts Constitution of 1780 .
This infant State constitution linked the Government of laws, and
not of men, directly to the separation of powe rs.
Justice Scalia said the Founders "viewed the principle of separation of powers a s the absolutely central guarantee of a just government because without a secure structure of separated powers, our
Bill of Rights would be worthless."
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In plain words, it was the desire to preserve and protect liberty
and self-government that guided the Framers as they designed our
Constitution. And the founding charter they designed is a remarkable document, as we know.
The Bill of Rights, of course, preserves liberty by restricting what
the Government may do. But the single most important feature of
our Constitution is not any particular enumerated right or even the
entire Bill of Rights taken together. The most important feature of
our Constitution is the design of the document itself.
That design divides the limited power of government vertically
between State and Federal Governments, and it distributes power
horizontally between co-equal branches.
It is this very delicate balance of power, entrusted to competing
factions, that ensures that liberty for the people will endure. It is
the Constitution1 s design that protects against the mischief that results from the concentration of political power.
The Founders understood this fundamental principle, and Justice
Scalia understood it better than anyone. He was fond of telling law
students, "Every tin horn dictator in the world today, every president for life, has a bill of rights. But the real key to the distinctiveness of America is the structure of our Government."
Our constitutional republic is also designed around the notion
that the people, acting through their representatives, retain ultimate authority to govern. It was the people, through their representatives, who ratified the Constitution that establishes our system of government.
Under tha t system, except where the Constitution has already
a n swered the question, decisions are m ade by elected representatives. Elected, yes, but also accountable to the voters.
But to endure, our system of self-government requires judges to
apply the text of our laws as the people's representatives enacted
them . So our judges, by design, play a crucial, but limited role.
They decide cases or controversies, but in r esolving those cases,
they may look only to the laws the people wrote.
Judges are not free to rewrite statutes to get results they believe
are more just. Judges are not free to reorder regulations to make
them more fair. For sure, judges are not free to update the Constitution. That is not their job. That power is retained by the people, acting through their elected representatives.
And when our judges do not respect this limited power, when
they substitute their own policy preferences for those in the legislative branch, they take from the American people the right to govern themselves. As that happens, inch by inch and step by step,
r epresentative government is undermined, the carefully constructed bala nce of power is upset , and individual liberty is lost.
These: ar e not stale concepts. If a nything, the enormous size, the
enormous power, and the enormous complexity of the modern state
renders them more relevant than ever before.
In recent months, I h ave heard that now more than ever we need
a Justice who is independent and who respects the separation of
powers. Some of my colleagues seem to have r ediscovered a n appreciation for the n eed to confine each branch of government to its
constitutional sphere.
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I do not question the sincerity of those concerns. Some of us have
been alarmed by Executive overreach and the threat it poses to the
separation of powers. Whether it was the executive branch unilaterally rewriting Federal law, as the Obama administration did dozens of times, or the Executive's repeated failure to enforce and defend the laws passed by Congress, over the last 8 years we have
witnessed repeated abuses by one branch at the expense of the
other two.
Just ask the Supreme Court, which unanimously rejected arguments the Obama administration made in more than 40 cases. The
policies that drove those abuses were, of course, problematic. But
policies can be changed and must be changed.
To this Senator, what is far more distressing about each Execut ive overreach and each failure to defend the law is the damage
that it does to the constitutional order. The damage those abuses
inflict is far more difficult to undo tha n the policies that animated
them. For as John Adams observed, "Liberty, once lost, is lost forever."
So the separation of powers is just as critical today as it was during the administration, the last administration. And the preservation of our constitutional order, including the separation of powersJ
is just as crucial to our liberty today as it was when our founding
charter was first a dopted.
No matter your politics, for a ll of these reasons you. should be
concerned a bout the preservation of our constitutional order a nd,
most importantly, the s epar ation of powers. And if you are concerned a bout these things, as you should be, I want you to meet
Judge Neil Gorsuch.
Fortunately for every American, we have before us t oday a nominee whose body of professional work is defined by a n unfailing commitment to these principles. His grasp on the separation of powers,
including judicial independence, enlivens his body of work.
As he expla ins , "To the Founders, the legisla tive a nd judicial
powers were distinct by nature and their separation was among the
most importa nt liberty-protecting devices of the constitut iona l des ign ."
About the .E xecutive, he writes that through "the hard-won experiences under a tyra nn ical king, the Founders found proof of the
wisdom of a government of sepa rated powers.''
The judge's job, our nominee says, is to deliver on the promise
that "all litigants, rich or poor, mighty or weak, will receive equ a l
protection under the law a nd due process for their grievances."
The nominee before us understa nds that a ny judge worth his salt
w ill "regularly issue judgments with which they disagree as a . m att er of policy, a ll because they think that is wh at the law fairly dem ands ."
Fundam enta lly, that is the difference between a legislator a nd a
judge. All of us should keep this in mind during the course of this
h earing.
Judge, I am afraid over the n ext couple of days, you will get
some questions that will cause you just to scratch your h ead. Truth
be told, it s hould puzzle an yone who ever t a kes a civics class. We
will hear t h at wh en you r ule for one party a nd against a nother in
a case, it mean s you must be for the winner and against the loser.
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Senators will cite some opinions of yours, and then we will hear
that you are for the "big guy" and against the "little guy." You will
scratch your head when you hear this because it is as if you judges
write the laws instead of us Senators.
But if Congress passes a bad law, as a jud~, you are not allowed
to just pretend that we passed a good law. The oath you take demands that you follow the law, even if you dislike the result.
So if you hear that you are for some business or against some
plaintiff, do not worry. We have h eard all of that stuff before. It
is an old claim, from an even older playbook.
You and I and the American people know whose responsibility it
is to correct a law that produces a result that you dislike. It is the
m en and women sitting here with m e. Good judges understand
this. They know it is not their job to fix the law. In a democracy,
that right belongs to the people.
It is for this reason that Justice Scalia said this. "If you are going
to be a good and faithful judge, you have to resign yourself to the
fact that you are not always going to like the conclusion you reach.
If you like them all the time, you are probably doing something
wrong."
Judge, I look forward to hearing more about your exceptional
record, and I look forward to the conversation we will all have
about the m eaning of our Constitution and the job of a Supreme
Court Justice in our constitutional schem e.
[The prepa red statement of Cha irma n Grassley appears as a submission for the record.]
Sena tor F einstein.
OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. DIANNE FEINSTEJN,
A U.S. SENATOR FROM THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA

Senator F EINSTEIN. Thank you very m uch , Mr. Chairman.
Judge Gorsuch, I want t o welcome you and your family.
We are he re today under very unus ual circumstances. It was a lmost a year ago today that Preside nt Obam a n ominated Chief
Judge Merrick Garla nd for this seat . Unfortunately, due to unprecedented treatment, J udge Garland was denied a hea ring, a nd this
vacan cy h as been in place for well over a year.
I just want to say I am deeply disappointed that it is under these
circumstances that we begin our h earings. M errick Garland was
widely r egarded as a mainstream moderat e nominee. However,
President Trump repeatedly promised to a ppoint someone in the
mold of Justice Scalia a nd said that the nomination of J udge
Gorsuch illustrates h e is a ma n of his word.
For those of us on this s ide, our j ob is not to theoretica lly evalua t e this or that legal doctrine or to review Judge Gorsuch's record
in a vacuum. Our job is to det ermine whether Judge Gorsuch is a
reasonable m ainstream conservative, or is h e not. Our job is to assess how this nominee's decisions will impact the American people
and whether he w ill protect the legal a nd constitutional rights of
all Americans, not just the wealthy and the powerful.
We hold these h earings not because court precedent and stare
decis is a re something average Americans worry about . We hold
t hese hearings because the U.S. Supreme Court has the final word
on hundreds of issues that impa ct our da ily lives.
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The Supreme Court has the final say on whether a woman will
continue to have control over her own body or whether decisions
about her healthcare will be determined by politicians and the Government. It decides whether billionaires and large corporations will
be able to spend unlimited sums of money to buy elections and
whether States and localities will be able to pass laws and make
it harder for poor people, people of color, seniors, and younger people to vote.
It is the Supreme Court that will ha ve final word on whether
corporations will be able to pollute our air and water with impunity. Or whether the NRA and other extreme organizations will be
able to block common sense gun regulations, including those that
keep military-style assault weapons off our streets.
And it is the Supreme Court that will have the ultimate say on
whether employers will be held accountable for discriminating
against workers or failing to protect workers when they are
harmed or killed on the job.
For example, last year Judge Gorsuch sat on a case that involved
a truck driver who was stranded in the freezing cold for several
hours after his trailer's brakes froze. He had no heat. In fact, it
was so cold that the driver was having trouble breathing. His torso
was numb, and h e could not feel his feet.
Despite this, his e mployer direct ed him t o wait for a repairman
or else drive both the t ruck a nd the trailer. When no one came, the
driver unhitched the trailer t o search for assist a nce because driving w ith frozen brakes with a fully loa ded traile r would have been
t oo da ngerous. A week later, he was fired.
After hearing the case, the a dministra tive law judge ruled that
firing the driver was a violation of the hea lth and safety law int ended to protect workers. The United States Department of Labor's Administrative Review Board a nd the Tenth Circuit agreed ,
Judge Gorsuch dissented a nd sided with the compa ny .
In an.oth er case, Judge Gorsuch wrote a separate opinion, this
tim e to challenge a longsta nding legal doct rine that a llows agencies
to write regula tion s n ecessary to effectively implement the laws
t h a t Congress passes and the President signs. It is called the Chevron doctrine.
This legal doctrine h as been fundamenta l to how our Government addresses real world challenges in our country a nd h as been
in place for decades. If overturned, as Judge Gorsuch has advocated, legislating r ules a re very difficult.
In fact, Congress r elies on agency experts to write the specific
rules, regulations, g uidelines, a nd procedures n ecessary to carry
out laws we enact. These are what en s ure the Clean Air Act a nd
the Clean W a t er Act to protect our environment from pollution.
They are the specific protections put in place by the FDA a nd the
Agricultural D epartment tha t safeguard the health a nd safety of
our food supply, our water, our m edicines, a nd they are the details
n eeded to support the infrastructure of our communities, our roads ,
highways, bridges, d a m s, and a irports.
W e in Congress rely on the scientists, biologists, economists, engineers, and other experts to h elp en sure our laws are effectively
implem ente d. For example, even though Dodd-Frank was passed
n early 7 years ago to combat the rampant abuse tha t led to our
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country's worst financial crisis since the Great Depression, it still
requires over 100 regulations to be implemented by the Securities
and Exchange Commission, the Commodities Futures Trading
Commission, and other regulators in order to reach its full effectiveness as intended by Congress when it was passed.
Judge Gorsuch's position, were it to be adopted, would take away
agencies' authorities to address these necessary details. Such a
change in law would dramatically affect how laws passed by Congress can be properly carried out.
Two weeks ago, The Washington Post ran an op-ed written by a
woman who desperately wanted to have a baby. She described how
she and her husband went to great lengths for 4 years trying to
get pregnant and were thrilled when they finally succeeded.
Tragically, after her 21-week check-up, they discovered her
daughter had multicystic dysplastic kidney disease. They were told
by three separate doctors that her condition was 100 percent fatal
and that the risk to the mother was sevenfold if she carried her
pregnancy to term.
The mother described their excruciating decision and the unforgiving process the couple endured to get the medical care they
needed. The debate over Roe u. Wade and the right to privacy, ladies and gentlemen, is not theoretical.
In 1973, the Court recognized a woman's fundamental and constitutional right to privacy. That right guarantees her access to reproductive healthcare. In fact, the Supreme Court has repeatedly
upheld Roe's core finding, making it settled law for the last 44
years.
I ask una nimous consent, Mr. Chairman, to enter into the record
the 14 key cases where the Supreme Court upheld Roe's core holding and the total 39 decisions where it has been reaffirmed by the
Court.
Chairman GRASSLEY. Without objection, it is included.
[The information appears as a submission for the r ecord.]
Senator FEINSTEIN. Thank you.
If these judgments, when combined, do not constitute super
precedent, I do not know what does. Importa ntly, the dozens of
cases affirming Roe are not only about precedent. They are also
about a woman's fundamenta l a nd constitutional rights. Roe ensured that women and their doctors will decide what is best for
their care, not politicia ns.
President Trump repeatedly promised that his judicial nominees
would be pro-life and "automatically" overturn Roe u. Wade. Judge
Gorsuch has not ha d occasion to rule directly on a case involving
Roe. However, his writings do raise questions.
Specifically, h e wrote that h e believes there are no exceptions to
the principle that "the intentional taking of a human life by private
persons is always wrong." This language has been interpreted by
both pro-life and pro-choice organizations to mean h e would overturn Roe.
The Supreme Court is a lso expected to decide what kind of reasonable regula tion States a nd localities can implement to protect
our neighborhoods and schools from gun violence. In fact, just last
month, the Fourth Circuit became the fifth appellate court to up-
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hold a State's ban on assault weapons and large-capacity magazines under Heller.
These new cases, taken together, enable the enactment of prudent and legal legislation to restrict military-style weapons from
flooding our streets. Now while Judge Gorsuch has not written decisions on the Second Amendment, h e did write an opinion to advocate making it harder to convict a felon who illegally possessed a
gun.
In this opinion, Judge Gorsuch argued against the Court's own
precedent. Specifically, in this case, the defendant had been
charged with attempted robbery in July of 2009. After pleading
guilty, he was given probation.
However, "he was repeatedly both orally and in writing told that
possession of a firearm" violated his probation, which would mean
he could not "escape the consequences of his felony conviction."
Less than a year later, he was apprehended by the police holding
"a fully loaded Hi-Point .380-caliber pistol with an obliterated serial number" in clear violation of his probation.
Later, he argued he did not know he was a felon. Six Circuit
Courts, including the Tenth, have determined that the Government
does not need to prove a defendant knew he was a felon to convict
for this crime. Despite this, Judge Gorsuch wrote two separate
opinions that argued in favor of making it harder to convict felons
who possess guns.
In one, he wrote that sometimes following precedent "requires us
to m a ke mist akes. " I find this concerning. Following precedent in
this case was not a mista ke. It led to the conviction of a felon who
s hould not h ave h ad a firearm .
Judge Gorsuch has also stated that he believes judges should
look to the original public meaning of the Constitution when they
decide what a provision of the Constitution means. This is personal, but I find this originalist judicial philosophy to be rea1ly
troubling.
In essence, it m eans the judges a nd courts should evalua te our
constitutional rights and privileges a s they were understood in
1789. However, to do so would not only ignore the intent of the
Framers that the Constitution would be a fra mework on which to
build, but it severely limits the genius of what our Constitution upholds.
I firmly believe the American Constitution is a living document ,
intended to evolve as our country evolves. In 1789, the population
of the United States was under 4 million. Today, we are 325 million and growing. At the time of our founding, African Americans
were enslaved . It was not so long after, women had been burned
a t the stake for witchcraft, a nd the idea of an a utomobile , let alone
the internet, was unfathomable.
In fact, if we were to dogmatically adhere to originalist interpret ations, then we would still have segregated schools and bans on
interracial m a rriage. Women would not be entitled to equal protection under the law, a nd government discrimination against LGBT
Americans would be permitted.
So I a m concerned when I h ear that Judge Gorsuch is an
originalist a nd a strict constructionist. Suffice it to say, and I con-
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elude, the issues we are examining today are consequential. There
is no appointment that is more pivotal to the Court than this one.
This has a real world impact on all of us. Who sits on the Supreme Court should not simply evaluate legalistic theories and
Latin phrases in isolation. They must understand the Court's decisions have real world consequences for men, women, and children
across our Nation.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared statement of Ranking Member Feinstein appears
as a submission for the record.]
Chairman GRASSLEY. Senator Hatch for 10 minutes.
OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. ORRIN G. HATCH,
A U.S. SENATOR FROM THE STATE. OF UTAH
Senator HATCH. Well, thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Judge Gorsuch, welcome back to the Judiciary Committee. This
will be more of an ordeal than your last. But your fitness for the
appointment, it will be just as apparent.
I served on this Committee for 40 years, and some things in the
confirmation process never change. The conflict over judicial appointments in general, and over this nomination in particular, is a
conflict over the proper role of judges in our system of government.
I h ave long believed that the Senate owes the President some
deference with respect to his qua lified nominees. Qualifications for
judicial service include legal experience, which summarizes the
past , and judicia l philosophy, which describes the present a nd a nticipates the future.
Judge Gorsuch's legal experience is well known. My D emocratic
colleagues have referred to the American Bar Association's rating
as the gold standard for evaluating judicia l nominees. The ABA's
unanimous "well qualified" r ating for Judge Gorsuch confirms that
h e has the highest level of professional qualifications, including integrity, competence, a nd. temperament.
Judicia l philosophy is both the more importa nt qualification and
t he more challenging to assess. It refers to a nominee's understanding of the power a nd proper role of judges in our syst em of
government. Over the last several weeks, I have addressed this
issue on the Senate floor and in opinion pages around the country
by contrasting what I have called impa rtial judges a nd political
judges.
An impartial judge focuses on the process of interpreting and applying the law according to objective rules. In this way, the law,
rather than the judge, det ermines the outcome.
A politica l judge, in contrast, focuses on a desired result a nd
fashions a m eans of achieving it. In this way, the judge, rather
than the law, often determines the outcome.
In my experience, a Supreme Court confirmation process reveals
the kind of judge that Senators want to see appointed, A Senator,
for example, who wants to know which side a nominee will be on
in future cases or who de m ands tha t judges be advocates for cert a in political interests, clearly h as a politicized judiciary in mind.
The N ew York Times reported last week that the most prominent
lines of attack against this nomina tion will be that Judge Gorsuch
is "no friend of the little guy." Something is seriously wrong w hen
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the confirmation process for a Supreme Court Justice resembles an
election campaign for political office.
This dangerous approach contradicts the oath of judicial office
prescribed by Federal law. When taking the seat on the U.S. Court
of Appeals in 2006, Judge Gorsuch swore to administer justice
without respect to persons and to impartially discharge his judicial
duties.
His opponents today demand in effect that he violate that oath.
Advocates of such a politicized judiciary seem to think that the confirmation process requires only a political agenda and a calculator.
When a nominee is a sitting judge, they tally the winners and
losers in his past cases and do the math. If they like the result,
it is thumbs up on confirmation. If they do not, well, it is thumbs
down.
What if, for example, Judge Gorsuch's record on the appeals
court was as follows? H e voted against the plaintiff in 83 percent
of immigration cases, against the defendant in 92 percent of criminal cases, denied race claims more than 80 percent of the time, and
agreed with other Republican-appointed judges 95 percent of the
time.
I can just hear the cries of protest, accusations that he favors
certain parties and is hostile to others and threats of filibuster.
That is, in fact , the record of a U.S. Circuit Court Judge nominated
to the Supreme Court, but not the one before us today. It is the
record of Judge Sonia Sotomayor, as described by Senator Charles
Schumer a t h er July 2009 confirmation hearing.
Not only did he champion her nomination, but h e offered that
statistical summary of her record a s proof that, a s he put it,
"She is in the mainstream. " Oh, what a difference an election
makes.
Alexander Hamilton wrote about the .importance of judicial inde pendence, what Chie f Justice William Rehnquist later called the
"crown jewel of our judicial system." Today, in a bizarre twist on
that principle, Judge Gorsuch's opponents say that the only way for
him to prove his independence is by promising to decide future
cases according to certain litmus tests.
In other words, judicial independence requires that he be beholden to t h em and their political agenda. If simply describing that
unprincipled position is not enough to refute it, the confirmation
process 'i s in more trouble tha n I thought.
Judge, I know that the integrity of the judiciary, fairness to the
litigants who come before you, and your own oa th of office are your
highest priorities. You w ill be in good company by resisting efforts
to make you compromise your impartiality.
When President Lyndon Johnson nominated Judge Thurgood
Marshall to the Supreme Court, Senator Ted Kennedy, my friend
who would later chair this Committee, said, "We h ave to respect
that any nominee to the Supreme Court would have to defer any
comments on any matters which are before the Court or very likely
to appear before the Court."
Now that was 50 years ago. When Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg
a ppea red before this Committee in 1993, she said, ' 1A judge sworn
to decide impartially can offer no forecast , no hints, for that would
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show not only disregard for the specifics of the particular case, it
would display disdain for the entire judicial process."
Now in a speech earlier this year, Justice Sotomayor said this.
"What you want is for us to tell you how) as a judicial nominee,
we are going to rule on the important issues you find vexinrr. Any
self-respecting judge who comes in with an agenda that would permit that judge to tell you how they will vote is the kind of person
you do not want-you do not want as a judge:"
Now I will close by reading from the letter we received from dozens of Judge Gorsuch's Harvard Law School peers. After describing
how they were of a ll political, ideological, religious, geographical,
and social stripes, the signers wrote, "What unites us is that we
attended law school with Judge Neil Gorsuch, a man we have
known for more than a quarter century, and we unanimously believe that Neil possesses the exemplary character, outstanding intellect, steady temperament, humility, and open mindedness to be
an excellent addition to the U.S. Supreme Court."
I agree with that appraisal by people from all walks of life, from
different political views, people who agree with you and do not
agree with you, but acknowledge that you are a great judge.
And I look forward to this hearing, Mr. Chairman. Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Senator Hatch appears as a submission for the record.]
Chairman GRASSLEY. Yes, thank you, Senator.
The Senator from Vermont.
OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. PATRICK J. LEAHY,
A U.S. SENATOR FROM THE STATE OF VERMONT

Senator L EAHY. Tha nk you, Mr. Chairman .
I did find it interesting the Senator from Ut ah spoke about Justice Sotomayor, saying that these are the reasons her nominationthe speech, these are the reasons why Republicans sh.ould vote for
h er a nd Democrats vote against h er . I would note that, of course,
t hat Senator Hatch voted against h er.
Today m arks the first time the Senate Judiciary Committee has
m et publicly to take action on a Supreme Court vacancy that resulted from Justice Scalia's death 13 months ago. It was just hours
a fter we learned of Justice Scalia's sudden passing the Republican
m ajority leader declared that the Senate would not provide any
process to any nominee selected by President Obama, despite the
President having nearly a year left in his term.
This was an extraordinary blockade. It was totally unprecedented in our country's whole history. Some liken it to the action
of the tyrannica l kings who claim that they h ave sole control, as
one of our Senators referred to h ere a few minutes ago, but it was
a blockage backed by the n-candidate Donald Trump.
Committee Republicans m et behind closed doors a nd declared
that they would surrender the independence of this Committee to
do the m ajority leader's bidding, and they ignored the Constitution
in the process. In fact, this unprecedented obstruction is one of the
greatest stains on the 200-year history of this Committee.
Remember, the Judiciary Committee once stood against a Courtpacking s chem e of a Democratic President that would have eroded
judicia l independence, and that was a proud moment. Now Repub-
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licans on this Committee a:re guilty of their own Court-unpacking
scheme, and the blockade of Chief Judge Merrick Garland was
never grounded in principle or precedent.
While Senate Republicans were meeting in backrooms to block
President Obama's nominee, extreme special interest groups were
also meeting in private to vet potential Supreme Court nominees
for then-candidate Donald Trump. I do not know of any other Supreme Court nominee who was selected by interest groups rather
than by a President in consultation with the Senate, as required
by the Constitution.
Now Senate Republicans made a big show last year about respecting the voice of the American people in this process. Now they
are arguing that the Senate should rubberstamp a nominee selected by extreme interest groups and nominated. by a President
who lost the popular vote by nearly 3 million votes.
That President has demonstrated hostility to our constitutional
rights and values. He has leveled personal attacks against Federal
judges and career prosecutors who dare to see his promised Muslim
ban for what it is, unconstitutional.
He called our constitutionally protected free press "the enemy of
the American people." When the President's chief of staff says the
nominee before us has the vision of Donald Trump, well, that
raises questions for people who have actually read the Constitution
or care about the rights it protects.
More than perhaps any confirmation hearing for the last 30
years, I expect this nominee's judicial philosophy will play a central
role. Now Judge Gorsuch has spent more than a decade on the Federal bench. H e graduated from Harvard Law School. H e clerked for
the Supreme Court. He served in the Department of Justice. He received a unanimous "well qualified" rating from the American Bar
Association. All things very positive for a Supreme Court nominee.
And if all those things I have read were a sufficient reason to
confirm a nominee to the Supreme Court, of course, Chief Judge
M errick Garland, who h ad exactly the same qualifications but was
r efused by the Republicans, would be sitting on the Court today.
That is why philosophy becomes important.
In contrast to past nominees like John Roberts, whose judicial
philosophy was not clearly articula ted when he appeared before
this Committee, Judge Gorsuch appears to have a comprehensive
originalist philosophy. It is the a pproach t a ken by jurists such as
Justice Scalia or Justice Thomas, former Judge Bork.
While it has gained som(;l popularity within conservative circles,
originalism, I believe, remains outside the mainstream of modern
constitutional jurisprudence. It has been 25 years since a n
originalist h as been nominat ed to the Supreme Court. Given what
we have seen from Justice Scalia a nd Justice. Thomas and Judge
Gorsuch's own record, I worry that it goes beyond being a philosophy and that it becomes an agenda.
We know that conservative groups that h ave vetted Judge
Gorsuch, and the milliona ires who fund them, have a clear agenda -one that is anti-choice, a nti-environment, pro-corporate. And
these groups ar e obviously confident that Judge Gorsuch sh ares
their agenda.
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The first person who interviewed Judge Gorsuch in this process
explained these groups did not ask, who is a really smart lawyer
who has been really accomplished? Instead, they saw a nominee
who understands these things like we do. After all, Judge Gorsuch
has been described by a former leader of the Republican Party as
a true loyalist and a good, strong conservative.
Now the concerns I have about Judge Gorsuch's judicial philosophy and the process by which h e was selected, the views of the
President who nominated him, I hope and expect, Judge, that you
will answer my questions and the questions of all of the Senators,
both parties, as clearly as possible.
You know, it is not enough to say in private that the President's
attacks on the judiciary are disheartening. I need to know that you
understand the role of the courts in protecting the rights of all
Americans. I need. to know that you could be an independent check
and balance on the administration that has nominated. you and on
any administration that might follow it.
Judge Gorsuch, these hearings, occurring the week after Sunshine Week, are the first opportunity for the American people to
hear your views on the role of the courts and the meaning of our
Constitution. Like the Founders, who did not know what legal
questions would be presented in the decades to come, they set this
constitutional process. It is important to understand or to determine whether you understand how the Court ha s a profound impact on small businesses and workers, on law enforcement and victims, on families a nd children across America.
It is not contrary to the duties a nd obligations of a Supreme
Court Justice to consider the effect s of their rulings. The Court's
aspiration, after all, is to provide equal justice under law. That is
inscribed in Vermont marble over the doorway to the Court.
Judge Gorsuch, these hearings will help us conclude if you a re
committed to the funda menta l rights of a ll Americans. Will you
a llow the Government to intrude on America ns' personal privacy
and freedom? Will you elevat e the rights of corporations over those
of r eal people? And will you rubberstamp a President whose administration has asserted that Executive power is not subject to judicial review?
It is importa nt to know whether you serve with independence or
as a surrogate to the President who nomina t ed you or to the special interest groups that provided that President with your na me.
Now I approach these hearings with these thought s in mind. I
can honestly say I have yet to decide how I am going to vote on
this nomination. Unlike those who blocked the nomination of Chief
Judge Merrick Garland, I believe it is my con stitutional responsibility to fairly evaluate a P resident's nominee to the S uprem e
Court.
I have voted for Supreme Court nominees, and I have voted
against others. I recall going on the floor of the Senate right a fter
our Democratic leader said he would vote against John Roberts for
Chief Justice. I was the next speech. I said I would vote for him.
But I a m going to base my determination on the full record at
the conclusion of these h earings, just as I have done for the 16 previous Supreme Court nominations I have been in the Senate.
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The Supreme Court is the guarantor of the liberties of all Americans. Judge Gorsuch, when you took the oath to sit on the Federal
bench, you. spoke these following words that are in a judicial oath.
"I will administer justice without respect to persons and do equal
right to the poor and to the rich."
If confirmed, you have to be a Justice for all Americans, not for
the special interests of a few. You know, I cannot think of any time
in our Nation's history when that commitment is more important
than it is now. That is what I have been thinking of all weekend
long.
The stakes for the American people could not be higher. We
know that in Vermont, but America knows that.
I thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared statement of Senator Leahy appears as a submission for the record.]
Chairman GRASSLEY. Yes, and thank you, Senator Leahy.
Now to Senator Cornyn.
OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. JOHN CORNYN,
A U.S. SENATOR FROM THE STATE OF TEXAS

Senator CORNYN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Judge Gorsuch, welcome to you a nd your family. As you can already tell, this is going to be a much different experience than you
had 10 years ago when you were confirmed by voice vote of the entire United States Senate to the Tenth Circuit Court of Appeals to
a life tenure position.
The Senate Judiciary Committee undertakes no task more important than the one before us, considering a nominee to the U.S. Supreme Court. As you know, historically, these used to be pretty
routine. But that is until judges became seen as policymakers rather than as impartial interpreters and appliers of the law.
The Nation is watching, and I think that is a really good thing.
At a time when fewer and fewer American citizens know our founding story and the principles upon which it is based, I think this is
a wonderful opportunity for a teachable moment, and I would encourage you to take every opportunity to engage in that.
We are considering a nominee, of course, left by the death of Justice Antonin Scalia. And as we have heard before, Justice Scalia
was unique. His wit a nd style brought the Constitution to life for
lawyers in their first year of law school and for the American public at large.
He led the most important legal revolution in our lifetimes, tethering judicial interpretation to the written t ext. What a concept.
This was part of the broader project which the nominee before
us, Judge Neil Gorsuch, described as "reminding us of the differences between judges and legislators. That judges should strive
to apply the law as it is, not to decide cases based on their own
moral convictions or the policy consequences they feel might serve
society best."
In one dissent, Justice Scalia wrote along similar lines that, "If
our pronouncements of constitutional law rely primarily on value
judgments, then a free and intelligent people's attitude toward us
can be expected to be quite different. The people know that their
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value judgments are quite as good as those taught in any law
school and perhaps better."
The Framers, 1 believe, shared Justice Scalia's and your modest
view of the role of judging. Alexander Hamilton wrote, for example,
"The judiciary ma?' truly be said to have neither force nor will, but
merely judgment.'
After Justice Scalia's death, Senate Republicans decided to let
the American people in this last Presidential election choose his
successor. In Judge Gorsuch, President Trump chose one of the
most accomplished lawyers and jurists of his generation. As we
have heard, he is a husband and a father of two daughters, lives
in his native Colorado and, if confirmed, would be our only Western
Justice.
Judge Gorsuch attended Columbia and Harvard Law School and,
of course, got his doctorate at Oxford. After clerking for two Supreme Court Justices, Byron White and Anthony Kennedy, he went
to work for a startup law firm that grew to be one of the Nation's
most prestigious, where he spent a decade, as he put it, working
in the trenches of the law.
As a recovering lawyer and judge myself, I think it is critically
important, Judge, it means that you understand better than most
the impact of your decisions, actually having represented real, live
clients. The law is not just an academic or intellectual exercise. It
has real consequences for real people, and I would encourage you
to talk about those real people that you came in contact with during your legal and judicial ca reer.
After serving his country at the Justice Department, Judge
Gorsuch, as I mentioned earlier, was nominated and confirmed to
the Tenth Circuit. Not one of our Democratic colleagues then in the
Senate opposed Neil Gorsuch for the Tenth Circuit Court of Appeals because there was simply no reason to do so.
In the decade since, Judge Gorsuch has written hundreds of
opinions on the Constitution and innumerable laws. He has demonstrated that he actually reads the text carefully to get the right
result. I am reminded. that there is a difference between what we
sometimes loos ely call a strict constructionist a nd a textualist, and
I would invite you to make that point during some of your testimony.
As you can see here today, his jurisprudence reflects brilliance
and humility, the humility of a man committed to the Constitution
and the law. That body of work is the best guide for the kind of
judge Judge Gorsuch will be.
Answers to questions posed during these hearings we have already heard about specific issues cannot and should not be a guide.
You are not a politician running for election, Judge, as you know.
In the dissent I mentioned earlier, Justice Scalia warned that
"confirmation hearings for new Justices should deteriorate into
question and answer sessions in which Senators go through a list
of their constituents' most favored and most disfavored alleged constitutional rights." It should not be the forum in which you seek
the nominee's commitment to support or oppose them.
So we are not here to ask you, even though some might, how you
will vote in specific cases. And it would be wrong for you to prejudge those cases, as you. know.
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And that is the same reason why, for example, Ruth Bader Ginsburg, during her nomination hearing, said, "A judge sworn to decide impartially can offer no forecast, no hints, for that would not
only show disregard for the specifics of a particular case, it would
display disdain for the entire judicial process."
Can you imagine what a litigant might think if the judge before
whom h e or she was to present their case said before they heard
a word how they were going to decide the case? That is why it is
improper for you, as you. know, to prejudge cases in your testimony
before the Committee, and our colleagues know that as well. But
I expect them to ask a few questions nonetheless.
Well, lately, we have heard from some that they should criticize
you for failing to rule for a sympathetic constituency in one case
or ·another. But of course, as you know, Judge, if you follow the law
and the facts wherever it may lead, sometimes it is for the police.
Sometimes for a criminal defendant. Sometimes it is for a corporation. Sometimes it is for an employee. Sometimes it is for the Government. Sometimes it is against the Government.
That is how the rule of law works, and that is good for all Amer icans. One law professor at Harvard wrote, following the law regardless of the parties is, in the long run, it protects the little guy
a lot better than a system rigged to favor one side.
Beca use of your qualifications a nd a demonstrat ed r ecord of follow ing the law , othe r tha n a few special inter est groups, I believe
you have got a broa d spect rum , really surpr is ingly broad s pectrum
of people s upporting your nomination. One of y our colleagues on
the l eft wrote in The Washington Post , "The S ena t e should confirm
Judge Gorsuch b ecause there is no principled reason t o vote no."
Anothe r liber a l constitutiona l schola r joined a lette r tha t stated,
"Judge Gorsuch has the unusua l combina tion of cha ra cter, dedication, a nd intellect that will m a ke him an asset on our N ation's
highest court."
President Oba ma 's Solicitor General, from wh om this Committ ee
w ill hear, wrote in The N ew York Times tha t "liberals should back
Judge Gorsuch b ecau se h e would live up to the promises to a dminist er justice w it h respect to persons a nd to do equa l right to the
poor and to the rich."
So, Mr. Ch a irma n , the list goes on a nd on. S o I a m very plea sed
the American people are about to lea rn w hy President Trump chose
you as his nominee for the Suprem e Court. I look forwa rd to hearing from Judge Gorsuch, a nd I w ould encourarre my collea gues to
care fully consider the nominee on the m erits and n othing else.
Tha nk y ou.
Cha irma n GRASSLE Y. Thank you, Sena tor Cor nyn.
Now, S en a tor Durbin.
OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. RICHARD J. DURBIN,
A U.S. SENATOR FROM THE STATE OF ILLINOIS
Senator DURBIN. Tha nks, Mr. Chairma n . Judge Gorsuch, welcome to you a nd your family.
I ha ve often read stories about earlier Supreme Court nominees
a nd how little politics pla yed a ny role in the s election a nd vetting
of the n ominees. Those of u s on the Democratic side, as y ou can
h ear, a re frequently warned not to let politics b e pa rt of this deci-
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sion. When I consider the path to this historic hearing, this plea
rings hollow.
The journey began with the untimely death of Justice Scalia in
February 2016. President Obama met his constitutionally required
obligation by nominating Judge Merrick Garland to fill that vacancy in March 2016. Senate Republican Leader Mitch McConnell
announced that for the first time in the history of the United
States Senate, he would refuse Judge Garland a hearing and a
vote. He went further and said he would refuse to even meet with
the judge.
It was clear that Senator McConnell was making a political decision, hoping a Republican President would be elected. He was willing to ignore the tradition and precedent of the Senate so that you
could sit at this witness table today ..
In May and September 2016, Republican Presidential candidate,
Donald Trump, released a list of 21 names, including yours, that
he would consider to fill the Scalia vacancy. President Trump
thanked the Federalist Society and the Heritage Foundation, two
well-known Republican advocacy groups, for providing the list that
included your name.
Your nomination is part of a Republican strategy to capture our
judicial branch of government. That is why tht1 Senate Republicans
kept the Supreme Court seat vacant more than a year; and why
they left 30 judicial nominees, who h ad received bipartisan approva l of this Committee, to die on the Senate calendar as President Obama left office.
Despite all of this, you are entitled t o be judged on the m erits .
The Democrats of the Senate Judiciary Committee will ext end to
you a courtesy which Senate Republicans denied to Judge Garland:
a respectful hearing and a vote.
Judge Gorsuch, you have been nominat ed to a lifetime appointm ent on the highest court in the la nd, and this Court has the final
say on matters of fundamental importance affecting all Americans.
You have a lengthy record before the Tenth Circuit, a nd we will
ask many questions. W e have found in the past that nominees t ry
their best to dodge most of the questions , but it is our job to try
to still seek the truth.
At the nomination hearing of Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg, my
friend and predecessor, Senator Paul Simon, set forth the standard
for Supreme Court nominees. I have noted this with each Supreme
Court nominee that I h ave questioned. He said, "You face a much
harsher judge tha n this Committee, and tha t is the judgment of
history, and that judgment is likely to revolve around the question,
did you restrict freedom or did you expand it. "
Let me be clear. When I talk about expanding freedom, I am not
talking about freedom for corporations. "We the people" does not
include corporations. Senator Simon could never have imagined
that the Supreme Court would give corporations rights and freedoms that were previously reserved only for individuals under the
Constitution, and yet tha t is where we find ourselves with the Roberts Court.
It is often said. the Roberts Court is a corporate Court because
of its pro-business tilt. A study by the Constitutional Accountability
Center found that the Court ruled for the U .S. Chamber of Com-
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merce 69 percent of the time. The Court has certainly favored big
business on issues like forced arbitration, corporate price fixing,
workplace discrimination cases, just to name a few.
But the Roberts Court has gone further than just ruling the way
corporate America wants. In the 2010 Citizens United case, the Supreme Court held for the first time that corporations have the
same rights as living, breathing people to spend money on elections, and that was followed in 2014 by the Hobby Lobby decision,
which allowed for-profit corporations to discriminate against employees based on the corporation's assertion of religious belief.
I do not recall ever seeing a corporation in the pews of Old St.
Patrick's Church in Chicago. Our Founders never believed that corporations were endowed with certain inalienable rights, but were
seeing the Supreme Court expand the rights of this legal fiction,
a corporation, at the expense of the voices and choices of the American people. This strikes at the heart of the Supreme Court's promise to provide equal justice under the law.
Judge Gorsuch , you. took part in that HoblJy Lobby case when it
was before the Tenth Circuit. As I read the case, I was struck by
the extraordinary, even painful, lengths the court went to protect
the religious beliefs of the corporation and its wealthy owners, and
how little attention was paid to the employees, to their constitutionally protected religious beliefs, their choices as individuals, a nd
the burdens that the court's decision placed on them.
I want to hear from you about a pattern I have seen in your decisions on the Tenth Circuit. In case a fte r case, you either dismissed
or rejected efforts by workers and families to recognize the rightsthat recognized their rights or defend their freedoms. Cases like
TransAm Trucking, which we have already spoken to.
Alphonse M addin. I had a chance to sit down with him just last
week. He was the truck driver from Detroit who was driving
around Chicago in the middle of J anuary when a ma lfunction in
his trailer froze the brakes, a nd he was forced to pull over on the
side of the road. Al sat there on his cell phone with the dispatcher
for the truck company, who told him do not leave this truck no
m atter what, and if you do, pull the trailer with you.
Well, that was a big problem because the brakes were frozen~
and it would have been a safety hazard. And so, he wa ited and
waited, and the hours passed, and he st arted feeling numb a nd
sick. You see, there was no hea ter in the truck, and, according to
his recollection, it was so cold. It was 14 degrees below.
Not as cold as your dissent, Judge Gorsuch, which argu ed that
his firing was lawful. You cited a strict textualistic argument to
make your point, but you chose the text that you. focused on. Thank
goodness the m ajority in this case pointed out that common sen se
and the Oxford Dictionary supported the m ajority view.
Compass Environmental Incorporated, another one of your cases.
Your dissent would have vacated a penalty against an employer
who failed to train construction employee Christopher Carder to
avoid the electrocution hazard that killed him. Strickland v . UPS,
your dissent would h ave kept Carol Strickland's sex discrimination
case from going to a jury, even though your fellow judges said she
provided ample evidence that sh e was regularly outperforming h er
m ale colleagu es a nd treated less favorably.
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I want to hear more about your views on fundamental individual
rights that the Supreme Court is tasked to defend: the right to privacy, the right for all faiths to practice their religion, the right to
vote, equal protection, and the rights of women. The Committee
has received two letters from students who you taught last year
that raised some serious concerns. Tomorrow we will get to the bottom of it, I hope.
We have learned you were an aggressive defender of Executive
power during the time of the Bush a dministration. In June 2004,
after the Abu Ghraib torture scandal, I authored the first bill to
ban cruel, inhuman, and degrading treatment of detainees. That
legislation became the McCain Torture Amendment, which passed
the Senate in December 2005 by an overwhelming 90-to-9 vote.
But when President Bush signed the Amendment into law, h e
issued a signing statement claiming he had the authority to ignore
the McCain Amendment. It turns out, you were deeply involved in
this unprecedented signing statement. We need to know what you
will do when you are called upon to stand up to this President or
any President if he claims the power to ignore laws that protect
fundamental human rights.
You are going to have your hands full with this President. He is
going to keep you busy.
It is incumbe nt on any nominee to de monstrate that h e or she
w ill serve as a n independent check or bala n ce on the presidency.
There are some warning flags. February 23rd, White House chief
of sta ff, Reince Priebus, said, "N eil Gorsuch represents the typ e of
judge that h as the vision of Dona ld Trump. " I want to h ear from
you w hy Mr. Priebus would say that. Ma k e no mistake, w h en it
comes t o the t reatment of work ers, women, victims of discrimination, people of minority religious faith , a nd our Constitution, most
Americans question whether we n eed a Supreme Court Justice
with the vision of Donald Trump .
With my constitution a l responsibility firmly in mind, I look fo rward. to questioning tomorrow. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The prepa red s t atem ent of S enator Durbin appears as a s ubmission for the record.]
Ch a irman GRASSLEY. Tha nk you, Senator Durbin. Now, the Sena tor from U t ah .
OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. MICHAEL S. LEE,
A U.S. SENATOR F ROM THE STATE OF UTAH .

Sena t or LEE . Thank you, Mr. Ch a irma n , and tha nk you Judge
Gorsuch. Welcome to the Committee. I a ls o w ant t o welcome your
friends , family members, supporters, former colleagues, a nd people
you have worked with over the years who h ave come to sh ow their
support. I know they a re proud of you, and they a re proud of you
not just because of what you h ave done and wh a t you have accomplished professiona lly, but also because of who you are persona lly:
a m a n of integrity, a m a n of great accomplishment, a m an of ch aract er, and a man of faith.
E veryone knows tha t a Supreme Court confirma tion hearing can
be dramatic, even emotiona l at t imes. The stakes a re high . As Senators, we understa nd tha t the re a re a few things tha t a re more importa nt than the obligation that we a re pe rforming h ere than the
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duty that we are carrying out in connection with this process.
These days it seems like standing for a confirmation hearing in the
United States Senate after being nominated to the Supreme Court
of the United States can appear a little bit like running for political
office.
As we have seen over the last few weeks, there are interest
groups out there, some supporting you, some opposing you, out
there waging campaigns almost as if they were running a campaign for someone pursuing public office. Maybe that is why, especially on this side of the dais, .it can be easy to forget that a nominee is an ordinary citizen, perhaps not ordinary in the usual sense,
but at least that person is not a politician.
You, sir, are not a politician, which means that the acrimony, the
duplicity, the ruthlessness of today's politics are still a little foreign
to you, are still quite unfamiliar to you. I hope that they will remain unfamiliar to you.
In a former life when I was a practicing attorney, I had. the good
fortune of appearing in front of you on the Tenth Circuit, and so
I know from my own personal experience that you are one of the
best judges in the country. You come to oral argument prepared,
and you ask fair, probing questions that are designed to get at one
thing and one thing only, which is what the law says and what the
law requires in each individual case) depending on the facts and
circumstances of that case.
You are not there to promote a personal agenda or a political
agenda, a nd you are not there to grandstand. You are there t o list en t o both sides of the argument in the case. You write thoughtful
and rigorous opinions. They are careful, and they a re well reasoned . And they are even interesting and pleasant to read, which
is very difficult to achieve in the world of appellate litigation. Now,
I know I am easily entertained.
[Laughter.]
Senator LEE. But I find your opinions particularly interesting.
You have t he resum e of a Supreme Court Justice, but I think
what is most impressive a nd, for our purposes, what is most important about your career a nd about the approach you take to the law,
is your fierce independence from pa rtisan influence a nd from any
personal biases that you might otherwise be inclined to harbor.
The judiciary is set apart from and, in a way, set far above the
other branches in our republic, the other organs of our constitutional system, specifica lly because we a llow it to inva lidate and interpret the a ctions of the elected branches. So, we have got t wo
branches of government that are politica l in that they are run by
peopl e who are elected and stand for re-election a t regular intervals, thus, m a king themselves directly a ccounta ble to the Ame rican
people.
Our confidence in our entire system, including our confidence in
the American judiciary, depends entirely on judges just like you,
judges who are independent and whose only agenda is getting the
law right, regardless of whether any particular judge, or any particular litigant, or a ny particular member of the public like-might
like or dislike the outcome in that case. You are essential to ma king us accountable because unless you do your job right, were not
h eld accountable because our laws do not stand. That is what
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makes your role, and your particular unique approach, and your
particular unique commitment to this so important.
Now, I want to take a moment to address some of the unique
criticisms that you yourself, Judge Gorsuch, might be facing this
week. I am sure that during this hearing some of my colleagues
might claim that you are outside the mainstream. In fact, we have
sadly heard some of that already today. We have heard arguments
to the effect that you are an originalist, and we have heard assertions to the effect that originalism is somehow so far out of the
mainstream, that it is dangerous.
Well, I would remind my colleagues who have raised such concerns or who might be harboring them, that if this is the case, then
they are going to have to acknowledge the fact that there is a pretty broad spectrum of people on the U.S. Supreme Court they might
be painting with that brush.
Justice Elena Kagan, before she was Justice Kagan, when she
was standing before this Committee, in the second day of her confirmation hearings said, referring to the Founding Fathers and the
need to figure out what the Founding Fathers understood about
particular words, about how those particular words were used by
the founding generation, said, "Sometimes they laid down very specific rules. Sometimes they laid down broad principles. Either way,
we apply w hat they tried to do. In that way, we are all
originalists." That was on June 29th, 2010, before this Committee.
Moreover, these out-of-the-mainstream arguments, out-of-them ainstream approach, for a ddressing you, referring to you as a n
originalist, just does not stick. This is not a description that was
attrib uted to you the last time you stood before this Committee and
went through a confirmation process. Nowhere in the record is
there any reference to you being outside the mainstream. In fact,
your nomination to the United States Court of Appeals for the
Tenth Circuit was so remarkably uncontroversial that one Senator
a nd only one Senator-Senator Lindsey Graham from South Carolina-was the only Member of this Committee who even bothered
to show up at your confirmation hearing.
Now, I would have been there, too, Judge. I was not yet a Member of the United States Senate.
[Laughter.]
Senator LEE. You were confirmed unanimously by voice vote
without a single "no" vote.
I am sure that some of my colleagu es will question your independence because, in their view, perhaps you have not sufficiently
criticized the comments ma de by some of today's politicians. Personally, I think you h ave made your views on this subject very
clear. I am sure some of my colleagues will complain that you are
not providing a ny hints as to how you might rule in any particular
case. But that, however , is a reason for your confirmation, certainly
not against it.
In our system, judges do not provide advisory opinions . They do
not m ak e legislation, they do not legislat e, they do not ma ke law,
they do not set policy, in the same sense that those things are
m ade in the political branches. They decide cases and controversies
only after each side h as had the opportunity to m ake its case be-
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fore the bench, and they do so outside the realm of political influence.
In an odd twist, some of the same colleagues who will question
your independence will also push you to answer questions that you
simply cannot. I am sure that some of my colleagues will pick apart
some of your rulings, and they will try to say that you are hostile
to particular types of claims or to particular plaintiffs. I do not
think it is productive to evaluate someone's judicial record by looking at who wins or who loses in his courtroom, at least outside the
context of evaluating how the law was interpreted in that case.
It goes without saying that in our system you face the same burden of convincing a court, regardless of who you are. And judges
do not decide cases-they certainly should never decide casesbased on their own personal preferences. But to my colleagues who
go down that road, the record shows with abundant clarity that you
apply the law neutrally in all cases without regard to the parties.
Finally, I would urge my colleagues to keep in mind that while
Judge Gorsuch's reputation will not be affected by how we treat his
confirmation, the same cannot always be said of the Senate. The
night Judge Gorsuch was nominated, he said, "The U.S. Senate is
the greatest deliberative body in the world." I tend to agree, but
these days it seems like this title is more of a challenge than an
observation. It is more of an aspiration than a present sense description of reality. So, I hope we prove you right this week.
Thank you very much, and I really look forward to hearing answers to the questions we will raise to you.
[The prepared statement of Senator Lee appears as a submission
for the record.]
Chairman GRASSLEY. Thank you, Senator Lee. Now, Senator
Whitehouse.
OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. SHELDON WHITEHOUSE,
A U.S. SENATOR FROM THE STATE OF RHODE ISLAND

Senator WHITEHOUSE . Judge Gorsuch, welcome. As we discussed
when we met, the question that faces me is, what happens when
the Republicans get five appointees on the Supreme Court? I cannot help but notice the long array of 5-to-4 decisions, with all the
Republican appointees lining up to change the law to the benefit
of distinct interests: Republicans at the polls and big business pretty much everywhere.
Let us look at the 5-to-4 decisions, first helping Republicans at
the polls. All the Republican appointees' 5-to-4 decisions on election law favor Republicans at the polls, 6-to-O. Helping Republicans gerrymander, paving the way for the Republican red map
plan that won the House against the American majority in 2012,
Gobeille, 5-to- 4, a ll the Republican appointees.
Helping Republican legislatures keep Democrat-leaning minorities away from the polls with targeted voter suppression laws,
Shelby County, 5-to-4 all the Republicans; Bartlett v. Strickland,
5-to-4, all the Republicans . .Helping corporate money flood elections and boost Republican candidates, McCutcheon, 5-to-4, all the
Republicans, counting the concurrence; Bullock , 5-to-4 all the Republicans. And the infamous Citizens United decision, 5-to-4 all
the Republicans. In each area, the Court made n ew law, 5-to-4,
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and each decision predictably helped Republicans win elections. At
6-to-O, it is a partisan route.
Then look at cases that pit corporations against human beings.
All the 5-to-4 Republican appointee decisions line up to help corporations against humans. Citizens United and the political money
decisions should, again, count here. All three of them, 5-to-4 , all
the Republicans. Then come decisions to protect corporations who
have harmed their employees. In pay discrimination, Ledbetter, 5to-4 all the Republicans. In age discrimination, Gross, 5-to-4 all
the Republicans. In harassment cases, Vance, 5-to-4, all the Republicans. In anti-retaliation cases, Nassar , yes, you guessed it, 5to-4 , all Republicans.
Then there are the decisions that protect corporations from class
action lawsuits. Wal-Mart v. Dukes, 5-to-4, and Comcast, 5-to-4,
both all Republicans. Then there are decisions that help corporations steer customers away from juries and into corporate-friendly
mandatory arbitration. Concepcion and Italian Colors Restaurant,
both 5-to-4, both all Republicans.
The Iqbal decision, 5-to-4, all Republicans, helped bar the courthouse door for all types of plaintiffs. All of tbis helps keep corporations away from juries, the one element of government hardest for
corporations to control Indeed, as you know, tampering with a jury
is a crime.
The Court also helps big business against unions. Harris v.
Quinn, 5-to-4, a ll Republicans. Last year Friedrichs was teed up
as a 5-to-4 body blow against unions when Justice Scalia died.
With a new 5-to-4 Court, they will be back.
Throw in H obby Lobby. Corporations have religious rights tha t
supersede healthcare for their employees, 5-to-4, all Republicans.
Add H eller a nd McDonald , reanimating for gun manufacturers a
lega l theory a former Chief Justice once called a fraud , 5-to-4, all
Republicans.
Help insulat e investment bankers from fraud claims? Why not?
Janus Capital Group , 5-to-4, a ll Republicans. Chamber of Commerce v. EPA , gave corporate polluters a n unprecedented victory1
again 5-to-4, a ll Republicans.
That is an easy 16-to-O record for corporations against humans.
To me, every time seems like a lot.
There is no coincidence here. Big business has law groups out
trolling for test cases to go get those cases before the friendly
Court . The Republican politico-industrial complex piles in with
amicus briefs and floods to tell the Republican appointees on the
Court what it wants. Republican Justices are even starting to give
hints so big business lawyers can rush to get certain cases up pronto to the Court.
It is kind of a machine. Special interests set up and fund front
groups. The front groups appear as amici before the Court. The
a micus briefs or the front groups tell the Court what the special
interests want. The Court follows the amicus briefs. The decision
benefits the special interests, a nd the special interest s pour more
money to the front groups. On it goes like turning a crank. The biggest corporate lobby of them a ll is winning better than two-to-one
at the Court.
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This 5-to-4 rampage is not driven by principle. Over and over,
judicial principles, even so-called conservative ones, are overrun on
the Court's road to the happy result.
Stare decisis, that is a big laugh. These are law-changing decisions, many upending a century or more of law and precedent.
Textualism. The Second Amendment uses the military term,
"arms," and talks about militias, but never mind that when the
gun lobby wants something. Originalism, there is a particularly
good one. Find me a Founding Father who planned a big role for
business corporations in American elections, or one wlio would
have countenanced the steady strangulation. of the civil jury without so much as a mention of the Seventh Amendment.
The Citizens United majority even fiddled with Court procedure
to get to the decision it wanted to deliver, dodging its way around
a record that would have belied their findings of fact, settmg aside
that their findings of fact were factually preposterous, as events
have shown, and that appellate courts are not even supposed to
make findings of fact .
It is not just us who notice. Top writers and scholars describe the
Roberts Court as essentially a delivery service. Jeffrey Toobin
wrote in 2009, "Even more than Scalia, Chief Justice Roberts has
served the interests and reflected the values of the contemporary
Republican Party." Linda Greenhouse in 2014 , "I am finding it impossible to avoid the conclusion that the Republican-appointed majority is committed to harnessing the Supreme Court to an ideological agenda." Norm Ornstein has described what he called the new
r eality of today's Supreme Court: "It is polarized along partisan
lines in a way that parallels other political institutions and the rest
of society in a fashion we have never seen ."
Studies of the Court's decisions show it is the most corporatefriendly Court in modern history, with Justices Roberts and Alito
vying to be the most corporate-friendly Justice. And the American
public knows som ething has gon e wrong a t the Court. A 2014 poll
revealed that a majority of America n s think a person will not get
a fair shake in this Court against a corporation.
Now, where do you fit in? When Hobby Lobby was in the Tenth
Circuit, you held for a corporation having religious rights over its
employees' healthcare. Your record on corporate versus human litigants comes in by one count at 21-to-2 for corporations. Tellingly,
big special interests and their front groups are spending millions
of dollars in a dark money campai$.n to push your confirmation.
We have a predicament. In ordinary circumstances, you should
enjoy the benefit of the doubt based on your qualifications, but several tbings have gone wrong that shift the benefit of the doubt.
One, Justice Roberts sat in that very seat , told us he would just
call balls and strikes, and then led his five-person Republican majority on that activist 5-to-4 political shopping spree. Once burned,
twice shy. Confirmation etiquette has been unhinged from the
truth.
Two, Republican Senators denied any semblance of due legislative process to our last nominee, one I would say even more qua lified than you, and that is saying something. Why go through the
unprecedented political trouble to deny so qualified a judge even a
h earin g if you do not expect something more amenable to come
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down the pike? Those political expectations also color the benefit
of the doubt.
Finally, the special interests who have done so well in that 5to-4 extravaganza of decisions are now spending millions and millions of dollars campaigning to push your nomination. They obviously think you will be worth their money. These special interests
also supported the Republican majority keeping this seat open.
I am afraid at all costs, whoever now sits in that seat, the benefit
of the doubt to answer this question. Will you saddle up with the
other Republican appointees and launch the Court 5-to-4 again on
another massive special interest and Republican election spree?
I hope whatever we may disagree about on this Committee, we
can at least agree that we cannot have a Court where litigants in
these 5-to-4 decisions can predict how they will do based on who
they are, because here is what it looks like now. If they are big Republican election interests, they will win every time. If they are
corporations against a human being, they will win every time. And,
Your Honor, every time seems like a lot.
Thank you, Chairman.
[The prepared statement of Senator Whitehouse appears as a
submission for the record.]
Chairman GRASSLEY. Thank you. Senator Graham.
OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. LINDSEY O.GRAHAM,
A U.S. SENATOR FROM THE STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA

Senator GRAHAM. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. There is a reason
I did not do this litany with Democratic nominees that appeared
before the Committee. I do not think it would have made any difference in terms of how other people voted, and I did not expect
them to vote with the Republican majority.
Elena Kagan and Sonia Sotomayor, I could have spent a lot of
time talking about how antagonistic they a re to the Second Amendm ent1 in my view, how the unborn does not have much of a chance
in their Court, how the environmentalists a lways win, and there is
no government too big to be said "no" to.
The reason I did not do that is because I thought they were
qualified, and if you believe this has been a great plan to get a
Trump nominee on the Court, then you had to believe Trump was
going to win to begin with. I did not believe that.
[La ughter.]
Senator GRAHAM. Obviously, I did not believe that saying a ll the
things I said-[La ughter. ]
Senator GRAHAM [continui ng]. Followed closely by Ben. But appa rently what I said did not matter, a nd that is okay with m e. The
American people chose Donald Trump, and here is what I can say
about the man in front of us.
No matter who had won our primary, no one could have chosen
better than Neil Gorsuch to represent conservatism on the Supreme Court. So, Donald Trump deserves to be congratulated for
listening to a lot of people a nd coming up with, I think, the best
choice available to a Republican President in t erms of nominating
somebody who is going to k eep the conservative philosophy a live
and well in the Court.
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And I doubt if you will be disappointed many times with Judge
Gorsuch, but he is a pretty independent guy from what I can tell.
You will probably be more-I have never been disappointed with
Sotomayor and Kagan in the sense I knew what I was getting.
They always vote with the liberal block. They are very qualified
people. Sometimes the Court comes together 9-to-nothing to reject
something, but most of the time people break along the lines of
where they came from .
And I think Sotomayor and Kagan came from a view of the law
that I do not accept in terms of who I would have chosen, but was
well within the mainstream of judicial philosophy from the left. I
thought they led exemplary lives quite frankly. There were a lot of
attacks on them that 1 did not echo because I thought, give me a
break. Really? Are these the two worst women in the world? They
lived exemplary lives, were highly qualified, and that is why I
voted for them.
I thought that is what we should be doing, and I am beginning
to wonder now how the game is played. I do remember when I
voted for them, how many good editorials I have from papers that
nobody in South Carolina read.
[Laughter.]
Senator GRAHAM. I miss Harry. Harry is around here somewhere, Harry Reid. H e said something about me. 1 cannot find it.
But he basically said that I wished more people would follow Senator Graham's lead when it comes to voting for very highly qualified nominees. He said that on the floor. M aybe that will happen
in the future. Well, time will tell.
Now, as to whether or not this man is highly qualified, I am
dying to hear the argument that he is not. You may not like the
view he has of the law, but I am dying to hear somebody over there
tell me why he is not qualified to be sitting here when a Republican President occupies down the street.
Now, when you look at the Federalist Papers, I saw the musical ,
"Hamilton." It was pretty good. Reading his work was even better.
And the Federalist Papers 78, 87-I cannot remember the number.
Basically, what he tells us is that the role of the Senat e is, m ake
sure that the President does not pick someone specially favored for
their State and association to their family, someone really cronyism, I guess, is what we are supposed to be doing. And most Supreme Court Justices, up until modern times, basically were reconfirmed without with a voice vote.
So, things ha ve changed, and we cannot lay all the blam e on our
Democratic friends about politicizing the selection process. What I
want to say to the public is, I am gla d people like Judge Gorsuch
a re willing to go through this, and I am sure Justices Sotomayor
a nd Kagan had wished on a couple of days they had not chosen
that path, but I think they made it through, quite frankly, with flying colors.
So, the issue for m e is, I am waiting to hear somebody over there
tell me why you are not qualified for the job that you are seeking.
Twenty-seven hundred decisions , and you have been overruled
once. An academic r ecord. The reason I did. not do all the things
you did academically, I could not get into any of the schools-into
the schools you were able to get into.
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But the way you have handled yourself, I think you should be
proud of the way you have handled yourself on the court. I think
all the statements by your colleagues who know you better than
anybody up here when no TV camera is rolling say nothing but
great things about you, even people who have a different philosophy.
So, I just want you to know that from my point of view, you are
every bit as qualified as Justices Sotomayor and Kagan. I think
you are just as good a man as they are two fine women. And over
the course of the next couple of days, the American people are
going to get to understand who you are and, within limits, your judicial philosophy. They are going to want you to decide every case
they do not like here, and you will have to say "no."
And there is a reason I did not ask Justices Sotomayor and
Kagan to give me an opinion as to what they would do when they
got on the Court because I knew they would not tell me that. I did
not really feel comfortable asking them that.
As to Judge Garland, the one thing I can say for sure is that
when Justice Scalia passed on February the 13th, we had already
had three primaries on the Republican side, and the campaign was
in full swing on the Democratic side. I thought long and hard about
that. Are we doing something unfair here by not allowing the current President to nominate somebody and fill a vacancy in the last
year of their presidency after the political process had started?
So, wh en I started looking a round at what other people thought,
h ere is wh at Joe Eiden thought in 1992. "If someone steps down,
I would highly recommend the President not name someone and
not send a na m e up. If Bush did send someone up, I would ask the
Senate to seriously consider not having a hearing on tha t nominee ,
It would be a pragmatic conclusion tha t once the political season
is underway, and it is, action on known Supreme Court nominations must be put off until aft er the election campaign is over."
Now, that is what my friend, Joe, said in 1992.
The bottom line here is I h ave no doubt in my mind if the shoe
were on the other foot, the other side would h ave delayed the confirmation process until the next President were elected. In a hundred years, when we have had the President of one party in power
a nd the Senate in the ha nds of another party, I think we have had
one person confirmed in the last year of a t e rm. So, I do not feel
like a ny injustice has been done to a nybody here . And the bottom
line, when you read Democratic words from the past, they are saying basically what we said.
The one thing I can say is that I have been consistent. I have
voted for everybody since I have been here, four: Justices Roberts,
Alito, Sotomayor, a nd Kagan. And I feel all four h a d one thing in
common: no Republican would have chosen Sotomayor or Kagan,
but how could a Republican say they were not qualified for the job
they had? They had lived an exemplary life, well qualified, and had
years on the bench.
Now, the shoe is on the other foot. I remember after I voted for
Ms. Kagan, all the hea dlines in The Washington Post were, this
will ensure that Graham gets primary. They were right. That is not
the only reason, to my primary opponents, but that was the m a in
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reason, and I made it through just fine. And I do not know how
we got here as a N ation.
Scalia had 98-to-nothing. Ginsburg I think was 96-to-3. What
happened between now and then? How did we go from being able
to understand that Scalia was a well-qualified conservative, and
Ginsburg was a well-qualified liberal, and recognize that elections
matter? I do not know how we got there, but here is what I hope,
that we turn around and go back to where we were because what
we are doing is going to destroy the judiciary over time.
Chairman GRASSLEY. Thank you, Senator Graham. Now, Senator
Klobuchar.
OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. AMY KLOBUCHAR,
A U.S. SENATOR FROM THE STATE OF MINNESOTA

Senator KLOBUCHAR. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Welcome,
Judge. We have already met once before in my office, and all of us
on the Judiciary Committee are looking forward to hearing from
you. And welcome to your family as well.
This Committee has no greater responsibility than the one before
us today. Our Constitution, our laws, and our values all depend on
a Supreme Court that is impartial, fair, and just. Your nomination
comes before us during an unprecedented time in our country's hist ory. We a r e witnessing a singular m oment of constitutional a nd
democratic unease.
In recent months, foundational elements of our democracy, including the rule of law, have been questioned, challenged, a nd even
undermined. So, I cannot evaluate your credentials in the comfort
of a legal cocoon. Instead, I must look at your views a nd record in
the real world of America today. You see, you come before us this
afternoon not only as a nominee sitting at a table alone with your
fri ends and family behind you, but in the context of the era in
which we live.
From the highest levels of Government, we have h eard relentless
criticisms of journalists. Seventeen intelligence agencies have confirmed that Russia, a n autocratic foreign government, attempted to
influence our most recent election. At the same time, voting rights
in the U.S. h ave been stripped from far too manyJ while dark
money and extraordinary sums, adding up to an estimated $800
million in just 6 years, continues to have an outsized influence in
our politics, distorting our representative democracy.
Just last month, we saw the President of the United States refor
to a man a ppointed to the Federal bench by President George W.
Bush as a "so-called judge," and we have sadly seen ha te unleashed
toward religious minorities from Jews to Muslims, venom directed
a t innocent Americans, from kids in restaurants being told to go
back to where they came from, to a man gunned down while washing his car in his driveway.
The pillars of our democracy and our Constitution are at risk.
You are not the cause of these challe nges, Judge , these challenges
to our democracy, but if confirmed, you would play a critical role
in dealing with them.
This is a serious moment in our Nation's history, and. as representatives of the American people, it is our duty up here to deter-
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mine if you will uphold the motto on the Supreme Court building
itself, to help all Americans achieve equal justice under law.
Before I was elected to the Senate, I spent 8 years leading Minnesota's largest prosecutor's office. I have seen firsthand how the
law has a real impact that extends far beyond the walls of a courtroom, whether it is crime victims and their families, or people who
have seen a loved one sent to jail. The decisions made from the
bench affect people living right now in the 21st century with 21st
century problems.
So, though the U.S. Constitution and its Bill of Rights were written in the 18th century, though the Fourteenth Amendment's guarantee of equal protection of the laws was written in the 19th century, the decisions made today affect not the lives of our 18th and
19th century ancestors, but of all Americans today.
So, Judge, these hearings will not just be about your legal experience. They are about trying to understand what you would actually
do on the Court, for the law is more than a set of dusty books in
the basement stacks of .a law library. It is the bedrock of our society. We need to know how you approach the law.
After Judge Merrick Garland was nominated to the Supreme
Court last year, we often heard about how he is a careful jurist
who decides cases on the narrowest possible grounds, who builds
consensus across the ideological spectrum, who does not inject political considerations into his rulings. We look forward to hearing
what your judicial philosophy would be on the Court.
Looking at your past decisions, I h ave questions about how you
would approach your wor k. In a speech last year , you spoke about
the differences between judges and legislators. You said that,
"While legisla tors may appeal to their own moral convictions and
to cla ims about social utility to reshape the law as they think it
should be in the future, that judges should be none of those things
in a democratic society. Judges," you said, "should instead strive to
a pply the law as it is, focusing backward, not forward, and looking
t o text , structure, a nd history to decide what a reasonable reader
at the time of the events in question would have understood the
law to be."
I want to understand better those views of the Constitution and
how they square with modern day life. Due process, equal protection of the laws, these ar e general a nd sweeping terms. And the
Supreme Court, which has the power of judicial review, has the
constitutional duty to be the final arbiter of what the Constitution
means, rulings that can impact voting rights, civil rights) and the
right of people to m arry.
Ma ny of the issues we face today are ones that this country's
founders n ever considered, and, in fact , n ever could have considered because of all the social change a nd innovation that h as taken
place. We are no longer dealing w ith plows, bonnets, and colony
deaths in .E ngland, but instead driverless cars, drones, and
cybercrimes. And those were just the topics of the hearings I att e nded last week.
I want to understand how your judicia l philosophy, which, as you
s uggest, looks backward, not forwa rd, may affect the rights of our
fellow citizens. I also want to understa nd the implications of your
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views on legal precedent. One example of this occurs in the context
of the Chevron doctrine.
In stating that courts should generally defer to reasonable interpretations of Executive agencies, this 33-year-old case guarantees
that the most complex regulatory decisions, ones judges themselves
may have little or no expertise to handle, are made by the scientists and professionals best equipped to rise to these challenges.
These modern agency decisions include things like rules protecting
public safety, requirements against lead-based paint, and clean
water protections for our Great Lakes.
Last year in your concurring opinion in Gutierrez v. Lynch, you
suggested that Chevron should be overturned, yet this act would
have titanic real-world implications on all aspects of our everyday
lives. Countless rules could be .in jeopardy, protections that matter
to the American people would be compromised, and there would be
widespread uncertainty. Judge, if you believe it is really time to
overturn Chevron, then we need to know with what you would replace it.
Another opinion that I want to talk about is Riddle v.
Hickenlooper. In your concurring opinion, you suggest that the
Court should apply strict scrutiny to laws restricting campaign contributions. If the Supreme Court adopted that view, it could well
compromise the few remaining campaign finance protections that
are still on the books. The notion that Congress has little or no role
in setting reasonable campaign finance rules is in direct contradiction w ith the express views of the American people.
In r ecent polls, over three-quarters of Americans have said that
we need sweeping new laws to reduce the influence of money in
politics. While polls, as we know, are not a judge's problem, democracy should be. When unlimited, undisclosed money floods our campaigns, it drowns out the people's voices. It undermines our elections.
Other questions about your views in money and politics are
raised by your opinion in Hobby Lobby. In that opinion, you found
that corporations were legal persons a nd could exercise their own
religious beliefs. This ruling leaves open the troubling argument
that corporations have a right to free speech equal to that of citizens, which would invalidate the prohibition of corporations donating. These are not the only First Amendment issues I will raise.
I want to talk a bout New York Times v. Sullivan and freedom of
the press, as well as an area you have great expertise in, antitrust.
Judge, as I consider your nomination, 1 am reminded of something a Justice who ha iled from Minnesota, Justice Blackmun, once
said, "Surely," he wrote, "there is a way to teach law, strict and demanding though it might be, with some glimpse of its humanness
and basic good. There .is room for flexibility and different answers,
and not all is Black and White. You see, there is a reason we have
judges to apply the laws to the facts. It is because answers a re not
always as clear as we would like, and sometimes there is more
than one reasonable interpretation."
As a prosecutor, I knew that every charging decision that we
m ade, every case we chose to pursue, had real implications . It is
t he same with judges, for in the end it was not a law professor or
Federal jurist who was h elped by the Eighth Circuit is reliance on
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Chevron. It was an hourly Minnesota grocery store worker who got
his hard-earned pension. And when the Court stripped away the
rules that opened the door to unlimited super PAC spending, it was
not the campaign financers or the ad men who were hurt. It was
a grandma in Lanesboro, Minnesota, who actually believed. that
giving $10 to her Senator would make a difference.
And as the granddaughter of an iron ore miner, I can tell you
it was not a CEO or a corporate board chair whose life was saved
by mining safety rules. It was the Minnesota iron ore workers like
my grandpa, who went to work every day with a black lunch bucket 1,500 feet underground in a cage.
My dad, who ended up as the first kid in his family to graduate
from high school, and from there to community college, and then
to the University of Minnesota, still remembers as a little boy
standing in front of the caskets of those mine workers lining St.
Anthony's Church. It was the worker protections, coupled with the
ability to organize as a union, that finally made those miners' jobs
safe,
Judge, you have been rightfully praised for your impressive academic credentials and experience, but at these hearings l want to
know more than just about your record. I want to know about how,
if you are confirmed, your decisions will, in fact, reflect precedent
and the law, whether your judgments and decisions will be good,
whether they will be done in a way that will help all Americans,
from that grandma in Lanesboro to that Minnesota grocery store
worker. That is not politics. That is why we are having these h earings today.
Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Senator Klobuchar appears as a submission for the record ..]
Chairman GRASSLEY. Thank you, Senator Klobuchar. Now, Senator Cruz.
OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. TED CRUZ,
A U.S. SENATOR FROM THE STATE OF TEXAS

Senator CRUZ. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Judge Gorsuch, welcome. Thank you for your decades of service, honorable service.
Thank you for your family being here today, and thank you for
your willingness to endure the spectacle of this confirmation hearing.
February 13th of last year was a devastating day for those of us
who revere the Constitution and the rule of law. On that day, we
lost Supreme Court Justice Antonin Scalia. Justice Scalia was one
of the greatest Justices to ever sit on the Bench. He was a trailblazing a dvocate for the original meaning of the Constitution, and
a shining example of judicial humility.
His death left an enormous hole not only in our h earts, but in
the protections for the rule of law, and it left enormous shoes to
fill , a daunting task that I know weighs on you as you consider the
enormity of what is in front of you.
Today there is a sharp disagreement a bout the very nature of the
Supreme Court. Some people view the Court as a hyper-powerful
political branch. When they grow frustrated with the legisla tive
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process and the will of the people, they turn to the Court to try to
see their preferred policies enacted.
For conservatives, we understand the opposite is true. We read
the Constitution and see that it imbues the Federal judiciary with
a much more modest role than the left embraces. Judges are not
supposed to make law. They are supposed to faithfully apply it.
Justice Scalia was a champion of this modest view of the judicial
role, but bad his vacant seat been filled by Barack Obama or Hillary Clinton, Justice Scalia's legacy would have been in grave da nger. If they filled his seat, we would have seen a Supreme Court
where the will of the people would have been repeatedly cast aside
by a new activist Supreme Court majority.
We would have seen a Supreme Court majority that viewed itself
as philosopher kings who had the power to decide for the rest of
us what policies should govern our Nation and control every facet
of our lives. We would have seen our democratic process controlled
by five unelected lawyers here in Washington, DC.
That would have been a profound and troubling shift in the direction of the Supreme Court and our Nation's future. That is why
after Justice Scalia's untimely death, the Senate chose to exercise
our explicit constitutional authority, and we advised President
Obama that we would not consent to a Supreme Court nominee
until the people in the midst of a Presidential election were able
to choose. For 80 years, the Sen a te h ad not filled a Supreme Court
vacancy that b ad occurred in a Presidential election year, a nd the
Sen at e majority r ightly decided tha t last year would not become
the first in eight decades.
The people, therefore, ha d a choice, a choice between an
originalist view of the Constitution represented by Justice Scalia or
a progressive and activist view of the Constitution represented by
Barack Obama and Hillary Clinton. During the campaign, President Trump repeatedly promised to nominate Justices in the m old
of Justice Scalia, a nd, indeed, h e laid out a specific list of 21
judges, constitutionalists from whom h e said h e would choose his
n ominee. Judge Gorsuch was one of those 21.
Issuing such a list was a move without precedent in our country's
Presidential history, a nd it creat ed the most transpa rent process
for selecting a Supreme Court Justice that our Nation has ever
seen . The voters h ad a direct choice. The voters understand the 21
me n and women from whom the President would pick, a nd they
h a d a very different vision of a Supreme Court Justice that would
be put forth by Hillary Clinton.
And in November, the people spoke in wha t was essentially a referendum on the kind of Justice that should replace Justice Scalia.
The peQple chose origina lism , t extua lism , and r ule of law. The people chose judicial humility. The people chose protecting the Bill of
Rights, our free speech, our religious liberty, our Second Amendm ent rath er than handing policymaking authority over to judges on
the Supreme Court.
Given tha t history, given the en rragem ent Of the electorate n ationally on this central issue, I would suggest that Judge Gorsuch
is no ordinary nominee. Because of this unique and t ranspa rent
process, unprecedented in the Nation's history~ h is nomination carries with it a supe r legitimacy that is a lso unprecedented in our
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Nation's history. The American people played a very direct role in
helping choose this nominee.
Like the renowned Justice he is set to replace, Judge Gorsuch is
brilliant and has an impeccable academic record. His judicial
record demonstrates a faithful commitment to the Constitution and
the rule of law. He has refused to legislate his own policy preferences from the bench, while recognizing the pivotal role the judiciary plays in defending the fundamental liberties protected in the
Bill of Rights.
On the night he was nominated, Judge Gorsuch channeled Justice Scalia when he explaine d that, "A judge who likes every outcome he r eaches is very likely a bad judge, stretching for r esults
he prefers rather than those the law demands." That is exactly
right, and those words should give comfort to the American people
and to my Democratic colleagues.
And it is worth recalling that our friends on the Democratic side
of the aisle understand this and, indeed, not too long ago agreed
with it. A decade ago, Judge Gorsuch was confirmed by this Committee for the Federal Court of Appeals by a voice vote. He was
likewise confirmed by the entire United States Senate by a voice
vote without a single Democrat speaking a word of opposition. Not
a word of opposition from Minority Leader Chuck Schumer, not
from H arry Reid, or Ted Kennedy, or John Kerry. N ot from Sena tors Feinstein) Leahy, or Durbin, who still sit on this Committee.
Not even from Senators Barack Obam a , Hillary Clinton, or Joe
Bi den .
Not a one of them spok e a word against Judge Gorsuch's nominat ion a decade ago, a nd the question this hearing poses to our
Democratic colleagues is, what has changed? What h as changed?
T en years ago, Judge Gorsuch was so unobjection a ble, h e did not
mer it even a w hisper of disapproval. In the decades since, h e h as
an obj ectively exemplary record. By any measure, he h a s shown
himself t o be even more worthy of th e bipartisan support h e received back then .
Unfortunat ely, modern reality su ggests that is proba bly not
som ething my Democratic colleagues feel they can do in today's politica l environment. Ma ny probably believe they h ave no choice but
to try t o manufacture a ttack s against Judge Gorsuch , wheth er they
want to or not, just to preserve their own political future and protect themselves from primaries b ac k home.
We are seeing som e of these b as eless a ttacks a lrea dy . M ost recently , some Democra t s have tried to sla nder Judge Gorsuch as
being "against the little guy'' because h e h as dared to rule based
on the law, the l aw that Con gress has passed, a nd not on the specific identity of the specific litigants appearing be for e him. This is
a bs urd.
For one thing, m any of these same critics who s pent the last 8
years attacking the Little Sisters of the Poor, a Catholic charity of
nuns, for h aving the audacity to live according to their deeply h eld
religious beliefs. You really need to t ak e a long look in the mirror
if one day you find yourself att acking nuns, attacking the L ittle
S isters of the Poor, and then t h e n ext day you find yourself orating
on t h e n eed to protect the little guy.
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A judge's job is not to protect the little guy or the big guy. A
judge's job and a judge swears an oath to uphold the Constitution
and to follow the law fairly, impartially, and equally for every litigant, little or big.
1n the past weeks as well, some of my Democratic colleagues
have questioned Judge Gorsuch's independence and suggested that
he needs to answer questions about the actions and statements and
even tweets of the President who appointed him. I would ask, was
Justice Ginsburg or Justice Breyer asked about the sexual harassment suit that had been filed against President Clinton by Paula
Jones? No, neither was asked about that suit. Was Justice Kagan
asked about President Obama's incendiary comments at the State
of the Union attacking the Supreme Court for a decision he disagreed with? No, of course not.
Those questions were not asked because they were inappropriate
political questions that have nothing to do with the record of the
nominee before this Committee. Justice Ginsburg, Justice Breyer,
Justice Kagan were not asked those questions, and Judge Gorsuch
should not be either. Instead, we should evaluate this nomination
on the record, on the merits, and on that ground I have every confidence that Judge Gorsuch will be confirmed as the next Associate
Justice of the Supreme Court.
[The prepared statement of Senator Cruz appears as a submission for the record.]
Chairman GRASSLEY. Thank you, Senator Franken. I mean, Senator Cruz.
Now, Senator Franken.
[Laughter.]
OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. AL FRANKEN,
A U.S. SENATOR FROM THE STATE OF MINNESOTA

Senator FRANKEN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Judge Gorsuch, congratulations on your nomination. You are a
man of considerable qualifications and experience. And having re~riewed your decisions, I can say tha t you are a m a n of strong opinwns.
But the t ask before this Committee is not to determine whether
you are a man of conviction. Rather, it is incumbent upon us to determine whether the views that you espouse, and whether your int erpretation of the Constitution, take proper measure of the challenges the American people face every day.
We must determine whether your underst anding of our founding
document is one that will make real its promise of justice and
equality to all Americans, Black and White, immigrant, Native
American, gay, straight, and transgender .
We must det ermine whether your interpretation of our laws a nd
the Constitution will unfairly favor corporate interests over working families or limit the ability of Minnesotans to get their day in
court.
The Justices who sit on the Supreme Court wield enormous
power over our daily lives, so before this Committee decides whether to advance your nomination, we have an obligation to fully exa mine your views on these importa nt issues, a nd to m ake sure that
those views are known to the public.
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That is really the whole purpose of these hearings, to allow the
people of Minnesota, the American people, to meet you, to decide
for t hemselves whether you are qualified to serve.
But, Judge Gorsuch, having reviewed your decisions and your
writings, I have concerns. In the days ahead, I will use this hearing
as an opportunity to better understand your views and perhaps to
alleviate those concerns.
But in order for the hearing to serve its purpose, in order for the
public to determine whether you should be confirmed, you must answer the questions this Committee poses fully, candidly, and without equivocation, so I hope that is how you will approach our exchanges.
Now1 with that in mind, I think it is important to acknowledge
just exactly how it is that you came before us today, and we talked
about this, namely through the Committee's failure to fulfill one of
its core functions. Immediately following the death of Justice Scalia
and before President Obama even named a nominee, my Republican colleagues announced that they would not move forward with
filling the vacancy until after the Presidential election.
The Majority Leader said, "The American people should have a
voice in the selection of their next Supreme Court."
The only problem with the Majority Leader's reasoning is that
the American people did have a voice in this decision, twice.
Nonetheless, when President Obama nominated Chief Judge
Merrick Garland, the Republican Members of the Committee responded by refusing to hold a hearing, a truly historic dereliction
of duty of this body and a tactic as cynical as it was irresponsible.
As a result of my Republican colleagues' unprecedented obstructionism, Justice Scalia's seat on the Court remained vacant until
President Trump was able to name a replacement.
Now, during the campaign, then-candidate Trump made no secret about wh at kind of nominee he would select. In fact, h e openly
discussed his litmus test. H e said that h e would "appoint judges
very much in the mold of Justice Scalia." During the final Presidential debate, then-candidate Trump s a id, "The Justices I am
going to appoint will be pro-life. They will have a conservative
bent."
Now, Justice Scalia was a man of great conviction, and, it should
be said, a man of great humor. But Justice Scalia embraced a rigid
view of our Constitution, a view blind to the equal dignity of LGBT
people and hostile to women's reproductive rights, and a view that
often refused to acknowledge the lingering animus in laws and policies that perpetuate the racial divide.
Judge Gorsuch, while no one can dispute th e late Justice Scalia's
love of the Constitution, the document he revered looks very different from the one that I have sworn to support and defend. So
it troubles me that, at this critical juncture in our Nation's history,
at this moment when our country is so fixated on things that divide
us from one another, that President Trump would pledge to appoint jurists whose views of our founding document seek to reinforce those divisions rather than bridge them.
This is an important moment in our history. The public's trust
in our Government and in the integrity of our institutions is at an
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all-time low. But that erosion of trust did not take place overnight,
and it did not happen on its own.
The American people's loss of confidence in our public institutions was quickened by the Court. A study published in the Minnesota Law Review found that the Roberts Court is more likely to
side with business interests than any Supreme Court since World
War IL
Time and time again, the Roberts Court issued decisions that
limit our constituents' ability to participate fre.ely and fairly in our
democracy, decisions like Shelby County where the Court gutted
one of our landmark civil rights laws and removed a crucial check
on race discrimination at the ballot box, or like Concepcion, a 54 decision that allows corporations to place obstacles between consumers and the courthouse door.
Perhaps most egregious of all was Citizens United, which paved
the way for individuals and outside groups to spend unlimited
sums of money in our elections.
It is no surprise that, during the 2016 elections, voters from
across the ideological spectrum, Democrats and Republicans alike)
described our system as rigged. That is because it is. And the Roberts Court bears a great deal of responsibility for that.
Now, in each one of those 5-4 decisions, Justice Scalia was
among the majority. So as this Committee sets about the t a sk of
evaluating his potentia l successor , I want to bette r underst and the
ext ent to which you share Justice Scalia's judicial philosophy, a nd
I will be paying close attention to the ways in which your views
set you apart.
One of the ways in which your views are distinct from Justice
Scalia's is in the area of administrative law . Just this past August,
you wrote an opinion in which you suggest ed that it may be time
t o reevaluate what is known as the Chevron doctrine.
Now, in broad strokes, the Chevron doctrine provides that courts
should. be reluctant to overrule agency experts when they are carrying out their missions, like when the FDA sets safety st andards
for prescription drugs. This principle, outlined by the Supreme
Court, recognized that our agencies employ individuals with great
expertise in the laws that they are charged with enforcing, like biologists at the FDA, a nd that where those experts have issued
rules in highly technical areas, judges should defer to their expertise.
Now, administra tive law can be an obscure and sometimes complicated area of law, but for anyone who cares about clean air or
clean wat er , or a bout the safety of our food a nd of our medicines,
it is incredibly importa nt. And Chevron simply ensures that judges
do not discard a n agency's expertise without good r eason. Justice
Scalia recognized this to be true.
But to those who subscribe to President Trump's extrem e view,
Chevron is the only thing standing between them and what the
President's chief st rat egist Steve Bannon called the "deconstruction
of the administrative state,'' which is shorthand for gutting a ny environmenta l or consumer protection m easure that get s in the way
of corporate profit m argins.
Speaking before a gathering of conservative a ctivists last month,
Mr. Bannon explained that the President's appointees were se-
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lected to bring about that deconstruction. And I suspect that your
nomination, given your views on Chevron, is a key part of that
strategy.
So this hearing is important. Over the next few days, you will
have an opportunity t o explain your judicial philosophy, and. I look
forward to learning more about how you would approach the great
challenges facing our country.
But if past is truly prologue, then I fear that confirming you
would guarantee more of the same from the Roberts Court, decisions that continue to favor powerful corporate interests over the
rights of average Americans.
During your time on the Tenth Circuit, you have sided with corporations over workers, corporations over consumers, and. corporations over women's health. What this moment in our history, and
in our Nation's history, calls for is a nominee whose experience
demonstrates an ability to set aside rigid views in favor of identifying common ground and crafting strong consensus opinions,
someone like Merrick Garland.
But your record suggests that, if confirmed, you will espouse at1
ideology that I believe has already infected the Bench, an ideology
that backs big business over individual Americans, and refuses to
see our country as the dynamic and diverse Nation that my constituents wake up .in every morning.
As I said before, I see this hearing as a n opportunity to learn
more about your views, and perhaps t o a lleviate some of my concerns, so I hope that we are able to have a productive conversation,
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared statement of Senator Franken appears as a submission for the record.]
Chairman GRASSLEY. Before the Senator from N ebraska goes, I
h ave not talked to the person sitting there and cannot get up and
go, but I think, when you are done, we will take 5 minutes, and
you can do whatever you want to do.
[Laughter.]
Chairman GRASSLEY. Go ahead, Senator from Nebraska.
OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. BEN SASSE,
A U.S. SENATOR FROM THE STATE OF NEBRASKA

Senator SASSE . Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Judge, this is a special moment in the life of our Republic. We
have an opportunity to stand back from more than 200 years of our
history to evaluate our civic h ealth and to recommit ourselves to
a government that is intentionally limited, to powers that a re intentiona lly distinguished and divided.
That is what these next few weeks are actually about.
Arguably, the most important thing the U.S. Senate will do this
year is confirm the next Supreme Court Justice.
I want to focus my opening remarks around the simple image of
a judge's black robe. It is a strange thing that judges wear robes.
You people are odd. But it is not something that we should just
look past as a n odd convention. It is something that we should look
right a t . It is not some r elic from history that people wore long ago
in a n era of formality, like a powdered w ig.
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So why do the robes exist, unfashionable and unattractive as
they often are? The reasons are better summed up by a current sitting judge than I might be able to put them, "Donning a robe does
not make me any smarter1 but the robe does mean something. It
is not just that I can hide the coffee stains on my shirt. It serves
as a reminder of what is expected of us, what Burke has called 'the
cold neutrality of an impartial judge.' It serves, too, as a reminder
of the relatively modest station we are meant to occupy in a democratic society. In other countries, judges might wear scarlet. Here,
we are told to by our own plain, black robes, and I can attest to
the standard choir outfit of the local uniform supply store as a good
deal. Ours is the judiciary of an honest black polyester."
The author of these insightful words sits before us, Judge Neil
Gorsuch, and tha t statement is an excellent lens through which to
view the work of the Committee this week and, indeed, the work
of the Court over the next century and beyond.
I want to make three simple overlapping points a bout that
judge's black robe. One, it changes the way that our eyes see the
court. Two, it reiterates the calling of a judge to the judge. And
three, it gives us a special opportunity to teach our kids something
about our-about their Constitution, the enduring paper that defines what our Government can and cannot do.
First , then , how does it cha nge the way we see the court? When
you look at the nine Justices sitting together in their robes , they
blen d in with one anothe r. It is h ard to tell them a pa rt if you
s quint. And, thus , it calls attention to the office rathe r than to the
person. That is because when the judge puts on his or her robe, it
forces their pers onalities into the background so tha t we can focus
on the important but the m odest job that they have to do, which
is to drill down on fact s and la w.
F acts are objective. They do n ot ch an ge based on your persona lity. They are evaluated against written , objective laws, not
against what the judge wish es the law said.
Someone famously said tha t "empa thy" is a n essentia l ingredient
in a rriving a t a just decision. This belief is well-m eant, but it is
very foolish. F or sta nding before a court, your gender, your skin,
your bank account cannot decide your fate in the same way a
judge's race, class , a nd gender s hould not decide you r fate. Empat hy is actually not the role of a Supreme Court Justice . It is , in a
se ns e, our role, for we a re men a nd women w ho h ave been hired
a nd can be fired by the American people to empathize. We are to
identify w ith the hopes and the struggles of 320 million Americans.
But the judge, instead, has a different job, to faithfully and dispassionat ely apply the la w to the fact s of the particular case. The
judge's robe is the r e t o r emind the judge a nd us of that-that if the
facts a re on your side, it sh ould not ma tte r which judge you sit before .
Our ideal is one where you ca n t rade out one judge for another
judge, and you should get the s am e outcome . This is the h eart of
wh at we mean when we say that we b elieve in the rule of law, not
of m en or of women , or of Black or White, or rich or poor. We a re
not to be ruled by a judge's passions or by a judge's empa thy or
by a judge's policy preferences.
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Here is the second thing that the black robe is supposed to do.
It is supposed to reiterate the calling of the judge back to the
judge. By way of loose analogy, many people across our country sat
in church pews yesterday morning and listened to someone preach
from behind a big wooden pulpit wearing a robe. Why the pulpit?
Why the robe? Because these things make it harder to see the
preacher. They help us all understand that yesterday morning, for
those of us in that tradition, knew that it was not about the messenger but about the message that was being passed on from
above. It was also to remind the minister of the same cloaking.
Likewise, a good judge on the bench knows that. It is not about
you, so do not make it about you.
I said that it is only a loose analogy because, of course, the job
of a Supreme Court Justice is absolutely not to deliver some eternal word from God. It is, rather, to interpret a man-made, written
Constitution as objectively and faithfully as they can, inserting
their opinions as little as possible.
When you put on your robe, you are cloaking your personal preferences. You are cloaking your partisan views. There is not a red
robe for Republicans. There is not a blue robe for Democrats. We
issue here only black robes.
This brings us to the third and final point, which is that the
judge's robe is also to t each our kids how they should unde rsta nd
the ir Constitution. As a ll of us learned in "Schoolhouse Rock," the
judiciary is not only a separate branch of government from the
President a nd the Congress, but it is also a coequal one. W e h ave
different functions, but we have tbe same responsibility to be upholding and to teach the Constitution.
As a coequal, the Court can examine whether the actions of the
other two branches are, in fact, unconstitutiona l. Time and again,
at important moments in our Nation's history, the Court h as struck
down laws passed by the Congress or put a stop to a President's
Exec utive a ctions.
H ere is what that mean s: The primary job of the S upreme Court
is not to uphold the will of the m ajority of the moment. The prim a ry job of a Supreme Court Justice is not to reflect the popular
opinions of the day. That might sound surprising. Do we not live
in a democracy where the m a jority is supposed to rule? The answer
to that question is only a very qualified "yes," for there are critical
limits to that statement.
The Constitution is a decidedly and intentionally a nti-majoritarian document. The Constitution exists to protect our rights a nd
our liberties, even when we might hold unpopular views. And the
role of the Supreme Court in protecting those rights and liberties
is sometimes precisely to frustrate the will of the majority.
Think about how the Constitution deals with religion and public
opinion. The First Amendment prohibits the Government from est a blishing any state religion, and it guarantees that every citizen
can wors hip or not worship, however their conscience dictat es.
If, however, at some moment polling showed a 51 percent popular desire in this country to pass a law making church attendance
mandatory, or to subsidize a particular religious denomination, the
Supreme Court would rightly strike down such flawed laws. This
is because, in the Constitution , we decided that w e would limit our
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own power. We the people decided, in the founding of this Republic,
that we would restrain our own majoritarian impulses. By enacting
the Constitution, we intentionally decided to tie our own hands so
that there are certain things that a majority can never do, like invade someone's conscience. And if the majority in its arrogance
should at some point in the future seek to cross that line, the Supreme Court will rightfully shout "no."
When Congress passes an unconstitutional law, it is, in fact, the
Congress that is violating the long-term will of the people, for the
judiciary is there to assert the will of the people, as embodied in
our shared Constitution, over and against that unconstitutional but
perhaps temporarily popular law.
Each branch serves the people but in unique ways. It is the job
of the Congress and the President to act. It is the job of the Court
often, to react. Each branch holds the others in check. Each branch
faithfully seeks to uphold and teach the Constjtution. Each branch
serves the American people, but with distinct offices.
When a Supreme Court Justice puts on his or her robe, we do
not want them confusing their job with those of other branches. We
want them policing the structure of our Government to make sure
that each branch does its job, but only its job.
Today, Judge Gorsuch sits in front of us wearing a suit and tie.
Before h e can put back on the bla ck robe, h e ·must answer this
Committee's questions. And I expect that Mr. Gorsuch the citizen
has policy preferences. He probably has desired outcomes. But I do
not know what they are, and tha t is a good thing. And I expect ,
by the end of this week, it sh ould b e clear that Judge Gorsuch, the
judge's judge, will faithfully embody the spirit of that blac k robe,
for the America n people deserve the comfort of a judiciary that is
cold and impartial, not seeking to be super-legislators, for if a judge
seeks to be a super-legislator, he or she should run for office so the
America n people can choose to hire them or fire them. But that .is
not the calling you h ave before us today.
Thank you, and thank you to your family for being willin.g to endure this ca lling a nd this service a nd this hearing.
Chairman GRASSLEY. In 4 minutes and 59 seconds, I will call on
Senator Coons. Stand at ease.
[Recess .]
Chairman GRASSLEY. Senator Coons, would you proceed, please?
OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. CHRISTOPHER A. COONS,
A U.S. SENATOR FROM THE STATE OF DELAWARE

Senator COONS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Welcome, Judge Gorsuch, a nd welcome to your family a nd your
friends . Congratulations on your nomination, a nd I look forward to
the opportunity to question you.
I believe my constitutional duty to a dvise the President on this
nomination to the Supreme Court is among my most important responsibilities as a Senator. A nominee confirmed to the Supreme
Court shapes our law for decades. Justices decide cases that influence the lives of generations of America ns. This hea ring is our opportunity to ask you, Judge Gorsuch, questions in front of the
America n people to better understand how you interpret the text
of our Constitution and how you a pply Supreme Court precedent.
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We will explore how your approach to interpreting our Constitution would impact our lives in the future. I am committed to ensuring the consideration of your nomination by this Committee is thorough and fair, and I am hopeful that as our hearing proceeds, it
will promote an important dialogue about the Constitution and the
courts. Based on our meeting, Judge Gorsuch, I know that you, too,
hope that this moment can serve as a shared civic experience.
I am considering your nomination with an open mind, and I
would ask that you be forthcoming in your responses to our questions. I would like this hearing to be substantive and to reflect the
best traditions of the Senate.
However, I cannot let this moment, in commenting on the best
traditions of the Senate, pass without expressing my deep regret
that Chief Judge Merrick Garland was treated with profound and
historic disrespect. The disrespect shown by Senate Republicans to
Chief Judge Merrick Garland and to President Obama and to our
institutions was unprecedented. and deeply damaging. For nearly
300 days, longer than any other nominee, Chief Judge Garland's
nomination to the Supreme Court sat without action. My Republican colleagues did not afford him a hearing and would not give
him a vote.
I believe we have a responsibility to work to re-elevate our democratic institutions above these narrow partisan politics. I will support a process worthy of its important purpose, to carefully evaluate a candidate for the highest court in the land.
The America n people are entitled to see you answer probing,
thorough, a nd challenging questions about your views on a wide
range of constitutional issues b ecause the breadth of the issues
that come before the Supreme Court ca nnot be overstated. Just in
the last year, the Supreme Court considered cases involving E xecutive power, affirmative action, intellectual property, partisan gerrymandering, racial bias in the courtroom, and reproductive rights.
The seat you would fill, Judge Gor s uch, if elevated, was occupied
by Justice Scalia , and you have been compared to him. While it
may seem at times to m a ny that the Supreme Court is engaged in
a bstract intellectua l exercises about originalism or textualism or a
living Constitution, even a small subset of landmark decisions Justice Scalia took pa rt in during his nea rly 30 years on the Court
demonstrates otherwise.
It is because of Supreme Court decisions that gay men can no
longer be criminally prosecuted for engaging in consensual relationships; that loving same-sex couples can get married in every State
in our U nion; tha t women cannot be denied attendance at one of
the N ation's premier military academies, a nd that women are entitled to access the full range of reproductive healthcare; that juveniles and intellectually disabled p eople ca n no longer be executed;
and tha t millions of Americans who obtained health insurance
under the ACA have been able to keep that care, a t least for now.
These cases impacted the lives of millions of r eal Americans, and
Justice Scalia applied his understanding of the Constitution and
dissented in every one of them .
I would like to use these hearin gs to explore your interpret a tion
of the Constitution. I believe that our Constitution, which I view
as our Na tion's secular scripture, includes guarantees of equality
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and privacy, hallmarks of our modern American society. I believe
in an independent judiciary that safeguards our rule of law from
unlawful intrusions of the most powerful, even the President of the
United States.
The legitimacy of our Supreme Court transcends the outcome of
any one case, but that legitimacy rests on the unyielding responsibility of Justices to put their personal political views aside to decide cases on their merits.
Judge Gorsuch, your nomination has been championed by the
ideologically driven Federalist Society and Heritage Foundation.
Interest groups are already spending millions of dollars advocating
for your confirmation. But as I have told you during our meetings,
none of those facts will determine my vote on your nomination. I
am instead looking to you to demonstrate your ability to separate
politics from constitutional interpretation.
As my colleague from the State of Utah, Senator Hatch, once
noted, "Judges that say what the law is promote liberty. Judges
that say what they think the law should. be undermine it."
I have spent a good deal of time reviewing your record. I appreciate that you are an engaging and careful writer. I also have some
serious questions based on your decisions. What stands out to me
is your tendency to go beyond the issues that need to be resolved
in the case before you. I have seen a pattern in which you h ave
filed dissents, dissents from denia ls of r ehearing, concurrences, or
even concurrences to your own majority opinions, to explore broa de r issues than what is necessa ry, to revisit long-settled precedent,
and to promote dramatic changes to the law. This pattern concerns
m e because these additional writings hint at an unwillingness to
settle on a limited conclusion and forge a narrow consensus with
your colleagues.
I want to know that you would apply the Constitution and settled precedent to reach consensus and resolve narrowly the disputes before you. And I want to know that our treasured freedoms
would be safe in your stewardship. Our Constitution, as you know,
is designed to protect our diversity of views. It guarantees to all of
us the freedom of expression, the right to privacy1 the liberty to
make our most persona l life decisions, equal protection, and the
ability to worship freely.
Take the freedom of religion, enshrined in the First Amendment,
which says, in part, "Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof. " I
believe we must balance our respect for the significa nce of faith
a nd free exercise with concerns about impacts on others' liberty. As
my colleagues know, I studied both law and divinity in s chool, a nd
some of the most formative and meaningful experiences of my life
have been guided by my Christian faith. The command to care for
the most vulnerable among us inspires my work and service as a
Senator, and I value opportunities to share with my colleagues in
prayer.
Throughout our Nation's history, religion has inspired countless
act s of charity, kindness, and good works. But when I think about
the Founders' wisdom to protect both church and. state by ensuring
their separation, I a m in awe. Our United States were founded by
people who came h ere for ma ny reasons, seeking opportunity, free-
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dom from oppression, and hoping in many cases to be free to practice their faith. From Pilgrims to Mormons, from the Amish to J ehovah's Witnesses, America from its founding to today has been
home to many faiths from many parts of the world, and part of our
Founders' genius was to abandon the European practice of having
a state religion supported by state taxes.
Now today across the U.S., churches and mosques, synagogues
and temples find their own way, recruit and raise up their own believers and funds free from state interference and unsustained by
state support.
The Supreme Court over decades has sought to strike and preserve a careful balance between the free exercise rights of religious
minorities and the power of legislatures to compel compliance with
neutral laws.
Recently, the Court has decided several landmark and controversial cases: in the Hobby Lobby case, where the free religious exercise rights of a few were held to permit the infringement on personal liberty of many; and in another important line of cases in
which substantive due process rights have been held to guarantee
a right to privacy and self-determination even when longstanding
practices and religiously motivated statutes are challenged as a result.
I look forward to exploring these decisions with you. Religious
freedom must be freedom not to have our values and practices
pushed into the public square. While other nations are besieged by
sectarian wars, inclusion of all faiths a nd a ll people have been
guiding lights in the success of our democracy. However, at other
times in our history, sincerely held religious beliefs have been invoked to deny millions of Americans full equality under the law in
defense of laws prohibiting interracial marriage or LGBT relationships or reproductive rights.
We live today in tumultuous times, as you know, Judge. The Supreme Court is likely to hea r many important cases in the years
to come. It will be importa nt that we understand your values and
framework for interpreting the Constitution on areas as important
as Executive power, national security, the independence of the judiciary, deference to agencies, and personal liberty.
There are disturbing developments that I see in our modern environment as affronts to religious freedom and personal liberty.
President Trump campaigned on putting in place a Muslim ban
and has signed unlawful and discriminatory Executive orders to deliver on that promise. The new administration' s Justice Department has withdrawn guidance supporting protections for
transgendered individuals. And the Attorney General testified
under oath at his confirmation h earing before us that secula r attorn eys may not have the same claim to understanding the truth as
religious ones.
Our next Supreme Court Justice will play a pivotal role in sustaining and defending our rights during this critical time for our
country and in the years to come. Ame rica needs a Supreme Court
Justice who will protect the Constitution, not one who will countenance the faith or fear of some as a justification for infringing the
liberty of many. It is against that backdrop, Judge, that I will be
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seeking to understand your commitment to the rule of law, the
guarantees of the First Amendment, and individual liberty.
I look forward to your testimony. Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Senator Coons appears as a submission for the record.]
Chairman GRASSLEY. Thank you, Senator Coons.
Now I go to Senator Flake.
OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. JEFF FLAKE,
A U.S. SENATOR FROM THE STATE OF ARIZONA
Senator FLAKE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. And thank you,
Judge Gorsuch. Thank you for being here, and thank you to your
family as well and your many friends and associates who have
come to support you. That says a lot for you to have so many willing to be here, and I have been astounded. at the number of op-eds
I have read and statements I have heard from those-not just
those that you. agree with, but those who do not always agree with
you. That says a lot about you.
I had a speech to deliver a while ago, and when it was fed into
the teleprompter, your name was not as familiar as some, and it
replaced it with "Judge Grouch" throughout the entire time.
[Laughter.]
Senator FLAKE. And I had to be careful.
Judge GORSUCH. I ha d similar problems.
Senator FLAKE. I think it is safe to say by the end of this week
every spell checker in the country will know your name, and
"Judge Grouch" is about as far as you can get from Judge Gorsuch
in terms of your t emperament. So I commend you. That may
change by the end of the week as well, though.
[Laughter.]
Judge GORSUCH. I hope not.
Senator FLAKE. I do not think.so.
As we all know, one of the most consequential decisions a President makes is who he or she will select to fill vacancies on the Supreme Court. This is a lifetime appointment. It mea n s that a m an
or woman who is selected will likely be interpreting our laws for
decades to come. Judge Antonin Scalia demonstrated how much
one Justice can impact and shift the gravity of the Court, and no
Justice in recent memory has so fundamentally influenced the traj ectory of the Supreme Court or our approach to reading the law.
He did this with an unshakable commitment to an originalist interpretation of the Constitution and a textualist approach to statutes.
Justice Scalia's pass ing marked a watershed moment for the future of our judiciary. One l aw professor remarked, "What lets the
legal system survive is that p eople in power such as Scalia believe
that the system controls their individual judgments. What will happen to the law without Justice Scalia to believe in it?1'
Now, fortunately, the President has nominated a jurist who believes in the rule of law.
Now, in meeting with Judge Gorsuch and learning about his ju~
dicial philosophy, I was impressed by his respect for the law and
his commitment to service. I have been pa rticularly struck by his
r ecognition that, ''It is for Congress, not the courts, to write new
law," and that a Justice should make decisions based on what the
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law demands, not an outcome he or she desires. And as we discussed in my office, you said that when you don that black robe
that Ben Sasse talked about, you understand that you are not a
legislator. That is important.
It was brought up before by one of my colleagues that sa.ys that
Judge Gorsuch is pro-business or against the little guy. I thmk the
record suggests that he faithfully applies the law and the laws as
enacted by Congress. Good judges do not decide cases based on how
big the guy is but based on the law and the facts .
Now, I am not alone in thinking that. Harvard Law Professor
Noah F eldman, a self-described liberal, recently wrote that,"Siding
with workers against employers is not a jurisprudential decision. It
is a political stance. And Justices, including progressive Justices,
should not decide cases based on who the parties are." I think
Judge Gorsuch's opinions show just that: He decides cases based on
what the law says, not who the parties are.
Judge Gorsuch has repeatedly reminded us that while we as legislators may appeal to our own moral convictions in shaping the
law, judges in a democratic society should not decide cases based
on their own moral convictions or their policy preferences. With
Judge Gorsuch, I think the record shows that we can be confident
that he will read the law as written and not legislate from the
Bench.
With regard to the separation of powers, Judge Gorsuch h as cautioned against "governmental encroachment on the people's libe rties," which could occur should the politica l m ajorities of the legislative and executive b ranch es be permitted t o decide cases a nd
the political unrespon sive judiciary branch be allowed to creat e or
execute policies. For my part, I a m excited to confirm a Justice w ho
reveres the separation of powers as a central principle of our Constitution.
Judge Gorsu ch has also demon strated support for religiou s liberties. Our country has a lways valued the n ght of individua ls to
p ractice their faith according to the dictat es of their own conscience. He once wrote that our religious freedom statutes "do not
just a pply to protect popular religious b eliefs. It does perhaps its
most importa nt work in protecting unpopular religious beliefs, vindicating this Nation's long-h eld aspiration to serve as a refuge for
r eligious tolerance."
The Supreme Court later agreed with Judge Gorsuch that it is
the Government's job to prot ect a n individual's ability to practice
their r eligion, not to instruct them how to practice their religion.
Now, finally, as an Arizona n , I a m proud of the fact tha t Judg.e
Gorsuch is a fellow Westerner. Where you ar e from influences your
understa nding of cultural and regional sensitivities, and the current ma keup of the Suprem e Court has an unmist a kable lack of geographic diversity. Of the eight current Justices, five of them were
born in New York or New J ersey. As we say in Arizona and elsewhere, "New York City." This is nice to h ave someone from the
West with a Western perspective, a nd, fortunately, Judge Gorsuch
fits that bill.
When I m et Judge Gorsuch earlier this week, we talked abo ut
our respective Western backgrounds. I told him about my days
growing up on a cattle ranch in rural Arizona. H e told m e that his
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heart has always been in the American West. You learn a lot about
a person by how they spend their time with their friends and family. There is no mistaking it with Judge Gorsuch. He is a Westerner through and through.
Now, what makes Judge Gorsuch a true Westerner is more than
just where he lives or what his personal interests are. In the West,
we pride ourselves on being a free people with strong communities
and limited Government. Judge Gorsuch's jurisprudence reflects
what every Westerner knows to be true: An intrusive Federal Government cannot interfere with the ability of Western States to govern themselves. And perhaps more than anything, it will be Judge
Gorsuch's Western perspective that most enriches debate on the
Supreme Court for years to come.
Now, there has been a lot said about what happened last year
with the nomination of Merrick Garland. I find it striking and very
revealing that one of the first calls that Judge Gorsuch made when
he received this nomination was to Merrick Garland, his friend . I
think that says a lot about the man , regardless of any of our
thoughts, and certainly what happened here should not reflect on
Judge Gorsuch. But I appreciate the temperament that you have
and your willingness to subject yourself and your family and
(riends to this process. And I look forward to the rest of the hear1na.

Yyield back.
Chairman GRASSLEY. Thank you, Senator Flake.
Now, Senator Blumenthal.
OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. RICHARD BLUMENTHAL,
A U.S. SENATOR FROM THE STATE OF CONNECTICUT

Senator BLUMENTHAL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Thank you for
being here, Judge. I live in the Western part of Connecticut.
[Laughter.]
Judge GORSUCH. Close enough.
Senator BLUMENTHAL. I love Colorado1 a nd my first job was on
a farm in Nebraska where my grandfather raised corn and cattle,
so we can go into other commonalities. But I want to join in thanking you and your family and say that, despite the hardships of
going through this process, I suspect there are quite a few lawyers
in Connecticut who would not mind changing places with you.
But I also want to thank one group that perhaps should be given
gratitude, and that is your fellow judges on the Federal bench.
Some of them are here. I have no doubt that many are watching.
I have had the honor in the last 40 years to appear before many
of them, and they make sacrifices that are often unappreciated by
most Americans who enjoy the benefits of their service, often fina ncial sacrifices, personal sacrifices, sometimes even physical threats,
as happened when the schools were desegregated or when women's
clinics were protected in the United States. And s o I want to tha nk
them and, through you, express my gratitude.
The independence of those judges has never been more threatened and n ever more important, a nd a large part of the threat
comes from the m an who nominated you, who has launched a campa ign of vicious and r elentless attacks on the credibility and ca pacity of our judiciary to serve as a check on lawless Executive action.
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His demeaning and disparaging comments about the judiciary have
shaken the foundations of respect for judicial rulings-rulings that
hold the President accountable to the people and our Constitution.
Respect for the opinions of our judges is fundamental, as you
well know. Without it, our democracy cannot function. Alexander
Hamilton said that the judiciary is the least dangerous branch because it has the power of neither the purse nor the sword. Essential to its power to protect us is its respect and trust and credibility. And the President has gravely undermined it, and that is
why I believe you have a special responsibility here this week1
which is to advocate and defend the independence of our judiciary
against those kinds of attacks. It is not enough to do it in the privacy of my office or my colleagues' behind closed doors. I believe
that our system really requires and demands that you do it publicly and explicitly and directly.
We meet this week in the midst of a looming constitutional crisis.
Just hours ago, not far from here, the Director of the FBI revealed
that his agency is investigating potential ties between President
Trump's associates and Russian meddling in our election. The possibility of the Supreme Court needing to enforce a subpoena
against the President is no longer idle speculation. It did so in
United States v. Nixon. So the independence of the judiciary is
more important than ever, and your defense of it is critica l.
You are a lso the nominee of a President who set a set of litmus
t ests, saying that his nominee would be pro-life and pro-Second
Amendment and of a conservative bent. In fact, he said that he
would nominate someone, and I am quoting almost exactly in one
of the debates, "who would automatically overturn Roe v. Wade."
So, again, if you fail to be explicit and forthcoming and definite in
your responses, we have to assume that you will pass the Trump
litmus test.
Your nomination also imposes on you a special burden because
of the process that brought you here. The President has largely
outsourced the selection process to conservative groups. He specifically referred to them on May 11th when h e said that a list would
be prepared by the Heritage Foundation and the Federalist Society.
On June 13th, he said, "We are going to have great judges, conservative, all picked by the Federalist Society."
You must be clear that your views are not theirs, and while
under ordina ry circumstances this Committee might be satisfied
with the platitudes of "I cannot reach conclusions or state conclusions b ecause of the possibility that I m ay have to consider a case
before the Court," these times are not ordinary.
The rule of law is more than the pillars and the judicia l robes
that people ordinarily associate with the U.S. Supreme Court. Justice has a human face and a voice and, as you know from being
in the trenches, real clients with real lives, and the law has real
consequences in their lives.
I met with Alphonse Maddin, the trucker who was fired by
TransAm Trucking. When he left his truck in sub-zero w eather,
that truck was disabled. It could not be driven, and he was freezm g.
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I met with Patricia Caplinger, who was denied relief by your
court after suffering a very serious injury resulting from a defective
product use.
I met with the children of Grace Hwang who was denied leave
by Kansas State University even though she was suffering from
cancer.
I am troubled by the results in those cases for those real people,
but also for the broader issues that those decisions reflect in workers' safety and consumer protection, as well as the rights of women
to healthcare and reproductive decisions that are protected by the
Fourth Amendment. And the right of privacy goes beyond just
women;s healthcare. It also relates to surveillance and Government
snooping and a right that is central to our democracy.
Let me just close by saying that you have a special obligation to
be forthcoming about your views, not to prejudge the merits of a
particular case before the Court, but to share your views on longstanding precedent that the President who nominated you indicated would be overturned, And you have an obligation to be forthcoming as well because the decision before us is not about Justice
Scalia, nor is it about your confirmation 10 years ago. The Supreme
Court is different. The Supreme Court is the ultimate resort of justice in this country. And as much as yon may have encountered little difficulty 10 years ago, you now have a record. And we are here
to judge that record a nd to make sure that our decision-and I
agree with my colleagues that it will be probably one of the most
consequential and profoundly important decisions that I make as
a United States Senator-is the right one for the country and will
above all ma ke sure that the rule of law is preserved for real people with real lives, and that we assure that the independence of
our judiciary will continue to protect us from overreaching and tyranny and the constitutional crisis that is now a real danger before
us . Thank you for being here.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared statement of Senator Blumenthal appears as a
submission for the record.]
Chairman GRASSLEY. Thank you, Senator Blumenthal.
Now, the Senator from Idaho.
OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. MIKE CRAPO,
A U.S. SENATOR FROM THE STATE OF IDAHO

Senator CRAPO. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Judge, welcome and
congratulations on the high honor of your nomina tion.
Much of the discussion surrounding this nomination has centered
on answering the key question: What kind of Justice should s erve
on the U.S. Supreme Court?
Some wa nt a judge in their own making~predictable , ideological
and political. Others regard the role of judge as a final arbiter of
justice-clothed in those dark, black robes, unquestioned, and seated on an elevated platform well above the court proceedings.
In recent years, selecting judges has become more about a numbers game with the courts, measured a t least in part by comparing
vacancies filled by each President. Often, in fact, a s recent as last
week and this week, we read about Federal court proceedings in-
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variably coupled with the name of the judge and the President who
appointed him or her.
Because venue shopping has become all too common a practice
today, the individual judge can become more important than the
facts of the case. In this scenario, the judge serves not justice, but
politics in another form.
Whenever Congress considers a judicial nomination, people talk
earnestly about the importance of independence. For some, that
word flows from the central work of the Founders of our Constitution, who created a separate branch of government empowered to
review laws passed by the legislature and signed and executed by
the President and the executive branch. To others, independence is
more about giving judges the power to issue decisions without personal consequence.
The true American vision of justice is one in which the judge
fairly and impartially finds the facts and applies the law. The law
is supreme. The facts decide the day. The judge could be substituted with another and the outcome remains the same. The
President who nominated him or her is never mentioned in the article about the decision, and venue shopping is a relic of another
era.
This is the vision most Americans have of the proper judge on
the Federal bench. As I reflect on the nomination of Judge
Gorsuch, I think back to our meeting soon after his nomination was
a nnounced. I have m et several Supreme Court nominees in my
service in the Senate. All of them have impressive credentials and
legal experience. But Judge Gorsuch stands out for a notable reason. He understands and is focused on the principle that a judge
is the servant of the law, not the maker of it.
One of his comments during our visit still resonat es with me. He
said, "My personal views are irrelevant as a judge." Is that not the
ideal illustration of a3·ud~e steadfastly committed to the law?
To quote the late usttce Scalia, "If you are going to be a good
a nd faithful judge, you have to resign yourself to the fact that you
are not always going to like the conclusions you reach. If you like
them a ll the time, you are probably doing somethin~ wrong. "
Judge Gorsuch recognizes that the law m ay be imperfect, being
the product of an imperfect system. But there is a remedy to the
imperfection of law: the political system, directly accountable to the
public. The people choose policymakers, not Federal judges.
The law can frustrate . In Black and White it is stark, and change
comes s lowly and often deliberately, just as our forebears designed.
Law that can change in a moment a nd capriciously is inherently
destabilizing.
An activist judge who makes law plants insecurity in our system.
Rather, our Constitution provides for law to be enacted legislatively
with the sanction of the American people through the ballot box.
Policy changes advanced by judges can be reversed and reversed
again. Law properly grounded in the democratic and political process cannot.
"Equal protection under the law." "Justice is blind." These are
not just catchy phrases that ech o back to our time in civic classes.
These are guiding principles of our R epublic and rea ffirmed in the
Fourteenth Amendment to our Constitution. Fundamenta lly, each
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of us should know courts will find for us when the law is on our
side, whether we are rich or poor, strong or weak, or a big guy or
a little guy. That is principled justice.
Some may not like a particular law. That is fair and not unexpected. But the remedy for this disagreement is not changing
judges but changing the law. Fortunately, our system of Government has the exact solution available to us: passing a new law
through the deliberate, careful, and publicly accountable political
processes.
No one seriously questions Judge Gorsuch's fitness and capability
to serve on the highest court in our land. His credentials are exemplary. He .is widely respected for his intellect, his judgment, and his
modesty. His admirers span the political spectrum. Judge Gorsuch
is intelligent and open-minded. He is exactly the model for an appointment to the U.S. Supreme Court.
Mr. Chairman, I look forward to hearing from the nominee himself. The next few days will prove extraordinarily insightful as we
discuss with Judge Gorsuch his philosophy of jurisprudence, what
animates him to interpret the law, and his vision for the Federal
judiciary.
I look forward to this hearing. Thank you very much) Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared statement of Senator Crapo appears as a submission for the record.]
Chairman GRASSLEY. Thank you, Senator from Idaho.
Now, the Senator from North Carolina.
OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. THOM TILLIS,
A U.S. SENATOR FROM THE STATE OF NORTH CAROLINA

Senator TILLIS. Thank you, Mr. Chair. Judge Gorsuch, thank you
for being here, and congratulations to you and to your family and
friends who arn either here present or watching on TV.
I have h a d a couple of opportunities to be in your presence, and
I really appreciate your calm, respectful demeanor, and I a m complet ely convinced you have an at-rest heart rate of about 4.
[La ughter.]
Senator TILLIS. Before I get into a few brief comments-and I
want to be brief so that we can get through the comments a nd to
the questions and move your nomination forward-I do think there
is a little bit of confusion right now in terms of the comments m a de
by some of my colleagues. This is not directed to you, Judge
Gorsuch, but perhaps to those watching and to my Members.
The nominee before us today is not President Trump. The nominee before us today is not Leader McConnell. And the nominee is
not Judge Merrick Garland. It is one of the most extraordinarily
talented and capable people that we could possibly have going to
the Supreme Court. So I hope that this nomination h earing focuses
on the one person before us who will go on, I believe, to fill the vacancy on the Supreme Court.
This is a very important role that we h ave. I consider it one of
the most importa nt jobs tli.at I h ave as a U.S. Senator. In the 2
years that I have been here, nothing rises to the level of importance of your nomina tion a nd the composition of the Supreme
Court. These appointments last for life. They will outlast most
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Presidents and many Senators. It affects all Americans, and the decisions you render will last for decades.
I have no doubt that you have the qualifications. As a matter of
fact, Senator Graham-I associate myself with Senator Graham's
comments. The only reason I did not pursue your academic line of
schools mainly had to do with their admission requirements. I appreciate the hard work that you did academically. I appreciate the
h ard work that you did as a litigator. And the work that you have
done as a judge I think is truly extraordinary.
I want to just go back to a comment or a conversation we had
in my office. I mentioned to you in my office that I do not like activist judges, period-conservative or liberal. It is not their role.
The activists are us. We get elected. We go out to the people. We
convince them that we want to make changes. We pass laws. Your
job is to interpret them as a judge. And I believe that you responded to me that you fully understood that your role fell squarely within Article III and that mine fell squarely within Article I,
and you saw the very bri$ht line between the two.
And I think you are gomg to do a great job. I think in your nomination acceptance, your quote was, "It is for Congress and not the
courts to write new laws. It is the role of judges to apply, not alter,
the work of the people's representatives.'''
There h ave been some comments today made a bout cases that
you have taken up, and I think they probably in some cases r elat e
to the insta nces where you were not really h appy about the outcome. And I look forwa rd to getting to some of those. I think that
two or three have been m entioned tha t I intend t o go through as
a part of my review of your decisions. There are a number of exa mples where you interpreted the law. You did not become a n activist.
You did not allow your empa thy or your sympathy for a case to influence what your job is. I for one find that inspiring.
And so, Mr. Chair, I am going to keep my comments sh ort, not
for a lack of a desire to want to speak more about Judge Gorsuch's
extraordinary background a nd history and qualifications for the
job, but because I desperately want the American people to get you
to spend more time t alking a nd let us spend more time listening
so that they recognize the historic opportunity we have to confirm
you to the Supreme Court. And I look forward to the remaining testimony.
[The prepared statement of Senator Tillis appears as a submission for the record.]
Chairman GRASSLEY. Thank you, Senator Tillis .
And n ow I will call on the Senator from Hawa ii.
OPEN1NG STATEMENT OF HON. MAZIE K. HIRONO,
A U.S. SENATOR FROM THE STATE OF HAWAii

Senator HIRONO. Thank you, Mr. Cha irman. Aloha, Judge
Gorsuch.
Judge GORSUCH. Hello.
Senator HIRONO. Thank you as well, of course, for being here.
This hearing is about more than considering a nominee for the
Supreme Court. It is about the future of our country. It is about
the tens of millions of people who work hard every day, play by the
rules, but do not get a hea d. It is about the working poor who are
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one paycheck away from being on the streets. It is about Muslim
Americans who are victims in a renewed wave of hate crimes asking for protection from the courts. It is about women having the
choice of what to do with their bodies, our bodies. It is about
LGBTQ Americans who want the same rights as everyone else.
For me, this hearing is about the people in this country who are
getting screwed every single second, minute, and hour of the day.
I have into public service to help these people, and my questions
over the coming days will draw on their experience as well as my
own.
My story might be unique for a United States Senator, but it i's
a story that is familiar for millions of people in our country. When
I was nearly 8 years old, my mom changed my life when she
brought me to this country from Japan, fleeing an abusive marriage. Back then there were no religious tests to determine who
could immigrate to this country. There were no language requirements. You did not need any special skills. If President Eisenhower
pursued the same policies President Trump would like to, it is very
possible I would not be here today.
I always knew I wanted to give back to my State and my country, but I never thought politics would be the path that I would
choose. But the Vietnam War opened my eyes to how public service
could create social change. I joined campus protests, questioned
why we were sending so many young m en to die in a far-off count ry.
A small group of us decided that in order for things to change,
we needed to do much more than protest. Many of us ran for office
because we needed to take a seat at the table to be able to fight
and help make lives better. It is why I am here today.
Over the past few months, I have heard from thousands of people
who are deeply worried about their families, their kids, and the future of our country under the Trump administration. Many of them
are worried a bout what will happen if you are confirmed to the
Bench.
Apart from the legal analysis, whenever a case comes before a
judge, it invariably involves real people, people who are often there
because they h ave experienced the worst day in their lives . Whether they are victims of a crime, suffered a serious injury due to corporate malfeasance, or because they have lost their livelihood due
to discriminatory behavior from their employer, each of them is
lookin~ to the Court to protect their interests and their ri~hts .
Durmg our m eeting, I was encouraged when you said that the
purpose of Article III of the Constitution was to protect the rights
of the minority through a ccess to the courts. But as I have reviewed your opinions, I have not seen that the rights of minorities
are a priority for you. In fact, a pattern jumps out at m e. You rarely seem to find in favor of the little guy.
In TransAm Trucking, your dissent argued that the company
was justified in firing an employee who faced a choice between operating his vehicle in an unsafe m anner and freezing to death in
his truck.
In a number of other cases, including Thompson School District,
your decisions made it more difficult for families with special n eeds
children to get the help they needed. as the law intended.
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In Planned Parenthood of Utah v. Herbert, your dissent was far
too deferential to the decisions of a Governor who based those decisions on unverified information.
In Burwell v. Hobby Lobby 1 your opinion justified denying access
to contraception based on the argument that ct>rporations, like people, can hold religious beliefs.
The facts in each of these cases might be different, but there is
a clear pattern to your writing. You consistently choose corporations and powerful interests over people. But more than that, you
have gone to great lengths to disagree with your colleagues on the
Tenth Cir.c uit so that you can explain why some obscure or novel
legal interpretation of a particular word in statute must result in
finding for a corporation instead of an individual who has suffered
real live harm. This tendency demonstrates a commitment to ideology over common sense and, indeed, the purpose of the law, and
it is deeply troubling.
For example, again, in TransAm Trucking, you fixated on the
plain meaning of the word "operate," despite choosing a definition
out of context and using it at odds of the clear purpose of the statute, which was a safety purpose. And in Longhorn Service Company, you found a difference between a "floor hole" and a "floor
opening" in order to side with a corporation trying to avoid a citation for a safety issue. You found a difference in these t erms, between a "floor hole" a nd a "floor opening," tha t the rest of your colleagues on the Tenth Circuit did not-truly a case of a distinction
without a difference. It is like a rguing whether your nomination is
beca use of a vacancy or a n opening on the Supreme Court.
These decisions affected not just the individuals who came before
you. As a Supreme Court Justice, your decisions will have lasting
consequences for the rest of us.
During the campaign, President Trump m ade it very clear that
he had a series of litmus tests for his Supreme Court nominees.
Over a 2-year period, the President said that his nominee must
favor overturning Roe v. Wade, denying women access to healthcare
on the basis of r eligious freedom , a nd upholding the Heller decision
on guns, which the NRA b elieves prevents Congress, States, or
loca l governments from passing commonsense gun safety legislation. Each of these tests would have a profound impact on the lives
of every American.
Donald Trump's litmus t ests for his Supreme Court nominees
were crystal clear. In nominating you, Judge Gorsuch, I can only
conclude that you met the President's litmus tests. Your ideological
perspective or, as some would say here, your judicial philosophy, on
these issu es matter because if you are confirmed, you will have a
lifetime appointment to the Supreme Court.
In our courtesy meeting, you said you have a heart, so, Judge
Gorsuch, we need to know what is in your h eart. We n eed to understand how you will grapple with a number of important questions
the Court will be asked to consider in the years ahead.
Will the Court protect the rights of working people and our middle class or side with corporations who want to dismantle organized
labor in America?
Will the Court uphold. a womanJs constitutional right to choose
or upend decades of legal precedent to overturn Roe v. Wade?
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Will the Court protect free and fair elections by stopping unfettered campaign spending or allow corporations and the ultra-rich
to hijack our democracy with dark money?
Will the Court protect the right to vote for a ll Americans or allow
States to use voter fraud as an excuse to disenfranchise vulnerable
communities?
Will the Court protect our land, water, our earth, or gut decades
of environmental regulations?
Will the Court protect access to our justice system or slam the
courthouse door to all but the wealthiest among us?
Judge Gorsuch, my colleagues, this is not merely a hearing to
consider the confirmation of one Supreme Court Justice. No. We
are considering the affirmation of our country's values. The Supreme Court does not just interpret our laws. The Supreme Court
shapes our society. Will we be just? Will we be fair? Will America
be a land of exclusivity for the few or the land of opportunity for
the many? Will we be the compassionate and tolerant America that
embraced my mother, my brothers, and me many decades ago?
Make no mistake. A Supreme Court vacancy is not just another
position we must fill in our Federal judiciary. A Supreme Court vacancy is a solemn obligation we must fulfill for our future generations. Let us treat it as such.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared statement of Senator Hirono appears as a submission for the record.]
Chairman GRASSLEY. Thank you, Senator from Hawaii.
Now, the Senator from Louisiana.
OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. JOHN KENNEDY,
A U.S. SENATOR FROM THE STATE OF LOUISIANA

Senator KENNEDY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
How are you doing, Judge?
Judge GORSUCH. Great. Thank you very much.
Senator KENNEDY. I walked by the Supreme Court the other day.
I live nearby. And on that building, as many of us know, are the
words "Justice, the Guardian of Liberty."
Now, we live in cynical times, but I think those words are sacred- sacred to most Americans. And they really tell us everything
we need to know about the importance of the U.S . Supreme Court,
in my judgment.
Without justice, without equal treatment by the law, libertywhich is why our country was founded-becomes an empty promise.
So even though it is easy to look to elected officials, the President, Congress, Governors as last protectors of liberty, we as Americans have entrusted that, I think we can all agree, to our Supreme
Court. And that is why, in my judgment, this hearing is important.
And that is why we n eed, if we can, to go beyond politics, beyond
the person who lives in the White House, beyond whatever the
issue of the day happens to be, and we need to try to truly understand our role in this process, which is to advise and consent.
I hope we can focus on temperament, on legal philosophy, on
legal reasoning, on qualifications, on experience. And for just a
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minute, I hope we can forget that we are all politicians here, you
excluded-Judge GORSUCH. Thank you, Senator.
Senator KENNEDY [continuing]. And focus instead on the judiciary and the role we get to play .in affecting that most American of
institutions, the U.S. Supreme Court.
Now, I have had the opportunity to meet Judge Gorsuch and to
read his work, and I like what I see. A former Governor in my
State once said of the then-Attorney General, "If you want to hide
something from him, put it in a law book. " You obviously do not
have that problem. You a ppear to me to be exceptionally well qualified to be a Supreme Court Justice. I was especially impressed with
your Doctor of Philosophy in law. That stuck out to me. AD.Phil
from Oxford is probably the most difficult terminal degree in the
world. You. also attended Columbia and Harvard, and they are satisfactory as well.
I have read about 20 of your opinions. My favorite is A.M. v.
Holmes. Your dissent was very short, four pages, but you packed
a lot in those four pages. As far as I am concerned, that dissent
should be required reading in every law school.
All I can say after reading those 20 opinions-some of which I
agreed with, some of which I did not-is that you write really, really well. Your opinions a re engaging, whether you agree with them
or not. Judge Gorsuch is direct , clear , concise. You are collegia l,
and you h ave a clean grasp of the law. There is no boilerplat e la nguage that lawyers often put in their b riefs, a nd som etimes judges
do as well.
I also might a dd tha t a nothe r thing struck m e about your opinions. You show concern for the parties. You use their n am es. You
do not refer to the parties as "appella nts" or "appellees" or "r es pondents." You call them by their nam e, and I like tha t.
Judge Gor such's respect for judicial independence and for precedent , in my judgment, is appa rent in a ll of his opinions. H e is an
unyielding supporter of the separation of powers, a nd I believe that
he genuinely understands and values the role of the judiciary as
a check on both the legislative and executive branches. And that
is very, very importa nt to me.
As a re we all, I am rath er fond of t h e Constitution a nd the structure that it creates, separating powers so no branch of government
can bully a nother or b ully the American people .
One of the main purposes of the Unit ed States Constitution , in
my opinion, is t o t ell us when to stop, to reaffirm that the authority
of the st at e over its people is limited and it is finite.
Let m e b e blunt. I am looking for a judge, not a n ideologue. I do
not want som ebody on the U.S. Supreme Court who is blinded by
ideology. I a m not interest ed in Jleople wh o want to use the judicia ry to advance their own personal policy goa ls, whether they a re
to the right or to the left.
I want a judge to apply the law as it is as best he underst a nds
it, not to try to resh ape the law as he wish es it to be.
I a lso wa nt a person who is intellectua lly curious, who is earnest
in his desire t o rule fairly, and who is willing to r eally fight for his
view of justice.
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I guess what I want is a cross between Socrates and Dirty Harry,
and I believe you just might be that person.
Let me say one final thing. I am an officer of the court, as a lawyer, as are you. None of the questions that I am going to ask you
today are designed to trick you, as if I could. Nor are they designed
to suggest that you should violate Canon 3(A)(6) of the Code of
Conduct for United States Judges, which says, "A judge should not
make public comment on the merits of a matter pending or impending in any court." Nor will my questions he designed to cause
you to violate Rule 2.lO(A) of the American Bar Association Model
Code of Judicial Conduct, which, as you know, states, "A judge
shall not make any public statement that might reasonably be expected to affect the outcome or impair the fairness of a matter
pending or impending in a court."
And, finally, nor will my questions be designed to ask you to violate Rule 2. lO(B) of the American Bar Association Model Code of
Judicial Conduct, which states, "A judge shall not, in connection
with cases, controversies, or issues that are likely to come before
the court, make pledges, promises, or commitments that are inconsistent with the impartial performance of the adjudicative duties of
his judicial office."
If you think any of my questions t oday or tomorrow or lat er this
week cross those lines, I hope you will speak u p so we can t alk
about it.
Tha nk you, Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared st a tement of Sena tor K ennedy appear s as a submission for the record.]
Chairman GRASSLEY. Thank yooJ Senator from Louisiana.
Now it is your opportunity to take a rest while other people say
what I imagine will be very good things about you. So w e are going
to call to the bench Senator Bennet a nd Senator Gardner and Neal
Katya l. We will take Senator Bennet and Senator Gardner first .
Mr. Kat yal was Acting Solicitor General for P resident Obama. I
know you have busy schedules, and 1 want to thank you for taking
time to introduce our nominee today. So would you depart from the
t a ble? And the- Judge GORSUCH. You do not h ave to ask me twice, Mr. Cha irm an .
[Laughter.]
Chairman GRASSLEY. Okay. And then we will h ave the other people come. Just stand at ease for just a couple minutes here. It will
not t ake very long.
[Pa use.]
Chairman GRASSLEY. It is my underst anding that you two h ave
kind of decided that Senator Gardne r should go first and then-Sena tor Bennet.
And then wh en you folks depart the table, we will have Mr.
Katyal come to the t a ble.
Senator Ga rdner.
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PRESENTATION OF HON. NEIL M. GORSUCH, NOMINEE TO BE
AN ASSOCIATE JUSTICE OF THE SUPREME COURT OF THE
UNITED STATES, BY HON. CORY GARDNER, A U.S. SENATOR
FROM THE STATE OF COLORADO

Senator GARDNER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Chairman Grassley, Ranking Member Feinstein, I would like to begin by thanking
all of you on the Committee for your hard work during these hearings in the next several days.
Today, it is with great pleasure that I introduce, along with my
colleague and fellow Coloradan, Senator Michael Bennet, and share
my strong support for our outstanding Supreme Court nominee,
Judge Neil Gorsuch.
If you have ever had the privilege of visiting Confluence Park in
Denver, you will notice a plaque bearing a poem by Colorado Poet
Laureate Thomas Hornsby Ferril. It is a poem known as "Two Rivers," describing the settlement of the West: "I wasn't here, yet I remember them, that first night long ago, those wagon people who
pushed aside enough of the cottonwoods to build our city where the
blueness rested." Where the optimistic blueness of our Colorado
skies rests against the mountains and the plains, we are reminded
about how incredibly diverse our great Nation is, its people and its
geography.
Judge Gorsuch's nomination helps recognize that, indeed, there
are highly qualified jurists west of the Mississippi River. Judge
Gorsuch is a fourth-generation Coloradan, skier, fly fis her, serving
on a court that represents 20 percent of our Nation's landmassJ
whose family roots reflect the grit and determination that built the
West.
Once confirmed, Mr. Gorsuch will join Justice Byron White and
be only the second Coloradan to have served on the U.S. Supreme
Court and the only Coloradan to be serving on the U.S . Supreme
Court who did not break the NFL rushing record. But the good
news is, today, he does h ave the endorsement of number seven,
John Elway, of the great Denver Broncos.
Should h e be confirmed, Judge Gorsuch will m ake history as he
represents the first Generation X Justice of the U.S. Supreme
Court, the emerging generation of American leadership. Judge
Gorsuch was confirm ed. to the Tenth Circuit Court unanimously by
voice vote in 2006. Eleven years ago, Senator Graham presided
over an empty Committee room, empty dais. What a difference a
court m akes.
But wh en you look at his record, his writing, his statements, it
is easy to s ee why Judge Gorsuch h as such overwhelming appeal.
Judge Gorsuch is not an ideologue. He is a mainstream jurist who
follows the law as written and does not try to supplant it with his
own personal policy preferences. As he said, "Personal politics or
policy preferences h ave no useful role in judging. Regular a nd
hea lthy doses of self-skepticism and humility about one's own abilit ies a nd conclusions always do."
Judge Gorsuch is not an activist judge but rather a faithful adh erent to and ardent defender of our Constitution. H e is an
originalist, as Justice Kagan even described h erself in her confirmation h earing to the U.S. Supreme Court.
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Judge Gorsuch recognizes that the judiciary is not the place for
social or constitutional experimentation, and that efforts to engage
in such experimentation delegitimize the court. As he said, "This
overweening addiction to the courtroom as the place to debate social policy is bad for the country and bad for the judiciary. As a
society, we lose the benefit of give-and-take of the political process
and the flexibility of social experimentation that only the elected
branches can provide."
Judge Gorsuch has a deep appreciation and respect for the constitutional principles of Federalism and the separation of powers
prescribed by our Founding Fathers. As he stated, "A firm and
independent judiciary is critical to a well-functioning democracy."
Judge Gorsuch understands the advantage of democratic institutions and the special authority and legitimacy that come from the
consent of the governed. As he said, "Judges must allow the elected
branches of government to flourish and citizens, through their
elected representatives to make laws appropriate to the facts and
circumstances of the day."
Judge Gorsuch appreciates the rule of law and respects the considered judgment of those who came before him. As he said, "A
good judge will seek to honor precedent and strive to avoid its disparagement or displacement.''
It is this appropriate temperament, this fidelity to the Constitution, this remarkable humility that has made Judge Gorsuch a cons ensus pick a mong Colorado's diverse lega l a nd legislative communities.
Former Colorado Senator, Democra t Ken Salazar, in praising
Judge Gorsuch's temperament during his Circuit Court confirmation, said, "A judicial nominee should have a demonstrated dedication to fairness, impartia lity, precedent, and the avoidance of judicial activism from both the left and the right. I believe that Mr Gorsuch meets this very high test."
Jim Lyons, a prominent Colorado lawyer and former adviser to
President Bill Clinton, said, "Judge Gorsuch's intellect , energy, and
deep regard for the Constitution a re well known to those of us who
have worked with him and h ave seen firsthand. his commitment to
basic principles. Above all, this independence, fairness, and impartiality are the hallmarks of his career and his well-earned reputation."
Colorado's former Democratic Governor Bill Ritter and former
Republican Attorney General John Suthers jointly said, "It is time
to use this confirmation process to exa mine a nd exalt the charact eristics of a judge who demonstrates that he or she is scholarly,
compassionate, committed to tbe law, and will function as part of
a truly independent, apolitical judiciary. Judge Gorsuch fits that
bill."
According to the Denver Post, Marcy Glenn, a Denver attorney
and Democrat, recalls two cases before Gorsuch in which she represented underdogs. And I quote Marcy Glenn, "He issued a decision that ~ost certainly focused. on the little ~y. " Judg~ Gorsuch
has a consistent record of applymg the law fairly, a nd his reputation a mong his peers and lawmakers is evidence of it.
For all of these reasons cited today, I am certain Judge Gorsuch
will m ake Colorado proud and that his opinions will have a positive
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impact on this country for generations to come. I look forward to
Judge Gorsuch receiving a fair hearing and, after that, to working
with my distinguished colleagues on both sides of the aisle to expeditiously confirm his nomination.
Thomas Hornsby Ferril wrote another poem. This one memorialized on a mural on the walls of the Colorado Capitol rotunda. It
ends with these words: "Beyond the sundown is tomorrow's wisdom, today is going to be long, long ago."
The wisdom of Neil Gorsuch, guardian of the Constitution, will
serve our Nation well for generations to come.
Mr. Chairman, Committee Members, thank you.
[The prepared statement of Senator Gardner appears as a submission for the record.]
Chairman GRASSLEY. Thank you, Senator Gardner.
Now, Senator Bennet.
PRESENTATION OF HON. NEIL M. GORSUCH, NOMINEE
TO BE AN ASSOCIATE JUSTICE OF THE SUPREME COURT
OF THE UNITED STATES, BY HON. MICHAEL BENNET, A U.S.
SENATOR FROM THE STATE OF COLORADO

Senator BENNET. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I want to thank you
and the Committee for allowing me to be here today. It is a distinct
privilege to be here with my colleague, Senator Gardner from Colorado, to introduce Judge Neil Gorsuch, a son of Colorado born and
raised in Denver with a distinguished record of public service, private practice, and outstanding integrity a nd intellect. And I welcome as well his wife, Louise, who met the judge during their studies at Oxford and who moved from the United Kingdom to Colorado, where they now live with their two daughters in Boulder.
Senator Gardner has done a great job summarizing Judge
Gorsuch's professional b ackground. His experience and his approach to his work has earned him the respect of the bench and
the bar in our State.
Judge Gorsuch's family has deep roots in Colorado. His grandfather grew up in an Irish t enement in Denver and began supporting the family at the age of 8. His other grandfather was a lawyer who worked his way through law school, serving a s a streetcar
conductor in Denver. And his grandmother was one of the first
women to graduate the University of Denver in the 1920s.
As a person and as a lawyer, Judge Gorsuch exemplifies some of
the finest qualities of Colorado, a State filled with people who ar e
kind to one another, who, by and la rge, do not share the conceit
that one party or one ideology is all right and the other all wrong,
and who are conscious of the legacy we owe the generations who
forged our State out of a Western territory of the United States.
If confirmed, Judge Gorsuch will be the first Justice since Sa ndra
Day O'Connor from the West. No less an a uthority than Justice
Scalia observed this lack of representation when he wrote in dissent that the Court has ''not a single genuine Westerner," and then
added with parentheses, "California does not count."
[Laughter.]
Sena tor BENNET. And with respect to our Ranking Member, I
think I spea k for my colleague from Colorado that, on this point,
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and perhaps this point alone, he, I, and Justice Scalia are in agreement.
[Laughter.]
Senator BENNET. I am also here because I believe the Senate has
a constitutional duty to give fair consideration to this nominee, just
as we had a duty to consider fairly Judge Merrick Garland, President Obama's nominee to fill this vacancy.
I am not naive about the reasons the Senate majority denied
Judge Garland a hearing and a vote. The Senate's failure to do its
duty with respect to Judge Garland was an embarrassment to this
body that will be recorded in history and in the lives of millions
of Americans.
And it is tempting to deny Judge Gorsuch a fair hearing because
of the Senate's prior failure. But, Mr. Chairman, two wrongs never
make a right. The Supreme Court is too important for us not to
find a way to end our destructive gridlock and. bitter partisanship.
In my mind, I consider Judge Gorsuch as a candidate to fill the
Garland seat on the Supreme Court. And out of respect for both
Judge Garland and Judge Gorsuch's service, integrity, and commitment to the rule of law, I suggest we fulfill our responsibility to
this nominee and to the country by considering his nomination in
the manner his predecessor deserved but was denied.
Mr. Chairman, there is a second cloud that hangs over this confirmation hearing. It is President Trump's reckless attacks on the
judiciary. These attacks, like the President's attacks on the free
press, have no precedent in the history of our Republic.
The independence of our courts is a n essential strength of our democracy. Attacking the judicial branch erodes the public confidence
that gives force to their judgments. It damages the very foundation
of our constitutional system.
Disagreeing with a court's decision is acceptable. Disparaging a
judge is always wrong.
I have no doubt that, unlike the President, Judge Gorsuch h as
profound respect for an independent judiciary and the vital role it
plays as a check on the Executive and legislative branches. I may
not always agree with his rulings, but I believe Judge Gorsuch is
unquestionably committed to the rule of law.
Mr. Chairman, it is customary for Senators to introduce nomin ees from their home State, and I a m not here today to take a position or persuade any of our colleagues how to vote. That is a matter of conscience for each of us. I am keeping an open mind about
this nomina tion a nd expect this week's hearings will shed light on
Judge Gorsuch's judicia l approach and views of the law. Like many
Americans, I look forward to the Committee's questions a nd the
t estimony from the nominee.
And as one of two Americans privileged to represent the State
of Colorado in the United States Senate, I am here this afternoon
to uphold a tradition with the hope that, in some small way, it
helps restore the Senate's strong history of comity and cooperation ,
especially in our Nation's most difficult times.
Whatever the results of this hearing, we Senators must respond
in some way to the expectations of most Coloradans a nd most
Americans who are eager for us to work together a nd to treat each
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other with respect, particularly when it comes to extraordinarily
important decisions like this one.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared statement of Senator Bennet appears as a submission for the record.]
Cha irman GRASSLEY. Thank you, Senator Bennet, S enator Gardner. Thank you very much, and you a re dismissed.
And we will h ave Mr. Katyal come to the table now.
And as I s aid, he was Acting Solicitor General in the previous
a dministration.
Thank you very much, and you may proceed at your will.
INTRODUCTION OF HON. NEIL M. GORSUCH, NOMINEE TO BE
AN ASSOCIATE JUSTICE OF THE SUPREME COURT OF THE
UNITED STATES, BY NEAL KATYAL, NEAL KATYAL, FORMER
ACTING SOLICITOR GENERAL, WASHINGTON, DC

Mr. KATYAL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman a n d Senator F einstein.
It is my privilege to introduce Judge Gorsuch to this honorable
Committee.
Unlike Senators Gardner and Bennet , I am, unfortunately, only
a part-time Colorado resident, but I am very proud to see this distinguished judge with an excellent first name be nominated for this
position.
[La u ghter. ]
Mr. KATYAL. Judge Gorsuch was b orn in Denver in 1967, th e
fourth generation of his family to ha il from Colorado. H e a ttended
Columb ia a nd H arvard Law School, a nd lat er clerked for J u dge
David Sente lle and Justices White and Kennedy. Judge Gorsuch
then spent a decade at a law firm. And after serving in a leadership role a t the Justice Depa rtment, h e r eturned t o Colorado a s a
Federal judge. I suppose the fly fishing in DC just was not good
enough.
In t h e few minutes I h ave, I would like to b ring in my world of
litigating cases b efore t h e S upreme Court of the United Sta t es . I
h ave a rgued 32 cases over the last deca d e, t wo more a rguments
coming n ext month. My ar guments ha ve b een on behalf of t he most
diverse client base imaginable : death pen alty inmat es , St at es , the
F ederal Government, N at ive American Tribes, our N ation 's la rgest
corp oration s , what the great Senator from Hawaii called the socalled little guy, and everyon e in b etween .
I ca n t ell you the on e thing you really want w h en you a re in
front of the Court is just a n opportuni ty to be treated fairly; to
h a ve your p osition list ened t o, not caricatured , a nd treat ed with
the gravity it deserves; t o h ave jurist s who work day a nd night to
get the r ight a n swer, n ot motivat ed by p a rty or politics, but by j ustice. And honestly, that is h ow our Supreme Court works. Every
time I am up there, I get a lump in my throat because I see it first h a nd. And I w ish the Court would televise its proceedings so tha t
the American public would see wh a t I get to see every da y.
[La ughter.]
Mr. KATYAL. And it is becau se of that deep n eed for fairness, on
t h e Cou rt tha t , I a m , like so ma ny Ame rican s a re, ou t raged t h at
M errick Garla nd does not sit on the Court today. I h ave h a d the
pleasure of a ppearing befo re him, a nd h e h as grilled m e, on ce for
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over an hour. Indeed, I think maybe using the word "pleasure" is
probably the wrong word to use.
Garland's brilliance, his experience, his fairness and meticulous
attention to detail make him perhaps the most qualified nominee
ever to have been named to the Supreme Court, and there is no
doubt in my mind that if Merrick Garland had been confirmed and
another vacancy had opened up, Judge Gorsuch would be sailing
through this body with something close to 100-to-O vote.
It is a tragedy of national proportions that Merrick Garland does
not sit on the Court, and it would take a lot to get over that. Indeed, there is less than a handful of people that the President
could h ave nominated to even start to rebuild that loss of trust.
But in my opinion, Neil Gorsuch is one.
I say that knowing many people in my party w ill disagree and
think the damage ca nnot be r epaired, no matter who the nominee
is. I can understand that sentiment. For those folks, there is nothing I can say about the nominee to make things right.
But i f you have not closed your mind to the possibility of a new
nominee, despite the undeserved and u n precedented treatment of
Merrick Ga rland, I would like to tell you a bit about Judge
Gorsuch. There is a reason why our Supreme Court Bar has lined
up behind Judge Gorsuch. There is a reason why the American Bar
Association has given him the highest rating. I h ave seen J udge
Gorsuch in a ction , a nd I h ave s een him hearing cases a nd studied
his written opinions . This is a first-rate intellect a nd a fair a nd decent ma n .
Judge Gors uch a nd I s erved togeth er on t h e F ederal Appella te
Rules Committee. It is complicated w ork and, quite honestly, not
the sort that m ost people find pa rticularly interesting. But the
judge commits himself t o it fully, and his work r eflects his commitm ent t o resolving disputes a ccording to establish ed st anda rds. That
is, the judge's w or k reflect s his dedication to the rule of l aw .
The judge's commitment to t h e rule of law would endear him
well t o our Founders. Ours is a government of laws, not of m en and
women . Tha t principle is the essence of constitutiona l government
a nd the foundation of our freedoms .
Yet , if ours is to rema in a government of laws, the subject of the
laws must not be a llowed to interpret it for themselves. N o one can
be a judge in his own cause. The F ounders forged a judiciary independent of the E xecutive a nd legisla tive branches . "The complete
independence of the courts of justice is peculia rly essential in a
limited Constitution ," Alexander Ha milton wrote in F ederalist 78.
"Without this , a ll the r eservations of particular rights or privileges
would am ount to nothing."
We live in a unique time. The current President has displayed
open contempt for the courts, atta cking judges who disagree with
him and even questioning their legitimacy and motives. Judges
who have questioned the President's a uthority h ave ha d to be
placed under increased scrutiny and protection beca use of the reaction am ong some Members of the public.
Bet ween the P resident's a tta cks on the judiciary and his controversia l policies , h e seems intent on testing t h e independence a nd
integrity of our court system, and that brings m e back once a gain
to my s upport of Judge Gorsuch . As a judge, h e has displayed a
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resolute commitment to the rule of law and the judiciary's independence. Even those who disagree with him can see the judge's
decisions are meticulously crafted and grounded in the law and our
Constitution. And when the judge believes the Government has
overstepped its powers, he is willing to rule against it.
It is very difficult to make the transition to Justice. I have seen
Justices Kagan and Breyer go through it firsthand. It is not just
the massive power all of a sudden that one wields. It is also the
glare of the spotlight, an awareness of becoming part of history,
and, most important, getting along with eight new colleagues who
will be at your side for decades.
To do this well is hard. It requires equal parts and equaJ
servings of humility and ability. That is what Justices Kagan and
Breyer brought to their transitions, and what Judge Gorsuch .has.
In short, to make up a word, Judge Gorsuch has "humibility," humility and ability.
In sum, Judge Gorsuch and I come from different sides of the political spectrum. We disagree about many things, but we agree on
the most important things, that all people are equal before the law
and that a judge's duty is to uphold the law and uphold these principles and the Constitution above all.
The judge has done that during his time on the bench, and I
know he will continue to do so as a Justice on the Supreme Court.
It is, therefore, my honor to recommend that his nommation be r eported favorably to the Senate.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Katyal appears as a submission
for the record.]
Chairman GRASSLEY. Thank you, Mr. Katyal. 1 know you h ave
a busy schedule. Thank you for being here.
We will wait until-do you want to change everything that you
have to do?
Judge, will you come forward? And before you sit, would you
raise your right hand. to be sworn?
[Witness sworn.]
Chairman GRASSLEY. Thank you. Please be seated. And you may
tell us what you want us to h ear at this point.
STATEMENT OF HON. NEIL M. GORSUCH, NOMINEE TO BE AN
ASSOCIATE JUSTICE OF THE SUPREME COURT OF THE
UNITED STATES

Judge GORSUCH. Mr. Chairman, Senator Feinstein, Members of
the Committee, I am honored a nd I am humbled to b e here.
Since coming to Washington, I h ave met with over 70 Senators.
You have offered me a warm welcome and wise advice. Thank you.
I a lso want to tha nk the President and the Vice President. They
and their teams have been so gracious to me, a nd I thank them for
this honor.
I want to thank Senators Bennet and Gardner a nd General
Katyal for their kind introductions, reminding us that long before
we are Democrats or Republicans, we are Americans.
Sitting h ere, I am a cutely aware of my own imperfections. But
I pledge to each of you and. to the America n people that, if I a m
confirmed, I will do all my powers permit to be a faithful s ervant
of the Constitution a nd laws of this great Nation.
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Mr. Chairman, I could not even attempt to do this without Louise, my wife of more than 20 years. The sacrifices she has made,
and her open and giving heart1 leave me in awe.
I love you so much.
We started off in a place very different than this one, a tiny
apartment and little to show for it. When Louise's mother first
came to visit, she was concerned by the conditions-understandably. As I headed out the door to work, I will never forget her whispering to her daughter , in a voice I think intended to be just loud
enough for me to hear, "Are you sure he is really a lawyer?"
[Laughter.]
Judge GoRSUCH. To my teenage daughters watching out West,
bathing chickens for the county fair, devising ways to keep our determined pet goat out of the garden, building a semi-functional
plyboard hovercraft for science fair, driving 8 hours through a Wyoming snowstorm with high school debaters in the back arguing the
whole way, these are just a few of my very favorite memories. I
love you girls impossibly.
To my extended family here and across Colorado, when we gather, it is dozens of us. We hold different political and religious views,
but we are united in our love. And between the family pranks and
the pack of children running rampa nt, whoever is hosting is usua lly left with at l east one drywall repa ir.
To my parents a nd grandparents, they are no longer with us . But
there is no question on whose shoulders I st and. My mom was one
of the first women graduat es of the University of Colorado Law
School. As the first fema le Assistant District Attorney in Denver,
s he h elped a program t o pursue deadb eat da ds. And her idea of
daycare som etimes m eant I have to spend the day wa ndering the
h a lls or tagging a long behind the police officers. She t aught m e
that headlines are fleeting, courage lasts.
My dad t aught me that success in life has very little to do with
success. Kindness, h e sh owed me , is a great virtue. He showed me
too that the r e a re few places closer to God than walking in the wildern ess or wading a trout stream, even ifit is an awfully long drive
home w ith the family dog after he encounters a skunk.
To my grandparents, as a boy, I could ride my bike to their
h om es. They were a huge influence. My m om's father , poor and
Irish , worked to h elp support his family as a boy a fter losing his
own dad. But the nuns m ade sure h e got an educa tion, and h e became a doctor.
Even after h e passed away, I h eard stories for years from grateful patients who recalled him kneeling by their bedsides so they
might pray together. His wife, my grandmother , grew up on a Nebraska farm, wh ere an icebox wa s n ot som ething you plugged into
the wall but something you lowered into the ground. With 7 children , she never stopped moving, a nd sh e n ever stopped loving.
My dad's father made his way through college working on Denver's trolley cars. He practiced law through the Great Depression.
And he t aught m e that lawyers exist to help people with their
problems , not the other way around. His wife ca me from a family
of pioneers. She loved to fish, a nd she is the on e who t a ugh t m e
h ow t o tie a fly.
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I want to thank my friends, so many of whom are here, liberals
and conservatives and independents from every kind of background
and belief. Many hundreds have written this Committee on my behalf, and I am truly touched by their support.
They have been there for me always, not least when we recently
lost my Uncle Jack, a hero of mine and a lifelong Episcopal priest.
He gave the benediction when I took an oath as a judge 11 years
ago. I confess I was hoping he might offer a similar prayer soon.
As it is, I know he is smiling.
I want to thank my fellow judges across the country. Judging is
sometimes a lonely and hard job. But I have seen how these men
and women work, how hard they work, with courage and
collegiality, independence, and integrity. It is their work that helps
make real the Constitution and laws of the United States for all
of us.
I want to thank my legal heroes. Byron White, my mentor, a
product of the West, he modeled for me judicial courage. He followed the law wherever it took him, without fear or favor to anyone. War hero, Rhodes Scholar, and, yes, the highest paid NFL
football player of his day. In Colorado today, there is God, there is
John Elway, and there is Peyton Manning. In my childhood, it was
God and Byron White.
I also had the great fortune to clerk for Justice Kennedy. He
s howed me that judges can disagree without being disagreeable,
that everyone wh o comes to court deserves respect, that a case is
not just a number or a name but a life's story and a human being
with equal dignity to my own.
Justice Scalia was a mentor too. He reminded us that words matter, that the judge's j ob is to follow the words that are in the law.
not replace them with those that are not. His colleagues cherished
his great humor too. Now, we did not agree on everything. The Justice fished with the enthusiasm of a New Yorker. He thought the
h arder you slapped the line on the water, someh ow the more the
fish would love it.
Finally, there is Justice Jackson. H e wrote so clearly that everyone could understa nd his decisions. He never hid behind legal j argon. And while he was a famously fierce advocate for his client
when he was a lawyer, he reminded us that, when you become a
judge, you fiercely defend only one client-the law.
By their example, these judges taught me about the rule of law
and the importance of an independent judiciary, how h ard our forebears worked to w in these things, how easy they are to lose, how
each generation must either take its turn ca rrying the baton or
watch it fall .
Mr. Chairma n , these days, we sometimes h ear judges cynically
described as politicians in robes, seeking to enforce their own politics rather than striving to apply the law impartially. But if I
thought that were true, I would hang up the robe. The truth is, I
just do not think that is what a life in the law is about.
As a lawyer for many years working in the trial court trenches,
I saw judges and. juries, while huma n a nd imperfect, striving hard
every day to fairly decide the cases I put to t hem.
As a judge now for more than a decade, I have watch ed my colleagues spend long days worrying over cases. Sometimes the an-
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swers we reach are not the ones we personally prefer. Sometimes
the answers follow us home at night and keep us up. But the answers we reach are a lways the ones we believe the law requires.
And for all its imperfections; I believe that the rule of law in this
Nation truly is a wonder, and that it is no wonder that it is the
envy of the world.
Of course, once in a while, we judges do disagree. But our disagreements are not about politics, but about the law's demands.
Let me offer an example. The first case I wrote as a judge to
reach the Supreme Court divided 5-to-4. The Court affirmed my
judgment with the support of Justices Thomas and Sotomayor1
while Justices Stevens and Scalia were in dissent.
Now that is a lineup some might think unusual. But actually, it
is exactly the sort of thing that happens, quietly, day in and day
out1 in the U .S. Supreme Court and in the courts across this country.
I wonder if people realize that Justices Thomas and Sotomayor
agree about 60 percent of the time, or that Justices Scalia and
Breyer agreed even more often than that, all in the very toughest
cases in our entire legal system.
And here is another example about my record. Over the last decade, I have participated in over 2, 700 appeals. Often these cases
are hard, too. Only about 5 percent of all Federal lawsuits make
their way to decision in a Court of Appeals. I have served with
judges appoint ed by President Obama all the way back to President Johnson. And in the Tenth Circuit, we hea r cases from six different States covering two time zones and 20 percent of the contin ental United States.
But in the West, we listen to one another respectfully. We tolerat e. We cherish different points of view. And we seek consensus
whenever we can. My law clerks tell me that 97 percent of those
2 ,700 cases I have decided were decided unanimously, and that I
h ave been in the majority 99 percent of the time. That is my
record, and tha t is how we do things in the West.
Of course, I make my share of mistakes, too. As my daughters
never tire of reminding me, putting on a robe does not make me
any smarter. And I will never forget my first day on the job. Carrying a pile of briefs up t he steps to the bench, I tripped on the
h em of my robe and just a bout everything went flying.
But troublesome as the robe can be, the robe does mean something to m e, and not just that I can hide coffee stains on my shirt.
Putting on a robe reminds us judges that it is time to lose our egos
and open our minds. It serves, too, as a reminder of the modest station we judges are meant to occupy in a democracy. In other countries, judges wear scarlet, silk, ermine. Here, we judges, we buy our
own plain black robes. And as Senator Sasse knows, I can attest
the standard choir outfit at the local uniform supply store is a pretty good deal. Ours is a judiciary of honest black polyester.
When I put on the robe, I am a lso reminded that, under our Constitution, it is for this body, the peopleJs representatives, to make
n ew laws, for the Executive to ensure those laws are faithfully executed, and for neutral and independent judges to apply the law in
t he people's disputes.
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If judges were just secret legislators, declaring not what the law
is but what they would like it to be, the very idea of a government
by the people and for the people would be at risk. And those who
came before the court would live in fear1 never sure exactly what
the law requires of them, except for the judge's will.
As Alexander Hamilton said, liberty can have nothing to fear
from judges who apply the law, but liberty has everything to fear
if judges try to legislate, too.
In my decade on the bench, I have tried to treat all who come
before me fairly and with respect, and a fford equal right to poor
and to rich. I have decided cases for Native Americans seeking to
protect Tribal lands, for class actions like one that ensured compensation for victims of a large nuclear waste pollution problem
produced by corporations in Colorado. I have ruled. for disabled students, for prisoners, for the accused, for workers alleging civil
rights violations, and for undocumented immigrants. Sometimes,
too, I have ruled against such persons. My decisions have n ever reflected a judgment about the people before me, only a judgment
about the law and the facts at issue in each particular case.
A good judge can promise no more than that, and a good judge
should guarantee no less, for a judge who likes every outcome he
reaches is probably a pretty bad judge, stretching for policy results
he prefers rather than those the law compels .
Mr. Cha ir man, a s a student many years ago, I found myself
walking through the Old Granary buria l ground in Bost on. It is
wh ere Pa ul Revere, John Ha ncock, and many of our F ounders ar e
bur ied . And there, I cam e a cross the tombst on e of a lawyer and
judge who today is largely for gotten , as we ar e all destined to be
s oon enough. His na me was Increase Sumner. And written onto his
tombstone over 200 yea rs a go was this description of the ma n : "As
a lawyer, he was faithful a nd a ble; as a judge, pa tient, impartial ,
a nd decisive. In privat e life, he was a ffectionat e a nd mild; in
publick life, h e was dignified and firm . Pa rty feuds were a llayed b y
the correctness of his conduct; calumny was silenced by the weight
of his virtues; a nd r ancour s oftened by the a menity of his m anne rs."
Mr. Chairma n , thos e words stick with m e. I keep them on my
desk. They serve for me as a da ily r eminder of the law's integrity,
that a useful life can be led in its s ervice, of the ha rd work it t ak es,
a nd a n encouragem ent to good h abits when I fail a nd when I falter.
At the e nd of it all, I could ask for nothing more than to be des cribed as he w as . And if confirmed , I pledge to you tha t I will do
everything in my pow er to l;:>e tha t m an.
[The prepared sta tem ent of J udge Gorsuch appear s as a submission for the record.]
Chairma n GRASSLEY. Than k you, Judge.
I h ave just a few words to say, to rea d, but before I do tha t, we
will convene t omorrow at 9:30. Ea ch person will h ave 30-minute
rounds. I want to finish the first r ound tomorrow, so not t aking
into consideration an y of the judge's needs t o get away from the
t able for time to eat and do other things, I would. suggest tha t we
h ave at least 10 hours of work to do, in a ddition t o what ever the
judge needs. So I ask you t o be prepa red for that .
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And the way I would like to do it, since each person has a halt:.
hour, if you start your last question before the time runs out, I will
ask the judge to give a short answer. But I think we have to move
on very quickly and get it done.
And then the next day, we have 20-minute rounds, and there will
be as many rounds as people need, because I would like to get done
by Wednesday night. And if we can get it so I can get to bed at
9 o'clock like I like to, I would appreciate it.
We have questions for the record being due at 5 p .m . This
timeline is consistent with how we have handled past Supreme
Court nominations. I want everybody to know that now so that
Members and their staffs can be working on written questions
throughout the week.
With that, we will recess until-Senator FEINSTEIN. When?
Senator LEAHY. Five p.m. when?
Chairman GRASSLEY. Oh, I am sorry. Friday at 5 p.m.
With that, the meeting is adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 3:15 p.m., the Committee was recessed.]
[Additional material submitted for the record for Day 1 follows
Day 4 of the hearing.]
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Prese nt: Senators Grassley, Hatch, Graham, C.ornyn, Lee, Cruz ,
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OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. CHARLES E. GRASSLEY,
A U.S. SENATOR FROM THE STATE OF IOWA

Chairma n GRASSLEY. W elcome ba ck, Judge Gorsuch. Glad to
have you back, and I a m sure you are glad to be here.
Good morning, everybody. I would like to welcome everyone a nd
especially our nominee, as I just did.
This is day two of the Supreme Court nominee's hearing. We
h ave a long day in front of us. So we will immediately turn to
M embers' questions. It is my intention to get through a ll Members'
first round of questions today. So it is important tha t we all stick
to our time limit so that we can sta y on that schedule.
I realize ~hat 10 hours is a long time fo.r you to sit there a nd a n swer quest10ns for 20 of us. So I am gomg to defer to you when
you might need a break. In the meantime, I would anticipate a
break about 30 minutes for lunchtime . And I hope for the Members
of the Committee, I have not made up my mind on this yet, but
we do have a vote scheduled a t noon. And I might-I a m sorry?
Senator LEAHY. There are two votes.
Chairman GRASSLEY. Two? Okay. We h a ve two votes at noon. So
it might be appropriate to use that period of time for our lunch
break. I will make a decision on that later on.
So with that understa nding with you and to accommodate you
beca use you are the person that h as to sit there and answer questions, a nd so whatever your needs are, you let us know.
Judge GORSUCH. Thank you, Senator.
Chairman GRASSLEY. I started yesterday morning, Judge a nd audience , with Justice Scalia's comments that our Government of
(69)
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laws and not men is the pride of our constitutional democracy. Our
democracy requires judges to let the people's elected representatives do the lawmaking.
You, Judge, said that Justice Scalia's great accomplishment was,
to quote you, "remind us of the differences between judges and legislators." Legislators, in other words, consult their own moral convictions to shape law, as we best think it to be. But you said that
judges cannot do those things, rightly so from my point of view.
Our Constitution is also our charter of liberty. Justice Scalia said
that our Constitution guarantees our liberties primarily through its
structure. That happens to be the separation of powers. You,
Judge, said much the same thing, you, "What would happen to
disfavored groups and individuals" if w e allowed judges to act like
legislators? "The judge would need only his own vote to revise the
law willy nilly in accordance with preferences."
The separation of powers in our system requires an independent
judiciary made of judges respectful of the other two branches, but
not beholden to them. Judges must be equally independent of the
President who nominates them and us Senators who confirm the
same judiciary Members.
Let us start with independence from the Executive. No one, not
even the President, is above the law. One of the most remarkable
thin~s a bout your nomination is the broad bipartisa n support that
you nave received .
You have earned gr eat praise from individual s who are not exactly sta unch supporters of the President, but who strongly supported your nomination. Yesterday, we h eard from one of them,
Neal Katyal. P resident Oba ma's former Solicitor General sa id that
you "will not compromise principle to favor the President."
In 2006, former Colorado Senator Salazar, a Democrat, said that
you have "the sense of fairness and impartiality that is a keystone
of being a judge." And legal commentator Jeffrey Rosen simila rly
praised you for your independence.
So let us start with my first question. I would like to have you
descr ibe, in a ny way you want to, what judicia l independence
m ean s and specifically tell us whether you would h ave a ny trouble
ruling against a President who a ppointed you.
Judge GoRSUCH. That is a softball, Mr. Chairman. I have no difficulty ruling against or for any party other tha n based on what the
law and the facts in the particular case require, a nd I am heartened by the support I h ave r eceived from people who recognize that
there is no such thing as a Republica n judge or a Democratic j udge.
We just have judges in this country.
When I think of what judicial independence m eans, I think of
Byron White. That is who I think of. I think of his fierc e, rugged
independence. He did his-he said, "I h ave a job." People asked
him what his judicial philosophy was, I will give the same answer.
I decide cases.
It is a pretty good philosophy for a judge. I list en to the a rgum ents made. I read the briefs that are put to m e. I listen to my
colleagu es carefully, and I listen to the lawyers in the well.
And this experience has reminded me what it is like to be a lawyer in the well. It is a lot. easier to a sk the questions , I find, as
a judge than it is to have all the an swers as the lawyer in the well.
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So I take the process, the judicial process, very seriously. And I
go through it step by step and keeping an open mind through the
entire process as best as I humanly can, and I leave all the other
stuff at home. And I make a decision based on the facts and the
law.
Those are some of the things judicial independence means to m e.
It means to me the judicial oath that I took-to administer justice
without respect to persons, to do equal right to the poor and the
rich, and to discharge impartially the duties of my office. It is a
beautiful oath. It is a statutory oath written by this body. That is
what judicial independence means to m e.
Happy to talk about the separation of powers, too, if you would
like, Mr. Chairman, which you referenced in there. Or I am happy
to answer another question. Entirely up to you.
Chairman GRASSLEY. Well, your record made clear that you are
not afraid to fulfill your role independently, and you just emphasized that. You vacated orders of administrative agencies acting
outside their authority, and you have ruled on cases where Congress has overstepped its bounds.
So I think you can maybe speak about the separation of powers,
but at the same time, maybe you could give me a couple of your
cases that demonstrate your commitment to that independence of
the executive branch of government?
Judge GoRSUCH. Sure. On the first point, you. know, I have decided, as I noted yesterday, over 2,700 cases, a nd my law clerks tell
me that 97 percent of them have been unanimous. Ninety-nine percent I bave been in the majority.
They tell me as well that, according to the Congressional Research Service, my opinions have attracted the fewest number of
dissents from my colleagues of anyone I have served with that they
have studied over the last 10 years. Now the Congressional Research Service speculates whether that is because I am persuasive
or I believe in collegiality. I do not see why it has to be a choice.
My law clerks also tell me that in the few cases where I have
dissented that I am as likely almost to dissent from a Democratappointed colleague as a Republican-appointed colleague, and that
is again beca use we do not have Democrat or Republican judges.
According to the Wall Street Journal, I am told that of the eight
cases that they have identified that I have sat on that have been
reviewed by the U.S. Supreme Court, our court was affirmed in
seven of them. Now I think Louise might argue for the eighth because in that case, the Supreme Court did not like a procedural
precedent of our court that, as a panel, we were bound to follow .
So tbey remanded it back.
We decided it on the me rits, as the Court instructed. Cert. denied. Eight out of eight?
On the separation of powers, it is, Mr. Chairman, the genius of
the Constitution. Madison thought that the separation of powers
was perhaps the most important liberty-guaranteeing device in the
whole Constitution, and this is a point of civics that l do think
maybe is lost today, how valuable the separation of powers is.
That you have in Article I the people's representatives make the
law. That is your job. And I do not think it is an accident that the
Framers put Article I first . Your job comes first . You. make the law.
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Article II, the President's job is to faithfully execute your laws.
And our job, Article III, down at the bottom, is to make sure that
the cases and controversies of the people are fairly decided.
And if those roles were confused and power amalgamated, the
Founders worried that would be the very definition of tyranny. And
you can see why. Judges would make pretty rotten legislators.
We are life tenured, right? You cannot get rid of us. It only takes
a couple of us to make a decision, or 9, or 12, depending on the
court. That would be a pretty poor way to run a democracy.
And at the same time, with respect, legislators might not make
great judges because they are answerable to the people. And when
you come to a court with a case or a controversy about a pastpast facts, you want a neutral, rigidly neutral, fair, scrupulously
fair decisionmaker. You want somebody who is going to put politics
aside.
So the separation of powers I do not think has lost any of its genius over 200 years. In fact, it has proven it.
Chairman GRASSLEY. Thank you.
I have heard my colleagues and people not in the Senate say that
now more than ever we need a Justice who will be independent of
the President who nominated him or her. So I would like to ask
about your nomination and your independence.
A lot has been made about the list of judges then-candidate
Trump proposed as possible nominees. To me, it was the most
transparent that we have had in history, and we did not have Secretary Clinton give out such a list .
Of course, you were not on the first gro up that came out and otherwise added later. So I am curious. When did you first learn that
you were on candidate Trump's extended list?
Judge GDRSUCH. Well, Mr. Chairman, yon a re right. There were
two lists, as I recall, over the summer. And I was not on the first
list. And I remember having breakfast one day with a friend, who
may be here. Bryan? There you are. You remember this?
[La ughter. ]
Judge GORSUCH. We were having breakfast one day, and he said,
"Neil, you are not on the list." And I said, "You are right. I am not
on the list." He said, ''You should be on the list."
And I said, "I love my life in Colorado. I would not change a
thing. I a m a ha ppy man. I have a loving wife, beautiful home and
children, a great job with wonderful colleagues. I am a happy person.''
I am walking away from breakfast, and I get an email from
Bryan saying, "There is a new list-"
[Laughter .]
Judge GORSUCH. "And you are on it." That was the first I heard
of it.
Chairman GRASSLEY. And I assume you tha nked him.
Judge GORSUCH. I do not know about that.
[Laughter.]
Judge GORSUCH. I do not think h e- you did not know? I do not
think we-we were all surprised.
Cha irman GRASSLEY. I a m kidding.
Judge GORSUCH. And a t a ny rate, we are where we are.
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Chairman GRASSLEY. Okay. Tell me about the process that led
to your nomination. Did anyone ask you to make any promises or
assurances at all about your view on certain legal issues or the way
that you would rule in certain cases?
Judge GORSUCH. Senator, I think you would be reassured by the
process that unfolded. I try to live under a shell during the campaign season, watch baseball and football, go about my business.
But I did hear lots of talk of litmus tests from all around. It was
in the air.
And I do not believe in litmus tests for judges. I have written
about that years ago. I was not about to become party to such a
thing.
And I am here to report that you should be reassured because
no one in the process, from the time I was contacted with an expression of interest for a potential interview to the time I was nominated, no one in that process, Mr. Chairman, asked me for any
commitments, any kind of promises about how I would rule in any
kind of case.
Chairman GRASSLEY. And that is the way it should be.
So we have just discussed your independence from the President,
but there is also independence from the legislative branch. It is odd
that some of the same folks who will claim that you are not independent from the President will turn around and try to extract
from you promises and commitments before they pass judgment on
your nomination. The irony, of course, is that extracting commitm ents during the confirmation process is exactly what would undermine your independence as a judge.
One way that they will do this is asking you about precedent. So
let us talk a bout that. For starters, I have a book h ere that you
co-wrote, an 800-page book on precedent. Your 12 co-authors included judges from across the ideological spectrum, such as Bill
Pryor, who was also on President Trump's Supreme Court list, and
Dia n e Wood, who was reportedly on President Obam a's list.
You h ave a lso touched on the value of precedent in speeches that
you have given or in your opinions. For instance, in the speech you
gave honoring Justice Scalia last year, you said this. "Even when
a hard case does arise, once it is decided, it takes on the force of
precedent, becomes a n easy case in the future, and contributes further to the determinacy of our law/' especially if more recent opinions have called into question the rationale of the original case.
But you have also suggested that there m;:iy be circumstances
where it is appropriate to revisit precedent. Specifica lly, you wrote
that it may be appropriate to reconsider a decision where it h as become a "presidentia l island surrounded by a sea of contrary law."
So there m ay be times where it is a ppropriate to reconsider certain decisions, especially if more recent opinions have called into
question the rationale of the origina l decision.
I think all of us would agree, for instance, that Brown u. Board
of Education, which finally overruled a repugnant "separate, but
equaF' standard in Plessy, is a t extbook example of this. So with
these things in mind, I would like to explore the approach tha t you
t ake to Supreme Court precedents. Could you tell us what you believe is the value of precedent in our legal system?
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Judge GORSUCH. Absolutely, Senator. And if I might, Mr. Chairman, go back just a moment to promises? I have offered no promises on how I would rule in any case to anyone, and I do not think
it is appropriate for a judge to do so, no matter who is doing the
asking.
And I do not because everybody wants a fair judge to come to
their case with an open mind and to decide it on the facts and the
la w. One of the facts and one of the features of law that you have
to decide it 011 is the basis of precedent, as you point out. And for
a judge, precedent is a very important thing.
We do not go reinvent the wheel every day. And that is the
equivalent point of the law of precedent. We have an entire law
about precedent, the law of judicial precedent. Precedent about
precedent, if you will.
And that is what that 800-page book is about. It expresses a
mainstream consensus view of 12 judges from around the country
a ppointed by, as you point out, Presidents of both parties, great
minds. Justice Breyer was kind enough to write a foreword to it.
It makes an excellent doorstop.
[Laughter.]
Judge GORSUCH. And in it, w e talk about the factors that go into
a nalyzing precedent, any consideration of precedent, and there are
a bunch of them. You have alluded to som e of them. The age of the
precedent, very important factor.
The reliance interest s that h ave built up around the precedent,
h as it been reaffirmed over the years? What about the doctrine
a round it? H as it built up, shored up, or has it become an island,
as you point out?
Those are all relevant cohsiderations. Its workability is a consideration, too. Can people figure out how to a bide it, or is it just too
confusing for the lower courts in their administration? Those a re
a ll factors that a good judge will take into consideration when exa mining a ny precedent. You sta rt with a heavy, heavy presumption
in favor of precedent in our system.
Alexander Hamilton who said that is one important feature. I
think it was H a milton who said one important feature of judges,
if we are going to give them life tenure and allow them that ext raordinary privilege1 they should be bound down by strict rules
and precedents.
Francis Bacon called precedent the anchor of the law. So you
start with that heavy presumption in favor of .precedent. You consider those factors in tha t light. And yes, in a very few cases, you
m ay overrule precedent. It is not an inexorable comma nd, the Suprem e Court has said.
That is the law of precedent, as I underst a nd it and I believe is
expressed in that book with my very highly respected colleagues.
Chairman GRASSLEY. As a lower court judge, you are bound by
not only Supreme Court precedent, but as you h ave demonstrated,
the precedent of your own court. But as a Supreme Court J ustice,
part of your job will be to decide when existing Supreme Court
precedent need not be reconsidered. How will you decide when you
r evisit existing precedent?
Judge GoRSUCH. Mr. Chairman, I do not think the con siderations
change. It is the same a na lysis that I would have as a Supreme
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Court Justice, if 1 am fortunate enough to be confirmed, that I have
when I am considering Circuit precedent as a Circuit Judge. It is
the exact same process. The exact same rules apply.
Chairman GRASSLEY. Okay. This is the fourteenth Supreme
Court hearing that I have participated in. So I have a pretty good
idea of some of the questions that you are going to get today. You
are going to be asked to make promises and commitments about
how you will rule on particular issues.
Now they will not necessarily ask you that directly. For instance,
how will you rule on this issue or that issue? Instead, they will
probably ask you about old cases, whether they were correctly decided. Of course, that is another way of asking the very same question. They know that you cannot answer, but they are going to ask
you anyway.
I have heard Justices nominated hy Presidents of both parties
decline to answer questions like these. That is because, as the
nominee put it, "A judge sworn to decide impartially can offer no
forecasts, no hints, for that would show not only disregard for the
specifics of this particular case, it would display disdain for the entire judicial process."
Now you probably know that is what Justice Ginsburg said at
her hearing, and it is what we call ''the Ginsburg standard." The
underlying reason for this is, of course, is that making promises or
even giving hints undermines the very independence that we just
t alked about.
I would like to ask you if you agree with what I just said?
Judge GORSUCH. I do, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman GRASSLEY. So let me ask you about a couple of Supreme Court cases. In Heller, Supreme Court held that the Second
Amendment protects a n individua l's right to bear arms. If I ask
you to t ell m e whether Heller was rightly decided, could you a nswer that question for me?
Judge GoRSUCH. Senator, I would respectfully respond that it is
a precedent of the U.S. Supreme Court, and as a good judge, you
do not a pproach that question anew, as if it h ad never been decided. That would be a wrong way to approach it.
My personal viewsJ I would also tell you, Mr. Chairman J belong
over here. I leave those at home.
Mr. Ka tya l yesterday said that wh a t h e wants is a fair judge,
a nd that is what I wanted as a lawyer. I just wanted a judge to
come in and decide on the facts and the law of my client's case and
leave what he had for breakfast at the breakfast table.
And part of being a good judge is coming in and t a king precedent
as it st a nds , a nd your personal views about the precedent have absolutely nothing to do with the good job of a judge.
Chairman GRASSLEY. Let me ask you about Citizens United. In
this case, the Supreme Court held that the Government cannot restrict independent political expenditure by a nonprofit corporation.
Do you agree with that decision?
Judge GORSUCH. And Senator, I would give you the same response. I know people have their views pe rsona lly about lots of Suprem e Court decisions a nd about a lot of other things. W e ar e all
huma n beings. I get that . I am not an algorithm. They have not
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yet replaced judges with algorithms, though I think eBay is trying
and maybe successfully.
We are all human beings. But the judge's job is to put that stuff
aside and approach the law as you find it, and that is part of the
precedent of the U.S. Supreme Court that I am sworn as a sitting
judge to give the full weight and respect to due precedent.
Chairman GRASSLEY. Those two cases were 5-4 decisions. So let
me ask you about something that was unanimous, Hosanna-Tabor.
The Supreme Court ruled 9-0 that the Obama administration
could not tell a church who its ministers can be.
The only thing controversial about that case was that the Obama
administration actually tried to convince the Supreme Court that
a bunch of Government bureaucrats could tell a church who its
ministers could be. Like I said, that case was 9-0.
Can you tell me if that case was decided correctly?
Judge GORSUCH. Respectfully, Senator, I would give you the
same answer.
Chairman GRASSLtEY. Okay. Those are relatively recent cases. Let
us talk about cases that have been around for a while. Let us look
at Gideon v. Wainwright. It was decided unanimously a long time
ago, 50 years or more.
It says a criminal defendant bas the right to an appointed attorney if he cannot afford one. Everyone who watches cop TV shows
know this law . Does that m a ke a difference? Can you tell me if you
agree with the principle of Gideon? Is it the sam e answer, the same
reason?
Judge GORSUCH. Mr. Chairman, it is certainly a semina l decis ion
of the U .S. Supreme Court. There is no doubt about it. It is a very
old decision of the Supreme Court now. It has been rea ffirmed
many times. There is a lot of reliance interest built around it.
So I could talk to you about the factors that a good judge considers in a na lyzing precedent a nd the weight due a precedent, but
I a m not in a position to t ell you whether I persona lly like or dislike any precedent. That is not relevant to my job.
Gideon is a seminal precedent of the U.S. S upreme Court, and
it deserves respect on that basis. Precedent is kind of like our
shared family history as judges. It deserves our respect because it
represents our collective wisdom. And to come in a nd think that
just becau se I am new or the latest thing and know better than everybody who comes before m e would be a n act of hubris inappropriate to the judicia l role.
Chairman GRASSLEY. What if I asked you about Bush v. Gore?
Judge GoRSUCH. I know some people in this room have some
opinions on tha t, I am sure, Senator. But as a judge, it is a precedent of the U .S . Suprem e Court, a nd it deserves the sam e respect
as other precedents of the U.S. Supreme Court when you are coming to it as a judge. And it has to be ana lyzed under the law of
precedent.
Chairman GRASSLEY. Well, let us go to kind of a more controversial issu e, but a long the same lines I have been asking you. I think
the case that most people a re thinking about right now and the
case that every nominee gets asked about, R oe v . Wade, can you
tell me whether R oe was decided correctly?
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Judge GORSUCH. Senator, again, I would tell you that Roe v.
Wade, decided in 1973, is a precedent of the U.S. Supreme Court.
It has been reaffirmed. The reliance interest considerations are important there, and all of the other factors that go into analyzing
precedent have to be considered.
It is a precedent of the U.S. Supreme Court. It was reaffirmed
in Casey in 1992 and in several other cases. So a good judge will
consider it as precedent of the U.S. Supreme Court worthy as treatment of precedent like any other.
Chairman GRASSLEY. What about Griswold, which was decided a
few years before Roe, the case where the Court found constitutional
right to privacy? Can you tell me your views on Griswold?
Judge GORSUCH. Senator, it is a precedent that is now 50 years
old. Griswold involved the right of married couples to use contraceptive devices in the privacy of their own home.
And it is 50 years old. The reliance interests are obvious. It has
been repeatedly reaffirmed. All very important factors again in
analyzing precedent.
Chairman GRASSLEY. Well, I think I am going to stop questioning, but I would kind of sum up what you and I just talked
about in regard to precedent so everybody understands the principles that are at stake here.
There are two reasons why you cannot give your opinion on these
cases. One, I believe, is independence, a nd the other one is fairness
to future litiga nts. Is that the way you see it?
Judge GoRSUCH. It is , Senator. If I were to start telling you
which are my favorite precedents or which ar e my least favorite
precedents or if I view precedent in that fashion, I would be tipping
my hand and suggesting to litigants that I have already made up
my mind about their cases. That is not a fair judge.
I did not want that kind of judge when I was a lawyer, a nd I
do not wa nt to be that kind of judge now . And I m a de a vow to
myself I would not b e. That is the fairness problem .
And then the independence problem. If it looks like I am giving
hints or previews or intimations about how I might rule, I think
that is the beginning of the end of the independent judiciary, if
judges have to ma ke, effectively, campaign promises for confirmation. And respectfully, Senator, I h ave not done that in this process, and I am not about to st art.
Chairman GRASSLEY. Thank you. I will yield back 8 seconds.
[La ughter.]
Chairman GRASSLEY. Senator Feinstein,
Sena tor FEINSTEIN. Thank you very much, Mr. Chair.
Welcome, Judge, and good morning to you again.
Judge GORSUCH. Good morning, Senator.
Senator FEINSTEIN. Since we are on Roe, I was not going to begin
with this, but I well recall the time we s pent in my office, and we
t a lked about precedent. And in my opening remarks, I indicated
that if anything had super precedent, Roe did in terms of the numbers, and I h ave put that in the record. Here is why it becomes of
concern.
The President said that h e would appoint someone who would
overturn Roe. You pointed out to m e that you. viewed precedent in
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a serious way, in that it added stability to the law. Could you
elaborate on the point that you made in my office on that?
Judge GORSUCH. I would be delighted to, Senator.
Part of the value of precedent, it has lots of value. It has value,
in and of itself, because it is our history, and our history has value
intrinsically.
But it also has an instrumental value in this sense. It adds to
the determinacy of law. We have lots of tools that allow us to narrow the realm of admissible dispute between parties so that we
can-people can anticipate and organize their affairs. It is part of
the reason why the rule of law in this country works so well.
We have statutes. We have rules. We have a fact-finding process
and a judicial system that is the envy of the world. And precedent
is a key part of that because, as the Chairman pointed out when
he quoted an old piece of mine, once a case is settled, that adds
to the determinacy of the law.
'W hat was once a hotly contested issue is no longer a hotly contested issue. We move forward. And Senator, the value of that is
the U.S. Supreme Court takes something like 70 or 80 cases a year.
That is a tiny fraction of all the disputes in our Federal legal system, right?
Senator FEINSTEIN. Right.
Judge GoRSUCH. My law clerks t ell me it is something like .001
percent, and they are una nimous in those cases, whlch h ave divided Circuit Judges. That is why the Supreme Court largely takes
the case, because it has divided us. It is one of the rare cases where
we disagree. They are unanimous 40 percent of the time.
Senator F EINSTEIN. One other question.
Judge GORSUCH. Sure.
Senator FEINSTEIN. Do you view Roe as having super precedent?
Judge GORSUCH. Well, Senator, super precedent is-Senator FEINSTEIN. In numbers?
Judge GoRSUCH. It has been reaffirmed. m a ny times. I can s ay
that.
Sena tor FEINSTEIN. Yes.
Judge GORSUCH. Yes.
Senator FEINSTEIN. Yes, dozens.
All right. I would like now to go to-to take you back to 2005 1
when you were in the Justice Department, and I want to explain
to you why I a m going here. This has to do with t orture.
The Intelligence Committee was informed in 2006, and Attorney
General Gonzales played a r ole in this, of the nature of the enh a nced interrogation t echniques , a nd we were given a very soft
view. Se na tor Rockefeller beca me the Ch airma n of the Committee
in 2007 and began a study of three detainees and the enhanced int errogation techniques.
When I became Chairman in 2009, I added that, and we took a ll
of the major det ainees and looked at them in a 6-year study. The
staff spent long hours analyzing every cable, every email, looking
at more tha n 100 interviews, a nd essentially puttini:; in a 7,000page report, 32,000 footnotes documenting wher e the mformationthere a r e no conclusions. There are just facts.
That 7,000-page report ha s remained classified. I h ave read it.
We have put out a 450-pa ge summary, which is public. And in tha t
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summary, we indicated that those cases that the administration
spelled out where torture produced operable intelligence was simply not so. We elaborate on that in the big report, and my hope is
that one day, not too distant, that report will be declassified so the
American people can actually see.
But I wanted to ask you some questions along these lines. It is
my understanding that a set of talking points were prepared for a
press conference for the Attorney General on November 22, 2005.
The talking points asked whether, "aggressive interrogation techniques employed by the administration yielded any valuable information." And .in the margih next to this question, you hand-wrote
one word, ''yes."
What information did you have that the Bush administration's
aggressive interrogation techniques were effective?
Judge GORSUCH. Senator, I would have to see the document. I do
not recall. I have been sitting here.
Senator FEINSTEIN. All right. That is fair enough.
Judge GORSUCH. It has been a long, long time.
Senator FEINSTEIN. Why do we not do this? I would be happy to
share the documents with you. I took these pages out of my binder.
I think they were there-Judge GORSUCH. Fair enough.
Senator FEINSTEIN [continuing]. So I would not have to pause ,
a nd I-but let me just h old up tha t answer.
Judge GORSUCH. Sure.
Senator FEINSTEIN. And we will get you the documents on that.
Judge GORSUCH. Thank you.
Senator FEINSTEIN. Because-let me do the next question. In December 2005, after the passage of the Deta inee Treatment Act, you
advocated that President Bush should issue a signing statement to
a ccompany the law. In an email you sent to Steven Bradbury a nd
others, you said the signing statement would-this is your quote"h elp inoculate agains t the pote ntial of having the administration
criticized sometime in the future for not ma king sufficient changes
in interrogation policy in light of the McCain portion of the a mendm ent. This statement clearly a nd in a for ma l way would be hard
to dispute later, puts down a marker to the effect that McCain is
best read as essentially codifying existing interrogation policies."
To be clear, the context was that earlier in 2005, the Justice Department's Office of Legal Counsel had concluded that CIA interrogation tactics like waterboarding and sleep deprivation did not
amount to cruel , inhuman, or degrading treatment. I rea d your
email as advocating a continuation of these interrogation techniques a nd, worse, saying that Senator McCain's amendment actua lly codified them, which it did not.
Is that true? And does it not mean that when you wrote this in
an email that you were condoning wat erboarding as lawful?
Judge GORSUCH. Sena tor, I would want to see the email. Again,
I do not feel comforta ble commenting on documents that are not in
front of me. But I can say this, tha t I do r emember-Senator FEINSTEIN. My st aff has the documents here.
Judge GORSUCH. Great.
Senator FEINSTEIN. They can bring them down to you- Judge GORSUCH. That would be great.
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Senator FEINSTEIN [continuing]. Right now.
Judge GORSUCH. Thank you. That would be wonderful.
Senator FEINSTEIN. Okay. And then I will put aside this part.
Judge GORSUCH. Okay.
Senator FEINSTEIN. You will have the documents because there
are more-and I will go on to the next subject.
Judge GORSUCH. No, that is fine. I am happy to-Senator FEINSTEIN. ls that all right?
Judge GORSUCH. Of course.
Senator FEINSTEIN. I know, I want you to look at the documents.
Judge GORSUCH. I would like to just know what 1 am talking
about. My recollection generally from 12 years ago-Senator FEINSTEIN. Eric, bring him the documents, please.
Judge GORSUCH. Thank you, Eric.
[Laughter.]
Judge GORSUCH. My recollection generally, working on the Detainee Treatment Act, Senator, was that at that time after Rasul
was issued by the Supreme Court, there were a lot of habeas petitions coming in from detainees at Guantanamo Bay. Some brought
by my friend Neal Katyal.
And there was an effort by some in the administration, along
with many on Capitol Hill, to try and provide a regime for the processing of those claims in a way that would conform with the
Youngstow n ideal of Congress and the President acting togeth er in
unison, a nd that Senator McCain a nd Senator Graham put together legislation that emphasized that not only was torture unacceptable, which it always had been under U.S. law, but that cruel,
inhuman, and degrading treatment was also unacceptable under
U.S. law.
Senator FEINSTEIN. Let me help you h ere. I know from the documents that you worked on the Graham effort.
Judge GORSUCH. Yes.
Senator FEINSTEIN. For example, a self-assessment that you
wrot e said that you "helped coordinate the legisla tive effort on the
Graham a mendment within DOJ a nd in consultation with DoD a nd
others."
Judge GoRSUCH. That is absolutely right, Senator. I sure did,
and I am proud of it because we managed to come up with a bipartisan bill that I think passed this body with over 80 or maybe 90
votes, I do not remember, which did two things. One, affirmed this
country's commitment to prevent cruel, inhuma n , and degrading
treatment a nd, second, which provided a regime that was agreed
by the Congress and the President on how Guantanamo detainees
should have their claims processed.
Senator FEINSTEIN. Except after you r ead the documents, just so
you know, the conclusion that we come away with is tha t when the
bill on the McCain amendment was about to be voted on, you forwarded press a rticles explaining what having these two provisions
together meant. Tha t was the McCain a mendment prohibiting torture and confining it to the Army Field Manual.
Judge GORSUCH. Yes.
Senator FEINSTEIN. And the Graham a m endment, w hich would
bar h abeas. In other words, a detainee could not use the h abeas
corpus right to file in a court of law a nd challenge their conditions
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of detention. So that was looked at as offsetting McCain, but basically preventing habeas corpus from being used. And of course) it
was overturned by the Court.
Judge GORSUCH. Senator, you are absolutely right that it was
eventually litigated, as all these things are. It was a bipartisan effort, and it was between the Department of Defense-Department
of Defense wanted congressional approval for something so that
they knew what the rules would be. They were desperate to have
some congressional involvement and investment in this process.
And as a lawyer-that is all l was. I was a lawyer for a client,
right? I was advising them on how to go about doing that legally
in conjunction with Senator Graham's office and others.
And it was a bipartisan effort, and we put together our best effort. The D.C. Circuit upheld it. The Supreme Court of the United
States, eventually many, many years later, found that the process
was insufficient, and that is the Boumediene case, as you know,
Senator.
But to say that there was no process would be inaccurate, too,
because the Detainee Treatment Act had a long list of prescribed
processes, and the question just simply was whether they were
adequate enough under the suspension clause. And that was a
close case that divided the Court very closely, and I respect that
decision as a precedent of the U.S. Supreme Court no less than any
other, Senator.
Senator FEINSTEIN. One last question on this.
Judge GORSUCH. Sure.
Senator FEINSTEIN. When President Bush signed the Detainee
Treatment Act, he issued a statement that basically said h e would
only construe the law consistent with his powers as Commanderin-Chief. According to press reports, administration officials confirmed, "The President intended to reserve the right to use harsher
methods in special situations involving national security."
In other words the signing statement r eflected the President's belief that he had the power to not comply with the law he ha d just
signed. According to emails , and this you will verify, and you were
involved in preparing that signing statement, and you advocated
for the issuance of the signing statement.
They even showed you saying to the top St ate Department lawyer that Harriet Miers, the White House counsel, "needs to hear
from us. Otherwise, this may wind up going the wrong way."
Judge GORSUCH . Well, Senator, I can tell you w h at I recall. 1
h ave not read-·
Senator FEINSTEIN. Okay. That is fair enough.
Judge GORSUCH. I n eed to read the email. But my loose recollection of something that h appened I think 11, 12 years ago is that
there were individuals in maybe the Vice President's office who
wanted a more aggressive signing statement a long the lines that
you have described and that there were others, including at the
State Department, who wanted a gentler signing statement.
And my recollection, sitting here, as best I can give it to you
w ithout studying the email, is that I was in the latter camp. John
Bellinger, among others, I would have associated myself with there.
And I do not know what was in the President's h ead when h e
wrote the signing statement. I cannot tell you that. I do not know.
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I can only tell you what I remember, and I certainly would never
have counseled anyone that they could disobey the law.
Senator FEINSTEIN. Okay. I have no reason not to believe you,
but if you will read. those.
Judge GORSUCH. Sure.
Senator FEINSTEIN. And then in my second round, we will go
back to it.
Judge GORSUCH. Sure.
Senator FEINSTEIN. And I would be very happy to-because I
think you.will see that we did not make this up, okay?
Judge GORSUCH. Senator, I am not suggesting you are. And I
am-there was a tug of war among parties in the White House.
Senator FEINSTEIN. Oh, I am sure of that.
Judge GORSUCH. Right. And-Senator FEINSTEIN. I wanted to know which side you were on.
Judge GORSUCH. Well, count me in with John Bellinger most of
the time on these things, okay?
Senator FEINSTEIN. Okay.
Judge GORSUCH. All right?
Senator FEINSTEIN. Okay.
Judge GoRSUCH. And that is my recollection. And Matt Waxman
would be another one. And so that is my recollection, Senator, sitting here, and I will study these.
Senator FEINSTEIN. Okay. Let me ask you a question on wiretapping. In December 2005, news broke that President Bush had
ordered the NSA to intercept the content of certain communications
of Americans without a court order, outside of the r equirements of
the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act, known as FISA.
You helped prepare the public defense of the program. For example, in draft testimony that you prepared for Attorney General
Gonzales defending the program, you wrote this: "These authorities
are vested in the President, and they are inherent in the office.
They cannot be diminished or legislated away by other co-equal
branches of government."
Paul Clement, President .B ush's Solicitor General, "found this
proposition unconvincing, and it was removed from the testimony."
Do you still believe that the President has inherent authoritythis is important-to intercept the communications of American s in
the United States that cannot be legislat ed away by Congress?
Judge GORSUCH. Goodness, no, S ena tor.
Senator FEINSTEIN. Good.
Judge GORSUCH. And I did not believe it at the time. What I was
serving at the time, as I recall-again, my recollection, a nd I would
be happy to review whatever you h ave before you-is that I was
acting in the capacity as a speechwriter a nd taking m a terial produced by the components that were responsible for litigating these
issues, including Mr. Clem ent, Paul Clement, a dear friend of mine,
and the Office of Legal Counsel and others and assembling it to put
words together that sounded like English.
And I think people like my writing, and that was my job. I think
I was the scribe.
Sena tor FEINSTEIN. Okay. L et us move on. I would like to go to
the Heller case.
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When we met in my office, we discussed the Heller decision,
which you said you were open to discussing since the case had been
decided. At that time, you. said you thought both the majority opinion, written by Justice Scalia, and the dissent 1 written by Justice
Stevens, were brilliant examples of originalism, where both Justices sought to explain their reasoning by looking at the original
public meaning of the Second Amendment. Which decision did you
agree with and why?
Judge GoRSUCH. Well, Senator, I think we have alluded to my
difficulty here. I do think everything you just said is accurate. Both
Justice Scalia and Justice Stevens wrote excellent opinions in that
case.
I am not here, though, to grade my bosses' work. That would be
kind of impertinent of m e, I suspect, and certainly, I am sure they
would think so. I also worry that saying I agree with one or the
other will indicate to clients or to litigants in future cases-because
it is now a precedent of the U .S. Supreme Court. It is binding. It
is the law.
Senator FEINSTEIN. Right.
Judge GoRSUCH. Whether we like it or not, it is the law. And if
I start saying I like one opinion or I like the other opinion, I am
signaling-Senator FEINSTEIN. All right. I w ill let you off the hook. Let me
go to a nother one.
Judge GORSUCH. Tha nk you.
[La ughter. ]
Judge GORSUCH. Tha nk you, Senator.
Senator FEINSTEIN. In D.C. v. Heller, the majority opinion, written by Justice Scalia, recognized that-and I am quoting-"Of
course, the Second Amendment was not unlimited." Justice Scalia
wrote, for example, laws restricting access to guns by the mentally
ill or laws forbidding gun possession in schools were consistent
with the limited nature of the Second Amendment.
Justice Scalia a lso wrote tha t ''weapons that are most useful in
military service, M16 rifles and the like, m ay be banned" without
infringing on the Second Amendment.
Do you agree with that statement that under the Second Amendment, weapons that are most useful in military service, M16 rifles
a nd the like, may be banned?
Judge GORSUCH . Senator, Heller m akes clear the st andard that
we judges are supposed to apply. The question is whether it is a
gun in common use for self-defense, and that may be subject to reasonable regulation. That is the t est , as I understand it. There is
lots of ongoing litigation about which weapons qualify under those
standards, a nd I cannot prejudge that litigation sitting h ere.
Senator FEINSTEIN. No. I am just asking you, do you agree with
his statement? "Yes" or "no" would be fine.
Judge GoRSUCH. Are the statements out of the Heller decision
from the United States-Senator FEINSTEIN. Justice Scalia's st at ement .
Judge GORSUCH. Well, whatever is in Heller is the law, and I follow the law.
Senator FEINSTEIN. Do you agree w ith tha t?
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Judge GORSUCH. Well, it is not a matter of agreeing or disagreeing, Senator, respectfully. It is a matter of it being the law.
And my job is to apply and enforce the law.
Senator FEINSTEIN. All right. Fair enough. Let me give you another one. The Fourth Circuit. Judge Harvie Wilkinson authored a
separate concurrence in the Fourth Circuit case Kolbe v. Hogan .
Here is what he said.
"No one really knows what the right answer is with respect to
regulation of firearms. I am unable to draw from the profound ambiguities of the Second Amendment, an invitation to courts to preempt this most volatile of political subjects and arrogate to themselves decisions that have been historically assigned to other, more
democratic actors.
"Disenfranchising the American people on this life and death
subject would be the gravest and most serious of steps. It is their
community, not ours. It is their safety, not ours. It' is their lives,
not ours."
Do you agree with Judge Wilkinson that the Second Amendment
is ambiguous? If so, should the ambiguity be decided by the courts
or by legislatures?
Judge GORSUCH. I would begin by saying I hold Judge Wilkinson
in high regard. He is a very fine man and a very fine judge.
Senator FEINSTEIN. Can you do a ''yes" or "no'"?
Judge GORSUCH. No, I wish I could.
Senator FEINSTEIN. I wish you could, too.
Judge GoRSUCH. But you know, the Supreme Court of the United
St ates is not final because it is infallible, as Justice Jackson reminds us. It is infallible because it is final. And Judge Wilkinson
had his view, and the Supreme Court has spoken, and Heller is the
law of the la nd.
And Judge Wilkinson may disagree with it, and I understand
that. And he may-but he will follow the law no less than any
other judge in America . I a m confident of tbat. He is a very fine
judge who takes his oath seriously.
Senator FEINSTEIN. Okay. I asked you that question on super
precedent, and let me end with one on workers' rights, if I might?
As you know, there have been a number of Supreme Court cases
where court has made it harder for workers to hold their employers
accountable wh en they have experienced discrimination or b e injured on the job, and we h ave discussed that one case, Trans.Arn,
I think three or four of us.
Let me give you a short list. Ledbetter v. Goodyear Tire, which
limited the ability of women to seek equal pay. Gross v. FBL Financial Services, 2009, which made it more difficult to prove age
discrimination. And The University of Texas Southwestern Medical
Center v. Nassar in 2013, which made it more difficult for employees to prove they have been retaliated against for reporting discrimination, including based on race, gender, national origin, religion, and other factors.
Vance v. Ball, which made it more difficult for workers to prove
just plain discrimination claims. As Senator Whitehouse pointed
out, each of these cases was 5-4, and Justice Scalia voted with the
majority against the employee in every case.
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President Trump and others have said you are the next Scalia.
So I think it is only fair to ask you, do you disagree with any of
the majority opinions that Justice Scalia joined in these cases? If
so, which ones do you especially disagree with and why? These
have already been decided.
Judge GORSUCH . I understand, Senator. But again, if I indicate
my agreement or disagreement with a past precedent of the U.S.
Supreme Court, I am doing two things that worry me sitting here.
The first thing I am doing is I am signaling to future litigants
that I cannot be a fair judge in their case because those issues keep
coming up. All of these issues, as you point out, keep coming up.
Issues around all of these precedents will be continued to be litigated and are hotly litigated. I have had post-Ledbetter Act cases
in my court, for example.
Senator FEINSTEIN. Then how do we have confidence in you that
you will not just be for the big corporations?
Judge GORSUCH. Oh-Senator FEINSTEIN. That you will be for the little man. This is
the question that Senator Hirano, I think, so well asked yesterday.
You know, those of us, I tbink, on both sides care very much about
workers' rights, but the record is such that one questions whether
the Court is capable in its present composition to give a worker a
fair shot.
So I am just looking for something that would indicate that you
would give a worker a fair shot. Maybe it is in your background
somewhere that I do not know about, but I would like to have you
respond to it any way you. can.
Judge GoRSUCH. Senator, I rea lly a ppreciate that, and I think
there is a way you can take a look at this question without me pot entially prejudging a case. And I appreciate your respect for that.
And just to finish that thought. I am concerned that I have to
look the litigant in the eye in the next case. And if I p rejudge that
case, they ca n look at me and say you are not a fair judge, a nd I
h ave no an swer for that. I have no a nswe r for that.
So what I think can give you comfort in this area is, Senator, I
know a case or two h as been mentioned yesterday. Respectfully, I
would suggest that does not represent the body of my work. I have
w ritten 2,700-I have participated in 2,700 opinions over 10112
years, and. if you want cases where I h ave ruled for the little guy
as well as the big guy, there are plenty of them, Senator.
The Ute Indian Tribe- Senator FE1NSTE1N. Would you be willing to submit some of
them?
Judge GORSUCH. Oh, goodness.
Senator FEINSTEIN. It is. hard to read 2,700 cases.
Judge GORSUCH. I will name a bunch of them right now.
Senator FEINSTEIN. It took m e a long time on Tra nsAm.
Judge GORSUCH . I am sorry, Senator. Of course. Ute 5 and 6.
Fletcher. The Rocky Flats case, which vindicated the rights of people who ha d been subject to pollution by large compa nies in Colorado, uranium pollution.
I point you to the Magnesium case, similar pollution case in the
Salt Lake City area. Colorado's effort with r enewable energy,
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upheld that. Orr v. City of Albuquerque, involving pregnancy discrimination in the police department in Albuquerque.
W.D. Sports , a discrimination claim. Casey, Energy West, Crane.
Simpson v. CU1 involving young women who had been harassed by
the football team. A.M., Browder, Sutton-I can give you a long,
long list, Senator.
Senator FEINSTEIN. That is helpful. Well, that is helpful. And we
will find them, and we will read them.
Judge GoRSUCH. And Senator, the bottom line, I think, is that
I would like to convey to you from the bottom of my heart that I
am a fair judge. And I think if you ask people in the Tenth Circuit
"Is he a fair judge?" you are going to get the answer that you got
yesterday from both Senator Bennet and Senator Gardner and
from General Katyal, and the same answer you got from Senator
Allard and Senator Salazar 10 years ago.
And Senator, I cannot guarantee you more than that, but I can
promise you absolutely nothing less.
Senator FEINSTEIN. Okay. I have a minute and 21 seconds. Let
us talk Chevron. That has been used, you know, thousands of
times, and it really perplexes me.
Olympia Snowe and I did something that took me 12) 13 years
to get to, and that is changing the corporate fuel economy standards. And tha nks to Senator Inouye a nd Sen ator Stevens, they put
it finally in a Commerce bill, and it pa s sed. So now we ar e on our
way to 54 miles a gallon. H ere is the point.
We could do the rules for the first 10 years, but who knew we
needed the experts to do them from that point on? So what we said
in the legislation was that science would prevail, and that is still
the law. It is working. The goal is-I have read articles that say
there will be 54 miles by 2025 if this continues.
What is wrong with tha t ? How else could we h ave done it?
Judge GORSUCH. I am not aware of anything wrong with that ,
Senator. I have never suggest ed otherwise.
Senator FEINSTEIN. But wha t you have said is , the Congress
could not legislat e by leaving some of t he rules up to the scientist s
or other professionals in departm ents, as I understood it, in Chevron.
Judge GoRSUCH. 1 appreciat e the opportunity to correct this misunderstanding, Sena tor.
Senator FEINSTEIN. Sure. Appreciate it.
Judge GoRSUCH. The case I think you are referring to is Gutierrez.
Senator FEINSTEIN. Tha t is correct.
Judge GORSUCH. It involved a n undocumented immigrant to this
country, okay? And the question was, there were two conflicting
st atutes. One said he could apply for immediate discretionary relief
in this country from the Attorney General. The second said he had
to wa it outside the country for 10 years.
We had a judicial precedent that said the first st atute controls.
That was the ruling of our court.
After that , 3 or 4 years, I cannot remember exactly , the 'Board
of Immigration Appeals, in its infinite wisdom, says our interpret ation is wrong. Chevron-you have to undo your precedent, the judicial precedent tha t this ma n had relied upon and tha t h e now had
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to wait outside the country not just 10 years, but 13 or 14 because
it took them so long to make up their mind.
Well, Senator, that reminded me of, you know, when Charlie
Brown is going in to kick the ball, and Lucy picks it up at the last
second. And that struck me as raising serious due process concerns,
fair notice and separation of powers concerns when an Executive
bureaucracy can overturn a judicial precedent without an act of
Congress.
That is what the case was about, and it suggested, respectfully,
Senator, that under the APA, the Administrative Procedures Act,
this body tasked judges to decide legal questions and left to administrative agencies great deference when it comes to fact-finding,
okay?
That is how I read Section 706 is, fact-finding by scientists, biologists, chemists. The experts get great deference from the courts.
The only question is who decides what the law is? And can a man
like Mr. Gutierrez, the least amongst us, be able to rely on judicial
precedent on the books, or can he have the ball picked up as he
is going in for the kick?
Senator FEINSTEIN. I think I have exceeded my time.
Judge GORSUCH. Oh, l am sorry.
Senator FEINSTEIN. I apologize. Thank you very much.
Judge GORSUCH. No, I apologize.
Senator FEINSTEIN. Thank you.
Chairman GRASSLEY. I want to make clear to everybody you did
not exceed your time because I said if you asked your question before the last second is up, and you did, that we would give whatever time it took for that to be done. If everybody follows that rule,
I think we will be treating everybody fairly.
Before I call on Senator Hatch, I would like to enter into the
record an article in the Wall Street Journal editorial titled this:
"Neil Gorsuch: How Woq.ld You Vote? Democrats Demand the
Nominee Declar e Himself on Cases,'; end of the title.
I will just quote the first paragraph. uDemocrats have come up
empty trying to find som ething scandalous that Neil Gorsuch has
said, so now they are blaming him for what h e will not say: To wit,
they want him to declare how h e would rule in specific areas of
law, questions that every Supreme Court nominee declines to answer."
Without objection, I enter that in the record.
[The information a ppears as a submission for the record.]
Chairman GRASSLEY. Senator Hatch.
Senator HATCH. Well, thank you, Mr. Chairman. Judge, as I said
yesterday, my goal in this confirmation process is to get an understanding or a ha ndle on your understanding of the proper role of
judges in our system of government.
Now, you gave a n interesting lecture last year at Case Western
Reserve School of Law about Justice Scalia's legacy. "Justice
Scalia," you explained, "emphasized the difference between judges
and legislators. He reminded us,'' as you put it, "that legislators
may appeal to their own moral convictions and to claims a bout social utility to shape the law as they think it should be in the future. But the judges should do none of these things in a democratic
society."
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I think that accurately describes Justice Scalia's view. Is that
also your own view?
Judge GoRSUCH. Senator, it is, though I have to confess, that lecture was attended by about 20 people, and it has a lot more attention since.
[Laughter.]
Senator HATCH. Well, we are making sure it gets some more.
In your opinions on the Appeals Court, you take great care to
identify what issues the court may or may not address. In one opinion last year, for example, you used phrases such as, "It is not our
job," and, "It simply is not our business." What is an appellate
court's job in your view?
Judge GoRSUCH. It is a limited, vital role in our separated powers. A judge is there to make sure that every person, poor or rich,
mighty or meek, gets equal protection of the law. It is chiseled
above the Supreme Court entrance in Vermont marble, though I
believe the Lincoln Memorial is made out of Colorado marble.
And that is a-that is a profound and radical promise, that every
person is protected by our laws equally, and in all of human history, that may be the most radical promise in all of law. And what
it means to me is that when I sit on the bench and someone comes
to argue before me, I treat each one of them equally. They do not
come as rich or ·poor, b~g guy or little guy. They come as a person.
And 1 put my ego aside when I put on that robe, and I open my
mind, a nd I open my heart, a nd I listen. And I tell my clerks that
their very first a nd most important job is to tell me I am wrong
and to persuade m e I am wrong as I read the briefs a nd listen to
the arguments. And if they manage to do that, I tell them their
next job is to try and persuade me I am wrong again, because I
want to make sure I leave no stone unturned. I want to get to the
bottom of it.
I have one client. It is law. And it is a great joy, and it is a great
privilege, a nd it is a daunting responsibility to come in every day
a nd to try and get it right.
And then, I go listen to the a rguments of the lawyers. I do not
treat them as catspaws. They are not there to be toyed with. I treat
them, I hope, a lways as respected colleagues who have lived with
the arguments, studied the cases, know the facts far better than I
do. I might actually learn something from them.
I go in with the questions I actually have that I want answered,
and then I sit and I listen to my colleagues after that. And, Senator
Hatch, I cannot tell you how many trmes in the Tenth Circuit I
have gone through that whole process. I go to conference, and I
think I know my mind. And then one of my colleagues-Harris
Hartz was h ere yesterday-he is often the one. There are plenty of
others, who say something a bsolutely brilliant, changes my mind.
And that is the judicial process, and that is the role I see for the
appellate judge.
Senator H ATCH. Well, thank you. That is very good explanation.
We held a confirmation hearing for Justice Sonia Sotomayor in
2009. Senator Cha rles Schumer, now the Minority Leader, was a
M ember of this Committee a nd praised the nominee in this way.
"Judge Sotomayor puts the rule of law above everything else. Judge
Sotomayor has h ewed carefully to the text of statutes, even when
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doing so results in rulings that go against so-called sympathetic
litigants." Do you agree with Senator Schumer that your duty as
a judge is to follow the law even when it requires ruling against
sympathetic litigants?
Judge GoRSUCH. Yes, Senator. I cannot tell you that when I go
home and take off the robe I am not a human being and that I do
not think about some of those cases. But my job is to apply the law
as fairly as I can in each and every case without respect to persons.
That is my oath.
There is not every law in the book I love, you love. I am sure
of that. But my job is not to write the laws, it is to apply the laws.
And I try to do that, and that enough is enough for a day's work,
and it is enough for a life's work.
Senator HATCH. In my opening remarks yesterday, I mentioned
a letter we received from dozens of your peers at Harvard Law
School. And, Mr. Chairman, I ask consent of this letter be included
in the record at this point.
Chairman GRASSLEY. Without objection, it will be included.
[The information appears as a submission for the record.]
Senator HATCH. The signers were of all parties and ideologies
and represented many different faiths, lifestyles, and views. They
all support-strongly support your nomination. The letter said that
you "personify a disinterested philosophy that respects judicial
modesty combined with compassionate appreciation of the lives impacted by your decisions." Now, how can you do both?
Judge GORSUCH. Senator, I am just a person, and T remember
how hard it is to be a lawyer. I remember what it was like to represent clients who had problems. I told my kids when they asked
me what my job was when I was young, it is to help people with
their problems, and as a judge, I have to resolve their problems.
One of the hard things about being a judge is tha t somebody has
to win and somebody has to lose. You make ha lf the people unhappy 100 percent of the time. That is the job description. But you
have to believe in something larger than yourself and that you are
part of something larger tha n yourself.
And I believe in the rule of law in this country, and I believe an
independent judiciary is one of the keys to it. And I feel it has been
a calling to be part of it and an honor.
Senator HATCH. Well, the Fourth Amendment protects the right
to be free from "unreasonable searches and seizures." It was writt en in the late 18th century when the tools used by law enforcem ent to investigate crime and monitor suspects were radically different than they are today.
In your view, how should a judge approach interpreting and applying constitutional provisions like the Fourth Amendment in
cases where the technologies or-and/or m ethods at issue were obviously not even imagined by the Founders?
Judge GORSUCH. May I offer an example, Senator, I think might
be helpful?
Senator HATCH. Sure. Sure.
Judge GORSUCH. I t a ke United States u. Jones , a recent case from
the U.S. Supreme Court, involving whether police officers might attach a GPS tracking device to a car, modern technology. How do
you apply the original Constitution written 200 years ago to that ?
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And the Court went back and looked at the law 200 years ago.
And one of the things it found was that attaching something to
someone else's property is a trespass to chattels, a common law,
and would be considered a search. And the Court held that if that
is a trespass to chattels in a search 200 years ago; it has to be
today, though the technology is obviously different.
So, the technology changes, but the principles do not. And it cannot be the case that the United States Constitution is any less protective of the people's liberties today than it was the day it was
drafted.
Senator HATCH. Well, you were-you authored the opinion in
Meshworks v. Toyota Motor Sales. Now, this 2008 case applied
principles from earlier cases involving photography, a relatively old
technology, to determine the intellectual property protections for
digital modeling, a new medium.
How should judges approach questions of intellectual property in
cases that involve new technologies or new applications of old technologies? Should they confine themselves to analogous technologies,
or may judges create new doctrines or case law that they believe
better addresses the changing technological landscape?
Judge GORSUCH. Well, Senator, I think it is actually a very similar sort of question, right? We look back, we find what the law was
at the time, the original understanding, if you will, and we make
a nalogies to our current circumst ance. We judges love analogies.
We work with a nalogies, and that is how lawmaking through the
judicial process happens. That is proper judicial decisionmaking.
It is a very different thing if you want to create a revolution in
the area and change the law dramatically. That is for this body to
do. It is for judges to interpret the law as best they can from the
original understanding to current circumstances, and apply it to
current circumstances.
So, in M eshworks that is exactly what we did, and looked at old
case law ha ving to do with copyright and applied it to digital
m edia, the same principles from the beginning of the Copyright
Act, just applied to a new medium.
Senator HATCH. Well, several of your writings have called into
question the so-called Chevron doctrine that has been raised here
already. Most Americans probably wonder why a Supreme Court
nominee would talk about a gas station, but the concept of Chevron
is very straightforward. It commands Federal judges to defer to a n
agency's interpreta tion of the law.
In effect, this deference allows unelected, unaccountable bureaucrats to rewrite the law. Any middle schooler, however , should be
able to see how Chevron is inconsistent with the basic duty of
judges unde r the Constitution.
Now, as you probably know I am a Chevron skeptic, and have led
the fight to overturn this decision legislatively with my Separation
of Powers Act. I introduced this bill last Congress with the support
of several colleagues on this Committee and will soon reintroduce
it.
Now, I chose its title for a reason. Reexamining Chevron is not
a bout being a nti or pro-regulation. Rather, it is about restoring the
constitutional allocation of powers b etween the three branches. It
is about maintaining fidelity to the laws passed by Congress a nd
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the exact bounds of authority granted to regulatory agencies. And
it is about ensuring that the bureaucracy abides by the law, no
matter what its policy goals, liberal or conservative.
Judge, do you agree that there is nothing extreme or inherently
ideological when the Supreme Court said in Marbury v. Madison
that, "It is emphatically the province and duty of the judicial department to say what the law is?"
Judge GORSUCH. Senator, Marbury v. Madison is the cornerstone
of-Senator HATCH. It sure is.
Judge GORSUCH. Of the law in this country. I do not know anybody who wants to go back and reconsider that. I hope not.
Senator HATCH. I feel the same way. Last week, The New York
Times reported that the primary line of attack against you is that
you are 'no friend of the little guy." We have had. that come up
time and again in these proceedings in the last couple of days.
Harvard Law School professor, Noah Feldman, who does call
himself a liberal, wrote an opinion piece on the subject that appeared last week on Bloomberg.com. He opens this way: "I do not
know who decided that the Democratic critique of U.S. Supreme
Court nominee Judge Neil Gorsuch would be that he does not side
with the little guy." It is a truly terrible idea.
N ow1 Mr. Chairman, 1 ask that this column by Professor Feldman be placed in the r ecord at this point.
Ch airman GRASSLEY. Without objection, so ordered.
[The information appears as a submission for the record.]
Senator HATCH. Now, Judge, some of your critics question wh ether you have a solid track record of judicial independence and objectivity. In particular, they question whether you would stand up to
the current President if he were to exceed his authority under the
Constitution and laws Congress has enacted.
So, Mr. Chairman, I ask .consent to place in the record an essay
I wrote on the subject that appeared at Scotusblog.com.
Chairman GRASSLEY. Without objection, so ordered.
[The information appears as a submission for the record.]
Senator HATCH. Now, Judge, how would you respond to that type
of criticism?
Judge GORSUCH. Senator, a good judge does not give a whit
about politics or the political implications of his or her decision, decides where the law takes him or her fearlessly. 1 walk past every
day a bust of Byron White in my courthouse. My courthouse is
named for Byron White. And when 1 do that, I think about his absolute determination just to get it right, no m a tter where it took
rum. He said, it is a job. You do your very best, and you go h ome,
a nd tha t is how I a pproach things.
And if you look at my record, Senator, respectfully, I think it
demonstrates that. According to my law clerks again, w h en I do
dissent, which is very rarely, I do so in about equal numbers between judges who happen to be appointed by Democrat Presidents
and who happen to be appointed by Republican Presidents. And I
hate to even use those words because they are all just to me
judges. r do not think of them thai way.
But my decisions have a lways been independent, regardless of
who I am agreeing or disagr eeing with. And have I ruled against
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the Government? My goodness. Ask the U.S. Attorney's Office in
Colorado. I give them a pretty hard time. I make them square their
corners, Senator Hatch, all right? And if you want to some examples, I would point you to Carloss, Krueger, Ackerman, three recent
Fourth Amendment cases ruling for the accused, the least amongst
us, against the Government.
Senator HATCH. Well, in 2005, before being appointed to the Appeals Court, you wrote an op-ed piece for N ational Review in which
you criticized the reliance on the courts by litigants seeking to
achieve policy results that they could not achieve through the regular political process. Not that long ago, there was a consensus
that courts are not the appropriate place to make policy.
Now you are criticized for that same common sense idea, and I
want to give you a chance to respond. How does relying on courts
to make policy undermine both democracy and the legitimacy of the
Federal judiciary?
Judge GoRSUCH. Well, again, it goes to our separation of powers.
Judges would make very poor legislators. We are not equipped for
it. We are not responsive to the people. Cannot elect us, cannot get
rid of us. You are stuck with us. And we do not have the opportunities to talk to people, to have hearings like this one in places like
this.
I am permitted four law clerks for 1 year at a time right out of
a law school. It is kind of an evanescent crowd. It replenishes itself
every year. Now, if you were to make laws, I do not think you
would design a system where you let three olde r people with four
young law clerks straight out of law school legislate for a country
of 320 million. That is just not how an yone would design the railroad. And so, those are some of the problems I see, Senator.
Senator HATCH. Well, thank you. And that-Judge GoRSUCH. With all respect to my law clerks. I love them
very much.
[Laughter.]
Judge GoRSUCH. They are like family, but they are not the same
as your staffs and the investigative powers you have.
Senator HATCH. Well, they are lucky to be with you is all I can
say.
In that same-in that National Review piece, you pointed out
some liberal policies of lawyers have sought to achieve through litigation. Some of your critics have tried to turn this into one of those
gotcha moments, claiming that your real qualm was with those
policies that were liberal, not that they were achieved through litigation. Again, I want to give you a chance to respond.
Judge GoRSUCB. Well, I would say tha t in that article-I would
say a couple things about it. First, as I pointed out and I believe,
the courts are a very important place for the vindication of civil
rights and for minorities.
Senator HATCH. Yes.
Judge GORSUCH. It is a place where unpopular voices get heard
the same as popular voices. In a democracy and the legislature,
majorities win. That is not the case in courts. The best argument
should prevail. So, they play a n importa nt role.
And, second, I pointed out that one thing that we lack as judges
to make good policy decisions as legislators is the ability to com-
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promise. These bodies, legislative bodies, you can put together a
compromise. Judges, somebody has to win, somebody has to lose,
Senator. It is not a great place to compromise, and, again, we are
not great-we are not well-equipped to do your work.
At the same time, I did criticize-I pointed out a column by a liberal columnist, self-identified liberal columnist, very fine man, and
I agreed with him that his side had done some-spent perhaps too
much time in court instead of in front of the legislature. I can report to you, having lived longer, as I did report to you in 2006, that
the problem lies on both sides of the aisle, that I see lots of people
who resort to court perhaps more quickly than perhaps they
should.
Senator HATCH. Well, some liberal organizations are claiming
that in private practice you represented only big corporations. Your
former law partner, David Frederick, who happens to be on the
board of directors of the liberal American Constitution Society, has
a very different take.
In an opinion piece published in The Washington Post, he describes your work at the firm this way: "Over the course of his career, he has represented both plaintiffs and defendants. He has defended large corporations, but also sued them. He has advocated
for the Chamber of Commerce, but also filed and has prevailed
with class actions on behalf of consumers. We should applaud such
independence of mind and spirit in Supreme Court nommees."
Now, Mr. Chairman, I ask consent that this column appropria tely titled, "There is No Principled Reason to Vote Against
Gorsuch," be included in the r ecord at this point.
[No response.]
Senator HATCH. Mr. Chairman.
Chairman GRASSLEY. Without objection, it is ordered.
[The information appears as a submission for the record.]
Senator HATCH. Judge, is tha t an accurate description of your
work in private practice?
Judge GoRSUCH. It is, a nd I am grateful that David is h er e today
with me.
Senator HATCH. Well, I am grateful h e is here, too.
Judge GORSUCH. Senator, I represent-I wanted to go to a place
where I could represent plaintiffs as well as defendants, not pick
one side of the "v." I thought that would make me a better lawyer,
and I would see more of life that way, and I did.
And we represented small plaintiffs. My very first trial, I represented a man who bought a gravel pit, and the prior owner would
not leave, a nd h e stole the gr avel, and we h ad to kick him out. And
then he brought a bunch of lawsuits, we thought m alicious use of
process, trying to kick my guy out. W ell, we found a n old statute
that said when you furtively mine a nother person's property, you
get statutory damages.
It was quite an unexpect ed find . It was like a hundred-year-old
law, no furtive mining, the no furtive mining statute. And we
brought suit, and we won a claim for conversion and malicious use
of process, among other things, in county court. It m ay h ave been
one of the highlights of my career when one of the jurors came up
afterwards a nd said to me, son, you ar e a young Perry Mason.
[Laughter.]
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Judge GORSUCH. That was my first trial, Senator. I represented
large defendants. I represented large plaintiffs as w ellJ a1ong with
a very significant team, my partners. We won what was at that
time-I do not know if it still is, they probably have done better
now-the largest plaintiff side antitrust verdict that had been affirmed in American history.
We represented class actions of consumers, some dry holes, some
successful, all sorts of clients-individuals, companies, nonprofits.
Represented pension funds, public employee pension funds, a variety of clients. It was a great and wonderful practice, and I loved
every minute of it.
Senator HATCH. You are a person with great experience for your
young age, I have to say.
Liberal groups also claim that you favor employers over employees. In fact, they suggest that you actually-you are actually biased
in that direction. An analysis published in the Stanford. La w Review, however, came to a very different conclusion.
Now here is the conclusion : "After surveying his labor and employment decisions, it is clear that Judge Gorsuch does not favor
or oppose employees, employers, unions, or the NLRB. His opinions
do not show pro-labor or anti-labor tendencies." The author says
that parties who come before you, "can rely on a record of fair analysis an~ resistance t<_> simply rubber st a mping business interests or
Executive agency a ctlons.'
Now, Mr. Chairman, I ask tha t tbis essay be included in the
record at this point.
Chairman GRASSLEY. Without objections, so ordered.
[The information appears as a submission for the record.]
Senator HATCH. Judge, is that your goal to focus only on the
facts on the law in every case?
Judge GORSUCH. Sir, I a m hearten ed by that article. I ha d not
read that one, and-Senator HATCH. It is a good article.
Judge GoRSUCH. But to answer your question, when I became a
judge, they gave me a gavel, not a rubber st amp, a nd nobody comes
to my court expecting a rubber stamp.
Senator HATCH. That is good. The Supreme Court recently decided two cases coming from your court that involved the Religious
Freedom Restoration Act, a bill that I was instrumenta l in. I was
one of its authors. I t alked Senator Kennedy into coming on board.
When Clinton signed it on the South Lawn, Kennedy was the birrgest duck in the puddle. H e was very proud of that particular bifl.
RFRA ma kes it difficult for the Government t o substa ntia lly burden the exercise of religion, a nd applies this protective sta ndard to
everyone a nd to every exercise of religion. Now , these cases addressed whether the Affordable Care Act's birth control m andate
violat ed RFRA, or the Religious Freedom Restoration Act. You
were in the majority deciding that RFRA applied to the plaintiffs
in both cases, and that the birth control mandate failed to meet
RFRA st a ndard .
Opponents of your nomination do not like this result, and they
accu se you of being anti-woman. That, of course, is not true at all,
a nd any fair person would have to conclude it is not true. Your critics simply demand that as a judge, you. must follow of their polit-
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ical priorities that availability of birth control is more important
than religious freedoms.
Now, I have two questions about your decision. Is that not really
a policy dispute that should be addressed by Congress, and was
your job in these cases to impose your or anyone else's priorities,
or to interpret and apply those statutes the way Congress enacted
them?
Judge GoRSUCH. Senator, our job there was to apply the statute
as best as we could understand its purpose as expressed in its text.
And I think every judge who faced that case, everyone, found it a
hard case and did their level best, and that is all any judge can
promise or guarantee. I respect all of my colleagues who addressed
that case.
Senator HATCH. Well, we respect you for doing so.
You wrote a concurring opinion in the Hobby Lobby case. You
wrote about the Religious Freedom Restoration Act this way: "It
does perhaps its most important work in protecting unpopular religious beliefs, vindicating the Nation's longstanding aspiration to
serve as a refuge of religious tolerance." In other words, Congress
enacted RFRA to apply broadly and robustly to ensure that, among
other things, the little guy would be protected as much as the big
one. Is it fair to say that the Court's decision in Hobby Lobby and
your concurring opinion upheld this purpose, and in doing so, effectively promoted religious tolerance?
Judge GORSUCH. Well, I might give you even a couple other examples of RFRA's application that I have been involved in that
might shed some light on this. It is the same statute that applies
not just to Hobby Lobby . It also applies to Little Sisters of the Poor
and protects their religious exercise. And it has also been applied
in a case where I appointed counsel because I saw something potentia lly meritorious there. And our court held it applied to a Muslim prisoner in Oklahoma who was. denied a h.ala l mea l.
Senator HATCH. Right.
Judge GoRSUCH. It is a lso the same law that protects the rights
of a N ative American prisoner who was denied access to his prison
sweat lodge, and appeared solely in retribution for a crime that h e
committed, and it was a heinous crime, but it protects him, too.
And I wrote those decisions as w ell, Senator, yes. I wrote the Native American prisoner case, and I participated in and I wrote a
concurrence in the Muslim prisoner case.
Senator HATCH . Well, thank you for doing so. I a lso want to give
you a chance to answer a nd respond to a few things tha t were said
during stat ements on Monday . One of my Democratic colleagues
said, "It is important to know whether you are a surrogate for
President Trump or for particular interest groups." Are you?
Judge GORSUCH. No.
Senator HATCH. Of course not. Another Senator mentioned just
a few of the thousands of cases in which you participated a nd said,
"I am troubled by the results in those cases." He never took issue
with how you applied the law in those cases. He said only that the
r esults troubled him. And as I described Monday in my opening
statement, I contra sted judges who focus on the process or a rriving
at a result with judges who focus on what they want the result to
be. Which approach do you associate with?
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Judge G0RSUCH. I associate myself with the approach I think all
good judges attempt, to follow the law wherever it leads.
Senator HATCH. My time is up, Mr. Chairman. I am sorry.
Chairman GRASSLEY. Senator Leahy.
Senator LEAHY. Well, thank you, Judge Gorsuch. Good to have
you back.
Now, you know from our earlier discussions, and I had told you
very frankly that, of course, I felt that if the Republicans had followed the Constitution and practice, Chief Judge Merrick Garland
would be on the Supreme Court today. I also respected you for calling Chief Judge Garland when your nomination was announced,
and I understand you respect him as a jurist. Is that correct?
Judge GORSUCH. Very much so, Senator. Whenever I see his
name attached to an opinion, it is one I read with special care. H e
is an outstanding judge.
Senator LEAHY. Do you think he was treated fairly by this Committee, yes or no?
Judge GORSUCH. Senator, as I explained to you before, I cannot
get involved in politics. And there are judicial canons that prevent
me from doing that, and I think it would be very imprudent of
judges to start commenting on political disputes between themselves or the various branches.
Senator LEAHY. The reason 1 ask that question, since this Committee began holding hearings-public hearings of Supreme Court
nominations began in 1916. I was not here at that time, but it h as
n ever denied a h earing or a vote to a pending nominee ever until
Chief Judge Garland.
I can express an opinion. I think it was shameful. I think it has
severely damaged the reputation of this Committee. I think it has
severely damaged the reputation of Senators who concurred with
that. We were anything but the conscience of the Nation in that
regard, and those who proudly held their hand up and swore that
they would uphold the Constitution of the United States did n ot.
Now, it becomes more of a problem beca use it appears the President outsourced your selection to the far right, big money, special
interest groups. And you may not like that terminology, but even
Republican Senators have praised the fact that the President had
gone to this group and had a list when he was running for office
of who he could select from. A list given not by-prepared by him,
but by these special interest groups, a nd they want-they have an
agenda.
They are confident you share their agenda. In fact , the first person who interviewed you for this nomination said they sought a
nominee wh o understands things like we do. And, Mr. Chairman,
I would ask that a n article in the Wall Street Journal entitled
"Trump's Supreme Court Whisperer," be included in the record.
Ch a irman GRASSLEY. Without objection, so ordered.
[The information appears as a submission for the record.]
Senator LEAHY. And another one which The New York Times, "In
Gorsuch, Conservative Activist Sees Test Case Reshaping the Judiciary," that those b e included in the record.
Chairman GRASSLEY. Without objection, so ordered.
[The information appears as a submission for the record.]
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Senator LEAHY. Now, the two far right interest groups that recommended you to the President, and I want you to have a chance
to talk about this, the Federalist Society and the Heritage Foundation, applauded the Citizens United decision, which allowed unrestricted corporate money to pour into elections.
You have suggested that the Constitution and laws should be
grounded solely in the original meaning of the text. You said judges
should, I quote, "should strive to apply the law as it is, focusing
backward, not forward." If they do that-let us go to the First
Amendment. Do you believe that James Madison and the other
drafters of the First Amendment understood the term "speech" to
include corporate money being funneled into campaigns?
Judge GORSUCH. Senator, I can tell you that the Supreme Court
of the United States has a lot of precedent in this area, as you are
well aware, quite a lot of it permitting Congress to compel disclosure, to limit contributions, and a lot of other case law in this area.
There is a lot of precedent in this area.
Senator LEAHY. Well, is there-is there precedent from the drafters that "speech" include corporate money being put into corporations and being put into campaigns?
Judge GoRSOCH. Senator, that was exactly what was at issue in
pa rt in Austin, and then again in Citizens United. And the Supreme Court issued a variety of opinions on that subject, on that
very subject, looking ba ck to the origina l understanding of the First
Amendment to see whether it embraced the speech at issue in
those cases. And different Justices came to different conclusions on
that score.
Senator LEAHY. But nothing in the Federalist Papers that talked
about corporate money going into campaigns. Is tha t correct?
Judge GORSUCH. Well, Senator-Senator LEAHY. That is an easy "yes'' or "no."
Judge GORSUCH. I think there is an awful lot in the Federalist
P apers and elsewh ere that were relevant to a nd considered by both
concurrences and dissents in Citizens United.
Senator LEAHY. But nothing about corporate money.
Judge GORSUCH. I do not remember that term, no, Senator.
Senator LEAHY. Trust me-trust me, there was not.
Judge GORSUCH. I trust you.
Senator L EAHY. Okay.
Judge GORSUCH. Entirely.
[Laughter.]
Senator LEAHY. No, you do not have to.
Judge GORSUCH. Not that much?
[Laughter.]
Senator LEAHY. I will let it go.
[Laughter.]
Senator LEAHY. In Citizens United , Justice Kennedy indicated
that restrictions on campaign. donations could only be justified by
concerns about quid pro quo corruption. Now, President Trump has
said, that the reason he made campaign donations was so that
when he needs something from them, "they are there for me." His
campaign contributions buy favors.
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Shouldn't Congress, not the courts, make the determination
about the potential for corruption, especially if we are talking
about quid pro quos?
Judge GORSUCH. Senator, I think there is lots of room for legislation in this area that the Court has left. The Court .indicated that
if, you know, proof of corruption can be demonstrated, that a difc
ferent result may be obtained on expenditure limits.
Senator LEAHY. You do not believe that putting an unlimited
amount of money by somebody who bas a particular interest in the
outcome of actions by the Congress, putting an unlimited amount
of money into specific campaigns, that is not enough to show the
intent to buy favors, or enough to show corruption?
Judge GoRSUCH. I am not sure I tracked the question, Senator.
I am sorry.
Senator LEAHY. If you have corporate money that is basically unlimited under Citizens United that can be funneled through various
special interest groups, does that at least raise concerns about quid
pro quo corruption?
Judge GORSUCH. I think Citizens United made clear that quid
pro quo corruption remains a vital concern and is subject for potential legislation. And I think there is ample room for this body to
legislate, even in light of Citizens United, whether it has to do with
contribution limits, whether it has to do with expenditure limits,
or whether it has to do with disclosure requirements.
Senator LEAHY. If somebody were to out and out buy a vote or
buy a favor, we would a ll agree that is corruption, is it not?
Judge GoRSUCH. I think Justice Kennedy would agree with you,
yes.
Senator LEAHY. Well, would you agree with me?
Judge GORSUCH . I would follow the law, a nd that is my understanding-that would certainly fall within my underst a nding of the
law.
Senator LEAHY. When I was a prosecutor, we would call that corruption.
Judge GORSUCH. All right. I will trust you there, too, Senator.
Senator LEAHY. And I did. Now, but influence is different ways.
For example, when you becam e a judge, you were here in Washington. You were working in Washington. I understand there were
three extremely well-qualified Coloradan women attorneys who
were on the short list being considered by the Bush White House.
The Denver Post did a profile of these women, and at that
point-and your na me was not on that list. At that point, a billionaire, a conservative donor, intervened. He lobbied the White House
to appoint you. You were his lawyer. He liked you. H e made donations to the same far right interest groups that were on the list
that r ecommended you to President Trump. Are these areas of concern?
Judge GoRSUCH. Senator, with respect to my nomina tion, as I recall-Senator LEAHY. I a m t a lking about the Circuit.
Judge GoRSUCH. Yes, yes. As I recall, a ll of my clients, or an
awful lot of them, came out of the woodwork to say nice, supportive
things about me. And Phil Anschutz was one, and. I think there are
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probably letters in there from the fellow with the gravel pit, too,
and-Senator LEAHY. Which one do you think the White House listened to the most, Mr. Anschutz or a gravel pit owner? I mean, let
us-[Laughter.]
Judge GORSUCH. Senator-Senator LEAHY [continuing]. Let us be realistic.
Judge GORSUCH. Senator, I think what they probably listened to
was the fact that they had seen m e in action at the Department
of Justice. That is my guess if you ask me to guess, but that .is a
guess because I did not make the decision.
Senator LEAHY. I raise this because some of these same people
helped to fund the group that put you on the list for President
Trump.
Now, President Trump, as you know , has attacked judges who
dared to uphold the Constitution. He is going after them. He has
said things that T do not think any one of us would do. So, you
have to prove that you will be an independent judge. You have
heard that from both sides h ere.
Let me ask you a question in this-in this regard. You are a person who believes in religious freedom . You said that before. In December 2015, the Senate Judiciary Committee adopted my sense of
the Senat e that "The United Stat es must not bar individuals from
entering into t h e United States based on their r eligion." This
passed almost every Sen ator with the exception of then-Sen ator
Sessions, a nd a couple others voted for it. Now, does the First
Amendment allow the use of a religious litmus t est for entry into
the United States?
Judge GORSUCH. Senator, this is a n issue tha t is currently being
litigated actively, as you know, and I - Senator LEAHY. Well, I am not asking about the litigation .in the
Ninth Circ uit or a nything. I was-I a m asking a bout the fact, is
a blanket religious t est , is that consistent with the First Amendm ent?
Judge GORSUCH. Senator, we h ave a free exercise cla use that
protects the free exer cise of religious liberties by all persons in this
country. If you are asking m e how I would a pply it to a specific
case, I cannot t alk about that for understandable reasons.
Senator LEAHY. Well, because the President-Judge GoRSUCH. The understandable reasons, just so I am frank
a nd ca ndid with you as I can be. Senator, when you ask me to
a pply it to a set of facts tha t look a n awful lot like a pending case
in many Circuits now, my worry- Senator LEAHY. I will t ry a hypothetical. Would the President
have the a uthority t o ban a ll Jews from the Unit ed States or a ll
people that come from Israel?
Judge GORSUCH. Senator-Senator LEAHY. Would that be an easy question?
Judge GORSUCH. We have a Constitution, and it does guarantee
free exercise. It also guarantees equal protection of the laws a nd
a whole lot else besides. And the Suprem e Court in Zadvydas has
h eld tha t due process rights extend even to undocumented person s
in t his country, okay? I will apply t h e law. I will apply the law
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faithfully and fearlessly, and without regard to persons. I do not
care-Senator LEAHY. How about with regard to religion?
Judge GORSUCH . Anyone, any law is going to get a fair and
square deal with me. My job as a judge is to treat litigants who
appear in front of me as I wished to be treated when I was a lawyer with my client, large or small. I did not want them discriminated against because they were a large company or a small individual with an unpopular belief. And that is the kind of judge I
have tried to be, Senator, and I think that is my record.
Senator LEAHY. Well, Judge, let me ask you this. Do you-do you
agree with me that there should not be a religious test in the
United States?
Judge GORSUCH. I need to know more specifics.
Senator LEAHY. Well, let me give you an example. Should there
be a religious test to serve in the military?
Judge GoRSUCH. Oh, Senator, that would-that would be inappropriate, yes. That is against the law. That is against the law.
Senator LEAHY. Well, of course, we go right back to the-should
we ban people based solely on their religion, solely on their religion?
.Judge GORSUCH. Senator, we h ave the Religious-Senator LEAHY. Not on whether they form a threat or something,
but you ban somebody solely on their religion?
Judge GORSUCH. Senator, we have not just the First Amendment
free exercise clause in this country, very important protection. We
have not just the equal protection guarantee of the Fourteenth
Amendment, which prohibits discrimination on the basis of race1
gender, ethnicity. We a lso h ave the Religious Freedom Restoration
Act that Senator Ha tch m entioned , which was a bipartisan bill
passed by this body with tlie s upport of Senator Kennedy a nd Sena tor Schumer when he was in the House.
And that imposes a n even higher standard on the Government
than the First Amendment when it comes to religious discrimination. It says that there-if there is a ny sincerely held religious belief, earnestly held religious belief, the Government must meet
strict scrutiny before it may regulate on that basis, strict scrutiny
being the highest st a ndard known in America n law.
Senator LEAHY, Well, the reason I ask these questions, there is
a legitimat e concern. I h ear stories from my grandparents when
signs used to say "No Irish Need Apply" or "No Catholic Need
Apply." I a m sure Senator Feinstein can speak about those of h er
religion.
President Trump promised a Muslim ban. H e still has on his
website to this day, he has called for a total and complete s hutdown of Muslims entering the United States. And a Republican
Congressman r ecently said, "The best thing the President can do
for his Muslim ban is to make sure he has Gorsuch on the Supreme
Court before the appea1s get to that point."
Judge GORSUCH. Senator, a lot of people say a lot of silly thingfi.
Senator FEINSTEIN. That sounds silly.
Judge GORSUCH. My grandfather- -
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Senator LEAHY. Well, that is more than silly. That is a-he
wants-this Congressman wants you on the Court so they can uphold a Muslim ban.
Judge GoRSUCH. Senator, he has no idea how I would rule in
that case. And, Senator, I am not going to say anything here that
would give anybody any idea how I would rule in any case like that
could come before the Supreme Court or my court of the Tenth Circuit. It would be grossly improper of a judge to do that.
It would be a violation of the separation of powers and judicial
independence if someone sitting at this table, in order to get confirmed, had to make promises or commitments about how they
would rule in a case that is currently pe nding a nd likely to make
its way to the Supreme Court.
Sen-ator .LEAHY. Well, the President's national security determinations, are those reviewable by the Court?
Judge GORSUCH. Senator, no man is above the law.
Senator LEAHY. Okay, because they have asserted that their national security determinations are unreviewable by the Court. I
have heard Presidents-<>ther Presidents say that in the past. I disagree when they say that. Do you disagree?
Judge GoRSUCH. Senator, as a judge-as a judge, I apply the
law, and the law here I think is Youngstown. I look to Justice Jackson, okay, and Justice Jackson wrote a brillia nt opinion in Youngstown. Now, it is r eally important to know w ho h e was. H e was the
fiercest - Senator L EAHY. I wrot e a paper on tha t, s o I know it.
Judge GoRSUCH. I know you did. I know you did. Well, I knowwe t a lked about it. And, you know , h ere was the fiercest advocat e
of Exec utive power as FDR's Attorney General. Fierce advocate of
Executive. power . And when he became a judge, h e said, "The robe
changes a ma n or it should." And you go from being a n advocat e
t o being a neutral a djudicator.
In the Youngstown syst em of a n alysis when it comes to presidential power a nd foreign a ffa irs, h as three categories. One, the
P resident acting with the concurrence of Con gress. That is wh en
the President is acting at his great est strength because there are
shared responsibilities in our Constitution. He has Commander-inChief power. This body h as power of the purse and the power to
decla re war assigned to it in Article I.
When the-when the Congress and the President are in disagreement, that is the other end of the spectrum. The President there
is acting w ith the- a t the lowest ebb of his authority. And wh en
Congress is silent, that is the gray area in between. That is how
a court , as opposed to a lawyer or a dvocat e, approach es the problem .
Senator LEAHY. Well then , let us go to that then . President
Trump has declared that t orture works. And h e said, I quote him:
"Bring a h ell of a lot worse tha n waterboarding." A 2002 memo a uthored by Jay Bybee from the Offic e of - Senator FEINSTEIN. Legisla tive- Sena tor LEAHY [continuing]. Legal Counsel, cla imed that any ef:.
fort by Congress to regula te the interrogation of battlefield comba ta nts would violate the Constitution's sole vesting of the Com m ander-in-Chief in the President.
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Now, considering the fact that Congress has passed a law on
this, what controls?
Judge GORSUCH. Well, have a Convention Against Torture a nd
implementing legislation which ban torture. We have the Detainee
Treatment Act, which we talked about earlier, which bans cruel, inhuman, and degrading treatment. We also happen to have an
Eighth Amendment.
Senator LEAHY. Well, let me ask you this. Does the President
have the right to authorize torture if it violates the laws tha t have
been passed by Congress and any other ones you cited?
Judge GORSUCH. Senator, no man is above the law.
Senator LEAHY. Well then, let me ask you another question.
President Bush's warrantless surveillance program, when you wer e
working there, resulted in the illegal collection of thousands of
Americans' communications. Now, many of us felt that was a direct
violation of our surveillance laws.
Justice Department Attorney John Yoo justified the program. He
said, "The statutes passed by Congress cannot infringe on the
President's inherent power under the Constitution to conduct national security searches.'1 So, do you believe that President Bush's
warrantless surveillance program was justified because the President bad "inherent power" to override our surveillance laws to conduct n a tional s ecurity searches?
Judge GoRSUCH. S enator, a s a judge, before 1 even t ry to decide
a question like tha t, I would want briefs a nd a rgument, a nd I
would w a nt t o go through the whole judicia l proces s. I w ould not
begin to try and a ttempt to offer a n off-the-cuff opinion like tha t .
Sena tor LEAHY. Well, let m e ask it a different way. If Congres s
passed a specific law on s urveilla nce, a nd if a President s aid I a m
going to violate that la w b ecau se I a m President, does h e h ave that
power?
Judge GORSUCH. No m a n is a bove the law, Sen a t or.
Sena t or LEAHY. Sen a tor L ee, w ho was here a minute ago-I do
not know if he-S enator Lee led the efforts t o p ass the USA Freedom Act to end the N SA bulk collection of Ame rica ns' phone
r ecords, had a clear decree from Congress that dragnet collection
of American s' phone records is not p ermitted . Is it still your a nswer
t h a t the President does not h ave the powe r to s upersede tha t law?
Judge GoRSUCH. S enator, I ca nnot issu e advisory opinions a t this
t able in cases or controversies a nd h ow they would come out.
Sena t or LEAHY. Not - Judge GoRSUCH. And I just-I cannot do it. It w ould not be responsible .
Sena tor LEAHY. Is tbat law-Judge GoRSUCH. But every law tha t this body passes I t ake seriously. I respect this body, a nd nobody is above the la w in this country, a nd that includes the P reside nt of the United Stat es .
Sena tor LEAHY. Well, when you were there, a nd I do not know
whether these a re a mong the things that S en ator Feinstein gave
you. But w h en J ay Bybee wrote, "Any effort by Congr ess to regula te the inte rrogation of ba ttlefield combatants w ould violat e the
Constitution's sole vesting in the Comma nde r-in-Chief and the
P resident," a nd you appeared-a dvocated for a simila r view w h en
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you attempted to give President Bush the flexibility not to be
bound by Senator McCain's legislation.
Judge GoRSUCH. Senator, my recollection is that Mr. Bybee was
long gone from the Department before I ever showed up, and that
by the time I got there, the Department and the President were
w illing to work with Congress to try and establish a regime that
would govern operations at Guantanamo. That is my recollection.
And my role was a lawyer and predominately overseeing litigation filed by others against the Government. I had a role as a lawyer, a significant one, but I was not a policymaker, Senator.
Senator LEAHY. Were you involved in Hamdan v. Rumsfeld?
Judge GORSUCH. Senator, Hamdan, I recall, was a decision that
passed in the first instance on the Detainee Treatment Act. So, to
the extent I was involved and providing advice as a lawyer about
the Detainee Treatment Act, I am sure, yes.
Senator LEAHY. You have read the Shelby County decision. If you
were on the Court, which side would you have voted with?
Judge GORSUCH. Senator, I admire the various ways-[Laughter.]
Judge GORSUCH. You would be a formidable companion m the
courtroom.
Senator LEAHY. Yes, Senator Feinstein said, "Do not let it go to
your h ead, P at."
[Laughter.]
Judge GORSUCH. Oh, h e should.
Senator LEAHY. And I am not. I am not. I a m just-I am a lawyer from a small town.
Judge GORSUCH. Yes, right. I have heard that story.
[Laughter.]
Judge GORSUCH. Whenever a lawyer says, "I am just a lawyer
from a small town," watch out. He is about-last time-you got to
watch your wallet, because it is gone quickly in my experience. And
I might h ave played that line once or twice myself.
Senator LEAHY. No, but I ask these questions b ecause there
were-both Justice Alito when he was before us a nd Justice Roberts, a nd Judge Alito and Judge Roberts, answered some precedent
questions. And you say there are no precedent questions you could
answer?
Judge GORSUCH. Well, no, Senator, I am happy to say Shelby is
a precedent of the U.S. Supreme Court. It is a recent one. It is a
controversial one. I understand that. What its precedential reach
will prove to be remains to be seen because, for example, as I read
it, the decision left room for Congress to legislate in this area if it
wishes, to make new findings, and to express a new possible r egime for Section Four and Section Five coverage. And that possibility is live and could yield further litigation, undoubtedly would.
Senator LEAHY. You have been critical of class actions, and Justice Scalia in the Ledbetter case and the Wal-Mart v. Dukes case
made it more difficult, I believe, for Americans to have their day
in court. Would you join Justice Scalia's decision in Wal-Mart? Just
whatever answer you want.
Judge GORSUCH. Senator, I would t ell you that my record on
class action s, I think, will reflect, if you look, and I know you have,
that I represented class actions. I represented people fighting class
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actions. I have ruled against class actions, and I have ruled for
class actions. And in each case, it depends upon the facts and the
law presented. to me.
The most recent class action case, significant one that I can
think of, involved residents who live near Rocky Flats, a uranium
processing plant that made nuclear weapons outside of Denver.
And those folks filed a class action for damage to their property,
and it took 25 years for that case bouncing up and down and back
and forth across the legal system before I finally issued a decision
saying stop, enough, they win. They had a trial, a jury found for
them, and they win. Finish the lawsuit.
And I believe it has been finished, and I believe they have been
finally paid, though1 of course it has been so long, many of them,
it is their children who are getting the money.
Chairman GRASSLEY. Before Senator Graham, I thought I would
give some directions. We have this vote at noon. It is just one roll
call vote, and Senator Graham should finish about 12:11 or 12:12.
And then we will adjourn, depending on when your last word isanswer to his question, 30 minutes later. So, somewhere around
12:40, 12:45, I will gavel the Committee back into session.
And you. need to be reminded that you. should not be offended as
Members go to vote, and you will have your 30 minutes, and I hope
that is enough because I want to k eep this moving. You can be
back here around 12:45 or thereabouts. I will wait until you get the
orders.
[Laughter.]
Chairman GRASSLEY. Does tha t detract from a nything?
Judge GORSUCH. We are okay.
[Laughter.]
Chairman GRASSLEY. Okay.
Senator Graham.
And, Senator Graham, if I go ahead of time, you will recess the
Committee?
Senat or GRAHAM. Yes, sir.
Chairman GRASSLEY. Until that time?
Senator GRAHAM. Yes, sir.
Chairman GRASSLEY. Thank you .
Sena tor GRAHAM. Judge, I want to r ead. a statem ent here that I
associat e m yself with. "I certa inly do not wa nt you to h ave to lay
out a t est h ere in the abst ract , which might determine wha t your
vote or your test would b e in a case you h ave yet to s ee that may
well come before the Supreme Court."
Does that sound like a reasonable st a ndard?
Judge GORSUCH. Yes, Sena t or.
Sena tor GRAHAM. That is wh at Senator Leali.y said on July 21st,
1993. I think it was good then . I think it is good now.
You a re not a politica l person. I a m, so I a m going to take a bit
of a moment here to talk about the fairness of what is going on,
in t erms of you and Judge Garland.
Judge Garla nd was a fine m an . I am sure I would have voted for
him. At the time his nomination cam e a bout, we were in th e middle of selecting a n ew President. We were in the last year of President Obama's term.
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To my Democratic colleagues, I want to remind you of some
things that people on your side have said.
June 25th, 1992, it was an election year. There was a suggestion
that maybe one of the judges on the Supreme Court would step
down before the election in November. This is what the Chairman
of this Committee, Joe Biden, said about that possibility then. "It
would be our pragmatic conclusion that once the political season is
underway, and it is, action on a Supreme Court nomination must
be put off until after the election campaign is over.
''If someone steps down, I would highly recommend the President
not name someone, not send a name up." If Bush did not send
someone up, I would ask the Senate to seriously consider-if Bush
''did send someone up, I would ask the Senate to seriously consider
not having a hearing on that nominee."
That was Joe Eiden on the possibility of a vacancy coming about
by somebody stepping down, not dying, once the campaign season
was afoot.
Justice Scalia passed away in February. There had already been
three primaries. The campaign season, in my view, was afoot.
This is what Senator Reid said on May 19, 2005: "The duties of
the United States Senate are set forth in the Constitution of the
United States. Nowhere in that document does it say the Senate
h as a duty to give .P residential nominees" a vote.
This is Senator Schume r in the last-July 27th, 2007: ''We
should reverse the presumption of confirmation. We should not confirm any Bush nominee to the Supreme Court except in extraordinary circumstances."
That was the last year of President Bush's last term.
To my Democratic colleagues, on November 21st, 2013, you decided, when you were in charge of this body, by a 52-to-48 vote,
to change the rules of the United States Senate with the nomination of executive branch a ppointments and a ll judges below that of
the Supreme Court.
I am not going to ask you whether you think that was fair or not,
because that is not your job.
I will say to the public, I thought it was incredibly unfair. I
thought it was a power grab by our Democratic colleagues that will
change the na ture of the judiciary for the rest of our lives, because
what you have done is you made it that you can confirm a judge
now within one pa rty if you have over 50 votes, not having the requirement to reach across the a isle to pick up a vote or t wo, which
is a moderating influence. That is lost forever, for all judges below
the Supreme Court.
I was in the Gang of 14 tbat was formed to deal with a wholesale
filibuster of all Bush nominations. New to the body, I felt it would
be bad to change a 100-and-something, a lmost 200 years, I guess,
plus precedent of how we deal with nominations coming from a
President. But there was a wholesale filibuster of everything Bush,
and there were 14 of us-I think I am one of two or three leftthat believed that it was wrong to filibuster Supreme Court judges
a nd judges in gen eral because you do not like the outcome of the
election.
And we came up with a st andard that you should only filibuster
in extraordinary circumstances, which I think is consistent with
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what Hamilton had in mind in terms of the role of the Senate, that
you expect a Republican nominee or a Republican President to pick
someone different than a Democrat President because that is what
the campaigns are all about.
Qualified judges-and I believe that Sotomayor and Kagan were
well within the reasonable mainstream of judges who would be to
the left of center in the judicial philosophy world. That is why I
voted for them.
But now things are different. I believe that vote November 21st,
2013, forever changed the way the Senate works when it comes to
Executive appointments of judicial nominations and will do longterm damage to the judiciary as a whole because the most ideological will be rewarded.
We do not have that requirement yet for the Supreme Court, and
I hope we never will. Time will tell. I am not optimistic.
At the time of that vote, the Senate had confirmed 19 of President Obama's judicial nominations. That same time in President
Bush's second term, there had been four confirmed. I thought it
was a manufactured crisis. I thought it was politically motivated.
And when it comes to cries of being unfair, they fall on deaf ears.
As to Judge Garland, a fine man.
I fully expected Trump to lose. He won. I think he deserves the
right of every President to pick qua lified people. And that is just
not me saying that.
This is what the Federalist P apers No. 76 said abo ut the requirem ent of a dvise and consent. This is what Mr. Hamilton wrote a
very long time ago, in 1788. "Th e Senate could not be t empted , by
the preference they might feel to another, to reject the one proposed; because they could not assure themselves, that the person
they might wish would be brought forward by a second or by any
subsequent nomination. They could not even be certain, that a future nomina tion would present a candidate in any degree more acceptable to them . .. . To wh at purpose then require the co-operation
of the Senate? . . . It would be an excellent check upon a spirit of
favoritism in the President, a nd would tend greatly to prevent the
a ppointment of unfit characters from State prejudice, from family
connection, from personal a ttachment, or from a view to popularity."
That was the check and balance, advise a nd consent rules of the
game that were established in 1788.
When you look at the history of the Senate's role in confirming
Justices to the Supreme Court, it has changed dramatically. Many
of the judges to the Supreme Court were confirmed without a hea ring, some without even a recorded vote.
I am not h ere to say that my party is w ithout fault in the a rea
of judges. We are not. I am here to say that, in 2013, November
2013, the game changed in a way that I think Mr. Hamilton would
be very disappointed in. And it is not that I do not understand. I
very much do.
When my time came for Sotomayor a nd Kagan to appear before
this Committee, I knew what awaited me if I applied the H a milton
standard. Partisan people abound on both sides of the aisle. The ferocity by which people wanted me to vote "no" was real, a pparent,
and I could feel it.
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I believed that if Strom Thurmond could vote for Ginsburg, and
that 98 Senators could vote for Scalia, that there was a point in
time where it was expected that you would vote for somebody you
would not have chosen. You would use the qualifications of that
person.
So we find ourselves here today, confronting a nomination of one
of the most qualified people, I think, President Trump could have
chosen from the conservative world.
You are not an unfit person. I do not think there is any reason
to suggest that you are his favorite.
Had you ever met President Trump personally?
Judge GORSUCH. Not until my interview.
Senator GRAHAM. In that interview, did h e ever ask you to overrule Roe v. Wade?
Judge GORSUCH. No, Senator.
Senator GRAHAM. What would you have done if he had asked?
Judge GORSUCH . Senator, I would have walked out the door. It
is not what judges do. They do not do it at that end of Pennsylvania Avenue, and they should not do it at this end either, respectfully.
Senator GRAHAM. This is what the Democratic Leader in the
House said about you: "Neil Gorsuch is a very hostile appointment
a nd a very bad d ecision, well outside the m a instream of American
legal thought. If you breathe air, drink water, eat food, ta ke m edicine, or in a ny other way interact with the courts, this is a very
bad decision."
I want to ask you to respond t o wh at I think is complete, a bsolute politica l garbage.
And statements like that were also directed against Justices
Sotomayor and Kagan. I remember Sotomayor being called a racist
because she gave a speech that was edgy. I remember Elena Kagan
being called unpatriotic because she was involved in a decision at
Harvard to kick the ROTC unit off the campus.
And the reason I did not buy one was a racist and the other was
unpatriotic is because I took t he time to look at the way they lived
their lives, a nd I listened to what people ha d to say who ha d
interacted with them a ll their lives.
To my Democratic colleagues, if you t a ke the time to listen to
people who have interacted with Judge Gorsuch throughout his entire career1 you will find pretty quickly that h e is a fine , decent
m an who has tried to be a $ood father, a good husband, a good lawyer, and a good judge. Anet if you do not want to t ake the time, it
says more about you than him.
All I can say is, it is impossible t o conclude that wh at Nancy
P elosi said about you is anything other tha n political t a lk because
there are no facts to justify that.
The ABA gave you the most highly qualified rating they could
give anybody. I just want you t o know that I believe you have led
a life you should be proud of, that you h ave tried your best t o be
a good father, a good husband, a good lawyer:, and a good judge.
Now, let us t a lk about our interaction a long time ago.
Judge GORSUCH. Thank you, Senator, for those very kind words.
Senator GRAHAM. Well, it was something you have earned , not
something that you need to than k m e for.
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The bottom line is, are we at war, in your view, as a Nation?
Judge GORSUCH. Senator, all I know is that there are a lot of
young men and women out there in harm's way so that we may
sit here and have this conversation.
Senator GRAHAM. It would be news to them we are not at war.
Judge GORSUCH. I a m sure that is right.
Senator GRAHAM. It would be news to the families who have lost
a loved one in this fight . So I think we are at war.
Would you agree with me it is not a traditional war?
Judge GORSUCH. Certainly not, Senator.
Senator GRAHAM. There is no capital to conquer, no air force to
shoot down, and no navy to sink. There is no taking of Berlin and
Japan.
Do you agree with me it would be hard to determine when the
war is actually over?
Judge GORSUCH. Senator, that was a question that the Court
struggled with in the Hamdi case, as you know.
Senator GRAHAM. And we had a lot of conversations about how
to proceed forward when you were in the Bush administration. Is
that correct?
Judge GORSUCH. We did.
Senator GRAHAM. And you were in the camp of the-the Youngstown steel camp, that if Congress is involved, the President is
stronger, not weaker. Ts that right?
Judge GORSUCH. That is right, Senator.
Senator GRAHAM. But there are some a uthorities tha t the President as Commander-in-Chief has that cannot be t aken away by the
Congress. They are inherent to the job. Is that true also?
Judge GoRSUCH. There are certainly people who believe that,
Senator.
Senator GRAHAM. Well, I am one of them.
Having said that , because you cannot have 535 Commanders-inChief, Senator McCain and myself were trying to pass legis lation
that basically codified the practices of the Bush administration
post-wat erboarding. Is that a fair summary of the conflict?
Judge GORSUCH. Yes, Senator. I believe it is.
Senator GRAHAM. There were people in the Bush a dministration
who did not wa nt to go down the road that waterboarding was torture. That was not the view of Senator McCain or myself.
At the end of the day, the Deta inee Treatment Act codified how
we treat enemy combatants in a time of war, in terms of practices
we can employ in terms of interrogation standards. Is that correct?
Judge GORSUCH. Yes.
Senator GRAHAM. And it also tried to come up with a system of
judicial review. I was in the camp that we are a t war, and, in past
wars, you do not give enemy prisoners lawyers. I do not remember
any German or Japanese prisoner having a lawyer when they were
captured.
So, traditiona lly, is it the Commander-in-Chiefs job to determine
who the enemy force is?
Judge GORSUCH. There is certainly legal a uthority suggesting
that, Senator.
Senator GRAHAM. And it is the Court's job to determine if the
procedures in question pass muster.
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Judge GoRSUCH. That is correct, Senator. Of course, this body
plays a role too.
Senator GRAHAM. So the dilemma was that I believed it was the
Department of Defense, the Commander-in-Chiefs job to determine
the enemy force, because that is their expertise. And Congress
could regulate the naval and land forces, and we had a say about
how they could do that, and the courts have a say as to whether
or not the procedures used by the President or Congress pass constitutional muster. Is that the general layout of this situation?
Judge GORSUCH. That is the separation of powers at work.
Senator GRAHAM. And there was a crosscurrent here.
There was an email that you were not part of, you were not included on the email, but it says: Neil and I have just been told separately this is not what the White House wants. We have been
given authorization to engage on the Graham amendment, not just
authorization. They want us to engage to eliminate, if possible, but
if not, to fix. DoD, not DOJ, has lead, which may be what led to
DOJ-LA's confusion. But the key point for us is that we have
greenlight to engage on Graham.
And what I was trying to do was preserve the Combatant Status
Review Tribunal concept, the ARB , Administrative Review Board
concept, and allow the courts to judge the work product at the D.C.
Circuit Court of Appeals, to h ave judicial review, but let the CSRT
go first.
Do you remember that?
Judge GORSUCH. I do.
Senator GRAHAM. Okay. And it was settled in the Congress
where the Combatant Status Review Tribuna l would have the first
shot at determining whether somebody is an enemy combatant and
the D.C, Circuit Court of Appeals could review their work product
to see if it was capricious, arbitrary, if it made sense.
The Supreme Court in Boumediene struck that down, saying it
was not an adequate substitute for habeas. Is that correct?
Judge GORSUCH. Tha t is absolutely correct, Senator.
Senator GRAHAM. And your role in all this was trying to find out
a way to engage Congress on the D etainee Treatment Act, because
it was your view that Congress being involved would strengthen
the President's ha nd.
Judge GORSUCH. As a lawyer?
Sena tor GRAHAM. Yes.
Judge GORSUCH. 1 was not a policymaker, but I did advise.
Senator GRAHAM. As a lawyer.
Judge GoRSUCH. As did many others. There w ere many other
very fine lawyers too, Senator, who advised the administration that
engaging Congress would be a good idea, because we ha d read our
Youngstown and our Justice J a ckson.
Senator GRAHAM. Any lawyer, I think, who understands this
area of the law would suggest the P resident is stronger when he
has congressional support .
The signing st atement, is it fair to say there was a conflict between the Vice President's office and other parts of the Bus h administration about what the s igning statement sh ould say or look
like?
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Judge GORSUCH. That is my recollection, and that is about all I
can recall.
Senator GRAHAM. I remember it very well because Vice President
Cheney's signing statement was going to be, we have inherent authority to do whatever we think we need to do. And there were a
lot of other people saying, no, you do not have the authority just
to set aside a law. You have to have a reason to object to it.
So I just want the public to understand that, when it comes to
this man, I have seen him in action in very complicated, emotional
matters, where you had one group of people who could give a damn
about the terrorist and another group of people that wanted to
criminalize what I thought was a real-world fight. And we tried to
find that middle ground.
And in a 5-4 decision, the Supreme Court struck down my proposal, and. we fixed it later with a huge bipartisan vote so that
every enemy combatant today has a habeas proceeding where the
Government has to prove by a preponderance of the evidence you
are, in fact, an enemy combatant. Then if they reach that conclusion, you can be held under the law of war as long as you are a
threat to our Nation.
Is that a fair summary of where we are at?
Judge GORSUCH. That is my understanding, Senator.
Along the way, your legislation did prevail in the D.C. Circuit,
and in the Supreme Court, of course, it was a close call. It was 54 , as I recall.
Senator GRAHAM. And that just proves that five people can be
wrong.
[Laughter.]
Senator GRAHAM. While I disagree, I certainly respect the Court's
decision.
Judge GoRSOCH. You are not going to get me to commit on that
one either.
Senator GRAHAM. No, do not worry. I am not even going to try.
The bottom line here is, there will be more legislation coming regarding the role of the Government in gathering information. But
from sort of a civics point of view, which Senator Sasse is going to
take you through, there is a difference between the law of war and
domestic criminal law. Do you agree with that?
Judge GORSUCH. Yes, Senator.
Senator GRAHAM. That a common criminal, the goal of the law
is to prosecute a crime that one individual or group committed
against an other individual or group. That is correct?
Judge GORSUCH. That is right.
Senator GRAHAM. The law of war is about winning the war.
Judge GORSUCH. Well, Senator, there are--·
Senator GRAHAM. How you fight the war.
Judge GORSUCH . There are, as you know, rules about that, too.
Senator GRAHAM. Right.
Judge GORSUCH. Laws about that.
Senator GRAHAM. Yes. And we are fighting an enemy who has no
rules that would do anything. And I have a lways been in the camp
that I do not want to be like them. I think that is their weakness.
And the strongest thing we could do is stand up for a process that
stood the test of time, which is intelligence-gathering in a humane
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way. Because they would cut our heads off, it does not make us
weak because we will not cut their heads off. It actually makes us
stronger, over the arc of time. So that is my commercial about that.
So there will be more litigation, and there are no bad guys or
girls when it comes to challenging precedent. Do you agree with
that? People have the right to do that.
Judge GORSUCH. To challenge precedent?
Senator GRAHAM. Yes.
Judge GORSUCH. Eve ry person is allowed to come to court to
bring whatever claim they have. That is how our system works.
Senator GRAHAM. That is how Brown v. Boord of Education came
about.
Judge GORSUCH. You are exactly right, Senator.
Senator GRAHAM. Okay. Let us talk about Roe v. Wade .
What is the holding of Roe v. Wade , in 30 seconds?
[Laughter.]
Judge GORSUCH. The holding of Roe v. Wade , in 30 seconds, Senator, is that a woman has a right to an abortion. It developed a
trimester scheme in Roe that specified when the state's interests
and when the woman's interests tend to prevail.
Senator GRAHAM. Okay. So let me just break it down.
The Court said there is a right to privacy, that the Government
cannot interfere with that right in the first trimester. Beyond the
first trimester , the Government has more interest as the baby develops. Is that fair to say?
Judge GORSUCH. That was the scheme set forth .
Senator GRAHAM. And I think medical viability was the test tha t
the Court used.
Judge GORSUCH. Well, that .is the t est that the Court came
around and applied in Casey in 1992.
Senator GRAHAM. Okay.
Judge GORSUCH. And so viability became more of the touchs tone
rather than a r igid-Sena tor GRAHAM. Is it fair to say that medical viability in 1992
may be different than it is in 2022 1 medically?
Judge GORSUCH. Senator, I a m not a scientist or a doctor.
Senator GRAHAM. I would suggest that m edical viability m ay
change as science progresses , so you may have people coming in
a nd saying, in light of scientific medical changes, let us look at
when medical v iability occurs.
That is one example of litigation that may come before you. I
have legislation that says, at 20 weeks, the unborn child is able to
feel excruciating pa in. And the theory of the legislation is that the
state has a compelling interest to protect an unborn child from excruciating pain, which is caused by a n abortion.
I am not asking you to agree with my legisla tion. I am saying
that I am developing-we are one of seven n ations that allow
wholesale, on-demand, unlimited abortion at 20 weeks, the fifth
month of pregnancy. I would like to get out of that club.
But we are going to have a debate in this body and the House
a bout whether or not we want to change the law to give a n unborn
child protection against excruciating pa in at 20 weeks because you
can-the standard m edica lly is that, if you operate on a n unborn
child a t 20 weeks, the m edica l protocols ar e such that you h ave to
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provide anesthesia because you do not want to hurt the child in the
process of trying to save the child. So medical practice is such that,
when you operate on an unborn child at 20 weeks, which you can
do, you h ave to provide anesthesia.
And my theory is, well, let us just look at it the other way.
Should you a llow an abortion on-demand of a child that can feel
excruciating pain? Is that what we want to be as a Nation? Does
that run afoul of Roe v. Wade?
I am going to make the argument that there is a compelling state
interest at that stage of the pregnancy to protect the child against
death that is going to be excruciatingly painful.
You do not have to say a word. I am just letting everybody know
that, if this legislation passes, it w ill be challenged before you, and
you will have to look at a new theory of how the state can protect
the unborn.
And here is what I think. You will read the briefs, look at the
facts, and make a decision. Am I fair to conclude that?
Judge GORSUCH. Senator, I can promise you no more than that,
and I guarantee you no less than that, in every single case that
comes before-Senator GRAHAM. Well, this is a real-world situation that may
develop over time because 70-something percent of the American
people side with me on the idea that, at 20 weeks, we should not
be in the club of seven nations that allow abortion on-demand, because that is in the fifth month, and that does not make us a better
nation.
There will be people on the other side saying, no, that is an erosion of Roe, and it will go to the Court, maybe, if it ever passes
here.
And the only reason I m ention this is that everybody who wants
to cha llenge whatever in court deserves a person like you, a person
like you, no matter what pressures are applied to you, will say over
a nd over again: I want to hear what both sides have to say. I wa nt
to read their legal arguments, look at the facts, and I will decide.
That, to m e, is reassuring, and that is exactly the same answer
I have from Sotomayor and Kagan, no more, no less. And we can
t alk forever about what you may or may not do. If you do anything
different than that, I think you would be unworthy of the job.
Now, about what is going on in the country with President
Trump, whether you like him or you do not, h e is President. But
you have said several times that he is not above the law as President. Is that correct?
Judge GORSUCH. Yes, Senator.
Senator GRAHAM. You told Senator L eahy, if there was a law
passed that a Muslim could not serve in the military, you believe,
based on current law, that would be an illegal act.
Judge GoRSUCH. Senator, yes. I see that having all sorts of constitutional problems, under current law.
Senator GRAHAM. So if we have laws on the book that prevent
waterboarding, do you agree with me that the Detainee Treatment
Act prevents waterboarding?
Judge GORSUCH. Yes, Sena tor. That is my recollection of it.
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Senator GRAHAM. So in case President Trump is watching, which
he may very well be, one, you did a good job from picking Judge
Gorsuch. Number two, here is the bad part-[Laughter.]
Senator GRAHAM [continuing]. If you start waterboarding people,
you may get impeached.
Is that a fair summary?
Judge GoRSUCH. Senator, the impeachment power belongs to this
body.
Senator GRAHAM. Okay, that is even better.
Would he be subject to prosecution?
Judge GORSUCH. Senator, I am not going to speculate.
Senator GRAHAM. But he is not above the law?
Judge GORSUCH. No man is above the law.
Senator GRAHAM. Okay.
Judge GORSUCH. No man.
Senator GRAHAM. Thank you. I think you are a man of the law,
and I really want to congratulate the President that picked you.
Quite frankly, I was worried about who h e would pick. Maybe
somebody on TV.
[Laughter.]
Senator GRAHAM. But President Trump could not have done bett er in choosing you, and I hope people on the other side will understand that you may not like him-I certainly did not agree with
President Obam a , but I understood why h e picked Sotomayor a nd
Kagan . And I hope you can understand why President Trump
picked Neil Gorsuch. I hope you will be h appy with that, because
I am.
Judge GORSUCH. Thank you, Senator.
Senator GRAHAM [presiding]. We will recess until 12:45.
[Recess.]
Chairman GRASSLEY. Senator Durbin.
Senator DURBIN. Tha nks, Mr. Chairman, a nd tha nks, Judge.
Just to be clear, going back to Senator Graham's line of questioning, you helped draft the provision stripping the courts of j urisdiction which was st ruck down by the Supreme Court in H amdan,
and you were not involved in the drafting of the McCain section of
the bill on the Detainee Treatment am endment.
Judge GoRSUGH. Senator, that would not fit quite with my recollection.
Senator D URBIN. Please.
Judge GORSUCH . My recollection is that Sen ator McCain and
Sen ator Graham wrot e the legislation with input from the Departm ent of Defense and the Departm ent of Just ice, a nd a whole lot
of others besides. And T was one voice a mong a great m a ny, a nd
that in terms of when it was struck down, H amdan held that the
Detainee Treatment Act did not apply retroactively, it only applied
prospectively; and then several years lat er- gosh , I want to say it
was 2008, m aybe?-the Court came back around in Boumediene.
Senator DURBIN. So what I am driving at , though , is the McCain
section relative to cruel, inhuman, a nd degrading treatment. And
I assume or I hope you have ha d a cha nce to t a ke a gla nce at the
emails that Senator F einstein gave you. You said in your em ail you
wanted a signing statement to the effect that the view is that
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McCain is best read as essentially codifying existing interrogation
policies.
So what interrogation policies did you think the McCain amendment was essentially codifying?
Judge GoRSUCH. Senator, I have not had a chance to look at
that. I am sorry. I just scarfed down a sandwich over the break,
and I will be happy to read it, but I am not sure what I can answer
you, here sitting, off the top of my head. It was 12 years ago, and
I am doing the best I can with my recollection. My recollection-Senator DURBIN. I am trying to get this leap from your memory
of this email, which I understand there were 100,000 pages of
emails.
Judge GORSUCH. Exactly.
Senator DURBIN. In fairness to you.
Judge GoRSUCH. I think the Department of Justice has produced
something like 200,000 pages of stuff.
Senator DURBIN. I will concede that point. But your lack of memory at the moment, and contrast that with your clear statement
that you believe that the McCain bill, which I supportedJ outlawed
waterboarding.
Judge GoRSUCH. Sitting here, that would be my understanding,
Senator.
Senator DURBIN. The problem with what I have just described is
when you were t a lking about a signing st at ement , waterboarding
was still ha ppening, and you were saying in your email, "I want
to essentially codify existing interrogation policy." There is an inconsistency there which we ar e going to have to wait until the second round to resolve.
Judge GORSUCH. Okay.
Senator DURBIN. Okay. Let me read something to you and ask
you for a reaction. It is a statement that was made about 8 days
ago by a Congressman named Steve King of Iowa, and here is what
h e said: "You cannot rebuild your civilization with somebody else's
babies. You have to keep your birth rate up, a nd that you need to
teach your children your values. In doing so, you can grow your
population, you can strengthen your culture, and you can strengthen your way of life .''
The reaction to that statement was overwhelming. Civil rights
leader Congressman John Lewis called it "bigoted" and "racist." Republican House Speaker P a ul Ryan said he clearly disagreed w ith
King's comments, went on to say, the Speaker "clearly disagrees
and believes America's long history of inclusiveness is one of its
great strengths."
What would your reaction to that statement be?
Judge GoRSUCH. Senator, I can talk a bout my record, and I can
tell you that as a Federal judge, when a defendant comes to court
with an allegation that the sentencing judge m ade improper comments based on his ethnicity, m e and my colleagues-my colleagues a nd I h ave removed that judge from the case.
I can t ell you that when an immigration lawyer fails to provide
competent counsel time and time again, I have sent him to the bar
for discipline.
I can tell you tha t wh en it comes to access to justice, I h ave written on this topic; I have worked on this topic for the last 6 years,
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together with many wonderful people on the Rules Committee, trying to make our civil litigation system cheaper and faster, because
it takes too long for people to exercise their Seventh Amendment
liberties.
And I can tell you together with my colleagues, when we found
that the level of representation of inmates on death row was unacceptable in our Circuit, a whole bunch of us-I cannot take too
much credit-tried to do something about it.
I can tell you that when prisoners come to court, pro se, handwritten complaints, and I see something that might be meritorious
in them, I appoint counsel. That is my record, Senator.
Senator DURBIN. Can you describe your relationship with Professor John Finnis?
Judge GORSUCH. Sure. He was my dissertation supervisor.
Senator DURBIN. When did you first meet him?
Judge GORSUCH. Whenever I went to Oxford, so it would have
been 1990-Senator DURBIN. 1992.
Judge GoRSUCH. Well, it could have been two or three. Somewhere in there.
Senator DURBIN. And what was his relationship with you or you
with him?
Judge GORSUCH. He was my dissertation supervisor, and I would
describe that as a relationship between t each er and student, a nd
he was a very generous teacher, particularly gen erous with his red
ink on my pa pers. I rem embe r sitting next to the fire in his Oxford
office, like something out of "Harry Potte r ," a nd h e always ha d a
coal fireplace burning, a nd som etimes whether I was being raked
over the coals. He did not let an argument that I was working on
go unchallenged from any direction.
Senator DURBIN. So tha t was over 20 years ago that you first m et
him?
Judge GORSUCH. Whatever it is , it is, yes.
Senator DURBIN. Do you still have a friendship, a relationship
w ith him?
Judge GoRSUCH. Last time I saw him, gosh, when h e- I know I
saw him w hen he retired, and there was a party held in his honor.
And I remember seeing him then, and that was a couple of years
ago.
Senator D URBIN. Did he know you were from Colorado?
Judge GORSUCH. I do not know. It must have at some point come
out in our conversations. I do not know when.
Senator DURBIN. And do you recall saying some words of gratitude for his help in writing your book?
Judge GORSUCH. He did not write my book, Senator.
Senator DURBIN. H elp write?
Judge GORSUCH. He did not help w rite my book. I wrote my
book. I certainly expressed gratitude to my dissertation supervisor
in. a book that is basically my dissertation.
Senator DURBIN. I think you were quoted as saying, in 2006 , you
thanked Finnis for his "kind support through draft after draft."
Judge GORSUCH. And there were a lot of drafts, Senator. I mean,
golly, that was a very tough degree. That was the most rigorous
academic experience of my life, and I ha d to pass not just him but
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an internal examiner and an external examiner, and that was
hard. That was hard.
Senator DURBIN. In 2011; when Notre Dame ran a symposium to
celebrate his work, you recalled your study under him, and you
said, "It was a time when legal giants roamed among Oxford's
spires."
Judge GORSUCH. Oh, yes. Yes.
Senator DURBIN. You called him one of the great scholars.
Judge GORSUCH. Well, and Oxford has a stable-and it is part
of the reason why it was such a privilege. I mean, here I was a kid
from Celorado, and I have a scholarship to go to Oxford. I had
never been to England, to Europe before. And at Oxford at that
time, they had John Finnis, Joe Raz, Ronald Dworkin. H.L ,A. Hart
was even still alive then.
Senator DURBIN. So let me, if I can, read a couple statements
from Professor Finnis. In 2009, Professor Finnis wrote about England's population. He said England's population had "largely given
up bearing children at a rate consistent with their community's
medium-term survival." He warned they were on a path to "their
own replacement, as a people, by other peoples, more or less regardless of the incomers' compatibility of psychology, culture, religion, or political ideas and ambitions, or the worth or viciousness
of those ideas a nd ambitions."
H e went on to say, "European st a tes in the early 21st century
move . . . into a trajectory of demographic and cultural decay .. .
popula tion transfer a nd replacement by a kind of reverse colonization."
Had you ever read that before?
Judge GORSUCH. Nope.
Senator DURBIN. Had you h eard it b efore?
Judge GORSUCH. Nope. Not to my recollection.
Senator DURBIN. Could you distinguish what he said with what
Congressman Steve King said?
Judge GORSUCH. Senator, I am not here to answer for Mr. King
or for Professor Finnis. We-Senator DURBIN. But I am a sking your reaction to these things.
Do you feel that what Professor Finnis wrote about purity of culture and such is something that we should condemn or congratulate?
Judge GoRSUCH. Senator, before I expressed any view on that, I
would want to read it, and I would want to read it from beginning
to en d- Senator DURBIN. I just read it to-Judge GoRSUCH. Not an excerpt. And, Senator, I h ave had a lot
of professors. I have been blessed w ith som e wonderful professors.
And I did not agree with everything they said, and I would not expect them to agree with everything I have said.
Senator DURBIN. Well, let me ask you this specific one. It was
1993, and you w ere a t Oxford, a nd this is when you believe you
first met this professor. Professor Finnis was tapped by the thenColorado Solicitor General, Timothy Tymkovich, to help defend a
1992 State constitutional amendment that broadly restricted the
State from protecting gay, lesbia n , and bisexual people from discrimination.
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During the course of the deposition which he gave in support of
that effort, Finnis argued that antipathy toward LGBT people, specifically toward gay sex, was rooted not just in religious tradition
but Western law and society at large. He referred to homosexuality
as "bestiality" in the course of this as well.
Were you aware of that?
Judge GORSUCH. Senator, I know he testified in the Romer case.
I cannot say sitting here I recall the specifics of his testimony or
that he gave a deposition.
Senator DURBIN. I guess the reason I am raising this is this is
a man who apparently had an impact on your life, certainly your
academic life, and I am trying to figure out where we can parse his
views from your views, what impact he had on you as a student,
what impact he has on you today with his views.
Judge GORSUCH. Well, I guess, Senator, I think the best evidence
is what I have written. I have written over-oh, gosh, written or
joined over 6 million words as a Federal appellate judge. I have
written a couple of books. I have been a lawyer and a judge for 25
or 30 years. That is my record, and I guess I would ask you respectfully to look at my credentials and my record, and some of the
examples I have given you are from my record about the capital
habeas work, about access to justice. I have spoken about overcriminalization publicly. Those are thin~s I have done, Senator.
Senator DURBIN. And what about LGvT and Q individuals?
Judge GORSUCH. Well, Senator, there are-wh at about them?
Senator DURBIN. Well, the point I made is-Judge GORSUCH. They are people, and- Senator DURBIN. Of course. But what you said earlier was that
you have a record of speaking out, standing up for those minorities
who you believe are not being treated fairly. Can you point to
statements or cases you have ruled on relative to that class?
Judge GORSUCH. Senator, I have tried to treat each case and
each person as a person-not a this kind of person, not a that kind
of person. A person. Equal justice under law. It is a radical promise
in the history of mankind.
Senator DURBIN. Does that refer to sexual orientation as well?
Judge GoRSUCH. Senator, the Supreme Court of the United
States has held that single-sex marriage is protected by the Constitution.
Senator DURBIN. Judge, would you agree that if an employer
were to ask female job applicants about their family plans but not
male applicants , that would be evidence of sex discrimination prohibited by Title VII of the Civil Rights Act?
Judge GORSUCH. Sen ator, I would agree w ith you it is highly inappropriate.
Senator DURBIN. You do not believe it .is prohibited?
Judge GORSUCH. Senator, it sounds like a potential hypothetical
case tha t might be a case or controversy I might h ave to decide,
and I would not want to prejudge it sitting here at the confirmation
table. I can tell you it would be inappropriate.
Senator DURBIN. Inappropriate. Do you believe that there are
ever situations where the costs to an employer of maternity leave
can justify an employer asking only female applicants and not male
applicants about family plans?
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Judge GORSUCH. Senator, those are not my words, and I would
never have said them.
Senator DURBIN. I did not say that. I asked you if you agreed
with the statement.
Judge GORSUCH. And I am telling you I do not.
Senator DURBIN. Thank you.
In Hwang v. Kansas State, the case involved a cancer-stricken
professor. You wrote an opinion that noted that EEOC guidance
commands deference "only to the extent its reasoning actually
proves persuasive."
EEOC's enforcement guidance on pregnancy discrimination provides as follows: "Because Title VII prohibits discrimination based
on pregnancy, employers should not make inquiries into whether
an applicant or employee intends to become pregnant. The EEOC
will generally regard. such an inquiry as evidence of pregnancy discrimination where the employer subsequently makes an unfavorable job decision affecting a pregnant worker."
Do you find this instruction to be persuasive?
Judge GORSUCH . Senator, there are a lot of words there, and if
you are asking me to parse them out and give you a legal opinionand I fea r that you may be-I would respectfully say I would h ave
to study it in the course of a judicial case.
Senator D URBIN. Well, let me bring it right down to the operative
words : whether employers should or should not make inquiries into
whether an applicant or employee intends to become pregnant.
Judge GoRSUCH. Senator, I would n eed to-it sounds like you are
asking m e about a case or a controversy, and w ith all respect,
w h en we come to cases a nd controversies, a good judge will list en.
Socrates said the first virtue of a good judge is to listen courteously
and decide impartia lly.
Senator D URBIN. I think you know why I a m asking these questions.
Judge GORSUCH. No. This one I do not.
Senator DURBIN. The reason I am asking abo ut your views on
pregnancy) women J and the workplace is because t wo of your
former students from lega l ethics a nd professionalism cla s s last
spring wrote to this Committee to say how troubled they were by
your comments in an April 19th class. It was a gender-targeted discussion regarding the h ardship to employers of h aving female e mployees who may use m aternity ben efit s.
One of these students signed h er name publicly to her letter,
which is a pretty brave thing to do. That student did not just m a ke
this issue up after you were nominated. Last night, the University
of Colorado Law School confirmed tha t she had voiced her concerns
with administrators shortly a fter your April 19th class and also
confirm ed that the administrators told her they would raise this
matter with you, though they never actua lly did so.
When we r eceive information like this which raises questions
about your views and conduct on important issues, I want to get
to the bottom of it. I m entioned it to you yesterday in my opening
statement that I would be bringin g this up, so I just want to ask
you to confirm . Did you ask your students in class that day to raise
their h ands if they knew of a woman who h ad taken m aternity
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benefits from a company and then left the company after having
a baby?
Judge GORSUCH. No, Senator, and I would be delighted to actually clear this up.
Senator DURBIN. Please.
Judge GoRSUCH. Because the first I heard of this was the night
before my confirmation hearing. I have been teaching legal ethics
at the University of Colorado for 7 or 8 years. It has been a great
honor and pleasure. I teach from a standard textbook that every
professor-well, I do not know if every professor-a number of professors at CU and elsewhere use. It is an excellent textbook, Professors Lerman and Schrag.
One of the chapters in the book confronts lawyers with some
harsh realities that they are about to face when they enter the
practice of law. As you know and I know, we have an unhappy and
unhealthy profession in a lot of ways. Lawyers commit suicide at
rates far higher than the population. Alcoholism, divorce, depression are also at extremely high rates. Young lawyers also face the
problem of having enormous debts when they leave law school, and
that is a huge inhibition for them to be able to do public service
like you and I are so privileged to be able to do. We talk about
those things.
There is one problem in the book, and I would be h appy to share
w ith you the book a nd the t each er's ma nua l so that you can see
for yourself, Senator, which asks a. question, a nd it is directed to
y oung women, because, sadly, this is a reality they sometimes face.
The problem is this: Suppose an older partn er wom a n a t the firm
that you a r e interviewing a t asks you if you intend to b ecome pregnant soon. What are your choices as a young person?
You can say yes, tell the truth-the hypothetical is that it i's
true-and not get the job and not be able to pay your debts.
You can lie, maybe get the job. You can say no. Th at is. .a choice,
too. It is a h ard choice.
Or you can push back in some way , s hape, or form. And we talk
about the pros a nd the cons in a Socratic dialogue so that they can
think through for themselves how they might a nswer that very difficult question. And, Senator, I do ask for a show of h a nds-not
about the question you asked but about the following question, and
I ask it of everybody: How many of you h ave had questions like
this asked of you in the employment environment, an inappropriate
question a bout your family planning?
And 1 am shocked every year, Senator, how many young women
raise their h a nd. It is disturbing to me. I knew this stuff h appened
when my mom was a young -practicing lawyer, graduating law
school in the 1960s. At age 20, she h ad to wait for a year to t a ke
the bar.
I knew it h appen ed with Justice O'Connor, could not get a job
as a lawyer when she graduated Stanford Law School and h ad to
work as a secretary. I a m shocked it still happens every year that
I get women, not m en, raising their hand to that question.
Thank you for the opportunity to clarify that, Senator.
Senator DURBIN. And I wanted to give you that opportunity. I
told you yesterday we would get to the bottom of this and I wo uld
give you your cha nce to tell your side of the story.
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You made a point yesterday of talking about your four heroes,
and one of them was Justice Jackson. And I went back to look at
some of his cases. I just know of him. I do not know much about
him. And I found his dissent in Korematsu 1 and this was a case
which I thought was fascinating because his dissent was not that
long, but it had an impact. It was profound.
The question, of course, was the military orders in the United
States and the treatment of Japanese Americans. Fred Korematsu
was caught up in it and was basically iold he had no choice, he had
to go off to the internment camp, and that whole military directive
was challenged in this case. And it was interesting that it was
upheld in an opinion by Justice Black, but among the dissenters
was Robert Jackson. In his dissent, he said some things that I
thought were pretty interesting, and I would like to ask your
thoughts on them.
He gave a constitutional condemnation of what he considered the
military's racist exclusion orders, but what he articulated in the
second half of the opinion is what I would like to ask you about.
He really raised a question about the role of the courts, even the
Supreme Court, in time of war, in time of fear, when it came to
military orders, and whether the courts and the Constitution were
up to it. That was really an amazing challenge to us as a Nation,
a Nation of laws.
So what do you think a bout the role of the Court challenging the
military or the Commander-in-Chief in time of war? And as Senator Graham reminded us, many people believe we are at war, and
I believe you confirmed that as well. Are we up to it in terms of
constitutional protection a nd the role of the Court?
Judge GoRSUCH. We better be. Senator, a wise old judge, kind of
like Judge Johnson, you are going to hear from; he is going to come
talk to you, from Colorado, a hero of mine, known me since I was
a tot. He taught me that the t est of the rule of law is whether the
Government can lose in its own courts a nd accept the judgment of
those courts. That does not ha ppen everywhere else around the
world. We t a ke it for granted in this country. It is a remarkable
blessing from our forefathers, and it is a da unting prospect as a
judge to have to carry that baton. And to do it on the Supreme
Court of the United States is humbling, that prospect , to me. And
I pledge to you that I will do everything I can to uphold the Constitution and the laws, as a good judge should, at all times.
Senator DURBIN. Let me ask you about another case that has
been referred to. Yesterday, many of us mentioned Al Maddin sitting in that truck-it was about 3 in the morning-on 1-88, west
of Chicago. I have driven it ma ny times. It was in January. The
t emperature in the cab was 14 degrees below zero. H e ha d no heate r in his cab . His dispatche r told him, "Sit tight. You either drag
that trailer with the frozen brakes behind you out onto that highway, or you wait." And so he waited for hours, and fina lly, feeling
numb and life-threatening cold, he unhitched the traile r and took
his t ractor to a place for some gas a nd to warm up and then returned to it when they fixed it.
Seven different judges took a look a t those facts a nd came down
on Al M addin's s ide, except for one: you. Why?
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Judge GoRSUCH. Senator, this is one of those you take home at
night. The law said that the man is protected and cannot be fired
if he refuses to operate an unsafe vehicle. The facts of the case, at
least as I understood them, was that Mr. Maddin chose to operate
his vehicle, to drive away and, therefore, was not protected by the
law. He would be protected if he refused to operate, but he chose
to operate. Now, Senator-Senator DURBIN. But you know the distinction, though, because
his dispatcher told him, "Do not leave unless you drag that trailer."
Judge GORSUCH. Right.
Senator DURBIN. And he said, "I cannot do it. You know, the
brakes are frozen." And he went out there in 14 below and
unhitched that trailer, h e thought, because he was in danger. And
when you wrote your dissent in this, you said it was an unpleasant
option for him to wait for the repairman to arrive.
Judge GORSUCH. I said more than that, Senator. I said-Senator DURBIN. 1 know you did. You went on to say that you
thought that the statute which we thought protected him, you said,
especially ends in the ephemeral and generic phrase "health and
safety.'' You went on to write, "After all, what under the sun, at
least at some level of generality, does not relate to 'health and safety'?"
We had a pretty clear legislative intent for a driver who feels he
is in danger of his life, perhaps, and you dismiss it, the only one
of seven judges, and say, "No. You are fired, buddy.'' And, you
know, h e was blackba lled from trucking because of that. Never got
a ch a nce to drive a truck again.
Judge GoRSUCH. Senator, all I can tell you is my job is to apply
the law you write. The law as written said that h e would be prot ected if h e refused to operate. And I think by a ny plain understanding, h e operated the vehicle. And if Con gress wishes to revise
the law, I wrote this-I wrote, I said it was an unkind decision. I
said it m ay h ave been a wrong decision, a bad decision. But my job
is not to write the law, Senator. It is to apply the law. And if Congress passes a law saying a trucker in those circumstances gets to
choose how to operate his vehicle, 1 will be the first one in line to
enforce it.
I h ave been stuck on a high way in Wyoming in a snowstorm. I
know what is involved. I do not ma ke light of it. I tak e it seriously.
But, Sena tor, this gets back to wh a t my job is and what it is not.
And if we are going to pick and choose cases out of 2, 700, I can
point you to so ma ny in which I h ave found for the plaintiff in an
employment action or atlirmed a finding of an agency of some sort
for a worker or otherwise.
You know, I would point you, for example, to W.D. Sports or
Casey , Energy West , Crane, Simpson v. CU. That is just a few that
come to mind that I h ave scratched down here on a piece of paper.
Senator DURBIN. Judge, we up here are h eld accountable for our
votes, and 1 h ave been in Congress for a while, and I have cast a
lot of them. Some of them I a m not very proud of; I wish I could
do it a ll over again. I h ave ma de mist akes. But your accountability
is for your decisions, as our accountability is for our v otes. And if
were picking a nd choosing, it is to try to get to the heart of who
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you are and what you will be if you are given a chance to serve
on the Supreme Court.
I would like to go, if I can for just a moment, to this famous case,
which you and I discussed at length, Hobby Lobby. I still struggle
a ll the way through this-and it was a lengthy decision-with trying to make a corporation into a -person. Boy, did the Court spend
a lot of time twisting and turning and trying to find some way to
take RFRA and say that Congress really meant corporations like
Hobby Lobby when they said "person." It was the Dictionary law
and so many different aspects of this.
What I was troubled by-and I asked you then, and I will ask
you again. When we are setting out, as that court did, to protect
the religious liberties and freedom of the Green family, the corporate gwners, and their religious belief about what is right and
wrong when it comes to family planning, and the Court says that
is what will decide it, what the Green family decides when it comes
to health insurance, you made a decision that thousands of their
employees would not have protection of their religious beliefs and
their religious choices when it came to family planning. You closed
the door to those options in their health insurance. And by taking
your position to the next step, to all those who work for closed-in
corporations in America, 60 million people had their health insura nce a nd their family planning a nd their reli15ious belief de ni~rated, dow nsized, to the corporate religious beh ef, wha t ever tha t
I S.

Did you. stop and think wh en you were ma king this decision
a bout the impa ct it would h ave on the thousands and thousands
if not millions of employees if you left it up to the owner of the
company to s ay, as you told me, "There is som e kind of family pla nning I like and some I do not like"?
Judge GORSUCH. Senator, I take every case tha t comes before m e
very seriously. I t ake the responsibility entrusted in me .in my current position very grave. I think if you ask the lawyers a nd judges
at the Tenth Circuit a m I a serious and careful judge, I think you
w ill h ear that I am. And I a m delighted to have an opportunity to
talk to yoQ about that decision.
As you know, in RFRA, the Religious Freedom Restoration Act,
Congress was dissatisfied with the level of protection a fforded by
the Supreme Court under the First Amendment to religious exercise. The CoQft, in a case called Smith v . Maryland , written by
Justice Scalia, said any neutral law of general a pplicability is fine.
Tha t does n ot offend the First Amendment. So laws ba nning the
use of peyote, N ative Americans, tough luck, even though it is essential to their r eligious exercise, for example.
This Congress decided that was insufficient protection for religion .an d, in a bill sponsored by Senator H atch, Senator Kennedy,
Senator SchU,IDer when he was in the House, wrote a v ery, very
strict law, a nd it says that a ny sincerely held religious belief ca nnot be a bridged by the Government without a compelling reason,
and even then it has to m eet-it h as to be narrowly tailored, strict
scrutiny, the highest legal standa rd known in America n law.
Okay. I have a pplied. tha t same law, RFRA a nd RLUIPA-they
are compa nion statutes- to Muslim prisoners in Oklahoma who
seek h alal mea ls, to Native American s who wish to use an existing
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sweat lodge in Wyoming, and to Little Sisters of the Poor. Hobby
Lobby came to court and said, 'We deserve protections, too. We are
a small family held company." A small number of people who own
it, I mean. They exhibit their religious affiliations openly in their
business. They pipe in Christian music. They refuse to sell alcohol
or things that hold alcohol. They close on Sundays though it costs
them a lot. And they came to court and said, "We are entitled to
protection, too, under that law."
It is a tough case. We looked at the law, and it says any person
with a sincerely held religious belief is basically protected, except
for strict scrutiny. What does "person" mean in that statute? Congress did not define the term. So what does a judge do? A judge
goes to the Dictionary Act, as you alluded to, Senator. The Dictionary Act is an act prescribed by Congress that defines terms
when they are not otherwise defined. That is what a good judge
does. He does not make it up. He goes to the Dictionary Act.
In the Dictionary Act, Congress has defined "person" to include
corporation. So you cannot rule out the possibility that some companies can exercise religion. And, of course, we know churches are
often incorporated, and we know nonprofits like Little Sisters or
hospitals can practice religion. In fact, the Government in that case
conceded that nonprofit corporations can exercise religion. Conceded that. So that is the case.
Then we come to the strict scrutiny side.
Senator DURBIN. I do not want to cut you off.
Judge GORSUCH. Oh, I am sorry.
Senator DURBIN. I am going to get in big trouble with the Chairman-Judge GORSUCH. Oh, I do n ot want to get you in trouble.
Senator DURBIN [continuing]. From Iowa here.
Chairma n GRASSLEY, I think I would want you to continue your
answer to his question.
Judge GORSUCH. I am sorry, Mr. Cha irman .
Chairman GRASSLEY. No, please. I want you to continue.
Judge GORSUCH. Okay. All right. So then you have the religion,
the first half of the test met. All right? So then you go to the second half. Does the Government h ave a compelling interest in the
ACA in providing contraceptive care? The Supreme Court of the
United States said we assume yes; we take that as given.
And then the question becomes: Is it narrowly tailored to require
the Green family to provide it? And the answer there the Supreme
Court reached, and precedent binding on us now, and we reached
in anticipation, is no, that it was not as strictly tailored as it could
be because the Government h ad provided different accommodations
to churches and other religious entities.
The Greens did not want to have to write down and sign something saying that they were permitting the use of devices they
thought violated their religious beliefs. And the Government had
accommodated that with respect to other religious entities and
could not provide an explanation why it could n ot do the same
thing h ere. And that is the definition of "strict scrutiny."
Now, Congress can change the law. It can go back to Smith v.
Maryland if it wants to, eliminate RFRA altogether. It could say
that only natural persons h ave rights under RFRA. It could lower
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the test on strict scrutiny to a lower degree of review if it wished.
It has all of those options available, Senator, and if we got it
wrong, I am sorry. But we did our level best, and we were affirmed
by the U.S. Supreme Court, and it is a dialogue like any statutory
dialogue between Congress and the courts.
Senator DURBIN. Thank you, Judge, and thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman GRASSLEY. The Senator from Texas.
Senator CORNYN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Before I start, yesterday in my statement I mentioned an op-ed
in The New York Times written by Neal Katyal. My apologies to
him if I have butchered his name. With a name like Cornyn, I am
used to it, but I apologize.
Judge GoRSUCFI. I get a lot worse. I have a lot worse the other
day.
Senator CORNYN. The title of the op-ed is "Why Liberals Should
Back Neil Gorsuch." I would like to ask consent that this be included in the record, along with other supportive letters.
Chairman GRASSLEY. Without objection, all documents will be included.
[The information appears as submissions for the record.]
Senator CORNYN. So, Judge, I have a pretty basic question for
you. Does a good judge decide who should win and then work backward t o try to justify the outcome?
Judge GORSUCH. That is the easiest question of the day, Senator.
Thank you. No.
And I have to correct myself. Senator Durbin, it is not Smith v.
Maryland . That is third-party doctrine. It is Employment Division
u. Smith that we are talking about. I apologize to you for that.
Senator CORNYN. Well, I am glad to hear you answer my question the way you did. I expected that you would. But that seems
t o be implied in some of the questioning that you are getting, that
you look at who the litigants are and who you. would like to win,
the little guy, as we have b eard- and I will get to that again in
a minute-and then go back and try to justify the outcome. But I
agree with you; that is not what good judges do.
I want to return briefly to, I know, something you have t alked
to Senator Feinstein and Senator Durbin about, again, just to give
you every opportunity to make sure this is crystal clear.
I remember back when George W. Bush was President of the
United States. There was a practice of sirrning statements that
went a long with his signing legislation into law that was criticized
by some of our friends on t h e other side of the aisle as somehow
undermining Congress' intent or the President's own signature enacting a bill into law. And so Senator Feinstein raised the question
of back when you worked with Senator McCain and Senator
Graham on the Detainee Treatment Act, the signing statement
that the President ultimately issued that went along with his signing that legislation into law.
Did I characterize that correctly?
Judge GoRSUCH. I think so, Senator, to the best of my recollection.
Senator CORNYN. Okay. So the question is this, Judge: There
were some in the administration who wanted a single st atement
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basically that the President was signing the law, but, you know, if
you could find. an argument that the President did not have to pay
attention to the law, or perhaps had a uthorities that were not otherwise laid. out in the statute, that the President could disregard
what Congress has passed and what the President had signed into
law.
On the other hand, there were those like you in an email who
laid out the case for a more expansive signing statement. You made
the point that on the foreign public relations front, allowing us to
speak about this development positively rather than grudgingly
would be helpful. You said that while we all appreciate the appropriate limitations and the usefulness of legislative history, it would
be helpful, as this provision is litigated-which it inevitably would
be-to have a statement of policy from the executive branch on why
this law was enacted.
And, third, that you said it would. help inoculate against the pot ential of having the administration criticized in the future for not
making sufficient changes when, in fact; all the bill did was to codify existing law with regard to interrogation practices. Senator
McCain made that comment.
So you at least-I hate to put it in these terms. You lost that argument in a sense because the Vice President's lawyer prevailed in
that argument, and they had a single statement in the signing
statement basically making reference to-well, here, I w ill just
read it. It says, "Th e executive branch sha ll construe Title X of the
act in a manner consistent with the constitutional authority of the
P resident to supervise the unitary executive branch a nd as Comm ander-in-Chief and con sistent with the constitutional limitations
on judicial power."
So that is the statement in the signing statement that you
sought to m ake more expansive a nd accommodate the three concerns that you raised. Is it n ot correct?
Judge GORSUCH. Senator, your understanding of events is a lot
fresher tha n: mine, but sitting here, I cannot disagree with a nything you have said.
Senator CORNYN. Well, and 1 understand this is , what, 12 years
ago.
Judge GORSUCH. Something like that.
Senator CORNYN. And you were asked questions initially by Senator Feinstein without the benefit of actually being able to refresh
your memory from reading the emails. But I think we have covered
that enough, I hope, and laid that to rest.
I want to t a lk a little bit about the little guy, You know, in these
confirmation hearings, sometimes very complicated a nd complex
issues are dealt with in a rath er simplistic a nd misleading sort of
way. But, first of a ll, I want to ta lk to you a little bit about a n article that you wrote in the Judicature magazine called "Access to Affordable Justice." And I know as somebody who has actually practiced law in the trenches, as you said you h ave and you did, you
were concerned and. write in this article about your concerns for access to justice for the little guys- a nd little gals, I gu ess. And you
point out that litigation h ad b ecome so expensive a nd so time-consuming that essentially it was out of reach. Justice in our courts
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of law to resolve legitimate disputes was out of reach for people of
modest means.
Could you. expand on those concerns that you. raise in that article?
Judge GORSUCH . I really appreciate this opportunity and venue
to be talking about these things because these I care about and I
can talk about as a judge.
I wrote that article in conjunction with some input from a lot of
wonderful people, so I cannot take total credit for it. And I thank
them, and you can see who I tha nk.
My point there was threefold, starting with the fact that too few
people can get to court with legitimate grievances today. That is a
fact. Too few people can get lawyers to help them with their problem. I teach young folks law who leave law school unable to afford
their own services. Think about that. Think about that. And hundreds of thousands of dollars in debt. How do they go be Main
Street lawyers? How do they help people who need legal services?
And I pointed to three potential sources of problems where we
lawyers maybe should look internally rather than blame others for
the problem. There is plenty of blame to go around. I am not a big
blame guy. But I am a look-inside guy. And what do I see in our
profession? There are three things that I pointed to in that article.
First, our own ethical rules. It is a very unusual profession
where we are a llowed to regulat e ourselves. It is quite an extraordinary privilege. Usually it is the legislature, right? But lawyers
basically regulate themselves. And do a ll of our ethical rules necessarily h elp our clients or do some of them h elp us more tha n they
h elp our clients?
And I point to some that, for instance, regarding the unauthorized practice of law, why is it you have to be a lawyer to h elp parents with disabled children in administrative proceedings to seek
relief under IDEA? That was a n example I pointed to.
Why is it tha t every time certain companies that provide online
legal services for basic things get sued every time they move into
a new State?
Why is it I can go to W almart and get my ha ir, teeth, eyes taken
care of but I cannot get a landlord-tenant contract drawn up?
Those are a ll results of our ethical rules, a nd I a m not sure
wh eth er they are worth the price that we pay for them. It is estim at ed, I have h eard- I cannot verify it-tha t our ethica l rules result in a $10 billion a year surplus t o lawyers from clients every
year. That was one.
Number two was our own rules of procedure which yield cases
like the one we talked about that took 25 years t o resolve. That is
wrong. That is wrong. We should be able to resolve cases in less
time tha n it t akes for my law clerks to be born, raised, a nd get
through law school.
And the third thing I pointed to was our l egal educational syst em , where we have 3 years of post-graduate education for everybody who wants to have anything to do with lawyering. The best
lawyer in the country in this history came from your State, Senator
Durbin, a nd h e did not ever go to law school. And he always said
t he best way t o become a lawyer, read the books. Still true.
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And other countries around the world do not have 3 years of
post-graduate legal education. Now, this is where Justice Scalia
and I-this is a disagreement. He thought 3 years was necessary
for everybody. I am not convinced. In England, where I studied,
you could become a lawyer through 3 years 0f an undergraduate
degree or 1 year as a post-graduate degree, all followed by a lot of
on-the-job practical training. And I wonder whether all that debt
is worth it or whether it induces people to pick jobs that they have
to pick to pay their debt rather than to serve the people they would
like to serve.
Those are the problems I talk about in that article.
Senator CORNYN. Judge, you make this statement, that the
"rules sometimes yield more nearly the opposite of their intended
result, expensive and painfully slow litigation that itself is a form
of injustice." Can you think of many things more unjust for people
of modest means in America than being denied access to the courts
because our system is so expensive and so time-consuming they
just simply cannot afford it?
Judge GORSUCH. I think it is a problem when 80 percent of the
American College of Trial Lawyers, the best lawyers in the country,
arguably-they certainly think they are. Sorry.
[Laughter.]
Judge GORSUCH. When 80 percent of them say that good claims
are priced out of court and 70 percent of them say that cases are
settled based on litigation costs rather than the merits of the litigation, that is a problem both ways. And these are lawyers who operate on both sides of the "v."
Senator CoRNYN. So basically you either h ave to be able to pay
a lawyer's hourly rate or you have to agree to some contingent fee
arrangement, and .lawyers are not going to take a contingent fee
case unless there is at least some reasonable prospect for their
being compensated out of a ny settlement and judgment, ordinarily.
Judge GORSUCH. Ordinarily. Some do. What we are seeing today,
though , Senat or, is an: explosion of pro se, tha t is, filings by the
person without a lawyer. And that is what I was trying to address
there. I do think access to justice in large part mea ns access to a
lawyer. Lawyers make a difference. I believe that firmly. My
grandpa showed. that to me, what a difference a lawyer can make
in a life.
Senator CORNYN. Judge, let me ask you about another case involving the little guy. This was an immigration case that you will
recall was a conflict between two provisions of immigration law,
Gutierrez-Brizuela v. Lynch. I hope I pronounced that a pproximately correctly.
Do you recall the case?
Judge GORSUCH. I do, a nd we have talked a little bit about it
with Senator Feinstein, and I would be ha ppy to-Senator CORNYN. Well, 1 am happy t o hear it again because I
hea rd, I believe it was, Senator Feinstein-maybe I am mistaken
there-or m aybe one of our other colleagues-I apologize if I misstated that-that talked. about this deference to a dministrative
agencies as being n ecessary and a fundamental doctrine. But can
you explain how tha t ended up hurting the little guy in tha t case?
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Judge GORSUCH. So, Senator, in that case there were two statutes that this undocumented immigrant faced. He was trying to remain in the country.
One statute said that he had the right to apply for immediate
discretionary relief from the Attorney General. No promises about
the outcome, but be could at least apply to the Attorney General.
The other statute seemed to suggest that he had to wait 10 years
out of the country before he could seek relief.
Now, I am not criticizing Congress' handiwork here, okay? But
those two statutes appeared a little in conflict. So the case came
to our court in the first instance, and our court held that the first
statute trumped, that the man had a right to apply for immediate
discretionary relief and did not have to wait 10 years out of the
country. And then some number of years later-I cannot remember
whether it was 3 or 4, I want to say. Do not hold me to that. The
Board. of Immigration Appeals in its infinite wisdom comes back
and says we are wrong. The Court of Appeals got it wrong; the 10year statute trumps.
Okay. It says, though, that we are not just wrong, but we are
wrong retroactively. So it is as if our decision never existed. And
this man, who had relied on our holding to apply for immediate
discretionary relief, was denied the opportunity to do so and told
now h e had to go start his 10-year waiting period.
N ow, instea d of 10 years, it is now equivalent of, wh at , 13 or 14
years. And to me, tha t just seem ed like h e h ad the rug pulled out
from underneath him. And I think a person in this country should
be able to r ely on the law as it is, and it is a matte r of due process
a nd fair notice. When he is told tha t is the law , h e should b e a ble
t o r ely on it.
And I a lso think it is a separation of powers question. When ,
with all respect , a burea ucracy can overrule n eutra l, dispassionat e
judges on the meaning of a law b ased on their political whims at
the moment, tha t is a separ ation of powers issue, I think, and
mayb e a n equal protection issue, too, because a politica l bra nch can
single out people for disfavor. Judges a r e sworn to treat every person equa lly in tha t Vermont m arble.
Senator CORNYN. In this ca se the little guy was a ctually relying
upon a judgment of a court of law- Judge GORSUCH. Yes, h e- Senator CORNYN [continuing]. And was effectively, or at least the
a ttempt was to overrule that court decision by a n a dministrative
r egula tion or inte rpretation. Is tha t correct?
Judge GORSUCH. Yes.
Sena tor CoRNYN. And if you h a d a pplied the Chevron t est-we
h ave t a lked about tha t a little bit-said if it is a mbiguous, the statute is ambiguous, a nd the agency's interpretation is a l egal one ,
then you a re obliga ted to enforce the a gency decision rather tha n
the judgment of the court of la w.
Judge GoRSUCH. Senator, w e did a pply the Chevron case faithfully because we ha d to, a nd I a lso wrote separately t o ask questions, because I a m a Circuit J udge . You know, I never drea mt I
would b e sitting here, I can t ell you tha t , when I wrote t his opinion. And part of my job as a Circuit Judge is to tee up questions
for my bosses. And. it struck m e, h ere is a question. Is this result
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consistent with the Administrative Procedures Act? Which says in
Section 706 that we are supposed to defer to agencies when it
comes to questions of fact, to the scientists, to the biologists. But
when it comes to questions of law, APA Section 706 entrusts courts
to decide what the law is. And is this consistent with our values
of equal protection, due process, and separation of powers?
Those are questions I raised, Senator, to tee up for my bosses.
Senator CORNYN. So you actually applied the Chevron test in
your judgment and wrote a separate opinion raising these questions perhaps for review by the Supreme Court.
Judge GORSUCH. I follow precedent.
Senator CORNYN. It sounds like it, even when you disagree with
the outcome.
Judge GoRSUCH. Well, we got 'to an outcome we could live with
there, too, Senator, and applied Chevron. But I did raise it in the
separate concurrence to raise these questions. You know, I do not
know how I would rule if I were a Supreme Court Justice on the
question. I have to be honest with you, Senator Cornyn , because I
would want to do what a good judge does. Keep an open mind, read
the briefs. And I could change my mind. I think here of my old
boss, Dave Sentelle, who, when I clerked for him, he wrote a panel
opinion going one way at the beginning of the year, and by the end
of the year h e wrote an en bane opinion, an opinion for the full
court, reversing his own panel opinion.
Now, some people say that is a man who does not have a spine,
somethin g like that. I say that is a judge with an open mind.
Senator CORNYN. Well, speaking for myself, the idea that agencies, unelected bureaucrats, have the latitude to interpret their
own legal a uthorities if the Congress is ambiguous and their interpretation is deemed reasonable is a troubling concept, because if
there is one part of the Federal Government that is completely out
of control of the regular voters in this country, it is the bureaucrats
who do not stand for election like Members of Congress do. And. so
I hope it is something that we legislatively can look at as a way
to help rein in the regulatory state, which, in my humble opinion,
hasten out of control.
Let me talk to you about the Establishment Clause, if I may. I
firmly believe the Supreme Court has lost its way in limiting religious expression in this country. That is my opinion. And part of
my conviction stems from an experience I had 20 years ago when
I had a chance to argµe before the U.S. Supreme Court. I had that
chance on two occasions when I wa s Attorney General of Texas.
This case was called the "Santa Fe Independent School District v.
Doe." The school district in south east Texas, around Galveston, had
a practice before football games of inviting a student to offer a
prayer or a poem or maybe just an inspirational thought before the
football game. They got sued by the ACLU, and that case ended up
going to the U.S. Supreme Court where the Court held by a vote
of 6-3 that st udent-led prayer was unconstitutional. That led the
late Chief Justice Rehnquist to make the statement that rather
than neutrality toward religious expression, that t h e Court now exhibits "hostility to all things religious in public life."
We do not seem to have many limits on expressions of sex, violence, or crime in the public square, but we do seem to have com-
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punctions about religious expression in the public square. And I
wonder if you could just talk to us a little bit about your views, not
prejudging cases but the sorts of considerations that you believe
the Founders, for example, had in mind.
And, of course, as I am asking you the question, I am already
thinking through my bead here. I am not asking you to prejudge
any future case, so let me give you the latitude to answer the question any way you deem fit . But I have to tell you, I am very troubled by what Chief Justice. Rehnquist called "hostility to religious
expression in the public square" and what that has done to change
our country, not in a good way.
Judge GORSUCH. Senator, I appreciate your thoughts, and it is a
very difficult area doctrinally because you have two commands in
the First Amendment that are relevant here. You have the Free
Exercise Clause on the one hand, and you have the Establishment
Clause on the other. So you are guaranteed free exercise of religion, and you are also guaranteed no establishment of religion.
Those two commands are in tension because, to the extent we accommodate free expression, at some point the accommodation can
be so great that someone is going to stand up and say you have
established or you passed a law respecting the establishment of religion. It is a spectrum and it is a tension. And as in so many areas
of law, judges have to media t e two competing and importa nt values
that our society holds dear.
The Court has struggled in Establishment Clause jurisprudence
to provide a consistent, comprehensive t est . I think that is a fair
statement. The current dominant test is called the "Lemon t est,"
and it asks whether the intent is to establish a religion, promote
a religion, whether the effect is to help advance a religion, and
whether there is too much entanglement b etween state a nd religion.
It has proved a difficult tes t , according to six Justices at least
who have expressed dissatisfaction w ith this test, but n ever at the
same time.
So L emon endures, a nd academics h ave t houghts about various
options a nd a ltern atives, I know, a nd the Justices themselves h ave
expressed various a nd sundry ideas.
I can t ell you as a lower court judge just trying to faithfully do
w h at the Supreme Court wants us to do, it is a bit of a challenge
in this area. We struggle along.
Senator CORNYN. Well, jus t as one citizen to another, let me tell
you 1 think it is a morass, and, unfortunately, the result is like
Chief Justice Rehnquist said, "hostility to religious expression in
the public square," a nd I think our country is poorer for it.
My fina l topic, a t least for this round, let m e ask a little bit
about originalism and t extualism. Our mutual friend, Bryan Garner, mentioned to me that textua lism is not the same thing as
being a strict constructionist. I know we use that phrase, at least
colloquially some. But if a judge is not going to be bound by the
text of the Constitution or the text of a statute, what is a judge
going to be bounded by?
Judge GoRSUCH. Well, Senator, I hope it is not what he h a d for
breakfast. And, you know, when I was a lawyer, a ll I wanted was
a judge who put a ll of his personal things aside, her personal
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views, and come to the law and the facts in each case fairly. And
I do think when we are talking about interpreting the law, there
is no better place to start than the text. Maybe here I have to
blame Sister Mary Rose Margaret. She taught me how to read, and
she taught me how to diagram a sentence. And it was under pain
of the hot seat paddle, which hung above her desk for all to see.
I used to say she could teach a monkey how to read. I think she
did : Me. And I think that is where we want to start for a couple
of reasons, with the text of the law.
First, we go back to the due process considerations, the fair notice considerations we spoke of earlier. Before I put a person in
prison, before I deny someone of their liberty or property, I want
to be very sure that I can look them square in the eye and say,
"You should have known. You were on notice that the law prohibited that which you are doing." I do not want to have him say,
"How am I supposed to tell?" I need an army of lawyers to figure
that out. Some people can afford armies of lawyers. Most Americans cannot. It is a matter of fair notice and due process.
The other part, again, is separation of powers considerations. If
I start importing my feelings, if I treat statutes or laws as Rorschach inkblot tests, I have usurped your role. I have taken away
the right of self-government by the people, for the people.
I took a jog to the Lincoln Memorial the other morning before the
start of all this. Second Inaugural address. There it is. Believe in
government for t he people, by the people. Maybe that is the- gosh,
is that t h e Senator WHITEHOUSE. Ge.ttysburg.
Judge GORSUCH. It is the Gettysburg Address, isn't it? I read
them both. Thank you, Senator. It is the Gettysburg Address. It is
the Gettysburg Address.
Senator CORNYN. Well, Judge, let m e ask you-I am sorry to int errupt you.
Judge GoRSUCH. No. I a m sorry. It is just a matter of separation
of powers. It is not my job to do your job.
Sena tor CORNYN. Well, w h at sort of escapes m e is if people wh o
a rgue that somehow judges are not bound by the text of a statut e,
it is the text of a statute that Congress votes on. So how in the
world, if it is something else other than the text that ought to direct the outcome, how could anybody have that kind of fair notice
that we depend upon so people can align their affairs consistent
with the law?
Judge GORSUCH. Right. And it is not a ma tter of strict construction. Strict con struction in my mind sounds like I am putting the
finger on the scale toward a particular interpretation, maybe even
a pro-government interpretation. I do not see it that way at a ll. A
judge should try and reach a fair interpretation, what a reasonable
person could have understood the law to mean at the time of his
actions. That is a pretty good starting place for fair notice and for
separation of powers, I think, Senator.
Senator CORNYN. Thank you, Judge.
Judge GORSUCH. Tha nk you.
Chairma n GRASSLEY. Mr. Whitehouse.
Senator WHITEHOUSE . Tha nk you, Chairman. L et m e ask unanimous consent to put into the record. a letter from over 100 groups
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dated March 14, 2017, regarding what they describe as Judge
Gorsuch's troubling money and politics record and a letter from
Demos dated March 9, 2017, urging opposition to Judge Gorsuch's
confirmation, and a New York Times article captioned "Neil
Gorsuch has web of ties to secretive billionaire."
Chairman GRASSLEY. Without objection, all three documents will
be included.
[The information appears as submissions for the record.]
Senator WHITEHOUSE. Thank you.
Before we get into that, Judge, let me-since we we are talking
about separation of powers, could you just reflect on whether the
constraint that an appellate court is obliged to take the findings of
fact as lower courts have found them and cannot indulge in its own
fact-finding or fact-making. Does that have a separation-of-powers
element to it in terms of constraining the free-range wanderings of
a court that could make up its own facts and then go in that direc~
tion?
Judge GORSUCH. I have not thought about that, Senator, to be
honest with you. I know-Senator WHITEHOUSE . How about the question presented? Should
the Supreme Court in the question presented try to keep the question narrow to the case presented so that it is not using an expansive question presented to ena ble itself to wander throughout the
legal la ndsca pe beyond the constraints of the case?
Judge GORSUCH. Senator, it is generally, as you know, on the
facts the practice of a n appellat e court not to review or overturn
the facts of a trial court except in the presence of clear error.
Senator WHITEHOUSE, Very rare, yes.
Judge GORSUCH. And that is very-that is a very importa nt
standard.
Senator WHITEHOUSE. Yes.
Judge GoRSUCH. It may-I have not thought about it in separation of powers, but it is a very importa nt principle that I take seriously. I was a trial lawyer for a long time.
Senator WHITEHOUSE. And in terms of the constraint to narrow
the question, does that have separation-of-powers overtones as
well?
Judge GoRSUCH. And I give you kind of a similar answer on that,
Senator. I do not know about that, but I would say it is an import a nt general practice. Sometimes there are exceptions that a court
can and should go beyond a question presented, but it is pretty
rare. Usually, we stick within-well, we do not-the questions presented are whatever the parties present to us on an intermediat e
court. They get to choose. We do not get to choose.
Senator WHITEHOUSE . That is part of what separation of powers
is about in t erms of constraining the judicial branch to actual cases
and controversies, correct?
Judge GoRSUCH. Well, we generally refrain from examining arguments that have not been adequa t ely developed or made for risk
of improvident mistakes.
Senator WHITEHOUSE. Now, let me turn to a nother topic. Let us
talk for a minute a bout money, and in particular, let us talk about
dark money. Are you familiar with that term?
Judge GORSUCH. In the loosest sense.
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Senator WHITEHOUSE. How would you describe it in the loosest
sense just to make sure you and I are on the same wavelength?
Judge GORSUCH. Senator, I-as I understand it, you may be referring to money that is not spent by a candidate or a party in connection with-Senator WHITEHOUSE . And where you actually do not know who
the true source of the money is.
Judge GORSUCH. Okay.
Senator WHITEHOUSE. Is that a fair enough definition for us
to-Judge GORSUCH. Sure.
Senator WHITEHOUSE [continuing]. Agree on? Okay. Could you
let us know first what you know about the campaign that is being
run to support your confirmation? There has been a lot of talk
about how this is outside of politics and we are above politics, but
there is a group that is planning to spend $10 million on TV ads
in which their own press release describes as a comprehensive campaign of paid advertising, earned media, research, grassroots activity, and a coalition enterprise) all adding up to the most robust operation in the history of confirmation battles. That sounds pretty
political to me. And I am wondering what you know about that.
Judge GORSUCH. I have heard a lot about it, Senator, from you,
from others. I h ave h eard a lot about it.
Senator WHITEHOUSE. Do you know-what do you know about it?
Judge GORSUCH. I know that there is a lot of money being spent
in this by, as I understand it , both sides. I think it is-Senator WHITEHOUSE. Well, I would not leap to that conclusion
at this point.
Judge GORSUCH. Okay. I know what I have read; I know what
I have heard from friends and family and acquaintan ces. I know
what you are saying, what you have just indicated.
Senator WH1TEHOUSE. Do you know-Judge GORSUCH. There appears to be a lot of money being
spent-Senator WHITEHOUSE. Do you know who is spending the money?
Judge GORSUCH. Senator, I could speculate based on what I have
read and what I have heard, but I do not know individuals who are
contributing. I do not know that.
Senator WHITEHOUSE. Do you know if your friend Mr. Anschutz
is contributing?
Judge GORSUCH. I do not know.
Senator WHITEHOUSE. Do you think that it should matter who is
contributing? Do you think that there is a public interest in the
public knowing who is contributing?
Judge GoRSUCH. Well, Senator, I think we h a ve a long tradition
from Buckley v. Valeo indicating that this body has robust authority to regulate disclosure. And-Senator WHITEHOUSE . Yes, but my question is do you think there
is a public interest-Judge GORSUCH. Senator-Senator WHITEHOUSE [continuing]. In disclosure of political funds
in a democracy? That is, I do not t hink, a prejudgment. That is just
a values proposition and one of the considerations that you ought
to be able to a nswer without much hesitation.
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Judge GoRSUCH. And, Senator, what I am prepared to say is I
recognize that, as a matter of First Amendment interests, the Supreme Court has validated the proposition that disclosure serves
important functions in a democracy. At the same time the Supreme
Court has also acknowledged that those disclosure functions can
sometimes themselves have unintended consequences, as with the
NAACP case, which I know you are familiar with, where you can
use disclosure as a weapon to try and silence people. And we have
a long history in this-Senator WHITEHOUSE. That is hardly the case with respect to the
dark money operation that is funding this campaign in your favor,
is it not?
Judge GORSUCH. Senator, I am not prejudging any case. What I
am suggesting to you is that there are interests here in this area
of First Amendment disclosure. That is what we are talking
about-Senator WHITEHOUSE. Yes.
Judge GoRSUCH. In my mind. ~enerally, okay, that are competing.
On the one hand in order for mformed voters and citizens to be
able to make decisions, t he Supreme Court in Buckley has validated the interest that this body has in regulating disclosure.
Senator WHITEHOUSE. And in theory so did the Court in Citizens
United.
Judge GoRSUCH. And in theory in Citizens United. At the same
time, the Court has also recognized in NAACP, for example, that
disclosure can be used as a weapon: to silence voices . And we h ave
a long history of anonymous speech serving valuable functions in
this .c ountry- Senator WHITEHOUSE . So here is a - Judge GORSUCH. A Publius.
Senator WHITEHOUSE . Here is a live example right now. We have
this $10 million tha t is. being spent on beh a lf of your confirma tion.
Do you think, for instance, that we on this pa n el ought to know
who is b ehind tha t a nd-well, a nswer that, a nd then I have will
go on to a related question.
Judge GoRSUCH. S en a tor, that is a policy question for this body.
And this-Senator WHITEHOUSE. Well, it is also a question of dis closure.
You could ask right now that as a matter of courtesy, as a matter
of respect to the process, tha t a nybody who is funding this should
decla re themselves so that we can evaluate who is behind this effort.
Judge GORSUCH. Sen ator-Senator WHITEHOUSE. Right? Th at would not be a policy determination. That would be your values determination.
Judge GoRSUCH. It would be a politics question, a nd I am not,
with all respect, Senator, going to get involved in politics. And if
this body wishes t o pass legislation, that is a political question for
this body. And there is ample room for this body to pass disclosure
laws for dark money or anything else it wishes to tha t can be t est ed in the courts. So, Sena tor, with all respect, the b all is in your
court.
Senator WHITEHOUSE. Do you r eally think that a Supreme Court
that decided Citizens United does not get involved in politics?
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Judge GoRSUCH. Senator, I think every Justice on the Supreme
Court of the United States is a remarkable person trying their level
best to apply the law faithfully. I am just not-Senator WHITEHOUSE. And got deeply involved in politics, did
they not? They changed the entire political environment, the entire
political ecosystem with one decision. You must recognize that.
Judge GoRSUCH. Senator, it is a precedent of the U.S. Supreme
Court. There were thoughtful opinions by Justices on both sides.
Senator WHITEHOUSE. I did not say that they were not thoughtful. I was responding to your question that they do not-your response that they do not get involved in politics. What could be
m ore involved in politics than to open this ocean of dark money
that flooded into our politics?
Judge GoRSUCH. Senator, what I mean to suggest is that I believe every Justice on the Court is trying to apply the First Amendm ent and the laws of this country faithfully. You may disagree
with them. Many people do. I understand that. It is hard. Judges
make half the people unhappy 100 percent of the time. That is our
job description. And people do criticize judges. 1 understand your
criticism.
Senator WHITEHOUSE. This is a little different.
Judge GORSUCH. But I do not question their motives, Senator.
Senator WHI'l'EHOUSEl. This is a little different. I think you have
seen more like 90 percent of the public unhappy with Citizens
United because they see the problem that it caused in our democracy. And in that case it was not just a question of two parties and
you are going to make one of them angry because you decided for
the other. This is the Supreme Court operating in its role as the
legal constitutional guide to the operation of American democracy.
And if they get that wrong, that is a much, much bigger deal
whether their motivations were pure or impure. When or whether
they got that wrong is a bigger question than just which party won,
would you not agree?
Judge GoRSUCH. Senator, if a court errs as a matter oflaw, there
are various remedies. There is a legislative remedy because there
is always another law to be passed and another case to test. Every
case comes on its own facts with its own record and can be analyzed anew. And then there is the law of precedent, which we have
discussed, I wrote this 800-page book on, makes a great doorstop,
gift for Christmas. I have a really bad deal on royalties.
Senator WHITEHOUSE . And another way for the Court to clean up
after itself if it-Judge GORSUCH. Yes, that is what I am suggesting. There is a
way to do th at, right? Precedent is not an inexorable command,
and so the Court can reverse itself. It happens.
Senator WHITEHOUSE . If a question were to come up regarding
recusal on the Court, how would we know that the partiality question in a recusal matter had been adequately addressed if we did
not know who was spending all of this money to get you confirmed?
Hypothetically, it could be one individual. Hypothetically, it could
be your friend Mr. Anschutz. We do not know b ecause it is dark
money. But if you were to ever find. that out or even if you were
to have suspicions I think in any challenge as to whether recusal
was appropriate or not where that to happen say in a lower court,
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these would be facts that would be noteworthy and that we would
be entitled to have an answer to.
So it is kind of odd to be sitting here in a U.S. Supreme Court
nomination hearing with a $10 million spend taking place for you
out there in the political world and absolutely no idea who is behind it. ls that any cause of concern to you?
Judge GORSUCH. Senator, I am not sure what the question for me
IS.

Senator WHITEHOUSE. Is it any cause of concern to you that your
nomination is the focus of a $10 million political spending effort
and we do not know who is behind it?
Judge GORSUCH. Senator, there is a lot about the confirmatioh
process today that I regret, a lot.
Senator WHITEHOUSE. Yes?
Judge GORSUCH. A lot. When Byron White sat here, it was 90
minutes. He was through this body in 2 weeks, and he smoked
cigarettes while h e gave his testimony. There is a great deal about
th is process I regret. I regret putting my family through this.
Senator WHITEHOUSE. But to my question-Judge GORSUCH. Senator, the fact of the matter is, it is what it
is, and it is this body who makes the laws. And if you wish to have
more disclosure, pass a law and a judge will enforce it, Senator.
Senator WHITEHOUSE. There are going to be-that is just notthat just does not do, Judge Gorsuch. There are going to be questions that you will b e aske,d to decide on the U.S. Supreme Court
that are going to be dependent on the values you bring t o this. I
do not think you can avoid talking about those values here. You
are an expert on antitrust law, correct? You are very good at that.
Judge GORSUCH . I would not count myself an expert, Senator.
!Senator WHITEHOUSE. And when you write about antitrust law,
you understand that there are values to which the law should be
directed if it is going to be successful. You h ave written about the
v a lues of competition, t h at t h e antitrust laws should operate in
such a way as to maximize and support competition and that the
antitrust laws that should be read in such a way as to maximize
and support innovation. Those are proper values for a judge applying antitrust law to pursue, are they not?
Judge GORSUCH. Senator, a judge applying antitrust law looks to
precedent predominantly for guidance as to what-Senator WHITEHOUSE . A lower judge does?
Judge GORSUCH. Yes. And so- Senator WHITEHOUSE. The Supreme Court, usually it is a new
question; otherwise, it would not be there for you.
Judge GoRSUCH. Well, Senator, respectfully, I disagree. A Supreme Court Justice is bound by precedent to.
Senator WHITEHOUSE. No, but the question likely presented in
the case is one that is new. Otherwise, it would not be in the Supreme Court. They would not have taken it for review, and it
would have been settled at the Circuit or Judge-at the District
Judge level, no?
Judge GoRSUCH. Senator, the precise question may be new but
the notion t h at precedent would not bring to bear instructions and
information on how it should be decided would be mistaken as well.
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Senator WHITEHOUSE. I guess what I am saying is that the part
of the decision that is guided by precedent is not the part that I
am asking about. The part that I am asking about is the values
determination, and I am trying to determine if you think that
openness with respect to the money that flows around in our democracy in such large numbers right now is a value that is worth
pursuing. Is it a touchstone, is it a lodestar, or is it just a burden
on people's communication?
Judge GoRSUCH. I would refer you again to Buckley v. Valeo and
the NAACP.
Senator WHITEHOUSE . I am asking actually you, not-Judge GoRSUCH. And I am giving you my answer, Senator, as
best I can-Senator WHITEHOUSE. Okay.
Judge GoRSUCH. Which is the First Amendment, which I am
sworn to uphold as a judge. It contains two competing messages
here. On the one hand, it has regularly recognized the rights of this
body to legislate in this area if it wishes to do so. If it has not done
so, with respect, that is not my fault. Okay. It is on legislators to
legislate. And Bu.ckley recognizes their authority.
On the other hand, it is recognized there may be limits when it
chills expression, as it did in the NAACP case. And we have to be
worried about that because there is room in our democracy-Senator WHITEHOUSE. So if we have to be worried about the
chilling of expression, which is a value proposition that you have
just enunciated, should we not-am I not also entitled to ask the
question about whether we should be worried about the influence
of dark money essentially corrupting our politics?
Judge GORSUCH. Senator, what I am saying- Senator WHITEHOUSE. I am taking a lot of time to get what I
would think would be a fairly simple answer.
Judge GoRSUGH. Well, I a m sorry, but I do not think this is simple stuff at all, Senator. I think this is h ard stuff. And I think you
have First Amendment concerns and precedents, all right, in the
area-Senator WHITEHOUSE . Yes.
Judge GORSUCH . That would have to be considered. We would
have to s ee what law Congress enacted. I would then want to go
through the full judicial process, Senator. I would want to read the
briefs. I would want to keep an open mind. I would want to-Senator WHITEHOUSE. But you just asserted right here that the
value of not chilling speech was something that we should consider,
right?
Judge GoRSUCH. I said the Supreme Court of the United States
in NAACP recognized that the First Amendment protections we all
as people in this country enjoy- Sena tor WHITEHOUSE . Which is a value that we should. consider.
Judge GORSUCH. Can be chilled sometimes.
Senator WB1TEHOUSE. And not chilling is a value that we should
consider.
Judge GoRSUCH. It is a First Amendment right we are talking
about, Senator.
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Senator WHITEHOUSE. And where does anonymity-let us say $1
billion in anonymous funding into our elections, where does that fit
in in your-into the values that you bring to this?
Judge GoRSUCH. In the first instance, Senator, it is for this body
to legislate'
Senator WHITEHOUSE. Yes.
Judge GoRSUCH. And then it would come to court and the record
will be made.
Senator WHITEHOUSE. Of course, Citizens United did actually
overrule a law that we had written, so that is hardly the be all and
the end all.
Judge GoRSUCH. It is a dialogue. It is a separation-of-powers dialogue that we have in all areas. Congress passes a law, a lawsuit
is brought, a record is made, a factfinder makes facts, judges determine the law, a ruling is issued 1 Congress responds, and the cycle
continues. And, Senator, that is our history in this area and so
many others.
Our founders were brilliant. They did. not give me all the power.
I do not wear a crown; I wear a robe. They did not give you a ll the
power. They provided i t - Senator WHITEHOUSE. When it comes to the determination to
state what the law is, particularly in constitutional matters, they
actually did give the Supre me Court the power, and that is why it
is important to us to ask these questions now before you go on to
the Supreme Court a n d we h ave no accountability left. And so the
values that you bring to that in those areas where you. are not just
implementin~ Congress' will but are bringing your own values to
the constitutional document that we treasure, that is why I think
these questions are important.
Let me ask something slightly different. You said you knew
Judge Garland?
Judge GORSUCH. I do. l would not claim him as my closest personal friend but someone whom I a dmire greatly. And i t - Senator WHITEHOUSE . And would you describe-how would you
describe any differences that you may have in judicial philosophy
with Chief Judge Garland?
Judge GORSUCH. I would leave that for others to characterize. I
do not like it when people characterize me, and I would not prefer
to characterize him. He can characterize himself.
Senator WHITEHOUSE. What is interesting is that this group sees
a huge difference between you that I do not understand. The darkmoney group that is spending money on your election spent a t least
$7 million against him getting a hearing and a confirmation h ere
a nd indeed produced tha t r esult by spending t h a t money, and then
now we have $10 million going the other way. That is a $17 million
delta, and for the life of me I am trying to figure out what they
see in you that makes that $17 million delta worth their spendin g.
Do you have any an swer to that?
Judge GORSUCH. You would have to ask them.
Senator WHITEHOUSE. I cannot because I do not know who they
are. It is just a front group.
There is a-it has been I think fairly a nd. fully documented that
the re is a small group of b illionaires who are working very h ard
to influence and even to control our democracy: Kochs, Mercers,
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DeVoses, and, yes, Anschutzes. They often network together. They
attend planning conferences. They pool their resources.
As a candidate, President Trump made fun of the beg-a-thon, to
use his word, that the Koch brothers run every year to bring candidates to their conference. They set up an array of benign-sounding front groups to both organize and conceal their manipulation
of our politics. And Supreme Court Justices socialize with this
small group, and then they go and they tender-render decisions
that give that small group immense political advantage, particularly the ability to hide the political expenditure of their money.
And then they go back and socialize some more with that group
and they even speak at the beg-a-thon political retreats. Does that
look right to you?
How, . as a judge, do you think-as a Just ice of the Supreme
Court should you comport yourself in terms of keeping a distance
from interests that are before the Court?
Judge GORSUCH. Senator, I have no information about anything
you have just described. I do not know about that.
Senator WHITEHOUSE. And-wowJ because guess what? You are
going to be asked to make decisions on the Supreme Court that if
you do not know that, you are going to have a very hard time figuring out how to make the right call. That is a-it is a real concern.
You know , this is the first Supreme Court in the history of the
United States that h as nobody on it who has ever run for political
office ever, a nd yet it m akes these wild leaps like Citizens United
that completely deform democracy and then I do not know if they
do not know what they a re doing; I do not know what the motivation is. You-I sure do not know, but I do think it is a concern to
be ask ed to make decisions like that without a real grounding in
what is going on around you.
Let me ask a little bit just about-to n arrow it down more to just
t h e judicia l branch. Wha t do you think the Court's a pproa ch should
be to the sort of m a chinery of corporate influence that surrounds
the Supreme Court? Ther e are corporate front groups that h ave
been described as the think t a nk-as disguised political weapon
that surround the Court a nd cons t antly pelt it with a micus briefs
on beha lf of big corporate and industrial inte rests. At this point
they a re-in the 5-to-4 decisions I listed yesterday, their record is
16-to-O w ith the S upreme Court in terms of helping the corporate
interests, so it looks like they are doing really, really well, these
frequent-flier corporate front a mici.
When they tum up at the Supreme Court, should they disclose
more about whose inte rest s they represent? Would it be good for
the reputation of the Supreme Court a nd for our democracy if people knew w ho actua lly funded them when they turn up?
Judge GORSUCH. Senator, to your earlier question, 1 think I can
talk about my record. I am not a philosopher king, but I can t alk
about my record. And my record is that in the last 10 years I do
not think there has b een a single motion to recuse m e. I h ave tried
to be very careful in which cases I h ear.
Sena tor WHITEHOUSE . This is a- Judge GORSUCH. And-Sena t or WHITEHOUSE . Go a head.
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Judge GORSUCH. I take that very seriously as part of my obligation as a judge. I cannot claim I am perfect but I have tried awful
hard, and I have not had a motion filed against me because I do
take seriously impartiality and the appearance of impartiality.
Senator WHITEHOUSE. S o Judge GoRSUCH. And, Senator, all I can say to you is I commit
to maintaining my impartiality as best I can and to recuse where
the law suggests I should. And-Senator WHITEHOUSE. So back to my question about these amicus briefs and not knowing who is behind the front groups who
turn up and pelt the Court with the briefs.
Judge GORSUCH. Senator, there is a - Senator WHITEHOUSE. The corporate rule-Judge GoRSUCH. Corporate disclosure statement rule as I recall.
Senator WHITEHOUSE . Yes, but it is not much of one because
here is what it says. It says that the filers shall identify every person other than the amicus curiae, its Members, or its counsel who
made a monetary contribution to fund the preparation or submission of the brief As you know, the preparation and submission of
a brief is not particularly expensive, and the monetary contribution
is not ordinarily reported as being the funders of the organization.
So if an-as I understand it, if an organization gives $100 million
to a front group and says go in the re a nd do not put my n a me on
a ny of this stuff but this is what I want you to do, as long as the
front group then pays for the brief itself, there is no filing that reports who the interest is behind it. And I worry that we h ave an
operation going- s urrounding the Court that the Court itself is actually blind to the true roots of and should the Court not understand what the interests are behind these front groups?
Judge GORSUCH. Well, I think that is a very interesting suggestion and one I will take t o h eart, Senator. Obviously, this Congress
h as a role in ruiemaking process as well, a nd there is a rulemaking
Committee a nd a Rules Enabling Act process for the lower courts ,
and the Supreme Court h as its own rulemaking process. And I appreciate that information for both functions-Senator WHITEHOUSE . And as a - Judge GORSUCH. And welcome your involvement.
Senator WHITEHOUSE [continuing]. Supreme Court Justice, you
w ill also have a role in policing the judiciary as the top court. One
of the things that h as cropped up is special interest training camps
basically at lush resorts for lower court judges. As much as 40 percent of the Federal judiciary has gone to these special-interestfunded training sessions described by one writer as a "cross between Maoist cultural re-e.ducation camps and Club Med." There
h as been a w ide array of condemnation of this practice from editorialists of all stripes. And is that something as a m atter of kind of
protecting the integrity of the courts to which the Supreme Court
should attend itself?
Judge GoRSUCH. Senator, I know as a sitting judge I disclose
every trip I t ake that is not official business that anybody else pays
for.
Senator WHITEHOUSE. And to your credit you went to none of
t hese as far as I can tell.
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Judge GORSUCH. Thank you, Senator. I a ppreciate that acknowledgment. I do go to a lot of m oot courts and things like that and,
you know, and everything I have done is disclosed. So that is-it
is all there, there. You have all the information.
Senator WHITEHOUSE . Yes. I will just note that some of the editorializing about this, "It creates an egregious ethica l conflict of interest bordering on wholly improper out-of-court communication
w ith special interest lobbyists or representatives of people who
h a ve filed laws uits." Another said, "It looks like an interest group
has put part of the Federal judiciary in its saddle." A third said,
"The conflict is clear and the judge's participation is mindboggling."
And, by the way, all of those came from newspapers below the
Mason-Dixon line. That is not just Yankee elitists talking.
So my time is expired, but I look forward to further rounds. And
I appreciate your time with me.
Judge GORSUCH. Tha nk you.
Chairma n GRASSLEY. Who am I to tell you how you should answer questions, but if I were sitting where you were and values
were brought up, it seems to m e it is the Congress that deals w ith
values, as Representatives are people a nd you look at the law.
And when it comes to briefs, I would a ssume that you do not care
who paid for them. You are only interested in what the brief says.
Sena t or Lee.
Senat or LEE . Thank you , Mr. Cha irman , and tha nk you, Judge.
What you a re seeing here is the confluence that occurs by operation of the Constitution between law and politics. And you as a
t extualist underst an d as well as an yone where the word politics
comes from . You break the word down into its two Greek roots and
you h ave poly, w hich means m any , a nd ticks, which are bloodsucking parasites.
[La ughter.]
Sena t or LEE. It works out.
I would also like to echo something said by our Cha irm a n a mom ent ago. When w e are focused on the identity of t he p a rties, on
t he identity of those speaking to the Cour t, the identity of t hose
people might m atter more if your focus is on t heir identity . If, on
the other hand, you r focus is on the law and wh at the law requires,
the focus is likely t o be different.
Judge Gors uch, a re you a lawm aker?
Judge GORSUCH. No, Sen at or.
Senator LEE. Have you ever held a position as a Stat e legislator?
Judge GORSUCH. No, Senator.
Sena t or LEE. H ave you ever h eld a position as a Member of Congress ?
Judge GORSUCH. Goodness, no.
Senat or LEE . Have you ever h eld an y public office in a policym aking ar en a outside the Federal judicia ry?
Judge GORSUCH. I ha ve served on m y kids' s choolboard-Senat or LEE. H ave you-Judge GORSUCH. But that is a bout as close t o policy as I care to
get .
Sena t or L EE. H ave you h ad a ny role in setting F ederal-in establishing a nd m a king laws governing Federal campa ign finance?
Judge GORSUCH. No, Sen at or. That is this body's province.
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Senator LEE. Okay. It seems to me, Judge, that it would be unfair for anyone to state or to imply that you then are responsible
somehow for the expressive conduct of third parties, third parties
who are not you. It would be unfair for me to attribute to you
something that someone else is saying.
And it would seem to me to be especially unfair to say to you as
a sitting Federal judge and nominee for Supreme Court of the
United States to say to you that you have to tell someone else
something that they should not say because otherwise that might
cause problems for you when you did not make the set of laws to
begin with.
By the way, were you involved in the Citizens United case?
Judge GORSUCH. Senator, I was not involved in the Citizens
United case, and I appreciate the opportunity to clarify that fact.
I would also like to clarify that nobody speaks for me, nobody. I
speak for me. I am a judge. I do not have spokesmen. I speak for
myself.
Senator LEE. Thank you. for clarifying that for us.
Judge, yesterday, you referred to the fact that you had some of
your law clerks here with you yesterday. I suspect some of them
are here today as well. Tell us a little bit about the relationship
that exists between a judge and the judge's law clerks. It is more
tha n just a job, is it not, more than just a job or an a dventure? It
is sort of part of the legal educa tion experience tha t many lawyers
are able to go through, is that right?
Judge GORSUCH. As your father knew well. It is one of the great
joys of this j ob and one of the great surprises, right? You practice
law for 20 years, you are used to working with pretty senior people,
a nd then all of a s udden you show up, as I did my first day, a nd
there is a pile of briefs waiting in a tiny office that h as not been
decorated, there is a chair, h ave at it. And you get to hire four
brand-new young folks straight out nf law school who do not know
a darn thing. H ave at it. Have fun.
Senator LEE . Did you acknowledge tha t when you were a law
clerk?
Judge GORSUCH. Well, you know, part of the reason why I am
a judge is because of my experience as a law clerk, a shared experience w ith the same fellow your dad clerked for, Byron White, and
we used to race writing opinions. And this is the humility of maybe
the smartest lawyer I knew. I am talking about a Rhodes ScholarJ
first-in-his-class-from-Yale type stuff. And he would say first one
done with the draft wins. What does it mean to win drafting an
opinion? That was not real clear to me.
But he was a pretty competitive guy, and what it meant was
whoever got the first draft done, the other one went in the bin and
we worked off the draft of the guy who won. I n ever won. And h e
could only type with these big paws-he h ad these big h ands,
thick, you .k now, pulling up sugar beets. And so he would hunt a nd
peck and h e could still beat m e.
It is a very close relationship. It is an intimate working relationship. And it becomes one of the great joys of your life. You see
these young people--! h ave been out to pasture for 10 years. I
thought I was done, you. know. That was my Life. I love my life. I
love my home State. I hope I a m ma king them proud.
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And you see these young people come and go and you get to see
what they go on to do, and they go on to do such wonderful things.
I have had young people who go on to clerk for the Supreme Court,
about a dozen of them, for all kinds of Justices, Justices Scalia and
Thomas, Justices Kennedy, Kagan, and Sotomayor. And that is a
deep and inspiring thing.
And you watch them go on beyond that, some of them are teaching, kids at Harvard, Vanderbilt, Notre Dame. Some people-a
y oung lady who is doing fishery policy in South Africa, all sorts of
really wonderful things, and it just gives you hope a nd heart for
the future.
You know, as I tell my students, somebody h as to run the zoo,
and you want it to be the best and the brightest. And it is so heartening to see these young people, some of whom are the first in
their family to go to college, immigrants to this country, rise to the
very top.
Senator LEE. Winston Churchill was known to have said that we
sha pe our buildings, and then our buildings shape us. There seems
to be a corollary here with law clerks, and you shape your law
clerks. They end up probably having an influence on you as well.
At a minimum I would think that you develop the kind of relationship w ith them to where they know you. They know your jurisprudential style. They know your quirks. They k now most likely what
you like t o h ave for lunch . But you would say there develops a
pretty close r elationship b et ween a law clerk and the j udge du ring
a clerkship. Would you agree with that ?
Judge GORSUCH. I a lways think tha t a family tha t skis together ,
stays together. We skied t ogether.
Sena t or LEE. Yes . And it .i s much more true of skiing than
s nowboarding I think. J ust snowboa rding is a lot m ore pa inful.
J udge GoRSUCH. That is a v alue judgment I a m h a ppy to m a ke .
Sen a tor LEE. Yes. One of t h e reasons I a sk a bout this is because
I have som e lette rs tha t I would like t o introduce for the record.
There is a p iece written by three lawyers wh o clerked both for y ou
a nd Justice Scalia . I tried really h a rd to t hink of a great t erm for
this, the Scalia -Gors uch combo or something like that, but I could
not come up w ith anything interesting. But tha t is a good duo fo r
whom these lawyers h ad clerked. And they h ave written a great
piece t alking a b out you. It is entitled "A Principled a n d Courageous
Ch oice." I w ould like t o s ub mit that for the r ecord .
Ch a irma n GRASSLEY. Without obj ection , it w ill be submitted.
[The informa tion appears as a s ubmission for the record.]
Sena t or LEE. They write, "Judge Gorsuch's opinions reflect the
prin ciple Justice Sca lia spent his career defending, that in a democracy the people's elected representatives, not judges, get to decide
wh at the laws s hould be a nd w h at laws we should have." They go
on t o say that they believe that you, J udge Gor su ch , will be, quot e,
"as principled, as courageous , a nd as committed to the Constitution
a nd our country," close quot e , as J ustice Scalia was . So they go on
t o urge tha t we confirm you to the Supreme Court.
I would. also like to enter into the record a nother letter that is
w ritten by s omeone else w h o clerk ed for you, Judge Gorsu ch , an d
w ho a lso clerked for Justice Ka gan on the Supreme Court. He
w rites, quote, "Gors uch will m a ke a n except iona l S upreme Court
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Justice. He possesses a rare combination of intelligence, humility,
and integrity, not to mention a fierce commitment to the rule of
law. In fact, he is remarkably similar on these m etrics to Supreme
Court Justice .E lena Kagan." He also goes on to write, quote, "This
zeal for the r ule of law gives me every confidence that Gorsuch,
like Kagan, will stand firm against any effort b y the Trump Administration to abuse Executive power," close quote. He writes that
"Liberals should welcome a nominee like Gorsuch." I would like to
ente r this one into the record also, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman GRASSLEY. Without objection, so ordered.
[The information appears as a submission for the record.]
Senator LEE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Let us move on. One of my colleagues earlier today asked some
questions about remarks that you assisted in preparing, remarks
that were prepared for delivery by then-Attorney General Alberto
Gonzales in connection with the Senate Judiciary Committee Oversight hearing concerning the terrorist surveillance program. This
was a hearing that occurred on February 6 , 2006. One of my colleagues referred to this this morning. Are you familiar with what
I am describing?
Judge GORSUCH. Very vaguely.
Senator LEE. Okay. My understanding is that at the time you
were serving as the Principal Deputy Associat e Attorney General.
Would that be correct to say you were in that position ?
Judge GORSUCH. Quite a mouthful.
Senator LEE. Yes, quite a mouthful. That is why it is commonly
known as the PDAAG, but most people might not immediat ely recognize the term PDAAG, as I a m su re they w ould in your household,
So the issu e in that hearing as I understa nd it was whether or
n ot this TSP progr am was unlawful. And you were involved, a s I
underst a nd it, not on the basis of your expertise in this a rea h ut
on the basis of yo ur writing a bility, b as ed on the fact that people
r ecognized your ability t o write , a t alent that has now b ecome a ppa rent to m any of us as we h ave r eviewed your judicia l writings.
You were brought in as a scriven er of sorts, s omeone who would
give voice so to s peak to wh at the Attorney Genera l might say a nd
not based on your expertise of this TSP program. Is that consistent
with your recollection of these events?
Judge GORSUCH. It i s , Senator.
Senator LEE . Ok ay. It is also my under st a nding that not only
were you not thoroughly familia r with this TSP progra m , b ut you
legally could n ot have been. It was impossible for you to be familia r
w ith tha t program for the simple reason that you did not even have
the clearance necessary to know the det a ils of t he program and
therefore could n ot speak to those deta ils .
Judge GORSUCH. Sitting here, tha t is my recollection, too.
Senator LEE . Okay. So as a result of that , any wor k tha t you did
on those prepa red remarks, it would h ave been don e based on your
limited underst anding, based on a limited set of facts that you were
given in preparing. And then a nything you would have done from
that m oment forward you w ould h ave s a id, look, I do not know the
fact s of this, I cannot know the facts of this, you a ll are going t o
have to fill in the details . I h ave done the best I can based on as-
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sumptions I have drawn and the limited facts I have been given
about this program.
Judge GORSUCH. Yes. That is my recollection, too.
Senator LEE. Thank you. Some of my colleagues have suggested
that your rulings reflect a particular bias, a bias in favor of the big
guy and against the little guy. It is not always apparent in every
case whether there is in fact a big or a little party. I suppose in
some cases it is open to dispute. In other cases it might be very
apparent that one out-powers the other in terms of economic heft
and access to good lawyers and so forth.
But I have reviewed your work, and I would like to say that, yes,
in some instances it is easy to identify a party that might thusly
be described as little. And I cannot discern any bias in your work
that favors one type of party over another. In fact, there are a
whole lot of cases where you have ruled in favor of the little guy.
Among those cases was one discussed just a few minutes ago in
your conversation with my colleague Senator Cornyn in GutierrezBrizuela v. Lynch. That was a ruling that was most decidedly in
favor of a little guy. In fact, it does not get much more little guy
than a David going against a Goliath that is the Federal Government, a David who is someone in a very precarious position relative to the Federal Government against the entity with more
money and more lawyers than any enterprise that h as ever existed
on planet Earth.
Other cases in which I know you have ruled in favor of the little
guy include but are by no means limited to Fisher v. City of Las
Cruces and Holmes, Orr v. City of Albuquerque, Williams v. W .D.
Sports, and Walton v. Powell. Now, these cases do not all fit into
a common framework. In fact, they involve a pretty wide range of
issues, including cases involving qualified immunity against police
officers, cases arising under the Family Medical Leave Act, sex discrimination cases, and cases involving politically motivated firings.
So these are just a few examples, but just to be clear and going
into this as a judge, do you have any bias that you can detect? How
do you approach a case? Do you look at a case and say this person
is well-represented a nd powerful; this one is less well-represented
and not powerful? Does that influence how yt.1u approach the law
in any case?
Judge GORSUCH. Senator, you try to treat each person as a person. We a re all just people at the end of the day. And that equaljustice promise, the equal protection under law is the most radical
guarantee I am aware of in the history of human law, a recognition
that no one is better than a nyone else.
And, Senator, a ll I can tell you are some facts. These are the
facts of my record. Ninety-seven percent of the time out of 2, 700
cases, we have ruled unanimously. Ninety-nine percent of the time,
I am in the majority. According to the Congressional Research
Service, as I understand it, of the judges studied in the Tenth Circuit, my opinions attract the fewest dissents, They are not sure
whether it is because I seek consensus or because I am persuasive.
I do not care which it is .
My law clerks tell me as well that I am as likely to dissent from
a Democrat as a Republican-appointed colleague, not that that
matters.
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Senator LEE. By the way, what if this were not the case? What
if you were dissenting in a lot more cases? What if you were a lot
more likely to dissent from one type of judge versus anoth er?
Would thatJudge GORSUCH. Senator, I know the men and women of the
Tenth Circuit. I know the judges with whom I served. I question
the motives of none, ever. We disagree sometimes, but when we
disagree, it is about the law, not politics.
And I think sometimes really in this country we are kind of like
David Foster Wallace's fish. He wrote about a fish swimming in an
aquarium, a nd it spent so much time in water and is so surrounded
by it that the fish does not even realize it is in water. And I feel
like sometimes when we nitpick and we complain about the quality
of justice in this country-which leaves a lot to be desired; there
is much room for improvement. I am not here to say it is perfect
or anywhere close to it. We are a work in progress. But the rule
of law in this country is so profoundly good compared to anywhere
else in the world that we can complain and know that we are protected because of the rule oflaw.
I think we are a little bit like David Foster Wallace's fish. We
are surrounded by the rule of law. It is in the fabric of our lives
so much so we kind of take it for granted.
You know, just to go on, you know, my work on Access to Justice
in the Rules Committee a nd outside the Rules Committee, spea king on it1 I mean we are talking about overcriminalization, capital
habeas. I have removed judges and lawyers when I h ave had to or
sought their removal. I believe in our Seventh Amendment jury
tria l right. I have ruled for the least amongst us when it comes to
immigrants-we have talked about a couple of examples- a nd
criminal defendants.
I can give you a whole long line of cases I can cite where I have
ruled for Fourth Amendment claimants a nd other criminal defendants: Ford , Makkar , Farr, Games-Perez, Sabillon-Vmana's,
Spaulding , Carloss, Ackerman, Krueger. That is just crimina l that
I have just jotted down here.
Environmental cases: Rocky Flats, Magnesium in the renewable
energy case. Civil rights you mentioned: Orr , W.D. Sports, K.C. 1
Energy West , Crane, C. U. u. Simpson. Those are just some that
come to mind.
Sena t or LEE. So does this tell us that you are in fact objective
or does it just tell us that you are really, really good at covering
up the fact tha t you are not objective? I mean, it seems to me that
if you were biased a nd determined to rule only for the big guy, only
for la rge, wea lthy corporations, it would b e an awful lot of work to
go to, in order to rule for the little guy as often as you have.
Judge GORSUCH. Senator, I am not buying into any of that, with
respect. With respect, I view my job to be fair. It is what General
Katya) said to you all yesterday. What he wants is a fair judge.
That rang true to me when I heard it. I did not know he was going
to say that. That is exactly what I thought when I was a lawyer.
I just wanted to go into court and have the judge h ear my client,
h ear them, really h ear t h em as a person on the facts and the law
and leave everything else alone, a t home where it belongs .
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And that is hard . I am not here to tell you it is easy and I am
not here to tell you I am perfect, okay? I a m a human being. I am
not an algorithm. But I try really hard, and it is almost like an
athlete. It is something judges practice. And hopefully, we get bett er at it with time .
Senator LEE. When you say fair, you are not talking about fairness necessarily in some abstract ethereal sense, in some Solomonic way in which you are just being wise in your own mind. You
are being fair in a m a nner that is consistent with and dictated b y
your judicial oath and your oath to uphold and protect and defend
and operate within and subject to the constraints of the United
States Constitution, a Constitution that puts the power to prescribe
laws with prospective general applicability in the political branches
of government, in the legislative branch a nd in the executive
branch insofar as the Executive is involved in the lawmaking process and then insofar as the Executive is involved in the execution
of those laws.
The judicial branch, on the other hand, is there to give effect and
meaning to those words not just based on what is fair in some abstract sense but also what is fair in the sense that you have to decide who the decisionmake r is, who makes the law a nd how to give
effect to those words.
One of the m any cases that comes up from time to time is one
called T ransAm Trucking v. A dm inistrative Rev iew Board. You
wrote in that ca se, "It might be fair to ask wh ethe r .TransAm's decision"-meaning the decision to fire the driver in question-"was
a wise or kind one." But then you say, "It is n ot our job to an swer
questions like that. "
So you do not have to r espond to this, but let me tell you how
I interpret the la nguage that was an issue in that case as som eone
who has served as a la w clerk in the F ederal judicia ry and as
s omeon e who has litigat ed cas es. If I were involved in tha t case,
a case in which the j u dge wrot e those words , I might think to myself, regardless of whether I like the law a nd regardles s of whether
I like the decision made by the employer in that case, this is a
judge who is b ound by the la w a nd is acknowledging a s much in
his opinion.
So I would like to ask about the law in tha t case, in the
TransAm Truck ing case. The applicable statute said that you cann ot fire someone for , quote , "refusing to operat e a vehicle." Is t hat
consist e nt with your r ecollection?
Judge G ORSUCH. Sitting here , that is my recollection .
Sena t or L EE. In that case, the trucke r was fired beca use he opera t ed his vehicle, the vehicle tha t h e was assigned to, against compa ny orders. Ts that a fair summary based on what you r emember
from that case?
Judge G ORSUCH. Yes, Senator.
Sena tor L EE. So one could ar gue-a nd I think one could argue
conclusively, and I think it was a rgu ed a nd decided in that case,
that this was a fair ly clear a pplication of the la w b eca use if what
the law said that the person could not be fired for refus ing to operat e a vehicle and that st atute were being invoked not in t h e context of wh ere t he pe rson was fired for re fusing t o operat e a vehicle
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but where the person in fact operated a vehicle, those are t wo dif·
ferent things, a r e they not?
Judge GoRSUCH. I thought so, Senator. That was my judgment
in that case.
Senator LEE. Dickens wrote that the law is an ass, and sometimes you might encounter cases where that is true. Sometimes you
can look at those who make the laws a nd sa y, exhibit A, Your
Honor, as to why this law is a n ass, but it is not your job to rewrite
the law. It is not your job to w rite it in the first place, and it is
not your job to rewrite it after the fact, is it?
Judge G ORSUCH. I do not believ e so, Senator.
Senator LEE . You had another case under the sa me statue that
was involved in the TransAm case. It is a 2007 case called Copart,
Inc. v. Administrative Review Board. In that case a t r ucker had
been fir ed for refusing to drive a truck that he considered unsafe.
You wrote an opinion r uling in favor of the tr:ucker and. awarding
him attorney's fees, is that right?
Judge GORSUCH. Senator, your recollection is better than mine
on the attorney's-fees issue.
Senator LEE. Courts do not always awa rd attorney's fees, but as
I recall, the Court did in that case .
So I do not really understand the argument tha t some are making or the implication some are t rying to raise that you were somehow unfair in the TransA m cas e because, after all, in t h e TransA m
case you a pplied the l aw, it did not apply in the way the termin a t ed employee wanted it to apply in tha t case, b ut you a pplied it
fairly in the othe r case.
I also wa nted to b ring your a ttention to another cas e tha t h as
been m entioned by some of my colleagues, a nd that is the H wang
case. It is the case where a professor with can cer wa nted t o ext end
h er leave. The university s a id n o, a nd the professor su ed . The
pan el ultimat ely concluded that the law required h er to show th.at
s he could continue t o pe rform h e r job if the university provided an
a ccommodation. And a ll the parties in that case agreed that s he
could not, that sh e could not continue to perform it.
That , as I recall, was a unanimous opinion. Is that cor rect?
Judge GORSUCH. Sen a tor, that was anothe r very h ard case to go
h ome after . The individua l there h ad-was sick, v ery sick a nd ha d
been given I think 6 months off I think alrea dy if I rem e mber correctly. And I ca nnot r em ember whether it was University of Ka nsas or Ka nsas St at e. And then she was asking for a nother 6
months off a nd the univers ity said no, a nd s he su ed under the Reh abilita tion Act , w hich prescribes tha t reasona ble a ccommodation s
must be p rovided to workers to perform their essential j ob functions. Bu t to prevail, they have to sh ow they ca n perform their essentia l job functions.
And it was undis puted in that cas e sh e just could not through
no fau lt of h er own. And the District Court sa id that is just not a
cla im u hder the Reha bilita tion Act , m aybe for breach of contract,
m aybe somethin g else, but not under Federal st atutory la w. Tha t
is my recollection sitting h ere. And my pa n el of three judges una nimously agreed that was the correct a pplication of la w in those
facts. No one is here to say that-love the law in every case and
t h e res ults it yields.
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I am here to say that I promise to apply the law faithfully, and
I can guarantee you no more and promise you no less than that,
Senator, in every case.
Senator LEE. If I am remembering that case correctly, Judge
Lucero was on that panel with you, is that right?
Judge GORSUCH. I do not recall.
Senator LEE. I will check to make sure. I think he was, and
Judge Lucero was not nominated by a Republican President.
Judge GoRSUCH. Judge Lucero is one of my dear friends and colleagues, and he was appointed by President Clinton. That is true.
He did an excellent job.
Senator LEE. So if you were wrong in this case, then so was he.
You did write in that case also something that I thought showed
a fair amount of reflection on the plight of the plaintiff in that case,
writing, quote, "By all accounts, the plaintiff was a good teacher
suffering a wretched year," close quote, indicating that you were
aware of her plight. This is hardly the kind of statement made by
a judge who .i s unsympathetic. This is in context the kind of statement made by a judge who understands the deeply human context
of every case and also understands the deeply sacred nature of the
oath you. took to uphold and protect and defend the Constitution
of the United States and to operate within the constraints of the
Constitution. For that, I thank you and I respect you.
Judge GORSUCH. Thank you, Senator.
Ch airman GRASSLEY. Thank you, Senator Lee.
I want to make an announcem ent that we will take a 10-minute
break after Senator Klobuchar.
Judge, just so you know the plan, we are going to take that 10minute break, and I hope it will not be 11 or 12 minutes.
Senator Klobuchar.
Senator KLOBUCHAR. All right. Tha nk you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Thank you, Judge. As I said yesterday, your nomination comes
before us during an unprecedented time in our Nation's history. Tn
recent months, foundational elem ents of our democracy have been
challenged and questioned and even undermined, and for that reason I just cannot look at your nomination in the comfort of a lega l
cocoon, and I believe we should evaluate your record and philosophy against the b a ckdrop of the real world today.
So starting with something easy with the real world, Senator
Grassley a nd I are leading a bill on cameras in the courtroom. I
am not going to ask you specifically about that bill for Federal
courts, but a number of your fellow people wh o are sitting at that
table in years past, including Justice Sotomayor, have said that
they were open to it and we re positive about bringing cameras into
the Supreme Court. And just to g ive you a sense of why this is so
interesting, only a few people can get in there, yet the decisions affect everyone in America.
Even just last month, 1.5 million Americans tuned in to CNN's
broadcast when the Ninth Circuit heard arguments challenging the
President's refugee and travel ban.
So what is your opinion on h aving cameras in the Supreme
Court?
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Judge GoRSUCH. Senator, that is a very important question. I appreciate the opportunity to discuss it with you.
I come to it with an open mind. It is not a question that, I confess, I have given a great deal of thought to. I have experienced
more cameras in the last few weeks than I have in my whole lifetime by a long, long way. I have to admit, the lights in my eyes
are a bit blinding sometimes , so I would have to get used to that.
Senator KLOBUCHAR. But would you favor it or not?
Judge GORSUCH. Senator, I would treat it like I would any other
case or controversy. That is what I can commit to you, that I would
want to hear the arguments. I know there are Justices on both
sides of this issue, right?
Senator KLOBUCHAR. 1 think Justice Souter said over his dead
body would t hey have cameras, but I was hoping that things have
changed. I was hoping that things have changed since then and
that we see just more and more interest in these decisions, and I
hope that you will remain open to it and will favor it.
My second question, which also pertains to transparency, is a
discussion you had with Senator Whitehouse about the Federal
rules for Federal judges in terms of disclosing trips and things like
that, and you had said that you had not taken those trips, but if
you had you would have disclosed them, and I appreciate that.
Do you think that there should be that same kind of Federal ethics st a ndard for Supreme Court Justices?
Judge GORSUCH. Well, Senator, wh at I said is I disclosed every
trip that is r eporta ble.
Sena t or KLOBUCHAR. Okay, I am sorry. Yes. But the specific
question is on Supreme Court Justices.
Judge GORSUCH. Yes. I know that the rules are different . I do not
know how different they are. I have not studied tha t , Senat or .
Senator KLOBUCHAR. Would you favor them having the sam e set
of rules tha t apply to you right now?
Judge GORSUCH. Senator, I would say t wo things. First, I have
no problem living under the rules I h ave lived under. I am quite
comfortable with them . And I have ha d no problem reporting every
year, to the best of my a bilities, everything I can . So I can t ell you
that. It does not bother m e wh at I have had to do. I consid er it part
of the price of service, a nd it is a reasonable and fair one.
I would also say I do not know w hat the a rguments are. I h ave
not studied them, and I would want to commit to you that I would
give it very fair consideration, and I would want to hea r what my
colleagu es have to say.
Sena tor KLoBUCHAR. Okay. Yes. It is pretty straightforward to
m e, because it applies to the other Federal judges. I do not think
this is a matt er of precedent or what has happened. You are going
to be, in the words of Hamilton, if you get confirmed, in the room
where it happens . So all we ar e trying to do is t o m a ke this as
transparent as possible of what people's interests are. So I just
hope you will consider tha t.
Judge GORSUCH. Of course I will.
Sena tor KLOBUCHAR . And I think 1 will move on to som e of the
h arder stuff here.
Judge GoRSUCH. I pledge to you I will consider both of those
t hings.
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Senator KLOBUCHAR. Okay. Thank you.
On the issue of precedent, I think this idea of an independent judiciary is important, now more than ever, so I want to start with
that. When you accepted the President's nomination you said, "A
judge who likes every outcome he reaches is very likely a bad
judge." And in your book you said again that good judges often decide cases in ways antithetical to their own policy preferences when
the law so requires.
So I want to ask, can you give me an example of a Supreme
Court case that you believe was wrongly decided under the law but
that you will continue to follow if you are confirmed because the
precedent is so strong?
Judge GORSUCH. Senator, I think that is just another way, honestly, of trying to get at which Supreme Court precedents I agree
with and I disagree with.
Senator KLOBUCHAR. I do not think it is. It is something that you
actually said when the President nominated you, and you said it
in public. You said that this is a definition of a judge, someone who
respects precedent so much that they are still going to enforce the
law. So I just thought there could be one example, even if it is a
really old one.
Judge GORSUCH. Well, I think Senator Lee and I were just talking about a couple of cases where the results were not attractive
to me as a person w h er e I followed the law to the best of my abilities, a nd did so with my colleagues.
Sena tor KLoBUCHAR. Yes. One of the reasons I a m asking this
is that several past n ominees h ave m ade this promise about r especting precedent before this Committee, a nd these are people you
respect and admire, Justices. At the same time they said they
would respect precedent, and then they later became Justices with
a lifetime appointment and they overturned precedent.
One of those examples is Citizens United. Two past nominees
who later became Justices st at ed they would honor precedent during their hearings, a nd then they joined an opinion tha t not only
broke from precedent but gutted a law passed by Congress, r eleasing this unprecedented wave of money.
So do you view Citizens United as a departure from prior precedent?
Judge GORSUCH. Senator, Citizens United did overrule Austin. So
in that respect, it is an example of a court that , in part, overruled
a precedent, and that is pa rt of the law of precedent too, as we
have talked about, that you start with a strong presumption in
favor of precedent. That is the anchor of the law. It is the st a rting
point. But there a re insta nces when a court may appropriately
overrule precedent after considering a lot of factors , and we h ave
talked about them, a nd I am h a ppy to discuss them with you again
if you would like, but I do not want to waste your time either, so
you tell m e.
Senator KLOBUCHAR . So you see this as something where there
was precedent-I mea n , you can go back to Buckley v. Valeo. As
you know, parts of that, as you discussed earlier with my colleagues, st ayed in place, but it overturned parts of tha t : A ustin,
McConnell. There was just a number of cases that it overturned.
To us up here, it was a major overturning of precedent. So that is
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why we are so concerned when people say, oh, we are going to respect precedent, and then they come in and do that.
And, actually, you have suggested that you would actually go further than Citizens United, and that was in Riddle v. Hickenlooper 1
a 2014 case. While it was a narrow case about campaign finance
caps on individual contributions to major political candidates, the
outcome of the case is not really one I want to talk about. That was
all the judges-I think there was an agreement on the case.
But you alone wrote a concurring opinion, and that is what I
wanted to focus on, suggesting that making a political contribution
was a fundamental right that should be afforded the highest level
of constitutional protection, which is strict scrutiny. If the Supreme
Court adopts the standard that you suggested, the few remaining
campaign finance limitations that we have in place and left on the
books could fall.
So do you believe that strict scrutiny is the appropriate standard
for reviewing campaign finance regulations?
Judge GORSUCH. Senator, I welcome the opportunity to clarify
Riddle v. Hickenlooper. In that case, the law in Colorado allowed
individuals to contribute more money to major-party candidates
than to minor-party candidates.
Senator KLOBUCHAR. I know, I really do. I read the case. I understand that. But I just want to, with my limited time, focus on that
concurring opinion, because that is what the actual opinion said.
But then you took it a step further to talk about this possibility.
You cited an opinion by Justice Thomas in your concurrence,
joined by Justice Sca lia, suggesting that all contribution limits
should be subject to strict scrutiny. So could you clarify for us, do
you think there is any basis for applying strict scrutiny to contribution limits that apply evenly across the board? Why else would you
have cited that opinion?
Judge GORSUCH. I am happy to try and explain again. So, the
facts of the case, a nd that is what I was deciding, were uneven contribution limits. It was permissible to give more to major -party candidates than to minor-party candidates. And the law, as I know you
a re well aware, Senator, under Buckley, says the contribution to
candidates is a First Amendment, fundamental right. It says that,
a nd I was quoting Buckley, I am sure, or citing Buckley to that effect .
And then the question becomes what level of sc rutiny should we
apply to that case? Buckley suggests that it is something less than
strict scrutiny in the First Amendment context for contributions.
That is the instruction that I as a lower court judge have in the
First Amendment context. But this was an equal protection challenge, okay? Saying it is not just contributions. It is the inequality
of contributions tha t is the problem here, that this system favors
major-party candidates over minor-pa rty candidates. And normally
when we have a fundamental right in equal protection analysis, we
apply strict scrutiny.
So I was faced with a situation where do you t ake this little less
than strict scrutiny out of the First Amendment context a nd import
it into the equal protection context, or do you a pply the normal
strict scrutiny of the equal protection context? And I pointed to two
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excellent opinions by wonderful District Judges in the area, Judge
Boasberg and Judge-Senator KLOBUCHAR. All right, all right. I really did read it.
Okay, okay. I understand that, but here is the deal, that the other
judges were .happy to just ~ecide .it. on that !1arrow bi;i.sis, rig~t? So
then you wnte the concurrmg opmrnn to bnng up this other issue,
and I think again about Justice White, who is your mentor or was
your boss, and there is a Law Review article by the Dean of
Tulane: "Time and time again, Justice White avoided broad theoretical bases for a decision when a narrow fact-specific rationale
would suffice." And yet you w rite this concurrent-Judge GORSUCH. Can 1 answer you, Senator?
Senator KLOBUCHAR. Yes,
Judge GORSUCH. Because I am almost there, okay? So I write to
point out this conflict in the Supreme Court's directions that I saw.
Senator KLOBUCHAR. Okay.
Judge GoRSUCH. All right? And then I said in our case, Byron
White, it does not matter, because Colorado could not meet even
a rational basis test. Forget about whether it is strict scrutiny or
something close to strict scrutiny. It could not meet rational basis
test because Colorado could not articulate any good reason, anymaybe there is one out there. I do not know. But I said they have
articulated nothing.
Senator KLOBUCHAR. Okay, but let us just continue on now with
some otber cases, because it is a bit of a pattern.
Judge GORSUCH. Okay.
Sena tor KLOBUCHAR. Not a concurring opinion, but in the Hobby
L obby case you found that corporations were lega l persons a nd
could exercise their own religious beliefs. And for me, when it
comes to campaign finan ces, it opens up the possibility that you
would strike down, then , this idea that corporations should not be
giving money directly to campaigns.
Do you think these creatures of statute h ave the same constitutional rights as living, breathing human beings?
Judge GORSUCH. Goodn ess no, Senator. Hobby Lobby h ad n othing
to do with the First Aniendment of the Constitution.
Senator KLOBUCHAR. But it was about corporations.
Judge GORSUCH. It was) under RFRA
Senator KLOBUCHAR. So you do not think, then-maybe we can
end this line h ere. So you do not think that they would have these
rights, a corporation would h ave these rights under the First
Aniendment?
Judge GoRSUCH. 1 do not think Hobby Lobby speaks t o the question of the First Aniendment at a ll. What it speaks to is a question
of the Religious Freedom Restoration Act, a nd what a person is, is
defined under tha t statute by reference to the Dictionary Act,
which is Con gress' direction to us, w hen we a re dealing with statutes, what words we are supposed to use and what definitions are.
And, Senator, if in RFRA, again , if this body wishes to say only
natural persons enjoy RFRA rights, that is fine 1 and I will abide
that direction. I am not here to m ake policy; I a m h ere to follow
it.
Senator KLOBUCHAR. Okay. On to another policy tha t is pretty
important. That is the Chevron case. In your Gutierrez concurrence,
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and this is where you wrote the actual opinion and then wrote your
own concurring opinion, which I noted is better than writing a dissent to your own opinion, but you wrote a concurrence to your opinion, and to me this move, as you imply in your concurrence-you
do not imply; you say-it could have titanic real-world implications
when it comes to our rules, 13,500 cases on the books since 1984.
In your book you say you do not overturn precedent unless it is
universally accepted, affirmed by courts repeatedly, and people
have extensive reliance on the decision.
So my question is whyJ in your concurring-and Senator Feinstein asked you about the facts of the case. I do not want to talk
about that because she already did and I have your answer. That
was good. But in the concurring opinion you say, "There is an elephant in the room with us today." Sorry, guys, he was not referring
to the Republican Party. "There is an elephant in the room with
us today. We have studiously attempted to work our way around
it and even left it unremarked. But the fact is Chevron and Brand
X permit Executive bureaucracies to swallow huge amounts of core
judicial and legislative power and concentrate Federal power in a
way that seems more than a little difficult to square with the Constitution of the .F ramers' design. Maybe the time has come to face
the b ehemoth."
That sounds to me like, againJ you are going a step further and
talking about overturning a major precedent, and I want to know
if that is what you m ean, if you think it s hould be overturned, and
if you have considered the ramifications of that when Justice Scalia
himself was the original champion of the Chevron doctrine.
Judge GORSUCH. Senator, all I can do is explain to you why I was
concerned about Chevron in that case. And I was concerned because, again, we had a n undocumented immigrant who was following judicial precedent-Senator KLOBUCHAR. I really do understand the facts, but I want
to know why you did a concurring opinion to your own opinion in
order to make this broader sweep and talk about-you said the
time has come to face the behemoth. You were clearly talking
about overturning Chevron.
Judge GORSUCH. Senator, I am trying to answer your question as
best I can. And I was concerned a bout the due process implications
that arise in cases like Mr. Gutierrez where an individual, who is
not aided by an army of lawyers or lobbyists, can they anticipat e
changes in law by agencies ba ck and forth, willy nilly) even to the
point of overruling judicial precedent? And that is a due process
concern I raised. I raised an equal protection concern about the
ease with which individuals like Mr. Gutierrez can be singled out
by the political branch in a way that judges are supposed to protect. I raised a separation of powers concern about whether judges
s hould be the ones saying what the law is.
Senator KLOBUCHAR. But as a Supreme Court Justice, if you
were to make this decision to overturn Chevron , would you consider
the implication s on a ll of the cases in the U.S., and the rules and
the uncertainty that it would create?
Judge GORSUCH. Goodness, Senator, yes.
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Senator KLOBUCHAR. And would you overturn it? Is that what
this means when you talk about maybe it is time to face the behemoth?
Judge GoRSUCH. Senator, my job as a Circuit Judge is when I
see a problem, I tell my bosses about it, like any good employee.
And my job there as I conceived it was to say, hey, listen, look at
some of the implications, the real-world implications of what we
are doing here.
Senator KLOBUCHAR. Okay, but you would be the boss if you
were the Supreme Court Justice, and what rule do you think
should replace it? Should we have de novo review? Is that better?
What do you think should replace Chevron deference?
Judge GORSUCH. Senator, I do not pre-judge it. I can tell you
what did pre-exist it. It was Skidmore deference, which was an
opinion written by Justice Jackson, actually. That is what pre-existed. So there was deference before, and we had the administrative state for 50 years, and agencies would issue rules and decisions. I do not know what all the consequences would be, and I
would pledge to you-I was not thinking about being a Supreme
Court Justice then. I was identifying an issue for my bosses.
If I am so fortunate as to become a Justice, I would try and come
at it with as open a mind as a man can muster. And I would tell
you, remind you, what I bear in mind would be David Sentelle.
When I was w ith him as a law clerk, he issued a panel opinion at
the b eginning of my year with him, going one way; and then by the
end of the year wrote for the en bane court, the full court, reversing
himself. Now, some people think that does not show a lack of sufficient steel. I think that shows an open mind and a lack of ego that
a judge should bring to bear when he or she puts on the robe, and
that is what I would commit to you.
Senator KLOBUCHAR. Okay. Let us go to another piece of this philosophy, and that is originalism; in other words, where the words
and phrases in the Constitution should. be interpreted according t o
their original public meaning or how the Founders and their contemporaries would have understood them. Regardless of whether
you characterize yourself as a n originalist, you h ave applied
originalism in several decisions, including l ast year in Codova v.
City of Albuquerque , where in a separate concurring opinion you
described the Constitution as a "carefully crafted text judges are
charged with applying according to its original public meaning,"
which are the buzzwords for originalism.
Criticisms of the principles underlying originalism a re not new.
In fact , I believe some lines from Chief Justice John Marshall's
opinion in McCulloch v. Maryland in 1819, almost two centuries
ago, are still relevant to our discussion of the point today. He wrote
that, "The Founders must have intended our Constitution to endure for ages t o come, and consequently to b e adapted to the various crises of human affairs." He continued, "To have prescribed
the means by which government should, in all future time, execute
its powers would have been to change entirely the character of the
instrument and give it the properties of a legal code. It would have
been an unwise attempt to provide immutable rules for exigencies
which, if foreseen at a ll, must have been seen dimly and which can
be best provided for as they occur." He added, "If we apply this
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principle of construction to any of the powers of the Government,
we shall find it so pernicious in its operation that we shall be compelled to discard it."
Do you agree with the point that Justice Marshall made in
McCulloch?
Judge GORSUCH. Well, Senator, I would certainly agree that the
Constitution must endure, and that it is a lot bigger than any of
us, and it will live in that sense, hopefully, a very great deal longer
than any of us, our children's children.
I do think it is important to try and understand law according
to its original understanding, public meaning. Words have meaning.
Senator KLOBUCHAR. So you do not agree with McCulloch about
adapting to the crises of human affairs-Judge GORSUCH. No, Senator.
Senator KLOBUCHAR. So you do agree.
Judge GORSUCH. I am trying to answer-Senator KLOBUCHAR. I just want a yes or no, that is all.
Judge GORSUCH. Well, I think it takes-these are complicated
things that take more than a yes or no, respectfully. What I would
say is the Constitution does not change. The world around us
changes, and we have to understand the Constitution and apply it
in light of our current circumsta nces. That is what we are trying
to do as judges.
So, for example, one of my favorite cases in this area is Jones ,
righ t? The Supreme Court of the United States is faced with a GPS
t racking device attached by the police onto a car. Is that a search?
And the Court goes back and looks, at the time of the founding,
what qualified as a search, and found that would have qualified as
a trespass to channels and a s earch by the Government, a nd says
if that would have been offensive 200 years ago, that sort of thing,
it has to be offensive now. The Constitution is no less protective of
the people's liberties now than it was 200 years ago.
Senator KLOBUCHAR. So when the Constitution refers 30-some
times to "his" or "h e" when describing the President of the United
States, you would see that as, well, back then they actually
thought a woman could be President even though women could not
vote?
Judge GoRSUCH. Senator, I a m not looking to take us back to
quill pen s and horses and buggies.
Senator KLOBUCHAR. Okay. But if you could just answer that
question? It is pretty important to me.
Judge GORSUCH. lam trying to.
Senator KLOBUCHAR. Okay.
Judge GoRSUCH. Of course women can b e President of the U nited
States. I am the father of two daughters, and I h ope one of tbem
turns out to be President of the United States.
Senator KLOBUCHAR. Great. Okay, that is wonderful. How about
the Air Force? I agree with you; that is good. So in that case you
would say, well, we cannot take it a t its literal words. So then the
Constitut ion a lso says Congress h as authority to oversee the la nd
and naval forces, but there is no mention of the Air Force, a nd I
a ssume you believe tha t would a lso include the Air Force because
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if they knew an Air Force existed, they would have included the
Air Force back then.
Judge GORSUCH. Senator, I think the generals in the Air Force
can rest easy.
Senator KLOBUCHAR. Okay, great.
Judge GORSUCH. Let me give you another-Senator KLOBUCHAR. How about Virginia-let us keep going here
because I am almost out of time here. In United States u. Virginia,
the Court held that the Virginia Military Institute violated the
Equal Protection Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment by excluding all women from VMI's military training. In his dissent, Justice
Scalia stuck to his signature originalism and criticized the majority, saying the decision is not the interpretation of a Constitution
but the creation of one.
Is the interpretation of the Equal Protection Clause in U.S. u.
Virginia consistent with the original public meaning?
Judge GORSUCH. And the majority in that case argued that it
was.
Senator KLOBUCHAR. Okay.
Judge GoRSUCH. And the majority said that the words "equal
protection of the laws,'' whatever the secret, harbored intentions of
the writers, had an original public meaning that is quite radical
a nd significant, and that was what the majority of the Supreme
Court of the United States held.
Senator KLOBUCHAR. So would you agree, then, tha t wh en you
look at oth er things, would you be willing to apply this same approach to equal rights for minority groups, women, LGBT, including transgender people, racial minorities, the same approach you
used when you just made the statement a bout the "he" and "his"
in the Constitution, about not having the Air Force, a bout the Virginia Military decision?
Judge GORSUCH . Senator, a good judge applies the law without
respect to persons. That is part of my judicial oath.
Senator KLoBUCHAR. Okay. So do you see it-your textualism,
the original public m eaning, then, would you. apply it to these other
contexts as well that I just mentioned?
Judge GORSUCH. Senator, what I am trying to say to you is I do
not take account of the person before me. Everyone is equal in the
eyes of the law.
Senator KLOBUCHAR. Okay. I am just trying to figure out this,
beca use I think for some things, a lot of people who subscribe to
this theory, they say we ca n have originalism for some cases but
not for others, and I call it selective originalism. It just seems to
m e wh e n you look at some of the opinions that use originalism that
you have and som e do not, but I h ave one-Judge GORSUCH. Senator, if I might respond to that?
Senator KLOBUCHAR. Yes,
Judge GORSUCH. I would ask you to take a look at J ones again;
Kyllo, the search of a home using a heat-seeking device. I would
ask you to m aybe take a .look at Crawford, the right to confront
witnesses, maybe as well the Apprendi-Booker line written by J ustice Stevens, a very originalist opinion about the right of an accused to b e able to have all of the elements of a n offense tha t increases his sentence tried by a jury of his peers. Those a r e all what
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one might characterize as originalist opinions protecting individual
liberties.
Senator KLOBUGHAR. You know what? We could do it on the second round. That would be good.
Judge GORSUCH. All riaht.
Senator KLOBUCHAR . Just some minor things here at the end.
When the Supreme Court temporarily blocks a lower court ruling,
they need five votes. A practice known as the "courtesy fifth" has
developed in which a fifth Justice will provide the vote needed to
stay the lower court ruling even if that Justice might not have otherwise been inclined to do so. Do you think the practice of the courtesy fifth is a good thing?
Judge GoRSUCH. Senator, I have not studied that, and it would
be presumptuous of me to offer an opinion in a court that I have
not sat upon.
Senator KLoBUCHAR . Okay. Well, it may be very relevant when
this refugee case comes up, so you might want to study up on it.
I am going to end here. I am going to do a lot of work on antitrust in the next round. I know you are an expert. Senator Lee and
I have been heading up that Subcommittee for a long time. But I
am going to end with freedom of the press in honor of my dad. He
was a newspaper reporter his whole life, and I am especially concerned in today's world, where we are seeing these attacks on the
media , about ma intaining the press' role as a watchdog.
Our Founders enshrined freedom of the press in the First
Amendment. As Thomas Jefferson said, our first objective should
be to leave open all avenues to truth, a nd the most effective way
to do that is through the freedom of the press.
In N ew York Times v. Sullivan, the Court issued a landmark ruling in support of First Amendment protections for the press by affirming tha t when n ewspapers report on public officials, they can
say what they want-maybe we do not always like that, but they
can-unless they say something untrue with actual m alice.
Do you believe under New York Times v. S ullivan tha t the First
Amendment would permit public officials to sue the media under
a ny standard less demanding than actua l ma lice? And can you explain to the people here today and those watching on TV what that
standard means to you?
Judge GORSUCH. New York Times v. Sullivan was, as you say, a
landmark decision, and it cha n ged pretty dramatically the law of
defamation and libel in this country. Rather than the common law
of defamation a nd libel, a pplicable normally for a long time, the
Supreme Court said the First Amendment h as special m eaning and
protection when we are talking about the media , the press in covering public officials, public actions, and indicated tha t a higher
standard of proof was required :in any defama tion or libel case.
Proof of actual malice is required to state a claim . Tha t h as been
the law of the la nd for, gosh, 50, 60 years.
I could point you to a case in which I have applied it, a nd I think
it might give you wha t you are looking for , Senator, in terms of
comfort about how I apply it, Bustos v. A&E Network. It inv olved
a prisoner wh o was concerned that he h a d been misrepresented as
a member of the Aryan Brotherhood. He claimed h e was not a
M ember , just a fellow traveler, and sought da mages for tha t . Our
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court declined to grant that relief, saying that substantial truth is
protected even if it is not strictly true, and much more is required
by the First Amendment in order to state a claim.
Senator KLOBUCHAR. Okay. In Branzburg v. Hayes, a Supreme
Court case, they did not recognize the reporter's privilege, at least
in the context of criminal grand jury testimony. Could you just end
h ere by talking about the scope of the Branzburg decision and
whether there are instances where courts should recognize a reporter's privilege?
Judge GORSUCH. Senator, I know those cases come up from time
to time, so I have to be very careful.
Senator KLOBUCHAR. Okay.
Judge GoRSUCH. Your description of the case is entirely accurate.
Senator KLOBUCHAR. Thank you very much.
Judge GORSUCH. Thank you.
Chairman GRASSLEY. Okay. Before we recess, I would like to
enter into the record a commentary in the Chicago Tribune called
"Crying Wolf Over Neil Gorsuch," written by Pennis Hutchison, a
lifelong registered Democrat. Specifically, he talks about concerns
over Chevron deference.
He writes, "Th ere are two sides to deference, however. My guess
is that pro-Chevron advocates will soon be begging Federal courts
not to defer to interpretive findings of agencies." End of quote.
I enter that in the record without objection.
[The information appears as a submission for the record.]
We will recess for 10 minutes, so that means we will reconvene
at 3:31.
[Recess.]
Chairman GRASSLEY. Senator Cruz, it is your turn n ow.
Senator CRUZ. Thank you, Mr. Chairman .
Judge Gorsuch, congratulations on making it through more than
half of a long day a nd m aking it through with flying colors. And
I think this h earing h as been helpful for illustrating the proper
t emperament a nd approach that we should expect of a Federal
judge, and I think you are acquitting yourself in an excellent manner.
This hearing has focused on a lot of weighty matters. So let me
start with something lighter and a topic on which I believe you
have some familiarity. What is the answer to the ultimate question
of life, the universe, a nd everything?
[Laughter.]
Judge GORSUCH. Forty-two.
Senator CRUZ. Thank you, Judge.
And for those who are watching who may b e a bit confused at
this exchange, could you explain wh a t it is to which we are referencing?
Judge GoRSUCH. Well, Senator, sometimes we h a ve young people
who come to court to be sworn in. Often, they are my law clerks.
There are a couple of them right there. They have not enjoyed this
privilege yet, a nd they come to court and they are very n ervous.
And the clerk tells us about their career and their r ecord a nd
submits them to the court. I move their a dmission to the bar. Are
there any questions from the bench? And it is sort of like this. It
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is a bit intimidating. This has been a reminder to me of what it
is like to be down here rather than up there.
And the last time I had this kind of interaction with Senator Lee,
it was when he was down here and I was up there. Any rate, I
sometimes ask them that question to put them at ease, and they
all know the answer, and they all know the answer because they
have all read Douglas Adams' "Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy."
And if you have not read it, you should. It may be one of my
daughters' favorite books, and so that is a family joke.
Senator CRUZ. Well, it is a book I very much enjoyed as well, and
it is, I think, a delightful example of the humanity of a judge that
we-that your record has demonstrated.
You began your career with the opportunity to serve as a law
clerk to Byron White. Byron White was an extraordinary man.
Byron White was the only Justice that John F . Kennedy put on the
Supreme Court. Byron White is, I believe-in fact, I am quite certain-the only Supreme Court Justice in history to lead the NFL
in rushing and also to graduate first in his class from Yale Law
School.
·
Could you share with this Committee what it was like to be a
law clerk for Byron White and to interact with him every day during your clerkship?
Judge GDRSUCH. You know; a s I s aid, h e r eally wa s my childhood
hero. And to actua lly get picked out of the pile to spend a year with
him, as Se na tor L ee's da d did-that is something we sha re in common, too-was a nd rema ins the privilege of a lifetime. And it h as
everything to do with w hy I a m h ere.
I w ould not have b ecome a judge , but for w a tching his example.
And the humility with which h e a pproach ed the job, a nd I do not
m ean a phony humility. I m ean real humility , every day. H e a lways s a id tw o h eads were b etter than one .
H e would sit down in my office, plunk himself down .in a ch a.ir
a cross the desk. H e would be t a lking about a ca se a nd say, "U gh ."
It a lways sta rted with a grunt. I m ean , tha t is how h e st a rted a
con versation . It was like "hello''- "u gh ." "So wh a t does the great
Judge Gorsuch think about this one?"
And you w ere expected to h ave a view about pretty much a nything and everything that h e asked , a nd h e would jus t sit there
a nd chuckle at you. And h e would la ugh at you , and you were wondering w hat he thought. He never revea led his hand, a nd he would
just walk out of the office. H e would say, "Oh, that is what Judge
Gorsuch thinks. Okay."
And then he would go back, and he would think a bout it himself.
And then he would com e b a ck in again, and jus t the whole thing
would repeat itself a s he was w orking th rou gh each case himself.
H e would want to bounce ideas off of this know-nothing 20-yearold, 20-something-year-old kid.
And that , t o m e, taught m e everything about wha t it m ean s to
be a judge and the fact that when asked his judicia l philos ophy in
this sort of s etting, h e said it is to decide ca ses . And I know a lot
of people think that is just mundane or m aybe cover dis honesty in
some way. It is just not true. It was the humility of the ma n .
H e knew tha t lawyers worked r eally h a rd b eca use he h a d been
a lawyer, a work a da y lawyer for 14 years, I think it was, in a law
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firm. He tried cases-small cases, big cases-and he knew what it
was like to have to be the lawyer in the well and how hard it is
to have all the answers, how easy it is to ask the questions.
Senator CRUZ. Now you and I both had the experience of clerking
at the Supreme Court after Justice White had ended his time on
the basketball court.
Judge GORSUCH. Yes. Well-Senator CRUZ. Or maybe you were luckier than I? For those who
do not know, above the Supreme Court, above the roof of the courtroom, is a basketball court, which is referred to tongue-in-cheek as
"the highest court in the land." And Justice White, for many years,
would play in the basketball games, NFL Hall of Fame football
player with a bunch of pencil-necked law clerks.
Judge GORSUCH. Yes.
Senator CRUZ. And his elbows and fouls were legendary. When
I was clerking, he was no longer playing. Were you lucky enough
to get him up on the basketball court?
Judge GoRSUCH. He would come up for a game of horse with the
clerks, former law clerks at reunions.
Senator CRUZ. How is his jump shot?
Judge GoRSUCH. His best shot at that age, and we are talking
in his seventies, late seventies, was from the free throw line ba ck
up over his h ead like that . And he could hit it pretty regularly.
[La ughter.]
Judge GORSUCH. His eye-ha nd coordination was just unca nny. So
I remember those, those law clerk reunions at the basketball court
where he would com e up and stift1y throw it up a nd sink it.
I remember walking through with him in the basement, arm in
arm, liked to walk a rm in arm at tha t age, a nd we walked past all
the portraits of a ll the former Supreme Court Justices, which are
down at ground level. And he would ask m e, "Ugh,'' grunt, "how
m any of these guys do you honestly recognize?"
And I was one of those pencil-necked law clerks , a nd the truth
was I thought I knew a lot about the Supreme Court, the law, and
the answer was a bout ha lf, the honest answer. And h e said, "Me,
too." And h e said, "The truth is we will a ll be forgotten soon
enough, me included ."
And I remember saying, "Justice, tha t is impossible. You are one
of the greats. No way you a re going to be forgotten." His portrait
now hangs down in the basement .
Sena tor CRUZ. Well, there is wisdom in that humility.
Let us shift to a nother topic, a topic tha t h as been raised some
in this hearing, which is there are some Democratic Senators on
this Committee who have raised a challenge to the notion of
originalism a nd, indeed, have painted originalism as some quaint
a nd outdat ed mode of interpreting the Constitution.
H ave suggested that their view of the Constitution, it is a livin g,
breathing, changing document, flexible enough to become-to accommodate whatever policy outcome t h e particula r judge might desire. The a lternative is that a judge is obliged to follow the Constitution, the text of the Constitution as informed by the original
understanding at the time it was adopted.
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Do you share the view of the Democratic attacks that originalism
is somehow a quaint and outdated notion of reading the Constitution for what it says?
Judge GORSUCH. Senator, I want to say a few things about that.
and I appreciate the opportunity. The first is that sometimes we,
in our discourse today, our civil discourse, use labels as a way to
not engage with other people, to treat and divide us and them.
And as a judge, I just do not think that is a very fair or appropriate or useful way to engage in discourse. So I am worried about
using labels in ways that are sometimes an excuse for engagement
with the ideas, sometimes pejoratively.
The truth is I do not think there is a judge alive who does not
want to know about whatever legal text he or she is charged with
interpreting something about its original meaning, as enacted. And
I do not think this is an ideological thing. I look at decisions like
Jones, which we have talked about, or decisions like Kyllo , the
thermal imaging of a home. Is that a search under the Fourth
Amendment?
The Supreme Court goes back and looks at the original history
and says it is equivalent to Peeping Toms, which, of course, would
be a search under the Fourth Amendment. The Constitution is no
less protective today of the people's liberties than it was 200 years
ago.
Or when we look a t Crawford a nd the right to confront witnesses
a nd not just have pieces of paper flying in evidence tha t you ca nnot
confront reasonably. To cros s-exa mine your opponent, funda mental
right of the Sixth Amendment. Look back to the origina l understanding. That informs us.
Or in the Fifth Amendment, Justice Stevens in Apprendi wrote
a very fine examination of the original history of the Constitution
and said it is not right tha t an .individua l should be sentenced to
prison a nd then h a nd sentence on the basis of facts a jury has not
found. Those a r e all originalist, if you want to put tha t la bel on it ,
opinions. Every one of them .
You could look at Powell v. M cCormack about the qualifications
of Members of Congress. That wa s w ritten by Chief Justice Warren. It is a very ca reful-you might agree or disagree w ith it, but
it is a very careful examination of the original history and understanding of the releva nt provisions of the Constitution.
Or Heller, Second Amendment case. Justice Scalia and Justice
Stevens both, majority a nd dissent, wrote opinions that are profoundly thoug htful in examining the original history of the Constitution. I guess I a m with so ma ny othe r people who h av e come
before m e, Justice Story, Justice Bla ck, and yes, Justice Kagan,
who, sitting at this t a ble, said we a re all origina list s in this sen se,
a nd I believe we a re.
Senator CRUZ. Well, Judge, I thank you for that very scholarly
and erudite a nswer. You are right that Justice Kagan gave a n a nswer tha t had many similar aspects a nd said we a pply what they
s ay, what they meant to do. So in that sense, we are all
origina list s.
And you know , you referenced the Kyllo case. I think it doesit serves well to rebut the caricature that som e on the left try to
pa int of originalism . There , dealing with therma l imaging, you
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know, the notion that, gosh, how could the Framers possibly imagine modern contrivances, modern contraptions?
Well, thermal imaging did not exist in the 1700s.
Judge GORSUCH. Right.
Senator CRUZ. The Framers had no idea what it was. And so
under the caricature that some of the Democrats have suggested,
you would assume the originalists in the case would all line up on
the side of saying, well, gosh, the Fourth Amendment does not
cover that. And yet, the Kyllo case, the majority opinion, 5-4, was
written by Justice Scalia, perhaps the leading originalist on the
Court.
It was joined by Justice Thomas, and indeed, Justice Stevens dissented in that case. And so I think that case illustrates that any
judge doing his or her job, a thorough understanding of the original
understanding of the language is essential to effectively doing your
job.
Would you share your thoughts about how the Constitution intersects with modern technology? How a 200-plus-year-old document
can possibly be applied in a world of internet and technology and
changing-<:hanging reality?
Judge GoRSUCH. Well, it is just these discussions we have been
having, right? You go back and you look to the evidence of what
it was understood at the time to protect. Of course, Madison did
not know about thermal imaging or GPS tracking devices or DNA
or email. And no one is looking to take us back to the horse and
buggy day or quill pens or to turn back the clock on a nything.
The point is to a pply the, law in a way that a llows us to be able
to say as judges it is not wha t we wish. It is what the law was understood to mean. It h as a fixed meaning, as Madison said, in the
fixed m eaning canon of construction . That the Constitution s hould
h ave a fixed m eaning, all right?
And the judges m ay disagree over what tha t is. We disagree once
in a while. Not as often as some would like to portray, once in a
w hile. But our disagreements ar e not political disagreements. They
are disagreements over what the law is. Tha t has been very import a nt to me.
And the other thing it does is it is a due process value. We are
interpreting the law in a way that we can charge people with notice of because we are judging them for their past conduct. P eople
lose their liberty, t h eir property on the basis of our interpretations
of the law. That seems to m e that it should only be fair tha t there
are interpretations we can charge them with notice of, right?
Similar thing when we come to statutory interpretation, right?
What does that t ext m ean? What could a reasonable reader unde~
stand that t ext to m ean?
You know, my favorite case in statutory interpretation when I
teach this stuff and t a lk to my law clerks about it is the fish case.
There the statute read something like, I am not going to get it exactly right, but if you destroy email documents or other tangible
objects when you. know the cops are after you, you go to j ail.
Well, wh at does that m ean in the context of a fish erman who
knows that the Coast Guard is after him, and h e h as a n illegal
catch and h e throws it overboard? That case went to the U.S. Su-
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preme Court. It is a great case. And it divided in a way that people
do not expect, right?
Justice Ginsburg wrote the majority opinion and along with Justice Alito writing a concurrence, saying fish? This statute is about
email. N ah, no, no. Justice Kagan and Justice Scalia wrote a dissent, saying fish? That is a tangible object, right? He had notice.
He should not have done it.
And so these things do not divide along any kind of ordinary ideological line. I am confident that there are Justices who in that
case or .in Heller or in any of these cases would, as a matter of policy, have come out differently than they did as in a matter of judging. And that, to me, is all the difference in the world. We are not
doing what we would like, but what we think the law is.
Senator CRUZ. Let us turn to another topic. Some of my colleagues on the Democratic side have raised some questions about
the Federalist Society and have raised it with a tone that suggests
it is some nefarious and secret organization. Indeed, I was waiting
to see the question "Are you now or have you ever been a member
of the Federalist Society?"
[Laughter.]
Senator CRUZ. And given that context, for the sake of candor, I
will go ahead and self-report now. I am and have been a member
of the Federalist Society since I was 21 years old and a first-year
law student, when I happily joined. And indeed, there ar e over
60,000 M embers, law students and lawyers and, indeed, those just
interest ed in the Constitution a nd the rule of law.
And one of the things tha t h as struck me about the Federalist
Society is the incredible range and diversity of opinions within the
Federalist Society. You have conservatives. You have libertarians.
You have those with-who believe in fidelity to law and would not
ascribe to either of those labels.
And I understand you gave a talk at a Federalist Society event
at the problems of over-crimina lization. Can you tell us a bit about
that talk?
Judge GoRSUCH. Yes, I think it is fun to go into a udiences and
challenge them sometimes a bit. 1 think it is important. And as to
the Federalist Society, 1 do not have a card either, and I really do
not want a back st a t ement for past dues.
[Laughter.]
Judge GORSUCH. But I ait end m aybe one event a year or something like that. It is all alumni forums that you all have. And at
that speech, I did talk to the society about the problem of overcriminaliza tion as I saw it.
On the Federal statutory books today, we have approximately
5,000 criminal laws. That does not count, of course, all the criminal
laws at the State and local level, and Congress pours out a lot of
n ew criminal laws a ll the time. Most of those laws are of relatively
recent vintage.
I asked my l aw clerks to go find out, okay, now how m any of
those-how many laws do we have tha t have criminal pena lties
that are in regulations, t00J right? Just out of curiosity. And I
thought they'd be able to come back with a number.
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And apparently-they reported back, and I trust them. They are
pretty smart. They came back and said that scholars have given up
trying to count the number. They gave up at around 300,000.
And Madison warned, you know, he lived in a time when there
were too few written laws, so that the king could pretty much do
as he wished. Tyrannical king. That is the experience they had.
But he foresaw a world and warned about a world in which we
have too many laws to the point where the people cannot know
what the law is.
And of course, there is the great example of Caligula, right, who
posted laws, ancient Roman emperor, deliberately posted laws written in a hand so small and up so high that nobody could tell what
the law was. Better to keep the people on their toes. Sorry.
And that is a J?roblem, too, right, for due process, fair notice. And
the truth is in like so much else in life, we are aiming for the golden mean. Not too much, not too little. A point where people have
enough fair notice, but are not overwhelmed. That is what I spoke
about.
Senator CRUZ. Well, and I agree with you. It is a significant
problem, one that this Committee has addressed multiple times,
and I hope will continue to address. Indeed, I am reminded of one
legal thinker who famously observed, "In heaven, there is no law,
and the lion lies down with the lamb. In hell, there is nothing but
law, and due process is meticulously obeyed."
And living in a situation where, by the account you. just shared,
there are over 300,000 potential crimes in a regulatory sense, at
some point makes it exceedingly difficult for an honest citizen to
conduct himself or herself in a way that does not run afoul of the
law. And then that is something that should concern all of us.
You know, I would note when you gave this speech, would you
say it is fair to say that not everyone at the Federalist Society who
heard your speech agreed with everything you said?
Judge GORSUCH. Oh, goodness. That was the whole point of this
speech, Senator.
Senator CRUZ. Well, and in my experience, a great m any Federalist Society debates--events are structured as debates, where
you have sometimes sharply contrasting views for the purpose of
intellectual discussion and, hopefully, thinking in addressing hard
problems.
Judge GORSUCH. And there is a counterpart to the Federalist Society now, the American Constitutional Society. One of my friends
who was just here is on the board. It does similar good work.
Senator CRUZ. Sure.
Judge GoRSUCH. I think these societies, debating societies, useful
to ideas percolating, being shared in a civic way, in a way that we
can discuss with one another calmly, coolly, thoughtfully. Not
yelling at one another, not using labels to dismiss one another.
That is what I get out of it. I learn things.
Senator CRUZ. I would note that the Federalist Society describes
its purpose as "It is founded on the principles that the state exists
to preserve freedom, that the separation of governmental powers is
central to our Constitution, and. that it is emphatically the province
a nd duty of the judiciary to say wh at the law is, not what it should
be."
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And I can think of very few people qualified to be a judge who
would not agree with those basic precepts about the foundation of
our country.
Let me turn to a different topic, which is several of my colleagues
on the Democratic side have focused on corporations and have been
critical of decisions such as the Supreme Court decisions in Citizens United or Hobby Lobl>y and have put forth the proposition
that corporations are not people and, hence, cannot have First
Amendment rights, cannot have free speech rights, cannot have religious liberty rights. And while that may be a perfectly fine debating point in a Committee of the United States Senate, in a courtroom, it runs foursquare into decades, if not centuries, of precedents on the other side.
The New York Times is a corporation. Jud~e Gorsuch, is there
any credible argument that The New York Times enjoys no First
Amendment protections whatsoever?
Judge GORSUCH. No, Senator.
Senator CRUZ. The NAACP is a corporation. Is there any credible
argument that the NAACP has no First Amendment protections?
Judge GORSUCH. I think these are long-settled precedents we are
talking about.
Senator CRUZ. And the same, I would note, is true for the NRA,
for La Raza, for the ACLU. Every one of those is corporations, the
Sierra Club, and every one of those the Supreme Court has for deca des h eld-Simon and Schuster, a major book publisher. There isevery one of those, the Supreme Court has held, are protected by
the First Amendment.
Is that a fair characterization?
Judge GORSUCH. I believe it is.
Senator CRUZ. I think that is important to note in the public debate that part of the reason we h ave such a robust arena of free
speech, part of the reason I think it is a good thing that on gun
issues we have the NRA and the Brady Center debating back a nd
forth, citizens of good intentions a nd morals believing strongly on
an issue, expressing their First . Amendment rights, petitioning
Congress, speaking out publicly. And the First Amendment exists
to protect your right on one side or the other to speak and let the
public domain resolve that issue.
Let me turn to a different issue and return perhaps to a lighter
topic. I understand that you like to take your law clerks, some of
them very much not from the West, to the Denver rodeo every year
and to h ave them observe and react to cattle roping and bronc
riding and mutton busting. Is that true, and can you share a bit
of your experiences and, even better, theirs in tha t regard?
Judge GORSUCH. Well, Senator, I get law clerks from all over the
country, ma ny from my region. I maybe favor my region, but I get
plenty from out of the area, too.
And we have a great rodeo in D enver every year, the Grand National, a nd it begins with a parade down 17th Street, which would
be like a parade down Pennsylvania Avenue in DC, where you have
cattle, it is a cattle drive down the m a in roa d in Denver . They shut
it down. That is how you mark the opening of the Grand Nationa l.
And the closing of the Grand Nationa l is celebrated by the prize
steer getting to spend. a little time in the Brown Palace Hotel. Now
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the Brown Palace Hotel is like the Willard or pick your favorite
fancy, at the Plaza in New York. Yes, they bring the prize steer
into the lobby of the Brown Palace.
And in between, there is a rodeo and the stock show; and the
kids show their animals. My kids never made it to the Grand National. They are more county fair types with their chickens and
their rabbits and dogs and whatever. But the kids compete to the
Grand National, this Grand National. This is big time.
And then there is mutton busting, and I think my children still
have PTSD from mutton busting.
[Laughter.]
Judge GORSUCH. Mutton busting, as you know, comes sort of like
bronco busting for adults. You take a poor little kid. You find a
sheep-[Laughter.]
Judge GoRSUCH. And you. attach the one to the other and see
how long they can hold on. And you know, it usually works fine
when the sheep has a lot of wool, and you tell them to hold onI tell my kids hold on monkey-style, you know, really get in there,
right, get around it.
Because if you sit upright, you go flying right off, right? So you
want to get in. But the problem when you get in is that you are
so locked in that you do not want to let go, right? And so then the
poor clown has to come and knock you off the sheep.
And my da ughters, you know, they got knocked around pretty
good over the years.
Senator CRUZ. Well, as a Texan , I think everyone's life could be
rendered riche r by going to the rodeo, and I tha nk you for sha ring
that experience with your clerks.
Judge GoRSUCH. Well, I a m sorry. We could talk mutton busting
all day.
Chairma n GRASSLEY. Senator Franken.
Sena tor FRANKEN. Good to see you, Judge. Evidently, there is no
a nimal abuse laws-[Laughter.]
Judge GoRSUCH. You sound like my daughters on that score,
Senator.
Senator FRANKEN. You know, I wanted to get to some questions,
but first I want to talk about TransAm Trucking because Senator
Durbin brought it up. Then Senator Lee brought it up. And I want
to just go through the facts real quickly because I understand the
reasoning behind your diss ent, but I am actually kind of puzzled
by it as well.
Okay. So Alphonse Maddin is a truck driver. H e has made a stop
off the interstate at 11 p.m .. H e comes back on--0r he is about to
come back on, notices his brakes are frozen on his trailer.
Okay. So he decides I am not going to go on-it is dangerous to
go with frozen brakes onto the interstate, frozen brakes on my long
trailer. He is in the cab, and he calls in for-pulls over to the side,
calls in for a repair. Gets the dispatcher. The dispatcher says, well,
you know, wait. Hang on there. Wait.
Okay. A couple hours goes by. The heater is not working in his
cab. It is 14 below zero, 14 below zero. H e calls in and he says, my
feet , I ca nnot feel them. I cannot feel my feet. My torso, I am begin-
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ning not to be able to feel my torso. And they say hang on, hang
on, wait for us.
Okay. Now he actually falls asleep, and at 1:18 a.m., his cousin,
I think, cousin calls him and wakes him up. And his cousin says
that he is slurrin~ his speech, and he does not make much sense.
Now Mayo Clime in Minnesota says that is hypothermia. And he
had fallen asleep. If you fall asleep waiting in 14 below zero weather, you can freeze to death. You can die.
He calls them back, and a supervisor says wait. You h ave to
wait. So he has a couple choices here. Wait or take the trailer out
with the frozen brakes onto the interstate.
Now when those brakes are locked, and you are pulling that load
on a trailer with its brakes locked, you can go maybe, what, 10, 15
miles an hour. Now what is that like on an interstate? Say you are
going 75 miles an hour. Someone is going 75 miles an hour. They
come over a hill and slam into that trailer.
Also he has hypothermia. He is a little woozy. Probably figures
that is not too safe. I do not t hink you would want to be on the
road with him, would you) Judge?
Judge GORSUCH. Senator-Senator FRANKEN. You would or not? It is a really easy yes or
no.
Judge GORSUCH. Would I want to be on the---Sena t or FRANKEN. Would you. like to be on the road with him?
Judge GORSUCH. Would I want to be on the road with him?
Senator FRANKEN. Yes.
Judge GoRSUCH. With the hitched trailer or the unhitched trailer, Senator?
Senator FRANKEN. Well, either, but especially with the hitched
t railer with the locked brakes.
Judge GORSUCH. No. I do not think that was a serious option. I
agr ee with you .
Senator FRANKEN. Okay. I thought tha t was-I would not want
to be there either.
Judge GORSUCH. Yes. An unhitched trailer- Senator FRANKEN. So what h e does is h e unhitches i t Judge GORSUCH. Right.
Sena tor FRANKEN [continuing]. And goes off in the cab.
Judge GORSUCH. And then I believe h e comes back 1 5 minutes
lat er.
Senator FRANKEN. And he comes back after l).e get s warm so that
h e can be there when it get s repaired.
Judge GORSUCH. Right.
Senator FRANKEN. Okay. He gets fired. He gets fired. And the
rest of the judges a ll go that is ridiculous. He should not,--you cannot fire a guy for doing that. It was-there were t wo safety issues
h ere.
One, the possibility of freezing to death or driving with that rig
in a very, very dangerous way. Which would you have chosen?
Which would you have done, Judge?
Judge GoRSUCH. Oh, Senator, I do not know wh at I would h ave
done if I were in his shoes, a nd I do not blame him at a ll for a
moment for doing wh at he did do.
Senator FRANKEN. But wh at- -
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Judge GORSUCH. I empathize with him entirely.
Senator FRANKEN. Okay. Just we have been talking about this
case. You have not decided what you would have done? You h ave
not thought about for a second what you would have done in his
case?
Judge GORSUCH . Oh, Senator, I thought a lot about this case because I - Senator FRANKEN. And what would you have done?
Judge GORSUCH. I totally empathize and understa nd-Senator FRANKEN. I am asking you a question. Please answer the
questions.
Judge GORSUCH. Senator, I do not know. I was not in the man's
shoes, but I understand why h e did-Senator FRANKEN. You do not know what you would have done?
Okay. I will tell you what I would have done. I would have done
exactly what he did.
Judge GORSUCH. Yes. I understand-Senator FRANKEN. And I think everybody here would h ave done
exactly what he did, and I think that is an easy answer, frankly.
I do not know why you had difficulty answering that.
Okay~ So you decide to write a thing in dissent. If you read your
dissent, you do not say it was like subzero. You say it was cold out.
The facts that you describe in your dissent are very minima l. But
here is the-here is the law tha t -a nd you go to the lan gu age of
the law, a nd you t a lk about tha t . "I go to the law."
A p erson m ay not discharge a n employee who r efuses to op erat e
a vehicle because the employee h as reasonable appreh ension of serious injury to the employee or the public because of the vehicle's
hazardous safety or security condition. That is the law .
And you decided that they h ad the right to fire him, even though
this law says you m ay not discharge an employee who refuses to
operate a vehicle because h e did operate the vehicle. Is th_at right?
That is your-that is h ow you. decided, right?
Judge GORSUCH. Tha t is the gis t of it.
Senator FRANKEN. Well, n o. Is tha t how you decided? That is
w h at you decided , right?
Judge GORSUCH. Well, Senator, there a re a lot more words in the
opinions, both in the m ajority by my colleagues and in dissent, but
that-I am happy to agree with you that is the gist of it.
Senator FRANKEN. Right. Well, that is what you have said. And
I-look, I am not a lawyer, but I h ave been on this Committee for
a bout 8 years, a nd I have paid some attention . So I know that w hat
y ou a re talking about h ere is the plain meaning rule. Here is what
the rule m ean s.
When the pla in meaning of a statute is clear on its face, w h en
its m eaning is obvious, courts h ave no business looking b eyond the
m eaning to the statute's purpose. And tha t is what you used, right?
Judge GoRSUCH . Tha t is what was argued t o us by both sides,
Senator.
Senator FRANKEN. But tha t is what you-that is what you used?
Judge GoRSUCH. Yes, both sides argu ed that the plain m eaning
supported thei r - Senator FRANKEN. Yes, a nd you used it to come to your conclus10n.
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Judge GORSUCH. But both sides did.
Senator FRANKEN. But the plain meaning rule has an exception .
When using the plain meaning rule would create an absurd result,
courts should depart from the plain meaning.
It is absurd to say this company is in its rights to fire him because he made the choice of possibly dying from freezing to death
or causing other people to die possibly by driving an unsafe vehicle.
That is absurd.
Now I had a career in identifying absurdity.
[Laughter.]
Senator FRANKEN. And I know it when I see it, and it makes
me-you know, it makes me question your judgment.
You stopped by my office a few weeks ago. I asked you about
Merrick Garland. I had r ead somewhere that after you accepted the
nomination, it has been talked about, one of the first calls you
placed was to Chief Judge Garland. And you said. to me, "I think
the world of Merrick Garland."
And I asked you a couple times if you ar e bothered by the w ay
the Senate treated Merrick Garland, w ho you clearly have a great
deal of respect for? You said something to the effect of, "Senator,
I try to stay away from politics."
Now you had been on the bench for 10 years. So that sounded
fair to m e, a nd I decided t o leave well enough alone, and I moved
on t o a n othe r topic.
But your r elations hip with politics cam e up against yesterday.
My good colleagu e Sen at or Lee la m ented the extent to which the
confirmation process has become p olitical a nd suggest ed tha t you
and other nominees a re not equipped t o navigat e that process because confirmation politics are , in his words, "still a little foreign
to you, ar e still quite unfamiliar t o you ."
But it turns out that is not really entirely a ccurat e. Afte r you
were n omina ted, this Committee m a de a formal request for docum ents relating to your previous nomination and t o your time at the
De partment of Justice . This is st andard procedur e. Those docum ents include ema ils back a nd forth bet ween forme r Bus h a dminis t ration officials and you in 2004, b ack before you joined that administ ration.
And the Neil Gors uch in those em a ils seem s t o be very, very familia r with politics. The N eil Gorsu ch in those ema ils was looking
for a job. Her e is a m ess age you sent to Matt Schla pp, President
Bush 's political director. This was in November 2004, just after
President Bush won r e-election .
"I spent s ome time in Ohio working on the el ection." This is you .
"What a magnificent r esult for the country. F or m e persona lly, the
experien ce wa s invigorating a nd a great dea l of fun."
Now that does not sound like someone wh o steers clear of politics
to m e . You went on to write, "While I have spent considerable time
trying to help the ca use on a volunteer basis in various roles, I
ha ve concluded that I would really like t o be a full-time m ember
of the t eam."
You attach your resume, which describes in detail your work in
support of politica l campa igns and candidates . Basically, you ha d
worked on Republican political campaign s since 1976. You worked
for Reagan , Bus h 1, Bush 2. You were cited for distinguis hed s erv-
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ice to the United States Senate for work in support of President
Bush's judicial nominees by the Senate Republican Conference,
which suggests that even the political aspects of confirming judicia l
nominees is something that you are not unfamiliar with.
Now when we met earlier, I asked you what you thought of the
way Senate Republicans treated Merrick Garland, and rather than
answer the question, you replied, "I try to avoid politics." But here
you are in 2004, yledging your allegiance to the cause and shopping
around a resume, touting your work on political campaigns dating
back to 1976.
These messages establish that for a good deal of your prior career, you did not avoid politics. Quite the contrary, you were very
politically active. So in light of that, I would like to ask my question again. Do you think Merrick Garland was treated fairly by the
United States Senate?
Judge GoRSUCH. Senator, a couple of things in response to that,
if I might? Going back, the absurdity doctrine argument was never
presented to the Court, and it usually applies in cases where there
is a scrivener's error, not when we just disagree with the policy of
the statute. So I appreciate the opportunity to respond there.
Senator FRANKEN. When there is a scrivener there?
Judge GORSUCH. Scrivener's error.
Senator FRANKEN. Error?
Judge GORSUCH. Error, yes.
Senat or FRANKEN. Okay, I am sorry.
Judge GoRSUCH. Not wh en we just disagree with the policy. With
respect to ca mpaigns- Senator FRANKEN. Well, if I read my statutory interpretation
from, let us see, this is from the Notre Dame Law School National
Institute for Trial Advocacy, this is a pretty well-known exception
to the plain meaning rule.
Judge GORSUCH. Oh, yes.
Senator FRANKEN. Aud I think you. can apply it without it-I
m ean , do you not think it is absurd that this m an was put-given
t hat choice and then fired for it? Do you not think that was absurd?
Judge GORSUCH. Senator, my heart goes out to him.
Senator FRANKEN. Okay, never mind.
Judge GORSUCH. My heart goes out to him, but it is just not my
job to write-Senator FRANKEN. How do you think Merrick Garland was treated by the Republicans?
Judge GORSUCH. Aud Senator, since I became a judge 10 years
ago, I have a canon of ethics that precludes me from getting involved rn any way, shape, or form in politics. They are the reason
why judges do not clap at the State of the Union and why I cannot
even attend a political caucus in my home State to register a vote
in the equivalent of a primary.
Senator FRANKEN. Okay. But I do not think tha t this is-you
have to state your political views. That is not what-this is about
how a Supreme Court Justice who is nominated by the President
of the United States, this is like in the Constitution. I think you
are a llowed to t alk about what h a ppened to the last guy who was
nominated in your position.
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You are allowed to say something without being-without getting
involved in politics. You can express an opinion on this.
Judge GoRSUCH. Senator, I appreciate the invitation, but I know
the other side has their views of this, and you, your side has your
views of it. That, by definition, is politics.
Senator FRANKEN. Okay, okay.
Judge GORSUCH. And Senator, judges have to stay outside of politics. I think the world of Merrick Garland. I think h e is an outstanding judge.
Senator FRANKEN. Okay, I understand.
Judge GORSUCH. I have told you what I think about him.
Senator FRANKEN. I understand. Thank you. Thank you.
I do not mean to cut you off, but you know, we have time. I think
it is really important for us to understand how your political work
and your political views might inform the views of the la w, and I
know-I do not hold it aga inst you that you. did political work. Lots
of people did.
Judge GORSUCH. 1976, I was walking the district with my mom.
Senator FRANKEN. Yes.
Judge GORSUCH. When she was running for State house.
Senator FRANKEN. Looking again at the emails 5 or so months
after your message to Mr. Schlapp you emailed Ken Mehlman. Mr.
M ehlman was your law school roomma t e, a nd at the time you
em ailed him, he was the Chairm an of the Republican Nationa l
Committee . You h a d just interviewed for a job at the Depa rtment
of Justice, and you wanted him t o put in a good word. So h e did.
Mr. Mehlma n ema iled the White House, and h e w rote, "Neil is
a wonderful guy, was my law school roomma te, did t he 72-hour effort in Ohio for us, and was part of Lawyers for Bush." Mr.
M ehlman wrote, "He is a true loya list ."
N ow again, being politically active or a loyal Rep ublica n are not
disqua lifying characteristics for a Suprem e Court nominee, not in
my book a nyway. Let us think back to the 2004 election. Let us
look a t Ohio, wh er e you volunteered.
Ohio is one of 11 Stat es in 2 004 where Republica ns w orking t o
support the re-election ca mpa ign also worked t o put a nti-gay m arria ge a mendments on the ballot. These St ate con stitutional a mendm ents passed, all 11 of them. The t ext varied Stat e by Sta te, but
generally, the a mendment s defined m arriage as being b etween a
m an and a woma n . The am endments sent a clear message to lesbian and gay couples that t h eir unions were not equa l in the eyes
of the la w.
N ow you were a ca mpaign worker in Ohio. You w ere a m ember
of the group Lawyers for Bush-Chen ey. As a lawyer a nd a s a student of the Constitution, h ow did you feel ab out the right to m arry
being put t o a popula r vote?
Judge GoRSUCH. Senator, I do not r ecall any involvement in that
issue during that ca mpa ign . I remember going to Ohio- Senator F RANKEN. Wer e you awa re of that issu e at all?
Judge GORSUCH. Oh, certa inly, I was aware of it.
Sena t or F RANKEN. And how did you feel about it?
Judge GoRSUCH. W ell, Sen at or , m y persona l view s? Any r evelation of my pe rsona l views a bout this m atter would. indicat e to peo-
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ple how I might rule as a judge, mistakenly, but it might. And I
have to be concerned about that.
Senator FRANKEN. These discriminatory amendments were part
of a deliberate effort to drive up the turnout, and we know that because-we know that because your friend Ken Mehlman said so.
Mr. Mehlman was interviewed by The Atlantic in 2010 and said
that the Bush campaign had ''been working with the Republican to
make sure that anti-gay initiatives and referenda would appear on
November ballots in 2004 and 2006 to help Republicans."
Now to be clear, there is nothing to suggest that you were involved in crafting that strategy. But at the time, this tactic received a lot of attention, including .in Ohio, where you worked on
the campaign. It has a profound impact on people's lives.
But a lot has changed. Since 2004, Mr. Mehlman announced publicly that he is gay, for one. He also voiced regret about what happened. He apologized. He said, "At a personal level, I wish I had
spoken ou:t against the effort. As I have been involved in the fight
for marriage equality, one of the things I have learned is how many
people were harmed by the campaigns in which I was involved. I
apologize to them and ten them I am sorry."
That is a brave thing to say. It is hard to admit regret. Mr.
Mehlman had a personal connection to the issue, to be sure. But
our country has come a long way in a relatively short amount of
time. A lot of folks h ave changed their view about marriage equality, Republicans and Democrats alike.
In the m eantime, the Supreme Court has settled th.is issue. Marriage equality is now the law of the land. So you should not h ave
any problem answering this question. How have your views of marriage equality changed, if at all, since the 2004 election?
Judge GoRSUCH. Senator, my personal views, if I were to begin
speaking about my personal views on this subject, which every
America n has views on, would send a mislead.ing signal to the
America n people that my-Senator FRANKEN. It is settled law.
Judge GORSUCH. It is absolutely settled law. Th ere is ongoing
litigation about its impact and its application right now, and I cannot begin to share my personal views without suggesting mistakenly to people- Senator FRANKEN. Okay. Can I move on to something else then?
Thank you.
Judge GORSUCH. Well, if l might finish?
Senator FRANKEN. I understand. You have given a version of this
answer before. So I understand. I understand.
I would like to return to something I raised in my opening statement, and that is your view of administrative law. Standing before
conservative activists gathered at CPAC, the Conservative Political
Action Committee, President Trump's chief strategist, Steve
Bannon, and his White House chief of staff, Reince Priebus, outlined the President's agenda.
Two topics were featured prominently, deregulation and your
nomination. Now I do not think that is a coincidence.
Reince Priebus started by explaining why nominating you was so
important for the President to do right out of the gate. H e said, referring to your nomination, "Number one, we a re not talking a bout
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a change over a 4-year period. We are talking about a change of
potentially 40 years oflaw, number one."
That is change of potentially 40 years of law. Change the law.
You and your colleagues here have said the job of a judge is to follow the law, even if he dislikes the results. You have said that_ Not
change the law or change 40 years of the law.
But that is what Reince Priebus said this is about. When the
White House chief of staff was talking to his friends at CPAC, he
s ays that Justice job, that your job is to change 40 years of law .
Yet my colleagues and you say it is to follow the laws as written.
Well, it cannot be both. So which is it?
Judge GORSUCH. Senator, it is to be a judge, to be fair, to follow
the law. To apply it to the facts and circumstances of each case and
to live out my judicial oath on whichever court I serve on, whether
it is the Tenth Circuit, where I have served for the last 10
years-Senator FRANKEN. Okay.
Judge GORSUCH . And where my opinions have been unanimous
97 percent of the time, Senator.
Senator FRANKEN. I know.
Judge GORSUCH. I have been in the majority- Senator FRANKEN. I understand, and again, you have given many
times that answer. So if you will indulge me?
Mr. Priebus went on to say your nomination was central t o P resident Trump fulfilling his policy objectives. "N eil Gorsuch r epr esents the type of judge that has the vision of Donald Trump, a nd
it," refe rr ing to your nomination, "fulfills the promise that he ma de
to a ll of you," speaking to the conservative a ctivists gathered at
CPAO.
What do you think that Mr. Priebus was ta lking a bout? Was he
suggesting that, if confirmed, you would be positioned to sha pe the
Court's decisions for the next 40 years, or was he su ggesting you
could reach ba ck 40 years? R oe u. Wad e turned 44 t his year , an d
P reside nt has promised to nominat e judges who would overturn
R oe.
Chevron is 33 years old. I think this is a legitimat e question.
Was Mr. Priebus suggesting that you go ba ck a nd ch ange 40 years
of settled law or have an effect on the law moving forward?
Judge GORSUCH. Res pectfully, Sen ator, Mr. Priebus does n ot
s peak for m e, and I do not speak for him. I do not appr eciat e when
people cha ra cterize me, as I a m sure you do not appreciat e it when
people ch aract erize you. I like to spea k for m yself.
I am a judge. I a m my own ma n .
Senat or F RANKEN. Okay. I just want to just, you know, we h ave
h a d some t alk ab out this. I do not think we are crazy to think that
the a dministration and Reince Priebus, I do n ot think he was lying.
And does it not-are you comfort a ble with your nomination being
des cribed in such tra nsa ctional t erms?
Judge GORSUCH. Sen ator, there is a lot a bout this process I am
uncomforta ble with, a lot. But I am not God . No one asked m e to
fix it. I a m h ere a s a witness, trying to faithfully answer your questions as best I can , consist ent with the const raints I have a s a sitting j udge.
H ere to a nswer questions about my qualification s a nd my r ecord.
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Senator FRANKEN. I have it. Well, I find it unsettling that the administration is talking about-the chief of staff is talking about the
Supreme Court that way. But I want to get back to the panel at
CPAC.
After Mr. Priebus discussed your nomination, Steve Bannon
talked about the President's agenda. He described three priorities,
and one of them was "the deconstruction of the administrative
state." Now here is what Mr. Bannon meant by that.
He said that regulation was a . problem from his perspective.
"Every business leader we have had in is saying not just taxes, but
it is also regulation." He said that if you look at the President's appointees, "They were selected for a reason, and that is
deconstruction. The way the progressive left runs is if they cannot
!5et it passed, they are just going to put in some sort of regulation
man agency. That is all going to be deconstructed."
Taking Steve Bannon at his word, do you think only Cabinet appointees were selected to bring about this deconstruction, or do you
think the White House also sees a role here for its judicial nominees?
Judge GoRSUCH. Senator, respectfully, I believe that is a question best directed to Mr. Bannon.
Senator FRANKEN. He is not here. I am just quoting him. That
is all.
I think the White House does see judges as a part of this
deconstruction, a nd I think that they are seeing your nomination
as an important step toward achievin g this goal. You have shown
a willingness to disregard agencies' interpretations of st atutes. You
did that in TransAm Trucking with a Department of Labor regulation, for example.
You have done it in other cases as well, and in August, you wrote
that concurrence to your own unanimous opinion in which you describe Chevron, the Supreme Court's landmark .administrative law
case, as "permitting Executive bureaucracies to swallow huge
amounts of core judicial and legislative power." You wrote, "Maybe
the time has come to face the behemoth."
Now generally speaking, as we have discussed, Chevron provides
the courts should defer to an agency's interpretation of the Federal
laws that it is t asked with administering. When Congress passes
laws that require agencies to implement them , say, by issuing safety standards for children's toys or rules to ensure that pharmaceuticals or medicines are safe, those al$encies turn to experts to
develop those policies, experts like scientists at the FDA, for exa mple.
And I think that is a good thing. We want experts doing the
work. What we Senators do not want to be doing is deciding how
much .lea d can be in your water or what the distance in the slats
are in a baby's crib. I do not trust Senator Coons to do tha t .
[Laughter.]
Senator FRANKEN. Chevron provides that when agencies do that,
courts should be wary of stepping in to overrule them without a
good reason. This is-Sca lia agreed with Chevron.
But I a m concerned that this administration sees common sense
health a nd safety rules as a burden on big business, a nd I am concerned. that they want to appoint pro-corporate judges who are will-
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ing to substitute their own judgment on these matters for those of
experts. Do you believe that Chevron was wrongly decided?
Judge GORSUCH. Senator, I am a Circuit Judge. I do not tell my
bosses what to do. I do, when 1 see a problem, raise my hand and
tell my bosses I see an issue here. And I did in that case not because of any big corporate interest, but because of what happened
to Mr. Gutierrez, an undocumented immigrant to this country.
And the whipsaw that he was placed in by a change in law affected by an administrative agency, a bureaucracy, overruling a judicial precedent and telling him he now had to wait not 10 years
out of the country, but 14, something like that.
And Senator, that is part of my job to say these things when I
see problems like that. It is a due process problem I saw, and no
one, Senator, is suggesting that scientists should not get deference,
or chemists or biologists. Section 706 of the APA is quite clear that
on facts-Senator FRANKEN. Well, you want to address this behemoth, and
that suggests that the comments made by Mr. Priebus and Mr.
Bannon know exactly what they-what you think about these
issues. And I think some of my colleagues on the other side of the
aisle do as well.
This is a big deal. During the entire Fourteenth Congress, Chevron deference was mentioned only twice on the Senate floor. But
between the announcement of your nomina tion on J a nuary 31st
and last week, that decision was mentioned 30 times by 4 different
Senators. E ach of those four Senators discussed the case while
speaking in support of your nomination. Three of those Senators
are Members of this Committee.
So I know you are choosing your words very carefully, and I
know you are trying not to signal how you might rule in certain
cases, but I think some of the signals have already been sent.
Thank you.
Ch airman GRASSLEY. Senator Sasse.
Senator SASSE . Tha nk you, Mr. Chairman. Judge, I-you mentioned that there are a number of things about this that have been
disappointing to you in the process. I a m disappointed in Senator
Cruz partly because he stole a lot of my originalism plan of questioning, but also because he went to mutton busting.
[Laughter.]
Senator SASSE. I was convinced that I was the only guy that had
mutton busting in today's pool. So, my wife also sent me a text a
little bit ago and said, and I am sur e she did not expect me to rea d
it, but how in the world is Gorsuch able to go so ma ny hours at
a time without peeing.
[La ughter. ]
Senator SASSE. I will not m a ke you answer, but the SCOTUS
bladder is something the whole country sta nds in awe of. You are
over halfway through your 11 hours toda y, so congratulations.
Judge, let us do biography for just a second. You are a father.
Remind me of the ages of your children.
Judge GORSUCH. Boy, I do not even know wh at to say now.
[Laughter.]
Judge GORSUCH. You rea lly caught m e off guard there, Senator
Sasse.
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Senator SASSE. You are welcome.
Judge GORSUCH. My daughters are 17 and 15.
Senator SASSE. Okay. So, besides fishing, have they ever played
sports?
Judge GORSUCH. Oh, my goodness, yes.
Senator SASSE. Have you ever gotten to a Little League game
early, pulled the umpire aside in: the parking lot, and asked him
or her to commit in advance that they will decide the games for the
underdog?
Judge GORSUCH. No, but I think some of my buddies have.
[Laughter.]
Senator SASSE. Have you-have you ever asked a referee underneath the zebra stripes of their jersey to wear your kid's Little
League jersey as the undershirt, the referees?
Judge GORSUCH. No, it would not have helped any. My kids were
pretty rotten at basketball.
Senator SASSE. We are obviously not going to pursue this very
far, but I do want to make sure that everybody a t home knows a
little bit of what has been happening in the room over the course
of the last six or 7 hours, because some of my colleagues are asking
a bunch of tough questions that are really important for you to
have to answer. At the same time, there are a whole bunch of questions that have been ask ed today that are really asking you to t ake
your legal career a nd your legal ethics, a nd set them aside, a nd
play politician on TV today. And that really is not your j ob.
And some of this questioning really h as not been a fruitful use
of our time. It is well meaning to talk about the outcome objectives
of a whole bunch of these cases, but I would submit that it is dead
wrong. I want to give you just a couple of the questions we have
h eard earlier today at different times.
"How can we h ave confidence tha t you w ill not be for the big
guy?" At a nother point, '1h ow can we .know-how can we know that
you feel for the little guy?" This sounds noble, but it is funda mentally a corruption of what the judge's job is . To seek assurances
from you like this is like seeking assurances from a referee before
t he gam e that they will pledge to a certain outcome before the tip
off.
If the law is wrong1 and I am somebody w ho believes that lots
of our laws are wrong and overreaching a round here , the question
should be direct ed back at us on this panel and on this dais why
we do not fix the laws that are wrong. We would n ot be asking you
as the judge t o commit that when our laws are clunky, a nd bad,
a nd in conflict, you will divine how to ch a nge the law on the fly.
That is not the oath that you will t ake, that is not th e Con stitution
that we have a ll taken a n oath to a nd pledged t o, a nd it is not
what the America n people want.
So, fra nkly, 1 appla ud you for your perseverance a nd patience
with us as we have continually gone down a path of asking you to
a n swer questions, m a ny of which are fundamentally political questions, a nd that you should not be an swering, and tha t we should
not be asking. So, tha nk you for your endurance.
I would like to go back to something tha t is a little more productive for the Committee, and , frankly, I think productive for the
moms a nd dads a t home. And I would like to t a lk a little bit more
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a bout the judge's robe. We both spoke about it yesterday, I would
note, with no coordination. It turns out we both just read your stuff
from the past. And the judge's black robe reminds us of the meaning of your job. It r eminds the plaintiffs that stand before the
court, it reminds the judges as he or she dresses in the morning,
and it r eminds our kids or it gives us an opportunity to teach our
kids. And you have spoken eloquently about it in the past, but I
think it is fitting for you to unpack it a little bit more in light of
some of today's questioning.
Earlier today you were implored to tell us a little bit more about
what is in your heart. And I think that is fundamentally a confusing question for us to be asking of a judge except insofar as we
would ask you, a re you a man of your word, who, when you take
an oath, in your heart are pledging to keep your word and to keep
your oath. And I think we all know that the a nswer to that question is yes, and it is why you are going to be confirmed, because
people believe you to be a good and fair-minded judge.
But every American in a more fundamental way needs to know
what is in the heart of legislators because we are supposed to
speak for the hearts, and minds, and hopes, and dreams of 320 million American p eople. We are supposed to cast a vision for the
country, those things we want to conserve and preserve, and those
things that we should a rg ue a bout and change. We are the ones
who are supposed to weigh the pros a nd cons of various legis lative
options t hat are available to us.
Judges, on the othe r h and, are supposed to be following the law
impartially. Your h eart is supposed to be inclined neithe r toward
the rich~ nor t owa rd the poor, nor toward Black nor White, nor people with big bank ba lances or sm all ba nk balances. But your heart
is supposed to be your commitment t o the la w as you find it.
So, let u s engage in a little thought experiment. Thirty or 40
years from now whe n you r etire and hang up your robe, and y mi
a re out fis hing or sitting on the front porch of your surely lovely
home, and you look b ack over your car eer, how w ill you know if you
were a good judge?
Judge GORSUCH. Sen ator , t hat is a question I a sk my kids every
s emest er when I t each ethics, finish the s em est er with asking them
to spend 5 minutes writing their obitua ry. They h at e it. They think
it is corny, and it might be a little corny. And then 1 ask them if
they will volunteer to read some of them , a nd people want to be
r em embered for the kindnesses they sh owed other p eo.ple by a nd
la rge .
And w ha t I point out to them-what I try to point out is it is
not how big your bank a ccount ba la nce is. N obody ever puts that
in their draft obituary, or t hat they billed the most hours, or that
they won the most cases . It is how they treat ed other people a long
the way,
And for m e, it is the words I read yesterday from Increas e Sumn er's t ombstone. And that m eans as a pers on I would like to be r em embered as a good dad, a good husband, kind a nd mild in privat e
life, dignified a nd firm in pub lic life. And I h ave no illus ions that
I will be rem embered for very long, non e, if Byron White is nearly
forgotten , as he is now as he said h e would be. I have no illusions
I will not last 5 minutes . That is as it s hould be.
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"The great joy in life,'' Shaw said, "is devoting yourself to a cause
you deem mighty before you are thrown on the scrapheap." An
independent judiciary in this country, I can carry that baton for as
long as I can carry it, and I have no illusions I am going to last
as long as you sugaest. And that will be good enough for me.
Senator SASSE. Well said. And would it be that more who taught
legal ethics, and business ethics, and medical ethics, and theological ethics, wouia assign their students the obituary challenge.
We might live less in the soundbite culture and more in a way that
thinks about service, and duty, and calling. It is a great assignm ent.
Neither Cory Gardner nor Michael Bennet have to fear that you
are going to challenge them for a Senate seat from Colorado in the
future?
Judge GDRSUCH. Senator, I admire them both, and I think it is
a wonderful fact they were both here to introduce me, and that
they follow a tradition, the West, where Senator Salazar and Senator Allard, Republican, Democrat, introduced me last time around.
And, frankly, 10 Circuit nominations, thanks to-he is not here at
the moment-but Senator Hatch cares about the Tenth Circuit, Republican and Democrat, generally going very smoothly.
And it shows. It shows that you all have picked-I do not know
how it works. I do not know how this crazy process works, but the
colleagues you h ave selected for m e over the years are wonderful
colleagues, wonderful people. And I have been richly blessed to
spend 10 years with every one of them.
Senator SASSE. So, wh en you distinguish between the rearview
mirror of a Justice later or a judge la ter in life looking back, and
the rearview mirror of a Senator, we have different callings. And
so, I think, without putting words in your mouth, you are going to
be able to say that you can be proud of your career, even if you
failed to advance your policy preferences in this calling.
But unpack tha t for the American people. Help them underst a nd
how the retrospective look of a Senator and her or his career is different than a judge's r et rospective look.
Judge GDRSUCH. I suspect, but I do not know b ecause I have not
sat where you sit. I would not presume to be able to walk in your
shoes. But I presume gingerly that you w ill look back on your career and say I accomplish ed this piece of legisla tion or that piece
of legislation and changed the lives of the American people dram atica lly as a result.
I was fortunate enough to serve as a page in this body many
years ago. It is an experience every young person should h ave. It
will give them a lifelong love of this body. It the great est deliberative body in the world. I believe that even sitting here.
A judge looking back, the: most you can hope for is you h ave done
fairness to each person who h as .c ome before you, decide their case
on the facts and the law, and that you have just carried on the tradition of a neutral, impartial judiciary that each person can cmne
to with some sense that they are going to receive a fair hearing for
their disputes. That is what we do. We just resolve cases and controversies. And lawyers are supposed to be fierce advocates, a nd I
was once a fierce advocate for my clients. But a judge is supposed
to rule impartia lly, to list en courteously, and rule impartia lly.
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So, frankly, my legacy should look and will look a lot smaller
than yours, and that is the way the design of the Constitution
works.
Senator SASSE. In an earlier line of question, you were asked
about 2004, and the presidential election, and your participation in
it. I just want to c1arify, you were not a judge in 2004.
Judge GORSUCH. Goodness no, Senator.
Senator SASSE. Correct.
Judge GORSUCH. I was a private attorney.
Senator SASSE. And when you went on to the bench, what
changed in your life?
Judge GORSUCH. Justice Jackson says, "A robe changes a man or
it should." Now, I am sure you would add "woman" today, too. A
psychological change comes over that person. He was the fiercest
possible Advocate Attorney General for FDR, and he wrote a dissent, as we have talked about earlier, in Korematsu . He wrote the
Steel Seizure concurrence. He was a brave man. That is a judge's
judge, calling it like he sees it in each case as it comes, and writing
clearly so that people can understand exactly what he is up to, and
he is not hiding behind jargon, legalese, or four million footnotes.
That is the best I can do on that.
Senator SASSE. Senator Cruz earlier asked you a series of questions about originalism, and I appreciated your-I will probably
paraphrase you. inartfully. But you said you. worry that the labels
sometimes put us into boxes that eliminate the requirement or reduce the requirement we have to actually engage each other's
ideas. So, I will not pin you down ha rd on the term "originalism."
But many have .c ritiqued origina lism, including in some statements
yesterday and today here, as backward focused , or ''too rigid" in
adapting to our changing culture.
Do you b elieve that originalism is just one judicial philosophy
among many, or is it a description of what judges do?
Judge GORSUCH . I am w ith Justice Kagan on this. I think it is
what we all want to know. I do not know a judge who would not
want to know what the origina l understa nding is of a particular
term in the Constitution or a statute. That is information that
would be valuable to any judge and considered by a judge.
Again, in Heller, for example, Second Amendment case, deeply
thoughtful opinions by both sides on that question. It does not necessarily decide the case, but it provides us a language to talk to
one another in which we are trying to seek something outside of
ourselves, outside of our own personal beliefs, about w h at the Constitution or the statute a t h and mea ns.
W e are trying to do it in a way that is n eutral and that we can
say provides fair notice to those whose lives we are affecting, so
that we are interpreting the law in a way that we can say they
should have known. Th ey were on notice. We are not putting a pers on in prison willy nilly based on our preferences. We are taking
away their liberty, but we are preserving it in accordance with the
Constitution as it was written.
Senator SASSE. I would like to talk a little bit about cultural catechesis, or civics. As you. and I have discussed in previous meetings, I am of the view that we have a crisis. We are not passing
on the mea ning of America to the next generation. Something like
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40 percent of Americans under age 35 tell pollsters that they think
the First Amendment might be dangerous because you might use
your freedom of speech to say something that would hurt somebody
else's feelings.
Actually, that is quite the point of America, right, that there are
all sorts of things people might differ about and they might want
to argue about. Our Founders came here, and they did not have the
same views of heaven and hell and how you achieve salvation. And
they came together, and they forged out of the many one polity
where we have a shared framework for ordered liberty, where we
protect each other's rights, even to be wrong about fundamental
things, wrong in our own views as we wrestle with these things.
But we debate big and important questions in Washington, but,
more fundamentally, in Boulder, or in Fremont, or in Omaha, Nebraska. And you do it in the town square, and do it at the church
or the synagogue, you do it in the bar. And you. fight about questions, but fight free from violence, and so, we protect each other's
rights to argue and to dissent.
And we are not explaining that First Amendment to the next
generation. And I believe that all three branches-the legislative,
Executive, and judicial branches-are led by people who are taking
an oath to a Constitution that is about limited government. It is
about principled pluralism. It is about intentiona lly distinguished
and divided powers. And I think all three branches have an obligation to do some of tha t teaching about civics.
President Reagan, long before he was a Republican President, before h e was a Republican Governor, when he was a Democra tic
labor union organizer, Ronald Reagan used to say, "In any republic,
you are always only one generation away from the extinction of
freedom.n If we do not pass a long the meaning of America to the
n ext genera tion, it means the n ext gen eration of our rulers are not
going to understand why we h ave this beautiful inheritarrce that
we h ave in a constitutional system of limits.
As a judge on the Tenth Circuit, a nd soon to be as a Justice on
t he Supreme Court, can you explain wha t you think your r esponsibilities a nd freedoms are to teach civics to the American people?
Judge GORSUCH. Senator, as a judge on the Tenth Circuit, I have
tried h ard to do that, literally teaching class, speaking where I a m
invited when I a m invited, going to law schools, t alking to students, and visit the courthouse, a nd it has been a great privilege
a nd a joy.
1 think here of Justice O'Connor-Sa ndra Day O'Connor-and
when she retired she did a n awful lot of this. She has done a n
amazing amount of work. And I do think that there is a need to
remind people how to talk to one another, how we talk to one a nother, a nd more funda m entally about how brilliant the design of
this Constitution is. Not perfect, but e pluribus unum. From ma ny,
one.
And we are all not Republican judges, Democratic judges. We are
judges, and I think we do have an OP(>Ortunity, a nd that is one of
the things I look forward to as a J ust1ce. My little t alks might be
a little better attended on civics, a nd I hope to do that.
Maybe that is a Western thing, I do not know, or a MidWestern
thing, Senator. But I really believe in this country, and I a m opti-
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mistic about its future. I see the young people. I teach them. I get
law clerks that really care about this country, and they give me
hope every day.
Senator Coons and I share the distinction of being Truman
Scholars, and we go through the selection process of picking the
next crop every year. Harry Truman did not want a monument as
a memorial here in Washington. Think about that, the humility of
that. Instead, he wanted a living monument, a scholarship to
young people who go on to do public service.
Well, you got two of them here. And every year when I go do that
selection process, I do not know about Senator Coons, but it is one
of the best days of the year for me because I see young people full
of enthusiasm for this country and anxious to make it better.
I look forward to working, if I am so fortunate to be confirmed,
on just this topic, Senator, with you, with Senator Coons, and anyone else.
Senator SASSE. Talk a little bit about the role of writing in the
life of a Justice. Justice Scalia was obviously a writer with a flourish. You have discussed having been tapped in the past to participate in speech writing. Talk about the purposes of both concurring
dissents and traditional dissents, a nd what you think the objectives
are at the appellate level in your opinions, and is there a distinction when you are on SCOTUS.
Judge GORSUCH. When I sit down to w rite an opinion, people
sometimes ask me who I am writing for. I am writing for myself.
I am trying to convince myself tha t I have it right. And I go
through a lot of drafts, and I sometimes, as my law clerks know,
change tack as I am- I am drafting. I do not know how many
drafts I have gone through on some opinions, 30? More.
Senator SASSE . He actually said 130, but whatever.
[Laughter.]
Judge GoRSUCH. Because I am trying to get it right, and I find
I test ideas as I write. It is one thing to say to somebody else, oh,
go write this up. It is anoth er thing to have to sit down and write
it yourself. And it exposes holes and gaps in your own thinking,
causes you to question yourself, wonder whether you have it right.
So for me, it is an exercise of getting it right, and persuading myself at the end of the day, and writing in a la n gu age tha t persuades
me. A lot of gobbledygook, a nd us lawyers are guilty of a lot of gobbledygook, that does not persuade me. I want to know through a
clear line . I want to be able to see my argument or my topic sentences.
And maybe it is S ister Rose Margaret , I do not know, but I want
to see the argument flow. I want to see how it fits together, and
then I want it torn apart by my law clerks w ho tell me I a m wrong.
So, it is a n iterative process because at the end of the day, t h at is
what it is all about.
And then it is about the test of my colleagues, and I take their
comments very seriously. I believe in collegiality. I believe that two
heads, three hea ds, nine heads are better than one.
And so, I think a good judge cannot have too much pride of a uthorship. He h as to accept criticism, constructive criticism, and try
and incorporate or dea l with that criticism. Maybe that is why my
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opinions have attracted relatively few dissents, 1 do not know, but
I take collegiality very seriously.
As to writing separate opinions, I do not do it very often, and
when I do it, it is usually because I am just stuck. I might be
wrong, but I am just stuck. Something does not seem right to me,
and I have tried to discuss it with my colleagues, I have tried to
work it out. I have bent as far as I can bend, but at the end of the
day I liave-I take the oath to follow the law where it leads me.
And I try hard to reach a collegial consensus, but when I cannot,
I write up what I can as respectfully as I can, and usually in as
few words as I can, a dissent or a separate concurrence. Sometimes
because it is back bound, but it is just where I am stuck. Sometimes it is because I see an issue that my bosses need to be aware
of, like any good employee. Hey, boss, you might want to think
about this one, it seems kind of tough to me. And I think that is
part of the process of a good judge.
Senator SASSE. I am a historian by background, and when I was
writing my dissertation to your audience question, one of my advisors just kept pounding me saying, I do not know who you are writing for here, it seems scattered all over the place. And he finally
persuaded me to put a picture of my aunt on the farm next to my
computer, and she is smarter than I am, but she knows nothing
about my topic. And he said, if you recognize that your a udience
should be smarter than you, but ignorant of the subject m atter, you
are fina lly going to find your voice.
Judge GORSUCH. Yes.
Senat or SASSE. Is there something a nalogo us in the writings of
the Supreme Court where you are not just writing for other Justices, but you have an obligation to write for the American people?
Judge GORSUCH. I think if you are sitting and writing your dissertation for yourself with a picture of your aunt, you are right on
t arget , because 1 think if I am w riting for myself and trying to persuade myself, then I figure everybody w ill be able to at least track
wh at I did. Maybe not agree with every opinion, every single one
of the 2,700 decisions I have issued, but t hey will understand wh y
I have where I h ave. I w as candid about it. I did not hide. I stood
up. I was clear . I was honest . I was forthright, pla in-s poken .
And you can judge my opinions for better or worse on their merits. And I think that is what a good judge does is candor, the duty
of candor.
Senator SASSE. We finished voting a day earl)'. last week, and so
a lot of us were back in our States traveling and doing town ha lls,
and Rotary clubs, a nd schools. I ran into three different teachers
who planned to use these hea rings on C-SPAN to teach civics.
I wonder if you could help those teac hers explain, as one of them
asked me, about why we have a Bill of Rights. To remind the
American people, the Constitution is a negative document. It is not
the Government giving us freedoms. It is us giving the Government
a limited set of enumerated powers, a nd originally there was no
Bill of Rights, and as a part of a compromise, we added one. Today
most people when they think about our Constitution think of the
Bill of Rights first.
Why do we have a Bill of Rights, and what fundamental difference would it m a ke if we did not have one?
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Judge GORSUCH. That is a big question. For us adults-Senator SASSE. The Chairman said I could have an extra hour,
so take your time.
[Laughter.]
Judge GORSUCH. Yes, I have 4 minutes and 19 seconds on that.
That is a big question for us adults who are where we are. It is
a big question for my middle school- and high school-age kids.
The Constitution as a negative document, the theory behind it,
in short order, was to divide liberty-to divide power the better to
protect liberty. That is the theory, that if you put all power in one
set of hands, are going to get tyranny. And our Founders had too
much evidence of that in their own time.
It is kind of a hard-won inheritance, part Enlightenment th.eory,
right, part on the battlefield. They saw what it was like to have
power amalgamated in one set of hands, dangerous, so they divided
it. They divided it three ways on our-in our Federal system. You,
Article I, write the laws~ and it is tough. It is supposed to be tough
to protect liberty. We do not just have one house. We have two
houses.
And then, it h as to be signed by the President, too. Really hard.
Bicameralism and presentment is designed to make legislation difficult the b etter to protect liberty. The President:s powers are to
execute the laws, not make them, not adjudicate disputes.
Our role is to decide cases a nd controversies between the p eople
under law as it is, not as we would wish it to be. We are not legisla tors. We are judges. The legislative power is invested in this
body.
That is not all. Then we divide power in a way that was quite
unique-well, unusual: Federalism. So, you can think of separation
of powers as h aving a horizontal axis a nd a vertical axis so that
the Federal Government has certain enumerated powern and authorities. And what the Federal Government does not enjoy, the
States do as sovereigns.
This country as well, we h ave Tribes which also bear sovereignty
in our part of the world, a nd bear recognition as such . And I am
glad to have the opportunity to recognize that fact here as a Westerner.
So, we h ave the separation of powers between horizontally,
vertically. And that was not thought enough to protect liberty. The
drafte rs of the Constitution, many of them thought that would be
more than sufficient, that, in fact, was the main way to preserve
liberty.
But ou.r Founders were very suspicious a nd very jea lous of their
liberties, so they a dded the Bill of Rights, a nd they enumerated 10
of them , as you know, st arting with freedom of speech, the freedom
of religion, no establishment of religion, right to bear arms. The
Third Amendment, which I a m glad we do not litigat e much. I wonder h ow m any of the high school kids now watching know what the
Third Amendment is about. Go look it up.
[Laughter.]
Senator SASSE. And get 20 bucks out of your pocket at the same
time.
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Judge GORSUCH. So, that is what the Bill of Rights is about-it
is ensuring not just these negative protections, but some positive,
affirmative guarantees against governmental encroachment.
Senator SASSE. Thank you. I want to ask a few more questions
about the Bill of Rights, but I will save it for my next round since
we are at 40 seconds remaining. Thank you, sir.
Chairman GRASSLEY. Thank you. Senator Coons.
Senator COONS. Thank you. Chairman Grassley, I would like to
ask unanimous consent to enter into the record a letter from 19 different faith-based and secular organizations expressing concerns
about Judge Gorsuch's rulings on the church and state and free exercise.
Chairman GRASSLEY. Without objection, it is entered.
[The information appears as a submission for the record.]
Senator COONS. Thank you. Good afternoon, Judge.
Judge GORSUCH. Hi, Sena tor. Good to see you.
Senator COONS. It has been a very long, and hopefully very informative and instructive day. And I will suggest-Chairman GRASSLEY. I was supposed to announce something. We
will not take this away from your time, but I want everybody to
be aware that after you get done, Senator Coons, we are going to
take a 10-minute break.
Senator COONS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. The Third Amendment, some would suggest, was rooted in the Delaware Constitution, so although obscure, it is still beloved by some in the first
State.
Let us have a conversation, if we could, about religious free exercise a nd about liberty interests. There is a n enduring tension or
contest in our history between individual liberty and religious free
exercise, and the ability of government to enact a nd enforce neutral
laws. And I want to better understand how you view the proper
balance between these competing core values. And to that end, I
found Hobby Lobby and your contribution to it concerning and int eresting.
The case centrally involves access to healthcare coverage, including contraception, for about 13,000 employees across 500 stores of
Hobby Lobby, a nd the religious views of the owners of that corporation. And you, Judge, joined the Tenth Circuit m ajority opinion
holding that this for-profit business could, because of the business'
religious beliefs, refuse to provide its employees with access to family planning.
But you went even further than the majority, writing an additional concurring opinion emphasizing that the owners of Hobby
Lobby, the Green family, were entitled to personally raise their religious objections, notwithstanding that they operated the business
through trusts a nd corporations. In coming to that conclusion, you
opened your opinion by writing, "All of us face the problem of complicity. All of us must answer for ourselves whether and to what
degree we are willing to be involved in the wrongdoing of others."
Complicity is not a concept I h ave seen widely discussed in free
exercise jurisprudence. Why did you choose to lea d your opinion
with this concept of complicity, a nd what does it mean as we are
trying to assess free exercise reins?
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Judge GoRSUCH. Soj under the Religious Freedom-Senator,
thank you. Interesting, good question. I mean, this is-this is-this
is what it is all about. The Religious Freedom Restoration Act protects this exercise of sincerely held religious beliefs, and affords
them the highest protection known in American law, strict scrutiny. That is a law that this Congress passed because it was not
satisfied with the degree of protection that the Supreme Court was
affording the exe rcise of religious liberty under the First Amendment under Smith.
This Congress found Smith , written by Justice Scalia, to be insufficiently protective of the right to free exercise.
Senator COONS. If you could, Judge, help m e with your choice of
the term-Judge GORSUCH. Yes.
Senator COONS [continuing] . "Complicity," which does not appear
in that statute, and h a d not previously appeared in free exercise
jurisprudence.
Judge GORSUCH. Thank you for prodding me along. The point is,
what is a sincerely held religious belief? The individuals there were
devout Christians, and as they interpreted their religion, it was a
violation, a sin, for them to participate in any way in signing papers even to allow the provision of certain contraceptive devices,
those that they believed h a d the e ffect of destroying a fertilized
egg.
Sena tor COONS. Right.
Judge GORSUCH. They were okay-Senator COONS. That is exactly-excuse me, J udge, but that is
exactly why the question of your use of this t erm 1'complicity" is so
interesting to me-Judge GORSUCH. Yes.
Senator COONS [continuing]. Is tha t it opens up a very broad,
very attenuated, very remote connection between sincerely held r.eligious beliefs by this devout family, through a trust, through a corporation, a for-profit profit corporation, to impact the choices a nd
life decisions of 13,000 people. It is a truly unprecedented decision.
If I could just quote for a moment - Judge GORSUCH. Sure.
Senator COONS [continuing]. What I suspect is familiar to you,
the dissent of the Chief Judge in your Circuit, Briscoe. She said,
"This opinion was nothing short of a radical revision of First
Amendment law as well as the law of corporations, wholly unsupported by the la n guage of the free exercise clause or the Supreme
Court's previous free exercise jurisprudence." She claimed-Judge
Briscoe-that there was literally no support for the proposition that
for-profit corporations enjoy free exercise rights in the Supreme
Court's previous jurisprudence.
And I am struck by the extent to which the Use of the term ''complicity" and your description of a substantial burden on a sincerely
h eld religious belief opens possibly floodgat es for litiga tion on beh a lf of those who have sincerely held religious beliefs. As you mentioned, the issue h ere was access to family planning. There were
more than 20 forms of contraception that could. potentially be covered. There were only a h andful-I think four-that the Greens obj ected to.
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Judge GORSUCH. Right.
Senator COONS. How far does this new concept, this newly injected concept of complicity go?
Judge GORSUCH. Senator, it is not a new concept at all, with respect, because in enacting RFRA, Congress revived some older free
exercise case law- Senator COONS. That is right.
Judge GoRSUCH. Much of it written by Justice Brennan. Thomas
would be a leading example involving, I believe it was a Jehovah's
Witness.
Senator COONS. Yes.
Judge GoRSUCH. Okay, who was okay in producing certain goods
that could be used as armaments, but not others.
Senator COONS. Right.
Judge GORSUCH. Complicity in war making was a matter of faith
that- Senator COONS. The key distinction-the key distinction, if I
could, Your Honor, between Thomas and this was that in that case,
here is an individual whose deeply held religious belief made him
say I cannot make turrets for tanks.
Judge GORSUCH. Right.
Senator COONS. So, the question is uniformly applicable law, unemployment insurance, can he benefit? Fine. But it does not in any
way implicate others' liberty interests.
The core concern with the choice to recognize a very large multibillion dollar, nationwide for-profit company, and to privilege the
r eligious interest s of its owners through the legal fiction of a forprofit corporation , as it impacts 13,000 individuals. That was n ot
the case in Thomas .
Judge GoRSUCH. Senator, respectfully I think we are mixing apples a n d oranges because the first consideration is whether we
have a substantial burden on a sincerely held religious belief. The
second. is whether the Government h as a compelling interest, narrowly ta ilored, to override it. And I think we are mixing apples and
oranges beca use on the first one, complicity is very much in play,
a nd it is the same in Thoma s as it is with the Greens.
How far does my religious faith, your religious faith permit us
to engage in things that our r eligion teaches are wrong, sinful?
That is a matter of religious faith. And, in fact, I do not recall anyone doubting or the Government disputing that the Greens' religious faith was sincerely h eld on that score.
Senator COONS. That is right.
Judge GORSUCH. So, I think it is a given. So, this complicity discussion I think, frankly, Senator, is a red herring, to mix my metaphors, because everyone accepted it.
Senator COONS. We have apples, oranges, and red h errings. We
have a full meal-[Laughter.]
Judge GORSUCH. I know I am mixing-I know it is terrible. I
would not want to write it down in an opinion. It is terrible.
Senator COONS. Well, let me-let me take, if I could- let me t a ke
you to a number of things because several other Senators have referenced Hobby Lobby. One of the things that Judge Briscoe was
saying that was sort of category-shattering or precedent-setting
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was the extension to a for-profit corporation, the recognition of a
for-profit corporation that sells crafts and hobby materials as being
a religious corporation. Previously only incorporated churches, or
synagogues, or associations explicitly for-excuse me-nonprofit religiously affiliated organizations have been recognized.
In the interpretation of RFRA, you choose to define "person " to
include for-profit corporations. Help me with why you ma de that
move.
Judge GORSUCH. I would be delighted to, Senator, and thank you
for the opportunity. I think I would point to a couple of things.
First, RFRA is a statute, and it uses the term ''person," and it does
not define the term "person." And when Congress does not offer us
a specific definition, we go to the Dictionary Act, which Congress
has passed for just these circumstances.
And there it says persons include corporations. That is the law
as Congress wrote it and if Congress wishes to change the law and
say only natural persons enjoy the rights of RFRA, I am a judge.
I follow the law. But the law as drafted does not distinguish between natural persons and corporations. It includes them both.
And the Government, Senator, if I might just finish, conceded, as
I recall-and my recollection may or may not be great on this, but
as I recall conceded that nonprofit corporations can exercise religion.
Senator COONS. That is right , and that is exactly w hy this was
seen as s uch a departure. Ther e was a long-settled expectation that
religious free exercise rights a dhere to individua ls, living, brea thing people, and to nonprofit corporations . It was a big l eap for it
to for the first time apply to for-profit corporations.
And I appreciate that the opinion of the majority and your concurrence referenced the Dictionary Act, but the Dictionary Act a ctually says on its own t erms that it a pplies unless the context indicates otherwis e .
Judge GORSUCH. Right.
Senator COONS. And the r eality is, as I think one of the dissents
points out, a ll Congress was intending to do, as expressed by a
number of Members of Congress, was to simply restore strict scrutiny, not to open up a whole new line of free exercise rights for forprofit corporations.
So, I think the context clearly indicated otherwise. And to simply
s ay a ll I did was pull a dictionary off the shelf, look it up, "person"
can include corporations, we are done with the a n alysis, is in some
ways tendentious, because the idea that a for-profit corporation
could h ave religious free exercise rights was nowhe re in the earlier
case law that Congress explicitly intended to be the narrow purpose of RFRA.
So, does Congress' intent when it passes a statute, its clearly
stated intent, have any releva nce to your interpretation, esp ecially
where something like the Dictionary Act actually urges you to look
at the context?
Judge GORSUCH. Senator, I offer you two thoughts on that. First,
a s I recall sitting here, and I have to go study my books, but the
Supreme Court in a n earlier First Amendment case did. recognize
a challenge by an Orthodox J ewis h shopkeeper to Sunday closing
laws.
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Senator COONS. That is right.
Judge GORSUCH. That was a corporation 1 for-profit. So, respectfully, I am not sure it is accurate to say there is no precedent for
it. Second, I would say to you the position you are advocating is
a fine position, respectable position. It is a good position. It was
adopted by precisely two Justices of the Supreme Court, and only
two.
Senator COONS. So, the question I want to ask you. now is, at
what point, given this n ewly adopted, fairly broad interpretive
standard, when do we stop deferring to an employer's religious beliefs when they conflict with generally applicable laws of neutral
meaning? When do we allow the right of one to implicate the others?
I think it was Justice Holmes who was attributed to have said
that ''your right to swing your arm stops at the end of my nose."
And part of what I think made Hobby Lobby striking to so many
was that the choices of 13,000 individuals about their method of
family planning were overridden by the sincerely held religious beliefs of a very successful family.
So, I am looking for how you find a limiting principle in this new
field? What is the limiting principle now?
Judge GORSUCH. Senator, respectfully, I do not believe that is accurate either because a ll the Court held was that the Government
had to come up with another alternative to provide the contraceptive care it wished to provide. The Court acknowledged-the Supreme Court acknowledged that there was a compelling interest in
providing the contraceptive care, and simply said that an accommodation could be reached that did not involve the Greens or require
them to give up their sincerely held religious beliefs, much as had
been done for churches-Senator COONS. That is right.
Judge GORSUCH. And hospitals , and lots of other entities. And
the Government could not explain why it could not accommodate
other entities, like Hobby Lobby , as well or Little Sisters of the

Poor.
Senator COONS. But if I might just briefly, Judge, strikingly to
me in the Tenth Circuit opinion in which you participated, you did
not recognize as a compelling interest gender equity in providing
hea lth insurance to millions. The Supreme Court did. They balanced these equities differently. Why did you not think that was
a compelling interest to provide access to h ealthcare for millions?
Judge GoRSUCH. Senator, I think it was just a matter of what
had been-what the record was in that particular case before us.
Senator COONS. That is a lso a striking point for me. This was a
preliminary injunction.
Judge GORSUCH. Correct.
Senator COONS. It is a significant groundbreaking opinion where
one of your colleagues, one of the other Tenth Circuit Judges, said
we really should not be deciding something of this import on a Pl.
We ought to be remanding to develop the facts below. The facts
were not really well explored. And the larger point I am trying to
make is that I think this could lead to some very troubling applications.
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So, let us just take a minute and look at a few of the contours
of what this, I think, precedent-setting decision might mean. So, let
us imagine the Greens were from a different religious perspective,
if they were Scientologists, for example, who reject the use of
antidepressants, or Jehovah's Witnesses, who reject the use of
blood transfusions, or Christian Scientists, who reject really modern medicine largely altogether. Could their sincerely held religious
beliefs as Scientologists, or Jehovah's Witnesses, or Christian Scientists lead to the conclusion that 13,000 employees could reasonably be denied access to antidepressants, or to blood transfusions,
or to healthcare whatsoever?
Judge GoRSUCH. No, Senator, not necessarily. It does not mean
that at all. All it means is the Government under the law, as
passed by this Congress with overwhelming bipartisan support at
the time-Senator COONS. Well, the ACA was not passed with overwhelming bipartisan support.
Judge GORSUCH. I am sorry; speaking of RFRA.
Senator COONS. Right, the accommodation is in the AOA.
Judge GORSUCH. Oh, and the ACA, you can override RFRA any
time you want. Congress could say RFRA does not apply to the
ACA. That is another alternative. You can abandon RFRA. You can
say it does not apply to this particular statute. You can say it applies only to n a tural persons. You can say it does not apply to cont raceptive care. Congress controls this decision, Senator.
Senator COONS. That is right.
Judge GORSUCH . It is your decision. It is not mine, with all respect. We are just trying to implement what you have asked us to
do.
Senator COONS. So- Judge GORSUCH. And, Senator, on your hypotheticals, okay?
Senator COONS. Yes.
Judge GORSUCH. Justice Brennan wrote these First Amendment
cases that you are seeking to revive, I would remind you that, all
right?
Senator COONS. Yes.
Judge GORSUCH. Justice Brennan, all right?" And the fact of the
matter is sometimes the Government can prove a compelling interest, a nd then it h as the most narrowly t a ilored way to get there,
and sometimes it cannot. And each case has to b e t aken on its facts
in the particular context in which it arises.
Senator COONS. Well then , help me-help me walk through, if
you would, given we a lready know how you draw the compelling interest line in this particular instance of access to family planning
or contraception. How else might you weigh these equities or draw
these lines? If the Greens, for example, in Hobby Lobby knew that
several of their employees would spend their paychecks on other
things they might say were immoral, like gambling or prostitution.
Could they refuse to endorse their paychecks?
Judge GoRSUCH. S enator, it would-it would go back-we would
do the analysis.
Senator COONS. Right.
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Judge GORSUCH. The same analysis. Do they have a sincerely
held religious belief? Sometimes people do not. I have had claims 1
for example, of individuals-Senator COONS. But in this instance, would you not agree that
their sense of the complicity that you referenced in your opinion
would likely apply?
Judge GORSUCH. It depends.
Senator COONS. Even though it is very attenuated-Judge GORSUCH. Well, Senator--·
Senator COONS [continuing] . The choice of their employee to
spend their money in a way they disapprove, is not that different
from the choice of the employee to choose among two dozen forms
of contraception, one of which they strongly disapprove?
Judge GoRSUCH. Senator, I think it depends on the facts of the
case. So, for example, I have had a case where a number of people
came before us and said we have a sincerely held religious belief
that marijuana is God.
Senator COONS. Okay.
Judge GORSUCH. It turned out it was a drug distribution ring, all
right?
Senator COONS. Right.
Judge GORSUCH. And what they really worshipped was the almighty dollar.
Senator COONS. Many of us have teenagers a t home watching.
Judge GORSUCH. Well.
[Laughter.]
Judge GoRSUCH. And they were really just trying to m a ke a
buck, okay? And the District Court found that was not a sincerely
held religious belief. So, you can get off the train there. That is one
place where you may get off the t rain in your hypothetical.
You have another place to get off the train. It is substantial burden.
Senator COONS. Right.
Judge GoRSUCH. Another place is compelling interest by the Government. Another place is na rrowly tailoring. So, there are four
steps in the process, a nd you have to go through all four of them
as a good judge with the facts of each case as it comes. And, Senator, again, it is all statutory. You could abolish it tomorrow.
Senator COONS. Well, let us take an example that I think was
central to a lot of this analysis, United States v. Lee. It is an older
case, 1982. It was a unanimous case. It is one where an Amish
bus inessm a n declines to pay for Socia l Security taxes- Judge GORSUCH. Right.
Senator COONS [continuing]. Not just for himself, but for a few
of his employees. And the Court rejected his claim because the restriction on religious freedom , in their view unanimously, was essentia l to accomplish an overriding governmental interest . Is L ee
still good law?
Judge GORSUCH. I think Lee would be the sort of law you look
at when you are applying RFRA, absolutely.
Senator COONS. Because RFRA simply restored-Judge GORSUCH. Yes.
Senator COONS [continuing]. The strict scrutiny standard that
Lee was decided under.
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Judge GORSUCH. The Religious Freedom Restoration Act, exactly.
So, that is a very good example, Senator, of where the Government
was able to prove compelling interest in their own tailoring, yes.
Senator COONS. Because the ability to have a Social Security
scheme nationally that is sustainable is a compelling interest.
Judge GORSUCH. Yes.
Senator COONS. But a nationwide plan to provide access to
healthcare is not.
Judge GORSUCH. No, Senator. Again, I think we are mixing our
apples and oranges because the Government in the ACA was spotted the compelling interest. The problem was the narrow tailoring.
You could get there without forcing the Greens to do something
their religion prohibited. So, it was not like the system of Social Security, which depends upon everyone's participation. That was the
distinction the Supreme Court drew.
Senator COONS. Let me just quote, if I could, Justice Scalia, who
addressed this same issue in Employment Division u. Smith . And
he said, "it is precisely because we are a cosmopolitan Nation made
up of people of every conceivable religious preference, and precisely
because we value religious divergence, that we cannot afford the
luxury of deeming presumptively invalid, as applied to the religious
objector, every regulation of conduct that does not protect an interest of the highest order."
Now obviously, the law h as changed in t erms of the review
standard, but do we because of Hobby Lobby now have to deem
every law to be presumptively invalid if it offends a ny conceivable
religious preference?
Judge GoRSUCH. Under the Religious Freedom Restoration Act,
it is a four-part t est effectively.
Senator COONS. Right.
Judge GoRSUCH. All right? And for every challenge, you ask
those questions. Is there a sincerely held religious belief? Is there
a substantial burden on it? If check, check, then you. go to the Government side of the ledger. Do they have a compelling interest, and
is it n a rrowly ta ilored?
And that is the law you h ave set forth, Senator, because this
body did not like, frankly, Justice Scalia's decision in Smith. And
if this court-sorry-if this-the old trial lawyer in me. Sorry, getting tired. If this Congress wishes to say Justice Scalia was right
in Smith a nd we h ave changed our minds, that is entirely up to
this Congress.
Senator COONS. Well, I a m going to move on to another line of
questioning, but I just want to say tha t one of the challenges I face
in a couple of different gates through the a n alysis as laid out was
how you decided to interpret the underlying RFRA statute, how it
was extended to for-profit corporations1 how the balance was struck
between w h at I think are the mediating decisions of thousands of
individua ls versus the free exercise of the Greens.
You have talked about being a Westerner. You h ave, I think, entertained us with mutton busting, something I h ave not seen yet,
a nd clearly I s hould.
[Laughter.]
Sena tor COONS. And I a m-I am interested-Judge GORSUCH. I recommend it.
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Senator COONS. I am interested in your view of privacy and the
autonomy of adults to make their decisions. It was, in fact, 1 think
Justice Scalia who said there is not a genuine Westerner on the
Court, and that California does not count.
As 1 shared with you, some of my extended family was from the
West, and I think of Westerners as steadfastly independent folks .
Justice Douglas, a famously Western Justice, once said, "The right
to be let alone is the beginning of aU freedom."
So, in 2006, you authored a book, "The Future of Assisted Suicide
and Euthanasia," a topic of intense personal interest to many. And
when reviewing your book, I was expecting you to conclude that
people have the right to be let alone, because I think of that as an
inherently Western trait, to make important and difficult personal
decisions without the interference of government, but you did not.
Instead, you. expressed a belief in the inviolability of human life.
What did you mean by that?
Judge GORSUCH. Senator, respectfully, I am not sure I would
agree with your characterization.
Senator COONS. Of the book or of being a Westerner?
Judge GORSUCH. Of the book. I agree with your characterization
of being a Westerner. The book does conclude that Cruzan is absolutely correct, that there is a right to be left alone at the end of
life. These are hard decisions.
I do not pretend to have any p erfect answers here. I was writing
this book as my dissertation, trying to contribute to what I thought
was a very hard question, and I still think a very hard question,
one we a ll have had personal struggles with, Senator, as I know
you have and I have. And this is a human problem. We are mortal.
Cruzan held that people have a right to be left alone presumptively
under the common law, presumptively constitutionally, to stop
care, go home, die in your own bed, as a lot of my family Members
have done.
The question is whether you should also have an additional right
to have som eone kill you, involve doctors in killing. And there are
good arguments on both sides of that ledger, as I explore in the
book. And-Senator COONS. Well, if I-if I can, Judge, I would like to help
walk through that exploration of what you-what you looked at in
the book.
Judge GORSUCH. Sure.
Senator COONS. And I think the Cruzan decision is a very important one, because essentially the tension here is between wheth er
there is a right for a conscious terminally ill adult to end their own
life by refusing lifesaving hydration and nutrition, as the Supreme
Court assumed in Cruzan, or with the help of a doctor. And a lot
of this rests in whether there. is a right to privacy.
Do you believe the Constitution contains a right to privacy?
Judge GORSUCH . Yes, Senator, I do. Privacy is in a variety of
places in the Constitution. The first and most obvious place, back
to the Bill of Rights, is the Fourth Amendment, the right to be free
from unreasonable searches and seizures in your homes, papers,
and effects. That is privacy, right?
The Third Amendment, which I alluded to, but did not w a nt to
reveal
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Senator COONS. Quartering of troops in homes.
Judge GoRSUCH. No quartering of troops. Stay out of my house
with your troops. Now, happily we do not litigate that much, all
right?
The First Amendment, the right to free expression, which we
h ave been talking about, the freedom of religious belief and expression, that requires a place of privacy. And the Fourteenth Amendment, Senator, over now about 80 or 90 years, the Supreme Court
of the United States has held that the liberty prong of the due
process clause protects privacy in a variety of ways having to do
with child-rearing and family decisions, going back to Meyer, which
involved parents who wished to have the freedom to teach their
children German at a time it was unpopular in this country, and
Pierce, the right of parents to send their children to a parochial
school if they wish.
So, Senator, yes, the Constitution definitely contains privacy
rights.
Senator COONS. One of the things that you say in your book unequivocally is that, and I think I quote, "All human beings are intrinsically valuable, and the intentional taking of human life by
private persons is always wrong." And I think that is a dividing
line you draw between the facts in Cruzan and what has been proposed in or adopted in states like Oregon.
Can you point to any principle of constitutional law that says
that, or has that principle, as you enunciated it, ever been offered
by the Supreme Court or recognized by the Supreme Court?
Judge GoRSUCH. Senator, I was speaking as a commentator b efore I became a judge, not expressing views as a judge, all right?
My views as a commentator I am happy to talk about, though. I
found this a very difficult question. The Supreme Court has h eld
that this is an issue for the States to decide under Glucksberg and
Quill, for the people to decide on the State level. I agree with those
decis ions. I say so in the book.
My concern about legalization that I express in the book as a
commentator has to do with the equal protection principles we
have b een talking a bout today, the equal justice under law principles. And I a m concerned-in the book I expressed concerns as a
commentator about what legalization might mean for the least
a mongst us, the most vulnerable, the disabled, the elderly who
might be pressured into accepting an early death because it is a
cheaper option than more expensive hospice care, things like that,
that might cost more. And so, that was a concern I expressed.
Senator, I do not pretend, though, t o have the last word on that
or to know the right answer. I was contributing as a comm entator
to what I thought was a very hard discussion.
Senator COONS. It is a very, very hard discussion, as you said,
something that has an enormous impact on the terminally ill and
their families.
Judge GORSUCH. Yes.
Senator COONS. There was a case that I think was active at the
time you were at the Department of Justice where the U.S. Attorn ey General was suing Oregon to block their Death with Dignity
law that permits in that State physician-assisted suicide. And in
the documents you produced to this Committee, you sent a message
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expressing hope that the Federal Government would win that particular case.
Why did you want the Federal Government to win that case?
Judge GORSUCH. Well, I was an Advocate for the Government at
the time, Senator. That is my job, all right? When you represent
the Government, you want the Government to win. When you represent somebody against the Government, you want the Government to lose. And as a judge, Senator, it is a very different
mindset.
Senator COONS. And when you are up for consideration for the
Supreme Court, it is important to know what you view as settled
precedent. So, let me in my last 2 minutes ask a question or two
about that.
Judge GORSUCH. Sure.
Senator COONS. In the Glucksberg case, which is about physician-assisted suicide, Justice Stevens said in his concurrence that
"Avoiding intolerable pain and indignity of living one's final days
incapacitated and in agony is certainly at t he heart of the liberty
to find one's own concept of existence," citing the Casey decision.
What is your view of the application of Casey's mystery of human
life language here?
Judge GoRSUCH. Senator, the Supreme Court in Glucksberg, the
majority held that this issue is for the States to decide and the people to decide. The people of Oregon have made their decision to legalize it, for example. It was just l egalized in November in my
home State of Colorado. That is their right.
Senat or COONS. And how did you feel about t h at?
Judge GoRSUCH. Senator, my personal views have nothing to do
with my job as a judge.
Senator COONS. Let me ask one last question, if I might. There
was a line in your book that reminded me a great deal of Justice
Scalia. You said that "a Libertarian principle legalizing physicianassisted suicide would. require the Government inevitably to allow
sadomasochist killings, mass suicide pacts, duels, the sale of one's
own life, not to m ention illicit drugs , prostitution, the sale of one's
organs."
Help me understand, in closing, why finding a constitutional
right to physician-assisted suicide would directly yield to this long
list of other, perhaps more shocking, constitutional rights to prostitution, or drug use, or the sale of organs. Help me understand
that leap.
Judge GORSUCH. Senator, in each chapter I analyzed different
potential arguments, one of which was this Libertarian argument.
And applied faithfully to its end, it leads to where it leads, as some
of the authors of the argument acknowledge.
I a m not making it up. There are other argument s , though, that
one might deploy that I analyze as well. That is not the only available argument for legalization by any means.
Senator COONS. Thank you, Judge. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman GRASSLEY. We will recess for 10 minutes, so that
would be a pproximately 5:4D, and then it will be Senator Flake.
[Recess.]
Ch airman GRASSLEY. Before I call on Senator Flake, this is how
I would like to go forth for the rest of the evening. We have a vote
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scheduled at 6:10. That will be about the time that Senator Flake
will be finishing. I would like to have-Senator Blumenthal would
be the next one up.
I would hope, Senator Blumenthal, you could go vote at 6:10 and
be back here and take over, and I will operate within that.
And then I would like to suggest that I have Senator Tillis to
take over about 8 o'clock, so I can be in bed by 9 o'clock because
I get up at 4 in the morning, and I want to be able to get a good
night's sleep so I can run in the morning.
And so you understand, Judge, that I am not-I hope you will
understand why Tillis is taking over.
Judge GORSUCH. I am a little envious, Mr. Chairman.
[Laughter.]
Chairman GRASSLEY. Okay.
Senator Flake.
Senator FLAKE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Thank you.
This is a long day. I know what it feels like. It reminds me of
being at the end of the table-I have 10 brothers and sisters-:and
getting there and there are no more questions to ask, no more food
left on the table either.
But I appreciate your endurance here. And speaking of my-I
have 10 siblings, and I have five children as well. I do not know
about my colleagues, but that is how I get elected in Arizona. It
helps, not so much for a judge, but for Senators, it does.
And just like Ben's family, m y family has been texting me
throughout this process, asking m e to ask questions that they
would ask. I asked. a few of them for suggestions, and my son,
Da llin, a t eenager, said, ask him if h e would rath er fight a hundred
duck-sized horses or one horse-sized duck.
[La ughter.]
Senator FLAKE . I h ave n ever heard of it either. Apparently, it
was a question on Reddit a w hile ago, but anyway, that is where
it is going from here, I think.
Judge GoRSUCH. You can t ell him I am very rarely a t a loss for
words.
Senator FLAKE. Okay. All right.
Judge GORSUCH. But you got me.
Senator FLAKE. I w ill tell him. A teenager stumped you there.
My brother Scott asked if you h ave ever worn gym shorts and a
tank top under your robe.
[Laughter.]
Judge GoRSUCH. Senator, on that one, we h ave what is called the
Fifth Amendment, which is part of the Bill of Rights as well, a nd
w hich, of course, protects the r ight not to self-incriminate. So I
might h ave to exercise my rights under the Fifth Amendment to
that one.
Senator FLAKE. That is a good answer.
My mother asked a little more serious question, and this goes to
how you spend your time, to let people know more about you. How
do you. like to get your h ands dirty? You like to s ki, but that is kind
of a pedestrian sport.
Judge GORSUCH. Wow, spoken like an Arizonan there, the Valley
of the Sun.
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No, our family loves to ski together. That is one of our favorite
activities. My daughters are ferocious double black diamond skiers.
One of them is-Senator FLAKE. That is not pedestrian at all.
Judge GORSUCH. One of them is right now doing some
backcountry skiing out near Telluride, as we speak. So that is
something we love to do as a family.
Senator FLAKE. Where does your family vacation?
Judge GoRSUCH. Near Winter Park, Colorado. It is a resort
owned by the City of Denver. And it is where I learned to ski as
a kid. My parents would put me on a bus or the train. It was their
idea of getting rid of me for the day on the weekend. And I would
come back exhausted, which was good, too. They liked to run me
ragged t hat way.
Senator FLAKE. What is the largest trout you ever caught?
Judge GoRSUCH. Oh, now we are talking. I love to fish . And that
is where I find a lot of solace. You cannot focus on the worries of
the world when you are only worried about a trout. Everything else
goes away, just disappears. You are in the most beautiful-trouttrout live in beautiful places.
Senator FLAKE. They do.
Judge GORSUCH. They are very picky, and they pick well.
So during the summertime, fishing, hiking. I like to row. I like
to run. Those are my activities.
And I like to read. I like to read n ovels, good fiction. And if you
want to learn how to write, you have to learn how to read.
Sena tor FLAKE. That is great .
T ell me about your civic involvement, outside of the courtroom.
You m entioned the school board a while ago.
Judge GORSUCH. Yes, boy, that I found taxing and loved every
minute of it. But I have spent a lot of my free time t eaching or
working on the rules Committee. I have been in the rules process
for the last 6 or 7 years now. The Chief Justice kindly a ppointed
m e to the st anding Committee and then to the appellat e rules
Committee more recently, a nd trying to m ake the rules more sensible so that we can get litigation done more sen sibly, cheaper, faster, for a ll people.
It is a wonderful example of government working. People from a
variety of walks of life, judges, lawyers, academics coming together
and operating more or less by consensus. Imagine that.
Senator FLAKE . I found that, a nd I think that typifies the West
and sma ll towns. I grew up in a town called Snowflake. 1 a m a
fifth-generation Arizonan. You are a fourth-generation Colorada n,
I underst and. That is how it works. People get along. They h ave
to. And on a school board, there is no passing the buck the re. You
have to ma ke decisions . Local government is like that .
Jury duty, have you ever been called up?
Judge GORSUCH. You know, I have. It was when I was at the Department of Justice, and I thought for sure[Laughter.]
Senator FRANKEN. Sorry.
Judge GORSUCH. Have you served on a jury?
Senator FRANKEN. No, I just thought it was very odd questions
for this, but it is great . It is great .
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Judge GORSUCH. You know-Senator FLAKE. I thought it was pertinent. I wanted to know .
Can a judge be called for jury duty?
Senator FRANKEN. I am sorry I laughed. It just caught me-go
ahead.
Judge GORSUCH. Thank you.
I actually think it is a very excellent question, because I think
anyone who bas served on a jury appreciates the important civic
function that is involved. It is a way citizens actually interact with
their government, right? In a very real way.
Senator FLAKE. Were you disqualified or did-Judge GoRSUCH. No, I thought for sure I would get kicked off.
And I guess neither side thought I was the worst one, so I made
it through. And I went to the bathroom when we were sent back.
And I came out and I had been elected foreman, which I refused
to serve as. I just did not think that was appropriate, and I did not
want to have undue influence.
But the Seventh Amendment and the right to a trial by jury, the
only disagreement our Founders had over it was whether it was a
bulwark of liberty or the very palladium of liberty.
And as a trial lawyer, I had great faith in jurors) in the collective
wisdom of 12 citizens to adjudicate a case fairly on the facts. In my
time serving on a jury, I wondered, is it going to prove out my beliefs or am I going to come out more of a cynic? I cam e out more
optimistic a nd a true believer in the jury system tha n ever. I really
believe in the wisdom of juries.
Senator FLAKE. Thanks.
Senator F RANKEN. That was a great question.
Senator FLAKE. Thanks, Al. I apprecia te it. It is the end of the
day.
You mentioned earlier your colleagu es on the Tenth Circuit. Can
you t ell me about them? What do yoll- a dmire abolJ.t some of them?
What h ave you learn ed from some of them?
Judge GoRSUCH. Oh, there ar e so m any I admire. I admire them
a ll. They all bring something to the t able, m en, women, from every
kind of background.
Senator FLAKE. Tell m e how it works. Are you bunched up where
these are Republican-appointed judges, these a re Democrat-appointed judges? Do you notice that ? Do you forget that? How is it?
Judge GORSUCH . You know, the nicest gift I have gott en in the
last few weeks, there h ave been so m a ny prayers, so many wellw ish er s, s o many kindnesses , but the best gift I have gotten was
this enor mous basket from my four most recent colleagues- I think
it was four, wha tever. It just h a ppens to be my Oba ma-a ppointed
colleagues sent m e a gift basket, beca use they knew I was not eating very well, as I was marching a round the Senate halls . They
said I was looking a little gaunt.
That is how w e work in the Tenth Circuit. And I am s orry for
outing them , but you touched my hea rt. Thank you.
And that is how my colleagues are, a ll of them . I have served
with judges a ppoint ed by President Johns on, President Nixon,
Pres ident Carter, President Reagan , President Bush the first , Clint on , President Bush the s econd, a nd Obam a , a nd we get a long. And
I think you a re going to hear in a couple days from two former
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Chief Judges of the Tenth Circuit who have retired now. You are
going to hear about how we operate in the Tenth Circuit.
It is often reputed to be the most collegial Circuit in the country.
Collegial not in some ordinary, pedestrian sense of we are just nice
to one another, collegial in a real meaningful sense. We listen to
one another, and we value and we respect different points of view,
not just tolerate them.
Senator FLAKE. Just for the record, the Tenth Circuit is seven active judges appointed by Democrats, five by Republicans, yet of the
2,700 cases for which you have sat, you filed dissents on just 36 .
Is that right, 1.3 percent? And of the 25 dissents that Judge
Gorsuch has authored, more than half, 52 percent, were from majority opinions written by Republican appointees.
And it has been said or implied that you act in a partisan way
somehow, or that former work in the political arena before you became a judge-if that has somehow bled over into your judgeship,
it certainly is not reflected in what the record shows.
I think even more telling, as the Congressional Research Service
shows, 97 percent of the majority opinions that you authored were
for a unanimous court. As you mentioned, you work together. In
over 98 percent of all cases in which you sat, you agreed with the
majority result 99 percent of the time.
That does not sound like an ideologue. That does not sound like
someone far out of the mainstream. So when I hear that on t elevision or whatnot, people say that this is a judge way out of the
mainstream, it simply does not r ing true with your record.
Let me submit for the record a statement from a former law
clerk. I think she was mentioned earlier. She said that soon after
you took the bench on the Tenth Circuit, she said, quoting, "He
took a ll of his clerks and office staff, myself included, to visit several Federal prisons. He wanted to see for himself and h e wanted
all of us to understand the importa nce of applying justice in every
case, for the lives of others depended on us doing the best job that
we possibly could.')
Can you tell me about thai experience?
Judge GoRSUCH. Senator, Federal criminal law imposes very long
sentences, and to be a judge complicit in adjudicating criminal
cases, I thought I could not close my eyes to what the reality is,
and I wanted to see it for myself firsthand my first yea r on the
bench, so I did.
Senator FLAKE. Can you tell me about the Tenth Cirnuit capital
habeas project?
Judge GoRSUCH. Senator, I think it started one day after an argum ent when a few of us were concerned that the quality of representation of death row inmates in our Circuit was not what we
would like it to be. And I do not want to take more credit than I
am due here. Real people deserve credit, my colleagues, Judge
Tymkovich, Judge Lucero, and a whole lot of our staff, Betsy
Shumaker, David Tye, m a ny, many others who put together, together with the wonderful judges in Oklahoma , some training sessions, recruited additional lawyers, provided training for those who
are a lready in the system, sought and obtained more funds for Federal public defenders to assist . And a lot of people deserve more
credit than I do.
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Senator FLAKE. Thank you.
Let us talk about Western issues for a bit. We have talked about
the importance of geographic diversity on the Court, and people
say1 well, what does that mean? Is there really a difference? Is
there really a Western perspective that somebody can bring? Let
me go through a few of the issues that you have encountered, and
we will flesh that out.
Let me introduce, for the record, a letter from one of Judge
Gorsuch's. former clerks. Also, let us do one from a Federal judge
in Montana.
But let me talk about for a second some of the policies that have
come out. In one case, you rejected the idea that the dormant commerce cla use prevents Colorado from requiring that 20 percent of
electricity would come from renewable sources. Now whether or not
you agree with that policy, and there is a lot of disagreement
around here about that-but we do not live in Colorado. You do.
So its wisdom is not really our business.
Would you agree that the Erinciples of Federalism allow States
to experiment with policies hke environmental protection, in this
sense?
Judge GoRSUCH. Senator1 that was the holding of my court in
that case. Colorado had passed by voter referendum a law that, as
I recall, sitting here, indicated that 20 ·percent of energy in Colorado ha d to be from renewable sources by a certain date. That law
was challenged by fossil fuel producers out of State, alleging that
it viola t ed what is called the dormant commerce clause under the
Federal Constitution and case law interpreting it. And I did write
for a una nimous panel that there was no constitutional violation,
a nd the State was permitted to proceed with its experiment.
Senator FLAKE. Is that indicative of the con cept of laboratories
of democracies that States have been described as?
Judge GORSUCH. Consistent with. that principle.
Senat or FLAKE. All right. Thank you .
One complicated issue tha t we h ave in the West that you really
do not get as much elsewh ere is the split estate property rights. It
is possible that I might own a parcel of land but somebody else
might own the minera l rights, and still somebody else might own
the water rights.
H ave you encountered that in your jurisprudence?
Judge GORSUCH. It is very different tha n out h ere, and, yes , I
have. Split estates, as you know, are a common feature in the
West. And in part, at least , a byproduct of homesteading acts by
this Congress, where, initia lly, as I recall, Congress gave homesteaders rights down to the center of the Earth, as is common out
here. Then they fo u nd out, my gosh , there is some valuable stuff
under there, a nd they started splitting the estat es, so tha t homesteaders could do what they wanted to do on the surface estate, but
that the Con gress and the people could control some of the valuable
mineral rights underneath. Very complicated stuff. And, yes, I h ave
encountered those cases too.
Sena tor FLAKE. Is that a perspective that you think would be
useful on the Supreme Court?
Judge GORSUCH. I think that is for this body t o decide.
Senator FLAKE. Thank you.
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Also, another aspect of living in the American West is that we
share a lot of land with the Indian Tribes , and the prevalence of
Tribes out West can complicate things in the legal sense, say deciding between municipalities or local or State government.
What have you ruled on or have you dealt with in terms of the
relationship between State and local government and the Tribes?
Judge GoRSUCH. Senator, I have had a number of Tribal cases,
and Tribes are, as you know, sovereign nations. And our constitutional order affords this body conside rable power in dealing with
those sovereign nations by treaty and otherwise.
And out West, there are all sorts of variations on that arrangement. There are classic reservations, as many people in the East
conceive of them . There are also ancient pueblos that predate this
country by many hundreds of years. Then there are allotments to
individuals and groups. It depends where you a re. That sounds like
Oklahoma. Pueblo sounds like New Mexico. And then when I think
reservations, I think of Utah and some places iu Colorado and Wyoming. And there are variations all throughout the American West.
Our history with Native Americans is not the prettiest history.
And as a judge, you try very hard to administer the law fairly,
without respect to persons , and equally. I would point you maybe
to my cases involving the Ute Indian Tribe, where they have had
a long time trying to control their Tribal la nds, or Fletcher , involving the Osage Nation in Oklah oma and the right t o a n a ccounting
of the propert y due them u nder agreem ents with the United Stat es.
I try to treat a ll persons wh o come before m e fairly.
Sena t or FLAKE. Tha t is a lso a perspective that a Western Member ca n bring to the Suprem e Court. That is my supposition. I
know you will not say that , but I think tha t is useful.
While the Cha irma n is he.re, let m e ask for unanimous consent
to enter into the record a letter from Alaska Sen ators on behalf of
Indian Tribes .
Chairma n GRASSLE Y. Yes.
Senator F LAKE . Also, one from a law school clerk j and a lso one
from a judge in Monta n a.
Chair ma n GRASSL EY. Those documents, without obj ection, will be
entered,.
[The information appears as a submission for the record.]
Senator F LA K E. Tha nk you.
Let us turn for a minute to separ ation of powers. You have writt en eloquently a bout Ch evron deferen ce a nd your concerns . I share
those concerns. Chevron did not come out of nowhere. The re were
serious concerns in the 198 0s with rogue judges ma king policy from
the b en ch .
N ow t he idea of agency defer ence was designed to restrain judicial overreach. I think that. the pendulu m has swung far t oo far in
the other direction , a nd that the judicia ry is insufficiently vigilant
of Executive overreach.
What are your thoughts on that?
Judge G ORSUCH. Sen ator, those a re policy cons iderations. As a
judge , my job is to look at the law. I would say I do not conceive
of Chevron deference a s a conserva tive or liberal issue. I do recall
wh en Chevron w as announced , m a ny people thought it was a very
conserva tive decis ion, beca use it does a dvantage whoever has t h eir
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hands on the reins of the administrative state at the particular
time. And in 1984, that was one party. Today, you know, it may
be another party. The next day, it may be another party. So a good
judge d oes not care who it advantages. A good judge looks at the
law.
Senator FLAKE. So setting the boundaries for where deference
ought to be is the job of the legislature and not the judicial branch.
Judge GoRSUOH. Well, in the first instance, the Administrative
Procedures Act is the statute that you would look at.
Senator FLAKE. Right. Thank you.
With regard to the Second Amendment, you have been asked
about stare decisis and the role of precedent, and it is usually by
those who talk about Roe v. Wade or decisions like that, but they
rarely bring up that might also apply to Heller or other decisions
like that.
How do you see it, with regard to precedent?
Judge GORSUCH. All precedent of the U.S. Supreme Court deserves the respect of precedent, which is quite a lot. It is the anchor of law. It is the starting place for a judge.
And the Chairman kindly held up my overlong book, right? And
that is the law of precedent, a very mainstream consensus view by
a bunch of judges from across the country who got together and we
wrote it down, and it is a ll in there. And Justice Breyer was kind
enough to write a forwa rd t o it. And it a rticulat es how a good judge
goes about assessing the law of precedent in any case.
Senator FLAKE. Thank you.
Let me just close with religious liberty, religious freedom. I
would not ask you your religion or how you practice your faith. If
you can just ta lk, in general, about what the role of faith is-people
of faith coming into the judiciary or on the courts, what role should
it play? What role should it not play, in your view?
Judge GORSUCH. Senator, one of the wonders of our constitutional order is the First Amendment and the right of free exercise.
Not many countries in the world are as pluralistic when it comes
to religion as this country. It is quite an experiment, really. Most
nation-states are one culture, one people, one religion. We are
founded on a very different idea that all voices are hea rd, that people of all faiths and no faiths are welcome, that we are tolerant.
It was quite an experiment to launch 200 years ago. It is still an
experiment today we are working on and learning to live with one
another and mediate it.
So the role of religion in our society is profound a nd a lways h as
been, a nd it is a pluralistic commitment we have in this country
that, well, is very special in the world.
Senator FLAKE. Well, thank you.
Mr. Chairman, I will do something very unSenatorial. I have a
couple minutes left, but I will yield back so people can go vote.
Chairman GRASSLEY. Okay.
Senator FLAKE. Or is-he is not back.
Chairman GRASSLEY. I will stay. I think Senator Blumenthal will
be here. I will stay here just a few minutes, so we will just stand
in recess. I hope everybody will kind of sta y close by.
Senator FLAKE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[Recess.]
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Chairman GRASSLEY. Senator Blumenthal. I will call on him,
and, Senator Blumenthal, while I am gone, if you have anything
that you want to put in the record, just ask your permission to do
it, and you can do it.
Senator BLUMENTHAL. I thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I
have two sets of documents, and with your permission, I will enter
them into the record.
Chairman GRASSLEY. Yes, okay.
Senator BLUMENTHAL. Thank you.
[The information appears as submissions for the record].
Chairman GRASSLEY. I am going to go vote now.
Judge GORSUCH. It is just us.
Senator BLUMENTHAL [presiding]. Good evening, Your Honor,
and thank you for your patience and your perseverance with us.
You will recall the conversation or visit we had in my office not
that long ago, and you will, I am sure, recall that I quoted the first
line in your concurrence in the case of Gutierrez-Brizuela. You remember that first line.
Judge GoRSUCH. Senator, I am sorry. I do not remember the first
line, but-Senator BLUMENTHAL. The line was, "There is an elephant in the
room with us today."
Judge GORSUCH. Oh, yes. Yes, yes.
Senat or BLUMENTHAL. And cited before-Judge GORSUCH. Yes, yes.
Senator BLUMENTHAL. And do you recall what I said or who I
said was the elephant in the room?
Judge GoRSUCH. I am sorry, Senator. I do not. I apologize sincerely. I do not remember.
Senator BLUMENTHAL. I will refresh your r ecollection. The initials are D.J.T.
Judge GORSUCH. Okay.
Sena tor BLUMENTHAL. Dona ld Trump.
Judge GORSUCH. Yes.
Senator BLUMENTHAL. He was the elephant in the room w ith us
then. I think he is the elephant in the room with us now. And the
reason is, as I said then, because of his att ack on the judiciary.
And make no mistake, I am not in any way a ttributing to you that
attack, but you are familiar with the fact that he referred to the
Article Ill judge who ruled against him in the travel ban case as
a "so-called judge" in one of his tweets? Do you recall that tweet?
Judge GORSUCH. I do.
Senator BLUMENTHAL. And do you recall his second tweet wh en
he referred to the Court and said that they were to be "given
blame" if an act of terrorism occurred because of striking down the
travel ban? Do you recall that tweet?
Judge GORSUCH. Yes, Senator.
Senator BLUMENTHAL. And during the campaign, a completely
different Federal judge, born in this country, h e said could not rule
fairly on his case because the judge was "a Mexican." Do you recall
that?
Judge GORSUCH. I do.
Senator BLUMENTHAL. What do you think the President meant
when he used the words "so-called judge"?
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Judge GoRSUCH. Senator, I do not know what was in his mind.
You would have to ask him.
Senator .BLUMENTHAL. How would you feel if he called you a "socalled judge"?
Judge GORSUCH. Senator, I care deeply about the independence
of the judiciary. I cannot talk about specific cases or controversies
that might come before me, and I cannot get involved in politics.
But I can say a couple of things about that, as you know.
The first is judges have to be tough. We get called lots of names
all over the place. We have to accept criticism with some humility.
It makes us stronger and better. I take it from my teenage daughters. 1 take it from litigants. This process, there has been plenty
of criticism. That is fine .
Thomas Jefferson did not much like Marbury v. Madison , and he
did not mind saying so. Presidents have tried to pack the Court.
That is part of our constitutional history. We have a First Amendment. People can speak their mind.
But, Senator, I am sorry, I do not mean to interrupt, but 1 did
want to add one other point, if I may.
Senator BLUMENTHAL. Please do.
Judge GORSUCH. But, Senator, when you attack the integrity or
honesty or independence of a judge, their motives, as we sometimes
hea r, Senator, 1 know the men and women of the Federal judiciary,
a lot of them. I know how h ard their job is, how much they often
give up to do it, the difficult circumstances in which they do it. It
is a lonely job, too. I am not asking for any crocodile tears or anything like that. I am just saying I know these people, a nd I know
how decent they are. And w hen anyone criticizes the honesty or integrity, the motives of a Federal judge, well, I find that disheartening, I find that demoralizing, because 1 know the truth.
Senator BLUMENTHAL. Anyone, including the President of the
United States?
Judge GORSUCH. Anyone is a nyone.
Senator BLUMENTHAL. Because no person is above the law, including the President of the United States.
Judge GORSUCH. That is right, Senator.
Senator BLUMENTHAL. And is not that reference by the President
to a "so-called judge," is not his attack on the same judges who
struck down that order as playing politics, is not that a n attack on
the judiciary, on its integrity?
Judge GORSUCH. Senator, I cannot comment on specific cases,
and I cannot get involved in politics. I have said what I think I
ethically m ay in this area.
Senator BLUMENTHAL. Well, maybe you can s hare with the President what that wise old judge told you. Maybe you can quote it to
us again.
Judge GoRSUCH. I think you are going to hear from him yourself
on Thursday, a nd I am sure h e will not mind, hesitate, or in any
way have any quest ion or fear about saying it to you himself. But
I am happy to share it with you, too. The ultimate t est of the rule
of law is wh ether the Government can lose in its own courts and
accept the judgments of those courts.
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Senator BLUMENTHAL. And, in your view, was the President of
the United States showing proper respect when he attacked the
courts in that way? Was he accepting the rule of law?
Judge GoRSUCH. Senator, I have gone as far as I can go ethically,
with the canons that restrict m e, about speaking on cases. I cannot
t alk about specific cases, and I cannot get involved in politics. Respectfully, I believe I have gone as far as I a m able to go.
Senator BLUMENTHAL. Well, I just want to make clear that I am
looking for the same kind of expression of outrage that I felt as an
officer of the court-and I am still an officer of the court-because
of that attack, because as you well know-and I cited it yesterday-Alexander Hamilton said the courts are the least dangerous
b ranch because they have neither the power of the purse nor the
sword. What they have is respect. When the President of the
United States attacks the court, attacking you-because when he
attacks your brethren, he attacks you, the bedrock of our democracy, you as a member of the Tenth Circuit Court of Appeals, as
a so-called judge, he undermines the bedrock of our democracy ,
which is respect for the courts. Courts do not have armies. They
do not have police forces. All they have is the respect and credibility. And you m ade reference earlier to judges having to take the
barbs and insults. My guess is that if a litigant before your courta nd the Pres ident of the United States was a litigant in that ca seused that la n guage, you might well entertain a motion for cont empt of court.
Judge GoRSUCH. I a ppreciat e the opportunity to talk about my
r ecord beca use I ca n talk a bout that , Senat or . My r ecord is when
t here is a judge who is a ccused of perha ps using language that
might bear on a m a n's ethnicity, argua bly, in the course of s ent encing, a panel of my court on which I sa t replaced him. My record
is that when an undocumented a lien-immigra nt, sorry, is not
properly repres ented a nd the re is a history of the lawyer failing his
clients in that a rea, s ent him, referred him for dismissal from ou r
ba r.
Senat or BLUMENTHAL. Because you believe that respect for the
courts is important.
J udge GoRSUCH. Senator, the independence a nd integrity of the
judiciary is in m y bones.
Senator BLUMENTHAL. Well, I am going to return to this topic,
m ayb e not in this round but lat er, because as you well know also,
although judges m ay be attacked , they r eally h ave no way to defend themselves. And we know that as officers of the court, as a dvocat es, a nd that is why I feel so deeply that not only we but the
Department of Justice sh ould have b een more vigorous in coming
t o the defense of those judges, even though the Department of J ustice was t he loser in tha t cas e, beca use more is at sta ke here than
the P resident's immigrant policies or the travel ban . It is the res pect a nd integrity for the courts .
There is a nother reason that Dona ld Trump is the elephant in
the room, and tha t is b eca use h e est ablish ed a litmus t est, or actua lly a set of litmus t est s, one of them being that his nominee- a nd
I do not know wh ether you saw the deb at e, the third presidential
deba te , whe re h e promised, a nd I am quoting, about overturning
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Roe v. Wade , "That will happen automatically, in my opinion, because I am putting pro-life Justices on the Court."
Are you familiar with that statement?
Judge GORSUCH. I am, Senator.
Senator BLUMENTHAL. Are you familiar with other occasions
when he promised that he would appoint someone who would overturn Roe v . Wade? For example, November 13, 2017, in an interview with Lesley Stahl on "60 Minutes," "I am pro-life. The judges
will be pro-life."
On June 28, 2015, an interview on CNN with Jake Tapper, "I am
pro-life." He was then asked would that be a litmus test. "It is. It
is."
There are others, but what I am asking you is, are you aware
of that litmus test?
Judge GORSUCH. Senator, I cannot say I am aware of each of
those statements, but I am definitely aware that there was discussion of litmus tests by lots of people during the election process,
yes.
Senator BLUMENTHAL. Well, these discussions are by the President of the United States-Judge GORSUCH. Yes.
Senator BLUMENTHAL [continuing]. Who has nominated you for
this position.
Judge GORSUCH. Very a wa re of it, Sena tor.
Senator BLUMENTHAL. And he interviewed you.
Judge GORSUCH. He did.
Sena tor BLUMENTHAL. And you have t estified h ere tha t t h ere
was no mention of R oe v. Wade.
Judge GORSUCH. Senator, w h at I h ave t estified to is tha t there
was no request for m e to commit on a ny case or controversy or anything that might come befo re m e- Sena tor BLUMENTHAL. Was there any m ention of Roe lJ . Wade?
Judge GORSUCH. Ther e was, b riefly.
Senator BLUMENTHAL. And what did h e say a nd wh a t did you
s ay?
Judge GoRSUCH. Senator, the President recounted to m e, a mong
other things, how the campaign went in Colorado. He knew I wa s
from Colorado, a nd he was disa ppointed h e h a d lost Colorado. And
h e said something like if h e h a d h a d a little more time, he thinks
h e might have won it. And then h e said tha t one of the topics that
came up during the course of the ca mpa ign. was a bortion a nd that
it was very divisive and split people evenly, h e found, And then h e
moved on to other t opics.
Sena tor BLUMENTHAL. Did he mention R oe v. Wade by na me?
Judge GORSUCH. I do not think so, not to my r ecollection, just
tha t abortion was ve ry divis ive. And then h e moved on to other topics of interest to him.
Sena tor BLUMENTHAL. Like wha t ?
Judge GORSUCH. Sen ator, the n ext topic I remember-a nd this is
just my recollection-is h e expressed concern tha t our country's n u,.
clear a rmam ents a re old.
Sena tor BLUMENTHAL. H as a n yone in interviews with you-a nd
you mentioned one conv er sation w ith Steve Ba nnon. I underst a nd
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you also met with other advisers. Has anyone else ever m entioned
Roe u. Wade?
Judge GORSUCH. No, Senator. That is it.
Senator BLUMENTHAL. Never a mention of that case or of abortion in any of your conversations with any of the President's advisers?
Judge GORSUCH. Not to my recollection, no.
Senator BLUMENTHAL. And what about with officials of the Heritage Foundation who may have discussed the Supreme Court with
you?
Judge GORSUCH. To my knowledge, Senator, from the time of the
election to the time of my nomination, I have not spoken to anyone
that I know of from Heritage. Maybe I shook someone's hand, but
I have not had any substantive conversations that I am aware of
that anyone has alerted me to that they are from the Heritage
Foundation.
Senator BLUMENTHAL. Well, let me go to a case that I think
bears on perhaps the .P resident's and his advisers' perception of
your views on Roe u. Wade and on this issue of abortion. I do not
know whether you recall the case of Planned Parenthood Association of Utah u. Herbert.
Judge GORSUCH. I do.
Senator BLUMENTHAL. In that case, as you know, the Governor
of Utah directed all of his State agencies to end funding for the
loca l Planned Parenthood affiliate a fte r a deceptive a nd false set of
videos was released. And Pla nned P arenthood of Utah went to Federal court. They sought a temporary injunction. They won. They
lost at the District Court, which denied their r equest, and then on
your court, a three-judge panel reversed the District Court .and
granted the injunction, stopping the State government from termina ting the funding. That restored the funding for Planned Parenthood.
Judge GoRSUCH. Temporarily, as a preliminary matter. That is
my recollection, yes.
Senator BLUMENTHAL. As a preliminary matter, the panel of the
T enth Circuit restored the funding.
Judge GORSUCH. Issued a preliminary injunction or a TRO; proba bly a prelimina ry injunction.
Senator BLUMENTHAL. Correct. Preliminary injunction is correct.
Were you on that p anel?
Judge GORSUCH. No. No, Senator, I was not.
Senator BLUMENTHAL. Okay. And any of the parties subseque ntly
h a ve the right to ask for a reh earing, do they not?
Judge GORSUCH. They do.
Senator BLUMENTHAL. I s there a time limit?
Judge GoRSUCH. For the parties there is a time limit prescribed
by rule. It is also possible for the court, w hat we call "sua s ponte,"
or on its own, to seek rehearing, a nd there is no time limit prescribed by rule for tha t .
Sena tor BLUMENTHAL. So the time limit for the parties is 2
weeks, correct?
Judge GoRSUCH. That sounds right, Senator. I would not swear
to it, but I trust you.
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Senator BLUMENTHAL. Well, I would never presume to know the
rules-Judge GORSUCH. I always check the rules on that sort of thing
because I always think I know, and it is 10 days or 14 days, so I
always look.
Senator BLUMENTHAL. I am sure you do. Well, 2 weeks passed,
and none of the parties requested a rehearing, correct?
Judge GORSUCH. That is right. That is right.
Senator BLUMENTHAL. But one of the judges did.
Judge GORSUCH. That is right.
Senator BLUMENTHAL. That judge was you.
Judge GoRSUCH. Senator, that is internal deliberative process
that would not normally be revealed, but I have no problem acknowledging that.
Senator BLUMENTHAL. That you asked for the rehearing?
Judge GORSUCH. I did.
Senator BLUMENTHAL. The parties actually were fine with the result. They settled the case. They were off about their business. And
you asked for the rehearing1 correct?
Judge GORSUCH. No, Senator. That is not correct.
Senator BLUMENTHAL. Well, correct me.
Judge GORSUCH . A preliminary injunction, the Court of Appeals,
the panel has indicated, should issue, subject to-this court h as to
enter it, I believe. I do not think our cour t enter ed it directly. As
I recall, the pa rties either reached some sort of agreement with r espect to preliminary relief or the court entered it. I do not recall
which. But the case proceeded and may still be proceeding for all
I know.
Senator .BLUMENTHAL. But one way or the other, .none of the parties asked for any further proceedings. Only you did.
Judge GORSUCH. That is right.
Senator BLUMENTHAL. And did the court decide t o grant an e.n
ba ne h earing?
Judge GORSUCH. Very n arrowly voted against it, Senator. It was
a close vote.
Sena tor BLUMENTHAL. And you dissented.
Judge GORSUCH. I did.
Senator BLUMENTHAL. Now, you know Rule 35 says, a nd I a m
quoting, "an en bane h earing is not favored and ordinarily w ill not
be ordered."
Judge GORSUCH. Oh , of course. It is an extraordinary th~ng. We
probably hea r bet ween zero and three en banes a year over the
course of my time. Do not hold me to that, but it is somewhere in
that range, us ually.
Senator BLUMENTHAL. Out of your 10-plus years, 11 years on the
court, how ma ny times h ave you asked, you yourself, sua sponte,
asked for a rehearing in a case where yon were not even on the
panel?
Judge GORSUCH. Oh, I h ave done it, Senator.
Senator BLUMENTHAL. How often?
Judge GORSUCH. I cannot tell you how ma ny times, sitting h ere.
I just cannot. But I can tell you I h ave done it. And I can t ell y ou,
Senator, that about one out of every five en ba nes , about 20 percent
of en banes in our court are sua sponte. It is not unus ual.
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Senator BLUMENTHAL. By this time the funding was going to
Planned Parenthood, correct?
Judge GORSUCH. I do not know. I do not know.
Senator BLUMENTHAL. Well, it is a matter of, I believe, public
record that it was, in fact, restored. And the parties never asked
for that en bane hearing.
Let me ask you, what was the exceptional importance of this case
that prompted you to seek a rehearing en bane?
Judge GoRSUCH. I appreciate the opportunity to answer that
question, Senator. En bane rehearings happen sua sponte with regularity in our court, as I say, maybe 20 percent, estimate, of the
cases that we have heard during my time have been sua sponte.
It is acknowledged in the Committee reports to the rules. "Wright
and Miller," the .B ible on civil procedure that every young lawyer
lives with, acknowledges the regularity and the propriety of the sua
sponte en bane. So just to put that aside. I just do not see any-Senator BLUMENTHAL. I am asking you about your reasons. And,
by the way, I know you do not have a number, but maybe you can
supply it, because I am willing to bet that number is a tiny, minute
fraction of the 2, 700 cases.
Judge GORSUCH. Of course.
Senator BLUMENTHAL. And even of all of the cases where you
have dissented.
Judge GoRSUCH. Of course. I would b e very reluctant to reveal
internal deliberative processes a ny further, Senator, of a court, and
I do not think you want us to. But I have gone pretty darn far
here, and I would be happy to consider any reasonable request that
we can talk about that.
Senator .BLUMENTHAL. By the way, the judge who dissented from
the panel opinion was Judge Bacharach, correct?
Judge GORSUCH. Yes.
Senator BLUMENTHaL. He voted against the rehearing en bane,
did he not?
Judge GoRSUCH. He wrote a special concurrence saying that he
thought the pa nel decision was gravely wron g.
Senator BLUMENTHAL. But there was no exceptional reason for
rehearing en bane.
Judge GORSUCH . He decided not to vote for en bane. That is correct. But he thought the panel opinion was gravely wrong.
Senator BLUMENTHAL. I a m going to-Judge GORSUCH. And, Senator, if you want me to explain why I
sought en bane and the reasons, I would be delighted to do so.
Senator BLUMENTHAL. Well, I a m going to give you. the opportunity to do it.
Judge GORSUCH. I appreciate it.
Senator BLUMENTHAL. And I apologize for interrupting, a nd you
will understand our time is limited, and that is why I am sort of
pressing to move on.
Judge GORSUCH. I understand, but an implication of impropriety,
anything like that, Senator, I would a ppreciate the chance.
Senator BLUMENTHAL. Absolutely.
Judge GORSUCH. Okay.
Senator BLUMENTHAL. I am not even asking for extra time, Mr.
Chairman. Please proceed.
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Judge GORSUCH. Senator, it is all about standards of review for
me. In that case, the parties agreed on the law. There was no dispute of law. In that case everyone agreed that if the Governor has
discontinued funding because he opposed lawful abortions, that
would be unconstitutional and wrong and would have to be stricken
by the Court. That was uncontested.
It was also uncontested that if the Governor discontinued funding because of his reaction to videos that you are well aware of involving alleged unlawful action-alleged-then his conduct was
lawful and constitutional. The law was agreed by everyone. The
only question was: What was the Governor's intention? That is it.
And the District Court made a factual finding that the Governor's
intentions were what he said they were, that he acted in response
to the videos. That was his testimony. That was the District
Court's finding. And in a very unusual, I thought, step, our court
overturned. the factual finding of a District Court and did so on the
basis of a putative admission from the Governor's brief as if the
lawyers for the Governor would concede away their case.
I read the brief. It did not concede away the case. And it seems
to me very important, Senator, that we abide our standards of review and we do not pick and choose the areas of law to start abandoning our standards of review. And a standard of review for clear
error, for factual findings is what I wrote about. And I do not care
if the case is about abortion or widgets or anything else. When a
jury or a District Judge makes a factual finding, that deserves our
r espect under a clear error standard of review. And as you point
out, Judge Bacharach, while he did not think that it rose to the
level of en bane review, he thought the panel was clearly wrong.
And he happens to be, as you know, just happens to be a Democratically appointed judge, because we are judges first . And, Senator, there were four judges w:ho wanted en bane in that case. That
is a large number in our Circuit. There is nothing unusual or untoward about that case at all. It is what we do as judges.
Senator BLUMENTHAL. Do you recall the date of your dissent?
Judge GORSUCH. I do not, Senator.
Senator BLUMENTHAL. Would it surprise you to know that it
was-well, the case was pending in July 2016, your dissent was
so1?1-etime in that time period at the h eight of the presidential campaign.
Judge GoRSUCB. I would have said it was in the summer, Senator, yes. I would say I have also, Senator, revived partially a lawsuit brought by Planned Parenthood in another case. I take the
parties as I find them, and I take the facts and laws that come to
me. And I do not choose wh en they come to me or how they come
to m e.
Senator BLUMENTHAL. I understand.
Judge GORSUCH. And any other implication would be erroneous.
Senator BLUMENTHAL. Let me ask you, we talked about precedent, and precedent is important as law, correct?
Judge GORSUCH. Yes.
Senator BLUMENTHAL. And people rely on it. That is one of the
key criteria that you have established for sustaining precedent, and
I am not even sure that the term has been used here, but stare de-
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cisis, which is an important principle of following well-established
and accepted law.
Let me ask you, did you agree-or, I am sorry, do you agree with
the result in Brown v. Board of Education?
Judge GORSUCH. Senator; Brown v. Board of Education corrected
an erroneous decision, a badly erroneous decision, and vindicated
a dissent by the first Justice Harlan in Plessy v. Ferguson, where
he correctly identified that separate to advantage one race can
never be equal.
Senator BLUMENTHAL. And do you agree with the result?
Judge GORSUCH. In Plessy, no. Absolutely not.
Senator BLUMENTHAL. No. Do you agree witli the result in Brown
v. Board?
Judge GORSUCH. Brown v. Board of Education, Senator, was a
correct application of the law of precedent, and- Senator BLUMENTHAL. So you agree with it?
Judge GORSUCH. Senator, it is a correct application of the law of
precedent.
Senator BLUMENTHAL. By the way, when Chief Justice Roberts
testified before this Committee and he was asked by Senator Kennedy, "Do you agree with the Court's conclusion?"-meaning in
Brown-''that the segregation of children in public schools solely on
the basis of race is unconstitutional," Judge Roberts answered, unequivocally, "I do." Would you. a gr ee with Judge Roberts?
Judge GORSUCH. Senator, there is no daylight here.
Senator BLUMENTHAL. Okay.
Judge GORSUCH . Justice Marshall-sorry, Justice Harlan got the
original meaning of the Equal Protection Clause right the first
time, a nd the Court r ecognized that belatedly. It is one of the great
stains on the Supreme Court's history that it took it so long to get
to tha t decision.
Senator BLUMENTHAL. Do you agree with the Court's outcome,
the result, in Griswold v. Connecticut and Eisenstadt v. Baird? And
you know that they struck down the ban on contraception. I believe
it h as been discussed earlier. Do you agree with the result in those
cases?
Judge GORSUCH. So Griswold, Senator, as you know, held that
the Fourteenth Amendment Due Process Liberty C la use provided
a right to m a rried couples to the use of contraceptive devices in the
privacy of their own home. And then Eisenstadt extended that to
single persons.
Senator BLUMENTHAL. Right.
Judge GORSUCH. Senator, those are precedents of the U.S. Suprem e Court. They have been settled for 50 years, n early, in the
case of Griswold. There are reliance interests that are obvious.
They have been reaffirmed many times. I do not see a realistic possibility that a State would pass a law attempting to undo tha t or
that a court of the United States would take such a challenge seriously.
Senator BLUMENTHAL. I have a very simple question for you. Do
you agree with the result?
Judge GORSUCH. Senator, I will give you the same a nswer.
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Senator .BLUMENTHAL. Again, I just want to tell you what Justice
Alito said in response to that question. He said very simply, talking
about Eisenstadt , "I do agree with the result in Eisenstadt."
Judge GORSUCH . It was an application of equal protection principles, and-Senator BLUMENTHAL. Well, I know what it was. I am asking you
for a direct, clear, unequivocal answer.
Judge GORSUCH. And, Senator, I am trying to give it to you. And
as I recall, Justice Alito said the same thing, which is that there
is a n equal protection argument. Once you have Griswold in place,
then it follows as a matter of equal protection that the same-what
was true for married couples is true for single persons, and that
was an application of settled equal protection principles.
Sena tor BLUMENTHAL. I want to tell you what Chief Justice Roberts said when he was asked the same question about Griswold. He
said, "I agree with the Griswold Court's conclusion that m a rita l
privacy extends to contraception and availability of that. "
My time is about to expire. I just want to say I hope that when
we resume questioning, perhaps you can give m e somewhat more
direct and unequivocal answers in the same way that Justices Roberts and Alito and Kennedy did to the same questions.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator TILLIS [presiding]. The Senator from Ida ho.
Senator CRAPO. Tha nk you, Mr. Chairma n. And, Judge Gor su ch ,
first of all, I want to tha nk you for preparing yourself for this opportunity and for this s ervice to the United States. You h ave acquitted yourself very well t oday. In fact , I am very impressed. with
your knowledge of the cases a nd your ability to underst and a nd a rticulate your positions on the issu es.
I have a couple of tough questions for you first. Is it true that
you ha ve been endors ed by J ohn Elway?
[La ughter. ]
Judge GORSUCH. You know, Senat or, a couple of things h ave
made my day recently, and hearing that was definitely one of
them . You know 1 in Color ado, I mean, wh ere I come from , that is
big stuff.
Senator CRAPO. Well, it is. And, you know, some of us Westerners who do not have a pro t eam in our Stat e kind of agree with
t hat as well.
Judge GoRSUCH. Senat or , I w ill tell yo u, w hat m ean t as much t o
m e, though , was a n article I saw n ot too long a go someone put in
front of me from the Albuquerque Journal , and it quoted two lawyers who appear in front of me all the time. One is a civil rights
attorney, the other r ep resen ts indigent criminal defendants routinely in my court. They win som e; they lose some. And t hey both
went ou t of their way t o say, "H e is a . fair judge." And you know
wh at ? The compliment of the people who work with me day in and
day out, who w in some and who lose some, that means the w orld
t o m e.
Senator CRAPO. That is very impressive, and at the end of my opportunity to ask questions here , I a m going t o s ubmit a stat em ent
for the recor d that h as b een submitted by another one of your associates and. friends who endorses the way you h ave conduct ed your-
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self on the bench. It is good to have good friends who will stand
up for you.
Another tough question. I appreciated the discussion that Senator Flake and you had about fishing. This is going to test your
true abilities as a fisherman. Would you t ell me where your favorite fishing stream is?
[Laughter.]
Senator CRAPO. And do not say, "No Tell'em Creek."
Judge GORSUCH. Do I h ave to answer this question, Mr. Chairman?
[Laughter.]
Senator CRAPO. No, you do not h a ve to answer it. At least not
publicly.
Judge GoRSUCH. I would be happy to share with you privately
my views on this suJ:Uect.
Senator CRAPO. We will talk.
Judge GORSUCH. My experience is, though, that once the wor d
gets out, then it is not my favorite spot anymore.
Senator CRAPO. Okay. You have just proven yourself as a fisherman.
I also wanted to just tell you I appreciated the conversation you
had with one of my other colleagues here about your law clerks. I ,
too, a m a law clerk. I do not know that you knew, proba bly, the
judge I worked for, Judge J a m es M. Ca rter on the Ninth Circuit.
H e pa s sed away in 1979. H e was a ppointed by H a rry Truma n to
be a District Judge in Southern Ca lifornia a nd then by Lyndon
Johnson to be a Cir cuit Court Judge on the Ninth Circuit. And I
h a d the experience as his law clerk tha t you described your experience to be a nd those who serve as your law clerks, a nd I just wanted t o tell you, you connect ed with m e on that. I truly a ppreciat ed
tha t bit of just learning more of your human side in that context .
You know, this is also a point in this h earing that pretty much
everything h as been said but not everybody hast en an opportunity
to ask you to say it, a nd I apologize if some of t h e things are repetitive. But s ome issu es k eep coming up, a nd I want t o get back into
s ome of the core issu es and just give you a n opportunity to restate
the case. And a couple of those are pretty obvious. In fact, our
Cha irman started out with this first issue, a nd tha t is, what is the
role of a judge? I have before me h ere the statutory oath that we
give to judges . I will just r ead part of it. It is ''to administer justice
without respect to persons, a nd do equa l riaht to the poor and to
the rich." And it a ls o says to "faithfully a nd impartia lly discha r ge
a nd perform all the duties incumbent upon [the judge] unde r the
Constitution a nd la ws of tb e United Stat es." Tha t is some pretty
high-minded la ngu age.
What is your opinion of t he role of a Justice on the Supreme
Court?
Judge GoRSOCH. Sen ator, it is the s a m e thing. It does not
cha nge. It is a more public r ole. Ther e m a y b e more civic education
involv ed, or at least an opportunity somebody might listen t o you
a litt le bit more. And Justice O'Connor again comes to mind h e re.
But t h e job does not ch a n ge, and the law is the law. It is wh at
we do day in a nd day out. And the discussions about the judiciary
I think often miss the fact tha t judges agree overwhelmingly on the
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disposition of cases. A tiny percentage of the cases go to the Supreme Court of the United States) 70 , 80 cases a year, a fraction
of a fraction of a percent. And even then-even then-the Justices
of the U.S. Supreme Court are unanimous in their decisions 40 percent of the time.
Now, think about that. You have not just three judges who have
to agree, as on the Court of Appeals, generally speaking, but nine.
Nine Justices who are appointed by five different Presidents right
now. And people say the world has changed, but in some ways it
has not because that 40 percent number has been remarkably
steady since the Second World War. That is a pretty incredible
thing when you think about it.
Senator CRAPO. It is.
Judge GORSUCH. That is a testament to our rule of law. It is
human, it is imperfect, but it is sure better than anything else anybody has ever devised.
Senator CRAPO. Well, that commitment to interpreting and applying the law honestly, fairly, and impartially is critical. It is what
we need in Supreme Court Justices, and, again, I appreciate your
answer on that question.
Now, again, I apologize that this is a repetitive question, and, in
fact, you were just asked it in another way just now, but it is one
that keeps coming up and which I expect is going to be a discussion
point for the rest of this process, and that is the litmus t est issue.
You have a lready said it, but I a m going to ask you to say it
again. Did anyone in the nomination process, the President included, require of you a commitment for any kind of a litmus test
as to how you would rule on a ny issue or in any case whatsoever?
Judge GoRSUCH. No, Senator. And if they had, I would have
walked out of the room, period.
Senator CRAPO. So to put it another way, if you had to, you
would-if the requirements of the law were that you had to rule
against the President of the United. States in a case, you would do
so?
Judge GORSUCH. Senator, if t hat is where the law and the facts
lead m e, do it w ithout h esitation. It is- I have done it. I have done
it ma ny times without respect to who is in charge. I rule for the
Government sometimes. I rule for the accused, for the prisoner, for
the immigrant , or the student, for the employee, whomever it is,
based on the law a nd the facts of the particular case at hand. And
I believe respectfully my record demonstrates that.
Senator CRAPO. I think it does, too. And there has b een some
questioning here today about-this is my characterization of it, but
I think it is pretty clear- a desire to get you to get involved in the
politics of the court as though there is an ap_propria te role for a
judge to be a politician or to be involved .in politics.
I r emember in our meeting in my office that you were quite emphatic about the fact that you would not let your politics get into
your job as a judge or a Justice. Could you comment on that?
Judge GoRSUCH. Senator, it really comes from my experience as
a lawyer, and General Katya l put it better than I could. But the
fact of the m atter is I represented plaintiffs, I r epresented defenda nts. I represented the big guy, I represented the little guy, however you. want to call it. And in each a nd every case, all I wa nted
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was a judge who did not decide the case based on his personal beliefs, her personal religion, his politics, what she had. for breakfast.
I just wanted someone to come in and look at the law and look at
the facts, study it as hard as they could, and make as neutral and
dispassionate a judgment as they could. That is what I wanted, a
human judge, somebody who was a person. It helped if they were
kind, but I would take a curmudgeon. There were some curmudgeons. A fair curmudgeon any day of the week I would take.
Senator CRAPO. Yes.
Judge GoRSUCH. I wanted a fair judge. And I resolved to myself
that I would remember, so long as I was on the bench, I would remember what it was like to be in the well, what it was like to have
to make the arguments, because I tell you what, asking the questions is a lot easier than having the answers. I sleep a lot better
the night before argument as a judge than I did the night before
argument as a lawyer. And so I resolved I wanted to be the kind
of judge that 1 wanted when I was a lawyer.
Senator CRAPO. Well, thank you. Now, let us move on to the
question of precedent. Could you generally-again, I realize this is
repetitive. Again, tell us your view of precedent, particularly as a
Supreme Court Justice, if you are to be confirmed, what you believe the proper role of precedent is.
Judge GORSUCH . Senator, precedent is the starting point for any
good judge. Precedent is our history, our shared history, our patrimony; the wisdom of the ages, if you want to think of it that way.
And it would be foolish of a ny judge to come in a nd think that he
or she knows better than everybody who has come before them. It
would be a n act of hubris.
So the starting point and the great anchor of the law, as Francis
Bacon called it, is precedent. As Ha milton said, judges, because we
are life tenured, need to be bound down by strict rules a nd precedents. And I t a ke tha t obligation seriously.
Senator CRAPO. So that people can know what to expect out of
the law.
Judge GORSUCH. Reliance is a huge part of it.
Senator CRAPO. Now, it does turn out, particula rly at the level
of the Supreme Court, that there are times when precedent is revisited. Could you tell us wh en it is appropriate, how does a person , particularly a Supreme Court Justice, how should a Supreme
Court Justice approach that question?
Judge GoRSUCH. The same way a Circuit Judge approaches a
question with Circuit precedent. We do the same thing. Nothing
changes. It is the same set of principles .
Senator CRAPO. So what process do you go through to make the
decision that you should revisit precedent?
Judge GORSUCH. Start with a presumption in favor of history,
a nd that people w ho came before you were just as smart or m aybe
even smarter than you are. When you put on the robe, you lose the
ego. You look at the reliance interests that have formed around the
precedent. You look at how long it h as been a round. You look to
see whether it h as been reaffirmed. You look a t the quality of the
initia l decision. You look at the doctrine and whether it has been
built up around it or wh eth er it h as eroded away. You look at
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workability. Those are some of the factors a good judge looks at
when deciding any challenge to a precedent.
Senator CRAPO. And I assume it is not a decision reached lightly.
Judge GDRSUCH. Senator, no decision should be reached lightly
as a judge.
Senator CRAPO. Well said.
I want to move on now to one that you have been asked a little
bit about today but not a lot, and that is the Tenth Amendment
to the Constitution, which says, "The powers not delegated to the
United States by the Constitution, nor prohibited by it to the
States, are reserved to the States respectively"-and I think smne
people stop there-"or to the people."
This is the issue of Federalism. I have a few specific questions,
but could you just discuss with me in general your feelin~s about
that amendment and what it means in our American Jurisprudence?
Judge GORSUCH. Well, Senator, it is part of the Bill of Rights,
like all of the rest of the Bill of Rights, and it was thought important to add as part of the first 10 Amendments to the Constitution
as a package. And the thought was to emphasize and make very
clear that the Federal Government is a government of enumerated
powers, not a plenary government with unenumerated, unlimited
power, and that there was reserved to the people and to the States
abundant rights.
Senator CRAPO. I agree with that. A lot of my constituents a nd,
frankly, a lot of people that I t alk to around the country believe
that has pretty much been eroded in the sense that the place
whtire there is a uthority reserved to the States is a very small
place today. Because of certain Supreme Court rulings, because of
certain doctrines related to the Commerce Clause and others, it is
felt that the place in which the Federal Government is free to assert its authority, even to the point of superseding State authority,
is so _large now that the Tenth Amendment has lost much of its
m eanmg.
Could you comment on that?
Judge GDRSUCH. Well, Senator, Tenth Amendment cases do come
before the Court and rela ted Commerce Clause challenges that are
kind of an ana log here. So I have to be careful.
Senator CRAPO. Understood.
Judge GORSUCH. But I would point you to the New York case;
Justice O'Connor again, pointing out that there a re limits to how
far the Congress and the Federal Government m ay go to comm andeer State governments. And then, of course, ther e is the Chief
Justice's opinion in the ACA case with regard to Medica id expansion and the limits of the Commerce Clause power there. So there
are a couple of decisions that are out there that you are aware of
that discuss this issue.
Senator CRAPO. I think that the discussions that have been had
today about the Chevron case get into this arena. Earlier, when you
were asked questions about it, you indicated that in your-and,
again, I realize you m ay not be able to go very far in this answer,
but I would like to give you a n opportunity to explain it as much
as you can. I believe in the decision that you wrote, you said the
elephant in the room was the question of deference to Executive
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agency actions. That is a rough paraphrasing of what you were discussing. And I believe you said that there were due process, equal
protection, and separation of powers issues related to that.
Could you expand on that a little bit?
Judge GORSUCH. Well, Senator, I would be happy to, of course.
In that case, again, it involved an undocumented immigrant, and
the question was whether an agency could overturn judicial prece,.
dent retroactively so that this man who had relied on our precedent
essentially had the legal rug pulled out from underneath him. And
it seemed to me that raised a variety of questions.
First, it meant now that he had to wait not 10 years outside of
the country but perhaps 13 or 14 because they wanted to retroactively overturn judicial precedent. And I asked in terms of fair
notice, advance notice, due process, how is a person, the least
amongst us, anyone, supposed to organize their affairs, rely on the
law, precedent, if it can be overturned by an agency willy nilly?
What are the equal protection implications if the person who declares the law is now a political branch rather than the judicial
branch, where selective picking and choosing of winners and losers
can be had in the application of the law? I am worried about that.
I worry about the separation of power. How is it that an agency
can overturn a judicial precedent effectively without the concurrence of Congress? Congress, of course, has the power to write statutes. The last time I checked, that is the legislative power, though,
and to overturn judicial precedents on statutory on interpretation,
tha t is this body's role.
So those were some of the things I worried about, and I worried
about just the plain old statutory text, too, of the APA in which
Congress is assigned the task, of course, of fact-finding to the agencies a nd told us, again, to provide a highly deferential standard of
review to the agencies, the chemists, the biologists, the scientists;
but said when it comes to interpreting the law that the courts are
supposed to do that. So those w ere som e of the questions that I
found difficult in that case.
Senator CRAPO. Well, I appreciate the perspective that you have.
Again, still t a lking about Federalism and the Tenth Amendment,
you are familiar with the dormant Commerce Clause concept?
Judge GORSUCH. Yes.
Senator CRAPO. Could you describe what that means to you?
Judge GORSUCH . Well, the Commerce Clause appears in Article
I. Article I affords this body a nd the House of Representatives the
power to legislat e interstate commerce, among m any other things.
That is the Commerce Clause, the non-sleeping, the non-dormant
Commerce Clause.
Senator CRAPO. Right.
Judge GORSUCH. But we have this sleeping thing over here, and
it is the product of judicia l interpretation that suggests that sometimes even when Congress has not exercised its powers under the
Commerce Clause, States infringe Congress' authority by stepping
into the regulation of interstate commerce themselves in a way
that , though Congress h as not itself proscribed, would still offend
congressional a uthority. That is the doctrine.
Sena tor CRAPO. Correct.
Judge GORSUCH. Okay.
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Senator CRAPO. So that is how I understand it as well, and I realize that you may not be able to go much further in discussing
your feelings about that doctrine. But if you can, I welcome you to.
Judge GORSUCH. Well, Senator, I have tried to make clear today
that my feelings, respectfully, on any of these topics are things I
try to leave behind, and I try to take the facts and the law and the
precedent before me very seriously. I come here with no agenda but
one, no promises but one: to be as good and faithful a judge as I
know how to be. Tha t is it. And I cannot promise or agree or pledge
a nything more than that to this Congress. I just cannot, not as a
good judge, not as someone who has to look litigants in the eye and
tell them I am a fair and impartial judge of their case, not to someone who respects the separation of powers. So that is where I come
from on that.
Senator CRAPO. Thank you very much, and I respect that. And,
frankly, America is very fortunate to h ave someone who strongly
holds to that perspective nominated to this critically important position .
I just want to clear up one other thing, and then there are a few
issues I just wanted you to also discuss a little bit further with m e.
Back to the Hobby Lobby case, I just wanted to give you an opportunity to clear one thing up, at least for me. Maybe everybody
else understood this very clearly. That cas e went to the Supreme
Court and was resolved in a 5-4 decision:. But if I underst a nd the
rulings correctly, of the four judges who dissented , only t wo of
them felt that the issu e relating to a for-profit corporation was dispositive. Did I get that r ight? Or objected to that part of the ru1ing,
is that correct?
Judge GoRSUCH. That is right . Yes, t wo disse nters did not feel
the need to reach that issue.
Senator CRAPO. I just wanted to be sure that was-Judge GORSUCH. That is right.
Senator CRAPO [continuingJ. Made clear in t he record.
In the time I have left, which is about 8 minutes, I would just
like to ask you about several of the things that I believe you have
written a bout. The first is the Seventh Amendment right to trial.
I understand that you h ave written about that. Is that correct?
Judge GORSUCH. I have, Senator.
Senator CRAPO. What are your thoughts about that ?
Judge GORSUCH. Senator , I believe in juries. I liked trying cases
to juries. I liked being on a jury. I think it is a part of our civic
en gagem ent that is really valuable. People feel connected to their
Government. Hamilton and Madison , I think it was- I cannot r em ember which-in the Federalist Papers debated , you know, is it
a bulwa rk of liberty or is it the very palladium of liberty? That is
wh at they thought of the Seventh Amendme nt. And I think it is
just so difficult for litigants to get to a jury now. And we spend so
much time in prelimina ry discovery, what we call discovery, motions practice. Lawyers become poets of the nastygram. They can
write interrogatories in ia mbic p entam et e r. But the re just are not
that m a ny jury trials a nymore. And I a m not sure that is a good
thing.
Senator CRAPO. Does this relate to your writings a lso about or
your concerns a bout access to justice?
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Judge GORSUCH. Yes, Senator. Yes.
Senator CRAPO. Can you expand on that a little bit?
Judge GORSUCH. Well, when it becomes so expensive and takes
so long to get to a jury, to get to a trial, some people do not bring
good claims. A lot of people are left not bringing good claims to
court. That is a problem on the one side of the "v." and I saw that
as a lawyer. And on the other side of the ''v." defendants, sometimes you feel like you have to settle, not because the case has
merit but because the cost and the delay to the. client are so significant in getting to a decision that you cannot afford to do it. You
have to get on.
And as I indicated earlier, the American College of Trial .L awyers-and both represent both plaintiffs and defendants-have indicated both these problems are real in our system and need to be
addressed.
Senator CRAPO. Thank you. The last issue I will ask you about
is your thoughts, which you have already referenced somewhat, on
overcriminalization in the law. Could you basically just reiterate
that for us?
Judge GORSUCH. Yes, Senator. As I indicated earlier, I think the
number is something like 5,000 Federal criminal statutes on the
books today and hundreds of thousands in the Federal Register,
a nd that 8-foint font, I need to bring out my reading glasses for
when I pul open the Federal Register. And, you know, I have a
h ard time reading it. And I have a ha rd time imagining the American people can read it, to be honest with you.
And Madison warned about a world in which law, written law,
is lacking, a nd he also warned about a world in which we would
have too much written law, a paper blizzard, so much so that the
prosecutor can choose his charges with impunity a nd the people do
not have notice really what is expected of them.
Sn I think both of those things on both ends of the spectrum are
a concern, and Aristotle was right there, too. We are looking for a
golden m ean .
Sena tor CRAPO. Well, a nd I think earlier today you a lso ref~
erenced-maybe you mea nt to in these comments-the regulatory
explosion of crimina l penalties . Is that a part of this as well?
Judge GORSUCH. I would say it has been part of-I do not know
about a n explosion, but it is just a fact of life that has been with
us for a while and growing.
Senator CRAPO. I w ill not ask you to comment on this, but I
think it is a n explosion, and not just on the criminal side, in the
civil side as well, just the regulatory growth that we h ave seen in
our Government recently. This is not a n issue for you, at least to
discu ss with me today, but I think we have a lot of difficulty simply
because of the complexity that we are creating in our legal system.
And many of those difficulties will need to be resolved at the policy
level. I understand that.
Judge Gorsuch, again, I just want to thank you for being willing
to step up and do this service. It was notable to me, I think you
said earlier, that Justice White only spent about 90 minutes in his
h earing. Is that correct?
Judge GORSUCH. That is what I am told.
Senator CRAPO. Remarkable. Thank you again.
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Judge GORSUCH. Enviable.
[Laughter.]
Judge GoRSUCH. No, this has been a great pleasure, a great
honor to be here with you, Senator, and with all of your colleagues.
Senator CRAPO. Well, we understand what you and your family
and friends are going through. We know the commitment that you
have made simply to agree to be nominated and move forward
through this process, and I want to thank you for doing that as
well. I truly do appreciate it. Thank you very much.
Before I yield my time, I would like to ask unanimous consent
first to enter a letter into the record from the president of Colorado
Farm Bureau endorsing Judge Gorsuch; second, a letter from Todd
Seelman, managing partner at the Denver office of-I will probably
mispronounced this-Lewis, Brisbois, Bisgaard, and Smith in support of Judge Gorsuch's nomination; another letter from the Lincoln's Inn Society of Harvard Law School, which is a number of
people who know you from this group and who have commented on
your humility, thoughtfulness, and .intellect, which we have seen
today; and then, finally, an article from a Colorado District Court
Judge, John Kane, in which he rebuts basically the notion that
there is any kind of ideological bias in your record, and I think says
very positive things about Judge Gorsuch.
I would ask unanimous consent to put these documents into the
record.
Senator TILLIS. Without objection, the documents will be entered
into the record.
Senator CRAPO. Thank you very much.
[The information appears as submissions for the record.]
Senator TILLIS. The Senator from Hawaii.
Senator HIRONO. Tha nk you, Mr. Chairman.
The end is nearing for today, Judge Gorsuch. We h ave sat here
for close to 10 hours now, a nd you h ave not told us your under~
standing of cases already decided by the Supreme Court, except to
say that they are law and precedent. You h ave n ot told us your
view of cases currently before the Court, a nd you will not tell us
your view on issues that might som eday be presented to the Court.
In fact, you have provided us less in the way of answers about
how you would a pproach cases tha n previous nominees to the Suprem e Court. So how should we divine what you would bring to the
Supreme Court in terms of your judici al philosophy? By looking at
your judicial record, by looking at your writings?
I see a pattern that is very much on a par with the Roberts
court's steady march toward protecting corporate interest s over individual rights. That is not protecting the rights of the minority,
as you told me in our meeting, which is the purpose of Article III.
So I hope that in answering my questions, you can provide some
reassurances that you will be a judge or Justice for all Americans.
You had a n extended discussion today with Senator Franken
about your dissent in the TransAm Trucking case. I want to talk
to you about a nother case, Longhorn Service Company v. Perez, in
w hich you overruled a n agency decision about worker safety. You
were in the m ajority in a 2-1 decision-could have gon e the other
way if you h a d gone that way-that overturned a sanction against
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a company based on a strained distinction between a floor hole and
a floor opening.
The dissenting judge, a President George W. Bush appointee, described this distinction as nonsense and said the distinction between a floor hole and a floor opening did not matter in this case
because the company was in violation of an OSHA standard either
way.
Why did you believe it was appropriate to rely on a strained distinction between floor hole and floor openinR, at odds with the law's
intent and purpose to protect worker safety7
Judge GORSUCH. Senator, I appreciate the opportunity to address
that. As I think you have indicated, I was not the author of that
opinion. I did not write it. One of my colleagues wrote that opinion.
Another one of my colleagues dissented, You are quite right about
that.
I do not have a dog in the hunt when it comes to holes and openings in floors. But apparently, OSHA does. OSHA distinguishes between floor holes and. floor openings when it comes t o Senator HIRONO. Excuse me.
Judge GORSUCH. Spaces-Senator HIRONO . .Excuse me, Judge. That case held that you
overruled the agency decision.
Judge GORSUCH. Yes.
Senator HIRONO. Which did not make a distinction.
Judge GORSUCH. With respect, Senator, OSHA r egulations do
make a distinction between, as I recall, it has b een a while-Senator HIRONO. Not in this case, sir.
Judge GoRSUCH. Well, Senator, there a re different regulations
for floor openings and floor holes in-I think this is an oil and gas
rig or maybe a fracking rig. And what you h ave to do in terms of
remediation, cover or a handrail. There are different consequences
whether it is a hole or an opening, as I recall.
And the party there, nobody was injured, but they got a fine for
not doing maybe covering it up, I do not recall, whatever the agency wanted them to do. And the question was whether they ha d
been provided notice they were being charged with whether it was
a hole versus an opening.
And Senator, all I was trying to do there, I agreed with my colleague who wrote the majority opinion that OSHA charged wh at it
charged it had to prove and that it cannot change the charge in the
middle of the proceedings, as I recall.
Senator HIRONO. Well, the dissent indicated that this distinction
was nonsen se, and therefore, they-Judge GORSUCH. Well, that might be true.
Senator HIRONO. Yes.
Judge GoRSUCH. I mean, I do not know. As they say, I do not
h ave a dog in that hunt. I a m just trying to a pply the OSHA regulation.
Senator HIRONO. If I can go on? So that law, though, was for the
purpose of worker safety. And I think you responded to one of the
questions from my colleagues that you do look to the purpose of the
law and that is wha t judges should effect. So the purpose of that
la w was worker safety. So I a m really not understanding why you
went with the majority in m aking that kind of distinction.
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Let me move on. Earlier, you had an extensive discussion, as I
mentioned, with Senator Franken about TransAm Trucking and
whether you understood the impossible choice your decision would
have given to the driver in that case, Alphonse Maddin. And if your
decision had been the majority, which it was not, it would have
made a driver like Mr. Maddin choose between endangering his
own life and health or keeping his job.
I am hoping that you will share more about your approach to
cases like TransAm Trucking. Your dissent dismissed the argument
that the law should be interpreted in light of its purpose of protecting public health and safety, saying that those goals were too
ephemeral and generic. Did the purposes of this law to protect an
employee from being fired for acting in response to safety concerns
play any role ju your decision?
Judge GORSUCH. Senator, I appreciate the opportunity to talk
about this again. The statute there protected individuals who refused to operate a motor vehicle, and at least as I saw it-and this
is just one judge, how I saw one case in 10 years-and I saw that
the individual drove away. He operated the motor vehicle. So I did
not see how he could claim protection of a statute that hinges on
a refusal to operate.
I am relieved to know that he was able-that he was fine and
was able to meet up with his employer 15 minutes or so later) as
I remember the record. But my heart goes out to him, a nd T said
that in the opinion that h e was put in a rotten position. And I go
home a t night with cases where sometimes the law requires results
that I personally would not prefer.
Sena tor HIRONO . I think that you could possibly have interpreted
the definition or the requirement that he actually refused to drive
the vehicle. H e refused to drive the vehicle with the attached trailer. But you could have held, I would think, that h e refused to drive
the vehicle in an unsafe way.
So, I mean, the way I look a t this decis ion, and you w ere not in
t he m ajority, is that if judges are going to work this h ard to strain
the t ext of a law to undermine the purpose, which was for the safety and that a driver who m ade a decision based on that would not
be fired, I think that m a kes it pretty tough for any laws that Congress passes or will pass to really be effective in protecting American workers.
I would like to turn to Citizens United . In this case, the Court
adopted a narrow view that only quid pro quo corruption counts regarding campaign contributions a nd that appearance of corruption,
basically, which had also been a concern, is out the window. This
h as unquestiona bly cha nged the la ndscape of our elections,
unleashing a flood of corporate money and campaigns.
If corporations are able to spend unfettered money on American
elections, what is there to stop a foreign company from funneling
money into our elections through its American subsidiary? For example, what limits would prevent a Russian oligarch from financing a billion-dollar independent expenditure operation through an
American middleman?
Judge GORSUCH . Well, Senator, I apprecia t e the opportunity to
a n swer that. If I might, though , I would. just point to my record on
employment cases. There are plenty of cases wh ere I have ruled. for
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the employee and not the employer. We can pick one and talk
about one, but there are many, many where I have ruled for the
employee, even overturning the District Court when the District
Court ruled for the employer. Lots of them, and I would be happy
to talk about any of them.
Senator HIRONO. Well, I am not.
Judge GORSUCH. But if we want to--Senator HIRONO. I am not asking about the others. So let us-Judge GORSUCH. I understand. I understand that.
Senator HIRONO. Can you respond to my question about Citizens
United and unfettered foreign money that can come into our campaigns?
Judge GORSUCH. Senator, I would say that there is lots of room
for congressional regulation here and that, in fact, the Supreme
Court has made clear that foreign money in particular is an area
where Congress has substantial authority available to it.
I would say this-Senator HIRONO. Are you saying-I would just like a clarification. Then you are saying that Citizens United leaves open for Congress to prohibit foreign money in our elections? Is that not already
happening?
Judge GORSUCH. Senator, I would say there is ample room in the
area of campaign finance for further legislation, a ll sorts of room
where the Court's made clear, remains. It struck down one law .
That does not mean that every law will be stricken. It does not
mean that Congress has no role. It means the Congress passed one
law that, based on one record, the Supreme Court found to violate
the First Amendment.
Senator HIRONO . So since, since there is so much concern about
foreign. money and foreign governments attemptin g to interfere or
really, no, interfere with our elections and if Congress were to pass
a law that prohibited foreign contributions through middlemen or
any other way, you would sustain that law?
Judge GoRSUCH. Senator, I am not making any promises to anyone about how I would rule. I understand people would like me to
make promises, but I just-that is n ot what a good judge does. It
is not fair to the parties. I do not prejudge cases. That would be
a violation of separation of powers, in my view. It would be the end
of the independent judiciary.
Senator, what I would promise you to do is to look carefully at
the record with deference to the fact-finder, to look at the briefs,
to go through the whole judicial process and carefully consider all
the arguments made by both s ides, as a good judge does.
Senator HIRONO. Thank you. You have articulated that many
times.
The s heer volume of speech bought by corporate money drowns
out the voices of everyday Americans on important issues. I am
concerned with influence-peddling in politics, such as from billiondollar donors like the Mercers or Philip Anschutz.
Judge Gorsuch , given that you volunteered on numerous Republican political campa igns dating back to the 1970s, were you ever
concerned with the flood of unfettered money in our elections and
campaigns?
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Judge GoRSUCH. Senator, the first campaign I worked on I was
about 9 years old. It was my mom's. She was running for the State
house, and I think it was, again, h er idea of daycare that I would
walk with her.
[Laughter.]
Senator HIRONO. So just-I am sorry. You know, I have only 18
minutes left. And had you ever been concerned? Because certainly
you worked on political campaigns when you were beyond 9 years
old.
Judge GORSUCH. I did.
Senator HIRONO. Was there ever a time when you were concerned about unfettered money in our political campaigns?
Judge GORSUCH. Senator, I have lots of concerns as a person and
as a citizen. But I am now a judge, and my personal views have
nothing to do with how I rule on cases.
Senator HIRONO. Thank you.
Judge GORSUCH. It is a discipline that a judge learns and exercises and, hopefully, improves upon over time. And I am steadfast
about that, Senator. It means-it means the world to me as a lawyer and as a judge who cares about an independent judiciary. It
comes from a place deep in my bones.
Senator HIRONO. Thank you. I would like to move on.
Judge GORSUCH. Of course.
Senator HIRONO. I listened to your conversation with Senator
Coons about the Hobby Lobby case, and it is a decision that you
joined in the Tenth Circuit and was supported by the Roberts
Court. And in that case, you decided that a corporation with 23,000
employees h as rights to the exercise of religious-of religion prot ected by the Religious Freedom Restoration Act a nd tha t it could
use those rights to deny the thousands of women that it employed
access to certain kinds of health coverage.
There was a notable dissent in the Supreme Court's Hobby L obby
decision by Justice Ginsburg, joined by the two other women on the
Supreme Court. And Justice Ginsburg wrote, "The exception sought
by H obby Lobby a nd Conestoga would deny legions of women who
do not hold their employees' beliefu access to contraceptive coverage."
How much did you consider the significant need of the 23,000
Hobby Lobby employees, of which a significant number of them
were women working paycheck to paycheck, for access to
hea lthcare that they would now be denied?
Judge GORSUCH. Senator, I apprecia te that question. The answer
is I considered it very closely, very carefully. So did the Supreme
Court of the United States, which a ffirmed our court. And as you
know, the Religious Freedom Restoration Act goes above and beyond the First Amendment in protecting religious liberties.
It is a judgment made by this Congress that it is free to amend
at any time if it wishes. It can eliminate corporations from coverage. It can eliminate the strict scrutiny that is required. And it
can eliminate the act at any time.
But Sena tor, I gave every aspect of that case very close consideration. That was a n en bane decision by our court.
Senator HIRONO. You did write a concurring opinion on that ?
Judge GORSUCH. I did.
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Senator HIRONO. And I think your concurrent opinion could even
be deemed an expansion of the plaintiff's rights in that case. So in
your view, the corporation did make claims about contraception
based on religious beliefs, which are directly contravened by scientific research.
And by accepting as facts these religious beliefs and probing no
further in agreeing that the corporation could deny coverage, the
Hobby Lobby decision leaves us in a tough spot. So are there any
limits, and if so, what are those limits, on what a corporation may
claim as a belief in justifying its denial of healthcare for its employees?
Judge GORSUCH. Senator, the sincerity of the belief, I believe,
was undisputed by the Government, at least in our court. So I just
do not think that was at issue.
Are there limits to how far the statute goes? Yes, there are. The
Government may force someone to forego and accept a substantial
burden on their sincerely held religious belief if it can prove a compelling interest, which the Supreme Court accepted. in this case,
and can also show that it is the most narrowly tailored way to
achieve that compelling interest.
It is strict scrutiny. It is the highest standard known to law. And
the problem in that case again, as the Supreme Court and my
court saw it, was that the Government had managed to find a way
to achieve its compelling interest in providing coverage to women
in many other cases without requiring any compromise- Senator HIRONO. So I realize that the compelling State interest
was conceded to the Government, but my question really r ela tes to
the first part of the test, which is the sincerely h eld belief.
Judge GORSUCH. Yes.
Senator HIRONO. And while that may not have been at issue in
this case, even though if you were to look at their sincerely held
beliefs, then there was evidence that some of their beliefs were scientifically not valid. So my question is really how-would you go
behind the sincerely held belief to determine whether there is really a basis for this belief?
Judge GORSUCH. You are asking me whether I would, as a judge,
decide that someone's sincerely held religious belief is wrong?
Senator HIRONO. WellJ based on scientific evidence or som e other
factual evidence.
Judge GoRSUCH. So that I , as a judge-I just want to m ake sure
I understand the question that I would say that the belief is scientifically invalid a nd, therefore, not protected by the statute? Is
that the question?
Senator HIRONO. Well, therefore, could not be a sincerely h eld belief.
Judge GORSUCH. Oh, sometimes a court will hold that a belief is
not sincerely held. That is true. That does happen. I have had a
case involving just that scenario, and it involved a group of drug
distributors who claimed they worshipped marijuana.
Senator HIRONO. Yes . I was here when you responded to that .
Judge GORSUCH. Okay. All r ight. Okay.
Senator HIRONO. And you know, I hat e to be rude, but I am
down to less tha n 12 minutes. So if you do not mind, sir, I wo uld
like to go on to another area.
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I n 1942, an ordinary American took an extraordinary stand. His
name was Fred Korematsu, who boldly opposed the forced internment of Japanese Americans during World War II. After being convicted for failing to report for relocation, Mr. Korematsu took his
case all the way to the Supreme Court, and the high court ruled
against him. It took 39 years before a California judge overturned
Mr. Kor ematsu's conviction in another proceeding, but the Supreme
Court never overruled Korematsu.
So Korematsu ha s joined the short list of the most r egrettable decisions in the Court's history. And even though most American citizens of Japanese ancestry were loyal, the Court in Korematsu
found that the Government's curfew and internment program was
constitutiona lly accepta ble because some unknown faction or fract ion of that group posed a special statistical risk of disloyalty and
danger.
Today, if the Court were to assess specia l r estrictions on U.S.
citizens of Iranian, Yemeni, Somalian, Syrian, Libyan, and Sudanese ancestry, do you. believe Korematsu would be applicable precedent for the Court to consider?
Judge GORSUCH. No. And let m e compliment Neal Katyal. When
he was Acting Solicitor General of the United States, he confessed
error by the Government in that case. That wa s an admirable
move.
Senat or H IRONO. Thank you for tha t ''yes" a nd "no" answer . I apprecia te: that .
Going on to Hamdan, during a time as a senior officia l in t he
Bush Justice Department, you a ppeared to play a s igni fica nt r ole
in developing and promoting the ar guments in Harndan v. Rumsfeld , inclu ding the argument that the President himself had the
power to set up military trib unals t o t ry Guantanamo det a inees
without key human rights and other protections in th e Gen eva
Convent ion and the U niform Code of Milita ry J ustice.
Judge Derrick Wat son , a Hawaii Federal District Court Judge,
recently issued a st ay of significant portions of P r esident Tr ump's
second. Executive order ba nning nationa ls from six predominantly
Muslim countr ies. And without commenting on the current ca se , do
you believe that there a re E xecutive orders that a re outside the
scope of a ppropriate judicia l review to det ermine if a President h as
overst epped his constitutional authority?
J udge GORSUCH. Senator, to m e, one of the beautiful things
about our system of justice is that an y person ca n file a lawsuit
a bout a nything against a nyone at any time. Any p e rs on h as a ccess
t o our courts of justice on a ny subject, and a judge, a n eutral a nd
fair judge w ill hear it.
I think that is a remarka ble thing. It does n ot ha ppen everywhe re in the world.
Senat or HIRONO. Is your answer that there is no E xecutive order
that would n ot be judicia lly reviewable?
Judge GoRSUCH. Well, Senat or , a lawsuit can be filed on it . What
a court will do with it is a m atter of judicial process, and we would
have t o go through assessing wh at the claim is, what the defenses
a re , t ake eviden ce, h ear t he ar gum ents , ma ke a decision.
Sena t or HIRONO. I understand. The court could say it is a political issue a nd not t a ke it.
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Senior White House adviser Stephen Miller, who has been described as the architect of the Muslim ban, recently criticized the
actions of Federal courts in staying the initial travel ban on national TV. Mr. Miller said that Donald Trump's national security
decisions, "will not be questioned."
I take it that you do not agree with Mr. Miller that there are
areas like national security where the President's decisions "will
not be questioned" even by a court, even by the Supreme Court. I
take it you do not agree with that?
Judge GoRSUCH. Senator, I give you the same answer that the
beauty of our system, and I do not want to eat up your time, but
the beauty of our system is that anybody can bring a complaint to
court and have an opportunity to be heard under the laws of our
land. That is a remarkable thing when you think about it.
Senator HIRONO. The person who nominated you, Judge Gorsuch,
does not have much respect for judges or courts. As a candidate for
President and now, even as President, he has belittled and berated
judges who do not rubberstamp his views.
He attacked Judge Curiel, his family's heritage and his fairness ,
while he was presiding over the Trump University fraud case. He
sought to bully Judge Robart, who decided the first case challenging the constitutionality of his anti-Muslim travel ban. He
sought to intimidate the Ninth Circuit a nd, more recently, has belittled Judge Watson in Hawaii for ruling in the second round of
t ravel ba n cases.
These a ttacks a re unfair because the judges cannot r espond.
Moreover, they provoke Donald Trump's supporters. Some reacted
by declaring a boycott of H awaii. All this becaUse the distinguished
Federal judge in Hawaii gave weight to Donald Trump's own words
about what h e inte nded his travel ban to do.
So I would like to give you a chance to comment a nd either defend President Trump's statements on judi;res or condemn them .
And there was a moment early in your nomma tion when you were
reported to comment to Senators that the President's anti-judicial
comments were "demoralizin g a nd dish eartening." But then you
went silent, even as P resident Trump escala ted his attacks.
I would like to give you an opportunity to set the record straight.
What is your view of President Trump's comments on judges?
Judge GORSUCH. Senator, I just discussed this with Senator
Blumenthal a moment ago, and I am happy to repeat myself.
Senator HIRONO. Please.
Judge GORSUCH. I cannot talk about specific cases. That would
be improper. And I cannot get involved in politics. That would be
a nother violation of my judicial obligations. So I have to be careful.
I have to speak in general terms. I a m n ot talking a bout a ny case
or controversy.
And I am t alking about the independence of our judicia ry. Judges
have to be tough . We take slings a nd arrows under bright lights.
It is part of the job. And we t ake them from all sides, all day long,
every day.
Our job is to ma ke decisions, ha rd decisions sometimes. Sometimes that people do not like. In fact, our job us ua lly m ak es- I a m
sorry, Senator. I do not m ean-it looks like you wanted to say
something?
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Senator HIRONO. Yes. So Donald Trump's comments about the
judiciary, while he may have focused on specific judges, indicate
basically that he does not seem to respect the three branches of
government as you do. So taken as a general proposition, if a President were to basically not give much credence or respect for the
three branches of government, would you object to that President's
comments?
Judge GORSUCH. Senator, I can talk about my record as a judge.
I have tried to uphold the dignity of the judicial office in the cases
and controversies brought before me. When people-when judges
have acted in ways that do not bring repute on the judicial office
for making comments that are arguably improper, I have been on
panels where we have replaced a judge who has done that.
When lawyers fail to fulfill their obligations, I have commented,
when appropriate, in cases and controversies properly before me. I
have, in fact, even sent a lawyer to referral to the bar.
Senator, I have worked to try and provide representation to individuals when I have seen pro se handwritten complaints that seem
to me to have merit. I have appointed lawyers in those cases. That
is my record as a judge, and I can assure you I am nobody's
rubberstamp.
Senator HIRONO. So when you were speaking about certain comments being disheartening a nd demoralizing, you were merely
speaking broadly?
Judge GORSUCH. I do not think I was merely speaking broadly,
Senator, w ith all due respect.
Senator H IRONO. You were speaking broadly.
Judge GORSUCH. Senator, I am speaking about anyone.
Senator HIRONO. You were speaking broadly.
Judge GORSUCH. Okay.
Senator HIRONO. So Sean Spicer just tweeted regarding your
comments on Trump's attacks on judges, which you said were dish eartening a nd demoralizing, and Sean Spicer just said you were
speaking broadly.
Let us move on. In your 2006 book on the future of assisted suicide, you argued that Casey should be read more as a decision
based merely on respect for precedent rather than based on the recognition of constitutional protections for "personal autonomy"- and
that is in quotes, "personal autonomy"-or for "intimate or personal"-again in quotes-decisions.
So you wrote that in your book, but since that time, well, in fact ,
before that time, in Casey , the Court relied on the protection for
intimate and personal choices to decide many non-abortion cases,
such as the-I always have a hard time pronouncing this, the
Obergefell-J udge GORSUCH. Obergefell.
Senator HIRONO. You know which case I am talking about.
Judge GORSUCH. I do, Senator. Yes, of course.
Senator HIRONO. Thank you. Which recognized the right to marriage equality.
Has the Court's continued application of this right for persona l
and intima te ch oices changed your view that the Constitution does
provide protections for intimate and persona l decisions?
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Judge GORSUCH . Senator, I have never expressed personal views
as a judge on this subject, and that is because my personal views
do not matter. Obergefell is a precedent of the U.S. Supreme Court.
It entitles persons to engage in single-sex marriage. That is a right
that the Supreme Court has recognized. It is a precedent of the
U.S. Supreme Court, entitled all the deference due a precedent of
the U.S. Supreme Court, and that is quite a lot.
Senator HIRONO. So in your view, the Constitution does provide
protections for intimate and personal decisions, and we shall see
how far that constitutional protected right goes in other decisions.
So, basically, what you wrote in your book is your personal opinion, and we can pretty muoh forget about it. Not to be rude to you.
Judge GORSUCH. Senator, no, no. Not at all. I am not sure I
tracked the question, though. I think it is me, not you.
Senator HIRONO. Well, okay. Let us move on.
During the presidential campaign, Donald Trump laid out his litmus test-and I only have 43, 42 seconds-for nominating a Justice. And he did say that he would want someone who is going to
overturn Roe u. Wade and that gun rights would be protected, making it pretty tough for Congress to pass what I would call sensible
gun legislation, and that, basically, the religious rights of entities
such as Hobby Lobby would be protected.
So I said in my opening that it is-you know, 1 would assume
that you comported with the President's litmus test. Otherwise,
you would not be here. And do you think that you have provided
us with any particular information that would cause us to believe,
aside from your statement that you will be fair, that you do not
m eet these litmus t ests?
Judge GORSUCH. Senator-Senator HIRONO. And because 1 have run out of time, you can
provide that informa tion to our Committee.
Judge GORSUCH. May !respond, Mr. Cha irman?
Senator TILLIS. Yes.
Judge GORSUCH. Senator, I have been here for 2 days. I will be
h ere for a third. I hope I have given you some picture of my credentia ls, my experience, my track record as a judge. I hope I have
given you some sense, too, that I have rejected litmus tests since
the day 1 was a lawyer in print for judges.
I hope I have given you some view into the way I think about
the independent judiciary, about the sort of judges I admire, about
the things that I think are important in our separation of powers.
I hope I have given you some sen se of my t rack record. Ninetyseven percent of the time, unanimous decisions. Ninety-nine percent of the time in the majority. Been reversed maybe once by the
U .S. Supreme Court, that is arguable, in 10 years.
I hope I have given you some picture of who I a m a nd my record.
No one else speaks for m e, and I do not speak for a nyone else, Sena tor. I really appreciate the chance to have this conversation with
you.
Senator HIRONO. Tha nk you. We will see you tomorrow also.
Judge GORSUCH. Thank you.
Sena tor HIRONO. Thank you, Mr. Chairman .
Sena tor TILLIS. Judge, we are going to give you the option of a
10-minute break. But instea d of saying time certain of, well, it
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would be 7:57 p.m., as soon as you get back, we will get started.
And we will go to rodeo rules. So we will make sure that we do
not go over 8 seconds. In the West, you would at least understand
that.
So we will adjourn. We will start no later than 7:57 p.m.
Judge GORSUCH. Thank you, Senator. I appreciate it.
Senator TILLIS. Or not adjourn. Recess.
[Recess.]
Senator TILLIS. I call the Committee back to order.
Judge GORSUCH. No, I am fine, thank you.
Senator TILLIS. Judge, my first very important question, please
pronounce your last name.
[Laughter.]
Judge GORSUCH. I have answered to a lot of things, Senator.
"Gorsuch" is how I say it, but-Senator TILLIS. The reason I ask that question is we had probably four or five cheat sheets up here with different phonetics. So,
that is "Gor-such, right?"
Judge GORSUCH. That is how I would say it, but-Senator TILLIS. For the press, it is "Gor-such." For everybody in
the audience, it is "Gor-such." And I give my staff credit for actually getting it right, but I had a crisis of confidence when I saw the
other cheat sheets.
[Laughter.]
Senator TILLIS. I want to thank you for being here. And, Judge,
I want to tell you, I grew up in the Southeast and I love skiing.
It just never occurred to me to do it when the water was frozen.
[Laughter.]
Judge GORSUCH. Well, we will forgive you that.
Senator TILLIS. But I love the fact that you are an outdoorsman
because it means you love our environment, you love bein g outdoors, a nd you want t o leave a good healthy e.n vironment for your
children a nd everybody's children.
Senator Franken said that he had a career in identifying absurdity. I felt like I joined one when I joined the U.S. Senate.
[Laughter.]
Senator TILLIS. And I am going to talk a little bit about that
today.
Yesterday I was saying I wanted to have you talk more and me
less. I am not sure if I can live up to that promise because I want
to go through a number of things. I am a numbers guy. I like the
fact that you have repeated the numbers in your track record on
the bench. Best I can tell, if I double the number of cases that people have made an issue with you. That is .003 of your cases, threet enths of, what is that , one-thousandth of your cases are in question here.
And I am going to go back to those because they are fairly limited, but before I do let me talk about another piece of absurdity .
The absurdity would be talking about how President Trump set
some sort of a litmus test and not recognizing that candidate Clinton told a town hall audience, "I have a bunch of litmus tests. We
have to preserve marriage equality, and we have to make sure Roe
v. Wade st ays in place." That sounds like a litmus test. I would not
have used that comment by a candidate if we were going w ith a
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President Clinton nomination. I do not understand why it is relevant here. It is not you. We are here to talk about you and your
qualifications.
Another absurdity that I think we will see over the next couple
of days is the absurdity of people saying that you are sidestepping
the questions about cases that may come before you. I actually
think you are following a code of conduct. You are following the
Code of Conduct for United States Judges. You are following the
American Bar Association Model Code of Judicial Conduct, Rule
2.lO(a) and (b). I appreciate you respecting and living what you
say, and that is the rule oflaw and code of conduct of judges.
Now, I want to get into some specific cases, and I guess I will
start with freedom of speech.
Judge Gorsuch, I am going to read some of my notes because I
want to make sure I get my points right. I want to also apologize
again because I may do a little hit of talking, but I do believe the
First Amendment states, "Congress shall make no law respecting
an establishment of religion or prohibiting the free exercise thereof,
or abridging the freedom of speech, or of the press, or the right of
the people peaceably to assemble, and to petition the Government
for a redress of grievances." I think the first few words mean something very significant, and I think that you do, too.
Now, clearly this amendment is not meant to limit the ability of
the Federal Government to curtail free speech . Do you agree that
the Founders intended this amendment to be a check on the Fede ral Government?
Judge GORSUCH. Senator, that is what it is.
Senator TILLIS. Is it fair to say the Framers, when they were
crafting this First Amendment, were concerned especially about political speech as opposed to, say, activity like exotic da ncing or
other speeches or activities that people argue are covered by the
First Amendment?
Judge GORSUCH. The Supreme Court has held tha t political
speech is the core of the First Amendment.
Senator TILLIS. So, it is fair to say the Supreme Court has routinely held tha t political speech, especially during a campaign for
public office, is a t the core of the First Amendment.
Judge GORSUCH. It has.
Senator TILLIS. A lot h as been said today about money in politics
and a landmark case called Citizens United. Citizens United is a
very popular punching b ag for some of my colleagues across the
aisle. You spent a lot of time talking about this with Senator
Whitehouse earlier today.
If you list en to them on the s ubject, you would think this decision resulted in the ability for a corporation to pump hundreds of
millions of dollars directly to political candidates. The facts of the
case get wrapped around buzz words like "dark money." However,
I want to use some time today to walk through the facts of this
case.
First, at its very baseline, this case was a challenge brought to
a Federal statute. The Federal Government through Congress
passed a statute aimed at limiting certain speech, and it was Congress' activities in regards to speech that the Framers were concerned. a bout. In fact, the statute prohibited entities, such as cor-
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porations, including non-profits and labor unions, from using their
general treasury to fund any advertisement that used the candidate's name within 30 days of a primary or 60 days of a general
election; including to promote a movie, as well as many express advocacy communications.
This case had nothing to do with direct contributions and spending coordinated with specific campaigns and candidates. In other
words, this case is not about corporations making direct campaign
contributions at all. Citizens United was about an entity's ability
to speak independently of any candidate or campaign.
Judge Gorsuch, do you remember what behavior was in question
or, in other words, what the Citizens United wanted to advertise?
Judge GoRSUCH. Well, as you say, Senator, there was a movie involved.
Senator TILLIS. The organization wanted to broadcast the film or
to advertise the film before a 2008 Democratic primary. The Federal Government went into court and said a nonprofit could not
produce or advertise a movie highly critical of a candidate. Judge
Gorsuch, are you familiar with the oral arguments of the case?
Judge GoRSUCH. I remember listening to them on tape at one
point, but it has been a while, Senator.
Senator TILLIS. Well, during the initial oral argument for the
case, the Government was asked whether or not the s a me law
could prevent a company from publishing a book that was the functional equivalent of expressed advocacy. Specifically, Chief Justice
Roberts asked , "If it is a 500-page book, a nd at the end it says so
vote for X, the Government could ban that?" The response from the
Deputy Solicitor General who was defending the statute, stated,
"We could prohibit the publication of the book."
In the oral argum ent s , Justice Souter stated, "To point out how
far your argument would go, what if a labor union paid an author
to write a book advocating for the election of A and defeat B , and
after the m anuscript was prepared, they went to a commercia l publisher, and they go to Random House, and R andom House says,
yes, we will publish that . We a re talking about how far the constitutional ban would go, and we are t a lking a bout books." The
Deputy Solicitor General said, "The labor unions' conduct would be
prohibited. " H e goes on to say, "I think it would be constitutional
to forbid the labor union to do that."
I want everybody h ere to know and everybody who is listening
to realize the consequences of this position. The Government at one
point defended the statute by saying it could prevent the publication of a book by a corporation like Random House if the book advocated for or against a candidate.
That is not the end of the story. The Supreme Court ordered reargument. Then the Solicitor General, Kagan, slightly retreated
from the Government's position. Then Solicitor General Kagan said
that while the law could apply to a book, the Government had not
applied it in the past. But when ask ed again by Chief Justice Robert s about a pamphlet, she responded, "I think a pamphlet would
be different. A pamphlet is classic electioneering."
Again, I want everybody listening to realize what we are talking.
about h ere wh en we talk about Citizens United. They argue that
there was constitutional authority to actually prevent the pub-
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lishing of a pamphlet opposing a candidate if produced by a nonprofit organization. We as a country have a long history of people
being able to criticize the Government, which includes specific offices in Government. Sometimes this was done anonymously because disclosing the speakers' identity had serious implications,
whether it was the American Revolution, the Jim Crow South, or
today. Therefore, we must be cautious in giving the Federal Government, including the executive branch, power to limit or penalize
for political speech.
Judge Gorsuch, you may not be able to see that. Do you recognize this book?
Judge GORSUCH. I cannot see .it. I am sorry.
Senator TrLLIS. We got this from the Library of Congress. It is
a collection of some of Thomas Paine's writingsJ including, "Common Sense," and political writings. In this pamphlet, he urged the
American colonies to declare independence and sever ties with the
British monarchy. What some of my colleagues from the other side
have attempted to do is tie you to a court case which you had nothing to do with. They painted a picture of this case as support for
big money in politics where big corporations win and the voter
loses.
In reality, the facts of this case were much different. The Federal
Government anrued it could stop a movie because it conta ined politica l speech . rfhen it argued it could ba n a book beca u se it contained such speech. Then it a rgued it could b an a p a mphlet b ecau se it contained such speech. That is the Citize ns United case.
I find it curious my friends a re so concerned ab out Executive power
a nd n ot concerned a bout the F ed eral Government a rguing its a uthority to prevent production of m ovies, books, and pa mphlets. It
is foundational to our democracy.
So, a s I sta t ed previously, they a re attempting to link you to Citizens United, a nd continqe a narrative that I think is absurd, that
a s a judge you will support big m on ey and corporation s a nd never
side with the little guy. The facts dispute that . The numbe r of
cases you h ave h eard dispute tha t .
Now, I want t o close out h ere with a little bit of discussion about
your political positions or your past being instructive to the decision by some as t o whether or not they should support your confirmation. Let us t alk a little bit about n ow Justice Kagan on Citir
zens United a s the Solicitor General.
The reason that this came to my attention today wa s earlier
wh en people were asking about the role tha t you played when you
were working as a n attorney on beh alf of the Government. So, who
was your client?
Judge GORSUCH. The U nited St at es .
Senator TILLIS. So, let m e go back t o when Justice Kagan was
Solicitor Gen eral. When she was nominat ed, sh e was a la wyer at
the Depa rtment of Justice. In fact, she was the Solicitor General.
As we h ave t alked a bout, she ar gu ed with Citizens United . Now,
she pressed the ar1~ument that the Government ha d the authority
t o prevent the publication not only of movies, but other forms of politica l speech , like a pa mphelt.
Sh e a ccounted for h er a rgum ents as Solicitor Gen eral this way,
h er quote, "I have tried very h ard to take the cases a nd t o m ake
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the decisions that are in the interest of m y client, which is the U.S .
Government." My guess is, that is what you were doing when you
were in a different role representing t he U.S. Government. I think
that what she did was advocate for her client. You would do the
same. Whether or not I would have voted for her, we will never
know because I was not here.
But I also want to bring up one thing. Anothe r Member brought
up an email sent to you in 2004 whe re you noted that you had volunteered on a political campaign. Well, once again you may recall
that Justice Kagan also had quite a political career before she became judge. After she was nominated to the Supreme Court, afte r
r eviewing her emails from the Clinton White House, the AP published a report saying that as a White House aide, she ha d a flair
of political tactics and often had to place political considerations before political views. And the LA Times reported, "She worked in the
research department defending [Democratic candidates] from political attacks and conducting research on the opposition."
I do not think there is much more to say about it either except
to say this. In spite of her position to ar gue that things like pamphlets and movies could actually be, well, banned, in spite of her
political activities that seem to have reached to a far greater level
than your own, when she came before this Senate, Republicans
joined with Democrats, and through una nimous con sent did n ot
force cloture. They moved on to the vote. And quit e hon estly, Republicans wer e in a position t o delay confirmation.
On Kagan an d on Sotomayor, Re publicans respect ed the Presid.ent's a_uthorit):' to a ppoint a Supreme Court Justice, ~nd Rep ubh can s d1d the n ght thmg by movm g forwa rd a nd a llowm g the confir m ation. So, I think that we have a m oral high ground her e that
my colleagues on the other side of the a isle should t a ke note of.
N ow, I wa nt to get t o other stuff.
Judge Gorsuch, I want you t o go back briefly. I have 15 minutes,
a nd I am going to go r eally quickly. This w ill be a lightning round.
The ethics clas s. I a m going to go ba ck to ab surdity. I appreciat e
t hat Sen a tor F ranken m ention ed what he did because it is a perfect theme for my line of questions . There is going to be a lot of
it spun in the press , a nd I want to s ee if ma yoe a few people w ill
a ctually listen to the answers to these questions .
It ha d to do with the letter s that cam e from the class that you
t each on ethics. Can you t ell m e again briefly about the course curriculum?
Judge GORSUCH. I can try, Sena tor. I a m very h eartened by the
fact that s cores and scores of my forme r student s h ave written t his
Committee on my beha lf.
Senat or TILLIS. And I a m going to seek una nimous consent t o put
s ome letters of support into the recor d.
[The information appears as submissions for the record .]
Judge GORSUCH. And over the last 7 or 8 year s, I have u sed the
same t extbook. You can t ak e a look at the t eaching m a nual an d
you w ill see exactly w hat we discus sed.
Senator TILLIS. So, it was not an a rbitrary comment. It was not
s omething t hat was done in this one segment. It was som ething
t hat was a part of a well-though t-out curriculum, an d it start ed a
discussion that I have letters that w ithout object ion I would. like
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to submit to the record , that suggest the same. But it was not
something-it was not arbitrary. It was not off the cuff. It was
something that was a part of a curriculum that had existed for how
long?
Judge GORSUCH. Seven or 8 years, Senator.
Senator TILLIS. Okay. I would like to seek unanimous consent
that I can put forth a series of documents from former students
speaking specifically to the letter that you. were informed of the day
before yesterday, and other students that were in your class that
saw the facts differently, and some other documents that I think
will be good reference for the other Members to review. Without objection.
[The information appears as submissions for the record.]
Senator TILLIS. Okay. Now, I want to move into a couple of
things that I really want to get to in the TransAm Trucking case.
First off, you have given me hope that I could actually understand
legal opinions. Yours are well-written. One of them was your dissent on TransAm Trucking.
You are not here to have a heart. You are here to interpret and
apply the law, and I appreciate that about you because I suspect
you have a r eally big heart. But I thought it interesting.
I highlighted several parts in your dissent. One was when they
suggested that he should drag the trailor instead of keeping it
there or leaving it there. Your parenthetical comment, "That was
an illegal and maybe sarcastically offered option." So, you did not
consider that a viable option. There a r e going to be people here
that say t ha t you were okay with that . That is. wrong. It is absurd.
And then the other one was, h e could sit and wait for the truck
to arrive, and you parenthetically said, "A legal, if unpleasant, option.''
You went on to say in your dissent, "It might be fair to ask
whether the TransAm decision was a wise or kind one, but it is not
our j ob to answer questions like that. Our only t ask is to decide
wh ether the decision was a n illegal one." And then you go on to say
that, "There is simply no law anyone has pointed giving employees
the r ight to operate vehicles in a way the employers forbid ."
I think that if you go back and people read these dissents, it is
hard for me to imagine that you arrived. at this through a ny other
conclusion but for the fact that Congress ha d not explicitly provided you the authority that you thought you needed or the reference point that you thought you need ed to judge otherwise. And
my guess is when you rode home that night, you wished that they
probably had.,
Now, I a lso thought what was interesting in your dissent was
you kind of gave some suggestions to m aybe h ow things should
have b een done differently or how we should have done our job better, so that maybe you would have been in a position to come up
with a different judgment. But that is our job. You told Senator
Whitehouse, "It is not my job to do your job." That was one of your
best quotes of the hearing today.
And you. are absolutely right. It is our job is to make value judgm ents. It is our jobs to get votes, and our jobs to a n swer to the
America n people every time we get elected or go to a campaign
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every 2 years or 6 years. So, I, for one, think that you came up
with a well-reasoned dissent in TransAm Trucking.
·
Now, I want to move to one that I just want to make sure I have
time to get to because it is one where, you know, quite honestly,
I would have completely loved for you to go the other way, but you
did the right thing. And it is purely by coincidence, and it really
is, I am wearing an autism pin today because I am a big advocate
for autism research and Autism Speaks. I do not have any personal
family experience with it, but it is something to me that is very important.
In Thompson R2-J School District v. Luke P., you all came up
with a decision that was contrary to what I would like to do for
parents and families who have children with autism, who are in
the public school system and not getting the results that they
would hope to get. And in this case, again, I think you have the
IDEA absolutely right.
There is no way that you could have reached that far to support
what clearly had to be-in this case it was an appeal-that would
have been sympathetic to Luke P. and his parents. You made the
right decision.
You know what I did in North Carolina? I changed the law. I did
my job. You made it very clear that the IDEA did not do it, so as
Speaker of the House, we went in there and we said that if a parent, a fter spending a year in public school, did not think that their
child was getting what they needed, then we would actually allow
them to go to a private school and have money follow them so they
can do it. So, by doing my job, we have a few hundred kids now
who are getting the education that they need in a private school
s etting.
Thank you for forcing me to do my job. It preceeded my time as
Speaker of the House, but w e knew we had run into problems
there, and we solved the problem. Thank you for making us do our
jobs.
And then finally, the case-I want to go back to quickly to make
sure I have my notes right. One thing I like about you is sometimes your decisions seem to make everybody mad, which probably
means it is a pretty good decision. So, I think sometimes maybe
you even exceed the 50 p ercent rule.
[Laughter.]
Senator TILLIS. Like the case - Judge GORSUCH. My daughters would agree with you.
Sena tor TILLIS. Like the case in Riddle v. Hickenlooper. You. recognized that a minority political party was being treated unfairly
as a result of actions that were taken-I do not know if there were
Democrats or Republicans in control when they passed that. But
that was a classic example where you obeyed the law.
The other thing that was interesting about that case is you. actually provided some food for thought on how maybe they could solve
that problem that would be constitutionally sound, and I have
found that in other examples. I love the fact that you do not believe
that judges, a fter they have heard the argument, should go back
and create new arguments to arrive a t a decision.
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In your dissents and in your opinions, you basically say you all
should have done that, not a bunch of judges in a room when they
are deliberating. So, I think you were giving them food for thought.
That is extraordinary that you would do that kind of work. That
is why you are going to make a great Justice on the Supreme
Court, and that is why I fully support you. And I will call out absurdity every time I hear it this week and next week.
I will ask my colleagues to do what Republicans did before I have
here: respect the President's right to seat somebody on the Supreme Court. They do not have to vote, for you, but you deserve
an up or down vote. 1 have voted for cloture on a nominee, an Attorney General that I did not vote for. But I respect this .institutioh
and this process enough to let it go forward.
So, I am going to work very hard to support you. I am not an
attorney, but I did stay at a Holiday Inn Express a few weeks ago.
Outside of watching "Law and Order" every once in a while when
I get home late and unwind, I do not practice law. But I can tell
based on what I have h eard today you are a man of extraordinary
patience.
'
Yesterday, I mentioned that I thought your at-rest heart rate
was about four. I saw it spike up 50 percent maybe to five or six
today.
[Laughter.]
Senat or TILLIS. I w ill leave you with this. Peyton Manning, who
I love, he went to University of Tennessee, and then he t arnished
his career by going on to the Broncos and beating the Panthers in
the Super Bowl.
Judge GORSUCH. Oh.
[Laughter.]
Judge GORSUCH. Oh.
Senator TILLIS. But let me tell you something-,! love Peyton
Manning. In fact , I have a quote on the walls in my office that I
make my staff look at every day, and it says, "Pressure is just
something you feel when you don't know what you're doing." You
clearly know w hat you are doing. You have not exhibited. one iota
of pressure. That is what is going to make you a great Justice.
The respect that you have shown when disrespectful questions
were lobbed your way was remarkable, and I appreciate you being
here. I appreciat e your patience, and I am going to yield back the
rest of my time.
But I will say that the break after 7 tonight also does not reflace
date night, so you owe your patient wife a good dinner after a l this
is done. But thank you, and I yield back the rest of my time.
The Senator from Louisiana.
Judge GORSUCH. Senator, thank you.
Senator TILLIS. Yes, and by the way, you did not get to talk
much, but I promise tomorrow you will get to t alk a lot.
[Laughter.]
Judge GoRSUCH. I have heard myself speak more today than I
am accustomed to.
Senator TILLIS. The Senator from Louisiana.
Sena tor KENNEDY. How you doing, Judge?
Judge GORSUCH. I am great. How about yourself?
Senator KENNEDY. You a re that close to being done. That close .
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I think you have done pretty well today, and I just want to go
on record as saying this is-this is an important nomination, and
I appreciate all the questions asked today, even the ones I disagree
with. I did not know what to expect. I mean, this thing could have
turned into "The Gong Show" real easily. It did not, and I appreciate that.
I want to ask you a couple of questions, some things that maybe
we did not get to talk about much. First, why have you recused
yourself in almost a thousand cases?
Judge GORSUCH. Well, Senator, in the Tenth Circuit, we have
procedures, and one of the procedures is we make a list of all potential recusal possibilities. And for me it was significant because
I had been in the Government in a position where we oversaw a
number of different litigating units. That causes a fair amount of
recusal right there.
And, Senator, I was blessed with an active and robust practice,
and partners who went on to do much better without me than they
did with me, and they had a lot of clients. And it was my view as
a Circuit Judge that I did not want to cause an unnecessary
recusal problem later. Sometimes after a court decides a case, a
recusal issue pops up. Judges miss things. We are human. It happens.
The problem when that h appens, of course, is then you have to
get a new judge in and start everything a ll over again. That is a
cost to the system tha t is not insignificant to your colleagues and
t axing on them. And it also raises questions, of course, to the parties who have to start all that over, and it cost them money a nd
time. And I did not want to create that kind of problem for the litigants and for my colleagues.
And so, I set up a process consistent with the practice of my colleagues. I talked to my colleagues about how they do it, a nd tried
to conform with the practices of the Tenth Circuit as best I could.
And as you know, most of the recusals were not really-I mean,
"recusal" is not even the right word. They are screened out-Sena tor KENNEDY. Right.
Judge GORSUCH. By the clerk's office before they ever get to m e.
We are on a wheel.
Senator KENNEDY. Right.
Judge GoRSUCH. And so, I just get the n ext one on the wheel.
Everybody gets the same workload.
Senator KENNEDY. Right.
Judge GoRSUCH. It does not affect our workload, but it does a ffect confidence in the judicia ry a nd-Senator KENNEDY. The recusal rules are different for the U .S.
Supreme Court as I a ppreciat e it.
Judge GORSUCH. Yes, Senator.
Senator KENNEDY. Okay. I want to ask you about the relationship between the United States Constitution and a State constitution and the interaction. And let me get specific so you will know
what I am talking about.
I think this is well-settled law. A DWI, we call DWI in Louisia n a.
Some States call it DUI , but a DWI roadblock. I think it is wells ettled in a number of cases in the U .S. Supreme Court that says
a DWI roa dblock, so long as you use neutral criteria, is perfectly
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permissible under the Fourth Amendment. If I say anything wrong,
stop me. It is clearly a seizure, but as long as you have neutral criteria.
Do you remember why the Supreme Court made that decision?
Judge GORSUCH. I am sure you are going to tell me, Senator.
Senator KENNEDY. Well, if you-if you do not know, I will-my
understanding is that the Constitution only protects against unreasonable searches and seizures.
Judge GORSUCH. Right.
Senator KENNEDY. And the Court balanced the public interest
versus the extent of the privacy violation. But let us suppose-so
that is well-settled law. You can-under the Federal Constitution,
you can have a DWI roadblock.
Let us suppose the Supreme Court of Massachusetts-I wishI wish Attorney Franken was here, said, you know, we appreciate
that, and we appreciate that is a Federal law, but we have a
Fourth Amendment in the Massachusetts Constitution, and we
want to go further, and we want to outlaw roadblocks. We want to
give more protection. We do not want to take away protection that
our citizens have under the United States Constitution, protection
from Government. We want to give them more protection from Government, and no roadblocks period.
Do you think that is permissible?
Judge GORSUCH. Senator, generally speaking, decisions based on
independent and adequate State grounds are permissible. The prim ary precedent in this area is Michigan v. Long , a decision by Justice O'Connor. The State has to ma ke clear tha t it is deciding on
independent and adequate State grounds and not resting on the
U.S. Constitution. If there is some ambiguity, we may as Federal
judges consider it to be a decision based on Federal law. But a
~tate is free to add to the liberties of the people, generally speakmg.
Senator KENNEDY. Yes. Well, what if the adequate and independent State grounds a re not clear? What do you do?
Judge GoRSUCH. Well, that is Michigan v. Long, and there is a
precedent, and there is a test for it. And, again, if it looks like it
could have been on the-on Federal-the decision could have been
made on Federal grounds, then the Federal court will examine it
on that basis . If the State court m akes clear that it is independent
a nd adequate State grounds, why then State law controls.
Senator KENNEDY. Do you think it makes sense-I m ean , is not
the law complicated enough? Do we really need 50 rules for DWI
roadblocks?
Judge GORSUCH. Well, Senator, we have this thing called federalism ..
Senator KENNEDY. I h ave heard of it.
Judge GORSUCH. Yes, I figured you might. And it is part of our
separation of powers, and it is part of how we preserve libertyJ
right? We diffuse power to protect liberty, and F ederalism is a key
pa rt of it.
Senator KENNEDY. Okay. I have not r ead a ll your cases, but I
h ave not seen m a ny wh er e you dealt with substantive due process
or equa l protection, so I want to t alk about that for a few minutes.
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If you have a case where you do not have a fundamental right
or a fundamental liberty, a nd you do not have a suspect classification, so you are not going to use strict scrutiny. You are going to
be-you are going to use the rational basis test, which means you
are going to uphold the statute if the legislature has a rational reason that is connected to a legitimate goal.
How far do you go? How closely do you think Federal judges
should examine what the legislature does? Is it a rational reason?
Is it any reason? Ts it-do you make up the r eason for them? Have
you ever heard of rational basis with bite?
Judge GORSUCH. 1 have, Senator. And before we get to that, I
think it is important to acknowledge there is also intermediate
scrutiny.
Senator KENNEDY. That is true.
Judge GORSUCH . And, for example, many gender cases.
Senator KENNEDY. For gender, but I am talking about just plain
old variety, no gender, no race, no kind of special heightened scrutiny, just rational basis.
Judge GoRSUCH. The Supreme Court has indicated what you are
describing as rationa l basis with bite. But sometimes if there is a
discriminatory animus present, even though there might be a legitimate rational basis one could conjure for the rule, that might
fail strict scrutiny> Senator.
Senator KENNEDY. Yes. What does the rationa l basis test mean
t o you?
Judge GORSUCH. Well, gen erally speaking, usually s peaking, it
m eans that if there is a ny rational reason that one ca n conjure for
the rule, it stands out of deference to the legisla tive process .
Senator KENNEDY. Does it h ave to be a good reason?
Judge GORSUCH. It has to be a rationa l reason, not on e that I
f~nd personally persuasive, but one that som eone could find persu asive.
Senator KENNEDY. Okay.
Judge GoRSUCH. That is out of deference to the lawm aking process of this body, Senator.
Senator KENNEDY. Understand. I want to ask you about the
T ransAm case. It has been talked a bout a lot. You dissented. P retty
tough facts. Your dissent probably, I guess, made you about as popular as cholera.
Judge GORSUCH. It seems so.
Senator KENNEDY. But as I underst a nd it, you just looked at the
sta tute, and what- tell me what you, what the statute said again?
Judge GORSU CH. It said that an employee who r efuses to operat e
a motor vehicle has certain legal protections from firing.
Senator KENNEDY. But he did not refuse. H e operated.
Judge GoRSUCH . That is what I thought the facts suggested, Senator.
Senator KENNEDY. Yes. Well, I thought about that case when I
was reading a case of yours that I commented on yesterday, A.MT
u. Holmes, another case. Pretty recent, last year. And as I-as I a ppreciat e it, the majority opinion was kind of tough to get through.
It was, like, 95 or a hundred pages. But 13-year-old kid, seventh
grader, h e is fake burping in class.
Judge GORSUCH. He is.
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Senator KENNEDY. And he is pretty good at it.
Judge GORSUCH. He is very good. at it apparently.
Senator KENNEDY. He disrupts the whole class.
Judge GORSUCH. He does.
Senator KENNEDY. So, the teacher takes him out, sits him down
in the hall, calls the assistant principal. She calls the police officer,
I guess, assigned to the school. They take him to the principal's office, and the police officer arrests him, and the kid's mom sues. I
think it was a 1983 action if I recall.
Judge GORSUCH. That is right.
Senator KENNEDY. His mom sues, and the majority held qualified
immunity.
And so, this is the way you described the case. "If a seventh
grader starts trading fake burps for laughs in gym class, what is
a teacher to do, order extra laps, detention, a trip to the principal's
office? Maybe. But then again, maybe that is too old school. Maybe
today you call a police officer. And maybe today the officer decides
that instead of just escorting the now compliant 13-year-old to the
principal's office, an arrest would be a better idea. So, out come the
handcuffs and off goes the child to juvenile: detention. My colleagues," the majority, "suggest the law permits exactly this option,
and they offer 94 pages explaining why they think that is so. Respectfully, I rem a in unpersuaded."
But it is your last paragraph in tha t opinion that made me think
of TransAm. You went on to explain why you interpreted the statute to be contrary to the majority opinion. But this is how you
wrapped it up: "Often enough the law can be a ass- a idiot,"
quoting Dickens in Oliver Twist,- "and there is little we judges can
do about it, for it is, or should be, emphatically our job to apply,
not rewrite, the law enacted acted by the people's representatives.
Indeed , a judge who likes every result h e reaches is very likely a
bad judge, reaching for results h e prefers rath er tha n those the law
compels. So, it is I a dmire my colleagues today, for no doubt they
reach a result they dislike, but believe the law dem ands. And in
tha t , 1 see the best of our profession and much do a dmire. It is only
tha t in this pa rticula r case, I do not believe the law h appens to be
quite as much of a ass a s they do, a nd I respectfully dissent."
Is that what ha ppened in TransAm?
Judge GORSUCH . Tha t is wh o I am , Senator.
Senator KENNEDY. Can you tell m e something that you think is
a good idea, but you think is unconstitutional?
Judge G ORSUCH. Oh, Senator-[Laughter.]
Judge GORSUCH. It has been a long day.
Senator KENNEDY. I know.
[Laughter .]
Senator KENNEDY. And you are this close to "CSI Miami," okay?
Judge GORSUCH. No. No, no, no.
[La ughter.]
Judge GoRSUCH . Senator, I have loved every minute I h ave spent
w ith you a nd. w ith a ll of your colleagues. I a m s ure I could conjure
something.
Senator KENNEDY. Well, think about it tonight.
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Judge GORSUCH. But, Senator, I would not opine on it if I could.
It is just not my job. It is just not-my job-as you just read it,
that is how I see my job. And I respect my colleagues who see it
differently because they did. They wrote a 94-page opinion in that
case, a thoughtful one.
Senator KENNEDY. Yes, I read it.
Judge GORSUCH. And I respect them deeply, a nd the same thing
in TransAm . Sometimes the law is what it is. They see it-I am
sorry, Senator.
Senator KENNEDY. No, you go ahead,
Judge GoRSUCH. No. We just do the best we can, day in and day
out, in cases like these, and nobody hears about it. And it is the
quiet, quiet work of judges trying to get it right.
Senator KBNNEDY. And that is why I enjoy your opinions, aside
from the fact they are well-written. You kind of play outside the
pocket. I mean , you adhere to the written word, which is what I
want to ask you about next.
It is clear you do not like labels, okay? You would not call yourself an originalist.
Judge GORSUCH. Senator, I am happy to embrace that. I do not
reject it. I just am concerned about the level of our discourse in this
society today when we are often quick to dismiss one another-Republican, Democrat, whatever .
Senator KENNEDY. That is fair enough.
Judge GORSUCH. Whatever.
Senator KENNEDY. That is fair enough.
Judge GORSUCH. That is not the world I care to inhabit. I care
to inhabit the respectful engagement of ideas with every person
who comes before me. I do believe the original understanding of a
t ext is very important to a judge, and I do believe any good judge
wants to know that information, and I do.
Senator KENNEDY. Yes, .and I believe the phrase you use is "the
original public understanding of the Constitution."
Judge GORSUCH. Yes, Senator.
Senator KENNEDY. Wha t does that mean?
Judge GoRSUCH. It means I am not looking for hidden intentions 1
trying to get inside, respectfully, your head. I am looking for the
words you use. I am trying to understand what they mean, what
a reasonable person at that time would have understood they
mean, because that is the fixed meaning I can latch onto and say
I am enforcing that, not my w ill.
Senator KENNEDY. Is it the meaning of the-of the Drafters in
17, wh at, 87-Judge GORSUCH. No.
Senator KENNEDY [continuing]. Or is it the meaning of the legislators who approved the Constitution, or is it the meaning of-the
general meaning of the people? What if they did not contemplate
it?
Judge GORSUCH. Sen ator, they do not contemplate a lot of things
that arise. Equal protection of the law, unreasonable search and
seizure, these are broad terms, but we can give them content by
looking to what the original understanding at the time was, all
right? What a reasonable person would have understood them to
m ean , the fish case in the statutory construction scenario.
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What would a reasonable reader understand that to mean? And
it serves a couple of important functions. First, it does not necessarily decide cases. It does not determine outcomes, and no one
is looking to go back to horses and buggies.
Senator KENNEDY. I know that.
Judge GoRSUCH. Right. What it does do is give us a way to communicate with one another that is neutral, that we are aiming at
something outside ourselves as a basis for decision. That is part of
the separation of powers. Not legislating, judging.
Senator KENNEDY. I get that.
Judge GORSUCH. Second, it is a due process concern.
Senator KENNEDY. I get it.
Judge GORSUCH. It is a fair notice concern. I can cha rge-I am
putting people in prison for long periods of time as a judge. I am
complicit in that. And I want to do it on the basis that I know that
person had fair notice of the laws that are applicable to him or her.
That is important to me, and with all judges.
Sena tor KENNEDY. I do not mean to cut you off.
Judge GORSUCH. Oh, I am sorry.
Senator KENNEDY. I just have to be mindful of the clock.
Judge GORSUCH. I am sorry.
Senator KENNEDY. What is a penumbra?
Judge GORSUCH. It m eans not just the thing itself, but what surrounds it.
Senat or KENNEDY. What is a legal penumbra?
Judge GoRSUCH. Senator, that is a phrase that has been used in
opinions by the Court.
Senator KENNEDY. Do you believe there ar e µ nenumerated rights
in our Constitution?
J udge GORSUCE. Senator, the Supreme Court interprets the Constitution, and that is a legitimate function of the U.S. Supreme
Court. And in interpreting the Constitution, it n ecessarily declares
in this case or that case. It sets a p recedent a s it interprets.
I come back to the GP S case b ecau se I think it is a wonderful
example , or Heller. That is another example. You. can pick a ll sorts
of examples where the Court is interpreting a textual right in the
Constitution or a st atute.
Sena tor KENNEDY. Let m e ask you about euthanasia . I did not
r ead your whole book.
Judge GORSUCH. I do not think many people have , Senator.
Senator KENNEDY. But I r ead enough a bout it, a nd I read a little
bit of it. I believe you a re a n Episcopalia n ?
Judge GORSUCH. I attend an Episcopal church in Boulde r with
my family, Senator.
Sena tor KENNEDY. I am a Methodist. I was a Presbyte rian. When
Becky and I got m a rried, she was Methodist, a nd I was Presb yte ria n . We compromised, a nd I became a Methodist.
[Laughter.]
Judge GORSUCH. That is the w ay it works.
Senat or KENNE DY. But as I understand your thesis about euthan asia, which you oppose, it is not r eally b ased on religious t eachings. It is based on s ecular , m oral thinking. Tell m e a bout that . Eut ha n asia , I m ean , from one perspective, you know, if we h ave the
righ t to con trol our b odies, if we have a utonomy privacy a nd disclo-
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sure privacy and all that, you know, this idea of self-determination.
But you believe it can lead to something worse. Is that your thesis?
Judge GORSUCH. Well, Senator, this was in my capacity as a
commentator before I became a judge.
Senator KENNEDY. Sure.
Judge GORSUCH. And as a student.
Senator KENNEDY. Right.
Judge GORSUCH. And when I was fortunate enough to get a
scholarship to study law and a doctorate, and I know you have
spent some time thinking about similar things in a similar place,
it struck me as an important and unresolved legal issue that deserved some thinking and a contribution, where I could study and
maybe add something to the discussion. Not that I have any great
insights or perfect answers in this area. It is hard.
Senator KENNEDY. I do not think anybody does.
Judge GoRSUCH. It is hard. I agree. I agree with that, Senator.
And there I expressed the belief that-a conclusion as a commentator that the right to refuse treatment recognized in Cruzan by
the U.S. Supreme Court was appropriate. People should be allowed
to refuse treatment, go home, die in the arms of their family rather
than being poked and prodded.
At the same time, I agree with the Supreme Court as well that
the right of-question of assisted suicide is primarily a State responsibility. And that is where in Glucksberg and Quill the Suprem e Court has left the issue. Then the question becomes, what
do you do? It is a question we all h ave to face. Do you legalize it
or do you not? It is a hard question.
Senator KENNEDY. If you legalize it, it cheapens life, doesn't it?
Judge GoRSUCH. Senator, what I worry about is the least
amongst us in those circumstances.
Senator KENNEDY. The unprotected.
Judge GoRSUCH. My concern is that when you have a chea p option and a n expensive option, people who cannot afford the expensive option, they are the ones who tend to get hurt-the disabled,
t he elderly, the weak , minorities.
Senator KENNEDY. Yes .
Judge GORSUCH. So, those are my concerts. I might be right, and
I might be wrong. History will tell. And if I am right, great, and
if I am wrong, yelling and screaming about it will not make many
better at it. It w ill not make right. It was a contribution, part of
a debate, part of a discussion. And I hope it was a respectful and
useful contribution that at least one Senator has rea d , a nd otherwise, and up until about a month ago, I think primarily occupied
a very dusty bookshelf somewhere in a law library.
Senator KENNEDY. Do you prefer wet flies or dry?
Judge GORSUCH. Dry.
Senator KENNEDY. Dry. I do, too.
[Laughter.]
Judge GORSUCH. Happy to express my view on that.
Senator KENNEDY. Do you use-do you use a floating line or a
sinking line?
Judge GORSUCH. Well, with a dry fly, a floating line.
Senator KENNEDY. You have to use the dry, but you do not use
wet flies w ith a sinking line to go after those trout?
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Judge GoRSUCH. Well, I have been known to cheat once in a
while, and a bead head might go on as a drop or underneath my
dry.
Senator KENNEDY. Did you know President Obama at Harvard?
Judge GORSUCH. Senator, I knew him, but not well. It is a big
school.
Senator KENNEDY. Yes. Was he one of those, like, front row guys
that was always raising his hand, or did he kind of stay in the back
row like I did and avoid eye contact with the professor so you
would not get called on? You do not have to answer that.
[Laughter.]
Judge GORSUCH. We were in different sections, Senator.
Senator KENNEDY. Okay. All right. I just want to ask you one
last one. It is about legislative intent. You have-I have read where
you have said that trying to discern legislative intent is a "notoriously doubtful business," and I agree with that. I mean, legislators
and Congress people have a multitude of reasons for voting as they
do. But that does not make it-the search for legislative intent and
looking at the legislative history, it may not be dispositive, but that
does not make it useless.
I mean, would you not love to have a verbatim transcript of everything that was said at the, what was, 1787 Convention, 1789?
Judge GORSUCH. Senator, I respect very much what this body
does. I hope my career, my body of work reflects my respect for this
institution. As a judge, I have to look at what is presented to m e,
a nd I look at everything that is presented to me. Everything that
is presented to me. I read everything that is presented to me. And
I h ave used legislative history from time to time, as you have s een,
and I know you have read a whole lot of my stuff.
I do worry when I am putting someone in prison, for example,
or taking-involved in a ruling involving their liberty in particular,
about charging them with knowledge of what happens in a Committee room, or a statement that might be presented only on the
floor by one individual rather than by the law, that has suffered
through the process of compromise, bicameralism in both houses,
a nd presentment and signature by the President, a nd it goes in the
law books.
Hidden law can be a problem. I worry a little bit about that, particularly in the criminal context, Senator. It is a matter, again, of
due process and fair notice. So, those are the considerations that
a judge, I think, always considers: what is fair in terms of due
process a nd fair notice, at the same time being respectful of this
institution a nd the hard work you do for the American people.
Senator KENNEDY. I do not know if you are a drinking man, but
you may want to h ave a cocktail tonight and just kind of r elax. I
am done. Just do not drink vodka. Stay away from vodka for a
while.
[Laughter.]
Judge GORSUCH. Senator, I am going to hit the hay.
[La ughter.]
Judge GORSUCH. Thank you very much.
Senator KENNEDY. You have never been to Russia, have you? I
meant to ask that - [Laughter.]
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Senator KENNEDY. Strike that. Strike that question.
Judge GORSUCH. I have never been to Russia.
[Laughter.]
Senator KENNEDY. Thank you, Judge. Thank you, Mr. Chairman .
Judge GORSUCH. Thank you, Senator. Thank you.
Senator KENNEDY. Let us go home.
Senator TILLIS. Thank you, Senator Kennedy. Judge, you. are
done for the day. We want to extend thanks to you and to the fellow Members who played it out.
We will start a series of 20-minute rounds tomorrow, and I for
one will be here for every bit of it because ycm have taught us a
lot today, and I think the American people should be very proud
that we have somebody like you that is coming before this body
and headed for the Supreme Court.
We are going to recess tonight and convene again at 9:30 a.m.
tomorrow morning. Until such time, we stand in recess.
[Whereupon, at 8:54 p.m. , the Committee was recessed.]
[Additional material submitted for the record. for Day 2 follows
Day 4 of the hearing.]
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Chairma n GRASSLEY. Good morning, Judge, and I know you slept
well.
[Laughter.]
Senator FEINSTEIN. He did not ;mswer that.
J udge GORSUCH. Is that a question?
Chairman GRASSLEY. Welcome back. And of course, we h ave, as
a Committee, I do not know that we h ave recognized your w ife,
Louise. But sh e is back a nd very patient, sitting there.
You mentioned yesterday that the confirmation hearing of your
mentor, Justice Byron White, lasted a ll of 90 minutes. Yest erday's
h earing was a bit longer, and I am sure that you needed your rest,
and I a m glad you had it.
I was impressed yesterday both with your poise and your
thoughtfulness throughout the long da y. I came away with, I think,
a greater admiration for you and particularly how s eriously you
take your duty to give each litigant who enters your courtroom a
fair sha ke, as well as for your commitment of judicial independence. And I have ha d an opportunity to comment to various jou:(n a lists or TV people or radio people, and I have stressed your
statements about independence.
Before I start my question, I want Committee Members, those of
us up here and the ones that are not here) t o understand that I
a m prepared to st ay as lon g as we need to so that everyone ask
a ll their questions of the nominee today so that we can move on
to other people that want to t estify in r egard to this nominee. So
(247)
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I hope that we can move things along, and we will not have to stay
a long time, but I am willing to do that. And then tomorrow, we
will have that schedule.
I want also the Committee Members as well as the nominee to
know that when we finish the Juestions, we will move to the regula r Committee room of the udiciary Committee . That is just
down the hall, Dirksen 226, for a closed s ession, as we have done
w ith every Supreme Court nominee I think since Senator Biden
wa s Chairma n of the Committee, as I recall.
Now I would like to go to my questions, and as I said yesterday,
they will be 20 minutes long. Let us visit about judicial independence. Yesterday, I predicted that you would get asked a lot of questions that it would not be right for you to answer . And unfortunately, I w as right, and you got those questions from many people,
maybe even people on both sides of the aisle.
A lot of these questions concerned issues tha t might one day
come before you as a Justice. And as you very clearly explained,
it would compromise your independence if you pre-committed to
how you woula rule on future cases. It would also be unfair to the
future litigants, and you made that very clear.
And of course, there is nothing new about all this because we
have quoted the Ginsburg standard, after Judge-Justice Ginsburg
said during her confirmation h earing, and it h as probably been repeated several times, b ut I do n ot know that we ca n repeat it too
m any times.
"A judge sworn to decide impartia lly can offer n o forecasts, no
hints, for wh at-for tha t would show not only disregard for the specifics of a pa rticula r case, it would display a disdain for the entire
judicial process ."
Sena t ors know a nominee cannot answer questions , but of
course, those questions get a nsw ered anyway. And I would probably want to confess the 13 before you, I proba bly h ave asked s ome
of those ina ppropriat e question s.
You were a lso asked ma ny questions about how you would decide
past S upreme Cour t cases, but you cannot a nswer those eithe r . As
Justice Kagan told u s, "I ha ve pretty consist ently said that I do not
want to grade or give a thumbs up or a thumbs down on pa rticular
Supreme Court cases."
At the time, the former Chairman sa id, "I certainly do not want
you t o have to lay out a t est h ere in the a bst ract, which might det ermine what your vote or your t est would be in a case you h ave
yet to see." So you, the present nominee, des erve no less, and that
a pplies t o easy cas es just as well as it might a pply to h ard cas es.
In a ny event, we do not n eed to dwell on hypotheticals. You have
a 10-year record on the Tenth Circuit. You have written over 770
opinions, or at least been involved with tha t ma ny, a nd hea rd probably a little less than 3,000, but getting clos e to tha t number. So
without t a lking a bout hypotheticals, there is plenty that we cah
t alk about.
So I am going to start by Thompson S chool District v. Luke P .
Luke P . was a n a utistic student. His parents sued their local Colorado s chool district so tha t it would pay Luke's tuition at a privat e
r esidential school. The statute at issue dealt with the Individua ls
w ith Disabilities Education Act . We call tha t IDEA for short.
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You held that the district did not have to pay under this statute
because all the experts who examined Luke found that he was progressing in his public school.
Judge, where did you get that standard?
Judge GORSUCH. Mr. Chairman, the standard under IDEA, or, as
you said, the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act, the
standard that you have articulated is the standard set by the Supreme Court in a case called Rowley, and there are additional
precedents in the Tenth Circuit interpreting and developing that
standard. And so in that case, Mr. Chairman, the panel was apply.ing settled Circuit law and Supreme Court law,
The statute, as you know, balances two very important interests.
The interests of children and their families with disability to ensure the child receives appropriate education. On the other hand,
it also balances the interests of school districts, for whom these
cases can be very expensive and challenging.
And that balance is a policy judgment as to how that is made.
That is made by this body, and then as interpreted by the Supreme
Court in Rowley. Those are the standards we apply, the policy
choices of this Congress as interpreted by the U.S. Supreme Court.
Chairman GRASSLEY. And you did not have any discretion to disregard that precedent of either the Supreme Court or the Tenth
Circuit?
Judge GORSUCH. No, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman GRASSLEY. And I think you ha d a Judge Briscoe, a
Clinton a ppointee, was on the pa nel. And it is my understa nding
she joined your opinion in full, a nd so the Luke P . opinion was
una nimous?
Judge GORSUCH. It was, Mr. Cha irma n.
Chairman GRASSLEY. Congress could, of course, as you said ,
amend IDEA, and States could create standards of their own, as
Senator Tillis worked to do when h e was in the North Carolina legislature. H e is not here, but I t hink he would-that is my understanding of wh at h e worked on.
Judge GoRSUCH. That is m.y underst anding, too, Mr. Cha irma n .
And of course, I h ave had other cases involving IDEA where the
parents and the child prevailed based on the existing law-The
School of the D eaf and Blind cas e, the Jefferson County case. So
it just depends upon the facts and the law in each particular case.
Chairman GRASSLEY. Yes. Well, I think you just pointed out my
last point that there is plenty of evidence that you rule as you see
the law requires you to rule. Sometimes it comes out against the
little guy and sometimes very much in favor of the little guy.
Judge GORSUCH. That is right, Mr. Chairman.
Ch airman GRASSLEY. Okay. Because you t ake an oath to a dminist er justice without respect to person and do equal right to both
the poor and the rich. Your t enure on the Tenth Circuit I think is
a proud testam ent to the seriousness with which you understand
the role of a judge, and you h ave ruled in favor of students bringing IDEA cla ims in other cases as well.
I want to go on to something tha t Senator Klobuchar brought up,
but probably something I was working on m aybe before sh e even
got to the United Stat es Senat e, and this is cam.eras in the courtroom. And I m ade a point when I appeared before the Judicial
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Council last week and Justice Thomas introduced me, I said, "Remember, today I did not bring up about cameras in the courtroom."
He says, "We are getting off to a good start."
[Laughter.]
Chairman GRASSLEY. Because obviously he does not agree with
me on this point.
She asked for your opinion on having cameras in the Supreme
Court, Senator Klobuchar did, and you said that you. had not given
the subject a great deal of thought. I want you to know that I believe that public access to our court system is an important issue,
and having cameras in the courtroom is one way to improve public
access.
Now I know this is not a very popular subject with some of the
Justices on the Supreme Court, as I just hinted. And in fact, as
Senator Klobuchar mentioned yesterday, Justice Souter once famously quipped that the television cameras would have to "come
roll over my dead body for that to happen." And he is not on the
Court now. So that is one less person in opposition.
[Laughter.]
Chairman GRASSLEY. I can respect that opinion, but quite frankly, it just happens to be wrong from my point of view. When Mr.
Katyal introduced you on Monday, I was glad to hear him say that
he wish ed the Court would televise its proceedings so that all
Americans could see wha t goes on there.
That is a view shared by a number of my colleagues on this Committee. We believe that allowing ca meras in the F ederal courthouse
would open the courts to the public and. bring about better understanding of the Court and its important work. You may be aware
that for a number of years, I have sponsored bills called Sunshine
in the courtroom Act, which give judges the discretion to a llow
media coverage of Federal court proceedings.
Given your discussion with Senator Klobuchar yesterday on the
issues, I am not going to ask for your opinion to have cameras in
the courtroom, but I would very much appreciate this. If you. would
think about the issue, I would appreciate it if you keep an open
mind as you move forward in this process.
And I guess if I could ask you to have that open mind, that is
a ll I would ask you.to do at this point.
Judge GoRSUCH. You have it. I a m sure-I h ave gotten to know
some of these guys pretty well over the last few weeks. Some nice
folks .
Chairman GRASSLEY. I want to bring up the part that legislative
history will bring up, and I think I am going to refer to some cases.
I do not know whether they are the same cases I h ave read, but
I know you have a different, m aybe a little different point of view
on legislative history, and I would like to know what that is.
But I a lso remember my first discussions with Justice Scalia, like
when he came around to my office, as you came around to my office, I asked him about it, and he said it should not play any role
whatsoever. And I think I have seen him totally committed to that
point of view. During the 29 years that h e was on the Supreme
Court, h e did not lead me astray in m y office , a nd he kept a pretty
consistent point of view.
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So it deals with the weight that judges should give when interpreting statute. You have been a judge for over 10 years so you
have had time to think about the role of legislative history in cases
that have come before you. In fact, there is one in particular that
I would like to discuss, one that Senator Feinstein talked about a
little bit in her opening statements, U.S. u. Games-Perez, I believe
it is pronounced.
The defendant in that case was appealing his conviction under
a Federal felony in possession statute, which provided that defendants must knowingly violate the law against felons possessing
guns.
The legal question before your court was whether the defendant
must know both that he was a felon and that he was in possession
of a firearm or whether the Government had to prove only that the
defendant knew that he was in possession of a firearm.
Now at the defendant's original plea hearing, the trial judge told
him, "You. will leave this courtroom not convicted of a felony and
instead granted the privilege of a deferred judgment." So there was
a real question about whether the defendant actually knew that he
was a felon.
You upheld his conviction because the Tenth Circuit precedent
required you to do so. Tenth Circuit precedent said that the word
"knowingly" applied only to possessing a firearm, but not being a
felon. Although you. were required to follow precedent and you did,
you wrote a separate concurrence to highlight that the precedent
should be revisited.
You wrote, "Our duty to follow precedent sometimes requires us
to make mistakes. Unfortunately, this is that sort of case." You
went on to write, "It makes no sense to r ead the word 'knowingly'
as so modest that it might blush in the face of the very first element only to regain its composure and reappear at a second,'' end
of your quote.
So you were somewh at critical of the Tenth Circuit precedent because of its reliance on legislative history. You wrote that legislative history can be misleading beca use it is "stocked with ample a rtillery for everyone. The fight is hard fought. E a ch inch of the historical terrain is heavily contested, but in the end, almost no
ground is taken by either side."
You touched on this a little bit yesterday, but I would like to ask
you when it is appropriate to look to legislative history to interpret
statutes? Are there some circumstances when it is more appropriate than others, and what are the dangers?
And I guess 30 years ago, I told Scalia tha t history was very important. I am not sure I agree with that today, knowing the importance of us writing clear statutes. But I thought we did not always
write very clea r statutes, and I thought you ought to go back in
and look at what we think about it.
But what are the circumstances when it is more i mportant than
others, and what are the dangers?
Judge GoRSUCH. There is a lot to unpack there, Mr. Chairman.
Let me begin by saying I respect all the work that this body does,
and a good judge t akes seriously everything you do and. reads everything put before him or h er. You do not close your mind to a ny
argument. You put on t he robe, you. open your mind.
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But I think that case illustrates some issues along the lines of
what you would asked me to discuss. So the statute there says, and
simplifying, that it is a crime to knowingly be a felon in possession
of a gun.
And our precedent, on the basis of an interpretation about legislative history, and the legislative history was very long in that
case, extremely long. The statute goes back, I think, to the 1940s
and has been revised many, many times. So one can read a lot of
history in that statute, and it can be argued both ways. There is
good history both sides cited us.
On the basis of its reading of that history, our court took the
view that the Government need only prove that the defendant is
a felon who is knowingly in possession of a gun, and that was the
jury instruction given .in that case.
The defendant said, well, hold on a second. The word "knowingly" is here. "Knowingly a felon in possession." How does the
word "knowingly') leap over the word "felon" and only touch down
at the word "in possession"? It defied a bit of grammatical gravity,
the defendant argued.
And as a matter of plain meaning, I had to agree with him. I did
not understand how just reading the words, the plain words on the
statutory page, a reasonable person could understand that mens
rea element, the "knowingly," the mental element, to only apply to
the second act in the statute, to the possession of the gun, as opposed to the knowing felon status.
And the defendant had at least a colorable argum ent that h e did
n ot know h e was a felon in that case because the sentencing judge
told him he was not a felon, as you pointed out, Mr. Chairman. The
sentencing judge I think several times, as I recall the record, a nd
it h as been a while since I have looked at it, said more than once
to him, if you complete your deferred sentence, you'll have no felony conviction on your record.
So I thought this was a case where the Government had to
square its corners. And before you could put a m a n in prison-I
think for 5 years in that case. It may have been longer. Felony poss ession statutes have rather long sentences attached to them. But
the Government should be forced to prove each and every element
that the plain language of the statute imposed upon it.
And that resort to legislative history to put a man in prison on
the basis of legislative history rather than the plain lan guage
struck me as a due process, a fair notice problem to that individual.
So that was why I wrote the concurrence. I followed our prece~
dent. It was a precedent of the court. I h ave a n obligation to do it,
but I also felt I h ad a n obligation to point out the mistake.
Chairman GRASSLEY. You may have just said this, but I want to
emphasize .. So I would like to know what intersection you understand there is between notice of the law, legislative history, and
original meaning of the legal text?
Judge GORSUCH . Yes. And I did touch on it, and I think notice
is the key to the rule of law, that the people can understand what
is expected of them . That the law is sufficiently clear that before
they are put in prison for 5 or 10 or 20 years, and. that is what
Federal sentencing st atutes require of judges in m a ny, m an y cases,
that were not putting them in prison on the basis of som e secret
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law, some hidden, unexpressed intentions or intentions that are
very hard to find in the fine print of some book that is not available widely, but on the basis of what is in the statutory books that
we are all charged with knowing.
Chairman GRASSLEY. Can I sum up what you just said? If I am
wrong, tell me. But you are basically saying the law means what
it says it means. Is that right?
Judge GoRSUCH. That is a good starting point, right? That the
plain text of the statute is usually a pretty good starting point, and
reading it as you would expect a reasonable citizen to do so, you
know, not a-not a-not a pointy-headed judge.
Chairman GRASSLEY. I have only got 35 seconds left. So for the
benefit of my Members, I am starting out on something before my
t ime is up. So I do not know whether this is something I want you
to comment on, but I want you to be very clear that sometimes
cases dealing with the False Claims Act and qui tam come before
the Supreme Court, and sometimes the Supreme Court gets it
wrong, from my point of view.
There is lots of times, and Senator Leahy has been very good in
helping me do this, we have had to rewrite the statute to get back
to what I thought we made very clear in 1986, but according to the
courts, we did not make very clear. 1 co-authored this amendment
to going way back to an 1860 law that the Congress obliterated because of World War II because they did n ot think defense contractors should be sued in those inst a nces under qui tam.
So we brought it back and even went beyond what it was in the
1860s to empower qui ta m relators or whistleblowers to help the
Government identify and prosecute fraud on the t axpayers. The
False Cla ims Act is the most effective antitrust tool that we have.
And since the 1986 a mendments that Congressman Berman, then
a Member of the House, a nd I was a Member of the Senate, got
passed, the t axpayers h ave r ecovered more than $53 billion in public funds lost to fraud.
And we had people in the Justice Department when we first
passed this did not like it because if a relator came to them or a
whistleblower came to them, and they said like that was like saying they were not doing their job. We had a District Judge in the
late 1980s, I think, told some prosecutor for the Justice Department that was trying to argue that a relator should not have a certain amount of money. He said, "Do you realize you would not even
have a case if this whistleblower ha d not brought it to your attention?"
And I think we ar e over that now, but you know, the Defen se Depa rtment a nd the pharmaceuticals over the last 30 years have tried
to gut this legislation. Even 4 years ago, the Chamber of Commerce
wanted to do something to it that would have r eally done injustice
to the good that it has done. So that is something, you know, that
I think that is working. We ought to keep it there.
As you know, in most cases, a plaintiff must have suffered a n injury to h ave Article III standing to come before the court. There is,
however, an important Supreme Court case called Vermont Agency
of N atural Resources, which establis hed that qui t am relators have
a constitutional st anding under the False Claims Act to pursue
claims for fraud against the United States.
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I do not know whether you are familiar with it. If you are, I
guess I am calling it to your attention so you can understand that
is pretty important from my point of view. You a re familiar with
it?
Judge GORSUCH. I am, Senator.
Chairman GRASSLEY. You nodded your head.
Judge GoRSUCH. Mr. Chairman, I am well familiar with your
views on qui tam cases. I have had a couple in my Circuit, and I
know they have served-Chairman GRASSLEY. Well, did you rule in my favor?
[Laughter.]
Chairman GRASSLEY. No, no. You ruled in favor of somebody that
was before you.
Judge GoRSUCH. That one-that one-the one I have in mind,
the little guy won that one. Yes, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman GRASSLEY. Okay. So I hope you know how important
this rule has been for the protection of the Treasury against fraud,
and I am certainly very passionate .about this issue. So I think if
the False Claims comes up, I hope sometime you will remember,
whether I am alive or dead, that Senator Grassley is interested in
this.
[Laughter.]
Chairman GRASSLEY. Senator Feinstein.
Senator FEINSTEIN. Thank you. Thanks very much.
Mr. Chairm an, I would like to put three letters of opposition in
the record, if I may, with your concurrence?
Chairman GRASSLEY. Yes.
Senator FEINSTEIN. Thank you very much.
Chairman GRASSLEY. Sure. And is that all of them, or you got
a couple others?
Senator FEINSTEIN. Yes, they are all here.
Chairman GRASSLEY. Okay. Without objection, w hatever Senator
Feinstein has that she wants in the record, without objection, it
will be done.
[The information appears as a submission for the record.]
Senator FEINSTEIN. Thanks very much.
I am not a lawyer, but as I read the case, this man was a felon
in possession of a gun with the seria l number struck off, in concert
w ith another m an who had a weapon that I believe was used in
t he situation. So he was a felon with a gun, and his probation instructed him that he was not to carry that weapon . So I have very
strong feelings about that, and I just wanted to say that.
I do not think you have to respond, but what I would really like
to talk to you about - Judge GORSUCH. Senator, may I?
Senator FEINSTEIN. Sure. Absolutely.
Judge GORSUCH . I do not mean to eat up your time or anything,
but this is exactly the sort of thing I think I have been trying to
convey to Members of the Committee, which is it is my job to decide these cases without respect to persons.
There is the little guy, right there. He is a criminal defendant.
H e is unsympathetic. I completely underst and everything you are
saying about him. That was a ll true.
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The question still, does the Government have to prove what the
law requires of the Government or anybody, the big guy? There is
no bigger guy than the Federal Government.
Senator FEINSTEIN. I understand.
Judge GoRSUCH. And so I am just trying to follow the plain
words of the law, "knowingly be a felon in possession,'' and the convicting judge told him that he was not a felon. And I follow precedent in that case, Senator. The man is in prison because of-because of precedent. But I do wonder-Senator FEINSTEIN. I do accept that is your view.
Judge GORSUCH. Okay.
Senator FEINSTEIN. And I would like to move on.
Judge GORSUCH. Of course.
Senator FEINSTEIN. It is not my view .
Judge GORSUCH. I understand.
Senator FEINSTEIN. He was a felon .
Judge GORSUCH. Yes, he was.
Senator FEINSTEIN. So let me go on. I sent some documents
down-not down to you, but over to you yesterday.
Judge GORSUCH. Yes, yes.
Senator FEINSTEIN. And I would like to ask you about one of
them, and this is the one t hat has to do about torture. It is labeled
at the bottom "DOJ NMG0143890." And I can s end it dow n to you
again if you w ant? I do have notes in this-Judge GoRSUCH. No, I h ave got it right h ere. I have got it right
here. Yes.
Senat or FEINSTEIN. Okay. There is n o date on the document, but
the document t alks a bout the McCa in and Graham a m endments to
the Det a inee Treatment Act, which was before Congress in N ovember a nd December of 1905, and it asked s pecific questions about
the indictment of Jose Pa dilla, who was indicted on November 22 ,
2005. So the notes must ha ve been on or a fter N ovember 22 , 2005 .
Tak e a look at your h andwritten notes on page 2. The document
says, "Ha s the aggr essive interrogation t echniques employed by the
a dminist ration yielded a ny valuable intelligence? Have they ever
stopped a terrorist incident? Exa mples?" Your ha ndwritten note
says "yes ."
My question is what information did you have that the Bush administration's aggr essive interrogation t echniques were effective?
Judge GORSUCH. And Senator, I am working on 12 years of passage of time here. So my memory is wha t it is, and it is not great
on this . But my r ecollection-Senator FEINSTEIN. But you are very young.
Judge GORSUCH. Well-[La ughter. ]
Sena t or L EAHY. Accept it.
Judge GORSUCH. I w ill t a ke it. Tha nk you. I am not su re my wife
entirely agr ees with you anymore, Senat or. But thank you, tha t is
kind.
My recollection of 12 years ago is that was the position that the
clients we re telling us. I was a lawyer. My job was as a n a dvocat e,
a nd we were dealing with the detainee litigation . Tha t was my involvement.
Senat or FEINSTEIN. You a ctua lly an swered the question.
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Judge GORSUCH. Yes, and I think-Senator FEINSTEIN. So you had no personal information?
Judge GORSUCH. Oh, no.
Senator FEINSTEIN. That you took the position of your client?
Judge GORSUCH. Yes.
Senator FEINSTEIN. And that, because I know a lot about what
happened-Judge GORSUCH. I know you do.
Senator FEINSTEIN [continuing]. That circles around in my brain
a little bit because it seems to me that people who advise have an
obligation to find the truth in these situations.
And when we learned about what happened on the Intelligence
Committee, the Gang of 8 learned earlier. We learned much later.
I think it was 2006. We saw-and when we looked into it, we really
saw the horrendous nature of what went on-the absence of supervision, the absence of direction, the contracting out to people who,
in my view, we are not qualified to do what they did. And I think
terrible things happened.
It is a closed chapter, but it should n ever again happen. This is
America, and it is not what we stand for.
So let me move on to something that does trouble me about
originalism, if I may? And let me read something. I have a constituent w ho happens to b e the dean of a law school, who sent me
a question.
Judge GORSUCH. Uh-oh.
Senator FEINSTEIN. And I want to present it to you, and here it
is. You are a self-professed origina list in your a pproach to constitutional interpreta tion. For example, you wrote-"Judges should
instead strive, if humanly and so imperfectly, to apply the law as
it is, focusing backward, not forward, a nd looking to text, structure,
and history to decide what, a reasonable reader at the time of the
event s in question would ha ve understood the Iaw to 'be."
Now do you agree with Justice Scalia's statements that
originalism means there is no protection for women or gays and
lesbians under the equal protection law because this was not the
intent or understanding of those who drafted the Fourteenth
Amendment in 1868?
Judge GoRSUCH. Senator, first of all, a good judge starts with
precedent a nd does not reinvent the wh eel. So to the extent there
are decisions on those topics, a nd there are, a good judge respects
precedent. That is the first point.
Second point I would m ak e is it would be a mista ke to suggest
that originalism turns on the secret intentions of the drafters of the
language of the l aw. The point of origina lism , textualism, whatever
label you want to put on it, what a good judge always strives. to
do, and I think we all do, is try to understand what the words on
the page mean. Not import words that come from us, but apply
what you) the people's representatives, the lawmakers have done.
And so when it comes to equal protection of the laws, for example, it ma tters not a whit that some of the drafters of the Fourteenth Amendment were racists, beca use they were, or sexist, because they were. The law they drafted promises equal protection of
the laws to all person s. That is what they wrote.
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And those-the original meaning of those words, John Marshall
Harlan captured them in his dissent in Plessy. An equal protection
of laws does not mean separate in advancing one particular race
or gender. It means equal.
And as I said yesterday, I think that guarantee, equal protection
of the laws guarantee, the Fourteenth Amendment, that it took a
Civil War for this country to win is maybe the most radical guarantee in all of the Constitution and it may be in all of human hlstory. It is a fantastic thing, and that is why it is chiseled in
Vermont marble above the entrance to the Supreme Court of the
United States.
Senator FEINSTEIN. I understand that, but here is what is hard,
and let m e be very personal about it because this is important. I
have sentenced women to State prison for committing abortion. I
was a Member when California had an indeterminate sentence law,
actually the youngest in the country, and I know what life was like.
You have two daughters.
Judge GORSUCH. I do.
Senator FEINSTEIN. I am one of three daughters, and I know
what life was like. I have heard of young women killing themselves. I have heard of passing the plate in colleges so that a young
woman could go to Tijuana to have an abortion. I read a letter from
a woman who is going to be in the audience tomorrow of how trying to get pregnant, finding that the fetus was catastrophlc, a nd
having just a terrible time.
So the law has finally progressed that we now have the right to
vote. That took a long time. We are still fighting for equ al pay for
equal work, and it goes on and on. And as women t ake their place
in the workplace, in society-we could have had a woman as President perhaps-life changes. And the originalism that the days
when the Constitution was written project to m e do not bring
somebody forward, they bring them backward in t erms of rights
that women did not have. They were not looked a t as equal.
As a m atter of fact, we could not even get ratified a constitutional amendment. Very simple, equality under the law should not
be abridged. on account of sex. That was the Equal Rights Amendment. And the time was extended from 3 years to give it more
time, a nd they could not get the number of States to approve it.
So if one looks at originalism in my context1 which is real life,
I want your two daughters to have every opportunity they possibly
could havey be treated equal, be able to control their own bodies in
concert with their religion, their doctor, whatever it may be, a nd
not be conscribed to a lesser fate because the law is interpreted in
a backward sense. Does that m a ke sense to you?
Judge GoRSUCH. Senator, I understand your concern, a nd T share
it. I come from a family of strong women. My two t eenage daught ers, you are right. I want every opportunity for them that a young
man has .
I have a strong wife. Anyone who knows her knows that. My
mother- Senator FEINSTEIN. But you are pivotal in this.
Judge GoRSUCH. And Senator, I a m daunted sitting here under
the lights at the prospect of what is to come, if I a m so fortunate
to be confirmed, a nd I a m daunted by the job I currently hold. And
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I take that trust very seriously, and no one is looking to return us
to horse and buggy days.
We are trying to interpret the law faithfully, taking principles
that are enduring and a Constitution that was meant to last ages
and apply it and interpret it to the today's problems, to today's
problems.
And I think if you look at a number of cases where the Court
has applied what might be labeled by some as originalism, you will
see, for example, in Kyllo, the search of a home with a heat-seeking
device. The Court looked back to find out would that be considered
an unreasonable search? The technology did not exist, of course.
But would something like that have been considered an unreasonable search at the time of the Fourth Amendment's adoption?
And found. it is essentially equivalent to a Peeping Tom, and of
course, that would have been considered an unreasonable search by
the Government. And so a heat-seeking device, thermal imaging, is
also a search of a home. That is how we use neutral principles, the
law, to apply it to current realities, not to drag us back to a past,
but to move forward together as judges applying the law neutrally.
Senator FEINSTEIN. Here is the problem. I have been through
this before. This is my-well, I have been through six hearings. I
listened to Senator Specter, when he was Chairman of this Committee, tell the Chief Justice, ''Well, you have described super
precedent."
We talked about precedent, and what has happened is every Republican-a ppointed judge has gon e back a nd is a "no" vote. So how
does-how does one look at you, and. we have. talked about precedent, for the life of me, I really do not know when you are there
what you are going to do with it.
And it is so-and as you. say, this is not text. This is real life.
And young women t a ke everything from granted today, a nd all of
tha t could be struck out with one decision.
Judge GORSUCH. Senator, all I can do is I cannot promise you
how I would rule in a particular case. That would be deeply wrong
to sit here a t a confirmation table, and I think we agree on that,
that it would be a violation of the independent judiciary for a nominee to a court to make a promise on any case in order to win confirmation.
Senator FEINSTEIN. No, I do not expect you to.
Judge GORSUCH . I know you do not, and I am really grateful for
that. I know you appreciate my position.
All I can promise you is that I will exercise the care and consideration due precedent that a good judge is supposed to, a nd I have
written a book on it. This is not something .tha t is just words in
a room. This is years of toil in putting together a mainstream cons ensus view on what precedent is a nd the law of it with 12 other12 judges a ppointed by Presidents from both sides, with a foreword
by Justice Breyer.
And I did not expect anyone to ever read it. I think a few people
have read it now, probably not-still not that m any. But that is my
life's work that sort of thing. I care about the law. I care deeply
about the law and a n independent judiciary and following the rules
of the law.
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And that is the commitment I can make to you. I cannot promise
you more, and I cannot guarantee you any less.
Senator FEINSTEIN. Well, what worries me is you have been very
much able to avoid any specificity like no one I have ever seen before. And maybe that is a virtue. I do not know. But for us on this
side, knowing where you stand on major questions of the day is
really important to a vote "aye." And so that is why we press and
press and press.
It is very hard because you mention that you-the number of
cases you sat on, and the percent that was unanimous I think was
97 percent, you said. And so we realize that these are few cases
on which the distinction is made, and it is hard to make that distinction.
So, you know, when one sees a lot in this country-and I just
want to say this. For me, I sat on 5,000 cases. These were women
convicted of felonies in the State of California. I did it for 6 years.
And so I saw the inside of this whole issue, and that is one of the
reasons why I feel so strongly.
Particularly, let me ask you another area. Assisted suicide.
Judge GORSUCH. Sure.
Senator FEINSTEIN. You make the statement that there is no justification for having anything to do with the end of someone's life,
encouraging the end of life. Well, California just passed an End of
Life Options Act that takes a numbe r-I think three doctors. I , in
my life, have seen people die horrible deaths, family, of cancer,
when there was no h ope. And my father begging me, "Stop this,
Dianne. I a m dying."
You know, my father was a professor of surgery, now trying to
save him. So there are times you cannot, and the suffering becomes
so pronounced-I just went through this with a close friend-that
this is real, and it is very hard.
So tell us what your position is in the situation with California's
End of Life Option Act as well as what you h ave said on assisted
suicide.
Judge GORSUCH. And Senator, this is something I can speak
about because I h ave written about it, and I am delighted to t alk
about my record. I wrote a book in my capacity as a commentator.
It was my doctoral dissertation, essentially, before I became a
judge.
I would have to tell you, as a judge, put that aside, and we
talked about that. But I will talk to you about what I wrote in the
book because I think it is fair.
What I wrote in the book was I agree with the Supreme Court
in the Cruzan decision tha t refusing treatment-your father, we
h a ve all been through it with family. My heart goes out to you. It
does. And I have been there with my dad and others. And at some
point, you want to be left alone. Enough with the poking and the
prodding. I want to go home a nd die in my own bed in the a rms
of my family.
And the Supreme Court r ecognized in Cruzan tha t is a right in
common law to be free from assault and ba ttery, effectively, a nd
assumed tha t there was a constitutional dimension to that. I agree .
Senator FEINSTEIN. Supposing you cannot h andle the pain, and
you know that it is irreconcila ble?
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Judge GORSUCH. And Senator, the position I took in the book on
that was anything necessary to alleviate pain would be appropriate
and acceptable even if it caused death. Not intentionally, but knowingly. Okay? I drew a line between intent and knowingly.
And I have been there. I have been there.
Senator FEINSTEIN. Thank you. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Sorry.
Chairman GRASSLEY. Senator-no, no apology.
Senator FEINSTEIN. Thank you.
Chairman GRASSLEY. Senator Hatch, because Senator Graham
has to go to a hearing or a Committee meeting, has accommodated
Senator Hatch-or Senator Graham. So go ahead, Senator Graham.
Senator GRAHAM. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Let us see if I can sort of get my head around where we are at
here because I am not so sure I have been playing the same game
as everybody else. I might have to reevaluate what game I need to
be playing in the future .
It is important to know where you stand before I can vote yes.
I think that is true for a Republican nominee, but not so much for
a Democrat.
Let me tell you what Senator Leahy said. I certainly do not want
you to have to lay out a test here in the abstract, which might determine what your vote-or your test would be in a case you have
yet to see that may well come before the Supreme Court.
Now that is the standard when there is a Democratic nominee.
Now when there is a Republican nominee, you have got to tell
these Senators that you will not get in the way of their agenda. I
am not asking you to t ell me whether or not you agree with my
agenda. I am asking you whether or not you will fairly hear the
cases before you because to do anything else would be unfair to
you.
The life issue is very real. There are a lot of Americans who believe that life begins at conception. There are a lot of Americans
who believe that R oe v. Wade was a grab of power from legislative
people, but it is the law of the la nd. It will be given due weight
if som ebody challenges it.
Do you agr ee with me it is the law of the la nd that in late-t erm
abortions, they have been limited through congressional action a nd
approved by the Supreme Court?
Judge GORSUCH. In certain circumstances, yes.
Senator GRAHAM. In certain circumstances, the Congress overwhelmi~gly voted to limit abortions in the last trimester, and the
Supreme Court said in those circumstances you have the authority
to do that . Is that the state of the law?
Judge GORSUCH. That is p art of the state of the law, Senator.
Senator GRAHAM. And I would imagine this issue will be revisited as long as people have differences. There will be a lot of issues
coming before the Court because Americans do not agree on some
of the more emotional topics like when life begins, a nd what is the
role of the legislative body? What is the role of the Court? When
do you have a soul, if you have one? And what is the right to be
conferred by unelected judges versus people who have to answer to
the public?
So all I am saying, if we are going to vote against a nominee because they will not tell us things tha t we want to hear about issues
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important to us, then the whole nominating process has become a
joke. And what has happened over time is that somehow, some
way, we have gone from Scalia, the originalist, getting 98 votes;
Ginsburg, the bastion of liberalism on the Court, well qualified,
getting 96 votes.
What has happened? Did the Constitution change? I do not think
so. I think politics has changed. I think it has changed in a fashion
that we should all be ashamed of as Senators, and I think we are
doin~ great damage to the judiciary by politicizing every judicial
nommation. "If you do not agree with my basis view of the world,
I cannot vote for you."
This is what Greg Craig, the former White House counsel in the
Obama administration, said about Elena Kagan. "She is a progressive in the mold of Obama himself." So Reince .P riebus said that
Trump picked a good guy. Well, Greg Craig, the former White
House counsel, said that Obama picked in Elena Kagan "a progressive in the mold of Obama himself."
I did not vote for President Obama, but he won in spite of my
opposition. I do believe, as President of the United States, he had
a right to pick somebody from the progressive wing of the law. I
expected him to do so, and he did. Twice. I knew full well what I
was getting, and I hope you understand that you are getting one
of the most qualified conservative judges in the country.
Senator Feinstein said her goal was to find out if you are a reasonable, m ainstrea m conservative. I would tell you, Senator Feinstein, without any hesitation, this man is as ma instream as you
will get . If you do not believe m e , listen to the people who know
him the best, 2,700 cases and being revers ed once.
The bottom line here is we are t aking the nomination process to
a place it was n ever intended to go by the Framers of the Constitution, and Alexander Hamilton would be rolling over in his grave to
believe that the United States Senate has now gotten to the level
of where "I cannot vote for you if you will not tell m e about cases
important to m e and you do not sh are my philosophy."
That m eans a dvise and consent is not really a dvise and consent.
It m eans that we are the President a nd we are the judge, a nd if
you would not rule like us, you cannot be on the Court. And if you
come from a philosophy that we reject as a party) then you cannot
be a judge. That will be ba d for the country.
Now let us talk a little bit about Griswold. You said that Griswold was a case decided by the Supreme Court tha t does what?
Judge GoRSUCH. Senator, it guarantees ma rried couples the privacy in their own home to use contraceptives.
Senator GRAHAM. Is it a longst a nding precedent of the Supreme
Court?
Judge GORSUCH. It is, Senator..
Senator GRAHAM. What weight would you give that?
Judge GORSUCH. Well, Senator, under the law of precedent, you
look at the age. This one's over 50 years. You look at the r eliance
inte rests, which are obvious a nd substantial. You look at whether
it has been reaffirmed, which it has m a ny times. And Senator, as
I said yesterday, I just cannot imagine a State attempting to pass
a law like that.
Senator GRAHAM. Well, let us say they did.
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Judge GORSUCH. And I cannot imagine the Supreme Court of the
United States taking that claim seriously.
Senator GRAHAM. Let us say they did, and I am with you on
both. Would you listen to the people who made the argument to
make the argument?
Judge GDRSUCH. Senator, you listen to every person who comes
to court.
Senator GRAHAM. So to overturn Griswold, you have got to get
a case in controversy, right?
Judge GORSUCH. Right.
Senator GRAHAM. That means somebody somewhere has got to
convince, I do not know, some State or some body somewhere to
outlaw contraception in the marital relationship. That would be a
case in controversy.
Judge GORSUCH . Well, you would have to have to have a State
that would pass a law like that.
Senator GRAHAM. Or what about a city council?
Judge GDRSUCH. Or whatever. And then you would have to have
somebody try and enforce it.
Senator GRAHAM. Right. Then it would maybe get to you. And if
that day ever comes, you would listen to what the other side had
to say, then you would decide. Is that fair enough?
Judge GORSUCH. You would apply the precedent of the U.S. Supreme Court, a nd if they were trying to overturn the precedent,
you go through the factors a nd you consider them.
Senator GRAHAM. So you are not h ere to tell us what you like or
do not like in the law. You tell us about the process of how the law
works?
Judge GORSUCH. That is right, Senator.
Senator GRAHAM. And you are here as a human being, cann ot
imagine some legislative body, particula rly at the State level, outlawing contra ception. You just do not see that l';ls a rel';ll threat r ight
now?
Judge GORSUCH. I do not see it as a real threat today, Senator.
Sena tor GRAHAM. Origina lism. Are you a n originalist?
Judge GORSUCH. Senator, as we spoke of yesterday, I am happy
to be called that. I do worry about the use of labels in our civic discussion to sometimes ignore the underlying ideas. As if originalism
belonged to a party, it does not. As if it belonged to an ideological
wing, it does not.
Senator GRAHAM. Well, here is what I would say about
originalism. Whether you like it or not, is it bound by the law?
Judge GORSUCH. Of course it is. It is the whole point of how you
interpret the law.
Senator GRAHAM. Now to those who believe that the Constitution
is a living, breathing document that can spea k to you and nobody
else, that bothers m e. But there are people on the Supreme Court
who have the view that the Constitution is a living, breathing document related to the times in which. we live in. That seems to open
the door that I can get the outcomes I want, not so much bound
by the words or the history.
The bottom line is there are different ways of looking at the role
of being a judge. Do you-do you believe that your way of looking
at being a judge has stood the test of time?
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Judge GORSUCH. I do.
Senator GRAHAM. Do you believe over the last 10 years your way
of looking at being a judge has received respect from people who
disagree with you?
Judge GoRSUCH. I think you are going to hear from some of them
tomorrow.
Senator GRAHAM. Do you believe that the American Bar Association has looked at your way of being a judge and found you well
qualified?
Judge GORSUCH. I am very honored by their assessment.
Senator GRAHAM. You have decided over 2 ,700 cases. Is that
right?
Judge GORSUCH. That is right.
Senator GRAHAM. Been overturned once maybe?
Judge GORSUCH. Maybe.
[Laughter.]
Senator GRAHAM. Okay. I am going to say once.
Judge GORSUCH. Well-Senator GRAHAM. And you are just going to have to live with it.
Judge GORSUCH. Well-[Laughter.]
Senator GRAHAM. And accept it. The bottom line is-Judge GORSUCH. Maybe.
Senator GRAHAM. Let us say it is once. I would say that the way
you judge has been viewed by people above you as being acceptable
a lmost a ll the time but once.
Now to my friends on the other side, what more can you ask for?
What are you looking for? Are you looking for somebody that will
make your political life easy? Well, he is not the guy.
Beca use he is not going to m a ke your political life easy because
he was appointed by the guy that you were all against a nd I did
not vot e for. 1 have not voted for a President who won in 12 years.
[Laughter.]
Senator GRAHAM. So I am probably not the one to give you legal
advice-I mean political advice. But I have voted for nominees of
those who did win in the time that I have been here.
I intend to vote for you for the same reasons that I articulated
for Sotomayor and Kagan in terms of your qualifications. I inte nd
to vote for you becau se I think you represent a conservative's view
of how to be a judge. I am excited. about that .
I think President Trump, with all of his problems and all of his
mistakes, chose wisely when it came to this man. And I want to
congratulate the President, and I want to say this. That when you
r ejected some of the statements that President Trump m a de towa rd
judges as being, what were your words-Judge GORSUCH. Senator, I spoke of when a nyone.
Senator GRAHAM. Anyone. Which would include President
Trump.
Judge GORSUCH. Anyone.
Senator GRAHAM. Okay.
Judge GORSUCH. Criticizes the honesty, the integrity, the decency
of Federal judges and what they do or attack s their motives in how
they come about a rriving at their decisions, I know those people.
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I know how hard they work and how decent they are. I find that
disheartening and demoralizing. That is what I have said.
I am not saying we are immune from attack from decisions. I am
not saying that we s houldn't have thick skin. My hide is pretty
thick, and I know that the hides of Federal judges have to be.
Senator GRAHAM. Well, I just want to associate myself with what
you said about what President Trump said. That I thought it was
really out of bounds. You are the most powerful man in the wor1d,
and judges work in quiet dark corners. They have no political machine. They have no PAC. They cannot go out and do news conferences.
Of the three branches of the Government, they are the most vulnerable. So I stand firmly with you and firmly with anybody. My
friends on the other side say that President Trump was really out
of bounds. But here is what I wish some of you all would do.
Here is what Nancy Pelosi said. "If you breathe air, drink water,
eat food, take medicine, or in any other way interact with the
courts, this is a very bad decision." That means picking you. I have
not heard one person on that side say that is out of bounds. That
is political garbage.
To my good friend Ron Wyden, "No Senator who believes that individual rights are reserved to the people and not to Government
can support this nomination." Elizabeth Warren, "Let us not mince
words. The nomination of Judge Gorsuch is a huge gift to the giant
corporations and wealthy individuals who h ave stolen a Supreme
Court seat in order to make sure that the justice system works for
them."
It is okay to criticize Trump, but apparently it is okay for you
to slander this man, and none of you say a damned thing about it.
I do not think it is okay. I do not like wh at is going on h ere, and
I do not like where the Senate is heading. But there is nothing I
can do about jt other than be myself.
So, Judge, I just want to say I think you are qualified. I think
the answers that you cannot give us come from the fact that you
understand t h at if you gave those answers, you would compromise
your ability to fairly decide cases that may com e before you in the
future. And that when a Democrat says that, they are just being
a good judge. When you say that) "Oh, I cannot vote for you." What
a double standard.
Thank you.
Ch airman GRASSLEY. Senator Leahy.
Senator LEAHY. Mr. Ch airman, while the Senator from South
Carolina is still in the room, h e began his statem ent quoting me
and saying, of course, and went on to say that a President should
be able to show his own philosophy in his nominations. And he
pointed out the President Obama, as he said, nominated two Supreme Court Justices.
I think the record should show President Obama nominated
three Supreme Court Justices, one of whom was Merrick Garland,
a persoh whose philosophy has been praised by both Republicans
and Democrats. And it was the Republica n Party that ignored the
Constitution, did not a llow him to have a vote, did. not allow him
to come before this body, did not uphold their advise and consent
oath-their a dvise and consent.
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So, I just-I just wanted the record corrected. It was not two
nominees. It was three. The third one was not heard because for
the first time in the history of the United States, the Senate refused to hold a h earing, refused to have a vote.
Now, Senator Feinstein talked about the dark days before Roe u.
Wade. I have some experience w ith that. We had two cases in
Vermont, Leahy u. Beecham and Leahy u. Bartlett. I will tell you
very briefly about it.
Leahy u. Beecham was a case that, in effect, I brought a declaratory judgment before Roe v. Wade before the Vermont Supreme
Court. I organized that case so that the Vermont Supreme Court,
a very conservative court, could rule on the constitutionality of our
anti-abortion statute in Vermont. They came out with a decision,
basically what Roe v. Wade did, this conservative five-Member
Vermont Supreme Court in Leahy v. Beecham.
Leahy v. Bartlett was a case where I prosecuted somebody procuring abortions, and these are the doctors that I want to go back
to. I have a call from the police at 3 in the morning. I was the
State's attorney at the time. I went to the emergency room at our
local hospital. A young co-ed nearly died from bleeding from a
botched abortion. At that time it was illegal.
We found out that the person who had procured it, he had done
this with a number of people. H e would then-he would then blackm ail them for either sex or m oney. And when: I b rought it t o tria l,
we found the person doing the a bortion was from Montreal. They
said they would go t o trial figuring sh e would never appear tofor the case. She wa s there. Two Royal Cana dian Mounties escorted
he r.
And I p ointed out to the defense attorney the eviden ce would
show she w as tra ined t o do these abortions working for the SS in
Auschwitz so she could abort the wom en prisoners that they h a d
impregnat ed so tha t they could keep on using thos e women that
way b efore they put them in the gas cha mbers. He looked. at the
n am es of the people who would be the potential jur ors. They sought
a plea. Now, on another-that is why I a ppla ud the senior Senat or
from California for raising the issu e sh e did.
Yesterday I asked about your connections to billionaire super
donor Philip Anschutz. His role is a very ext en sive role in lobbying
the White H ouse to get you on the Tenth Circuit. And once on the
court, you said you recused yourself from cases involving him, a nd
I commend you for that . You did the right thing.
But you wr ot e in your Senat e questionna ire tha t you currently
follow a recusal st andard b roader tha n what is required by the Suprem e Cour t , a nd if you-if confirmed, you would follow the weaker
S upreme Court st andard. Does that mean if confirmed you would
n o longer r ecuse yourself from cases involving Mr. Anschutz?
Judge GORSUCH. Senat or, wh at it m eans is I will, if I am fortunat e enough to be confirmed, go through the sam e process I did
wh en I became a judge on the Tenth Circuit, and which I committed to do at that time, which w as look at the a pplicable law,
look at the facts. I h a d a law clerk-I do n ot know if he is somewh ere a round he re .
Sena t or LEAHY. Well, uo, but let me-let m e get ba ck to this. You
found-you found the facts were s uch that you recused yourself- -
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Judge GORSUCH. Yes.
Senator LEAHY [continuing]. With Mr. Anschutz when you were
on the-Judge GORSUCH. Yes.
Senator LEAHY [continuing]. Court of Appeals.
Judge GORSUCH. Yes.
Senator LEAHY. If he had a case before the U.S. Supreme Court,
would not the facts be the same?
Judge GORSUCH. He is a former client, and I treated him as I
treated my former clients, large and small. And, Senator, I would
have to look at the recusal standards that are applicable to Supreme Court Justices.
Senator LEAHY. Well, the Federal recusal standards apply to
both Supreme Court Justices and other judges.
Judge GORSUCH. Yes.
Senator LEAHY. But the only difference is, of course, the Supreme
Court, whether they recuse themselves or not, that is not reviewable.
But would you-again, you found enough reason to recuse yourself on the Circuit, and I applaud you for that. Would not those
same reasons apply to the Supreme Court?
Judge GoRSUCH. And, Senator, I would just have to study the
law and the practice of the Court just as I did when I came on the
Tenth Circuit, and I commit to you the same process a nd the same
integrity of the process. You look at the law, you look at the practice of your colleagues, you consult with your colleagues. That is
what I did. I ha d a law clerk prepare an extensive memorandum
for m e in which h e analyzed all of the relevant precedents, the
practices of my colleagues, a nd the facts.
Senator LEAHY. Well, I would note the-okay. The Federal st andard, as far as studying the law , it is the same law for the Court
of Appeals and the Supreme Court, with one exception. The Supreme Court is not reviewable.
Now, I asked you yesterday whether there was a ny circumstance
in which the President has the power to a uthorize torture or surveilla nce in violation of laws passed by Congress. You answered,
a nd I thought correctly, no man is above the law. Now, I a m sure
President Bush and his lawyers believed he was operating within
the law when he authorized torture and warrantless s urveillance,
but they still thought they could violate a statute if they were exercising tl).eir Article II power .
I s there any circumstance where a President could ignore a statute passed by Congress , signed into law, and still authorize torture
or warrantless surveillance? If you had a statute against torture
a nd warrantless surveillance, is there a ny circumstance in which
a President could ignore that statute?
Judge GORSUCH. Well, Senator, I do not want to deal with a case
that might come before me, and those are the sorts of things that
come before m e. But I can speak generally, and I am happy to.
Senator L EAHY. Go a head.
Judge GORSUCH. Presidents m ake all sorts of arguments about
inherent authority. They do, and that is why we have courts to decide. Presidents of both parties have made arguments, for instance,
about the War Powers Act, both parties. And the Congress has
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taken a different position on that matter, for example, with both
parties.
And the fact is we have courts to decide these cases for a reason,
to resolve these disputes. And I would approach it as a judge
through the lens of the Youngstown analysis-Senator LEAHY. Okay. Have you thought of a case where a court
has said a President could ignore a law that was on the books?
Judge GORSUCH. Senator, sitting here- Senator LEAHY. Just think of one offhand.
Judge GORSUCH. I cannot think of one off hand, Senator.
Senator LEAHY. Thank you. Neither can I.
Judge GORSUCH. Yes.
Senator LEAHY. Now, the architect of President Trump's Muslim
ban has declared that there is no such thing as judicial supremacy,
and the powers of the President to protect our country "are very
substantial and will not be questioned." It was felt that h e was signaling that the President could. ignore judicial orders.
Any President, do they have to comply with a court order, assuming-I mean obviously they could appeal one. But assuming it has
been upheld, do they have to-do they have to comply with it?
Judge GORSUCH . That is the rule of law in this countryJ Senator
Leahy. And Presidents for a long time have said all sorts of things
like that. President J efferson s aid things like that.
Senator LEAHY. Well, w e ar e not-he was- Judge GORSUCH. President J a ckson-Sena tor LEAHY. H e was slightly before my time .
[Laughter .]
Voice. Just slightly.
Judge GoRSUCH. But Presidents s ay these things , right, Congress
says things, .a nd then judges decide . And that is the way our syst em works. And, Senator, all I ca n commit to you, again, is I am
a judge now. I take that seriously, and you had. better believe I expect judicial decrees to be obeyed.
As I s aid yest erday, a wise old judge, who you. are going to hear
from tomorrow , one of my h er oes says that "The r eal test of the
rule of la w is where a government;'- government-"ca n lose in its
own courts a n d accept those judgments."
Sena tor LEAHY. Well, I believe in the rule of law , too. That is
why I h ave stayed on this Committee for deca des . When I took my
oath before the Vermont Supreme Court when I was sworn into the
Bar, I took it very s eriously. I did with our Second Circuit Court
of Appeals a nd our F ederal courts. And when I was sworn into the
U .S. Suprem e Court Ba r , I took that very seriously. I b elieve that
ultimat ely we ar e a country of la ws, and we should follow them .
N ow, spea king of which , yest erda y we discussed the relevance of
what our Framers meant in the Constitution, a nd many feel they
wa nted to prevent a President from being corrupted by foreign governments. Obviously, I am referring to the emoluments cause.
What is the purpose of the emoluments cla use?
Judge GoRSUCH. The emoluments clause, Senator, is not a clause
that ha d attract ed a lot of attention until r ecently1 but-Senat or LEAHY. Well, but Governor Ra ndolph in the 1787 Constitutional Convention pointed it out.
[Laughter. ]
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Senator LEAHY. I mean, if you want to go back to Jefferson, I will
go back to Randolph.
Judge GORSUCH. I am with you. And among other things, it prohibits Members of the Government of this country from taking
emoluments, gifts from foreign agents. And the question is, what
exactly does that mean, and that is a subject on which there is ongoing litigation right now, Senator, I believe, certainly threatened
litigatio.n, impen~ing litigation. And I have to be very careful about
expressmg any views.
Senator LEAHY. Well, what Randolph said, it was done in order
to exclude corruption and foreign influence, to prohibit anyone in
office from receiving or holding any emoluments in foreign states.
Now, you are hesitant to discuss it. You would not be hesitant to
discuss the Fourth Aniendment or the Fifth Aniendment, would
you?
Judge GORSUCH . Well, I am hesitant to discuss any part of the
Constitution to the extent we are talking about a case that is likely
to come before a court, pending or impending. And I do think that
the emoluments clause has sat in a rather dusty corner for a long
time until recent headlines, and I know that there are cases that
are at least impending in that area.
I would be happy to try and talk about things that are not likely
to come before m e, but I cannot-Senator LEAHY. Well, let me ask you this. Then what does the
Constitution say a President must do if he or she receives a foreign
emolument?
Judge GORSUCH. Well, Senator, that is a-that is a good question. I do not believe it has been fully resolved.
Senator LEAHY. Well, I think it is kind of easy. The clause prohibits receipt of any emolument without the consent of the Congress.
Judge GORSUCH. Right.
Sena tor LEAHY. Now, you are a judge. As I said yesterday, I am
a lawyer from a small town in Vermont. But if it says they cannot
r eceive any emolument without the consent of the Congress, is the
a n swer not pretty simple what a President must do if he or she receives a foreign emolument? They h ave to get the consent of the
Congress.
Judge GoRSUCH. Sure. I thought you were asking what would be
the remedy if they violated it.
Senator LEAHY. Oh no, I a m asking what they have to do.
Judge GoRSUCH. You are absolutely correct. Of course, Sena tor.
Senator LEAHY. I appreciate that.
Judge GORSUCH. Well, no, you have read the [La ughter. ]
Senator L EAHY. I understand your concern, and I appreciate it as
a judge-Judge GORSUCH. I know you do.
Senator LEAHY [continuing]. Answering questions about any
pending litigation. But you have been very hesita nt to even t alk
a bout various Supreme Court precedents. I know that Chief Justice
Roberts, when he was before us, h e said he agreed w ith Griswold
a nd Brown. Justice Alito said he agreed with Hamdan and
Eisenstadt. So, we have had Justices nomina ted by Republican
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Presidents who have been willing to discuss past precedent. I was
just kind of hoping you would be as transparent as these prior
nominees were.
During the campaign, President Trump promised to appoint
judges very much in the mode of Justice Scalia. Now, he had every
right to s ay what he w anted. He cou1d have picked anybody. The
Vice President said you two are cut from the same cloth. But J ustice Scalia was a friend of mine. He was an intelligent, influential
jurist. I voted for him, in case people wonder, a nd not just beca use
we both have Italian ancestry.
But his interpretation of the protections afforded by the Constitution left our most vulnerable communities out. Do you agree
with Justice Scalia's characterization of the Voting Rights Act as
a perpetuation of racial entitlement?
Judge GORSUCH. Senator , the Voting Rights Act wa s passed by
this body during the civil rights era in order to protect civil rights.
Senator LEAHY. Well, it was also updated just a few years ago
during President George W. Bush's tenure.
Judge GoRSUCH. In 2006 it was reauthorized with the support of
the President, that is right. And that is true, and it is designed to
protect the civil rights of Americans.
Senator LEAHY. But do you agree with Justice Scalia's characterization of it a s a perpetua tion of racial entitleme nt?
Judge GORSUCH. Sen ator , I do n ot speak for Justice Sca lia. I
speak for myself.
Sena tor LEAHY. Okay. So, with that , others who-you know,
the re wa s a lot of people who-in the Administ ration described who
have described you a re. One of the rea sons we have these hearings
is so the American people a nd this Committee can determine better
wh o you are. And that is why I have not- I m ade it very clea r I
will be here at the hearing a nd m ak e tha t det ermination, because
I wa s concerned-I know that Steve Bannon was a strong a dvocat e for your selection. And with all due regard to Mr. Bannon, he is well known for
giving a pla tform to extremist s, and mis ogynists , and racists. At
the CPAC conference a few weeks ago, both Mr. Bannon a nd
Reince Priebus praised your nomination. And I would ask consent
tha t a report of that be included in the record.
Ch a irma n GRASSLEY. Without obj ection, your article will be ent er ed.
[The information a ppears in the appea rs as a s ubmission for the
r ecor d. ]
Senator L EAHY. And Mr. Prieb us sa id you have the vision of Dona ld Trump, and by nominating you, Donald Trump was talking
a bout a ch an ge in potentia lly 40 years of law , su ggesting you. ar e
coming in here a s a Trojan horse. What vision do you share with
President Trump?
J udge GoRSUCH. Sena tor, I m ean no disrespect to any othe r person in saying they do not speak for m e, and I do n ot s peak for
the m, you know. I have great a dmiration for Justice Scalia, as we
h ave t a lked about. I have: a dmiration for every Member of this
Committee , a nd for the President of t h e United Stat es , and for the
Vice President of the United Stat es. But, respectfully , none of you
speak s for me . I speak for m e.
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I am a judge. I am independent. I make up my own mind.
Senator LEAHY. Well, the reason I asked, Mr. Bannon, Mr.
Priebus, and the President had closed-door interviews with you,
and in these things, including this material I just put in the record,
they promised their donors a nominee that would bring a pro-corporate, socially conservative agenda to the Court. Are you saying
they are speaking for themselves, not for you?
Judge GORSUCH. I am.
Senator LEAHY. Thank you. In your view, in the Constitution it
speaks about high crimes and misdemeanors. What kind of conduct
does that include?
Judge GORSUCH. Well, Senator-Senator LEAHY. We have talked about the Founders. They put
that in, so-Judge GoRSUCH. I think, you know, classically we have talked
about felonies that have been typically what this body has impeached individuals for. There have been a variety of cases involving sadly Federal judges, as well as Presidents, as well as a Justice
attempt. And usually it has been more along the high crimes rather than the misdemeanors.
Senator LEAHY. We would-I would assume that you would not
think of a misdemeanor in the sense that we have like traffic violations, going through a stop sign or something like that. That is a
misdemeanor. But would you. accept that is probably not what is
meant in the high crimes and misdemeanors?
Judge GORSUCH. I would not want to issue an opinion on that
without the full judicial process, Senator.
Senator LEAHY. All righty.
Judge GoRSUCH. I do not know. I know misdemeanors in 1789
looked a lot different than misdemeanors today. We have a lot
more criminal law today and a lot more misdemeanors today than
we did ba ck then. I can say that.
Senator LEAHY. I am going to start-I am going to start driving
more carefully. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[Laughter.]
Chairman GRASSLEY. Senator Hatch.
Senator HATCH. Judge, I have only been around here 40 years,
and I have seen an awful lot of great people in the law come before
this Committee. And I have not seen anybody a ny better than you.
I am very-I am very proud of-go ahead.
Chairman GRASSLEY. Can you talk louder?
Senator FEINSTEIN. You have to-the mic is not carrying you.
Senator HATCH. I am very proud of you and the service that you
are giving to our country. There is no question that any fair observer would say how lucky we are to h ave you nominated by
whomever to be a Justice on the Supreme Court of the United
States of America.
I held the highest rating an attorney could have when I was a
partner in a Pittsburgh law firm. In Utah, I held the MartindaleHubbell AB rating. These are ratings, as you know, given by your
peers without your knowledge. And I have to say that I have been
around h ere 40 years, and I have seen all kinds of judges come before this Committee, and there have been a number of great ones.
And you, sir, are one of the great ones, and I am proud of you.
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But I knew that before you came here to testify, but now that
you are testifying, it even reinforces that opinion in my mind. And
why anybody in this body would vote against you, I will never understand. Admittedly, you are of a different political persuasion
perhaps than some of my friends on the other side, but I have supported people who are totally different from my political beliefs.
And all I can say is that, you know-and I have refused to support
some people, too.
But, my gosh, you know, let me just go into this. I am troubled
by the suggestion that skepticism of Chevron, the Chevron case
somehow means that one is somehow reflexively opposed to regulation. In my mind, such a charge is completely unfounded. After all
it is important to remember that the Chevron deference first flourished as a reaction against liberal judges overturning the articles
of the-or the actions of the Reagan Administration.
And many of my colleagues on the other side of the aisle have
now suddenly rediscovered the importance of the Constitution's
limits on Executive power, something they were conspicuously silent about when President Obama was in office, but are now quite
enthusiastic about that now that a Republican is in the White
House. And I find it surprising that they do not appreciate how
Chevron impedes an independent judiciary's ability to hold the executive branch accountable to the law.
Now, Judge Gorsuch, do you think your writings reflect a
kneejerk attitude against common sense regulations?
Judge GORSUCH. No, Senator.
Senator HATCH. I do not either, even if you did not like those
regulations. Is that fair?
Judge GoRSUCH. Senator, I have enforced all manner of regulation that is lawful without respect to my personal point of view.
Senator HATCH. And sometimes you do not like some of them.
Judge GoRSU.CH. Senator, whether I did or did not is not mat~
rial.
Senator HATCH. Well, I kind of would like to hear, though, even
so. That is okay.
lu addressing the Chevron issue, many are invoking the importance of relying on scientific expertise. But despite how some are
mischaracterizing the issue) Chevron deference is not the same
thing as respecting the judgments of experts on technical matters,
but rather about how to handle questions of law, questions on
which judges themselves are experts. Nor does the is.s ue of judicial
deference call into question how much authority Congress can or
should give agencies and their experts to write regulations.
Now, Judge Gorsuch, would you mind explaining the difference
between all of these issues for those who may not be experts in administrative law?
Judge GORSUCH. I would be happy to, Senator.
Senator HATCH. Okay.
Judge GORSUCH. Section 706 of the Administrative Procedures
Act says basically two things, and I am paraphrasing. It says the
courts are supposed to defer to the factual findings of a gencies. So,
to the extent you are talking about expert biologists, chemists,
whatever m anner of regulatory expertise we are talking about
there, the courts are to defer to that and to take that seriously.
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And we do, just as we would, say, the factual finding of a jury or
a District Court Judge that comes to us with a presumption of correctness. Clear error standard of review, very hard to meet.
Section 706, however, also goes on to say that when it comes to
questions of the law, the courts are to interpret the law. Despite
that command from this body, the courts have created a doctrine
that says that if there is any ambiguity in the law, the agency gets
to make the decision about what the law means.
And I have questions about that doctrine. I h ave raised questions
about whether that is compatible with the plain language of Section 706 and the .instruction of this body. And I have raised some
questions that arise in a case that I actually had to deal with and
how it would impact people, r eal people, if agencies can change the
meaning of the law back and forth every 4 years, depending upon
the outcome of an election.
For example, what happens when some individual-I am not
worried about large corporations here honestly, Senator Hatch.
They have got armies of lawyers, lobbyists. They can predict which
way the wind is drifting in the agency. Sometimes they can capture
the agency. I am worried about the ordinary American, and sometimes even the non-American.
The case happened to involve an undocumented immigrant. That
is the case I actua lly dealt with, and there h e faced two competing
st atutes. One said h e could rely on a nd seek permission to remain
in the country from the Attorney General and get immediate discretionary r elief. The other statute said h e h a d to wa it out of the
country 10 years.
Our court inte rpreted the law as Section 706 says we are supposed to, a nd said the first st atute controls because there was a n
apparent conflict b etween the t wo, a nd said h e could rely on the
opportunity to seek immediate discretionary relief. He did in relia n ce on that judicia l precedent.
Then the agency comes in years la ter a nd says we a re wrong.
Chevron. Sprinkle Chevron on it. We h ave to overturn our decision,
a nd h e has to leave the country, a nd wait not just 10 years now,
but 13 or 14, or wh a t ever it was. And to me, that raises questions
not only about the consistency with Section 706 a nd the instructions tha t Congress has given us, but due process and fair notice .
If the law can chan ge so easily, not through bicameralism a nd
presentment to the President-bicameralism in this body, passage
of both houses, presentment to the President-the order specified
for law m aking in the Constitution. If the law can change so easily
as that , where is the due process to the individua l, the person who
does n ot have a n army of lawyers? How is h e s upposed t o figure
tha t out?
What about the equal prot ection problems wh en you a llow an
agency to pick a nd choose unfavored t a rgets for ch a n ges in law?
They do not h ave to go through bicameralism a nd presentment.
They can pick their targets with more or less impunity, the least
a mong-st us, the most vulnerable, the little guy, if you will, the person without the lobbyists.
And then, what about t he separation of powers? I thought that
judges were supposed to say what the law is. I thought that is
w h a t Justice Marsh a ll said. And I thought the point of h avin g
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judges decide the law is because you want someone who is neutral
and independent to say what the law means, someone who does not
have a dog in the hunt.
So, those were the questions I raised in that case. I did it as a
Circuit Judge because part of my job as a Circuit Judge is to identify problems that I see for my bosses.
So, Senator Hatch, that is a long-winded answer, and I am sorry
for it, but I hope it is helpful.
Senator HATCH. I liked it. I liked it. I think, again, perfect illustration of why you should be on the U.S. Supreme Court. And
while they may sound like legal technicalities, I think it is incredibly important that we distinguish questions of law, questions of
fact, and questions of the wisdom and constitutionality of agency
authority, which I think are being confused and conflated to suggest that reining in Chevron somehow represents an attack on the
role of experts in developing sensible safeguards that keep us
healthy and safe. So, I appreciate purchase your comments.
In previous exchanges, a number of my colleagues have brought
up your work on some of the very difficult issues that you have
dealt with while you were a lawyer in the Justice Department. And
while I appreciated your answer, I wondered if I could describe the
responsibilities-if you could describe the responsibilities of a government lawyer just a bit more.
In particular, I would like to h ear you briefly spell out your understanding of the difference between policymaker and advocate as
well as a distinction between how a lawyer might be called upon
to give a different type of evaluation of the law as a n executive
branch. lawyer and as a judge or Justice. I just do not want you
to get unfairly tagged with the legal and policy views of an Administration that you personally might not share. So, I would like you
to take some time a nd explain that.
Judge GORSUCH. Senator, as lawyers we play different roles in
different places in our lives, a nd depending upon who our client is
at the time. As a private lawyer , I represented plaintiffs a nd I represented defendants. I represented large corporations. I represented individuals in class actions and pension funds-public employee pension funds, CalPERS, for example. I represented hospitals, doctors, victims, defendants.
So, where you stand as a lawyer changes. You are someone's
voice. You are your client's voice. So, that is in private practice
what a lawyer does consistent with the rules of ethics and the law
of the land as best they can. And often those are hard things because your client's interests a lways butt up against another person's.
And sometimes I ask whether our rules of ethics are a ll that
great. One of our rules of ethics, when talking about the zeal .a lawyer should exhibit, says that a lawyer does net have to engage in
offensive tactics. Well, how is tha t for a professional promise? We
do not have to engage in offensive tactics. I do not know. Only a
lawyer could love that .
At any ra te, moving to government practice, there a re policymakers who are the clients. The President of the United Sta tes, the
Attorney General, the Cabinet officials, they are the policymakers.
The role I served. in was in a litigation capacity supervising cases
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and controversies, civil lawsuits involving the United States as my
client. I was in the role of an advocate in those cases.
As a judge, you put that aside. You put aside all the stuff you
did as plaintiff or defendant in private practice, all the stuff you
did as a government lawyer, and you only have one client now, the
law. You wake up every day, and you just try and get it right as
best you can.
And Justice Jackson is who comes to mind here to me. He washe was one of the finest and fiercest advocates of his day, and one
of the fiercest advocates of Executive power when he was Attorney
General of the United States during the New Deal for Franklin
Delano Roosevelt. When he became a judge, he also became one of
the fiercest critics of Executive power as a judge, because he knew
the difference in the roles that we serve. And he said, ''A robe
changes a man or should."
And I believe that, and I have seen it. I have seen so many fine
lawyers go on to be very fine judges and. put aside their personal
points of view, or their clients' perspectives, or which side of the
V they served on, or what sort of client they served, and become
neutral, fair judges. At least that is what I have aspired to be for
the last 10 years.
Senator HATCH. Well, and I think you have accomplished that,
too. Judge, yesterday, Senator Sasse spoke to you about the need
to t each civics to our fellow citizens, a nd especially to the younger
generation. And I hope that this h earing is contributing to that because perhaps the most prominent theme this week has been the
separation of powers. Now, you said yesterday, and I agree, that
the separation of powers is critically important, but seems to ha ve
gott en Jost today.
Now, Judge, judges do not exist and work in a vacuum doing
whatever they want to do. They exist and work as part of a syst em
of government, and, therefore, must do what they a re supposed to
do. The role of judges in tha t system is by design, a nd that design
has a purpose described in the Constitution's prea mble as including
securing the blessings of liberty. Our liberty r equires that each s eparat ed branch of government stick to-stick to its job.
That is why I think one of the most important things you said
yesterday was this: "It is not my job to do your job." I thought that
was pretty neat for you to say that . So, let me ask you to expand
on that simple statement, if you would.
Judge GORSUCH . Senator, we all have roles to play. When we
choose to take up a role in our Government, we a ll have a particular place in it, and we have to r espect the boundaries of it. And
it is my job to respect in part the boundaries of this branch, and
not en gage in the temptation to legisla t e through the cloak of a judicia l robe. Judges would ma ke very poor legislators.
Senator HATCH. Well, sometimes legislators make very poor legislat ors, too.
[La ughter.]
Senator HATCH. I have seen a few.
Judge GORSUCH. I r espectfully disagree, Sen ator.
[Laughter. ]
Judge GORSUCH. I have great , great r espect for this body, a nd I
know- -
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Senator HATCH. I did not say all.
[Laughter.]
Judge GORSUCH. I know in our CIVIC culture today there is a
great pessimism about our Government. I do not share that. I
think this body still works, and I think it is important and vital
that it work, because it is the people's voice. It is people's representatives. It is where lawmaking is supposed to occur. And for
you to do your job, it is important that I do not do your job. It is
important that I do my job and let you do yours.
If judges became legislators, we would be bad at it, and we would
absolve you from your responsibilities. You could wash your hands
of it. It sounds like some might want to do that. I do not know.
You are smiling. But, respectfully, I am poorly equipped. 1 am
not-I am not a representative of the people. I am not answerable
to the people, and I do not have the expertise of your wonderful
staffs are sitting behind you.
My job is to decide cases, and I really-I am okay at that on a
good day, right? I am never going to be good at your job, and I need
to respect that. And I need-it is also very important for legislators
to respect that we do what we do, and that we do not run campaigns, and we do not make promises about how we rule in cases
and controversies that come before us. That is part of the mutual
respect for the separation of powers.
Senator HATCH. Well, you have cited Justice Robert J ack son several times. In fact , he once occupied the seat to which you have
been nominated. In 1953, he lamented what he considered a widely
held b elief that the supreme-that the Supreme Court, "no longer
respects impersonal rules of law, but is guided by personal impressions which from time to time may be shared by a majority of Justices."
One recent poll showed that three-quarters of Americans believe
that Supreme Court decisions a re influenced by the Justices' personal politica l views. Is this not what we are really talking a bout,
a nd what the approach called originalism is really all about?
Should judges not base th()ir decisions on impersona l rules of law
rather than their own persona l impressions?
Judge GoRSUCH. Senator, I am h ere to testify to you that is not
how I see our judicial system operate.
Senator HATCH. Yes.
Judge GoRSUCH. We resolve hundreds of thousands of cases
every year in the Federal system, almost all of them , as I say in
the Tenth Circuit, for example, unanimously. It is a remarkable
thing that even when we get to the Court of Appeals, only 5 percent of a ll cases get so far as my court, and even then, of those over
the last 10 years, we have been unanimous 97 percent of the time
in the cases I have participated in.
That is a wonder. That is a n amazing accomplishment. That is
the rule of law in this country. And too few people .k now how it actually works, and if they did, they would be heartened.
Senator HATCH. Tha nk you Judge. I appreciate your comments,
Chairman GRASSLEY. Just as soon as I m ake four announcem ents, we a r e going to take a 5~minute break.
First of a ll, I want to enter into the record a Washington Post
op-ed by two former Chief Judges of the Tenth Circuit, Judges
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Tacha and Henry, entitled "Gorsuch is the Kind of Judge Our
Framers Envisioned."
Without objection, that will be entered in the record.
[The information appears as a submission for the record.]
Chairman GRASSLEY. Second, my plan is to, in consultation with
Senator Feinstein, to take a break around 12:30, whoever is just
ready to start about that time or just finishes around 12:30, and
it will be a half hour. And then, I would like to have any Member
who wants a third round to let us know ahead of time so we can
kind of plan what we are doing after we get done with this second
round we have. I hope there is not too many that want to do that,
but if they do we want to be respectful of everybody to ask all the
questions that they can before we finish tonight.
And then now, Judge, we are going to take a five-minute break,
but because I was late in announcing this, Senator Durbin has
come back from another Committee meeting, and he is the next one
up. So, I want to have it just be 4 minutes and 59 seconds.
Judge GORSUCH. Yes, sir.
Chairman GRASSLEY. Recess.
[Recess.]
Chairman GRASSLEY. Senator Durbin, it is your turn now.
Senator DURBIN. Mr. Chairman, I ask consent to enter into the
record seven articles relative to this hearing.
Chairman GRASSLEY. Without objection, your articles will be entered in the record.
[The information appears as a submission for the r ecord.]
Senator DURBIN. Thank you.
Judge Gorsuch, I sat here yesterday for hours, not nearly as
many hours as you sat here, until I reached the point where I could
finish your sentences and complete your answers before you.
My Republican colleagues assumed the well-known courtroom
strategy of never asking a question that could hurt their witness,
and ma de every effort to humanize you so that we know your love
of fly fishing and rodeos and family. I know that Senatorial assignm ent. I have been there myself.
So the Democrats on the Committee pressed you for answers to
h arder questions and tried to peel back your professional and carefully guarded persona so that we might understand whether there
is any chance there is a beating heart and an independent streak
in Donald Trump's most importa nt decision of his nascent presidency .
We were given this public hearing to develop an insight into
what it was that made your r ecord so attractive to the Federalist
Society, to the Heritage Foundation, and to President Trump.
You feuded off most questions of substance, so we turned to your
written opinions. I am sure the press a nd public are puzzled out
there why we spent so much time talking about a truck driver
named Alphonse Ma ddin, who was fired and blackballed from ever
driving again because he was faced with what Senator Franken
correctly called an absurd choice of freezing to death or endangering the lives of innocent motorists by driving a disabled truck
on the interstate.
Ma ny of us still cannot understand how s even judges could look
at those facts a nd the law in the case a nd only one, Judge Neil
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Gorsuch, come down on the side of the trucking company that fired
him.
Now we have another question that has been raised, and it relates to the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act. It is a
landmark law. It mandates access to public education for students
with disabilities.
The National Education Association took a close look at your
record in these IDEA cases. They found that in eight of the 10
cases to come before you, you ruled against students with disabilities.
Furthermore, in one of the two cases in which you sided with the
student plaintiff, you wrote a concurring opinion "expressing your
personal belief that IDEA provides only limited rights to students
with disabilities."
That pattern is troubling. Your opinion in Thompson R2-J
School District v. Luke P., in this case, a school district appealed
the District Court's ruling that the district failed to provide a severely autistic child with the educational services guaranteed to
him under IDEA
The court ordered the school district to reimburse the cost of a
private residential school placement for the child. The District
Court relied on the expert testimony of autism specialists, psychologists, and occupational therapists to reach that conclusion.
They reached the conclusion: "The nature of L uke's problems required a residential placement," and "that the reinforcement a nd
consistency Luke n eeded to ma ke educational progress could not be
achieved in a r egular school setting at that time."
Y ou reversed this Dist rict Court ruling, a nd in doing so, you. rejected not only the judgment of the Federal District Court but also
the judgment of a hearing officer and the Colorado St at e administ rative law judge. You asserted that, "The assista nce that IDEA
mandates is limited in scope" a nd that it only requires "the creation of a n individua lized program reasonably ca lculated to enable
the student t o m ake some progress toward the goals within that
program ."
You also said, directly from your opinion, "From this direction,
we h ave concluded that the educational benefit m andated by IDEA
must ·m erely be 'more tha n de minimis."'
This morning, the Supreme Court ruled on that st andard that
you establis hed in the case. H ere is what t hey said in the case of
E ndrew F. v . Douglas County School District, a unanimous decision
by the Supreme Court written by the Chief Justice, ''When all is
said and done, a student offered an educational progra m providing
'm erely more than de minimis' progress from year to year can hardly be said t o have been offer ed an educa tion at all. For children
with disabilities, r eceiving instruction that aims so low would be
t a nta mount to sitting idly .. . awaiting the time when they were old
enough to drop out ."
The court went on to say, "The IDEA demands more. It requires
a n educational program reasonably calculated to enable a child to
m ak e progress a ppropriat e in light of the child's circumst ances."
It is a powerful decision. It is a unanimous decision. It was written by the Chief Justice of the Court. It is a n issue which we need
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to face in America with the incidence of autism and children with
severe disabilities.
Why, why in your early decision, did you want to lower the bar
so low to "merely more than de minimis" as a standard for public
education to meet this Federal req_uirement under the law?
Judge GORSUCH. Senator, I really appreciate the opportunity to
respond to that, because I just saw the opinion. It was handed to
me as I was headed to the bathroom a moment ago. I guess it was
just h anded down:.
Let us start with the Luke P . case and work forward from there.
Luke P. was a unanimous decision by my court. It included on
the panel of three judges an appointee who happened to be appointed by a Democrat President. There was no dispute in my court
about the applicable law, and there was not because we were
bound by Circuit precedent, a case called Urban v. Jefferson County , 1996, that said that the appropriate standard. was de minimis.
The educational standard had to be more than de minimis.
That is the law of my Circuit, Senator. And I have been asked
an awful lot about whether I abide precedent and whether I always
like the results that I reach. Here is a case for you.
Senator DURBIN. But I might-Judge GORSUCH. Senator, if I might finish-Senator DURBIN. Sure. Of course.
Judge GORSUCH. I would appreciate the opportunity to finish
this.
If anyone is suggesting that I like a result wh ere an autistic
child happens to lose, it is a h eartbreaking accusation to me, heartbreaking.
But the fact of the matter is, I was bound by Circuit precedent
and so was the panel of my court and had been bound for about
20-well, 10 years by the standard in Urban v . Jefferson County .
Now, Senat or, there are other cases where, again , unanimously,
my court had ruled for children with disabilities under this law.
The School of Deaf and Blind, another Jefferson County case, are
examples where I joined, participated, or wrote in IDEA cases for
the family under our binding standard.
I understand today that the Supreme Court has indicated that
the Urban standard is incorrect. That is fine. I will follow the law.
Now, sometimes-I think it was Justice Jackson who said just
because I made a mistake unknowingly yesterday does not mean
I should make a mistake knowingly today. I would invoke him
here.
I was wrong, Senator. I was wrong because I was bound by Cir~
cuit precedent, a nd I am sorry.
Senat or DURBIN. I want-Judge GORSUCH . I am going to try to .apply the law, and I can
t ell you that we were doing it unanimously in all of those cases.
And the Supreme Court is our boss, and we respect their last
word. They are final.
Senator DURBIN. Judge, in 8 out of 10 cases that came before
you, you ruled against the students with disabilities. And the difference-Judge GoRSUCH. I am sure they were unanimous panels, Senator, if you look.
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Senator DURBIN. And the difference in this case-the difference
in this case is about a word. We know that words are important,
and they can make a critical difference in a person's life. You can
ask Alphonse Maddin that question.
The word that you inserted into the Circuit standard when it
came to these cases was "merely"-"merely." I would say most people reading that would say you have pushed the de mini.mis statute
even further down the standard pole. And it was that word, "merely more than de minimis," that was specifically overruled by the
Supreme Court.
So my question to yon is, if you wanted to just stick with Tenth
Circuit precedent, you felt your hands were tied, why would you
add the word "merely" to modify that?
Judge GORSUCH. Senator, all I can say is what I have said to you
before, which is a unanimous panel of the Tenth Circuit following
10-year-old Circuit precedent, including a Democrat colleague-I do
not view my colleagues as Democrats or Republicans-followed our
Circuit precedent.
And these cases have been decided unanimously, I think all of
them, if I had to guess, that you are pointing at.
And to suggest that I have some animus against children, Senator, would be mistaken.
Senator DURBIN. Judge , please. I am not suggesting that. You
wereJudge GORSUCH. I am gla d to hear it.
Senator DURBIN. What I a m basically saying to you. is I can only
look at your court opinions, the words you write, because, like
many nominees, you are careful in your t estimony before us, and
we have to look at your words and try to look into your heart with
these words.
And when I look at tha t word "merely," it troubles me. Do I believe you love your family a nd love children? Of course you do.
But when it comes to applying the law to a truck driver blackba lled for life from driving a truck, when it comes to applying the
law when it comes to a family-I ca nnot imagine the pa in they are
going through with an a utistic child-I want to try to understand
what Neil Gorsuch's heart is leading him to.
You told us time and again: No place for my heart here. This is
all about the facts. This is all about the law.
I do not buy that. I do not think that the decisions of courts are
so robotic, so programmatic, that all you n eed to do is look at the
facts and look at the law and there is a n obvious conclusion. If that
were the case, there would never be a dissent.
Judge GORSUCH. Senator, there was no dissent in that case.
Senator D URBIN. Well, in other cases, there have been dissents,
and you have written them. And the point I am m aking to you, like
the case with TransAm, is were looking for an insight into your
values and your judgment, and it is hard in this kind of hearing
to get close to it.
Let me t~ke you to an issue I raised :yes~erday about your mentor
a nd supervisor at Oxford, Professor Fmrns, who, as I underst a nd
it, helped you. write your doctoral-or at least moderated the-I
h ave never gone through this experience-the writing of your doctoral thesis, which led to the publication of a book on euthanasia.
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Is that correct?
Judge GORSUCH. Senator, he was my dissertation supervisor. He
wrote none of my book. And I have written none of his work.
Senator DURBIN. Would you say he gave you kind support
through draft after draft?
Judge GORSUCH. Absolutely.
Senator DURBIN. That is exactly what you said.
Judge GoRSUCH. As every good dissertation supervisor would do.
Senator DURBIN. So I guess what I am driving at is this. There
is a statement which you made in that book, which has been often
quoted, and I want to make sure that I quote it accurately here
today.
Give me just a moment to make sure I find it. It relates to the
taking of life. I am sorry, I am having difficulty finding it on this
page.
And I quote, "The intentional taking of human life by private
persons is always wrong."
That was a statement that you included. in your book, correct?
Judge GORSUCH. l believe so.
Senator DURBIN. I believe so, too.
How could you square that statement with legal abortion?
Judge GoRSUCH. Senator, as the book explains, the Supreme
Court of the United States has held in Roe v. Wade that a fetus
is not a person for purposes of the Fourteenth Amendment, a nd the
book explains that.
Senator DURBIN. Do you accept that?
Judge GORSUCH. That is the law of the land. I accept the law of
the land, Senator, yes.
Senator DURBIN. I think that is a n important element to bring
in this, because when you were questioned by Senator Coons about
this whole area a nd asked why you would express an opinion, you
said: I was not a judge a t the time. I was a commentator.
So that is a nother brief opening of a narrow door h ere to an insight into what you are thinking, and I wanted to h ave some clarity on the record when it came to that.
Judge GORSUCH. Sure.
Senator DURBIN. Thank you for that clarification.
Let me ask you about the Sixth Amendment. In 1961, Clarence
Earl Gideon, accused of stealing money from a poolroom cash register in Panama City Florida, asked for a lawyer. His request was
denied. H e represented himself a nd was sentenced to 5 years in
prison for petty larceny.
He took his case to the Supreme Court, which h eld unanimously
that the Sixth Amendment entitled Clarence Gideon to a lawyer.
In 1963, the retria l took place, and then, represented by counsel,
Mr. Gideon was found not guilty.
Judge Gorsuch, do you agree that the Sixth Amendment right to
counsel is fundam ental?
Judge GORSUCH. As recognized by the U.S. Supreme Court in
Gideon v. Wainwright, Senator, yes.
Senator DURBIN. H ave you ever written an opinion finding that
a defendant's Sixth Amendment right to e ffective assistance of
counsel was violated?
Judge GORSUCH. Oh, I am sure I have, Senator.
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Senator DURBIN. You have authored 52 opinions that discuss the
Sixth Amendment generally, according to the Stanford Law Review. In none of these did you find that an attorney provided ineffective assistance of counsel in violation of the Sixth Amendment.
Further, according to the Stanford Law Review article, you have
dissented four times in a Sixth Amendment context, each time with
reasoning that favored the Government.
I am concerned whether you appreciate the importance of this
fundamental right. Let us take the 2009 case, Williams u. Jones .
Mr. Williams was offered a plea agreement of 10 years. His lawyer threatened to quit if he accepted the agreement. He advised
Mr. Williams, if you took a deal and pied guilty, that would be perjury.
That was clearly a false statement by his lawyer. Mr. Williams
relied on that misinformation from his lawyer. He lost at trial and
was sentenced to life in prison without possibility of parole.
When Mr. Williams' case came to the Tenth Circuit, you were the
lone dissent. Your colleagues, Judges Kelly and McConnell, both
Republican appointees, disagreed with you. And then, in 2012, the
Supreme Court disagreed with you too.
In Lafler u. Cooper, Justice Kennedy wrote the opinion holding
that, prejudice can exist, "if loss of the plea opportunity led to a
trial resulting in a conviction on more serious charges or the imposition of a more severe sentence."
The Supreme Court noted that 97 percent of F eder al convictions,
94 percent of State convictions, end in guilty pleas. So the accused,
even before a trial, must h ave the competent guida nce of a n attorn ey in deciding wh eth er to take a plea deal.
In light of Lafler u. Cooper, please t ell me wh at you feel about
your lone dissent in Williams u. Jones.
Judge GORSUCH. I would be happy to.
So, Senator, under the Sixth Amendm ent Strickland t est, before
you reverse a conviction or a plea deal, you h ave to find two things.
First, you. find wheth er there is ineffective assist ance. But that is
only part of the equation because the Supreme Court, Jus tice
O'Connor, said we do not reverse where there is no prejudice. So
you have to show prejudice as well, ineffective assistance plus prejudice, before r eversa l occurs.
So oftentimes, you will h ave cases wh ere there was ine ffective ass ista n ce. But a t the end of the day, you cannot say there was a
h a rm or a foul.
Now, that is a counterfactual hypothetica l that you have to ask
yours elf~ and it is a h ard question.
Sena tor DURBIN. Did you feel the re was ineffective assistance in
the Williams u. Jones case?
Judge GoRSUCH. In Williams u. Jones , the question was one of
prejudice, in my mind, as I recall.
Senator DURBIN. You said there were two test s. I asked you
about the first one. Did you feel that this defenda nt h a d ine ffective
legal assist ance?
Judge GoRSUCH. I do not recall wh a t I said on that subject. What
I do recall saying is, whether there was or was n ot ineffective assistance w ith respect to providing the plea deal, communicating it
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to the client, the gentleman had a fair trial, and he had what everybody admitted was a full and fair trial. And-Senator DURBIN. But that was not the point of the case, not in
that case or in Laf7,er. And the facts on ineffective assistance are
clear.
His lawyer threatened to quit if the defendant accepted the plea
agreement and advised his client that, .if he took a deal and pled
guilty, that would be perjury. That was false.
That is, in my mind, prima facie ineffective assistance.
Was there a prejudice? Oh, I think there was. A choice between
a plea deal of 10 years or life in prison?
Judge GORSUCH. And, Senator, the question was whether there
is prejudice in light of a fair trial that took place, and that was the
question that the court had to consider.
I accepted-I think I accepted that there was deficient performance or ineffective assistance. And. the question was one of prejudice.
And the Sixth Amendment is about a fair and free trial for all
individuals. And this gentleman, by everyone's admission, had one.
He admitted he bad a fair trial
Senator DURBIN. But that is not the point.
Judge GORSUCH. And so-Senator D URBIN. The point is-Judge GORSUCH. Well, that was question.
Senator DURBIN [continuing] . That he was misled by the incompet ence of his counsel to turn down a 10-year plea deal) misled, led
to trial, which might h ave been fair on its face, a nd a life sentence
at the end of the day.
And the Supreme Court clearly-you were the lone dissenter in
that case at the Circuit level.
Judge GORSUCH. Yes.
Senator DURBIN. The Supreme Court clearly decided that you
were wrong, with Justice Kennedy's opinion that I read.
Judge GORSUCH. It was a 5-to-4 decision by the U.S. Supreme
Court-Senator D URBIN. And the point-Judge GoRSUCH. A closely divided decision. And you are absolutely correct that Justice Kennedy wrote for the majority a nd said
that, in the context of a plea deal, even if there is a fair trial, prejudice will be presumed on the basis of a plea that might have been
accepted, could have been accept ed, that could have averted a fair
trial.
And that is the standard, Senator. And since the Supreme Court
has announced it, I h ave faithfully applied it.
Senator DURBIN. Thank you.
Tha nk you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman GRASSLEY. Now Senator Cornyn.
Senator CORNYN. How are you doing, Judge?
Judge GORSUCH. I am doing fine. Thank you. Great.
Senator CORNYN. I think you are. I think you are. It has been
an endurance test , I know. But I think you are doing fine.
Let me just join the Chairman, Senator Grassley, in saying that
I hope you really will take a look at cameras in the courtroom.
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You know, a camera like this one, hidden behind a facade with
just a lens protruding that does not move around the room and just
reflects what is happening before the court, I think would serve a
similar educational role, would be enlightening to a lot of
schoolkids and adults and others as to how our judiciary actually
functions. And I think they may find out how boring some of the
cases are, if you are interpreting the Internal Revenue Code or
something like that. But I think just as I hope people have been
enlightened and educated by this hearing, at least some of it, I
think there is a lot that people would learn and benefit from in
terms of the role that the judiciary plays in our Government.
And so I would just ask you to-and you have already committed
to doing this-keep an open mind and take a look at that. I think
there are plenty of examples of State Supreme Courts, for example-I can think of one, in particular, that has a fixed camera there
that people do not play to, people just do not even know is there,
that would be very helpful to our general awareness of, again, the
role that the Supreme Court plays.
So, enough about that.
So you participated in 2, 700 or so decisions?
Judge GORSUCH. Yes, Senator. More than that.
Senator CORNYN. And how many cases have you been asked
about here?
Judge GORSUCH. A few.
Senator CORNYN. That is my impression as well. I can think of
maybe less than five. Of the decisions that you have rendered as
a Federal judge over the last 10 years, we are t alking about less
than five cases.
And that strikes me-I am not criticizing, necessarily, but it
strikes m e as a little bit of cherry-picking when it comes to your
overall record.
And I think you had a discussion with Senator Graham a bout
what the a ppellate courts h ave said--0r, excuse m e, the Supreme
Court said about your work, and it is pretty darn good. I think you
all were quibbling about whether there was one reversal or none,
but I will leave that alone.
Let me ask about the case that Senator Durbin was inquiring
about, just handed down from the U.S. Supreme Court, apparently
this morning.
You have not had a chance to read that yet, have you?
Judge GoRSUCH. It was handed to me on the way to the bathroom.
Senator CORNYN. You have not had a chance to read it. So, n either have we. Neither have we. And so I look forward to reading
that. I a m sure you do as well.
But in the case that Senator Durbin asked you about tha t you
a ctually did render a judgment and write an opinion on involving
a student with disabilities, that was appealed to the Supreme
Court of the United States, was it not?
Judge GORSUCH. I do not recall. You-Senator CORNYN. 'Well, we checked it out. It was, a nd they denied certiorari. And it takes four judges, does it not, on the Suprem e Court to grant a writ of certiorari?
Judge GORSUCH. That is right.
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Senator CORNYN. And so, apparently, there were not four judges
that thought that case merited review by the Supreme Court of the
United States.
My point is, if people are going to cherry-pick, and I is speaking
generally now, not necessarily just this hearing, if people are going
to try to cherry-pick a judge's decisions, and to characterize them
as caring or not caring about children with autism or whatever the
sympathetic plaintiff would be--and, of course, they deserve our
care and sympathy, as a general matter.
But if somebody is going to try to characterize your entire judicial career based on the decisions in these handful of cases when
the Supreme Court of the United States has found no fault with
them and has basically deferred to the judgment of the Tenth Circuit and your decision, it strikes me that this is kind of an indictment of the whole Federal judicial system. If you can go in and
cherry-pick individual cases and talk about how sympathetic the
plaintiff is, you are basically saying: Well, I do not believe that the
trial was fair. I do not believe the appellate review by the Circuit
Court was fair. And I do not believe that the review by the U.S.
Supreme Court is fair.
And that strikes me as a radical, radical view. And I am not asking you a question. I am making a statement.
Well, the other thing is) it completely ignores Congress' role. I
bet you can answer this question. If Congress had decided to
change the standard in the case that Senator Durbin talked about
in the intervening time period, would you have followed that new
congressionally declared standard?
Judge GORSUCH. Of course, Senator. Absolutely. That is my job,
to follow the law that you pass as best we can, to the best of our
abilities, consistent with our own Circuit precedent interpreting
law.
Senator CORNYN. This is what makes my head explode, that,
somehow, we want to blame judges for our failures as Members of
the legisla ture. If we see something we think is an injustice or is
wrong, it is within our authority to change it as elected representatives of the American people. Assuming we can get it passed both
Houses and signed by a President, we can change it.
So to me, it seems entirely unfair to suggest it is your fault because we did not act in a way that one or more of my colleagues
might feel would be more just and more fair and more appropriate.
Let me ask you a little bit-well, first, let me clear up one thin&,
if I can. Hopefully, I will clear it up, not ma ke it more confusect.
Senator Feinstein-who I admire and respect, a nd she knows
that is true-made, I think, a su ggestion that, somehow, based on
a n originalist orientation, tha t you would say that the Fourteenth
Amendment to the United States Constitution s omehow applied to
men but not to women.
Do you remember that question? Maybe I butchered tha t a little
bit.
Judge GORSUCH . I a m not sure that was quite her question, in
fairness, and I do not sh e think she implied tha t, a nd I certainly
would not.
Senator CORNYN. Well, let m e just ask you. You do believe the
Fourteenth Amendment applies to all persons, right?
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Judge GoRSUCH. Of coutse, by its very terms, its express terms.
Senator CORNYN. So any suggestion that it applied to some but
not all persons, you would disagree or reject that?
Judge GoRSUCH. The Supreme Court of the United States has
made that very clear.
Senator CORNYN. Let m e ask you about another topic that was
a favorite of Justice Scalia, one that I came to respect, personally.
Now, when you are a practicing lawyer, or even when you are a
judge, people talk about legislative history as if it is somehow a
mystical and magical thing that will provide the answers to all
questions. But Justice Scalia was pretty much critical of the use of
legislative history, or I should say the misuse of legislative history,
where statutes were ambiguous.
As a matter of fact, my able staff has pointed out one story that
he apparently invoked in a 1993 case. You may be familiar with
this. He said the use of legislative history is the equivalent of entering a crowded cocktail party and looking over the heads of your
guests for your friends.
So when judges use legislative history basically to find a way to
confirm maybe even their own bias, or to confirm their outcome in
a case, I think Justice Scalia was telling us that is dangerous territory and you ought to enter it with caution. So I would like to have
you comment on it.
But also, there was a dissent he wrote in another famous case,
Hamdan u. Rumsfeld, where h e said about the use of legislative
history to justify the Court's opinion, he said, "The question," talking about the question in the case, ''was divisive, and floor statem ents made on both sides were undoubtedly opportunistic and
crafted solely for use in the briefs in this very litigation."
He went on to say, "The handful of floor statements that the
Court treats as a uthoritative do not 'reflec[t] any general agreement.' They reflect the now-common tactic-which the Court once
again rewards-of pursuing through floor-speech ipse dixit what
could not b e achieved through the constitutionally prescribed method of putting lan guage into a bill that a m ajority of both Houses
vote for a nd the President signs."
Before you respond, Judge, I just want to mention one other
anecdote. Since I have been here in the Senate, I have actually
been on the floor of the United States Senate where we vote to pass
legislation, and then a Senator comes out a nd says: And nowJ for
some legislative history.
I was shocked. But with the loose way that courts sometime treat
legislative history, tha t , as Justice Scalia said, can reward bad beh avior on the part of the legislature.
So would you now offer us your views on the appropriate use of
legislative history and how judges should review legislation passed
by Congress where there is some perceived ambiguity?
Judge GORSUCH. I would be very happy to, Senator.
Excuse m e.
I would start by saying that a good judge entertains a ll argum ents from all comers. So you read the briefs as presented to you.
You do not tell people what they can and cannot argue, generally
speaking. There are more and less persuasive a r guments to be
made, but people get to ma ke their arguments.
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I believe in trial lawyers, for example1 getting to try their cases,
and appellate lawyers getting to argue their a rguments and leaving
them space and t he courtesy and room to do tha t.
So I do not believe it is my job to tell people how to argue their
own cases . It is presumptuous of a judge.
I would say that it is well-known, and I think appropriately so,
that the law that governs is what this body passes, in connection
with the House of Representatives and signed by the President.
That is the law. That is all that is the law, nothing more and
nothing less. And everything else stitched around it is not law. And
it may or may not have persuasive value in interpreting and u nderstanding the law, but it is not law.
The Founders in the Constitution prescribed a process for making law, and they made it hard. They ma de it really hard. That
was the part of separation of powers they really believed in. They
did not want lawmaking to be easy because they wanted to preserve the liberty of the people. So they divided the lawmaking authority between two bodies, and they required the signature of the
President or a legislative override. Tough process. Not the case in
every country in the world or even in every State.
So that is what law is. And there are some due process considerations in this area, fair notice considerations in this area, that I
t ake seriously. That we charge people w ith notice of the law-generally speaking, ignorance of the la w is no excuse.
We assume that it is reasonable for the people to be on notice
of a ll 5,000 F ederal criminal laws t hat this body ha s passed. Is it
a lso reasonable to expect them to know a ll the floor statem ents
t hat have b een issued about the law, everything that might h ave
been entered into the record but not discussed by unanimous cons ent?
Is that r easona ble? Is tha t fair notice? Is that due process?
And these are not idle considerations, b eca use, more often than
n ot, we a r e t alking about a criminal st atute, a nd we ar e ta lking
a bout wh ethe r someone goes to prison, Federal prison, for a long
time.
And I have concerns about relying on things tha t are not law an d
charging people w ith notice of things that ar e not law a s a basis
for putting t h em in Federal prison . That is the con cern.
So I hope I have a ddressed your question, Sena tor.
Senat or CORNYN. Well, you h ave. And Senat ors and Members of
the House of Representatives do not vot e on documents. For example, the docume nts that have been a dmitt ed here by unanimous
consent that n obody has t a lked about or perhaps even read, or the
floor st atem ents, those are not things that have achieved the consens us, the h ard-fought con sen sus tha t you talked about legislation
having to a chieve, and a presidential signa ture.
So I appreciat e you r speaking to that .
Just a few other cats and dogs h ere tha t I want to go over with
you.
The day you were nominat ed, you spoke about judges looking
backward, n ot forward , in interpreting the law. Now, I think some
people have t ak en that in a negative sense. They view the word
"ba ckward" as somehow pejora tive.
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Those who view history as an inevitable path forward of social
progress may incorrectly hear that to mean your approach will not
support their goals.
Can you explain what you m ean by looking backward and not
forward? Can you explain why your approach to the law is not hostile to social progress?
Judge GoRSUCH. "Backward" does not mean backward, Senator.
The role of the judge is to say what the law is, the great Chief Justice Marshall declared in Marbury u. Madison . Our job is to say
what the law is.
So, for example, in a criminal case, when we are interpreting a
statute and whether it permits a man or woman to be sent to prison, we are charging with knowledge of the law as it was at the
time he or she committed his alleged crime. We are saying this is
what the law is. This is what it means. This is what it meant at
the time you committed a crime.
That is backward-looking. That is what I mean by backwardlooking.
We resolve cases and controversies over things that happened in
the past, disputes from the past, a crime committed, a breach of
contract, a business dispute, a landlord-tenant problem, whatever
it may be, it is a case or controversy that, by the time it gets to
the Court, is in the past. We are a sking what the la w was at the
time that the events m question took place.
Tha t is our job, and we a re saying what the law was, what it is.
Senator CORNYN. I s that another distinction bet ween the role of
a judge a nd a legis la tor?
Judge GoRSUCH. Yes. We look back ward, in. the sen se, in the
sense of looking to historic facts in the cases and controversies between the people that have arisen, a nd saying what the law at that
time was, and what they can reasona bly be charged with notice of.
Your job as legis lators, eh, you are not concerned with history.
You a r e concerned with the future . You are concerned with writing
n ew laws of gen eral applicability that govern our society and our
s ocia l coordination problems going forward.
Senator CORNYN. Tha nk you.
Judge, there a re some Members of this body who have s uggested
tha t you a re hiding your judicial philosophy . That was a claim we
heard repeated by at lea st one Member of this Committee yesterday.
But t o me, I do not know what they have been liste ning to and
wh at they b ave been paying a ttention to. If tha t is their conclusion,
I do not think they h ave been paying att ention to the proceedings
h ere over the la st day and a h a lf or your t estimony.
Over the last 3 days, we have h eard a description of your legal
philosophy and the reasoning behind it time a nd time again. You
discu ssed, for example, precedents with Senator F einstein. We
heard you discuss the history and legal t est of the Religious Freedom Restoration Act with Senator Coons. You and I discussed the
importance of faithful adherence to the Constitution and statutes
passed by Con gress, a nd you t a lked about this with Senator
Klobuchar as well.
Yesterday, we h eard 12 hours of discussion of your deca de of
judging, your judicial philosophy, which you described in a lmost ,
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roughly, well, 2, 700 cases, hundreds of which were in published
opinions, some not.
So if somebody has arrived at the conclusion that you have been
hiding your legal philosophy during your time before this Committee, do you think that is an accurate assessment?
Judge GORSUCH. I would hope no one would reach that conclusion, Senator.
Senator CORNYN. I think no reasonable person would reach that
conclusion, based upon what we have all had an opportunity to see
and hear this last day and a half.
Thank you.
Judge GORSUCH. Thank you.
Chairman GRASSLEY. I think it has worked out just right for Senator Whitehouse to go ahead, and then we will adjourn for recess
for one half hour.
Sena tor FEINSTEIN. Mr. Chairman.
Chairma n GRASSLEY. Yes.
Senator FEINSTEIN. May I ask una nimous consent to make part
of the record an interview with Justice Scalia entitled, "The
Originalist," in January 2011?
Chair man GRASSLEY. Without objection, so ordered.
[The information appears as a submission for the record.]
Senat or FEINSTEIN. Tha nk you.
Ch a irma n GRASSLEY. Sen ator Whitehouse.
Sena t or WHITEHOUSE. Tha nk you very much, Chair ma n .
Judge Gors uch, the st at e of play a fte r our conversation yesterday, as I recall it, is that you would not s ay tha t a n onymous billionaire da rk money is a ba d thing in our democracy, a nd you
would not call on the dark money behind the $ 10 million political
campaign for your n omination to reveal itself.
Now, if I am wrong in that recollection, I just wanted to give you
a moment to either amend or correct my recollection of those t wo
points yesterday.
Judge GORSUCH. Tha nk you, S enator.
I b elieve what I said yesterday is that Congress is the primary
organ for lawm a king in our legal order , a nd tha t Congress h as
ample authority a nd op portunity to pass campa ign-finance regulation, including disclos ure laws, that Buckley v. Va leo expressly recognizes the power of Congress, especia lly in the a rea of disclosure-

Senator WHITEHOUSE. And what I was asking you , just to be
clear and to the point, is wh eth er you saw disclosure as an affirmative value in the same way , for insta nce, tha t you see r elia nce int erest s for corpora tions on the law as a n a ffirm ative value.
Judge GoRSUCH. And, Senator, you ar e mista ken . I never s aid reliance interests for corporations.
Senat or WHITEHOUSE. Relia nce interests for parties.
Judge GoRSUCH. That is w hat I s aid, Senator, and that is because that is the la w . In the law of precedent, we look to relian ce
inte rests.
And when it comes to the First Amendment-Sena t or WHITEHOUSE. There is no st atute that says relia nce inter est s. That is judge-ma de la w. That is law precede nt.
Judge GORSUCH. That is the law precedent, yes.
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Senator WHITEHOUSE. Because judges follow important principles.
Judge GORSUCH. Precedents, Senator. We follow precedent.
Senator WHITEHOUSE. Which are grounded often in principles.
There is more to the law than just what Congress declares, is there
not? There is the entire devolution of the Cohstitution into all of
the doctrines that the Supreme Court has parsed it into over the
years. That is done without Congress, is it not?
Judge GoRSUCH. And one of the precedents of the U.S. Supreme
Court-if you want to call it a principle, I am not going to argue
with you-in Buckley v. Valeo had to do with disclosure.
And the Supreme Court expressly recognized that, under the
First Amendment, Congress and the States, who have actually
been busy in this area, as you know, legislating, have the power
to pass laws requiring disclosure, up to a point. There comes a
point-there is a point that the Supreme Court has also recognized
in NAACP where disclosure can be used as a club.
Senator WHITEHOUSE. So let us talk about NAACP for a minute,
because twice you reverted to that yesterday.
NAACP v. Alabama is the case you have in mind when you say
that, T believe, correct?
Judge GORSUCH. Yes.
Senator WHITEHOUSE. And it s uggests, when you raise that in
the context of a conversation about dark money, that you find an
equivalence between billionaires meddling secretly in our de mocracy behind a screen of front groups that they have thrown up to
obscure their hands and families in the Jim Crow South whose
homes and churches w ere being bombed, whose sons were being
lynched by White mobs in, essentially, mass racist murders across
the South but particularly in Alabama, in that State, and where
the disclosure of their Membership in the NAACP would have put
them immediately into ha rm's way.
Now, presumably, that is not what you meant.
Judge GORSUCH. Senator-Senator WHITEHO USE . Let me give you a chance to clarify that
you do not see those two things as equivalent.
Judge GORSUCH. Senator, I never said a ny such thing, and I
would not, a nd I have not.
Senator WHITEHOUSE. Well, when you cite the NAACP case, it is
hard not to revert to its facts, which were-Judge GORSUCH. Yes, exactly.
Senator WHITEHOUSE [continuing]. Which were those.
Judge GORSUCH. Very important facts.
Senator WHITEHOUSE. Yes.
Judge GORSUCH. Every case, every precedent, is built around its
facts. That is absolutely right.
Senator WHITEHOUSE. So that m ay not have much application to
the case of billionaires secretly meddling in American democracy
behind front groups, correct?
Judge GORSUCH. Senator, if I might?
Senator WHITEHOUSE. Please.
Judge GoRSUCH. W e were talking abo ut disclosure requirements,
as I recall.
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Senator WHITEHOUSE. And that is where secretly meddling
comes in. That is why I used that phrase.
Judge GoRSUCH. I believe we were talking about disclosure requirements and First Amendment doctrine, and I indicated that
Buckley v. Valeo has given this Congress, if it chooses, the opportunity to pass laws in this area expressly. And all I acknowledged
is that there does come a point at which one h as to worry at the
other end of the spectrum under existing Supreme Court precedent,
and that is the NAACP principle.
And, Senator, that is it. That is a ll I have said.
Senator WHITEHOUSE. Great.
Judge GORSUCH. I have not-I have not-Senator WHITEHOUSE . I wanted to make thatJudge GORSUCH. And to read anything else into that-Senator WHITEHOUSE. I wanted to make that clear.
Judge GORSUCH. Would be a mistake.
Senator WHITEHOUSE. I think there is a very significant dit:
ference in the facts.
Judge GORSUCH. Of course there is.
Senator WHITEHOUSE. Very good.
So let me go back into our history a little bit.
In 1816, Thomas J efferson expressed concern about, and I will
quote him here1 "monied corporations which dare already to challenge our Government to a trial of strength ." And a little bit more
than around a century later, Teddy Roosevelt warned, and I will
quote Teddy Roosevelt, "that unless the great corporations are controlled by the Governm ent, they will themselves completely control
the Government. "
Should the Supreme Court in its decisions keep in mind Thomas
Jefferson's and Teddy Roosevelt's warnings about what can happen
when massive economic powers jump the fence to become massive
political powers?
Judge GoRSUCH. Well, Senator, as you know, corporate speech,
when it comes to the First Amendment, does not receive the same
protections as individual speech . There is a difference in the doctrine there. So that is an example, perhaps, of an instantiation in
law of some of the concerns you are expressing.
Another instantiation example to me is antitrust law1 the Sherm an Act passed by this body and interpreted by the Supreme Court
over many years now, trust-busting-era stuff. And it does try to
keep competition as an important value in our legal system.
Senator WHITEHOUSE. So let me elaborate a little bit on that
point, because you have said that before in your decisions in the
antitrust realm, that competition is an important value that judges
s hould bear in mind as they are interpreting antitrust law and
antitrust precedent.
And I agree with you. I think it absolutely is. I think you also
said that innovation is another such value, and I agree with you
on that, too.
My concern is that this Supreme Court right now, at least the
Republican-appointed majority recently, particularly the Citizens
United group, seems to not admit the possibility that the similar
kinds of concentration of power that destroy competition and innovation in the economic market can also take place in the political
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marketplace and can destroy competition and innovation in the political marketplace.
Do you see that principle, that there could be a point where political power is so concentrated that it, in effect, is crushing the opposition rather than allowing free competition as a potentiality that
the Court should bear in mind as it makes its decisions?
Judge GoRSUCH. Senator, here I think of Buckley again and its
recognition that corruption and the appearance of corruption are legitimate interests that Congress can pursue in legislation. And that
is an example of, I think, the principle you are talking about, which
Citizens United also speaks of.
It says there the record before it did not satisfy the Court that
Congress' legislation in that particular case had established a case
of corruption. I understand you. disagree with that, but it did recognize that corruption and its appearance remains an area where
Congress may legislate in the future.
Senator WHITEHOUSE , So let us go to that point, because they did
say that no amount of corporate spending-none, there is no limit
on the amount of corporate spending in politics that could lead to
either corruption or the appearance of corruption. To me, that is
fanciful in the extreme.
And they got to tbat point with tbree-well, I would say tbey did
fact-finding, which they are not supposed to do, but I do not wa nt
to quarrel over that point with you h ere, because that is not the
point of my question. So let us say what they did was they made
some presumptions.
One presumption that they made was that all this corporat e political spending they unleash ed was going to be independent of candidates . That was presumption one.
Presumption two was that it was all going to be transparent.
ExxonMobil was going to put up the ad saying, 1'We h ate
Wbitehouse beca use he is fighting us on climat e change, a nd you
should be with us," and everybody would know who the players
were.
The third is that the back-and-forth that this would produce
would not affect confidence in government.
Now, I think that the facts, reality as it has developed since the
Citizens United decision, completely bely all three of those points.
All of the m ajor candidates for-at least most of the m ajor candidates in the last presidential election had what they called affiliated super-PACs.
I mean, what does "affiliated" mean? It does not mean independent. So clearly, I mean, just on that a lone, it does not even
pass the dictionary test. Clearly, there is no independence.
As to transparency, this. whole dark money problem belies their
assumption of transparency.
And public confidence has crashed in government since that decision, for, among other reasons, I thin k, when you are sitting there
looking at the TV and a n a d comes on that says vote for Senator
Snooks or vote against Senator Snooks, and this a d is brought to
you by America ns for Puppies and. Prosperity, a nd everybody looks
a round and they know perfectly damn well there is no such real
thing as America ns for Puppies a nd Prosperity. There is no rea l
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corporation running that. There is no real person running that. It
is a screen. It is a front. It is a shell for the real actors behind it.
I think that is very damaging to Americans' confidence in their
government on both sides of the aisle, which I think is one of the
reasons why all three of the major commentators on the Supreme
Court have basically described them in the modern age now as instruments of the Republican Party.
And I think it also is why the majority of Americans looking at
the Supreme Court think they will not get a fair shake there
against a corporation. In fact , 36 percent, more than a third, think
that the Court will be much more favorable to a corporation than
to a person.
So the question here for you is, would you be willing, if you came
to the conclusion that the independence presumption or the transpa rency presumption or the confidence presumption of Citizens
United were, in fact, wrong1 to reconsider that case?
Judge GORSUCH. Senator, what I-I have a couple reactions to
that, if I might.
Senator WHITEHOUSE. But do not lose the answer to my question
in your-Judge GORSUCH. No, I am going to start-I am going to start
with that, but there is one other observation I want to make-Sena tor WHITEHOUSE. Sure. Help your self.
Judge GORSUCH. Beyond it, if I m ight.
Oka y. Thank you.
I wa nt t o promise you wh at I promise every litigant, a nd I hear
a litigant before me, asking for a n overturning of a precedent. That
is w hat I hear . And I hea r arguments for that , And a rguments for
overturning precedent include chan ged circumsta nces, and that is
what I am h earing. That is the kind of nature of a rgument that
I am hearing.
That is something a judge takes seriously, of course, a lways . And
a ny litigan t can come to court a nd argue anything. Tha t is the
beauty of our system. I will follow t he law of judicia l preceden t in
t his ar ea a nd every other ar ea put to m e.
I will ma ke no promise for the result in a ny case. That is not
what judges do. We listen t o the cases put to us.
Senator WHITEHOUSE. And for the record, it is not what I want
you to do.
J udge GORSUCH. I understa nd.
Senator WHITEHOUSE . What I want you to do-Judge GORSUCH. And l am t elling- Sena t or WHITEHOUSE [continuing]. Is t ell m e that if the proper
decision is that this was s o wrongly decided it s hould b e reversed,
you would be willing to go there on proper judicial decis ionma king.
Judge GORSUCH. I will follow the law of judicial precedent in this
a nd every other a rea, Senator, is my promise t o you .
The other thing I would say that I would like to say is-two
other things.
One .is , there is room for-for not just further litigation, Sen ator,
but for legisla tion in all of these a reas. If there ar e changed circumstances that Congress observes, it is free n ot just to b ring a
lawsuit but pas s a bill-Sena t or WHITEHOUSE . He re is the problem--
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Judge GoRSUCH. In any of these areas. And finally, Senator-Senator WHITEHOUSE. Here-Judge GORSUCH. May I just finish?
Senator WHITEHOUSE. You finish, but then let me come back to
that.
Judge GORSUCH. Of course. Of course.
The last thing I want to say is I am distressed to hear you think
that judges or the Supreme Court is an organ of a party. That, to
me, is just-I know you feel that way, and that distresses me.
Senator WHITEHOUSE. It distresses m e too.
Judge GORSUCH. And I just do not-Senator WHITEHOUSE. Quite a lot.
Judge GORSUCH . And I just do not see judging that way, and I
do not see our rule of law that way. I do not see Republican judges,
and I do not see Democrat judges. I see judges.
Senator WHITEHOUSE . Well-Judge GoRSUCH. And, Senator, I think the rule of law in this
country works, and it works so well that to speak like that diminishes what we have.
And it is, for me, a failure to appreciate the beauty of our system, that we resolve hundreds of thousands of cases a year almost
always unanimously as judges; that the disputes are limited to a
fraction of a fraction of a fraction of a percent ; and that once we
resolve them, through the dispute process of litigation where we
have precedent, that settles that problem and we can move on to
the next one.
Senator WHITEHOUSE. Well-Judge GORSUCH. It is a miraculous system , really.
Senator WHITEHOUSE. In my time that remains, which is getting
briefer and briefer, let m e m ak e two points.
One, on the Tenth Circuit, I do not believe you hardly ever have
party-line decisions m a de by your court. We looked. I count only
two in the entire time you have been on the court.
Judge GORSUCH. I really appreciate you pointing that out.
Senator WHITEHOUSE . So it is a very differen.tJudge GORSUCH. Tha nk you.
Senator WHITEHOUSE. It is a very different world where you a re .
When you get to the S upreme Court, now we have these 5-to-4 decisions that I pointed out, and it is 6-to-0 one party over the other
party's interest s at the polls. It is 16-to-O corporate interest s
versus human interests in litigation.
There is a point where it becomes r easonable to discern a patt ern, and I see a pattern , and it distresses me.
Now the point tha t I wanted to get back to-I h ave 2 minutes
left- was your question about Congress can do this. Congress can
rewrite these laws. Congress can demand disclosure.
Here is the problem. In the same way that a s mall competitor
can be crushed by a dominant business in the economic market,
once you let certain political interest s achieve the kind of domina nce that Citizens United has let them get , they can start to exert·
disproportionat e control over Congress, a nd now Congress cannot
do that any longer because there is no longer a fair playing field.
If the Court can rebuild a fair a nd competitive playing field, then
m aybe we can do som ething a bout it.
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But to say to Congress that you should solve this while a t the
same time the Court has put Congress in a position where it cannot solve it because the unlimited power and the secret money of
these interests is such a powerful and pernicious effect, is something that I would like you to at least be thinking about as a point,
if you get to that Court.
I hope you will take that sincerely. You are quite expert at antitrust law. You understand that principle in the economics sphere.
I urge you to consider that Citizens United h as caused that to h appen in the political sphere.
And with that, my time has expired.
Chairman GRASSLEY. Do you have anything you want to say?
Judge GORSUCH. I would like to, if I might, just briefly, Senator.
Chairman GRASSLEY. You can proceed.
Judge GoRSUCH. Just to cheer you up a bit, I hope, about the judicial process, I think that you are right, that there are some 54 decisions. There are. But what that overlooks, I think, Senator,
are some facts that I shared, I hope, with the American people yesterday, that even at the Supreme Court, where they take the 70
or 80 hardest cases every year, where Circuit Judges disagreedand even then, only about 5 percent of cases get to me; that is what
we are talking about, a fraction of a fraction of 1 percent of the
cases-th at they are unanimous with nine Justices appointed by
five different Presidents 40 percent of the time. It is a remarkable
thing.
Senat or WHITEHOUSE. Look, I understand-Judge GoRSUCH. We sh ould be proud of it. We should be proud
of it.
Senator WHITEHOUSE [continuing]. And I get it. But what we
have as a right is to have the Supreme Court make a fair decision
in every case-Judge GORSUCH. I agree.
Sena tor WHITEHOUSE. Not just 99 percent of them but all of
them . And I think these 5-to-4 decisions are a problem.
You said earlier that sometimes- I think I am quoting you correctly- sometimes big corporation s can capture an agency. That is
a well-known principle of a dministrative law and of economics.
Just let us be sure that our Supreme Court does not get to be one
of those agen cies that is captured on any subject.
Judge GORSUCH. Nobody will capture me.
Senator WHITEHOUSE. I hope not.
Chairman GRASSLEY. We will recess now until-Senator FEINSTEIN. That is a good line to r ecess on.
Chairman GRASSLEY [continuing]. Until 1 minute after 1.
[Recess.]
Chairma n GRASSLEY. Thank you. Senator .L ee.
Senator LEE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Thank you, Judge.
I want to begin by m a king a broad point, a point that relates to
some of the discussions we have had so far in this hearing. A number of my colleagues in recent weeks have expressed concern, understa ndably, with m a intaining the r eputation of the Federal judiciary. There is a good reason that we do this. We, in fact, are the
Judiciary Committee. It is our job, among other things, to exercise
a degree of oversight over the Federal judiciary, make sure it is
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working well, to make sure that the laws and the personnel that
we have in place are up to the task of deciding cases and controversies in the Federal court system.
I will be the first to acknowledge I do not love every outcome in
every case that comes before the Federal judiciary. In some cases,
decisions made in Federal courts are frustrating to me. In some
cases, I disagree with them, sometimes strongly. And yet as a lawyer, as a citizen, as one who is interested in these sorts of things,
I can say with confidence that I would stack the Federal judiciary
up against any system of its kind anywhere in the world. And I can
say with absolute confidence this is the best there is. It is imperfect
because human beings by their nature are imperfect. But it is really, really good. It is one of the reasons why it is important for us
to defend the integrity of the Federal judiciary, even while sometimes disagreeing with the outcome of a particular case.
It is one of the reasons why many of my colleagues, along with
m any Americans, expressed concern when the President of the
United States referred to a judge who issued a ruling he did not
like as a "so-called judge." It was understandable why some people
were concerned about that. It is not a statement I would make, in
part because I think it is important to uphold the Federal judiciary
as a system that is good, notwithstanding its imperfections.
And yet I find it interesting, ironic, and quite troubling that
many of the same people who were the first and the loudest t o complain a bout what the President of the United States said in referring to a "so-called judge" have been some of the first to denigrat e
t he Federal judiciary. I do not just mea n criticizing a particular decision or a particular judicial philosophy. I m ean referring to the
Supreme Court of the United States as an "organ of the Republica n
Party." This is wrong. This is not the kind of stat em ent tha t should
ever flow from the mouth of a United States Senator, from a Member of the Judiciary Committee, from a citizen who loves this count ry a nd wa nts to ma ke sure that our Federal judiciary rema ins a n
institution that is revered a nd respect ed, although its decisions
might from time to time be less than perfect. There is no good reason to ma ke a comment like this.
Now, I also find it interesting that in the first 2 days of this
h earing alone, w e h ave seen the independence of Judge Gorsuch attacked no fewer tha n 27 times. We h ave seen the independence of
the Supreme Court of the United Stat es a nd of the Federal judiciary called into question no fewer than 17 times. Those a re stats
from the first 2 days alone. Those statistics do not reflect statem ents m ad e t oday. One could a rgue that those statistics may well
have doubled by today. They h ave cer tainly increased s ubstantially,
a nd I find tha t troubling. I certa inly find tha t is something that we
ought not be aspiring to. What we ought to b e aspiring to is ta lking
about how we can improve the Federal judicia ry, t alking about the
highest ideals of our system .
That does not mean we all h ave to express agreement with this
nominee or a ny opinions that this nominee m ay have written or
even this nominee's judicia l philosophy. But it does, I think, m ean
that we ought to identify disagreement as disagreement, genuine
disagr eem ent wh en we see it, rathe r than impugning the cha r act er
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of individual jurists or the credibility of the Federal judiciary as a
whole.
I think the American people have been asked time and time
again to settle for this, and I do not think it is time for them to
settle. I .think it is time for them to expect more. I think it is time
for the American people and for the United States Senate to expect
more of us, of this Committee, of this body when we speak of the
Federal judiciary. And that means not referring to it as an organ
of the Republican Party, the Democratic Party, or any other political enterprise, or anything else, for that matter. We have an independent Federal judiciary, and it needs to be respected as such.
A lot of this conversation is somewhat ironic .in the sense that
a lot of the criticism against the Federal judiciary is perhaps, I
wonder, a bit misguided, It is true that we should all be concerned
about the excessive accumulation of power in the hands of the few.
There was no concern that weighed more heavily upon the founding generation, upon the Founding Fathers a s they convened in
Philadelphia in that hot, fateful summer of 1787. They were concerned about what would happen if too much power were accumulated in the hands of the few, and so they put together a system
that was designed to diffuse that power, to spread it out, to make
sure that no one person and no one group of people could accumulat e too much power.
What we have seen over recent decades is power reaccumulating.
One way of putting it is tha t power has been taken away from the
American people in two steps: first, as it has been moved from the
American people at the State a nd local level to Washington; within
Washington as it has been handed over, in m any insta nces voluntarily relinquished, by the people's elected lawmakers to unelected,
unaccountable bureaucrats.
In some instances, it is effectively handed over to the judiciary,
although this is a little bit less common, but we have seen that in
some insta nces as in some of the statutory fram eworks that we
have discussed today, where Congress will come up with an impossibly broad, non-judicially m an ageable statutory st a ndard, a nd
then we just expect the courts to figure it out, complaining about
it when we do not like the results.
In any event, this power has been t aken away from the people
in these two steps, from the people to Washington, from the people's elected representatives in Washington whose job it is to make
law, w hose only job it is to make law, over to those who are
unelected and unaccountable.
It is , I believe, no coincidence that during exactly that same time
period, the last 70 or 80 years, I would say-and, by the way, I
would a dd to that this has been done under the leadership of both
political parties. It has been done under Congresses, Senates, .and
White Houses of every conceivable partisan combination. During
that same time p eriod, you have seen not only the accumulation of
power, but also the accumulation of wealth.
It is, I believe, no coincidence that currently, as we sit here
today, six of our Nation's ten wealthiest counties are now suburbs
of W ashington, DC. This is notwithstanding the fact that it is not
a banking hub. It is not an area that m anufactures a nything. It is
not a technological innovation hub. It is not the home of a ny vast
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store of natural r esources. No. The money is here because the
power is here, concentrated in the hands ofjust a few elites.
So in that respect, this should come as no surprise that there are
people who spend an extraordinary amount of money trying to
make sure that they can get access to that power-that powe r that
controls as much of the economy as it does and as much of the lives
and livelihoods as it does; that there are people willing, whether
they are rich or poor or somewhere in between, to invest a whole
lot of money in trying to influence Government. So I wonder. Why
is it that we are so slow to ask the question? Why do we allow this
much power to be accumulated in Government? Why do we allow
this much of our Government to be based in Washington rather
than with the people? And why within Washington do we allow so
much of that power to be accumulated in the hands of the few
within the administrative, regulatory state?
This has a whole lot to do with why we have seen the rise of
super PACs, with why we have seen the rise of billionaires, millionaires, poor people, rich people, getting behind political causes of
one sort or another, this, of course, giving disproportionate advantage to those who have a lot of money to influence Government.
There are people on the left and on the right devoting a whole lot
of time and a whole lot of resources, a whole lot of influential capita l to doing just that . That should be concerning. That is , I believe,
a symptom of the true underlying m a la dy, which is tha t we h ave
a llowed t oo much power to accumu la te r ight h ere.
So as lon g as we a r e a sking the question of a r e not these super
PACs dangerous-which I think few American s would quibble with
that. I think few Americans would say, "Yes, I love super PACs.
I think they are the best thing ever ." I do not think many Americans would s ay, ''Yes, we ought to have that much power that can
be w ielded by the rich and powerful or by political interest s ." I do
n ot think m a ny America ns would disagree with tha t . Bqt we ought
to ask ourselves why is it that they have such an incentive to do
this. Why do they want to spend so m uch of their money doing
this? What is it they have to gain? And have we m a de it t oo easy
for too m a ny of them to gain too much simply by t rying t o influence
Government?
But in tha t discussion , I hope we will n ever lose sight of the fact
that we do h ave a treasure in the Federal judiciary , a treasure that
should never be diminish ed as an organ of a ny political pa rty or
a ny interest. The rule of la w is a cultural norm that is not easy
t o est ablish and, once established, n eeds to be ma inta ined. I hope
we ca n do that .
Judge Gorsuch , I would like t o t alk t o you a bout s ome of the
issues that h ave been raised with you. You have ha d some Members of this Committee asking you to opine on specific legal issu es,
on specific cas es or types of cases, and some have even expressed
frustration a bout the fact that you have not s aid m ore in response
to their questions.
I would like to ask you a few questions ab out tha t and a bout the
issues that could come along with tha t, and I find it s ignificant and
worth m entioning h ere tha t in a recent op-ed publish ed in the
Washington Post , t wo of your for me r colleagu es, Judge Ta cha and
Judge H enry, both of whom I believe a re here-I think I saw them
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earlier today. AB a lawyer who has argued before each of them
many times, sometimes winning, sometimes losing, I was glad to
see them here.
Judge GORSUCH. Yes.
Senator LEE. But they issued this opinion-this op-ed about the
issue of judicial independence. I assume you saw the op-ed, or
maybe you were aware of it.
Judge GORSUCH. I am aware of it.
Senator LEE. But they wrote, among other things, as follows , and
I want to quote this. They said: "Detailed discussions during the
confirmation process on issues that might come before a judge are
not proper; in fact, they would in all likelihood require recusals
from the cases discussed. Litmus tests are not acceptable."
So Judges Tacha and Henry, both of whom have served as Chief
Judges on the Tenth Circuit, make an important point. If you were
to rule-if you were to make a commitment today as to how you
might rule on a certain issue, on a particular type of case, and if
that issue were subsequently to come before the Supreme Court of
the United States, and if by then you have been confirmed as an
AEsociate Justice of the Supreme Court of the United States, isn't
it possible, in fact, isn't it likely that a litigant could file a motion
for your recusal in that case?
Judge GORSUCH. Yes, Senator, and I really want to thank Judge
T ac ha a nd Judge Henry, both of whom are r etired from the bench,
for having gone out of their way to write that article together a nd
to come to Washington. And I think you are going to hear from
them tomorrow. One happens to be a Republican-appointed judge;
the other h appens to be a Democrat-appointed judge. And, again,
I do not buy into those labels. They are judges. And they both led
the Tenth Circuit, and they are people I admire greatly and est eem
personally.
And so you a re absolutely right. I would face the possibility of
a recusal motion, and I would have to face the litigant in front of
m e, who would say, quite r easona bly, look m e in the eyes and say,
"How can you be fair in my case when you have already opined on
its contents in front of the United States Senate?'' And to be honest
with you, Senator, I do not know how I would look them in the eye.
And whether that means I am on the Supreme Court of the United
States, if fortunate enough to be confirmed, or I go home to Colorado and those cases come before me1 I am still faced with the
same predicament, yes.
Senator LEE. And if such a motion were to come forward, it is
not exactly the kind of circumstance in which you would say, well,
that would be frivolous. It is not necessarily an act of paranoid fant asy to say such a motion for recusal could be filed.
Judge GORSUCH. No, Senator, which is why we have a judicial
canon that prohibits m e from opining on cases that might be pending or impending. And, Senator, there is a second reason that I
think is vitally important, too, and it goes beyond the parties. It
goes to the integrity of the judiciary itself. If llersons coming to this
table, this rather lonely table in this rather big room, have to make
promises or hints or previews or nudges and gestures about how
they are going to rule in cases, then I do not know where we are
as a n independent judiciary.
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It is like a campaign promise for office, it seems to me. And you
know what? It has not happened so far. The precedent in this area
is strong, and I admire it. I have looked back. I am no expert. I
have not read every jot and note. But Justice Ginsburg) Justice
O'Connor, Justice Souter, Justice Scalia, all of them declined to
offer hints and previews. And, Senator, I am not going to be the
first judge to come to this table and break that tradition and compromise the integrity of the independent judiciary.
Senator LEE. So that tradition, while strong, like any chain could
be damaged, could be undone by its weakest link.
Judge GORSUCH. That is right.
Senator LEE. And you do not want to be that link.
Judge GORSUCH. I am not going to be that link, whatever happens to me.
Senator LEE. And if, in fact, answering questions that you should
not answer could trigger a motion for your recusal, and if a motion
for recusal that might be filed as a result of your answering such
a question, would. not necessarily be frivolous, might end up having
to be granted, that could create additional opportunities for mischief in that people could deliberately plant questions, directly position questions, demanding that you answer them as a condition of
your moving forward in this Committee, questions themselves that
could result in your non-participation in a particular case, thus
opening this process up for m a nipulating that process and undermining the integrity of them both. Would that be an a ccurat e charact erization, or would I be crazy to suggest that?
Judge GORSUCH. Senator, I should hope that is never any person's motive.
Senator .LEE. And I am not suggesting that it is any person' s motive in this case. What I am saying is that if we weaken that link,
that could easily become the motive given what we know would
likely be the outcomes.
Judge GORSUCH. That would be, I think, a poor day for the
United States courts.
Sena tor LEE. One of my colleagues criticized your opinion in
Longhorn Service Company u. Perez, so I went back a nd looked at
that case. Here is what happened, in essence. Longhorn, the company involved in the case, prepares wells for fracking by lowering
a m etal platform over the well, inserting piping through the platform, and pumping contaminants into the well.
OSHA cam e to inspect the well and cited the company for a couple of reasons. The company ended up challenging OSHA, and the
company prevailed on one of its cla ims a nd it lost on one of the
other cla ims.
I think it is significant that when the accusation is being m a de
that this somehow reflects a determination on your part or .a bias
on your part to favor the big guy and rule against the little guy,
that is misguided. It is wrong in this case for two independent reasons.
First and foremost, there is no birrger big guy than the Federal
Government. There is no stronger Goliath than this Government.
That is not to suggest that its intentions are m alicious. It is only
to suggest that this is a formidable foe. I do not think it would ever
be fair to say that someone litigating again st the Federal Govern-
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ment is anything other than the little guy, especially whereas here
it is not as if the business were a giant corporation known by all
people.
Second, there were two claims at issue in this case. Only one of
them was one upon which the business entity prevailed.
I see my time has expired, and as I would always do before your
court, I will stop talking once my time has expired. Thank you,
Judge.
Judge GORSUCH. Thank you, Senator.
Chairman GRASSLEY. Thank you, Senator .L ee.
Now, Senator Klobuchar.
Senator KLOBUCHAR. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. Good
day again, Judge. I really had promised I was going to start with
antitrust, but the real world has intervened again, as it does very
often. And so I am going to lead off asking about the case that was
decided today by the Supreme Court.
Let me start by saying I care a lot about this issue of kids with
disabilities. When my daughter was born, she could not swallow,
and for a year and a half she was fed by a tube. She ended up not
having a long-term disability, but it made me really understand,
because I have to know a lot of these parents through this time,
what they go through every single day. And while I can wear my
politics on my sleeve about where 1 am on this issue, I know that
you a re a judge and must make decisions. And our job here-and
I have tried to stay away from making these political statements.
I have fried to stay away from asking how you are going to decide
a certain case in my questions yesterday. But we have to fi~ure out
what your philosophy is, and so that is why we keep gomg into
such excruciating detail, as you know, about these decisions that
you have made in the past.
So what happened this morning was that the Supreme Court
una nimously rejected, in an opinion by Justice Roberts, the standard that you used to evaluate how much h elp kids with disabilities
get in school. It was not your case, but it was a standard that was
like the standard that you used. And nine Justices disagreed. with
you. Justice Roberts; opinion says, "When a ll is said a nd done, a
student offered a n educational program providing merely providing
'merely more than de minimis' progress from year to year can hardly be said to have been offered an education at all. "
Now, ironically, he actually called out the language that you used
in that Tenth Circuit case, and he said, ''Whatever else can be said
a bout it, this standard is m arkedly more demanding tha n the
'merely more tha n de minimis' test applied by the Tenth Circuit."
So I want to start where Senator Durbin left off in his initial
question, and you said that you decided Thompson R2-J School
District v . Luke P. the way you did because you were .affirming
precedent in Urban County v. Jefferson County School District,
which is, of course, a case in your Circuit, and you said so you were
bound by it.
So over our brief lunch break, I looked at it, and I am just not
sure that is true, and maybe we just have a different interpretation. I know this is going to sound nerdy to people that are not lawyers, but this is our job today, a nd a holding of courts is precedent.
It is part of a court's opinion that is lat er binding on courts. But
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a holding is different than dicta, and when I look at this case that
you-and. you wrote the decision yourself and, yes, some other
judges joined you, but you wrote it. And I looked back at the case
you relied on, and it actually mentions this de minimis standard.
But it is just in a paragraph along with some other standards. It
is a Third Circuit case that uses this de minimis standard, and the
actual Tenth Circuit case uses a broader standard, And so .in the
end, even this section of the case is not used-that case is not used
to decide it. It says we do not reach the issue.
So for me, this case that you said was binding on you, it is just
dicta in the case. It is not a holding. And so to me, you actually
were the first in this case that you wrote to come up with this
standard, and then you actually made it-which I will get to in a
second. You added the word "merely." But why do not we just start
with do not you see this as more dicta than as a holding?
Judge GoRSUCH. Senator, I would. have to go back and look at
it carefully, but, no, I would not agree with. that. My recollection
is that the Tenth Circuit precedent was very clear, that "some"
meant more than "de minimis.'' "Some meaningful educational benefit" in Rowley was a Supreme Court precedent and that our court
h a d interpreted that to mean more than de minimis, and that a
number of Circuits had come to the same conclusion.
The Supreme Court did not t a ke this case just for fun . It took
it because there was a Circuit split on this issue. And the T enth
Circuit was with the Third Circuit, a nd I believe there a re probably
som e others. I would h ave to go back a nd look a t it. You h ave it
befor e you.
Senator KLoBUCHAR. There were som e ot h er Circuits.
Judge GoRSUCH. Yes, so that is what happened. That is what the
Supreme Court does, is w hen Circuit Judges disagr ee in the r are
cases , and this is-Sena tor KLOBUCHAR. Yes, and I do understand that. But what I
a m saying is through-Judge GORSUCH. And to s uggest that we were in a ny way out of
the m a instream or that I was doing anything unusual there would
be mista k en because it is the standard u sed by many Circuits up
until, I guess, today .
·
Senator KLOBUCHAR. Okay, but it was a 9-0 decision against the
standard.
Judge GORSUCH. Of course, which-Senator KLOBUCHAR. So to me, that does seem out of the mainstream , a nd a lso-Judge GORSUCH. It is just wonderfully reaffirming to me, Sena tor, tha t , again, even in cases where Circuit Judges disagree- a nd
h ere is one where there was a Circuit split. And as you point out,
it sounds like a lot of Circuits on both sides of the issue, and a
technical issue and maybe a little nerdy, as you say. But tha t is
what we judges do. We a re trying to follow the precedent as best
we can . Sometimes we get disagreements . And then the Supreme
Court, exercising collegiality, comes together a nd resolves it.
Senator KLOBUCHAR. Okay.
Judge GoRSUCH. That is how our system is exactly s upposed to
work.
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Senator KLOBUCHAR. I understand. But let us go back to this
again. So my position is that this was not necessarily binding, this
case that you cited. But then beyond that, the Third Circuit case
that was not binding, that you cited, that says it must be more
than de minimis, you went a step forward, and this is what Senator Durbin was getting at. You added the word "merely."
So you said it is "merely more than de minimis." So I was trying
to figure this out at lunch, and I figured out that if you had a gas
tank and it said it has to be on more than empty, that could mean
it could be any way up to full. It is a broad range of the kind of
how full your gas tank would have to be.
But you added this word "merely," so you said the standard is
that it has to be merely more than de minimis or, in a gas tank,
m erely more than empty. That implies something entirely different.
That creates a ceiling to me more than a floor in its language. It
is a ceiling because it says, well, the standard is it has to be merely
more than de minimis as opposed to more than de minimis. And
so that is something else where I think you actually took something that was not necessarily a precedent, you added the word
"merely" to make it even more narrow, and so it is not a surprise
to me then that the Supreme Court 9-0 rejected that language.
Any response on that?
Judge GORSUCH. I disaaree.
Senator KLOBUCHAR. Okay. Aud then the n ext question I have is
that in some of these other cases we talked about yesterday, you
did a separate concurrence. So even if you are right and I am
wrong, and you were somehow bound by a Third Circuit case when
you wrote that opinion, maybe you could have written a concurring
opinion like you did in Chevron, you wrote in the Gutierrez case,
you wrote a concurring opinion to your own opinion expressing a
view that was different than the one that was binding on you. So
you could do it in this case as well. So. why pick the Gutierrez case
or Riddle v. Hickenloaper to do a concurring opinion and. not a case
like this one that is really about the kind of services that a child
w ith autism is going to get?
Judge GORSUCH. Senator, I have written cases for families in
IDEA cases, Individuals with Disabilities Education Act. I h ave
written decisions against the families in these cases. And in each
case, Senator, it has been based on my assessment of the facts and
the law. And the opinions I have issued or not issued have been
based on my assessment of the facts and the law, not fl.UY person al
a nimus , not a ny wrong m otive, Senator. I can assure you of that.
And any suggestion otherwise would be mistaken.
And, Sen ator, all of these opinions in the Tenth Circuit that we
are t a lking about h ave been unanimous, every one of them , includ~
ing this one. And, Senator, to suggest that it is somehow out of the
m ainstream, I would respectfully ask you to look at who joined the
opinion, a nd you will find one of my colleagues who happened to
be appointed by a Democrat joined that opinion. And you will see
other opinions where I have joined Republicans and Democrat-appointed judges ruling for the family.
And so, Senator, a ll I can say is I was trying faithfully, to the
best of my ability, to follow Supreme Court precedent in Rowley,
the Tenth Circuit opinion, as I understood it in Urban , and a num-
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ber of other Circuits had interpreted Rowley in the same way. And
my colleagues, subsequently after me, interpreted it in the same
way. This decision that was under review was by another separate
panel of the court, the one that just went to the Supreme Court.
My colleagues in a separate panel, made up, I believe, again, of Republican and Democrat-appointed-Senator KLOBUCHAR. Okay, but the difference for me and all of
us up here today is they are not up for the job of the highest court
of the land, and in this case you wrote the opinion, and you told
us that earlier opinion was binding precedent. And I am not certain
that it was because the words were from a different Circuit. And
so, you know, I guess we will disagree on this, but I am-Judge GORSUCH. Well, I am happy to explain that-Senator .KLOBUCHAR [continuing]. Not questioning-I am-this is
something where I am actually trying to get at your judicial philosophy. I have no other way to do it except to look at these opinions.
And I want to move on here because I brought up the Chevron
case before1 and. then I also found out that in 2015 you sought to
revive the non-delegation doctrine, which restricts the amount of
discretitm Congress may choose to delegate to Federal agencies.
You did this in a dissent, but it was something that has not been
used since the 1930s. It was used twice in the 1930s. And, again,
it seems to me like in certain things-and what it does, basically1
is says that Congress cannot delegate its legislative powers to
agencies, and I think there is a reason other courts have not used
it.
But it feels to me like you pick certain types of cases where you
are kind of reaching really broad and going back to doctrines from
the 1930s, and then you do not do that for other kinds of cases that
certain people in America would care about. So I am trying to figure out why you pick certain cases to write concurring opinions on
a nd to be more broad, and then oth er cases where you really stick
to the text. And that is what I would like you to answer.
Judge GORSUCH. I a lways try to stick to the t ext, Senator, with
respect. And in this case, again , I was following a Tenth Circuit
precedent that was 10 years old at the time, an d sometimes the
Tenth Circuit will often adopt standards from other Circuits that
it finds persuasive. And it may have in that case, you say, adopted
it from the Third Circuit. I do not have it in front of me, but I believe you. And often my colleagues will adopt-and I will, toostandards by other Circuits. Rather than reinvent the wheel, we
will say we agree w ith a nother Circuit.
And that is how law is decided in cases. It is part of precedent.
It is the respect due a persuasive opinion by a colleague, a thoughtful colleague. And every one of these judges in every one of these
cases does their level best, and Circuit splits arrive only because
judges are doing their level best to interpret the law. And in this
case, there were, as you point out, several Circuits, it sounds like,
on both s ides of this question, an honest interpretation effort of the
statute before us in light of Supreme Court precedent.
Senator KLOBUCHAR. And so do you want to comment at all on
t he non-delegation doctrine?
Judge GoRSUCH. I would b e h appy to. The case that you are referring to involved the Sex Offender Registry a nd Notification Act,
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and, Senator, why I chose to write there was the same reason Justice Ginsburg and Justice Scalia wrote in the area, because in that
case the law as enacted sent to the Attorney General essentially
the discretion to write a law. And the legislative power is invested
in this body, not in the Attorney General, a particularly odd place
to delegate legislative authority, not just to some agency with expertise like with biologists or chemists, but to the chief law enforcement officer, and to send to the chief law enforcement officer the
opportunity to write a criminal law. Justice Ginsburg and Justice
Scalia, again, people think they do not agree. Well, they often do,
and here is an example.
Senator KLOBUCHAR. But is there a way to get there without
pulling out this doctrine that has not been used since the 1930s?
Judge GORSUCH. Well, Senator, it is a point they made in an
opinion, and I had a subsequent case raising that question, and I
thought it was important to address.
Senator KLOBUCHAR. Okay. I wanted to just go back on one
oint. We had a long discussion yesterday about originalism, and
think you and I agreed that "he" can mean "she" in the text of
Article II of our Constitution, meaning we can have a woman President. I was just using that as an example that not everything in
the text is exactly as it should be or will be construed. We agreed
that Congress' a uthorization of the Navy and Army also provided
for the authorization of the Air Force.
But then we got to that United States v. Virginia, and you say
you can also get to the outcome of Justice Ginsburg's majority opinion in that case, where the Virginia Military Institute's male-only
admission policy was found to violate the Equal Protection Clause
of the Fourteenth Amendment , and so you get there through radical original mea ning.
And wha t I thought was interesting there compared to the other
two examples was that Justice Ginsburg's majority opinion had
nothing to do with origina l public meaning, and the cases s he r elied on to get to that also ha d nothing to do with original public
m eaning.
And so wh en you have to decide cases that deal with social
changes that the general public could never have anticipated back
when the Constitution was written, are not you just relying on the
intervening decisions of non-originalist judges to get there? So
when you said, well, yes, that is fine, it is precedent, it is Justice
GinsbuDg's opinion, that is because Justice Ginsburg was a nonoriginalist in how she interpreted; and then you in turn rely on her
opinion to get to the point that it is okay and a normal outcome.
So I am trying to get at, because- Judge GORSUCH. I a m not sure I t rack the question.
Senator KLOBUCHAR. Sure. The question is that it is selective
originalism. Sometimes you use originalism at its core, and then
sometimes to get to an outcome that is more norma l, you do not
use originalism. You could not in that case ofVirginia Military Institute, but you rely on non,.-originalist judges to get to the outcome.
Judge GoRSUCH. I think I understand the question. I think the
a n swer is precedent. A judge always starts where he or s he finds
themselves. We do not live in a vacuum. I am not writing on a
blank slate as a judge. I am not, you know, a philosopher king. I
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am a judge of cases. That is my job. And so you take the precedent
at hand. And, Senator, that is a very important thing to me.
Senator KLOBUCHAR. Isn't another way to look at it-I went to
the University of Chicago Law School, and Judge Posn er taught
there for years, and I know you disagree with his account. He is
a Republican-appointed judge. And he said that it was naive to
think that judges believe only in the legal technicalities of their argument, especially when you get-he did not say this, I am adding
this part, especially when you get to the highest court of the land.
The truth is, he says, that they consult their own moral convictions
to produce the best results for society. And you do not agree with
that, but I am just trying to get at when you get to this highest
court of the land where--by the way, I said it was a 9-0 decision,
It was an 8-0 decision because there are only eight Justices there,
in my earlier question of you. When you get to that highest court
of the land, it seems to me that Posner is being honest, that people
do consult. They try to a pply the law, but when you are at that last
court in the land deciding things, oftentimes they are grounding
their decisions in where they are morally about what these outcomes are going to be. Is there any merit to that at all?
Judge GoRSUCH. Senator, I can just say that has not been my experience. I have been doing this a long time, and I respect Judge
Posner greatly, as I know you do. And I respect you greatly1 and
your view. I can just speak t o my view. Maybe I a m just more optimistic. You can call m e naive if you want. But my experience
wat ching Justice White, J ustice Kennedy, a ll of the Justices of the
Supreme Court who h ave been mentioned h ere today, every one of
the m I believe is doing his or her level best t o apply the law based
on the facts and circumstances.
There is realm for some disagreement. Th ere is not a single right
answer to every case. I will concede you that. But that does n ot
mean jUst because there is n ot a single foreordained answer from
God in every legal dispute that judges are not trying to look at the
legal m aterials and only the legal ma t eria ls and trying to m ake
sense of the legal m a terials, and tha t a lone, and leaving the rest
of the stuff aside.
That h as been my experience of good judges. They leave their
moral convictions, their views about social utility , wha t ever it is ,
what ever they at e for breakfast, over there. They take the briefs,
they t a ke the law, they t a ke the facts, they t ake the Constitution,
they t ak e the precedents, they t ake the original underst a nding, a nd
they try to m ake sense of it as a judge does. And that is just n ot
how a politician thinks, respectfully. It is not how a citizen thinks
about ordering my daily a ffairs.
Senator KLOBUCHAR. Okay. So you-J udge GORSUCH. But a judge--! am sorry.
Senator KLOBUCHAR. Yes, and you a nd I actually share that
view. It is just that is not-these decisions that Senator
Whitehouse has outlined , other things that have been happening,
it does not feel that way. And I have respected Republican-appointed judges and Democrat-appointed judges. We h ave ha d
judges that actually will not m ak e decisions, in my county days, on
the Mondays after a Viking game because they thought it would affect them too much with the outcome.
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Judge GORSUCH. Exactly.
Senator KLOBUCHAR. All right. But-Judge GORSUCH. That is what I am talking.
Senator KLOBUCHAR. But, but, but the point is-that is why I
brought it up. But the point is that this just does not seem to be
happening lately with these decisions, like Citizens United and the
Court that you. want to serve on. And so I am a fixer. I like to fi'x
things, a nd one of the ways I can fix that is by making sure that
we put judges on there that are going to view themselves as true,
fair jurists and not legislators making change.
And the second thing is about some of these things I brought up
earlier, and I w ill just end with that. Cameras in the courtroom,
thank you, Senator Grassley, for your leadership. But the second
is the ethics rules, and I just wanted to take 30 seconds here.
Yesterday, when you and I talked about it, you said you did not
know how different they are between the regular Federal judiciary
and the Supreme Court. Actually, the Code of Conduct for United
States judges adopted in 1973 applies to every Federal judge other
than the Justices of the Supreme Court, and that includes reporting, of course, trips and gifts and things of value. And so I do ask
you, as you look at ways, if you are confirmed, if you look at ways
to bring back, I think, some trust. We are struggling with that, obviously, right now in the Congress. But one of these ways is to be
as t ran sparent as possible, a nd that m eans to me cameras in the
courtroom, and it a lso mean s having the ethics r ule apply t o the
S upreme Court. And I have a lot of r espect for and enjoy the Justices the re now , but I think that would be a very positive m ove.
Thank you.
Cha irma n GRASSLEY. Sen ator Cruz.
Senator CRUZ. Thank you, Mr. Chairm an . And congratulations,
Judge Gorsuch, on m a king it through Day 2 of the gauntlet and
continuing t o do so witn flying colors.
I want to go b ack to a t opic tha t Sena tor Lee a ddressed a few
minutes ago, which is we have heard over the past several days a
numbe r of my Democratic colleagues in Congress bemoan a nd condemn "vicious a nd reckless and personal atta cks against judges,"
what they h ave called a "unprecedented attack against the credibility and independence of the judicia ry." And so if I underst and
their argum ent correctly, it is completely inappropriat e, it is an absolute abuse of power to criticize, to malign, to att ac k judges.
Now, if that is their argument, Mr. Gorsuch, I have got a question for you. Wha t position do you currently hold?
Judge GORSUCH. I a m a judge on the Tenth Circuit Court of Appeals.
Sena tor CRUZ. And if the Senat e were not to confirm you to the
Supreme Court, what position would you continue t o hold then?
Judge GORSUCH. The one I happily enjoy now.
Senator CRUZ. So if you are and will continue to be a Feder al
Judge on the Court of Appeals, it is interesting to assess how my
Democratic colleagu es h ave fared under their own t est that it is ina ppropriat e, that it is offensive to somehow malign a F ederal judge.
Former Speaker Nancy P elosi said on na tiona l televis ion, Judge
Gorsuch is "hostile to wom en 's rights a nd holds radical views far
outside the m ain stream of America n legal thought." She continued ,
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"What saddens me the most as a mom and a grandmother is his
hostility toward children in school, children with autism." She additionally went on to say, "If you breathe air, drink water, eat food,
take medicine, or in any other way interact with the courts) if you
care about that for your children, he is not your guy."
It is interesting given the Democrats are complaining about people criticizing Federal judges.
Senator Whitehouse on Monday said, "Tellingly, big special interests and their front groups are spending millions of dollars in a
dark money campaign to push your confirmation. They obviously
think you will be worth their money. "
That also somehow falls short of the Democrats' complaints
about criticism directed at the judiciary.
Indeed, Senator Hirono on Monday said, "You consistently choose
corporations and powerful interests over people, ideology over common sense, and, indeed, the purpose of the law."
Senator DURBIN: "In case after case, you either dismissed or rejected efforts by workers and families to recognize their rights and
defend their freedoms. "
Senator FRANKEN: "But if the past is prologue, then I fear that
confirming you would guarantee more of the same from the Roberts' Court, decisions that continue to favor powerful corporate int erests over the rights of average Americans."
Tom Pe rez, the DNC Cha irman : "Gorsuch on the Suprem e Court
is intolerable. Judge Gorsuch would dis criminat e against a majority of America ns from the Bench." The Chairman of the Democratic
Pa rty charging tha t a judge would discriminate.
These are serious attacks. Many of them impugn your integrity
directly. And yet this is a confirmation hearing. The Founders understood a confirmation h earing would be in the political arena. My
colleagu es , the Democra t s, ha ve a right to engage in whatever a ttacks they choose. Bl.l-t .it is a little rich for them to be ma ligning
a sitting Federal judge a nd at the same time giving speeches about
how unacceptable it is for anyone to criticize a Federal judge. You
cannot h ave both at the same time.
Now, I a m not going to ask you to respond to any of these att acks. I actually think these attacks speak for themselves. But I
will ask you this: As a judge today, and as, I believe, a Justice in
short order, will you pledge to be faithful t o the law a nd the Con stitution and neither favor nor disfavor any litigant based on w ho
they a re?
Judge GORSUCH. I guarantee you no more, a nd I promise you no
less.
Senat or CRUZ. That is precisely wh at we should expect of judges.
Let us turn t o a diffe rent topic. The last couple of days we have
h eard a lot of discussion about originalism, t extualism, a nd the
Constitution. And some of my colleagues h ave s uggest ed that u nderst a nding the Constitution as having a fixed and original m eaning somehow prevents the Constitution from cha nging to m eet
changed circumstances.
Judge Gorsuch, did the Founding Fathers, in all of their wisdom
a nd fores ight, did they anticipate that the Constitution might need
updating? And did they provide a ny mechanism to updat e the Constitution should. new cha llenges a rrive?
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Judge GORSUCH. Yes, Senator Cruz, they did.
Senator CRUZ. And what was the mechanism that the Founding
Fathers created?
Judge GORSUCH. There is a process for amending the Constitution.
Senator CRUZ. And has that process been employed?
Judge GORSUCH. It has, Senator, from time to time.
Senator CRUZ. And it has worked quite well, I would note.
Now, I understand that there has been some discussion today
about the Supreme Court's decision in Endrew F. v. Douglas Counr
ty School District. This morning, the Supreme Court issued the
opinion that abrogates Judge Gorsuch's opinion in the Luke P .
case. Endrew F. originated in the Tenth Circuit, but you did not
sit on the original panel.
Judge GORSUCH. No, Senator, I did not.
Senator CRUZ. And as I understand it, Tenth Circuit precedent
from 1996 and drawn from the Supreme Court's own opinion in
Board of Education v. Rowley in 1982 held that a school district is
compliant with IDEA so long as the student is "making more than
de minimis" progress in school.
My Democratic colleagues have repeatedly demanded over the
last 3 days that Judge Gorsuch follow precedent, and indeed, I will
eommend them for highlighting this case as yet another example
of Judge Gorsuch doing exactly that: following precedent-followrng
precedent in the Tenth Circuit that itself was following precedent
from the U .S. Supreme Court.
Judge Gorsuch, as a Judge of the Tenth Circuit, were you bound
to follow Tenth Circuit precedent?
Judge GORSUCH. Yes, Senator.
Senator CRUZ. And if the Supreme Court changes the precedent,
are you then bound to follow the new precedent?
Judge GORSUCH. Yes, Senator. That is how it works.
Senator CRUZ. That is precisely how it works. And in this instance, the fact that you followed precedent faithfully should give
comfort to Senators on both sides of the aisle that you will continue
to do so as a Supreme Court Justice.
I would now like to introduce several items into the record. I
want to start with a letter from Supreme Court practitioners. I
would like to enter into the record a letter from a group of attorneys who, combined, have argued over 500 cases before the U.S.
Supreme Court. They include lawyers who clerked for Ruth Bader
Ginsburg and Stephen Breyer, and the signatories unanimously
support Judge Gorsuch's nomination. These accomplished attorneys
called Judge Gorsuch fair-minded, dedicated , smart, a nd
unfailingly polite. And they tell us that they would be pleased to
appear before him.
They conclude by saying he has "an unusual combination of chara cter, dedication, a nd intellect that would make him an asset to
our Nation' s highest court."
I would like to enter this letter into the record.
Chairman GRASSLEY. Without objection, so ordered.
[The information appears as a submission for the record.]
Senator CRUZ. I would like to also enter into the record an article
from Evan Young, a former law clerk to Justice Scalia. Mr. Young
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writes that Justice Scalia "did not want to rule the American people by imposing even his most cherished personal beliefs on us." He
wanted the American people to rule themselves, something that he
could facilitate by being a relentlessly principled judge, telling us
what the law required, and then letting the ct>untry make its own
choices.
Based on his record, Judge Gorsuch exhibits that same judicial
humility. He understands that he should never confuse the law's
commands for his own ideas of what the law should command.
I would like to enter this article into the record as welL
Chairman GRASSLEY. Without objection, so ordered.
[The information appears as a submission for the record.]
Senator CRUZ. I would also like to enter into the record an essay
from Michael McConnell, a former colleague of Judge Gorsuch on
the Tenth Circuit and a very well respected legal thinker across
the country and , indeed, across the globe, who writes that "the
President could not have made a finer appointment to fill Justice
Scalia's seat." What I found especially enlightening was the way
Michael McConnell not only addresses the intellectual seriousness
of Judge Gorsuch's jurisprudence, but also testifies personally to
the strength of his character.
Judge McConnell writes that Judge Gorsuch was "a man defined
by his gracious personality, someone who always treat s everyone
w ith respect. H e a ctively engages w ith lawyers, list ens carefully to
their pos ition, and reflects fair-mindedly on what was said." Judge
McConnell concludes by not hing that , ultimately, Judge Gorsuch is
"the kind of Justice Americans of all political stripes sh ould hope
for .1'
I would like to e nte r this essay into the record as well.
Chairman GRASSLEY. Without objection, so orde red.
[The information appears as a submission for the record.]
Senator CRUZ. Jn addition, I would like to enter into the record
a n article from the Wa ll Street Journal that describes Judge
Gorsuch's strong defen se of r eligious freedom for everyone. The article quotes Judge Gorsuch 1s legal reasoning in a Religious Freedom Restoration Act case where h e explained that , "The act does
not just apply to protect popula r religious beliefs. It does perha ps
its more important work in protecting unpopular religious beliefs,
vindicating this Nation's long-held aspiration to serve as a refuge
of religious tolerance."
I would like to enter this a rticle into the record as well.
Chairman GRASSLEY. Without objection, so ordered.
[The information appears as a submission for the record.]
Senator CRUZ. And one final entry. I would like to enter into the
record a letter from Scott Bar ker , a long-time Colorado Dem ocrat
and a practicing attorney in Denver. He urges the confirmation of
Judge Gorsuch, saying that he has "performed admirably as a
T enth Circuit a ppellat e judge," and that "you would h ave to look
long and ha rd for som eone in the Colorado Bar who would say a
disparaging word about Judge Gorsuch,"
I would like to enter this letter into the record as well.
Chairman GRASSLEY. Without objection, so ordered.
[The information appears as a submission for the r ecord.]
Senat or CRUZ. And with that , Mr. Cha irman, I yield my time.
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Chairman GRASSLEY. Senator Franken.
Senator FRANKEN. Thank you. I will take the 7 extra minutes of
Senator Cruz's time.
[Laughter.]
Senator FRANKEN. Judge, hi. During our courtesy visit, I asked
you if you had read the New York Times investigative series on the
pervasive use of forced arbitration. You had not but you said you
would. Were you able to do so?
Judge GORSUCH. I was. I managed to fit it in, Senator.
Senator FRANKEN. Thank you. Thank you so much.
Judge GORSUCH. No, it was-Senator FRANKEN. I said you do not have tb read this, and you
said, no, I will, I promise. And you did, so thank you.
I do not think that most Americans realize that when they sign
up for a credit card or cable service or sign an employment agreement or fill out their parent's nursing home resident agreement
that they are also signing away their constitutional right to go to
court.
The New York Times series, while shocking, illustrated something that I have been saying for quite a long time. Forced arbitration clauses, which are buried in the fine print of contracts that we
sign every day, restrict Americans' access to justice by stripping
consumers and workers of their legal rights and insulating corporations from accountability.
Businesses across the Nation use these clauses to force individuals into a privatized justice system where the corporation can
write the rules. Everything can be done in secret without public
rulings. Discovery can be limited, making it hard for consumers to
get the evidence they need to prove their case, and there is no
meaningful judicial review, so there is not much a consumer or employee can do if the arbitrator gets it wrong. It is s imply unfair.
Now, there seems to be no question about how .a rbitration
clauses came to permeate nearly every aspect of our lives. In a series of decisions, including Rent-A-Center, Concepcion, and Italian
Colors , the Roberts Court effectively reshaped. the Federal Arbitration Act into a permission slip for corporations to opt out of the
civil justice system.
And in the years since, we have seen business after business use
arbitration clauses to avoid accountability for their wrongdoing
even under the most egregious of circumstances. A few years agoJ
my staff heard the stort, of a 71-yea:r-old man at a nursing home
who died from, quote, 'profound dehydration," and whose family
was forced into arbitration to resolve their wrongful-death claim.
Last year, we learned that Wells Fargo customers who had had
fraudulent accounts opened in their name and without their consent were forced into arbitration because the bank successfully argued that the clause in their real accounts also applied to their
fake accounts.
Very recently, Fox N ews tried to force its former anchor Gretchen Carlson into arbitration when she sued her boss Roger Ailes for
s exual harassment. Fox News also tried to use the arbitration
clause in her employment contract to prevent her and other victims
of his abuse from speaking to anyone about what had happened to
them.
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Companies have also learned to pair forced arbitration agreements with class-action bans to shutter the courtroom doors to
groups of individuals with small claims. And once blocked from
going to court as a class, most people drop their claims because it
does not make financial sense to go it alone.
Now, this way of doing business is profoundly unfair and unjust.
It is anathema to our system of civil justice and does not even
scratch the surface of the many stories that the New York Times
series revealed.
Judge Gorsuch, what was your reaction to the series? Were you
shocked? Because I have worked on this issue for 8 years now and
even I was shocked.
Judge GORSUCH. Senator, it made me think about a little bit of
history. It used to be back at common law that arbitration was
disfavored because it was thought that everyone should go to trial.
Trials were the norm, Seventh Amendment and all that. And then
in about I think in 1925 Congress passed a law- Senator FRANKEN. Twenty-four.
Judge GORSUCH. Called the Federal Arbitration Act.
Senator FRANKEN. Twenty-four.
Judge GORSUCH. Twenty-four, okay. All right.
Senator FRANKEN. Very, very close.
Judge GORSUCH. All ri~ht.
Senator FRANKEN. It is as close as you can get without being
right.
[Laughter.]
Judge GORSUCH. I try.
Senator FRANKEN. Very good. Very good.
Judge GoRSUCH. And it made me think of that. It made me
think, well, gosh, it does not have to b e this way. The Federal Arbitration Act, what it did was to favor arbitration. Congress expressed a preference that reople should arbitrate their disputes.
They made a judgment, pohcy judgment in favor of arbitration because it is quicker, cheaper, easier for people.
Senator FRANKEN. But that was really conceived in 1924 as two
equal parties, business to business.
Judge GORSUCH. Yes.
Senator FRANKEN. And what I am going to-and I am going to
continue on here because, I mean-unless you want to-Judge GORSUCH . Well, I was not quite finished, but if you-it
IS--

Senator FRANKEN. Well, no, no-Judge GORSUCH. Your time. I do not-Senator FRANKEN [continuing]. Finish. It is my time, but if you
can do it short, why do you. not finish your thoughts?
Judge GORSUCH. I will do the best I can.
Senator FRANKEN. Okay. Thanks.
Judge GORSUCH . If Con gress thinks that the courts are not applying the Federal Arbitration Act as it wishes or if it wishes to
revise or eliminate the Federal Arbitration Act, I mean, 1924 is a
long time ago and- Senator FRANKEN. Well, my feeling is is that the Court, through
these 5-4 decisions, the Roberts Court has changed what the intention of the law was back in 1924. But I am going to continue.
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In our courtesy visit you emphasized the threshold question that
you say the Federal Arbitration Act requires in the opinion you authored in Howard v. Ferrellgas. You discuss how, when dealing
with arbitration clauses, courts must first determine whether an
agreement to arbitrate between two parties actually exist. And you
go on to detail the analysis of the contract formation principles that
must happen in order to make that determination. I think I under~
stand what is required in that threshold question, but in order to
fully grasp how you approach the issue of forced arbitration going
forward, I want to move on to the next step in the analysis.
So assuming the parties did in fact form a contract, I want to
know whether there are any circumstances under which you believe that the mandatory arbitration clause should not be enforced.
In other words, let us talk about the practical outcomes that arise
when courts enforce these clauses and whether in your view any
of them make clauses so unfair that you would deem then unenforceable.
I will give you an example of how forced arbitration affected a
Minnesota soldier who was deployed at Camp Anaconda in Iraq.
Now, I know Camp Anaconda. I visited it four times on USO tours.
I would go there, I would tell a few jokes, and then leave very
quickly. See, Camp Anaconda has a nickname. The soldiers there
called it Mortaritaville because it had been hit-it was hit so often
by enemy fire. And in fact, the first soldier I ever met in Walter
Reed had both legs-lost both of his legs to a mortar at Camp Anaconda.
Well, one soldier who was deployed in Anaconda, Minnesota soldier, learned while he was there that his house had been foreclosed
upon and sold in clear violation of a law we wrote, that Congress
wrot e, the ServiceMember's Civil Relief Act, which protects
serviceMembers from civil actions while on active duty. The mortgage lender had falsified paperwork stating under oath that the
soldier was not in military service. So the house went into foreclosure and was sold at an auction for a third of its assessed value.
Can you guess who bought it? You. can, right.
Judge GoRSUCH. I can. You have sh ared this with me before, so
I actually know w ho bought it.
Senator FRANKEN. Oh , okay. Well, then-Judge GORSUCH. That is okay.
Senator FRANKEN [continuing]. It is not fair. The bank.
Judge GORSUCH. The bank, right. Yes.
Senator FRANKEN. The Bank.
Judge GORSUCH. Right.
Senator FRANKEN. It turns out there were over 80 other foreclosures taking place against servicemembers by the same lender.
So the soldier tried to file a class-action suit on behalf of his fellow
servicemembers. Unfortunately, a mandatory arbitration clause,
which the soldier did not even realize was buried in his mortgage
documents, also included a ban on class-action suits. So his case
was not only forced out of court and into arbitration, but he had
to go it alone.
Now, fortunately, the Minnesota soldier had a lawyer w illing to
take on his individual claim even though it is-often that is not
cost-effective for t he lawyer. They eventually settled on terms that
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are confidential. As a result, we have no real way of knowing how
many other servicemembers' rights were violated or whether this
particular serviceMember was ultimately made whole. And of
course he was prevented from even telling the other 80
serviceMembers who had been harmed how it all went down.
Judge Gorsuch, this is a case where we know the law was violated. We know that a bank unlawfully took this soldier's home
while he was away serving our country. And to add insult to injury,
the man also lost his constitutional right to have his claim heard
in a public court oflaw.
So tell me, was it fair to limit this soldier's claim to secret a rbitration and to prevent all the soldiers who had also lost their
homes from being included in this case?
Judge GoRSUCR. Senator, I am a big believer in jury trials and
in the Seventh Amendment. And in the Rules Committee over the
last 6 years I have worked with my colleagues to try and make litigation cheaper, faster, and more accessible so that people can vindicate their jury trial rights.
I have a proposal with a wonderful judge from the Ninth Circuit
currently pending before the Rules Committee asking if we can actually reverse the presumption, because right now, when you file
a complaint in Federal court, if you do not specify t hat you want
your jury trial right, it goes away and you are presumed to wa nt
a bench tria l. I do n ot understand that presumption. I think it
s hould be- Senat or FRANKEN. I am t a lking about-Judge GORSUCH. The other way around.
Senator FRANKEN [continuing]. In this agr eements, on this particula r agreement, this- Judge GORSUCH. Well-Senator FRANKEN. This is-this case is settled. It is not a live
controversy. The thrust of my question is when do the principles
of equity a nd fairness apply? So once there is a det ermination that
t here is indeed a contract, what does it t ake for the courts to decide
t ha t the outcome is so unjust that it cannot be enforced?
Judge GoRSUCH. Well, under the Federal Arbitration Act , which
is an act of this Congress, a n act of lawma king by this Congress,
the first step a nd the key step is did the parties agree to arbitrate?
And norma l state contract formation principles a pply ther e .
Senator FRANKEN. I know. We have- Judge GORSUCH. And so- Sena t or FRANKEN [continuing]. Talked about that. That is the
initia l t est. We have ta lked a bout it.
Judge GORSUCH. I think it is very importa nt, though, Senator, if
you are asking me the question, I h ave to give you the an swer. And
the a nswer is under normal state contract formation principles,
there are a number of defenses that can be raised,
Unconscionability might be an argument if I were a lawyer in this
case that I would want t o raise in the case you are presenting.
That w ould be a n a rgume nt I would raise.
Senator FRANKEN. Do you not think this was unconscionable?
Judge GORSUCH. That would be an argument if I were a lawyer
I would want to raise. I do not know how it would come out. I
would h ave to-you. know , I would h ave to have the full judicial
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process in order to adjudicate it, but that would be an argument.
If I were the lawyer, that is one I would make. Right.

I would also, if I were a lawyer and worried about these things,
come to this body and ask you to revisit a nearly 100-year-old law
and perhaps rethink the balance between arbitration and jury
trials.
Senator FRANKEN. Well, I have done that with my F airness in
Arbitration Act, which I keep introducing.
Let us turn to the secretive nature of forced arbitration. Last
year, the public was shocked to learn that over the course of 5
years Wells Fargo employees have been incentivized to open millions of sham accounts in the names of Wells Fargo customers and
then charge the customers for those accounts, of course without
their permission. Many of them lost-their credit rating just plummeted. This was a bad outcome for these people.
One reason this fraudulent practice was allowed to continue for
so long was because Wells Fargo's customer account agreement included and continues to include a forced arbitration clause. When
customers discovered and attempted to sue Wells Fargo for the
sham accounts, the company argued successfully that any dispute
arising from the sham account was covered by the arbitration
clause in the real account. So those customers were forced into secret arbitration.
One such compla int was filed in September 2013. If that s uit ha d
been able to proceed in court, other Wells Fargo customers could
h ave b een a lerted to the wrongdoing and ma y have been able to
save themselves from being ch arged for the sha m a ccounts a nd the
life-changing da mage it did to their credit scores, to their bank a ccounts, to the ability t o buy a house.
Judge Gorsuch, would you agr ee that one benefit of our civil justice syst em is ensuring that other victims are made aware of widespread wrongdoing and that such awareness allows them to .mitigate the ha rm for themselves?
Judge GoRSUCH. I have spoken abo ut that very issue, Sena tor.
Sena t or FRANKEN. Good. Now, it just-it does not just hurt customers. This-it hurts employees. Two weeks ago, I, a long with a
few of my colleagues here, introduced a number of bills a imed at
combatting unfair forced arbitration clauses. In a dvocating for our
legisla tion, we were joined by former Fox News anchor Gretchen
Carlson. Last summer, Ms. Carlson took on one of the most powerful m e[\ in media, Roger Ailes, suing him for sexual h arassment.
Mr. Ailes' lawyers tried to force her case into private arbitration
b ecaus e of an arbitration cla use in he r employment contract.
E ven worse, the arbitration clause also prohibited h er from
speaking out about the claims, as is the case in: most employment
arbitration agr eements. Had Ms. Carlson chosen to sue Fox instead
of directly suing Mr. Ailes, her colleagu es at Fox News, m any of
whom were also victims of sexua l harassment, would have been left
in the dark about h er case and may never have come forward w ith
their own cla ims. And Roger Ailes' now well-documented abuse of
wom en might well h ave continued.
In a n op-ed published shortly after s he joined us on Capitol Hill
to t alk a bout h er legislation-our legislation, our legislation, the
group of Senators who m et.__:Ms. Ca rls on wrote, quote , "So ma ny
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women are being silenced by employers who force them into a secret star chamber proceeding called arbitration. By coercing women
to remain silent about illegal behavior, the employer is able to
shield abusers from true accountability and leave them in place to
harass again," end quote.
Judge Gorsuch, the Seventh Amendment gives us the right to a
trial by jury in civil lawsuits. Would you agree that a critical aspect
of a jury trial is the fact that it is usually open to the public?
Judge GORSUCH. Absolutely. The Seventh Amendment-I am a
big believer in the Seventh Amendment-all the amendments. And
that amendment civil jury trial, 1 have spoken about this a lot over
the last couple days. I believe in it. I believe in juries. I believe in
the civil involvement of the people in their government. I believe
in the openness and transparency of a courtroom, the ability of
every person to come into it, poor or rich, mighty or meek and have
their cause heard. There are so many virtues to it. Transparency
is one of them, absolutely.
Senator FRANKEN. I am so glad to hear you say that because
these decisions, one 5-4 decision after another by the Roberts
Court has closed the jury to employers-I mean, to employees and
to customers, one after another. And that is why, frankly, there is
so much at stake here. As Senator Whitehouse has demonstrated,
what we are worried about is a nother 5-4 Roherts Court m aking
one decision a fte r a nother that hurts workers, employees, that
hurts consumers.
And, you know, you said earlier the re is no Democratic judges,
there are no Republican judges. If that is the case, what was
M errick Garland about? That is what it was about. It was about
let us leave this up to the election even though there was almost
a yea r left. That is what this is a bout. And what this Court has
done-and, liste n , I am sure there are a lot of cases decided where
judges go back and forth, but there is a sort of .c ore group of cases
in which the Roberts Court continually h as ruled in favor of corporations a nd against workers and consumers. That is what this is
about, and that is why-this is not-I know I a m over my time,
Mr. Chairman, a nd I will just try to fini sh out with a thought.
Chairman GRASSLEY. Okay. Go ahea d.
Senator FRANKEN. 1 think I have a thought.
Senator FEINSTEIN. Maybe.
Senator FRANKEN. Maybe. Thank you, Ranking Member.
This is really about something. And my colleag-ues on the other
side say, you know, that we are making somethmg up over here.
We are trying to r eally figure out whether we a r e going t o see a
continuation of this pro-corporate bias and of this bias toward big
money a nd a perversion of our politica l system like through Citizens United and where the weight shifts against the little guy a nd
for the big guy, and if that-if-this election was supposed to be
a b out the little guy but that is my thought.
Senator SASSE. Could I-does Al-Senator Franken , if you want
another minute, you ca n h ave a minute of mine.
Chairman GRASSLEY. I want to move on.
Sena tor SASSE . Okay.
Senator FRANKEN. Wa it a minute. H e gave m e a minute.
[Laughter.]
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Senator FRANKEN. Ah, gee.
Chairman GRASSLEY. I want to-when he gets done, we are going
to take a 10-minute break- Judge GORSUCH. Thank you.
Chairman GRASSLEY [continuing]. For the benefit of the nominee.
Judge GORSUCH. Thank you.
Senator SASSE. I know this is probably imprudent, but, Senator
Franken, I think you had two different thoughts. And one of them
I completely agree with to the degree that I understand the facts
and the other one I think is a non sequitur for what we are talking
about. So 1 found a lot of what you just said now compelling. I do
not know all the facts of the particular fraud case you are talking
about, but I do not see exactly how that applies to what the judge
who is sitting in front of us being considered for today.
But to the degree that-if you are right on a lot of the facts you
stipulate, it sounds to me like we ought to legislate about it and
we ought to talk together about what we should do to fix this problem. I do not know what it has to do with the confirmation of a
Supreme Court nominee because I think we are talking with him
about what the law is. I think a lot of your commentary was on
what you think the law should be, and if your fact pattern is right;
I think there is a problem there we should also fix.
But I do not think it is right that when you conclude to say the
Republicans are indifferent to this problem, I am interested here
not in the Republican-Democratic distinction but in the legislative
judging distinction. So we can follow-up.
Chairman GRASSLEY. The problem is lawyers get paid a lot more
in court than they do doing arbitration.
Senator SASSE . Thank you, sir.
[Laughter.]
Senator SASSE. I would like to enter into the record-[La ughter.]
Senator SASSE. I think what just ha ppened was one of the only
nonlawyers on the Judiciary Committee just got slapped by the
senior nonlawyer on the Judiciary Committee.
[Laughter.]
Senator SASSE . Nebraska is going to beat Iowa in football this
year, sir.
[Laughter.]
Chairman GRASSLEY. That is what you think.
[Laughter.]
Senator SASSE. I thought you were a Cyclone.
Anyway, I would like to enter into the record a letter written by
some of Judge Gorsuch's law students at the University of Colorado
law school. These students hold very politica l views, but they all
support the judge's nomination. They call him, quote, "a kind and
brilliant person dedicated to the rule of la w and to the Constitution," close quote. They write that he was even able to make a,
quote, "mandatory ethics class memorable." So well done.
I would like to note one story from the letter from a law student
who served a s a n extern, quote, ''While serving as an extern, I
h elped him in drafting an opinion rejecting a prisoner's a ppeal. The
prisoner had no lawyer and very weak arguments , so I turned in
a draft that explained very briskly why the prisoner's claim lacked
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merit. The judge then asked me, 'Where are the responses to the
prisoner's arguments?' "-close quote. "I told him that I did not see
the need to address those because they were so weak. Well, that
did not go over well with the judge. Judge Gorsuch responded, "We
owe this man the kindness of stating his arguments as fairly as we
can and then responding with clear answers in plain English. We
owe him the kindness of explaining to him in a way that he can
understand why he lost the case. Ruling against this man does not
relieve us of our obligation to show him that kindness"'-close
quote.
I would like to ask that we enter that letter into the record.
Chairman GRASSLEY. Without objection, so ordered.
[The information appears as a submission for the record.]
Senator SASSE. I would also like to enter into the record a letter
from dozens of Judge Gorsuch)s Columbia University classmates in
support of his nomination. Again, this is a diverse group praising
the judge's character and, quote, "unflagging commitment to respectful and open dialogue on campus," close quote. The alumni are
united in their belief that the judge would, quote, "serve our country with honor and distinction on the Supreme Court." I ask that
this letter be entered into the record.
Chairman GRASSLEY. Without objection, so ordered.
[The information appears as a submission for the record.]
Senator SASSE. Finally, I would like t o enter into the record a
letter from the past president of the Colorado Trial Lawyers Association, Gordon Netzorg, in support of the judge's nomination. He
has observed that the judge is , quote, "completely honest and
above-board, a man of integrity," close quote. H e also points out
that the judge enjoys strong bipartisan support from the Colorado
Bar. I ask that this letter be entered into the r ecord.
Chairman GRASSLEY. Without objection, so ordered.
[The information appears as a submission for the r ecord.]
Senator SASSE. Judge, you said yest erday that there is a lot
a bout this process that you do not like and that ma kes you uncomfortable. I would love to hear more a bout it, but 1 recognize that
you probably would not answer that question, that you cannot and
therefore will not answer. I think as a newbie here- I think I am
one of five people on the U.S. Senate that has neve r run for anything before in my life before getting here-I think that this Congress does not function as it should on a broa d range of issues . You
said yest erday that this is still the greatest deliberative body in the
world. I hope that can be true again, but humbly, there are a whole
bunch of not-for-profit boards in my little town of Fremont, Nebraska, that function a lot better at deliberation tha n the U.S. Senate does right now.
Speak er Pelosi or Lead er Pelosi is not a Member of the Sen ate
but the U.S. Congress is a place that the American people look at,
and when they s ee us, they do not primarily see public servants.
They do not prima rily see a distinction between the Article I
branch in which we serve a s the Legislature versus an Article II
and III branch that are supposed to check and balance one another.
They do not primarily see a distinction between the House a nd the
Senate. They primarily see politica l parties. And our Founders did
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not intend that. George Washington's farewell address spoke directly to the danger of faction.
We live in an era where there is going to be even more
disintermediation of public discourse through media channels as
the barriers to entry get smaller and the digitization of journalism
creates a world where there are going to be much more fragmented
conversations. It is possible for us to just silo ourselves in a way
where we create an echo chamber around ourselves so we only
have to talk to and listen to people who already agree with us. The
domain of shared facts is declining, and it is a really dangerous
thing.
And I worry about what comes next for the country. I worry
about what comes next for public discourse broadly. I worry about
what comes next in this institution. And I do not want to put too
fine a point on it, but I think that people who have watched these
hearings over the course of the last 3 days know that you should
be confirmed, know that you will be confirmed, and know that comments like Leader Pelosi's that if you are an American who drinks
water or breathes air, they should be scared of you, that is absurd.
And my colleagues know that it is absurd. And there is a real danger in not condemning that kind of reckless speech.
As is kind of well known, I think I am the third or fourth most
conservative guy in the U.S. Senate by voting record but I am not
particularly partisan and I have not been bashful about speaking
out against my party when my party has been reckless about facts .
And I hope that some of the folks on the other side of the aisle1
as we head toward a vote in this Committee and then we h ead toward a vote on the Floor in 2 weeks, will a lso speak out against
the kind of reckless nonsense of telling the American people, who
have day jobs, by the way-there are some folks who are watching
on C-SPAN and that is wonderful. There are parents and teachers
in Nebraska who are-and across the country who are using the
C-SPAN hearings here as an occasion to teach their kids civics,
a nd that is great. We need more-we need a more engaged public.
But most people are not watching these hearings, and most people are going to see some headline summary of what happened 2
weeks from now after there is a vote. And when the vote for you
should be 95-to-0 or 95-to-5 or 100-to-O-math was not my
strong suit so Franken will fill me in on the difference between
1924 a nd 1925-when they see a fina l vote, if it is not something
overwhelming, if they see something that looks like Republicans
voted ohe way and Democrats voted another way and they have
echoing in their ears the sounds of people saying that you are some
sort of a shill for big business and that the American people should
be scared of you, we will h ave in: this body done something to further erode the public trust .
And so I sincerely hope that my colleagues on the other side of
the a isle, as they approach voting, will recognize that the audience
after they vote is not just people in their next primary who want
to see a greater politiciza tion of every question in American life.
But the a udience for their vote is also going to be people who 10
a nd 15 a nd 20 years from now are going to look back on this body
at this time and next year and two a nd 3 years from now a nd say
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did we work to create a bigger and broader domain of shared facts
and of shared public trust?
I know you will not comment on this confirmation process directly because it is fundamentally a political question, but I wonder
if you might comment a little bit on how you see the interplay between Article I and Article II coming together to create a new
member of the court, the highest court, of Article III.
Obviously, the President nominates someone to serve on the Supreme Court, and we have the constitutional duty in the Article I
branch of providing advice and consent. Some of us have done that
both with the last President and with this President, have given
a dvice on the kinds of people that we think should be on the Court,
and we ultimately have a duty to consent or not to consent.
It could be done in this Committee or it could be done exclusively
on the Floor in the full body. It could be done-as you mentioned
with Justice White, it could be done in 90 minutes or it can be done
over the course of 2 weeks. There are lots of ways that the Senate
could organize itself. But could you help the American people understand what do you think are the hardest questions that should
right be being put to you and to future nominees for the Court?
When we are doing our duty to having-after provided often private advice to the President but also in public about the future and
when we are deliberating about consentin g or not consenting, what
a re the h ardest questions that you think it is appropriat e that this
body would ask of n ominees?
Judge GoRSUCH. Senator, I am grateful forthe question, but that
is one I a m going to have to respectfully decline to an swer out of
respect for the separation of powers. I just do not think it is appropriate for an Article III judge to be trying to t ell this body how to
do its business. I just do not. Of course, I have my personal
thoughts. I put them over there. I am a judge. And respectfully, I
h ave more optimism for this country. 1 do. And I have more optimism for this body a nd for the Congress as a whole. I have seen
it work. And m aybe I w ill just leave it there .
Senator SASSE . I hope you. are proved right.
I wo uld like to pursue something that Senator Cruz ask ed about
a few minutes ago. There has been p resupposition behind some
questions earlier today that if you believe in t extualism, if you believe in originalism, if you believe that one of the core jobs of som eone who sits on the Bench is to under sta nd the original public
m eaning, that somehow tha t m eans you a re locked in time in history in 1 788. Our Constitution has this glor ious a mendment proces s. Can you explain the relationship bet ween the a mendment
process and originalism? Since the document does evolve in a formal, explicit, a mended way, how does that relate to original public
understanding?
Judge GORSUCH. The Constitution is a law. Like any other law,
it is our foundational law, a nd it was drafted to last maybe unlike
certain other pieces of legislation that this body might think outdated a nd wish to update. That is its prerogative. The Constitution
was designed to la st and it was a brilliant, brilliant document. And
t he Founders really were a mazing. If you ever go to Philadelphia,
you have got to go to Independence Ha ll a nd the Constitutional
Center there a nd s ee how it h a ppen ed. And it is inspiring.
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And part of the wisdom of the document is the recognition, the
humility that even the Founders, brilliant as they were, could not
anticipate what might happen 100 years, 200 years-we might
hope a lot longer than that-down the line. And so they recognized
that, ultimately, it is about we the people. The people are sovereign
to this country, not a king, not a class. And if the people wish to
change their Constitution, there is a provision. There is a way to
do that. It is a government by the people and for the people. And
that is the amendment process in a nutshell, Senator.
Senator SASSE. As a sitting Supreme Court Justice tasked with
upholding the US. Constitution, is it ever appropriate to cite international law? And if so, why?
Judge GoRSUCH. I am not going to-it is not categorically improper. There are some circumstances when it is not just proper
but necessary. You are interpreting a contract with the choice-ofla w provision that may adopt a foreign law. That is an appropriate
time to look at any choice-of-law provision by any party in any contract. Treaties sometimes require you to look at international law
by their terms.
But if we are talking about interpreting the Constitution of the
United States, we have our own tradition and our own history, and
I do not know why we would look to the experience of other countries rather tha n to our own when everybody else looks t o us. For
a ll the imperfection s of our rule of law, it is still the shining example in the world.
That is not t o say we should sweep our problems under the rug
or pret end that we have solved all of the problem s in our culture,
in our society, in our civic discourse, but it is t o say that we h ave
our history a nd our Con stitution, and it is by we the people.
And so, as a general matter, Sena tor, I would say it is improper
t o look abroad when interpreting the Constitution as a general
matter_
Senator SASSE. How do independent agencies fit in a constitutional system of three branches?
Judge GORSUCH. Senator, independent agencies ar e in the executive b ranch , and there is a case called Humphrey's Executor that
was decided in the 1930s that permits independent agencies to be
created. By a n independent agency we mean that it is headed by
usually a group of individua ls who are removable only for cause as
opposed to at w ill.
Senator SASSE . How do you understand the t erm American
exceptiona lism?
Judge GORSUCH. I think that t erm means m any things to m any
people, Senator, a nd I do n ot wish t o get involved in -politics. I h ave
s poken as to how I see our Constitution a nd the brilliance of it a nd
the reverence I hold for it. And I think I will just leave it there,
with your permission.
Senator SASSE. What role does the Declaration of Independence
play in interpreting the Constitution?
Judge GoRSUCH. The Declaration of Independence is an am azing
document, right? These are men who-as Benja min Franklin said,
we eithe r h ang togeth er or we h ang separately. When they put
their nam e to that docum ent, it was a death warrant if they failed.
And that is wh y John H a ncock is now synonym ous with a signa-
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ture. No one remembers who John Hancock was, but they know
that is a signature because he wrote his name so bigly-big and
boldly.
Senator SASSE. You just said bigly.
Judge GORSUCH. Bigly.
[Laughter.]
Senator SASSE. And I just won five bucks.
[Laughter.]
Judge GoRSUCH. You embarrassed me in front of my nephew a nd
he loves it.
[Laughter.]
Senator SASSE . He is the one paying me the five bucks.
[Laughter.]
Senator SASSE . The Declaration of Independence I think?
[Laughter.]
Senator SASSE. Is that where we were? I think my work here is
done, but I do want to hear your answer.
Judge GORSUCH. John Hancock, right, the signature, that wa s
his death warrant, but he did not want the king to have any ambiguity about who it was that wa s signing that document. And it was
his death warrant. That is remarkable, a remarkable thing that
the men and the women who fought for our freedom, with all apologies to my British wife.
It is, however , not the law. The Decla ra tion is not the law. It is
a Declaration of Independence. The Constitution is the
foundationa l document and the foundationa l law of the country, to
a n swer your question. The Declaration I think certainly informs
every America n a nd should inform a judge in underst anding the
background of the Constitution a nd our laws. It is not a document
that should be lightly discarded.
Senator SASSE. Thank you. I do still want to ask you some questions about the Ninth and Tenth Ame ndment, but I will save that
for future rounds, as I a m at time. Thank you, Chairman.
Ch airma n GRASSLEY. Before you t ake your break a nd on the
issue of America being a n exceptional n ation, I would hope that
you could consider wh at de Tocqueville said about America b eing
an exceptional nation and s ay tha t without being political.
Tha nk you very much. We will t a ke a 10-minute break.
[Recess.]
Chairman GRASSLEY. I am going to wait a couple of minutes.
Judf$e GORSUCH. Oh, you a re.
Chairman GRASSLEY. No, no, you stay there, please. What we ar e
t rying to do is figure out how we end up tonight and get everything
done we have got t o get done. I think we have got something, we
h ave got a plan h ere.
[Pause.]
Chairman GRASSLEY. We are going to give 30 seconds to Senator
F ranken, but not right now- [La ughter.]
Chairma n GRASSLEY [continuing]. And then go to Coons. After
we finis h a second round, we will do what has been done for the
last 30 or 40 years with a nominee. W e are goin g to have a closed
session, and then we will r econvene after we have the closed session, and then we will st art our third round. In other words, at the
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end of the second round I should make clear we are going to have
this closed session, and by doing that, then when people are done
with their third round, if they want to leave and not come back,
they will not have to. And then for the third round, I think I have
consulted with a leader here that we would allow 15 minutes but
we would hope that you could do it in less than 15 minutes so that
we can get done sooner than we got done last night.
So that is the way we will handle it, and I hope not everybody
wants a third round, but I can understand if everybody does want
a third round. This is a very important part of our function as Senators, so we will do whatever it takes to satisfy everybody so the
questions get asked that you want to ask.
Senator Franken, for 31 minutes-Senator FRANKEN. Seconds.
Chairman GRASSLEY [continuing]. Thirty-one seconds.
Senator FRANKEN. Thank you. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Judge Gorsuch, you were right. The Federal Arbitration Act was
passed in 1925, as you said, not in 1924, as I said. I was wrong,
and especially so because I chose to correct you when I was the one
who was wrong, and I humbly apologize.
Judge GORSUCH. Not at all, not at all.
Chairman GRASSLEY. That does not happen very often around
the Senate.
[Laughter.]
Chairman GRASSLEY. Senator Coons.
Senator COONS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Thank you, Senator Franken.
Thank you, Judge.
I will submit for the record, as many of my colleagues have, two
more documents, an editorial from the Washington Post from Matt
Whit, who experienced the ha rdship of depriving individuals of the
ability to ma ke their own end-of-life choices when his mother endured a painful death by refusing nutrition; and a letter from 21
national LGBT groups expressing concerns about Judge Gorsuch's
opinions and whether they do indeed respect fundamental rights
that would enable them to be protected from discrimination.
Chairman GRASSLEY. Without objection, those are entered.
[The information appears as a submission for the record.]
Senator COONS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Judge, I enjoyed our conversation yesterday about Hobby Lobby
a nd your writings on assisted suicide, and I want to return to a discussion of privacy and the a utonomy of adults to make their own
decisions even when it might conflict with settled law or with the
majority's view of morality.
Yesterday, when I asked you whether the Constitution contains
a right to privacy, you agreed that it does, and I was glad to hear
that. But you went on to describe this right and its origins, and you
cited I think the Third and Fourth Amendments and two cases
from the 1920s that have to do with parenting, I think Pierce and
Meyer.
But you did not mention more recent cases where the right to
privacy has been central: Griswold, protecting access to contraception; Roe and Casey , protecting the right to choose an abortion;
Lawrence a nd Obergefell , protecting a same-sex couple's right to in-
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timacy or to marry. And I think it is important to establish that
when you agreed there is a right to privacy in our Constitution,
that we were talking about the same thing.
In general, this area of substantive due process and right to privacy is one about which there has been vigorous debate, so I
thought it was constructive for us to have a broader conversation
about it.
First, do you agree those cases that I just cited all relied on the
right to privacy as an essential part of their holding?
Judge GORSUCH. Senator, you and I were discussing, I believe,
some of those more recent cases in the line of the Fourteenth
Amendment, substantive due process case law, and all I was pointing out, or trying to at any rate, was that they have a prominence
that goes back quite a ways.
Senator COONS. That is r ight. So would you agree that these are
cases, the ones I just referenced, where the right to privacy really
is an essential part of their holdings?
Judge GoRSUCH. I agree they all grow out of the Fourteenth
Amendment due process liberty component, which has been interpreted by the Supreme Court to include privacy in a lot of different
areas.
Senator COONS. So would you agree, just to make sure I have understood you right, that the right to privacy today extends to prot ecting women's right to have a utonomy over their reproductive
choices a nd protecting the privacy of intimate relationships between consenting a dults, w hethe r same-sex or opposite sex?
Judge GORSUCH. You h ave Casey, you ha d Lawrence, you h ave
Obergefell. All of those are, I think, in the line of cases you are
talking about, Senator. Yes,
Senator COONS. So let us t ake a minute and look at Casey and
how it explores a nd identifies this right to privacy. It is now, I
think, 25 years old. It is a '92 case. It reaffirm ed the constitutional
right to choose a n abortion. And the opinion of the Court notesa nd I am going to quote h ere at some length-tha t these protections ext end to ma tters involving, quote, "the most intimat e a nd
persona l choices someone may m a ke in a lifetime, choices central
to dignity a nd a utonomy, central to the liberty protected by the
Fourteenth Ame ndme nt, a nd at the heart of liberty is the right to
define one's own concept of existence, of mea ning, of the universe,
of the mystery of huma n life. Beliefs about these m atters could not
define the attributes of personhood were they formed under compulsion of the st ate." I think that is a well-known piece of the
Casey opinion. Is that familiar to you?
Judge GORSUCH. Generally, yes.
Sena tor COONS. And in yo ur book on assist ed suicide you say,
"that it remains unclear whether Casey's myst e ry-of-life passage is
properly understood as a persuasive but non-binding dictum.1' By
calling this central section of the Casey opinion dicta, are you saying that future courts do no n eed to pay attention to it?
Judge GoRSUCH. No, Senator, and I was not even- I do not recall
being tha t empha tic about it.
Sena t or COONS. Okay.
Judge GORSUCH. What I said was tha t obviously Casey rea ffirmed the right to a bortion gen erally in Roe, and then the ques-
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tion is what additional work does that language do, and that remains an open question in a lot of ways, what additional work that
language does.
Senator COONS. Well, then, let us explore that, if we could.
Should this Casey language be relied upon in other cases?
Judge GORSUCH. 1 think that is going to be an argument that
counsel will make to a court and the court will have to consider
through the proper judicial process-briefing, argument, decision.
Senator COONS. Well, let me just argue that it has been relied
upon, that it was essential to the holdings in Lawrence and
Obergefell. If that is correct and it has been relied upon in subsequent key Supreme Court cases, is Casey and this particular piece
of the Casey holding indisputably settled law?
Judge GORSUCH. Senator, Casey is settled law in the sense that
it is a decision of the U.S. Supreme Court. And you also have
Obergefell and. Lawrence. Those are all precedents of the U.S. Supreme Court, entitled to the weight of precedent, which is quite
considerable, as we have discussed.
Senator COONS. Well, we have talked about precedent. You
talked at some length about what are the tests of precedent. One
of my concerns here is that the language in your book, I would
argue, lays out a roadmap for ignoring this section of this holding,
or minimizing or marginalizing it. Do I misread your writings here?
Judge GORSUCH. I do not know what you are referring to exactly,
Senator.
Senator COONS. The section in your book on assisted suicide
where you say Casey's mystery-of-life passage is persuasive but
non-binding.
Judge GORSOCH. Again, Senator, I am not sure that is an accurate portrayal of the book in the first instance. I think I said that
an a rgument could be made to that effect, at most, because you had
two holdings in Casey. You had one, a stare decisis or a precedentbased holding. Roe is upheld because it is precedent.
Senator COONS. Right.
Judge GoRSUCH. And second, there was a second argument for
upholding Roe, and this is part of it, this language. So both are sufficient to the day, and sometimes as a court you ask which is binding holding. Sometimes there is not just the law of judicia l precedent but a law of interpreting when we have multiple holdings.
Senator COONS. That is right.
Judge GORSUCH. The Marks opinion, for example, which talks
about how you pick which holding is binding in the future . So, Senator, we have a whole la w which applies here.
Senator COONS. I understand tha t.
Judge GORSUCH. A whole body of case law- Senator COONS. It is exactly because of that and what I think are
concerns that you raise about whether this is precedent that should
be relied on, or a section of the Casey opinion that should be relied
on, that I just wanted to emphasize that I view it as an important
foundation of this myst ery-of-life passage and the subsequent due
process views it expresses, really central to Lawrence and
Obergefell. They are rooted in Casey's interpretation of liberty
under the Fourteenth Amendment .
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So would you disagree with me that Lawrence and Obergefell
squarely rely upon Casey's view of liberty under the Fourteenth
Amendment?
Judge GORSUCH. Senator, I think it would be an injustice to Lawrence or Obergefell for me to sit here and try to characterize them
in miniature. They are thoughtful, lengthy opinions that have a
considerable amount of analysis unto themselves. I would just say
they are what they are. They are precedents of the U.S. Supreme
Court, and they-Senator COONS. So they are precedents, and you would view
them as binding and as settled law.
Judge GoRSUCH. Senator, they are precedents of the U.S. Supreme Court, due all the weight of a precedent of the U.S. Supreme
Court. I have written a book about how much weight that is, with
12 judges from around the country, appointed by Presidents of both
parties. Justice Breyer was kind enough to write a forward. And
it presents the mainstream view, the consensus view. Think about
it, 12 Circuit Judges agreeing on 800 pages.
Senator COONS. If you could get 50 Senators to agree on something, you would truly be worthy of-Judge GORSUCH. I would be happy if I could get 20 of you to
agree.
[Laughter.]
Senator COONS. So let me continue with that exploration, if I
could. So if these cases, L awrence and Obergefell, are settled law,
and they are relying critically on this understanding of substantive
due process that is rooted in Casey a nd its a na lysis, under what
basis or circumstances would they be subject to reconsideration?
When might they be open to being reexamined if they are currently
indisputably settled law?
Judge GoRSUCH. Senator, every precedent is subject t o a presumption that it stays, r ight? Francis Bacon called precedent the
anchor of the law. Alexander Hamilton said that judges, because
we are life tenured, need to be bound down by strict rules a nd
precedents.
Senator COONS. Right, a nd I think in your opening exchange
with Senator Grassley you identified just a few factors, a reliance
interest, whether it has been reaffirmed repeatedly, whether the
legal construct it was on has been upheld or whether it is an island
unto itself. Am I roughly remembering your-Judge GoRSUCH. There are a number of factors, a nd you h ave
n amed a few of them, a nd t hey are all outlined in the book, among
other places, and the Supreme Court precedents.
Senator COONS. Well, let us move to a k ey moment in this line
of cases. wh ere settled precedent was overturned. You testified yesterday that Justice White was your judicial hero, a Justice for
whom you clerked. And with a ll due respect, I think Justice White,
who was an exceptional football player and jurist and Coloradoan,
in this particular line of cases I think he was on the wrong side,
in Casey a nd in Bowers.
So let us discuss Bowers v. Hartwick, which was a case that
upheld a Texas statute criminalizing sexua l intimacy between
same-sex couples. In his 1986 decision in Bowers, Justice White declined to extend due process protections and recognize any funda-
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mental right of intimacy. And in 2003, the Supreme Court overturned, directly overturned Bowers and Lawrence. Justice Kennedy
wrote the Lawrence decision in reliance upon this Casey language,
and he did not mince words. Justice Kennedy said, "Bowers was
not correct when it was decided, as it is not correct today. It ought
not remain binding precedent. Bowers should be and now is overruled."
You clerked for both Justices White and Kennedy. Was Justice
Kennedy correct in stating that Bowers was wrong when it was decided?
Judge GDRSUCH. Senator, that is the law of the Supreme Court.
And you are right, I clerked for both men. I admire both men
greatly. Both taught me an awful lot, and I a not here and I will
not say a bad word about either one of those gentlemen.
Senator COONS. I wrestle with your admiration for Justice White
when his jurisprudence fails to recognize what I and the current
Supreme Court and many Americans view as a core liberty interest
inherent in each one of us. Obviously, Justices can be revered for
their writing and their decisions even when developments in the
law and history have long passed them by.
You have also expressed admiration for Justice Scalia, and he
dissented sharply, memorably in both of these same-sex decisions.
He actually said in ·one of those dissents memorably tha t the majority's holding would mean, "that state laws against bigamy, samesex marriage, a dult incest, prostitution, adultery, fornication, bestia lity, and obscenity would be called into question." As a legal ma tt er, do you agree with Justice Scalia's statement in that dissent?
Judge GDRSUCH. Senator, that is a dissent. It is not the controlling law- Senator COONS. That is right.
Judge GORSUCH. Of the Supreme Court.
Senator CO.ONS. And sometimes dissents are meant to signal a
direction a certain Justice would like the law to go.
Judge GORSUCH. I am sure it does, but it is a dissent. And, Senator, with respect to Justice White, I am not here to spend an
undue amount of time defending him. But we all, everyone--!
know you indicated that you disagree with him; that is fine. E very
one of us makes mistakes at some point in time. I do not think-Senator COONS. Did he m a ke a mistake in Bowers?
Judge GDRSUCH. Senator, the Supreme Court has held that. Justice Kennedy held that. As you pointed out, you rea d the language,
that is the binding law of the Supreme Court of the United States.
And, Senator, I r evere both men, both men greatly.
Senator COONS. But if you would, Judge, what I a m looking for
is some sen se of your understanding of the scope of the substantive
due process analysis in Casey. Because you took the initiative to
write that it should be understood very narrowly, that it might not
be something that would stand the test of time, because a Justice
you identified as your judicia l hero did not agree with it, and a Justice you did not describe as your judicial hero overturned it, so I
a m just expressing concern.
Judge GORSUCH . Senator, I am sorry to interrupt you, but that
is not correct.
Senator COONS. Okay.
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Judge GORSUCH. If you took away from my discussion that I do
not consider Justice Kennedy a judicial h ero, then I am sorry because I thought I made that very clear in my opening r emarks before this body. And if I did not1 I want to make it real clear right
now, all right?
Senator COONS. Duly noted.
Judge GoRSUCH. That I am immensely grat eful-Senator, I cannot let that pass. I am sorry.
Senator COONS. You did note in your opening that you learned
from him respect for litigants and that you admired your time with
him, and I remember you saying very positive things about your
clerkship with Justice-Judge GoRSUCH. I am glad, I am glad. I do not want the record
of this Committee to go down in history as anything less than holding him in great admiration. That is very important to m e, Senator .
Senator COONS. Thank you.
Judge GORSUCH. Very important to me.
Senator COONS. Justice Scalia, for whom you have also expressed
a great deal of admiration, expressed in his other dissent, a key
one in this case, that Obergefell literally was undermining Ame1:ican democracy, that it was a threat to American democracy. Pres uma bly he wa s referring to the fact that the Court's decision
struck down State laws a dopted by refe r enda.
Wha t did you understand him to mean ? Do you view Obergefell
as a threat t o democracy somehow?
Judge GORSUCH. Senator, Justice Scalia h ad his views, and h e
expressed them in his diss ent. They are his views. The la w of the
land is the holding of the Su p reme Court in Oberg efell.
Sena t or COONS. That is right. Your view s you expressed in 2005
in an a rticle in Nationa l Review called "Liberals and Lawsuits."And in that a rticle you said m a rriage equality a nd death
with dignity cases were exa mples of w ha t liberals relied on, an
over-weaning a ddiction to the courtroom to advance . What did you
m ean by t hat ?
Judge GORSUCH. Sen ator, we dis cussed that article yest erday. I
a m ha ppy to do it again. I was pointing out there, I think, two
things, a nd a third. The first I was pointing out was that there are
important civil r ights issues that courts ha ve t o be availa ble for,
and that the courts a re open to all persons. One of the beauties of
our courts is that they ca n vindica t e civil rights for minorities.
Senator COONS. That is right.
Judge GORSUCH. It is a non-majorita rian instit ution .
Senator COONS. And the line of cases I h a ve b een working
through with you a re two that a re la ndmark cas es but that a lso
have m emora ble dissents where significa nt a dvances in civil rights
were m ade, and that is exactly what I was trying t o explore, why
you sort of picked out those two ar eas to, I will say, denigr at e in
this N ation a l Review article. Ma ybe I misread it.
J udge GORSUCH. I do not m ean t o denigr at e an yone's views , Sena t or . This was b efore I was a judge . And the second point I m a de
was that there a re some comparative disa dvantages to r esolving
policy mat ters for courts. One of the disadva ntages comparatively
is that judges a re n ot well-equipped to decide policy m a tters. We
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have four evanescent law clerks that come to us for a year out of
law school. Great policymakers they are not, with all respect to my
law clerks, all right? They are wonderful legal researchers, but
they are not great policymakers.
Senator COONS. Speaking as a former clerk, I appreciate the recognition that some are great legal researchers. I am not sure I was
either a good policy advisor or researcher for my judge.
Let me, if I can, move to asking you about the basis on which
you might ever be open to reconsidering, as Kennedy did, White's
decision in Bowers with Lawrence, the decision in Obergefell.
Obergefell, which recognized a constitutional right to marriage
equality for same-sex couples, rooted in the substantive due process, is something that is now settled law and on which I would say
there is now a great deal of reliance, one of your core factors, one
of the core factors in deciding whether or not a precedential decision should be reviewed.
Do you think there is significant reliance interests on Obergefell?
Judge GORSUCH. I am sure there are, Senator, yes.
Senator COONS. And would you include in that the thousands,
probably tens of thousands of couples that have now married and
purchased property and signed contracts and changes in State law
and municipal law such that you would agree there is really a significant relia nce inte rest on this decision?
Judge GoRSUCH. Reliance interests are, as you point out, Sena tor, an important factor in a ny consideration of precedent, absolutely.
Senator COONS. And so overturning this key piece of precedent
would not just disrespect the now 25-year-long settled m yst ery-oflife a nalysis of Casey and the settled L awrence decision, but also
the reliance interest s of m any couples in this Obergefell decision?
Judge GORSUCH. Senator, I have declined to ma ke any promises,
hints, or previews in how I would resolve a ny case.
Senator COONS. That is right.
Judge GORSUCH. And I a m going to continue that here.
Senator COONS. But I am simply asking if you think there is a
s ignificant reliance interest , and I think you h ave agreed.
Judge GORSUCH. And I have already said yes.
Senator COONS. Let me just turn, if I migh t, in the little time
I have got left, a nd we might pick this up in my last round, t o an
important decision on this same question, the Fourteenth Amendment substantive due process right. In B rowder v. City of A lbuquerque, we talked yesterday about you being a Westerner, and
this is a particularly Western case in which a police otlicer going
off shift decided to just roar through the middle of town at 66 miles
a n h our , speeding through 11 different intersections a nd, tragically,
one r ed light, killing a person and severely injuring another .
Access to the Federal courts in this case r ests on 42 Section
1983, and your own decision, the una nimous decision of the Tenth
Circuit that you w rote, describes substantive due process, which is
the foundation of all these privacy cases we were just t a lking
about, as very much uncharted , more than a little open-ended, a
murky area with a p aradoxica l na m e.
What did you m ean by a ll that in this case?
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Judge GORSUCH. Senator, a lot of that was quotes from other
casesJ as I recall.
Senator COONS. Two out of the four, yes.
Judge GORSUCH. All right.
Senator COONS. I was a law clerk.
Judge GoRSUCH. And just so we are dead accurate here, I think
those are quotes from the U.S. Supreme Court.
Senator COONS. Yes, they are.
Judge GORSUCH. All right. I think that is not an insignificant
fact to note, Senator..
Senator COONS. It is not insignificant.
Judge GoRSUCH. All right. In that case, the question was whether there is a substantive due process right to pursue not a privacy
interest but a lawsuit, a tort-type lawsuit against a police officer
for his conduct. We have precedent in the Tenth Circuit saying indeed there is. And in that case, the majority opinion that I wrote
for the court, I upheld the right of the family to pursue the police
officer for damages under the United States Constitution.
Senator COONS. That is right.
And if I might, Mr. Chairman, I have a follow-on question which
we will get to in the third round.
Chairman GRASSLEY. Okay.
Senator COONS. Thank you.
Chairman GRASSLEY. Senator F lake.
Senator FLAKE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
And thank you, Judge, for your endurance through this process.
Yesterday you mentioned that, quote, "All precedents of the Supreme Court deserve the r espect of precedent." I will ask a couple
of questions about Supreme Court precedent. One recent precedent
was the Hosanna-Tabor case. This unanimous opinion affirmed the
ministerial exemption to the First Amendment. In other words, the
Government does not get to t ell churches or other religious groups
how it selects its ministers. Does Hosanna-Tabor deserve the respect of precedent?
Judge GORSUCH. Yes, Senator.
Senator FLAKE. Thank you. Another recent opmwn was U.S. v.
Lopez. The opinion involved a gun-free school zone act. Importantly, the act was passed pursuant to our commerce power. The
Supreme Court struck down the bill saying, "To uphold the Government's contentions here, we have to pile inference upon inference
in a manner that would convert congressional authority under the
Commerce Clause to a general police power of t h e sort retained by
the states." Does U.S. v. Lopez deserve the respect of precedent?
Judge GoRSUCH. It is a precedent of tbe U.S. Supreme Court.
That is a weighty thing, Senator.
Senator FLAKE. Thank ynu. Still one more, a recent opinion in
Glossip v. Gross. It was actually handed down in your Circuit, I believe. It involved the constitutionality of the death penalty under
prohibition of cruel and unusual punishment. The Court said,
quote, "It is s ettled that capital punishment is constitutional." Does
that one deserve the respect of precedent as well?
Judge GORSUCH. It does, Senator.
Senator FLAKE . Is foreign law ever valid precedent in an America n court?
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Judge GORSUCH. Senator, we have just discussed this with Senator Sasse. There are instances when foreign law may be appropriately cited. For example, in contract disputes between private
parties, sometimes they will have a choice of law provision where
they have contracted for the application of a particular state's law,
or maybe even a particular nation's law. In interpreting the United
States Constitution, it is generally not useful for courts to be looking at foreign law. We have our own traditions that are, frankly,
the envy of the world, if we want to talk about American
exceptionalism. It does not require us to look very far to find our
own precedents and our own history that are more germane usually, Senator.
Senator FLAKE. Thank you. We talked yesterday a bit about
being from the West. In the Tenth Circuit, you deal with a lot of
issues that are not brought up as much elsewhere, public lands
issues, disputes, and also Tribal issues. Can you tell me how dealing with Tribal issues has affected your view on religious liberty,
or has affected your jurisprudence? There was a case, Yellow Bear,
a sweat lodge issue.
Judge GoRSUCH. Sure. The .Yellow B ear case involved a Native
American who had murdered his daughter, 3 years old, and was in
Federal prison, and was denied access to an existing sweat lodge
in the prison. The prison had various reasons why it said it was
una ble to provide access to the swea t lodge for Mr. Yellow Bear.
We applied the Religious Freedom .Restoration Act, which was a
claim brought. There was no question about the sincerity of the
man's religious beliefs, no question that he found solace in his faith
after he had done what he had done.
And the n the question becomes, if it was a sincerely held r eligious belief, was it a substantial burden. And that box we checked
too, because the prison denied him any access to the sweat lodge .
So once you do those two. things, the case then shifts to the Government, a s it does in a ny RFRA case, any Religious Freedom Restoration case, regardless of who is bringing it, no matter how unpopular, the least a mongst us. The government has to have a compelling interest , a nd it has to show that its comeelling interest was
executed in the most na rrowly t a ilored way possible.
And here, the Government just could not come up with a good
reason why it could not provide Mr. Yellow B ear w ith any access
to the sweat lodge. It talked a bout the difticulty of moving him because he was a n unpopular prisoner and potentially subject to violence by other prisoners. But the evidence showed they were able
to move him for m edical reasons, a nd able to move him to the cafet eria , for example, a nd bac k and forth . It could not show tha t it
was much more, if a ny, of a burden fina ncia lly or otherwise on the
personnel of the prison to also m a ke the sweat lodge available at
least som etimes.
And so our court held that there was a violation of the R eligious
Freedom Restoration Act in that case, just as we would in any
other.
Senator FLAKE. Thank you. Let me shift gears quite a bit h ere
a nd talk about technology. You mentioned in the Jones opinion on
GPS t racking and the heat lamp case, Kyllo, in the context of
originalism, that t echnology cases provide t horny issues for the
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Court, obviously. You have dealt with some of your own, including
the review of Colorado's retail tattle-tale law, DMA v. Brohl. How
should judges approach issues of new technology as it applies to
litigation?
Judge GoRSUCH. Senator, in the first two cases you are dealing
with the question of an unreasonable search and seizure and what
is a search. In the Jones case, is it a search to attach a GPS tracking device onto a car? If it is a search, perhaps the Government
will need a warrant to do that. If it is not a search, it can just do
it willy nilly.
So you have to ask yourself, well, what is a search? Is that a
search? And to do that, the Court went back and looked at the law
of trespass as it was at the time of the founding and concluded that
would be what is called a trespass to chattels, a trespass on your
private property, not on physical property but personal property;
and that would qualify as a search or a trespass or a property right
violation at the time of the founding and concluded that when we
are interpreting the term an unreasonable search, what is a search
for the Fourth Amendment, that the Constitution of the United
States today cannot be less protective now of the people's liberties
than the common law understanding was at the time of the founding. That is the way the Court reasoned in that case, using existing
legal principles to address a new t echnology, and that is the sort
of thing judges do.
Senator FLAKE. How should judges famili a rize them selves with
new technology? Do we get to leave tha t to law cle rks , like we often
leave it to staffers to understa nd new technologies? How important
is it?
Judge GORSUCH. These are areas where Congress has a role too,
r espectfully, Senator. New technologies cha llenge us, all of us. And
what is a reasonable search? Guidance from Congress is helpful in
that regard. In fact, I think Justice Alito wrote a separate opinion
in the Jones case inviting Congress' action in this area when we
a re dea ling with n ew technologies, precisely because of the challen ge of trying to address vastly n ew circumst ances , new t echnologies that we h ave not seen b efore .
Senator FLAKE. You are right. I m ean, we deal with that issue
here all the time, trying to balance security versus privacy issues.
We think that we h ave it done or balanced, and then new technology comes and upsets it. I am sure it is the same for the Court.
Let m e continue on this vein t a lking about Conrrress' role as opposed to the Judiciary. Mr. Chairman, I would like to introduce
into the record a piece published in Tech Policy Da ily called
"Gorsuch and Tech Policy." And in it, the a uthor, a professor at
Boston College Law School, concludes: "Our Justices sh ould be willing to work hard and underst a nd n ew technologies a nd think critically about how traditiona l legal concepts m a p into cyberspace." He
concludes, "Judge Gorsuch's record suggests no reason to doubt h e
is up to the task.'' So, that ma kes u s all feel bette r, I am sure.
[The information appears as a submission for the record.]
Senator FLAKE . But let m e talk about this in the context of an
issue that we t a lked abo ut yesterday a nd h as been brought up a
number of times, Chevron deference, as it relates to innovation
h ere. I do not want to go back to your views on this. There is a
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great deal, as I said, of exchanges on this subject. But let me talk
about the relation to technology here.
If judges defer to policy decisions of Executive agencies, as Chevron calls for, those decisions depend largely on the public or the
policy preferences of the agencies. Is that not right?
Judge GORSUCH. Senator, I am sorry. I am not sure I entirely
tracked the question.
Senator FLAKE . Well, if agencies-if Congress sets a broad policy
and the agencies interpret that and write regulations based on
that, and the courts defer to the agency interpretation, then policy
depends on the policy preferences of the agencies more than it does
Congress in that view, right?
Judge GORSUCH. That sounds like a reasonable conclusion.
Senator FLAKE. Well, just as an example, if the Bush Administration had a policy on a certain technology, and then the Obama
Administration came in and changed that policy, whether it is the
FCC or the FTC, and then it was changed back when the Trump
Administration came in, the technology community out there is getting whipsawed back and forth. They cannot rely on policy. I think
that is why Congress and the courts need to take a hard look at
agency deference and why I think we need to return here in Congress-and this has been discussed in the past couple of days-to
legisla ting on different questions a nd doing more than we h ave
over the past couple of decades a nd giving more instruction to
agencies on how to interpret, or giving them less to interpret; I will
put it that way. But I do think that we will have more consistent
policy and policy that the private sector ca n rely on if Congress h as
to go through this exercise m ore than the agencies, because the
agencies, it can go back and forth depending on who is in power
there.
So that is just a long way of saying I agree with what seems to
be, and I hope I r ead .it correctly, your skepticism of Chevron deference, and tha t we ought to maybe tip the ba lance back toward
relying on Congress, or the intent of Congress at least .
Mr. Chairma n , I would like to introduce into the r ecord. a letter
of support from the Hispanic Leadership Fund, which notes: "Judge
Gorsuch has a n exceptiona l record in defending the Constitution
and our fundam ental rights such as the Second Amendment a nd
the right t o religious liberty."
Chairman GRASSLEY. Without objection, so ordered.
[The information appears as a submission for the r ecord.]
Senator FLAKE . In the time I h ave rem aining, a short time, let
me just t alk a little-you h ave m entioned in passing a bout anoth er
t echnology issue, cam eras in the courtroom . It h as been presented
as educa tiona l, and maybe people, after viewing this , may have a
different view of it. Obviously, we are the legislative branch. Everything we do here should be and always will be in the open a nd on
t elevision. I am gla d C-PAN is her e a nd in every hearing, just
about, that we have, with the exception of the intelligence agencies.
But when you apply it sometimes to the third branch-take
TransAm Trucking that h as b een discussed h ere at length-it is a
pret ty boring case wh en it was a camera-less courtroom that heard
it. It was a bout st anda rds of administrative review, st atutory interpretation. But now , in this h earing room, it all of a sudden becomes
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a battle between the big guy and the little guy, and I think that
there is a legitimate concern about opening up our courtrooms to
cameras and what that will incentivize.
So I hope you have said that is something that you will look at,
as will everyone on the Court, but I hope that we pause as we do
so, and watching these hearings over the past couple of days I hope
will give us more pause about cases that do not lend themselves
well when you consider what Edmund Burke said about the cold
neutrality of an impartial judge being the standard. That sometimes to me seems inconsistent with cameras in the courtroom and
what that incentivizes.
So with that, Mr. Chairman, and with the thanks of a lot of endurance, like I said, over the past couple of days, and you still have
more to come, I yield back.
Chairman GRASSLEY. I am surprised you are such a reasonable
Senator you would be against cameras in the courtroom.
[Laughter.]
Chairman GRASSLEY. Senator Blumenthal.
Senator BLUMENTHAL. Thanks, Mr. Chairman. I want to take
issue with my good friend from Arizona and state, as I have before,
how strongly I feel that cameras in the courtroom, including in the
U.S. Supreme Court, would be a very good thing. I know the Chai~
man agrees with me, as do other Members of the Committee, and
I believe that the American public would be better informed about
the work of the Court and about their rights if more of the proceedings in our Federal courts were better known to them. I think
that the image and the performa nce of our attorneys, of juries, of
judges would not only attract interest but also elevate the performance there. So I hope you will take that under advisement.
Judge GoRSUCH. Senator, one thing I have really gotten out of
this process that I did not really appreciate, I knew the advice and
consent function worked between Article 1 a nd Article 2, and I
have been asked to comment on that, and I will not, but I have
learned a lot, and I a ppreciate the advice I have gotten, thoughtful
advice on a number of issues from Senators across the spectrum.
You are thoughtful people who care deeply about this country, and
you care deeply about the judiciary, a nd I appreciate that and the
input that I have received from all of you. Thank you.
Senator BLUMENTHAL. Well, I very much appreciate that statem ent, and it leads to my n ext observation, which is about this proc~
ess. As much as there has been some handwringing and some
doubt expressed, I happen to think this kind of process is a lot
h ealthier for our democracy than the 90 minutes that our common
mentor, Justice White, spent in your place. I think, actually, although I did not know him as well as you, but I did see him on
occasion on a basketball court in the highest court in the land, and
had occasion to observe his elbows-Judge GORSUCH. Did you get one? Did you get one in the side?
Senator BLUMENTHAL. I know that I have a right to remain silent.
[Laughter.]
Senator BLUMENTHAL. But I think he would have enjoyed the
give and take.
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Judge GORSUCH. He enjoyed physical contact in any sport activity. You may be right. You may be right about that.
Senator BLUMENTHAL. And I appreciate your being here to answer all our questions and, as I said yesterday, your patience and
perseverance. I also-Judge GoRSUCH. Senator, I consider it a privilege to be here with
you.
Senator BLUMENTHAL. Thank you. I also want to raise a question, talking about court procedure, relating to conflicts of interest
and ethics. I think you were asked yesterday about the proposed
ethics rules that have been applied to your coutt-Judge GORSUCH. Yes.
Senator BLUMENTHAL [continuing]. To the appellate court, to the
District Court, but not to the Supreme Court. Would you view such
legislation as a violation of the separation of powers?
Judge GoRSOCH. Senator, I am afraid I just have to respectfully
decline to comment on that because I am afraid that could be a
case or controversyJ and you can see how it might be. I can understand Congress' concern and interest in this area. I understand
that. But I think the proper way to test that question is the prescribed process of legislation and litigation.
Senator BLUMENTHAL. I assume that you have observed all those
rules as a member of the Tenth Circuit Court of Appeals.
Judge GORSUCH. I have done my best, Senator.
Senator BLUMENTHAL. Have they been unduly burdensome?
Judge GORSUCH. No, Senator, no.
Senator BLUMENTHAL. Have you found that they interfered at all
with your discharge of duties as a judge?
Judge GORSUCH. No, Senator.
Senator BLUMENTHAL. Would you object personally to following
those rules as a m ember of the U.S. Supreme Court?
Judge GoRSUGH. My personal views, Senator, have nothing to do
with my job as a judge.
Senator BLUMENTHAL. Will you commit to following those rules
personally on your own without any legal requirement?
Judge GORSUCH. Senator, what I have committed to do is to take
a look at the law, talk to my colleagues collegially, and then make
up my own mind, and I am t a king into account all the advice I
have gotten in this process carefully. I will carefully consider that.
But, Senator, I am not going to m a ke any promises in this process
to anyone about anything other than to be the best possible judge
I can be.
Senator BLUMENTHAL. W ell, I hope that you will be as persuasive
as possible after you m ake up your own mind and hope that you
will decide that these rules make sense because, again, in terms of
the appearance and the credibility of the Court, I think that they
are important.
I want to go back to some questions I asked you yesterday which
perhaps you did not get a chance to clarify, and I want to give you
that opportunity. If you reca ll, we were ta lking about Brown v.
Board of Education, and you said, I believe, tha t you agree with
that decision. Do I h ave it correctly?
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Judge G0RSUCH. Senator, it is a seminal decision of the U.S . Supreme Court interpreting the Fourteenth Amendment, maybe one
of the great moments in Supreme Court history.
Senator BLUMENTHAL. You said, that it "corrected an erroneous
decision, a badly erroneous decision," and you called it "a correct
application of the law of precedent." And you said also that it vindicated a dissent "that got the original meaning of the Equal Protection Clause right." That sounds to me like you agree with the result in Brown u. Board of Education.
Judge GORSUCH. Sir, you can characterize it however you want.
I said what I said, and I stick by what I said.
Senator BLUMENTHAL. So unlike Justice Kennedy and Justice
Roberts, Chief Justice Roberts, in their confirmation hearings, you
will not say that you agree that it was the right result.
Judge G0RSUCH. Senator, I have said it was a seminal decision
of the U.S. Supreme Court that corrected a badly erroneous decision that vindicated the original understanding and the correct
original meaning, rather, of the Fourteenth Amendment, and is one
of the shining moments of constitutional history of the U.S. Supreme Court. That is what I have said.
Senator BLUMENTHAL. So why will you not say that you agree
with the result?
Judge GORSUCH. Senator, I do not know what it m eans-I am
not sure what we are arguing about he re.
Senator BLUMENTHAL. We are not arguing. I am just asking why
you are so averse to saying, yes, it was the right result.
Judge G0RSUCH. I a m saying as a judge, it was a seminal decision that got the original understanding of the Fourteenth Amendm ent right and corrected one of the most deeply erroneous interpretations of law in Supreme Court history, Plessy u. Ferguson ,
which is a dark, dark stain on our Court's history, and it took way
too loni;; for the U.S. Supreme Court to get the Fourteenth Amendm ent n ght. It is an embarrassm ent in our history. That is what I
have said, Senator.
Senator BLUMENTHAL. And Chief Justice Roberts, in response to
Senator Kennedy's question, "Do you agree with the Court's conclu.sion that the segregation of children in public schools solely on the
basis of r ace is unconstitutional?" Then Judge Roberts, "I do."
You said yesterday-and I am quoting you now-that ther e is no
daylight between you and-Judge GORSUCH. Respectfully, I do not see any daylight between
what I have just said and what you just quoted from the Chief.
Senator BLUMENTHAL. Okay.
Judge GORSUCH. I just do not, Senator.
Senator BLUMENTHAL. I am not going to dwell on this.
Judge GORSUCH. We are a ll on the sa me page on Brown u. Board
of Education, Senator.
Senator BLUMENTHAL. Okay.
Judge GORSUCH. It is a great and important decision.
Senator BLUMENTHAL. Would you say the same about Griswold
u. Connecticut?
Judge GORSUCH. What I have said about Griswold u. Connecticut 1
Senator, is tha t it is a decision by the U.S. Supreme Court recognizing the right of m a rried couples, in the privacy of their own
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home, to use contraceptive devices. It was decided, I believe, m
1965, though Senator Franken may wish to correct me.
Senator BLUMENTHAL. No, you are right about 1965.
Judge GORSUCH. Good. All right1 1965.
Senator BLUMENTHAL. And if I am wrong, I am not going to tell
you I am wrong.
[Laughter.]
Senator BLUMENTHAL. It was decided in 1965, and that was its
holding, and I am asking you do you believe it was the right result?
Judge GoRSUCH. And what I have said is, Senator, it is 50 years
old, more than 50 years old, right? The reliance interests surrounding it are obvious and strong. It has been repeatedly reaffirmed. Those are powerful things in the law of precedent. I have
also said I cannot imagine a State trying to pass a law in this area,
and I have said I cannot imagine the U.S. Supreme Court taking
such a law seriously. I do not know how clear I could be to you,
Senator.
Senator BLUMENTHAL. You. could be much more clear about your
personal beliefs.
Judge GORSUCH. Right.
Senator BLUMENTHAL. Do you believe-Judge GORSUCH. And my personal views have nothing to do with
my job as a judge.
Senator BLUMENTHAL. Well, let me invoke your beliefs as a commentator. Do you believe it was the right result based on your understanding of the law, not your persona l beliefs about whether
contraceptives are a good thin g or a bad thing, but your beliefs
about the constitutional underpinning the right to privacy, the
Fourth Amendment, substantive due process underpinning of Griswold v. Connecticut? Was it the right result?
Judge GORSUCH. Senator, I have consistently, not picking out
Griswold or any other particula r case, I h ave drawn a line that l
think is required of a good judge to be fair and to respect the separation of powers, without respect to precedent. A precedent of the
U.S. Supreme Court, as we were talking w ith Senator Flake, they
a re a ll precedents. They a ll deserve respect of a judge.
Senator BLUMENTHAL. But some more than others.
Judge GORSUCH. Senator, it depends upon the factors under the
law of precedent, what weight you give a precedent.
Senator BLUMENTHAL. Why is your-I am sorry.
Judge GoRSUCH. Includin!$ the age of the precedent, how often it
has bee n reaffirmed, the reliance interests surrounding it, whether
it was correctly decided, whether it is constitutional versus st atutory, and a number of other things that we h ave discussed repeatedly.
Senator BLUMENTHAL. And you are saying that there is no threat
of it coming before the Court because a State legislature is unlikely
to pass the kind of criminal ban on contraceptive use that existed
then?
Judge GoRSUCH. I have said, Senator, with this particula r precedent we a re talking about, it is over 50 years old, a weighty factor;
that the reliance interests surrounding it are obvious a nd ma ny
and great. I h ave said that it h as been repeatedly reaffirmed by the
U.S. Supreme Court. I h ave said that I cannot imagine a State ac-
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tually legislating in this area. And I have said that I cannot imagine the Supreme Court taking a challenge, someone wishing to
challenge that precedent, seriously. I do not know how much more
clear I could be to you1 Senator, as a judge.
Senator BLUMENTHAL. Would you say the same about Eisenstadt
v. Baird?
Judge GORSUCH . I have already, Senator, several times in the
course of this hearing.
Senator BLUMENTHAL. And you are unwilling to do, as Justice
Alito di<), and he was a judge, and I think you would probably say
he was a good judge, correct?
Judge GoRSUCH. I think every member of the U.S. Supreme
Court sitting is a very fine judge, yes.
Senator BLUMENTHAL. And he said about Eisenstadt v. Baird, ''I
do agree with the result." You are unwilling to say that, and you
are unwilling to say, as Chief Justice Roberts did about Griswold,
"I agree with the Griswol,d court's conclusion that marital privacy
extends to contraception and availability of that."
Judge GoRSUCH. Respectfully, Senator, I think we are splitting
hairs, I really do, because I have told you quite clearly that both
of those precedents are in the realm of 50 years old, that they have
serious reliance interests around them, that they have been repeatedly reaffirmed. And, Senator , what I have tried to do with respect
to all precedents is treat them equally in my presentation before
you, because as a judge I come at them equally. In my line of work ,
a precedent is a heavy, weighty thing, and it deserves respect as
precedent, as part of our history.
Senator BLUMENTHAL. Well, we are doing more tha n , with all
due respect, Your Honor, we a re doing more than splitting ha irs
h ere, because words m atter. And the words of Chief Justice Roberts
and Justice Alito's were different tha n yours. Asking you to agree
that these results were correct I think is a rele.vant and importa nt
question , a nd your declining to do so-I respect yo ur reasons, but
I think that it speaks volumes, with all due respect .
Judge GORSUCH. Well, let m e try it this way for yo u, Senator .
M aybe this will h elp. The way I look at it is I do not come at these
issues fresh. It is not whether I agree or disagree with a ny particular precedent. Tha t would be an act of hubris, because a precedent, once it is decided, it carries far more weight tha n what I personally think.
Senator BLUMENTHAL. Well, let me ask you-Judge GoRSUCH. The point of a precedent-I am trying to be a s
h elpful to you h ere as I can be, Senator-is that it represents collective wisdom. And to say I agree or I disagree with a precedent
of the U.S. Suprem e Court as a judge, it is an a ct of hubris that
to me just does not feel like a judicial function. For a judge, precedent is more important tha n what I think, and my agreement or
my disagreem ent with it does not a dd weight to it. It is what it is.
Senator BLUMENTHAL. Let me ask you about Loving v. Virginia .
As you know, it invalidat ed bans on interracia l m arriage under
both the Equal Protection and Due Process Clauses. Do you agree
with the r esult there?
Judge GORSUCH. Seminal, important application of the principles
r ecognized in Brown v. Board of Education , and a vindication again
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for the original meaning of the Equal Protection Clause, that all of
us) every single person, is equal, and that we can all choose with
whom we wish to live our lives without respect to race. It is one
of the great moments. We visited some dark moments in Supreme
Court history, and we visited some bright moments, Senator.
Senator BLUMENTHAL. And Lawrence v. Texas, which held that
the Government cannot criminalize gay and lesbian relationships?
Judge GoRSUCH. That is a holding of the U.S . Supreme Court
due all the way to precedent, Senator, as well.
Senator BLUMENTHAL. And would you agree that it overturned
an incorrect decision?
Judge GORSUCH .. That is what it declared, Senator. That is the
precedent of the U.S. Supreme Court.
Senator BLUMENTHAL. Do you agree?
Judge GoRSUCH. Senator, it is a precedent of the U.S. Supreme
Court. I am going to give you.the same answer every time.
Senator BLUMENTHAL. Well, I suspect you will. But let me just
say that the answer that you have given leaves doubt in a lot of
minds. To quote from a concurrence by Justice Kennedy, as well as
Justice Souter and Justice O'Connor, and I am quoting, "Liberty
finds no refuge in a jurisprudence of doubt." Your declining to be
more direct and give the same answer about these cases that you
did about Brown leaves doubt in the minds of millions of Americans who rely on privacy rights. They are relying right now. And
I think that doubt is regrettable.
I want to ask you-I think I know the answer. Do you agree with
the r esult in Roe v. Wade a nd Planned Parenthood v. Casey?
Judge GORSUCH. Senator, I am drawing the same line that Justice Ginsburg drew, Justice O'Connor drew, Justice Souter, Justice
Scalia. Many, many, m any people who have sat at this confirmation table have declined to offer their personal views to this or that
precedent, whether it fa one side's favorite or another side's favorite, one side's least favorite, the other side's least favorite. We have
gone back and forth today on precedents, which ones people like
and do not like. And I understand that every citizen and every
Member of the Senate have their precedents that they prefer personally and not. I understand that . I respect that. That is part of
the .P rocess a nd our First Amendment liberties.
But as a judge, as a judge, my job is to decide cases as they come
to me. And if I start suggesting that I prefer or not, dislike this
or that precedent, I am sending a signal, a hint, a promise, a preview, as Justice Ginsburg called it, about how I would rule in future cases where those principles from that case are going to be at
issue, a nd all of these cases that we just discussed that are very
a live with controversy, as you know, Senator, which is why you a re
asking about them . And for a judge to start tipping his or her h and
about whether they like or dislike this or that precedent would
send the wrong signal. It would send the signal to the American
people that the judge's personal views have something to do with
the judge's job.
And the one thing I have tried to convey over the last 3 days is
that I do not believe that is part of the judicia l function, and I do
not believe that is what good judges do. And I have a lso said, Senator, and I believe this firmly, that once a judge starts committing,
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promising, hinting, previewing, forecasting, agreeing or disagreeing
with precedent at this confirmation table, we are in the process
then of campaign promises1 and we are in that process, Senator, I
fear, of judges having to make commitments, tacit promises, hints,
previews, as Justice Ginsburg called it, in order to become confirmed. And once we do that, I am fearful for the independence of
our judiciary.
Senator BLUMENTHAL. Well, just for the record, because I am out
of time, I am not asking you. to look forward to cases. and controve rsies the\t may come before you. I am simply asking you whether
you acce pt the basic core principles of the right to privacy that are
articulated in those decisions.
I apologize, Mr. Chairman, that 1 have gone over by a couple of
seconds,
Chairman GRASSLEY. No, tha t is fine.
Before Senator Crapo, w e have a vote sometime between 4:45
and 5:15. The exact time we do not know. But that would be a good
time for us to have the break for to move to our closed session and
then come back here, and whoever has not had their second round
yet will get their second round. And then we will immediately go
to the third round.
Senator CRAPO.
Sena tor CRAPO. Thank you very much, Mr. Cha irman.
And Judge Gorsuch, I want t o go ba ck to the issu e you. h a ve just
been discussing. First of all, to say that I respect your abs olute resista nce to b eing invited to put your pe rsona l opinion s onto the
issues that you w ill need to face as a Supreme Court Justice if you
a re confirmed. I apprecia t e it, and I res pect it.
The fact is that as now Justice Ginsburg said, if you ca n b e
pus h ed into giving hints a bout what your feelings are about the
precede nt of the U.S. Supreme Court decisions or othe r ca ses, then
you will h ave violated what 1 think is an a ppropria t e approa ch tha t
a judge s hould bring t o jurisprudence. And so I just wa nte d to t ell
you I a pprecia t e.
I know you. a r e getting questions again a nd again a nd again. And
you consis tently ma ke it very clea r tha t you a re leaving y our pe rsonal opinions out of it, as a judge should do. So I, for one , wa nt
to t e ll you that I a ppreciat e that and recognize it.
That leads, though , to one of the issues that I wa nted t o ret u rn
to with you. You and I t a lked a bout it yesterday, and in fact , you
h ave t a lked to a number of Senators a bout it, and it is back a gain
t o the question of or igina lism a nd textualism . And I realize that it
is h ard to put lab els on this issue beca use they do not r eally n eces sarily portray what it is we a re trying to t a lk about.
But the aspect of this tha t I w ould simply like you to dis cuss a
little more in detail is the one r eally that Sena tor F einstein st a rted
out with today. If it is- a nd I do not w a nt to put words in your
mouth. But if it is the approach that a judge or a Justice s hould
t a k e, that they look a t the Constitution or a st atute as it was writt en and try to determine w hat reasonable people would understand
it, the words in the statute to mean, does tha t m ea n that somehow
for a ll time in the future as society evolves a nd as science evolves
a nd a s circumst a n ces develop that were not contempla ted perha ps
a t the time the Constitution or the st atutes w ere written, does it
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mean that we do not have a way to deal with applying those laws
or the Constitution to new circumstances?
And does that-if the answer to that is, no1 there is a way to
apply these laws and to interpret the Constitut10n, does that mean
that we are somehow changing the Constitution, or what are the
parameters of that entire concept? Could you discuss that a little
more completely?
Judge GoRSUCH. Well, Senator, I-we have discussed this quite
a lot. I am happy to try to do it again. But the job of a judge i'S
not to make law, but to interpret the law and to apply the law as
best as humanly possible. And one way to do that, we start with
precedent. That is where we start. We do not reinvent the wheel.
And we apply the precedent we like and the precedent we do not
like because our personal views have nothing to do with our job.
We apply all the precedent. And if you cannot do that, well, then
you are in the wrong line of work. A judge's job is to apply precedent without respect to persons and without respect to their personal views.
Then when we look at, say1 an unanswered question where there
is not precedent, for example, one thing a good judge will want to
know is what the original understanding of that law was at the
time. In the statutory context, I have talked about the fish case.
Senator CRAPO. Yes.
Judge GORSUCH. In the Constitutional context, I have used a couple of cases that I think a re good examples. One is the thermal imaging case, a nd the othe r is the GPS tracking device ca se. Those
are some of my favor ite t eaching cases when I go t alk to young people about these issues.
And the point of them all is to demonstrate two things . That
wh en we speak about the original understanding of the law, we are
protecting due process interests. We are applying the law as we
could expect a reasonable citizen, person in this col..\.Utry to .have
unde rstood it.
So that when I am putting a person in prison , for example, which
we do as judges. W e are complicit in that process. That I know I
a m putting tha t person in prison for something that they could r easonably be charged with know ing to be improper. Not something
tha t comes from my hea rt, that I m a de up. Not my personal views,
not what I like or dislike or agree with or disagree with. But what
I can say that person should have know n . That is the due process/
fair notice value.
And the other aspect of it is the separation of powers value that
is behind this, which is, again, I can ma ke a reasonable cla im that
I a m decla ring that the law is. A reasonable claim tha t I am n ot
just doing politics. A reasonable cla im that I a m trying to interpret
and apply rather than a lter and amend the work of the people's
representatives.
For after all, this is a democracy at the end of the day. It is not
an oligarchy of judges.
Senator CRAPO. I think that is a n important distinction that you
just ma de. You ar e trying to interpret a nd apply rather tha n to
a lter or a mend the m eaning of the Constitution or the words of the
Constitution or the words and m eaning of a statute. And to m e,
t hat is really the core issu e h ere .
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That what I hear you saying is that your objective, whether it
is called originalism or textualism or what have you, is to identify
what a reasonable person would interpret the words in the Constitution to mean and not to say or to try to interpret it to mean
what you think they should have said or written at the time.
Which does not mean that you cannot apply those principles to
new developments in society or in science. It simply means that
you must interpret the words as they were intended and as reasonably understood. And if we are to change it, then there is a proces.s
for that to take place.
Judge GoRSUCH. That is right, Senator. And that process lies
with the people's representatives for the amendment process, as we
have discussed. Exactly.
Senator CRAPO. Thank you.
One other question that I have in this round, and I do not intend
to mean by that I will call for another round. But I would like to
talk with you for a minute about the concept of independent agencies that you briefly discussed with Senator Sasse.
As I understand independent agencies, they are basically agencies of the U.S. Government. They are in the executive branch, as
you indicated, but they are independent. And there was-perhaps
you could go through-you are aware, I am pretty sure, of the
Myers case and then the Humphrey's Executor case?
Judge GORSUCH. l a m.
Sena tor CRAPO. I think you r eferenced the Humphrey's Executor
case earlier. Could you just explain wha t those two cases t ell us?
Judge GORSUCH. Well, Myers initially suggested that-I think it
is a fair reading to say that it cast doubt on the proposition whether there could be a n agency whose head would-would not be subj ect to removal by the President at will. And H umphrey's Executor
overturned Myers a nd held that was, indeed, proper.
Of comse, the Court h as more recently also reent ered this area
in the Peekaboo case a nd. indicated. that while one layer of for cause
rem oval protection is appropriat e, two layers crosses a line.
Sena t or CRAPO. Explain to m e a little. I a m not as familiar with
the Peek aboo case.
Judge GORSUCH. Sure.
Senator CRAPO. Exactly-Judge GoRSUCH. So Humphrey's Executor says that you may
h ave a n agency, a multi-member agency where the h ead of it is remova ble only for ca use. These are gross generalizations.
Senator CRAPO. I understa nd, a nd I ask you only t o be gen eral
in your description.
Judge GoRSUCH. Right. And I a m not s ign a ling my agreement or
disagr eement with a nything. I am trying to faithfully report t o you
the precedent of the U.S. Supreme Court.
Senator CRAPO. U nderstood. And that is the question I asked .
Judge GORSUCH. And the Peekaboo case is a more recent case in
which there were two layers of for cause removal. And the question
was whether tha t was constitutionally permissible consistent with
Article II and the statutory st ructure, a nd the Supreme Court said
two layers is one too ma ny.
Sena tor CRAPO. And w h at was the second layer? Was tha t congressional oversight?
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Judge GoRSUCH. Two layers-no, two layers of for cause removal.
Senator CRAPO. Oh, I see.
Judge GORSUCH. Yes, yes.
Senator CRAPO. So the notion is that even after the Humphrey's
Executor and Peekaboo, there still are limits to the amount of independence that Congress can give to an agency?
Judge GoRSUCH. That is what the Peekaboo case basically says,
yes.
Senator CRAPO. Well, I think I am going to leave it at that. There
are a lot more aspects of that I would love to discuss with you, but
obviously, the notion of understanding the importance of the three
separate parts of Government that our Constitution created and
the potential that this line of cases has of allowing Congress to create a fourth branch that is not responsible to either or maybe any
of the other three branches is troubling to many of us.
And so it is just an important area that I wanted to get your general understanding of. I will not ask you to opine on it or to give
your personal opinions.
Judge GORSUCH. I am grateful for that, Senator. It is-Humphrey's Executor is a precedent of the U.S. Supreme Court, and you
know, I understand that some people like it and some people do
not.
Senator CRAPO. Understood. Like I said, I have a lot more questions, but I am not going to use up any more of your time or mine
in this round.
Senator FEINSTEIN [presiding]. Thank you, Senator.
Senator Hirono.
Senator HIRONO. Thank you, Ma da m Chair.
Judge Gorsuch, it is good to see you again.
Judge GORSUCH. Likewise, Senator.
Senator HIRONO .. Despite the many hours that you have been before us, I still feel like there .is much more we need to know about
you and what kind. of Justice you would be, and I still need reassurances that you will be the kind of Justice who is open to applying the law and the Constitution to protect the rights of the working poor, who are just one paycheck away from being homeless.
Who understands the importance of ensuring that victims of discrimination cannot only ask for, but can also receive protections
from our courts. And who demonstrates a commitment to the constitutional principles that protect the right of women to m ake the
intimate and personal choice of what to do with our own bodies.
So I would like to try again with you today. You painted a picture for us yesterday of the Court that is straight out of a Norman
Rockwell painting. You said, "One of the beautiful things about our
system of justice is that any person can file a lawsuit about anything against anyone at any time. And a judge, a neutral and fair
judge will h ear it.''
This is a wonderful idea that anybody can file a claim to protect
their rights or interests and that those claims will be hea rd and
ruled upon by neutral judges, apparently uninfluenced by their
own strongly h eld and frequently expressed persona l views and judicial philosophy.
But of course, you a nd I both know politics and the courts are
intertwined. In fact, you told us so in your 2005 National Review
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Online article, which was entitled "Liberals'N'Lawsuits." In that
article, you wrote that as a result of Republican wins in the presidential and Senate elections, Republicans were in charge of the judicial appointment process. As a result1 you wrote, "The level of
sympathy liberals pushing constitutional litigation can expect in
the courts may wither over time, leaving the left truly out in the
cold."
This shows you understand or at least recognize that judges appointed and confirmed by Republicans will have less sympathy for
liberals pushing constitutional litigation, as you put it. I am profoundly troubled by this because 1 thought judges, as you described)
make decisions divorced from their personal and philosophical
leanings.
So should justice depend on who won the last election or who is
in charge of nominating and confirming judges?
Judge GoRSUCH. Senator, I appreciate the opportunity to answer
that question because I have tried to make clear as I can over the
last few days that I do not view my colleagues as Republican
judges or Democrat judges. I view them as judges, and I believe
that the courts are open to all persons.
And I believe if you look at my record as a judge, as opposed to
anything else, you are going to see that I have decided over 2 , 700
cases, that 97 percent of the time they have been unanimous, that
99 percent of the time I have been in the majority, that according
to the Congressional Research Service at least, my opinions have
a ttracted the fewest dissents of any Tenth Circuit Judge they studied.
Senator HIRONO. Judge Gorsuch, if I may?
Judge GORSUCH. Those are-of course.
Senator HIRONO. And I am listening to your answer, and I am
not getting a response to the question I asked, which was-I will
ask it again. Should justice depend on who won the last election
or who is in charge of nominating and confirming judges? And I
think that requires a yes or no answer from you.
Judge GoRSUCH. And I do not think it does, Senator, as I have
tried to express. I do not think-when you come to the Tenth Circuit, come to my court, I think it would be deeply wrong to suggest
that it depends on who won the last election what kind of justice
you are going to get in my court. It is not the way it happens.
And I know the men a nd women of the Federal judiciary, and I
know how hard they work, how lonely the job is often, how much
criticism they attract from all sectors, and I know that when they
wake up in the morning, they do so with one thing in mind, to be
a fair and independent judge for each case that comes to him or
her. Tha t is what I know. That is what I h ave seen. That is what
I have witnessed.
I know the men and women of the Federal judiciary. I know a
lot of them, and I admire them.
Senator HIRONO. So-Judge GORSUCH. And I do not think it ma tters whether they are
Republican-or Democratic-appointed judges, no.
Senator HIRONO. That does not square with the view that is expressed in the article wherein you acknowledged that the people in
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charge of the judicial nomination and confirmation process willor may result in, if it is the Republicans, less open to liberal views.
So how do-how do your views in that article square with what
you are telling me right now?
Judge GORSUCH . Senator, I appreciate the chance to talk about
that article again. We have chatted about it a few times the last
couple of days. And as I have tried to explain, I made a couple of
points there.
First was that the courts have to be open to civil rights claims.
They are very important for vindicating the rights of unpopular
voices, minority voices, the least amongst us. That is what courts
are for.
But I also made the point that sometimes social issues, problems
today are not best resolved in the courts because the courts have
certain limitations. One, we are just not very good at making social
policy. I have got four law clerks straight out of law school. With
all respect to them, I love them, but they do not know a lot, all
r ight?
You have staffs for making social policy. This is the place of the
people's representatives. We are not a democratic institution. We
are life-tenured judges. I would not hire a bunch of life-tenured
judges to run a country, with all respect, and call it good. There
is a separation of powers .
And so the point was-the other point I was trying to make there
was, judges, somebody has to w in and somebody has to lose. There
is no room for compromise. Now one of the things this body is r eally good at, at its best, is compromise, right? Tha t is what you. do
in legislation.
Senator HIRONO. Well, yes.
Judge GORSUCH. Some, there is a give and a t a ke, a pull and a
tug, right? And-Senator HIRONO. Judge Gorsuch?
Judge GoRSUCH. That is not present in litigation. So those are
some of the points I was trying to ma ke in tha t article.
Senator HIRONO. I believe I am trying to have more of a conversation with you, a nd in fact, I am glad that you acknowledge
tha t judges are really bad at the compromises that result in legislation. So I actually have a question about tha t later.
But you know, you drew a conclusion in your a rticle about the
impact of Republica n wins in the elections, a nd. I t hink that isthat was a really astute observation. It was a real world conclus ion. And as we exercise our advise and consent role, the judicial
philosophy of the judges who are nominated matters a great deal
in det ermining what rights a nd whose rights are protected in the
courts. As you say, there are winners a nd losers.
So, Judge Gorsuch, you clearly underst and that our polit ical system has a tremendous impact on the courts. If not, we would h ave
Chief Judge Merrick Garland befor e us1 not you.
You a lso understa nd the impa ct of politics on protection of our
rights or, rather, again, as I said, on wha t rights a nd whose r ights
a re protected. And again, in your 2005 Na tiona l Review a rticle, you
a dmonis h liberals for seeking to protect their rights in court rather
than thr ough the politica l process.
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And you wrote, in part, "It would be a very good thing for all involved, the country and independent judiciary and the left itself, if
liberals take a page from their own judges of the New Deal era,
kick their addiction to constitutional litigation, and return to their
New Deal roots of trying to win elections rather than lawsuits."
And of course, since you wrote your article, the Democratic nominee for President did win the popular vote in all three presidential
elections, including the last one. So you describe the left as being
addicted to constitutional litigation. But we all know, of course, on
the right, we have seen well-funded groups looking for plaintiffs to
bring lawsuits to advocate a corporate agenda, and there is little
doubt-Let me just go over one example of the right looking for plaintiffs. In Friedrichs, conservative lawyers sought to challenge the
40-year-old rule established unanimously by the Supreme Court in
Abood t hat all employers represented by a union, including those
choosing not to join the union, must pay for their representation.
Overturning Abood would unquestionably hurt unions.
And the challenge to this 40-year-old precedent did not appear
from nowhere. It was, in fact, invited by Justice Alito in his opinion
on another case ruling against unions. And while the attempt in
Friedrichs failed when the 4-4 Supreme Court left in place the
Ninth Circuit decision, I am sure we will s oon see another wellfunded a ttempt.
And in fact , there is little doubt that Justice Scalia or som eone
like Justice Scalia would h ave ruled again st the t eachers' union in
tha t case, and it would h ave been a 5-4 decision.
In your article, why did you a im your criticism at the left and
not to constitutional litigation from the right? Wha t does tha t focus
t ell us about how you would assess such lawsuits if you are confirmed to the Supreme Court?
Judge GDRSUCH. Senator, I thank you for the opportunity to address that . As I h ave indica t ed I t hink p robably five or six times
in the course of these hea rings, the last couple of days, I was agreeing with a self-described liberal commentator on his own assessm ent, a Washington Post columnist . I was agreeing with his assessment.
And I a lso h ave explained that, and 1 explained 10 years ago
w hen I was before this body last time, tha t I h ave seen plenty of
examples on both sides a nd really across the ideological spectrum
of lawsuits that m aybe perhaps better belonged in front of legislators.
Senator HIRONO. Well, as I mentioned, I thought that was a very
astute ob servation a nd agreement on your pa rt tha t politics do
enter int o who becomes judges and w ho becomes appointed a nd
confirmed.
In fact , the Roberts court h a s issued numerous 5-4 decisions ih
cases like Lilly Ledbetter, Citizens United, Hobby L obby , in which
corporate interest s win out over individual rights, and clearly, the
composition of the Court and identity of the fifth Justice, a Justice
Garla nd versus a Judge Gorsuch , does m a tter a great dea l in the
real world.
Your article reflects a lso a suggestion that the courtroom be used
only for ext raordina ry cases. Now this does not square w ith what
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you told me yesterday that the beauty of our system is that anybody can file a claim and be heard. Who decides whether a claim
is extraordinary enough to be-to seek justice in the courts?
Judge GoRSUCH. Senator, with respect, I do not recall ever using
the words that the courtroom is only for extraordinary cases. That
does not sound like me.
Senator HIRONO. It is in the article that I am talking about
where you suggest-Judge GORSUCH. I would be surprised to hear that I said that
courtrooms are only for extraordinary cases. I represent a lot of
people in a lot of pretty ordinary cases as a lawyer. As a judge, I
resolve a lot of pretty ordinary cases in the sense that they do not
make a lot of precedent or do not get a lot of attention but matter
deeply to the individuals involved.
Senator HIRONO. Judge Gorsuch.
Judge GoRSUCH. That is part of what a good judge does, part of
what a lawyer does.
Senator HIRONO. I just read the article that I am quoting, and
frankly) what you set forth in that article, "Liberals'N'Lawsuits," I
think has definitely endeared you to the Heritage Foundation and
the billionaires who recommended you for this position.
Frankly, courts should not depend, of course, on who won or lost
the election. It should depend on judges who understand that the
law is there for a ll of us. And I do remain concerned about that
is really how you view the law.
When we look at the r ela tionship between politics a nd the courts,
I a m deeply concerned about the decision the Court itself, the Supreme Court itself, has made which has tilted the political field so
significantly. And this impacts both the laws we are able to pass
and the composition of the Court tha t , in turn, is supposed to interpret and apply those laws in the cases that come before the Court.
I am sure you are as familiar as I am with Justice Felix Frankfurter's famous admonition tha t "courts ought to-ought not to
enter this political thicket." But of course, there a re times when the
Court must do so, for example, to ensure one person, one vote.
But courts also must be careful in doing so, getting into the political thicket . The Court's legitimacy itself is at risk when it strays
too far into the political thicket, such as by deciding an election
such as it did in B ush v. Gore.
In the last few years, with the Citizens United and Shelby County decisions, we h ave seen the tremendous, in my view, damage the
Court can do to our political process when it tilts the electoral process so heavily against ordinary Americans.
And as we discussed yesterda y in the 2010 Citizens United decision, the Court struck down bipartisan laws limiting campaign contributions that went back more tha n a century and opened a flow
of money and potential corruption that has dominated our politics
and drowned out the voices of ordina ry Americans ever since. And
in 2013, the Roberts court, in another narrow 5-4 decision in Shelby Cou1Ity, substituted its conclusions for that of Congress and gutt ed core protections of the Voting Rights Act, which were essential
for the right to vote for millions of Americans.
So t aken together, these two decisions, Citizens United and Shelby County, have m ade it ha rder for millions of America n s to have
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their voices heard in our elections process and their votes counted
at the ballot box. Since Citizens United, the floodgates have opened
to unfettered corporate money in our elections. Since Shelby County, 13 States have enacted laws placing limitations on voting.
And many of these are in the States that would have been prevented from passing such laws in the first place before the Court
gutted the Voting Rights Act. And after Shelby County, they could
pass such laws, and pass them they did.
So given your clear understanding of the relationship between
the political process and the courts, would you acknowledge that
these decisions, Shelby County and Citizens United, have had an
impact on our elections?
Judge GoRSUCH. Senator, they are precedents of the U.S. Supreme Court, and obviously, they have impacts.
Senator HIRONO. Would you acknowledge that elections have an
impact on the composition of the Court?
Judge GoRSUCH. Senator, again, I would say that there are not
Republican judges or Democrat judges. There are judges. In my experience, there are fair judges appointed by Republican Presidents
and Democratic-appointed judges. And people surprise you from
time to time, Senator.
Senator HIRONO. Well, clearly, elections have an impact on the
composition of the Court because we have you. We do ·not h ave
Judge Merrick Garla nd. So would you acknowledge that the composition of the Cour t influences the decisions that it ma kes?
Judge GoRSUCH. What do you m ean by that, the "political composition" of the Court, Sen ator? I am sorry.
Senator HIRONO . No, the composition. I did not say political composition. Would you acknowledge that the composition of the Court
influences the decisions that it m ak es?
Judge GORSUCH. Well, I do think each individual Member of a
court impact s .a court in the sense that when l get a n ew colleague
a nd an old colleague retires, there is a new dyna mic with that new
pe rson . They bring with them fresh eyes from practice and m aybe
some n ew ideas, and m aybe they a lso need some time to com e up
to speed in other things. Every person is different. I will acknowledge that , of course.
Senator HIRONO. So yesterday in response to my concerns a bout
the impact of Citizens United, your narrow reading of OSHA, a nd
your expansive view of the Religious Freedom Restoration Act, your
a nswer was tha t Congress has latitude to a ct a nd legislate. But by
tilting the politica l playin g field so heavily to toward corporations
a nd against individua ls, h as the Court not impa cted the composition of who is in Congress a nd m a de it, therefore, even ha rder for
Congress to t ak e m eaningful a ction to, say, pass laws to protect
work er safety or the access of students with special needs to a n
education?
Judge GoRSOCH. Senator, the Supreme Court of the United
States, I was not involved in these decisions that we are discussing.
I was not there.
Sena tor HIRONO. However, they are preced ent. They are being
cited .
Judge GoRSUCH. They ar e precedent, and I have to follow them,
a nd I r espect them as precedent.
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Senator HIRONO. Yes.
Judge GORSUCH. Precedent of all kinds has impacts, of courseJ
and it is obviously for this body, as the lawmaking body, to assess
what it thinks of the impacts of any judicial decision and to legislate appropriately. And we do our job, and respectfully, Senator,
the Congress does its job.
Senator HIRONO. Well, Judge Gorsuch, the Court is not an innocent bystander here. You have set forth a magical notion of what
Congress. can do and legislate. I wish you were right. I would love
for all of us to be able to work together in a way that moves us
forward for our entire country.
And you did acknowledge yesterday that passing legislation is
not easy. In fact, you acknowledged that today. For example, Congress, in passing the Voting Rights Act Reauthorization in 2006,
held 20 hearings and gathered over 40,000 pages of evidence. And
yet the Supreme Court substituted its own judgment to sweep all
that away, eliminating a core part of the Voting Rights Act, which
Congress had concluded and experience in the last election has now
proven was still needed.
In doing so, this decision has had a real world impact, changing
who gets to participate in the political process and, thereforeJ who
gets elected and who has input in the kinds of laws that are passed
a nd, indeed , who gets nominate d to the Supreme Court.
I yield 15 seconds, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman GRASSLEY. Thank you very much.
Wha t we would like t o do, we have two people left. According to
the message we got from the Senate, we will h ave a vote at 4 :50
p.m. So I am hoping you two folks will get done, and if you ask
questions that h ave never been asked before, we will get done really on time.
[Laughter.]
Senator TILL.IS. With you pointing tha t gavel at me, I am pretty
sure I w ill.
Chairman GRASSLEY. And-Sena tor LEAHY. Tha t wa s a subtle hint from the Chairman.
Chairman GRASSLEY. So I would ask you t wo to finis h , a nd then
we w ill go vote at 4 :50 p .m. or when ever you tw0 a re done.
Senator TILLIS. Yes.
Chairman GRASSLEY. And then we will reconvene, h opefully, by
5:20 p.m . in 226 for our closed ses sion.
Senator TILLIS. Well, Mr. Chair, I hope to keep my strea k alive
by yielding back about 5 minutes in each of the prior two rounds.
Chairman GRASSLEY. P raise the Lord.
[Laughter .]
Sena tor TILLIS. You know, we have h eard a lot of discu ssions
about precedent a nd past decisions, and there are clearly ones tha t
some of the M embers wa nt to pick a nd choose that they like a nd
ones that they want to pick and choose tha t they do not like . Do
you have that option as a judge?
Judge GORSUCH. I understand the impulse, Senator.
Sena tor TILLIS. Yes.
Judge GORSUCH. It is a huma n impulse.
Sena tor TILLIS. Sure.
Judge GORSUCH. And as the p eople's representatives- -
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Senator TILLIS. Yes, but do you have that option?
Judge GORSUCH. I do not have that option, Senator.
Senator TILLIS. That is what I thought.
Judge GORSUCH. I am a judge.
Senator TILLIS. That is what I thought. I mean, the law is the
law.
Judge GORSUCH. That is right.
Senator TILLIS. And you have got to follow it, and it has got to
be instructive.
Judge GORSUCH. That is right.
Senator TILLIS. Would you consider it an inappropriate question
for me to get you to answer a question that would be in violatioh
of the Code of Conduct for United States Judges? Would you consider that an inappropriate question?
Judge GORSUCH. Senator, questions are not inappropriate. Answers would be inappropriate. I am the one who is bound by my
Code of Conduct.
Senator TILLIS. You are a kind m an . That is why I will never be
nominated for the Supreme-well, there are a lot of reasons, but
that is one of them.
[Laughter.]
Senator TILLIS. You know, I-overnight I decided to go-I do not
know why I do beca use reading press reports is a lot like roadkill.
You t ry to avert your eyes , but then you go back a nd look at it.
And so I looked at the roadkill of th e overnight press, a nd of
course, there were people saying you sidestep issues .
These. folks do not get it. You were following a Code of Conduct
and you answered the questions to the best of your ability within
the guidelines that you, as a judge, have. You are a Judge on the
Tenth Circuit. And I think you did it well.
So I think any reporter out there like the Lazy Blogger from
McClatchy, who reported you s idestepping questions. You have not
sidestepped a s ingle one. You have a nswered every one to the best
of your ability within the guidelines that you h ave as a s itting
judge, a nd I a ppreciate you doing that .
And I appreciat e your consist ency. There was n ever an inst ance
over the course of these last 3 days where you wavered, a nd I, for
one, a m glad that you did that.
You ever see the movie "Jeremiah Johnson ?"
Judge GORSUCH. I have not, Senator.
Senator TILLIS. It is a great movie. It was filmed, I think, out in
Utah, with Robert R edford, and I think Will Greer was the old
codger. A lot of this discu ssion over the past couple of days reminds
m e of a great scene in "J eremiah Johnson."
Jeremiah a nd Will Greer meet up in the high country, and the
old-I think his character was Bear Claw said, you know, "I h at e
skinning bears, but I do not mind hunting them." And Jeremiah
Johnson was relatively n ew to the high country. He says, ('I am
scared of hunting bears, but I do not mind skinning them."
So they go to bed. at night wi~h the understandin~ that Bear
Claw would go out m the mornmg a nd that Jeremiah Johnson
would stay behind. and skin the bear once h e got one.
And early in the m orning, there is this great sunrise, and Bear
Claw is running through the woods, a nd right behind him is this
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huge brown bear. He runs up to the cabin. He jumps into the window. The bear jumps in with him. He runs out the front door and
shuts it and says, "There is one for you. I will have another one
shortly."
[Laughter.]
Senator TILLIS. Well, that is what Congress is doing to the Supreme Court and to courts across this country. We are not properly
hunting the bear. We are not living up to that expectation of actually producing a bear where we have taken care of the things that
we should have before you had to skin it.
Your job is to determine whether or not it passes constitutional
muster,' whether or not it passes the legal test based on decisions
that we have made here. For example, in Hobby Lobby, you mentioned had the Affordable Care Act been exempted from RFRA, it
probably would have produced a different result.
Judge GORSUCH. One sentence in the statute.
Senator TILLIS. Yes. Well, you would think that the sponsor of
the RFRA bill in the House., now Minority Leader Schumer, would
have remembered that bill. It was a pretty consequential bill.
So you would think that they would have taken the time if they
wanted to exempt it. I believe he is a good attorney. He would h ave
known that, and he would have exempted it. So they left you no
other choice because they did not skin that bear if that is, in fact,
what they wa nted to do.
Let m e tell you another reason why not properly preparing the
bear , the legisla tive outcome, is a problem. This morning, we heard
about the case on children with disabilities that the Supreme Court
decided this morning. It is a bittersweet moment for m e.
On the one h and, maybe it provides some level of comfort to families who have a child with a utism and a n opportunity to maybe
put them in a private setting, a residential setting where they can
get the care they need. On the other ha nd, the b ear is n ot ready
to be skinned because I know wh at is going to happen .
Wha t is going to happen in all but nine States that have a ctua lly
had the courage a nd dealt with the opposition to come up w ith a
way for a child with autism to h ave an IEP developed that the public school is not satisfying a nd have funds go to the private school,
we have not given clarity to those other 41 St at es. Parents are still
going to have to fight. They a re still going to be uncerta in.
Why? Because we have not done our jobs. If are serious about
this issue, do our jobs. Not force you to do that .
Because n ow w hat is going to ha ppen, I am not an attorney, but
I can pretty much guess what is going to happen in States that
have not ha d the courage to take this issu e on. In N orth Carolina,
a lot of Democrats voted against the bill, because there ar e specia l
interest s tha t do not like opportunity scholarships or do not like
public funds going to privat e schools for other reasons. Because
they think other students w ill get access to it, and they are willing
to hold these kids hostage when they know they n eed this h elp.
Now in North Carolina, we h ave a bout 1,200 kids with disabilities who have ben efited b eca use we skinned the bear , we hunted
the bear. You did not have to deal with it because we took a ffirmative action in the State legislature to do it right.
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Now what we are going to do is determine the consequences of
this action of the Court taking the position they did that is in conflict with how you all ruled in Luke P . They are not going to know
whether or not they can take the kid in. They are going to have
to spend a lot of money probably fighting with the school system
to ultimately get that child in the proper setting to be educated.
They are still going to have uncertainty. They may have cert ainty about the legal view of this particular case, but they have
no certainty about how they are going to help this child, how they
are going to get them the education they need, how they are going
to be able to generalize the skills they may learn in the classroom,
but like in the case of Luke P. , not have it transcend into the home
setting.
So we have not done anything good as a result of causing you
all to do our job. In fact, you do not do our job well. Legislators
are bad judges, and judges are bad. legislators, just as you said.
So we still have to fix that problem, and I do not think that it
is a problem at all for you to say that we have an overweening addiction, liberals and conservatives, to constitutional litigation. Why
do they do that? Because we are not doing our job. Because we are
going off into our individual conferences and not coming to a consensus on something like education for children with autism.
That is not a hard problem. It is on e I solved. It is one my colleagues and I solved when I was Speaker of the House in North
Carolina .
So much of w h at we are t a lking about today, the five cases, out
of a ll the cases that you h ave been involved in, a re almost a ll rooted in the reality tha t we h ave not done our jobs . And we are just
going, well, you know what, w e will let the judges work it out.
I do hot want you to work it out because you cannot possibly
work it out to the level of specificity that is required to give the
little guy , tha t child that needs education, those parents who are
living paycheck to paycheck, the certainty that they need to ta ke
care of these very, very difficult challenges.
So we n eed to do our jobs. There is not-there is virtua lly no
case that was brought up today that people took exception to your
position, even when you were in the majority a nd writing the concurring opinion, tha t is not rooted in a lack of definitive action, bipa rtisa n action , problem-solving a ction by this legislative body.
And I , for one, think people should go back to these cases. I a m
not even going to go through them a ll. TransAm Trucking, Thompson v. Luke P. , all of them where they are talking about they did
not like your outcome. They did not like the legisla tive fix. It
should h ave never r equired you to fix it.
And this is something that I just remembered this m orning or as
Senator Hirano was speaking a bout politics. Was it Republicans or
Democrats tha t passed a law in Colorado that was the subject of
R iddle v. Hickenlooper?
Judge GORSUCH . I do not know.
Senator TILLIS. You h ave no idea. 'But h ere is the thing 1 said
last night. I do not think Sena tor Hirono was h ere when I said it.
You m an aged to m a k e a lot of people ma d there. You exceeded your
50 percent threshold because you. m a de Democrat s and Republicans
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mad. Because it benefited them to some little guy, small party,
startup sort of party effort in Colorado.
I think the numbers defy the narrative that you are for the big
guy, just by the sheer volume of cases that you have heard where
there has been great consensus. So this whole narrative of you
being for the big guy, are you not solving problems that we created?
You know, I say oftentimes here, we have this tendency in Senate h earings to bring witnesses before us where many of their problems are rooted in decisions that past Congresses have made. And
then we beat you until you bleed, and then we beat you for bleeding. And that is exactly what we are doing here.
I think that we really need to look at ourselves and put a mirror
down there and ask ourselves really a lot of the things that we are
potentially criticizing you for your problem. They are our problem.
We did not properly dispose of the bear before you were required
to skin it.
I am on the waiver here. So I will always be at the tail end of
the Committee. No matter how senior I get in the Senate, I will
still be h ere as long as I yield back at least 4 or 5 minutes, and
the chair supports me coming back on the Committee.
I do not ask questions that have already been asked and answered sat isfactorily. And I think you have done a good job of answering a lot of questions over the last 3 days. And I look forward
to what I hope is the final round, and I look forward to supporting
your nomination:.
Last thing. There is one thing that I think we do h ave to talk
about in the third round, and that has to do with the disturbing
trend that I see here of increased polarization. But I will wait and
t alk about that in the final round.
And I yield back my 9 minutes and 1 seconds of time.
Chairman GRASSLEY. Thank you very much.
Sena tor Kennedy.
Judge GORSUCH. And I am going to watch "Jeremia h Johnson.''
[Laughter.]
Senator KENNEDY. Thank you, Mr. Ch airman.
I want to kind of choose my words carefully here. I h ave listened
really carefully, and I think I have been here as much as anybody
else h as, if not more. But I still have some questions. I think-I
think from my questions and from my comments, I have demonstrated pretty clearly I am very impressed with you, Your Honor,
and I think you would make a great Supreme Court Justice.
Some have criticized my friends on the other side for asking you
h ow you would rule in specific cases. And I do not think that is an
appropriate question. But if I am going to be honest, I would have
to say I would love to know the a nswer to tha t, too. Because we
live in a real world, and I can tell you my people, in selecting a
President, who he was going to appoint to the U.S. Supreme Court
was one of the main reasons that some of them voted for him.
And I can assure you that if you are confirmed, and I think you
w ill be, and you go on the Supreme Court- and I do not think this
w ill happen, but it has happened b efore--and you. act in a way unlike one could r easonably conclude you would act as if ba sed on
what you have said h ere. I do not know how to put it.
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If you went on the Court and started acting like Andy Kaufman
or something, my clients are going to-I mean, my constituents are
going to have something to say about it. So I do not want the fact
that I am still asking you the questions to be misunderstood. But
this is a big deal.
I would like you to walk me through one more time how you
would approach construing a statute. Let us suppose a State passes
a law that says no law shall discriminate against people on the
basis of eye color. I doubt that will ever come to the U.S. Supreme
Court. I doubt a legislature will ever pass it.
That is in front of you, and you have got to construe it. What is
the first thing, what are the steps you go through?
Judge GORSUCH. Senator, I understand entirely the desire of everyone to want to know the views that I might subscribe to personally and get me to make commitments about how I would rule in
future cases. I understand it.
Senator KENNEDY. I am not asking you to do that, Your Honor.
I hope you will understand that.
Judge GoRSUCH. I do, but I am-and I am not saying there is
any improper questions. There are only improper answers. And as
a judge, as a sitting judge, I am bound by canons of ethics.
Senator KENNEDY. Right.
Judge GORSUCH. And I have tried to be as full and as open as
I can possibly be, consistent with those canons. And those canons
are important. They are important to me because if I did ma ke a
bunch of campaign promises here, what does that mean to the
independent judiciary? What does that m ean to the litigants in
front of m e? What does that m ean for the future of this country?
Those things are important to me, and there is a long line of
judges who have come before me. And this is an unbroken chain,
and I do not want to be the weak link.
Senator KENNEDY. I underst a nd.
Judge GORSUCH. That is importa nt to m e. In terms of statutory
interpretation, you start with the t ext of a statute. You look at its
plain words. You consider how a reasonable person would understand those words, the affected persons at the time. You look at
them. They have a fixed meaning, and you try and apply it according to its plain meaning as best as you humanly can.
Senator KENNEDY. Plain meaning to whom, Your Honor?
Judge GORSUCH. To the average-Senator KENNEDY. To the lawma ker? To the people who have to
comply?
Judge GoRSUCH. To the people who have to comply. To the average person, the public understanding.
Senator KENNEDY. Okay.
Judge GoRSUCH. Not a private understanding. We do not live
back in Caligula's world. Thank goodness. Caligula, who posted, as
I have indicated before, his laws so high in a h and so small, nobody
could read them . H e knew what they were, secret law. Ours is public law. That is our system, m ade by the people and their representatives, a government by the people, for the people.
And a judge's job is not to become a legislator and rewrite it and
fix the problems in it.
Senator KENNEDY. Wha t if the words are unclear?
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Judge GORSUCH. If the words are-Senator KENNEDY. Well, let me stop for a second. I apologize for
interrupting, but I am probably going to be cutoff here in a second.
Suppose the words are clear. Do you just stop?
Judge GORSUCH. You stop. You are done. Well, unless you have
a constitutional difficulty. You are talking about a statutory interpretation case, though. So I am assuming we are just dealing with
statutory interpretation, and if the words are clear, you stop.
Senator KENNEDY. Would you not want to go take a look at the
legislative history just to make sure that you are right that the
words are clear?
Judge GoRSUCH. Senator, the Supreme Court of the United
States precedent is quite plain on this very point. If the words are
plain, you. stop.
Senator KENNEDY. In determining whether the words are plain,
and look, I am not about to--I am not about to debate Supreme
Court precedent with you. 1 will lose handily. But I have read a
number of cases that .also say it is okay for a judge to take a look
not only at the plain meaning of the words, but that legislative history is appropriate. It is not dispositive of what the statute means,
but it can be helpful.
And it is also okay for a judge to look at a statute and try to
imagine w hat problems the legisla tive branch was trying to address. And the example I gave last n ight, admittedly it was late
and we were both tired, but I would love, and I will bet you, you
would, too-strike that. I s hould not have said that. I will bet
many people would love to have a transcript of the Constitutiona l
Convention that drafted our Constitution.
Now if a Member of that convention made certain comments, and
they were written down and we had a transcript, you could not go
to his comments a nd say, well, he must speak for the whole convention. That would not be right. That is a failing of legislative history. But you are sure-if Benjamin Franklin said it, you would
want to know it.
And that is the case w here the legislative history or the problems
that the drafters were trying to address could h ave an impact. Do
you think if a statute is clear you should never look at that?
Judge GORSUCH. Senator-Senator KENNEDY. That is honestly a question, not a suggestion.
Judge GORSUCH. And I take it that way, Senator, and I am answering it not from my personal preference, but from a matter of
precedent. And the Supreme Court of the United States precedent
on this is plain, happily. This one I can give you. If the statute is
clear, that is the en d of the interpretive exercise for a court, period.
P eriod.
You are correct that if there is an a mbiguity in the st atute, then
a court w ill look to other tools, canons of construction, perhaps the
legislative history. There is debate over how valuable that is that
we have all discussed several times in the last few days and the
value a nd some of the issues associa ted with that.
I respect very much the work of this body. When I am a judge,
I like to get every scrap of information anybody wants to put in
front of me. I read it a ll. I t ake it a ll seriously.
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There are problems we have discussed with perhaps too much reliance on legislative history, the due process issue. I think that we
have discussed the Caligula problem.
Senator KENNEDY. Right.
Judge GORSUCH. The fair notice problem.
Senator KENNEDY. Right.
Judge GoRSUCH. The bicameralism and presentment issues we
have discussed and separation of powers. It is not the law. But you
look at everything somebody gives you. A judge does not say, "Ah,
I am not going to read that brief today because I do not like the
color of the brief." You know, it should be a lighter shade of blue.
You know, I look at all material put before me.
But when the statute is plain, Senator, the precedent of the
United States says to the judge stop.
Senator KENNEDY. And when it is not plain, which I think is of~
tentimes the case-well, many times the case, we can probably
agree on that. If Senator Tillis or Senator Coons or Senator
Franken passed a. bill, and it is not clear, then would it ever be appropriate for a judge to say, okay, it is unclear. I am going to take
a look at legislative history, but I am also going to try, through
looking at the legislative history, try to understand what was the
problem they were trying to solve.
Is that ever appropriate?
Judge GORSUCH. Senator, I am not sure what you m ean by that ,
t o be honest with you.
Senator KENNEDY. Well, why did they pass the st atute? Would
you ask yourself why did they pass the st atute?
Judge GORSUCH. Well, one concern I have with that enterprise
is I h ave a very difficult time getting in the head of a nyone else.
And trying to get in the h ead of 535 of you, plus a President, well,
frankly, Senator, that is often beyond me .
Senator KENNEDY. Okay. Let .me switch to another subject , the
Third Amendment. I do not r emember the lan guage. It is qua rt ering troops. It has not gotten a lot of attention, and there has not
been a lot of jurisprudence on it.
But some think that it h as privacy implica tions. Have you given
a ny thought to that ?
Judge GoRSOCH. Senator, I think it does suggest, hey, my house.
You got to-is off limits to your troops . There is a privacy implication in there. Yes, I do.
Senator K ENNEDY. Okay.
Judge GORSUCH. Yes, yes.
Senator KENNEDY. T think Justice Douglas cited it in either Griswold or one of the privacy line of cases.
Let me ask you this . I want to t a lk to you a second about Stat e
action. I do not need to t ell you, you know better than I do, the
Bill of Rights protects us against government. Some State constitutions have bills of rights that actually establish our rights vis-a-vis
each other as individuals, but the Federal Bill of Rights does not
do that . It is our protection against government.
"What is your feeling a bout the State action? What do you understand a State a ctor to be?
Judge GORSUCH . Senator, you are going to have to help m e out.
In what context are we talking about h ere? State action require-
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ment is-the protections of the Bill of Rights are as against the
State.
Senator KENNEDY. Right.
Judge GORSUCH. Against the Government.
Senator KENNEDY. Right.
Judge GORSUCH. Yes.
Senator KENNEDY. Right.
Judge GORSUCH. If that is what you were getting at , yes.
Senator KENNEDY. Yes. f f - Judge GORSUCH. They are rights as against the Government .
They are protections as against the Government.
Senator KENNEDY. But sometimes there are entities that are alleged to be acting in the shoes of the State, agents of the State.
Judge GoRSUCH. Ah, yes. Yes. That is an interesting problem,
right? Because Congress today has created a multiplicity of arrangements, and is it government or isn't it government is actually
a question that arises from time to time. And if you would like a
look at what I have written in the area, I might refer you to U.S.
v. Ackerman, another case where I ruled for the little guy maybe,
if you like.
And it had to do with whether the National Center for Missing
and Exploited Children is a governmental entity. And the line of
cases in the Supreme Court goes all the way back to Dartmouth
College case, a nd it is a fun read in t erms of the Dartmouth College
case. What qua lifies as a governmenta l entity?
The Supreme Court of the United States recently struggled with
the issue in the context of Amtrak . So there are questions around
this area as to what is government a nd what is not. Very import a nt. Because if s omething qualifies as government, it has to
square its corners under the Constitution and the Bill of Rights, of
course.
So, for example, in the Ackerman case, if NCMEC is a governm ental entity, it needs to comply with the Fourth Amendment. You
cannot invad e-ca nnot invade persona l pr ivacy without complying
with the warrant requirement, for example. Yes, so there a re very
important questions as to what is a nd what is not a State actor .
Senator KENNEDY. Yes. Well, I want to be clear for the record.
You mentioned the little guy, and I know that has come up a lot .
And everybody is entitled to their own opinion. I was t a ught justice
is blind, a nd it does not matter whether the party, it does not matt er its wealth or its status or its power. You decide cases on the
basis of the law.
I m ean, Lady Justice is wearing a blindfold. So I agree with you
completely on that, a nd I understa nd the other point of view, but
I do not agree w ith it.
Your book on eutha nasia . Could you, kind of like you a re t a lking
to a Tenth grader, give me a summary of your thesis in your book?
Judge GoRSUCH. I can try, Senator. I find it a very ha rd issue .
It is one every American has deep, understandable views about. It
concerns the end of life.
Chairman GRASSLEY. I am going to ask if you can pull the mike
just a little bit closer.
Judge GORSUCH. Oh, I am sorry. Of course. I apologize. The end
of life, which we all face.
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Senator KENNEDY. Yes.
Judge GORSUCH. It is a problem all of us face. And it is a book
in which I struggle with the end of life issues that we all face and
how we as a people might consider resolving them. I wrote it before
I became a judge, as a commentator with my thoughts as an individual, not as a judge.
Senator KENNEDY. Well, what I read of it, as I told you last
night, I did not read the whole thing. But I read parts of it. It is
very well written, and it is something that we a ll have to deal with
and we all think about.
Judge GORSUCH. Yes, and I do not-I appreciate you having read
some of it. I expect until about a month or two ago, it had not been
exactly widely read.
Senator KENNEDY. I have a feeling it is now, Your Honor.
Judge GORSUCH. Well, I expect it will make a good. doorjamb for
most folks . But I conclude that there is a very important interest
in being left alone at the end of life and that there is an understandable and appropriate zone of privacy there that we need to respect. And we have all experienced it when parent or grandparent
wants to go home, had enough. It is time.
Senator KENNEDY. And your thesis1 once again-not to re-plow
old ground, but I want to be sure 1 understand-is not based on
religion?
Judge GORSUCH. Goodness, no, Senator.
Senator KENNEDY. It is secular. It is based on your secular moral
values.
Judge GoRSUCH. Well, it is not even my-it is an attempt to
work through- Senator KENNEDY. I do not mean to imply they are yours. It is
based on not your-your thesis is based on secular moral values.
Judge GORSUCH. Yes.
Senator KENNEDY. That once you cheapen life, once we become
desensitized to taking life, it is easier to take the life of those who
are less powerful tha n you and I.
Judge GORSUCH. Senator, that is one worry I expressed, and that
the difference b etween refusing treatment and killing people raises
with it questions about what happens to the least a mongst us.
Senator KENNEDY. Yes.
Judge GoRSUCH. The vulnerable, the elderly, the disabled. And
I do not profess to have the final answer here. I am not a philosopher king. But I do know that when you h ave a more expensive option and a cheaper option, those who cannot afford the more expensive option tend to get thrust into the cheaper option.
Senator KENNEDY. Yes.
Judge GORSUCH. And so those are some of the concerns I worked
through. It is a long book. It is complicated, and I do not profess
to have the right final or complete answer. I hoped, at most, to contribute to a discussion on an unanswered social question where all
people, and I do think all people ha ve a good faith interest in trying to reach some consensus socially on it.
Senator KENNEDY. Well, it was well written. What I read of it
was very well written. It got you an Oxford DPhil. It was your thesis, was it not?
Judge GORSUCH. More or less.
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Senator KENNEDY. Yes. Well, it got you an Oxford DPhil. That
is pretty good.
How am I doing, Mr. Chairman?
Chairman GRASSLEY. You have 2 minutes and 31 seconds.
Senator KENNEDY. Okay. I am going to yield back my time.
Thank you, Your Honor.
Judge GORSUCH. Thank you, Senator. I appreciate it.
Senator KENNEDY. I appreciate it very much.
Chairman GRASSLEY. We just got notice on our iPhones that the
vote is starting right now. So we will recess now, and we will reconvene in 226 for probably, I would guess, a half hour, depending
on how long the discussion goes on.
And then we will come back here, and w~ will start with the
third round. And I hope not everybody takes a third round, and I
hope everybody will try to stay in less than 15 minutes.
Thank you very much. Judge, the time is yours for a while.
[Recess.]
Chairman GRASSLEY. I want everybody to know that I normally
do not start until the Ranking Member is here, but I can go ahead
because of other things that she is going to be doing for a while.
Judge, we are starting out for a third round. As I said, I hope
everybody cannot exceed 15 minutes, and hopefully shorter . I want
to lead by example for how much time I take. It will be a lot less
t h a n a ny of tha t . I am going to ask you, Judge, about a dozen questions that really you can a nswer "yes" or "no," and then I will yield
back my time.
I want to give you a hint that a ll of these questions can be a nswered by "yes."
[La ughter.]
Chairman GRASSLEY. In Ut e India n Tribe, am I right that you
h eld that a country's prosecut ion of a Tribal Member for action
t a ken on Tr iba l land caused irreparable injury to Tribal sove r eignty?
Judge GORSUCH. Yes.
Chairma n GRASSLEY. In Fletcher v. U.S. , did you rule that Members of another Tribe had a legal right to dem and an accounting
from the Secretary of Interior for funds the Government h eld in
trust?
Judge GORSUCH. Yes.
Chairma n GRASSLEY. In Cook v. Rockwell, did y ou rule that
plaintiffs h a d the right to pursue tort claims against a nuclear
weapons m a nufacturing pla nt for committing environmental
crimes?
Judge GORSUCH. Yes.
Chairman GRASSLEY. In United States v. Magnesium , did you reinst ate a lawsuit against a corporation a lleged to have violated
a nti-pollution laws?
Judge GORSUCH. Yes.
Chairman GRASSLEY. In Energy a nd Environment Legal Institute, did you. uphold a Colorado law requiring that a certa in
amount of electricity sold come from renewable sources?
Judge GORSUCH. Yes.
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Chairman GRASSLEY. In Orr v. City of Albuquerque, did you hold
that the pregnancy discrimination claims of two female police officers deserved a trial?
Judge GORSUCH. Yes.
Chairman GRASSLEY. Did you .in two cases affirm a finding by
that the Department of Labor's Benefit Review Board that retired
miners were entitled to Black Lung benefits from their employers?
Judge GORSUCH. Yes.
Cha irman GRASSLEY. In Casey v. West Las Vegas Independent
School District, did you hold that a former school superintendent
could take her claims for retaliatory discharge to trial?
Judge GORSUCH. Yes.
Chair man GRASSLEY. In Crane v. National Science Foundation,
did you hold that an academic employee had been wrongfully terminated from h.is un.iversity position without appropriate findings
of fact?
Judge GORSUCH. Yes.
Chairman GRASSLEY. In Browder v .. City of Albuquerque, did you
deny qualified immunity to police officers who wrongfully arrested
a seventh grader for making fake burps in a gym class?
Judge GORSUCH. I voted that way, yes, in AM v . Holmes.
Chairman GRASSLEY. In Blackmon v. Sutton , did you deny qualified immunity to staff a t a juvenile detention Sen ator for using a
restraining chair to punish a pretrial detainee?
Judge GORSUCH. Yes.
Chairman GRASSLEY. Those are just a few examples of cases
w h ere you. h ave ruled in favor of wh a t I wo uld call the little guy .
Bu:t I h ave one last question. I think that wh ether you rule for or
against the little guy or the great big guy is not the real question.
The real question is whether you apply the law faithfully. Would
you agree w ith m e on that point?
Judge GORSUCH. I can t ell you I tried my bes t .
Chairman GRASSLEY. I yield back my time, which will be 11 minutes a nd 33 seconds , and encourage m y colleagues to do the same.
Senator DURBIN.
Senator DURBIN. Thank you, Judge. We have asked previous
nominees for the Court about their experience in private practice
a nd the pro bono work that t h ey h ave done. Could you tell us briefly what pro bono work you h ave done as a pr ivat e lawyer?
Judge GoRSUCH. Oh gos h. Senator, over the course of m y career,
it would b e varied at different points in time, different things. As
a judge, I h ave done a lot of work on the Rules Committee. I have
done a lot of work trying to make litigation faster a nd ch eaper t ogeth er with colleagues. I do not deserve a ton of credit. A lot ofwe work by consens u s on the Rules Comm.ittee.
The Capital H abeas Project , again, was a collegial effort. Before
tha t I would point as-you know, I spent time at the Department
of Justice. That is not pro bono work, b ut it is public service. As
a privat e lawyer, we did all sorts of different things. We would
modify our fee arr a n gements. We would do contingent a r ran gem ents. We waived our fee arrangements.
Senator DURBIN. Did you ever represent, e ither pro bono or otherwise, an unpopular or notorious client?
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Judge GORSUCH. I would think a lot of my clients would have
been considered unpopular, Senator, and notorious is in the eye of
the beholder. But certainly, people who were accused of crimes,
people who were involved in what might be considered scandals.
Yes, Senator, without revealing any attorney-client information,
yes.
Senator DURBIN. Of course. I want to ask you about an email you
sent at Justice. The subject line was "Elite Law Firm Pro Bono
Work for Terrorists," and you included an article about conservatives criticizing lawyers who were representing Guantanamo detainees and a list of their law firms.
You sent this email to someone working on this Committee, and
you said, "I thought you might find this of interest. It seems odd
to me that m ore has not been made of this. See especially the list
of firms below." This was one of several emails you sent criticizing
and drawing attention to lawyers representing Guantanamo detainees.
Chief Justice John Roberts when he appeared before this Committee was asked about the fact that he had represented some unpopular clients, and said-here is what he said: "Our Founders
thought they were not being given their rights under the British
system to which they were entitled, and by representing the British
soldiers, John Adams helped show that what they were about was
defending the rule of law and not undermining it. And that principle that you do not identify t h e lawyer with the particular view
of the client or the views that the lawyer advances on behalf of a
client is critical to the fair administration of justice."
So, for the record would you put in perspective any comments
that you made about people representing Guantanamo detainees?
Judge GORSUCH. Senator, my friend, Neal Katyal, who introduced me, successfully represented some of those detainees, and I
have nothing but a dmiration for those lawyers. And the email you
are referring to is not my finest moment, b lowing off steam with
a friend privately. The truth is I think my career is better than
that.
And when I have seen individuals who have needed representation as a judge, a nd I have got handwritten pro se filings, and I
have seen something that might have merit in it, I picked up the
phone and I have gotten a lawyer for that person . When I have
seen lawyers who are not representing even undocumented aliens
approJ>riately, I have done something about it.
So, I would like to think that my career taken as a whole, Sena tor, represents my values appropriately.
Senator DURBIN. Thank you. Th ank you, Judge. Thank you, Mr.
Chairman.
Chairman GRASSLEY. Okay. Senator Flake.
Senator FLAKE. I yield back the balance of my time and encourage my colleagues to do the same.
[Laughter.]
Chairman GRASSLEY. Okay. Senator Whitehouse.
Senator WHITEHOUSE. Good luck with that.
[Laughter.]
Chairman GRASSLEY. The chair did not encourage him to do that,
but I surely did not discourage it.
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Senator WHITEHOUSE. Well, let me start by paying a compliment
to our Chairman. I think that he has handled these hearings in a
very gracious way. He has given us a great deal of time and leeway. And whatever our opinions might be about the suitability of
the nominee, and obviously that is as yet undetermined for many,
I think we can agree that the Chairman has done a thoughtful and
good job. And I appreciate the way in which this has been managed.
Judge Gorsuch, this is probably the last time you will pay attention to me.
Judge GORSUCH. Do not count on that, Senator.
[Laughter.]
Senator WHITEHOUSE. I am not likely to appear before the Court
unless things should change fairly dramatically.
[Laughter.]
Senator WHITEHOUSE . So, there are just a few things that- Judge GORSUCH. Now, that would be interesting.
[Laughter.]
Judge GoRSUCH. You know, I have had Senator Lee in my courtroom.
Senator WHITEHOUSE. Yes? And I have argued in the Supreme
Court, but some time ago. I wanted to tell a story to you need to
follow-up a little bit on our conversation where I was trying to
draw an a na logy b etwee n anti-competitive controlling economic
power a nd anti-competitive controlling political power .
I was elected to the Sena t e in 2006. I was sworn in: in 2007. For
the first 3 years tha t I was h ere-2007, 2008, and 2009-there was
constant Republican activity on climate change in the Senate. During tha t period, the Republican candidate for Preside nt even had
a robust climat e change platform, a nd there w ere probably four or
five separate bills that had Republican co-sponsors.
l was on the environment .P ublic Works Committee where Sen ator Warner-John Warner of Virginia , a Republican , had a bill.
Senator Susan Collins h a d a bill with Sen ator Cantwell. Sena tor
Alexa nde r had a bill. I think Senator Graham was even working
on one. There were a considerable number of them . We did not
have agreement on tha t iss ue yet , but there was a ctivity. People
were t alking. The legislative process was going forward.
The Citizens United decision was decided in January 2010. The
fossil fuel industry asked for that decision to be rendered, expected
it to be rendered, and moved incredibly rapidly to take advantage
of its n ew opportunities. And from tha t moment forward there h as
not been a single comprehensive piece of legislation with a Republica n co-sponsor related to carbon dioxide emissions.
Tha t industry is defending, according to the International Monetary Fund, a $700 billion a year subsidy. So, the amount of weight
they can throw behind trying to stop any effort to interfere w ith
their current status quo goes beyond almost any r easonable number to spend in politics.
So, just bear that in mind as you go forward that , in my view,
Citizens United did not expand debate in the public sphere, particularly on that issue. It actua lly allowed powerful special interests to squash public debat e, a nd I think the conduct of the Senat e
proves that point. So, t a ke tha t for what it is worth, but I think
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if you look at it at some point, you will find that what I am saying
is accurate.
The second thing that I wanted to touch on is the jury. A great
number of the decisions that I listed in that 16-to-90, corporate v.
human, 5-to-4 array that the Supreme Court has decided recently
had the effect of limiting access to a jury, did it with raising pleading standards, did it with limiting class actions, did it with encouraging mandatory arbitration.
To me, the civil jury matters quite a lot. To the Founders, it was
one of the casus belli of the Revolution. They took it terribly seriously. Hamilton described it as one of the absolute pinnacles of
what we needed. Adams described the popular vote and the jury as
the heart and lungs of liberty. So, this was a big deal.
De Tocqueville described the civil jury as a political institution.
H e meant that in the best possible way.
Judge GORSUCH. Right.
Senator WHITEHOUSE . It was part of our polis, part of the way
in which the public had the chance to participate in making decisions. He called it part of the sovereignty of the people. Blackstone,
who was probably the single jurist who most educated the founding
generation, said that "The civil jury is what prevents the encroachment of the more powerful and wealthy citizens."
So, you have a Constitution, a great deal of which is dedicated
to protecting the individual from the power of government a nd the
power of the State, and to dividing up the power of government
a nd the State so it does not unify a nd crush individual behavior,
or dreams , or wishes. This institution is the one that was designed
to protect the individual against other more powerful and wealthy
citizens. And in this world, our most powerful and wealthy citizens
are these ginormous corporations, ones that collectively in the fossil
fuel industry enjoy that $700 billion per year subsidy.
So, I would urge that as you consider this array of cases that
chips and chips a nd chips a nd chips away at the civil jury access
that regula r Americans have, particularly where it involves big corporations because they are the ones who can force ma ndatory arbitration on people, for instance, they are the ones who tend to be
the victims of class action suits) for instance, that you bear that in
mind.
Are you s ensitive to that so-ca lled political institution of the civil
jury, a nd do you agree w ith m e t hat it has a role in defending the
little guy agains t the m ore powerful a nd wealthy citizens?
Judge GORSUCH. Senator, I h ave t alked a lot about the Seventh
Amendment over the la st 3 days. Quite a lot. I am a believer in
the civil jury system, a nd I do not know whether it is the very bulwark of liberty or the pa lladium of liberty.
Sena t or WHITEHOUSE. You h ave got the Ha milton quote. Good for
you.
Judge GORSUCH. All right?
Senator WHITEHOUSE. Yes.
Judge GORSUCH. They debated that-Sena tor WHITEHOUSE . Yes .
Judge GORSUCH. Which one it was.
Senator WHITEHOUSE . Yes.
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Judge GoRSUCH. But I am a big believer in it. I spent a lot of
time in the trial trenches of the law. I saw the value of the jury
system. And, yes, Senator I am a big believer in civil juries.
Senator WHITEHOUSE. Good.
Judge GORSUCH. And my record proves it.
Senator WHITEHOUSE . Stick with it because it is going away unless the judiciary breathes a little bit of life into it. And at the moment, I think the Supreme Court is leaning the opposite way.
The last thing I want to ask you h as to do with an email that
you sent back in some time ago, but I think you will remember it.
Back in February 2006, the scene was Attorney General Gonzales'
testimony to this Committee with respect to the terrorist surveillance program.
Judge GORSUCH. Okay.
Senator WHITEHOUSE . It was the testimony that led to the Department of Justice Inspector General investigation. And I have the
declassified version of it here which found that the Attorney General's testimony was incomplete and confusing, and that it was confusing, inaccurate, and had the effect of misleading those who were
not knowledgeable about the program, which was obviously all of
us because it was a classified program, and we had not been read
into it.
On this day when the Attorney General of the United States was
giving misleading, confusing, and inaccurate testimony to this
Committee, you ema iled back to Kyle Sampson and William
Machella, "I think the AG is doing a really nice job toda y . H e is
running circles around the Committee Members." Now, running
circles around the Committee Members worries m e a little bit in
the context of testimony that proved to be incomplete, misleading,
inaccurate, and was criticized as such by the inspector general of
the Department of Justice.
Do you recall when you sent that memo what you knew about
that testimony, a nd wh en it w as that you ca me to realize that Attorney General Gonzales' testimony was inacc urate a nd mislea ding
to this Senate Committee?
Judge GORSUCH . Senator, someone shared that ema il with m e
this morning, and I looked a t it. I do not have an independent
recollection of it sitting here 11 years later, whatever it is. And to
my knowledge I did not have a ny classified information at that
time that-Senator WHITEHOUSE . I gather that you did help him prepare
that t estimony.
Judge GORSUCH. Senator, I did as a speechwriter work from public materials.
Senator WHITEHOUSE. As we know, Director Corney a nd others
subsequently testified to all of the drama that surrounded that,
which was the subject of why-that was the reason that this was
misleading and inaccurate. There was the confrontation in the Attorney General's hospital room. There was the mad dash running
up the stairs to try to beat White House counsel to the Attorney
General's bedside.
I think either Mullen or Corney testified it was the only time
tha t they ha d ever used their sirens to try to get someplace fast,
a nd it had kind of creepy Third World overtones, and people, you
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know, rushing to get to the bedside of the stricken Attorney General before a White House counsel could do mischievous things. So1
it was very significant when it ultimately came out.
Do you recall what you knew that day or at the t im e that you
were preparing the Attorney General's testimony?
Judge GORSUCH. That is a - Senator WHITEHOUSE. Had those events taken place, and were
you aware of them? It must have been the talk of the Department
if they had happened.
Judge GoRSUCH. Senator, a fair question, and to my recollection
sitting here, I found out about those things when everybody else
did.
Senator WHITEHOUSE ,. The famous Schumer-Corney hearing.
Judge GoRSUCfl. Whenever it came out publicly, Senator. I was
not-Senator WHITEHOUSE . You were not read into it, and you had not
heard about the excitement in Attorney General Ashcroft's hospital
room.
Judge GORSUCH. That is my recollection, Senator.
Senator WHITEHOUSE. Okay. Very well. Thank you.
Judge GORSUCH. Thank you.
Senator WHITEHOUSE . You are going to love hearing this, Mr .
Cha irma n . I yield ba ck my time.
[La ughter. J
Cha irma n GRASSLEY. Sen ator Sas h-Sasse .
Sena tor SASSE. I w ill go with "Sash ." That is a ll right, Cha irma n.
[La ughter .]
Judge GORSUCH. I am "Grouch," s o what the heck?
[La ughter.]
Sena tor SASSE. Judge, ca n we t alk a little bit a bout the Ninth
Amendment?
Judge GORSUCH. Absolutely.
Sena t or SASSE. It reads, "The enumeration in the Constitution of
certain rights s hall not be const rued. to deny or dispar age others r etained by the people ." What does tha t m ean?
Judge GORSUCH. Well, Senator, I think it m eans what it says.
The Ninth Amendment has not been much interpret ed by the Suprem e Court. There a re different views about its effect a nd its
m eaning, and I do not doubt that there will be cases and controversies in which I w ould, if confirmed , a nd maybe even if I am not ,
a sked t o construe the m eaning of that . It is one of those a mendm ents that has not ha d a lot of judicia l attention . We h ave t alked
a bout some others.
Ch a irma n GRASSLEY. There is a publica tion in 1950 I r ead called
"The Forgotten Ninth Amendment."
Judge GORSUCH. Right. Right.
Cha irma n GRASSLEY. Well, that is 60 years ago, and it was forgotten then.
Judge GORSUCH . Well, Senat or Lee has written a book that includes s ome discussion of this as well.
Sena tor SASSE. Judge Bork referred to it a t one time as an ink
blot, seemingly implying that it could just be ignored . Is there a ny
precedent that we need to know a bout to underst and the Ninth
Amendment as it comes down through the courts?
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Judge GORSUCH. There are amendments that have been less interpreted and more interpreted. The Ninth Amendment is one of
those that has been less interpreted, Senator.
Senator SASSE. What is the best way to understand how the Constitution divides power between the Federal Government, the
States, and the people? And, in particular, how do we know whether or not some power that has not been specifically enumerated
and given to the Federal Government since the people give the
Government power? The Government does not give us rights. The
people gave the Federal Government certain enumerated powers. If
it is not enumerated, how do we know if it belongs to the States
or to the people?
Judge GORSUCH. Senator, we have talked a lot about Federalism
in these last few days. The people in this country are sovereign, as
Lincoln said. It is a government by the people, for the people. So,
the people are sovereign, and it depends on what powers they have
given to the State Government and to the Federal Government.
And there are variations between the States as to what authorities
are given and how.
Nebraska, you have a unicameral legislature last time I checked.
I do not know if you are the only one.
Senator SASSE. We are.
Judge GORSUCH . Right? But that is-the people have organized
their State Government in a certain fashion, and that is for the
people to do.
Sena tor SASSE. But is there a ny precedent on the Tenth Amendm ent that would give us some sense of what might belong to the
domain of the Ninth?
Judge GORSUCH. So, w e do have precedent in the Tenth Amendment area. I think the leading precedent might be the New York
case by Justice O'Connor, which we have discussed a couple of
times over the last couple of days, which makes clear that the Federal Government cannot commandeer State Government, cannot
tell State government to enforce and how to enforce Federal dictates unilaterally.
Now, there are some-you know, there are limits to that principle, too. A 55-mile-an-hour speed limit, which is a Federally induced requirem ent, h as been upheld, attached to the spending authorities. There comes a question of how far Congress can go in
conditioning funds before it winds up commandeering a State Government.
Senator SASSE . I want to ask more questions about t he ways that
you would recommend that future hearings be conducted, but you
w ill not answer. So instead, I will just agree with Senator from
Rhode Island in commending the Chairman on how he has run the
last 3 days.
Thank you, sir.
Judge GORSUCH. Thank you, Senator.
Chairman GRASSLE¥. Senator Klobuchar.
Senat or KLOBUCHAR. Thank you very much. Thank you, Mr.
Chairman. Thank you, Judge.
Judge GORSUCH. Thank you.
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Senator KLOBUCHAR. Mr. Chairman, you will be excited. I am
going to mention one of your pieces of legislation here, so it will
be good.
I have been waiting for 2 days to talk about antitrust, but events
of the day keep from getting in the way in terms of what we have
been focusing on, a nd I know that is to your chagrin since you have
taught in the area. We have talked about this. You are an expert
as well as my counsel, Michael Kades, who has been waiting
months for this to happen since he is an expert on antitrust.
Senator Lee and I have a long headed up that Subcommittee,
and we have been very active a lot of hearings. And 1 think there
is good reason to think that this could be a major area of the law
ahead. We have seen people struggling to afford everything from
prescription drugs to cable TV, and one way to help bring prices
down, as you know, is to vigorously enforce our antitrust laws. Vigorous enforcement also fosters small business growth, and. reduces
inequality, and increases innovation. Obviously, if you have only
two companies competing, you are going to have less of an incentive to be innovative.
As we discussed in our meeting, tackling concentrations of power
is a linchpin to a healthy economy and a democracy, and we are
right now living through an unprecedented wave of mergers. Over
the last 5 years, there was a 50 percent increas e in mergers rev iewed by the FTC a nd the Departm ent of Justice. Just last year,
then-Assista nt Attorney General for a ntitrust Bill Baer, a lifelong
a ntitrust practitioner , said his agency was "reviewing deals with
such serious antitrust concerns, that they s hould never h ave ma de
it out of the corporate boardroom.'' That is his quote.
We also have a s ituation where the President of the United
St ates in a rather unprecedented move commented about major
m erger that is currently over at the Justice Department. And
then- and a n oth er major m erger involving seed companies a ctually
m et with the CEOs involved in that m erger, a nd they came out of
t he meeting and said they talked about the m er ger . And these a re
just things that we have not seen happen sim:e these me rgers a re
s upposed to be within the purview of the Justice Depa rtment.
So, you h ave t a ught a number of antitrust cla sses a t the University of Colorado. And, as you know, although the Supreme Court
h as not a ddressed the merits of a merger case in deca des, recent
court decisions, Trinko, Credit Suisse) and L egion, have m a de it
more difficult to bring a ntitrust cases challenging a nti-competitive
conduct. Do you think the courts have ma de a ntitrust enforcement
t oo difficult? What do you say to your classes abo ut this specific
issue?
Judge GoRSUCH . Senator, thank you for bringing up antitrust . I
cannot count myself as an expert, but I can t ell you it is an .area
I e njoyed practicing in very much. I represented plaintiffs as well
as defendants. I represented class actions as well as defended
against a ntitrust cha rges. I attempted sometimes, quite unsuccessfully, to interest the Department of Justice and attacking a merger
or two for a client. You know wh at that business is like.
When I t each antitrust, I try to teach everything about a ntitrust.
I try not to t ake a view. I try to t each it in the Socratic method.
I try to expose my students to the roots of our antitrust decisions-
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Appalachian Coal, what might be classified as the biggest bad
school. I tried to expose them as well to the Chicago School, which,
you know, you are a graduate of the University of Chicago, and
give them some sense of the economics that lie behind that.
And then, I tried to expose them as well to more recent learning
in this area and expose them to Professor Sunstein and his book,
Nudge. So, I try not to take a view. I try to expose them to all
views so they can make up their own minds. I believe that is an
important function as a teacher is not to-not to be doctrinaire, but
to be challenging. And I was very gratified the other day when I
opened up the mail in my class, which I was teaching antitrust
when all this happened, and I had said-they were very curious
whether I was going to get the nomination. I said, nah, it is not
going to happen, but if it does and I turn into a pumpkin, I will
have a friend step in to teach the rest of the semester.
In the mail the other day, I have a tie with pumpkins on it.
Senator KLOBUCHAR . There you go, yes. So, what do you see as
the dangers to consumers and innovation if the courts make antitrust enforcement too difficult?
Judge GORSUCH. Well, the real problem at the end of the day, I
mean, you have a problem of lack of competition between competitors, and then of course that filters down to the consumer level.
And what tha t yields are higher prices) a nd lower output, the dead
weight loss to the economy, loss of production, a nd those are real
harms.
And the antitrust laws , as you know, were the original F ederal
r egula tory regime. That was it for the nationa l economy for a long
time, and they a re still vital and brilliant in their simplicity and
design.
Sena tor KLOBUCHAR. You know, one issu e that is particula rly important to m e , and this gets into my bill with Senator Grassley,
which I will not ask you to comment on-he has been very vigorous
a nd done som e great work in this a rea-is the pay for delay pharm aceutica l agreements wh ere prescription drug companies actua lly
pay generic drug companies to k eep their cheaper drugs out of the
m arket. These deals, in our view, can increase the cost of prescription drugs by billions of dollars a year. There was actually a CBO
score on tha t , and until 2013, som e courts had treated such agr eements as per se legal.
Then the S upreme Courtj as you know, in FTC v. Actavis, held
that they were s ubject to the rule of reason. And I know you teach
that case because it is on your a ntitrust syllabus. So, wh at do you
understa nd its reasoning a nd holding to be, and do you believe it
was correctly decided? You may n ot want to go into that part, but
how do you describe this case to your students?
Judge GORSUCH. Well, it is a great case. And as you will recall,
and at least as I rem ember it beca use I do teach from it. And the
year it ca me down, I had my students a rgue both sides, and half
of them played the Supreme Court. They correctly predicted the
outcome. It was quite impressive.
As I recall, one side was arguing for a per s e unlawful rule. The
other side was a r guing for a per se lawful rule. And the Supreme
Court, through Justice Breyer, as I s eem to rem ember, who himself
is an antitrust expert, said that the rule of r eason a pplies , in part
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because we as courts, he said, had not had a lot of experience in
this area, and are very leery about making any per se rules, any
bright line rules until we have some experience.
That is one lesson we have learned. in antitrust law over the
years is to be cautious about per se rules in either direction before
you have some experience, and that you can learn from the economics as you go.
Senator KLOBUCHAR. As I was looking over that syllabus, I also
noticed that you assigned both the 2008 DOJ report on monopolization and the FTC's response.
Judge GORSUCH. Yes.
Senator KLOBUCHAR. As you know, this is a big debate. The FTC
criticized the DOJ's report because the DOJ's guidelines were too
lenient on monopolization. It would hurt consumers. That is their
position. How do you teach this controversy, and which agency do
you think had the better understanding of the law?
Judge GORSUCH . Senator, I teach it the same way as I teach the
rest of the course, which is in a very Socratic method, .and to try
and expose my students to all the learning that I know of that is
available. And it is quite a comprehensive course. I think it is considered one of the more difficult classes at the law school, or I hope
it is. Federal courts maybe even harder, I do not know.
Senator KLOBUCHAR . So, you do not want to weigh in on this debate.
Judge GORSUCH. Oh, Senator, there is no way you are going to
get me-[Laughter.]
Sena tor KLoBUCHAR. All right. All right. One last thing h ere. We
live in a n age where there are dominant internet companies in
many areas which control access to customers. internet search, social media, online travel are just a few examples. And Sena tor Lee
and I both hear concerns in our role with the Subcommittee tha t
when s uch dominant pla tforms do not deal with potential competitors, their refusal can pose a serious threat to new businesses, consumers, and innovation.
On refusals to deal as an antitrust violation , in the Novell case,
you wrote, "The point of the profit sacrifice test is to isolate conduct
that has no possible efficiency justification." That principle is not
explicitly in the Supreme Court cases. So, is it your view that a refusal to deal can violate the Sherman Act only if there is no possible efficiency justification?
Judge GORSUCH. Senator, I would h ave to go back and read what
I wrote Novell to give you a fair and honest answer to that question. But I can t ell you in Novell I was attempting to apply the Supreme Court's teaching in Trinka a nd Aspen Skiing, which are the
two r efusal to deal cases, as faithfully as I could, and I can tell you
that.
You know, we have had some fun refusal to deal cases over the
years .
Senator KLOBUCHAR. Yes.
Judge GORSUCH . Think about it. I mean, A spen Skiing a nd-Sena tor KLOBUCHAR. There you go.
Judge GORSUCH. Right?
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Senator KLOBUCHAR. Well, there may be more fun to come because, you know, I think one of the things about using such an absolute test and risking immunizing the conduct, particularly in the
context of the internet, could be a problem because I think we have
to look at what may be to come here. And we are just beginning
to see a new kind of competitive marketplace with companies that
may have control, and it may be really hard for new customers to
get in. So, that was just something I wanted to plant in your head
here as we go forward since you will be-if you are confirmed, you
have a lot of expertise in this antitrust area.
And I just think we are just seeing more and more issues that
are new and. coming up, even in the last few years. And I know
there has not been a case for a while, but there could well be one.
Judge GORSUCH. I appreciate that, Senator.
Senator KLoBUCHAR. All right. So, thank you very much.
Judge GORSUCH. Thank you.
Chairman GRASSLEY. Senator Lee.
Judge GORSUCH. Mr. Chairman? Mr. Chairman, before this is
over, I would like to have one word to everyone. I do not know
when is appropriate moment before folks leave.
Chairman GRASSLEY. Well, maybe we ought to notify offices and
tell -people to come back-Judge GoRSUGH. Oh, gosh no. No, no, no, no. No, no. I just want
to say tha nk you before people leave.
Ch a irma n GRASSLEY. Why do you not do that right now and take
as long as you want?
[La ughter.]
Judge GORSUCH. Does that mean I get to leave?
[La ughter.]
Judge GORSUCH. No, I just know some people are walking out
the door, and I just want to say this for the record, and if there
is a nybody left watching, I stiII want to catch them , the Ame rica n
people.
I have spent the last , what is it, 2 months in these buildings
with you) 72 of your colleagues, and I wish the American people
could see w hat I have seen. That is all. I think if they h ad seen
what I have seen, they would be much bigger believers in their government than they a re .
It is not perfect, my branch is not perfect , but I am a believer
in it. And I want t o tha nk you, all of you, each and every one of
you for doing what you do for the American people, the seriousness
with which you take this project , a nd, Mr. Chairman , for the court esies you have a ll shown m e, each and every one of you.
Tha nk you. That is what I wanted to say before folks went home.
Chairman GRASSLEY. God bless you . Senator Lee.
Senat or LEE. Thank you, Judge, a nd tha nks for yo ur nice comments about our institution. We a re not a n institution that receives
a lot of praise every day, and that means a lot.
Judge GORSUCH. You deserve a lot more than you get.
Sena tor LEE . I wanted to cover one thing with you very briefly.
One of my colleagues mentioned a few minutes ago an email that
you h ad sent praising remarks by Judge- then-Attorney Gen eral
Alberto Gonzales back in 2006, February 6th, 2006 .
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I have got a copy of the transcript from that day. The remarks
that you were supposedly praising were made and are recorded on
page 53 of the transcript, which I offer into the record, and I also
ask unanimous consent to offer those portions of the transcript and
a copy of the email into the record.
Chairman GRASSLEY. Okay. Without objection, so ordered.
[The information appears as a submission for the record.]
Senator LEE . The comments that were the subject of that discussion, recorded on page 53 of the transcript, indicate tha t the Committee took a break and reconvened after lunch at 1:45 p.m. on the
date in question. The email, which I have offered into the record
and which was sent by you on February 6th, 2006 to Kyle Sampson
and Will Machello, was sent at 1:17 p.m.
Unless I am missing something, that would indicate that your
email in which you said, I think the Attorney General is doing a
nice job today, was sent roughly one half hour before the comments
that were deemed problematic by my colleague and were raised a
few minutes ago. Do you, Judge Gorsuch, have the ability to see
30 minutes into the future?
[Laughter.]
Judge GORSUCH. Right now1 I kind of wish I did.
[Laughter.]
Sena tor LEE . I would find it very impressive if you did, but a bs ent that very remote possibility, I would submit t o my colleagues
tha t it is impossible that the email that Judge Gorsuch sent on
F ebruary 6th, 2006 a t 1 :17 p .m., ha d any reference t o the comm ents m a de r eference to by my colleagu e from Rhode Isla nd a few
minutes a go.
That is a ll. Thank you.
J udge GORSUCH. Tha nk you, Senator.
Cha irma n GRASSLEY. Sen ator Coons.
Sena tor COONS. Thank you , Mr. Ch a irman. Tha nk you , Your
H onor, and I want to thank my colleague, Senator F ranken, for a llowing m e t o go ahead . I h ave a speech to give with a colleague
in the Capitol in a few minutes.
And I would like to t hank Louise and everyone else from your
family, and your family of clerks and s upporters, who steadfastly
have been with you through wh at h as been I know a very de manding and long process. I think you have shown more diligence a nd
more stamina than certainly I would have or m any of our colleagues would have.
1 just want t o conclude, if I could, a conversation tha t I opened
in in my second round of questioning a bout the B rowder case,
B rowder v. Albuquerque . I did not want to leave this unres olved ,
beca use we h ad a long conversation about subst antive due proces s,
a nd I h ave m a de refe rence. before t o a practice you en gage in of
writing concurrences, and s ort of t rying to underst and what that
means and what I can conclude a bout that .
So, just t o remind everybody, Browder is a cas e where you dealt
with a cla im that a n off duty-a newly off duty police offic er went
roaring through the center of t own at 60 miles an hour, sped
t hrough 11 intersections with his lights on in his police car 1 a nd
rammed a car and killed one person and ba dly injured another.
And this is a cas e that was in Federal court because of Section
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1983, which is an important statute that allows the vindication of
rights that have been violated, constitutional rights.
And I was struck in this case that you went out of your way to
write a concurrence to your own majority opinion. And the way I
read it was that you argued Federal courts should decline to address Section 1983 violations if there is a remedy under State tort
law. Why did you go out of your way to write a concurrence that
would, if applied, significantly narrow a Federal court's ability to
consider valid constitutional claims?
This was a case directly applying substantive due process analysis and where you said, "I do not think we ought to keep the doors
of the Federal courthouse open." I have familiarity with 1983
claims from my own county service and role supervising a police
department. It plays a central r ole in makinf,5 sure that litigants
who have suffered some loss or injury under color of State law have
a chance to pursue a remedy.
Why did you write that concurrence, Judge?
Judge GORSUCH. Senator, I appreciate the opportunity to clarify
the record on that because 1 think there may be some confusion.
I vindicated the 1983 claim in that case, as I have in many, many,
many cases, Senator, if you want to pick them out, one here, one
there. I could give you, for instance, Sutton, which we have talked
about, or AM we h ave t a lked about. Those are just a couple . 1 could
give you a whole bunch more if you want.
What I wrote separately to indica te was sometimes we judges
judge best when we judge least . And if there is a lready a Stat e tort
claim that is perfectly suitable and ca n achieve everything that the
plaintiff wants, and, in fact , som etimes the plaintiff wants to be in
State court, but gets dragged-removed, I should say-that is the
legal t erm-to Federal court, okay? That h a ppens not infrequently
in my Circuit in 1983 cases.
There is a doctrine called P arratt, a Supreme Court decision,
that s uggest s that we s hould defer to Sta te proceedings in those
circumstances if they are perfectly adequate, fair, and complet e
remedies. And our precedent, I just pointed out, m aybe we ha d
missed Parratt, Supreme Court direction.
I was bound by our precedent. I followed our precedent. But I
suggested that perhaps we n eeded to take a nother look at our
precedent in light of Parratt, the Supreme Court's direction.
I also emphasized, to be clear, Senator, that Parratt only a llows
abstention in circumstanc~s where the State r emedy is full a nd
complet e, a nd the r e is no possibility that the Sta te court will be an
ina dequate forum. If you look ca refully a t that concurrence you will
see that language the re quite clearly a nd quite prominently, Sena tor.
Senator COONS. And perhaps I misread it. In my consideration
of it, 1 was struck by this in part because it seemed in Zimmerman
there was a lready a 1990 Supreme Court decision that suggested
Parratt should not be a pplied in that way, in that context.
But the larger point for me is that in Browder you are suggesting
the Suprem e Court-you a re pointing in the concurrence-you are
pointing that the Supreme Court could overturn precedent to na rrow the scope of 1983 in this way to limit the situations where Fede r al courts would h ear constitutional cla ims. But in our con versa-
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tion about RFRA, and for-profit corporations, and religious rights
under Hobby Lobby, you pointed repeatedly saying that should be
done by Congress. This is what the legislative branch should do,
not what the Court should do.
So, it seemed to me there was some tension between the way you
looked at another situation where you issued a concurrence saying
I am bound. I am bound by precedent, but I do not like it, and I
think we probably ought to make a change. Instead of pointing it
our way, you pointed it at the direction of the Supreme Court.
If you thought 1983 should be narrowed, why did you not call on
Congress to make that change?
Judge GORSUCH. Senator, respectfully, I believe you are
misreading what I wrote. I was not advocating limiting 1983 in
any, way, shape, or form. I was su~;gesting that perhaps we as a
court ha d not paid sufficient attent10n to the Supreme Court's direction in Parratt. That is it. And in all of these cases, I apply our
precedent and the precedent of the U.S. Supreme Court, and the
directions of Congress as faithfully as I can without any secret hidden agenda, Senator, none.
And in Browder, I upheld the plaintiff's claim. That is what I did.
That is my record in that case.
Senator COONS. That is right. The majority opinion, which you
wrote, which is a three-judge opinion, upheld the claim. But I guess
what I was-what drew it t o my attention was your comments
about substantive due process. And as I-we said before, two of
them were Supreme Court cites.
Judge GORSUCH. Thank you for acknowledging that.
Senator COONS. But that is a choice to say substantive due process, which is the subject of some debate among scholars and Justices, is uncharted, open ended, murky, has a paradoxical name,
"substantive due process." And I just wanted to come back again
because this is where we ended the previous. round of questions to
see If I misunderstand how you interpret substantive due process.
Are there-what are the factors that you look at, because this
goes b ack to the Casey , a nd Glucksberg, and others. What a re the
factors that you look at to determine wh ether a right is fundamental and appropriately protected under substantive due process
under the Fourteenth Amendment?
Judge GORSUCH. Senator, I look to precedent. And in the
Browder case, I applied the precedent of our court and of the Supreme Court of the United States. And our precedent indicated
that the plaintiffs h ad a claim that sh ould be vindicated, and I
upheld the plaintiff's claim.
There additionally was precedent from the U.S. Supreme Court
that suggest ed that in circumstances wh ere the State courts are
open and ava ilable, and there is no indication that there be any unfairness , that perhaps sometimes judges judge best when they
judge least. Do not make more a new la w than you have to.
That is a principle that I think good judges bear in mind when
you can. That is not to say you a lways write the narrowest or craft
the strictest construction. You try and come up with a fair construction, but that sometimes if everything is available tha t might
be m a de availa ble to a pa rty to be m ade whole, not to restrict their
access in a way, shape, or form, Senator. But if everything ca n be
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done that can be done, then perhaps we should stay our hand once
in a while.
Senator COONS. Well, that is reassuring. As I suspect you well
know1 Section 1983 was originally enacted. It has been referred
casually as the Ku Klux Klan Act because it in the Reconstruction
Era was an avenue into State court to allow citizens who could not
get any redress in State courts to get into Federal court. Forgive
me.
Judge GORSUCH. Absolutely.
Senator COONS. As a way to protect constitutional rights that
were newly enacted after the Civil War. And it is one that in my
role as a county elected where I was trying to monitor whether or
not my police department) the police department the county for
which I was indirectly responsible, was conducting themselves in
full compliance with the rights of our citizens.
One of those early indicators is how many 1983 filings do you. see
in any municipality, in any county. And I wanted to make sure I
did not misunderstand your ruling in Browder, and your concurrence in particular, as indicating some enthusiasm for narrowing
access to Federal courts for litigants.
So, if I hear you right, your concurrence-again, an unusual
thing to do to write concurrence to your own unanimous majority
opinion-is simply expressing that if you are confident that there
is no threat to recovery in a State court, that someone injured as
the individual who was killed was a nd her family Member, should
go to State court were tort law is fully developed, and there is a
great deal of precedent, rather tha n to Federal court.
Judge GORSUCH. Right.
Senator COONS. But this is no suggestion on your part that constitutional rights do not belong in litigation. The transition point
I made earlier was the 2005 article where you were suggesting
some have too much enthusiasm for pursuing relief in the Federal
courts.
Judge GORSUCH. Senator, I think you now have a have a h andle
on where I was coming from . I appreciate the opportunity to clarify
that. I think your summary right there at the end gets it.
Senator COONS. Well, I will have some more questions for the
record if I might.
[The information appears as a submission for the record.]
Senator COONS. I appreciate the opportunity that I have had to
m eet with you and to ask a number of questions, and the seriousness with which you h ave taken my questions and the deliberations
of this Committee as a whole. Thank you very much.
Judge GORSUCH. Likewise, Senator.
Chairman GRASSLEY. Senator Crapo.
Senator CRAPO. Well, thank you, Mr. Chairman. I a m going to
simply say thank you, Judge, for giving us this time and for your
candor with us as we have asked you questions. I am not going to
ask you any further questions, and will yield back my time.
Judge GORSUCH. Tha nk you, Senator.
Chairman GRASSLEY. Senator Franken.
Senator FRANKEN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and m ay I just a dd
with a number of my colleagues my admiration for the way you
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have done this. Thank you, Judge Gorsuch, for your family, your
wife, and your clerks, and you for hanging in there.
Before I begin, I would like to ask consent that the following letters be entered into the record, Mr. Chairman: The Leadership
Conference on Civil and Human Rights, Bend the Arc, Jewish Action, and the National Education Association.
Chairman GRASSLEY. Those three documents, without objection,
will be entered.
[The information appears as a submission for the record.]
Senator FRANKEN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Judge, during oral arguments for Shelby County , Justice Scalia
seemed to suggest that it is the Court's job to step in when Congress' motives cannot be trusted. Justice Scalia questioned the significant rise in support for the Voting Rights Act when Congress
voted for its reauthorization in 2006, which passed the Senate 98
to zero, and the House 390 to 33.
He essentially said that a Senator would have nothing to gain by
voting against reauthorizing the Voting Rights Act, and that as a
result, the Court should not read anything into the overwhelming
support for the bill. Justice Scalia said, "It is a concern that this
is not the kind of question you can leave to Congress." He went on
to say, "Even the name of it is wonderful, the Voting Rights Act.
Who is going to vote against that in the future?"
When the Solicitor General suggest ed that it would b e unusua l
t o a nalyze Congress' judgment in this way, Justice Sca lia said, and
again quote, "I a m not t a lking about dismissing it,'' m eaning Con!SI"ess ' judgment, "I a m talkin~ about l~king at it to see whether
it ma kes a ny sense." So, he is suggestmg that the Court look at
Congress' judgment to see whether it makes sense .
Now, this highlights two things that are pretty concerning to m e .
One, Justice Scalia's cynicism a bout lawmak ers' motives. His remarks demonstra te a contempt for Congress that, in my view, a lso
demonstrat es a willingn ess to engage in the kind of judicia l activism that many of my colleagues are quick to condemn, a w illingn ess to "legisla t e" from the Bench . Justice Scalia's willingness to
reach b eyond the legis lative history to question Congress' political
motivations disrespects the separation of powers.
And, two, Justice Scalia's remarks ignored the facts. When Congress deba ted reauthorizing the Voting Rights Act of 2006, it developed a significant legisla tive record: 15,000 pages of h earing testimony, dpcumentary evidence a nd a ppendices, qtate records, a nd reports from outside experts that demonstrated the continued need
for the legislation. To suggest Congress' support for the bill was
based on anything other tha n s ubstance ignores the reality that
more M ember s of Congress supported the Voting Rights Act because the legislation accomplished on a n ongoing basis exactly
what Congress designed the Voting Rights Act to accomplish.
Judge Gorsuch, during our courtesy visit I asked what you
thought about Justice Scalia 's rema rks, and I asked you whether
you agreed that what he said demonstrated a contempt for Congress. You emphatica lly said that Justice Scalia's r ema rks were not
t he words that you would have chosen.
Judge GORSUCH. Senator, I admire Justice Scalia greatly , but his
wo rds a re his words, a nd mine a re mine . And I would ask you re-
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spectfully to judge me based on my credentials and my record. J ustice Scalia's legacy will live on a lot longer than mine, I am sure.
Senator FRANKEN. I understand that. It was good to hear that
you would not have said that, but I found that frustrating because
it was not the answer to my question. Here, despite a unanimous
Senate vote in support of the Voting Rights Act and a 15,000-page
legislative record demonstrating that there was a significant debate
over the bill, Justice Scalia questioned Congress' motives in deciding to support the bill.
It seems to me that he is substituting his own personal views for
the facts on the-in the record. Do you agree a willingness to engage in this kind of speculation could be perceived as judicial activism?
Judge GORSUCH. Senator, respectfully, I just do not think it is
appropriate for me to comment on the work of my superiors or Justice Scalia's words at oral argument, or any other Justice's comment in oral argument.
Senator FRANKEN. Well, I think that it is important, this issue
of judicial activism, because that is something that has disturbed
me about the Roberts Court. And this is one of the big decisions,
which is the Voting Rights Act.
But setting aside that-that was a five-four decision-I want to
know whether you would-forgetting judicial activism. I want to
know if you agree with the subst a nce he re . Justice Scalia seemed
to be r eaching beyond legislative history in this case to question
the politica l motivations unde rlying congressional action. In your
view, is tha t kind of inquiry appropria te for courts to engage in?
Judge GORSUCH. And, Senator, again, I just do not think it is appropriate for me to sit h ere a nd grade a Justice's comments at oral
argument.
Senator FRANKEN. Okay. All right.
Judge GoRSUCH. Judges often make-ask questions at oral argum ent that are hypothetica l or do not represent their actual views
because they are t esting ideas.
Senator FRANKEN. Okay. Well, that-Judge GORSUCH. I was not there. I did not hear it. I am not going
to condemn a m a n for arguments I h ave not heard, or thought
carefully about, or know more about. And Justice Scalia's legacy
will live on a lot longer than mine. I am confident of that.
Senator FRANKEN. Well, let us move on to the Shelby decision
itself. We talked about this in the courtesy visjt. This was another
five-four decision by the Roberts Court. Here, the Court gutted the
Voting Rights Act. Before that decision, the Act required certain
States, States with a history of engaging in discriminatory practices at the polls, to get the Federal Government's approval before
making changes to their voting laws. It was called pre-clearance,
and it worked.
Within 4 years of passing the Voting Rights Act in 1965, nearly
one million Black vot ers registered, and the number of Black elected officials in the South more tha n doubled. But the Shelby County
majority suggested that discrimination at polls was no longer a
problem, essentially using the law's success at preventing discrimin a tion to justify gutting it. So, a sharply divided Court-again, 54-that is importa nt-struck down a provision that determined
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which States were subject to pre-clearance. As a result, none of
them are.
In the wake of that decision, States previously covered by
preclearance started testing the limits of what they could do. Texas
and North Carolina passed discriminatory voter ID laws. North
Carolina eliminated same-day registration and cut the early voting
period. When North Carolina's restrictions were challenged in
court, the Fourth Circuit ultimately struck them down, finding that
the State's "new provisions" target African-Americans with almost
surgical precision.
You m entioned that Section Two of the act was still in. place
when we were talking before, which allows discriminatory laws to
be challenged, but only after they have been enacted. So, I pointed
out that North Carolina, for example, enacted its surgically precise
restrictions in 2013, but the Fourth Circuit was not able to strike
down those restrictions until 2016. So, these restrictions were in
place for years, and. these restrictions accomplished exactly what
they were designed to do when they kept African-Americans from
voting in the 2014 election. But these restrictions would h ave been
stopped by pre-clearance.
We talked about this, and I asked you does this disturb you at
all. You replied simply that equal protection of the law was one of
our country's great promises, but you did not answer my question.
We went around the barn a few times on this one, and you told
me that voting is a fundamental right. I know that.
This is a job interview. You are applying for a lifetime appointment to the highest court in the land, and vindicating the rights
of people before the Bench is one of the core functions of that job.
So, knowing whether you are disturbed by a State's government 's
effort to systematically and strategically discriminate against its
citizens by race is really, really important, and it seemed like an
easy question to me.
So, I will ask you. again, does that disturb you at a ll what happened?
Judge GORSUCH. Senator, if there are a llegations of racism in
legislation in the votini;l' arena, there are a variety of remedies.
The first, of course, is a claim under the Constitution, the equal
protection clause.
Senator FRANKEN. There used to be preclearance, a nd that used
to do the job.
And, again, this is a 5-4 decision. This is what were talking
about here. I want to emphasize why we are here, and why all of
this matters so much.
Some of this-some of us on this side of the aisle h ave been accused of asking unfair questions, of impugning judges, of essentially turning this into a show, apparently because we are bitter
about what happened to Chief Judge Garland.
And, yes, I strongly believe that what happened to Merrick Garland was unfair and disgraceful.
The argument that we should judge and are judging candida tes
solely based on their qualifications is betrayed by the fact that
t hese are the same people who blocked Merrick Garland, and
Merrick Garland has every qualification. He is a man who is recognized as one of the best appellate judges in this country, in large
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part because he has developed a reputation for bringing judges
across the ideological spectrum together to craft strong consensus
decisions.
So, yes, I was looking forward to his nomination moving forward,
but I do not blame you, Judge Gorsuch, for what happened to him.
And, ultimately, this is not about Judge Garland.
If Justice Scalia had died 1 month ago, and we were here today
with President Trump's nominee, we would be talking about the
same things. I think I and all my colleagues have asked tough but
fair questions about your record, about your judicial philosophy,
and about your ability to understand the practical outcomes of
these decisions. And it is because we are deeply concerned about
the Roberts Court-what the Roberts Court rulings have done for
the rights of Americans.
In one 5-4 decision after another, we have seen the Roberts
Court go out of its way to answer questions not before it, to overturn precedents, to strike down laws enacted by Congress, and to
do all of this at great cost to consumers, workers, small businesses,
to middle-class Americans, to those who do not own a car and do
not have a driver's license so it is harder for tbem to vote.
We talked about forced arbitration. Through a series of 5-4 decisions, the Roberts Court has eroded Americans' ability to seek justice in the courts when they have been cheated or mistreated by
a corporation with vast resources.
We talked a bout voting rights a nd S helby, another 5-4 decision.
The Court gutted a key provision of the Voting Rights Act a nd,
w ith it, suppressed Africa n-Ame rican votes. That is what it did.
And in Citizens United, a lso 5-4, the Roberts Court a llowed
money to pour into our elections. We do not know where a lot of
it is coming from, a nd it is eroding Americans' trust in our most
funda mental dem ocr atic institutions. And the public thinks it
stinks, Republicans and Democrats a like.
Tha t is why we are h ere. This is about people getting to court,
about people getting to vote. This is a bout people losing-Americans losing faith in our democracy.
So, look, while I strongly agree that it is your job to follow precedent, as you have emphasized over and over again, I also want to
know that you will consider the real-world consequences of your decisions, because the stakes a re just too high .
I want to know tha t you understa nd why we h ave been h ere a nd
why we h ave been asking you the questions, because-and 1 think
Senator Whitehouse s poke very, very clearly on a ll these 5-4 decisions.
And I just want to hear from you that you understand wh at the
stakes of this are.
Judge GORSUCH. Senator, I appreciat e the opportunity-Chairman GRASSLEY. Please answer and then - Judge GORSUCH. Then I am done.
Chairman GRASSLEY. But m ake it as short as you can.
Judge GORSUCH. I can do t hat.
We are all in the same boat togeth er. This ship, we a r e a ll in it,
a nd either we a re all going to ha n g togeth er or we are going t o
hang separately, to mix my m etaphors at this la te hour.
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And the fact of the matter is, Senator, of course I care about this
country. 1 care deeply about this country, and 1 know you do too.
Thank you.
Chairman GRASSLEY. Senator Cornyn.
Senator CORNYN. Judge, let me offer an alternative point of view
to my friend Senator Franken's dystopian description of where the
country is and the role of the Court.
I am particularly concerned about his descripiion of the Court's
decision in Shelby County u. Holder, because we were-I was part
of the Senate Judiciary Committee, a number of us were, when we
voted to reaffirm the Voting Rights Act, to reauthorize it, and recognized it as one of the great accomplishments of America, in terms
of protecting and vindicating the rights of people, everyone, to vote.
But, as you know, Congress and the Supreme Court did not gut
the Voting Rights Act. Section 2 remains a part of that important,
historic legislation.
And so I just recoil when I hear people describe what the Court
did as gutting the Voting Rights Act. Here is what the Court did.
Congress, when it reauthorized the Voting Rights Act, did not update the formula by which the-Section 5 applied, which would require preclearance in States so they could not even change their
own voting laws. Because they were covered by preclearance, they
had to ask permission of the Federal Government, the Department
of Justice, and others in order to do so.
But for some reason, rather than update the formula with current voting r ecords-it ha d decades-old, several decades-old voting
information, which had an impact of keeping more States and more
municipalities, more governmental entities, within the preclearance
requirements of Section 5.
The irony of this is the Voting Rights Act has vindicated a nd protected voting rights in an unprecedented s ort of way. And even
those States that had been swept up into the preclearance requirem ents, let us say back in the 1960s, had better outcomes for minority voters tha n m any States that were not covered by Section 5, the
preclearance r equirement.
So the mista ke that Congress m a de when it reauthorized the
Voting Rights Act is it included a formula that did not reflect current reality, did not recognize that America had made great strides
forward, thanks to the Voting Rights Act and vindicating minority
voter rights.
So I just-I was here. I remember the debate. As a matter of
fact, I joined several of my colleagues a nd filed minority views
when we reauthorized it, pointing out the irony of using deca desold voting records in reauthorizing the Voting Rights Act.
So what the Court said-the question actually presented-I will
read it quickly. It says, does the renewa l of Section 5 of the Voting
Rights Act, the preclearance requirement, under the constraints of
Section 4(b), that was the formula I referred to1 exceed Congress'
authority under the Fourteenth and Fifteenth Amendments, and,
therefore, violate the Tenth Amendment and Article IV of the Constitution?
That is what the Court decided. The Voting Rights Act m aint ains
its force a nd important role in our jurisprudence today, and the
Court found that the formula s imply did not reflect current reality,
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what passed and exceeded Congress' authority under the Constitution.
I mention all this not to ask you a question, but just to use the
opportunity to say, you know1 when people agree with the Court's
decisions, and I can name a number of them that my friend from
Minnesota would agree with and applaud, you know, it is great.
When the Court reaches a decision that disappoints your expectations or perhaps your political agenda, then it is easy to jump on
the Court and criticize it.
Nobody likes to lose in a court, but I think you appropriately earlier talked about the importance of not criticizing or characterizing
the judges because judges, by and large, are patriots, people performing a public service at great financial sacrifice and, unfortunately, sometimes get accused of doing things that are totally unfair and off-base.
So I just wanted to take a moment to correct the record and what
the Court actually did. And I happen to come from a State, the
State of Texas, that is proud of the strides that we have made to
overcome the record back in the 1960s when we were not so proud,
we should not have been so proud about minority voting rights. But
we have made great strides in that area, as have so many places
that were covered by the Voting Rights Act under Section 4, which
the Court struck down as not reflecting current r eality.
We should stand up a nd applaud our grea t country for trying to
overcome this l egacy of diminishing minority voting rights, and I
think the Court's decision is something that reflects that and is to
be applauded and not condemned.
So thank you for sitting there and listening. Tha nk you for your
willingness to serve. And thank you for the way you h ave conducted yourself throughout this hearing. I look forwa rd to enjoying
and watching from afar your service to our country for many years
to come.
Thank you.
Judge GORSUCH. Tha nk you for your service , Senator.
Chairman GRASSLEY. Senator Blumenthal.
Senator BLUMENTHAL. Thanks, Mr. Chairman.
I would like to enter into the record, if there is no objection, a
letter from 55 reproductive rights, health, and justice organizations
opposed to the nomination, a nd a letter from 72 women lawyers
who submitted an amicus brief in Whole Woman's Health u.
H ellerstedt.
Chairman GRASSLEY. Both will be entered in the record, without
objection.
[The informat ion a ppears as a submission for the record.]
Senator BLUMENTHAL. Judge, you referred, at some point, I
think, to your clerks as evanescent. I think you used that word,
But I think many of them are still h ere, so they have- Judge GORSUCH. They are.
Senator BLUMENTHAL [continuing]. Been far from evanescent in
this proceeding.
Judge GORSUCH. They have been wonderful, as has my family.
Senator BLUMENTHAL. And congratulations to them a nd to
you- Judge GORSUCH. Tha nk you.
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Senator BLUMENTHAL [continuing]. And to your clerks.
Judge GORSUCH. Thank you. I appreciate it.
Senator BLUMENTHAL. I met a couple of them earlier who said
that, and I am not _going to embarrass them by naming them, but
one of them said that he had left his employment with a law firm
to help you prepare for this proceeding, so they have been part of
your team.
Who else has helped you prepare?
Judge GORSUCH. First and foremost, my wife, Louise, who has
been with me through thick and thin. When the gruel is thin, the
gruel is thick, she is there. She is my rock.
I also have to thank Senator Ayotte, my sherpa. I did not know
that was an official title, but it is around here.
I really appreciate this opportunity.
Senator Ayotte, I did not know Senator Ayotte until the day after
my nomination, well, the day of my nomination, February 1st,
which would have been my father's 80th birthday. And he smiled
on me that day because he gave me Senator Ayotte.
And I do not know how many miles we have logged walking the
h alls together, meeting with you and your colleagues. She has become a fast and permanent friend.
Where is Mary Elizabeth?
Mary Elizabeth, who was in your Republican Senate Cloakroom
and is now in the White House, she has been just so special to me.
Senator BLUMENTHAL. Anyone else from the White House?
Judge GORSUCH. Oh, gosh. Is McGinley h ere? He is one of my
former law clerks who is now a young lawyer in the White House.
And I never thought I would actually have somebody carry my
bag-[Laughter.]
Mr. MCGINLEY. I never thought I would cany a bag after graduating law school.
Judge GORSUCH. I feel very guilty about it, because this is a very
fantastic young lawyer. Watch out for McGinley ..
Senator BLUMENTHAL. Anyone from the Department of Justice?
Judge GoRSUCH. Oh, gosh. Who is here from the Department?
Well, a whole bunch of folks.
Senator BLUMENTHAL. So you have been well-prepared.
Judge GORSUCH. Patrick Bumatay, Eric Tung, one of my former
law clerks, one of Judge Tymkovich's former law clerks now in the
Department of Justice have been helpful. As I know-to produce all
t hos e documents, I think they spent a lot of time reviewing and
producing documents for this Committee, and I a m very grateful to
all of them.
So there have been a lot, a lot of special people.
Senator BLUMENTHAL. I would be remiss if I failed to ask whether anyone from outside organizations has assisted in this process.
Judge GORSUCH. I definitely h ad friends, you know, beat me up
with questions and t hings like that, absolutely, Senator, sure. Of
course.
Senator BLUMENTHAL. And has anyon e from, for example, the
H erit age Foundation h elped you prepare?
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Judge GoRSUCH. I do not know who is from Heritage. No one has
come up to me and said I am from the Heritage Foundation, and
I am here to help.
[Laughter.]
Judge GoRSUCH. I have definitely leaned on my friends, Senator,
and I have leaned on people from the Department of Justice and
the White House Counsel's Office, my family.
Senator BLUMENTHAL. And former clerks.
Judge GORSUCH. And former, yes, yes, yes, and current clerks
too.
Senator BLUMENTHAL. I have a couple substantive questions for
you.
Judge GORSUCH. All right.
Senator BLUMENTHAL. No right is absolute under the Constitution. Is that a correct statement?
Judge GORSUCH. Well, Justice Black used to think so.
Senator BLUMENTHAL. He said no law, and he said no law meant
no law-Judge GORSUCH. Right.
Senator BLUMENTHAL [continuing]. Limiting free speech.
Judge GORSUCH. Yes.
Senator BLUMENTHAL. But, in fact, rights frequently conflict, and
there is a balancing that takes place, correct?
Judge GoRSUCH. Senator, there are a lways tensions in the law
that we mediate. As legislators and judges a nd the executive
branch, we a ll play a role in mediating tensions b etween competing
rights.
Senator BLUMENTHAL. I want to talk a little bit about, in that
context, the Second Amendment and about the decision in Heller .
You undoubtedly know that Connecticut experienced one of the
worst tragedies in our history when the massa cre occurred at
Sandy Hook. I have long been an advocate of commonsense, sensible meas ures to combat gun violence, going back to my earliest
days as State Attorney General. And my colleagues, many of them,
including Senator Feinstein who mentioned Sandy Hook here a nd
Senator Durbin, have been champions of this measure, these kinds
of measures.
And I mentioned the balance of rights because that was a theme
that Justice Scalia m entioned in Heller. He wrote that the Second
Amendment is "not a right to keep and carry any weapon whatsoever in any manner whatsoever for any purpose."
That I would read as a statement that the Second Amendment
is not absolute. Would you agree?
Judge GORSUCH. Senator, I would agree that, in Heller, the Court
h eld that it protected guns in common use, for example, not every
weapon or tank or ballistic missile, but guns in common use for
self-defense, subject to reasonable regulation. That is my recollection sitting here of, more or less, the test the Court-Senator BLUMENTHAL. Well, I will give you the quote, and I think
it confirms your recollectioh. He said that the Second Amendment
did not include "dan gerous ana unusual weapons," such as "weapons tha t ar e most useful in military service, M-16 rifles a nd the
like."
Do you agree?
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Judge GoRSUCH. Senator, the law is the law. It is the precedent
of the U.S. Supreme Court. I follow the precedent of the U.S. Supreme Court as a judge. It is the same answer I have given.
Senator BLUMENTHAL. Well, let me again ask you about another
part of the H eller opinion.
Justice Scalia wrote, he said, nothing in Heller was intended "to
cast doubt on longstanding prohibitions on the possession of firearms by felons and the mentally ill, or laws forbidding the carrying
of firearms in sensitive places such as schools and government
buildings, or laws imposing conditions and qualifications on the
commercial sale of arms. n
Do you agree with that approach?
Judge GORSUCH. Senator, I agree that Heller is the law of the
land and that it is precedent of the U.S. Supreme Court, and it is
the obligation of judges to apply precedent of the U.S. Supreme
Court.
Senator BLUMENTHAL. So it is a correct statement of the law?
Judge GORSUCH. If you have read from Heller, Heller is the law.
Senator BLUMENTHAL. And do you believe it is a correct interpretation of the Second Amendment?
Judge GORSUCH. Well, Senator1 it is the controlling interpretation of the Second Amendment. As I indicated maybe yesterday or
maybe it was today, I do not know-we have spoken about Heller
so many t imes. But I think both the dissent and the majority opinion were very fine opinions, very thoughtful, if you want to use the
term originalist, opinions, Justice Stevens in dissent, Justice Scalia
in the majority, very thoughtful, detailed look at the original public
m eaning of the Second Amendment. They came to different conclusions, as judges sometimes do in hard cases.
But I think that is a wonderful case to look at and say there are
judges doing admirable work of judges who might have reached different conclusions, some of them, if they were acting as legisla tors
and voting on their preferences rather tha n trying to interpret a
law.
Senator BLUMENTHAL. But the basic idea of conditions imposed
on that right, no right bein~ absolute, public safety being a legitimate consideration, is one with which you would agree?
Judge GORSUCH . Well, Senator, one example I remember, sitting
here, in Heller, is the felon in possession statute, which I recall the
Court specifically m entioned, and the dispossession of felons, which
is a law that we administer regularly in the courts.
Senator BLUMENTHAL. And in fact , a panel of your court, the
Tenth Circuit, has held that the Second Amendment does not provide the right to carry a concealed firearm. That is Peterson v. Martinez.
You were not on the panel, but it was the holding of your court,
correct?
Judge GORSUCH . I think that is right, s itting here, but I would
want to go reread it.
Senator BLUMENTHAL. I have the opinion.
Judge GORSUCH. Senator, I trust your representation.
Sena tor BLUMENTHAL. And you did not-no one requested a rehearing in that case, so if you had disagr eed with it, you could
have requested a rehearing.
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Judge GORSUCH. Any judge can, as we have discussed-Senator BLUMENTHAL. Right.
Judge GORSUCH. Request a re hearing sua sponte. Yes. Correct.
Senator BLUMENTHAL. You know, I asked about your preparation
because I think you have been very adroit in answering many of
my questions. And as adept as you have been, I remain troubled
because you have been less forthcoming, less direct and specific
than I hoped on whether you agree with the conclusions and results in some of those cases. And I think you probably sense my
worry or unhappiness about some of those answers.
And I understand that your approach is that there could be cases
and controversies involving these decisions, but you hav e left
doubt. And the doubt is increased because of statements made by
the Preside nt who nominated you, that he was, in fact, choosing
someone who would, for example, automatically overrule Roe v.

Wade.
And so I have felt that you had a responsibility to be, if anything, more forthcoming than judges or Justices nominated in the
past.
You were fairly clear in your answer on Brown, that you thought
it "corrected an erroneous decision," and that it was "a correct application of the law of precedent." But you gave a different answer
on L oving, Griswold, Lawrence, Eisenstadt, Obergefell.
You said thes e cases were decisions of the Court. You informed
us of tbe holding. But you were unwilling to say tha t they were
correctly decided.
And judges or Justices in the p ast, a nd I n am ed some, we a re
more forthcoming, direct, specific, saying they agreed. They
thought those decisions we re correctly decided .
So I r emain troubled , a nd I am troubled because these doubts affect real lives a nd real people. Gay a nd lesbia n America ns h ave to
wonder whether Lawrence and Obergefell might be overturned, ot
w h ether you would vote that way. Ame rican s w ill la ck the confidence tha t Griswold a nd E isenstadt will be upheld.
They have to question whether they will be able to m a ke their
own reproductive decisions.
Millions and millions of women who have appreh ensions about
R oe v . Wade a nd wh ether you would vote to overturn it will find
very little b asis for confidence in wh at you h ave sa id a bout those
decisions.
And I bega n by saying that I was looking for core beliefs. Your
r esponse was that your persona l beliefs h ave nothing to do with decisions tha t you will make. But we know tha t core beliefs m atte r,
just as words ma tter. And the distinctions tbat you have used in
describing different cases m a tte r.
The great genius of our Constitution is that it grows to match
the challenges of different times. The great genius of the Supreme
Court, in my view, a nd of m a ny Justices, is that they grow too. And
I h ave seen it firstha nd in the Justice I worked for, Justice Blackmun. You m ay h ave seen it in your brethren on the b e nch much
more directly a nd closely than I.
So we cannot a nticipat e with precis ion a nd certainty what Justices will do once they a re a ppointed for a lifetime on the N ation's
highest court, but the American people hold. us on this pa nel ac-
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countable for making our best judgments based on all the information we can glean or elicit.
And so that is why I have probed as hard as I can for your beliefs, your commitments. I think they matter.
And I want to thank you for being here and sharing with us your
ideas, to the extent you have, and say that I will be submitting
more written questions as well, and I will r eserve my own judgment until I have a chance to assess your responses to them and
the responses that you have given us over the past 3 days.
Thank you very much, Judge.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman GRASSLEY. Senator Graham.
Senator GRAHAM. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Judge, I think we are getting toward the end here. And I only
have one request, that I never hear about the fish case again-[Laughter.]
Senator GRAHAM [continuing]. For the rest of my life and yours,
because if I do, we will defund the Court.
[Laughter.]
Senator GRAHAM. I hate that case.
Judge GORSUCH. It is a great case.
Senator GRAHAM. Yes, that is your opinion.
Judge GoRSUCH. I m a ke all of my potentia l law clerks r ead it.
Sena tor GRAHAM. I know. That is why the Geneva Convention
s hould apply to them.
But so, let us just say this , Sonia Sotomayor a nd Elen a K agan
h ave served their Nation well, honorably, a nd they h ave not grown ,
in my view , to the way I would have liked the m to have grown. I
do not expect them t o decide the cases the way I would have.
Now, growing m eans you h ave to agree with me, I guess. I know
they are not going to all of a sudden change their judicia l philosophy because the General Counsel to-who was the guy? To
Obama? What wa s his n a me? Yes, Greg Craig said that Elena
Kagan is progr essive in the image of Oba ma himself. He did not
grow a lot, in my view, in t erms of his liberal philosophy.
And I do not think these two Justices have served the country
poorly by not coming my way. I just think they have not grown in
t erms of understanding the conservative view of being a judge. But
they are qua lified , and they sit on the Court today, and I understand that .
As to Judge Garland, a dear man, a fine m a n , I do not think anything h a ppened h ere on our watch tha t is anything unus ua l. When
y ou look at the last 100 years, I think you h ave h ad on e situation
wh ere, in the last year of a presidency, a vacancy was filled wh en
it came open in the last year by a President of one pa rty a nd the
Senate of a nother.
And to my friends on the other side, if you think I b elieve you
would have done something differently, I do not. I do .not.
H ere is what my friend Joe Eiden, who I t a lked to today, by the
way, as Chairman of the Committee said June 25th, 1992, when
there was a potentia l opening in the last year of Bush 41's presidency. H e said it would be- "It would be our p ragmatic conclusion
t h a t once the political season is underway, a nd it is, action on a
Supreme Court nomination must be put off until after the election
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campaign is over.... If someone steps down, I would highly recommend the President not name someone, not send a name up." If
Bush "did send. someone up, I would ask the Senate to seriously
consider not having a hearing on that nominee."
We agree, Joe. We got your message.
Here is what Harry Reid said in 2005. "The duties of the United
States Senate are set forth in the Constitution of the United
States. Nowhere in that document does it say the Senate has a
duty to give presidential nominees" a vote.
Here is what Senator Schumer said before the American Constitution Society. "We should reverse the presumption of confirmation .... We should not confirm any Bush nominee to the Supreme
Court except in extraordinary circumstances."
That was in his last year, so it is not very persuasive to me.
Here is what I would say, that if an opening occurs in the fourth
year of President Trump's term, and the political season is afoot,
that I will be with you all if you say wait until the next election,
That is the one thing I can say.
You like precedent? We just created one, and I think we will be
bound by it. And Joe Eiden was going to do it back in 1992, and
you all would have-shoe on the other foot, we would wait until the
election was over.
And why are we here? Because Trump got 306 electoral votes. So
that is why we are here. That is why you are nominated and not
somebody else, because I did not expect Dona ld Trump to pick
Merrick Garland, even though he is a fine person. I expect ed him
to pick from a list of 21, which h e told the whole country before
the election, here is my list.
Now the one thing you can say about President Trump, when it
came to the Supreme Court, he showed his cards. It was really unprecedented. And he kept his word, and he chose from that list, all
highly qualified.
And I, honest to God, cannot think of anybody I would h ave chosen a bove you.
I ran for President and lasted about 30 minutes. I enjoyed the
entire process. I was, apparently, the only one.
[La ughter.]
Sena tor GRAHAM. But if I would have won, I would have chosen
you, too.
But I think the bottom line is that you ar e highly qualified, from
the conservative point of view, that the la st 10 yea rs have been a
t estament to good solid judging. You have stood out in all the right
ways as a judge. You have conducted yourself honorably. And to expect a Republican to pick someone like you would b e very much expected, and I am h appy he did b ecause, I will be honest w ith you,
I was worried h e would not. But now we have a great nominee, and
I hope we can get you over the line here.
I want to ask you about a case that nobody else will a sk you
about , polygamy, not that I am advocating it. I want to get that
straight. But the decision, Obergefell-is that how you say it?
Judge GORSUCH. Oberg efell .
Sena tor GRAHAM. Okay. Justice Kennedy, the Roberts Court, decided that the due process a nd equa l protection clauses of the Four-
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teenth Amendment guarantee the right of same-sex couples to
marry.
And that is the law, right?
Judge GORSUCH. Yes, Senator.
Senator GRAHAM. Is it possible three people could fall in love and
want to marry? Are there places in the world where polygamy is
the practice?
Judge GORSUCH . Senator, there are places in the Tenth Circuit
where-Senator GRAHAM. But it is illegal in America, is it not?
Judge GORSUCH. Senator, we just had a challenge to Utah's-Senator GRAHAM. But the law of Colorado says it is illegal.
Judge GORSUCH. It does.
Senator GRAHAM. Is there any State in the Union that recognizes
polygamy as a legal marital relationship, that you know of?
Judge GORSUCH. At the moment, to my knowledge, no.
Senator GRAHAM. So the point is that, apparently, as a Nation,
we are all okay with not extending marriage to three people. One
day, we may not be okay with that. One day maybe we want to
broaden our view of what marriage should be.
And that day may come, and you may be the judge. And I guess
what I am saying is, to Senator Blumenthal, rather than pledge allegiance to all these cases, you should treat them for their precedential value they have, and maybe one day three people will a rgue
that we love each other as much as you love your wife or a samesex couple. I do n ot know if tha t day will ever come, but if it does
not come through the political process, the only venue for somebody
to challenge would be the Court.
So in terms of Griswold, if you do not-if you cannot figure out
what you are saying, you are not listening very well. I think what
you are saying .is that if there is ever an effort to overturn Griswold, it will ma ture as a case in controversy. I think you have been
very honest with us. I cannot imagine a situation a nywhere in
America where some politician would try to change the law in this
regard, and. I cannot imagin e the Court hearing that case.
But if tha t ever h a ppened, I a m glad you are willing to say I will
at least listen. And for you to do more than that would, I believe,
run afoul of what Justice Ginsburg said, "A judge sworn to decide
impartially can offer no forecast, no hints, for that would show not
only disregard for the specifics of the particular case, it would display disdain for the entire Judicial process."
As to Justice Roberts saying I like Griswold, that is certa inly his
right. I do not know if he tipped his ha nd, but I can say this: If
you are listening to this man, this judge, I think h e recognizes the
real-world consequences of overturning that decision, and that you
will apply the law. But if there is ever a case before you that challenges Griswold, I am glad to hear that you are going to listen .
As to these other cases, I promise you there will be legislative
efforts to protect the unborn, and some of them may have a different legal theory than Roe u. Wade. Some of them may run into
the construct of Roe u. Wade. I a m glad you are willing to listen
to those of us on this side of the iss ue.
As to same-sex m arriage, I have been asked a lot a t home to introduce a constitutional amendment to overturn the decis ion. I
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have decided not to do that because I think it would put the country through something that is not going to bear fruit.
But to the people who believe that traditional marriage should
be protected and oppose same-sex marriage, I do not think you are
all crazy. I think many of you have religious views. But the Court
has ruled.
And I do not know if the Court will ever decide that three people
can get married, but I hope that the judges who hear that case one
day, if it ever comes, will at least do what you promised to do. Listen. Base the decision on the law, should it change, and the facts
of that particular case.
So the bottom line here, Judge, is that you cannot give the answers that the other side would like, because what they want you
to do is make sure that they can go and tell everybody he is okay
with all the cases we like.
The Roberts Court is interesting. Whe11 they upheld the
Obamacare act twice, I have accused of owning Justice Roberts because I voted for him. Actually, I do not really disagree with his
rulings. I am a bit surprised by it.
When Justice Kennedy decided that same-sex couples can marry
and State statutes have to follow, the Roberts Court was not very
popular over here.
All I can say about the Roberts Court is it is ·made up of some
pretty incredible people. And his time will come, and his time will
go.
And if you get to be part of that Court, I think Donald Trump
will have done a good service for the people of the United States,
because what he will have done is chosen one of the most qualified
people I have ever met in my time in the Senate or otherwise,
someone who has endured 2 days of very difficult questioning,
shown an understanding of the law that amazes me, has lived a
life that I can only compliment you on.
And as to President Trump, whatever differences we have, wh en
it comes to this nomination, you did the country a great service.
To my colleagues, I know it is tough right now. If this ma n does
not get 60 votes, then I do not believe we can ever find a Republican in the country, a presidential pick, that will get 60 votes.
There is nobody I know better in my world, the conservative world,
than this man. And I hope and pray that you will honor President
Trump's s election, as I chose to honor Sotomayor and Kagan.
Whether they are better qualified, I will let other people decide.
But I will fight to the death to say that you are equally qualified.
Tha nk you very much a nd Godspeed.
Judge GORSUCH. Thank you, Senator.
Chairman GRASSLEY. The Senator from H awaii.
Senator HIRONO. Thank you, Chairman.
Judge Gorsuch, you have sat through many hours under the
cameras a nd under the lights over the last 3 days, and that goes
for all the people who sitting there who have been supportive of
you.
And for all that, many of my colleagues across the a isle, particularly, have called it an endurance test, granted. But, Judge, the
real endurance test is about the struggles facing working families,
women, people of color, the LGBTQ community, immigrants, and
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Native peoples. It is about the struggles that everyday Americans
have and face.
These are the people who will be impacted by the decisions you
would make on the Supreme Court. These are the people for whom
the need for justice is often most urgent. These are the people I am
focused on when I consider your nomination and any nomination
to the Supreme Court.
It remains to be seen if you will be a Justice for all or a Justice
for some. Over the last few days, you have often told us about what
counts and what does not in t erms of what a Justice should do and
how we should assess your nomination.
When other Senators and I have asked about your opinions in
specific cases, like that involving the terrible choice facing Alphonse Maddin between freezing or being fired, you have told us
to look at your whole record.
When we asked about decisions where you. seem to adopt strange
interpretations that narrowed laws meant to protect worker safety,
you said you are a judge and do not take sides, and that if the statute was too limited, Congress should do better.
When we asked about your decision in Hobby Lobby, which found
an expansive new right to religious liberty for a corporation that
employs 32,000 people, you did not explain how you assessed the
terrible impact this decision had for thousands of women who now
would be denied access to h ealthca re.
During my last round of questions, I asked you about your understanding of the influence of politics on the composition of the
Court based on your 2005 article, "Liberal s and Lawsuits." It was
not a n attempt at a gotcha moment or t o paint you in a n unfair
light. It was a n attempt to get to the reality that both you and I
understa nd.
I wonder how you would approach the kind of tough cases that
reach the Supreme Court and how, say, a Justice Garland would
a pproach the same case. I think there would be a big difference.
We know that Justice Scalia and Justice Ginsburg, both legendary jurists and close friends, would reach dramatically different
r esults in cases that ma tter deeply in the lives of millions, cases
like Shelby County, L illy Ledbetter, Hobby Lobby, R oe v. Wade.
Donald Trump knew this too when he set forth his very clea r litmus test for a Supreme Court pick He s aid h e wanted a Justice
who, for example1 would adhere to a broad view of the Second
Amendment and who would overturn R oe v. Wade, to quote him,
"automa tically."
Your article in 2005 ma de clear you know judicial philosophy
m atters. Of course it does. That is why we are so focused on understanding your judicial philosophy a nd getting beyond platitudes
about the judicia l role. That is why this confirmation process ma tt ers.
This is serious business, That is why we still have questions.
That is why I remain concerned.
Judge Gorsuch, over and over again, you have told us to focus
on your whole r ecord a s a j udge a nd not certain cases or certain
of your writings in books or a rticles or ema ils. In fact, my Republican colleagues suggest we are being unfair to try to look to those
t hings to discern how you would a pproach cases, if confirmed.
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Some have even gone so far as to conflate the questions we are
raising about your record in the course of our advise and consent
responsibilities with Donald Trump's abhorrent attacks on Federal
judges, attacks like the one on Judge Watson of Hawaii, which he
repeated last night at a $30 million fundraiser for congressional
Republicans.
Apples and oranges do not begin to describe the differences between what Donald Trump said and what we are seeking to do
here.
Although I was not in the Senate, I recall during Justice
Sotomayor's confirmation hearing that Republican after Republican
ignored almost the entirety of her nearly 25 years on the Federal
bench. Instead, they focused in question after question on a gross
misreading of one speech-one speech-she gave to a [ITOUp of
young women about the value of diversity on the bench. Many of
them cited that speech to justify their opposition to her nomination.
Judge Gorsuch, was that a fair basis on which to evaluate Justice Sotomayor's nomination?
Judge GoRSUCH. Was what? Was the speech that she gave a fair
basis on-Senator HIRONO. TC>-'yes, we have been criticized for focusing on
some very important cases to try to get to your heart, your judicial
philosophy. Meanwhile, Justice Sotomayor was judged by some of
my colleagues based on one speech. And I a m askin g you whether
that was a fair basis on which to judge her nomination.
Judge GoRSUCH. Senator, I h ave declined to offer personal opinions about cases, and I h ave also declined to offer persona l opinions
about the advice a nd consent function of the Senate.
That is your constitutional responsibility, and this body's, and it
would be presumptuous of me as a judge at once to say I like or
dislike the work of the U.S. Supreme Court as a lower court judge,
and it would be presumptuous of me as a judge to say I like or dislike how this body discharges its constitutiona l obligations. That is
really your judgment.
Senator HIRONO . Judge, excuse me, you h ave consistently asked
us to look at your w hole record. That is why I asked the question.
You have said again and again in these h earings that you cannot
provide your views on specific precedents, but a t times, you have
done that. You have praised the Youngstown case. You have criticized Korematsu. You have praised the Brown decision. You said
that Cruzan and Glucksberg were rightly decided.
So how can you express these opinions but refuse to provide your
v iews on the Casey , Heller, Roe, Citizens United , Griswold, Gideon,
Ledbetter, Gross, University of Texas , Southern Medical Center
cases?
Judge GORSUCH. Senator, I have offered my legal judgment as a
judge about cases. I h ave not offered a ny personal views about a nything, or I have tried not to very hard.
I have tried to adh ere to Justice Ginsburg's rule about no hints,
n o previews, no forecasts. Justice Scalia, Justice Souter, Justice
O'Connor, and all the judges who come before m e, I have tried not
to break the ch ain.
Senator HIRONO. You did lend your support, however, to some
precedents and not others, so that is the question.
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You have told us also several times that judges make terrible
legislators. You told us that courts lack the staff, capacityJ and
training to the kinds of fact-finding that is an essential part of the
legislative process.
' And in that context, I do want to return briefly to Shelby County
and the Voting Rights Act. When Congress reauthorized a key expiring provision of the landmark VRA in 2006, it did so with a
nearly unanimous vote. And before reauthorizing the protection of
Section 5 in jurisdictions with a long history of discrimination in
votingJ this Committee alone held nine hearings on the VRA.
The thousands of pages of material the Senate reviewed, together
with a record developed in a dozen hearings in the House, clearly
established a continuing need for Section 5. And yet, in Shelby
County, the Roberts Court ignored this evidence and the Court's
long precedent and made its own determination about the value of
the extensive evidence reviewed. by Congress. It struck down those
provisions.
So, so much for judicial modesty. So much for balls and strikes.
So much for judges judge best when they judge least, which you
mentioned tonight as a virtue.
So, Judge Gorsuch, does the Shelby County decision raise the
kind of concerns you have noted about the limits of judges as policymakers and the problems that arise when a court steps outside
of the judicial role and acts as a legislative body?
Judge GORSUCH. Senator, Shelby County is a precedent of the
U .S. Supreme Court. I a m not here to disparage the work of the
U .S. Supreme Court.
Senator HIRONO . Both the process and the outcome in the Shelby
County case raise exactly the kind of concerns that make it so important for us on the Committee and in the Senate to understa nd
your judicial philosophy. You are, after a ll, talking about a lifetime
appointment to the highest court in the land.
And after the obstacles to voting we have seen s ince Shelby
County, we now know that Congress got it right, that the evidence
showed a continuing n eed for Section 5 of the Voting Rights Act,
a nd the Supreme Court got it wrong when it substituted its judgm e nt.
So once again, I am asking this in a different way, and I will give
it a shot: Judge Gorsuch, doesn't the outcome of the Court's action
in striking down Shelby County suggest you have it right when you
point to the limits of judges as legislators?
Judge GoRSUCH. Senator, what I would say is, after Shelby
County, there remain some remedial mechanisms available to individuals concerned about voting rights. There is always an equal
protection claim under the United States Constitution. There also
is a Section 2 claim available to anyone who is concerned. It goes
beyond the Constitution.
And should Congress wish to legislate, the Court in Shelby County made clear that it could do so with a more updated formula for
preclearance. So that remains a remedial re&ime possibility as well.
Senator HIRONO. The real-life impact of the Shelby County decision was that 13 States passed laws that could be deemed voter
suppression laws, including-the first State was Texas, which intentionally passed a discriminatory law.
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So I think everyone understood the ramifications and the import
of that particular decision. And we learned in that decision that it
matters a great deal for our rights what is the judicial philosophy
or, as my colleague, Senator Blumenthal, would put it, core beliefs
of the judges who serve on the Supreme Court.
If judicial philosophy developed through life experiences, education, et cetera, and that judges should apply instead precedent,
why would we have so many 5-to-4 decisions in critical cases?
Judge Gorsuch, I wish that I could say that this hearing has
been illuminating for what was said by you. Instead, I am left to
judge your nomination largely on the basis of what you refused to
say.
Mr. Chairman, I yield the rest of my time.
Chairman GRASSLEY. Senator Tillis and Senator Kennedy will be
the last two. So whenever you finish , the judge will be able to go.
I may have a few remarks at the tail end. It is up to you guys.
Senator TILLIS. Thank you, Mr. Chair.
Just briefly, without objection, I would like to enter some other
letters that come from a diverse group of people attesting to Judge
Gorsuch's qualifications and balance on the bench and in law practice.
Chairman GRASSLEY. Without objection, they will be entered..
[The information appears as a submission for-the record.]
Senator TILLIS. I am going to be brief a nd yield back 10 minutes
of my time.
First, I have hea rd the sort of messaging today about the Roberts
Court. We have a lready heard from Senator Graham, whose comm ents I would like to be associated with. You know, the Roberts
Court has produced a number of opinions that have made folks on
my side of the aisle uneasy.
It seems to m e that we have folks down on the other side of the
street here. tha t do a pretty good job of being objective and following the law . So I a m not so sure this branding that they a re
trying to come up with or that some are trying to come up with
that the Roberts Court a lways rules one way or the other in a 54 split, not to mention the multitude of judgements they m ak e over
there that are unanimous.
I want to talk a little bit about history and then just thank the
judge for his contribution. But I do have to go back to some numbers, and I want to ca ll out that , you know, there are folks here
who have already laid the ground work for a filibuster,. for trying
to hold up the confirmation of an enormously well-qualified judge
to go on to the Supreme Court.
But I think when you criticize Judge Gorsuch, you a re really
criticizing, because of the numbers, the entire Tenth Circuit-97
percent of the time unanimous decisions. He is in the majority of
decisions in which he participates 97 percent of the time, so I
would assume the concerns that you would have for Judge Gorsuch
you would proba bly have to, to b e intellectually honest, place those
same concerns with anybody coming out, whether they are a Democrat or a Republican judge on the bench or put forth by a Democrat
or Republica n a dministration.
A lot of people have used history her e to suggest that m aybe requiring a supermajority is the norm. It could not be a ny furth er
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from the truth. Republicans did not require a cloture vote. They did
not seek a supermajority for Justice Ginsburg, Justice Breyer, Justice Sotomayor, or Justice Kagan. And I would believe that if we
applied the same mainstream standard that seems to be being created here, maybe things would be very different on the Bench.
For example, I do not think most Americans think mainstream
is to propose abolishing Mother's Day, to suggest that there is possibly a constitutional right to prostitution, or to urge the establishment of co-ed prisons. Yet those views were espoused by Ruth
Bader Ginsburg. They are certainly contr oversial today. I suspect
they were when Ruth Bader Ginsburg was before this Committee.
But they did not require a special standard, and they actually
voted for a confirmation. As a matter of fact, she was voted in 963.

Now we will move to nominations under the Obama administration. I submit that most people would not find it mainstream to believe a person of one ethnicity or gender would reach a better conclusion than a person of a different ethnicity or gender. I bet they
would not think it is appropriate for a judge that is appearing here
that would say impartiality is an aspiration. But those were the
views that Justice Sotomayor had when she came before this Committee.
The aspiration to impartiality is just that -an aspirat ion. This is
somebody who got vot ed to be a Suprem e Court Justice, and we did
not set a different standard. As a m atter of fact, the only way that
Justice Sotomayor was confirmed was through the support of Republicans. They could h ave filibust ered it. Yet or if the Minority
Leader at the time had gotten up and tried to convince us or convince the Members who were here at the time, we could have held
up this new st andard. It simply does not exist. It does not exist ,
I do not think, in the t enure of any of the Senators on this Committee.
So the ques tion is: Are we just creating a new set of rules? And
a re we doing that at our own peril? Is this the n ew norm? Is this
how we a re going to run this process? This is the first time I ha ve
been through it. It h as only h appen ed 112 times in the history of
the United States. This is the 113th. Are we really going to set that
standard? Because it is not a standard that really has existed in
history, but that is what we are on the brink of doing. And I will
t ell you, we could end up on a slippery slope that will not work out
well for this institution, and I do not think it will work out well
for the Supreme Court.
You know, we ha d a 63- 37 vot e for Kagan in spite of he r comm ents defending that the Government had the authority to outlaw
the publishing of a pamphlet, a pamphlet that could have b een a
modern-day equivalent to "Common Sense." In Sotomayor's case,
nine Republicans, of which Senator Graham was a part, voted for
Sotomayor, in spite of the comments that I just mentioned.
I really think we ought to go back, listen to what the judge h as
said today a nd yesterday and the day before, and recognize we
h ave a n ext raordinarily well-qua lified nominee before us who will
do a great job on the S upreme Court.
And, Judge Gorsuch, I want to a pologize for some of the people
h ere who I think-I know you. are a great , a very kind person , and
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a kind soul. You said there were no inappropriate questions. I for
one think there were a lot. But I am not going to ask you to respond to that. I am just going to thank you for your kindness. I
am going to thank you for your energy. I want to thank you for
your resolve. And I want to thank you for having an impeccable
record that builds a compelling case for you to be the next Supreme
Court Justice on: the Supreme Court. I wish you the very best. I
am going to keep you in my prayers. And I look forward to voting
for your confirmation.
I yield back the remainder of my time.
Judge GORSUCH. Thank you, Senator.
Chairman GRASSLEY. Senator Kennedy.
Senator KENNEDY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Judge, I join my colleagues in thanking you for your answers. I
think they were as candid as you could make them under the rules.
And I appreciate all the time you spent preparing for this hearing.
I also join my colleagues in thanking your family, especially your
partner. This is a tough, tough business sometimes, and it is especially difficult on families.
You have quite an extended family as well. I have spoken casually with some of your law clerks, and they are very devoted to
you, and that speaks volumes to me.
I want to thank Senator Ayotte for her wise counsel and advice.
I have two quick questions and then a request, but I cannot let
go unaddressed some of the comments made by my friend from
Minnesota about the Voting Rights Act.
I am from. the South . The Voting Rights Act, we were the subject
of the Voting Rights Act. And I can say tha t I guess this is sort
of a glass-half-full or glass-half-empty sort of thing. But this country has gone from institutionalized s lavery to an African American
President in 150 years, which in the grand scheme of life, death,
and the resurrection is not that long, and I am very proud of that.
I did not agree with our first African-American President on all of
his positions, but I am very proud of the fact that this country
m a de that kind of progress, a nd I just wanted to s ay that for the
record.
My first question, I do not know whether you picked it up from
my questions and comments or not, but I have what 1 think is a
healthy skepticism about Government. I believe I do have a right
to privacy, and part of my r ight to privacy is to be left a lone by
Government sometimes. That does not mean that we do not need
Government and tha t I do not have confidence in Government, but
I think there should b e limits to Government. And I think the U.S.
Congress set s those limits.
Do you agree with me that our United States Constitution is a
document of enumerated powers and that neither the Federal Government nor a ny of its branches have a power unless you can point
specifically to a place in the United States Constitution that gives
them that power?
Judge GORSUCH. Yes, Senator.
Senator KENNEDY. Thank you.
It has been my experience-and this I was taught-that justice
is supposed to be blind. I rea lize that is a cliche, but cliches become
cliches because they a re true.
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Do you agree with me that the wealth, the status, and the power
of the parties to litigation should have absolutely nothing to do
with the result in litigation?
Judge GORSUCH. Senator, I take an oath written by this Congress; it is a beautiful oath. It is to administer justice without respect to persons, to be blind to who they are, and also to do equal
right to the poor and to the rich, and to administer the duties of
my office, to discharge them impartially.
I have tried to do that here to the best of my abilities. Not perfect. I have tried to do it for the last 10 years as a Federal judge-not perfectly, but that is what I try to do each and every day, and
it is a great privilege and a great honor to be able to do it. And
I am humbled, I am honored every day I come to work. And I have
been humbled and honored to be here with you.
Senator KENNEDY. And I believe you will do that in the U.S. Supreme Court.
My final statement is not a question. It is a request. It seems to
me that justice is kind of like healthcare. It is not really accessible
unless you can afford it. And 1 am very concerned about the cost
of litigation in America and the fact that it has affected access to
our courts. It has just become so expensive that many of our people
cannot afford to have their day in court. And 1 know administratively the F ederal judiciary has some powers, and I hope once you
a re on the Court you will talk to your colleagues and see if you can
put your thinking caps on and do what you can to try to control
the costs of litigation.
With that, I thank you again. I thank you, Mr. Chairman. I a m
sorry my iPad went off.
[Laughter.]
Senator KENNEDY. But it will not happen again.
Chairman GRASSLEY. I h ave a few words to say, but before I say
those to you, Judge, we are going to reconvene tomorrow morning
at 9:30 when we will h ear from outside witnesses. So before I let
you go, I think that you have demonstrated a gr eat dea l of patience, and that is probably necessary to get the votes of the United
States Senate. You probably cannot show you ever get mad, but,
boy, you had to be disgusted sometimes, but you did not show it.
I know you were not, but that is kind of the way I would feel
if I were in your shoes.
I suppose the thing that bothers me most about a lot of the questions you got, you seemed to agree w ith so many people that we
are trying to get a yes or no out of you, and they did not seem to
want to take a yes for an answer, even if you did not say yes, because you k ept saying I do not know how many times, maybe hundreds of times, "It is the law, it is the p recedent ," a nd how you are
going to approach those things. There ought to be a great deal of
satisfaction on people that we got somebody that says the law
means something, what the people's elected representatives pass
m ean something, and within our syst em of judicial interpretation
of law a nd the Constitution, that precedent plays a very important
pa rt, a nd that we have a document that is going to bring certainty,
and tha t certainty is based upon, as it was la id out by our forefath ers, to ma ke sure we h ad stability a nd predictability in our
public policies.
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So evidently it did not frustrate you, but I want you to know it
frustrated me that they would not take really in a sense a yes for
an answer, even if you did not answer in a three-letter word.
I think you should know that I am very impressed with the way
you handled all this testimony. For the last 3 days, the American
people have witnessed a very impressive command of the law, most
assuredly the thoughtfulness that you have put into everything you
do, particularly how you responded to our questions, and that can
only come from the discipline that you have given yourself as a
judge already on the Tenth Circuit. And it pretty well ought to
demonstrate to everybody how you are going to handle it when you
get to the Supreme Court of the United States.
So I think you are to be commended for your strength in this endurinl$ process, and I think that the American people witnessed
most importantly a person who has a great deal of humility. And
I think it shines through in not only your own non-verbal demeanor1 but also in what you say.
So I thank you very much for being a good witness. Thank you
very much for your public service. And the meeting is adjourned)
and you are excused.
Judge GORSUCH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, very much.
[Whereupon, at 7:53 p.m., the Committee was recessed.]
[Additiona l m at e rial submitted for the record for Day 3 follows
Day 4 of the hearing.]
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CONFIRMATION HEARING ON THE
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UNITED STATES SENATE,
COMMITTEE ON THE JUDICIARY,
Washington, DC.
The Committee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:33 a .m., in Room
SH-216, Hart Senate Office Building, Hon. Charles E. Grassley,
Chairman of the Committee, presiding.
Present: Senators Grassley, Hatch, Graham, Lee, Sasse, Flake,
Crapo, Tillis, Kennedy, Feinstein, Leahy, Durbin, Whitehouse,
Klobuchar, Franken , Coons, Blumenthal, and Hirono.
·
OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. CHARLES E. GRASSLEY,
A U.S. SENATOR FROM THE STATE OF IOWA

Chairman GRASSLEY. Good morning to everybody who is here
and especially those who have prepared for testimony today. We
welcome everybody on what I think will be the final day of Judge
Gorsuch's confirmation h earing.
We have already h eard 2 days of impressive testimony from the
nominee. I think he has shown great command of the law, and I
think he has shown a humility with h is humble delivery, and I
think people learned a lot about not only our political system, but
our judicia l system with what has gone on in the last 3 days.
Today, we will hear from a number of outside witnesses. We will
h ear from a number of distinguished witnesses both in support and
in opposition to the nominee. They will all speak to the qualifications to be a Supreme Court Justice. I look forward to hearing from
a ll the witnesses today.
Let me modify this a lit tle bit because I am going to spend
maybe 15 minutes at t he Agriculture Committee because the nominee for Secretary of Agriculture is before tha t Committee, and I am
a Member of that Committee. And I will have somebody else chair.
That will not stop the business going on. So that is the only time
I should probably be away.
Each of our witnesses will have 5 minutes to make an opening
statement, and then we will proceed to questionings. If Members
have questions of the Members, we will obviously accommodate
that.
(397)
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But now I am going-oh, no. Do you have an opening comment?
I am sorry. I just-I just about forget you.
Senator FEINSTEIN. I do not. You do not need to worry about
that.
[Laughter.]
Senator FEINSTEIN. I do not, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman GRASSLEY. Okay. Okay. Now we will go to our first
panel, who will feature two representatives of tbe American Bar
Association. You may come to the table.
I will start over again. With the Standing Committee on the Federal Judiciary, Nancy Degan and Shannon Edwards. Nancy Degan
is the chair of the American Bar Association
Standing Committee on the Federal Judiciary, and Shannon Edwards is the Tenth Circuit representative on the American Bar Association Standing Committee of the Federal Judiciary and served
as a lead evaluator on the Standing Committee's investigation of
Judge Gorsuch.
I would like to swear you, if you would let m e. I do not know
whether we have to stand. I guess we just do it naturally.
Do you swear that the testimony you are about to give before
this Committee will be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but
the truth, so h elp you God?
Ms. DEGAN. I do.
Ms. EDWARDS. I do.
Chairman GRASSLEY. Each answered a ffirm atively. W e would
now have you give your statement, please.
STATEMENT OF NANCY SCOTT DEGAN, AMERICAN BAR
ASSOCIATION, STANDING COMMITTEE ON THE FEDERAL
JUDICIARY, NEW ORLEANS, LOUISIANA, ACCOMPANIED BY
SHANNON EDWARDS, AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION, STANDING COMMITTEE ON THE FEDERAL JUDICIARY, EDMOND,
OKLAHOMA

Ms. DEGAN. Thank you ver y much .
It is a p rivilege to be here. I a m Na ncy Degan from N ew Orleans,
a nd I a m very privileged to chair the American Bar Association's
Standing Committee on the F ede ral Judicia ry.
And as you indicat ed , Sen ator, I am j oined today by Shannon Edwards from Oklahoma City, who is our Tenth Circuit representative and was the lea d evaluator on the St a nding Committee's investigation of Judge Gorsuch.
The Standing Committee has conducted its independent a nd
comprehensive evaluations of the professiona l qua lifications of
nominees to the Federal ben ch for the last 60 years -plus. The 15
distinguish ed lawyers who ma ke up our committee come from
across the country, representing every Federal Judicial Circuit.
They a nnually volunteer, on a pro bono basis, hundreds of hours
t o evalua t e nominees to the F ederal bench, and we focus solely oh
a nominee's integrity, professional competence, and judicial t emperament.
We do not consider a nominee's political affiliation, philosophy or
ideology. And we do not solicit a ny informa tion from a ny nominee
w ith regard to how he or she might vot e on a p articular issue or
m atter tha t may come before the Court.
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The Standing Committee's evaluation of a nominee to the Supreme Court is based upon the premise that a Justice must possess
exceptional professional qualifications. All 15 members of the
Standing Committee participate in the evaluation of a Supreme
Court nominee. Each Standing Committee member reaches out to
a wide range of people within his or her respective Circuit who
may have information regarding the nominee's integrity, professional competence, and judicial temperament.
Additionally, reading groups of scholars and practitioners review
the written work of the Supreme Court nominee and advise the
Standing Committee of their findings. The reading groups independently evaluate the nominee's analytical ability, knowledge of
the law, application of facts to law, expertise in harmonizing a body
of law, and the ability to communicate effectively.
The academic reading groups involved in Judge Gorsuch's evaluation were composed. of experts in their fields from the faculties
of the University of Pennsylvania Law School and the Loyola College of Law in New Orleans. The practitioners reading group included nationally recognized lawyers who have argued before the
Supreme Court and served as law clerks to Justices on the Supreme Court.
These three groups read all of Judge Gorsuch's published opinions a nd many of his other w ritings. During the evaluation of
Judge Gorsuch, the Standing Committee m embers contacted almost
5,000 people nationwide who might have knowledge of Judge
Gorsuch's professiona l qualifications , and these included judges,
lawyers, academics, a nd Members of the general community.
Circuit members then interviewed those who indica ted that they
had personal knowledge of Judge Gorsuch through their dealings
with him as a judge, colleagu e, co-counsel, opposing counsel, teacher, organization m ember , and even classm ate. We followed Judge
Gorsuch's career from his time at preparatory school through his
tenure on the Tenth Circuit. All inte rviews were conducted in confidence to a ssure accurate information and candid assessments.
Finally, as we do with every evaluation, we conducted a personal
interview with Judge Gorsuch. Ms. Edwards and I met with him
on February 27th a nd questioned him on a wide variety of topics.
After our comprehensive evaluation was completed, our findings
were ass embled into a deta iled confidential written report, which
included the written reports of the academic reading groups a nd
the practitioners rea ding group, and this report was a pproximately
1,000 pages long.
Each member of the Standing Committee then studied that final
r eport and individually evaluated Judge Gorsuch us ing three possible rating categories: qualified , well qua lified , or not qualified. To
m erit a Standing Committee rating of well qualified, a Supreme
Court nominee must be a preeminent member of the legal profession, have outst anding legal ability and exceptional breadth of experience, and meet the very highest standards of integrity, professional competence, and judicia l temperam ent.
The rating of well qua lified is reserved for those found to merit
the committee's strongest affirmative endorsement. H avin g examined Judge Gorsuch through this lens, the Standing Committee
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members unanimously voted that he deserved the well qualified
rating.
On March 19th, we submitted a written statement further explaining our process and our rating, and we respectfully request
that it be made a part of this Committee's official record.
Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Degan appears as a submission
for the record.]
Chairman GRASSLEY. Thank you.
Ms. Edwards is not going to say anything. Is that right?
Ms. DEGAN. We are pleased to answer any questions that the
Committee may have.
Chairman GRASSLEY. Okay. Yes, I think I have a couple questions. They are somewhat repetitive of maybe some of the things
that you said, but I would like to have that emphasis.
But before I give a short statement, I would like to compliment
anybody who serves on evaluating these judges at all levels, and
probably at the level of the Supreme Court, it is much more difficult and elongated as it probably should be. But I know David
Brown, Des Moines, Iowa, who does this with a lot of judges and
takes it real seriously.
Ms. DEGAN. Yes, sir.
Chairman GRASSLEY. And you a lmost-when you visit with him
about the work he does, you a lmost think it is a full-time job. He
has obviously got to go ma ke money someplace else. So h e must
have som e time to practice law, but he really-seems to m e like h e
puts a lot of time into it.
Ms. DEGAN. It is an honor, sir.
Chairman GRASSLEY. So for both of you, I would complime nt you
on what-Ms. EDWARDS. Thank you.
Chairma n GRASSLEY [continuing]. On what you do.
As you noted in your testimony, the American Bar Association
awarded Judge Gorsuch its high est rating of well qua lified by
unanimous vote. The stat ement explaining the rating states this,
and you h ave said this a lready, but let me repeat it.
The rating of well qua lified is reserved for those found to merit
the committee's strongest affirmative endorsement. In other words,
a rating of well qualified is not given lightly . Would you agree with
that?
Ms. DEGAN. Absolutely.
Chairman GRASSLEY. Okay. Now I just want to m ention a few
points from the report. First, the Standing Committee found that
"Judge Gorsuch enjoys a n excellent reputation for integrity and is
a person of outstanding character."
In fact, one of his colleagues on the bench said, let m e quote, ''I
h ave known a nd interacted professionally with Judge Gorsuch
s ince his appointment to the Tenth Circuit Court of Appeals. In m y
experience as a judge, I cannot identify a person more qualified in
every sense of the word to serve as an Associate Justice of the U.S .
Supreme Court. Judge Gorsuch would be an inva luable addition to
the high court."
Second, the committee found that the judge's professional competence exceeds the high criteria reviewed by the committee. In
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fact, the committee report stated, "Given the breadth and diversity
and strength of the feedback that we received from judges and lawyers of all political persuasions and from so many parts of the profession, the committee would have been hard-pressed to come to
any conclusion other than Judge Gorsuch has demonstrated professional competence that is exceptionally outstanding. Time and
again, those with whom he has worked and those who have been
involved in cases over which he has presided have applauded his
intellectual acumen, thoughtful discernment, and written clarity."
On the judicial temperament, the committee found that lawyers
and judges alike overwhelmingly praised his judicial temperament.
And finally, on judicial independence, the committee found ('that
Judge Gorsuch believes strongly in the independence of the judicial
branch of government, and we r,redict that he will be a strong, but
respectful voice in protecting it. '
As one person interviewed for the report stated, "In addition to
his outstanding academic credentials and brilliant mind, Judge
Gorsuch's demeanor and written opinions during his tenure on the
Tenth Circuit demonstrate that he believes unwaveringly in the
rule of law and judicial independence. In my opinion, he is exceptionally well qualified to serve as a Justice of the Supreme Court
of the United States."
I wholeheartedly agree with the American Bar Association's assessment of Judge Gorsuch, and I have one question. But before I
do tha t, I think we had 2 days of about 20 hours total that people
had a chance, if they were watching, to view some of those things
that you said about his belief in the rule of law a nd judicial independence. In fact, if there is any one thing that I heard in answer
to so ma ny questions that somebody wanted either a yes or no,
what they really got is I am going to follow the law, a nd I believe
in judicia l independence and following precedent.
Now, so I think being a little bit repetitive, but this is my last
question. Would you describe once again for the Committee the
scope of r eview that a llowed you to come to these conclusions, and
then I will go to Senator Feinstein.
Ms. DEGAN. Yes, sir. To merit the Standing Committee1s rating
of well qualified, we found, sir, that he was a preeminent member
of the legal profession, that he has outstanding legal ability and exceptional breadth of experience, and that he meet s the very highest
standards of integrity, professional competence, and judicial temperament.
And we did this by reaching out to those who had personal
knowledge about Judge Gorsuch's integrity, professional competence , and judicial temperament. We interviewed m any people
who not only encountered him as a judge, but a lso as an opposing
counsel, as a co-counsel, as Principal Deputy Associat e Attorney
General for the United States, as a privat e practitioner, as a law
clerk for the Supreme Court and the D.C. Circuit, and through personal dealings with him.
So the scope of our investigation was deep and broad, and involved a ll 15 members of our Standing Committee, in a ddition to
the 26 professors from two law schools and the 14 very well recognized practitioners who have appeared before the U .S. Supreme
Court and who previously acted. as law clerks.
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So that is the scope, Senator. And as I said before, we do not give
the well qualified rating lightly, and I can assure you. that every
member of the Standing Committee reviewed. intently the 997
pages that were compiled from the interview notes and the analyses by the law professors and the practitioners in order to each
independently reach that rating on a unanimous basis.
Ms. EDWARDS. Senator, ifl might add, our-Senator FEINSTEIN. Could you turn on your mike?
Chairman GRASSLEY. Yes. Thank you. You sure can add. I think
for no other reason than all your relatives back home ought to hear
something.
[Laughter.]
Ms. EDWARDS. Some of them are up pretty early.
Our task was to cast a wide net, and that is what we did. We
contacted over 5,000 individuals. I personally contacted 344 and received comments from 82. So every one of the committee members
did likewise, and that is why our report is 944 pages long.
Chairman GRASSLEY. Okay. Now Senator Feinstein.
Senator FEINSTEIN. Thanks very much, Mr. Chairman.
I want both of you to know that I very much respect what the
American Bar does in these events, and I have read your reports
now for some 24 years and very much appreciate your work.
Let me ask you a question, and then I just want to make a comment. Did you review the documents that cover his performa nce at
the Department of Justice?
Ms. DEGAN. These are documents that were r ecently submitted
to the Committee. Is that right, Senator?
Senator FEINSTEIN. That is correct.
Ms. DEGAN. The Department of Justice sent us Judge Gorsuch's
r esponses to the PDQ, which is actually called the Senate Judiciary
Questionnaire, on CD-ROM , along with a stack of materia ls. And
then DOJ sent us a supplement. We did not r eceive the responses
that were r ecently submitted to the Committee.
I did t ak e a quick look at wha t that encompassed just from the
description on the website of the Senate Judiciary Committee and
saw that it involved some 170,000 pages. Ms. Edwards a nd I attended some of the past two days of hearings and h eard some of
the questions tha t the Committee M embers asked of Judge
Gorsuch. It appea red from his answers that these materia ls were
prepa red in his role as a Principa l Deputy Associate Attorney General and tha t h e, in answering the questions, indicated that he was
acting as a lawyer.
And at one point, I believe, Senator, you may have asked him
about some ha ndwritten note, and h e said, "I do not have any independent recollection of that, but if T wrote it, it is b ecause I have
that from my client." His client being the Federal Government.
We did not have an opportunity to review those materials. We
would base our information on the personal knowledge of those
who dealt with Judge Gorsuch, and if he was acting in his ca pacity
as a lawyer to anyone, that m ay be protected by the privilege.
Senator FEINSTEIN. Oh, okay.
Ms. DEGAN. But we are happy to review that, if n ecessary, in
order to determine if we n eed to adjust the rating. But based on
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what I heard, I do not believe that it would change the opinion of
the committee.
Sena tor FEINSTEIN. I appreciate that. And the documents, I just
want to clear, are not 150,000 pages. The documents I am referring
to are much smaller in number, maybe a stack like this.
Ms. DEGAN. Oh.
Senator FEINSTE1N. But what they do indicate are some of his
personal thinking on subjects of great concern, namely torture, and
in a way, I regret I did not ask more questions. I will do some written questions in that area.
I happen to hold the view that a Member of this Government is
held to a different standard than an attorney may be in private
life. That if you think something is wrong, you have an obligation
to do something about it, not just say, well, my client wanted-my
principal wanted this, and so I did it. And we have too much of
tha t in this a rea.
But I also want you to know that I think the work you do is very
fine. I read it with care.
Let me just say one other thing, and I am going to do this because for many of us, what has happened this past year has been
very painful. And you have also done an evaluation of Judg.e
Merrick Garland, who was not given the privilege even of a Committee hearing. So I would just like to read som e excerpts from
your report on him.
"Garland's integrity is off the scales." Page 5 .
"Garla nd is the best there is. H e is the finest judge I have ever
m et. There is no one who is his peer ." Page 5 .
"Judge Garla nd has no weaknesses." Page 6.
"He may be the perfect human being." P age 6.
"He is unna turally-"
[La ughter.]
Sena tor FEINSTEIN. "He is- "
[Laughter. ]
Sena t or FEINSTEIN. "H e is unna turally blessed with brilliance.
Things come to him quickly." Page 9.
"In my opinion, there is no bett er Federal judge than Chief J udge
Garland." Page 10.
"Garla nd's integrity is flawless, his competence terrific ." Page 16.
"I know n o one, bar none, with more integrity a nd more commitm ent to truthfulness and a ccuracy than Judge Garland." Page 17.
"Th ere n ever has been a better candidate than Chief Judge Garla nd." Page 18.
"I h ave never h eard a nyone say a nything bad about Judge Garla nd." Page 18.
I read this simply to dispel a nybody's thinking that this ma n was
not worthy of this Committee's h earing.
So tha nk you very much for the work that you h ave done, a nd
it is very much appreciat ed .
Ms. EDWARDS. Tha nk you, Senator.
Sena tor FEINSTEIN. Thanks, Mr . Ch a irman .
Chairma n GRASSLEY. You b et . And I think Judge Gorsuch m a de
very clear yesterday and the day before his feelings about the compet ency of Garla nd as well.
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But the other thing is maybe when I was talking about David
Brown, I was trying to compliment you all without saying we appreciate your work very much and know you work hard at this. But
I know how David Brown does it, and I assume I have got some
understanding of what you go through, although I have never done
and will never have an opportunity to do it.
I am going to look right here and then left. Is there anybody on
our side. that wants to be recognized? Senator Graham?
Senator GRAHAM. Thank you.
Chairman GRASSLEY. Anybody else that wants to be recognized
on our side?
Senator HATCH. I do.
Chairman GRASSLEY. Okay, but I will get a Democrat before I
come back to you.
Senator HATCH. Sure.
Senator GRAHAM. Thank you both very much for the work you
do.
Is it fair to say tha t the people you called was a group beyond
the Federalist Society?
Ms. DEGAN. Yes.
Senator GRAHAM. Okay.
Ms. EDWARDS. I do not think we knew if they were in the Federalist Society or not.
Senator GRAHAM. I do not know how ma ny Members the re a re,
but the odds of a ll of them being ca lled are probably pretty limited.
Would you say tha t he is a m ainstream judge?
Ms. DEGAN'. Well, Sen ator , it depends on wh a t you mea n b y
"mainstream ." We believe that he m eet s a nd exceeds the highest
standa rds of integrity, professional competence, and judicial temperam ent. So if that is ma instream-Senat or GRAHAM. Proba bly-Ms . DEGAN. the answer is yes.
Sena t or GRAHAM. Well, let us put it this way . If there is a
stream , h e is on the quality end of the strea m , right?
Ms. EDWARDS. H e is fishing in it.
[La ughter. ]
Senator GRAHAM. He is fishing in it. There we go. Are you from
South Carolina?
Ms. E DWARDS. I am from Oklahoma .
Sena tor GRAHAM. Close enough.
[La ughter.]
Senator GRAHAM. Would you say h e is a rea sona ble judge?
Ms. DEGAN. Absolutely. Based on the feedba ck we received.
Senator GRAHAM. Would you say h e has lived a good life a s a
person?
Ms. DEGAN. I'll let you answer that ..
Ms . EDWARDS. My answ er is yes .
Sena tor GRAHAM. Okay. Did you hear his t estimony that h e believed the Det ainee Treatment Act outla wed waterboa rding?
Ms. EDWARDS. W e were here yesterday .
Ms. DEGAN. I cannot say that we did a ctually hear that , Senator.
Sena tor GRAHAM. I remember hearing that . Okay. So I just wa nt
t o tha nk you for the service you provide to the Committee a nd to
t he country, a nd I hope people ar e lis tening to your evaluation.
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As to Judge Garland, everything you said is absolutely true, and
I will talk more about the way the process in the Senate works.
But thank you both. You did the Committee and the country a
great service.
Ms. EDWARDS. Thank you.
Ms. DEGAN. Thank you. It has been an honor.
Chairman GRASSLEY. I am looking to my left, and I did not say
I am looking at the left. Anybody over here have a question?
Senator FRANKEN. I do not.
Chairman GRASSLEY. Okay. Then I will go-I will go back to Senator Kennedy.
Senator HATCH. How about me?
Chairman GRASSLEY. Well, I thought you did not raise your
hand.
Senator HATCH. I just want to say one thing.
Chairman GRASSLEY. Oh . Then it is your turn.
[Laughter.]
Senator KENNEDY. I will defer to Senator Hatch.
Senator HATCH. I will be happy to defer to you, Senator. I just
want to thank you for the work that you have done.
I agree that Merrick Garland is a wonderful person and a very
good judge. I went to see him personally. I helped him to get
through back 19 years ago, maybe more than 19 years ago. And
that was-that was a problem. There is no question about it.
But now that has b een resolved, do you see any reason why we
should not totally support Judge Gorsuch?
Ms. DEGAN. Well, the ABA has given Judge Gorsuch its highest
rating, a nd that is the most affirmative endorsem ent that we give.
So, no, sir.
Senator HATCH. And tha t is ha rd to get, I have to a dmit. So I
appreciate the really hard work that you folks do, and it is very
meaningful to the Committee at this time.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Ms. DEGAN. Thank you.
Chairman GRASSLEY. Senator Blumenthal.
Senator BLUMENTHAL. No questions.
Chairman GRASSLEY. Okay. Now Senator Kennedy.
Senator KENNEDY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Thank you, Ms. Degan a nd Ms. Edwards, for all your hard work.
I know how-how exhaustive your analysis is.
How many grades are there, the different levels of qualification?
Ms. DEGAN. Three. Qualified, not qualified, and well qualified.
Senator KENNEDY. Okay. So it is basically A, B , and F.
[Laughter.]
Ms. EDWARDS. I will add that some of the people that we t a lked
to asked us if there was a n extremely well qualified.
Senator KENNEDY. Really? An. A-plus?
Ms. EDWARDS. Yes.
Senator KENNEDY. And Judge Gorsuch received a n A?
Ms. DEGAN. He did. Well qualified.
Senator KENNEDY. And how ma ny people contribute to this evalua tion?
Ms. DEGAN. Well, the 15 committee members all participate, and
in addition, we had two academic reading tea ms read all of his
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published opinions and other writings, and that was about 26 additional lawyers, academics, who are-who are experts in their fields)
in the fields that they reviewed. So if it was a securities law case,
a securities law expert read those opinions .
And additionally, practitioners, which include those who regula rly appear before the Supreme Court, that was 14 additional. So
if you add all that up, if my math is right, I would say that is
about 55 people or something like that. And all very distinguished
lawyers and academics.
Senator KENNEDY. These 55 attorneys, are they all Republicans?
Ms. DEGAN. No, sir.
Senator KENNEDY. Are they all Democrats?
Ms. DEGAN. No, sir. Ver y varied. Big firms, small firms. Democrats, Republicans. In fact, we do not even-we do not get into political affiliation, Senator.
Senator KENNEDY. Good for you. Is it a gender-diverse group?
Ms. DEGAN. Very gender-diverse. Gender-diverse-every kind of
diverse you can imagine.
Senator KENNEDY. Okay. And it is racially diverse?
Ms. DEGAN. Yes, sir.
Senator KENNEDY. You probably do not even ask this question .
But in terms of religion, is your sense is that it is diverse?
Ms. DEGAN. Our s ense is, but we do not ask that question.
Sena tor KENNEDY. Okay. And this group together gave Judge
Gorsuch a n A, well qua lified?
Ms. DEGAN. Yes, sir.
Sena t or KENNEDY. All r ight. And som e asked to give him a n Aplus. Ms. Edwa rds, is that right?
Ms. EDWARDS. Yes.
Senator KENNEDY. Okay. Well, 1 just want to say for the record,
I do not know Ms. Edwards. I jus t h ad the pleasure of m eeting you
today. My da d was from Okla homa . I love Okla homa.
Ms. EDWARDS. Tha nk you .
Senator KENNEDY. But I know Ms. Degan , a nd she is on e of the
most prominent law yers in Louis ia na, Mr. Ch a ir m a n . She is a n undergradua te graduate of the University of New Orlea ns. She is an
honors gradua te of Loyola . She is a former adjunct professor a t
Loyola. She practices law w ith Baker Donelson , one of the premier
law firms not just in Louisia na but in the world.
And 1 trust her judgment. At;'d my exp erience with Ms . D egan
has been tha t sh e calls it like she sees it. She is joined here today,
I would be rem iss if I did not recognize I w ill call him h er lesser
h a lf.
[La u ghter. ]
Sena tor KENNEDY. L esse r ha lf, but still s ubsta ntia l. Mr. Sid
Degan , who is a nother ve ry prominent attorney. He went to UNO.
H e went to Tula ne to law school. He founded his own law firm , a nd
h e is h ere today volunteering his time .
I know them both well, a nd I trus t their judgme nt. If they t ell
me that Judge Gorsu ch is the best, you can take it to the bank.
You can t a ke it home to m a ma because it is true. And I thank y ou.
Ms. DEGAN. Tha nk you, Senator.
Chairman GRASSLEY. I believe tha t is the last of the questioning
for the Committee a nd for the American Bar Association. And for
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the country, we thank all of the people that participated and will
continue to participate in this that you have reported.
Thank you very much.
Ms. DEGAN. Thank you.
Ms. EDWARDS. Thank you.
Chairman GRASSLEY. We will take 30 seconds for staff to give the
names of the new people, and I would ask the new people to come
and stand behind their chair, and I w ill-and then I will swear you
before you sit down.
I am going to go a head and start the introduction anyway. The
next panel will be Judge Tacha, Ms. Massimino, Judge Henry, Mr.
Jaffer, Judge Kane, Mr. Perkins, Ms. Bressack, and Mr. Calemine.
And if I pronounced anybody's name wrong, correct me when you
testify.
[Pause.]
Chairman GRASSLEY. Okay. Would you-do you swear that the
testimony you are about to give before this Committee will be the
truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth, so help you God?
[Response.]
Chairman GRASSLEY. I have seen positive response. So I thinkplease seat. And I-we never get everybody to honor the 5-minute
rule, and I do not expect you to stop in the middle of a syllable or
a nything like that. But if you see the red light come on a nd you
can summarize in a bout 30 seconds or so, it would be very much
a ppreciated because I a m sure that there w ill b e some questions of
some of you, a nd so we want to move things along.
But I think I am going to do it in the way you are seated there
from my left to my right. So would you st a rt out, Judge Tacha?
STATEMENT OF HON. DEANELL REECE TACHA, U.S. COURT OF
APPEALS JUDGE, RETIRED, DUANE AND KELLY ROBERTS
DEAN AND PROFESSOR OF LAW, PEPPERDINE LAW SCHOOL,
MALIBU, CALIFORNIA

Judge T ACHA. I a m pleased t o do so, and good morning to the distin guish ed M embers of this Committee.
It is a privilege to appear today to support the nomination of my
former collea gue a nd my friend, Neil Gorsuch, as a n Associat e J ustice of the U .S. Supreme Court.
I served w ith Judge Gorsuch on the United States Court of Appeals for the Tenth Circuit, and I was privileged actually to be
Chief Judge of that Circuit when Judge Gorsuch was appointed in
2006. In my brief time t oday, I will touch on three aspect s of Judge
Gorsuch's qualifications, all of which I consider very, very import a nt for judges at every level in the ju diciary.
First, Judge Gorsuch, the judge. Judge Gorsuch brings to the
bench a powerful, powerful intellect combined with a probing .and
a n alytical approach to every issue. He brings to each case a strong
commitment t o limit his a nalysis to that case-its facts, the
records, and the laws cited and applica ble. H e does not use his judicia l role as a vehicle for anything other than deciding the case
before him.
The "case or controversy" requirement for jurisdiction is , for
Judge Gorsuch, a guiding principle for his judicial role. He is a student of constitutional st r ucture a nd of The Federalist P apers, a nd
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he takes very, very seriously the appropriate roles assigned to each
of the three branches of government.
He is an elegant and accessible writer. In my judicial writing
classes, I assign some of his opinions to demonstrate the importance of narrative to every case before the courts. His jurisprudence is informed by textualism, originalism, and precedent, but
not in a formalistic or rigid way, only as the lenses through which
to seek an appropriate resolution of an issue or a case.
Judge Gorsuch is a case by case by case judge whose dedication
is to serving litigants and the third branch of government.
Second, Judge Gorsuch, the colleague. On a multi-judge appellate
court, it is my view that one of the most important characteristics
of an effective and efficient court is the level of collegiality among
its Members.
This is not at all about getting along to get along. It is about improving the quality of the work of that court by careful and respectful listening to varying and divergent views, participating and engaging in robust internal debate about procedures and cases, and
factoring in and listening to the diverse views of each of the other
judges.
Judge Gorsuch is such a judge. His attention to the views of his
colleagues informs his work. He has an acute sense for identifying
those circumstances where reaching consensus is the highest value
a nd, on the other hand, those decision points where personal conviction and reason dictate individual judgment and independent decision-making.
Judge Gorsuch believes in the court as an organic and flourishing entity where the views, the backgrounds, and the perspectives of all the judges on the court are important to the qua lity of
his work.
Finally, Judge Gorsuch, the person. Neil Gorsuch is my friend .
R e has been from the day he took his role as my colleague in 2006.
I want to say that again and say it advisedly because it means
something that, despite the ma ny differences in our life experience,
in our backgrounds, in our education, and in our interests, Judge
Gorsuch immediately and always affirmed me, both as a person
a nd as a colleague.
I h ave watched him with all kinds of people in the courthouse,
in social settings, and in the rough and tumble of judicial travel
and duties. H e is unfailingly kind. He is thoughtful, a nd h e is empathetic to all people.
His is the kind of dignity that reflects the dignity he accords to
all people. Judge Gorsuch lives according to his values. For him,
faith, family, community, nation, and his beloved Colorado define
who h e is. H e is, for m e, the gold sta ndard in public s ervice.
So for a ll these reasons, I urge the Committee and the full Senat e to confirm Judge Neil Gorsuch as an Associate Justice of the
U.S. Supreme Court.
[The prepared statement of Judge Tacha a ppears as a submission for the record.]
Chairman GRASSLEY. Judge Mass imino, I hope I am right on
that?
Ms. MASSIMINO. Perfect.
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STATEMENT OF ELISA MASSIMINO, PRESIDENT AND CHIEF
EXECUTIVE OFFICER, HUMAN RIGHTS FIRST, WASHINGTON,
DC

Ms. MASSIMINO. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and Ranking Member
Feinstein and Members of the Committee. It is an honor to be here
today as you consider the nomination of Judge Neil Gorsuch.
I speak on behalf of Human Rights First, an independent, nonpartisan organization dedicated to advancing American leadership
on human rights. My focus today is on the dangers that arise when
the executive branch claims unfettered authority in the name of
national security.
When Presidents override constitutionally mandated checks on
their power, they threaten fundamental rights, the rule of law, and
democratic ideals. They also undermine national security. This is
not a hypothetical concern. Indeed, now would. be an especially perilous time to promote to the Supreme Court a judge who would not
stand up against presidential power grabs.
The President has advocated torture and other war crimes, bann.ing people because of their faith, deporting refugees without due
process, and he is done all of this largely while bypassing Congress
and expressing contempt for judges and the judiciary itself.
So the key question you should ask of Judge Gorsuch is this.
How would he respond in the face of what may be unprecedented
threats to basic rights, separation of powers, and the rule of law?
In our nearly 40 years, Huma n Rights First has never opposed
a judicial nominee, and we do not do so today. Nor do we question
Judge Gorsuch's credentials, which are exemplary. I a m here simply because his record raises concerns that I think you should address before moving forward with his nomination. The stakes are
too high to get this wrong.
Our concerns arise from the public record of Judge Gorsuch's
time at the Justice Department. They fall into three areas-subversion of con gress ional authority , restricting judicial review, a nd torture.
On all three of these issues, Judge Gorsuch is not a blank slate.
As a political a ppointee at the Justice Department, h e was directly
involved in defending the Bush administration's claims that the
President has extraordinary power to disregard laws in the name
of national security and that the judiciary either cannot or should
not review such actions.
These claims constitute a front assault on the integrity of our
constitutional order. Not surprisingly, they were rejected by the
courts.
With respect to Judge Gorsuch's role on congressional a uthority,
after photographs surfaced in 2004 showing horrific abuses at Abu
Ghraib, Senator McCain spearheaded the Detainee Treatment Act,
strengthening the ban on torture, which passed the Senate with 90
votes. Judge Gorsuch pushed for a presidential signing statement
saying the President could disregard that law to the extent it conflicted with his authority.
Judge Gorsuch argued that the law was "best read as essentially
codifying existing interrogation policies," policies that included
waterboarding and other forms of tor ture and abuse that Congress
specifically intended to prohibit.
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Second, on judicial review, Judge Gorsuch repeatedly sought legislation that would strip courts of habeas jurisdiction, including for
people who were tortured or unlawfully detained. He also played
a lead role in the litigation strategy in the Hamdan v. Rumsfeld
case, where the Government argued that the President has the
power to disregard the Geneva Conventions and that the courts are
powerless to review that decision:.
The Supreme Court ultimately rejected these efforts to restrict
the right of habeas and denied detainees the protections of the Geneva Conventions in the Hamdan and Boumediene cases.
Third, on torture and standing up for human dignity. Some people, including political appointees in the Bush administration, like
then General Counsel of the Navy Alberto Mora, were horrified
when they discovered that our Government had a policy of torturing prisoners, and they tried to stop it.
Judge Gorsuch, by contrast, seems to have devoted his energies
to defending it. These were the defining legal debates of our time,
and Judge Gorsuch was on the wrong side of them.
Policies he promoted and defended violated American ideals and
inflicted unnecessary suffering, and they did not strengthen ours~
curity. On the contrary, these policies compromised America's global standing1 alienated communities whose support our country
needs to fight terrorism, a nd handed 'O ur enemies a PR victory.
Given this record, it is essentia l that you probe Judge Gorsuch's
views on Executive power, on torture, a nd the a ppropriate roles for
Congress a nd the judiciary as co-equal branches of government.
Did his actions at Justice reflect his legal philosophy or his desire
to be a t eam player? Did he disagr ee with positions of the a dministration on torture? And if he did, why did not he follow the example of others a nd speak out?
The Sen ate must get to the bottom of these questions because,
sooner or l ater-and with this a dministration, jt is likely to be
sooner-the Suprem e Court will be called on to protect fundam ental rights, judicia l independence, and separation of powers
from a President who treats t he rule of law as an a nnoya nce rather
than the foundation of our democracy.
Thank you.
[The prepared stat ement of Ms. Massimino a ppears as a submission for the record.]
Senator HATCH [presiding]. Judge Henry.
STATEMENT OF HON. ROBERT HARLAN HENRY, U.S. COURT OF
APPEALS JUDGE, RETIRED, PRESIDENT, OKLAHOMA CITY
UNIVERSITY, OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLAHOMA

Judge HENRY. Tha nk you, Senator Hatch, R a nking Member
F einstein, Members of the Committee. It is a pleasure a nd an
honor t o be here today, a nd I thank this Committee for its wonderful service to the third branch over the yea rs.
I am Robert Henry, president and CEO of Oklahoma City University, a former Stat e legislator, and a former Attorney General
of the St at e of Oklahoma, and a former Chief Judge of the Uruted
States Court of Appeals for the Tenth Circuit.
I h eld that court position from 1994 to 2010, and for the last 4
years of my service, I was a colleagu e of Judge Gorsuch. Based on
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my personal experience working with him and my maintained contact through Circuit conferences) correspondence, and judicial gatherings, I am here today to speak in support of his nomination.
In Federalist 78, Publius-and in this one 1 that would. be Alexander Hamilton-described the nature and virtues of the Federal
judiciary. As the "least dangerous" branch would have neither
"sword nor purse," care would have to be taken to protect its vital
independence.
Permanency in office would be required, both to promote independence, and to allow for the mastery of the voluminous "strict
rules and precedents," in Hamilton's words. The granting of permanence, the importance of integrity, and the long and laborious
study required to master the judicial craft led Hamilton, whose
star, gratefully, has ascended again of late, to observe, "Hence it
is that there can be but few who will have sufficient skill to qualify
for the station of a judge."
And this is why the Committee is, of course, gathered today. Fortunately, you have before you a candidate that I believe our judicial
branch's architect Hamilton would warmly embrace-and not just
because they both attended Columbia.
As one who has served with Neil, decided cases with him, traveled and dined with him, discussed our families together, including
the m enageries his daughters have maintained over the years,
agreed and disagreed with him, I can attest to his truly remarkable
intellect, his oft-demonstra ted integrity, his mastery of Hamilton's
rules and precedents, and his fine judicial temperament a nd
collegiality.
Now I believe the subject of intellect speaks for itself and needs
but summary mention: His honors degrees from Columbia and Harvard Law School; his Marshall Scholarship to Oxford, an honor he
shares with Justice Stephen Breyer, that resulted in a Doctor of
Philosophy degree; and his corpus of work, which includes outstanding service awards from the State Department, from the Truman Foundation, scholarly writings, and some 900 opinions that
lawyers have described as "straightforward," "learned," '\vell-reasoned.."
Deserving special mention is 11The Law of Judicial Precedent."
This book, which Judge Gorsuch joined with Bryan Garner, America1s foremost lexicographer and legal rhetorician, and several distinguished Circuit Judges of quite diverse backgrounds is a remarkable work of legal scholarship. Impressively, all these eminent
judicial co-authors of different political and occupational backgrounds produced a single volume, written with a single voice and
no signed sections.
As to integrity, I have never found Neil's integrity to be in question. His career has subjected himself to various r eviews of his public service. He served as a law clerk to two Supreme Court Justices,
the late Justice Byron White1 a highly esteemed judicial figure in
the Tenth Circuit, where the courthouse is named for him-and not
just because of his football records, by the way-as well as clerking
for Justice Kennedy .. And this Committee has reviewed him before
as a Circuit Judge. All of this also speaks to Neil's m astery of the
law.
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He has some unique qualifications, though. In the Tenth Circuit,
we have a lot of cases from the great American West. We have
cases involved our Native American nations, cases involving land
and water that are important, and his experience in these areas
will be helpful to the Court.
I will skip judicial temperament. It is discussed in my written
testimony, previously submitted. I am running low on time1 and as
I want to talk about one thing that is especially important to me.
When Judge Gorsuch and Judge Tymkovich and Judge Lucero
were in Santa Fe hearing cases one summer, they were very distressed by the quality of legal representation of those charged with
the most difficult cases that Federal judges must deal with, habeas
death penalty cases. I have to say that most of these cases come
from Oklahoma, and our Bar was not adequately doing the job.
Judges Gorsuch and. Tymkovich volunteered, and they came to
Oklahoma City and Tulsa. They created seminars, symposia. They
brought their Circuit Judge colleagues to Oklahoma to hear actual
cases. They met with these lawyers and helped them, trained them,
and I have had one lawyer, a noted defense lawyer, who said these
actions had an instrumental effect in improving the advocacy, Senator Hatch, of this most important area.
Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Judge Henry appears as a submission for the record.]
Senator HATCH. Well thank you , Judge.
Mr. J affer.
STATEMENT OF JAMEEL JAFFER, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
KNIGHT FIRST AMENDMENT INSTITUTE, COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY, NEW YORK, NEW YORK

Mr. J a meel J affer. Chairman Grassley, Ra nking M ember Feinstein, Members of the Committee~ thank you for inviting m e to t est i fy.
I do not think this Committee has a ny task more important than
t he one it h as been engaged in this week . If Judge Gor such is confirmed, h e will likely play a k ey role in sha ping American law and
s ociety for two or three decades or more.
I think it is clear that Judge Gorsuch h as the profession al competence to serve on the Court. I agree with Ms. Massimino, though,
that Judge Gorsuch's service in the Bush administration raises important questions about his views on E xecutive power a nd the role
of the judiciary in the sphere of na tiona l security.
At the time Judge Gorsuch served in the Justice Department, the
Bush administration was a dvancing extremely broad claims of Executive power in the service. of unla wful policies relating to surveilla nce, detention, military prosecution, a nd interr ogation. Judge
Gorsuch was closely associat ed with those cla ims. It would be a
mistake to confirm him without ensuring that he will defend individual rights as well as the authority of Congress and the judiciary
in the context of nationa l security.
I want to r ecognize at t h e outset t hat Judge Gorsuch might a pproach issues relating to Executive power differently as an Associate Justice than he did as a Justice Department lawyer. At the
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Justice Department, Judge Gorsuch was a lawyer with a client. He
says he regarded himself as a scribe or a scrivener.
With respect, I would encourage the Committee to bring a degree
of skepticism to that characterization. Judge Gorsuch sought out a
high-level position with the Justice Department in the fall of 2004,
just 7 months after the publication of the Abu Ghraib photos and
only 5 months after the Washington Post published one of the torture program's foundational documents.
That was a memo written by the OLC, stating that interrogation
methods would be lawful unless they inflicted the kind of pain ordinarily associated with organ failure or death. It was a chilling document then, and it remains an astonishing document today.
It is also worth noting that Judge Gorsuch appears not to have
registered disagreement with any of the policies that he defended,
though other officials did. Nor is there evidence that he registered
discomfort with any of the broad arguments that the Justice Department advanced in support of those policies, though, again, others did.
The documents provided by the Justice Department suggest that
Judge Gorsuch was comfortable with the policies and with the
Bush administration's defenses of them. It was challenges to the
policies that troubled him.
Senator Durbin asked Judge Gorsuch about an email in which he
had criticized lawyers w ho represented prisoners held at Guantanamo. I thought the answer that Judge Gorsuch gave to that question was a good one. H e said that he regretted h aving sent the
email and that the email was "not his finest moment."
I hope you will give Judge Gorsuch an opportunity in his a nswers for the record to respond more fully to broader concerns relating to the positions h e a dvanced at the Justice Department.
Questions rela ting to Executive power are presented especially
sharply today. President Trump h as issued a n Executive order ba nning Muslims from s ix countries from t raveling to the United
States. He said that he will consider prosecuting U.S. citizens in
the military commissions at Guantanamo. He is promised to intensify surveillance of minority communities inside the United States.
If Judge Gorsuch is confirmed, h e will be called on to consider
the lawfulness of some of those policies, a nd his conclusions will
have far-reaching implica tions for the lives of millions of America ns
a nd others and on the relationship of t he United States with the
rest of the world.
So I urge you not to confirm him without fully exploring his
views of Executive power. This should not be a partisan issue. We
all know that the powers abused today by a Republica n President
may be abused tomorrow by a Democratic one .
The question the Committee should ask is whether Judge
Gorsuch will safeguard individual rights a nd the separation of powers, whoever occupies the Oval Office.
Tha nks again for giving m e the opportunity to testify.
[The prepared sta tement of Mr. Jaffer appears as a submission
for the record.]
Senator HATCH. Well, thank you.
Judge Ka ne.
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STATEMENT OF HON. JOHN L. KANE, U.S. DISTRICT
COURT JUDGE, SENIOR, DISTRICT OF COLORADO

Judge KANE. Thank you, Senator Hatch and Members of the
Committee.
I am the only trial judge that is appearing in these hearings. I
would like to say, Senator, I have no reason for you to remember
this, but I appeared before you 39 years ago. And I was honored
to be here then, and I am honored to be here now.
Senator HATCH. We are honored to have you.
Judge KANE. Thank you.
Judges are no different from anybody else. Like you, we have social, political, and religious views, whether the product of culture
and upbringing, or the result of education, predilection, or intellectual or philosophical pursuit. To don the robe, however, is to surrender the freedom to act on those views so that justice may be
served.
The discipline of deciding, irrespective of one's personal beliefs,
is the essence of judicial integrity. Being consciously aware of one's
views and setting them aside at the start of every case is no easy
task, nor should it be. The question for any nominee is, does he or
she have the discipline to do that and decide each case according
to the rule of law? I believe Judge Gorsuch does, and his opinions
prove it.
Long ago I gave up identifying judges as liberal or conservative
because those words seem to mean wh atever the user wants. They
have no common understanding and provoke no further analysis.
However one might pigeonhole either of us, the fact is Judge
Gorsuch and I sh are few of the same social, political, or religious
views. In evaluating fitness for the Bench, the real question is,
does the nominee embrace the discipline of the robe? Do his or her
opinions reflect any sort of ideological bias? Is the judge fair? Judge
Gorsuch is not a monk, but .neither is he a missionary or an ideologue.
I read a great many appellate opinions from Circuit Courts
through out t he United States. To the extent that a judge can be
judged by his opinions, the ones written by Judge Gorsuch tell me
a great deal. His are clear, cogent, and mercifully to the point.
I have been both affirmed and reversed by him, and each time
I thought he was fair and right. He treats the parties and the trial
judge's rulings with respect. He does not ridicule them or take
cheap shots , n or does he insult or demean other judges who might
disagree with him.
His writing is filled with grace and w it. But does he know the
difference between his personal views and those of the court? Judge
Gorsuch is the only judge of whom I am aware who has written
both majority opinions and concurring opinions in the same case.
The majority opinions were the opinions of a three-judge court. The
concurring opinions were his separate, additional perspectives. He
has done this at least twice. He knows the difference between
speaking for a court and for himself.
Judge Gorsuch's opinions also make clear his concern for the separation of powers and his keen awareness of the judiciary's independence. He h as writt en that legislation belongs to Congress and
adjudication belongs to the courts.
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He has disagreed with the late Justice Scalia by suggesting there
is far too much adjudicative activity in the executive branch's administrative agency rulings. He has questioned the values of the
Chevron doctrine, which asserts the judiciary should defer to agency interpretations of statutes. The Chevron doctrine intrudes equally upon the authority and prerogatives of the legislative branch.
As is often the case, Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes said it best.
In his decision in Lochner V. New York, Justice Holmes wrote, "The
case is decided upon an economic theory which a large part of the
country does not entertain. If it were a question whether I agreed
with that theory, I should desire to study it further and long before
making up my mind. But I do not conceive that to be my duty, because I strongly believe that my agreement or disagreement has
nothing to do with the right of the majority to embody their opinions in law."
Like Justice Holmes, Judge Gorsuch knows that his social, political) and religious views have no place on the bench. In embracing
the discipline of the robe, declaring-<ledicating himself to the separation of powers and consistently devoting himself to being fair,
Judge Gorsuch has earned the right to be considered by you for the
highest bench in the land.
I hope you will judge him with the fairness and integrity with
which he himself has served.
[The prepared st atement of Judge Ka n e appears as a submiss ion
for the record.]
Senator HATCH. Well, thank you, Judge Kane.
Mr. Perkins, we will turn to you.
STATEMENT OF JEFF PERKINS, BERTHOUD, COLORADO

Mr. PERKINS. Mr. Chairman, Ranking Member Feinstein, and
Members of the Committee. Thank you for the opportunity to give
voice to. my son, Luke, whose access to an appropriate education
and, thus, to a meaningful a nd dignified life was threatened. by
views of Judge N eil Gorsuch.
Luke was diagnosed with a utism in 1996 at age 22 months. An
intensive early childhood Jrogram t aught him letters, numbers,
and colors, but he struggle with speech. He developed a restricted
diet, an erratic s leep cycle, and intolerance to sounds. When overwhelmed, he would tantrum and often injure himself.
Luke's care became too much for my wife and me alone. His older
siblings and hired caregivers helped. My parents moved next door
to assist. It was clear that his education program was failing, a nd
Luke began to regress significantly. Teachers were reinforcing inappropriate behaviors, and he was not participating in mea ningful
educational activities.
Moreover, his program failed to address his profound ina bility to
generalize. Luke might learn a skill in a particular classroom with
one teacher, but unable to perform it within any other setting.
While such learning might check off a box on an education plan,
it provided no meaningful benefit. Multiple experts agreed that he
n eeded an intensive program with wraparound services to address
his educational needs.
We made many unsuccessful attempts to address these deficiencies with the school district. Since the needed services were not
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available locally, we were left with the agonizing option of sending
him 2,000 miles away to a specialized school for autistic children
in Boston.
When Luke enrolled in Boston Higashi School at age nine, he
was not toilet trained, ate only a few foods, could not sleep in a
bed, could not eat with utensils, and did not interact with his
peers. Within months of enrolling, Luke was toilet trained. He ate
healthy foods with proper utensils. He was sitting calmly in a
classroom with peers. He participated in group activities, such as
roller blading. When Luke visited home during breaks, we could
shop, eat at restaurants, and even attend church together.
But this improved life for Luke was costly. Despite my comfortable income as a physician, Luke's education costs rapidly deple~ed our reserves. My parents contributed from their retirement
savmgs.
In 2005, we requested reimbursement for Luke's education under
the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act. At a due process
hearing1 the independent hearing officer found in our favor. The decision was upheld both by an administrative law judge and a U.S.
District Court Judge. But when the school district appealed to the
Tenth Circuit, Judge Gorsuch authored the decision overturning
these previous rulings.
His legal reasoning set a new low standard of education required
under IDEA as merely more than de minimus. De minimus, lacking significance or importance so minor as to merit disregard.
Judge Gorsuch felt that an education for my son, that was even one
small step above insignificant, was acceptable. Despite Luke's inability to meet three-quarters of his educationa l goals or to use any
of these skills outside the classroom, his education was judged appropriate.
That left us only one real option. One of Luke's parents would
have to move to a school district that would better accommodate
Luke's educational needs. After much prayer and thought, my wife
decided to perma nently relocate. Tha nkfully, the Dedham School
District acknowledged Luke's extraordinary needs, a llowing him to
finish out his time at Higashi.
Now age 22 , Luke will always need support in a world that still
seems perplexing and threatening to him, but his quality of life
after 13 years of appropriate education is vastly better than it
would have been otherwise. He cooks and does household chores.
He is able to sh op, work, eat, and play in the community, and he
h as developed a new passion, Legos. Luke's mind is uniquely attuned to this plastic brick world. He constructed this particular
model this January.
His present life would have been-would not have been achievable without an appropriate education. Thankfully, Luke is unaware of the price paid for his education. The financial cost pales
in comparison to the human sacrifice: his mother separated from
h er 13-year-old daughter, his parents' marriage broken. He is also
unaware of the key place that one judge, with his radically restrictive interpretation of law, played in the fight for his right to a free
and appropriate public educa tion.
In his Tenth Circuit ruling, Judge Gorsuch eviscerated the educational standard guaranteed by the IDEA. His interpretation re-
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quires that a school provide an education to a disabled child that
is just above meaningless. His minimalistic interpretation of Federal law in Luke's case has been used to deny an appropriate public education to countless other disabled children in the Tenth Circuit over the last 9 years.
Legal philosophy and case law aside, such an interpretation
clearly fails the common sense test. Why would Congress pass a
law with such a trivial intent, and why would a parent settle for
an education for any of their children, regardless of their abilities
or challenges? To quote Chief Justice Roberts from yesterday's Supreme Court ruling, ''When all is said and done, a student offered
an educational program providing merely more than de minimus
progress from year to year can hardly be said to be offered an education at all."
On behalf of all children-disabled, typical, and gifted-I urge
you to deny confirmation of Judge Neil Gorsuch to the Supreme
Court of the United States. Thank you for providing me this opportunity, and I ask that my full statement be included in the record.
I look forward to answering your questions.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Perkins appears as a submission
for the record.]
Senator HATCH. Your full statement will be included in the
record. We appreciate your testimony.
Ms. Bressack, we will turn to you.
STATEMENT OF LEAH .B RESSACK,
FORMER LAW CLERK, WASHINGTON, DC

Ms. BRESSACK. Mr. Chairman, Ranking Member Feinstein, and
other Members of the Committee, I am deeply honored to have the
opportuhity to address the Committee today and talk about one of
my mentors, Judge Gorsuch.
Senator Feinstein, I grew up in California where you and Senator Boxer were my home State Senators, and my family still
laugh s that there was a time when I believed that only females
could be Senators.
[Laughter.]
Ms. BRESSACK. Of course, when I left for college I moved to
M aine, which also had two women Senators, so take from that
what you will.
I served as a law clerk to Judge Gorsuch from 2009 to 2011. I
would like to direct my rell).arks to how Judge Gorsuch approaches
cases.
His commitment to assess each case from all points of view, and
never make up hls mind until every point of view has been considered, is the quality I respect most about him. First, Judge Gorsuch
is truly independent. In deciding cases, he does not care what politicians or parties want. He only cares what the law says.
In the 2 years I worked with him, never once did politics influence a decision h e made. I saw the Government win cases. I saw
the Government lose cases. I saw each private litigant receive the
same m eticulous analysis of its arguments. Judges like Judge
Gorsuch are the keepers of our independent judiciary.
Second, Judge Gorsuch works together with judges from all different points of view to build consensus wherever poss ible. In my
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2 years clerking for the judge, the judge heard many cases together
with other judges whose judicial philosophies differ from his. Yet
the great majority of those cases were decided unanimously, and
that is no coincidence. It is a reflection of the judge's deep respect
for the opinions of his colleagues and commitment to craft decisions
that benefit from their reasoning.
In my experience as a law clerk, the judge always pushed me to
research all sides of a case, question the reasoning underlying each
party's position, and give all arguments exhaustive consideration.
That process more or less consumed my life for 2 years. It is a corn erstone of how Judge Gorsuch works, and he will not accept anything else.
Third, there is no question that a Supreme Court Justice wields
significant power, but having worked closely with Judge Gorsuch,
I am confident that a change in title from ' judge" to "Justice'' will
not change him. His judicial philosophy is based on the idea that
the future of this country will be decided by elected representatives, like the Members of this Committee, not by him, and that
will never change.
On a personal level, some of my fondest memories of my clerkship with Judge Gorsuch were the afternoon runs that he led us
on through Denver. Weaving in and out of the city streets, I questioned the judge's description of these events as jogs when to me
they felt much more like a sprint. When it was easy- while it was
easy to begin the run discussing cases with the judge, the true test
was whether you could continue to communicate about the cases 20
minutes l a ter when the judge was doing just fi ne, a nd most of the
clerks were out of breath. I now think of those runs as a m et aphor
for the experience of working with the judge. His relentless drive
pushes everyone around him to try harde r a nd reach high er.
In casual conversation in chambers, the judge always wanted to
h ear about our experiences exploring the Colorado outdoors. I still
r emember the morning ritual of quizzing clerks on their adven tures
over the weekend. One week end while hiking in Rocky Mountain
National Park, I found m yself within a few feet of a beautiful red
fox, and I knew I would h ave the ace come Monday when the quiz
occurred on Monday morning.
We all know the saying that "You are judged by the company you
k eep." One of the greatest gifts of clerking for 2 years for Judge
Gorsuch is my co-clerks, whose humility, intelligen ce, and diligence
mirror the qualities I admire so much about the judge.
M a ny of the judge's clerks, w hose political views span the spectrum, h a ve traveled to be h ere for this h earing, and we h ave uniformly recommended him as a n extraordinary j u dge. W e believe h e
is a judge of whom a ll Americans would be proud.
[The prepa red statement of Ms. Bressack a ppears as a submission for the record. ]
Senator HATCH. Thank you very much . Mr. Calemine.
STATEMENT OF GUERINO J . CALEMINE, III, GENERAL COUNSEL, COMMUNICATIONS WORKERS OF AMERICA, WASHINGTON, DC

Mr. CALEMINE. Mr. Ch a irma n a nd Members of the Committee,
my n a me is Jody Calemine. I a m gen eral counsel of the Commu-
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nications Workers of America. We are a labor union representing
hundreds of thousands of workers across this country. Thank you
very much for the opportunity to testify.
Our concern about Judge Gorsuch ascending to the Supreme
Court is about as fundamental as it can get. His jurisprudence is
a threat to working people's health and safety.
This hearing has already paid some attention to Judge Gorsuch's
dissent in the TransAm Trucking case, and that attention is justified. That dissent, issued just 7 months ago, reveals an anti-worker
bias, and features a judicial activism that will ultimately put workers' lives at risk.
At issue in TransAm Trucking is a law that protects truck drivers who refuse to operate a vehicle out of safety concerns. When
driver Alphonse Maddin refused to operate his truck and trailer in
the manner his supervisor directed him, which was to keep the
truck parked and hitched to a disabled trailer in subzero temperatures while he froze to death waiting hours for help, and instead
finally drove his truck to safety, he was exercising that right to
refuse an unsafe operation, and could not be fired for it. Only one
judge at any level of this case ever dissented from this view: Judge
Gorsuch.
He found that when Mr. Maddin drove his truck to safety, he
was not refusing to operate his truck. He was operating it, and,
therefore1 could be fired for disobeying orders. Judge Gorsuch has
said that the result he reached might be unkind, forcing Mr.
Maddin to choose between dying or losing his job, but h e contends
h e is merely a pplying the unambiguous text of the law to the facts
of the case.
Far from it. To reach this result, Judge Gorsuch had to choose
one particular definition of the word ''operate" from the dictionary.
As it turned out, there are multiple definitions of "op erat e" in the
dictiona ry. Judge Gorsuch chose the definition that allowed him to
rewrite the law.
After he was done, a worker's right to refuse to operate would
mean only refuse to drive. That is not judicial r estraint, and the
rewrite of the law in this case leads to absurd, deadly results and
fewer rights for truck drivers.
As we know, Judge Gorsuch is no fan of agency deference, and
so we have every reason to expect his judicial activism will narrow
other worker rights beyond the Surface Transportation Assistance
Act at issue in TransAm Trucl?,ing . Our union members are typically not truck drivers, but rely on other safety laws to protect
them on the job, like OSHA's rule allowing us to refuse ha zardous
work. On a very frequent basis, a worker that we represent will
identify a hazard in the workplace, and the union will st and with
him and others to stop the work until the hazard is abated.
Just a few weeks ago, one of our technicians in Detroit discovered significant asbestos contamination where he was supposed to
do telecom work in an underground vault directly below a manhole
on a public street. He told his supervisor. His supervisor repeatedly
told him to blow fresh air into the vault, which would not only expose this technician to friable asbestos floating in the air, but exposed the public on the street above as well. So, the technician re-
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fused to do the hazardous work demanded by a supervisor, and he
and the public are safer for it.
We take these actions knowing the law is on our side. To us,
health and safety are not, as Judge Gorsuch dismissively puts it,
"ephemeral and generic."
Now, the right to refuse hazardous work under the OSHA Act,
unlike the statute at issue in TransAm Trucking, is a product of
agency interpretations of the statute. If Judge Gorsuch takes a
sledgehammer to workers' explicit staiutory rights as he did in
TransAm Trucking, imagine what he may do to rights stemming
from agency interpretations. More workers will die on the job.
Judge Gorsuch's dissent in TransArrt Trucking, in our view, is
disqualifying. Ignoring agency interpretations, legislative purpose1
common sense, and instead picking the narrowest definition one
can find in the Oxford English Dictionary to redefine our r ights,
that is not applying the law to the facts. It is a form of judicial activism.
It is said that our health and safety laws are written in the blood
of working people. Please do not allow Judge Gorsuch to repeal
these laws from the highest bench in the land with h is brand of
judicial activism. We urge the Senate to reject this nomination, and
thank you very much for your time.
[The prepared st atement of Mr. Calemine appears as a submission for the record.]
Senator HATCH. Well, we thank a ll of you for being here today
and for your testimony.
I just have one question for you, Judge Tacha. By the way, welcome. You were a great judge in our Circuit out there, and I really
appreciate your leadership over the years.
Judge Tacha, this hearing has been somewhat of a civics lesson
with the separation of powers being prominent-a prominent
theme throughout this week. This was the first of three aspects of
Judge Gorsuch's qualifications that you described in your testimony. As you put it, h e "takes very seriously the appropriate roles
assigned to each of the three branches of government."
Now, this is a critical principle, but it can sometimes seem a tad
detached or even cold when the facts of the toughest cases are presented. I am sure you wrestled with this when you were on the
Tenth Circuit. Now, how important is it for a judge, too, as Senator
Schumer put it in 2009 , stick to the law, even when it means ruling against sympathetic litigants?
Judge TACHA. Thank you, Senator Hatch, and I appreciate your
kindness in this full Committee, and I might say I was a part of
the Tenth Circuit, and now I am working in Senator Feinstein's native California at Pepperdine University. So, I am pleased to be
both places.
Your question goes to the heart of what a judge does. And let me
just say in response to Mr. Perkins, as a parent and as a human
being, my heart goes out to you for the facts that you have laid forward. that were in Luke P. But as a judge, to your point, Senator
Hatch, the judge must look at the law as he or she sees it at that
moment. And in particular, in the Luke P. case, Judge Gorsuch was
following very longstanding precedent.
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This court-I mean, this Committee-I am sorry-has heard
Judge Gorsuch repeatedly say precedent is important. Precedent
stands. It is an important piece of how-of the lens that I referred
to that a judge looks at a case through. And to be absolutely specific, Judge Gorsuch was applying precedent that went all the way
back to 1982 in the Supreme Court decision of Board of Education
u. Rowley. So, with all my heartstrings with the family, what Judge
Gorsuch was called on to do was apply that very longstanding
precedent for our Circuit.
Let me also say it was not just our Circuit. I believe it was all
but two Circuits. All the rest of the Circuits in the Nation were following the same standard in interpreting the IDEA Further, I can
say with some authority that he was following not as dicta, but as
a holding in his case what I wr ote in the Urban case. And both required that-the statute as interpreted. must be more tha n de minim us. So, there is a lot of discussion , but it is important to know
that was longstanding precedent from a long time back.
Now, I will say, you know, Circuit Judges are really glad when
the U.S. Supreme Court clears up Circuit conflicts. And so, what
happened in that case that was issued yesterday was two Circuits
had chosen one standard, and the rest of us had chosen the other
standard, three longstanding precedents on interpretation of the
IDEA So, yest erday the Supreme Court carried out its very important function of clearing up wha t the sta nda rd would be.
I h ave not h ad time-I h ave to say I have not ha d time t o thoroughly review the opinion from yesterday, but I know for sure that
the L u ke P . case was based on the Urban case that I wrote, a nd
it said the st a ndard must be more than de minimus.
Sena tor HATCH. Well, thank you s o much. Senator Feinstein.
Sena tor FE1NSTE1N. Thank you very much, Mr. Ch airman, a nd
thank you, Judge, for m aking that clear. I think you made a very
cogent st atem ent. I gather the standard the Court passed yesterday would have covered. Mr . P erkins' son . Is that correct?
Judge TACHA. Well, I will not opine on how the law would be applied to particula r facts, hut it does a ppear to m e that the standard
tha t we h ad been using has cha n ged .
Senator FEINSTEIN. Tha nk you. And, Mr. Perkins, I just want to
tha nk you for being here. That display you presented is very telling. And one question. When did h e do this?
Mr. PERKINS. He did this in early J a nuary of this year , ironically
about 2 weeks before Judge Gorsu ch was nominated to the Suprem e Court.
Senator FEINSTEIN. Well, that is quite amazing b ecause it is
quite a complicat ed building of the Capitol, and very much apprecia ted. So, thank you for being such a good pa rent. It is very much
appreciat ed.
I wanted to go to Mr. Jaffer, if I could. And 1 feel I a m remiss
because I wanted t o ask s ome of these questions yesterday a nd did
not have an opportunity to do so. So, let m e now throw out a question and ask you your view on it.
The judge acknowledged that he worked on the Graha m a mendm ent, which sought to elimina te habeas for Gua nta na mo det a inees,
a nd he also ac knowledged that in December 2005 , after the Det ainee Treatment Act was passed, there were different factions in
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the Administration advocating different versions of a signing statement.
In an email Judge Gorsuch sent to Steven Bradbury and others,
here is what he said, . And this is in the document. "Along the
lines proposed below would help inoculate against the potential of
having the Administration criticized sometime in the future for not
making sufficient changes in interrogation policy in light of the
McCain portion of the amendment. This statement clearly, and in
a formal way that would be hard to dispute later, puts down a
marker to the effect that the view that McCain is best read as essentially codifying existing interrogation practices."
Now, this is in December 2005, 9 months after the Bradbury
memo had concluded that waterboarding1 stress positions, sleep
deprivation, and other techniques were not prohibited by the standard applied under Article 16 of the Convention Against Torture.
My question to you is, what do you make of this email, "inoculate
against being criticized in the future for not making sufficient
changes in interrogation policy?"
Mr. JAMEEL JAFFER. So, I think that this is a really important
question. So, in May 2005, the Office of Legal Counsel wrote
memos that concluded, as you-as you mentioned, Senator Feinstein, that concluded that certain interrogation methods, including
waterboarding, did not constitute cruel, inhuman, or degrading
treatment. And my understanding of the email that you-that
you-that you quoted is that Judge Gorsuch believed that the signing st atement-that the way the Administration should interpret
the law is to essentially ratify those interrogation methods that the
Office of Legal Counsel had signed off on in May.
So, I think one really important question is what did Judge
Gorsuch know about the interrogation methods that the CIA was
using at the time he urged that President Bush issue a signing
statement interpreting the DTA in the way that h e ended up interpreting it? I think that is a really important question, a nd I do not
think it has been a nswered yet in this-in this h earing.
Senator FEINSTEIN. Thank you. Thank you. Thank you very
much, Mr. Chairman.
Senator HATCH. Thank you, Senator. Senator Graham.
Senator GRAHAM. Well, thank you. I remember the debate well,
a nd here is what Senator McCa in said about his amendment,
which I supported vigorously. "The am endment I am offering simply codifies what is current policy and reaffirms what was assumed
to be existing law for years. In light of the Administration's stated
commitment, it should r equire no change in our current interrogation and detention practices. What it would do is restore clarity on
a simple and fundam ental question. Does America treat people humanely? My answer-inhumanely. My answer is no, a nd from a ll
I have seen, America's answer has always been no." So, that was
Senator McCain's view of what we we are trying to do here.
The Graham amendment, I cannot what the-how the bill was
passed, but it was overwhelming. What I tried to do is say that the
Combat Status Review Tribunal System within the military would
be the primary way of determining enemy combatant status, but
we would have judicial review of that a t the D.C. Court of Appeals.
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I think the Supreme Court said in a five-four decision that the
CSRT is not an adequate substitute for habeas, and that is the law
of the land today. We basically redrafted the Military Commissions
Act, and I feel good about where we are at.
Mr. Jaffer, is the current system that if you are alleged to be an
enemy combatant, you can be held as such, but you get a habeas
hearing in Federal court? Is that correct?
Mr. JAMEEL JAFFER. That is right.
Senator GRAHAM. Okay. And the Government has to prove by a
preponderance of the evidence that you are, in fact, an enemy combatant to be held?
Mr. JAMEEL JAFFER. That is right.
Senator GRAHAM. And if you are an enemy combatant, you can
be held without-under the law of war indefinitely. Is that correct?
Mr. JAMEEL JAFFER. I am not sure about indefinitely. I think
that is still an issue in the courts. But, yes, you can be held.
Senator GRAHAM. Well, there are people at Guantanamo Bay
who are being held as enemy combatants, and they have been
there for years. Is that correct?
Mr. JAMEEL JAFFER. That is right.
Senator GRAHAM. President Obama left them in that status.
Mr. JAMEEL JAFFER. Some of them, yes, that is right.
Senator GRAHAM. Yes, I think there is 48-Mr. JAMEEL JAFFER. That is right.
Senator GRAHAM [continuing]. That have been determined too
dangerous to release. So, under the Obama a dministration, at least
to those 48, they are being held under the law of war as enemy
combatants.
Mr. JAMEEL J AFFER. That is right, Senator Graham. As you
know, hundreds of prisoners have now been freed from Guantanamo.
Senator GRAHAM. Right.
Mr. JAMEEL JAFFER. I do not know bow many of them would
h ave been freed--·
Senator GRAHAM. Right.
Mr. JAMEEL JAFFER.-under the rules that Judge Gorsuch was
proposing.
Senator GRAHAM. Right. Do you a lso know about 30 percent that
have been freed have gone back to the fight?
Mr. JAMEEL JAFFER. I do not think tha t figure is accurate, Senator.
Senator GRAHAM. How many do you think have gone back to the
fight?
Mr. JAMEEL JAFFER. I do not know the number, but-Senator GRAHAM. How many America n s have been killed a nd
others have been killed by people released at Guantanamo Bay?
Mr. JAMEEL JAFFER. Senator Graham-Senator GRAHAM. Do you know?
Mr. JAMEEL JAFFER. The detainees-I do not know the number.
Senator GRAHAM. Okay. How about letting me help here? You
have got to take some risk because you cannot hold people without
due process. Do you agree with that?
Mr. JAMEEL JAFFER. I agree with that.
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Senator GRAHAM. I guess the safest way is to never let anybody
go, but that is not the right way.
Mr. JAMEEL JAFFER. It is not the way that the Supreme Court
has proposed that the law should be-has said the law should be.
Senator GRAHAM. No, the Supreme Court says-they have never
said you cannot hold anybody indefinitely. You have to give them
due process.
Mr. JAMEEL JAFFER. That is right, Senator.
Senator GRAHAM. Okay. So, I am all for due process, and sometimes you make mistakes. We have actually been aligned more
than most people would think. I do not believe that waterboarding
was ever an appropriate technique to gain information, and I am
sure you agree with that.
Mr. JAMEEL JAFFER. I do, Senator Graham. I think the question
is whether Judge Gorsuch agreed with that at the time he was in
the Justice Department. And. my interpretation of that email is
that he did not.
Senator GRAHAM. Well, is it fair to say that Judge Gorsuch, who
I interacted with a lot, said that waterboarding is illegal under the
Detainee Treatment Act? He said that before this Committee.
Mr. JAMEEL JAFFER. I read that. I read that. I was-I was
pleased to read that. I do not think that is the view he expressed
in the Justice Department.
Senator GRAHAM. Do you know why-do you know why he said
that? Beca use I interacted with him a lot. He never bought the idea
that waterboarding was consistent with the Geneva Convention.
H e has never bought the idea that it was consistent with other law.
Some people ha d that view, and I am just here to tell you that he
said before the country that waterboarding is now illega l without
any question.
And I brought up the situation of the current President, that if
he decided-a nd I do not think he will because of General Mattis
to go down that road-he would be, in my view, violating tbe law.
And Judge Gorsuch said no man/woman is above the law. So, I
hope that gives some comfort to people that Judge Gorsuch understands that the purpose of the Detainee Treatment Act was to outlaw waterboarding and other type techniques. He acknowledged it
before the country that no President can just seize the law because
of national security concerns a lone.
Ms. Massimino, do you agree we are at war?
Ms. MASSIMINO. I do.
Senator GRAHAM. And this is a complicated endeavor .in terms of
how you fight the war because there is no nation-stat e to fight , no
Air Force to shoot down , no Navy to sink.
Ms. MASSIMINO. It is quite complicated.
Senator GRAHAM. But we need to adhere to our values, but also
realize that intelligence gathering is an essential ingredient of law
of war.
Ms. MASSIMINO. It is. It has been a huge challenge for us.
Senator GRAHAM. Thank you all very much. You have done the
country a great service.
Senator HATCH. Well, thank you. Senator Durbin.
Senator DURBIN. Thanks, Mr. Chairman. Thanks to the pa n el.
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Just to follow-up on Senator Graham's line of questions. At the
time of the memo that was sent by Judge Gorsuch on this issue in
which he said that, "McCain is best read as essentially codifying
existing interrogation policies," I am told the waterboarding was
part of the existing interrogation policies of this country. Is that
correct?
Mr. JAMEEL JAFFER. That is correct.
Senator DURBIN. He could not remember that email nor any details surrounding it. But we clearly through the McCain amendment or the McCain legislation, which I supported, we clearly
wanted to outlaw waterboarding and any form of cruel, degrading,
and inhumane treatment of prisoners. So, there was a built-in inconsistency here.
Mr. JAMEEL JAFFER. I think that is exactly right.
Senator DURBIN. Codify existing procedures, which included
waterboarding, and address that as a signing statement on the
McCain amendment, which would have prohibited waterboarding,
a clear distinction which Judge Gorsuch, because of .a variety of circumstances, did not directly answer.
Let me move to another issue, and I do not know if it is Mr. or
Dr. Perkins. Thank you for being here. Thank you for your touching story about Luke and his travels and journey, and all that you
a nd your family have done to bring him to this point in his life.
When Judge Tacha-did I pronounce your name correctly?
Judge TACHA. Tacha.
Senator DURBIN. Tacha? When Judge Tacha t a lked about the
Tenth Circuit standard, she left out one word: "merely." ''M erely."
I am trying to draw a n analogy, and it may not be the b est one.
But if I said when it comes to hungry children, the law requires
you to provide them more than just a little bit of food, that is a
lot different than saying when it comes to hungry children, the la w
requires you to provide them merely more than just a little bit of
food. Difference? One word has made a big difference. It has taken
de minimus lower.
That was the express statement by Judge Gorsuch which expanded what wa s the Tenth Circuit standard when it came to your
son. It was the express phrase "merely more than de minimus"
that the Supreme Court unanimously struck down yesterday, saying that means no education at a ll.
When you saw that opinion, what was your reaction that Judge
Gorsuch said he was just following Tenth Circuit precedent?
Mr. PERKINS. Well, I wa s devastated. At the time the opinion
came out, Luke had been at Boston Higashi for five and a half
years. I knew what he had accomplished in that time, all of the
progress h e ha d ma de. And to r ealize that Judge Gorsuch had by
this subtle word craft taken what would seem to be-making a
statement that seemed to be saying he was following precedent, but
actually further restricting an already restricted precedent with
unfortunately my son in the bull's eye of that decision. It was very
hard to t ak e.
Sena tor DURBIN. Mr. Ca lemine, did I pronounce your name correctly?
Mr. CALEMINE. Ca lemine.
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Senator DURBIN. Calemine. Mr. Calemine, I am sure-the Chicago Tribune this morning chided me, and I am sure many of the
Committee Members will be chided, that we spent so much time
talking about a frozen truck driver. What in the world is going on
here? We are talking about the Supreme Court. Why should we be
talking about Alphonse Maddin and whether he was facing hypothermia or frostbite?
But whether we are talking about one young man-young boy
with autism or one truck driver, we are really trying to figure out
this judge and what makes him tick and what his values are. And
all we can rely on are really important decisions, not the routine
decisions-they come and go-but the ones where you really have
a moment where you have to make a call with the law and the
facts that really defines you.
Many of the arguments that I have heard here today I have
heard over and over in this Committee, and that is this is programmatic. Here is the law, here are the facts, here is the judge,
case closed. We know better. We know better because Merrick Garland is not sitting at the table or was not yesterday.
The decision was made that it would be Neil Gorsuch for fear
that Merrick Garland, an Obama appointee, would come in and say
exactly the same thing. That really tells us that there is more at
stake here tha n just this programmatic, robotic application of the
law. There is som ething much more fundamental h ere.
I thank you for coming and speaking on behalf of working people.
Tha nk you, Mr. Chairman:.
Senat or GRASSLEY. Senator Lee.
Senator LEE. Thank you very much . Mr. Jaffer, I just wanted to
find out whether you are familiar with the column that came out
in the Wa ll Street J ournal yesterday, an article by J ess Bravin
t alking about the fact that former Justice Department official, John
Bellinger, corroborated Judge Gorsuch's account to the effect that
h e pushed b ack against a dvocat es of waterboa rding a nd other cruel
interrogation t echniques during the Bush Administration. Are you
familiar with that?
Mr. JAMEEL JAFFER. I am not familiar with the column, but I a m
glad to hear that. And I think that if you have the opportunity to
a sk questions for the record, it would be great to get more information about precisely what Judge Gorsuch did to push back against
these interroga tion methods. It is great to hear if he did that, but
it would be good to get that on the record.
Senator LEE. In the email tha t has been referenced, da ted Thursday, December 29th, 2005 a t 4 :47 p.m., it is worth noting I think
that-I do not think h e is saying there wer e no changes bein g
m ade. He used words like "sufficient" a nd "essentia lly," ta lking
about sufficient changes a nd whether they essentially codified existing law, not suggesting that there were no changes at all that
were m ade by the law. Would you dispute tha t?
Mr. JAMEEL J AFFER. No, I think that is another good line of inquiry. I think it would be important to ask Judge Gorsuch again
wh at h e knew of the interrogation methods that were being used
at the t ime, and what a djustments he thought the Administ ration
was going to m ake as a result of the DTA. I think those are important questions that h ave not yet been a nswer ed.
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Senator LEE. Thank you. Judges Tacha and Henry, it is very
good to see both of you, and I do have to say it is a little bit more
comfortable standing on this side of a stand rather than the other
side. I am used to seeing you in an elevated position with both of
you in robes, so thank you for being here.
On the point, Judge Tacha, about the use of the word "merely,"
when you are looking at what Circuit precedent already demands,
and you are trying to evaluate whether or not that precedent has
been satisfied, the use of the word "merely," as I see it, could mean
and ordinarily would mean, if I am not mistaken, this law does not
require everything. It does not require a hundred percent if we are
measuring this on a one to hundred percent basis. It requires
merely X percent.
Ordinarily when a jud(Se would use such language, a judge would
not necessarily be mearnng to denigrate or minimize what the law
requires, but indicate that the law requires X and. nothing beyond
X. Would that be how you would normally use that as a judge?
Judge TACHA. That is exactly right. I cannot opine-thank you,
Senator Lee, for those kind words. I cannot opine what order the
adjective and everything came in the sentence. But what it does is
merely define existing precedent, which was our standard-more
than de minimus.
So, yes, how that word was used is probably exactly as you describe, which was there is a standard here, there is a standard
here, there is a standard here, and this one is the standard that
is selected by the Circuit a nd followed Supreme Court precedent
since 1982.
Senator LEE. And as an Article III judge, even a powerful
judge-at one point you were the Chief Judge of the Tenth Circuit-it is not your job to write the laws.
Judge TACHA. It definitely is not, and I will add to that Judge
Gorsuch is meticulous in that. And you will find throughout his
opinions, "this is not our job, this is Congress' job/ ' or, ''this is the
President's job,') or whatever. He is so meticulous about the roles
of the three branches of government.
And, in fact , he and I have actually had these conversations. One
of the things that is probably not seen, although you understand
it in Committee work, is that in an appellate court there is a lot
of back and forth among the judges on panels a nd unvalued in en
bane sittings. I have heard Judge Gorsuch on many occasions say
it is so important for us to be absolutely meticulous about what the
role of each of the branches is.
As I said in my written comments, he is a student of the Federalist Papers and of the founding documents, and really believes
in that separation of powers.
Senator LEE. And it is that separation of powers that recognizes
that in our constitutional republic, it is the people who are sovereign, and the people's branch is the legislative branch. That is
the branch of government where there is the most a ccountability
to the people at the most regular intervals.
I see my time has expired. Tha nk you, Judge. Tha nk you, Mr.
Cha irman.
Chairman GRASSLEY. Tha nk you. I think on the Democratic
side-I have a list here, but I will go by seniority.
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Senator WHITEHOUSE. Thank you, Chairman. Mr. Calemine, you
represent a labor union?
Mr. CALEMINE. Yes, sir.
Senator WHITEHOUSE. I would like to read from a New York
Times n ews story that relates to the Abood case, which is a precedent of the Supreme Court that controls when labor unions like
yours can charge non-members for services that they render in: the
collective bargaining process.
Here is what Adam Liptak, the writer in The New York Times,
wrote: '1n making a minor adjustment to how public unions must
issue notifications about their political spending, Justice Alito digressed to raise questions about the constitutionality of requiring
workers who are not m embers of public unions to pay fees for the
union's work on their behalf," the Abood issue.
"Justice Sonia Sotomayor saw what was going on. 'To cast serious doubt on longstanding precedent,,,-she wrote in a concurrence'"-" 'is a step we historically take only with the greatest caution and reticence. To do so as the majority does on our own invitation and without adversarial presentation is both unfair and unwise.'" End quote of Justice Sotomayor.
The story continues: "Michael A Carvin, a leading conservative
lawyer also saw what was going on. He and the Center for Individual Rights, a libertarian group, promptly filed the cha llenge J ustice Alito ha d sk etch ed out. Indeed Mr. Carvin asked the lower
courts to rule against his clients"-! w ill interject into the story my
own a ddition tha t is a rather unusua1 beh avior for a lawyer- "so
that his clients could hightail it to the Supreme Court," the a rticle
continues.
Last year Justice Alito wrot e a second m ajority opinion attacking
the central precedent in the area, a 1975 decision called Abood v.
Detroit Board of Education. But the majority in the n ew case, Harris v. Quinn, stopped short of overruling Abood. "By .now,'' the story
in The New York Times continues, "everyone saw what was going
on. Readers of today's decision will know that A bood does not rank
on the majorityJs top t en list of favorite precedents, and that the
m ajority could not rest rain itself from saying and saying and saying so," Justice Elen a Kagan w rote in dissent.
"Last week," the a rticle continues-this is some time ago- "the
Court agreed to hear Mr. Garvin's case, Friedrichs v. California
Education Association, and it may soon complete the project Alito
began in 2012, that of overruling A bood." End of my quotation of
The New York Times story.
As w e know , the Friedrichs case did, in fact , com e forward . It
was expected to be a body blow t o unions, according t o reporting
at the time. The Justice-the passing of Justice Scalia put the
Court back to 5-4, so the Friedrichs decision came in 4-4, a nd
went back to the Ninth Circuit, whose decision was upheld because
it was a tie.
Could you just react to me as a lawyer wh o represents a labor
union on that series of events , a nd what you-how that m ak es you
think about this particular Court and its 5-to-4 decisions?
Mr. CALEMINE . Certainly. My concern is based on the quotes you
read from the Times article. Is that-there is a proj ect underway
to h arm workers' rights , a project under way to harm workers' or-
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ganizations so that workers do not have the ability to exercise the
bargaining power that they all have and win a better deal for
themselves at work.
The notion that there are signals being sent for cases, rather
than waiting for the case or controversy to arise, is very concerning. And it is one of the reasons why in the case of Judge
Gorsuch, there has been a lot of talk about all he has done is apply
the law to the facts in the TransAm Trucking case.
What he did was he picked out the narrowest definition in the
dictionary for the word "operate,'' and it had a particular result.
There were other definitions in the dictionary that could have been
chosen, and once you saw multiple definitions, perhaps you should
defer to the agency because maybe they know how the law can
work effectively on the ground given their expertise.
He chose the most narrow definition, and the result was absurd.
And the result, if it had carried the day, would have made life a
little more dangerous for truck drivers. If the kinds of absurd results you get out of that particular definition, things like the word
"operate" only means to drive, then if a trucking company told a
truck driver to go over the speed limit or speed up, go faster. They
can see-sometimes you can see the trucks on the computer and
see how fast they are going. And the truck driver reports back, I
cannot, I am in a construction zone, full of tra ffic , but the trucking
compa ny persist s and s ays go fast er , tha t trucke r , if h e went the
speed limit, complied with the law , h e w ould n ot be protected
unde r Judge Gorsuch's version of tha t st atute. H e could be fired for
going the speed limit beca use he is driving.
H e would have to completely stop the truck on the highway to
protect himself for disobeying tha t orde r . And you can ima gine the
t raffic tha t could ca use if that is the way this st atute w as carried
out. Those are the kinds of a bsurd r esults.
In fact, I think Judge Gorsnch's dissent is E.x hibit A for why we
should. h ave Chevron deference, beca use inst ead of picking out a
dictiona ry definition, look and s ee the-1ook at the agency a nd see
how they, the experts, h ave figured out how this law works in the
real world.
Senator WHITEHOUSE. Thank you. My time has expired.
Chair man GRASSLEY. Senator Tillis, do you wa nt time?
Senator TILLIS. Yes, sir. Thank you, Mr. Cha ir. Mr. Perkins, I
first wa nt to probably just say s omething. I do not know if you will
need to respond or not. But proba bly I do not know anybody on
Ca pitol Hill that h as a ctually ratified bills that were sympathetic
t o families a nd persons with a utism.
As Speaker of the House, we h a d our Stat e employees' hea lthca re
plan cover a utism treatment, which included psychiatric. care, psychological care, pha rma cy ca re, and a da ptive beha vioral treatment .
And I know if you have studied a utism, you know how those a re
critica lly importa nt. We went on against insurance industry's wishes to include an insura nce mandate in North Carolin a to do the
sa m e thing.
And the Court case yesterday, on the one ha nd I am h a ppy tha t
it provides other people that a re going through your condition with
a n option. But in r eality, it is a failing on the part of legislators .
Now, you live in Colorado still?
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Mr. PERKINS. Yes.
Senator TILLIS. Promise me you will not vote for a Colorado legislator that will not support a mandate, and will not support opportunity scholarships for children with autism. You do not have to
make-I may have just broken a law or a rule or whatever.
[Laughter.]
Senator TILLIS. But these folks need-there are nine States in
this Nation. North Carolina is one of them. We have gone probably
about as far, or maybe further in some cases, than any other. But
this is an example of where I am going to support Joe Gorsuch, and
my guess is that Judge Gorsuch the individual, who separates his
jurisprudence job from his personal feelings, is just okay with what
the Supreme Court did yesterday. But in reality, the whole need
for that lawsuit is a failure on the part of the States to solve the
problem.
So, in a State like North Carolina, you. do not have to-you do
not have to get into a conflict and a lawsuit with the school system
because it is still going to be difficult to do. You are still going to
have to probably hire an attorney and work through all the complexities. They are going to push back.
So, I hope, and I am glad to hear that my colleagues on the other
side of the aisle, all of whom are from States who have not done
this, but they a re okay with the fix the Suprem e Court got because
I a m going to try a nd move legislation to ma ke it easier for people
like you to get the ca re you n eed.
But it is a clas sic example of legislators-last night I used an
a n alogy of a b ear skinner and a bear hunter. I will not use my time
h ere. But we need to actually skin that bear here, not h ave the
courts do it. And I do think that what Judge Gorsuch was doing
was saying fix the problem .
He said, and som ething I will repeat time and time again to a
question h ere before one of my colleagu es on the other side of the
aisle, it is not my job to do your job. I think that was a very insightful thlng for hlm to say. In our case, if legis lators did their job,
you would not be before us today1 your family situation would be
better, a nd Luke w ould be probably farther a long.
And one other thing I want to t ell you. We m ay need to get Luke
to come to my office becaus e we a re actually putting that s am e
Lego model togethe r , a nd. my staff are struggling.
[La ughter.]
Senator TILLIS. But thank you for being h ere . If you have a brief
comment, a nd then I h ave one other question, Mr. Chair.
Mr. PERKINS. I would just like to comment briefly. I would say
that the Congr ess had indeed pa s sed the IDEA, and based on
my-Senator TILLIS. Th ey did, but let me-Mr. PERKINS. Based on my reading of Judge Gorsuch's opm10n--

Senator TILLIS. Mr. Perkins, let m e-I do not mea n to interrupt
you, but I want to get one last comment, a nd I m ay just have to
submit it to the r ecord. But here is the problem with the IDEA a nd
r elying on the vagaries of the IDEA to fix the specific problems
ba ck in the State.
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I am already reaching out as a result of that Court opinion yesterday, saying how do you actually provide clarity that puts the
benefit in the hands or the benefit of the doubt in the hands of the
parent. The way you do this properly is structurally after an IEP
in the parents' judgment is failing to allow a child, in your case,
to generalize the skills and learning in school back at home, how
do you get-grant them the power to, after just a year, move somewhere else? How do you make sure that the State funding follows
the child? How do you make sure that Federal funding follows the
child? How do you make sure that the parent does not have to go
into a courtroom, or an arbitrator, or all the other things that they
will still have to do with that court decision?
How do you get the Members here, and I am thrilled to hear that
we have such support on the other side of the aisle. How do you
get us to provide more specificity in the IDEA so the burden is not
on you? You. have your own burden with your-with your beautiful
child. You should not have to do it.
It is a failing of Congress. It is not a failing in this case of Judge
Gorsuch. And I hope that people understand that I am so glad to
hear in States, none of whom have stepped up and done it, are prepared to actually go with me to those States and convince them to
do it, because we can solve the problem.
And I will submit my other questions for the record.
[The information appears as a submission for the record.]
Senator TILLIS. Thank you, Mr. Perkins.
Mr. PERKINS. Senator Tillis, may I have the opportunity that you
offered me to briefly respond? The IDEA is not a . perfect law, but
the fact of the matter is Judge Gorsuch in his opinion shrank and
minimized the requirements of the IDEA such that they trivialize
this law. And as the opinion yesterday characterized, current law
provides much more significant protection to disabled children thah
Judge Gorsnch's ruling offered.
Senator TILLIS. But it does not provide enou gh , a nd it is because
of a failing of legisla tors and Congressmen, not the courts. Tha nk
you, Mr. P erkins.
Chairman GRASSLEY. Senator Franken.
Senator FRANKEN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Judge Tacha, in your testimony, you were talking about Judge
Gorsuch as a judge, and you said "His attention to the views of his
colleagues informs his work. He has an acute sense of identifying
those circumsta nces"-! am readin~ from your testimony-"where
consensus is the highest value. Anct on the other hand, those decisions were personal conviction, and reason dicta t e individual judgment and independent decisionmaking." Personal conviction.
Judge T ACHA. That is about whether consensus should be built
on the decision or whether the judge should write independently either as a concurrence or dissent, or whatever.
Senator FRANKEN. But h e says-you are saying that he takesthat what is importa nt to him is-well, his colleagues believed,
"but also his personal conviction."
Judge TACHA. About how h e reads the law.
Senator FRANKEN. His personal conviction about how h e r eads
the law?.. because what basica lly he would not t ell us are any of his
personal convictions.
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Judge TACHA. Because he would not bring those to cases. He
would b e Senator FRANKEN. Well, I am sorry, this is what bothered me is
that h e said his personal convictions did not enter into his decisions. And we spent 3 days here hearing that back-over and over
and over and over again. "My personal convictions do not matter,"
but now from someone who is endorsing him say that they do matter.
And this is what I worry about, that we were not allowed to hear
any personal convictions, and yet now I am hearing that those matter a great deal.
Judge TACHA. Senator, could I-could I explain that?
Senator FRANKEN. Please, may I have more time then?
Chairman GRASSLEY. Let him finish. Go ahead.
Senator FRANKEN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I belonged to four
labor unions before I have here. It is really important. Friedrichs
is an important case. We c€luld not get any personal convictions on
anything basically. What is your-Mr. Calemine, what is your read
on-from what you see from his decisions on how you feel about
how he will rule on Friedrichs? What is your-Mr. CALEMINE. I think-I think-this TransAm Trucking dissent
is only seven paragraphs long, and I think it is worth reading it
closely because of what it shows his judicial philosophy being capable of, which is rewriting law. Not just applying the laws written
by Congress, but rewriting it.
That is why one should pay attention to that decision as a guide
on how he might treat other workers' rights laws. And then you
pay attention to what h e says in that decision, and the way he
treats the workers' perspective in that case. For example, he describes the option that his-that the supervisor gave to the worker
to illegally drag the trailer down the highway as being m aybe sarcastically offered. In other words, h e is excusing the boss' outrageous order.
When it comes to describing the option of staying at the truck
and freezing, suffering hypothermia, he describes that as merely
unpleasant. And I am-actually I am adding the word "merely"
there. He describes it as unpleasant. And he describes-creates an
analogy for this situation involving an office computer rather than
a truck and freezing to death. That analogy I believe s hows a bit
about what the real concerns are here, which again, is from the
boss' perspective. I think that-Senator FRANKEN. The hostility to the worker here.
Mr. CALEMINE. Yes, if you- yes, sir. If you let Mr. Maddin drive
his truck to safety, well, the next thing you know, we will h ave to
let him drive the truck to the beach is the sense one gets from it.
So, we are concerned about his ability to look at things from a
worker's perspective.
Senator FRANKEN. I know I am out of time. I just want to say
one thing about that, which is that this is- was not about this comfort. H e h ad hypothermia. H e had fallen asleep with hypothermia,
but only was woken up wh en his cousin called him. And the way
you freeze to death is you fall asleep and die. So, h e was really
given a choice between dying-possibly dying-or unhitching that
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cab and driving off. And this says to me a lot about the man's judgment.
So, thank you, Mr. Chairman, for your indulging.
Chairman GRASSLEY. Judge Tacha, take a few minutes to say
what you wanted to say, and then we will go to Senator Kennedy
ifhe has-do you have questions, Senator Kennedy? Go ahead.
Judge TACHA. Just very briefly to the question of personal conviction. What I meant there, and what perhaps I did not get clear, is
each judge brings to his or her reading of the law their own intellect, their own interpretations, their history, the precedent. And so,
what-and I am going to give you an example here because it is
really important.
Judge Gorsuch a nd I disagreed in a very, very important case.
I will not bother you with all the details, but we read the lawit happened to be First Amendment law-quite differently. We
tried to reach consensus. We were in lots and lots of conversations.
Judge McConnell was in on this, too, and note all three of us appointed by Republican P residents, and. we all three had very different views on this very important First Amendment case. Finally,
it came to the point where my reading of the law was different
from Judge Gorsuch and Judge McConnell's.
Now, I ultimately became convinced that I was wrong after the
Supreme Court r eversed me 9-0, but they were-it was a wonderful excha nge and a wonderful way to bring different judges ' perspectives to the interpreta tion of wha t ever the case or the l aw is .
Chairman GRASSLE Y. S en a tor K ennedy.
Sena tor KENNEDY. Thank you , Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Jaffer m entioned a few cases that Judge Gorsuch had
worked on at the Department of Justice. And I note that, in one
of those m atters, the Government actua lly continue d the litigation
during the Obama a dministra tion. In fact, it filed a cert petition,
m a de the same argument as the Bush a dministration h ad m ade.
And t h e Solicitor General who signed. the brief was now-Justice
Elena Kagan. Of course, sh e was serving as Solicitor General at
that time.
I would like to m a k e the br iefs pa rt of the r ecord, Mr. Ch a irma n ,
in the case of United States Department of D efen se et a l. , Peti-

tioners, v. American Civil Liberties Union.
Chairman GRASSLEY. Without objection, it is included .
[The information appears as a s ubmission for the record.]
Senator KENNEDY. All right, jus t because of the n ature of h er job,
my gu ess is the p erson on this panel w ho h as b een a round the
judge the most in the shortest p eriod of time is Ms. Bressack.
Am I saying your na m e right?
Ms. BRESSACK. Yes.
Senator KENNEDY. Okay. And I believe you joined the Judge
right out of law school.
Why don't you turn your mike on?
Ms. BRESSACK. I apologize .
I clerked on the Southern District of New York and then went
t o clerk for the judge on the Tenth Circuit.
Senator KENNEDY. Okay. And. yo u. finis h ed. Vanderbilt Law
School?
Ms. BRESSACK. I did. Yes.
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Senator KENNEDY. You were first in your class?
Ms. BRESSACK. I was.
Senator KENNEDY. Order of the Coif?
Ms. BRESSACK. Yes.
Senator KENNEDY. Okay. You were with the judge probably
about every working day, right?
Ms. BRESSACK. Absolutely.
Senator KENNEDY. That is just the nature of being a clerk.
Ms. BRESSACK. That is correct.
Senator KENNEDY. Tell me what he is like.
Ms. BRESSACK. The judge is an incredibly caring person. 1 think
sometimes when we read his opinions and we hear-and we get
these characterizations that he is very robotic, I think that misses
the essence of the judge, which is he takes very seriously his job
of interpreting the law correctly. And he also, obviously, has great
sympathy for the litigants that appear before him, and he has a
deep respect for the litigants. And I think anyone who has appea red before him, as well as his clerks 1 understands that.
So 1 think that the sense that I had to respect everyone around
me I think was really solidified in that year of clerking. And I
think he is an individual who is not only brilliant but very humble
in the way that he approaches his important task of applying the
law to the facts of a pa rticular case, but also clearly understands
that the litigants in front of him ar e real people.
Senat or KENNEDY. Okay. And I appreciat e all that. Tell m e what
h e is really like.
Ms. BRESSACK. Well-Senator KENNEDY. What is in his heart?
Ms. BRESSACK. He is just-he is a very caring man. I think that,
on a personal level, he always wants to know what his clerks are
planning to do after their clerkship. H e takes very seriously the
choices we m a ke , whether we go into public s ervice, whether we !;{O
into the pr ivate sector. H e cares when you have personal events m
your life, whether you get married, whether you have a kid.
And I think that beyond just the intelligent judge, he is just incredible huma n being.
Senator KENNEDY. Is he political?
Ms. BRESSACK. Not when we are deciding cases, no. I mean 1
again , when we approach cases, we are just looking at the arguments that are being made by the litigants , the law for us and the
facts of the case, and politics h as no p lace when we a re looking at
a case in that way.
Senator KENNEDY. Did you ever see him decide a case based on
one of the litigant's wealth or status or power?
Ms. BRESSACK. No.
Senator KENNEDY. Okay. Did you ever see him a pproach a case
in terms of, her e is the result I want, now let m e figure out how
to get the re? Or did he approach it from, let me look at the law
and see what the law says, and then that will determine who wins
the case?
Ms. B RESSACK. The latter . What h e does is he a pproaches the
case, he looks at the a rguments that have b een m ade by the parties. H e looks at the applicable t ext, wh ether it is a contract , a statute, or the Con stitution . And then h e sincerely t a kes his task very
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seriously, of attempting to figure out what Congress meant by the
words of, for example, a statute, or what the parties meant by the
words of a contract. And that is how he figures out the result that
is required by the case, not based on the identity of the parties before him, government or individual litigant.
Senator KENNEDY. Did he read the briefs or did he give them to
you and say summarize them for me?
Ms. BRESSACK. No. We read the briefs, and then he read the
briefs, and then we talked about the briefs.
Senator KENNEDY. So you both read the briefs.
Ms. BRESSACK. Absolutely.
Senator KENNEDY. Okay. Did you ever see him render decisions
that he felt the law required but he was not necessarily happy with
the result?
Ms. BRESSACK. Absolutely. I mean, the job of a judge is a very
difficult job. I think sometimes there are very sympathetic parties
that appear before him, but he takes very seriously his oath to
apply the law before him, and sometimes that means results t hat
are not in favor of very sympathetic parties. But that does not
mean that he lacks sympathy for them. He simply takes very seriously his oath to apply the law.
Senator KENNEDY. Thank you, Ms. Bressack.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman GRASSLEY. Sen ator Klobuchar.
Senator KLOBUCHAR. Thank yo u very much, M r. Chairman.
I think I will just st art with you, Dr. P erkins. Thank you. so
much for being h ere a nd for sharing your son Luke's experience
with us.
This was a m atter of discussion yesterday a t the hearing, as you
probably heard, in light of the Supreme Court's 8-0 decision rejecting the standard that ha d been used in your son's case that denied
him the help that he needed.
What did you think when tha t opinion ca me out yesterday? How
did you feel about it?
Mr. PERKINS. Well, I gu ess the first thing was just I was very
happy for E ndrew F . and his family, having gone through wh at
they went through, to ultima tely have tha t vindication.
And I think, for ourselves, a lthough bela t edly , we did feel vindicated. We felt that, ultimately, when a very similar case made it
to the Supreme Court-Chairman GRASSLEY. I ha ve been asked to have you speak into
the mike.
Mr. PERKINS. Okay.
When this case was decided, I mean , we felt, in a sense, although
indirectly, Luke's case a nd Luke's situation was being vindicated.
Senator KLOBUCHAR. You know, my mom taught second grade
until she was 70 years old a nd worked a lot with kids with. disa bilities .in public school. And as a parent of a son who h as benefited
from the IDEA, could you quickly talk about what the law's m andate, which is to help students achieve "full participation, .independe nt living, a nd economic s elf-sufficiency," m eans to your family?
Mr. PERKINS. It is huge. Luke, w ithout a n appropriat e education,
would h ave-was in a very r estricted situation. He basically lived
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his life in his house and in a special needs classroom and school,
and that was it. That was the only context that he could be in. And
behaviors and a lack of tools to deal with his disability really restricted him.
Now he has a good life. He enjoys what he does. H e is able to
get joy ~mt of interaction with peers, with his family. It is meantit is a huge difference in his life.
Senator KLOBUCHAR. Thank you so much.
Mr. Calemine, just again, briefly, we have little time, I h ave
questioned the nominee a lot on the Gutierrez case, which is the
concurrence that he did to his own opinion regarding the Chevron
doctrine. And, as you know, Chevron allows some deference to administrative decisions by agencies.
Could you just briefly talk a bout the uncertainty this would create for safety rules in your industry, i f this was overturned for
workers?
Mr. CALEMINE . As I mentioned earlier, the rule that allows us to
refuse hazardous work, to do hazardous work, is a rule that is not
explicitly in the OSH Act. It has been developed through agency interpretations of the statute.
So this creates an opportunity, if the courts are not going to follow Chevron deference, it creates an opportunity to just strip those
kinds of rights away. And those rightsh as we speak, a re saving
lives right now. That is wh at is at stake ere.
Senator KLOBUCHAR. Thank you very much.
Last, Ms. Massimino, thank you s o much for being h ere. You
talked about , in your written t estimony, about the importa nce of
ch ecks a nd ba la nces. The Constitution gives the Pres ident certain
powers as Commander-in-Chief, but those pow ers have the potentia l to b e abused if they are unchecked.
How should the Supreme Court a pproa ch, in your mind, with
your background with human rights , how s h ould the Supreme
Court approach the b a lance b etween n ational security a nd civil
rights? And what does the judge's record s uggest a bout how h e
would assess presidential assertions of E xecutive a uthority?
Ms. MASSIMINO. Tha nk you.
Well, it is often said that there needs to be a balance between
security and liberty, but we know from long experience now that
respect for huma n rights and individual dignity is the foundation
of peace a nd security in t he world. That was the w isdom of the
Universal Declaration of Human Rights that Eleanor Roosevelt
pushed forward, and it remains true today .
I hea rd Judge Gorsuch testify the other day that no m an is above
the l aw, a nd that is an important t en et for our democ racy. But unfortunat ely, we know from sad exp erience, fairly r ecent, tha t is not
enough .
When the B ush a dministration authorized torture and other
a buse against detainees, t orture was a lrea dy a F ederal crime. And
the problem was that the administration, a nd, in pa rticular , many
of its lawyers, had a different v iew of the law.
So it is not enough to say tha t no ma n is ab ove the law. According to the legal memos that were prepared at that time by Bush
a dminis t ration lawyers, they believed t hat the law against torture
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allowed torture. This is the sort of "Alice in Wonderland" kind of
situation that we were in.
And that is why 1 find that email that Senator Feinstein pointed
to from Mr. Gorsuch while he was at the Justice Department one
of the most troubling things about his record. He was basically arguing there that the Bush administration ought to interpret the
McCain amendment-one of the strongest and most bipartisan
pieces of anti-torture legislation that this body has ever enactedas actually codifying and legalizing torture, rather than prohibiting
it.
And when Judge Gorsuch was asked the other day in the hearing
whether there were any circumstances in which it would be .lawful
for a President to authorize torture or to authorize an act that was
specifically prohibited through an act of Congress, he did not answer that question. I think it is very important, particularly in this
environment where we have a President that is asserting these
kinds of powers, to get an answer.
Each branch of government has to play its role, and it is going
to be particularly important that the Supreme Court is willing to
stand up to Executive overreach in the era that we are in now.
So I urge you to get clarity from Judge Gorsuch about his specific
views on those issues.
Senator KLOBOCHAR. Thank you very much.
Chairman GRASSLEY. Senator Lea hy.
Senator LEAHY. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
I appreciate all of you being here.
I have a question for Mr. Jameel J a ffer. I grew up in a family
that believes very strongly in the Constitution, especially the First
Amendment. They had owned a small weekly newspaper and a
printing business. They said the right to practice any religion you
want, or none if you want, is important. The fact that you could
say what you want is important. If you guarantee all that, you
guarantee diversity. If you guarantee diversity, you guarantee a democracy. But you also have to have a n independent judiciary.
I asked. Judge Gorsuch to give me a clea r answer to basic questions. I asked. him whether the First Amendment prohibits the
President from imposing a religious litmus test on entry into this
country. I thought it would be a fairly easy question. He said it is
currently being litigated, so he could not discuss it. I meant it as
a softball.
So does the Constitution allow the President to impose a religious litmus test for entry into the United States?
Mr. JAMEEL JAFFER. Of course not, Senator Leahy.
Senator LEAHY. And does it concern you that he would not answer that question?
Mr. JAMEEL JAFFER. You know, I think that there is a bigger
concern here. You know, some of the responses that Judge Gorsuch
gave to questions like this, including about-including in response
to questions about Executive power, I think we are very abstract.
And I do not think it is enough, for example, to say no person
is above the law in response to a question about the Youngstown
framework. You know , the. dispute 10 years ago over torture was
not a dispute between people on one side who said we should follow
the law a nd on the other side people who said we should not follow
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the law. Everybody claimed to be following the law, including the
Bush administration officials who authorized torture.
So really, I am hoping that, in questions for the record, the Committee will be able to get Judge Gorsuch to speak more specifically
about the role he envisions for the judiciary in the context of national security.
Senator LEAHY. Hope springs eternal, but do not hope too much.
He might.
But, Ms. Massimino, you would think someone with my Italian
background, an Italian mother, I could pronounce that correctly.
You raised the actions of the Justice Department, and I am very
concerned that he declined to answer any questions regarding his
role there, what his views were, even though documents indicate
that he helped the Bush administration justify torture, indefinite
detention, and warrantless surveillance.
Should we be concerned about that work?
Ms. MASSIMINO. I think you should. And you know, that period
of time in our history was so important to our democracy. We talk
a lot here about the law, but, you know1 it turned out that the lawyers were actually, in many respects, even more important than
the law because they were the ones who were trying to interpret
what the law meant.
And there were other people at tha t time, government lawyers,
who were extrem ely troubled w hen they found out wh a t was going
on, and they tried to stop it. And from the record tha t we h ave
h er e, it does not a ppear tha t Judge Gorsuch was one of them .
Sena tor LEAHY. Well, it was a great expa n sion of Executive
power tha t m any of us questioned.
In my remaining time, I know, Mr. P erkins, m a ny of us know
about the st ory of Luke. And, you know, I would h at e to h ave been
in your shoes, but I think I would have felt the s am e way .
But we found out yest erday Judge Gorsqch's application of the
Individua ls w ith Disabilities Education Act was turned down by
the U.S. Supreme C ourt. They said the standards are m arkedly
more dem anding tha n the st a nda rd that Judge Gorsuch creat ed in
your son's case.
How did you feel about-what did you think when you heard the
Supreme Court?
Mr. PERKINS. I was very h a ppy that they reversed a trend that
clearly Judge Gorsuch and the Tenth Circuit had been p art of to
water down the standards for progress such tha t they were of minimal practica l benefit. And even with these very watered-down
standa rds that we r e pa rt of Luke's educa tion program , he was only
m eeting 25 percent of his objectives, but I really appreciated the
fact that Judge Roberts-or Chief Justice Robe rts used words like
eve ry child s hould h ave the chance to meet challenging objectives.
That, indeed , is the case. And wh en that can h appen , even a child
with severe disability can make tremendous progress.
Sena tor LEAHY. Tha nk you very much .
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
And I tha nk the S enator from H awaii.
Chairman GRASSLEY. Senator Hirono.
Sena tor HIRONO. Tha nk you, Mr. Chairman.
Thank you all for being h ere.
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Mr. Perkins, yesterday was a good day for your family with the
Supreme Court's decision.
IDEA is what I would call remedial legislation meant to protect
a class or a group of people-in this case, people with disabilities.
And generally, remedial legislation-not even generally. Remedial
legislation should be broadly interpreted, broadly interpreted to effect its purpose.
So when you were before Judge Gorsuch and you saw that opinion, do you think that Judge Gorsuch did, in fact, do that, broadly
interpret IDEA to effect its purpose, in your son's case?
Mr. PERKINS. Absolutely not. In fact, he did the exact opposite.
He took precedent that, frankly, in light of yesterday's decision,
was already inappropriately narrow or restrictive, and further restricted that interpretation, such that I really wondered why would
Congress even bother, if that is really what IDEA meant?
Senator HIRONO . So do you think that, if Judge Gorsuch had
looked at legislative history, perhaps, of what was behind IDEA,
that he may have issued a more expansive ruling than his dissent
showed?
Mr. PERKINS. I would hope so. I know that his picture of what
he felt the law sa id was a huge distortion of what the actual intent
was . And so I would have hoped that, if he had looked into it some
more, he might have been a ble to see that he h ad reached a wrong
conclusion a nd m aybe backtracked in his judicia l reasoning a nd
come to a more appropriate conclusion.
Senator HIRONO. So I underst and that your family ha d a lot of
r esources. You are a doctor. You h ad parents who h elped you. You
did different things to accommodate the needs of your child.
And I am wondering whether, as you sat there before Judge
Gorsuch, know ing that your family is one of literally thousands,
hundreds of thousands, in our country who h ave children who look
to the IDEA for the kind of educational support that they require,
what did you think a bout all the families who do not have the kind
of resources that you have and what Judge Gorsuch's ruling would
have done to t he ir ability t o do t he b est for t h eir child with disabilities?
Mr. PERKINS. Actually, that is probably one of the most frequent
thoughts tha t we h ad through this whole legal process, is just realizing how overwhelmed we were. With all of the resources, financial, family support resources that we were blessed with, we were
overwhelmed. And to think that the people out there-I mea n ,
m any of my patients, I think h ow in the world, if they h ad h a d
Luke in their family, could they h ave done this?
And having a child with a sever e disability is completely overwhelming, a nd sometimes it may seem impossible. I mean , even for
us w ith our resources, we felt at m any times t ha t this may be impossible, because the law a pparently is not on our side.
Senator HIRONO. Thank you.
With the brief time that 1 have left, I would like to ask Mr.
Calemine, we h ave concerns about how Judge Gorsuch would rule
in cases r ela ting to workers' rights a nd unions, a nd I referred to
his decis ion in NLRB u. Community Health Services.
Is that a decision you ar e familiar w ith?
Mr. CALEMINE. Yes. I ha d to look back in my notes here.
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Senator HIRONO. Okay, familiar enough.
Mr. CALEMINE. A little bit.
Senator HIRONO. So he had a dissent there that really disadvantaged these workers who had been illegally denied longer hours1
and it affected their pay, so they had to get another job.
Would you share your thoughts on Judge Gorsuch's dissent and
his overall judicial record on workers' rights, really briefly?
Mr. CALEMINE . Briefly, the dissent in that case involved, I believe, Judge Gorsuch saying that these hospital workers who had
been unlawfully-their hours had been reduced unlawfully. They
went out and got other jobs to try to make up for their loss of income.
What Judge Gorsuch wanted to do in his dissent was to subtract
the money that they earned from those outside jobs from the total
backpay award, which meant-it does not recognize-it is an example of not recognizing what life is like for somebody working for
hourly pay trying to make ends meet.
Just going out and getting another job itself is a big problem.
You have n ew schedules. You have family issues.
Senator HIRONO. So my question really was whether you think
that, on the Supreme Court, he would continueMr. CALEMINE. That is the concern.
Senator HIRONO [continuing]. A very restrained view of workers'
rights.
Mr. CALEMINE. That is the concern we have, that the workers'
perspective is not going to see a fair shake here.
Senator HIRONO. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman GRASSLEY. I have one question, and then I will turn
to Senator Feinstein. When she is done, we will bring on the next
panel.
Judge Kane, I bet this is the first time since 1977 you have been
before this Committee. Is that right?
Judge KANE. That is correct, Senator.
Chairman GRASSLEY. You have been a judge for 40 years, but before that, you were a public defender. When you were a public defender, did you a dopt every position of your client?
Judge KANE . Well, I represented a number of murder defendants,
and I did not agree with them on that.
[Laughter.]
Chairman GRASSLEY. So you can represent somebody without
agreeing with them, just like Judge Gorsuch when he was in DOJ
could also represent his sup eriors, as their counsel?
Judge KANE. Absolutely.
Chairman GRASSLEY. Okay.
Senator Feinstein.
Senator FE1NSTE1N. Your Honor, I would just say, this is just my
view, that for those in government, the standard has to be a little
bit different. You have to do what is right.
And this goes up even to the launching of a nuclear bomb. I
asked someone who was in a position once, if you thought the
President was absolutely wrong in what h e was doing, would you
deny a launch? And the answer was no.
And tha t caused m e to think about the obligation that we h ave
as service in government to do what is right as far as we know it.
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And I think that even affects attorneys who have bosses because,
in this caseJ lives are a real problem.
In any event, I would like just quickly to put in the record the
Supreme Court's opinion in the IDEA case.
And I would like to just quote a few lines. "To meet its substantive obligation under the IDEA, a school must offer an" educational improvement plan "reasonably calculated to enable a child
to make progress appropriate in light of the child's circumstances.
The 'reasonably calculated' qualification reflects a recognition that
crafting an appropriate program of education requires a prospective
judgment by school officials,''
So I would like to put that in the record, if I may, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman GRASSLEY. Without objection, so ordered.
[The information appears as a submission for the record.]
Senator FEINSTEIN. The second. thing, in response to my friend
and colleague who spoke about the Detainee Treatment Act, Senator Graham, I was McCain's cosponsor on his bill, and I would
like to read from his statement on the floor on February 13, 2008.
And in this, he makes clear that his view of the Detainee Treatment Act in 2005 outlawed waterboa:rding. He says, "I stated during the passage of that law that a fair reading of the prohibition
on cruel, inhumane, and degrading treatment outlaws
waterboarding and other extreme techniques."
So I would ask that this statement be part of the record, and a lso
the opinion in this case.
Chairman GRASSLEY. Without objection, so ordered.
[The information appears as a submission for the record.]
Chairman GRASSLEY. Now should I go to Senator Blumenthal.
Senator FEINSTEIN. Yes.
Chairman GRASSLEY. Senator Blumenthal.
Senator BLUMENTHAL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
And thanks to the members of the panel for sharing your msights and experience with Judge Gorsuch.
I have a question for Mr. Calemine, but others are free to an swer
it as well.
As you know, the importance of our consideration h ere is not
only the results. In fact , even more important than the results is
the judge's method of reasoning, his approach to analysis in cases.
And a couple cases I think are illustrative.
In Compass Environmental, I nc. u. OSHRC , Judge Gorsuch voted
to overturn a fine that was imposed by the Department of Labor
against a company whose failure to properly train a worker actua lly caused a death.
In TransAm Trucking u. Administrative Review Board, as we all
know now from the discussion that took place when he testified
h ere, he voted to reverse the judgment of both a n administrative
judge and the Depa rtment of Labor, which held that a truck driver
had been improperly fired in violation of Federal law. The truck
driver abandoned his truck in subfreezing weather when the h eater
in his cab failed to function, and did so, in essence, to save his own
life.
I wonder if you could comment about the purpose of the laws
that he was interpreting here, and why you have reservations
about his an alytica l a pproach , his method of reasonin g in ap-
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proaching these laws, and other cases that have the same effect?
And I open the same question to others on the panel.
Mr. CALEMINE. Thank you.
So the purpose of the laws in the two cases that you. just mentioned, Compass .E nvironmental and TransAm Trucking, the purpose of those laws is to protect workers' health and safety. And one
of the most alarming things about one of those cases is Judge
Gorsuch describing those purposes as ephemeral and generic.
In other words, there is not enough concrete there to allow those
purposes to guide how we interpret these laws.
So instead, we turn to things like the Oxford English Dictionary,
which he did in that particular case.
Another concern from the other case, from Compass Environmental, is his description of OSHA's powers as being remarkable.
And in that case, a worker had been electrocuted to death, and the
remarkable power imposed by OSHA was a $5,550 fine, just a
$5,500 fine on the employer, and that is described as remarkable.
And that is a concern because workers in this country rely on
that agency and other agencies to enforce their rights every day,
and we have come to rely on those interpretations.
We want to know what the law is. We do not want the Second
Edition 1989 Oxford English Dictionary to suddenly be pulled out
to change that law , a nd that is what almost happened in TransAm
Trucking, a rewrite of the law.
Senator BLUMENTHAL. Any other members of the panel?
Ms. BRESSACK. If I might, Senator?
Senator BLUMENTHAL. Sure.
Ms. BRESSACK. I am comforted to hear that you specifically note
that we are not just going to look at the res ults of cases in judging
Judge Gorsuch, because, obviously, he has been on the bench for
10 years, so we are focused on certain cases in which h e m ay h ave
ruled against certain workers, but there are a number of other decisions that I believe the panel-the Committee is aware of, where
he ruled in favor of workers.
And I believe that the approach h e applies in all of those cases,
irrespective of the result, is to look at the text that was passed by
Congress and apply it fairly to the facts before him. And I believe
that it is that process that does not change. It is the results that
change based on, obviously, the facts of the case before him, as applied to the st a tute.
Senator BLUMENTHAL. And the reason I asked about the reasoning and analytica l approach is precisely the answer that has
just been given. To regard a worker protection statute or the concept of h ealth and safety as ephemeral a nd generic is, in my view,
a gross understatement of the purpose of these laws, which are
basic to people who leave their homes in the morning1 say goodbye
to their families , expecting to come home a t the end of the day
without having been injured, maimed, or killed. That is the purpose of these laws. That purpose is not generic or ephemeral. It is
urgent and important.
And Mr. Calemine I think well-stated the reservation I have
based on his use of that la nguage.
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And by the way, I have been here for 7 years. I have never heard
any United States Senator quote the Oxford dictionary for the
meaning of a term. Never. Not once.
And yet, Judge Gorsuch uses it very, very abundantly in his
opinions to seek a definitioh for how he is going to apply a statute.
That is not a real-world approach to health and safety.
And it concerns me, and that is why I asked the question.
But it is not the result alone. In those cases, I was concerned
about the result. He probably has ruled for individuals. And we
have been throwing around this term, the "little guy." It does not
matter whether it is a big or little person or a group of people. It
is more the concept of preserving worker safety that is important.
Thank you.
Chairman GRASSLEY. Thank you, Senator Blumentha l.
Thank you all for your presentation, more importantly for your
preparation and for informing the Committee.
Thank you very much.
And will the second panel come, but while the second panel
comes-and please do not sit down until I swear.
But I want to inform the Members-Senator FEINSTEIN. Swear you in, you. mean. You are not just
going to swear.
Ch a irma n GRASSLEY. Yes, swear in.
H ere is what I would like to ha ve the Members think about. We
will not get through this pa nel p resentation-12 :25 is when the
vote starts, so I think we are going to go with this pan el until
12:35. And then we will recess, and. I will vote a t the end of the
first vot e, and then vote on the second vote immedia t ely.
So that means we probably will reconvene this panel about 1 :05
or LlO, in that period of time, and then we will have the rest of
the panel p resentation a nd the questions . And then we have yet
one more pa n el, I believe one more pa nel a fter that .
[Witnesses sworn .]
Chairman GRASSLEY. Thank you.
I am going to do something that I forgot to do, and it was very
wrong, my not doing it. I did not say anything about the last panel
individua lly.
J eff La mken is a founding partner of MoloLamken, and he
clerked for Justice O'Connor .
H eather McGhee is president of Demos.
I s that how you-Ms. MCGHEE. Demos.
Chairman GRASSLEY. Demos. Okay.
Professor Lawrence Solum is a Carmack Wat erhouse Professor of
Law, Georgetown.
F atima Goss Graves, senior vice president for program and president-elect of the National Women's Law Center.
Professor Jonatha n Turley is on TV all the time. That does not
s ay that here, but I can say it. He is the J .B . and Maurice C. Shapiro Professor of Public Interest Law, George Washington University Law School.
P at Gallagh er is director of the Environmenta l Law Program , Sierra Club.
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Karen Harned is executive director at the National Federation of
Independent Business Small Business Legal Center.
And Eve Hill is partner with Brown Goldstein Levy. She previously served as Deputy Assistant Attorney General for the Civil
Rirrhts Division from 2011 to 2017.
We will start there, and we will go until we see how this vote
goes.
STATEMENT OF JEFF LAMKEN, PARTNER,
MOLOLAMKEN,WASHINGTON,DC

Mr. LAMKEN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, Ranking Member F einstein, Members of the Committee, for the opportunity to speak to
you about Judge Gorsuch.
Since clerking for Justice O'Connor in 1992, I have had the honor
of arguing 23 cases before the U.S. Supreme Court, many of those
as Assistant to the Solicitor General, first under Seth Waxman,
who was President Clinton's Solicitor General, and then later
under Ted. Olson, who was President Bush's.
I have known N eil Gorsuch-Neil, as I have always known himas a colleague and a friend for more than 20 years. My wife, who
is here today, has known him even longer, because she went to law
school with him.
I like to think I helped recruit Neil to Kellogg Huber after his
S upreme Court clerkship a nd his time at Oxford. I think I m ay
h ave edited the first brief he ever w rote as a young lawyer. I understa nd he has improved substa ntia lly since then , a nd I can t ell
Senator Sasse that h e n ever once used the word "bigly" in a brief.
Of course, from the outset, it was always clear to a ll of us that
he was not only smart and thoughtful and a great writer, but he
h a d great judgment. In both the literal and figurative sense, he
ha d gray ha ir from the beginning of his career.
But I want to speak to you a bout som ething other than Jqdge
Gorsuch's legal acumen . I want to speak to you about his kindness,
his compassion, his generosity of spirit as a pers on, and why those
values a re integr a l to who he is and what we should expect from
him from the Bench.
Since I first got to know Neil many year s ago, h e has been one
of my dearest friends. We both have two daughters, his a bit older
than mine. And he h as always been there for me to listen , to advise, a nd to commiserate about the tria ls and travails of the oftendifficult project that is being a parent.
I h ave vivid m emories of st anding in Neil's backyard in Colorado
a fte r h e became a judge, talking ab out what then seemed to m e a
very difficult moment. As we spoke, we s cooped up horse ma nure,
while his family's pet goat Nibbles tried to ram the judge. I h onestly never understood what they saw in that goat.
Neil's kindness resonated throughout his family, excluding the
goat, of course. His dau ghters were a lways s o sweet to my children,
even though my kids we.re considerably younger.
I remember Neil and his kids repeatedly leading one of my kids
through one of life's adventures by the h and, whether trying to bala nce on s kis or trying on hats a t a depa rtment store. If something
h appens to m e a nd m y wife, Neil stands in line to inherit my children .
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Some people say, if you w ant a friend in Washington, get a dog.
Those people never got to know Neil Gorsuch; his wife, Louise; or
his family. Simply put, Judge Gorsuch is a thoroughly decent and
kind person.
So why does that matter to this body as it is considering his
nomination? As a former colleague of mine from the Solicitor General's Office told me, if you have someone who is that good a person, it means he listens. It means he truly hears. It means he can
be persuaded. That is, to my mind, the most essential attribute for
a Supreme Court Justice.
The Supreme Court has an argument calendar, but the printed
list of cases and counsel the Court prepares for each session is
called the "hearing list." It is the chance for people to be heard.
When the Chief Just ice calls each case, he says we will hear argument in case number, and then he gives the case number and case
name. The key words there are "hear argument," not just have argument, but hear it.
I know that everyone who appears before Judge Gorsuch 1 before
Neil, will be heard, genuinely heard, regardless of who they are)
who they r epresent, their position, or the nature of the controversy.
His kindness and his humility make him place extraordinary value
on listening to the lawyers, to his colleagues, and to those with
backgrounds different from his own, who may come at the matter
from a different angle or insight borne of differ ent experien ces.
I have heard a lot of speculation over the last few days and
months about how Judge Gorsuch might rule on this m atter or the
othe r . I do not know how h e might rule. I do n ot think he knows.
These a re often really ha rd cases . That is why they get to the
Supreme Court, beca use they a re h ard, because the judges disa gree. But I do know that Judge Gorsuch will struggle w ith those
ha rd cases.
H e will immerse himself .in the law, in precedent, in the context,
in the record, in t h e briefs a nd the arguments. He will list en to the
litigant s, listen to his colleagues, t o histor y, to experience a nd its
less ons. And he will decide the cases based on where those things
lead him at the end of the case, based on the force of the better
a rgument, not based on a preexisting intuition that may predate
the case's beginning.
That, I believe, is precisely w hat we should all hope for from our
judges and Justices. That is true whether you consider yourself a
Democrat like me, or a Refublica n, or an independent. If the Senat e believes that as well, believe that Judge Gorsuch should be
confirmed .
Tha nk you.
[The prepa red st a tement of Mr. La mken a ppears as a submission
for the record.]
Cha irma n GRASSLEY. Thank you, Mr. Lamken.
Now Ms. McGhee.
STATEMENT OF HEATHER MCGHEE,
PRESIDENT, DEMOS, NEW YORK, NEW YORK

Ms. MCGHEE . Cha irma n Grassley, Ra nking Member F einstein,
M ember s of the Committee, tha nk you s o much for the privilege of
testifying he r e today.
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My name is Heather McGhee, and I am the president of Demos,
a public policy organization working for an America where we all
have an equal say in our democracy and an equal chance in our
economy.
What is at stake is not just the critical issues that you have
heard about over the past few days, but the way that we the people
make decisions about all of the issues that we face as a Nation and
whose voices are heard in that process.
Judge Neil Gorsuch has the potential to be the deciding vote to
destroy the few remaining safeguards against big money corrupting
our politics completely. His troubling record on money in politics
requires this Committee to reject his nomination to the U.S. Supreme Court.
I would like to make three basic points today. First that the way
that we fund our campaigns in the U.S. enables wealthy individuals and institutions to take their economic might and translate
that directly into political power. Second, the Supreme Court's activism in striking down democratically enacted safeguards is what
has brought us to this perilous place in our history. In the world's
oldest democracy, nearly nine out of 10 Americans have lost so
much faith in our system that they think a total overhaul is needed.
Senators) we are ·near a breaking point-nine out of 10. It is hard
t o imagine things getting worse, a nd yet the prospect of a lifetime
seat for Judge Gorsuch h as given us a glimpse.
Fortunately, there is a n overwh elming bipartisan consen sus supporting pro-democracy reforms , even though Neil Gorsuch is far
outside of that consensus. Your constituents want you to st and up
to big money, and your vote on this pivotal Supreme Court seat
will b e on e of the best chances you will ever have to do so.
Leading political scientists have concluded that our Government
n ow resembles a plutocracy .more than a representative democracy.
Just 25 individuals pumped m ore tha n $600 million into last year's
elections. Less tha n 1 percent of the population provides the vast
m ajority of the funds that determine who runs for office, who wins
elections, a nd what issues get attention from elected officials .
They say that he who pays the piper calls the tune, a nd so, of
course, our public policies are skewed toward the wealthy and
away from working-class families and people of color who remain
massively underrepresented a mong top donors a nd in the halls of
power.
The role of the Suprem e Court in creating this crisis cannot be
emphasized enough .
Last week , Demos released a report calculating how much extra
m oney h as flowed into politics becaus e of Supreme Court rulings
striking down campaign fina nce laws. We found that, in the 2016
election cycle, court decisions were responsible for nearly ha lf of all
the big money spent.
Still, it is not too la t e to reverse course. The Roberts Court campaign-finance rulings h ave been 5-4 decisions in which the majority's b asic assumptions a bout politics have been proven false, including the idea that so-called independent expenditures are actua lly independent of candidates and, therefore, cannot be corrupting,
a nd that disclosure laws would be effective.
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With a Supreme Court that was responsive to the facts rather
than ideology, we could end the super-PACs that the Court created
a nd begin to restore our democracy.
But Judge Neil Gorsuch would have been with the majority in
Citizens United. His overall record puts him to the right of Scalia.
And on the question of money in politics, he would take us even
further down the Roberts Court's extreme path.
Judge Gorsuch has had two directly relevant cases. In Hobb_y
Lobby, he voted to expand First Amendment rights for corporations, building on Citizens Vnited's troubling logic . In Riddle V.
Hickenlooper, h e went out of his way to signal openness to applying
the harshest possible standard of review to campaign contribution
limits, which would deem a wea lthy donor's check worthy of more
constitutional protection than the Court has consistently offered for
our most precious right to vote.
Judge Gorsuch was given an opportunity in this room to distance
himself from one of the most unpopular court cases in American
history, and he failed to do so.
Thankfully, outside of the Beltway, this is not a partisan issue
at all. Ninety-one percent of President Trump's own voters thought
it was important that he appoint someone to the Supreme Court
who would be open to limiting big money in politics. Seventy percent of Republicans say that Congress should rej ect a ny nominee
wh o "will help the wealthy a nd the privileged wield too much
power in our elections."
The Ame rican people a re dema nding change t o a politica l syst em
tha t favors the a lready wealthy a nd well-connect ed.
So we urge you to vote against Judge Gorsuch1s nomina tion and
t o t ell your constituents tha t a key reason you did so w as t o st and
with them over big money. They will thank you, and I think you.
[The prepa red statement of Ms. McGhee a ppears as a submis sion
for the record.]
Senat or CRAPO [presiding]. Thank yo u very much.
P rofessor Solum.
STATEMENT OF LAWRENCE SOLUM, CARMACK WATERHOUSE
PROFESSOR OF LAW, GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY LAW
CENTER, WASHINGTON, DC

Professor SOLUM. Thankyou very much, Sen ator.
Ranking Member F einstein, I vot ed for you in 1992, a nd it is a
pleasure to a ppear before you t oday.
M y st atement concerns a n a spect of Judge Gorsuch's judicial philosophy--originalism. And over the course of these h earings, I
think we ha ve learned several things a bout origina lism , a nd there
a re still some thin~s that I think might b e clear ed up.
What is origina hsm? It consists of three basic ideas.
The first idea is that the m eaning of the Constitution should be
its original public mea ning, the m eaning of the words and phras es
in context to ''we the people."
The second idea is that m eaning is fixed, not that the law is
fixed, but that the meaning of the wor ds is fixed a t the time they
a re written .
And the final idea is that original public m eaning should const rain what judges do, tha t judges , the P residen t , the Members of
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this august body, are all bound by the original public meaning of
the Constitution.
Over the course of the past 3 days, we have learned some other
things. We have learned that there are a number of myths about
originalism, and I think that those myths have, for the most part,
been cleared up.
Originalism does not ask the question, what would Madison do?
A very silly question, when we try to apply the Constitution to
modern circumstances.
We have learned that the words of the Constitution can be
adapted to new circumstances. At the time the Constitution was
adopted, California did not exist. It was not a State. But we have
no problem concluding that, nonetheless, California is now a State
and entitled to two Senators in this body.
We have learned that Brown v. Board, one of the most important
decisions in the history of the Supreme Court, is not inconsistent
with the original meaning 0f the Constitution. As Judge McConnell
demonstrated in 1995, Brown v. Board was required by the original
meaning of the Constitution.
And we have learned this very clearly, that originalism is not inconsistent with precedent.
What I would like to say today, most importantly, is that
originalism is in the mainstream of American jurisprudence,
originalism in the mainstream of American jurisprudence because,
throughout our history, for the most part, with some important exceptions, the Supreme Court has been an originalist court.
But originalism is in the m ainstream for another reason.
Originalism can a nd should be endorsed by both Democrats and
Republicans, by progressives and conservatives. This point is important to me personally. I am not a conservative. I am not a libertaria n . I am not a Republican. But I do believe in originalism.
Why is that? It is because I am convinced that giving powe r to
judges to override the Constitution, to impose their own vis ion of
constitutional law, is dangerous for everyone.
If you are a Democrat and you know that the next Justice to the
U.S. Supreme Court will be appointed by a Republican President
and confirmed by Republican Senate, would you prefer tha t an
originalist like Judge Gorsuch be a ppointed or would you prefer a
conservative Justice who is a living constitutionalist who believes
that their values are an appropria te ground for modifying or overriding the constitutional text?
There is a final reason that originalism is in the mainstream.
The Supreme Court has n ever claimed the right to override the
Constitution. There are cases where the Supreme Court did, in
fact, depart from original m eaning. But in all of those cases, the
Supreme Court either strained to m a ke its decision consistent with
the text or ignored the text altogether.
I support Judge Gorsuch's nomination because he is an
originalist.
[The p repar ed statement of Professor Solum appears as a submission for the record.]
Senator CRAPO. Thank you, Professor Solum.
Ms. Graves.
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STATEMENT OF FATIMA GOSS GRAVES, SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT FOR PROGRAM AND PRESIDENT-ELECT, NATIONAL
WOMEN'S LAW CENTER, WASHINGTON, DC

Ms. GRAVES. Thank you, Senator, Ranking Member Feinstein,
and the Committee. My name is Fatima Goss Graves, and I am
senior vice president for program and president-elect of the National Women)s Law Center.
Since 1972, the center has been involved in virtually every major
effort to secure and defend women's legal rights.
I thank you for your invitation to testify today and ask that my
full written testimony be submitted.
Over the past few days, Judge Gorsuch has talked a lot about
how he follows the law rather than his personal views or his feelings, and that he applies the law to facts. But a review of his
record shows that, time and again, his approach to the law gives
the benefit of the doubt to employers, to politicians, to other powerful entities rather than the vulnerable individuals who rely on the
law for protection. And time and again, this approach disadvantages women.
If you take the case of Betty Pinkerton, an administrative assistant whose sexual harassment claim was dismissed, Judge Gorsuch
ruled against Ms. Pinkerton on the grounds that her failure to report the harassm ent she faced for a ll of 2 months was unreasonable.
During that period, she had to listen to her boss ask about her
breast size, ask about her sexual habits. And, under Title VII,
these sorts of remarks only b ecome a pattern of harassment as
they a dd up over time.
If she complained too early under Title VII, she would have no
claim. And waiting 2 months, under Judge Gorsuch's approach,
again, she h ad no claim.
This is an approach that ignores the workplace realities that the
law is designed to address a nd the very na ture of workplace harassment.
Or if you take the Hobby Lobby case, in which a corporation challe nged the Affordable Care Act's birth control benefit, which r~
quires health insurance plans to provide birth control without costsharing-access to contraception means, for women, the a bility to
plan their lives, to plan their futures. And the birth control benefit
relieves women of a steep financial burden, which can run as high
as $1,000 in upfront costs.
Judge Gorsuch joined the T enth Circuit holding under the Religious Freedom Restoration Act that an employer's religious beliefs
could override a n employee's right to birth control under the Affordable Care Act, including an especially extreme holding that
promoting gender equa lity in public health, the very goals of the
birth control benefit, were not compelling government interest.
His concurring opinion was stunning in its refusal to even acknowledge the hea lth impact and the financia l burden on women
who would lose insurance coverage under his approach.
Ultimately, the case reached the Supreme Court. And unlike the
decis ions joined and written by Judge Gorsuch, the Supreme Court
instructed that, as a part of RFRA's balancing test, courts must
consider the impact on women.
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Judge Gorsuch's record also shows hostility to the Constitution's
protections of the most persona l a nd intimate decisions, which is
the basis for the right to birth control and the right to abortion.
Yesterday, J udge Gorsuch declined to say whether Roe u. Wade
was correctly decided, merely acknowledging that it is actually
precedent of the Court. And he refused to answer key questions
about other areas of the law that are core to women1s lives.
When he was questioned about letters from former students who
claimed that they had-that he had suggested companies can and
should ask women and only women about their pregnancy plans
and their family plans, even in explaining this incident, Judge
Gorsuch shockingly refused to acknowledge that such behavior
would violate Title VII.
And to be clear, statements like these are wildly at odds with the
very letter and the very purpose of Title VII and the Family Medical Leave Act.
Finally, we reviewed Judge Gorsuch's record against a highly unusual backdrop, including promises made by President Trump that
his nominee would overturn Roe automatically, and that he would
be selected from lists approved by the Heritage Foundation a nd by
the Federalist Society, a really highly unusual occurrence, to say
the least.
When you put these extraordinary promises together with the
judge's record and. his refusal to provide anything but platitudes
about his judicial philosophy to this Committee, there is only one
possible conclusion, and that it is that Judge Gorsuch should not
be confirmed.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Graves appears as a submission
for the record.]
Senator CRAPO. Thank you, Ms. Graves.
And to the remaining witnesses on the panel, and the Members
of the Committee, we are about halfway through a vote, and we are
going to need to take a recess to go vote.
So what we will do is a lso give a few extra minutes to that recess, so that folks can get a bite to eat, if they can.
In fact, do we have two votes?
C~airman GRASSLEY. I will be back here about 1:10 to take up
agam.
Senator CRAPO. Okay. So we will recess until 1:10 and continue
our deliberations a t that point.
The Committee is in recess.
[Recess.]
Chairman GRASSLEY. I will abrogat e the recess, but I want to explain something. This vote that we thought would get two votes
done by 1:10, the first vote is not going to end until about 1:20. So
I will have a chance to get through four people's testimony, and
then if we have hopefully a Republican and Democrat vote and
they are over h ere, so I can go finish voting. If you wonder about
the importance of voting for me, I have not missed a vote since
1993, so that is about 7,900 votes without missing a vot e, and I do
not intend to miss another one.
Professor Turley.
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STATEMENT OF JONATHAN TURLEY, J.B. AND MAURICE C.
SHAPIRO PROFESSOR OF PUBLIC INTEREST LAW, THE
GEORGE WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY LAW SCHOOL, WASHINGTON, DC

Professor TURLEY. Thank you, Chairman Grassley and Members
of the Senate Judiciary Committee. It is an honor to appear before
you today to discuss the nomination of Judge Neil M . Gorsuch for
the U.S. Supreme Court. I believe that a nominee should be extraordinary to merit the distinction of being one of nine on our
highest court. I should state at the outset that I do not agree with
all of Judge Gorsuch's legal views. However, I believe Judge
Gorsuch to be an exceptional choice for the Court.
While many have focused on replacing a conservative with another conservative, the primary concern should be to replace an intellectual with another intellectual. Judge Gorsuch is precisely that
type of nominee who has the intellectual reach and vigor to sit in
the chair of the late Antonin Scalia.
One of the primary complaints regarding past nominees has been
a lack of substantive writings or opinions on major legal issues of
our time. Such thin records can make for good nominees. They do
not make for great Justices. Judge Gorsuch is a refreshing departure from that trend. He has a record of well-considered writings
both as a jutlge and as an author, so this is not a blind date. We
have a very good idea of who Judge Gorsuch is and the type of Justice he will be.
In my written testimony, I have focused on two aspects of the
nomina tion : first, I have addressed the criteria often used to evaluat e a nominee; and, second, I have looked at the cases by Judge
Gorsuch with a particular emphasis on separation of powers, agency r eview, and Chevron .
Every President and Senator has expressed a commitment to
placing the best and the brightest on the Court, though few agree.
on the qualitative m easures needed to guarantee that goal. Historically, the record is not encouraging, to be frank. Our respect for the
Court often blinds us to the fact that our Justices have ranged
from towering figures to virtual nonentities. To be blunt, we have
had more misses than hits when it has come t o appointments onto
the Court. Top candidates are often rejected due to writings and
views that might attract opposition. The result is a preference for
nominees with "clean" records that have no public thoughts challenging conventional theories, devoid of any particularly interesting
ideas.
That is not the case with this nominee. Judge Gorsuch has actively participa ted in debating some of the toughest questions of
our time. This is, in other words, a full portfolio of work at the very
highest level of analysis.
On the basis of a ll the criteria I discuss in my testimony, Judge
Gorsuch is a stellar nominee. I realize that many do not welcome
a conservative nominee a ny more than they welcomed a conservative President. However, President Trump has every right to
nominate someone who shares his jurisprudential views.
To put it simply, Neil Gorsuch is as good as it gets , a nd he
should not be penalized for engaging in the policy and academic debates of our time. In my written testimony, I discuss some of his
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opm10ns. There are many, 2,700 or so cases with a full record of
opinions by Judge Gorsuch. The jurisprudence reflects, not surprisingly, a jurist who crafts his decisions very closely to the text of
a statute, and, in my view1 that is no vice for a Federal judge. The
exception, as I discuss in my written testimony, is Chevron in
terms of the consistency of his views with those of Justice Scalia.
There has been a fair amount of discussion of cases, which I would
be happy to go into further today.
The confirmation hearings bring almost a mythical aspect to this
process as people try to predict who a Justice will be decades in
advance. Of course, nobody knows that, except perhaps the nominee. Yet, if history is any judge, even the nominee does not know
that with any certainty.
These hearings often remind me of a story of Supreme Court Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes who was traveling by train to Washington, DC When the conductor asked him for his ticket, Holmes
looked in all of his pockets, and the conductor finally stopped him
and said, "Do not worry about your ticket, Mr. Holmes. We all
know who you are. When you get to your destination, just send us
the ticket." Holmes responded, "My dear man, the problem is not
my ticket. The problem is .. . where am I going?"
Most nominees are in the same position as Oliver Wendell
Holmes. They are not quite sure where they are goin~. People of
good faith can evolve on the Court. I do not expect J uctge Gorsuch
to be a robotic vote for the right of the Court. While conservative,
he has shown intellectual curiosity and honesty that I think is
going to take him across the ideological spectrum.
But in conclusionJ I would simply say we are not looking for the
best imitation or facsimile of Justice Scalia. We are looking for
someone who can be an intellectual force on the Court in his own
right. That person, in my view, is indeed Neil Gorsuch, who just
might eclipse his iconic predecessor. He will not be the same. H e
is going to bring somethmg new. In the end, Gorsuch and Holmes
share a common destination. He will go where his conscience takes
him. It might be a track to the left or to the right. But he will follow his conscience. I cannot say what the final terminus will be,
but it will be exciting to watch.
It isJ therefore, my honor to recommend the confirmation of the
Honorable Judge Neil Gorsuch for the U.S. Supreme Court.
[The prepared statement of Professor Turley appears as a submission for the record.]
Chairman GRASSLEY. Thank you, Professor.
Now, Mr. Gallagher.
STATEMENT OF PATRICK GALLAGHER, DIRECTOR, ENVIRONMENTAL LAW PROGRAM, THE SIERRA CLUB, OAKLAND,
CALIFORNIA

Mr. GALLAGHER. Chairman Grassley, thank you for the opportunity to testify here today on behalf of the Sierra Club and its 2.8
million Members and supporters nationwide.
A Supreme Court Justice holds considerable power over the laws
which safeguard the very a ir we breathe and the water we drink
a nd the integrity of our democracy. Unfortunately, Judge Neil
Gorsuch's ideology threatens both bedrock environmental law a nd
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the rights of American citizens to a fair and equal voice in our democracy. For these reasons, the Sierra Club respectfully opposes
Judge Gorsuch's confirmation to the Supreme Court.
Judge Gorsuch has displayed a consistent willingness to close the
courthouse doors to citizens, while holding them open for corporate
interests. Think for a moment of the child in Bakersfield, California, struggling to breathe as a result of the oil and gas operations right outside her home and school, or of the family who may
not be able to take their annual camping trip to the Wayne National Forest in Ohio because of fossil fuel drilling operations at
that place, or of the families right here in Washington, DC, who
continue to suffer from the lead contamination of their drinking
water.
I presume that everyone in this room would agree that every single one of these people deserves access to the Federal courts to
remedy these wrongs. Unfortunately, Judge Gorsuch's writings and
judicial records show that he would shut the courthouse doors on
many of these people who wa nt nothing more than to protect their
air, water, public lands, and their families.
In 2005, Judge Gorsuch authored an article in the National Review entitled "Liberals and Lawsuits," where he criticized those
who seek to remedy injustices in the Federal courts when the executive branch fails to do its job. While Judge Gorsuch has repeatedly stated-reportedly stated that he wish es this Nationa l Review
article would just "disappear," his judicia l record continues to r eflect this philosophy, as he h as repeatedly denied environmental
plaintiffs access to the courts. Where citizens must jump through
multiple, often insurmountable hurdles just to get inside Judge
Gorsuch's courtroom, corporations h ave been able to walk right in.
Let m e cite two examples.
In 2013, the Sierra Club moved to intervene in a lawsuit that an
off-road vehicle group brought against the Forest Service, challenging the closure of certain forest trails to off-road vehicles. The
court granted us intervention, but Judge Gors uch dissented, concluding tha t we s hould have been excluded from the case. Tellingly,
n eithe r the Government, the off-road vehicle group, nor the m ajority of judges objected to our participation in that case.
Second, in 2005, a coalition of citizens groups, including the Wilderness Society and the Sierra Club, challenged a Utah county's at tempt to t a ke over Red Rock wilderness areas that were managed
by the Bureau of Land Management by claiming tha t they were
county high ways. Judge Gorsuch ruled that the citizens did not
h ave sta nding to sue. They did not get into the courtroom.
In a n emphatic dissent to Judge Gorsuch 's ruling, one that
echoes my testimony here t oday, Judge Lucero, a lso of the Tenth
Circuit, stated, '1A citizen's right to protest a nd be .heard on the supremacy of Federa l rules and regulations is ignored."
Not only has Judge Gorsuch limited access to the courts, he h as
stated open hostility t o the Chevron doctrine, a longst anding precedent of the Supreme Court that ensures scientific integrity is respected as our public servants implement clear air and clean water
r egulations. The Chevron doctrine en sures tha t the laws on the
books are carried out by career public servants using the best
available science.
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Here is the most troubling issue. Judge Gorsuch's opm10n that
Chevron. deference violates the Constitution echoes the current
White House's extreme anti-agency demagoguery. One month ago 1
Trump senior adviser Steve Bannon gave a speech to the Conservative Political Action Conference in which he professed that a
White House priority is the "deconstruction of the administrative
state." Trump's massive budget cut for EPA was the next hammer
to fall. Sadly, Judge Gorsuch' s ideology will further this agenda,
hamstringing the EPA's ability to enact pollution safeguards and
incentivizing corporate polluters to challenge the EPA at every
turn, thereby forcing Federal judges to second-guess agency scientists.
In closing, we now stand at a precipice in history. How will we
deal with climate disruption? How will we lift up our communities
who lack access to clean drinking water and clean air? How will
we leave a safe and livable future for our children?
America cannot afford the appointment of yet another Justice
whose ideology disfavors citizens groups, favors corporate interests,
and leads to the degradation of the environment and our democracy. This is why the Sierra Club respectfully opposes the confirmation of Judge Neil Gorsuch to the Supreme Court.
Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Gallagher a ppears as a submis~
sion for the record.]
Chairman GRASSLEY. Thank you, Mr. Gallagher.
Now, Ms. Harned.
STATEMENT OF KAREN HARNED, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
NATIONAL FEDERATION OF INDEPENDENT BUSINESS
SMALL BUSINESS LEGAL CENTER, WASHINGTON, DC

Ms. HARNED. Chairman Grassley, on behalf of the National Federation of Independent Business, I am honored to testify today in
support of the nomination of Judge Neil Gorsuch to be an Associate
Justice of the U.S . Supreme Court.
NFIB is the Nation's leading sma ll business advocacy organization, with hundreds of thousands of members across the country in
every industry and sector.
As the lead plaintiff in the historic challenge to the Affordable
Care Act, NFIB u. Sebelius, NFIB understands firstha nd the importance one Justice can have on the ability of small businesses to
own, operate, and grow their businesses. Afte r reviewing Judge
Gorsuch's articles, decisions, and public statements, we are pleased
to see a judge who both applies the actual text of the law and the
original meaning of that text at the time it became law rather than
changing it to fit his personal views and preferences.
Specifically, small businesses are encouraged by three qualities
Judge Gorsuch has brought to the bench. His opinions are clear
and often provide bright-line rules. H e has a deep respect for the
separation of powers. And he has shown a willingness to tackle the
difficult legal issues of our day hea d on.
Judge Gorsuch is not known for using a mbiguous or broad la nguage that fails to settle the question before him. Rather, his decisions provide meaningful direction for District Court Judges, as
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well as businesses and ordinary individuals who may be affected by
that law moving forward.
Like their larger counterparts, small business owners want-and
need-certainty. They need bright-line, easy-to-understand legal
standards. If small businesses do not know what is expected of
them, what the rules of the game are, they may be hesitant to undertake actions that otherwise would help their business grow.
Judge Gorsuch takes seriously his obligation to provide that clarity
whenever possible.
Judge Gorsuch also has demonstrated that he truly respects, and
seeks to protect, the separation of powers among the branches of
government. This is important because NFIB is concerned about
what we see as the rising tide of regulation promulgated by
unelected bureaucrats. This trend over the last 30 years contravenes the fundamental principle that only Congress, as the
elected and politically accountable legislative branch, should be
able to enact and change statutory law.
When it comes to regulations, small businesses bear a disproportionate amount of the regulatory burden as compared to their larger counterparts. That is not surprising since it is the small business owner, not one of a team of compliance officers, who is
charged with understanding new regulations, filling out required
paperwork, a nd ensuring the business is in full compliance with
new a nd ever-cha nging Federal m andates . The uncertainty caused
by future regulation n egatively affects a sma ll business owner's
a bility to plan for future growth.
For small business , the problem of overregulation has been further exacerbated by the broad deference Federal courts give to Executive agencies in their .interpretations of statutes passed by Congress. This judicial deference to Executive agencies, known as
Chevron deference, .has led to a breakdown in our constitutional
system of checks a nd balances.
Therefore, NFIB welcomed Judge Gorsuch's concurring opinion
last year in Gutierrez encouraging the Supreme Court to revisit the
Chevron doctrine. In my written testimony, I referenced three cases
where the Chevron doctrine has ca used serious harm to small business.
For example, in City of Arlington v . FCC, the Supreme Court invoked Chevron to find that courts must defer to an agency's interpretation of its own statutory authority. By extending Chevron deference to agency determinations of its own jurisdiction, the Court
set a dangerous precedent that encourages agency aggrandizement
of r egulatory a uthority-with minimal judicia l oversight. By abdicating its responsibility to determine the scope of a n agency's statutory authority, the Court signaled that agencies may intrude into
the a ffairs of States and businesses with impunity---,as long as
their actions are justified as "reasona ble'' to the slightest degree .
Our constitutiona l system of governing and our separation of
powers doctrine play a large role in empowering the vitality of
small businesses in the United States. When this system erodes or
functions less perfectly, there is an adverse impact on small business a nd our Nation's economy.
Small businesses, like every American, h ave an important stake
in who fills Justice Antonin Scalia's seat. NFIB is pleased to sup-
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port the nomination of Judge Neil Gorsuch to the U.S. Supreme
Court.
Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Harned appears as a submission
for the record.]
Senator WHITEHOUSE [presiding]. Thank you very much.
Our next witness is the former Deputy Assistant Attorney General for Civil Rights who has specialized in disability rights. We are
delighted to hear her testimony. Ms. Hill.
STATEMENT OF EVE HILL, PARTNER,
BROWN GOLDSTEIN LEVY, BALTIMORE, MARYLAND
Ms. HILL. Thank you very much for inviting me to speak today.
I am an attorney with more than 20 years' experience implem enting the laws protecting the rights of people with disabilities.
I have serious concerns about Judge Gorsuch's approach to and acceptance of America's disability civil rights laws and the basic principles of disability rights.
People with disabilities have long experienced what former President1 and then candidate, George W. Bush called "the soft bigotry
of low expectations." Unfortunately, Judge Gorsuch bakes these
very low expectations into his disability rights jurisprudence, in
spite of Congress' bipartisan attempts to dism antle such prejudices
through F ederal disability rights laws.
Judge Gorsuch's decisions on the edu cation of our children with
disabilities are troubling, not just for their devastating human consequences, but also for t h eir dismissiveness of the law as established by Congress.
The Individua ls with Disa bilities Education Act, or IDEA, requires public schools t o ensure a free appropriat e public education
for each student with a disability. In the Luke P. case that you
heard about earlier , Judge Gorsuch read the IDEA to r equire only
a n education that is "merely more than de minimis." That concept
a ppears nowher e in the st atutory text of the IDEA or in Supreme
Court precedent. Judge Gorsuch a dopted this sta ndard in spite of
Supreme Court precedent r equiring educational benefits to be
meaningful, in spite of statutory text requiring a ppropriate educational program s, a nd in spite of Congress' repeated updat es to
the IDEA explicitly calling for high educational standards for children with disa bilities. Yet in Luke P. , Judge Gorsuch substituted
his own opinion for that of three decisionmakers w ho ha d found
that Luke's school did not provide a n a ppropriate or meaningful
educa tiona l ben efit. Nor did Tenth Circuit precedent require the
"merely" st anda rd. For a judge that claims fidelity to the principles
of judicial conservatism, a decision to overrule the findings of three
lower courts in a way that ignores statutory t ext and congressional
intent is deeply troubling.
Luke's records showed that he was failing in over 7 5 percent of
the goals in his pla n. Few parents in this country would find a 25percent success rate to be appropriate or m eaningful for their child,
with or without a disa bility. Yet Judge Gorsuch found that 25 percent s uccess was a pa ssing grade for Luke's school.
Notably , a little over a year after the change in his pla cement,
as you heard this morning, Luke m a de significa nt progr ess in the
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goals that his prior school had failed in. It was Judge Gorsuch's expectations, not Luke's capabilities, that were de minimis in this
case.
Just yesterday1 the Supreme Court explicitly and unanimously
rejected Judge Gorsuch's "merely more than de minimis" standard.
The Court found Judge Gorsuch's standard mischaracterized the
intent and language of both Congress and Supreme Court precedent. The Court found in requiring an appropriate public education
Congress meant what it said. The Court stated, "When all is said
and done, a student offered an educational program providing
m erely more than de minimis progress from year to year can hardly be said to have been offered an education at all. "
Unfortunately, it is likely too late for many of the children with
disabilities in Colorado, Kansas, New Mexico, Oklahoma, Utah,
and Wyoming who have been subjected to the soft bigotry of de
minimis expectations for nearly 10 years.
Judge Gorsuch's other IDEA opinions have shifted standards of
review and created legal minefields of administrative processes to
undermine the education rights of students with disabilities. And
Judge Gorsuch's opinions on the rights of adults with disabilities
also reflect, rather than challenge, the stereotypes that Congress
enacted in Federal disability rights law-rejected in disability
rights law.
Congress passed the America n s with Disabilities Act, or ADA, to
open doors to the workplace for people with disabilities. But Judge
Gorsuch in 2010 h eld that a n employee with multiple sclerosis did
not h ave a disability because she was able to work. He made this
holding in spite of both the ADA and the ADA Amendments Act
of 2008, where Congress made clear that the ADA provides and has
always provided protection to people with MS a nd that disa bility
is not defined, Catch-22-like, as an inability to work.
F ederal disability law s a re .intended to a ddress not just blatant
discriminatory treatment of people with disabilities, but the ways
t he employment processes, benefits, and buildings h ave been designed in ways that inhe r ently exclude people with disabilities.
This is the basis for the central ADA requirement of reasonable a ccommodation.
In the case of Hwang v. Kansas State University , a profess or requested a slight ext ension of her leave time to retur n to work when
Ka nsas experienced a n HlNl outbreak that could have risked h er
life. The university routinely allowed 1-year sa bbaticals for other
professors, but Judge Gorsuch insisted that Professor Hwang could
only extend h er leave if sh e was a lready entitled to s uch a sabbatical. The ADA asks not just whether a n employee w ith a disa bility was offered what sh e was contractually entitled to, but also
whether something more, a reasonable a ccommoda tion, is a vailable. Judge Gorsuch ignored that test. Instea d , h e suggested that
Congress was wrong to require leave as an accommodation at all
and that leave of over 6 months was inherently unreasonabl e, no
m atter what other employees were given.
You m ay believe that a judge's role is to protect the dignity of
a ll people a nd especia lly those of disempowered minority groups.
Or you m ay s imply believe that a judge's role is to remain faithful
to the clear intent of Congress as expressed in st atutes. Either
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way, Judge Gorsuch's opinions in disability rights issues do not
meet that standard.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Hill appears as a submission for
the record.]
Senator KENNEDY [presiding]. Thank you, Ms. Hill.
Senator Hatch, do you have questions?
Senator HATCH. Yes. Professor Turley-I am sorry. Professor
Turley.
Professor TURLEY. Yes, sir.
Senator HATCH. You have observed and written about the confirmation process for a long time. Some of my Democratic friends
have been saying that the only way to find out what they need to
know about Judge Gorsuch is to demand what Justice Ginsburg
once called "hints," "forecasts," and "previews" about his future
votes or opinions in cases that will come before the Supreme Court.
Now, your testimony is very different. In your written statement,
you insist that, "We have a very good idea of who Judge Gorsuch
is and the type of Justice he will be."
Now, do you agree with me that results-oriented litmus tests
based on specific issues are not the best standard for evaluating
the fitness of a Supreme Court nominee?
Professor TURLEY. Absolutely. And when I referred to knowing
what type of Justice that Judge Gorsuch will be, I was referring
to the fact that he has a well-known jurisprudence; he has a wellknown view of the Constitution. H e shares that distinction as a
nominee with the man he would replace, and that is one of the reasons I believe he will have a lasting legacy.
The reason that Justice Scalia has such a lasting legacy is that
he was a relative rarity: He actually changed the Court more than
it changed him because h e came to the Court with a clear understanding of his jurisprudence.
When I look at Judge Gorsuch, I see someone tha t , quite frankly,
is going to follow his conscience. He is unlikely to be as predictable
as many have suggested. I do not think he will be robotic. I think
that view, his jurisprudential viewJ will take him to the left and
the right of the spectrum.
What we do know is he is a textualist. That should come as no
surprise, and I do not think that is a v ice. But what his opinions
a lso show is someone with an intense intellectua l curiosity and also
a n intense independence. I could think of no better possible nominee than that.
I do not want a blind date. I do not want someone who we know
nothing about. What we have in Judge Gorsuch is someone who
was not just a pedestrian, not participating in these importa nt debates. He got involved, and I respect that. I do not think we should
penalize someone for being active in debating these issues.
Senator HATCH. That is a good point. The suggestion has been
made in this hearing that concern about the Chevron doctrine,
which requires deference to executive branch agency interpretations of the law, is just a nother way of opposing regulation in general. One Democratic Senator even said that without Chevron,
agencies would not have the a uthority to address problems a t all.
Do you agree with that characterization?
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Professor TURLEY. No, I do not. I share Judge Gorsuch's view on
Chevron. We come from two different places, I think, probably politically. But I think how you view Chevron depends a lot on whether you view it from a constitutional standpoint or from an administrative law standpoint. I think I share Judge Gorsuch's view looking at it through the lens of a constitutional standpoint.
Chevron is troubling because it does tend to usurp a . traditional
role of the courts. It is also tends to usurp a role of this body. I
also do not think that the suggestion that if Chevron was set aside
that all of Rome would burn. I think that Judge Gorsuch made a
very good point when he said in one of his opinions, "What do people think is going to happen if we do not have Chevron?" What is
going to happen is we will be in the same position we were before
Chevron, which was not a bad position. You had the Skidmore case
where Justice Jackson, someone that Judge Gorsuch respects a
great deal, who maintained that, we have to respect agency opinions, we have to give them great weight. The APA itself, I believe
in Section 706, says that you have to defer to that.
So there is not a cliff here that people are suggesting. By moving
away from Chevron, we would see the courts more heavily involved
in the review of agency decisionmaking and also to give more authority back to this body where I believe it should rest.
Senator HATCH. Great. I agree with you.
Ms. Harned, we often speak about the impact of court decisions
on the parties to a specific case and beyond. Now, I really appreciated your response in this area, a nd your comments, because I
think they provide a n importa nt perspective on this issue. And I
am sure you know from observing this process my Democratic colleagues focus only on which party wins or loses or which narrow
political interest is advanced by the decision in an individual case.
Now, you seem to have a very different take. Your testimony emphasizes more broadly that clarity about the law and adherence to
basic principles such as separation of powers h ave the most important impa ct. Now, tha t is why you have such high praise for Judge
Gorsuch's a pproach not only to making decisions but on writing the
opinions that expla in those decisions as well.
Now, my view is that the law, not the judge, should determine
the outcome of individual cases and the broader impact of those decisions. Do you agree with that?
Ms. HARNED. Absolutely.
Senator HATCH. Well, that was a nice quick answer.
[Laughter.]
Ms. HARNED. There was a good discussion with Senator Tillis
a bout this as well, which is tha t the separation of powers is important because coming h ere before you is where my Members, small
business owners, are going to have the greatest impact. You are in
the light of day with a true public discourse about what the law
should be. They are not going to be in every courtroom in the country. They are not going to be in every agency walking the halls,
and they need to know that once ,you all enact a law, the regulation
is issued that is a ppropriately within that statutory fra mework, it
is a law they can rely on, beca use tha t certainty is the only way
for them to be able to do business. Certainty is a critical component
of small business owners' abilities to operate their business.
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Senator KENNEDY. Thank you.
Senator HATCH. Thank you.
Senator KENNEDY. Senator Whitehouse.
Senator WHITEHOUSE . Thank you, Chairman. May I ask unanimous consent-we have Ms. McGhee here from Demos. May I ask
unanimous consent that Demos' 2017 report titled "Election Money
Resulting Directly from Supreme Court Rulings"; as well as a
March 13, 2000, letter from 109 House Members to Chairman
Grassley and Ranking Member Feinstein urging this Committee to
question Judge Gorsuch about money in politics; and a 2017 Demos
report titled "Money in Politics, Racial Equity, and the U.S. Supreme Court"; and, fourth and finally, a 2015 Demos report titled
"Breaking the Vicious Cycle: Rescuing Our Democracy and Our
Economy by Transforming the Supreme Court's Flawed Approach
to Money in Politics" all be entered into the record.
Senator KENNEDY. Without objection.
Senator WHITEHOUSE. Thank you very much.
[The information appears as a submission for the record.]
Senator WHITEHOUSE. Ms. McGhee, welcome. I appreciate that
you are here and the work that Demos has done to shed some light
on the problem of money in politics and the influence that it gives
special interest groups. We have kind of an unusual circumstance
here in that President Trump origina lly outsourced the creation of
the list from which Judge Gorsuch was selected to a pair of wellknown right-wing interest groups. And then the notification to
Judge Gorsuch that h e describes in his description of the selection
process, the opening sentence is, "On or about December 2, 2016,
I was contacted by Leonard Leo,'' who is the head of one of those
sam e special interest groups.
Then it has been reported in the news that the White House
outsourced the politica l campaign on behalf of Judge Gorsuch to
those interest groups, and, indeed , we have seen reports of a $10
million political campaign to t ry to influence the Sena te in J u dge
Gorsuch's favor through a front group, so we do not know who the
real donors are. It is da rk money that is behind that entire opera tion. And it was the same front group that s pent nea rly a n equivalent amount of money trying to disrupt the nomination of Judge
M errick Garland. And, finl:).lly, we have the Colorado r eporting on
Judge Gorsuch's friend and, it appears, his patron in the quest for
the Tenth Circuit seat, Mr. Philip Anschutz, who is a billionaire,
who is a lso a very big political s pender. And all of tha t I think
causes concern to some of us that although the t alk m ay be about
Olympian detachment, the actual operation of getting Judge
Gorsuch before us h as been special interest , da rk money politics.
And I would like to ask you to react to that.
Ms. MCGHEE. Tha nk you, Senator Whitehouse. I think you are
right to express concern about this, the same way that the American people, including 9 1 percent of President Trump's own voters,
have expressed concern about the role of the Supreme Court in expa nding our current big-money system .
Judge Gorsuch ha d the opportunity over the past couple of days
t o distance himself from the entire problem of Citizens United, eit her spoken of expa ns ively in t erms of the influence of the wealthy
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millionaires and billionaires and special interests in our politics to
even some of the more narrow concerns.
I was particularly concerned in your exchange, Senator
Whitehouse, with the judge when you gave him an opportunity to
talk about something that is his predecessor, his potential predecessor's-one of his great North Stars, which is the importance of
disclosure in our campaign finance system. And instead of say ing
clearly that there is a public interest in knowing who is spending
millions of dollars to buy influence with our politicians, he was
quite evasive and, in fact, to my dismay, raised the .idea that disclosure chills speech and even suggested that the $650 million in secret money from society's most powerful, which is what we have
seen since Citizens United, would be on the same level as the brave
civil rights leaders in the NAACP case, people who endured violence, bombings, and shootings for their political activism.
And if you do not mind, I just want to read just one sentence
from what Senator Scalia said-Senator WHITEHOUSE . Justice Scalia.
Ms. MCGHEE. Sorry, Justice Scalia said in Doe v. Reed about the
importance of disclosure, which gives us a sense that he might
even be parting with Scalia on this important piece: "There are
laws against threats and intimidation; and harsh criticism, short of
unlawful action, is a price our ·people h ave tra ditionally been willing to pay for s elf-governance. Requiring people t o sta nd up in public for their politica l a cts fosters civic courage, without which democra cy is doom ed."
Sena t or WHITEHOUSE. My time h as expired, Chairman. Thank
you very much. Thank you, Ms. McGhee.
Ms. MCGHEE. Thank you , Senator.
Senator KENNEDY. Tha nk you, Senator.
Cha irma n GRASSLEY.
Chairman GRASSLEY. Thank you. Thanks t o Senator Whitehou,se
a nd you for filling in wh en I ha d to go vote.
Professor Solum, while m a ny try to argue tha t originalism is inh erently conservative , others h ave pointed out that originalism has
been ascribed to by liberal judges a nd academics as well. Professor
Cass Sunstein at Harvard Law School, for example, once described
the last Justice Hugo Black as "a liberal origina list ."
Would you agree that origina lism is not by itself ideologically or
political in n ature?
Professor SOLUM. Yes, I would, Chairma n Grassley. And if I
might just give an example or two, it is ab solutely true tha t much
of the interest in origina lism a t the beginning was gene r at ed by
critics of W arren Court decisions, a nd originalism has been a ssocia t ed with conservatives to some extent. But originalism is the idea
tha t we are going to enforce the original meaning of the United
States Constitution , a nd the United States Constitution has implications that both conservatives a nd progressives, both Democrats
and Republicans can welcome. Let m e give an example that relates
to the question we h ave just been discussing, the rights of corporations.
Justice Thomas in his opinion in the McDonald case says that incorporation of the Bill of Rights can only be justified under the
P rivileges or Immunities Cla use of the United St at es Constitution.
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The Privileges or Immunities Clause is different than the Equal
Protection Clause or the Due Process Clause. Those clauses guarantee rights to all persons. The Privileges or Immunities Clause
guarantees rights only to citizens, and corporations are not citizens.
Now, this is not a result that corporations will welcome at the
State level, where the Fourteenth Amendment applies, but it is an
implication of the original public meaning of the Constitution.
Chairman GRASSLEY. Thank you.
Mr. Lamken, you worked with the judge when he was in private
practice at Kellogg Huber, and you said you support his nomination
to the Supreme Court. Do you think his experience as a trial lawyer would be relevant to his work on the Supreme Court?
Mr. LAMKEN. Yes, I think. it is highly relevant. As somebody who
was a trial lawyer for many years, the judge has, from what I see,
a great respect for the record, great respect for the factual development, whether that record is one that is developed by this body in
support of the statutes that it enacts, or it is a record created by
the parties at trial. And I think when you are a trial lawyer and
you are involved in those, you develop that type of great respect
that is critically important to really understanding what is going
on in the cases, to understanding not merely what the abstract
principles of law are, but how they are affecting people, a nd then
how the process plays on the tria l court.
I think practical experience as a trial lawyer is something that
is not as common among our Supreme Court Justices now as it
should be, and I think that is a good perspective h e would bring
to bear.
Chairman GRASSLEY. Okay. Ms. Harned, my last question. We
h ave heard a lot during these hearings about the rule of law. We
have h eard in particular about how it is the role of judges to enforce laws as they have been written by the Congress. Can you .e xplain why it is important to your clientele, small businessm en a nd
-women, for judges to interpret statutes according to the text?
Ms. HARNED. Right, because small business owners need to know
what the rules of the road are, what is expected of them, and n ot
have to worry that, because of one judge's decision, a practice that
they had been doing that they thought was perfectly legal one day
is now unlegal-or illegal. And so that is why small business owners are so committed to the way that the separation of powers
works, where legislators legislate and judges tell us what the law
is , a nd that is why we have so much respect for Judge Gorsuch's
work.
Chairman GRASSLEY. Okay. Thank you. I yield back my time.
Senator FLAKE [presiding]. Senator Coons.
Senator COONS. Thank you, Senator Flake.
Ms. Hill, if I might, earlier today we heard testimony, compelling
testimony, from Jeff Perkins about his son, Luke, and about the
consequences for Luke a nd his family of Judge Gorsuch's perspective in his opinion in the Tenth Circuit, and then, pointedly, the
Supreme Court disagreed with Judge Gorsuch's reasoning. I believe
t he goal of laws passed by Congress, like the ADA and the IDEA,
is access, opportunity, and participation, not isola tion and s egrega:tion.
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I would be interested, Ms. Hill, both Judge Gorsuch yesterday
and Judge Tacha today insisted that Judge Gorsuch was bound by
precedent, both Circuit and Supreme Court, to set the standard
under the IDEA as "merely more than de minimis." Are they right?
Ms. HILL. I do not believe so. Of course, the Supreme Court yesterday indicated that it was not correct to approach Rowley or interpret Rowley as meaning that the standard was merely more
than de minimis; rather, the standard was for meaningful and appropriate education, just as Congress had said that it was.
In addition, I looked more closely at the Urban case. That was
the case that Judge Gorsuch cited for the de minimis standard)
which, by the way, still did not use the word "merely." In Urban,
there was no dispute about whether sufficient services had been
provided for this child. There was a dispute about whether a procedural requirement of the IDEA had been followed, and whether
that failure to follow the procedural requirement had created a
substantive violation.
To the extent that there was no argument over whether the free
appropriate public education had been provided, any argument
about what the standard for free appropriate public education was
is largely dicta.
Senator COONS. Thank you, Ms. Hill.
Mr. Gallagher, if 1 might, in a 2013 case-I think it is New Mexico Off-Highway Vehicle v. U.S. Forest Service-the Sierra Club a ttempted to intervene in a case attacking the Forest Service rule,
and the Court a llowed you to participate. Judge Gorsuch dissented
and would not h ave allowed Sierra Club participation in the case,
even though none of the litigants opposed your p articipa tion.
In another case in 2011, Judge Gorsuch voted to block another
environmental group from litiga tion to assert its interests.
Why do you think it is important tha t interest groups like the
Sierra Club be allowed to participate? And how do you think Judge
Gorsuch's position would a ffect advocates' ability to be engaged on
litigation around the environment?
Mr. GALLAGHER. Thank you, Senator. Right now, when President
Trump a nd his adviser Steve Bannon are threatening to dismantle
the .E PA, and when we have a new Administrator of the EPA, Scott
Pruitt, who essentially eviscerated environmenta l enforcement
while the Attorney General of Oklahoma, it is critical that citizens
be able to enforce environmental laws. This body legislated citizens'
rights to enforce environmental laws. There are citizen suit provisions in a ll of the major environmental laws.
If we cannot get access to court and Mr. Trump a nd Mr. Pruitt
are not going to protect our drinking water, w ho are we going to
call?
Senator COONS. Thank you, Mr. Gallagher.
Ms. Graves, in Strickland v. UPS, Judge Gorsuch's Tenth Circuit
colleagues found that a woman had shown enough evidence of discrimination, discrimination based on sex, to have a jury rule on her
case. The woman had multiple co-workers testify sh e was treated
worse than her male co-workers. Though the law required the court
to look at the evidence in the light most favorable to the woman,
Judge Gorsuch again dissented.
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Can you tell us more about this case and what it says about
Judge Gorsuch's approach to deciding these opinions?
Ms. GRAVES. Sure. Thank you, Senator Coons. I think that the
Strickland case is a good example here of the concern that we have
when Judge Gorsuch says he just applies law to facts, because here
the real issue was that there were a lot of facts, and these facts
were disputed, in fact. And when facts are disputed, the thing to
do is have the jury decide, have the jury determine and resolve the
facts. Here, despite a lot of evidence that she should have been able
to continue her claim, Judge Gorsuch said, no, no, no, no, that is
not enough.
And so in that case, that is an example of, yes, he was applying
the law to the facts, but the jury itself is the one who is supposed
to resolve the facts.
Senator COONS. Thank you, Ms. Graves.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator FLAKE. Thank you.
Senator KENNEDY.
Senator KENNEDY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Ms. McGhee-is it "McGhee" or "McGee-hee"?
Ms. MCGHEE. McGhee.
Senator KENNEDY. McGhee.
Ms. MCGHEE. Thank you.
Senator KENNEDY. I listen ed to your testimony about your criticism of Judge Gorsuch a nd Citizens United. Tell m e what your
complaint is with respect to Judge Gorsuch and Citizens United.
Just briefly.
Ms. MCGHEE. Sure, absolutely. First of all, we believe that based
on his record in two cases-Hobby Lobby and Riddle v.
Hickenlooper-that you have a recipe for striking down some of our
last remaining protections against big money. He went out of his
way in Hickenlooper-Senator KENNEDY. I do not m ean to interrupt you, but I have
only got 5 minutes.
Ms. MCGHEE. Okay.
Senator KENNEDY. I understand that . Do you really expect a
nominee for the U .S. Supreme Court, whether he or she is nominated by a Democratic President or a Republican President, to
come before the United States Judiciary Committee and talk about
what is good policy or bad policy?
Ms. MCGHEE. Fortunately, he does not have to get into policy to
just talk a bout enduring democratic principles . And I also think
that the Heritage Foundation, the number of right-wing organizations that a r e anti-campaign fina nce reform that have backed his
nomination for the Court would be surprised to learn that he was
at all a mbiguous about Citizens United, which is one of the most
important court cases in recent memory and where a ll of the principles around grandly interpreting the First Amendment to give
and protect the rights of milliona ires and billionaires to spend unlimited amounts was just a continuation of a set of ideological jurisprudence tha t I would be surprised to hea r him part from, and
h e did not when he h ad the opportunity.
Senator KENNEDY. I think I understand how you feel about Citizens United , but I want to understand your criticism of Judge
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Gorsuch as a nominee for the U.S. Supreme Court. You are criticizing Judge Gorsuch for not coming before this body and offering
a policy preference in terms of campaign finance in elections in
America?
Ms. MCGHEE. I am not criticizing the judge. I am saying that he
had an opportunity to say basic principles about our democracy and
upholding an interpretation of the First Amendment that would
protect a vision of one person, one vote. He was asked multiple
times about many different issues concerning campaign finance reform, including cases where he went out of his way to write concurrences on majority opinions that put into doubt his opinions in future cases about issues such as the scrutiny level for campaign contributions, which is to date, we believe, a matter of settled law, and
the very possibility of movin~ into corporations giving direct contributions to candidates based on his concurrence in Hobby Lobby.
Senator KENNEDY. And you would prefer to have a nominee who
agrees with you on those policy issues?
Ms. MCGHEE. I would. prefer to have a nominee who was open
to considering the facts, and we have seen that since Citizens
United, the facts have shown that some of the basic premises-the
idea that independent spending is actually independent and cannot
corrupt, the idea that disclosure is real-have been proven false.
Senator KENNEDY. All right. I am going to put you down as
doubtful on Citizens United.
Ms. MCGHEE. Thank you, Senator.
Senator KENNEDY. Ms. Hill, how do you think judges ought to decide cases? Could you turn your mic on for me?
Ms. HILL. I think judges should decide the cases based on the
law as expressed by Congress, interpreted by the agencies, a nd applied to the facts in front of them.
Senator KENNEDY. What if the agencies got it wrong?
Ms. HILL. If the agencies got it wrong, there are administrative
procedures processes through which to challenge those a nd correct-Sena tor KENNEDY. Okay. Do you think that a party's wealth or
status or power should have any effect whatsoever on the outcome
of a case?
Ms. HILL. No, I do not.
Senator KENNEDY. Okay. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I yield back
my time.
Senator FLAKE. Thank you.
Before going to the next panel, let me just ask a couple of questions.
Ms. Harned, your organization promotes small business, obviously, and regulation has a little to do with the success or failure
of small business. What have you seen over the years with regard
to decisions by the Supreme Court or other courts that has impacted the ability of small business to succeed?
Ms. HARNED. Right. Well, that has been-really over the last several decades, we continue to see an increasing regulatory state, and
in large part that is because of agency deference that courts--0r
deference courts are giving to agencies, the Chevron doctrine. And
we have seen this firsthand with a number of cases in which we
have gotten involved. I have several referenced. in my testimony
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where, because of that agency deference, small business ownersthe interpretation of the regulation by the agency governs, and as
a result, a small business owner is sued and out millions of dollars
in one case, the Nack v. Walburg case that I talk about here.
But, more importantly, more broadly, on the regulatory state
generally, small business owners do bear the disproportionate burden: of regulation on their business as compared to their larger
counterparts. It has been a primary concern, the reason they have
not been able to grow over the past 9 years. And so that is why
we are so committed and so encouraged to see that Judge Gorsuch
recognizes, as he said in his testimony, raised his hand to the Supreme Court and said, look, Chevron deference, this may be a time
where we need to revisit that, because we do think it is responsible
for increasing the regulatory state in this country.
Senator FLAKE. All right. Thank you.
Mr. Turley, I would like your thoughts kind of on that similar
theme. With Chevron deference, certainly Judge Gorsuch has expressed some skepticism about it, to put it mildly, I hope. But with
regard to technology, which is an increasing percentage or share of
our economy, what we have seen over the past several years is you
have one administration whose agencies will regulate in a certain
way, and the new administration comes in with maybe a completely different idea. W e just dea lt with the Congressiona l Review
Act on certain tech regulations, internet regulations, just a few
minutes ago on the floor. And then the next administration might
come in with something complet ely different. One thing tha t s m all
business a nd large business , a ny business, cannot st and is uncert a inty moving a h ead ,
With Chevron deference , looking back for the Congress t o h ave
m aybe a more ba la nced or more predicta ble application of st atutes
which will govern regulation, is that a better way? What do you
s ay?
Professor TURLEY. I do think it is a better way to m ove beyond
Chevron. I h ave been a critic of Chevron for m any years. I am a
pa rticular critic of B rand X, which is the subject of one of these
opinions. I thought the judge was right on tha t one. A lot of people
do not realize that Brand X says that an agency ca n essentially n egate the legal interpretation of a Federal court, and Judge Gorsuch
appropr iately n ot ed that h e thought that courts interpret the law
after Marbury v . Madison , but tha t is how Chevron works. As I
have written, it serves as the Marb ury of the a dministra tive state
saying that they can b e the final word .
I think what you a r e seeing in our system is a dan gerou s shift
of the center of gravity. This is a tripa rtite system tha t was designed to have three branches held together by a type of inverse
pressure in a fixed orbit that Ma dison set . Yet, we have this rising
fourth branch of administrative agencies.
I ha ppen to identify with m a ny p eople in those bureaucracies because they are dweebs like m e. They h ave advanced degrees . They
are s ort of wonky. But the fact is tha t we h ave a fourth branch
tha t I think is a da n gerous cha n ge in our system, one that we are
not h avin g a deba te over . Chevron has fueled that change. If we did
not h ave Chevron, we would largely go back to the conditions of
cases like Skidmore where the courts gave a lot of de ference, even
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without Chevron. You have the APA which requires deference to
agencies. What it would do is allow judges to rule on what the law
means.
By the way, apropos of your question, Chevron was actually a
case that was a victory for Judge Gorsuch's mother. This was actually a victory of Republicans that were trying to reverse measures
that were put into place by a previous Democratic administration
and used administrative authority to do that.
So I would caution those that have suggested that this is going
to be an apocalyptic moment. What it would do, if we went beyond
Chevron; is return us to a position closer to the design of our Government.
Senator FLAKE. Well, thank you. My time is up and I believe the
time for t.he panel. We will go on to the ne:i..-t panel. Thank you for
your service.
We will call the next panel, if you want to set the nameplates.
It will consist of Ms. Clarke, Mr. Kirsanow, Ms. Warbelow, Ms.
Fisher, Ms. Miller, Ms. Smith, Professor Marshall, Professor
Meyer, Ms. Phillips, and Professor Jaffer.
If you will please stand and raise your right arm.
[Witnesses sworn.]
Senator FLAKE. Thank you. Please be seated.
Kristen Clarke is the president and CEO of the Lawyers' Committee for Civil Rights Under Law.
Peter Kirsanow is a pa rtner with the firm Benesch Labor Employment Practice Group and is serving his third. term on the U.S.
Commission for Huma n Rights-or for Civil Rights, I a m sorry.
And Sarah W a rbelow is the legal director for the Huma n Rights
Campaign.
Alice Fisher is a partner in Latha m and Watkins' Washington,
DC, office and is a member of the firm's Executive Committee .
From 2005 to 2008 she served as assistant Attorney General in
charge of the Criminal Division at the Department of Justice.
Amy Miller is the president and CEO and founder of Whole
Woma n 's Hea lth.
Hannah Smith is senior counsel at .B ecket. She clerked for thenJudge Alito on the Third Circuit Court of Appeals, for Justice Clarence Thomas, a nd then for Justice Alito on the Supreme Court.
Professor William Marshall is the William Rand Kenan, Jr., distinguished professor of law at the University of North Carolina.
Tim Meyer is a former law clerk for Judge Gorsuch from 2007
to 2008. H e is now professor of law and Enterprise scholar at Vanderbilt Law School.
Sandy Phillips is the mother of Jessica Ghawi-Ms. PHILLIPS. Ghawi.
Senator FLAKE [continuing]. Who was-thank you. Ghawi, got it.
Thank you. Who was tragically killed in the 2012 shooting at the
Aurora, Colorado, movie theater .
Jamil Jaffer is a former law clerk for Judge Gorsuch from 2006
to 2007. He currently s erves as a djunct professor , Nationa l Security Institute founder , and director of the Homeland Security law
program at the Antonin Scalia Law School at George Ma son University.
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I welcome you all to the Committee and look forward to hearing
your testimony. This will be 5 minutes each. If you can summarize
that way, we will proceed after that with 5-minute rounds.
But let us go ahead, Ms. Clarke.
STATEMENT OF KRISTEN CLARKE, PRESIDENT AND CHIEF
EXECUTIVE OFFICER, LAWYERS' COMMITTEE FOR CIVIL
RIGHTS UNDER LAW, WASHINGTON, DC

Ms. CLARKE. I want to thank the distinguished Members of this
Committee for the opportunity to testify today on behalf of the
Lawyers' Committee for Civil Rights Under Law. We are one of the
Nation's historic, nonpartisan civil rights organizations with the
unique mission of mobilizing lawyers across the country to provide
critica l pro bono support to advance our work.
The Supreme Court occupies a central place in American democracy. And for African Americans and other minorities, the Court
has been a crucial forum for seeking equal justice under law. Historically, minority groups have looked to the Court to vindicate
their constitutional and civil rights.
We have reviewed the civil rights record of Judge Neil Gorsuch,
as we have done for all Supreme Court nominees for the last several decades. We do not believe that the record is sufficient to conclude tha t he meets our standard, which requires demonstration of
a profound respect for the importance of protecting civil rights afforded by the Constitution and the N ation's civil rights laws.
Judge Gorsuch's views reflect a very n arrow definition of what
constitutes a civil right, and h e h as deep skepticism a bout the importance of protecting those rights in the courtroom. Our concerns
are especially pronounced with respect to the question of whether
h e will fairly interpret a nd a pply one of our Nation's m ost important civil rights law , the Voting Rights Act.
In 2013, the Supreme Court i ssued a decision that gutted the act
in S helby County, A labam a v. Holder. At issue in Shelby County
were the Section 5 preclearance provision of the Act that h elped
identify a nd successfully block hundreds of unconstitutiona l and
discriminatory voting changes and the Section 4-Sect ion 5 provis ion that determined where the law a pplied. A closely divided
Court ruled that Section 4 was unconstitutional, a decision which
eviscerated the hea rt of the Voting Rights Act.
Witnesses ha ve draw n pa rallels between Judge Gorsuch and the
lat e Justice Scalia. During oral argµm ent in Shelby County, Justice
Scalia referred to Congress' ren ewal of the Voting Rights Act as
the , quote, "perpetuation of racial entitlement." That was a st artling perspective on a law that h as ensured that millions of America n citizens h ave not, merely because of the color of their skin,
been unlawfully deprived of the most sacred right in our democracy.
What is most troubling about the Court's decision in Shelby
County is that the carefully considered judgment of Congress was
set aside. In 2006, the Senate voted to renew Section 5 by a vot e
of 98-to-O after docum enting overwhelming evidence of ongoing
discrimination against minority voters.
It is unclear whether Judge Gorsuch a pprecia tes Congress' broad
enforcement powers under the Fourteenth and Fifteenth Amend-
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ments and unclear whether he brings awareness of the widespread
voting discrimination and voter suppression that we continue to
face today. The right to vote is too important. We must understand
where Judge Gorsuch-whether Judge Gorsuch is committed to
fairly interpreting and preserving what remains of the Voting
Rights Act.
Equally important are questions concerning Judge Gorsuch's tenure at the U.S. Department of Justice between 2005 and 2006
when he occupied the role of Principal Deputy Associate Attorney
General. As a career attorney at the Civil Rights Division of the
Justice Department during that time, I am personally aware of
issues that led to the politicization of the agency's civil rights work.
Those views were substantiated in a July 2008 Inspector General's
report which found that politicization of the Civil Rights Division's
hiring practices and its work violated Federal law and Justice Department policy.
We must not turn a blind eye to the fact that Judge Gorsuch had
some responsibility for overseeing the division during this time.
The materials provided by Judge Gorsuch, together with his Senate
questionna ire, do not clarify or elucidate the extent of his involvement and the significant problems that tarnished the work and integrity of the Civil Rights Division at this time. I urge the Senate
to seek a nswers to these important questions .
Before I conclude, I want to say a brie f wo rd a bout Judge
Gorsuch's record on criminal justice issues. Crimina l justice concerns remain a t the forefront for ma ny Africa n American , Latino,
and minority communities. Our review shows that h e t a kes a n unusually n arrow view of the constitutional rights of defendants, particularly unde r the Fourth Amendment. Judge Gorsuch h as also
shown extreme deference to police officers in excessive-force decis ions.
In closing, I mus t observe tha t this nomination arises a t a tumultuous momen t in our Nation's history. We h ave seen inten sifying
efforts to restrict the rights of minority voters, unconstitutional policing practices , r ising xenophobia , religious intolerance, a nd other
circumsta nces that m a ke clear the fragile state of our democracy.
Our Na tion deserves a Supreme Court Justice who will interpret
the Constitution a nd civil r ights laws in a way that recognizes that
discrimination is both ongoing a nd a threat to democracy a nd w ho
is committed to en suring equa l justice under law for a ll Americans.
Based on the record to date, I a m not able to s upport the nomination of Judge Gorsuch to the Supreme Court today. I respectfully
request that the Lawyers' Committee for Civil Rights Under Law's
r eport on the nomina tion of Judge Gorsuch and accompa nying letter signed by more tha n 100 of our board Members expressing concern r egarding the nomination be entered into the record.
Senator FLAKE. Without objection.
[The information appears as a submission for the r ecord.]
Ms. CLARKE. Thank you .
[The prepared statement of Ms. Clarke a ppears as a submission
for the record.]
Sena t or FLAKE. Tha nk you, Ms. Clarke. Mr. Kirsanow.
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STATEMENT OF PETER KIRSANOW, COMMISSIONER, U.S. COMMISSION ON CIVIL RIGHTS, AND PARTNER, BENESCH,
FRIEDLANDER, COPLAN AND ARONOFF, CLEVELAND, OHIO

Mr. KIRSANOW. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, Members of the Committee. I am Peter Kirsanow, member of the U.S. Commission on
Civil Rights and partner at Labor Employment Practice Group of
Benesch Friedlander. I speak as one member of the Commission on
Civil Rights, not necessarily on behalf of the commission as a
whole.
The U.S. Commission on Civil Rights was established pursuant
to the 1957 Civil Rights Act to, among other things, act as a national clearinghouse for information related to discrimination and
denials of equal protection and in furtherance of that clearinghouse
function and with the help of my assistant, I have reviewed the
nearly 200 cases related to civil rights that Mr.-that Judge
Gorsuch had authored or participated in at the Tenth Circuit.
These opinions relate toi among other things, title 7, ADA,
ADEA, IDEA, equal frotection clause, and a host of other provisions related to civi rights. And our examination reveals that
Judge Gorsuch's approach to civil rights cases is consistent with
generally accepted textual interpretation of the relevant statutory
and constitutional provisions, as well as governing precedent. His
opinions are squarely within the judicial m ainstream when it
comes t o civil rights.
Of the opinions we exa mined related to civil rights that Judge
Gorsuch participat ed in, he was in the minority in only 5 percent
of those cases. In 43 cases he was on a three-judge panel in which
the two other panel m embers were appoint ed by Presidents of the
Democratic Party, and in 94 percent of those cases h e joined the
majority opinion or concurred in the result.
A useful example of Judge Gorsuch's mainstream t extualism,
mindful of the limits of the judiciary a nd the prerogatives of the
Legislature is his dissent in TransAm Trucking v. A dministrative
Review Board wh ere a m ajority of the panel found tha t a stat utory
provision that provided that an employer may not discharge a n employee who refuses to operate a vehicle where that employee h as
a reason able a pprehens10n of serious bodily h arm actua lly meant
tha t the employee may not be discharged if he operates the vehicle)
contrary to employer instructions. Judge Gorsuch applied the plain
text of the st a tute in a very precise ma nner and noted that the employee in question had done the opposite of the statutory privilege;
that is, h e had operated the vehicle, not refused to operate the vehicle.
Similarly , Judge Gorsuch's reasoned deference to precedent a nd
his interpretation of the t ext of the governing statutes yields cases
and record on civil rights that is consistent with prevailing civil
rights n orms, for example, Carrera v. Tyson Foods. Judge Gorsuch
upheld summary judgment against a plaintiff in a host ile environment/sexual harassm ent case where there was no evidence that
there was a hostile environ m ent. The evidence proffered was that
supervisors were standoffish . That sta nding a lone does not constitute a hostile en vironment. Moreover, the defendant had. immediately discharged the employees wh o had m a de provocative gestures a nd immediately tran sferred plaintiff upon her request.
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Similarly, in Gaff v. St. Mary's Regional Medical Center, Judge
Gorsuch upheld summary judgment in a retaliation claim where
there was no evidence that the hospital had fired the plaintiff for
reporting sexually explicit remarks made by a coworker as opposed
to firing plaintiff because the plaintiff had threatened to shoot such
coworker.
As pertains to religious discrimination cases, Judge Gorsuch's
record shows that he takes First Amendment issues soberly and seriously, regardless of whether or not the issue at hand may be trivial to some, may be obscure, or the plaintiff is unsympathetic or the
plaintiffs beliefs may be at odds with prevailing societal norms.
An example is Yellowbear v. Lampert in which Judge Gorsuch
upheld the free exercise rights of an unsympathetic plaintiff who
had murdered a little ~irl, which plaintiff had been denied his right
to access a sweat loage pursuant to his religious beliefs. Judge
Gorsuch has also noted that wherefore protections might be available to individuals and families who are given the Robson's choice
of either abiding by their sincerely held religious beliefs or saving
their business.
In sum, Judge Gorsuch's approach to civil rights cases is consistent with the norms in jurisprudence. His record shows that h e
is a careful and exacting judge who has great respect for the constitutional order, the rule of law, the rule of Congress, and the corresponding limits on judicial a uthority. He is consist ent with m a instream textual interpreta tion of the governing statutes, a nd, in addition to that , a ll of his r ecord shows that he will faithfully a nd
carefully a pply the law to protect the civil rights of a ll Americans.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared st at em ent of Mr. Kirsanow a ppears as a submission for the record.]
Senator FLAKE [presiding]. Thank you, Mr. Kirsa now. If you a re
wondering where my colleagues are, there is a vote going on right
n ow. Cha irma n Grassley will be back in a minute and I will go a nd
vote , but I assume som e other Members will come in as well.
Ms. Warbelow.
STATEMENT OF SARAH WARBE LOW, LEGAL DIRECTOR,
HUMAN RIGHTS CAMPAIGN, WASHINGTON, DC

Ms. WARBELOW. Tha nk you. On behalf of the Human Rights
Campaign, the Nation's largest civil rights advocacy organization
for lesbia n, gay, bisexual, transgender, and qu~er people, I am honored t o be here before you t oday representing our nearly 2 million
m embers a nd supporters nationwide. Unfortunately, I am disappointed that the topic for discussion is President Trump's nomin ee t o the Supreme Court, Mr. Neil Gorsuch.
LGBTQ people are no strangers t o the Supreme Court . We understa nd the power of the Court to affirm or deny our most basic
rights. Jim Obergefell and his partner John Arthur ha d to be
m edivacked to a t armac in Maryla nd in order to marry before John
died from ALS because their home State of Ohio refused to allow
them a m arriage license.
Their h eartbreak did not end on t hat M a ryland tarma c. The
State of Ohio attempted to erase their ma rriage by refusing to
place Jim's n a me as a s urviving spouse on John's death certificate.
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By a narrow 5-4 ruling, the Supreme Court validated Jim and
John's relationship and extended marriage equality nationwide. By
his own words, Judge Gorsuch admitted he would have forced
same-sex couples to pay the price of inequality for decades to come.
This is why Jud~e Gorsuch cannot be given a lifetime appointment
to the Supreme Gourt.
Time and time again, Judge Gorsuch has employed a dangerous
brand of originalism that ignores the essential context and values
of each case and the lives that they touch. His record and statements place him squarely in the mold of Justice Antonin Scalia,
who consistently demeaned and denied the dignity of LGBTQ people from the Bench. Judge Gorsuch has directly questioned the
Court's recognition of the fundamental right to personal autonomy
that has served as the keystone for multiple LGBTQ rights cases.
Distressingly, Judge Gorsuch accepted a quote from Justice
Scalia in its entirety, equating marriage equality to bestiality and
made no effort to distinguish marriage, one of our society's most sacred traditions, from criminal antisocial behavior.
Despite records that Judge Gorsuch's personal friends with
LGBTQ people, his choice to embrace this line of reasoning reveals
a level of indifference to the LGBTQ community that should be disqualifying for an individual to be appointed to the U.S. Supreme
Court.
During his time on the bench, Judge Gorsuch ruled against Rebecca Castle, a transgender woman working for a community college. Afte r being rehired for a second term, Rebecca transitioned
and began to use the women's restroom. Halfway through the semester, the school informed h er she would have to begin using the
men's restroom based on safety concerns. Rebecca was terminated
because she refused to subject herself to the dangers of using a
men's restroom.
As Justice Kennedy .made clear in Romer v. Evans, false justifications may never be used to cloa k bare animus. That is what happened in Rebecca's case. The Supreme Court Justices must be able
to discern legitimate government interests from clear hostility to
vulnerable communities.
Judge Gorsuch's other rulings such as Hobby Lobby, while not directly addressing the LGBTQ community, have been used to blatantly defend discrimination against LGBTQ people. Amy Stevens
is one of these people. After working for a for-profit funeral home
for nearly 6 years, she informed the owner she would be
transitioning when she returned to work and would be dressing
consistent with the women's dress code. Ignoring the employee's
strong record, the funeral home owner stripped her of her job based
on his belief that it is unacceptable to be transgender. In: providing
the funeral home a pass from complying with Title VII, the judge
in this case adopted Judge Gorsuch's views regarding moral culpability, which callously disregards harm to real people. If this reasoning is widely adopted, it will undermine our core civil rights
laws, allowing pervasive discrimination not only against the
LGBTQ community but Americans widely.
Areas of law that the majority of Americans view as settled, including marriage equality, are being litigated and debated by
groups who are emboldened that a Justice like Gorsuch will r eopen
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settled law. The Supreme Court will be asked to hear cases such
as those that could decide whether a public school counselor from
Mississippi can turn away LGBTQ youth in need, whether City of
Houston employees may be stripped of their spousal benefits, or
whether moms like Marisa and Terrah Pavan must both be listed
on their daughter's b irth certificate.
We might not agree with every decision a Supreme Court Justice
may make, but w e must believe that their commitment to reaching
impartial judgments based on fact, not political ideology or bias.
And they must agree that LGBTQ have a fundamental right protected by the Constitution and that we as individuals and a community are entitled to equal treatment under the law . We need a
Justice who recognized our basic equality and shared humanity.
Judge Gorsuch has never m et this bar, and that is why the Human
Rights Campaign opposes his nomination to the Supreme Court.
[The prepared statement of Ms. W arbelow appears as a submission for the record.]
Senator FLAKE. Thank you, Ms, Warbelow.
Ms. Fisher, I will have to excuse myself to vote, but Senator
Hirono is here. Thank you.
STATEMENT OF ALICE FISHER, PARTNER,
LATHAM AND WATKINS, WASHINGTON, DC
Ms . FISHER. Tha nk you , Sena tor F lak e. Th a nk you, Senator
Rirono.
It is an honor to be h ere today. It is a privilege to b e a ble to t estify in support of my friend and forme r colleagu e Judge Neil
Gorsuch. It h as been a privilege over the years to watch his career
unfold. I ha d the pleasure of m eeting him in 1991 when we both
h a d our s ummer jobs in law school. He was in his third year of law
school, I was getting out of m y second year in law school, a nd we
worked together as summer associates that summer in 1991. It
m ay m a ke m e the longest person that knew him today-tha t is
who t estifying.
Of course, I was struck by his brilliance and his keen intellect ,
but wh a t was more striking was his ch aracter and his integrity and
his courtesy and his kindness. Every day h e would walk into work
a nd he would stop a nd he would t alk to people, everyone in the office, ask them how they were doing, ask them about their lives,
about their troubles. And h e was so generous with his time and his
consideration for others. It was almost like it was a n unlimited reserve of courtesy, kindness, and with good humor to boot.
I was the beneficiary of that, a nd I a m forever grat eful for the
time that he took with m e early on in my legal career-to spend
time counseling me , mentoring m e, h elping me. It was almost as
if h e cared as much about my success as he did about his own. And
I was not alone as a recipient of the way h e treat ed people. I will
be forever tha nkful for his support. That is just the ma n that he
is .
H e h as been , through the years, as you can see, driven by his devotion to his country a nd his devotion to public service, a nd he
comports himself with deep humility when he comes into public
service. And I can remember our conversations about w h en h e was
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entering public service and how much that meant to him to have
the ability to do that.
He has a keen intellect, of course, but he holds himself to the
highest standard of excellence-in his unwavering commitment to
the law-and you have heard him and many others talk about that.
Of course, he is an adoring husband to Louise and a devoted father
and a devoted friend to many.
As I have watched Neil-Judge Gorsuch-for many years, I find
him a man of the highest personal integrity. He has a commitment
to fairness and decency that will serve the Supreme Court well,
and I am hopeful that h e is confirmed. Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Fisher appears as a submission
for the record.]
Senator HIRONO [presiding]. Thank you.
Next, we have Amy Miller. Ms. Miller.
STATEMENT OF AMY HAGSTROM MILLER, PRESIDENT AND
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER, FOUNDER, WHOLE WOMAN'S
HEALTH, CHARLOTTESVILLE, VIRGINIA

Ms. MILLER. Thank you. Chairman Grassley, Senator Feinstein,
and Members of the Committee, I am very honored to speak with
you today.
My name is Amy Hagstrom Miller. I am the founder and CEO
of Whole Woman's Health, a group of women's hea lth clinics that
provide comprehensive reproductive services, including a bortion
care. I a m h ere today on behalf of abortion providers, women's
h ealth advocates, a nd the people we serve all across the country
who deserve access to quality healthcare delivered with dignity and
respect.
We are gravely concerned about the nomination of Judge
Gorsuch to the U.S. Supreme Court. In fact, Whole Woman's
Health joined 54 other reproductive hea lth rights and justice organizations in a letter to the Senate opposing Judge Gorsuch's nomination.
In our clinics, we offer holistic care for women that includes caring for their h eart , their mind, and their body. We envision a wodd
where every woman who has decided to end a pregnancy will be
respected and where she will h ave the information she needs and
the quality care she deserves.
We were the lead plaintiff in last year's landmark Supreme
Court case Whole Woman's Health v. Hellerstedt and witnessed how
decisions made at the high court directly impact the lives of
women. I know what happens when politicians find devious ways
to deny women's constitutional rights a nd w hy it is so important
to have independent jurists who respect precedent and the rule of
law.
Roe v . Wade, the 1973 decision that guaranteed the right to abortion a nd the right to privacy, has been settled law for more than
four decades and has been reaffirmed repeatedly by the Supreme
Court. Nevertheless, that has not stopped legislators across the
country from putting roadblocks in front of women seeking abortion
care. More tha n 330 have been passed since 2010.
Nowhere was the impact of these laws more evident than in the
State of Texas, where antiabortion legislators passed a law in 2013
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that forced over half of the State's clinics to shut down. The law
forced women to drive hundreds of miles, even across State lines,
to access their right to safe and legal abortion. In some cases, the
hurdles were so high women simply took matters into their own
hands.
I will never forget the woman who called from South Texas right
after the law went into effect. We told her our clinic was shuttered
and she now had to drive 250 miles each way to San Antonio. She
told us there was no way she could take 2 days off work, find child
care and the money to drive that far. She said, "I will tell you what
is in my medicine cabinet, and can you please tell me what to use
to do my own abortion?"
ln our country, where abortion has been legal for more than 40
years, no woman should be forced to take matters into her own
hands, nor should she fear criminalization or jail time if she does.
We need Justices on the Bench who oppose unnecessary obstacles
to our constitutional rights. Neil Gorsuch is not that Judge.
I also remember the woman who called from West Texas where
every single clinic had been shut down. She was a single working
mother with three children. We helped her to find a clinic, raise
money for her abortion, child care, transportation, and lost wages.
By the time she m a de it t o a Dalla s clinic 8 weeks later, it was
too late for her to have an abortion in the State of Texas. We need
Judges on the Court who support our constitutional rights no matt er our zip codes. Neil Gorsuch is not that Judge.
Last year, we took Texas to the Supreme Court a nd, in its ruling,
the Court called out these and other clinic shutdown laws for what
they are: sha m laws that create obstacles to care with no medical
basis behind them . Women n eed to know that if their r ights are
once again on tria l, they will be decided by Justices who are independent a nd n ot beholden to an ideological agenda . Judge Gorsuch
h as refused to answer basic questions about his st a nce on Roe ,
Whole Woman's Health , or the right to privacy. Yet we know in the
Utah Planned Parenthood case, he sided with politicians using misinformation a nd false cla ims to defund women's h ealth services.
And in the Hobby Lobby contraception case, he supported the notion that corporations are people.
Judge Gorsuch's positions raise concerns about his ability to be
open minded, fair, a nd guided by the Constitution, and not his own
ideology or persona l beliefs. Your decision on this nomination will
have profound impact on a ll of your constituents. Everyone loves
someone who has had an a bortion, a nd we a ll want the people we
love to be safe and treat ed with res pect, compassion, and dignity.
I urge you to keep this in mind as you consider the awesome responsibility of entrusting a lifetime appointment to the U.S. Supreme Court.
Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Miller appears as a submission
for the record.]
Chairman GRASSLEY. Thank you. And Senator Hirono, thank you
for filling in so we could keep it going. Thank you very much.
Now, Ms. Smith.
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STATEMENT OF HANNAH SMITH,
SENIOR COUNSEL, BECKET, WASHINGTON, DC
Ms. SMITH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, Senator Feinstein, and
Members of the Committee.. My name is Hannah Smith, and I am
senior counsel at Becket. Our firm is dedicated to protecting religious liberty for people of all faiths.
As Judge Gorsuch has said, religious liberty law, quote, "doesn't
just apply to protect popular religious beliefs: it does perhaps its
most important work in protecting unpopular religious beliefs, vindicating this Nation's long-held aspiration to serve as a refuge of
religious tolerance," end quote.
To prepare for this hearing, I have reviewed all 40 cases related
to religious liberty in which Judge Gorsuch either wrote an opinion
or cast a vote. My assessment is that Judge Gorsuch, as an Associate Justice of the Supreme Court, would be a jurist committed to
protecting this vital freedom. None of his religious liberty opinions
has ever been reversed by the Supreme Court. In fact , every time
the Supreme Court reached the merits in one of these cases, it vindicated Judge Gorsuch's position even where he had dissented.
An examination of these cases reveals that Judge Gorsuch is also
a remarkable consensus-builder. When he sat together with judges
who were appointed by a Democratic President, those judges unanimously agreed with him in 80 percent of those cases. Overall, he
was part of a unanimous decision a lmost 90 percent of the time,
a nd when h e actually a uthored the r eligious liberty decision for the
court, h e produced a unanimous decision every single time, 100
percent.
This is a striking record of coa lition-building in an a rea of jurisprudence that can be quite contentious. I will focus my remarks on
two a reas: first, Judge Gorsuch's prisoner cases; a nd second, his decisions involving the Religious Freedom Restoration Act.
F.irst , Judge Gorsuch h as demonstrated r epeatedly that he applies the law fairly to protect religious minorities a nd incarcerated
persons, some of the most politica lly powerless in our society. For
example, in Yellowbear v. Lampert, Judge Gorsuch addressed a
case where a Native America n prisone r h ad r equest ed access to a
sweat 10dge for religious purposes. For a unanimous panel, Judge
Gorsuch authored an eloquent opinion in which he said, quote,
"While those convicted of crime in our society lawfully forfeit a
great ma ny civil liberties, Congress has repeatedly instructed that
the sincere exercise of reli~ion should not be among them-at least
in the absence of a compelling r eason ,'' end quote. Here, ther e was
no such compelling reason.
Judge Gorsuch recognized tha t, especially in the pr ison context,
it is , quote, "easy for governmenta l officials with so much power
over inmat es' lives to deny capriciously one more liberty to those
who have a lready forfeited so m a ny others,'' e nd quote. Therefore,
he wrote, that the Government must prove it has a good reason for
denying religious liberty by offering much more than the Government's, quote, "bare say-s o,'' end quote.
On this point, Justice Sonia Sotomayor quoted Yellowbear in her
concurrence in another prisoner case, Holt .v. Hobbs. There, a una nimous Suprem e Court ruled in favor of a Becket client, a Muslim
prison er w ho sought to grow a religiously required beard.
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In two other prisoner cases, Judge Gorsuch voted in favor of a
Muslim prisoner seeking access to religiously required meals and
reversed a lower court decision failing to adequately consider a pro
se prisoner's request for a kosher diet.
Second, regarding his RFRA cases, in Hobby Lobby and Little
Sisters of the Poor, the Government tried to force religious ministries and family owned businesses to change their health plans
in a way that would violate their faith or else: pay millions of dollars in IRS penalties. Applying RFRA, Judge Gorsuch voted in
favor of the religious objectors, and the Supreme Court vindicated
his position in both cases.
Now, some have tried to frame these cases as an irresolvable conflict between religious liberty and women's rights. Not so. In the
Little Sisters case at the Supreme Court, the Government conceded
that it could still achieve its interests by allowing women to access
contraceptive services on the Government's own exchanges,
through another government program, or through other insurance
plans. The government1s concessions exposed an important truth:
No real conflict existed between contraceptive access and religious
liberty.
In closing, Judge Gorsuch has a consistent record of carefully applying the relevant statutory and constitutional provisions, as well
as governing precedents) without regard to a particular ideological
outcome. His jurisprudence demonstrates an evenha nded application of the principle that r eligious liberty is fundamental to freedom and to human dignity and that protecting the religious rights
of others, even the rights of those with whom we may disagree, ultimately leads to greater protections for all of our rights.
Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Smith appears as a submission
for the record.]
Chairman GRASSLEY. Thank you, Ms. Smith.
Now, Professor Marsha ll.
STATEMENT OF WILLIAM MARSHALL, WILLIAM RAND KENAN,
JR., DISTINGUISHED PROFESSOR OF LAW, UNIVERSITY OF
NORTH CAROLINA, CHAPEL HILL, NORTH CAROLINA

Professor MARSHALL. Thank you very much, Chairman Grassley
a nd Members of the Committee. It is an honor to a ppear before
you.
My purpose here today is to not pass judgment on Judge
Gorsuch, but rather to discuss the subject of origina lism a nd constitutional interpretation.
The t erm originalism is new, dating back essentially to the
1980s, but it has not ha d only one meaning. At first , it was said
to be origina l intent. Then, it was changed to original public meaning. Then, it was changed by some to original public meaning abstracted to allow for technological change. Then, it was changed by
others to say semantic m eaning that might be completely different
from the common public understanding.
Nevertheless, despite their lack of consensus on what origina lism
m eans and what the theory requires, those who support the theory
argue that originalism should be the governing mode of constitutional interpretation. First,, they s uggest that originalism promotes
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fealty to a written Constitution and is therefore consistent with the
Framers' design. But the early courts did not see it that way. Chief
Justice John Marshall wrote in McCulloch tha:t ''we must never forget it is a constitution we are expounding, intended to endure for
ages to come and consequently to be adapted to the various crises
of human affairs." This means that constitutional interpretation is
to give meaning and substance to enduring principles over time in
new contexts.
The fact that the Framers did not envision this approach is also
evidenced in the text of the Constitution, which uses very broad
words such as freedom of speech, equal protection, due process of
law. Those terms are not conducive to fixed meaning, and the
Framers likely intended that they would be interpreted and given
context over time.
Third, the Framers came from a common-law tradition. They understood that law changed to adapt to new circumstances. It is incorrect to suggest that was inappropriate for that to do so because
the .F ramers knew otherwise.
And finally, the Framers were visionaries. They were not concerned only with addressing the issues of the day; they were concerned with setting forth broad principles that would guide future
generations. The irony of originalism is that, while it purports fealty to the Framers, it actually demeans the Framers' enterprise
because it suggests they were more concerned with solving the
problems of 1787 than in developing a Constitution that could solve
the problems of 2017.
Originalists also err when they suggest that their theory limits
the ability of courts to insert their political preferences, at least the
way originalism has been practiced by conservative jurists. For example, there is no originalist theory that ca n support striking down
Federal affirmative action, as the conservative Court did in
Adarand. The text of the Fourteenth Amendment's equal protection
clause does not even a pply to the Federal Government, and history
during that period indicated that there were special programs that
advantaged only African Americans.
Originalism does not support Citizens United. The Framers did
not give much credence to corporations. They distrusted them.
There were very limited charters. It does not support the expanded
property rights that exist in the Regulatory Takings Doctrine, and
it is worth noting that Justice Scalia, when he wrote on that, suggested those cases were supported not by text or history but by
"constitutional culture."
Now, in my written arguments I suggested some results that
originalism might lea d to that would be troublesome : the end of
one person, one vote; the overruling of Brown; the idea that there
wo uld be no equal protection for women, the: abolishment of the
United States Air Force. Now, to their credit, many originalists will
not go that far, will not take us back to the way of life of a 19th
century, and some have gone out of their way to argue that Brown
can be reconciled with originalist principles, which would be news
to those who drafted the Fourteen Amendment and also segregated
the schools of the District of Columbia, and would also b e news to
the Brown Court itself, which looked for originalist basis and could
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not find it and expressly disavowed originalism as the basis for the
holding in that decision.
Now, but what does this say about originalism? I think it suggests two things. I think it suggests that originalists know in their
hearts that originalism is fundamentally at odds with who we are
as a Nation; and second, it also demonstrates that originalism can
be used to manipulate the particular results that you want to get
to, so therefore, it does not give the fixed meaning that those who
support originalists say that it does.
Originalism then is a doctrine of false promises. It suggests a fealty to the Framers' design when it is actually antithetical to the
Framer's vision. It purports to offer jurisprudence with fixed and
predictable results when its application is nebulous and variable.
It claims value neutrality when it has been erratically deployed in
order to achieve specific results.
Certainly text and history are important in constitutional interpretation, but the claim that constitutional interpretation should be
controlled only by history and text was one that was rejected in
McCulloch v. Maryland in 1819. We should learn that lesson.
[The prepared statement of Professor Marshall appears as a submission for the record.]
Chairman GRASSLEY. Thank you, Professor.
Now, Mr. Meyer.
STATEMENT OF TIM MEYER,
FORMER LAW CLERK, NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE

Mr. MEYER. Mr. Chairman, Members of the Committee, thank
you for the opportunity to testify today.
I am a professor of law at Vanderbilt Law School, and I had the
honor to clerk for Judge Gorsuch from 2007 until 2008. I am here
today to enthusiastically support his nomination to the Supreme
Court. ,Judge Gorsuch is a brilliant, fair, principled, and independent jurist. He is also the epitome of a gentleman . You will
never in your life m eet a kinder or more charitable public servant.
One of the biggest risks a judge takes each year is inviting a few
recent law school graduates into his or her chambers. Judges use
law clerks as sounding boards for ideas; to spot flaws in arguments,
including their own; and to find and help analyze precedent. This
requires a judge to put quite a bit of faith in these recent law
school graduates, and it requires them to invest quite a bit of time
in teaching these recent law school graduates to be competent assistants and competent lawyers.
More tha n that, though, working side by side in close quarters
every day for a year or more makes the relationship between a
judge and his or her clerks especially intimate. Judges thus often
become the most important mentors young lawyers have. This
m entoring role is not the most important that judges play, but it
does provide a window into a judge's temper ament a nd their approach to the law.
I could not have hoped for a better mentor than Judge Gorsuch,
a nd the country could not hope for a b etter teacher for its brightest
legal minds. I could say a lot about Judge Gorsuch, about how he
welcomes his clerks to Colorado and into his family, about how he
hosted a birthday party for my 1-year-old. son in chambers when
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we did not know anybody in Colorado. I could talk about his love
of being a lawyer, the joy he takes in the back and forth of legal
argument, or his concern for the integrity of our judicial system.
Instead, I want to spend my time today talking about what Judge
Gorsuch has taught m e about writing.
By the time I arrived in Judge Gorsuch's chambers, I had been
in school for 21 years and I had p robably written thousands of
pages, including most of a doctoral dissertation. But I did not really
learn to write until I worked for the judge. Through conversations,
reading the judge's work, and reading his careful comments on my
work, I learned the importance of clarity in legal writing.
The judge spends hours and many drafts on just the introductory
paragraphs to his opinions. These sentences, he taught the clerks,
are the most important. Lawyers need to know how the Court
thought the Constitution, statutes, and regulations applied to the
facts of the case. But even nonlawyers, the Judge taught us, should
be able to understand the stakes in a court case and the basic reason a case came out the way it did. The litigants themselves deserve an explanation that does not require a lawyer to interpret.
I have taken this lesson with me at each stop on my legal career.
Judge Gorsuch's care for w riting is important in its own right because tbe written word is the primary medium through which
judges communicate. But the judge's emphasis on writing is pa rt
of his broader concern for the process due litigants who seek the
protection of our courts. As a clerk, I h a d the opportunity to observe over and over again Judge Gorsuch's respect for litigants a nd
the care he took to m ake s ure that h e fairly and fully eva luated
a nd a ddressed each of their cla ims.
I have a n umber of examples in my written t estimony, but by
way of one brief example, the F ederal courts receive a very high
number of pro se petitions from prisoners. For many of these petitioners, the Anti-Terrorism and Effective Death P ena lty Act ,
passed b y Congress in 1996, sets a bar to relief that they cannot
clear, a nd consequently, m any courts summarily dismiss these petitions. Not Judge Gorsuch.
When I worked for him, he insist ed that each petitioner receive
a written decision on his petition . Each inmat e, he told me) is entit led to a n explanation h e can understa nd, no m atter h ow far off the
m ark his cla im. And to be fra nk, m a ny of the claims we received
were prepa red without the a id of counsel and were difficult to underst a nd. No m atter. The Judge r eminded we clerks that the Court
had a duty t o liberally construe that is, to give the benefit of the
doubt t o those who appear on their own behalf seeking the protection of the courts.
The judge's concern for fair notice a lso underlies his deep respect
for precedent. I can r ecall m any times that Judge Gorsuch wrote
that while h e might have decided a case differently, a prior panel
of the Tenth Circuit had a lready a ddressed the question.
Indeed , I had the chance this morning to look back at the Tenth
Circuit decision in Endrew F. , which is the case that the Supreme
Court decided yesterday reversing the Tenth Circuit. And in tha t
case, the Court expressly noted that the more than de minimis
standa rd tha t Judge Gorsuch h ad a pplied in Thompson is actua lly
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from an earlier Tenth Circuit case in Urban and a line of cases
that stretch from Urban until Thompson.
I will end by noting that in both of these instances, prisoner litigation and disabled students, Judge Gorsuch has ruled on both
sides of the issues, has come out both ways. Equally importantly,
though, he has advocated for better representation for prisoners
who are seeking the protection of our courts and for disabled students. Judge Gorsuch believes that access to the courts and a fair
opportunity to be heard for all is a critical component of our judicial system.
And with that, I will look forward to your questions.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Meyer appears as a submission
for the record.]
Chairman GRASSLEY. Thank you, Mr. Meyer.
Now, Ms. Phillips.
STATEMENT OF SANDY PHILLIPS, BOERNE, TEXAS

Ms. PHILLIPS. Chairman Grassley, Ranking Member Feinstein,
and Members of the Judiciary Committee, thank you for the opportunity to speak with you today.
My name is Sandy Phillips. I am a registered Republican, a gun
owner, and I live in Texas, but I now vote a straight Democratic
ticket. I am a mother , and I am here to speak on my efforts to stop
other families from experiencing my nightmare.
I am here to speak on the gun violence that takes 33,000 American citizens' lives each year. On average, 91 Americans are killed
each day, eight of whom a re children. My daughter Jessie was one
of them.
Five years ago this July, my beautiful 24-year-old da ughter Jessica Ghawi was slaughtered in the Aurora, Colorado, theater massacre along with 11 other beautiful souls. Seventy others were
wounded, many with wounds that will shorten their lives. I know
them. I know their struggle. I know their pain, both physical and
emotional, and I understand it.
My da ughter went to a movie and was slaughtered. I use the
word slaughtered because the killer chose t() use a weapon designed for the battlefield by the military as part of his arsenal and
ambushed people that could not escape. He was able to purchase
4 ,000 rounds of green-tipped .223 high-velocity bullets over the
internet without even showing his driver's license. These steel-jacketed bullets were designed to rip through bone, tissue, flesh , seats,
and walls.
When we sued that online seller to change their dangerous busin ess practices, our case was thrown out because of the PLCAA law .
The gun lobby brags tha t this law was their crowning achievement
because it protects the industry from being sued in civil court and
denies the constitutional rights of gun violence victims to have
their day in court.
The night Jessie was murdered, I was t exting with h e r. I was
due to go visit her in just a few days, and we were very excited
to be able to spend some mother-a nd-daughter time. The last thing
she wrote to me was, "I cannot wait to see you. I n eed my
momma." I wrote back, "I need my baby girl."
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Minutes after that text, my phone rang. It was the young man
with her that we have known for many, many years and we think
of as family. What I heard on the other end of the phone changed
our lives forever. I could hear horrific screaming. I asked what was
wrong. He said that there had been a shooting and it was random.
I asked if he was okay. He said I think I have been shot twice. At
this point I grew alarmed since he was the one calling and not my
Jessie. I said, ''Where is Jessie?" He answered, "I am sorry." I
asked, "Is she okay?" And he said, "I tried. " I said, "Brent,
oh, God,
please tell me she is not dead." And again, he said, 1'1 am sorry."
Brent is a firefighter and a paramedic, so I knew at that very
moment that my daughter was gone. I started screaming, I am
told, but I have little memory of my husband catching me as I collapsed on the floor.
Our little girl had been hit six times with the .223s that sprayed
the theater in mere seconds. One bullet tore through her leg and
entered. into the other leg, making it impossible to escape. Three
more ripped through her abdomen, one hit her clavicle and shatt ered it, and one exploded through her left eye, leaving a five-inch
hole that blew her brains onto the theater seats, floor, and people.
I live with that image every day of my life.
This preventable pain and suffering of victims and survivors has
changed my life. I can no longer remain silent on the sidelines. Our
Second Amendment begins with the phrase "a well-regulated ," but
gun s are not well-regulated. Our lack of strong Federal laws let
people who should not h ave them acquire guns too easily, people
like J essie's s hooter , who showed clear signs of severe m ental illn ess that m ade him dangerous to himself and others, was still able
to get his hands on military-style weapons a nd over 4 ,000 bullets
he bought for his attack.
Since this shooting, Colorado has put restrictions on the kind of
magazine he used a nd passed new background check l aws, hut over
t he past few years, a sm a ll number of extremist s h ave been pus hing courts a cross the country to accept a nd endorse a gun-lobbybacked radica l version of the Second Amendment t hat would call
into question basic public safety law like those in Colorado. This
version is the one that Justice Sca lia reject ed, understanding the
Second Aniendment is not unlimited.
As a mother and an American, I believe it is critical that any Supreme Court Justice underst ands this as well. Cases pushing these
radical views could m ake their way t o the S upreme Court in the
months a nd years to come. This Committee must know does this
nominee believe the Second Amendment have limits? Does this
nominee recognize that it does n ot override a ny othe r constitutional
rights like my daughter's right to live in a safe community? Does
this nominee understand that, as times change, laws must change
and responsible regulations to protect communities from gun violence have been recognized as a nd are constitutional and necessary? To be confirmed, any Supreme Court nominee must a nswer
these questions clearly a nd convincingly. If not, the public's s afety
is at risk.
Thank you for the opportunity to speak w ith you today.
[The prepared st at ement of Ms. Phillips appears as a submission
for the record.]
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Chairman GRASSLEY. Thank you, Ms. Phillips.
Now, Mr. Jaffer.
STATEMENT OF JAMIL JAFFER,
FORMER LAW CLERK, ARLINGTONi VIRGINIA

Mr. JAMIL JAFFER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and thank you to
the Committee for having me here today.
I want to say obviously a very painful story from Mrs. Phillips
and her daughter Jessie. I think what I want to say to Mrs. Phillips and to the Members of the Committee is that Judge Gorsuch! have known him for 13 years-Judge Gorsuch is the kind of judge
that Mrs. Phillips and that Jessie would want on the Bench. He is
the kind of judge that applies the law fairly and evenhandedly to
all litigants before him. He is the .k ind of judge that does not rule
based on a policy preference or a preference for an outcome but on
the law as it is written by the Members of this body, the Constitution our Framers wrote. He is the kind of judge that applies the
law in the way we want the law to be applied. He is a judge's
judge.
I have known Judge Gorsuch since he was a private practice attorney at a small law firm h ere in Washington, DC. I then followed
Judge Gorsuch to the Justice Department in a different office, but
I saw him there as a s enior Justice D epartment official. I the n
went with him t o the Tenth Circuit when he was confirmed on the
bench a nd spent his first 4 months with him on the bench as he
became a judge. I watched him transform from a passiona t e, strong
a dvocat e for his clients into a passionate, strong a dvocate for justice under the rule of law.
He is the kind of man that cares about p eople, that cares deeply
about his family, his friends, the parties that appear before him,
H e feels what the litigants before him feel, and he applies the law
fairly t o each and every one of those litigants.
Today, we h ave hea rd from a lot of individuals on this pa n el
a bout what Judge Gorsuch , if h e were to be confirmed by this body
to the Supreme Court, m ay or m ay not do on the Court. But what
I w ould direct you to is his r eal record in the 10 years that h e h as
been on the bench . This is not a judge that ha d a short period of
time on the bench w h ere we ca nnot tell what kind of judge h e is
going to be. We can look a t his record and determine exactly what
kind of judge h e is going to be.
Now, over the last few days, you h ave heard a bout a h a ndful of
cases wh ere p eople feel like h e b as n ot ruled for the little guy.
Well, let me tell yo u about some of the cases where h e h as ruled
for the little guy: A vila u. Jostens, wh ere he voted to a llow a Hispa nic employee to bring a cla im of race discrimination reversed in
District Court; Dasgupta u. H arris1 where he vot ed to deny qualified immunity to a university official accu sed of discriminating
again st an Asian American professor; Orr u. City of Albuquerque,
wh ere he h a d that two female police officers could bring pregna ncy
discrimination claims and reversed the District Court there also;
Gad u. Kansas State, wh ere h e a llowed a professor of sex discrimination cla im to proceed; Allsta t e Sweeping, whe re h e a llowed two
fema le contractors to b ring a gender bias cla im against a m a le
Denver airport employee; Chapman u. Carmike Cinemas, w here he
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voted to reverse the District Court and allowed a female employee
who had been sexually assaulted to bring a hostile work environment claim against her corporate employer; Dossa v. Wynne , where
he voted to allow a female employee to sue her employer for gender
discrimination; W.D. Sports, where he reversed the District Court
and allowed a female employee's sexual harassment suit to proceed
to trial; Eisenhour v. Weber County, where Judge Gorsuch voted to
allow a female court employee to bring claims against a male judge
who had sexually harassed her; Ridgell-Boltz v. Colvin, where
Judge Gorsuch voted to reverse a District Court dismissal of a female worker's hostile work environment claim; Lowber v. City of
New Cordell, where Judge Gorsuch ruled that a female employee
could sue a city government for sex discrimination, again, reversing
the District Court.
In case after case after case, Judge Gorsuch has applied the law
fairly and evenhandedly to the litigants before him. Yes, it is true
in the occasional cases, the three or four you heard about over the
last few days, Judge Gorsuch ruled for a corporate employer, but
time and time and time again, he has ruled for the little guy, the
woman, the sexually harassed, the discriminated against, the disabled.
So the notion somehow that Judge Gorsuch is not capable of
being an evenhanded, fair judge, the kind of judge that Mrs. Phillips and that Jessie deserve, is absolutely wrong. He is a judge's
judge. He will be a credit to our Nation and to this body, and he
should be confirmed swiftly.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Jaffer appears as a submission
for the record.]
Chairman GRASSLEY. Thank you. I am going to call on Senator
Coons because he has another assignment.
Senator COONS. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
I would like to thank this entire panel. I will take just a few minutes and ask two questions, if I might?
Ms. Warbelow, over the course of the entire several days of hea rings, Judge Gorsuch repeatedly said that he respects precedent and
follows settled law, and I questioned him about critical casesCasey , Lawrence, Obergefell. The judge also wrote that judges
should, "apply the law as it is, focusing backward, not forward, and
looking to t ext, structure, and history to decide w hat a reasonable
r eader at the time of the events in question would have understood
the law to be."
But these three critical cases, as I questioned him about-Casey,
Lawrence, and Obergefell-do not merely look forward. They applied a more inclusive and modern principle of liberty and its understanding to protect the right to priv:acy, relationships, .and marriage.
Can originalism, as Judge Gorsuch defined it, protect the freedoms the Supreme Court has now recognized for LGBT individuals
based on the due process clause?
Ms. 'WARBELOW. If we press the pause button at the exact mom ent in time when either the Constitution was written or any single statute was written, we miss the broader context at how it af~
fects and applies to people's lives. It is not a surprise to anyone in
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this room that in the 1700s LGBTQ community was a stranger to
the law.
And if we continue to advocate for a view of the Constitution that
is stuck in that time period, we will always be strangers to the law.
And Judge Gorsuch himself made very clear that he thought the
LGBTQ community should only have recourse through the legislature, that marriage equality was not appropriate topic for the
courts and should be left solely to the legislatures.
But the role of the Court is to recognize that minority populations are often disadva ntaged when it comes to the tyranny of the
majority, and a good Justice looks to how people's lives are affected
and how the rule of law will apply in the day to day.
Senator COONS. Thank you, Ms. War below.
Ms. Miller, there has been a lot of discussion in the course of
these hearings from President Trump's campaign promise about
what kind of Justice he might nominate through questioning of
Judge Gorsuch this week. And the potential overruling of Roe v.
~ade seems to always hover in the middle distance in these hearmgs.
I am concerned, however, that there is many ways that courts
can and would limit women's access to healthcare without explicitly
overruling Roe. And as you heard perhaps in my questioning of
Judge Gorsuch, I had questions for him about what his standard
of complicity m eant a nd wh er e it came from and what its consequences would be.
In what ways could the Court limit a ccess to reproductive care
w it hout overturning Roe? And wha t does Judge Gorsuch's record
say to you about how he might approach these cases?
Ms. MILLER. Tha nk you for the question.
I a m very concerned about his record and his ability to set aside
personal beliefs and rule in a fair-minded, indep endent way. What
we have seen since 2010, like I referenced in my statement, is 330
laws that have been passed to restrict wom en's a ccess to ab ortion
services, even with Roe being st able. We have seen waiting periods.
We have seen requirements tha t close physical plants. We have
seen, you know, really women with undue burden, h aving to travel
hundreds of miles and encounter, you know, lots of obst a cles.
So wh at we really h ave is a situation where a right exists on
pa per, but it is not-the ability to access it in the rea l way people
live their lives is blocked.
Senator COONS. Ms. Miller, if I might, though , just to clarify, you
are talking about legislatures acting. Why is that not a n appropriate venue, and what is the Court's role in this?
Ms. MILLER. Well, what you might, in our case-Whole Woman's
Health-we brought to the Suprem e Court, we were able to illustrate that legisla tors went too far, and th e Court ruled in our favor,
saying you cannot just pass laws willy nilly to block people's access.
They need to be subst antiated by medical fact a nd medica l eviden ce and that it put an undue burden on women's ability to access
their rights to privacy and their right to safe abortion, as guaranteed by R oe.
Senat or COONS. Thank you. I would like to thank you both, and
I appreciate your con sideration, Mr. Chairman, and the oppor-
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tunity to talk with you both about legitimate concerns about the
scope of the right to privacy and its impact on people's lives.
Thank you.
Ms. MILLER. Thank you.
Chairman GRASSLEY. Senator Hatch now.
Senator HATCH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman .
Let m e ask Mrs. Smith some questions. I want to thank you for
your work defending our first freedom, religious freedom. As you
know, I am one of the authors of the Religious Freedom Restoration Act, one of the prime authors, and also I am the author of the
Religious Land Use and Institutionalized Persons Act.
Now these statutes make it difficult for the Government to substantially burden the exercise of religion. And your organization,
the Becket Fund, uses these statutes to vindicate the fundamental
right to exercise religions for men and women of many faiths. Your
written testimony quoted from Judge Gorsuch's concurring opinion
in Hobby Lobby Stores u. Sebelius that RFRA "does perhaps its
most important work in protecting unpopular religious beliefs, vindicating this Nation's long-held aspiration to serve as a refuge of
religious tolerance."
In Hobby Lobby, Judge Gorsuch's court concluded that RFRA can
apply to a corporation. My guess, however, is that in your practice,
the most frequent use of thes e statutes is t o defend the individua l,
the little guy, if you will, since we have h ad t alk about that we
h ave heard so much about. It is to defend the weak and tbe powerless a nd the disfavored.
Now I h ave two questions about Judge Gorsuch's record in this
area. First , do any of his decisions or opinions in such cases go beyond interpreting statutes the way Congress enacted them a nd implementing those statutes as Congress intended?
And second, how critical is it to faithfully interpret and apply
statutes like these when it might be controversial as well as when
t he plaintiffs are m ore sympathetic?
Ms. SMITH. Thank you very much for that question, Sen ator
Hat ch .
So your first question was, are there an y decisions that go beyond the corr ect interpretation of these statutes in Judge Gorsuch's
10 years on the bench? And I have looked at a lot of his opinions
that h e h as written where h e has interpret ed RFRA and its sister
st atute RLUIPA, which you a lso mentioned. And I think his jurisprudence very clearly shows that h e underst ands the limits of
these st atutes. H e underst ands the ba la ncing test that Congress
put into these st atutes a nd that he has found in favor of religious
pa rties some of the time, but h e is also found against parties who
a re religious litigants in other cases.
H obby L obby and L ittle Sisters are t wo examples where h e was
in favor of the religious objectors, and h e fo uhd that there was a
substantial burden on their religious exercise in those cases. And
the Government even ultimately conceded that they had a lternative ways to m eet their interest s without forcing these religious
objectors to violate their faith.
And I think, you know, those two cases s how very clearly that
t here was no conflict to begin with between religious liberty a nd
wom en's r igh ts. But there are some other cases wh ere h e h as h eld
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that the religious parties were either insincere or that they did not
suffer a substantial burden under RFRA.
There was one case I spoke about in my written testimony where
a couple had set up a fake church, created to distribute marijuana,
and they sought the protection of RFRA for their drug running.
And Judge Gorsuch said, sorry, that is an insincere claim, and
RFRA is not going to protect you there.
So I think, you know, Judge Gorsuch's ability to really require
the Government, as he has said over the last few days, to square
its corners, to prove its case, to show that it has a good justification
for what it is doing, along with his ability to really impose and recognize these reasonable limits on religious liberty where there are
meritless claims shows that he has a very balanced and thoughtful
approach to applying these statutes, as he has done so over the last
10 years on the Tenth Circuit.
And how critical is it that these statutes be faithfully interpreted
and faithfully applied? Well, it is absolutely critical.
And as you know1 Senator, you know, RFRA has been used to
protect religious minorities around the country; and certainly many
of Becket's clients are religious minorities. I am thinking here of
Pastor Soto, who is a pastor of a Native An1erican church out in
Texas, and the Government created Operation Powwow and went
in undercover and invaded his religious circle to confiscate eagle
feathers.
Now it was because of RFRA a nd, I might also add, the Hobby
Lobby decision, which the Cour t cited, that h e was able to get those
prec~ous eagle feathers b a ck and use them in his religious ceremonies.
It was also RFRA who helped another of Becket's clients, Captain Simmer Singh, who is a devoted Sikh, to be able to ask the
Army to give him an accommodation so that he could wear a religious bea rd a nd a turban according to the requirements of his
faith. And eventually, h e was a ble to get that accommodation,
tha nks to RFRA. And then, eventually, the Army was actually willing t o cha nge its regulations so tha t now all Sikhs can faithfully
serve in the Army a nd not have to deny their faith in doing so.
So I appreciat e the question, Senator. I think it is a really import a nt point that we m a ke here that RFRA and RLUIPA protect religious minorities around the country and do this vital work of preserving religious freedom.
Senator HATCH. Well, thank you so much.
Chairman GRASSLEY. Senator Fra nken.
Senator FRANKEN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Ms. Phillips, thank you for your t estimony honoring your da ught er.
Ms. PHILLIPS. Thank you very much.
Senator FRANKEN. So sorry for your loss.
Ms. PHILLIPS. Tha nk you. I appreciate that.
I would also like to ask Senator Grassley if h e would please
make note in the record that this gentleman next to me does not
speak for m e or my dead da ughter.
Chairma n GRASSLEY. You just ma de tha t point, and we a ccept it.
Ms. PHILLIPS. Tha nk you.
Chairma n GRASSLEY. Proceed, Senator.
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Senator FRANKEN. Okay. Ms. Clarke, thank you for being here
today. I would like to talk about voting rights.
Now as Judge Gorsuch and I discussed yesterday, the Supreme
Court's Shelby County decision gutted the preclearance provision of
the Voting Rights Act, which required certain States, States with
a history of engaging in discriminatory practices at the polls, to get
the Federal Government's approval before making changes to the
voting laws.
Shelby County struck down the provision that determined which
States were covered by preclearance, meaning that none are. I am
not sure that people fully appreciate just how quickly some of the
States previously covered by preclearance reacted to Shelby County, the Shelby County decision.
Let us look at North Carolina. The Shelby County decision was
issued on June 23, 2013. North Carolina legislators had already
teed up a photo ID bill in anticipation of the ruling, and within
hours of the decision, a State Senator indicated that it would start
to move. And it did. Additional provisions were added, and the
North Carolina Senate approved an omnibus package of restrictions on July 25, 2013, 2 days later.
No African-American member of the State Senate voted for the
bill. The House approved the Senate's bill later that same day. The
Governor signed it on August 12, 2013 .
Now after Shelby County, Section 2 of the act remained in place.
But where preclearance stopped discriminatory measures before
they could do any h a rm, Section 2 a llows plaintiffs to challenge restrictions after they have been enacted. So even though litigants
successfully challenged North Carolina's restrictions under Section
2, even though this Fourth court found that the law "targeted African-Americans with almost surgical decision, the Fourth Circuit
did not strike down that law until July 29, 2016."
Tha t means that some of those restrictions were on the books for
years before a successful Section 2 challenge could work its way
through the courts. In the meantime, these restrictions k ept people
from voting.
According to the NAACP Legal Defense Fund, hundreds of North
Carolina voters, disproportionately people of color, were not counted in the 2014 primary election b ecause North Carolina eliminated
same-day registration and a llowed provisional ballots to be thrown
out if they were cast at the wrong polling place.
So I mentioned this to Judge Gorsuch. I wanted to know whether
Judge Gorsuch was bothered by the consequences of the Shelby
County decision. He said that Section 2 was still available.
I responded by pointing out that bringing a challenge under Section 2 can take time, a nd in the time it t a k es to bring one of those
cha llenges, people are robbed of their right to vote. We went
a round the barn a few times on this. He told me that voting is a
funda mental right-I know that-but did not answer my question.
Ms. Clarke, I was not reassured by my conversation with Judge
Gorsuch. Now I understand that he cannot weigh in on certain
policies or proposals, but as a judge who m a kes decisions based on
the facts and the law alone, as h e says, I think it is importa nt to
know whether h e takes proper m easures of the facts.
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And the fact of the matter is, is Section 2 is not adequate on its
own. Do you agree?
Ms. CLARKE . Thank you for the question, Senator Franken.
Section 2 of the Voting Rights Act is no adequate substitute for
the strong protections that had long been provided by the Section
5 preclearance provision of the Voting Rights Act. I believe this is
an important area for the Senate to focus on.
The right to vote is the most sacred civil right in our democracy,
and I listened to Judge Gorsuch yesterday in response to your
question. I listened to his response to Senator Leahy, who asked
for his view about Justice Scalia's statement in the Shelby County
argument, where he referenced the Voting Rights Act as a racial
entitlement.
And he refused to disavow that statement or distance himself
from that statement, and I find that deeply troubling. I believe our
Nation deserves Justices on our Nation's highest court who appreciate that the right to vote is central in our democracy and understand and appreciate that right remains under attack.
You point to the example in North Carolina, and sadly, we have
seen the floodgates of voting discrimination and voter suppression
open all across our country since the Supreme Court's 2013 ruling
in Shelby County , Alabama v. Holder.
Texas is another example. On the day that the Court issued its
ruling, it put in place a discriminatory a nd burdensome photo ID
r equirement that , on the day it went into effect, disenfra nchised
more than 600,000 legitimately registered voters who were without
one of the forms of qualifying ID. I listen ed intently and carefully
to Judge Gorsnch's response to questions on the right to vote and
on the Voting Rights Act and remain incredibly dissa tisfied,
Aga in, our Nation deserves a Justice who will take the Bench
and understand that grave challenges arising under the Voting
Rights Act a nd other controversies concerning voting will come before the Court, a nd we need a Justice who will be prepared to ensure that wh at remains of the Voting Rights Act is fairly interpreted a nd a pplied.
Sena tor FRANKEN. Mr. Chairman, m ay I just ask consent-thank
you , by the way. Ask consent that the NAACP Legal Defense and
Education Fund report entitled "The Civil Rights Record of Judge
Neil Mc. Gorsuch" be entered into the record?
Chairman GRASSLEY. Without objection, that will be entered in.
Thank you, Senator.
[The information appears as a submission for the record.]
Senator FRANKEN. Thank you.
Chairman GRASSLEY. Senator Crapo.
Senator CRAPO. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I do not h ave any
questions.
Chairman GRASSLEY. Okay. Then Senator Hirono.
Senator HIRONO. Thank you, Mr. Chair.
Chairman GRASSLEY. Am I beginning to pronounce your na me
right?
Senator HIRONO. I think you have been doing okay so far. Otherw ise, I would have corrected you.
Senator FRANKEN. H e is actua lly-[whispering] it is Hirono.
Hirono.
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[Laughter.]
Senator HIRONO . Thank you. Okay. You have to add another 10
seconds to my time for that.
[Laughter.]
Chairman GRASSLEY. Add 15 seconds to her time.
Senator HIRONO. Thank you.
So, Ms. Clarke, let me continue with Shelby County because we
talked about what happened in North Carolina and in Texas,
where not only did they pass a voter suppression law, but they
made it very plain their discriminatory intent. So, generally, these
kinds of laws do not have that kind of intent, and it is very difficult, is it not, to prove discriminatory effect under Section 2?
Ms. CLARKE. Senator Hirono, it is, indeed, difficult. But sadly, we
are seeing States and localities put voting restrictions on the books
that not only have a discriminatory effect on protected minority
groups, but we're seeing evidence of discriminatory purpose animating the laws in North Carolina. Texas' photo ID is one law that
we believe clearly was adopted to disenfranchise African Americans, Latinos, the elderly, and students.
Senator HIRONO. So the very thing that people were concerned
about, because you argued the Shelby County case, that people
were concerned about would happen after the Court eliminated
Section 5 would happen , did happen , and some 13 States, m aybe
more, are passing various kinds of laws that disenfranchise, in effect, voters.
So, well, I know that you were listening to Judge Gorsuch1 s testimony yesterday and the day before, proba bly a ll of you were. And
it was very difficult to ascert ain what his judicial philosophy is because he basica lly said that he would apply precedent.
Let me ask Ms. Miller, you founded Whole Woman1s H ealth, and
I commend you for that. Tha nk you for the work that you a re
doing.
I think you ar e probably familiar en ough with the Hobby Lobby
case, where the a cces s to contraception coverage for som e, well,
there are thousands of H obby Lobby employees. And to have H obby
Lobby be referred to as a "family owned business," when they basically had over probably 30,000 employees is a stretch to m e. But
nonetheless, there were thousands of Hobby Lobby employees
whose right to contraceptive coverage was given ve ry short shr ift
or no consideration at all.
Ms. Miller, do you consider Judge Gorsuch's position on H obby
Lobby , do you see Hobby L obby as indicative of where Judge
Gorsuch would be on issues relating to a woman's right to choose?
Ms. MILLER. Thank you for the question.
I absolutely do. I think that women h a ve a right to healthcare
that covers all of our healthcare needs, whether it is contraception,
preventive care, a bortion services, pregn ancy, everything. And I do
not think that we can be sort of set aside because of who we work
for.
Sena tor HIRONO . Professor M arshall , there ar e a number of ways
to describe originalism , a nd I have come to the conclusion that
originalism is used as a tool a nd. a justification to rest rict the rights
of vulnerable America ns. So let m e ask you this.
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If originalism had been applied, would the Supreme Court have
made the-would Supreme Court's decisions have been what it was
in the following cases? And I want to cite the cases to you. Griswold v. Connecticut? If they had applied originalism, would the
Court have come up with that decision?
Professor MARSHALL. No, Your Honor. No, Senator. Sorry.
But-[Laughter.]
Professor MARSHALL. It would be great by me if they were appointing you to the Supreme Court.
[Laughter.]
Senator HIRONO. Thank you for that. Loving v. Virginia?
Professor MARSHALL. No.
Senator HTRONO. Virginia v. United States?
Professor MARSHALL. No.
Senator HIRONO. Lawrence v. Texas?
Professor MARSHALL. No.
Senator HIRONO. Obergefell v. Hodges?
Professor MARSHALL. No.
Senator HIRONO. Thank you. So, basically, you did write that it
is basically a philosophy or an approach to construction that conservatives use to restrict rights?
Professor MARSHALL. I think it was mentioned earlier today that
originalism took hold as a reaction to the Warren Court. So tha t
might give a little bit of sense of the direction that it took.
There was just a discussion of Shelby County, which I would happen to agree is one of the most important cases decided by the Supreme Court in the last 100 years because of its effect, and yet the
originalist case for striking down the preclearance provisions of
Section 5 is very weak. It was recently-a recent article in the Harvard Law Review pointed out the fallacy behind the notion of equal
dignity that the Court relied on in that case.
So1 yes, it has been selectively used. And as I point out in my
t estimony, in cases like Federal affirmative action1 when an
originalist decision would clearly uphold. F ederal affirmative action,
the originalists slid away from that decision.
Senator HIRONO. Mr. Chairman, I just wanted to express my profound sorrow for Ms. Phillips. We all share that feeling. Thank you
very much for being here and testifying.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman GRASSLEY. Thank you, Senator.
Senator Kennedy, do you have a ny questions? Proceed.
Senator KENNEDY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Ms. Miller, I think I understand your position on abortion. I went
to your website-which is a weil-put-together website.
Ms. MILLER. Thank you.
Senator KENNEDY. And it is an issue that divides many Americans. Would you ever support a nominee for the U.S. Supreme
Court that did not agree with you on abortion?
Ms. MILLER. Senator, whether the nominee agrees with me, to
me, is not what is at issue here. It is whether they can uphold the
precedent and the rule of law.
Senator KENNEDY. Let me rephrase it, and I am sorry to interrupt, but they do not give me much time.
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Ms. MILLER. It is okay. I know.
Senator KENNEDY. Would you ever support a nominee to the U.S.
Supreme Court who would not declare in front of the United States
Senate on the Judiciary that he or she supported Roe v. Wade?
Ms. MILLER. I think what we have seen Judge Gorsuch do is acknowledgeSenator KENNEDY. No, ma'am. I am asking you-Ms. MILLER. Yes.
Senator KENNEDY [continuing] . Would you ever support a nominee that would not do that?
Ms. MILLER. I am trying to answer the question. I am sorry. But
what I-what we have seen him do is acknowledge that Roe exists,
but I have not heard him affirm that he is going to uphold it.
Senator KENNEDY. Okay. But I am not asking about Judge
Gorsuch. I am sorry. I am probably not being clear. Would you support any nominee for the U.S. Supreme Court who did. not come before this panel and say "I support Roe v. Wade"?
Ms. MILLER . I believe that Roe v. Wade is precedent and that it
is important for the Justices to uphold precedent.
Senator KENNEDY. Okay. Is that a yes?
Ms. MILLER. YesJ it is.
Senator KENNEDY. Okay. And look, that is your right. You are
a n American. I mean, you can believe what you want.
I do have to ask you this, though . You ma de a charge that Judge
Gorsuch d ecides cases purely on the basis of his personal policy
prefe ren ces, a nd tha t is a pretty serious charge. What is your basis
for saying that?
Ms. MILLER. So wha t 1 said is I am concerned tha t h e will not
be able to set a side his personal beliefs and rule independently.
Senator KENNEDY. Why do you say tha t ? What is your evidence
for that ?
Ms . MILLER. Because I have seen him in the Hobby Lobby case
a nd the Planned Parenthood v. Utah case. I think that h e ruled in
favor, as you guys say, of the ''big guy .r I would say of the-you
know, I tend to side with the "little gal," a nd I a m concerned that
women's rights were set aside in favor of big business.
Senator KENNEDY. Do you think judges ought to decide cases
based on the wealth or status or power of the partiesJ based on the
identity of the parties?
Ms. MILLER. Absolutely not.
Senator KENNEDY. You just said you a lways support the little
guy, w h atever that is.
Ms. MILLER. I a m concerned that wom en 's rights were set aside
in favor of a large corporation in the H obby Lobby case.
Senator KENNE DY. And what is your-what is your evidence fo r
saying tha t?
Ms. MILLER. The Hobby Lobby case?
Senator KENNEDY. No. Wha t is your evidence for making the
statement a bout the judges in that case decided it purely on their
personal policy preferences?
M's. MILLER. Because I think the beliefs got in-I think pers onal
beliefs and religious beliefs got in the way of objectivity wh en
wom en a re trying to access h ealthcare.
Sena tor KENNEDY. And what is your evidence for saying that?
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Ms. MILLER. Reading the Hobby Lobby case.
Senator KENNEDY. The result?
Ms. MILLER. Yes.
Senator KENNEDY. Okay.
Ms. MILLER. Yes.
Senator KENNEDY. Professor Meyer, how do you like Vanderbilt?
Mr. MEYER. Very much, Senator. Thank you.
Senator KENNEDY. Yes. Do you go to the basketball games?
Mr. MEYER. Sometimes. We probably should not talk about how
the first round ended at the NCAA tournament. Yes, thank you.
Thank you for bringing that up.
[Laughter.]
Senator KENNEDY. You spent a year with Judge Gorsuch?
Mr. MEYER. I did, yes.
Senator KENNEDY. Yes. You saw him when he was tired?
Mr. MEYER. I did.
Senator KENNEDY. Saw him when he was under pressure?
Mr. MEYER. I did.
Senator KENNEDY. You probably saw him more than he saw his
spouse that year, did you not?
Mr. MEYER. Yes.
Senator KENNEDY. He works pretty hard, doesn't he?
Mr. MEYER. He does work very hard.
Senator KENNEDY. Works you pretty hard, too, doesn 't he?
Mr. MEYER. Yes, he did.
Senator KENNEDY. Have you ever seen him decide a case based
purely on the personal-his personal policy preferences?
Mr. MEYER. I did not ever see him bring his personal policy preferences into chambers at all, ever.
Senator KENNEDY. Have you ever seen him walk in and say,
okay, Mr. Clerk, do not show me the briefs here. We will look at
those later. Let us go do some research on who the parties are?
Mr. MEYER. No. That never happened. He pays scrupulous attention to the briefs.
Senator KENNEDY. H ave you ever seen him decide a case based
on a litigant's wealth?
Mr. MEYER. No.
Senator KENNEDY. You spent-how long did spend with him?
Mr. MEYER. I worked for him for about 14 months.
Senator KENNEDY. Fourteen months. You ever see him m 14
months decide a case based on the litigant's status or power?
Mr. MEYER. No.
Senator KENNEDY. Did you ever see him succumb to political
pressure?
Mr. MEYER. Not at all. Not once.
Senator KENNEDY. Okay. Did you ever see him sit down and use
a tic sheet to say, okay, I have decided this many cases for the little guy, whatever that is, and this many cases for the big guy. So
we need to give one to the little guy. Did he ever-is that his approach?
Mr. MEYER. Absolutely not, Senator.
Senator KENNEDY. I a m out of time.
[Laughter. ]
Senator KENNEDY. Thank you. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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Mr. MEYER. Thank you, Senator.
Chairman GRASSLEY. Senator Blumenthal is next, but I am hoping that if no other Members come in who have not asked questions that I will ask my questions, and then I will close.
Senator Blumenthal.
Senator BLUMENTHAL. Yes1 thank you.
Chairman GRASSLEY. Yes.
Senator BLUMENTHAL. First of all, Ms. Phillips, there is nothing-there is nothing anyone can say here to ease the pain or close
the hurt. And I know from having worked with families of Sandy
Hook and many, many others around Connecticut and the country
how senselessly and needlessly you suffer as a result of gun violence.
And all I can do is pledge to you that more than saying anything,
I will continue to work as hard and long as possible for common
sense measures that will stop gun violence in this country.
Ms. PHILLIPS. Senator Blumenthal, you know you are my hero.
Senator BLUMENTHAL. Well, thank you.
Ms. PHILLIPS. And the work that you are doing in Connecticut,
the whole country should look to as the leadership that you have
given there to emulate throughout the country.
So thank you.
Senator BLUMENTHAL. I deeply appreciate those comments, but
much more important, I deeply appreciate the work that you are
doing day in and day out. And I know that every day, as you said
so eloquently at the opening, the work you do reminds you of your
loss. And all I can do is stand in awe and admiration of what you
are doing.
And that is partly the reason why I asked. Neil Gorsuch yesterday about exactly this t opic and about his reading of the Heller decision, which, in my view, perfectly well allows measures to stop
gun violence, including stopping the kind of weapon that was used
to kill your daughter. The fact that this country has failed to stop
the sale of such weapons and impose commonsense measures like
universal background checks is absolutely reprehensible.
And I was disappointed in Judge Gorsuch's response to me when
I asked him these questions because he failed to agree with me in
my reading of the statute and used the same kind of disclaimer
that he did in response to numerous other questions that I put to
him that he would not answer about a particular case or controversy, would not state his personal views.
And I think that a person's stance on these issues is a matt er
of core beliefs a nd principles and values that a judge brings to the
bench. No matter how objective and impartial he or she m ay be,
every judge is a flesh and blood human being, not an automaton,
and I was looking to what was in his heart, as one of my colleagues
put it.
So I just really want to thank you for being here today and for
~iving a face and voice to this profoundly importa nt American
issue.
Thank you very much.
Ms. PHILLIPS. I am honored, sir. Thank you.
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Senator BLUMENTHAL. I want to ask-Ms. Miller, I want to
thank you for the great work that you are doing at Whole Woman's
Health and the service that you provide for women every day.
And as you may know, yesterday, when I asked Judge Gorsuch
about Brown v. Board of Education, he said, in effect, that decision
was correctly reached, that the result was correct, that he agreed
with it. But he was not willing to say the same about the cases underlying the constitutional right to privacy, which underlies the
work that you do every day. It is not just the results of those cases.
It is the core constitutional principle underlying them.
Why is the right to privacy so important for people facing the
very personal, private decisions that they do in coming to your clinic, and why is apprehension or doubt about that right so hurtful?
Ms. MILLER. I appreciate your question, and I am very thankful
for your support.
I cannot get over the fact that candidate Trump and President
Trump has been very clear that there was a litmus test for this
nomination, and. in addition to that, we have not seen Judge
Gorsuch affirm his support for Roe. He has acknowledged it exists.
And the woman's right to privacy is a fundamental right for our
ability to realize our full humanity and for us to participate in society as equal citizens. We have to be able to control our reproduction and via contraception and sometimes via access to safe abortion care. And I think that is a fundamenta l right that has been
approved and reaffirmed by the Supreme Court for over 40 years.
Senator BLUMENTHAL. Thank you.
My time is up. I really want to thank all the m embers of the
panel for being h ere today. This is a profoundly important proceeding for the Nation, and you are m aking a great contribution.
Thank you so much.
Chairman GRASSLEY. I have three questions I want to ask, and
1 would like to h ave my time start now. But I want to yield a few
seconds to Senator Kennedy beca use he asked for that. Go a head .
Senator KENNEDY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman GRASSLEY. Out of my time.
Senator KENNEDY. I will be lightning fast if it is coming out of
your time.
Professor Jaffer? Am I saying that right?
Mr. JAMIL JAFFER. Yes, sir.
Senator KENNEDY. I just want to clear up the record. Did you
mean to speak for anybody today othe r than yourself?
Mr. JAMIL JAFFER. Well, tha nk you, Senator Kennedy, for the opportunity to clarify. I certainly did not, and I wanted to apologize
to Mrs. Phillips. I did not mean to su ggest that I was speaking on
behalf of h er or her family.
Senator KENNEDY. Okay. I did not take it tha t way, but I appreciate you clearing the record.
Thank you.
Mr. JAMIL JAFFER. Thank you.
Chairma n GRASSLEY. I will bet Mr. Kirsanow thinks that if I ask
him a question, it is beca use he has not spoken lately. But I do
h ave a question for you.
You have wat ch ed the last 2 days of t estimony. A lot of it h as
focused on Judge Gorsuch's record. on civil rights. I would like to
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focus first on the cases that he decided alleging discrimination on
the basis of race. What conclusions can you draw from his record
in this area?
Mr. KIRSANOW. The conclusions are, as I testified, that when it
comes to the application of the law, that Judge Gorsuch is precise.
He is a faithful applicant of the law to the facts . And if you. are
looking for an outcome-driven judge, he is your wrong judge. If you
are looking for someone who w ill apply the statutory text as written by this body, that is your judge.
Chairman GRASSLEY. Okay. Now, Ms. Smith, now while Hobby
Lobby seems to get the most attention, Judge Gorsuch has applied
Federal law protecting religious freedom, specifically the Religious
Land Use and Institutionalized Persons Act-I think you referred
to that already-to protect the First Amendment rights of other
Americans as well.
For example, could you. tell us a bit about Calbone, a nd then I
think you already mentioned Yellowbear but say it again for the
benefit of responding to me. And. then how-so it really does-I
think it is going to show that Judge Gorsuch, depending on your
response, has applied these statutes to protect Americans of all
faiths.
Ms. SMITH. Thank you very much, Chairman.
Yes, so the first case that you m entioned was Abdulhaseeb v.
Calbone , and that was a case I think tha t really demonstrates just
wh at a fair judge Judge Gorsuch is because h e was on that panel ,
a nd they h a d a pro se prisoner bring this claim for a religiously r equired diet. And it was a Muslim pr isoner. And the panel decided
that there would be potentially some merit to some of the cla ims
that he had brought.
And so the panel decided that they were going to appoint counsel
in that case. So they appointed counsel s o that this Muslim prisoner would have the benefit of a real lawyer who knew what he
was doing to h elp him argue his case effectively b efore the Court.
They a lso gave a n extended sch edule. So they extended t h e briefing schedule so that they h ad more time to r eally dig deeply into
these cla ims. And ultimately, that panel decided that this Muslim
prisoner was due a religiously r equired diet under the Religious
Land Use a nd Institutiona lized Persons Act, and Judge Gorsuch
agreed with that decision of the Court.
And then in Yellowbear, the ca s e tha t I discussed in my opening
statem e nt. It is a very significant ca se involving a Native American
prisoner wh o h ad cla imed that he was being denied a ccess t o a
sweat lodge, which was essential to his r eligious practice , being a
Northern Ara paho N a tive American.
And Judge Gorsuch , in a una nimous opinion, wrote an eloquent
opinion saying that, you know, prisoners are denied so many of
their civil liberties wh en they go to prison, but religious exercise
s hould not be one of them. And h e went on to find that the Governm ent had not proven its case, that they h a d not shown that they
h ad a compelling reason to deny him access to this sweat lodge ..
And so, again, in tha t case, the little guy, the Na tive American
prisoner, preva iled in that case.
And I think both of these a re really important cases to show
tha t , you know , Judge Gorsuch a pplies Federal statutes as Con-
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gress has written them to protect the religious liberty of, in these
two cases, a Muslim prisoner and a Native American prisoner.
Chairman GRASSLEY. Thank you very much.
Now, Mr. Meyer, my last question. Since you worked with him
for a year, I think you can touch on this issue.
What does he look to get out of advocates during oral arguments?
Have you ever witnessed him change his mind about a case during
oral argument?
Mr. MEYER. Thank you, Senator.
Oral argument is incredibly important to the judge. It is part of
the basic notion that the litigant should have a fair opportunity to
be heard. And yes, 1 have seen the judge change his mind based
on oral arguments.
The briefs, of course, are the fullest presentation of the parties'
a rguments. But what oral argument does is it gives you the opportunity to interact and pose some questions to counsel that they
may have not actually addressed in their briefs. And I have seen
a number of cases that the judge's thinking has been shaped in certain-on certain questions by the exchanges he is had with counsel.
His preparation for oral argument is incredible. I mean, the
amount of the number of hours he devotes to the briefs, and then
thinking through all of the issues in the briefs and background res earch is really-is really incredible. It is a huge amount of time.
Chairman GRASSLEY. Okay. Sen ator Blumentha l, I was told you
would like to ask one more question.
Senator BLUMENTHAL. I ha ve one more brief question , Mr. Cha irman.
Chairma n GRASSLEY. Go ahead. Please proceed.
Sena tor BLUMENTHAL. Professor Ma rshall, I was struck in your
t estimony by your r eference to Brown v . Board of E d ucation, and
a s you will note in my discussion with Ms . Miller, I m entioned the
distinction that ther e was in Judge Gorsuch's comments on the privacy cases versus Brown in the way that he a cknowledged that the
privacy ca s es were decisions of the Court, a nd he declined to s ay
whether or not h e thought they were correct, and Brown v. Board
of Education , which he said, in effect , was correctly decided.
So my question is when 1 saw the reference to Brown, it r eminded m e of a question that I did not have time t o r aise yesterday
with Judge Gorsuch, which is whether Brown v. Board of E d ucation is somehow distinguishable beca us e it is a n originalist case?
I do not b elieve it is, but you a re the profess or. So Iet m e a sk
you.
Professor .MARSHALL. No, it is not a n originalist case, or at least
if it was, it would be a surprise to the fra mers a nd the drafters of
the Fourteenth Amendment, who supported segr egat ed schools in
the District of Columbia. It would be a surprise to the Justices who
wrote a nd signed on to the Brown case.
They looked for an originalist backing, a nd they specifically r equested information on whether it was supported by originalism.
They were told no, a nd they decided the case a nyway. So it is very
difficult to get to that point
Some or igina list s try to get there, and the rea son why they try
t o get there is beca use of how difficult it would b e t o s ay we have
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a theory of the Constitution that does not support Brown v. Board

of Education.
But my answer would be the problem is not with Brown v. Board
of Education. The problem is with the theory that, if honestly applied, d0es not get there.
Senator BLUMENTHAL. And just by way of historical enlightenment, I think I remember correctly-it has been a while since I
looked at the history-actually, Chief Justice Warren asked Justice
Frankfurter to find an originalist justification for Brown. He went
to one of his law clerks, I think it was Alexander Bickel, who then
wrote about it subsequently.
And Bickel could not find anything. Frankfurter could not find
anything. And Warren said, well, we are going to reach the result
anyway. We will write the opinion without an originalist justification. Am I roughly correct in that?
Professor MARSHALL. You are absolutely correct.
Senator BLUMENTHAL. Thank you. I am sorry I am not in your
law school class.
Chairman GRASSLEY. If you want to-Professor MARSHALL. I think you could teach it.
Chairman GRASSLEY. If you want to review--or a view of a farmer after that discussion, I would say that you very clearly say that
it is not originalist. Gorsuch said that it was not, and I think you
backed up wha t he said because h e said yesterday that he did not
consider that part of-or that you can call him an originalist, at
least on that point.
Okay. I want to thank-Senator BLUMENTHAL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for your courtesy and being able to ask the question.
Chairman GRASSLEY. Yes. So it is my opportunity for the third
time today to thank the panel for participating. I know it takes a
lot of work for time to be here, your presentation and your preparation. And it is all part of a very importa nt part that Congress does
not get-and thank God does not get involved in very often because
we do have continuity on the Supreme Court, but it is very important for a ll the testimony. So I want to thank you for that.
And then for the benefit of the Committee, I said earlier this
week, so this should not come as a surprise, questions for the
record are due by tomorrow at 5 p.m. The record will also remain
open until tomorrow at 5 p .m .
[The information appears as a submission for the record.]
Chairman GRASSLEY. The bearing is now adjourned.
Tha nk you all.
[Whereupon, at 3:46 p.m., the Committee was adjourned.]
[Additional materia l submitted for the record for Day 1, Day 2,
Day 3, a nd Day 4 follows.]
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Supreme Court of the United States, Law C lerk to Hon. Byron R. White and Hon.
Anthony M. Kennedy (1993-1994)
I First Street, N.E., Washington, D.C. 20543

U.S. Court of Appeals. D.C. Circuit, Law Clerk to Hon. David B. Sentelle (1991-1992)
E. Barrett Prettyman U.S. Courthouse. 333 Constitution Avem1e, N.W., Washln.gton, D.C.
20001
Sullivan & Cromwell, Summer Associate (Summer 1991)
1700 New York Aven ue, N.W., Suite 700, Washington, D.C. 20006
Harvard Government Department, Head Teaching Fellow for political philosophy course
(\990-1991)
1737 Cambridge Street. Cambridge, MA 02138
Cravath, Swaine & Moore LLP, Summer Associate (Summer 1990)
825 Eight·h Avenue, New York, NY I 0019

Harvard Government Department, Teachl11g Pellow for political philosophy course (1989·
1990)
1737 Cambridge Street, Cambridge, MA 02138

Davis, Gmh~n & Stubbs LLP, Summer Associate (Summer J989)
1550 Sewnteenth Street, Suite 500, Denver, CO 80202
Walden Group, LLC (2005 to present). lam a member of this LLC. Walden Group owns
title to a mountain c:abin.
All of the above positions were paid, except Walden Group, LLC.
7. Militarv Service a nd Draft Statu s: Identify any ser Vice in the U.S. Military, including
dates of service, !>r a nch of service, rank or rate, serial n umhcr (i f different from
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social security number) and t:n>e of discharge received, and whether you han
registered for selective service.
I have not sen'ed in the militnry. J registered for selective service.
8. Honors and Awards: List any scholarships, fellowships, honorary degrees, aClldemic
or professional hono1·s, honora ry society memberships, military awards, and a ny
other special recog nition for outstanding sel'vite or achievement.
Edmund J. Randolph Awa1·d, U.S. Department of Juslice (for outstanding service to the
Department)
Joseph E. Stevens Award. Harry S. Truman Foundation (for outstanding public service)

United Kingdom - United States Legal Exchange, Delegate.
Marsball Scholarship to Oxford University

Harty S. Trntnan Scholar at and cum fa11de graduate of Harvard Law School

Phi Beta Kappa and Cl!m laiule graduate of Columbia University

CounclJ on Foreign Relations
Harry S. Truman Scholarship Selection Colnmittee, Chairman, Rock)' Mountain region
Green Bag Award for exemplary legal writing

Traphagen DJstingufshed Alumni Award, Federalist Society, Harvard Law School
Listed in Who's Who in .America, Who's Who In American Law, and Who's Who i111he
World
9. Bar Associa tions: List all bar associations 01· legal or judicial-related committees,
selection p anels or conferences of which you are or have been a member, and give

the tttles and dates of a ny offices which you have held in such groups.
Advisory Committee on Appellate Rules, U.S. Judicial ~onference, Chainnan (2016 to
present)
Advisory Committee on Civ il Rw\es, U.S. Judicial Conference, Pilot Project Working
Group Member (approx. 20 15 to present), L,iaison Member (201 S-20 16)

Standing Comm inee on Ru le.s of Practice and Procedure, U.S. Judicial Conference,
Member (20 I0-2016)
Pedcral Judges Associ11tion, Executive Committee Member, Board of Directors (2009·
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2015)

Tenth Circuit Judicial COJ.Jncil, Member (2008-2010, 2013-2015)

Tenth Circuit Judicial Council's Co11rt Reporter and Court Rules Committee, Membe.r
(2008 -2010,2013-2015)

American Bar Association, Including its Litigation and Antitrust sections (approx. 20022006), Member ofJudicial Division, Rule of Law and lntcmalional Couris Committee

(2008-2009)
American Trial Lawyc1-s Association (approx. 2002-2006)
Selection Committee, Metnber, Feden1l Public Defender, Kansas (2008)
Selection Committee, Member (or Chait~, Federal Public Defender, Colo~ado and
Wyomfog (2013)

Selection Panel for United States Bankruptcy Judge. Chainnan, Colorado (2014)
American Inns of Court
Charles fnhy Inn of Court (approx. 1997-1 9!>9)
Judge William E. Doyle Jnn ofCou11 (;W07 to present)
10. Ba r and Court Mmjssjon:

a. List the date(s) you were admitted to the bar of any state and any lapses in
membersh ip. List any state in which you applied for reciprocal admissiop
with out taki ng the Inn examination and the date of such admission or
refusal of such ad mission. Please cxplaiu the reason for any lapse in
membership.

New York (1992) (retired status ft-om 2009-2012; currently active status)
Colorado (1994) (currently in inactive status)
Dist·rict of Columbia (J99'7) (currently mjudicial status)

My admissions to 1he Colora.do and D.C. bars were by reciprocal admission
without taking. the bar exam.

Sfoce becoming a judge J have generally not sought to renew my bar membership>
as I no longer provide legal advice. l unintelnlonally retwned to active status in
New York in 2013 by paying !lie bar's biennial registration fee; though, as a full·
time judge, I am retired fi'Om the practice of law within the meaning of22
NYCRR §118. l (g).
b. List all COU l1S in Whicb you h ave been a dmi tted to practice, including da.tes

of admission aud any lapses i11 membership. J>lease cxplrun the reason for
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any lapse in membership. Give the snme informaiion for administrative
bodies that require .special admission to practice.

Supreme Court of the United States (1998)
U.S. Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit (2004) (lapsed in 2009 for nol
having entered an appearance in a case in !he court fQr five years)
U.S. Cou11 of Appeals for the 'fhird Circuit (1998) (inactive sinoe approx. 2003 for
not ha ving entered an appearance in a ca.se in the court for five years)
U.S. Court of Appeals for the Fourth Circuit (1997)
U.S. Court of Appeals for the Sixth Circuit (2000)
U.S. Court of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit (2006)
U.S. Co011: of Appeals for the Tenth Circuit (2005)
U.S. District Court for the District of Colorado (1996)
U.S. District Court for the Distiict of Columbia (2001) (lapsed in 7.011; chose not
to renew membership)
U.S. District Court for the Southern District of New York (2002)
U.S. District Court for the Eastern District of New York (2002)
Since becoming ajudgc l have generally not sought to renew my court admissions
as l 110 longer litigate.
11. Metnbershjos:

a. List all professional, business, fraternal, scholarly, civic, charitable, or other
organizatioos, other than t-bo.se listed in response to Questions 9 or l 0 to
which you belong, or 10 which you have belonged, or in wh ich you haveparticlpa.tcd, since graduation from law school. Provide dates of
membership or participation, and indicate any office you held.
"Participation" means consistent or repeated involvement in a given
organization, membership, or reg11lar attendance at events or meetings.
Include clubs, working gr oups, advisory or editorial boards, panels,
committees, conferences, or publications. Describe briefly the natu re and
objectives of each such orgno.izatton, the nature of your participation in
each such organization, and identify an office or other person from whom
more detaillld i11formation may be obtained.
To my recollection;

Unive1-sity of Chicago Law School, Visiting Committee Member(2014-2016).
Members help the Law School's leadership decide on its strategic vision for the
school's future . For more information, contact Geerttl1i Spaepen, Assocfate
Secretary of the University of Chicago, at spaepen@uchjcago.edu, or 773· 702·

8925.
Phi Beta Kappa (1998 to pl'esent). Phi Beta Ksppu is an :.icademichonor society of
Which I have been a member since college. Its mai n office is located at 1.606 New
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Hampshire Avenue, N.W., W11shington, D.C. 20009. For more information,
contact ~Phi Beta Kappa at 202·265·3808.
Colorado Bar Association (periodic attendance to give talks). The Color.ido Dar
Association is a voluntary organization of Colorado lawyers. I have been an
instructor al various of its corJinuing !egal education events. For more
infomiation, contact CBA al (303) 860-11 IS.
Faculty ofFcdcral Advocates (periodic attendance to give talks). The.Faculty of
federal Advocates is a voluntary organization of Colorado lawye.rs. I have been an
i11Structor at varlo1.1s of its oontin1.1ing legal education events. For 1nore
information. contact FF A at ahoffinan@facultyfederaladvocates.org.
Colorado Chief Justice's Commission on the Legal Profession, Member (201120 13). The Chief Justice's Commission on the Legal Profession (cun-ently known
as 1he Commission for Professional Development) identifies and addresses ways to
improve the legal profession. lattended Commission meetings nnd participated in
various work groups to advance the Co1:nmission's objectives. For more
informatio11, contact the Commission at 720-625-5150.
Oklahoma City University Law Scbool. Visiting Jurist (2010). As a visiting jurist,
£gave lectl1res, spoke in classes, and spoke with sludents and faculty. For more
information, contnct the law school at 405-208-5337.
Harry S. Truman Scholarship Selection Committee (approx. 2006 to present). The
Truman Foundation supports Americans from diverse backgrounds in public
service by awarding scholarships. As a member of the Selection Committee, l
review applications, conduct interviews, and participate in selection decisions. For
more information, contact the Foundation at 202-:195-4831.
Association of Marshall Scholars (1992 to present). The Association of Marshall
Scholars fosters personal and professional relationships among MarshaU Scholars
to strengthen the relationship between the United Kingdom and the United States.
As a member of the Association, l some.thn,es attend social events and meet With
other Marshall Scholars. For more informatfon, oontaot the Association at 91781 S-126"7 or admin@marshallscholars.-0rg.
Ltepublican N!llional Lawyers Association (prior to 2005). The RNLA is the
principal national org11nization of Republican lawyers and, as l understand it; has
four missions: ndvancing professionalism: advancing open, fair, and honest
elections; advancing career opportunity; and advancing Republican ideals. To my
recollection, f wrote op-ed pieces and attended meetings. For more lnfonnatlon,
conlact Brittany Walker at 202-802-0437 or walker@repl1blicanlawyer.net.
Trout Unlimited (periodic). Trout Unlimited strives to protect cold-water fisheries
and promote conservation. I paid dues but, to my rccol.lection, was not otherwise
nctive. For more information, cont<ict the organization at 303-440-2937 01·
6
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.IFlorence@tu.org.
Westwood Country Club (prior to 2006). Westwood offers social opportunities to
lts members in a family-oriente~ atmosphere. l used tbe club's facilities. The Club
con bel'cached at 703-938-2300
University Club (prior to 2006). The University Club l10sts social events and is a
meeUng spot for members, both n.ational and international, from a variety of
professions. l pa1ticipatcd in social events and used the club's faciliries. The
Club's Director ofMembe1-s.hip ls Ms. Kathleen Keenan: 202-824-1 380,
kkeenan@universityclubdc.com.
Columbia University Alumni Representative Committee (periodic). The
Committee represents Columbia to p1·ospective students. My responsibilities as a
representative included interviewing applica11ts and answering their questions
sbout Columbia University. For more information, email arcinfo@columbia.edu.
Council on Foreign Relations (2004-2009). The CoW1ci! on Foreign Relations is a
11011 partisan organization ihal seeks io inform others of foreign po1icy concerns. As
a member. I attended. helped organize. or pa11icipated in occasional meetings. For
more information, contact the Washington office at 202-509-8400.
Judge William B. Doyle Inn of Court (2007 to present). TheAmerican Inns of
Court promotes the r11\e of law by adhering to high standards of profes~ionalism. J
bave attended meetings, wb,ich 11s11ally feature guest speakers on a current legal
topic. l have been leader of a pupilage group and in that role have nientored a
small group of lawyers. For more informatiou, contact Kar1 .Elizalde at
kari .el izalde@judicial.state.co.us.
Bridge Project (2007). The Bridge Project prepares a path to high sohool
graduation for youth tn public housing neighbol'hoods. I gave advice on college
and academic choices to a liigh school student. For more information, call 303871-2651.

Peder.ii Judges Association (2009-2015), Member of Executive Committee. The
Federal Judges Association is a vol unteer orga1tization comprising United States
ti::deral judges who seek to promote an independent judiciary and civics education.
I altended board meetings and gatherings to promote various legal issues. I also
helped guide the organization's amicus participation in cases related to the
restoration of judicial cost of Ii ving adjustments, For more infom1ation, contact
Executive Director Beth Palys at fj0@federaljudgesassoc.org.01· 301-358-4442.
Federal Rules Committees: Standing Committee on Rules of Practice and
Procedure, Advisory Committee on Civil Rules, and Advisory Committee on
Appellate Rules (20 l 1-2017). These comm ittees exist to suggest irnproveincnts to
the rules of procedure governing federal court litigation. J attended meetings and
helped draft nmendmen ts to rules. I also participated in helping to develop pilot
7
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projects to facilitate civil litigation refOl'ln efforts. For more inforrnat'ion, contact
the Public Affairs Office at the Administrative Office of the United States CourtS
(AO) at 202-502-2600.

The Fed eta list·Society for Law and Public Policy Studies (period ic attendance to
give speeches). T't\e Federalist Society is an organization of conservative and
libertarian attorneys that aims to promote principles of separation of powers and an
independent judiciary. I have attended and spoken at some ofthe organization's
gaU1erings. I have also sometimes spoken to individual Federalist Society chapters
at various Jaw schools. for more information, contact the D.C. office al 202-8228138 or info@fed-soc.org.
Boulder Country Day School, Member of Board of Directors (20 11 -2013). As a
Board Member, I participated in meetings where the Board dealt with various
issues fucing the ~chool, including academics, finances, and student activities, For
more information, contact the school at 303-527~4931 or
info@bouldercountryday.org.
b•. The American Bar Association's Commentary to its Code o( Judicial
Conduct states that it is inappropriate for a judge to hold membershjp in
any o~ganization that invidiously discriminates on the basis of race, sex,
religion, or national origin. Indicate whether any of these organizations
listed in response to Jl a above currently di.scriminate or formerly
discriminated on the basis of race, sex, rcligion or national origin either
through formal membership requirements or the practical implementation
of mcrnbershi I' polities. U s1>, describe any action y ou have taken to change
these policie11 a nd practices.
·

To my knowledge, none of the organizations listed above currently discriminates
or fonnerly discriminated on the basis of race, sex, religion or national origin,
either fhroush formal membership requirements or the practical implementation
of membership polic:ies.
c. List aU conferences, symposia, panels, and continuing legal education events
you have attended since yon joined the Department of Justice. For each
event, provide the d·ates, a description of the subject matters addressed, the

sponsors, and wbetber any funding was provided to you by the sponsors or
other organizations.
The following list was compiled after persons acting on my behalf performed a
thorough review of my calendar and archived emails and is ac<:urate to my
recollection.
Unkss otherwise noted with an asterisk, any fonding for these events came, to
my recollection, from me or the government. AJ1y fond ing consisted of
reimbursement for my ei.;penses, In addition, [received a teaching fee of$2,500
from the Oklahoma City University.
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D.C. Bar Event (0612112005)
Pinner event honoring John C. Cruden, president of the D.C. Bar.
Lawsuits and Liberty Conference (06/27/2005 - 06/28/2005)
Conference studying the civil justice sy~tcm and its relationship to the overall
liberty of American citizens. Sponsored by Common Good.
Orientation of2005-06 Class of AAAS Science & Technology Policy Fellows
(9/14/2005)
Presentation on tbe challenges faced by t'he legal system in dealing with cases
that are marked by itic.reasing tcclrnical complexity. Sponsored by American
Association for the Advancement of Science (AAAS).
Marshall Scholars Orientation (9/20/2005)
Keynote Speaker at British Embassy event.
Council on Foreign Relations (12/1/2005)
Event where Attorney General spoke on U.S. foreign policy,
St. Louis Family Justice Center Grand Opening (01/2006)
Opening -0f center designed to provide a one-stop resource for women and
families looking to escape domestic violence and abuse. Sponsored by /\rea
Resources for Community and Human Services.
Co11ncil on Foreign Relations (01/24/2006- 01/25/2006)
Event on U1e McCain-Graham amendment and war on terror interrogation and
det'ainec.treatment issues.
Council on Foreign Relations (02/28/2006)
Event on the M0Cain•Or11ham amendmen~ and war on terror interrogation aod
di::taince treatment issues.
D.C. Circuit Court Judic)a.I Conference (06106/2006 - 06/10/2006)
Meeting of the D.C. bar, with presentations by judges and legal experts.
Tenth Circuit Judicial Conference (09/06-2006·09/l'0/2006)
Benoh and Bar Confe~eoce.
Colorado Dar Association ( l I/09/2006)
CLE Event: Appellate Practice in Federal and State Courts. (Denver CO).
Tenth Circuit Meeting (l l/28/2006·11/2912006)
lnvestinire of Judge Jerome Holmes.
Tenth Circuit Meeting (I 2/03/2006·12J06/2006)
Meeting of Tenth Circuit Judges in Santa Fe, NM.
9
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Kansas City Metropolitan Bar Association (03108/2007)
Disoussion on legal writing.
Tenth Circuit Judicial Conference (07/\ l /2007-07/1412007)
Meeting of Tenth Circuit Jlldges.
Washburn University School of Law (03/09/2007)
Panel discussion on Appellate Advocacy,
Harvard Law School (03/20/2007"03n2/2007)*
Federalist Society Lunch. Sponsored by Harvilfd Law School.
Stevens Award for Outstanding Public Service in the Field of Law (06/06/2007)'
Sponsored by TrumaD Foundatlon.
Federal Judicial Center Program (07/08n007-07/l l /2007)
New AppclJateJudges Seminar.
National Lawyers Association Meeting (09110/2007)
(Denver, CO).
American Bar Association (09/29/2007)*
AJEI St1rnmit, Panel on Oral Advocao.y.
American College ofTlial Lawyers (10/12/2007)
Meeting of Judicial Fellows. (Denver, CO).
Feder.ii Judicial Center Program (09127/2007-09130/2007)
Summit for Appellate Judges.
Wake forest University ( 11 /1512007-1 1/17/2007)*
Moot Court. Sponsored by Wake Fo1-est University.
federal Judicial Center Program (02/26/2008-02/2812008)
2008 Orientation for Appellate Judges.
Federalist Society (04/1712008-04/19/2008)*
Visited University of Chicago and Univo:rsity ofMichigan chapters. Sponsored
by federalist Society.
Florida State University (OS/02/200&-05/03/2008)*
Commencement Speech. Sponsored hy Florida State University.

Teuth Circuit Judicial Conforence (09103/2008-09/09/2008)
Bench and Dar Conference.
10
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Federal Bar Associatloi1 (10/23/2008)"
Mock Oral Argument. Sponsored by Oklahoma City Chapter of Federal Bai
Association
Federal Judicial Center Program (I 1/05/2008-11107/2008)
PJC Symposium for lJ.S. Court of Appeals Judges.
Yale PedeJ·alist Society (02/04/2009-02105/2009)*
Visited Yale Law School chapter. Sponsored by Yale Fedel'alist Society.
University ofSouthem California (03/05/2009·03/0612009}•
Moot Court, SponsOTed by Univeri;ity of Sou them California,
Harvard fodetalist Society (04/15/2009-04/ I6}2009)*
Traphagen Distinguished Alumni Lecture Series. Sponsored by Harvard
Federalise Society.
Princeton University (04/16/2009..Q4/18/2009)f
Conference on Law a.nd Religion; Philosophical and Historical Perspectives.
Sponsored by Witherspoon Institute of Princeton Univcrsizy.
University of Colorado (04/2112009)
Faou lty Talk (Boulder, CO).
Colorado Bar Assoch1tion (05/20/2009)
2009 Colorado Employment Law Conference. (Denver, CO).

Capital Habeas Progress Meeting (I 0/26/2009-10/28/2009)
A meeting ofjudges and practitioners to discuss impmving the quality of
representation death row u1mates receive in thefr federal habeas proceedfogs.
Federal Bar Association (12/1412009-J2/15/2009)*
William J, Holloway, Jr. Lecture. Sponsored by Federal Bar Association,
Oklahoma City Chapter.

Oklahoma City University (02/09/2010-02/i 2120 IO)*
Moot Court ru1d Lec1ure. Sponsored by Oklahoma City University
University of Michigan (04/06/20 J0-04/081201 O)*
Moot CoUt1. Spon!>Ored by University of Michigan.
Federalist Society (04/2 l/20 lO)•
Moot Court and meeting with Federalist Society.
Sponsored by the University of Chicago Law School Federalist Society.
Federal Judge~ Association Meeting (05/2212010-05/261201 O)•
Spot}sored by Federal Judges Associatioll.
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Tentb Circuit .T ud icial Conference (08125120I0-08/29/2010)
Bench and Bar CoJ1ference.
University ofTexas (03/3112011-04102/201 I)•
Sponsoml by University of Texas at Austjn.
Federal Judges Association Meeting (04/12/2011 -04/J 4/2011 )*
Meeting of FJ A. Sponsoroed by Federal Judges Association.
University of Notre Dame (09!0812011-09/J 0/201f)"
Festschrift launcli for John Finnis. Sponsored by University of Notre Dame.

TeJ1th Circuit Judicial Conference (09/20/20 l l-09/24/2011)
Meeting of Tenth Ctrcuft Judges.
histilute for the Advancement of the American Legal Sy5tcrn (J 2/2011)
Mee.ting. (Denver, CO).
Harvard University (04/03/2012-04/05/20l2)•
Attended Howard Vaughan Academic Program and met with Federalist Society.
Sponsored by Harvard Utiiversity.
Chaves County Law Day (04/26/2012-04/27/2012)*
Law Day celebration in Roswell, NM. Sponsored by Chaves County Bar
Association.
University of Colorado (09119/2012)
Bench and Bar Conferenc~. (}3ouldcr, CO).
Federalist Society (11/15/2012- 11 /18/20 1 2)~
20 12 National Lawyers Convention. Sponsored by Federalist Sociecy.
Univernity of Colorado Law School (02/09/2013)
Colorado Marshall-Brennan Moot Court Competition. (Bot1lder, CO).
Federal Juc.lges Association (04/2412013-04/25/2013)*
Meeting of FJA. Sponsored b)' Federal Judges Association.
Tenth Circuit Judicial Conference (08128/20 13-0813012013)
Tenth Circuit Meeting (10/11/2013)
tnvestiture of Judge Greg-ory Phillips.
faculty of Federal Advocates (1.1112/20 13)
A Brown Rag with the Honorable Timothy M. Tymkovicb and the Hono1·ablc
Neil M. Gorsuch. (Denver, CO).
12
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Federalist Society (11/15/2013-11116/2013)"
2013 National Lawyers Convention. Sponsot'ed by Federalist. Society.
Yale University (12/08/2013· l2/l0/2013)~
Moot Court. Sponsored by Yale University.
Colorado Bar Association (J 2/1312013)
CLE Event: Brief Writing. No funding. (Denver, CO).
New York University (04/0612014-04i08/2014)'"
Moot court. Sponsored by New York University.
Federal Judges Association Meering (05/03/2014-05/04/2014)..
Sponsored by Federal Judges Association.
University of Chit-'3.go Visiting Commitlee ( l 0/2912014- l 0/3112014)"'
Annual Meeting of the Visiting Committee. Spo11sored by U niversity of Chicago.
Colorado Bar Associatio11 (12/12/20 14)
CLB Event on appel lale practice. No fimding, (Denver, CO).
Tenth Circuit Meeting (04/22/20 15·412412015)
Meeting of Tenth Circuit Judges.
Tenth Circuit Judicia.1 Conference (05/l 712015-05/21/2015)

Renaissance Weekend (07/02!2015-0710612015).,
Interdisciplinary conference. Sponsored by Renaissance Weekend.
UK-US Legal Exchange (09/03/2015-09/1112015)*Mceting of UK and US jurists and attorneys. Sponsored by the American College
ofTl'ial Lawyers.
Case Western Reserve Unwersity (04/06/201 6-0410812016)..
2016 Sumner Canary Lecture. Sponsored oy Case Western Reserve Universiry.
UK-US Legal Exchange (09/16/2016-09/23/2016)t
Meeting of UK and US jurists and attorneys. Sponsored by the American College
of Trial Lawyers.
Tenth Circuit Bench & Bar Conference (09/0312016)
Institute for the Advancement of the American Legal System (I On I/2016)
Discussion on access to j ustice.

lsJael Ac-.idemic Exc.hange (12/10120l6·12/19/2016) 4
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Gathedng of legal scholars and judges from various natfons in lsraeL Sponsored
by AClldemic Exchange.
'
Federalist Society (Olf2l/2017)
Lunch Talk. (Denver, CO).
A review of my emails and calendar suggests that I may have attended the events
listed below; however, l have no recollection of such aHendance and arn unable
to locate any other records that might confirm my aitendance.
ABA Task Force Meeting re: Attorney-Client Privilege (9/0S/2005)
Council on Foreign Relations (l I/10/05- 11/l l/05)
Tenth Annual Tenn Member Conference, New York.
Council on Foreign Relations (12/7/2005)
Meeting wit11 President George W. Bush.
Council on Foreign Relations Roundtabk (12/1212005)
Discussion of detainee treatment.
Council on Foreign Relations (1/09/2006)
" Iraq: The Way forward" Event with Robert l\.{. Kimmitt.

Council on Foreign Relations (1/J 3/2006)
"Lessons Learned" Evcmt with Judge William Webster.
Council on Foreign Relations (1/2312006)
Term Member Trip to Caprtol Hill.
Inaugural Georgetown NatioJ1al Law Forum on Intercepting Al Qaeda,
Georgetown University Law ~nt.er (112412006)
Attended speech by AG Gonzales on efforts to combat terrorism.
National District Attorneys Association Capital Conterence (l/31/2006)
Heritage Foundation Luncheon (412612006)
Roundtable dLscussion on the Patriot Act, specifically Ten'orism
Prosecution/Civil Libetiies issues thal accompany the Act; judicial confirmations;
and sentencing issues.

NIJ Terrorism Research Conference (5/12/'2006-5/13/2006)
Council on foreign Relations (9/6/2006)
Roundtable on CFIUS Reform.
Council on Foreign Relations (l0/\0i06)
14
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CFR. Study Gm up - Beyond lnstitt1tions: Fostering Cultural Suppo1ifor the Rule

of Law
12. Published Writings and Publjc Statements:
a. List tbe titles, publishers, and dates of book$, ar(:id cs, re1wrts, letters to th e
edito r, editorial pieces, or other published mi1tcrial you have written or
edited, including mawrial published only on the Internet. Suppl)• fou r (4)
copies of a ll publis hed material to lhe CommitttIB.

To my recollection a11d through searches of publicly available databases by
persons acting on my behalf, l have found the following works that I authored or
co-au!hoted since law school. Copies of these materials are attached as Appendix.
12(a),

The Law ofJudicial Precedenl (Thomas West 20 L6).
OfLions and Bears, Judges and legislators, and the Legacy ofJustice Scalia, 66
Case W. Res. I.,. Rev. 905 (2016).
Acce.v.r to Affordob/e .!us/ice: A Challenge to tire Bench, Bar. and Academy, 100
Judicature, no. 3, Aug. 2016, at46.

Law's Irony, 37 Harv. J.L. &Pub. Pol'y 743 (20 14).
lnle11tio11 and the Allocation of Risk, in Reason, Motality, and law (Oxford
University Press 2013).
A Reply lo Raymond Tallis on the Legalization ofAssi-sted Suicide and Euthanasia,
28 J. Legal Med. 327 (2007).

The Fu11rre ofAssisted Sufcide and Euthanasia (Princeton University Press 2006).
L,etterto the Editor, Nonpartisan F'ee Awards, Washington Post, March I 8, 2004.
Liberals 'N' Lawsuit~~ National Review Online (Feb. 7, 2005).

No Loss, No Gain, l.,egal Times (Jan. 31, 2005) (co-authored with Paul B. Matey),
Settlements in Securities Fr<111d Class Actions: Improving Investor Protection,
Washington Legal Foundation (Apr. 2005) {co-autllorcd with Paul R Matey),
Thu Legalization ofAssisted Suicide and the law ofVnintanded Consequences: A
Review ofthe Dutch and Oregon Experitnent.s and I.eoding Utilitarian Arguments
for Legal Change, 2004 Wis. L. Rev. 1347 (2004).
15
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Letter to the Editor, High Court Clerks and Appellant. Lawyers Decry Va11i1y Fair
Article, Legal Times (Sept. 27, 2004) (one of multiple signatories).

Justice White and Judicial Excelfence, UPI (May 3, 2002).
The Rightro Assisted Suicide and E11/}l(ma.~ia, 23 Harv. J.L. & Pub. Pol'y 599
(2000).
Will the Gentlemen PleaslJ Yield? A Defense ofthe C-onstitu/iona/ity of Statelmposed Term Limits, 20 Hofstra L. Rev. 34i (I 99l)(co-au1hored wi th Michael
Guzmnn) and Cato Insrltute Policy Analysis No. 178 (l.992) (co-authored witT1
Miclmcl Guzman).
The Consfitulional Case for Term Li.mils, Wall StreetJoumal, Nov. 4, J992, at
A15 (co·authored with Michael Guzman).
Searches of publicly available databases by persons acting on my behalf have
yielded the following materials I either wrote or edited i11 college.

The State Department v. Afghanistan, The Momingside Review (Winter 1986)
(associate edttor).
In lumine Tuo ... , The Momingside Review (Spring 1986) (associate editor).
A Tory Defense, The Morningside Review (October 1986) (a~sooiate editor).

U.S.

CubansD~fy Cas/ro,

Daily Spectator (Septembtlr 16, 1985).

Band ls not 'Disgraceful'. But ... , Daily Spectator (October l, J985).
Poor Dartmouth Clone, Daily Spedator (April 4, 1986).
Untitled, Dnily Spectator (March 19, 1986).

Let 's Let the Commander in ChiefLead, Daily Speotatos (January 28, 1987).
Counterpoint, Just Sety Yes, Daily Spectator (Pobruary I 3, 1987).
Comment, Going Crazy Over Coors, Fed U'p With the Riles of Spring, Daily
Spe-0tator (March 23, 1987).
Comment, a Movement Goes Asll'O)', Fighting Racism. Not Making Revolution,
Daily Spectator (April 8, 1987).
Comment, College and Core Connote CU, Daily Speclato1· (February 5, 1988).
Comment, Ii~udent Council Elecfionslgnor1tfn(Jnify, Investigate Issues, Daily
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Spectator (March 23, 1988).

Commenf, "Progres.vives '' Where Have All the Prouws Gone?, Dally Spectator
(April 11 , 1988).

Comment, Taking a Stand: The Uniwrsll)' Steps In.to the Real World, Overcoming
a Hegemony o:fIdeas, Daily Spectator (February 25. 1987).
The Federalist Paper (February 27, I 987) (co-fowider, editor),
The Federalist Paper (October 6, 1987) (co-founder, editor).
The Federalist Paper (October 26, I 987) (co-fatinder, editor).
The Federalist Paper (November 23, 1987) (co-.founder, editor).
Co-Ed Fi'atemi1y Debate, Con: ·rhc Fedemlist Paper (March 7, 1988) (co-authored
with Michael Behringer) (co-founder, contributor).

The Federalist Paper (April 6, 1988) (co.founder, contributor).
The Federalist Paper (May 4, 1988) (co-founder, contributor).

b. Supply four (4) copies of any reports, memoranda, policy statements,
min ut~, agendas, or other mater i.nls you prupared or contributed in the
preparation of on behalf of any bar assocjation, committee, conference, or
organization of which you we re or are a member or in which you have
participated as defined in ll(a). Include reports, memoranda, or policy
statements of any advisory board on wbicb you served or wor king group
of any bar association, committee, or conference which prod uced a report,
memorandum, or policy statement, even where you did not contri bute to
it. lfyou do not 'have a copy of a report, memorandum or policy
statement, gi.ve the name and add ress offhe organization that issued ii, the
date of the docm::nent, a nd a s'1mma1·y of its subject matter.
As noted in my response to Question 9, l hiwese.rved on various legal or judicia lrelated committees. To my recolleclion and through searches of publicly available
databases, persons acting on my behalf have compiled materials related to my
service on those committees in Appendix 12(b).

c, Supply four (4) copies of any testimony, official statemen ts or other
communications 1·clating, in whole or in part, to matters of public policy or
legal interpretation, that you have issued or provkled or that others
presented 0 11 your behalf to public bodies or p ublic officials.
To my recollection and through searches of publicly available databases,
17
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persons acting on my bel1alfhave compiled materials responsive to this
question in Appendices 12(a), 12\d), and 12(t).

In addition, I testified at my confirmatlon hearing to be United States Circuit
.Judge for the Tenth Circuit on Jone 21, 2006. And 1 delivered a speech at lhe
EEO diversity symposium whlle working at the Department of Justice. Copies
of these materials are included as Appendix l 2(c).
d. Supply four (4) copies, ti-a.nscripts or recordings ofaJI speeches or talks
deiivered by you including commencement speeches, remarks, lectures,
partel discussions, conferences, political speeches, symposia, panels,
coutiouiJlg legal educatio11 events, and qucstion~1111d•answer sessions.
Include tbe date and place where they were delivered, and readily av11ilablc
press reports about the speech or talk. If you do not have a copy of the
speech or a transcript or r~ording of your remarks, give the name and
address of the group befo1·e whom the speech was given, tlte dute of the
speech, and ii summary of iis sub.icct matter. lfyou did not speak from a
prepared text, furnish a copy of any outline or notes from which you spoke.
Olher tl1an what is supplied in Appendix 12(c). to my recollection and through
searches of publicly available darabases, persons acting on my behalf have found
the following remarks delivered by me;
The Federalist Society, Gelling Legal Ethics RighcLtHlcheon, Denver, CO, Jan.
27, 2017. The presentation substantially repeated the Feb. 20l0 presentation, But
My C/ie!ll Macie Me Do It: The Struggle ofBeing a Good lawyer and Living a
Good Life, for which a copy of the presentation has been supplied.
Tenth Circuit Bench & Bar Conference, life and Legacy ofSupreme Court Justice
Antonin Scalia, Coto1•ado Springs, CO, Sept. 3, 2016. video recording available at
htips://www.c-span.org/video/'!4 I 4086-1 / Ii fe-legacy·supreme-court-jus1iceantoni1i.scalia.
Case Western Reserve University School ofLaw, 2016 Sumnel' Canary Lecture,
Apr. 7, 2016, published as 0.(D ons a11d.Bea1's, Judges and Legislators, a11d the
Legacy ofJusticiL Scalia, 66 Case W. Res. L. Rev. 905 (2016).

L'ni1ed Kingdom-United States, Legal Exchange, London, Englaud, Sept, 2015,
published as Access to Affordable Justice: A Cha!Tenge to the Bench, !Jar. and
Academy, J 00 Judicature, no. 3, Aug. 2016, at 46.
The Federalist Society, 2013 National Lawyers Convention, Barbara K. Olson
Memorial Lecture, Nov. 22, 2013, published as Law's Irony, 37 Harv. J.L. & Pub..
Pol'y 743(2015), and video recording available at http:// www.fedsoc.orglm u Itimedia/de ta i I/ 13th-annual-ba1•bara· k-o!son. me;:mori al-lectu 1'e-eventnu di ovldeo.
The Federalist Soclety, Dodd-Frcmk: Act 1i110 and What's Next in Financial
18
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Services Laws and Regulations?, Nov. 19, 20 l 2, vfdeo recording available at
http: I/www .fed-soc,org/m ult imed ia/detai lfdodd-frank'"llct -two-Md·wh ats-ncxt-i11financi al-serv ices-Jaws-and-regu lati ons-event-11 ud iovi deo,
University of Colorado Law School, Commencement Speech, May 11 , 2012.
Chaves County Bar Association, Law Day, the .Majesfy ofthe Law, Roswell, NM,
Apr. 26, 2012.
lf.'lrvard Law School, Cambridge, MA, Apr. 4, 2012.
Institute for fue Advancemet11 of the American Legal System, Denver, CO, Dec.
20J l.
University of Notre Dame Law SohooJ. Intention and the Al7ocatlon of Risk, South
Bend, IN, Sept. 201J.
Oklahoma City University School of Law, Bur My Client Made Me Do Jt: 111e
StrugglB ofBeing a Good Lawyer a11d Living a Good Life, Oklahoma City, OK,
feb . 2010.
Federal Bar Association, William J. Holloway, Jr. Lecture, (How) Do.fudges
Think?, Oklahoma City, OK, Dec. i l , 2009.
University of Colorado School of Law, FacuJty Talk, Musings on the State
(Disrepair?) ofthe Bench-Academy Relationship, Boulder, CO, Apr. 21, 2009.
Traphagen Distinguished Alumni Speakers Series, Harvard Law School,
Cambridge, MA., Apr. 15, 2009. i he presentation substantially repeated the May
3, 2008 presentation, Ten Things to Do in Your First Ten Years ofPractice, for
which a copy of 1he presentation has been supplied.
Florida Staie University Law School, Commencement Speech, Ten Things lo Do
in Your First Ten Years ofPractice, Tallahassee, FL, May 3, 2008.
University .of Den\(er law School, Denver, CO, .Inn. 31 , 2008M.arshall Scholar Gathering, Denver, CO, Dec. 5, 2007.
American College of Trial Lawyers, Judicial Fellows, Denver, CO, Oct. 12, 2007_
National Lawyers Assod;ition, A B1·;ej Reply 10 Raym(md Tallis on the
Legalb.ocion ofAssisted Suicide and Euthanasia, Denver, CO, Sept. l 0, 2007.
American Association for the Advancement of Science. AAAS Science &
Technology Policy Fellows Orientation, Washington, D.C., Sept. 14, 2005,
Federal Trade Commission Workshop, Protecting Co11s1.1mer Interests in Class
Action$, Sept. 2004. In a questionnaire J submitted to t'he Senate in connection
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with my judicial nomination in 2006, l listed this speech as: Ensuring Class Action
Fairness, but f hiwe 110 ourrr;mt memory of that title.

Unless otherwise noted, copies of the speeches above as well as available press
repo11s are attached as Appendix J2(d}.

In addition, l have given other 111lks for which l have 1101 kept notes and do not
have transciipts or t'ecordings. For these talks, I have indicated the dates, lhe
add;-ess of the group, and the subject matter to 111y recollection and where such
information was available through a search of publicly available databases by
persons acting on my behalf. Some of these remarks have touched"on lega1
is.sues; others have not.
American Bar Association, Panel on Oral Argument, AJBt Summit, Sept. 29,
2007. The address of the group is 1050 Connecticut Ave. N.W., Suite 400,
Washington, D.C. 20036.
American College of Trial Lawyers 2016 Annual Meeting, Moderator for Panel on
UK US legal &change: Access to Justice, Sept. 9, 2016. The address of the
group fs I 9900 MacArlhurBlvd. #530, Irvine, CA 92612.
American College of Trial Lawyers, Oct. 12, 2007. Meeting of Judicial Fellows.
'This eve.nt too)< place fn Denver, CO.
American Inns ofCoart. The address of the group is 225 Refoekers Lane, Suite
770, Alexandra, VA 223 14.
British Marshall Scholarship Commission, 2007. The address of the group is
Marshall Aid Commemoration Commission, Woburn House, 20-24 Tavistock
Square, London. WC I H 9HF, UK.
Capital Habeas Progress Meeting, Oct. 26•28, 2009. A nieeting ofjudges and
practiiioners to discuss how to improve the quality of representation death row
inmates receive in their feder11l habeas proceedings.
Colorado Bar Association, Appellate Practice, Nov. 9, 2006. The addres~ of the
bar association is 1900 Grant St. ti 900, Denver, CO 80203.
Colorado Bar Association, Effective Appellate Advocacy, May 20, 2009. The
address of the bar association is 1900 Grant St.# 900.• Denver, CO 80203.
Colorado Bar Association, Effective Brief Writing, Dec. 13, 2013.111e address of
the bar association is 1900 Grant Sc. #900, Denver, CO 80203.

Colorado Bar Association, Appellate Practice. Dec. 12, 2014. TI1e address of the
bar association is 1900 Grant St.# 900, Denver, CO 80203.
Common Good. The address of the group is One Metrotecb Center, Suite 1703,
Brooklyn, NY 11201.
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Council on Foreign Relations, Moderalor. Event on the McCaiT1-Graham
amendme1)t and war on te.rror interrogation and detainee l1"eatme11t issues, Jan.
24-25, 2006. The address of the group is 1777 P St. N.W. #100, Washington,
D.C. 20006.

Council on Foreign Relations, Moderator, Event on the McCain-Graham
amendment .and war on terror interrogatio1i and detainee treatment issues, Feb.
28, 2006. Theaddressofthe group is 1777 F St. N.W. #JOO, Washington, D.C.
20006.
Faculty of federal Advocates, A Brown Bag with tbe Nonorable Timothy M.
Tymkovich and the Honorable Neil M. Gorsuch, Nov. 12, 2013. The address of
lite group is 700 Colorado Blvd., #420, Denver, CO 80206.
Federal Bar Ar.sociation, Mock Oral Arguments, Oct. 23, 2008. The address of the
group is 1220 North Filln1ore St., Suite 444, Arlinb>ton, VA 22201.
Federal Judges Association Meetings, May 22-26, 2010, Apr. 12-14, 2011, Apr.
24-25, 2013; May 3-4, 2014.
E'edetalist Society National Lawyers Convenlion; Nov, l 5-17, 2012. The address
of the group is 1776 1 St., N.W., Suite 300, Washington. D.C. 20006.
Federalist Society, University of Chicago Law School, Apt. 21 , 2010. The address
of the group is I 11 I East 60ti1 St., Chicago, IL 60637.
Federalist Society, Apr. 17-19, 2008. Visited Univets.ity of Chicago and University
of Michigan chapters. ·n1e addresses of the groups are, respectively, l 111 East
60th St., Chicago, IL 60637, and 625 Soutl1 State St., Ann Arbor, Ml 48109,
Federallst Society, An Arg«ment Against Consequentialism, Yale Law Scl1ool,
Feb. 4. 2009. Theaddt·ess of the group is 127 Wall Street., Nt:-w Haven, CT 06511..
Finnis Pestschrift, University of Notre Dame, Sept. 9, 2011. The event took pill~
at 1100 Eck Hall of Law, Notre Da.rne1 JN 46556.
Florida State University School uf Law Commencement Speech, May 3, 2008.
The event took place at425 West Jefferson St., Tallahassee, F'L 3230 l.

Harry S. Truman Scholarship Foundation, 2006. The address of the group is 712
Jackson Place, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20006.
l:farry S. Truman Scholarship r-oundntion, Recipient of Stevens Award, June 6,
2007. The addtess of the group is 712 Jackson Pl.. N.W., Washington, D.C. 20006.

Harvard l.aw School, Mar. 20-22. 2007. Federalisl Society event and lunch. Theeverit took place at l 563 Massachusetts Ave., Cambridge, MA 02138.
Harvard Law School, Moot Comt, Apr. 4, 2012. l11e event took place at 1563
Mussaclwsetts Ave., Cambridge, MA 02138.
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Israel Academic Exchange, Dec. 10-19, 2016.
Kansas City Metropolitan Bill' Association, Mar. 8, 2007. Discussion on legal
w1iting. The i:tddress of the orga11izatio11 is2300 Main St #100, Kansas City, MO
64108.
Uiwsuits and Libeny Conference, June 27-28, 2005. Conference studying the
civil justice ·sysre1n and its relationship to the ovetal! lfberty of American citizens.
Marshall Scholars Orientation, Sept. 2005. Keynote Speaker at British Embassy
event.

National Lawyers Association Meeting, Sept. 10, 2007. The event took place in
Denver, CO.
National White Collar Crime Center. The address of the group is 5000 NASA
Blvd., Suite 2400, Fairmont, WV 26554.
New York University School of Law, Moor Court, Apr. 7, 2014. The event took
place at 40 Washington Sguare South, New Yor~ NY 10012.
Oklahoma City University. lnfonnal discussions with stude11ts about clerkships
and other legal issues, Feb. 9-1 2, 2010. The law school is located at 2501 N
Blac.kwelder Ave., Oklahoma City, OK 73106.

Phtl Anschutz Annual Dove Hunt. Di!:cussion about the rule oflaw, Sept. 1, 2010.
Eagle Nest Ranch, CO. I belicvc I spoke at similar events, including related fishing
trips, in 201 2 or 20 13 and 201 S.
Princeton University Witherspoon Institute, James Madison Program, Conference
on Law and Religion, Apr. 16-18, 2009. The address of the group is 16 Stockton
S L, Princeton, NJ 08540.
Tenth Circuit Judicial Confe.rence Panel, Life and Legacy of Justice Scalia, Sept.
J, 2016. The address of the group is 1823 Stout St., Denver, CO so;w2.
Renaissance Weekend, Interd isc.iplinary Corlference, July 2-6, 20 15.
Tenth Circuit Judicial Conference, Aug. 25-29, 2010. Bench and Bar Conference.
University of Southern Cal iforn ia Law School, Moot Court Competition, Mar. 5-6,
2009. The address of the school is 699 Exposition Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 90089.
University of Chicago Law School, Moot Coutt Competition, Apr. 21, 2010. Th~
address oftheschool is 111 1 Rast 60th Sl., Chicago, IL 60637. .
University of Chicago Law School, Law Review Banquet, Apr. 22, 2010. The
address of the school is 11 ! I cast 60th SL, Chicago, n. 60637.
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University of Chicago Law School, Annual Mectir\g of the Visiting Committee,
Oct. 29-J 1, 2014, The address of the school is 1111 East 60t:h St., Chicago, lL
60637.
University of Colorado Law School, Marshall-Brennan Moot Court Competition,
Feb. 2013, 'fbe event rook place at Wolf Law Building, 401 UCB, Boulder, CO
80309.

Unlversity of Colorado Law School, Bench and Bar Conferen ce, Sept. 19, 2012,
Boulder, CO. The event took place at Wittetneyer Courtroom, Colorado Law,
Boulder, CO 80305.
University of Colorado Law School, Faculty Talk. Apr. 21, 2009. 'The address of
the school is 2450 Kittredge Loop Dr., Boulder, CO 80309.

Universiiy of]llinois College of Law, Moot Court, Apr. 10, 2013, The event took
place at 504 East Pennsylvania Ave, Champaign, lL 61820.
Onlversity of Michigan Law School, Moot Court, Apr. 7, 2010. TI1e event took
place at 625 South State SI., Ann Arbor. MI 48109.
U11iversity of Texas Law School, Judicial Clerkship Workshop, Court of Appeals
Panel Discussion, Apr. l , 10l I. The event cook place at 727 E Dean Keeton St,
Austin, 'J'X 78705.

University ofSoi1therii California Gould School of Law, Moot Court, Mar.'6,
2009. The event took place at 699 Exposition Blvd, Los Angeles, CA 90089.
Wake Fore.st Law School, Moot Court, Nov. 15-17, 2007, The event took place at
l 834 Wake Fores1 Rd, Winston-Salem. NC 27109.
Washburn University School of Law, Writing to Win S>~nposiuin, Mar. 9, 2007.
The address of the law school is 1700 S. W. College Ave., Topeka, KS 66621.
Washington., D.C. Bar Association, 1997, The address of the group is llOI K
Street N.W., Suite200, Washington, D.C. 20005.
Washington Legal Foundation, Supreme Court Mid-Term Preview, Peb. I l , 2004.
The address of the group is 2009 Massachusetts Ave., N.W .. Washington, D.C.
20036.

Wilder Elememary School, Littleton, Colorado, May 14, 2009. The event took
place at 4300 West Ponds Cir., Littleton, CO 80123.
Wisconsin Bar Association. The address of the group is 5302 Eastpark: Blvd.,
Madison, WI 53718-210 I.
'fate Law Schoo~ Moot Court Competition, Harlan Fiske Stone Finals, December
9, 2013. 111e event took place. at 127 Wall St., New Haven, CT 065 l l.
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e. List all in terviews you have given to newspapers, magazine.~ or other
publications, or radio or television stations, pn'lvidjng tbe dates oHhese
Interviews and four (4) copies of the clips or transcripts of these interviews
w here they are available to you.

While I was in private practice (before mid-2005), J was interviewed by Prime
Tlme Radio on the subject of assisted suicide. Around 2007, 1 was interviewed by
a Denver-area sports channel for a piece about Justice Byron White's career. Prior
to becoming a j\1dge, l occa~ional1y an!;';,,,ered a reporter's questions., usually as
background in formation about an ongoing case. After searching publicly available
databases, I havt! not fow1d transcripts oftbese interviews. and discussions. except
for one article in which l an1 quoted discussi ng NCRlC v. Columbia Hospira/for
Wiumm aud another article in which I am quoted discussing Dum
Pharmaceuticals, Inc. v. Broudo. Copies of these articles a.re supplied in Appendix
12(e). To my recollection, l have not given interviews to the press since becoming
a judge in 2006.
t

If, in connection wltb any public office you have held, there were any
reports, memo"randa, or policy statements prepared or produced with your
participi\tion, supply four (4) copies of these materials. Also provide four
(4) copies of any resolutions, motions, legislation, nominations, or other
matters on which you voted as an elected official, the corresponding votes
nod mi nutes, as well as any speeches or statements you made. witb regs rd to
policy decision~ or positions taken. "Participation" includes, but is not
limited to, membership in any subcommittee, working gTqup, or other such
group, " 'hicb produced a report, memorandum, or policystalement, even
where you did not contribute to it. If any of these materials ure n.ot
avai lable to you, please give the name oftlte document, the date of the
documen t, a summary of its Sllb,ject matter, and where it can be found.

To my recollection and based on searches of publicly available databases by
persons acting on my behalf, my calendar, and my archived emails, I have
compiled materials responsive to this question in Arpendix 12(f). During my
tenure as Principal Deputy Associate Attorney General, other U.S. Department of

Justice components generated certain reports that passed through the Office of
the Associate Attorney fleneral. While l do not recall whether those reports were
p~pared or produced with my participation, I included them in Appendix l 2(t).
13, Judjcial Office: State (chJ"onologically) any judicial offices you have held, including
positions as an adm inistrative law judge, whether such position was elected or
appointed, and a description of the jurisdiction of each such court.

U.S. Comt of Api:ieals fot• the Tenth Circuit, Cfrcuit Judge (2006 to µresent)
a. Approximately how many cases have you presided over tltlit h ave gone to
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verdict or judgment?
According to a February 9. 2017 Westlaw search, l understand that appellate
panels on which 1 have been a member have issued opinions in approximately
l ,800 criminal cases and 1,200 civil cases. Because some cases involve both
civil and criminal issues. the sum of these figures is lfligbtly higher than the total
number of decisions issued by panels of which I was a member (approximately
2,7.50). During my tenure as a court of appeals judge, I have not presided over a
trial.
Of these, approximately what percent were:

i. jurytrials: N/A
bench trials: NIA

ii. civil proceedings: approximately 40%
criminal proceedjn,gs: approximately 60% [total JOO%]
b. Provide citations for all opinions you have written, published and
unpublisllerl 1 including concurrences a nd dissents. Cf any of th e opinions
Listed are not availa ble on Westlaw, provide copies of I.be opinions.
Please see the attached Appendix I 3(b).
c. Provide citations to all cases in which you were a panel member, but did not
write an opinion. Jf any of the opinions listed are not available on Wcstlaw,
provide e-0pjes oftbe opinions.

Please seethe attached Appendix l 3(c).
ti. Tor each of th e lO most .significant ca.se.s over which you 1iresided, provide:
(1) a capsule summary offh e nature the case~ (2) the outcome ofthe ci1se; (3)
the na me and contact fafor matlon for counsel who had n sigarficant role in
the trial of the case; a nd (4) the Citation of the case (if reported) or tJ1e.
docl<ct number and a copy of the opinion or judgment (if not reported).

The names, affiliations, phone numbers, and addresses of counsel listed below
represent the last known conlact information r possess.
()) Gutierrez-Brizuelav. Lynch, 834 F.3d 1142 (LOt.h Cir. 2016).

Nature of the Case: This case addressed the conflict between two provisions of
immigration Jaw. The first provision granted Che Attorney General discretion to
accord lawful resident status to non•citizens who illegally entered the United
St~tes. The second said non-citizens who illegally reenter must wait ten years
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before obtaining lawful residency. Which takes precedence'?
Jn 2005, the Tenth Circuil said tile Attorney General retains her disc1·etio11 to
caward Jegaf status notwithstanding the second provision. Then, in 2007, the Board
-0f Tm migration Appeals disagreed snd said the second provision strips away that
discretion. The Supreme Court bas instructed federal courts to defer to 1'easonable
agency interpretations of ambiguous statutory language ~ even interpretations
contradi"cting prior judicial precedents. So in 2011 the ienth Circuit overruled its
earlier decision and adopted the- Board's reading. Somethtie between 2007 and
201 l, the petitioner, relying on the Tenth Circuit's original decision, applied to the
Attorney General for d iscretionary relief. The Board said that its interpretatiOJl
applied starting in 2007 e'•en !hough the law on the books was tJ1e Tenth Circuit'&
original 2005 t'uling.
Disposition: The panel held the petilioner was entitled to rely on the Tenth
Circuit's original ?005 ruling because the co111t's interpretation of law, not the
Roard's, controlled until the e-0urt itselfoverruled that decision. Because the
petitioner could not predict whether the Tenth Circuit would find the Boanl's
interpretation entitled to defc:r1111ce and reject its prior precedent, prior ptec-cdent
protected his reasonable reliance on the court's precedent.

ln a separate concurrence, J questioned judicial deference to agency legal
interµretations. My opinion noted that the Adm inistrative Procedure Act vests the
coutlS with the power and duty to interpret statutory provisions, that deferring to
an agency's interpretation may be in tension with Congress's statutory directive,
and that th is practice m11y raise due process (fair notice) 11nd separatioJ1 of powers
concern.s.
For petitioner-appellant CGutictTez-Brizuela):
Timothy Lee Cook
Law Office ofTi111othy L. C-0ok
P.O. Box 19512
Oklahoma City, OK 73144
(405) 682-2745

ntcooklawofficc@coxinet.net
For respondent-appellec O.vnch):
Monica Antoun
Unil"ed States Department of Justica
Office oflmmigtation Litigation
P.O. Box 878, Ben franldin.Station
1200 Pennsylvnnia Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C, 20044
(202) 616-4900
mon ica.anto1m@usdoj.gov
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(2) United States v. Carloss, 818 F.3d 988 (10th Cit-. 2016).
Nature of the Case: This case concerned the limits ofwarranlless searches of
residences. Without a warrant, officers approacl\ed a house thst had several "No
Trespassing" signs placed in and near the home' s cnrtilage. Eventually the officers
won admission and fow1d drugs. Tbe defendant ii led a uiotioo to suppress. The
district court denied that motion and the defendant appealed.
Disposition: TI1e court of appeals held that the officers did not violate ilte Fourth
Amendment by entering the home's curtilage because they had ''implied consent"
to do so. In a dissen1ingopinion, {noted !hat the area immediately surrounding the
home is protected by the Fourth Amendment under Supi'eme Court precedent. l
explained as well that, under Supreme Court precedents, there Is no "implied
consent" to enter a home's curtilagewhen it and the patlt to it contain repeate<l "no
trespassing" warnings explaining that entry is not permitted. I noted that the
officers would have been free to e11ter with a warrant or in emergency
circumstances.
For defendant-appellant CCarloss):
Robert Allen Ridenour
Office of the Federal Public Defender
Northern and Eastern Districts of Oklahoma
627 Wesl Broadway
Mt1skogee, OK 74401
(918) 687-2430

rob_ridenour@ta.org
for_p)aintlff-anpellee (United States):
Linda A. i]pperley
Office of the United States Attomey
Eastern District of Oklahoma
520 Denison Avenue
Muskogee, OK 74401
(9 I 8) 684-.5100

linda.epperley@usdoj.gov
(3) Caplinger v. Medtronic, Inc., 784 F.3d LJ'.35 (10th Cir. 2015).

Nature of the Case: The defondants produced a devic.e that repairs damaged
vertebrae. 1'he FDA pe.rmitted the sale of the device but req\lircd the defendants to
include a warning label that the device ~hould be ·implanted via an anterior surglcal
approach. The plaimiff idleged that despite the label the defendants promoted the
device for use in a posterior surgical approach. She sued under various state law
tlaims. The district court dismissed these state Jaw claims as preempted by fl;ldera·1
Jaw, claiming that the Medical Device Amendments (MDA) prevent states from
establishing requirements for medical devices that are difTerent from federal
requirernents.
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Disposition: After discussing Supreme Court precedent on preemption and the
MDA, the panel held that a plaintiff may bring a state law claim for highly
regulated medical devices if she demonstrates that the duty from tl1e state law is
narrower than the related federal regulation specific to that paiticular device.
Because the plaintiff foiled to identify parallel federal requirements that her state
law claims were narrower than, the panel affirmed the district collit's dismissal.
For plaintftf-appellant (Caplinger}:
Allison M. Zieve
Public Citizen Litigation Group
1600 Twentieth Street, N .W.
Washington, D.C. 20009
(202) 588-1000
azievc@citizcn.org
For defendants-appellants (Medtronic, Inc.):

Andrew Tauber
Mayer Brown LLP
1999K Street. N.W,
Washington, D.C. 20006
(202) 263-3324
atauber@mayerbrown.com
For amicus curiae <The Product Liability Advisorv Council, lnc.):
Alan E. Unterelr\er
Robbins, Russell, Englert, Orseck. Unterelner & Sauber LLP
1801 K Street, N.W., Suite41 l·L
Washington, D.C. 20006
(202) 775--4505
auntereiaer@robbinsrussell.com
(4) Unired States v. Rent$, 777 F.3d I 105 (10th Cir. 2015) (en bane).
Nature of the Ca~e: 18 U.S.C. § 924(c) enhances the sentence of"any person who,
during and in relation to any crime of violence or drug trafficking crime ... u.ses
or carries a fo·earm ... ." The defendant fired a single shot that hit and injured one
victim and struck and killed ;mot.her. The government sought \o c11arge the
defondant with two violations of§ 924(c) for two separate crimes of violence,
even \hough the defendant "used" the gun only once. The defendant moved to
dismiss one of the charges and the district court granted the motion, A panel of the
Tenth Circuit reversed, holding that two charges of§ 924(c) could be brought from
a single use of the ·firearm. The full Tenth Circuit then _voted to grant rehearing en
bane.
Disposition: The en bane court held that each chatige under§ 924(c) requires a
separate ·•use'' of a firenrm . Looking at the statucory text, the court concluded that
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the phrase "during and in relation 10 any crime of violence or drug trafficking
cl'i:me" modifies the phrase " uses or carries a firearm," and an indjvidual c.annot
use a firearm duritig and in relation to crimes of violence more U1an the total
number of times he or she uses a firearm. To the extent any ambiguity remained in
the statutory language, the court employed U1e tu le of lenlty to resolve it - a tool
ofstatutory construction that compels cou1ts to interpret ambiguities in tiriminal
statutes in fovor of the defendant. The court found that the rule of !en ity was
especially appropriate here because the government itself had argued in anolhei· en
bane case before another circuit that the number of"uses,'' not the number of
"crimes of vi.olence," limits the number of available charges.
For plaintiff·aopelJant (United States):
Diana Hage.n
Office of the United States Attorney
District of Utah
185 South State Street, Suite 300
Saltl.,ake City, UT 8411 l
(801) 325-3322
dia1ta.hagrm@usdoj.gov

For defendant-appellee (Rentz):
Jeremy M. Delicino
Delicino Lorenzo, LU:
l 0 West Broadway, S\lite 650
Salt Lake City, UT 84101
(801) 364-6474

jeremy@jeremydelicino.com
(5) MHC Mut Conver.~io11 Fund, l . P. v. Sandler 0 'Neill & Partners, L. P., 761

F.3d 1109 (10th Cir. 2014).
Nature oftbe Case: in this dispute, the court was asked to consido!' when a
defendant can be sue.cl for securities frauu for opinions it issues. Seeking to
conduct a secondary stock offering 11fter the financial crisis in 2008, the defendant
informed potential investors in its securities .filings that it had iiwes1ments in
mortgage-backed securities. It also stated that based on internal analyses and
independent consultations it predictc!l that 1be number of defaults on the
underlying mortgages would level off. This prediction did not pan out, and the ·
plaintrffs sued the defendants under secl'ion 11 of the Secw·ities Act of 1993,
which imposes liabilily whell a registration statement contains an u11lme statc1uent
of material fact. The district court dismissed the $Uil and the plaintiffs 11ppealed .
Di~position ;

The panel held that entities can be liable 11nder section I J fo1· an
opinion if the plaintiff shows that the opinion is objectively false and the speaker
did not believe it. Although section 11 is <mly triggered for au "untrue state1nent of
a material fact," an opinion qualifies as a factual claim ofthe speaker's state of
iuind-and so an opinion can be a false s1atement of foct ifthe speaker does not
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actually believe it. Fu11her, because no harm results from relying on an oplniOtl
that proves true, the sliltement must also be objecti vely falt>e. The plaintiffs in this
case failed to make !lny allegations that the campany disbelieved the opinion it
issued. Accordingly, the panel affinned the district court. The Supreme Court, in a
separare, SJJbscquent opinion, silnilarly held that opinions can be grounds for
liability under section l I, because opinions can convey facts about the speaker's
basis for fonning that view. Omnicare. Inc. v. Laborers Dist. Council Consfr.
Indus. Pension Fund, 135 S, Ct. 1318, 1328-31 (20 15).
For pla.intiffS-appellants (MHC Mutual Conversion Fund, L.P.):
Jeffrey A . Berens
(former) Dyer & Berens LLP
(current) Berens Law LLC
2373 Central Park Boulevard, Suite IOO
Denver, CO 80238
(303) 861-1764

jeff@jberenslaw.com
For defendants-aopellees (Sandler O'Neill & P;yipers.. I •.P.):
Peter A. Wald

Latham & Watkins LLP
505 Montgomery Street, Suite200U
San Francisco, CA 94 1l I
(415)395-8006
peter.wald@hv.com
Stanley J. Parzen
Mayer Brown LLP
71 South Wacker Drive
Chicago, IL 60606
(312) 701 -7326
sparzeo@mayerbrown.com
(6) Yallowhaarv. Lampe.rt, 741 F.3d 48 ( IO!h Cir. 2014).
Nature of the <;ase: Mr. Yellowbei1r, a ~1·ate prisoner, sued prison officials under
the Religious Land Use and Institutionalized Persons Act (RLUIPA). RLUlPA
prohibits the government from imposing a substantial burden on a person's
religious exercise unless the burden furthers a compelling governmen1al interest
and is the least restrictive means of doing so. Mr. YellowbeE1r sought use of the
prison's sweat lodge for prayer but the prisoq denied him. ~eces,~ , The sweat lodge
was loci;ited in the general prison yard and Mr. Yellowbear, due ~o threats against
him, was housed tn a special protective unit. Prison officials claliMd that the cost
of security accon\panying him to the sweat lodge was unduly burdensome. 111e
prison moved for s ummary judgment. which the district cou1t granted. Mr.
Yellowbear appealed.
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Pisposition: The panel vacated the district court's grnnt of summary judgment.
Mr. Yellowbeiµ- demonstsated that access to a sweat lodge ls a form of religious
exercise in his Northern Arapaho faith and the prison's denfal of access to the
sweat lodge was a substantial burden on that religious exercise. The prison fail~
to carry i~ burden of establishing a compelling interest because il asserted only
that the costs were "unduly burdensome" while failing to quantify those costs in
any way, The prison als<l faile<l to show that a comple.te denial of access to the
sweat lodge was the least restrictive means ()faccommodating its concerns. 111is
opinion was quoted by Justice Sotomayor's concurrence in a sepntate Rl.UIPA
case. Holt''· Hobl1s, 135 S. CL 853, 867 (2015) (Sotomayor, J., concurring).

for plaintiff--appellant (Yellowhear):
Sean Connelly.
(fom1er) Reilly Pozner, LLP,
(current) Zonic.s Law LLC
1900 Wazce Street, Suite203
Denver, CO 80202
(720) 464-5300
sconnelly@zonieslaw.com
For defendants-appellees (L1mpert):
Melissa E. Westby
Office of the Attorney General for the State of Wyoming
2320 State Capitol
Cheyenne, WY 82002
(307) 771-784l
mwestb@state.wy.us

(7) Hobby Lobby Stores, Jnc. 11. Sebe/ius, 723 F.3d 1114 (I 0th Cir. 2013),
Nature of the Case: rhis case concerned whether the Religious Freedom
Restoratio11 Act (RFRA) pmie.otcd two companies and their owners from certain
requirements of the Affordable Care Act. RFRA prevents the federal government
from imposing a substantisl burden on a person's religious exercise unless the
burden fu1thers a compelling governmental interest and is the least res1rictive
means of doing so. The Green$ ownt.d und operated Hobby Lobby Stores, Inc., an
arts and crafts chain, and Mardel, Inc., a Christian book store. The Greens objected
to providing insurance coverage for contraceptives that wm1ld prevent
implantation of a fertilized egg (but not other contraceptives that prevent
fertilization). Under the Affordable Care Act their companies would have been
liable for-millions of dollMs each year in regulatory taxes, The Greens and the
companies sued to enjoin the governmc11t from enforcing the contraceptivecoverage requirement.

Disposition: The en bt1nc court held that the compmiies had standing to sue and
reversed the district court's de11ial of a µreli111inary injunction, 'The en bane
majot'ity, which I Joined, concluded that the companies had de111onstrated a
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likelihood ofsuccess on Uieir RFRA claim and satisfied the in•eparable harm
requirement, In a concurring opinion, I explained why the Greens, as individuals,
also had standing to sue and were entitled to 1-el ief. r also explained that !he AntiInjunction Act did not apply.
For plaintiffs-appellants (Hobby Lobby. Inc.);
S. Kyle Duncan
(former) The Beckett Fund
(current) Schaen· Duncan LLP
17171< Street N.W., Suite900
Washington, D.C. 20006
(202) 787-1060
kduncan@schaerr-duncan.corn

For dcfondanl~-appellees (Sebelius) ~
Alisa 8. Klein
Appellate Staff, Civil Division
U.S. Department of Justice
950 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20530
(202) s 14-1597
aliS<.1.klein@usdoj.gov

(8) Lee v. Max Int'/, LLC, 638 P.3d 1318 (10th Cir, 2011).
Nature of the Case~ The central question in this case was when a court may
sanction parties for abuses ofthedjscovery process. The plaintiffs failed to
produce documents in response to a discovery request and subsequently violated
two Judicial orders compelling production. The district cou11 dismissed the case as
o sanction for this.misconduct and the plaintiffs appealed the dismissal.
Disposition: Tho panel held that the district court did not abuse its discretion in
dismissing the case for failure-to comply with several orders compelling
production of tbe-same discovery materials. The panel explained that 11 litigant
should not count on more than three chances to make good a discovery obfigation
before incurring repercussions.
For plaintifTs-appellanls (Lee):
Stuart Mark Miller
Law Offic~ of Stuart Mark Miller
244 11 Ridge Route Drive, Sui1e 200
Laguna l:lills, CA 92653
(949) 580-3737
stuartmiller@earthlink.net
For defondant-appellee (Ma.x International. LLC):
James T, Blanch
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(former) Parsons, Schie & Latimer
(current) Judge, Third Judicial District of Utah
Matheson Courtllouse 450 South State Sh'eet
P.O. Bo" 1860

Salt Lake Cily, UT 8411 4
(801) 238-71J2
(9) Kay E/ec. Coop. v. City ofNewkirk, 647 F.3d 1039 (10th Cir. 201 1).

Nature of the Case: This case concemed the immunity that state and municipal
governments sometimes enjoy from federal antitrust laws. The City of Newkirk,
Oklahoma, provided electricity to consumers inside its boundaries white Kay, a
rural electric cooperative, served those on the outside. When a new jail was built
_just outside Newkirk, botl1 the city and the cooperative offered to provide it with
eleclncity. Newkirk-the only provider ofsewage services in the area - said ir
would refuse to provide any sewage services to thejail unless the jail also
purchased its electricity. Ptu.:ed with this threat, the Jail chose to buy elemicity
from the city even though Kay offered beuer terms. Kay then brought suit against
Ncwkitk for anticompetitive behavior, bot the district court dismissed the case,
finding the city immune from federal antitrust laws.
Disposition: The Tenth Circuit reversed. While stales generally enjoy immunity
from the Sherman Act unt il Congress says otherwise. that immunity dues not
always extend to municipal governments. lnstead, a municipali ty is exempt from
antiwst laws only when it's parent state clearly autborizes it to engage in
anticompetitive conduct. In this case, tl1c Oklahoma state legislature never
permitted (he city to engage in such a1iticompetitive conduct. lrideed, the most
specific statutes op point showed the state's clear preference for, not against,
competition in the provision of e'ectricity. TI1e Supreme Court, in a unanimo1,1s
opinion, later cited this opinion ~nd approved its reusollirig. Y:.7C v. Phoebe Putney
Heollh Sys., Inc., I33 S. Ct. 1003 (2013) .

For plaintiffs-appellants CKay Electric Coop.):
Douglas A. Rice
Derryberry & Naifeh LLP
4800 North Lin.coin BouleVal'd
Oklahoma City, OK 731 OS
(405} 708-6784
drice@derryberrylaw.com
For defcndants-appellees (City of Newkirk):
Andrew W. t.,esrer
(former} Lester, Living & Davies, P.C.
(current) Spencer Fane
9400 N. Broadway Extension, Suite 600
Oklahoma City, OK 73114
(405) 844-9900
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alestcr@spencerrane.coin
For amicus curiae {Oklahoma Association of Electric Cooperatives):
Michael Bunage
Whltlen Burrage
1215 Classen Drive
Oklahoma City, OK 73103
(405) 516-7800
111 b\,lrr~ge@whittenburragelaw.com

(10) United States v. Dolan, 571 F.3d 1022 (10th Cir. 2009), off'd, 560 U.S. 605
(2010).

Nature of the Case: The defendant assaulted a hitchhiker. Although the hitchhiker
survived, the-assault left him witl1 over $100,000 in medical expenses. The
defendant was convicted of assault. ln addition to a prison sentence, the district
court orde!'ed restitution payments to the victim undef the Mandatory Victims
Restitution Act (MYRA). The MVRA sets a 90.dey tfmeline afier sentencing fur
the court to make a final determination oflbe victim's losses. And although the
district cour1 indicated within 90 days of sentencing that restitution was avaiJable.
it did not make a final determination of restitution until after the 90 days had
passed. On appeal, the defendant argued that the district coun did not have
jurisdiction to enter the final amount because it was past the 90-day deadline.
Disposition: The panel held that the MVRA's deadline is not ajurisdictionn) bar
and che distriet court did not abuse its discretion in deciding the atnount of
monthly restitution payments. The Supreme Court subsequently granted !he
detendant's petition for a writ of certiorari and aftlrrned, holding that even if a
sentencing court misses 1he 90-day deadline it still retains the power to order
restitution, at least where (as here) the court clearly slated within the 90-day
window that it would order restitution.
For defendant-appellant (Dolan):
Sera N. Sanchez
(former) Sheehan, Sheehan & S1eltmer, P.A.
(current) Stelznet, Winte1~ Warburton, Flores, Sanchez and Dawes, P.A.
302 Eighth Streei N. W., Suite 200

Albuquerque, NM 87 t02
(505) 938-7770
ssanchez@stelznerlaw.com

for plaintiff"am1ellee (United States):
Terri .J. Abernathy
Office of the United States A1tomey
District of New Mexico
5'.i5 South Telshor, Suite300
Las Crnces, NM 880 I I
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(575) 522-2.304
terri.abernathy@usdoj.gov
e. For each of tt1e 10 most significant opinions you have written, provide: (1)
citations for t hose decision~ that were published: (2) a copy of those decisions
t hat were not published; and (3) tli e na mes and contact in-formation for the
attMneys who pl'ayed a significant role in the case.
Please ·see answer to Question I 3(d) above, which provides this information.
f.

Provide a list of all cases io which certiorari was req uested or gr anted.

Please see attached Appendix 1J(t).
g. Provide a brief summary of and citations for all of your opinions where
your ded sions wc1·e niversed by a r eviewing court or where your
jodgmcrtt was affirmed with signific:rnt ct·iticism of your substantive or
proced ural r ulings. If a ny of the opinions listed we1·e not offi~i a lly
1·eported , provide copies of the opioions.
To my recollection, no opinion l l1ave authored has been reversed by a reviewing
court or affirmed witl1 significant criticism. In one ios!ance, lhe Supreme Couti
vacated an opinion r wrote and remanded for further consideration in light of its
newly issued opinion in Gall v. United Stales, 552 U.S. 38 (2007). United Slates v.
Gonzales, 252 F. App' x 900 (10th Cir. 2007), cert. grantet~judgment vacated,
and remanded sub nom. Sanchez v, United States, 552 U.S. 1278 (2008).

The panel opinions 1 havejoine.d wr1tten by other judges that have been
reversed or vacated incl11de, to my recollection:
D/rcd Mktg.. Ass '11 v. Brohl, 735 F.3d 904 {l 0th Cir. 2013), cert. granted, 134 S.
Ct, 2901 (July l , 2014), rc\l'd, 135 S. CL 1124 (2015),

Colorado enacted notice and reporling require,nents to increase the collection of
use taxes imposed on residenls who purchase tangible items from out-of-state
rewilers. The plaintiff sued, seeking to enjoin the enforcement of the requ irements
as a violation of the dormant Commerce Clause, and the district court agreed. On
appe.aJ and applying circuit precedent. the Tenth Circuit held that the Tax
Injunction Act (TIA) precluded federal jurisdiction mid ordered the district court to
dism iss the elaims. The Supreme Court reversed, holding thllt tl~e enforcement of
the notice nnd reporting requirements was not an "assessment, levy or collection"
wlthin the scope of the TIA. 011 remand, fhe Tenth Circu1t re11ched the mel'its of
lhe case and found that the Colorado law docs not violate the dormant Commerce
Clause. The losing party sought review on the merits in the Supreme Court. 'That
Court denied review. Dfreof MkJg. Ass 'n v. Brohl, 814 F.3d 1129 (l 0th C1r, 2016),
t:ert, de11ie.d, No. 16-267, 137 S. Ct. 591(Mem.)(Dec.12, 2016).
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United States v. '('roller, 483 F.3d 694 (10th Cir. 2007), cert. granted and
judgment vacafed, 552 U.S. 1090 (Jan. 07, 2008).

The defendants were convicted ofvnrious conspiracy, drug, and firearm
charges. On appeal they argued, amOllg other things, that the district court
erred in calculating their sentences by failing to impose a sentence below the.
Guidelines range because oftbe dispatity in punishment between powder
cocaine and crack cocaine offenses. The Tenth Circuit affinned, relying on
prior precedent t-cjecting this argumenl. The Supreme Coun granted the
petition for writ of certiorari and vacated and remanded for fu1tbcr
consideration in light of Kimbrough v. United SiatC1s, 552 U.S. 85 (2007),
which bad recently held that district courts may find that the disparity
between the Guidelines range for powder cocaine and crack cocaine offenses
yields a sentence greater than necessary. On remand, the Tenth Circuit asked
tbe district court to clarify why it refused defendants' request to lmpose a
below-guidelines sentence. U11iled Stales v. Troller, 518 F .3d 773 (I 0th Cir.
2008). The district court stated it had exercised the discretion described in
Kimbrough and so maintained its original sentence. The Tenth Circuit then
dismissed .t he defondants' subsequent appeal as untimely. The Supreme Cou11
denied review. United States'" Troller, 379 F. App' x. 735 (10th Cir. 20 I0),
ce1·/. denied, 562 U.S. 991 (Oct. J8, 2010).
b. Provide a description of the ri umber and percentage of you r decisions in
which you issued an unpublished opinion and the manner in which those
unpublished opinions are l'iled aod/orstored.

According to a Februal'y 9, 2017 Westlaw search, 1 understand that panels of
which I have been a member have issued approximately 2,750 opinions:
roughly 600 published and 2,150 unpublished. So about 22% of my decisions
have bee11 published and 78% unpublished . .By way of comparison, during my
time as a judge, I understand thai the Tenth Circuil published amund 21.5%
its decisions and released around 78.5% as unpublished opinions. The
unpublished opinions are generally available on West law and other onltne
databases.
i. Provide citations for significant opinions on federal or state constitutional
issues, together with tbe citation to a ppellaf·c c-0urt rulings on such opinions.
lf any of the OJlinions listed were not officially reported, provide copies of the
opinions.

Beyond the cases. described in Question 13(d) above, I have authored the
fo llowing significant constitutional opinions.

United States v. Ackerman, 831 f.3d 1292 (l 0th Cir. 2016).
Co1·dovn v. City ofAlbuquerque, 816 F.3d 645, 661 (10th Cir. 20!6) (Gorsuch~ J.,
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concurring in thejudgment).
United Srares v. Spaulding, 802 F.3d 1110, 1127 {10th Cir. 20 15) (Gorsuch, J"

dissenting).
United Stales v. Nichols, 784 FJd 666, 667 (10th Cir. 2015) (Gorsuch, J.,
dissenting from the denial ofrehearing en bane).
Kerr v. Hickenlooper, 759 F.Jd 1186, 11 93 (10th Cir. 20 I 4) (Gorsuch, J..
dissenting from the denial of rehearing en bane).
Riddle v. flickenlooper, 742 F.3d 922, 930 (10th Cir. 2014) (Gorsuch, J.,

concurring).
United States v. Nicholson, 72 1 F.3d 1236, 1246 (10th Cir. 2013) (Gorsuch. J.,

dissenting).

Bustos v. A & E Televl.tionNetworks, 646 f'.3d 762 (10th Cir. 2011).
Williams v. Jones, 571 P.3d 1086, 1094 (10th Cir. 2009) (Gorsuch, J., dissenting);
583 F.3d 1254, 1256 ( I 0th Cir. 2009) (Gorsuch, J., dissenting from the denial of
rehearing en bane).
Green v, Haskell Cty. Bd. ofComm 'rs, 574F.3d 1235, 1243 (10th Cir. 2009)
(Gors1Jch, J,, dis~enting from the denia l of rehearing eo bane).

j.

P.-ovide citations tO all cases in which you sa t by des ignation on a fed eral
court of appeals, includin g :1 l>rief sum mal'y of any opinions you authored,
wheth er majority, dissenting, o r concurring, and a ny dissenting opinions
j oined.

y ou

While sitting by designation, I authored an opinion in the following cases:
IJ!ausey v. U.S. Ti-ustee, 552 P.3d 1l24, I 134 (9th Cir, 2009) (Gorsuch, J.,
dissenting).

A bankruptcy court dismissed tl1e debtot·s' case because the debtors failed to
include a $4,000 per month disability insurance benefit in their current monthly
income calcu:lation. Including the monthly payments would have disqualified them
from a Chapter 7 discharge. l'be debtors argued that the Bankruptcy Code' s
definiiion of"current monthly income" incorporated the defi nit ion of"gross
incomel' under the Internal Reve11ue Code, and so did not req uire them to include

disab ility payments. The Ninth Circuit r~jected this argument and affi1JTied the
district court. I dissented, suggesting that the courtofa11peaJs could not hea.r the
case bec<J,use the debtors did not request pennission to appeal within the I 0-day
window Co11gress prescribed by statute.
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Salmon v. Astrue, 309 F. App'x 113, 116 {9th Cir. 2009) (Gorsuch, J., dissenting).
The plaintiff sought review of the Commissioner of Social Security's
determination that she was not entitled to disability insurance benefits. The Ninth
Ch'Cuit held that the administrative law judge failed to weigh the evidence properly
because it favored 011.e evaluation of mental impairment over another without
offel'ing an explanation. I dissented, suggesting that the district court had properly
found the Commfssionet·'s concllL~ ions satisfied tJ1e deferential substantial
evidence standard applicable to the case.
l sat by designation but did not author un opinion or join a dissent i11 the following

cases:
Dumas v. New United Motor Mfg., Inc., 305 F. App' JC 445 (9th Cir. 2008).
Grillo v. Cal. D!!-p't ofCorr., 308 F. App'x 63 (9th Cir. 2009).
Howardv. Campbell, 305 F. App'x 442 (9tJ1 Cir. 2008).
fkbal v. United States, 304 P. App'x 604 (9th Cir. 2008).

Kastl v. Maricopa Cty. Cmty. Coll. Dist., 325 F. App'x 492 (9th Cir. 2009).
Meier v. United Srates, 310 F. App'x 976 (9th Cir. 2009).
United States v. Hernandez-Caudillo, 304 F. App'x 543 (9th Cir. 2008).
United States v. N}ai, 312 F. App'x 953 (9th Cir. 2009).
United States v. Uriarte-Acosta, 304 F. App'x. 551 (9th Cir. 2008).

Rodriguez v. Editor in Chi11.f, Legal Time.<t 285 F. App' x 756 (D.C. Cir. 2008).
Rodriguez v. Editor l11 Chief. Legal Ti111es, No. 07-5234, 2008 WL 2"396189 (D.C.

Cir. Feb. 25, 2008).
Rodriguez v. Editor in Chief, Legal Times, No. 07-5234, 2008 WL. 2396188 (D.C.

Cir. Apr. 23, 2008).

Hurt v. U.S. Cbw'I of Appeals.for the Dist. ofColumbia Circuit Banc, 264 F.
App' x l (D.C. Cir. 2008).

Hurt v. U.S. Disf. Coun Judges, 258 F. App'x 341 (D.C. Cir. 2007).
Rodriguez v. Editor in Chief Legal Times, No. 07-5234, 2007 WL 5239004
(D.C. Cir. Dec. 19, 2007).
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14. &wal: I f you a rc or have bc~u a judge, ide ntify the basis by w hi ch you have
assessed the necessity o r propriety of recusal. (If your Cllurt employs an
"automatic" r~cu.511J system by which yon may be recused without you r knowledge,
please include ll general dcscripti o11 of that system and a list of cases from which
you were rec used.) Provide a llst of a ny cases, motio ns or matters that have come
before you in which a litigant or pa rty bas requested that you recuse yourself du e
to an 11sserted conflict of interest or in w hich you have rccused yourself sua sponte.
(dentify each s uch case, a nd for each provide the following information:
a, w hether your recusal was requested by a motion o r other $nggcstioo by a
litigant or a party to t11 e proceedin g or by any other person or interested
party; or if you rccused yourselfs uasponte;

b. a brief d escription of the assert<.'<! con Iiict of int.cre$t or o ther ground for
recusal;

c. the proced u re you followed iu determining whether o r not to recuse yourself;
d. you r reason for rccusiug or declining to recuse yourself, incl11dh1g any
a ction takl'n to remove the real, appa1·cnt or asserted conflict of interest
or to c ure any other g round for recusal.

l have sought to take sel'iously the admonition that that ii.l\ldge should "disqualify
himself in any proceeding i11 which hls impartiality might reasonably be
questioned." 28 U.S.C. § 455. The recusal procedure that I follow in the Tenth
Circuit is broader Chan the re.cusal procedure adopted in the Supreme Court, which
l would follow should I assume the position to which I have boon nominated (see
Question 24). r11 the Tentl1 Circuit, the clerk's office conducts a review of each
ca.se before placing it on a j udge's calendar. That review checks case information
the pat'tles provide against each judge's recusal llst (n list which includes family,
friends, former clients, personal financial investments, and the like). Once a case is
tentatively placed on a judge's calendnr, each judge or his personal staff then
independently reviews the matter for potential conflict~. lf a case is screened out,
either hy the clerk's oflitc or after review in chambers, 1he judge is genel'ally
as~lgned a new case in its place S() that workloads are unaffected. When 1 was in
private practice, my firm worke<:l with a significant roster of clients, some of
whom appear often in federa l C()urt. As a judge, my genernl practice has been •o
recuse from suc.h cases. When I served as Principal Dcputy'Assoeinte Attorney
General, I helped supervise certain of the Justice Depai1ment litigating
components. During my first two years on tl'le bench, my general practice was to
recuse from cases arising from these components. lt has a lso been my practice to
recuse when my financial interests might be affected or when my friends, family·
members, or fom1er firm m.ay have interests at stake. I do not retain records
concerning such cases.• but have attached a table of screened cases prepared by the
c lerk's office and those acting on my behalf together with iny input and to my
recollection. see Appendix 14. To my recollection, in over a decade on t he bench, I
have never received a motion from a party or litigant requesting thai I remove
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myself from a case based on pa11iality.
15. Public Office. Political Actjvitics and

Aff!!ia!ion~

a. List cbronologically any pu blic oOke.9 you h ave held, other than judicial
offices, including t he terms of service and whether such positions were
elected or appointed.If appointed, ple-.tsc include the name of th e individual
who appointed you. Also, stat e chronologically any unsuccessful
candidacie-~ you have had for elective office or unsuccessful nomj nations for
appointcd office.

l have never been a candidate for or hc1d an elective public office. Since Jaw
school, l have held the follow1ng appointed positions;
Law clerk for the U.S. Court of Appeals, D.C. Circuit, Hou. David B. Sentelle,
1991-1992. Appointed by Judge Sentelle.
Law clerk for U1c Supreme Court oflhe Un ited States, Hon. Byron R. White and
Hon. Anthony M. Kennedy, 1993-1994. Appointed by Justices White and
Kennedy.

U.S. Department of Justice, Principal Deputy Associate Attorney General, 2005~
2006. Appointed by the Attorney General and Associate Attorney General.

b. List all memberships and offices held in and services rende.-ed, whether
compe nsated or not. to any poJltical party, election committee, or Presidentelect tra nsition tea m. If you have ever b cld a position or played a role in a
politic11J campaign, identify the particulars of the campaign, including the
candidate, da tes of the ca mpaign, you r title and r esponsibilities. Please
s11pply four (4) copies of any memoranda a nalyzing issu es of law or public
policy that you wrote oo beb alf of or in connectioo with a P resident-elect
transitiQll team,

Prior to becoming a judge, I vol1,mteered on various political ca)llpaigns,
including for President Ronald Reagan, President George 1.-l. W. Bush, and
President George W. Busl1, and participated in groups such as "Lawyers for
B'ush-Chertey." I have not held an office in any campaign. To my recollection, 1
have not authored memoranda analyzing issues of law or public policy on behatr
of or in connection with a President,eleot transition team.
i:.

List all polit ic~ll events for wh k h y ou wer e 0 11 th e host committee, including
t.he date, location , wbicb c~ndidate 0 1· orga nization it bcncfi tted, aud b ow
mu ch was r aised at the cve.nt.

To my recollection, r Jawe not been on the host comm ittce for o political event.
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16. Legal Career: Answer each part separately.
a. Describe in reverse chronological order your Jaw practice and legal
experience after grnduation from law school including:

i, whethe r you .served as clerk to a judge, and if so, the name of' the
judge, the court and the dates of tile period you were a cle rk ;
Law Clerk fo r the Supreme Court ofthe United States, Hon. Byron R, ,
Whire and Hon. Anthony M. Kennedy, l 993- i994.
Law C lerk for the U.S. Court of Appeals, D.C. Circuit, Ho11. David .B.
Senlelle, 1991-1992.

ii. whether you practiced alone, and ifso1 the addresses and dates;
l have not .Practiced alone.
iii. the dates, names and addresses of law firms or offices, companies or
governmental agencies with which you })ave been affiliated, and the
nature of your affiliation wit h each.
U.S. Department of Justice, Office ofthe A ssociate Attorney General,
Principal Deputy Associate Attorney General, 2005-2006
950 Pe nnsylvania Avenue, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20530
Kellogg, Huber, Hansen, Todd, Evans & Figel, PLLC, Partner, 1998-2005,
Associate, 1995-1997
1615 M Street, N.W., Suite 400, Washington, D.C. 20036

Sullivan & Cromwell, Summer Associate, Summer 1991
1700 New York Avenue, N.W., Suite 700, Washington, D.C. 20006
iv. wh ether you served as a mediator or arbitrator in alterna tjve
dispufo resolu tion proceedings and, i1' so, a description of the iO
most sig11ifil.-a11t matte.rs with which you wei·e involved in that
capacity.
I have not served as a mediator o r arbitrator in alternative dispute
resolution proceedings.

b. Describe:

i. tbegenernl cl1aracter of you r law practice and indicate by date
when its character has changed over the yean.
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Immediately after law school, I spent the summer working for the law firm
of Sullivan & Cromwell, where I assisted wirh corpora~ lransaotional
work v.<ht!e studying for the bar. Thereafter, l $erved as a law clerk to the
LLS. Court of Appeals for the D,C. Circu.it with Judge David Sentel)e from
199 J to 1992. In that capacity, I wrote bench memos and assisted with the
preparation of opinions and dissents ln matters ranging from criminal law
to constitutional and administrative law. It was an intensive immersion into
federal appellate law and practice. In addition, duriug the summer of 1992,
Judge Sentelle sat by designation on the U.S. District Court for the Western
District ofNol'th Carolina. There I assisted the court with several c.rimiMI
trials and the dfapositiQ.11 of civil matters.
From 1993 to 1994, I was fortunate to serve as law clerk to the Hon, Byron

R. White. Ju stice White nadjust resigned from the Supreme Court and l
served as his first law clerk in retirement and his only law clerk Chat year.
Despite his "retirement,'' Justice White took on a heavy load of appellate
ca>es, sitting by designation on the Tenth Circuit. l assisted .Justice While
with his work on the Tenth Circuit, preparing bench memos prior to
argument iind helpitig with opinfoos. Justice White also asked me to assist
another sitting Justice, and Justice Kennedy kindly agre-ed to allow me to
help in his chambers.
During my clerkships, approximately half of the c.ases l worked on w.ere
civil matters and half were criminal mailers. Most involved federal appeals
but, of those that involved trials, all were criminal trials.
Between my clerkships ;md again afterthem ( 1 992~1993. 1994-1995), l
attended Oxford University as a British Marshall Scholar studying for a
doctorate in legal philosophy. My academic research and writing involved
both criminal and civil law issues in proportions of roughly 60% crim inal
a1td 40% civil.
In 1995, I joined Kellogg, Huber, Hansen, Todd, Bvans & Figel, Pl.LC. ln
l 998, I becaine a partner at the firm and I remained there through May
2005. During my time in private practice I was involved in matters large.
and small for cl ienls ranging from indi"'.iduals to non-profits to
co1'porations. My cases ranged from simple breach of contraLi dispute$c Co
complex anti tr ust, RICO, and securities fraud matters. I tried cases,
participated in injunctive and cv,idcntiary hearings, and argued motions of
all kinds, ihcluding case dispositive motions to dismiss and for summary
judgment, discovel'y disputes, in limine motions in prepa1·a1ion foF trial, and
post-trial motions. I also took and defended depo&itions regularl y, worked
on appeals before federal and state courts of appeals across the country,
and provided antitn1st and other legal counsel to clients. I estimate that,
dw·ing my time in prjvate practice. roughl y 70% of my litigated matters
we.re in federal court nnd 30% in state com1s. Approxirnately 90% of these
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matters involved civil disputes, wirh the 1-emainder involving criminal
matters.
In June 2005, I was appointed Principal Deputy to the Associate Attorney
General. Tn that capacity I assisted in managing the Department's civil
litigating. components (antitrust, civil, civil rights, environment, and tax).
MajoT litigation decisions in certain cases- such as whether to file suit.,
what motions and defenses to bring, whether and bow to settle significant
cases on advantageous terms - are reviewed by the Office of the
Ass{)ciate Attorney General. I also spent a substantial amount of time
reviewinl$ and editing trial and appellate court legal briets and developing
case strategy. Virtually all of these matters were civil, though there were
occasional criminal matters. I also acted as Associate Attorney General
during periods when the Associate Attorney General was unavailable or
recused and assisted in the development and i111plementatton of a wide
variely of initiatives a11d policies.
In 2006, I was con finned to serve as a ju dge on the U.S. Court of Appeals
for the Tenth Circuit.
ii. your ty picaJ clients and the a reas at each p er iod
ca reer, if any, in which you have sp ecialize.ii.

or yo ur legal

As a practicing lawyer, I consciously sought to maintain a general
litigation practice and to avoid specialization, Wh.ile in private
practice. my matters ranged from complex antitrust, securities, Md
class actions to relatively strai,gbtforward breach of contract and
breach of fiduciary duty disputes. l sought to represent and enjoyed
representing plaintiffs and defendants in roughly equal proportions,
and my clients tanged from individuals to non-profits to small and
large corporations. My work at the OepSJtment of Jus!ice was, if
anything, even more varied, involving cases and issues arising from
each of the Department'!> civil litigating components.
c.. Uescrlbe tbc percentage of you r p ractice that has been in li tigation :ind
wheth er you a ppeared in court frequently~ occasionaiJy, or not at a ll. lf tile

freq11ency of you r appeara nces in court varied, describe such va riance,
providing d a tes.

Most of my practice before I became a judge involved litigation. When I was in

private practice, l appeared rrequently in federal court and occasionally in state
couri..
i. Indicate fb e percentage of your practice in:
l. fed eral courts;
approximately 70%
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2. s ta te co urts of r ecord :

3. other courts:
4. a dministrative agencies:

approximately 30%
0%
0%

ii. Indicate th e percen tage of your practice in:
1. civ il proceedings:
approximately 90%
2. CJ'imfoal proceedings:
approximately I 0%
d. List, by case na me, a ll cases in courts of record , incl udin g case.'! befor e
ad niinistrative law .iudges, you tried or litigated to verdict, j udgment Ol' final
decision (n1thu than settled ), indicating whether you were sole counsel, chief
counsel, or associate counsel. For each s uclt case, i11cl udc tb e docket number
a nd proVid e a ny opini ons a nd fil.ings a vaila ble to you.

i. What pc1·centnge of these trials were:
I. jury:
I OOo/o
2. non-jury:
0%

While in private practice, I trie,d four jury trials to verd ict, \wo as chiefcounsel and
two as associate counsel. Two of the trials involved damages claims in excess of
$1 billion; three were reported as among the top 100 verdicts for the years in
which they were tried; ~JI lasted between 2 and 6 weeks. 1'o my recollection
Sllpported by my formt:t law finn's records, f also participated in four Mn-jury
injunctive proceedings that involved substantial evidenliary hearings and were
litigated to final judgment. Jn a questiOllnairc I submitted to the Senate ill
connection with my judicial nomination in 2006, I referenced five non-jury
injunctive proceedings, but my former law firm 's records .have confinned that one
of those proceedings ended after my client prevailed in temporary injunctive
hearings and before judgment, and is therefore not encompassed by Question
I 6(u)'s request to produce related court filings . After a search of recot•ds retaiiled
by my former law firm, I have been able to identify the following matters
responsive to Question 16(d):
(1) Conwood Co. v, UnitedStates Tobacco Co., No. 5:98-cv-OOI 08-TBR
(W.D. Ky.). This matter Involved a jury trial to verdict
(2) Conwood Co. 1•, United States Tobacco Co., No. 5:98-cv-OOI 08-TBR
(W.D. Ky.) . In addition to a jury tl'ial, this matter also involved a non-jury
injunctive proceeding litigated to judgment.
(3) Coleman (Parent) Holdings inc. v. Morgan Stanley. No. 2003-CA-0050450CAJ-MB (Fla. Cir. Ct.). This m11tter involved a jury !rial to verdict.
(4) NCRJC Inc. v, Cohm1bia Hospital P.or Women, No. 2000 CA 007308 B (D.C.
Super. Ct.). This matter involved a jury trial to vetdict.
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(5) Zachair Ltd. v, Driggs, No. CAI,..97-20084 (Md. Cit. Ct., PG Cty.). This
matter involved a jury trial to verdict.
(6) Buntrock v. Tem1, No. 2000-CH-13859 (Ill. Cir. Ct.). This matt!;\r involved an

injunctive proceeding.

(I) Doctors Health, fnc, v. Nirl Care Health Plans ofthe MtdAtlanfic, Inc.. No.
03-C-98-009629 {Md. Cir. Ct, Bait. Cty); NYL Care Health Plans ofthe Mid
Atlantic, Inc. v. Doctors Health, inc., No. CA L-98-20126 (Md. Cir. Ct., PG
Cty.). These two related mallers involved a contested act.ion for a temporary
restraining order litigated to judgment and an injunctive proceeding.
(8) Doctors Health Jnc. v. Chase Manhaffan Bank, No. 98-604436 (N.Y. Sup.
Ct.). This matter-involved a non-jury injunctive proceeding litigated to
judgment.

Persons acting oo my behalf undertook cffu1ts to obtain opinions and unsealed
filings of the cases listed above through online court filing systems such as
PACER. Where online systems were unavailable or incomplete, persons acting on
my bebalfunde1took efforts to obtain these documents from my former law .firm 's
electronic or paper files. For all cases but CP H v. Morgan Stanley, persons acting
on my behalf searched my former law firm's records for any filings or opinions in
.the case. No filings were located in the Doctors Health. lnc. prot;eedings tba.t took
place in Maryland. As for CPH '"Morgan Stanley, that case spanned five years
.and ge11erated nearly 3000 filings that filled dozens of boxes of paper records.
Persons acting on my behalf spent an estimated 150 combined hours searching the
records iJ.1 CF H v. Morgan. SJanley. Due to the scope of the task, they focused their
search on filings of a non-ministerial nature such as orders, motions, and
pleadings. However. where ministerial filings were readily available, they were
also collected. Appendix 16(d) contains all the unsealed filings and opiniol1s
located in these searches.
e. Describe you r practice, if any, before the. Supreme Court of the United
States, ttie highut court of any state, or any state or federal courts of
appeals. Supply four (4) copies of any briefs, amicus or otherwise, and, if
itpplicable, a11y ornl argument tra nscripts b efor e the Suprem e Court in
connection with your practice. Give a detailed summary of the substance of
each. case, outlining briefly tlte factual and legal issues involved, the party or
parties whom you represented, the nature of your participation in tbe
litigatiou, and the final disposition of the case. Also provide the individual
names, addr.esscs, and teleph one numbe rs of co-counsel and of principal
e-0 unsel for each of tl1e other parties,

White in private p1-actice, 1 was predominantly a trial lawyer. But 1 also
occasionall y pa1iicipated in appeals in stale and federal courts. Dy way
example, I briefed and argued the Zachair ~se in the Ma.ryJand Couti of Special
Appeals and lle.fl:nd~d against a ce1tioratl petition in the State Supreme Court As

or
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Principal Deputy Associate Attomey General, l also recall briefing three
immigration cases before the federal court<; of appeals, and presenting oral
argument in two of those cases. To my recollection as well, my work before the
Supreme Court ir1cluded:
(1) Washington v. Glucksberg, S2 l U.S. 702 (1997).

1'he question presented in this case was whether Wnshington's prohibition
against causing or aiding a suicide violated U1e Fourteentl1 Amendment
WashingtOJl law provided that a person "is guilty of promoting a suicide
attempt when he knowingly causes 01· aids another person lo attempt
suicide." Certain doctors (respondents) who treated tel'luinally ill patients
soughla declar<1tioo in federal court that lhe Washington law was, on its
face, unconstitutional. The State of Washington and its Attoniey General
were the petitioners in this case.

J helped prepare an amicus brief ort behalf of the American Hospital
Association i11 support of the petitioners. Our client's position prevailed
before tne Supreme Court in a 9-0 vote. The Supreme Court held that
Wa.shing(on's Jaw wa." not unconstitutional on its face.
Co-counsel for amicus curiae (Ameflcan Hospital Association):

Fredric J. Entin
James A. Henderson
Margaret J. Hardy
American Hospital Association
One North Franklin
Chicago, IL 60606
(312) 422-3000

Michael K. Kellogg
Kellogg, Hi1ber, Hansen, Todd & Evans, P l.L.C.
1301 K Street, N.W.
Suite 1000 West
Wash.ingtoo, D.C. 20005
(202) 326-7900
Principal counsel for petitioners (Wash ington):
Christine 0. Gregoire
Attorney General
William L. Williams
Sr. Assistant /\ ttomc;y General
William Berggren Collins
P.O. Box 40113
Olympia, WA 98504-0lJ3
Telephone: (360) 7534960
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Principal counsel for respondents CGlucksberg):
Kathryn L. Tucker
David J. B urman
K11ri Anne Slllith
Perkins Coie
1201 Third Avenue, 40th Fl.
Seattle, WA 9810 1-3099
(206) 583-8888
(2) Lexecon Inc. v. Milberg Weiss Bershad Hynes & Lerach, 523 U.S. 26

(1998).
·me question presented in this case w<is whether a federal district court
assigned to conduct pre-h·ial proceedings pursuant to statutes governing
multidistrict litlgation can assign the case to it.Self al the conclusion of the
pre-trial proceedings. Le.xecon, lnc. and one ofils principals (petitioners)
brought an action in the Northern District of Illinois against two law fums
(respondents), claiming various tort violations. The suit was transferred by
the Judicial Panel on Multidistrict Li tigation to the District of Arizona for
pre-trial proceedings. At the conclusion of pre-trial proceediogs, petitione~
tequested that the case be remanded lo the Northern District of Illinois.
Petitioners filed a certiorari petition after their request for a remand was
denied, and after the Niorh Circuit affirmed that denial.
1 contrib11ted to the petitio.ners' briel: which argued that the statutes
goveming muhidistrict litigation a11d transfer forec lose the practice of"self-

transfer" - the refusal to relinqu ish cases at the end of consolidated pretrial proceedings. Our client's position prevalled before the Supreme Com1
in a unanin'lous opinion.
Co-counsel for petitioners (Lexecon}:
Michael W. McConnell
Stephen M. Shapiro
Michelle L. Odorizzi
Mayer·, Brawn & Platl
190 S. LaSalle Street
Chicago, fL 60603
(312) 701-72-0l
Kenneth S. Geller
Mayer, Brown & Platt
2000 Pennsylvania A~e., N,\V,
Suite 6500
Washington, D.C. 20006
(202) 463-2000
Mlchael K. Kellogg
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Mill'k C. Hansen
Jeffrey A. Lamken
Austin C. Schlick
Sean A. Lev
Kellogg, Huber, Hausen, Todd & Evans, P.L.L.C.
1301 K Street, N .W.
Suite IOOO We$l
Washington, D .C. 20005
(202) 326-7900
Principal counsel for respondents {Milberg Weiss Bershad Hvnes &
Lerach);
Jerold S. Solovy
Ronald L. Manner
C. John Koeh
Jeffrey T. Shaw
Jeuner & Block
One IBM Plaza, Suite 4400
Chicago, lL 60611
·
(3 12) 222-9350

(3) (a)
(b)

Cal. Pub. Emps. 'Rel. Sys. v. Felzen, 525 U.S. 315 (1999).
De11/i11 v. Scordel/etti, 536 U.S. 1 (2002).

My involveme1tt in these two cases arose as a re.suit of the desire oftbe
Council of Institutional Investors and various of its state p\Jblic employee
pension fund members to establish ihe right of class members to object to
class action and derivative suit settlements a.nd pursue those objections on
appeal. The Council and its members claimed that, due to dynamics
associated with rbe class action mechanism, class action settlements
sometimes benefit lead class members, their counsel, and defendants at the
expense of other class members. Council members Cal PERS and tbe
}'lotida State Board of Administration (SBA), together with the United
States Government, fil>t pursued the issue befo1·c the U.S. Supreme Court
in Cal. Pub, Emps, 1 Ret. Sys. v. Felzen. Jn that case, I wrote the successful
petition for certiorari on behalf of Cal PERS and SBA helped convince the
U.S. Government to participate in the case on the merits on tbe side of our
clients, and helped prepare tht: merits briefs. F'elzen rnsultetl in a tie 4-4
vote, leaving the question of objector participation unresolved, but the
issue emerged again three years later in Devlin '" Scardelletti. In Devlin, a
retiree objected to a class action settlement relating to his retirement plan.
The Council partii;lpated as amicus and I helped wiitc the Council's bdef,
Holding in a 6-3 vote thal a non-tiamed class member who timely objected
to a class action settl.ement could appeal without first intervening, the Court
in Dev/In resolved !be question of objector standing to appeal in favor of
the Council and its members.
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Co-counsd for petitioners CCaJPERS) in Felze1t:
Mark c~ Hansen
Michael K.. Kellogg
Sean A. Lev
Kellogg, lluber, Hansen, Todd & Ev11ns. PJ,.L.C.
1801 K Street, N.W.
Suite 1000 West
W;JShington, D.C. 20005
(202) 826-7900

Princlpaf counsel for respondents (Felzen) in Felzen :
Terry Rose .Sau11ders
Law Offices of Terry Rose Saunders
30 North LaSalle Street
Chicago, lL 60602
(312) 346-4456
Co-counsel for amicus curiae (Council of Institutional Investors) i11 Devlin:
Mark C. Hansen

Kellogg, Huber, Hansen, Todd & Evans, P.L.L.C.
Sumner Square
16 15M Street, N.W.
Suite 400
Washington, D.C. 20036
{202) 326-7900
Principal counsel for petit.ioners (Devlin) ill Dey/in;
111omas C. Goldstein

Amy Howe
Goldstein & Howe, P.C.
4607 Asbury Pl., N.W.
Washin~on, DC 20016
(202) 237-7543
Principal counsel for respondents {Scardellelti) in Devlin:
Laurence Gold
Andrew D. Roth
805 Fifteenth Street, N.W.
Suite 1000
Washington, D.C. 20005
(202) 842-2600
(5) Dura Pharms.. Inc.

11.

Broudo, 544 U.S. 336 (2005).

The questi on presented in this oasc was whether a plaintiff can bring a
securities fraud claim by alleging that the price of tfie security on the date of
purchase was inflated because of a rnisrepresentntion. Respondents were
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iHdividuals who purchased stock in Dura Phannaceuticals, foc. As part ofa
class action, they sued Dura and several of its officet'S (petitioners), alleging
that petitioners made false statements concerning Dura's profits and future
Food and Drug Administration approval of an asthmatic spray device.
Claiming damages from U1e purported 1nisstatemeJ)t abo~t the ~iiray device,
respondents alleged that they paid nitificialfy inflated prices for Dura's
securities. Petitioners argued that respondents' inflated-price theory failed to
satisfy t he loss causation element of a -securities fraud claim, because
respondents did not allege that petitLoners' misstatement was causally
linked-directly or proximately-to a decline in market price.
l helped prepare an amicus hrieffn the Supreme Court of the United States
on behalf of the Chamber of Commerce., arguing that plain1 iffs in securities
fraud class actions may only claim losses proximately caused by the fraud
they allege. The brief argued that damages cannot be obtained, where
plaintilTs can point to no actual market price reaction to a corrective
disclosure. Our client's position prevailed before the Supreme Court in a
unanimous opi11ion.
Co-counsd for amicus curiae (Chamber of Commerce):
Robin S. Conrad

Stephanie A. Martz
National Chamber
Litigation Center, Inc.
1615 1-1 Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036
(202) 463-5337

]>aul B. Matey
Kellogg, Huber, Hansen, Todd & Evans, P.L.L.C.
1615 M Street, N.W.
Suite400
Washinglon, D.C. 20036
(202) 326-7900
.Princfotll counsel for petitioners (Duro):

William F. Sulliva11
Ch\istopher H. McGrath
Tracey L. DeLenge
Paul, Hastings, Janofaky
& Walker LLP 3579 Valley Centre Drive
San Diego, CA 92130
{858) 720-2500

Prindpal counsel for respondents CBroudo):
Patl'ick J, Cough Iin
Sanford Svetcov
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Lerach Coughlin Stoia, Geller Rudman &. Robbills LLP
I00 Pine St.reet, Suite 2600, San Francisco, CA 94111

(415) 288-4 545.
(6) United States Tobacco Company'" Ccmwoo.d Company, L..P., No. 02-603
(Nov. 20, 2002)
The U.S. Court of Appeals for the Sixth Circuit upheld a SI .05 billion treble
damages award on behalf of my client. Conwood, against United States
Tobac.oo Company (VS'D after a jury concluded that UST f1ad engaged in
illegal monopolization. Conwood alleged that UST, which controlled nearly
80% of the U.S. market for moist snuf:fsmokeless tobacco, had attempted to
exclude competing pl'oducts by entering into exclusive deals with retailers.,
removing competitors' sales racks, burying competitors' products in UST
rncks, and destroying point-of-sale advertising (tl1e industry's primary
marketing medium). The verdict, reached after a four-week jury trial, was
believed to be the largest affirmed private damages award in ihe history of
U.S. antitrust laws as of2002. In its verdict, the jury also rejected UST's
counterclaims seeking millions of dollars in damages. After trial, the court
took additional evidence, conducted additional motions practice, and granted
a four-year injunction ngainst certait1 anticompetitive conduct by UST, a
result also affinned on appeal. UST petitioned for review in the Supreme
Court, we opposed the pctiti<in, and the Supreme Court ulLimately denied
review.
Co-counsel for respondents CConwood);
Richard C. Roberts
Whitlow, Roberts, Houston & Straub
Old National Bank Building
300 Broadway, Paducah, Kentucky 42002
(270) 443-4516.
Michael K. Kellogg
Mnrk C. Hansen
David C. Frederick
Kellogg, Huber, llan~en, Todd & Evans, P.L,L.C.
1615 M Street, N.W., Suite 400,
Washington, D.C. 20036
(202) 326-7900.
Prlncipal counsel for pet1tione1·s CUSD:

Ernest Gellhorn
Law Office of Ernt!>'t Gel lhorn
2907 Normanstone Lane, N. W.. Suite l 00
Washington, D.C. 20008
(202) 319-7104.
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These briefs are attached as Appendix 16(e).
The names, affiliations, phone numbet~, and addresses of counsel listed above
reptesent the last known contact information I possess.
17, Ljtieation: Describe th e ten (10) most significant litiga ted matters wh ich you
personally handled, w hether or uot you were the attorney of record. Give the
citations, if the cases were l'eported, and the docket number a nd date if unreported.
Give a capsule summa ry of the substance of each case. Icfenti fy the party or par ties
whom you r e,presented; describe in detail th e natu re of your participation in tbc
litigation and the fi nal disposition of the case. Also state as to each case:
a. the date of r epresenta tion;'
h. the name oft he court a nd the name of the judge or judges before whom
th e case was litigated ; and

c. tbc individual name, addresses, and telephone numbers of co-counsel
and of principal co1msel for each of the other parli.es.
For each of the matters below. the fi rin affiliation, phone numbers, and addresses of co·
counsel and opposing counsel represent the last-known contact information from my
records.
(1)

NCRlCv. Columbia Hospital for Women, No. 00-7308 (D.C. Super. Ct.) (Jodge
Anna Blaokbume-Rigsby) (trial 2004).

NCRJC, an insurance company that provided medical malprnctice insumnce to doctors,
sued my client, Columbia Hospital for Women. NCRlC claimed that Columbia failed
lo pay certain insurance premiu111s owed by the hospital 011 behalf oftlic hospital's
OBIGYN physicians, and NCR IC sought recovery of approximately $3 1nlllion dollars.
Columbia denied NCRlC's alleg;ltions and countcrclai111ed, contending that NCRIC,
not Columbia, owed money under the parties' contract. Columbia also contended that,
when it brought this to NCRIC's attention and threatened to move its business to
another insurance carrier, NC RIC began a muJti·faceted catnpafgn designed to induce
doctors at Columbia to move their practices to other area hospitals where NCR.TC was
the exclusive malpractice insurance carrier, Columbia contended thatNCRJC's conduct
amounted to tortious Interference with its business relations with its attending
pnysicians, many of whom had served a.t the hospital for decades, and that the Joss of
so many doctors contributed to the cJosu1·e of the hospital, a non-profit with more than
130 years of community sei·vice. Aft-er a two-week trial in which J served as lead
counsel, the Jury r<;Jected NCR JC' s breach of contract claim and found for Columbia on
both its contract and its tortious interference counterclaims, awarding Columbia $18.2
million. The matter wl:!S one of the top 100 reported verdicts of2004.
Co-counsel
PriyaAiyar
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Mike Zuck.man
Kellogg, Huber, Hansen, Todd, Evans & Figel, PLLC
1615 M Street, N.W., Suite400
Washington, D.C. 20036
(202) 236-7900

Ell Schulman
(fom1crly) Kellogg, Huber, Hansen, Todd, Evans &

f ige~

PLLC

Opposing oou11sel
Rodney Page
Bryan Caye, LLP
700 Thirt~nth Street, N.W.
Washington, P .C . 20005
(202) 508-6002
John G. Kester
Williams & Connolly LLP
725 Twelfth Street, N.W,
Washington, D.C. 20005
(202) 434-5069
(2)

Conwood Co. v. U.S. Tobacco Co,, Case No. 5:98-CV-108-R (W.D. Ky), ajf"'d,
290 F.3d 76&(6th Cir. 2002), cert. denied, 537 U.S. 1148 (Jan. 13, 2003)
(Judge Thomas Russell, W.D. Ky.) (1997-2003).

The U.S. Court of Appeals for the Sixth Circuit upheld a$ J .05 billion treb le damages

award on behalf of my client, Con wood, against United Stales Tobacco Company
(UST) after njury concluded that UST had engaged in illegal monopolization.
Conwood alleged that UST, Which controlled nearly 80'Yo of the U.S. market for moist
snuff smokeless tobacco, had attempted to exclude competing products by entering into
exclusive deals with retailers, removing competitors' sales racks, burying competitors'
products in UST racks. and destroying point-of-sale advertising (tl1e industry's primary
marketing medium). The verdict, reached after a four-week jury trial, was believed lo
be the largest affi1med private damages aws1•d in I.he history ofl.f.S. antitrust laws as of
2002. In its verdict, !he jury also rejected UST's counterclaims seeking millions of
do llars in damages. After trial, the court took additional evidence, conducted additional
motions practice, and granted a four ycatinJunction against certain anlicompeti!ive
conduct by UST, a result also affirmed on appeal. UST pe!itioned for 1·eview in the
Supreme Court. we opposed the petition., and the Supreme Cou1t ultimately denied
review. The case involved scores of depositions and massive discovery, as well as
ancillary proceedings in several jurisdictions, r helped manage and run the case at all
stages, from the pre-suit investigation through the drafting of the complaint; the
discovery process; pre-trial motions practice; trial, where l served as second chair and
handled many witnesses on direct and cross; post-tria l motions practice; and the
preparation of appellate briefs.
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Co-counsel
Mike Guz.man
Mark Hansen
Kellogg, Huber, Hansen, Todd, Evans & Todd, PLLC
1615 M Stt-eet, N.W., Suite 400
Washington, D.C. 20036
(202) 236- 7900

Ben Powell
(formerly) Kellogg, Huber, Hansen, Todd, Evans & Todd, PLLC
(202) 395-2366
David Simpson
Eddie Foster
John S. ("Tripp") Wilson
Conwood Company
813 Ridge Lake Blvd., #100
Memphis, TN 38120
(901) 761·1050

Hank 1-Jandelsmnn
Pritzker Organization
71 South Wacl<cr Drive, Suite 4700
Chicago, IL 60606
(312) 873-4900
Richard Roberts
Whitlow, Roberts, Housfon & Straub, PLLC
Old National Bank Building, 300 Broadway
Paducah, KY 4200 I
(270) 443-4516
L. Clifford Craig

John Nalhandlan
Taft, Steninius & Hollister, LLP
425 Walnut Street, Suite J 800
Cincinnati, 0!;1 45202
(513)381-2838

Counsel for third parties
Alice Fishe~
(current) Latham & Watkins
(former) Assistant Attorney General for the Criminal Division
U.S. Department of Justice
950 Pennsylvania Ave., N.W.

Washi11gto11, D.C. 20530
(202) 514-7200
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Opposing .counsel
Neal Stoll
Skadden, Arps, Slate, Meagher & Flom
4 Tirnes Square
New York, NY, 10036
(212) 735-3000
(3)

Zaclmir, Ltd v. Driggs, 762 A.2d 991 (Md. Ct. Spec. App. 2000), cert. denied,
768 A.2d 54 (Table) (Md. Mar. 9, 2001) (Judge Steven 1. Platt) (1997-2001).

The defendants owned a valuable airport and mining facility. Plaintiff Z.achair, my
client, claimed that the defendants deliberately foaded lhe property with debt and ran it
into bankruptcy. Zacbair contended that the defendants then schemed to purchase the
property fraudulently out of bankruptcy for an artificially low price, thereby ''washing"
the property of' the debt associaied with it. Zachair, unaware of this plan at the time,
attended the bankruptcy auction as the only bidder uoaffillated wllh defendants, and
won the auction when It bid the highest p1ice, Zach air contended that the defundants
then proceeded to engage in a pattern ofconduc! designed to defeat Zach.air's purchase
and wrest control of the prope11y from Zachair. According to Zachair, the defendants
maliciously used and abused legal process by filing multiple baseless proceedings
against Zachair; improperly refused to vacate the property after the auction was
consummated and they were legally obliged to leave; and proceeded to denude the
property of valuable minerals resources and airport revenues. The case involved
substantial dispositive motions practice and discovery, which I handled. A two-and-ahalf-week trial in which I served as lead counsel fo llowed and the jury returned a
verdict in favor of Zach air on counts including abuse of process, misuse of process,
conversion, and tonious interference. Tile jury awarded approximately $4.8 million in
compensatory damages as well as punitive damages of approximately the same !I.mount,
substantially more in punitive damages than Zachair sought at trial. Jn post-trial
motio.ris practice, the trial judge affirmed the compensatory award of approximately
$4.8 million but granted the defcmdants' motion to reduce the punilivc award to
$775,000. On appeal, where I briefed and argued, the Maryland Court of' Special
Appeals affirmed the trial court's j udgment in all respects. The defendants then
petitioned for review in the state Strpreme Court and 1prepared an opposition brief; the
state Supreme C.ourtdenied review, thus sustainiJ1g Zachair's awRrd.
Co-counsel
Matt Bester
(formerly) Kellogg, Huber, Hansen, Todd, Evans &Todd, 'f>LLC
(formerly) U.S. Department of Justice Antitrust Division
(202) 353-3491
Sarah Jorgensen
(formerly) Kellogg, Huber, Hansen, Todd, Evans & Todd, PLLC
Opposing cow1scl
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Shelby Mitchell
Baker & Hostetler
1050 Connecticut Ave., N. W., Suite 1100,
Washington, D.C. 20036
(20,2) 861·160l

(4)

Am. l!.r:pre.ts. Civil Action No. 01-1705-A (E.D. Va.) (Chief Judge
Hilton) (trial in 2002).

Automafl v.

Tn this case, I was retained by defeJ1d11nt A111erioan Express approximately two weeks
before lrial to Supplement existi11g lawyers from another firm and serve as lead counsel
in a breach of contract jury trial. Prior to my frrtn 's involvement, the court bad decided
under Daubert to permit plaintiffs' expert to testify to damages in excess of$70
million. After our involvement, we crafted a new theory forexclu,sion of the expert
witness aod presented it to the cowt during trial toward the close ofpla.iotift's case.
After reviewing om· new theory for exclusion, Ule court encouraged the plaintiff to
seltlc with my client, which it subsequently did on satisfactory terms.

Co-counsel
Mike Guzman
David Ro!is
Kellogg, lluber, Hansen, Todd 1 Evans & Figel, PLLC
l 615 M Street, N. W., Suite 400
Washington, D.C. 20036
(202) 236-7900
Stuart Alderoty

Amcricru.1 Express Chief Litigation Counsel
Amel'ican Express Tower
200 Vesey Street
New York, NY 10385
(212) 640-2000
Julie Quagliano
Steve Seeger
Jim Faughnan
Quagliano & Seeger
2620 P Street, N. W.
Washington, D.C. 20007
(202) 822-8838

Opposing counsel
Herbert Milstein
Cohen, Milstein. Hausfeld, & Toll, P.L.L.C.
1100 New York Avenue, N.W., Suite 500 West
Washington, D.C. 20005
(202) 408-4600
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(a) Cal. Pub. Emps. Ket. Sys. v. Felzen, 525 U.S. 315 (1999).
(b) Devlin v. Scarde/leui, 536 U.S. I {2002).

My invo.lvement in these two cases arose as a result of the desire of the Council of
Institutional l11vesto1•s and various of its state public employee pension f1,1nd members
to establish the t"ight of class members to object to class action and derl vatlve suit
settlements and pursue those objections on appeal. The Council and its members
claimed that, due to dynamics associated with the class action mechanism, class action
settlements sometimes benefit lead class members, their counsel, and defo.ndllilts at the
expense of other class members. Council members CalPERS a11d the Florida State
Boal'd of Adminlstrntion (SBA), together with the United States Government, first
pursued the issue before the U.S. Supreme Coun in Felzen. In thar case, I wrote the
successful petition for ceniorari on behalfofCalPERS and SBA, h<;:lpcd convinccHhe
U.S. Government ro participate in the case on the merits on the side ofour clients, and
helped prepare the merits btielS. Felze11 resulted in a tic 4-4 vote, leaving the question
of objector par1icipation unresolved, but the jssue emerged again three ye1U-s later irt
Devlin. Tiiis time the Council pariicipatc<l as amicus and I helped wrrte the Council's
brief. By a vote of 6-to-3, the Court resolved the question of objector standing to appeal
in favor of the Council and ifs members.

Co-counsel for petitioners (Cal PERS) in Fe/<zen:
Mark C. Hansen
Michael K. Kellogg

Scan A. Lev
Kellogg, Huber, Hansen, Todd & Evans, P.L.L.C.
1801 KStreet, N.W.
Suite 1000 West
Washington, D.C. 20005
(202) 826-7900
Principal counsel for respondents CFelzen} in Felzen:
Terry Rose Saunders
Law Offices of Terry Rose Saunders

30 No1th LaSalle Street
Chicago, lL 60602
(312) 346-4456

Co•counsel for amicus curiae (Council of Jnstitutiona.l lnvestors) in Devlin:
Mark C. Hansen
Kellogg, Tit1ber, Hansen, Todd & Evans, P.L.L.C.
Sumner Square
1615 M Street, N.W.
StJile400

Washington) D.C. 20036
(202) 326-7900
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Pli11ciJ:ial counsel for petitioners <Devlin) in Devlin:
TI10111as C. Goldsteiu
Amy Howe
Goldstein & Howe, P.C.
4607 Asbury Pl., N.W.
Washington, DC20016
(202) 237-7543

Principal counsel for respondents (Scardclletti) in Devlin:
Laurence Gold
Andrew D. Roth
805 fifteenth Street, N.W.
Suite 1000

Washington, D.C. 20005
(202) 842-2600
(6)

Z-Tel v. SBC Commc 'ns, No. 5:03-CY-229 (E.D. Tex,) (Judge David Folsom
and Magistrate Judge Caroline Craven) (2003-2005).

This case involve<! antitrust allegations against my client, SBC Communications.
PlaimiffZ-Tel alleged that SBC-sought to drive Z-Tel end other competitive local
exchange carriers (CLE Cs) out.of business by refosing to share certain allegedly
essential elements of its network. Z.Tel sought damages i.n ex.cess of$ l billion under
fei,leml antitrust Jaws, federal communications Jaws, and various tort theories. In turn,
SBC counterclaimed, allegi.ng tl1at Z-Tel was ailing financially due to a poor business
plan and that it had sought to avoid failure by improperly shifting certain of its
operating costs onto SBC. Certain portions of Z-Tel's complaint we.re dismissed at the
outset of the case but ot·hcr po11fons Survived into discovery. Substantial discovery
ensued whh multiple rounds of motions practice as well as depositions aud ancillaty
proceedings across the country before the case was settled on satisfactory tem1s. l
direcced the de fense of the case on a day,to-day basis, drafting or editing extensive
pleadings, arguing many motions, and taking and defending key depositions.
Co-counsel
Steve Benz
Ken Fetterman
Mark Hansen

Aaron Panner
Kellogg, Huber, Hansen, Todd, Evans & Figel, PLLC

1615 M Street, N. W., Suite 400
Washington, D.C. 20036
(202) 236-7900
Martin Gl'lunbow
SBC Communications (now AT&T)

J75 E. Houston
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PO Box 2933
San Antonio, TX, 7&299
(210) 351-5966
Damon Yo1,111g
John Pickett
Lance Lee
Young, Pickert & Lee
4 122 Texas Boulevard
Texarkana, TX 75504
(903) 794-1301
JudgeJoseph Kendall
Provost & Umphrey
3232 McKinney Avenue, Suite 700
Dallas, TX 75204
(2 14) 744-3000
Opposing counsel
Nick Patton

Patton, TidweJJ & Schroeder, LLP
4605 Texas Boulevard
T~xarkana,

TX 75505

(903) 792··7080
(7)

(a)
(b)

Dura Pharms., Inc. v. Brourlo, 544 U.S. 336 (2005).
Lentell v. Merrill Lynch & Co., 396 F .-3d 161 (2d Cir. 2005},

In these two cases, l helped prepare amicus briefs ln the Second Circuit and the U.S.
Supreme Court on behalf of the Chamber of Commerce. While the facts and questions
presented in t he two cases differed somewhat, broadly speaking both raised the
quc~iion whether plaintiffs <tre pe.rm lttcd to sue in securities fraud class actions for
losses not proximately caused by tJ1e fraud they allege. Our client's position, that.such
claims are not viable as ll matter o f law, prevailed before both the Second Circuit and
the Supreme Court in unanimous opinions.
Co-counsel in Dura 3nd Lente//
Paul Matey
(former) Ke lklgg, Huber, Hansen, Todd, Evans&Figcl, PLLC
(current) U.S. Attorney's Office in New Jersey
790 Broad Street
New1u-k, NJ 07102
(973) 645-2930

Robin S. Conrad
Stephanie A. Martz
U.S. Chamber of Commerce

562
1615 HStreet, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20062
(202) 463-5337

CoullSel for petitioner in Dura
William Sullivim
Paul Hastings
3579 Valley Centre Drive
San Diego, CA92!30
(858) 720-2525
Counsel for respondent in D1U'a
Patrick Coughlin
Lerach, Coug)ilin, Stoia, Geller, Rudman & Robbins
655 W. Broadway, Suite 1900
San Diego, CA 92101
(619) 231-1058
Counsel for defendant in Lentell
Scott D. Musolf
Skadden, Mps, Slate, Meagher & Flom
4 Times Square, New York. NY, 10036
(212) 735-JQOO
Co1111sel for plain ti ff in Le111el/

Herbert Milstein
Cohen, Mi!sfeill, Hausfelc4 & Toll, P.L.L.C,
1100 New Yol'k Ave., N. W.. Suite 500 West
Washington, D,C. 20005
(202) 408-4600
(8)

Teachers Ret. Sys. of La. v. Regal Enfm 't, No. 444 (Del. Ch.) (Hon. William
Chandler) (2004).

ft1 th ls case, the plaintiff filed a shareholder deri vatTvo suit and motion mr injunction
challenging a·$7 10 million special dividend and concomitant capital restructuring by
my client, a leading movie theater chain. The plaintiff contended that the dividend and
restructuring amounted to a breach of fiduciary duty and self-dealing. The court set the
case on an expedited discovery schedule and then held an extensive evidentiary hearing
on the injtlnction motion before ruling on t11e merits in 1i1y client's favor. l directed our
clienl~s defense, wrote the briefs, defended and took depositions, and argued in court.
After the hearing, plain ti ff dropped the remainder of its suit.

Co-counsel
Mark Hansen
Kellogg, Huber, Hansen, Todd, 8vans & Todd, PLLC
1615 M Street, N.W., Suite400
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Washington, D.C. 20036
(202) 236-7900
Peter Brandow
Genend Counsel of Regal Entertainment
7132 Regal Lane
Knoxville, 1N 37918
(865) 922-l l 23
William Lafferty
Morris, Nichols
Arsht & Tunnell, LLP
1201 N. Market Street
Wilmington, DE 19899
(302) 658-9200
Opposiiig counsel
Stuart Grant
Grruit & Eisenhofer, PA
1201 N. Market Street
Wilmington, DE 19801
(302) 622-7000

(9)

Ashley v. Coopers & Lybrand Deloilfe, Law No. CL95·6466 (Albemarl e Co.,
VA) (.hJdge Paul Peatross) (1995-1998).

With his late wife, Sir Bernard Ashley co-founded the Laura Ashley Company. As an
outgrowth of that cntetprisc, Sir Bernard started a Laura Ashley-i nspired country house
hotel business and hired his longtime consultants. Coopers & Lybrand UK, to advise
him on prospective hotel acquisitions and to manage the business. Sir Bernard alleged
that his advisors even tu a Uy became more interested in their own financial advancement
than his interests and led him into a hotel deal that tl1ey knew was not feasible in order
to enrich themselves. He sued for, among other things, breach of ftducia1)' duty and
fraud, claiming damages of approximately $50 million. l was 1'esponsiblc for the
handling ofthis-case on a day-to-day basis·; taking and defending depositions;
1·esponding-to, preparing, and arguing motions; and preparing tlte matt'Cr for trial.
During discovery the court ba1Ted defendant from presenting much of its case at trial
after, lhe courl found, defendant repeatedly refused to supply appropriate witnesses for
deposition. After defendant's motion for mandamus to overturn the ttial court's order
barring its ability to put on evidence was denied by the Virginia Supreme Court, the
case settled at lhe outset of triaf on undisclosed terms.
Co-counsel
Mark Hansen
Kellogg, Huber, Hanse.n, Todd, Evans & Pigel, PLLC
1615 M Street, N.W., Suite 400
Washington, D.c. 20036
(i 1
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(202) 236-7900
Richard Milnor
Zunka, Milnor, Carter & Inigo. Ltd.

414 P~rk Street
P.O. Box l567
Charlottesville, VA 22902
(434) 977-0191
Opposing counsel
Jay Kelly Wright
Roger Fendrich
Amold & Porter, LLP
555 12th Stre1.1t, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20004
(202) 942-5000
( I 0)

Go.f(v. Ford Motor Co. and David Bickerstaff, No. 2:97-0341 (S.D. W. Va.)

(Judge John Copenhaver) (1997-2000).
Jn this case, we represented a funner car designer iuid expert wi tness for Pord Motor
Company ag,alnSt charges that he conspired with Ford to provide false testimony in
prior cases brought by product liabflity plai11tiffs, thereby improperly securing ve.rdicts
in Ford's favor. This individual, along with Fo1·d, was charged with violations ofRJCO
and wns alleged to be personally liable for multiple millions ofdolfars in damages. We
defeated the class action allegations early in the case but the case was permitted to
proceed to trial. 1 wrote and edited various dispositive motions, the opposition to the
motion for class.certification, as well ;is motions in ltmine I argued prior to u·ial. Our
client was dismissed from the case at the oul$Cl of the trial. During the ensuing trial
against Ford, ! provided strategic legal advice to defense counsel.
Co-counsel
Di!vidRoss
Chris Todd

Kellogg, Huber, Haosen, Todd, Evans & Fi gel. PLLC
1615 M Streel., N.W., Suite 400
Washingtor1, D.C. 20036
(202) 236-7900
JohnMcHugh
Allen Guthrie. McHugh & Thomas PLLC
500 Lee Street East, Suite 800
Chal'lcston. WV 25301
(304) 345-7250
Counsel for other defendani
Ed Stewa1t
()2
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Wheeler, Trigg & Kennedy, LLP
1801 California Street, Suite 3600
DenveJ', CO 80202
(303) 244-1800
Opposing counsel
A, Camden Lewis
Lewis & Babcock
1513 llainpton Street
Columbia, SC 292 11
(803) 77 I ·8000
18. Legal Activities: Describe th e roost significant legul activities you have p~rsued,
including significant litigation " 'hich did not v rogress to trial or legaJ matte rs that
did not involve litigation. Descr ibe fully th e nature of your participation in these
activities-. List any client(s) or orga11izatio11(s} for whom you performed lobbying
activities a nd descri be the lobbying activities you performed on behalf of such
client(s) or organiza tions(s). (Note: As to any facts requested in Ibis qu estion,
please omit My information protected by the attorney-client privilege.)
While most of my time as a lawyer and judge has involved litigation, I have devoted a
significant amount of time to legal matters tbat do not involve court appcara1tces,
including by way of e.xample:
(a) As a judge, l nave devoted considerable time to the rules process, first as a member
of the.Standing Committee end now as chairman of the Appellate Rules Advisory
Committee, attempting with colleagues to improve the quality of the rules and
promote tbe goals offed, R. Civ. P. J (the ''.just, speedy, and inexpensive
determination of every action").
(b) During my time as a j udge, certain colleagues and I became concerned with the
quality of representation death row inmates received in their federal habeas
proceedings. Along with colleagues, led by now-Chief .Judge Tymkovich, J
participated in the effort to increase U1c qua lity of capital representation befo1"C the
Tenth Circuit by attracting new attorneys and training existing ones.
(c) Since becoming a judge. Thave taught regularly at the University of Colorado Law
School. For a dcsctiption of courses, see Question 19.
(d) Together with the president of the f ederal Judges Association, I, along with Judge
Raynlond Kethlcdge and other colleagues, managed the PJA's role in litigatfon
regarding the restoration of cost-of-living adjustments. The PJA participated as an
amicus curiae in Beer v. United States, where the U.S. Court of Appeals for the
Federal Circuit ultimately held th!lt federal judGes had been denied cost-of-living
ru!justments guaranteed by faw, The FJA also suppo1ted a class action in ihe Court
of federal Claims, Barker v. United States, which led to a settlement under which
the Beer decision was applied to aH Article llT judges.
(e) As Princjpal Deputy Associate Attorney Genera~ I helped oversee the Depart.t)lent
of Justice's civil litigating units. Major litigation decisions in certain sig11ificant
(\~
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cases ~such us whether to file suit, What motions and defonses to bring, whether
and how to settle signilicantcases on advamageous tenns - are rev iewed by tJie
Office of the Associate Attorney General I also spent a substantial amount of time
revie1ving and editing trial and appeUate court legal briefs, developing case
strategy, and assisting in the development and implementation of a wide val'iety of
initiatives and policies.
(f) While in private practice, l provided a substantial amount ofantitru~t counseling
for small and large companies, including: (1) assessing the antitrust implications of
contemplated mergers and acquisitions; (2) a11alyzing the antitrust consequences of
certain proposed and existing courses of business (e.g., sales and marketing
techniques); and (3) assisting my clients with efforts before federal antitrust
authorities, including the Department .o f Justice and the Federal Trade
Commission, to comest acquisitions made by rival companies as violations of
fedei·11J antitrust law.
(g) I obtained a doctorate in legal philosophy at Oxford and have devoted a significant
amount of time to the academic research and legal writings discussed above,
(h) r served as a law cJerk to three federal appellate judges, where mY respon~ibilities
included preparing bench memos analyzing cases prior to argument; preparing
draft opinions; analyzing draft opinions written by others; and, in tlle case of the
Supreme Court, assessing petitions for certiorari.
19. Tuachjpg: What courses have you ta ught'! For each course, state the title, the
Institution at which you taught the course, IJ1e ye..1 rs in which you taught the
course, compensation received, and describe briefly the subj ect matter of tho
course and th e major topics taught. If you have a syllabus of each course, provide
four (4) copies to the committee.

I have taught the following classes at the University of Colorado Law School. Syllabi,
which include descriptions of the subject matter of'and topics covered by these classes,
are attached as Appendix 19.
Advanced Appellate Advocacy (2008, 2010)

Antilrust Law (2013-2015, 2017)
Bioethics and 1he Law (2010)
Federal Courts (2012)

Legof EJhics andProfessionali.sm (2009, 20l0·2013, 2015-2016)

I was compensated by the University of Colorado in the following amounts for lhe
relevant years:
2008

2009

~

20LO

$19,000
$7250
$]4,500

-
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2012
2013
2014
2015
2016

2017

$ 19,000
$20,000
$20,000 (pl us $3,000 backoav)
$26,000
$26,000
$26,000
$2,600

In 2010, I received $2,500 from the Oklahoma City Unive rsity Schoo l of Law for
teachi ng in the faw school's Jurist-in-Reside11ce in Febrnary 20 I 0.
20. Deterred Income/ Future Henefif$: List the soul'ces, amounts and dates of all
anticipated receipts from deferred income arrangements, stock, optionB,
uncompleted contra('.fS and othe1· future benefits ·w11ich you ex-pect to derive
from previous business relationships, professional ser vices, firm memberships,
former etnployers, c.i jents or customers. Desc ribe the arrangements you have
nrnde to be compensated in the furure for any financial o r business interest.

Thave an agreement with Princeton University P1·css conceming annual royalties
arising from the sa le of my book, The FuJul'e ofAssis red Suicide and Euthanasia.
21. OufSi!le Commitments During CourtS eryice: Do you have any plans, commitments,
or agreements to pursue outside em11loyment, with or without compensation,
dudng your service with the co11rt? If so, explain .
I ba-ve no plans, com mitments, or agreements to pursue outside employment in the future.
22. Sources oflncomc: L ist so urce.' and amounts of all income received during tile
calendar year p receding your n omination and for the current calendar year,
including all salaries, fees, dividends, interest, gifts, rents, royalties, licensing fees,
honoraria, a nd other items exceeding $500 or more (if you prefer to do so, copies of
the financial disclosure re11ort, required by the Ethics in Government Act of 1978,
may be s ubstituted here).
Please see U1e attached Financia l D isclosure Repol"t.
23. S tatement of Net Worth: Pleuse complete tJ1e attached financia l net wor1h
s.tatenumt in detail (add sllhedules as called for).
Please see the attaohed Net Worth Statement.

14. Potential CopOicts oflnternst:
a . Identify fhe family members or oth er persons, parties, categories of
litigation, and financial arran gements that are likely to present poteoHa l
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contlicts-of-interest when yo u first assume the position to which you have
been nominated. Explain how you would address any such conflict jf it were
to arise.
Actual or apparent conflicts of interest could arlse in inatters affecting, an1ong
other things, my former law firm, clients, friends, fumily members, or my own
financial interests. A conflict of interest could also arise from any appeal of a
decision issued by a panel of the Tenth Circuit that Included me as a member, l
expect that I would address such contlicts by rn the manner described in 1•esponse
to the next question, 24(b).
b. Explain how you will resolve any potential conflict ot interest, including
the procedure you will follow in deterrnh\ing these areas of concern.
If confirmed, l would seek to follow the letter and spirit of the Code of Conduct
for United States Judges (even though it is not binding upQn Justice-s of the
Supreme Court), the Ethics Refortn Act of 1989, 28 U.S.C. § 455, the Ethics in
Government Acl of 1978, and all other relevant guidelines. Among other things, J
would recuse myself from any cases in which r participated as aj udgeon the U.S.
Court of Appeals for the Tenth Circuil and other cases that 111ight give rrse to an
actual or appare11t co111lict of interest,

25. Pm Bonq Work: An et11ical consideration under Canon 2 of the American Bar

Association's Code of Professional Responsibility cnlls for 1'evefY lawyer, regardless
of professional promi111mce or professional work load, to find some time to
participate in serving fbcdisadvantaged." Describe what you have done to fulfill
the.se responsibilities, li.~ting specific instances and fbe amount of time devoted to
each.
Tn recent years, l have written and spoken on ways to encourage greater access to justice
and legal services. A good example of this work is Access 10 Affordable Justice: A
Challenge to the Bench, Bar, and Academy, 100 h1dicature_ no. 3, Aug. 2016, at 46. I
have also spoken and wrilten ahout problems Jn the legal system tha! affect ord inary
people, problems like. the complexity of modem civil litigation. A good example of this
work is Law 's l.ro11y, 37 Harv ..l.L. & Pub. Pol'y 743 (20 14). I have worked on the rules
committees to address such problems. see Q1Jes1ion 18. Together with colleagues. I have
also sought to enhance the quality of legal representation for death row prisoners in our
citcvit.

Beyond legal work, 1 have volunteered for, among other institutions, my children's
school, and the Harry S. Truman Scholarship Foundation, which seeks to encourage
university students to beco111e change agents in government and society.
Prior lo becoming a judge approximately I0 years ago, l spent approx1niatt:ly three
additional years in public service. Also, as a lawyer in private practice l sometimes took
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matters for clients that c<;iuld not afford my firm 's normal hourly t•ates. Jn law school, l
pa1ticipated in legal aid clinics, the Harvard Prison Legal Assistance Project and the
Harvard Defenders ,

0 11

I have not attempted to keep records of the hours devoted to the mattei'S described above,

26. Seleetjon PrQ!!ess:

a. Describe your experience in tlte entire judicial selection process, from
beginning to end (including the circumstances which Jed to your nom ination
and any in ter views in which you participated). List all interviews or
communications you had witb anyone in the Executive Office of the
President, Justice Department, President-elect transition team, or
presidential campaign. Additionally, list all interviews or communica tions
you h ad regarding your nomination with outside organizatio11s or
individuals at the behest of anyone in the Executive Office of the President,
J11stice Department, President-elect transition team, or presidential
campa ign and list llll persons present, participating, or otherwise involved in
~uch interviews or communications. Do not include any contacts with
Federal Bureau of lnvestigation personnel concerning you.- nomination.
On about December 2, 2016, I was contacted by Leonard Leo, who was working
with the Prcsidcnt·clcct transition team, regarding the Supreme Court vacancy. l
had additional follow-up communications with Mr. Leo shortly thereafter. On
January 5, 2017, l was interviewed in person by Donald McGahn, a member of tho
President-elect transition team who is now the Counsel to the President. Also that
day, l was interviewed in person hy Vice Pr~ident-eJect Michael Pence, and other
members of the transition team: Steve Bannon (who is now Senior Advisor to the
President), Mark Paoletta (who is now Counsel to the Vice President), and Reince
Priebus (who is now Chief of Staff to the Ptesidcnt); Mr. McGahn also was
present. On January 6, 2017, 1 had a conv·ersatlon with Makan Delrahim, who was
working with the President-elect tra11sitio11 team (and who is now Ueputy Counsel
to the President). Sometime the following week, I had a telephone conversation
with Mr. Leo. On January 14, 2017, I was interviewed in person by President-elect
Donald Trump: Mr. McGahn also was present. Following that meeting, Thad
additional telephone conversatiCll'ls with Mr. McGahn and Mr. Delrahim. On
January i7, 2017, I received a call from Mr. McGahn infom1ing me that the
President intended to nominate me for the Supreme Court vacancy. On January 30,
2017, I received a call from the President informing me that he would nom inate
me for the Supreme Court vacancy. During this period, J also had communications
with James Burnham, who is now Senior Associate Counsel to the President, and
may have had otl1cr communications with the ind ividu.als listed above, or groups
of them.
b. Has anyone involved in th e process of selecting you for this nomination
(including, b11t not limited to anyone jn the Executive Office of the President,
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the Justice Department. the President-elect transition team, J>residential
c~mpaign, or the Senate and Its staff) ever discussed with you any currently
1>e11diug or SJXlcifie case, legal issuel or question in a manner tJrnt could
reasonably be h1terprefed as seeking a ny exp1·ess or implied assurances
concerning your position on s1tch case, issue, or question? If so, explain
fully. Identify each commun ication you had prior to the anno11ucement of
your nomination with anyone in the Executive Office of the President, Ute
Justice Department. the Presid1mt-elect transition team or presidtintial
campaign, outside organization or i11divid ual (at the behest of anyone
working in the Executive Office of the President, the Justice Department,
President-elect transition, or presidential campaign)1 or t11e Senate or its staff
referring o r relating to your views on any case, issue, or $ubject that could
come before the Supreme Court of the United States, state wbowas present
or participated in such communication, and describe briefly what
transpired.

No.
c. Did you make any representations to any individual.s or interest groups as to
l1ow you mig.ht ruJe as a Justice, if confi rmed ? If you know of any such
representations made by the Wh ite House or individuals acting on behalf of
the White House, please describe them, and if any materials memorializing
those communications are available to yout ple.ase provide four (4) copies.

No.
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UNITE D ST AT ES SENATF.
COMMITT EE O N THE J UDIClARY

QUESTIONNAIRE FOR NOMINEE TO THE SUPRY.MF. COURT

.JUDGE NEIL M. GORSUCH
Supplemept to O uestjop 1Hal:
The following list was compile.cl after persons acting on my behalf perfonned an
additional thorough review of my calendar and archived emails and is accurate to my
recollection:
Tenth Circuit Historical Socie~y, Member (approximately 2006 to present). The Society
serves to preserve knowledge of the history of the Tenth CirouiL I attended events as a
member. For more infon11a1ion, contact the Society at (303) 298-570 I.
American Judicature Society (approx ima\ely 2009), The Society. no fongcr in
existence, was a nonpartisan and national organization of judges and lawyers whose
purpose was to improve the U .S. judicial system.
To the best o f my knowledge, none of the organizations listed above currently
discriminates or formerly discriminated on the basis of race. sex, religion or national
origin, either through formal membership requirements or the practical
implemt>ntation o fmcmbcrship po lic ies.
Supple ment to Q uestion ll(c):
The following list w as compiled after persons acting on my behalf performed an
additional thorough rev iew of my calendar and archived e mails and is accurate to my
re co llcction:
Lcc.turc/Lunchc-011 with John Ffnnis (9/15/2006)
Uni versity of Denver (10/6/2006)
Speech. by Judge Richard P. Matsen: Appropriate ro le of the legal system in American
Society
Harvard Law School (03/20/2007-03/22/2007)
Moot Court Competiti on
Joint Eighth and Tenth Circuit Judges' Confcrencu (07/ 11/07-07/14/2007)
Tenth Circuit CLE ( I012/2007)
Q&A with Judges Baldock, Kel ly, and Gorsuch (Denver, CO)
University of Colorado Law School (3/ 16/2008-3117/2008)
Moot Court
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Faculty of Federal Advocate (2/6/2009)
Luncheon talk (Denver. CO)
IAALS Panel Discu.ss-ion on E-Discovery (09/09/2009)
(Denver, CO)
University of Illinois College of Law (4/ 10113)
Moot Court. *Funding from University of Illinois
University of Colorado Law School (3/ f 1/ 14)
Moot Court
Tenth Circu it Judges Conference (05/ 17/20 I S-05/21/2015)
Meeting in Santa Fe, NM

Supplemen t to Question 12(a ):
The following list was compiled after persons acting on my behalf conducted addi tional
searches of publicly availnble databases and is accurate to my recolleclion:
Letter to the Editor, The Independent Fed. Columbia Daily SpectallJr (October 19.
1987) I multiple signatories)
Harvard Journal of Law and Public Policy ( 199 L) (senior editor)
Copies of these 11iaterials are attached in (he supplemental appendix.
Supplement to Q uestio n 12(d):

The following list was compiled after persons acting on my behalf pcrfonne.d an
additional thorough review of my calendar and archived emails and is accurate to my
recolltction;
Bryon White Exhlblt., Opening Remarks, Denver, CO, Nov. 14, 2006.
lnvestitucc Remarks, Denver. CO. Nov. 20, 2006.

10th Circuit judge 's oath a.family affair_ Denver Post. Nov. 21 , 2006 (article reporting
on investilure)British Marshall Scholarship Commission, 2007 (listed previously in Question 12{d).
but notes of the speech arc now attached).
Catholic Lawyers Gu11d, Remarks on F,uthanasia and AssiSted Suicide, Denver, CO,
J'une 12. 2007 (no notes available).
American Bar Associatfon, Pat1ef on Oral Argument, A:IEI Summit, Sept. 29, 2007
(listed previously in Question I 2(d). but notes of the speech are now attached).
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Tenth Circuit CLE Q&A with Judges Baldock. Kelly. and Gorsuch. Oct. 2. 2007. The
event took place at 1823 Stout St, Denver. CO 80202 (no notes available).
American College of Trial Lawyers, Oct. 12, 2007 (listed previously in Question 12(d),
but notes of the speech are now attached).
University of Colorado School of Law. Moot Court. Mar. J 6-17. 2008. The address of
the group is 2450 Kittredge L-Oop Dr. Boulder, CO 80309 (ml notes available).
Federalist Society, A11 Argumenr ARaimt C'onseq11e111ialis111, Yale law School. Feb. 4.
1009 (listed previously in Question I 2(d}. but notes of the spe~h are now attached).
faculty of Federal AdvoL-ates, Lunchoon Talk, Denver. CO, Feb. 6, 2009.
University of Chicago Lnw School, Law Review Banquet, Apr. 22, 2010 (listed
previously in Question I 2(d), but notes of the speech are now attached).
Phil Anschutz Annual Dove Hunt, Discussion about the Rule of Law, Eagle Nest
Ranch, CO, Sept. I, 2010 (listed previously in Qucscion 12(d), but notes oflhe speech
ure nrl\v ;ittachcd).
raculty of Federal Advocates, A Brown Bag with the Honorable Timothy M.
Tymkovich and the Honorable Neil M. Gorsuoh. Nov. 12, 2013 (listed previously in
Questiun I2(d). but notes of the spe<>ch nre now attachocf).
University of Colorado School of Law, Moot Court, Mar. 11, 2014. The address ofthe
group is 2450 Kiltredge Loop Dr, Boulder. CO 80309 (no notes available).
Unless otherwise noted, copies of the speeches or notes above as well as a press report
are attached in the supplemental appendix.
Supplement tu Q uestion l 2(c):
The following list wa.~ compiled after persons acting on my behulf conducted additionAI
searches of publicly available databases and is accurate to my recollection:
Two Election Hopefuls Disqualijled, ih Columbia Daily Spectator (March 24. 1986}
(quoted in article).

Kirkpatrick Rejects Grad Alumni Award. Columbia Daily Spectator (October 6, 1986)
(quoted in article).
Police Arrest 30 Pro/es/ors at Firs/ EvitU011 Atlempl, Columbia Daily Spectator
(February 24, 1987) {quoted in article).

Fed Paper May Sue Coors Poster Writers. Columbia Daily Spectator (March 26, 1987)
(quoted io anic le).
3
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fnl'a/id Pelitions Wnick Council Referendw11, Columbia Daily Spectator (January 29,
1988) (quolcd in article).
Not With a Bang. bur a Whimper. Columbia Daily Spectator (December 5. J 989)
(quoted in a11icle).
Anne Gorsuch Burf01·d, 62, Dies: Regan EPA Director. Washing1on Post (July 22,
2004) (quoted in article).
Former Reagan EPA Director Anne Bwford Dies. Contra Costa Times (July 13. 2004)
lquoted in article>.

Copies of these materials are ~leached in the supplemental appcndi11..
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PREPARED STATEMENT OP HON. NElL M. Ck>RSUCH

Mr. Chainnan. Sen. f'clnsteln, Members of the Comrniltee:
I nm honored and I am humbled to be here. Since coming to Washington. I have nlCI wi1h over
70 senators. You have offornd a warm welcome and wise advice. lhank ytHI. I also want 10
thank the President 3nd Vice President. They and their 1cams have been vuy gracious to me
and I 1hank t.hem for this honor. I want to 1hank Senntors Renne! and Garoner and Gener.ii
Kotyal for their introductions. Reminding us that - long before we ;ire Republicans or
Oemocra1s - we are Americans. Sining here I am aoutoly aware of my own imperfec1ions. But
J pledge 10 each of you and \o lhe American people that, if llQnfirrned, 1 will do all my power$

permil lo be a faithful servar\l of the Constitution and

law~ of our great nation .

•
I could nol ev~n auempt this without Louise, my wife of more than 20 years. The sacrifices she
has made and her giving heari leave me in awe. I love you so much. We stancd off in a plai.-e
very different from rhis one: a small apariment und little to show for il. Whell Louise's mother
lirst came to visil. she was concerned by the conditions. As I headed out the door lo work. I will
never forger her whispering ro her daughter - in tl voice jus1 loud enough for me to hear - Are Y<lll
sure tic's really a Lawyer?
To cny teeoase daughters ' vstching out West. Batfling chic~ens for the county foir. Devising
ways to keep our determined pc1 goat out ofU1c garden. Building a semi-fonction~I plyboard
hovcrcrnfl for science fair. Driving 8 hours through a Wyoming snowstorm with high school

dt.'batl'rs in the back arguing the who II.' wuy. Thl'se are a just a few of my l1M1ri1e nit:morles.
love you impossibly.

To ri1y e.-:1c11ded family 3cross Colordd<>. When we g~lher. it's do;:ens of us. We hold differcm
politicnl and religious views. but we are united in love. Between the family pron~ and the puck
ol' children running rampant, whoev~r is hos1i11g is usually left with at least onu dry wall repair.
To my parents and grandparents. They are no longer wi th u,; but there's no question on whose

shoulders I $ta11d. My Mom was on!.' of the first wo111en graduates of 1he University of Colorado
law school. As the first female ussistanl district auorncy in l>enwr. she helped start a program
lO pursue deadbeat dads. And her idea or day care sometimes meant I got to spend the day

wand<>ring the. halls or tagging behind police officers. She taught me that headlines arc neeting
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- c:ouruge l:ists.
My Dad taught rne thu1 success in life has little 10 do with success. Kindness. he showed me. b
the great virtlle. He showed me 100 that tht'rc are few places closer 10 Cud thun wt1lking in the
wilderness or wading a trout stream.

Even if it is an awful ly long drive home with the fami ly

dog after he encounters a skw1k.
To my grandparents. As a boy. I could ride my bike to 1hl,ir homes and they were huge
influences. My Mom's father, poor and Irish. started working to help suppo11 his family as a
boy after losing his l1wn dad. But ihe nuns made sure he got an education. and he became a
doctor. Even after he passed away. I heard from grateful patiems who reca lled him kneeling by
thei r bedsides to pray together. His wife. my grandm()ther. grew up in a Nebmslul home where
an ice hnx wasn't something you plugged into the wall but something you lowered into the
ground. With 7 llhildren. she never stopped moving· or loving.
My Dnd"s father made his wuy through college working on Denver' s trolley cars. He practicl'd
law through the Great De.pression. And taught me that lawyers exist to help people with their
problems. not the other way around. His wife came from a fami ly ol' pioneers. She loved to
tish. And she taughr n1e how to tie a fly.
I want io thunk my fri ends. Liberals and conservatives and independents, from every kind ol'

background and belief. many hundreds have written this committee on my behalf. They have
been there for me always.

Not least when we recently lost my uncle Jack. a hero of mtne a11d a

lifelong E'.piscop!ll pries1. He gave the benediction when I rook my oath as 11 judge 11 years ago.
I confoss I

Wl\S

hopi r1g he migh t u lTer a si milar prayer for me this year. As il is, I know he iti

s miling.
I wnnt to thank my fellow judges across the country. Judgin,g is sometimes a lonely and hard

job. But I have, seen how these men and women work wit h courage and collegial!ty.
independence and integrity. Their work helps make die promises of our Constituti\ln anJ laws
real for us all.

2
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I want 10 thank my legal heroes. Juslice While. my mentor.

A produc1· of the West. he

modeled for me judicial courage. He followed the law wherever il look him without fbar or
favor to anyone. War hero. Rhodes scholar. And. yes., highesl

p~id

NFL football player of hi$

day. Jn Color.ido today there is God and John F.lwuy and Peyton Manning. Jn my childhood it
was God and Byron White.
I also had the great fortune ro clerk for Jus1ice Kennedy. I le showed me 1hatjudges can

disagree without buing disagreeable. That everyone who comes to court de~crves respect. And
that a legal case isn't just so1tie number or a name but a life story.

Justice Scalia was a mentor too. He reminded us that words matrer - that the judge"sjob is to

folio"' the words tlia1are in tl1e law -

not replace U\cm with words 1hnt aren't, His colleagues

cherished his great humor too. Now. we didn't agr~e nbout everything....

The Justice fished

with tht> enthusiasm of a New Yorker. Ile thought the harder you slappt>d the line on the water.
somehow the more the fish wou ld love it.
Pinally, there is Justice Jackson. He wrote clenrly so everyone could understand his decisions.

I le never hid behind legal jargon. And while he was a famously fierce advoca1e for his clients
as a lawyer. he reminded us that. when you become a judge. you fiercely defend only one client

-the law.

By their exnmple. these judges taught me about the rule of law and the importance of an
independent judiciary, how hard our fore.bearers worked to win these things, how easy they are
to lo~e. and how every generation must either take its tum can)'ing the balon or watch it fo ll.
Mr. Chairman, these days we some1imes hear judges cynically described :is politicians in robe;.
Seeking to enforce their own poli tics rather than stri ving to apply the law impartially. But I just
don · 1· think that's what a life 1n the law is about.

As a l11wyer working for many yea rs in the trial coun trenches. I saw judges and juries - wh ile
human and imperfect - try ing hard every day lo decide fai rly !he: cases I presented.

3
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As a judge now for more than a decade. I have watched my C{llleagues spend long days worrying
C\Ver

cases. Sometimes che answers we reach or~n 'tones we would personally prefer.

Sometimes the answers follow us home and keep us up at night, But the answers we re-.ich are
:ilways the ones we believe the l11w requires.

For all its imperrections, the rule of law in this

nation truly is a wonder - and iLis no wonder that it is the envy of Lhe world.
Once in a while, of course. we judges do disagree. But our disagrccmenL~ are never about
politics-only the law's demands. Let me offer an example. The first case I wrote as a j udge
to re~ch the Supreme Court divided S to 4. i'hc Court affirmed my judgment with the support of
Justice:; Thomas and Sotomayor -while Justices Stevens and Scalia dissented. Now 1hni·s :i
lineup some might think unusual. But actually ifs ..-xactly the sort of thing that
happens - quietly, day in and day out· in the supreme court and in courts across our country.
wonder if people realize that Justices Thomas and Sotomayor ugree 11bout 60% of the time, or
that Justices Scalia and Breyer agreed even more often than thnt. All in the 1oughe51cases in
1\urwholc legal system.
Mere· s another example. Over the last decade. I've participated in over 2.700 ::ippenls. Often
these cases are hard too: only about 5% of ull federal lawsuits make their way to deC"ision in a
court of appelllS. rvc served with judges appointed by President Obama all the way back to
Pre~ident

-

Johnson. And in the Tenth Circuit we hear cases from 6 states - in two time zones

covering 20% of the contincnt:i l United States. But in the West we listen to one anochct

rc.-spt>ctfully. we tolerate and cherish different potnts of view, and we seek consensus whmever
wc ca n. My law clerks tel l me 1hat 97% orthc 2.700 cases I've decided were decided
unanimously. And that I have been in rhe maj ority 99% of rhe 1i111e.
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Of course. I make my shnre of mistakes. As my daughters never tire of reminding mt:, putting
on a .robe doesn't make me any smaner. rll never forget my first day on the job. Carrying a
plle of papers up steps LO the bench. I tripped on my robe and everythingjust about went flying.
But troublesome as it can be, the robe does mean someU1in.g--and not just that I can hide coffee
stains on my shi11.

Putting on a robe reminds us that it's time to lose our egos and opt..n our

minds. It serves. mo, as a rem inder of the modest station we judges are meant to occupy in a
democracy. In other countries, judges wear scarlet. silk, and ermine. Here. we judges buy our
own plain black robes. And I can report thar the s1andard choir outfit al the local uniform
suppl y store is a pretty good dea l. Ours is a judiciary of honest blnck polyester.
When I put 011 the robe. I am also reminded that under our Constitution. it is for this body, the
people' s representatives, to make new laws. For the executive to ensure those laws are
faithfully enforced. And for neutral and indcpendl.'nt judges to apply the law in the people's
d~~putes,

If.Judges were just secret legislators. declaring not what the lavv !s buc what they

would like it to be., the very idea of a govemment by the people and for the people would be at
risk. And those. who came to court would live in fear, never sure exactly whai governs them
exeeptthe judge's will. As Alexander Hamilton explained. "liberty can have nothing to fear
from .. judges who apply the law, but liberty "ha[sl every thing to fear" ifjudges try to legis late
too.
In my decade on the bench, I huve tried to treat all who come to court fairly and with respect. I
have decided cases for Native. Americans seeking to protect tribal lands. for class actions like one
that ensured compensation for victims of nuclear waste pollution by corporations in Colorado.
have ruled for disabled studen1s, prisoners, and workers alleging civil rights violations.
Some1i1rn:s, I have fti]ed n,gainsl such persons too. Blll 111y decisions have never r~tlccted a
judgment about 1he people bt:fore me - only my bes\ judgment about the law and foct.s at issue
in each particular case. For the 1ruth is, a judge who likes every outcome he re:iches is probably
a pretty bad judge. stretching for the policy results he prefers rathe.r than those the law compel:;.

As a student many years ago I found myself walking through the Old Grana ry burial ground in
Bostnn. Where Paul Re.vere. John Hancock, and many of our founders arc buried. I came
across the tombstone or a lawyer and judge who today is largely forgotten --- as we are all
dcsiined to be soon enough. Mis name was Increase Sumner. Written on his tombstone over
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200 years ago

was this description --

As a lawyer. he was faithful and able ;

as a judge.", patient. impartial, and decisive;

In private life, he was affectionate 1md mild;
in public life, he was dignified and firm.

Party feuds were allayed by the correctness of his conduct:
calumny was silenced by the weight of his vfrtues:
and rancor softened by the amenity of his manners.
These words stick with me. I keep them on my desk. They serve for mt! as a daily reminder of
the law's integrity, that a useful lite can bs lt.>d in its service. of the hard work it takes, and an
encouragement to good habits when I fail and falter. At the end oflt all, I could hope for
nothing more than to be described as he was. Ifeonfimit.>d, I pledge that I ,.;11J do everything in
my power to be that man.

6
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Prepared Statement by Senator Chuck Grassley of Iowa
Chairman, Senat!? Judiciary Committee
Nomination of Judge Neil Gorsuch to Serve as Associate Justice of the Supreme Court
March 201 2017
One of JusticeScalia's best opinions beglns with this declaration: it is the "proud boast of .o ur
democracy that we have a government of laws and not of men.''
The phrase comes from the Massachusetts Constrtution of 1780. Th;s infant state C<onstftutron
linked the government of lows, and not of men, directly to the separation of powers.
Justice Scalia said the founders "viewed the principle of separation of powers as the absolutely
central guarantee of a just Govern ment ... [because] without a secure structure of separated
powers, our Bill of Rlghts would be w orthless."
In plain words, it was the desire to preserve af\d protecr liberty and self-government tflat guided
the Framers as they desfgned our Constitution. And the founding charter they designed is a
remarkable thing.
The Bill of Rights, of course, preserves liberty by restricting what the government may do.
But the single most important fea ture of our Constltuiion isn't any particu lar enumerated right,
or even the entire Bill of Rights, taken together. The most important feature of our Constitvtion
is the design of the document it self. It divi des the limited power of government vertically,
between the states and federal government. And it distributes power horizon tally, between the
co-equal branches.
It's this delicate balance of power, entrusted to competing factions, that ensures the liberty of
the Peopre wfll endure.
It's the Constitution's design that protects agalnst the mischief that results from the
concentration of power. The Founders unders tood this fundamental principle, and Justice Scalia
understood il better than anyone. He was fond of telling law students:
"Every tin horn dictator in the world today, every president for life. has a Bill of Rights."
But, "the real key to the distinctiveness of America is t he structure of our government."
Our constitutional republic is also designed around the notion that the People, acting through
their rep resentat ives, retain the ultimate authority to govern themselves. It was the People,
t hrough their representatives, Who ratified the Constitution that establishes our System of
government.
Under that system, except where the Constitution has already answered the questlon, decislons
are made by elected representatives. Elected, and accountable to the voters .
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But to endure, our system of self·government requires judges to apply the text of our laws as the
people's representatives ehacted them. So our judges, by design, play a critical-but limitedrole. They decide cases or controversies. But in resolving those cases, they may took only to the
laws the People wrote.
Judges aren't free to re-write statutes to get results they believe are more just. Judges aren't
free to re-order regulations to make them more fair. And no. JUdges aren 't free to "update" t he
Constitution. That's not their job.

That power is retained by the People, acting through their elected representat ives. When our
Judges don't respect this limited role, when they substitute their own policy preferences for
those in tr1e legislative bra nch, they rob from the American people the right to govern
themselves.
As that happens, Inch by inch and step by step, democracy is undermined, the carefully
constructed balance of power is upset, and indMdual liberty is lost.
These aren't stale concepts. If anything, the enormous size, power and complexity of the modern
State renders them more relevant than ever.
In recent rnonths I've heard t.hat "now more than ever" we need a Justice who is independent.
and who respects the separation of powers. Some of my colleagues seem to have rediscovered
an apprecia tion for the need to confine each branch of government to its proper sphere. l don't
question the sincerity of those concerns, but some of us have been alarmed by executive over·
reach, and the threat it poses to the separation of powers, for quite some time now.
Whether it was the EXecutlve branch unila teral ly re-writing federal law as the Obama
administration did dozens of times, or t he Executive's repeated failure to enforce and defend the
laws passed by Congress, over the last 8 years we've witnessed repeated abuses by one branch,
at the expense of the other two. Just ask the Supreme Court, which unanimously rejected
arguments the Obama Administration made in more than 40 cases.
The policies that drove those abuses were of course problematic. But policies can be changed.
To this Senator, what's far more distressing about each E)(ecutive overreach and each failure to
defend the law, ls the damage it does to our constitutional order. The damage those abuses
fnflict is far more difficult to undo than the policies that animated them . For as John Adams
observed, ~uberty, once lost, is lost forever."
So, th e separation of powers is just as critical today as it was durrng t he last Administration . And
the preservation of our constitutional order-including the separation of powers-is just as
crucial to our liberty today as It was when our founding charter was adopted.
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No matter your poHtlcs, for all of these reasons you should be concerned about the preservation
of our constitutional o rder and the separation of powers_
And if you are concerned about these things, as you should be: meet Judge Neil Gorsuch.
Fortunately for every American, we have before us today a nominee whose body of professional
work is deffned by an unfailing commltment to these principles. His grasp on the separation of
powers-including judicial independence-enlivens hls body of work.
As he explains: "To the founders, the legfslatlve and judicial powers were distinct by nature and
their separation was among the most important liberty-protecting devices of the constitutional
design."
About the executive, he writes that through "[the! hard won experience under a tyrannical king,
the founders found proof of the wisdom of a govern ment of separa ted powers:'
The judge's job, our nominee says, is to deliver on the promise t hat " all lltigants, rich or poor,
mighty or meek, will receive equal protection under the law and due process for their
grievances."
The nominee before us understands that any Judge worth his salt will "regularly issue j udgments
With which they disagree as a matter of policy-all because they thrnk that's what the law fairly
demands."
Fundamentally, ttiat is ttie difference between a legislator and a judge. All of us should keep this
In mind during the course of this hearing.
Judge, I'm afraid over the next couple of days, you' ll get some questions that w ill cause you to
scratch your head. Truth be told, it should pun le anyone who's evenaken a civics class.
We'll hear that when you ru le for one party and against another fn a case, it means you must be

for the winner and against the loser. Senators will cite some opinlon of yours, and then we'll
hear that you' re for t he "big guy," and agafnst the "little guy."
You'll scratch your head when you hear this, because it's as if you j udges write the laws instead
of us Senators. But if Congress passes a bad law, as a judge you're not allowed to just pretend we
passed a good law, The oath you take demands that you follow the law, even lf you dislike the
result.
So if you hear that you're for some business or agains"t some plaintiff - don't worry. We've
heard it all before. It's an old claim, from an even older playbook. You and I and the American
People know whose responsibility !t is to correct a law that produces a result you dislike. It's the
men and women sitting up on this dais.
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Good judges understand th is. They know it isn't their job to fix t he law. In a democracv, that
right belongs to be the People.
ft' s for this reason that Justice Scalia sa[d,
"If you' re going to be a good and faithful Jvdge, you have to resign yourself to the fact
that you're not always going to like the conclusions you reach. If you like them all t he
time. you're probably doing somet hing wrong"
Judge, I look forward to )lea ring more about your exceptional record. And I look forward to the
conversation we'll all have about the meaning of our Constitution and tlie job of a Supreme
Court Justice in our constitutional scheme.

· 30-
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Senator Dianne Feinstein
Nomina tion hea ring for Judge NeiJ Gorsuch
March 20,2017
Thank you very much., Mr. Chairman. Judge Gorsuch, I want to welcome you and your family.
We' re here today under very unusual circumstances. It was ~lmost a year ago today that
President Obama nominated Chief Judge Merrick Garland for this seat.
Unfortunately, due lo unprecedented treatment, Judge Garland was denied a heru>ing and this
vacancy has been in place for well over a year. I just want to say I'm deeply disappointe-0 that' s
is under these circumstances that we begin our hearings.
Merrick Garland was widely regarded as a mainstream, moderate nominee.
However, President Trump repeatedly promised to appoint someone ..in the mold of Justice
Scalia" and said that the nomination of Judge Gorsuch illustrates he' s ·•a man of his word.''
For those of us on this side, our job today is not to theoretically evaluate this or that lesal
doctrine or to review Judge Gorsuch· s record in a vacuum. Our job is to determi ne whether
Judge Gorsuch Is a reasonable, mainstream conservative or is he not.
Our job is to assess how this nominee's decisions will impact the American people and whether
he will protect the legal and constitu.tional rights of all Ame.ricans--not just the wealthy and the
powerful.
We hold these hearings not hecause court precedent and stare dacisfs are something average
Amencans worry about.
We hold these hearings beoause the United States Supreme Court has the final word on hundreds
of issues that Impact our daily lives.
The Supreme Court has the final say on whether a woman will continue to have control over her
own body or whether decisions abuuc her health care wil I be detem1ined by politicians and the
government.
It decides whether btllionaires and large corporations wi ll be able to spend unlimi ted sums of
money to buy elections, and whether states and localities will be able to pass laws and make it
harder for poor people, people of color, seniors and younger people to vote.

It is the Supreme Court that wiJI have the final word O!l whether corporations will be able to
pollute our air and water with impunity.
Or whether the NRA and other extrerne organizations will be able to block commonsense gun
regulations. including those that keep m ilitary~style assault weapons off our streets.
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And it is lhe Supreme Court that will have the ultimate say on whether employers will be held
accountable for discriminating against workers or failing to protect workers whe,n they' re harmed
or killed on the job.
For example. last year, Judge Gorsuch sat on a case 1hat involved a truck driver who was
stranded in the freezing cold for several hours alter his trailer's brakes froze. Ho had no heat In
fact, it was so cold that the driver was "hnving trouble breathh,g," his "torso was numb and he
could not foci his feet."
Despite this, his employer directed him to wail for a repairman or else drive both the truck and
the trailer. When no one came, the driver uuhitched the trailer to search for assistance because
driving with frozen brakes wi~1 a fully-loaded trailer would have been too dangerous.
A week later he was fired.
After hearing the e&sc, the administrative law judge, mled that firing the driver was a violation of
the health and safoty law intended to protect workers. The United Stales Department of Labor's
administrative review board and the Tenth Circuit agreed.
Judge Gorsucn dissented and sided with the company.
In another case. Judge Gorsuch wrote a separate opinion. this time to challenge a long-standing
legal doctrine that allows agencies to write regulations necessary to effectively implement the
laws that Congress passes and the presidem.signs. lt's called the Chevron doctrine.
This legal doctrine has been fundamental to how our government addresses real world challenges
in our country and bas been in place for d6cades. rf overturned, as Judge Gorsuch has advocated.
legislating rules are very difficult
In fact, Congress relies on agency experts to write the specific rules, regulations. guidelines and
procedures necessary to carry out laws we enact.
These are what ensure the Clean Air Act and the Clean Water Act to protect our environment
ftom pollution.
They are the specif1c protcciions put in place by the FDA and the agriculturo department that
safeguard the health and safety of our food supply, ow water, our medicines.
And they are the details needed to support the infrastructure of our cornmuoities-<>ur roads.
highways, b1id_ges, dams and airports.
We in Coni,.'Tcss rely on the scientists, b.lologists, economists, engineers aod other experts to help
ensure our laws are effectively implemented.
Por example, even 1ho1.1gh Dodd-Frank was passed nearly seven years ago to combat the rampallt
abuse chat led to our country's worst financial crisis since the Great Depression, it still requires
2
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over a hundred regula.tions to be implemented by the Securities and Exchange CommissioJl. the
Commodity Futures Tradiog Commission and other regulators in order to reach its full
effectiveness. as intended by Congress when it 1Nas passed.
Judge Gorsuch's position, were it to be adopted, would take away agencies' au(horit1eno
address these necessary details. Such a change in the law \VOu ld dramatically affect how laws
passed by Congress-can be properly carried out.
Two weeks ago, the Washington Post ran an op-ed written by a woman who "desperately wanted
to have a baby.'' She described how she and her husband went to great lengths for four years
trying to get pregnant and were thrilled when they finally succeeded.
Tragically, after her 21 -week check-up. they discovered her daughter had multicystic dysplastic
kidney disease. They were told by three separate doctors that her condition was I 00 pereent fatal
and that the risk to Ille mother was sevenfold if she carried her pregna!lCY to term. The mother
described their excruciating decision and the unforgiving proc,ess the. couple endured to get the
medical care they needed.
The debate over Roe v. Wnt!e and the right to privacy, ladies and gentlemen, is not theoretical. In
1973, the court recognized a woman' s fundamental <lTld constitutional r(ght to privacy-that right
guarantees hor access to reproductive health care.
In fact, the Supreme Court has repeatedly upheld Roe' s core finding, making it settled law for the
Iast 44 years.

I ask unanimous consent Mr. Chairman to enter into rhe record the 14 key cases where the
Supreme Court upheld Roe's core holding and the total 39 decisions where it has been reaffinne.d
by the court.
If these judgements, when combined, do not constitute super-precedent, l don't know wh11t does ,
Importantly. the dozens of cases affirming Roe are not only about precedent, !'hey arc also about
n woman·s fundamental and constitutional rights. Roe ensured that women and their doctors will
decide whafs best for their care, not politicians.
President' Trnmp repearedly promised that his judicial nomint'es would be pro-life and quote
''automatically'' end quote overturn Roe v, 1¥llde. Judge Gorsuch has not had occasion to rule
directly C1n a case involving Roe. However, his writings do raise questions.
Specifically, he wrote that he believes there are no exceptions to the principle that. quote, ' ·the
intentional taking of human life by private persons is always wrong," md quote. This language
has been interpreted by both pro-life and pro-choice organizations to mean he would overturn

Roe.
The Supreme Court is also expected to decide what kind of reasonable regulations states and
localities can implement to protect our neighborhoods and schools from gun violence. In fact,
3
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just last month, the Fourth Cirouit became 1he fifth appellate court to uphold a state's ban on
assault WC'apons and large-capacity magazines under Heller.
These new cases. 1aken together, enable the enactment of prude.nt and legal legislation to restrict
military-style weapons from flooding our streets.
Now while Judge Gorsuch has not written decisions on the Second Amendment. he did write an
opinion to advocate making it harder to convict a felon who illegally possessed a gun. ln this
opinion, Judge Gorsuch argued against the court's own precedent.
Specifically, in1his case, the defendant had been charged with attempted robbery in July o f '09.
After pleading guilty, he was given probation. However, quote, " he repeated ly , both orally and io
writing, told that possess ion of a firearm:, end quote. violated his probation, ,vhich would mean
he could ·not, quote, "escape the consequences of his fe lony conviction."'
Less than a year later, he was apprehended by the police holding. quote, ·•a fully loaded Hi-Point
.380 caliber pislol with an obliterated seris l number," end quote-in clear violation of his
probation. Later, he argued he didn't know he was a felon.
Six circuit courts, including the Tenth, have detem1ined that the government does not need to
prove a defendant knew he was a felon 11> convict for this crime.
Despite this. Judge Gorsuch wrote two separate opinions that argued in favor of making it harder
to convict. felons who possess guns. Jn one he wrote that sometimes followingprec;edent. quote,
"requires us to make mistakes,'' end quote.
I find this concerning. Following precedent in this case was not· a mistake. li lead to the
conviction of a felon who should not have had a firearm.
Judge Gotsuch has also stated that he believes judges should look to the original public meaning
of the Constitution when they decide what a provision of the Constitution means.
This is personal, but I find this "origina list." judicial philosophy to be really troubling. In essence,
it means that judges and couns s hould evalua te our constitutional rights and privileges as they
were undel'$tood in I 789However, to do so would not only ignore the irwent of the framers that the Constitution wou ld be
a framework on which to build, bur it severely limits the genius of what our Cons~itution
upholds.
I firmly believe the American Constitution is a living document intended to evolve as our
country evolves.
In 1789, the population of the United States was under 4 mlllion. Today , we"re 325 million and
growing, At the time of our founding, African Americans were enslaved, It. was nor so Jong after
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women had been burned at the stake for witchcrafi. And the idea of an automobile. let alone the
llttemet. was unfathomable.
In fact if we were to dogmati1Y<1lly adhere to "originalisf' interpretations, then we would still have
segn.·,gated schools and bans on interracial marriage. Women wouldn't be entitled to equal
protection under the law. And government discrtrninalion against LGBT Americans wou ld 'be
permitted.
So I am concerned~ when I hear that Judge Gorsuch is an ''originallst" and a "strict
constructionist...
Suffice it Lo say, and I cum:lude the issues we are examining today are consequential. There is no
appointment that is more pivotal to 1·he court rhan this one. This has a real world rmpact on all of
us. Who sits on the Supreme Court should not simply evaluate foga1iscic d1eories and Latin
phrases in isolation. They must understand the court's decisions have real world consequences
for men, women and children across our nation.
Thank you Mr. Chalm1an.
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Statement of Senator Orrin G. Hatch
Before the Senate Judiciary Committee
Regarding the Nomination of Neil ·Gorsuch to be Associate Justice
March 20, 2017

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Judge Gorsuch, welcome back to the Judiciary
Committee. This will be more of an ordeal than your last confirmation hearing, but your
fitness for this appointment will be just as apparent.
I've served on this committee for 40 years, and some things in t he confirmation
process never change. The conflict over judicial appointments In general, and over thls
nomination in particular, is a conflict over the proper role of Judges in -our system of
government.
I have long believed that the Senate owes the President some deference with
respect to his qualified nominees. Qualifications for judicial service Include legal
experience, which sum.marizes the past, and j udicial philosophy, which describes the
present and anticipates the future.
Judge Gorsuch's legal experience is well-known. My Democratic colleagues have
referred to the AmerJcan Bar Association's rating as the gold standard for evaluating
judicial nominees. The ABA's unanimous well qualified rating for Judge Gorsuch confirms
that he has the highest level of professional qualifications including integrity, competence,
and temperament.
Judicial philosophy is both the more important qualification and the more
challenging to assess. It refers to a nominee's understanding of the power and proper role
of judges in our system of government.
Over the last several weeks, I have addressed this issue on the Senate floor and in
opinion pages around the country by contrasting what I have called impartial judges and
political judges. An impartial judge focuses on the process of interpreting and applying the
law according to objective rules. In this way, the law rather than the judge determines the
outcome. A political judge, In contrast, focuses on a desired result and fashions a means of
achieving it. In th is way, the fudge rather than the law often determines the outcome.
In my experience, a Supreme Court confirmation process reveals the kfnd of Judge
that Senators want to see appointed. A Senator, for example, who wants to know which
side a nominee will be on in future cases, or who demands that judges be advocates for
certain political interests, clearly has a politicized judlciary in mind.
1
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The New York Times reported last week that the most prominent line of attack
against this nomination will be that Judge Gorsuch is "no friend of the little guy."
Something is seriously wrong when the confirmation process for a Supreme Court Justice
resembles an election campaign for political office.
This dangerous approach contradicts the oath of judicial office prescribed by federal
law. When taking his seat on the U.S. Court of Appea ls in 2006, Judge Gorsuch swore to
administer justice without respect to persons and to impartially discharge his judicial
duties. His opponents today demand, in effect, that he violate that oath.
Advocates of such a politlcized jud1ciary seem to think that the confirmation process
requires only a political agenda and a calculator. When a nominee Is a sitting Judge, they
tally the winners and losers in his past cases and do the math. If they like the result, it's
thumbs up on confirmation. lfthey don't, well, it's thumbs down.
What If, for example, Judge Gorsuch's record on the appeals court was as follows: he
voted agalnst the plaintiff in 83 percent of [mmigration cases, against the defendant in 92
percent of crimina l cases, denied race claims more than 80 percent of the time, and agreed
with other Republican-appointed judges 95 percent of the time. I can just hear the cries of
protest, accusations that he favors certain parties and is hostile to others, and threats of
flltbuster.
That is, in fact, the record of a U.S. Circuit Judge nominated to the Supreme Court,
but not the one before us today. It is the record of Judge Sonia Sotomayor as described by
Senator Charles Schumer at her July 2009 confirmation hearing. Not only did he champion
her nomination, but he offered that statistical summary of her record as proof that, as he
put it, ''she is in the mainstream." Oh, what a difference an election makes.
Alexander Hamilton wrote about the importance of j\Jdicial independence, what
Chief Justice Willram Rehnquist later called the crown jewel of our judicfal system. Today,
in a bizarre twist on that principle, Judge Gorsuch's opponents say that the only way for
him to prove his independence is by promising to decide future cases according to certain
litmus tests. In other words, judicial independence requires that he be beholden to them
and their political agenda. if sTmply describing that unprincipled position is not enough to
refute it, the confirmation process is in more t rouble than I thought.
Judge, I know that the integrity of the judiciary, fairness to the lltTgants who come
before you, and your own oath of office are your hlghest priorities. You will be in good
company by resisting efforts to make you compromise your impartiality. When President
Lyndon Johnson nominated Judge Thurgood Marshall to the Supreme Court, Senator Ted
Kennedy, who would later chair this committee, said: ''We have to respect that any
2
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nominee to the Supreme Court would have to defer any comments on any matters which
are before the Court or very likely to appear before the Court.''
That was 50 years ago. When Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg appeared before this
committee in 1993, she said: "A judge sworn to decide impartially can offer no forecasts,
no hints, for that would show not only disregard for the specifics of the particular case, it
would display disdain for the entire judicial process."
In a speech earlier this year, Justlce Sotomayor said this: "What you want is for us to
tell you how as a judtcial nominee we' re going to rule on the important issues you find
vexing.... Any self-respecting judge who comes in wfth an agenda that would permit that
judge to tell you how they wlll vote is the kind of person you don't want as a judge,"
I'll close by reading from a letter we received from dozens of Judge Gorsuch'-s
Harvard Law School peers. After describing how they were of all political, ideological,
religious, geographical, and social stripes, the signers wrote: ''What unites us is that we
attended law school with Judge Neil Gorsuch - a man we've known for more than a
quarter century - and we unanimously believe that Neil possesses the exemplary
character, outstanding intellect, steady temperament, humility and open-mindedness to
be an excellent addition to the United States Supreme Court."
I agree and look forward to this hearing. Thank, Mr. Chairman.
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Statement of Senator Patrick Leiihy (D-Vt.)
Senate Judiciary Committee
Hearing On The Nominiition Of Neil Gorsuch
To Be An Associate Justice Of The Supreme Court
March 20, 2017

Today marks the first time that the Senate Judiciary Committee has met publicly to rake action on
the Supreme Court vacancy that resulted frC1m Justice Scalia's death 13 months ago. Just hours
afier we learned of Justice Scalia's sudden p3ssing. the Majority Leader declared that the Senate
would not provide any process to any nominee selected by President Obama, despite the President
having 1Jearly a year left tl1 his tci:m, This was an extraord innr)' blockade, and one backed by thcncandidate Donald Trump. Committee Republicans met behind dos.ed door.; and declared that they
would surrender the independence oft.his Committee to do the Majority Leader's bidding, and they
ignored the Constitution in !he procl'SS. This unprecedented obstruction is one of the greatest stains
on the 1wo-hundred-ye<1r history of this Committee.
The JudiclBJ')' Conunittee once stood againsr a court-packing scheme that would have eroded
judicial independence. That was a proud moment. Now. Republicans on th is Committee are gullty
of their own "court un-packing scheme.'' The blockade of Chief Judge Men·ick Garland was never
grounded in principle or precedent.
While Senate Republicans were meeting in back rooms to block President Obama·s nominee,
extreme special interest groups were also meeting in private -to vet potential Supreme Court
nominees for then-candidate Donald Trun1p. I do not know of any other Supreme Court nominee
who was selected by interest groups, rather lhan by a president in consulInt ion with the Senate. as
required by the Constitution.
Senate Republicans ma.de a big show last year about respecting the voice of the American people in
this process. Now they are arguing that the Senate should rubber stamp a nominee selected by
c:Ktreme interest groups, and nominated by a President who loS'l the popular vote by nearly three
mi llion votes. In ju5t his first two months in office, this President has demonstmted hostility toward
our constitutional rights and values. He has levied personal attacks against Federal judges and
career prosecutors who dare to see his promised Muslim tr.in for what it is: unconstilutionnl. And
he called our constitutionally protected free press .. the enemy of the American people." When the
President's chief of staff says that the nominee before us ..has the vision of Oonald Trump." that
should concern anyone who has read the Constirution or cares about the rights: it protects.
More than perhaps any conlirmatior1 heari11g for· the last JO years, l exp~t this nominee's judicial
philosophy ,vill play a central role. Judge Neil Gor~uch has spent mi;m.• th"n u decad~ on th;:
Federal benoh. He graduated from Harvard Law School, clerked for the Supreme Court. served in
the Deparuncnt of Ju.stice, and has received a unanimous "Well Qualified" rating from the
American Bar Association. tf all of those things were sutlicient reason to confinn a nominee 10 the
Supreme Court, Chief Judge Merrick Garland would be sitting on the Court today. That is why this
nominee's judicial philosophy is so important.
In contrast to past nominees - like John Robert~. whose judicial philosophy was not clearly
articulated when he appeared before this Committee - Judge Gorsuch appears to hove n
comprehensi ve originalist phllosophy. This is the app~oach taken by jurists such as Justice Scalia,
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Justice Thomas, and Judge Bork. While it has gained some popularity within conservative circles,
originalism remains outside the mainstream of modem constitutional jurisprudence. It has been 25
years since an originalist has been nominated to the Supreme Court, Given what we. have seen from
Justice Scalia and Justice Thomas, and in Judge Gorsuch' s own record, l wony that this is not just a
philosophy; it is an agenda. We know that the conservative groups chat vetted Judge Gorsuch, and
the millionaires who fund them. have a clear agenda - one that is anti-choice, anti.-e.nvirnnment, and
pro-corporate. These groups are confident that Judge Gorsuch shares their agenda. The first person
to interview Judge Gorsuch in this process explained these groups did not ask "Who' s a really smart
lawyer who's been really accomplished?" Instead they sought a nominee ''Who understands these
things like we do." After all, Judge Gorsuch has been described by a fomier leader of the
Republican Party as "a trui: loyalist (and a good, strong co.nsen•ative)."
Because of the concerns I have about Judge Gorsuch.sjudicial philosophy. the process by which he
was selected, and the views of the president who nominated him. r hope. Judge. that you will
answer my questions, and the questions of all Senators, as clearly as possible. It is not enough to
say in private that the President's attacks on the.judiciary are "disheartening:· I need to know that
you understand the role of the courts in protecting the rights of all Americans. 1 need to know that
you c.an be an independcm check and balance on the administration th11t has nominated you. llOd on
!!ill'. adrninistratioll that follows iL

Public Hearing Proces-s for the American People

Judge Gorsuch, 1hese hearing. , occurring the week atler Sunshine Week, are the first opportunity
for th,e American people to hear your views on the tole of the courts and the meaning of our
Constitution. This c.onstitutional discussion is p-art of our great democracy set io motion by the
Founders. Like the founders. we do not know what legal questions will be prese11ted in the decades
to come. But it is important to determine whether you understand how the Court has a profound
impact on small businesses an(i workers, law enforcement and victims, and families and children
across America. It is not contrary to the duties and obligations of a Supreme Court Justice 10
consider the effects of their ruilngs. The. Court's aspiration, after all, Is to provide "Equal Justice
Under Law," as inscribed in Vermont marble over its front doors.
Judge Gorsuch, these hearings will help us c.oncludc Tfyou are committed to the fundll01cntal rights
of all Ameri.cans. Will you allow the Government to intrude on Americans' personal privacy and
freedoms? Will you elevate the righL' of corporations over those of real people? Will you
rubberstamp a President whose admin1wation has asserted that executive power is not subject to
judicial review? Jt is important to know whether you will serve with independence, or as a
surrogate for the President who nominated you or the special interest groups that provided him with
your name.
While I approach this hearing with these thoughts in mind, I want to emphasize that 1 have yet to
decide how I wi ll vote on this nomination. Unlike those who blocked the nomination of Chief
Judge Merrick Garland. l believe it is my const·itutional responsibility to fairly evaluate a
President's nominee to the Supreme Court. I have voted for·Supreme Coun nominees, and I have
voted against others. l will base my determination on the full record at the conclusion of these
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hearings - just as I have done for the 16 previous Supreme Court nominees since I have been in the
Senate.
The Supreme Court is the guarantor of the. liberties of all Americans. Judge Gorsuch, when you
took the oath to sit on the Federal bench, you spoke the following wo1'Cls: •·1 will administer justice
without respect to persons, and do equal righrto the poor and to the rich." If confirmed. you must
be a justice for all Americans, not for the special interests of a few. Perhaps at no time in our
Nation' s history is that commitment more important than now.
The stakes for t11c American people could nor be higher.
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Confirmation Hearing on the Nomination of Neil M. Gorsuch to be Associate
Justice of the Supreme Court
Opening Statement
March 20, 2017
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Judge Gorsuch, welcome. Welcome to your famlly, your friends, and your
supporters. I know they are proud of you, not just for what you've done
professionally but also because of who you are: a man of character, integrity, and
faith .
Everyone 'knows that Supreme Court confirmation hearings can be dramatic, even
emotional, events. The stakes are high. As a Senator, there are few
responsibilit1es that are more important than decld1ng wh ether to vote for a
nominee to the Supreme Court.
These days, it seems like being nominated to the Supreme Court is a lot like
running for office. As we've seen over the past few w eeks, there are a lot of
interest groups-both supporting and opposing your nomination- that have
mobilized for this confirmation process.
Maybe that's why, on this side of the dais, it can be easy to forget that the
nominee is an ordinary citizen. You are not a politician, which means that the
acrimony, duplicity, and ruthlessness of today's politics are still foreign and
unfamiliar to you. May that continue to be true.
In a former life, when I was a practTdng attorney, I had the good fortune of
appearfng before you. So, I know from personal experience that you are one of
the very best judges In the country. You come to oral argument prepared <incl you
ask probfng, fair questfons that help you understand the arguments.
You aren't there to promote an agenda or grandstand. You're t here to listen to
both sides of the argument and de~ide the case. You write thoughtful and
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rigorous opinions. They are careful and well-reasoned. Al'ld yet they're also easy even pleasant - to read.
You have the resume of a Supreme Court justice. But I thlnk what's most
impressive -and, for our purposes, what's most important- about your legal
career and your approach to the law is your fierce independence from partisan
and personal influence.
The judiciary is set apart from - and, in a way, set above - the other branches of
our republic because we allow it to invalidate actions of the elected branches.
Our confidence in the American judiciary depends entirely on judges like youjudges who are independent and whose only agenda is getting the law right.
Now, l want to take a moment to address some of the criticisms that we're likely
to hear this week.
I'm sure that during this hearing some of my colleagues will claim that you are
outside of the mainstream. This will probably be the first time in your life that
anyone has tried to attach that label to you. It certainly was not a description
attributed to you the last time you appeared before this committee. In fact, your
nomination to the Tenth Circuit was so uncontroversial that Senator Graham was
the only member of this Committee who bothered to show up at your
confirmation hearing, and you were confirmed unanimously on a voice vote.
I'm sure that some of my colleagues will question your independence, because in
their view you haven't sufficiently criticized the President's comments about
judges. Personally, I think you've made your views on this subject very dear.
I'm sure some of my colleagues will complain that you aren' t providing any hints
as to how you'll rule. But that's a reason for confirmation, not against it. In our
system, judges don't provide advisory opinions, they decide cases and
controversies only after each side has an opportunity to make its case before the
bench. And they do so outside of political influence.
In an odd twist, some of the same colleagues who will question your
independence will also push you to answer questions you simply can't.
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I'm sure that some of my colleagues will pick apart some of your rulings. They' ll
try to say you're hostile to particutar types of claims or to particular plaintiffs. I
don't think it's productive to evaluate someone's judicial record by looking at who
wins or loses in his courtroom. It goes without sayfng that, in our system, you face
the same burden of convincing the court regardless of who you are, and judges
don't decide cases based on their own personal preferences. But to my colleagues
who go down that road: The record shows that you apply the lqW neutrally in all
cases, without regard to the parties.
Finally, I would also urge my colleagues to keep In mind that, while Judge
Gorsuch's reputation won't be affected by how we treat his confirmation, the
same can' t be said of the Senate.
The night Judge Gorsuch was nominated he said the U.S. Senate is the greatest
deliberative body in the world. I agree. But these days, it seems like this title is
more of a challenge than an observation. So, I hope we prove you right this week.
Thank you, and I look forward to hearing your answers to our questions.
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PREPARED STATEME!\T OP SENA'l'OR RICHARD

J. DURBIN

Opening Statement
Hearing on the N!lmioation or Neil Gorsuch to the Sopreme Court
Monday, Ma rch 20, 2017

Judge Gorsuch, we lcome to you and you r family.
1often read stories about earlier Supreme Court nominations and how linle politics played any
role in the selcctio11 and vening of nominees. Those of us on the Democratic side are frequently
warned not to let politics be a part of our decision.
But when I consider your path to this historic hearing, this plea to ignore pol itics rings hollow.
Your journey began with the untimely death of Justice Anton in Scalia in February of20 16.
President Obama met his constitutional obltgntion by nominating Judge Merrick Garland to fill
that vaconcy in March of2016.
Senate Republican Leader Mitch McConnell announced that for rhc first time in the history of
the Senate he would refuse Judge Garland a hearing and a vote. He wen! funher and said he
would refuse 10 rnce1 with him. It was clear that Senator MtiConncll was making a political
decision hoping a Republican would be elected President H~ was wil ling to ignore !he tradition
and prcA:iedcnl of the Senate so that you could have this opportunity.
In May and September of 10 16 Republican Presidential candidaie Donald Trump rele11scd a listof 21 name.s, including yours. that he would consid~r to fill tlie vacancy. Pre.sldent Trump
thanked the federalist Socicly and the Heritage Foundation, two well-known Republican
ad\locacy organiz.a1ions. for providing the list that included your name.
You are part ofa Rcpubllcal) political strategy to capture our_judiclal bra11ch ofgove111ment al
every level. That is why the Senate Republicans kept this Supreme Court seat vacant for more
than a year and why they left 30 judicial nominees who had received bipartisan approval of this
commlnce to die on the Senste calendar as President Obama left oflice.
Ocspile al l of tl1>s you arc entitled to be judi;cd on your merits.
The Democrats of the Senate Judiciary Committee will extend 10 you a courtesy which 1he
Senate Republicans denied Lo Judge Garland: ~ respectful hearing and a vote.
.hldge Gorsuch, you have been nominated to a lifetime appointment un the highest court in the
land - 1lie court that has the final say on matters of fundamcnwl importance affecting Americ<ins
from all walks of life, Yo1,1 have a lengthy record on lhe I0th Circuit that we will consider, and it
raises many questions. Nominees arc usually advised 1011nfully dodge the tough questions, but
it is our job as Senators to se.ek the truth regarul~s.
At the nominatio11 hearing of Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg; my friend Senator Paul Simon set
fonh a stnndnrd for as~essing Supreme Court nominations. I have noted this standard to each of
the Supreme Court nominees who has appeared before me. Senator Simon said, qtJote. "You
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face a much harsher j udge .. . than this committee and that is the judgment of history. A11.d that
judgment is likely to revolve around the question: Did she restrict freedom or did she expand
it?' '
Let me be clear. When I talk aboutexpandi.ng freedom. I don't meal' freedom for
corporations. ''We the pe-0ple'' does not include corporations. Senator Simon never would have
imagined that the Supreme Court would g ive corporations rights and freedoms that were
previously reserved for individuals under our Constitution.
And yet that is where we find ourselves under the Roberts Court, It is often said that the Roberts
Court is a "Corporate Court'' because of its pro-business tilt. For example. a study by the
Constitutional Accountability Center found that the Roberts Court has ruled for the U.S.
Chamber of Commerce's position 69 percent of the time. And the Roberts Court has c.ertainly
favored big bus iness on issues like forced arbitration, corporate price-fixing. and work.place
discrimination cases, to name just a few.
But the Roberts Court has gone further than just ruling the way tha~ corporate America
wants. Jn the 2010 Citizens Un.ited ca.se. the Supreme Court held for the first time that
corporatio ns have the same right as living. breathing people to spend money on elections. And
that was followed in 2014 by the Hobby Lobby case, which allowed for-profit corporations to
discriminate against employees base<.! on the col'j)Oration·s exercise ofreligious beliefs.
I don 't recall ever seeing a corporation in the pews of Old SL Patrick's in Chicago. Our founders
never believed that corporations were "endowed with certain unalienable rights." But we are
seeing the Supreme Court eJC,pand the rights of a legal fiction at the expense of the voices and the
choioes of actual people. This strikes at the heart of the Supreme Court·s promise to provide
" Equa l Justice Under Law·'.
You took prut in the Hobby Lobby case when it was before Llie 10th Circuit. As f read that case.
I was struck by the extraordinary, even painful lengths the court went to protecting the religious
beliefs of the corporation and its wealthy owners, and how linle attention was paid to the
employees· to their constirutiooally protected religious beliefS, their choices as individuals, and
the burdens that the court's decision placed on them .
I want to hear from you about a pattern I hnve seen in your decisions on the 10th Circuit. In case
afier case. yo u have dismissed or rejected efforts by workers and families to recognize their
rights or defend their freedoms in court against businesses.
Cases like transAm Trucking. Alphonse Maddin, a truck driver from Detroit, was fired because
he r~fused to wait for hours in the middle or the night on the side of 1-88 in Illinois with a broken
trailer in sub-zero temperatures. It was cold in that truck -Al .Maddin told me it was at least 14
bi;:Jow - but not as cold as your dissent. which argued that his firing was lawful. You cited u
strict textualist argument 1o make your point, but you sefe,ctivcly chose the text that you focused
on. and the majority pointed out that common sense and the Oxford Dictionary supported the
majority's view, not yours.
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And there·s the Compass Environmental. Inc. case. ln this case. your dissent would have
vacated a penalty against an employer who f11iled to ltain construction employee Christopher
Carder to avoid the electroculion hazard that killed him.
And Strickland v. UPS, where your dissent would have kept Carole Strickland's sex
discrimination case from going to a jury. even though your fellow judges said Ms. Strickland
provided ample evidence that she was regularly outperforming her male colleagues and yet she
was treated less favorably than they were.
Like other Republican nominees that have come before this Committee, you invoke the
supposedly neutral philosophies of'·originalism'· and ·'textualism." Rut somehow time after
time these doctrines lead you to the same outcome- the company wins and the worke.r, the
victim, and the consumer lose to the corporate elite. This is why the Associated Press stated that
you, quote, "often sided with employers in workers' rights cases:· Reuters also described you
as, quote, a "friend l)fbusiness'" based on your work in private practice. Lawyers have a
responsibility to faithfully represent their clients, but a justice of the Supreme Court has a greater
responsibility to the Constitution. the law, and the values of our nation.
I also want to hear more about your views on some of the most fundamental individual rights
that the Supreme Coun is tasked to defend - like the right ro privacy. the right for a ll faiths to
practice their religion. the right to vote, equal protection, and the rights of women.
The Committee has·also received two tellers from students who you taught last ye<ir that raise
some serious concerns, and tomorrow we 're going to get to the bottom of this.
We have leamed that you were an aggressive defender of executive power during your time in
the Bush Adminl.stration. In June 2004, aner the Abu Ghraib torture scandal, I authored the first
legislation to ban the cruel, inhuman, or degrading treatment of detainee~ This legislation
became the McCain Torture Amendment, which, despite a veto threat. passed the Senate in
December 2005 by an overwhelming 90-9 vote. But when President Bush signed the
amendment into law, he issued a signing statement claiming he had tile authority to ignore the
McCain Amendment. It tums out that you were deeply involved in this 1,mprecedented and
unconstitutional signing statement. We need to know what you will do when you are called
upon to stand up to thtS' President or any President if he claims the power to igmJre laws that
protect fundamental human rights.
And as we discussed in our meeting, I believe !he Supreme Court is going to be challenged
repeatedly by the presidency of Donald Trump. Before this presidency is over, we' re going to
see the limits of presidential authority and the limits of1hc Constitution tested, and the ultimate
test will come to the Supreme Court. In only two months President Donald Trump has:·
fired an Attorney General for disagreeing with him;
signed an unconstitutional executive order that was blocked by multiple federal cuurts;
had his National Security Advisor resign over contacts with Russia;
repeatedly attacked the intelligence oommw1ity. the judiciary. and the free press; and
repeatedly accepted unconstitutional foreign emoluments.
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Clea1'IY rresident Trump is going to keep the Supreme Court busy. It is incumbent on any
nominee to demonstrate that he or she will serve as an independent check.and balance on his
presidency. With you, there are warning flags.
For example, on February 23, White Mouse Chief of Staff Reince Priebus said, quote, "Neil
Gors1.1ch ... represents the type of judge that has the vision of Donald Trnmp.~ I want to hear
from yo1,1 why Mr. rriebus wou ld say such a thing. Make no mistake - when it comes to the
treatment of workers, of women who have been victims of discrimination, of people of minority
religiO\IS faiths, and of our Constitution, I personally do not believe America needs the vision of
Donald Trump represented on the Supreme Court.
With my constitutional responsibility firmly in mind. I lnok forward ·to questioning you
tomorrow.
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Sen. Ted Cruz Opening Statement
Judge Neil Gorsuch Confirmation Hearing (remarks
as prepared)
March 20, 2017
February the 13th of last year was a devastating day for those
of us who embrace the Constitution and the Rule of Law. On
t hat day, we lost Supreme Cou rt Justice Antonin Scalia.
Justice Scalia was one of t he greatest justices to ever sit on the
Court. H e was a ttailblazing a dvocate for the original meaning
of the Constitution, and a shining example of judicial humility.
His death left an enormous hole not only in our hearts, but in
the Rule of Law. And it left enormous shoes to fill.
Today, t here is sh arp disagreement about the very nature of
the Supreme Court. Some people view the Court as a hyperpowerful political branch. When they grow li·ustrated with the
legislative process and the will of the people, they run to the
courts to see t heir preferred policies enacted.
For conservatives, we know the opposite to be true. We read
the Constitution and see that it imbues the federal judiciary
with a much more modest role than the left embraces. Judges
are not supposed to make law. They are supposed to faithfully
apply it.
Justice Scalia was a champion of this modest view of the
judicial role. But had his vacant seat been filled by Barack
Oba.ma or Hillary Clinton, J ustice Scalia' s legacy would have
been in grave danger.
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If they had filled this seat, we would have seen a Supreme
Court where the will of the people would have been repeatedly
cast aside by a new Supreme Court majority. We would have
seen a Supreme Court majority that viewed itself as
philosopher kings who had the power to decide for the i·est of
us what policies should govern our nation and control every
facet of our lives.
That would been a profound and ti·oubling shift in the
direction of the Supreme Court and in our nation's future.
That is why, after Justice Scalia's untimely death, I was proud
to join my colleagues in drawing a line in the sand on behalf of
the American people.
We chose to exercise our explicit constitutional authority found
in Article II, Section II of the Constitution. We advised
President Obama that we would not consent to a Supreme
Court nominee until the people, in the presidential election,
were able to choose between an originalist vision of the
Constitution represented by Justice Scalia, or a progressive
one represented by Barack Obama and Hillary Clinton.
During the campaign, President Trump repeatedly promised to
nominate, from a specific list of 21 judges, a principled
constitutionalist to fill the void left by Justice Scalia.
Issuing such a list was a move without precedent in om·
country's presidential history, and it created the most
transparent process for selecting a Supreme Court justice that
our nation has ever seen.
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The voters were able to see who President Trump would
nominate and were able to decide for themselves whether that
is the future they wanted for the Court.
And in November, the People spoke. In what essentially was a
referendum on the kind of justice that should replace Justice
Scalia, the People chose originalism, textualism, and the rule
oflaw.
Judge Gorsuch is no ordinary nominee. Because of this unique
and transparent process-unprecedented in this nation's
history-his nomination carries with it a super-legitimacy that
is also unprecedented in this nation's history.
All of us have been able to be involved in this process from day
one, For my part, I have pored through Judge Gorsuch's
opinions to get a feel for the man, his writing style, and his
judicial philosophy.
Like the renowned justice he is set to replace, Judge Gorsuch
is brilliant and immensely talented. His record demonstrates a
faithful commitment to the Constitution and the rule of law.
He has refused to legislate his own policy preferences from the
bench, while recognizing the pivotal role the judiciary plays in
defending the fundamental liberties recognized in the Bill of
Rights.
On this score, I am particularly comforted by Judge Go1·such's
own words. On the night he was nominated, Judge Gorsuch
channeled Justice Scalia when he explained that "a judge who
likes every outcome he reaches is very likely a bad judge,
stretching for results he prefers rather than those the law
demands."
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These words should give comf01·t to the American people-and
to my Democratic colleagues. With Neil Gorsuch, we have a
man who respects this institution and respects the work that
we do here on behalf of our constituents.
And my Democratic colleagues know it. Let's not forget that
just a decade ago, Judge Gorsuch was confirmed in the Senate
by a voice vote only two months after he was nominated to be a
judge. He was even reported out of this committee by a voice
vote. Not a single Democrat spoke even a word of opposition to
him.
Not our current minority leader Chuck Schumer. Not Hany
Reid or Ted Kennedy or John Kerry. Not Senators Feinstein,
Leahy, and Durbin, who still sit on this very committee. Not
even Senators Barack Obama, Hillary Clinton, or Joe Biden
spoke out against Ne11 Gorsuch.
The question I would ask my Democratic colleagues is this:
What has changed? Ten years ago, he was so unobjectionable
that he did not merit even a whisper of disapproval. In the
decade since, he has had an objectively exemplar y record. If
anything, he has shown himself to be even more worthy of the
bipartisan support he received back then.
Unfortunately, that is probably not something that my
Democratic colleagues can do today in light of the current
political climate. Many probably believe they have no choice
but to manufacture attacks against Neil Gorsuch, whether
they want to or not, just to preserve their own political future.
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We are seeing these baseless attacks aheady. Most recently.
some Democrats have been slandering Judge Gorsuch as being
"against the little guy" because he has dared to rule based on
the law, and not on the identity of the persons appearing
before him.
This is beyond absurd. For one thing, these a re the same
people who have spent the past eight years attacking th e Little
Sisters of t he Poor for having the audacity to be live according
to their deeply h eld r eligious beliefs. You really need to take a
long look in the mirror if once day you find yourself attacking a
group called the Little Sisters of the Poor. So forgive me if I
don't believe these people actually care abou t the "little guy."
But more important than that, a judge is not supposed to care
about the big guy or the little guy. A judge swears an oa th to
uphold the Constitution and the laws of the United States, not
to give favor to particular litigants.
Unfort unately, [ fear that we will see even more baseless
attacks this week. But I hope I am wrong. I hope that my
Democratic colleagues will give Judge Gorsuch a fair chance. I
hope that those who were willing to confirm him ten years ago
will t reat Judge Gorsuch with the same respect that they
showed him then.
Because make no mistake: Judge Gornuch will be confirmed.
So, let me thank you for being here, Judge Gorsuch. I look
forward to asking you question s, I look forward to voting for
you, and I look forward to seeing you on the Supreme Court of
the United States.
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Gorsuch Opening Statement as Prepared for Deli very
Senator Sheldon Whitehouse
March 20. 2017

The question before us is. what happens when Republicans gain a five scat majority on the
Supreme Court ?
I can't help but notice the long array of5-4 decisions. with all the Republican appointees lining
up, to change the law to the benefit of distinct interests: Republicans at tbe polls. and big
business everywhere.

Let's look at the 5-4 decisions: fji:st, helping Republicans at the polls.
All the Republican appointees' S-4 decisions on election law favor Republicans at the polls. Six
to 1.ero.
Helping Republicans ge1Tymander, paving the way for the Republican "REDMAP" plan that
won the House against the American majority vote in 2012: JubCJ/irer, S-4, all the Republican
appointees .
Helping Republican legislatures keep Democrat-leaning minorities sway from the polls with
targeted voter suppression laws: Shelby Co1111ry, 5-4. all the Republicans; Bartle// v S1rick/011d,
5-4. all the Republicans.
Helping corporate money flood elections and boost Republican candidates: McCulcheon. 5-4, all
the Republicans counting th.e concurrence; Bullock, 5-4. all the Republicans; and !he infamous
Citizens United decision, 5-4. all the Republican!>.
In each area, the Court made new low, 5-4, and each decision predictably helped
win elections. At 6-0. it's a partisan rout.

Rcpublic~s

Then look at cases that pit corporations against humans: all the S-4 Republican-appointee
decisions line up to help corporations against hwnans.
Cilfrens UniJed <UJd the political money decisio11s should again count here; all three of them 5-4,
all the Republicans,
Then come decisions that protect corporations who've harmed their employees: in pay
discrimination, Ledbeller, 5-4, all the Republicans; in age discrimination. Gross, 5·4, al l the
Republican~. In harassment cases, Vam·e, 5-4, all Republicans. In anti-retaliation cases, Nassar,
yup, you guessed it - S-4. all Republicans.

t
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·n1en there am the decisions that protect corporalions from class action law.!;uits: Walniartv.
Dukes, 5-4 and Comcast, 5-4 -- both all tl1c RcpubHc311s.
Then thel'e are decisions that help corporations steer customers away from juries and into
corporate-friendly mnndnlory arbitration: Cm1cepcion and Irafion Colors Restm1ra11t, both 5-4,
both all Republicans.
The Iqbal decision. 5-4, all Republicans. he.lped bar the cou11housc door for all types of
plaintiffs.
/\II of this helps keep corporations away from juries -- ihe one clement of government hardest for
corporations to control: indee.d. tampering with a jury is a crime.
The Court also helps big business against unions: Harris 1•. Quinn, 5-4, all Republicnns. Last
year, Friedrich.~ was teed llP as a 5-4 body blow against unions, when Justice Scalia died. With
a new 5-4 Court, they'll be back.
Throw in Hobby Lobby: corporations have re.ligious rights that supersede health cure for theiJ
employees, S-4, all Rcpubli~'ru1s.
Add Heller and Mcf)o110,/d. reanimating for gun manufilcturcrs a Jeg11l theory a former Chief
Justice ouce c;illcd a "fraud'", 5-4. all Republicans.. l lelp insulate investment bankers from fraud
claifJls'l Why not. Jn1111s Capital Group, 5-4, all Republicans. Chamber ofCommerce v. EPA
gave corporate polluter's an unprecedemed victory. Again, 5-4. All Republicans.
That's an easy I6--0 record for corporations again$t humans.
This is no c-0incidence. Big business has law groups ou t trolling for test cases. to go get those
cases b.:fore the friendly Court. The Republican pulitico-industrial complex piles in with amicus
briefs to tell the Republicans on the Collli what ir wants. Republican justices are even starting
to give. hints, ,;o big business lawyers c.an rush to get certa iru:ases up pronto to the Court.
It's a machine: special interests set llp and fund front groups; the front gro\1ps ~ppcar as amic]
before the Court; the tunicus briefs of the front groups tell the Cour1: what lhe special interests
want; the Cou11 tbllows lll.e. amicus briefs; the decision benefits the special (nteres~; and the
special 1ntercsl' pour more money into the fronr groups. On lt goes, like turning a crank. The
biggest corporate lobby of them all is winning better th2n 2: l at the Court.
This 5-4 rampage is not driven by principle. Over and over, judicial principtes -- even so-called
"Conservative" ones -- arc ovcmm on U1e Comi's road to the happy result.

l
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Stare dccisis: that's a big laugh. These were law-changing decisions, many upending a ccncury
or more of law :)Jld precedent,
Textualism: the Set--ond Amendment uses ihe military term "arms" and talks about militias, but
never mind that when the gun lobby wants somclhiQg.
Originalism: Lhere's a good one. Find me a Founding Father who planned a big role for business
corporations in our elections: or one who would have countenanced the-steady scran_gulation of
the civil jury. withoul so much as a menlioi1 oflhe Seventh Amendment.
The Citizens United majority even fiddled "'lth Court procedure to get to the decision it wanted
to deliver, dodging_ its way around a record that would have belied their lindings of fact; sening
aside that their findings of fact were factually preposterous -- and that appellate courts are not
even supposed to make findings of fact.
It's nol just us who notice. Top writers and scholars describe the Robert5 Court as essentia ll y a
delivery service:
•

•

JcffreyToobin wrote in2009...Even more than Scalia, ... [Chief Justice] Roberts has
se1wd /he interests. and reflecred the value.1~ of rhe conlemporary Rep11blica11 Party."
Linda Greenhouse in. 2014: ·' I'm finding it impossible to avoid the conclvsion lhatthc

Repub/ir:an-appofnted majority is committed to harnessing the S11prcme Courl 10 cm
ideologi<'11/ agenda."
•

Norm Orenstei1l has described what he called '·the new reality of today·s Supreme Court:
ft is polarued olongpanisan lt11es in a way thur pm·afle/s other political inslitulions and
the rest ofsociety. in a fashion we hal'e ne1·er seen.'·

•

Studies of the Court's dccisio11s show it's the most corporate-friendly Court in modern

history. with Justices Roberts and Alito vying to be the most c.orporate-friendly .J ustice.
•

And the American public knows somethings gone wrong al the Court. A 2014 poll
revealed that a majority of Americans think a person won't get a fair shake in this Court
against a corporation.

Now, look at where Judge Gmsuch fits in. When Hobby Lobby was in the J0th Circujt, he held
for a corporation having religious rights over its employees' health care. 1-ns record on corporate
vs lwman litigants c,omes in, by one count, at 21-2 for corporations. Tellingly, big special
interests and their front groups are spending millions of dollars in dark money to push hls
conli rmation.
3
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\Ve have a prt>dicament. Jn ordinarycircmnstiioces, he should enjoy the benefit of the doubt.
based on his qualifications. But several things have gone wrong thal shit'l. the benefit oflhe
doubt.
One, Justice Roberts sat in that very seat, told us he'd ·~ ust call balls and strikes." and then led his
five -person Republican n1a]ority on that activist, 5-4 f>olitical shopping spree. "Once burned.
twice shy." Confimmtion etiquette has been unhinged from tile truth.
Two, Republican Senaiors denied any semblance or due legislative procl'SS to our last nominee one even more qualified. Why go through the unprecedented political trouble to deny so
qualified a judge C\'Cn a hearing. if you don't expt1ct someone more UJllenable to comt1 akmg.
Those political expectations also color the benefit ofu1e doubt.

Finally, the special interests who did so well in d19t S-4 e!l;travaganza of decisions are now
spending millions ~nd millions of dollars l"o push this nomim:e. They obviously think ht! will be
worth their money. These special interests also supported the Republican majority keeping this
seat open.

I'm afra id that all costs whoever now sits in thut seat the- benefit of the doubt, to answer the
question. will you saddle up with the other Republicans and launch the Court, 5.4 llgain, on
another massive special interest and Republican election rampage?
I hope 11.<e can at least agrtc that we can't have a Cot1rt where lltigants h1 these 5-4 decisions can
predict how they'll do based on who they !trc, I lere's what it looks like now: If they're big
Republican election interests. they'll win. If they're corporations against a human, they will win.
Thal Clln't be ri,ght.
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Idaho Senator Mike Cra110

Opc,ning Statement
Contimiation Henring ofJudge Neil Gorsuch to be Associate Justice
United States Supreme Cburt
Monday, March 20. 2017
niank you. Mr, Chairman,

Judge Gorsnch. welcome and ccngratulations on the hfgh honor of your nomfnatfon.
Much of the discussion su1Tounding this noroin~tlon has centered O!I a1is,~eriug t~c key quo5tion, ''What kind of
justice should ser\le on the U.S. Suprtmc Court?"
Some want a judge fn their own rnaki11g-predicl1lble, ideologic31 and polilicaL
Olhers regard tJ1e role ofjudge as final arb1terofjustic~101hed in dark robe~. unquestioned and !<Cated onM
elevated platform woll abov" the court proe.redings.
ln recem years. sclectingjlldges has berome more about a numbers game with the courts. measun,"<l at least in part
by comparing vacancies tilled O)' each presiden1. Often, \W read about federal court proceedings invariably
coupled with the n31J\e oflhe judge and the pres.idcnt "ho appointed him or her.
Because venue-shopping has become all-too-common a practice today, the fndividuaJ j udge can become more
important than lhe fuels of any case. In this 5cenario. the judge serve$ not justice, but politics in another fom1.
Whenever Congress cons1de~ ajudidal nomination. people t.alk earnestly about the imponance of
·'independence.'' For some, thnt word flows from the central work of the Founders of our Con~titution, who
craft•d a ~parale branch of government empi>wered to review laws passed by the legislature and >igned by the
executive branch.
To others, "lndepcndcncc" is more nboutgivingjudge.s the power to Issue decisions without personal
consequence.
The rnie Am~rfcan vision ofjustice is one in which the judge is nor innuenced by personal opinions. The law rs
supreme- The focis decide the.day. The judge could be subslitUJod with anothCTund the oute<imc remains the
same. The president who nominated him or lier is never menrioncd in the article ab-Out the decision. Venu~·
shopping;,.. telic ofano1herera.
This is 1he vision mos~ Americans have oft!ie proper j udge on !he fcderHI be.och.
As t reflect on the nomlnatlpn of Judge Gorsuch. I think bock ro our meeting soon aner his nomination was
announced. l"ve met several SupremeCoun nomin~sin my serViee in the Senate. All of them have impressive
credcntialsand legal experience.
But Judge Oorsuch stands out for a notable reason. He understands and is foc!tsed on the prtnciple thnt a judge is
a servant of the law, not the mnker of il.
One of his comments during our talk still resonates. He said, "My personal views are rrreJevant as a judge:·
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Isn't that the ideal illustrutlon of a judge steadfastly committed to the law?
To quote the late Justice Scal ia, "If you're goi11g to be a good and faithful jud!\e, you have to resign yourself to the

fact U1at yC1u're not ulways going to like the conclusions you reach. Ifyou like them all tl1e time, you're probably
doing somethiog wrong."
Judge Gorsuch recognizes that the law may be imperfect. be.ing the product of an imperfect systeni.
Bnt there is a re11Jedy to 1he imperfection of Jaw - the political system. directly accountable to the public. The
people: choose policy-makers. not feder.al judge.~.

The law can frustrate. In black and white, it is stark and change comes slowly and deliberately. just as our
forebears designed. Law that ean change in a moment and capriciously is inherently destabilizing.
An activist judge who makes law planis insecurily in our system. R3ther. our Conslitution providl!S for law to be
en3cted legislatively with thesanction oftheAmerican people through the ballot box. Polity changes advanced
by judges crui be reversed and reversed again. Law properly gro1111ded in the d~mocrntic and p<>litical process
cannoL

''Equnl treatment under the lnw."
"Justice is blind."
These aren 'tju~1 catchy phrases that echo back to our time in clvic classes. These 3re guiding principles of our
republic and reaflirmed in the l 4ih Amendment to our Constitution. Fundamentally, each of us should know
courts w11 I fihd for us when the law rs on 011r side, \Vhcther we are rich or poor. strong or weak, or o "big grl)'" or
a "li11le guy."

Now. tlrnrs principled justice..
Some 1118)' not like a particular law, That's fair and not unexpecled, But th" remedy for this disa_greement is not
changing judges but changing the law. Fortunately, our system of government has the exact solu1ion available to
us-passing a new law through !he deliberate. careful and publicly-accounlllble. politfoal pre>cess.
No one serio~sly questions Judge Corsuch's filness and capablllty to serve on the highest court ln !he land. I Hs
credentials are exemplary. Jle is widely rcspooted for his intellect, judgcmcnLand modesty. His admirers sprui
the poHtloal spectrum. Judge Gorsuch ls lnte.lligenc and opcn·minded.
He i~ exnc1ly the mod~! for appoinlment to the Supreme Court.
Mr. Chairman, I loQk forward to ht!!lrtng from the nominee himself. The next few days will prove extraordinarily
insightfol as we discuss with Judge Gorsuch his philosophy ofjurispr\ldence. what Mimales him to interpret the
lsw. and hl~ vision for the foderalj11dioiary.

I look forward 10 this hearing.
Thank yoll, Mr. Chainnan.

1111#
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Sen, Klobuchar's opening remarils as prepared for delivery are below:

Welcome, Judge Gorsuch. We've already met ance before in my office, ond all of us on the
JudiciaryCommiUee are looking forward to hearing from you. We welcome your family as well.
This Committee has no greater responsibility thon the one before us today. Our Constitution, our
laws, and our values all depend on a Supreme Court that is impartial, fair, and just.
Your nomination comes.before us during an unprecedented time in our country's history. We ore
witnessing a singular moment of constitutional ond democratic unease. Jn recent months,
foundotionol elements of our democracy-including the rule of/aw-have been questioned,
challenged, and even undermined.
So I cannot evaluate your credentials in the comfort of a legal cocoon. Instead, I must look at
your views and record in the real world of America today. You see, you come before us this
afternoon, not only as a nominee sitting at a table alone, with your friends and family behind
you, but in the context of the era in which we live.
From the highest levels of government, we have heard relentless criticisms ofjournalists.
Seventeen intelligence agencies have confirmed that Russia, on autocratic foreign government
attempted to influence our mast recent election.
At the some time, voting rights In the U.S. hove been stripped from for too many, while dark
money in eKtroordlnary sums-adding up to on estimated $800 million in just the post six
years-continues to hove an ()utsized influence in our politics, distorting our representative
democracy.
Just last month, we sow the President of the United States refer to f1 man appointed to the
federal bencf! by President George W. Bush os a "so-coiled judge."
And we have sadly seen hate unleashed toward religious minorities from Jews to Muslims,
venom directed at innocent Americans, from kids in restaurants being told to go bock ta where
they come from, to a man gunned down while washing his car in his driveway.
The pillars of our democracy and our Constitution are at risk. You ore not the cause of these
challenges to our democracy but, if confirmed, you would play o critical role in dealing with
them.
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This is a serious moment in our nation's history, and, as representatives of the American people,
it is our duty up here to determine if you will uphold the motto on the Supreme Court building
itself-to help all Americans achieve Hequal justice under law.
H

Before I was elected to the Senate, I spent eight years leading Mihnesata's largest prosecutor's
office. I've seen firsthand haw the law has a real impact that extends far beyond the waifs of a
courtroom-whether it's cnme victims and their families, or people who hove seen a loved one
senttojail.
The decisions mode from the bench affect people living right now, ln the 21st century, with 21st
century problems and concerns. So, though the U.S. Constitution ond its Bill of Rights were
written In the 18th century...though the Fourteenth Amendment's guarantee of "equal
protection of the lawsH was written in the 19th century... the decisions mode to(loy affect not the
lives of our 18th- and 19th-century ancestors, but of all Americans today.
So Judge, these hearfngs will not just be about your legal experience. They are about trying ta
understand what you would actually do on the Court. for' the law is more than a set of dusty
books in the basement stacks of a law library; it's the bedrock of our society.
We need to know how you approach the law. After Judge Merrick Garland was nominated to
the Supreme Court last year, we often heard about how he is a careful jurist who decides coses
on the narrowest possible grounds... who builds consensus across the ideological spectrum... who
dQesn't inject political considerations into .his rulings. We look forward. to headng wbot your
judicial philosophy would be on the Court.
Looking at your past decisions, I have questions about how you would approach your work.
In a speech last year, you spoke about the differences between judges and legislators. You said
that while ~regislators may appeal to their own moral convictions and to claims about social
utility to reshape the law as they think it should be in the future," that "judges should do none of
those things in a democratic society."
Judges, you said, "should instead strive ... to apply the low as it is, focusing backward, not
forward, and looking ta text, structure, and history to decide what a reasonable reader at the
time of the events in question would hove understood the law to be."
I want to understand better how those vrews of the Constitution square with modern-day life.

"Due processN... "equal protection of the lows"... these ore general and sweeping terms. And the
Supreme Court, which has the power ofjudido/ review, hos the constitutional duty to be the
final arbiter of what the Constitution means-rulings that con impact voting rights, civil rights,
and the right of people to marry.
Many of the issues we face today are ones that this country's founders never considered-and
in fact hever could have considered because of alf the social change and innovation that has
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taken place. We ore no longer dealing with plows, bonnets, and colony debts in England-but
instead driverles.s cars, drones, and cybercrimes- ond those were just the subjects ofthe
hearings I attended lost week.
I wont to understand how your judicial philosophy, which, as you suggest-looks backWard, not
fo rward- may affect the rights of our fellow citizens.
I also want to understand the implications of your view$ on overturning legal precedent.

One example of this occurs in the context of the Chevron doctrine.
In stating that courts should generally defer to reasonable interpretations of executive agencies,
thfs 33~year-old case guarantees that the most complex regulatory decfsions-ones judges
themselves may have little or no expertise to handle-ore made by the scientists and
professionals best equipped to rise ta these cha/len,ges. The.se modern agency decisions include
things like rules protecting public safety, requirements against lead-based paint, and clean
water protections for our Great Lakes.
Last year; in your concurring opinion to a decision that you authored in Gutierrez v. lynch, you
suggested that Chevron should be overturned.
Yet this act would hove titanic real-world tmplications on all aspects of our everyday lives.
Countless rvfes-1;011frl he InfP.nporrly, prote('tinn~ thnt mattPr tn thP. AmPrican penple would be
compromised, and there would be widespread uncertainty about our lows.
Judge, if you believe it really is tfme for the Court to reconsider Chevron, then we need to know
with what you would replace it.
Another opinion that I wom to talk about is Riddle v; Hickenlooper. In your concurring opinion,
you suggest thot the Court should apply strict scrutiny to laws restricting campaign
contributions.
If the Supreme Court adopted that view, it could well compromise the few remaining campaign
finance protections that are still on the books, and it would make it even more difficult for
Congress to pass future reforms.
The notion thot Congress hos little or no role in setting reasonable campaign finance rules is in
direct contradiction with the expressed views of the American people; in recent polls, over three·
quartets of Americans have said that we need Hsweeping new laws to reduce the influence of
money in politics."
Whlle polls aren't a judge's problem, democracy should be. When unlimited, undisclosed money
floods our campaigns, it drowns ovt the people.'s voices. It undermines our elections and shakes
the publif"'s trust in the process.
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Other questions about your views in money and politics are raised by your opinion in Hobby
Lobby. In that opinion, you found that corporations were legal persons and could exercise their
own religious beliefs. This ruling leaves open the troubling argument that corporations have a
right ta free speech equal to that of citizens, which could invalidate the prohibition on
corporations donating directly to political campaigns.
To me, thot may not be charocterrzed as 'lo/lowing the law"-to quote my Republican
colleagues today-bllt Instead "mokiflg law," something they have said today is nota judge's
role.
But these are not the only First Amendment issues at stake. I will also be asking you about New
York Times v. Sullivarr and the freedom of the press, as well as a subject area in which you have
a lot of expertise, antitrust.
Judge, as I consider your nomination, I'm reminded of something a Justice who hailed from
Mrnnesoto, Justice Horry Blackmun, once said. "Surely," he wrote, "there ls a way to teach law,
strict and demanding though it might be, with some glimpse of its humaneness and basic
good...There is room for flexibility and different answers, and...not all is block or white.''
You see, there's a reason we have judges to apply the law to the facts. It's because answers
aren't always as clear as we would like, and sometimes there fs more than one reasonable
interpretation. And it's th/s discretion that makes it so critical that Justices interpret the Jaw
evenly-without fear Of fovot, and With the good judgment and humility to recognize the
gravity of the office, to respect the role of the judiciary, and to understand the impact of their
decisions an people.
As a prosecutor, I knew that every charging decfsion we mode, every case we chase to pursve or
not pursue, had real implicattons. And I believe that Supreme Court Justices need to have this
some appreciation for how their decisions affect Americans.
For in the end it wasn'ta Jaw professor or federal jurist who was helped by the Eighth Circult's
reliance on Chevron deference in interpreting a Labor Deportment rule' it was an hourly
Minnesota grocery stare worker who got to keep his hord-eomed pens/of!,
And when the Court stripped away the rules that opened the door to unlimited Super PAC
spending-it wasn't the campaign financiers or ad men who were hurt- it was the grandma /(1
Lanesboro, Minnesota who thought it mattered when she sent in $10 to support her Senator.
And, os the granddaughter of an iron ore miner, I can tell you ft wasn't a CEO or o corporate
board chair whose life was saved by mining safetv rules. It was the Minnesota Iron ore workers,
who, like my grandpa, would go down 1500feet every day in a cage with their block lunch
bucl(et.s, oJ/ with the hopes that their awn kids would one day go to college.
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My dad-who ended up as the first kid in his family to graduate from high school and from
Chere to community college and then to the University of Minnesota- still remembers as a little
boy standing In front of the caskets of those mine workers lfning St. Anthony's church. It was the
worker protections-coupled with the ability to organize as a union-that finally made those
miners' jobs safer.
Judge Gorsuch, you hove been rightfully praised/or your impressive academic credentials and
experience.
But at these hearings, I wont to hear about more than just your record-I want to know, if you
ore confirmed, whether your judgments and decisions would in fact reflect a respect for
precedent ond the law and how they would affect all Americans-from that grandma in
Lanesboro to that Minnesota grocery store worker. That's not politics. That's why we have these
hearings.
T/lonkyou.
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Statement from Senator John Kennedy (R·la.) at a Senate Judiciary Committee Hearing on the
Nomination of Judge Neil M . Gorsuch to be an Associate Justice of the United States Supreme Court
Monday, March 20, 2017
Thank you M r. Chairman.
I walked by the Supreme Court the other day. I live nearby in an apartment that costs more than my
mortgage back home. On the building are the words "Justice, the Guardian of Liberty." And that really
tells us everything we need to know about the importance of the Supreme Court. Without justice,
without·equal treatment by t he law, liberty becom es an empty promise. So even though lt's easy to
look to politicians, the President, Congress as the last protectors of liberty· we a.s Americans have
actually entrusted that to the Supreme Court.
And' that's whythlsheanng and this nomination are so very importaht . That's why we need go beyond
politics, beyond the person who lives in the White House, beyond whatever the issue of the day
tiapper1s to be· and truly understand what our role irl this process is. I hope we focus on temperament.
On Judlclal Philosophy. On leg.al' reasoning. On qualifications and experience. For just a minute, I hope
we forget tha.t we're.all politrciaris and fo~us instead on the judiclary and the role we getto play in
affecting that most American of institutions - the Supreme Court. And I have every confidence that all
of my colleagues of both parties will do just that, None of us wants this hearing to tum Into the Gong
Show.
I've had the opportunity to meet with Judge Gorsuch and read his work. I like what I ~ee, Anyone who
knows a law book from a Se<1rs and Roebuck catalog has to be impressed with his legal career. Judge
Gorsuch appears to be exceptionally well-qualifiell to be a Supreme Court Justice. His time getting his
Doctorate in Legal Philosophy at Oxford stuck out t o me. An Oxford D. Phil. may be the most difficult
terminal degree in the world. Harvard and Columbia aren' t quite as preeminent as LSU, but they are
.satisfactory, as well ,
I've read many of Judge Gorsuch's opinions. His dissent in A.M. v, Holmenhould be required reading fn
every law school. All I can say fs t hat he writes really, really well. His opinions are engaging, whether
you agree with them or riot. He is di rect, clear, concise, and collegial, and he has a clean grasp of the
law. There is no boilerplate language in his opinions that lawyers often use. Obviously, the ability to
communicate complex legal Issues in a way that is understandable to the people d1reetly affected by
them and to the American peopJe is a skill that will serve f!im welt as a Supreme Court Justice. I might
add that Judge Gorsuch fn his opinions also shows concern for the parties. He usually uses their names notappellaht, appellee or respondent· buttf!elt names. I like that,
Judge Gorsuch's respect for judlclal independence and for precedent is apparent in all of his opinions.
He is an unyielding supporter of thl!c separation of power s. J believe that he genuinely understamjs and
values the role of the judic1ary as a cl1eck on both the legtslative and executive branches. And t hat's
extraordinarily important to me. As are we all, I'm rather fond of the constitution and the structure it
creates· separating powers so no branch o f government can bully another. Or bully the American
people, One of thee main purposes of the United States Constitution is to tell us where to stop - t o
reaffirm that the authority of the state over its people ls limited and finite.
When I am evaluating candidates for judicial positions, I'm looking for a judge, not someone blinded by
Jdeology. I'm not interested in people who want to use the judiciary to advance t~eir personal polfcy
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goals. I want them to apply the law as it is, as best they understand it, not try to reshape the law as they
wish it to be. I also want a per5on who Is intellectually curious, earnestio tiis desire to !'Ule fairly, and
wllling to fight for his 11iew of justice - sort of a cross between Socrates and Dirty Harry. I believe Judge
Gorsuch is that person.
I look forward to gettin,g to know Judge Gorsuch and h1s philosophy better through these hearings.
One last thing. None of the questions I ask you is designed to trick you. Nor are they designed to
suggest that you should violate Canon 3(A)(6) of the Code of Conduct for United States Judges, whlch
provides: ' 1Ajudge should not make public comment on the merits of a matter pending or impending in
any court."
Nor are my questions designed to cause you to violate Rule 2.lO(A) of the American Bar Association
Model Code of Judicial Conduct, which provides: ·A judge shall not make any public statement that
might reasonably be expected to affect the outcome or impair the fairness of a matter pending or
impending in a cot,irt."
Nor are my questions designed lo ask you to violate Rule 2.10(8) of the American Bar Association Model
Code of Judlclal Conduct, which provides: "A judge shall not ln connection with cases, controversies or
Issues th<tt are likely to come before the court, ma~e pledges, prom1ses, or commitments that are
inconsistent with the fmpartial performance of the adjudicative duties of the judicial office."
If you think any of mv questions cross the;e lines please say so and we will talk about It.
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PREPARE D S1Wl'EM:ENT OF SENNl'OR AL FRAN KEN

REMAR KS ON J UDG E NEIL GORSUCH'S
SUPREME COURT CONFJRMATION HEARING

Thank you, Mr. Chairman and Ranking Member .Feinstein. Judge Gorsuch,
congratulations on your nomination. You are a man of considerable qualifications
and experience, and having reviewed your decisions, I can say that you are a man
of strong opinions. But the task before this Committee is not to determine whether
you are a man of conviction. Rather, it is incumbent upon us to determine whether
the views you espouse, and whether your interpretation of the Constitution, take
proper measure of the challenges the American people face every day, We must
determine whether your understanding of our foltnding document is one that will
make real its promise of justice and equality to all Americans- black and white;
immigrant and Native American; gay, straight, and transgender. We must
determine whether your interpretation of our laws and Constitution will unfairly
favor corporate interests over working families or limit the ability of Minnesotans
lo get their day in court..
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Tbe justices who sit on the Supreme Court wield enormous power over ow daily
lives, and so before this Committee decides whether to advance your nomination,
we have an obligation to fully examine your views on these important issues, and
to make sure that those views are known to the public. That's the whole purpose of
these hearings-to allow the people of Minnesota, who I represent, and the
American people to meet you and to decide for themselves whether you are
qualified to serve. But, Judge Gorsuch, having reviewed your decisions and your
writings, I have concerns. ln the days ahead, I will use this hearing as an
opportunity to better understand your views and, perhaps, to alleviate some of
those concerns. But in order for the hearing to serve that purpose-in order for the
public to determine whether you should be con finned- you must answer the
questions this Committee poses fully, candidly, and without equivocation. So l
hope thafs how you will approach our exchanges.

2
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Now, with that in mind. I think it' s important to acknowledge just exact1y how it is
that you came to be sitting before us here today-namely, this Committee's failure
to fuliill one of its core functions. Tm mediately following the death of Justice
Scalia, and before President Obama had even named a nominee, my Republican
colleagues announced that they would not move forward with filling the vacancy
until after the presidential election. The

m~jority

leader said, quote, "[t]be

American people should have a voice in the selection of their next Supreme Court
justice." The only problem with the Majority Leader' s reasoning ls that the
American people did have a voice io this decisfon. Twice. Nonetheless, when
President Obama nominated Chief Judge Merrick Garland, the Republican
members of this Committee responded by refusing to hold a hearing-,a truly
historic dereliction of this body's duty, and a tactic as cynical as it was
irresponsible.

As a result of my Republican colleagues' unpreceden.ted obstructionism, Justice
Scalia's seat on the Court remained vacant until President Trump was able to name
a replacement. Now, during the campaign, then-candidate Trump made no secret
about what kind ofa nominee he would select. In fact, be openly discussed his
litmus test. He said that he would, quote "appoint judges very much in the mold of
Justice Scalia'' During the tina.1 presidential debate, then-candidate Trump said,
quote "the justices that rm going to appoint will be pro-life. They will have a
conservative bent. They will be protecting the Second Amendment. They will
interpret the Constitution the way the founders wanted it interpreted,"

3
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Now, Justice Scalia was a man of great conviction and, it should be said, a man of
great humor. But Justice Scalia embraced a rigid view ofour Constitution-a view
blind to the equal dignity ofLGBT people and hostile to women's reproductive
rights, and a view that often refused to acknowledge the lingering animus in laws
and policies that petpetuated the racial divide. Judge Gorsuch, while no one can
dispute the late Justice Scalia's love for the Constitution, the document he revered
looks very different from the one that 1 have sworn to "support and defend." So it
troubles me that at this critical juncture in our nation's history, at this moment
when our country is so fixated on the things that divide us from one another, that
President Trump would pledge to appoint jurists whose views of our founding
document seek to reinforce those divisions rather than bridge them.
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This is an important moment in our history. To my mind, our country has never
been more djvided. The public's trust in our government and in the integrity of our
institutions is at an all-time low. But that erosion of trust didn't take place
overnight, and it didn' t happen on its own. The American people's loss of
confidence in our public institutions was quickened by the Court. A study
published in the Minnesota Law Review found that the Roberts Court is more likely
to side with business interests than any Supreme Court since World War U. Time
and time again, the Roberts Court issued decisions that limit our ~nstituents '
ability to participate freely and fairly in our democracy. Decisions like Shelby

County v. Holder, where the Court gutted one of our landmark civil rights laws and
removed a crucial check on race discrimination at the ballot box; or like AT&T

Mobility v. Concepcion, a 5-4 decision that allows corporations to place obstacles
between consumers and the courthouse door. Perhaps most egregious of all was

Citizens United, which paved the way for .individuals and outside groups to spend
unlimited sums ofmoney in our elections. It"s no surprise that during the 2016
election, voters from across the ideological spectrum-Democrats and Republic.ans
alike-described our system as " rigged." That's because it fs~and the Roberts
Court bears a great deal of responsibility for that.

Now, in each one of these 5-4 decisions, Justice Scalia was among the majority. So
as this Committee sets about the task of evaluating his potential successor. I want
to better understand the extent to which you share Justice Scalia' s judicial
philosophy, and f will be paying close attention to the ways in which your views
set you apart.
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One of the ways in which your views are distinct from Justice Sca}ia' s is in the
area of administrative Jaw. Just this past Augusl you wrote an opinion in which
you suggested that it may be time to re-evaluate what's known as the Chevron
doctrine. Now, in broad strokes, the Chevron doctrine provides that courts should
be reluctant to oven·ule agency experts when they ate carrying out their missions,
like when the FDA sets safety standards for prescription clrugs. This principle,
outlined by the Supreme Court, recognized that our agencies employ individuals
with great expertise in the laws they are charged with enforcing-like biologists at
the FDA- and that wbere those experts have issued rules in highly technical areas.
judges should defer to their expertise.

Now, administrative law can be an obscure and sometimes complicated area of the
law, but for anyone who cares about clean air or clean water, or about the safety of
out food and our medicines, it is incredibly important. And Chevron simply
ensures that judges don' t discard an agency' s expertise without good reason.
Justice Scalia recognized this to be true.

But to those who subscribe to President Trump's extreme view, Chevron is tl1e
only thing standing between them and what the president's chief strategist Steve
Bannon called the quote unquote " deconstruction of the administrative state"which is shorthand for gutting any environmental or consumer protection measure
that gets in the way of corporate profit margins. Speaking before a gathering of
conservative activists last month, Mr. Bannon ex.plained that the president's
appointees were selected to bring about that decohstruction. And I suspect that
your nomination, given your views of Chevron, is a .key part of that strategy.
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So this hearing is important. Over the next few days, you' ll have an opportunity to
explain your judicial philosophy and 1 look forward to learning more about how
you would approach the great challenges facing our country. But if past is truly
prologue, then I fear that confirming you would guarantee more of the same from
the Roberts Court; decisions that continue to favor powerful corporate interests
over the rights of average Americans. During your time on the Tenth Circuit, you
have sided with corporations over workers, corporations over consumers, and
corporations over women's health. What this moment in our nation's history calls
for is a nominee who has earned a reputation for working to bridge the partisan
divide-a nominee whose experience demonstrates an ability to set aside rigid
views in favor of identifying common ground and crafting strong, consensus
opinions- someone like Merrick Garland. But your record suggests that, if
confirmed, you will espouse an ideology that 1 believe has already infected the
bench-an ideology that backs big business over individual Americans and refuses
to see our country as the-dynamic and diverse nation that my constituents wake up
in every morning.

As 1 said before, I see this hearing as an opportunity to learn more about your

views and, perhaps, to alleviate some of my concerns. So I hope that we are able to
l1ave a productive conversation.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman,
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Senator Coon$
Opening statement at Judge Neil Gorsuch's confirmation hearing
March 20, 2017
ThanK you, Mr. Chairman. Welcome, Judge Gorsuch, and welcome to your family and friends. I want to
congratulate you on your nomination and I look forward to the opportunity to ask you questions today.
I believe my constitutional duty to advise the president on this nomination to the Supreme Court is
among my most Important responsibilities as a senator.

This hearing is our opportunity to ask yo1.1, Judge Gorsuch, questions in front of the American people- to
better understand how you interpret the text of our Constitutton and how you apply Supreme Court
precedent.
We will elCplore how your approach to interpretJng our Constitution would 1mpact our lives in the future.
I 11m committed to ensuring that the consideration of your nomination by this committee is thorough
and fair. And I am hopeful that, as our hearing proceeds, It wlil promote an 1mportant dialogue about
the Constitution and the courts. Based on our meeting, Judge Gorsuch, I know that you too hope that
this moment can serve as a shared civlc experience.

I am considering your nomination with an open mind and I would ask that you be forthcoming in your
responses to our questions. I would like this hearing to be substantive and to reflect the best traditions
of the Senate.
However, I cannot let this moment, commenting on the best traditions of the Senate, pass without
expressing my deep regret that Chief Judge Merrick; Garland was treated wltli profound and historic
disrespect. The disrespect shown by Senate Republicans to Judge Merrick Garland, to President Obama,
and 'to our Institutions was unprecedented and deeply damaging.
For nearly 300 days, longer than any other nomi nee, Chief Judge Garland's nomination to the Suprertte
Court sat without action. My Repubflcan colleagues didn't afford him a hearing, and would not give him
a vote.
I believe we have a responsibility to work to re-elevate our democratic institutions above these narrow,
partisan politics. I wlll support a process worthy of its important purpose- to carefully evaluate a
candidate for the highest court in the land.
The American people are entitled to see you answer probing, thorough, and challenging questions about
your views on a wide range of constitutional issues, because the breadth of the issues that come before
the Court cannot be overstated.
Just in the last year, the Supreme Court considered cases involving executive power, affirmative action,
intellectual property, partisan gerrymandering, racial bias In the courtroom. and reproductive rights.
The seat you would fill, Judge Gorsuch, if elevated, was occupied by Justice Scalia and you've been
compared to <hTm. While It may seem at tlmes to many that the Supreme Court is engaged in abstract
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iotellectual e~ercises about originalism, or textualism, or living constitution, even a small subset of
landmark decisions Justice Scalia took part in f'\is 30 years on the Court demonstrates otherwise,
It's because of Supreme Court decisions that gay men can no loriger be criminally prosecuted for
engaging in consensual relationships, that loving same-sex couples can get married in every state in our
Union, that women cannot be denied attendance at one of our nation's premier military academies, and
that women are entitled to a full range of reproductive health care, that juveniles •nd intellectually
disabled people can no longer be executed, and that milllons of Americans who have attiined health
care under the ACA have been able to keep that care, at least for now. Tbese cases impacted the ilves
of mllllons of real Americans and Justrce Sea Ira applied his understanding of ttu~ Constitution and
dissented in every one of them.
I would like to use these hearings to explore your interpretation of the Cpnstitution. I believe that our
Constitution, which i view as our (lation's secular scripture, .includes guarantee.s of equality and privacyhallmarks of our modern American socfety.
I belleve in an Independent Judiciary that safeguards our rule of law from unlawful intrusions of the
most powerful- even t he president of the United States.
The legitimacy of our Supreme Courttranscends the outcome of any one case. But that legitimacy rests
on the unyielding responsibility of Justices to put thelr personal political views aside to decide cases on
their merits.
Judg,e Gorsuch, your nominat1o·n has been championed by the ideologically driven Federalist Society and
Hetitage Foundation. Interests groups are already spending mlllions 11fdollars advocating for your
c·o nfirmatfon, but as I've told you during our meetings, none of those facts will determine my vote on
your nominatloa. I'm instead looking to you to demonstrate your ability to separate polirics from
constitutional interpretation.

As my colleague from Utah, Senator Hatch, once noted, "Judges that say what the law is, promote
liberty. Judges say what they think the law should be, undermine liberty."
I have spent a great deal of time reviewing your record. I appreci·a te that you're an engaging and careful
writer. I also have some serious questions based 011 your decisions.
What stands out to me is your tendency to go beyond the issues that need to be resolved in the case
before you . I have seen il pattern in which you have filed dissents, dissents from denials of rehearing,
conc.urrences, or even concurrenceqo your own majority opinions, to explore broader issues than
what's necessary, to revlsit long-settled precedent, and to promote dramatic changes to the law.
This pattern concerns me because these additional wrlttngs hint at an unwillingness to settle on-a
limited conclusion and forge a narrow consensus with yo!J r colleagues.
I want to know that you would apply the Constitution and settled precedent to reach consensus and
resolve narrowly the disputes before you. And I want to know that our treasured freedoms will be safe
In your ~tewardship.
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Our Constitution, as you know, is designed to protect our diversity of views. It guarantees to all of us
the freedom of expresslon, the (ight to privacy, the liberty to make our most personal ~lfe decisions,
equal protection, and the abiltty to worship freely.
Take the freedom of rellgion - enshrined in the First Amendment, which says in part "Congress stiall
make no law (espectiog all establi~hment of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof."

I believe we must balance our respect for the significance of faith and free exercise with concerns about
impacts on other's liberty.
As my colleagues know, I studie\l law and divfhlty in school. Some of the most formative and meaningful
experienc.es of my life have been guided by my Christian falth. The command to care for the most
vulnerable among us inspires my work as a Senator, and I value opportunities to share with my friends
and colleagues In prayer.
Throughout our nation's history, religion has inspTred countless acts of charity, kindness, and good
work. But when I tbink about the Founders' wisdom to protect both church and state by ensuring their
separation, I am fn awe. Our United States were founded by people who came here for many reasons,
seeking opportunity, freedom from oppression, and hoping in many cases to be free to practice their
faith.
From Pilgrims to Mormons, from the Amish to Jehovah's Witnesses, America from its founding has been
home to many faiths from many parts of the world. Part of our Founder's genius was to.abandon tf1e
European practice of having a state religion, supported by state taxes~
Now today', across the U.S., Churches and Mosques, Synagogues and Temples, find their own way,
recruit and rafse up theTr own believers and funds free from state interference. The Supreme Court over
decades has sought to strike and preserve a careful balance between the free exercise rlghts of religious
minorities and the power of legislatures to compel compliance with neutral laws.
Recerrtly, the Court has decided several landmark and controverslal cases. The Hobby Lobby case, where
the free exercise rights of a few were held to prevent the infringement on the personal liberty of many.
And in another Important line of cases in which substantive due process rights have been held to
guarantee a right to privacy and self-determination, even when longstanding practices and religiously
motivated stat1,Jtes are challenged as a resultRellgious freedom must also be freedom to not have our values or practices pushed into the public
square.
Whlle other nations have been besieged by wars and persecution of religiovs minorities, inclusion and
equality have been gui\ling lights in the success of our democracy.
However, at other times in our history, sincerely held religious beliefs have been invoked to deny
millions of Americans' full equality under the law. It has been Invoked in defense of laws prohibittrig
interracial maFriage, LG8T relationships, and reproductive rights.
We live today In tumultuous times, as you know . The Supreme Court is likely to hear many important
cases in the years to come. It will be important that we understand your values and framework for
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Interpreting the Constitution. On areas as important as executive power, national security, the
Tndependence of the judtciary, deference to agencies, and personal liberty.
There are disturbing developments that I see in our modern environment as affronts to religlous
freedom and personal liberty.
President Trump campaigned on putting in place a Muslim ban, arid tias signed unlawfuh discriminatory
executive orders to deliver on that promise.
The new administration's Justice Department has withdrawn guidance supportiog protections for
transgender indivlduals.
And the Attorney General testified under oath at his confirmation hearing that secular attorneys may
not have the same clalrn to vnderstandlng the truth as religious ones.
Our next Supreme Court Justice will play a pivotal role in suslaining and defe.ndlng our rights In thi.s
critical time for our country in the years to come. America needs a Supreme Court Justice who will
protect the Constitution, not one who will countenance faith or fear of some, as a justlficatlon for
infringing the lrberty of many.
It fs against that backdrop, Judge, that I will be seeking to understand your commitment to the rule of
law, the guarantees of the First Amendment, and individual liberty. I look forward to your testlmony.
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Opening Remarks
U.S. Senator Richard Blumenthal (D-CT)
Nomination of the Honorable Neil M. Gorsuch to be an
Associate J ustice of the Suprernec Co urt of the United States
March 20, 20 17
Thank you, Mr. Chairman, Thank you for being here., Judge. I live in the Western part of Connecticut. I
love Colorado and my first job was on a farm in Nebraska where my grandfather raised com and cattle.
We can go into other commonalities, but I want to joln ln thanking you and your family and ~y that
despite the hardships of going through this process, I suspect there are ·quite a few lawyers in
Connecticut who wouldn't mind changing placl!s with you.
But I also warn ro thank one group lhat. perhaps, should be given gratitude, Md that is your fellow
judges on the federal bench. Some of them are here. I have no doubt that many are watch ing. I've had
the honor in the last forty years to appear before many oftbe.m aud they make sacritices that are otlen
unappreciated by most Americans who enjoy the benefits of their servic.e. often financial sacrifices.
personal sacrifices. sometimes even physical threats, as flappened whe11 the schools were desegregated
or when women 's clinics were pro1.ected In the United States, and so I want m thank them and through
yo11, express my gratit11de.
The independence of those judges has never been more threatened and never more important. and a
large part of the threat comes from the man who nomi nated yuu who has launched a campaign of vicious
and relentless auacks on the credibility and capacity of our judiciary to serve as a check on lawless
cxeci1tive action. His demeaning and disparaging comments about the judiciary have shaken the
foundations of tespcct for judicial rulings, rulings that l1old the President accountable to the people and
our Constitution.
Respc.-ct for the opinions ofour judges is fundamental. as you well know. Without it. our democracy
cannot function. Alex3ndcr Hamilton said that "The judiciary is the least dangerous branch because it
has the power of neither the purse nor lhe sword." Essential to iiS power to protect us is its respect .and
tru~t and credibility, and the President has gravely undermined it.

Thllr is why I believe you have a special r11Sponsibility here, this week, which is lo advocate and defend
the independence of our judiciary against those kinds of attacks. Jt isn't enough to do it rn the priv11cy of
my omcc, or my colleagues·, behind closed doors. I believe thlltour system really requires and demands
that you do it publi~ly and explicitly and directly.
We meet this week in the midst of a looming constitutional crisis. Just hours ago1 not far from here. the
Director of the FBI revealed that his agency is investigating poteniial tks between President Trump's
associates '10d Russian meddling in our elccrioo. The possibility of the Supreme Court needing to
e.nforce a subpoena against the President is no longer Idle speculation. It did so in Uniled Stat~s r Nixon.
So, the independence of the judiciary is more imponaotthan ever, and your defense of it is critical. You
~re also the nominee of a President who set a set of litmus tests-saying that his nomin~e would be pro-
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life and pro-Second Amendment and of a conser\lative bc111. lrt fact, he said that he would nominate
someone, and rm quoting almost exactly. in one of the debates, who wou ld automatically overturn Roe
v Wade. If yo1,1 f~il to be explicit and forthcoming and delinik in your responses, we have ro assume that
you will pas~ the Trump litmus test.
Your nomination also imposes on you a special burden because of the process that brought you here.
The President has largely outsourced 1he selection process to conservative groups. He specifically
r.:ferred to them on May l L'"when he said that a list wou ld be prepared by the Heritage Foundation and
the Federalist Society. On June 13'"· hu said, "We' re going to have great judges. conservative. all picked
by the FcderaliSJ Society:· You must be clear that your views arc not theirs. And while under ordinary
circumstances, this committee might be satisfied l'(ilh the platitudes of "I cannot reach conclusions or
state conclusions because of the posslbTlity that I may have to consider a c-0se before the Court; · these
times are not ordinary.
The rule of law is more than the pillars and judicial robes that people ordinatily nssociat:e with the

United States Supreme Court. Justice has a human face and a voice, and as you know from being in the
trenches, real clients with real lives. and the law hns real consequences in their liws.

I met with AJphonse Maddin, the 11'\loker who was fired by TransAm Trucking when he left his truck in
subzero weather-. That truck was disabled. It C·ouldn ·1 be driven, and he was freez1ng. J met with Pairlcia
C~plinger. who was den red relief by your court after suffering very serious injl!ry resulting from a
defective product use. I met with the c.hildren of Grace Hwnng, Who was denied leave by Kansas State
University, even thougti she was suffering from cancer. l 'ni rroubled by the results in those cases for
those real people. but alsti for the bmader issues that those decisions reflec.t in workers' safe1y and
consumer protection, as '~II as the tights of women to healthcare and reproductive decisions that are
protected by the Fourth Amendment. And the rig)lt of privacy goes beyond just women 's healthcare. h
also relates to surveillance and government snooping and a right that is central tQ -Ol!r democi:acy.
Let me Just close by saying tlml you have s special obligation to be forthcoming abou1 your views. not to
prejudge the merits of a particular case before the Court. but to share your views on longstanding
precedent that the t>resident who nominated you indicated would be overt\)med. And you have an
obli!!ation to be forthcoming as well because the decision before us is not about Justice Scalia. nor is it
about your confirmation ten years ago.
n1e Supreme Court is different. The Supreme Court is 1hc ultimate resort ofjustice in this country, and
as much as you may have encountered little difliculty ten years ago. you now have a record. and we are
here to j udge that record and to make sure that our decision, and I agree with my colleagues thut it will
be probably one of the most consequentiaJ 11nd profoundly iniportanL dccisi()ns that I make as United
States Senator, is the .right one for the cQuntry. And that decision wi ll, above all, make sure that the rule
of law is preserved for real people with real lives. and that we assure t hat the independence ofour
judiciary will onnti nue to protect us from ovcrreachrng, and tyranny, and the constitutional crisis that is
now a real danger before us.
Thank you for being here. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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Gorsuch Opening Statement

Judge Gorsuch, congratulations on your nomination and
welcome to you, your family, and friends who are here
supporting you today. I know that your wife and your
daughters are very proud of you.

Article 2, section 2 of the United States Constitution
grants the Senate advice and consent authority over
Presidential appointments. This authority is critical to
maintaining the founding fathers' vision of checks and
balances and separation of powers.

There is no question that one of the most important roles
of the U.S. Senate is to advise the President on
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nominations. While all nominees are important, no
nomination is as consequential as filling a vacant seat on
the Supreme Court of the United States.

These appointments to the Supreme Court are for life;
they exist beyond the President who appointed them,
and sometimes their appointments last beyond the
Senators who vote for them. The decisions of the
Supreme Court affect over 320 million people and set
legal precedents that can last forever.

It is our

responsibility, as a coequal branch, to ensure that any
nominee who sits on the Supreme Court will apply the
law faithfully and fairly and respect Constitutional
principles. of separation of powers and federalism.

2
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As others have noted today, Judge Gorsuch's impeccable
qualifications suit him well to serve on the Supreme
Court He has had an accomplished career on the federal
bench as a judge on the 10th Circuit for over a decade.

Through his opinions, he has shown his commitment to
fair application of the law. Before his time on the bench,
Judge Gorsuch was a successful attorney in private
practice and at the Department of Justice.

He also

clerked for the Supreme Court.

While I am not a lawyer, I understand how important it
is to have an independent judiciary that practices judicial
restraint when carrying out its appropriate role in our
constitutional republic.

3
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When I met with Judge Gorsuch several weeks ago, I told
him I don't like activist judges, regardless of whether
they are liberal or conservative. It is our job as members
of Congress to enact policy. Ifwe do not do our jobs, then
it is not the judiciary's job to fix it.

Judge Gorsuch assured me that he und_erstood that his
role fell within Article 3 of the Constitution and that my
role fell within Article 1. In fact, when he accepted his
nomination he stated that:

"It is for Congress and not the courts to write new

laws. It is the role ofjudges to apply, not alter, the
work of the people's representatives. A judge who

4
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likes every outcome he reaches is very likely a bad
judge stretching results he prefers rather than those
the law demands."

I sincerely believe that Judge Gorsuch does not want to
be a U.S. Senator any more than I want to be a federal
judge, and I believe he understands the importance of
respecting our coequal roles.

Judge Gorsuch has a long history of interpreting the law
thoughtfully and consistently.

If you review Judge

Gorsuch's cases in depth, you will find one pattern; he
fairly applies the law as it is written, regardless of who is
before him, which is one reason why he has such

5
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bipartisan support from so many respected attorneys
and people across the country.

In fact, as far as I can tell, the only opposition to Judge
Gorsuch comes from special interests groups who are
not in the mainstream and will attack anyone they
believe will not actively pursue and promote their
ideologically-driven agenda.

During the hearing over the next several days, I am sure
that some of my colleagues will ask Judge Gorsuch about
questions that he will not answer-namely, how he will
rule in specific cases-and they know that it is not his
responsibility to do so.

6
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Our role, as Senators, should not be to evaluate Judge
Gorsuch based on what his policy preferences are or how
he might come down on a specific case that may or may
not come before the Court. Doing so would diminish the
independence of the judiciary. Our role over the next
several days is to evaluate whether Judge Gorsuch is
qualified, whether he will uphold the Constitution, and
whether he will apply the law faithfully and fairly.

Twant to thank Chairman Grassley for moving forward
with this nomination in an appropriate fashion and for
giving us all sufficient time to prepare for this hearing. I
am looking forward to the hearing over the next few
days, and I look forward to a robust discussion so that we
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can move forward with the nomination and give Judge
Gorsuch an up or down vote.

8
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Seolltor Mazie Hirono
Nomination hea ring for Judge Neil Gorsuch
March 20, 2107

rhank you Mr. Chairman.
Judge Gorsuch, thank you 11s well for being here.
This heari11g is about more than considering a no!Tlinee for the Supreme Court, f!'s about the
future of our country.
ft' s about the tens ofmillions of people who work hard every day, play by the rules. but don't get
ahead.

It' s about the working poor who are one paycheck away from being on the streets;
It' s about Muslim Americans who are victims in a renewed wave of hate crimes ask ing for
protections frotn the courts:
It' s about women having the. choic.e of what to do with their bodies.

ft's about LGBTQ Ame~icans who want the same rights ;is everyone else,
For me, this hearing is about the people in this country who are getting screwed every single
second, minute. and hour of the day.
T got into public service to help these people. And my questions over the comi ng days wi ll draw

on theirexperienoe, as well as my own.
My story might be unique for a United States Senat-or. but (t is a Story that is familiar fol' millions
of people in this country.
When I was nearly 8 years old, my mom changed my life when she brought me to this country
from Japan fleeing her abusive marriage.
Back then. there were no religious tests to determine who could immigrate to this couhtry. There
were no language requirements. You did n't need any special skills.
If President Eisenhower pursued the same policies President Trump would like to, it' s very
possible I wou ldn 't be here today.
I always knew I wanted ro give back to my state and my c-0untry, but never thought politics
would be the path I would choose.
But I.he Vietnam War opened my eyes to how public service could create social change.
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I joined campus protests. questioned why we were sending so many young men off lo die.
A smaJI group of us decided that in order for things to change, we needed to do more than
prote~1.

Many of us r:an for office, because we needed ro take a seat at the table to be able to tightlo help
make lives better.
It's why

rm here today.

Over the past fow months, I've he.ard from thousands of people who.are.deeply worried about
their families, their kids, and the foturc of our country under the Trump administration. Many of
them are worried about what •viii happen if you are confirmed to the bench.
Apart from rhe legal analysis, whenever a case comes before a judge it invariably involves real
people - people who are often there because they have experienced the worst day in their lives.
Whether they are victims of a crime, suffered a serious injury due to corporate malfe~sance, or
because they have lost their livelihood due to discriminatory behavior from their employerench of them is looking to the courts to protect their interestS and their rights.
During our meeting. I was encouraged when you said that the purpose of Article 111 of the
Constitution was to protect the rights of the minority through access to the courts.
But as I have reviewed your opinions l have not seen that the rights of minorities are a priority
for you. In fact, a pattern jumps olH at me, you rarely seem to find in favor of the .. little guy,"
In TransAm Trucking [v. Administrative Review Board, U.S. Department of Labor] your
dissent argued that the company was justified in firing an employee who faced a choice between
operating his vehicle in an unsafe manner and freezing to death in his truck.
In a number of cases, Including Thompson School District [v. Luke P.J. your decisions made it
more difficult for families wtth special needs children to get the help they needed as the Jaw
intended.
In Planne<l Parenthood of Utah v. Herbert, your dissent was far too deferential to the decisions of
a govenior who based those decisions on 1,1nverified infonnation.
In Burwell v. Hobby Lobby. your opinion justified denying access to contraception based on the
argument that corporations, like people, can hold religious beliefs.
The facts in each of these cases might be diITerent, but there is a clear pattern to your writing;
you consistently choose-corporations and powerful interests over people.
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But more than that, you have gone to great lengths to disagree with your co lleagues on the I 0th
Circuit so that you can explain why some obscure or novel legal interpretation ofa particular
word in statute must result in finding for a corporation instead of an individual who has suffered
real life harm.
T'his tendency demonstrates a commitment to ideology over common sense, and the purpose of
the law, and is deeply troubling.
For example, in TransAm Trucking [v. Adm inistrative Review Board, U.S. Department of
Labor), you fixated on the " plain·· meaning o rtl)e word "operaten despite choosing a definition
out of context and using it at odds of the' c lear purpose of the statute.
And in Longhorn Service Company [v, Perc.z], you found a difference between a "floor ho le"
and a "floor opening" in order to side with a corporation trying to avoid a citation for a safety
issue.
You found a difference in these terms that the rest of your colleagues on the 10th Circuit did ooi
- tru ly a case of a distinction without n di rference.
Ifs like arguing over whethe.r your nomination is because of a ·'vacancy" or an "opening" on the
Supreme CourL
These deci sions aflec·ted not just the indiv iduals who came before you. As a Supreme Court
Justice, your decisions will have lasting consequences for the rest ofus.
During the campaign, President Trump miide i~ very clearthalhc had a series of litmus tests for
his Supreme Court nominees.
Over a two year period. the President said that his nominee must favor overturn ing Roe v. Wade.
denying women acc-ess to health care on the basis of"religious freedom;· and upho lding the
Heller decision on guns -which the NRA believes prevents Congress, Slates, or local
governments from passing common sense gun sufety legislation.
Each of tht:Sc tests would have u profound impact on the lives of every American,
Donald Trump's litmus tests for his Supreme Coun. nominees were clear.
In nominating you, Judge Gorsuch, I can only conclude that you met the President's litmus tests.

Your ideo logical perspective, or judicit1l philosophy, on these issues matter because, if
confirmed, you will have-a lifetime appoinlment to the Supreme Court.
Jn our courtesy meeting, you said you !Jave a heart. So, Judge Gorsuch, we need to know what's
in your heart.
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We need to understand how you will grapple witb a number of important questions the Court
will be asked to consider in the years ahead:
Will the Court protect the rights of working people and our middle class or side with
corporati ons who want to dismantle organized labor in America?
Will the Court uphold a woman's Constitutional right to choose. or upend decades of legal
precedent to overturn Roe v. Wade?
Will the Court protect free and fa.it elections by stopping unfettered campaign spending or 11.llow
corporations and the ultra-rich to hiJack our democracy with dark money?
Will the Court protect the right to vote for all Americans, or allow slates lo use voter fraud as an
excuse to disenfranchise vulnerable communities?
Will the Court protect our land. water, and earth or gut decades of environmental regulations?
Will the Court protect access to our justice system or slam the cot1rthouse doors to all bur the
wealthiest among us?
Judge Gorsuch. my colleagues: This is not merely a hearing to consider the confirmation of one
Supreme Courtjustice.
No.
We are considering the affinnation of our country·s values.
The Supreme Court does not just interpret our laws. The Supreme Court shapes our society.
Will we be just? Will we be fai;? Will America be a land of exclusivity for the few- or the iand
of opportunity for the many?
Will we be the compassionate and tolerant America that embraced my mother, my brothe.rs and

rne so many decades ago?
Make no mistake: A Supreme Court vacancy isn't just another p<>~ition we must fill in our
federal judiciary.

A Supreme Court vacancy is a solemn obligation we must folfifl for our future generations.
Let"s treat it as such.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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PRESENTATION OF NEIL GORSUCH,
NOMINEE TO BE ASSOCIATE JUSTJCE OF THE UNITED STATES,
BY HON. MICHAEL F. BENNET, A U.S. SENATOR FROM THE STATE OF COLORADO
It is a distinct privilege to be here today to introduce Judge Neil Gorsuch - a son of Colorado,
born and raised in Denver, with a distinguished record of public servlce, prrvate practice, and
outstanding integrity and intellect.
And I welcome his wife, Louise, who met the Judge durlng their studies at Oxford, and who
moved from the United Kingdom to Colorado, where they now live with their two daughters
outside of Boulder.

My colleague, Senator Gardner, has done a great job summarizing Judge Gorsuch's professional
background . His experience and his approach to his work has earned him the respect of the
bench and the bar in our state.
Judge Gorsuch's family has deep roots in Colorado. Hls grandfather grew up in an lrtsh
tenement in Denver and began supporting his family at the age of 8. His other grandfather was
a lawyer who worked his wa.y through law school serving as a streetcar conductor in
Denver. His grandmother was one of the first women to graduate the University of Denver in
the 1920s.
As a person and as a lawyer, Judge Gorsuch exemplifies some of the finest qualities of
Colorado-a state filled with people who are kind to one another, who by and large do not
share the conceit that one party or one ideology is all right and the other .all wrong, and who
are conscious of the legacy we owe the generations who forged our state out of a Western
territory of the United States.

tr confirmed, Judge Gorsuch will be the first Justice since Sandra Day O'Connor from the
West. No less a.n authority than Justice Scalia observed this lack of representation when he
wrote in dissent in Obergefell v. Hodges that the Court has " [n]ot a single .. . genuine
Westerner," and the.n added In parentheses, "(California does not count)." And with respect to
our Ranking Member, I think I speak for my colleague from Colorado that on this point-and
perhaps on this point alone~he, I, and Justice Scalia are in agreement.
I am also here because I believe the Senate has a Constitutional duty to give fair consideration
to this nominee, just as we had a duty to consider fairly Judge Merrick Garland, President
Obama's nominee to fil l this vacancy.
I am not na'lve about the reasons the Senate majority denied Judge Garland a hearing and a
vote. The Senate's failure to do its duty with respect to Judge Garland was an embarrassment
to t his body that will be recorded in history and in the lives of millions of Americans. And, it is
tempting to deny Judge Gorsuch a fair hearing because of the Senate's prior failure.
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But, M r. Chairman, two wrongs never make a right. The Supreme Court is too Important for us
not to find a way to end our destructive gridlock and bitter partisanship. In my mind, I consider
Judge Gorsuch as a candidate to fill the Garland seat on the Supreme Court. And out of respect
for both Judge Garland and Judge Gorsuch's service, integrity, and commitment to the rule of
law, I suggest we fulfill our responsibility to thfs nominee and the country by considering h1s
nomination 1n the manner his predecessor deserved but was denied.
Mr. Chairman, there is a second cloud that hangs over this confirmation hearing. it is President
Trump's reckless attacks on the judiciary. These attacks, like the President's attacks on the free
press, have no precedent 1n the history of our Repub lic.
The independence of our courts is an essential strength of our democracy. Attacking the
judicial branch erodes the public confidence that gives force to the.ir judgments. It damages the
very foundations of our Constitutional system. Disagreeing with a court's decision is
acceptable; dfsparaglng a judge is always wrong.
I have no doubt that, unlike the President, Judge Gorsuch has profound respect for an
independent judiciary and the vital role it plays as a check on the executive and legfslatlve
branches. I may not always agree with his rulings, but I believe Judge Gorsuch is
unquestionably committed to the rule of law.
Mr. Chairman, it is customary for senators to ihtroduce nominees from their home state, and I
am not here today to take a position or persuade any of our colleagues how to vote: that is a
matter of conscience for each of us.
I am keeping an open mind about this nomination and expect this week' s hearings will shed
light on Judge Gorsuch's judicial approach and vi ews of the law. Llke many Americans, I look
forwa rd to the Committee's questions and the testimony from the nominee.
And as one of two Americans privileged to represent the State of Colorado In the United States
Senate, I am here this afternoon to uphold a tradition with th e hope that, in some small way, it
helps restore the Senate's strong history Of comity and cooperation, especially in our Nation's
most difficult times.
Whatever the result of these hearings, we Senators must respond, in some way, to the
expectations of most Coloradans and most Americans who are eager for us to work together
and to treat each other with respect, particularly when it comes to extraordinarily important
decisions llke th is one.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

###
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Senator Cory Gardner's rema.rks as prepared for delivery:
Chafrman Grassley, Ranki ng Member Feinstein, I woul d like to begin by thanking you for your
leadership and all the work you do on thts commfttee .
Today, it's with great pleasure that I introduce along with my colleague and fellow Centennial
state senator Mlchael Bennet, and share my strong support for, our outstanding Supreme Court
nominee, Judge Neil Gorsuch.

If you've ever had the privilege of visiting Confluence Park fn Denver, you' ll notice a plaque
bearlng a poem by Colorado Poet Laureate Thomas Hornsby Ferri!. It's a poem known as Two
Rivers, describihg the settlement of the West: ffl wasn' t here, yet l remember them, That first
night long ago, those wagon people Who pushed aside enough of the cottonwoods To build our
city where the blueness rested ,"
Where the optimistic blueness of our COiorado skies rests against the mountains and the pla ins,
we are reminded about how incredibly diverse our great nation is-Tts people and its
geography. Judge Gorsuch's nomination helps recognize that indeed there ate highly qualified
jurists west of the Mississippi River.
Judge Gorsuch is a fourth·generatlon Coloradan, skier, fly fisher, serving on a court that
represents 20 percent of our nation's land mass.
Once confirmed, Mr. Gorsuch will join Justice Byron White and be only the second Coloradan to
have served on the U.S. Supreme Court.
Should he be confirmed, Judge Gorsuch will make history as he represents the first Generation
X justice of the United States Supreme Court, the emerging generation of American leadership.
Judge Gorsuch was confi rmed to the 10th Circuit unanimously by voice vote in 2006.
fleven years ago, Senator Graham presided over an empty commlttee (lals as Neil Gorsuch
faced confirmation. What a difference a court rna~esl
But when you looltat his record, his writing, hi s statements, It' s easy to see why Judge Gorsuch
has such overwhelming appeal.
Judge Gorsuch is not an ideologue. He's a mainstream jurist who follows the law as written and
doesn't try to supplant it With his own personal policy prefetences.
As he said, "Personal politics or policy prefere,nces have no useful role in judging; regular and
healthy doses of self·skepticism and humility about one' s own abilities and conclusions always
do.''
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Judg_e Gorsuch is not an activist judge, but rather a faithful adherent to and ardent defender of
our Constitution.
Judge Gorsuch recognizes the judiciary is not the place for social or constitutional
experimentation, and that efforts to engage in such e~perimentation delegitimize the Court.
As he said, ''This overweening addiction to the courtroom as the place to debate soclal policy Is
bad for the country and bad for the judiciary . • .. As a society, we lose the benefit of the giveand-take of the political process and the flexfbility of sodaI experimentation that only the
elected branches can provide."
Judge Gorsuch has a deep appreciation and respect for the constitutiona l principle of
federalism and the separation of powers prescribed by our Founding Fathers.
As he stated, "A firm and independent judiciary is critical to a well-functioning democracy."
Judge Gorsuch understands the advantage of democratic institutions a.nd the special authority
and legitimacy that come from the consent of the governed.
As he said, "Judges must allow the elected branches of government to flourish and citizens,
through their elected representatives, to make laws appropriate to the facts and circumstances
of the day.N
Judge Gorsuch appreciates the rule of law and respects the consfdered judgment of those who
came before him.
As he said, "A good judge will seek to honor precedent and strlve to avoid its disparagement or
displacement."
It's this appropriate temperament, this fidelity to the Constitution, this remarkable humility
that has made Judge Gorsuch a consensus pick among Colorado's diverse legal and legislative
communlties.
Former Colorado Senator, Democrat Ken Salazar, in praising Judge Gorsuch's temperament,
said during his circuit court confirmation, "[A) judicial nominee should have a demonstrated
dedication to fairness, impartiality, precedent, and the avoidance of judicial activism - from
both the leh and the right. I belteve that Mr. Gorsuch meets thls very hfgh test .. . .11
Jim Lyons, a prominent lawyer and former advisor to President Bill Clinton, said, "Judge
Gorsuch's Intellect, energy and deep regard for the Constitution are well known to those of us
who have worked with him and have seen first-hand his commitment to basic principles. Above
all, this independence, fairness and impartiality are the hallmarks of his career and tiis wellearned reputation ."
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Colorado's former Democratic Governor Bill Ritter and former Republican Attorney General
John Suthers jointly said: ''It is time to use this confirmation process to examine and exalt the
characteristics of a judge who demonstrates that he or she is scholarly, compassionate,
committed to the law, and will function as part of a truly independent, apolitical judiciary.
Judge Gorsuch fits th;it bill."
Judge Gorsuch has a consistent record of applying the law fairly and his reputation among his
peers and lawmakers is evidence of it.
According to the Denver Post, Marcy Glenn, a Denver attorney and Democrat, recalls two cases
before Gorsuch in which she represented underdogs. "He Issued a decision that most certa(nly
focused on the little guy," Glenn said.
For all these reasons cited today, I'm certain Judge Gorsuch 'i\llll make Colorado proud, and that
his opinions will have a positive impact on this country for generations to come.
I look forward to Judge Gorsuch receiving a fair hearing and, after t hat, to working With my
distinguished colleagues on both sides of the aisle to expeditiously confirm his nomination.
Thomas Hornsby Ferril wrote another poem-this one memorialized in a mural on the walls of
the Colorado Cap1tol rotunda. It ends with t hese words: "Beyond the svndown is tomorrow's
wisdom , Today is going to be long, long ago."
The wisdom of Neil Gorsuch, guardian of the Constitution, will serve our nation well for
generations to come.
Tha nk you.
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Thank you, Mr. Chaimian and Senator Feinstein.
ftjs my ctistinct privilege to introduce judge Gorsuch to this honorable Committee.
Unlike Senators Gardner and Bennet, I am (unfortunately) only a part-time
Colorado resident, but I am very proud to see this distinguished Judge from our
Tenth Circuit be nominated for this position of singular importance.
Judge Gorsuch was born in Denver, Colorado in 1967, the fourth generation of his
family to hail from the state. After graduating from high school, he headed East, to
Columbia and then Harvard Law School. He clerked for Judge David Sentelle and
justices Byron White and Anthony Kennedy. Judge Gorsuch then joined a law firm,
where he stayed for a decade. After taking on a leadershi p role at the justice
Department, he returned to his nati've Colorado in 2006, as a judge on the Court of
Appeals for the Tenth Circuit. I suppose the fly-fishing in D.C. just wasn't good
enough.
In the few minutes I have, I'd like to bring you into my world of litigating before the
Supreme Court of the United States. I have argued 32 cases there over the last
decade or so, with two more arguments coming next month. My arguments have
been on behalfof just about the most diverse client base fmaginable -- death penalty
inmates. states. the federal government, individual citizens, Native American TTibes,
our nation's largest corporations, and everyone in between.
l can tell you that the one thing you really want, when in Front of the Court, is just an
opportunity to be treated fairly. To have your position listened to, not caricatured,
and lTeated with the graVity it deserves. To have jurists who work day and night to
get to the right answer - not mot ivated by party or politics, but by a sense of justice.
And honestly, that is how our Supreme Court works. Every time I'm there. I get a
lump in my throat, because l get to see it firsthand. I wish the Court would televise
its proceedings so that all Americans could see what I see.
And it is because of that deep need for fairness on the Court that I am, as so many
Americans are, outraged that Merrick Garland does not sit on it today. I've had the
pleasure of appearing before Chief Judge Garland in court, where he has grilled me-once for over an hour. (Come to think of lt, I'm not quite sure that "pleasure" is the
right word for a litigant who appears before him.) Garland's brilliance, experience.
1
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fairness, and meticulous attention to detail make him perhaps the most qualified
nominee ever to have beeo nominated to the Court. And I have no doubt that if
Merrick Garland had been confirmed and another vacancy had opened up,Juctge
Gorsuch would sail through close to 100-0. But that isn't the world we are in. It is a
tragedy of national proportions that Merrick Garland is not on the Court
And it would take a lot to get over that Indeed, there are less than a handful of
people that the President couJd have nominated to even conceivably start to rebuild
that loss of trust in our political branches. But in rny opinion, Neil Gorusch is one. f
say that knowing many in my party will disagree, and think the damage cannot be
repaired, no matter who the nominee is. J can understand that conclusion. For
those folks, there is nothing l can say about the nominee to make things right But if
you have not closed your mind to the possibility of a new nominee, despite the
undeserved and unprecedented treatment of Merrick Garland, I'd like to tell you a
bit about Judge Gorsuch.
My remarks today about the Judge should come as no surprise to anyone, they are
precisely what I have said many times since the day he was nominated. And tbey are
not prompted by any sense of whether the results in my cases or other cases that
matter to my wide-ranging client base would come out one way or the other if judge
Gorsuch casts the ninth vote. I could not begin to guess. Like others who litigate in
and advocate before the Court who have spoken out historically about nominees,
the bottom line is that we all want a Court composed of fair people with the highest
professional standards. We as members of the Barwill sometimes win, and
sometimes lose; what we crave most of aJJ fs someone who will give litigants a fair
shake.
So there is a reason why our Supreme Court bar has lined up behind Judge Go rsuch.
There is a reason why the American Bar Association has given him the highest
rating. I have seen Judge Gorsuch in action, hearing cases. And I have studied his
written opinions. This is a first rate intellect, and a fair, and decent, man.
Judge Gorsuch and I serve together on the Pederal Appellate Rules Committee. It's
complicated work, and quite honestly, not the sort that most people find particularly
interesting, but the Judge commits himself to it fully, and his work retlects his
commitment to resolving disputes according to established procedures and
standards, That ls, the Judge's work on the committee reflects his dedication to the
rule of law.
The Judge's commitment to the rnle of law would endear him to the founders. Ours
is a government oflaws, not of men and women. That p1;nciple is the essence of
constitutional government and the foundation of our freedom, and the judiciary is
charged with Hpholding it. The courts say what the law is, and therefore determine
what the government can and cannot do. And our history s hows that when the
tumult of politics and the power of government are kept within the bounds of the
law, our country benefits.
2
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Yet if ours is to remain a gover11ment of laws, the subjects of the law rnus t not be
allowed to interpret lt for themselves. No one can be a judge in his own cause especially not Congress or the President. The founders therefore ensured that the
judiciary was independent of the executive and legislative branches. "The complete
independence of the courts of justice is peculiarly essential in a limited
Constirution .. .," Alexander Hamilton wrote in Federalist 78. "Without this, all the
reservations of particular rights or privileges would amount to nothing."
We live in a unique time. The current President has in the past displayed open
contempt for the courts, attacking judges who disagree with him and even
questioning their legitimacy and motives. fudges who have questioned the President
have had to be placed under increased sec\Jrity and protection because of the
reaction among some members of the public. Between the President's attacks on
the judiciary and his controversial policies, he seems intent on testing the
independence and integrity of our court system.
And that brings me, once again, to my support of judge Gorsuch. As a judge. be has
displayed a resolute commitment to the rule of law and the independence of the
judiciary. Even those who disagree with him concede that the Judge's decisions are
meticulously crafted and grounded in the law and our Constitution. And when the
Judge believes that the government bas overstepped its powers, he is willing to rule
agarnst it.
It's incredibly difficult to make the transition to "Justice." From different
vantagepoints1 1 have been privileged to watch two of my former bosses, fus tices
Kagan and Breyer, go through it. It's not just the massive power one all of a sudden
wields, it is the glare ofthe spotlight, an awareness of becoming part ofhisto1y, and
- most important- getting along with 8 new colleagues who wiU be at your side for
decades. To do this well is hard, really hard. It requires equal parts, and huge
amounts, of humililyand ability. That's what Justices Kagan and Breyer brought to
their transitions, and what Judge Gorsuch would bring to his: In sho1t, to make up a
word, Judge Gorsuch brings c.:opious amounts of Humabilicy (humility & ability) and
I know it will serve him, and the Court and public, very well.
In sum, Judge Gorsuch and I come from different sides of the political spectrum; we
disagree about many things. But we agree on the most important things: That all
people are equal before the law, and that a judge's duty is to tbe law, and to the
Constitution above all. The Judge has upheld these principles throughout his tin1e
on the bench, and I know he would continue to uphold them as a Justice on our
Supreme Court. It is therefore my honor to recommend that his nomination be
reported favorably to the Senate.
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Mr. Chairman. Ranking Member Fei nstein. and Members or 1hc 01mm11lcc:
My name is Nancy Scott l)cgan of New Orleans, Louisiana. aJ1d it is my privilege to chair

the American Bar Associalion ·s Standing Commitrcc on rhc Federal Judiciary. Tam joined today
by Shannon Edwards or Oklrihomo. our Tenth Circuit rcprcscnlatiw and rhc lc;1d evaluator on che

Slanding Committcc·s iu,·cstigu1!(111 oi' ,Ji.idgc Nei l M. Gorsuch. We ~re honored

10

appear

h~rc

today JO expla in 1hc Standing Committcc·s cva lua1ion of the profc;sional qu~lific~ ti ons of Jud~e
Gor:.uch

10 be

Associmc Juscicc of !he Supreme Coun of 1hc united Staccs.

Prc~ic.lcn t

Trump 111111ornwcd his

nomin~rion

of .ltrc.lgc Gorsltch lo be

ai1

Assoclatc Jtis1ke

on February I, 2017. The S1:1nding ('qmm itlcc began ils cval11a1ion that very day nnd continued
its work for the ncxl scvernl weeks. By u11animN1$ vot.: on March

Q.

1he Standing Committee

awarded Judge Gorsuch its highest rnting of .. Well Qua li fied.. for appnintnmll tn the Supr<'rne
Court of 1hc Unftcd Slarcs. and 1l1c Si:inc.ling Commillce publish.:cl its rating 1lmt same day.
T HE STAND ING COM:\'llTfH'S EVALli ATIO N PROCESS

The Standing Commilt<'e has rnmlucrcd i1s independent and comprehensive evaluati ons of'
1hc professional quolillc:itions of nominees lo the lhkrnl bench sinc.:e 1953.

111c fifle.:11

distinguished lawyers who rnalcc up our C'ommittcc come fror1) ncross the coun1ry, teprcscnting

every federal j udicial circuit in ihc United State>. The members arc frori\ diver$C backgrounds
pro fc~~iti\1lllly,

legal

posi1ion~;

ctlitJitally and pul itl1=ally--fi·on1 !large and small law firms. academ ia ~ ml c(1rporoH:
they include a

n\j,~

or ·'plainti ff' and ..dctb\SC.. lawyers.

These kadcrs. who

1Jc11tilictl un E:>: hihit ''A,'' spt'nd hundr.:ds of bolll'S cacl1 year wi thout compctl$l11ion

11onpunlsa11 pee r lX'.vicws of the pmfcssiorrnl

qu~lification s

'11"1."

condu.:lin~

or itll non1inccs to the Snprcrnc Court

of the Un ited Swws. all federal district and appcllalc courts. as wd l as Iha Court of l111crnational

Trude and the Aniclc TV tcrrirorial dlmlcl courts.
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The Standing

Comnnu ~c dQC~

function is to evaluate a m1111i1K·c-·s
and th('n ra1e

th~

not prop,1sc. cndor,c. or recommend numinecs. Its sole

int~grl ty. profc.~s ional

cc1mp<'l..:11ce. and judicial tcmperumcnl,

nominee as ·'Wt'l l Qualilicd." ··Qli(llilicd:· or ·•Not Qu:1Hlicct·· 111 so d,1i11g, tl1c

Committee relics hcovily

0 11

the

eonlidcnti~ I.

frank. <md considered a$sc;;;;mrnls of lawycrs,

ut:a(tcmic$. juJgcs. and others 11·1)0 htl\'C rclcvan1 infonnarion abtml the 11omincc·s prnfcssional
q1ialiticarions.
The Standing Commi\1cc's invc;aig:mon of a nominee to the Supreme Cour1 of 1he Uni ted
Statc5 is

ba~ed

upon the premise lh:it the nominee must pllSScss

cxc~ptillnill

proressionol

qualilication,;. As set lonh in 1, hc ,\BA 's publidy avaih1bk manual about the Committee's work

To mcrii 1hc Commi tlcc's rating of-Well Qualilicd,'' a S11prernc Courl nominc.:mllst be n preemine nt· nicn\hcr of rhc legal prol'esstlll\. lmve outsta nding leg:il
11biti1y and c.xccptional breadth of experience. and meet the very highes t standards
of imcgrity. prolcssil>11a l competence and j11dici:il tcmpcrumcot. The ra ting or
··Well Quallfii.:d" fa reserved II.Jr thosi.: fcnntd to rncri1 the Conunill~c·s strnnuest
affirmative enck>r~cmcnt. 1
The significance. range. co111plex ity. and nation·\Yidc impact o r issues that a nominc-e will
ctmfrcmt on the Supreme Court demnnd no

Court

u11mit1ct!

It!~~.

For th11t reason. our invcs1igation of a Supreme

is more c~ tcnsive than investigations conducted f'or nomlnauons 10 the 101v.'r

fodt'ral courts, mid it is procedural ly ditl~rcnt in two principal wayl!.
Flr~t.
pr11 rc;;;; ion~I

St11nding Commi ucc members conduct invcslignlions into

th~

nom inee's

qualificmion.s in every fcdcr-:11 cin:uft in the United States. nor only i111hc resident

cireuh o[" the no111l11ec (here, the: Tenth Cirn 1il)_ In accorduncc with our procedures, and with
regard to rhc

I

invc~ tigatiou

of Judge Gorsuch's qualificaliMs, each Standing Commincc mel\lbcr

·"'m~ricm; ts:u Associntion. S1muliu!,! C i •lllllJillt't'
(''Bt1<'kgr111111.Je1' "J IO (2014!.
•

llll ,,,('

Fedtira/ Judit'itJf1' 111un ii l'\ anti /l(>\t' it u·,,r/f._c
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prcpart·<l a conlidcnli al circui t n:port thar was inclladccl in !he

.:on1prdu:m~ iv.:

rn11lldc111ia. I linal

report t>n which tl1c Standing Commiltcc based irs rating.
Sl.'cond. whe n cxam i11i11g 11<>111111ccs to the Sup1't'r(ie C'ouri , the Sran(.!ing C'01i1mittcc
11sscn11>lcs reading groups or scho lars :ind

prm:1itio.11cr~

tu rcl'icw the nomim:c's writtc11 work.

With rcg~rcl ro our cv:1luation nf Judgi: Gorsuch. the t;nivcrsily of Pennsylvania La\\ Schonl and
the Loyola College of Law in New Orleans fom1cd Readin g

Ci rMp~

which combined 10.talc<l 211

profcssoi:s wll(l urc recognized c~p~rb in the subs1:rnti1•c ;m-:1s ui' law lllcy rc\'iewcd. Collectively.
1hesc prolcss1,1rs 113\'e dcc~ci<)s or experience not only in teaching and scholarship. bul also in law

llrrns. n0n-pr0Jil organizations, and stale and federal g1wcrnn1enl.
T he Praelitioncrs· Read ing (il'(lup lb;u analyzed Judg,c Gorsuch's wrirfogs was composed
vf 1-.l nationa lly rcc:-of;nizcd lawycl's
members arc

knowl~dgeabk

\I

ith slgnilic:it1t tria l and appclln tc experience. All o r the

conc.:mi11g Supreme C01111 practi..-e, and must ha"c bridcd •tnd

argt1cd c3scs in 1l1e Supreme Coul'l or :ire former lmv clerks lo Justices on the S11prc111c Court.
To fat.:ilit<ltc a rcvirn· of Judge Gtirsuch's \\1·i1i11gs. an intnmct si te was cstab tishcd to l10us..al1 of Judge Gorsuch'> opi nion:; and publicly al'ai lablc writings.

T he tl1rcc Rcading Gruups. the dcd icalcd mernh.;-rs of which arc identified in Exhibhs "B."
"C," :ind "D" to this Statc111c111. ,,,.·.,re guidod hy the snme standards that arc :rpplicd hy flu~
Standing Co111mi11c1.:. Measurfiig, 011 Jy profcs.,iomtl c(ln1pc1cncc. ~nd if \;'Vidcnl frnm wri tings.

i111egrily l.lnd judicial d.;mcan(lr. 11ic membcrS of the Rending Gmtips indl:'pcndcm ly Cl'Rluatcd
factors S\.lcl t 3~ .lt1dgc Gorsuch's analylical ahil i1y. clari fy. knowledge Of lhc luw_ :1pplica1io11 or tlac

facts ro the law. cxpcnisc in h::im1onizing a body \>f lnw, ::ind his abi lity lo com111t1nica1e

l'l'fccti vcly. Ench member of cm:h grQup rc-duci:-d his or her
examples, and each mc111bcr's written

ev~Junlion

3

cv~fuMion

to writfog, wl1h ci1cd

was provide.d 1·0 the members of th« Standi ng
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Committee. Additionally. the chair of eac h f.>rtlnp provid<!d a summary of c:acl1 group's wotk.
During their

CX LC11St\'C

i11vcs1iga1ion of the professional q11aJifi c1.1tions of Judge Gorsuch,

Standin.g · Con1111it1cc 1m.·111bcrs 11 rote to i1wi te input rclc11ant to Oltr irwcstigation from almost
5.000 people. inclucJing 311 fcdem i district and appellate judges. as well as mngi str~tc judges.
Justiucs i'\f the Suprcm<.' Court of the Unih:d Stutos. state ju<lgcs,
reprc~cnrati' cs.

l awyer~.

<Jml co111ml111ity an<l ba r

Tho members of the Stand ing Com111incc , olici tcd information ftum the lawyer!>.

judges. an(] additional persons idcmi licd by Jud ge Gorsuc h in rcspo11 s1J to the Senate Judiciary
Commillc(: Questionnaire as possibl y havi11g k110" ledge of
~lso

idcntilied p<"ople with

or Judge

Gorsuch's writi11gs: nnd

Standing Co111111illcc members
interviews: 1heir

~nal y;;es

hi~
~uch

profe:;sinnal qun lilita tions.
k11owledge lhrougb thdr

.'>OlU'CCS

identified through the

inveslign ti vr prOCl'SS. We intcr1~c1n.'d many who had worked with and 3!;ains1 Judge Oors11ch in
private practice: in hjs capacity as Deputy Attorney Gcnc:ral; in his

cap~ciry

as a fc:dcral ci rcuil

judg•': as 11 member of various profcssio11al organiz~ tions: and in his capnciry as a la\\' professor.
Additionn ll y. we intcJvie11 cd la wyers who liaw appeared before Judge Ciorsut'h on the bench, nnrl
we interviewed ttwsc who ha1·c workl.'d with .lodge GoIBuch on varion5 b0nc h and bar
co11m1itcc<:>.
We i11 terviewtld childhood IJ·iends <Hid professors of the 11n1vcrSitics a11c11dcd by Judge
Gorsucl1. as well as those "lrcrc h.: ha, raughl. We also lntcrvie,1cJ judge$ at each lcvtl of the
state and fcdc!'lll jL1diciary.

~ nt.l

practice, as Pri nci pal Deputy

lnwycrs who 11'orkcd with .lt1dgc Gor~uch :1s it law dcrk. in ptJ\'atr

As~ociatc

Attorney. Gcnc1111 of the United Stales. and as a Judge 011

the Tenth Circuit Cou11 of 1\ppca\s. Addi1lonally. rile Sta11ding Committee considered its
contidontial

~valuation

cundurtcd in 2006 wh1t11 Judge Gorsuch was nominated to thc United

4
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S1ri1cs Courl of Appe:i ls for the Tenlh CircuiL"
Tbt' Stand ing Connnillcc followNI Judgc Gorsuch'> career as a l3w clerk

tn

lhc lfonorablc

David B. Sc11t.:llc or lhc Unite:; S r~tcs Coul'I of AppL"als lor lhc Tenth Circuir, ancl as a J:nv dcrk
for both the lalt' Assocfalc

Ju~1icc

Byron While and cu1Tenl Associate Justice Anthony M.

l«:.·11ncdy or the Suprcrw.: Cou11 vfthe United States. \Ve al$o i11tcr'1i..:"·eJ tlHJ$e who cncountcrcJ
Ju<l2,c Gorsuch duri nft his private prncricc at Kellogg, Huber, Ha11scn. Todd. Eqms & Ficg•!I.
PLLC; us Principal Deputy ,\ ssociotc Atrorncy General of the United Stares:. and as an Adjw1ct
PmlCSsor at the Un iversity or Colnn:ido Law School, Jn each case, Standing CCl111111ltlcc 111c111hcrs
sought all views. ncgati"c anti positive, r.:-gardi ng. Judge Gorsuch's. prol(•ss ional qua lifkations for
scrvicc on 1he Supreme Court.

In total, rhe Standing

C'o111111itte~

reached out !Cl 4,997 judges. lawyers, profe,sors

co1111111.mi1y representatives and others for information

reg~rding

Judge GorsLith's integ1ity,

professional co111pctt'1Kc and j udicial tcmpcrnmcn t. The Standing Commincc rccciwd 111orc than
l,000 responses, ond 1he members of the Sranding Commiuee conductcd

respondents who hod

nc:rson~I

interv icll'~

11·ith

1 hos~

knowledge of Judge Gors11ch through their profl'ssional and1or

persona l dea ling~ w ith him. These ln1crvicws were reduced to writing for the St"Jndiug

co01111i ttoc's collective co11sfckrntfon. Many of those who rcsnondcd to the Stm1di11g Co111n1itte.:'s
requcsl for infonna tirn ahou t Judge Gorsuch also provided su bstantive wriltcn in formation from
their pcr$onal know ledge. and 1l1at mntc1·inl was also snpplicd to the Conrn1ittcc.

Tire Stuntli11g Comm iw.•e based its cvoluatiM on the data n:ccived from i1s
uutrc~ch :

on its own mm ly;;cs

or Judge

Gor~uch's

11Ti1ing-s:

011

e~lcnsil·c

repor1; of 1hc three Reading

Groups: anti on a personal im<'rvicw of Judge Gorsuch that was conducted by our lead

Jn connectinn "ilh th~ !On6 e\allm1ion. the S11111ding Coinnlittce umrnunnuslyfouncl Jndg.c Gorsut'h "\ Veil
Qunlilied" io sene on lhe Te111h Cin:uir Cuur1 of Appeal'.

2
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invesrigatot. TC'nth Circuit rerrcsentmi,·c Shannon Gdw11rds and
Committee. on fcbruruy 27. 2017.

1))1.\

ns Chair of the Standing

The written record of all analyses and interviews wus

assembled to comprise tlic Stnnding Committee's

conJidcuti~ I

final r!.'pon rhat was dis!rib11tcd lo

each Standing Commiltcc membe r. Siandiog C'ommiltcc members were given appro:xinmcly i
d~ys

to study this

Gorsuch'~

m~ teri al

-- tota ling. j ust under 1,000

page~

-- t11 individually cv11luate Judge

integrity, protcssio1ial compctcocc, ai1d judici~ I tcmpera111cnt ThcrraJlcr. the StancliHg

Commilh:~

unanimow•ly voted rhat .Judge Gorsuch is .. Well Qualified.. to be an Associate Justice

of the United Srntcs. As

House and you.

Ch~ ir

Ch~ irman

of 1he Standing Commillee. J submiHed thnt mling to 1hc \Vhi1c

Grasslcy and

R ~nking

Member Feinstl.lin. on March 9, 2017. The

rati ng was also publislwcl on th ~ 11't•bs11r of"rho S1ancling C'om111i1tn· on the F11Jernl Judicimy
OUR EVALUATION OF
J UDGE GORSUCH'S PROFF:SS IO~A L QUALlFICATIO:'llS

The Siancling Coll\mincc did not consider Judge Gorsuch·s ideology, p.o litic;il vit<\vs or
political affi lia1ion. IL did nc>t solicit informmi on wi th regnrJ 10 how .lul..lge Gorsuch might vote on
spccilic issues or cases that could come before• the Supreme C'onrt of the Unircd States. Rmhcr.
the

Srnnding Co1nmiucc·s evaluation of Judge Gorsud1 is based solely on a

ct1mprel 1 en~ivt>.

nonpar1isan. 11onide11logical peer review of his integrity_ prnfcssional competence. und judicial
1e111pcmn1cn1.
1.

1ntcgrity

In evaluating i11tc.-grity. tho Standing Com111itlcc co11sicter5 a nominee's character nnd
general rcputntion fn th<" lcgaf cM1munity. l11duStry <intl dil igcncc. 3 The Committee als1>considers
the cxh:nt lo whi~h there have been ~ny findings of ethicnl vlolalions or disciplfnary proccc-dings
involving a nominrc.
3

or wl1ich there have been none rclmi11g lo Judge Gor~uch.

BackgrOnmlt·r ul ~.

6
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Committee found that .Judge Gorsuch c1tjoys nn cxct:llcnt reputation for

i111~g.ri1y

:ind is a person

of (1UISl1l111ling diameter.
It was clear from our irltcrvicw of Judge Gorsuch that he began lc-dming me significance of

a lawyer's integrity during his early childhood. His mother, father and l1is father's father were
attorneys, and he recalled with foud11ess their love of the profession and their geuuine
commitment to helpin,g.others (hrough the practice of law. On weekends, he went with his father
and bis siblings to the family law office located in a bank building in downtown Denver. I-le
rccaUs bis grandfather tell1ng him that a lawyer's purpose is "to help people sofve their problems."
He described l1is grimdfotbcr as a "legal hero lo Colorndo,'· el\plaining tbal he gave his 1imc away

to anyone who called. and citing his work on desegregation in Dtmvor.
likewise, Judge Gorsuch has given generously of his time on committees dedicated to the
improvement of the Federal Rules governing litigation, and to lnns of Court whose mission is to
promote apprenticeship. fellowship and education among law students, lawyers, and judges.
Expressing great affection for the Inns of Court to which he belongs, Judge Gorsuch stated, ''I see
the importance of having o place wbere we can all break bread and have an opportunity lo sec
people as people." lie likes tlie fact tbat seasoned and weU-rcspected attorneys interact at Inn of
Court meetings on a different playing field with judges, new lawyers, and law s111dentS. Ile
observed that the Inns fill the void leO from <lays when ji1dges and attorneys enjoyed colleglality
outside the courtroom.
Many la" y('rs. j udges an ti others wlH' wL·rc inr<:rviewC'd praised .ludsc Gorsuch·s iilrcgrity
We cite rqm:se:ntatiYe romments as foll ows:
" I le is in .:very way an upright pcr5oJ1."
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"N<:il Gor~uch nppro:ichcs cvc1·y c3;;c 'fairly and 111depcndcnt1y "'

" ,,
·•1 have known and intcram1:d professionally with Judge Gorsuch s.incc his
appoiTitn1ent to fue Teutb Circuit Court of Appeals. In my experience as a judge , , .
I cannoL Identify a person more quaJLfied-in every ;;cosc of the wordrto serve as an
Associate Justice of the United States Supreme Courr. Judge Gorsuch would be an
invaluable addition to lite high court."

".ludg,c Gorsuch is always wilting to u11dert11ke projects mid oficn offers 1<1
participait·."

"Judge Gorsuch is a man of great integrity. A wondcrll.il adherent to Lbc Canons of
Judicial Ethics, he is known both inslderuid omsldc the court as a man org;eat
character, und is bdd in high esteem."

''I have observed tha-1 it makes no difference to him how a case might come om if
that is where the law leads him, cegardless of whether that rcsulL coincides with his
personal preference. Ile is a true judge:;' judge and will bring a grcar deal of talent

to the Supreme Court upon his confinnation."

''There is no room for a self-centered approach in Neil's world, His abiding respec1
for !ego! traditions and his cnmmitme.nt lo che law's dcmunds wiU not p<:rmit it
Call it humility; or e<ilFit forthudc."

• • *
"J'.fo ,is neither sexist, racist, nor homopllobic."

''Based on his demeanor and line of questioning [during oral argument], you may
think he is leaning one way, but then he ul timately leans a completely difforent
way. l think be seizes on oral argument as an opportunity to fully vet out every
issue and make.sure. be is making the. right choice. Most importantly, I feel like
Judge Gorsuch appl ies the law fairly and consistently, irrespective of the outcome.

8
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"He has the highest character."

"A fanrastic guy and fantastic colleague and a hard worker."

..

3

•

"A wise and empathic friend who always made time for his colleagues."

l,legarding his time at Georgetown PrepaJatory School. a forrner classmate remarked, "It':;
a small school and everyone knows each other. His reputation then was a nice guy. serious
student, senior class president. Not· flashy, but recognized as smart and nice."
One law school dcau who knows Judge Gorsuch well described him as follows: "Judge
Gor.;uch is extremely 1lmarl. and is a hig hly talented and craftsman-like judge. I le is a model of
integrity, and a fierce defender of the rule of law and judicial independence. But beyond tllat, and
perhaps most importantly. he is an extre1:nely thoughtful, caring. and cmplthic person. As a
litigant in his court, I would feel confident lhat, whatever the oiitcomc, I had been heard, and that
my posirion had been understood and evaluated carefuJ!y, tJ1oroughly, and fairly. In shon.
wharever your politics, Judge Gorsuch is exactly what we want in o\lr j udges. He would make an
excellent Justice."
On the brts i~ of the foregoing corn m-:111.s and
out co mprehensive cva luation process. the Slnndillg

m~ ny

3dditional comments rc-ccivcd during

Commiftc~

c@duded th:1t Judge Gorsuch

po;;scsscs thc imcgrity requirc<l ro rcrcivc a .. Wt'll Qualified" miing.

9
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2.

Professional Compctl•ncc
-· r rofcssiooal compmcnce ..:ncompasses such qua litic$ :,is imcllel'IUal

capach~'.

judgmcn1.

writing inid :malytical ab ilities', knowledge of1hc law. and breudlh ofprofossional expcrknce.''> I\
S1.1pri.'mc Cou rt nominee musl possess exceptiona l
"cspc..:ially high dcgn.'C of legal

~cholarship.

profession~! qualific~1ions.

including an

academic ralc11t, analy1i.:i1l and writing abilities, and

overall excellt>ncc. IThc 110111i11cc must be :iblc] to wr11c ckurly and pcNuasiv.::ly, har1nu11fzc
body of 13\\', 1111d lo give meaningfu l guidant·c to the 1rial m1d cirn1it courts and the hJr for

~

lt1 tur~

cases."; Judge Gorsuch·s prolessfnnal co111pctcnce exceeds 1hcsc h)gh criteria.
Mcmbcl'S of the Prac1itiC1ncrs' Read ing Group obsc1vcd Ill~\ .ludg,c Gorsucb's opinions are
''models of care, thoroughness, and analytical rigor in resolving the issues before him."
Summarizing the analyses submitted by their Group's members. Co-Chairs, Judith Miller .and
Donald Ayer remarked:
Judge Gorsuch's thoroughness and care arc apparent in virtually all of his opinions.
and tbe summaries below convey that point clearly. That thoroughne$S and
dedication may be mosl striking in some of tl1e longest and most complicated of the
cases. He takes seriously the need to address the points raised by the parties, aDd
tirelessly does so even when many less-than-promising issues have been raised. At
the same time, he is usually careft1I to refrain from deciding issues that either have
not been properly raised or preservl'<I, or that nee.cl not be reached to decide the
case. But this impulse also seems to be in compel'ltion with a parallel desi re to be
helpful and illuminate issues for the future guidance of those to whom they may be
relevant- or, more rarely. to press a particular poil11' of view regarding issues even
if not prescnied by tbe parties. Perhaps no l~s notable thau Judge Gors:ucb's
generally thorough, sound and readily understandable discussions of legal issues,
are tbe occasions ou which he engages in a careful and commonsense discussion of
certain facts to resolve a legal issue. These insightful discussions oftbe facts
appear most commonly io criminaJ cases. in co1rnectio11 with issues sucb as
ham1less en-or aud whether a counsel's ineffectiveness offers cause for relief. Like
l1is resolutions ()flegal i~sucs, these factual cl.i$cussions seem to involve no single
pattern or bias, and are, resolved in fovor of tho: defendant almost as ofien as in
favor of lhc government.
'ltl.. at3,

' Id. a1 9.

IQ
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One l31gc area where his dedication 10 the fair application of the law is most
apparen1 is criminal law. Of the 79 published cases involving criminal and Fourth
Amendment law where Judge Gorsuch wrote. his views in 21 supported the
defendant's position in important ways. One theme tbat he eKpresscd in several of
those cases, iacludjng one where he ordered reversa l on plain error review, is that
'[f}ew chings should give us more pause thaJJ the possibility of mistakenly sending
to prison a man Congress has said should not be there.'

*

"

*

Judge Gorsuch's opinions seem to be driven by a s.trong impulse not only to decide
the cases in the manner that he views as correct but also to explain and Illuminate
the law ....
The Academic Readlng Groups were equally complimentary of Judge Gorsuch's intcllecl
and skill. DeaJJ Lawrence Moore of Loyola College ofLawstated:
The picture 1ha1 emerges of Judge Gorsuch is a careful mind whose starting point is
always the tel'! of a statute. l)espite what might make for dull reading, \1is opinions
arc lively and often cotwersational. They are cxccptitmnlly acct-ssible to the n0J1·
lawyers. He often begins with a provocative question. His longer opinions show a
complete mastery of the opinions of otl1cr judges and often the. history of an area of
law. This is a scholarly judge with a first-rate mind. RevieWl'f after reviewer
remarked on Judge Gorsuch's mastery of a particulnt area of law_ Unlike most of
us professors who become experts in two or three areas of law, he seems to have
mastered most J would be willing to hire him as a professor to teachj:ustabout
any area of law. That is competence plus.
University of Pennsylvania Law School Dean Theodore Ruger added tbat Judge Gorsuch's
writings sbowed that he is a judge "of fonnidable judicial skill and frequent judicial restraint,
capable of wor\ci11g with care and persuasive force across a range of doctrinal and statutory fields,
and skillf1.1lly-applyin,g a range of interpreli\le n1ethodolog)es." Dea n Ruger explained:
There \\las a broad consensus among the Peon Law reading group members 1hat
Judge Gorsuch. is a highly comperentj udge whose reasoning toward reaching
results in his opinions was well with in the professioaally-accepted bounds of
judicial compe1·ency. One reader described him as 'a rigorous legal technician who
handles sophisticated and complex legal arguments very we .... ' To other readers
the judge came across as a 'skilled aad sophisticated lega.I analyst. .,' or 'a highly
competeotjudge with strong analytical skills ... [who] engages opposing
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argun1ents with respect. .. .' or '<1 111eticulous legal analysis.' ... Even in a highly
techn.lcal area .. . where Judge Gorsuch does not have deep profoss ional
experience. his judicial writing ... was found by our own e~pen ... to be 'well
Informed and his annlysis ··- bigl1ly sophisticated.. . .'
Certain members of the Reading G roups •• as well as some judges and lawyers we
interviewed ·- commented on Judge Gorsuch's sornetimes disarmingly plain writing style. On~
federal

di~trict

c:ourt judge sfah~tl:

I have known Judge Gorsuch since my appointment 10 the bench .... He is
engaging, plea~ant, and the- consummate gemlc111a11. I have the highes1 regard for
him . Judge Gorsuch's opinions set him apart. They display a degree orlucidlty
tllat few judges' opinions attaiu. Wbilc lam not a f.an of his use of contractions, ho
employs a less fonnal style very effectively to explain in simple terms complicated
coneep1s, This stylistic acbicvemcnL is impressive eaough, but what most
impresses me is his legal reasoning. ! la has superb analytic skills. ! le has a Jarnc:k
for identifying a gillding pr1nciplc from the fog of facts and arguments and using
that principle to shine a light on the answer. After several years of reading Judge
Gorsuch's opinions affirming and reversing my orders, l coi:1clud'ed somet,hlngthat
does not happen very often-tbat tbis is a person who is Supreme Court material.
Although tlie vast majority of those who comrnen1cd on Judge Gorsuch's writing style
lauded bis straightforward approach to prcpariag opinions, a smalJ minority described it as al
times overly dismissive, especially of the losing positio11:
Every reader who commented on the judge's. style described it as unusunlly clear
and strong. [One team member] 'found all of the cases 10 be well reasoned and
easy to follow,' and describe(dl Judge Gorsueh as 'a ski ll ed writer, with a clear,
fluid, plain-spoken s tyle that has become even more focused and direct over his
years on the hench.' . . . Many other reader~ agreed, describing.his opiuion prose
st)tlc as 'always clear and at times beautiful,' . , . 'lucid, graceful and persuasive,' .. .
and 'l ight and lively' and filled wi th 'clari.ty. read-ability and humor.. ., This atttibutc
of Judge Gor~uch's judici~J s kill pervades bis opinions, and our reviews of them lwwevcr a handful of readers tlrnugl\t that the judge went too far with his unique
Style in some cases, at lbe cost of persuasive rc11Soning O( proper respect for parties
m colleagues. [One reader] w rote thut occasionally Gorsucb's 'fondness for
arresting prose leads him into metaphors that are perhaps too long extended ....'
We discussed such comments during our personal intc.rview with Judge Gorsuch .
Continuing what we discerned from our many interviews, commentary from the reading groups,
and the Sianding Commillee's own resea rch, Judge Gorsuch re.marked that most people would say
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tlial he does not have a "poison pen," and 1'1lat most lawyers and judges believe be writes
"rcspt>.ctfully." He said he likes to 1VTilc the way people t<1lk. I re uses con1rac1ions, and trtes not to
use too many footoMt>s. He sees "no reason to use a lot of legal jargon." He desires to "demystify
opinions,'' and wants the litigants a11d regular people -

as well lawyers - to be able to analyze and

understand what he is saying. Re noted that in order to write clearly and sm;irt "you have

to

work

al it. as it's much harder 10 wri te thac way.'' He said h.c goes through many drafts to be :is succinct

as possible.
Tu light of Judge Gor.;uch's comments, ii" is not surprising that tl1e Pructl rioncrs' Reading
Group observed 1ha1 "Judge Gorsuch's opinions arc \Hillen in an unpretentious conversational
style that is easy lo grasp aiid often quite entertaining. WbiJe his infonmility sometimes verges on
being breezy (and he regularly uses contractions), thM is no indication of unseriousness in his
work." Likewise. one judge stated: "He has both affirmed and revctsed decisions of mine and In
each instance l have learned something, been treated with respect and apprcciai-cd his decisions....
l th ink he writes heller and th.inks more clearly than any of the present members of 1he Supreme
Court. J say this while not agreeing with bis vaunted tcxtualist approach to constitutional
intcrµretatioa.·•
To reach the ir conclusio11 1hu1 JLJdgc Gursuch possesses the prC1ftssional competence 10 be
an AssC1ciaLc Justice of 1.hc Supreme Court or 1he United Siat.:>s, 1hc members of 1hc Standing
Com11)illcc c:-..amincd 1101 only 1hc Lhornugh l'l'pons or 1hc Prt1c1i1io11crs' nnd Academic

Hc~ding

Groups, but also 1hc \ ic"s orfa"'ycrs, a1:adc1nits, and Judge Gorsuch's judiclal pee rs. Almost all
of 1hc cxpericncct.l. ded icated. Md knC1wkdgi:ablc sl1·ting judges. lcsal scholars. and lawyers who
have workt•d wi lh or 11ga insl .ludgc Gorsuch had high pr:iisc for his imcllccr and 11bllhy l•)
communicate clearl y :ind cffccli\'cly.
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Ot:scrih1ng his professional comnc1cnce, mru1y used aJjccrivc> ;;ucll as "btillinnL"
"thoughtful," "intclligcnl" and "rea lly, real ly. really sm arL" A sl\fl1('lling. of ~pccific com mcnls
from a wide a1Tay of lawyer>. ju<lgcs and academics include:

''One of 1hc few pcopk I \h>ttltl l"d!C a I0 oll.l of I0 in 1hc area of pn:itession~I
cmupc1cnct'."

"Emincmly one of thi: most q@l ifjcd pc~ons ever m>minated to the Supre me

Coun."

"llighly compctcnl. thoughtful. iind kncnl' lcdgcablc."

Judg:t•Gorsurh is "e.~ hx·mely qui1lili!!d. .. His bread th ;ind depth ofexp1mencc are
impccc.·ablc ....To have-Columbia, Ilarva rd and Oxford in ono person is
phenomenal."

"The best lc,g,>I 111ri1cr on !he circuit cou1t."

* "'

*

"He is ci' •il, smart, urlicu lare ru1cl h1.u1111lc. Hc's exac tly what om: would hopc for
on th(' Unit'cd Sta tC'S Supreme CQu rl."

" I have kllO\"~' .lticlgc Gom1ch for mi\lly year s. He is highly qua lilied by intcl lccl

knowkdgc. and h;1rd WNk. He IY<>uld scrv,-with dis1i11c1ion... As a matter of
abilhy and np1itudc, one cou ld ;;carccly do better."

*

*

" He is rcspccll\Jl aod has a tire l c~s work Nhic."

14
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"Heiss brilliant ~ nd very ana lytlca l 1hi11krr."
One fodcral nppd latc j udge who has known Judge
year~

Gorsu~h

prolessionally fur several

indicated that wlw11 he t'1wo1ull~rs ;1 pnrti.:td arly challc11~i11g Issue or case, he cisks himself,

"\Vhai wou ld Ni.'il Gorsuch do'.'"
Given th e breadth, divers ity. Mnd

~t rcngth

l)f the f0cdback we m:eived from judges

and

lawyer!' or nil pollt.ica l persuasions and from so many µart s of the profession. the Commith.·c
wou ld have been lmrd prc~scd to come 10 any conclusion ocher than that Judge Gorsuc11 has
dcmonstrntcd fll'Ofos~i onal

competence that

i~ cxccptio11ally ~'lllstanding.

Time and again. thv,;c

with wliom he has wo rkcJ and those who have: hccn involved in cases nvcr which he has presided
have applm1ded his imcllcc1ua l <tcumcn, thoughtful di::ccrnmcnt, aml 11 rin.m d arity. B:1scd 011 the
resu lts of our cx tcnsivc in vcstigutinn and th(' result ing input wo rccci,·cd from varied and
knowledgeab le source:-. we have determ ined thnt .Judge Gor!'11ch possesses sufficiently

outstanding professional compctcnC'C' to be rated ··WC'll Qualilicd."
3.

JudiciJll Tempcraml'nt

In cva lua t1ng j udicial tcrnperiimc111. the Standing Comrnlntc considcn; a nomint'c's
"cumpassiu11. decisivcm:~s. opcn-mlndcd nc5s. courlcsy. p~Licncc. trccdom from bias. ancl
con1m it111cn1 1{1

cqttal .fustice under the law:•<· Lawyers and judges overwhelmingly praised Jmlgc

Gol'lluch's .itidicial 1cri1pcr:imc111.

TI1c l(l llowing rcpn:scntative comments provl,k insight on Judge Gorsuch's d<.'mca nor as a

"As fo r demea nor, we could not have found S<1mconc bctl(.'r."

' ld•L. 3.
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"Measur.:-d mid discreet. He hns a toi1 of self-control."

•

*

*

"Very dtcisivc and open mi nded."

"A tc1Tilic listener."

''Even wlwn he disngrc.•tJS wi th" 1wsitio11. hC' doC'S so graciously and respectfull y."

"He is a rcol-lifc Jimmy Stewart"

*

*

..

l lc is '',im:cn: and rcnsonabk, and aels with grea t j udgnwnt and
all settings."

1houghtfnlncs~

in

HC' is "very compassionate and Ulldcrs1:111ds tho judge's role pcrfcctly. lh: is as
"cvcn-kc..:lcd a judge can gcr; he dtlcs not lose his cool: he is courteous am.I
unbiased."

" 1\

pleasa nt person and complete gcnt l c111~11."

......
"Tornlly c1·en. I never ~aw him get upset al a11y poitll during 1hc case. lk was l::iir
a11d rcnsonablc, and di<l 1101 i<tJ...: ~t.lvantagc t1f anyone."
Notably, a j udge who was a frolJI runner for the

po~ ir ion

for whic h Judge Gor,;uch has

been nominat ed indicated Ihm when he was asked by the Vice President who rhe nominee should
be if h(ll hif)1scll; )le rc>pondcd, ''Ttiis wM the easiest question l had been asked al! day. l
wirhout :1 d1H1ht, the nominee >lm11l<l he .fudge Gorsuch.''

16
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The Reading Groups provided he lpful lnsigl11 iulo .Judge Gorsuch's .fuditial t.:mpcranwnt.
as wc:-11 , Summarizing the ,.;c11s expresrotl by many or the group's

I~

cxpcricnecJ 11d10.:atcs. thc-

C'hairs of the Practitioners' Readi ng Group norcd that Judge Gors11ch's opinions "often seem to be
addressed most directly lo tbc parties themselves, and work hard lo explain the situation and
outcome in a way t11a( will be understandable to the parties. They arc also uniformly written in a
civil and respectful lone,

We are unaware of eveo a single instance j ri which Judge Gor~uch has

engaged in an ad honiincm attuck OT impugned 1he motives

OT

conduct of any colleague on !he

bench. or of counsel before the court."

The Academic Reading Groups echoed this sentiment. Dean Moore of Loyola stated,
"The word thn t describes Judge Gorsuch for me is hurnili1y. I le

Ciln

diStlgrcc withom bcin_g

Jisagrccablc." One member of the University of PcnnsylvaJlia R.:ndlt1g Group added, "He is
co11sidcrntc and rcspcett'µl

plaintiff..•.One dis1incflvc

or 1hc:- parties. cspcci~lly when
fc~wrc

he is deciding

~1gainsl

an individual

or Judge Gorsuch's opinions IS that he oft>.'n gives both

precedcntfa l and policy rcGsons to suppo11 a deci;;ion. in clkct explaining th~ logir behind th•' rule

h.:- is applying."
While n fuw

illlt:'n·icwcc~

described challenging situations dtrring oral argument before

Judge Gorsuch, the 01 crwhclmla1g

n1~joriry

of

tho~c

who rrovidcll input indicated th~t .Judge

Gorsuch is rcsp0c1f1ll, unbiased, and scnsi ti \·c to the posilio11s of liliga01s iind lhl."ir
t\dditionally. when responding to our question!; concerning his

dcnic~nnr

coun~cl.

during oral argument.

Judge Gorsuch made a poinl during our personal interview of ack11ow lcdging 1hal 1vhcfi _. la'ivycr
<1J1pcars betbrc the court. it may already be l1is or her lmrdC$1 doy. and he docs not take 1ht

opportunil y to "bea1 up'' oli lawyers. He added tlwt ;ill he wanted from n court when he was a

practicing ln wycr was for the judg1.'S to b(' foir. ;md he stri ves to be sucl1 a judge.
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Basc<I <lll 1hc infnnnalion obtoi1wd frc>m our comprclwnsivc invcs1igoti(111, includi ng our
pcrso))Ol inl<:f\ i.:w of Judge Gorsuch. the Standing Co111rnitlcc unhesitatingly found Judge
Gorsuch's tempcmmcnt robe 11cll-s11itcd to 1he job 111 h;ind ancl dcs.:rvfng of the ..Well Qualified''
rating.
4.

Juclicial lndepcndence

We close our stalcmcnl with a few words nboul judicial indqwudcncc. 1101 because judiciul
Independence is it self" crhcrlon that we indh'idunlly cv:ilunlc. bul because it is a quality cssen1iat
to mcasuring inlcgriiy. professional cC1111pctcnc<· and judicial dc111canor. Our evaluation process
prnl'idcd an cxcclknt opporlunil y to gain a

gl imp~e

al whclher .httlgc GoJ'liu<:h is a judge who

ascribes to the conccp1 of an independent Judiciary.

Bnscd on the wri1i11gs. interviews. and

nnalys.:s we scnninized to reach nur rn!lng,, we dL~cc111cd tl1a1 Judge Gorsuch b.:-lic\'CS slro1igly In
lhe independence of the judicial branch ofgow111me111. and we prcdicl llial he will be :i s lrong. hul

rcspeclli.11 voice in proli.'cling ii.

A~

one inlcrvicwca noled with alacrity. "Judge Gorsuch has 'grit,'

whi ch he gets from being a muhi-gencmtion

We~tcrncr."

Anolhcr ,;ttlled, "Ile is dedicated 10th.:

consti tutional doc11·i11c of ~cparation of powers snd to the indepcndc11ce of the jL1diciary." Yet

anot hc::r observed, "In addition to his outstauding academic credentials and brillfant mind, Judge
Gorsuch's dcmOllnor and writwn opinions during bis tenure on the Tenth Circuit Court of Appeals
demonstrate that he: believes unwaveringly in lhe rule of law and judicial indepcndence. ln my
opinion. be is exceptionally well qualified to serve as a jl1stice of the Supreme Court of the United
States." We agree.
CONCL USI ON

In conclusion, Mr. Chainrnm, I not e that the goal of the ABA St:mding Con11ni1ttc shares
the goal or you.r Cnmminec ••

10

assure

:i

qualified

IS

~nd

lndepc11dcnt judiciary for the American
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peopk·, I tnist th::tl !he

for~going

summ(try of the Stonding Conm1ittcc's \\'ork assists tile

Committee Jn <1Ssuring 1hnLthis objccrive is achlcvcd, Thank ,Y<lll for the or portunicy

IO

present

th is ::tatcmenl r~'ncrm i ng the pro t~sional qualiJica1ion5 or Judge Gorsuch as an Associmc Justic1:

nfthc Supreme Coun of1hc U11i1cd Stutes.
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EXHIBIT A
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Baker Donelson Bearman Cah;lwdl & Berkowitz PC
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Peter Bennet!
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Joseph M. Dtayton
Cooley LLP

New York. New York
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SEVENTH CIRCUlT
Tiffany M. Ferguson
T.M. Ferguson & Co.
Chicago, lllionois

EIGHTH C IRCUIT
Cynthia E. Nance
lJni\'crsity of Arkansas Sc:hnoi of' Law
Faycltc\•illc. A rka11sa~
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Barbara J. Dawson
Snell & Wilmer
Phoenix, Arizona

Debra E. Pole
Sidley Austin LLP
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TE.NTH CJRCUIT
Shannon L. Edwards
Edwards law Fim1
Edmund, Oklahoma
ELEVENTH cmcmT

Robon· L. Rothman
Arnall Golden Gregory LLP
Atlanta, Georgia
D.C. ClRCU LT
M. Elizabeth Medaglia
Retired from Govemrncnt Service and Private Practice
Arlington, Virginia
FEDERAL CIRCUIT
Ralph A. Taylor, Jr.
Areot Fox LLP
Washington. DC
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Denise A. Cardman
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Siatement
Hon. Deanell Reece Tacha (Ret.)
Duane and Kelly Roberts Dean
Pepperdfne University
School of Law
Dlstinguished Members of the Committee:
It is a privilege to appear today to support the nomination of my former col league and
my friend, Neil Gorsuch, as an Associate Justice of the United States Supreme Court. I
served with Judge Gorsuch on the United States Court of Appea ls for the Tenth Circuit
and was chief judge of that Circuit when Judge Gorsuch was appointed in 2006. In my
brief time today 1 will touch on three aspects of Judge Gorsuch's qualifications --all of
which I cons ider very important for every judge at every level.

First, Judge Gorsuch, the judge:
Judge Neil Gorsuch brings to the bench a powerful Intellect combined with a probing
and analytical approach to every lssue. He brfngs to each case a strong commitment to
limit his analysis to that case--its facts, the record, and the law cited and applkable. He
does not use hls Judicial ro le as a vehicle for anything other than deciding the case
before him. The "case or controversy" requirement for jurisdiction is, for him, a guiding
principle for his judicial role. He is a student of constltutional structure and ofThe
Federalist Papers and takes very seriously the appropriate roles assigned to each of the
three br anches of government. He is an elegant and accessible writer. In my j udicial
wri ting classes I assign some of his optnions to demonstrate the importance of
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"narrative" to every case before the courts. His Jurisprudence is informed by textual ism,
originalism, and precedent but not in a rigid or forma listic way--only as lenses through
which to seek an appropriate resolution to an issue or a case. Judge Gorsuch is a case
by case by case j udge whose dedication is to serving litigants and the third branch of
government.

Second, Judge Gorsuch, the colleague:
On a multi-judge appellate court, i t is my view that one of the most important
characteristics of an effective and efficient court ls the level of colleg iality among Tts
members. This is not at all about getting along to get along. It is about improving the
quality of the work of the court by careful and respectful listening to varying and
divergent views, participating and engaging in robust internal debate about procedures
and cases, and factoring in the diverse views of other judges. Judge Gorsuch Is such a
j udge. His attention to the views of his colleagues informs his work. He has an acute
sense for identifying those circumstances where reaching consensus is t he highest value
and those decision points where personal conviction and reason dictate individual
judgment and independent decisionmaking.

Judge Gorsuch beneves fn the court as an

organic and flourishing enti ty where the views, backgrounds, and perspectives of all the
judges are lmportant to the quality of the work of that court.
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Ffnally, Judge Gorsuch, the person:
Neil Gorsuch is my fr iend. He has been from the day he became my colleague in 2006.
say th1s advisedly because it means something that, despit e our many differences in life
experience, background, education, and interests, Judge Gorsuch immediately and
always affirmed me and made clear his respect for me as a person and as a judge. I
have watched him wi th all kinds of people in the courthouse, in social settings, and in
the rough and tumble of judicial travel and duties. He is unfailingly kind, thoughtful, and
empathetic to all. His is the kind of dignity that reflects the dignity he accords to all
persons. Judge Gorsuch lives according to his values. For him, faTth, fam fly, communlty,
nation, and his beloved Colorado define who he is. He is, for me, the gold standard in
public service.

For all these reasons, I urge this Committee an d the Senate to confirm Judge Neil
Gorsuch as an Associate Justice of t he United States Supreme Court.
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CHAIRMAN GRASSLEV, RANKING MEMBER FEINSTEIN, AND DISTINGUISHED MEMBERS OF THE SENATE
JUDICIARY COMMITIEE:
It is an honor to again address this Important commitlee that has done so much over the years
to ensure the e~istence and independence of our third branch of government.

I am Robert Henry, President and CEO of Oklahoma City University, a former state legislator and
Atlorney General of Oklahoma, and former Chief Judge ofthe U.S. Court of Appeals for the Tenth
Circuit, a Court I had the privllege to sit on from 1994 to 2010, the last four yea rs of that tenure as a.
colleague of Judge Gorsuch. Based 011 that personal experience workfng closely with him, and with
maintained contact through circuit conferences, correspondence, and judiclal gatloerings, I am here
today to speak in support of Neil Gorsuch' s nomination to serve as an Assoclate Justice on the Supreme
Court of the United States.

In Federalist 78, Publius (In this maner, a/k/a Alexander Hamilton) described the nature and
vlrtue.s of the federal judicial')'. As the "least dangerous" branch would have neither ''sword nor purse,"
care would have to be taken to protect its Vital independence as It would have to referee the disputes
between the more powerful political branches. "Permanency in office" would be required both to
promote independence and to allow for the mastery of the voluminous ''strict rules and precedents"
that would prevent arbitrary judgments. Tloe granting of permanence, the fmportance of integrity, and
the long and laborious study r equired to master the judicial craft led Ham11ton, whose star, gratefully,
has ascended again of late, to observe: "Hence it is that there can be but few men in the ~ociety, who
will have suff}clent skm in the laws to qualify them for the stations of judges."

Now as the quotatton reveals, Hamilton was practical but not prescient. He, like all the other
Framers, missed the necessary lnclusion of women in the political process. But my guess is that
Hamilton would be very impressed wltl'l the qualifications and legal scholarship of tile women who have
served to date as Associate Justices Oi'I the Supreme Court: Sandra Dav O'Connor, Ruth Bader Ginsburg.
Sonia Sotomayor, and Elena Kagan. The point remains that the selection of federa'I judges in general,
-and certainly of Supreme Court justices in particular, is a solemn undertaking.

And that ls why this committee is gathered today. Fortunately, you have before you a candidate
that I believe our judicial branch's architect Hamilton would warmly embrace-and not just because they
both attended Columbia. As one who ha;; served with Neil, decided cases with him, traveled and dined
with him, discussed our families together (including the menageries his daughters have maintained over
the years). agreed and disagreed with him, I can attest to his (1) truly remarkable Intellect, (2) his oft·
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demonstrated integrity, (3) his mastery of "rules and precedents," and (4) his fine judicial
temperament and collegiality.

I believe the subject of intellect speaks for itself and needs but summary mention: his honors
degrees from Columbia and Harvard law School; his Marshall Scholarship to OMford (an honor he shares
With Justice Stephen Breyer) which resulted ln a Doctor of Philosophy degree; and his wrpus of work
1ncluding outstanding service awards from the State Department and the Truman Foundation, scholarly
writings, and some 900 opinions that lawyers have described as "straightforward," "learned," and "well·
reasoned." Deserving special mentfon lsiHE LAW OF JUDICIAL PRECEDENT which Judge Gorsuch Joined
with Bryan Garner, America's foremost lexlcographerand legal rhetorician, and several dtstinguished
circuit judges of quite diverse backgrounds to develop a remarkable work of legal scholarship.
Impressively, all its eminent judicial coauthors, of different po litical and occupational backgrounds.
produced a single volume, written with a single voice, and no signed sections.

As to integrity, fn rny professional dealirigs with him i have never fouod it questlonable, nor
have I ever heard of it being questioned. His career choices have subjected him to numerous reviews of
his cnaracter and fitness for public service.

His service as a law cletk forfellow Westerner the late

Jus·tice. Byron Wh ite (a highly esteemed judicial figure in the Tenth Circuit where the courthouse ls
named for him- and not just because of his football records), as well as his clerking for Ji.Jstire Anthony
Kennedy attests to that integrity. His review by this. committee for the position of circuit judge also
attests to the thorough examination of background that has revealed a person of total integrity. I will
come back to his-integrity shortly.

And much of the above also speaks to Neil's mastery otthe law. His experiences include both
private and pubr.c practice of law, teaching law, and 11 years of the crafting of oplnions on t he Tenth
Circuit. Indeed, Judge Gorsuch's service rn the Tenth Cfrcult has contributed to our j urisprudence on
cases ot great importance to out count ry, cases largely from the Gr eat American West from whence he
hails. and where he proud ly lives: cases involving pu blic lands and waters, and the law (largely crafted
by Chief Justice Joh n Marshall) of our Naiive American nations. I have no doubt that Judge Gorsuch's
experience in these matters would be of. great assistance to the Supreme Court.

Judlclal temperament- whlch the Amer ican Bar Association defines as "compassion,
decisiveness, open·mindedness, sensitivity, courtesy, patience, freedom from bias and commitment to
equal justice-- and collegiality are traits not so easy to understand if one has no experience with
collegial bodies. In my view, tempera ment speaks primarfly to a judge' s interaction with litigants and
the bar, and collegiality speaks to relationship with judlctal colleagues. As members of the United States
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Senate, you know how important it Is to be respectful of and respected by colleagues. The smaller the
group, the more important these traits become. In discussing the Importance of colleglallty, I often
mention the e)(llmple of Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes,

Jr. Although a brilliant justice, he could be quite

irascibfe, having few friends on or off the bench, and once terming his colleagues " nine scorpions
trapped in a bottle." Although, at least, he Included himself as a fellow arachnid, such phrases arid
sentiments did not help him work with colleagues and they help explain why his best work was in
dissent.

Judge Gorsuch's elegant pen is not an acfd one turned on his colleagues. Aithough in the heat of
battle sometimes judicial prose may overstate a position, I think by any standard his opinions have been
lair. weJl-reasoned, a11d not ad hominem.

Th!Js, Judge Gors!Jch meets the qualities Hamilton specifically addressed in Federalist 78. He has
other great traits as well , One final area deserves special mention, referfing again to integrity.

While I served as Chief Judge for the Tenth Circuit, Judge Gorsuch's commitment to adequate
legal representation for all parties evidenced itself in his quick and avid participation in an overhaul of
the Tenth Circuit's approach to capital habeas appellate representation. Shortly after a 2008 Tenth
Circuit death penalty oral argument before a panel lncludlng now Cilief Judge Timothy M. Tymkovich,
Judge carlos Lucero, and Judge Gorsuch, these judges brought their concerns about the quality of
capital case representation to the attention of the Court. Recognizing Congres,s's concern with "the
seriousness of the possible penalty and ... the unfqueand complex nature of the litigation," 18'U.S.C. §
3599(d), Judges Gorsuch and Tymkovich volunteered to take c·harge ota tf1orough and systematic effort
to improve the quality of legal representation of capital case appellants, and take charge they did.
Within a few short months, they organized and executed a ser ies of meetings, provided guidance and
oversight in data-collect1on, and arranged conference calls with stakeholders. Working with the Office
of Defender Services T~i ni'ng Branch, they reviewed a training assessment survey from meeting
participants. After analyzing the data, the Judges focused on the root c.:iuses of the subpar capital
representation: the staggering caseload overwhelmed the Circuit's capital habeas units and the number
of qualffied capital habeas panel attorrieys was unfortunately low.

The Judges' proposals to improve the quantity and quality of representation in these most
dtfficult of cases succeeded. Rather than start from scratch, they suggested expand1ng the use of the
highly-respected appellate divislon of Colorado's F.ederal Public Defender's offfce -and pairing these
skilled and experienced attorneys with pri\late attorneys appolnted under the Criminal Justice Act (CJA).
Through this efficient team approach, the Colorado Public Defender offfce ka provided appellate
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expert1se to the CJA attorneys, resulting In immediate training and support. In 2009 and 2010, the
Judges convened various training sessions and meetings in Oklahoma (from which most of the circuit's
capital cases originated). The Judges designed these rneetlngs to recruit qualified lawyers and assess
training needs - and perhaps most importantly, Tenth Cfrcult Jud~es attended and participated in these
sessions. The circuit even schedu led capital case oral arguments in the Homsey Courtroom at the
Oklahoma City University School of law so that Oklahoma attorneys could attend and see how judges
approach these most difficult cases.

The Judges also underscored the need for enhanced budgetlng for both 1ittorneys and the Court.
CJA attorneys In the Tenth Circuit generally sought modest budgets, and increases in those budgets
proved difficult to secure. They and the Court received updated training on Gapital case budgeting,
whkh resulted in CJA attorneys allocat1ng their budgets more efficiently. And the Judges' efforts yielded
increases of staff in the Federal Public Defender offices tn Colorado and Oklahoma, and an increase in
the number of law clerks specializing in the death penalty.

Since Judge Go rsuch and Judge Tymkovich took this action, each CJA panel member has engaged
in at least one moot court with a Capita l Habeas Unit before appearing for argument befo(e the Te11th
Circu it. Unquestionably. Judge Gorsuc;h's efforts have been instrumental in improvihg the quality of
representation In federal capital habeas cases~and in securing the funding to shore up the efforts of
practitfonets and federal public defenders specializing i.n death penalty repre.sentalion. These measures
reflect Judge Gorsuch's unwaveling dedication to the need for qvality legal representation in all capital
proceedings to ensure fundamental fairness In the imposition of the death penalty. They underscore his
integrity as a jurist.

Mr. Chairman, Ranklng Member, and members of the committee, I appreciate the opportunity to speak
to you about the intellect, Integrity, legal knowledge, judlcfal temperament, and collegiality of J!Jdge Neil
Gorsuch. Thank you. I would he pleased to respond to any questions.
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U.S. DISTRICT J UDGE JOHN L. KANE

Judges ace no different from anybody else. Like you, we have s ocial. political and
religious views, whether the product of culture and upbringing, or the rosuh of education ,
predilection or intcllecrual or philosophical pursuit. To don the robe, however, is to surrender the
freedom to act on those views so j ustice may be served.
The djsciplfne of deciding irrespective of one's personal be liefa is the ess<.'nce of judicial
integrity. Being c(lnsciously aware of one' s views and sett ing them aside at the start of every
case is no easy ta$k. nor should it be. The questio n for any nominee is. docs he or she have the
disc ipline to do that and decide each case ac.cording to tile rule o flaw? I believe Judge Gorsuch
does. and his opinions prove ii.
tong ago I gave up identifyingjudges as " liberal'' or •·conservative". Because those
words seem to mean wharevcr the user wants, 1hey have no common understanding and provoke
110 further ana lysis. I lowever one 111ighl pige-0nholc either of us, the facL is Judge Gon;uch 13nd I

share few of the same social. political or religious views. In evaluating fitness for the bench, the
real que.stion is, does the nominee embrace the discipline of the robe? Do his o r ht>r opinions
reflect an y sort ofideological bias? Is the judge fair? Judge Gorsuch is 110! a 111011k. but neither is
be a missionary or an idcolog1.1e.
I read a greal many appellate opinions, fro m circnit courtS throughout the United S1a1es.
To the extent that a judge can be judged by his opinions, the ones written by Judge Gorsuch tell
me a great deal. His a re clear. cogcnl and mercifully to the poi11L I have been both affirmed and
reversed hy him , and each time I lhoughl he was fair and right. He treats lhe parties and the trial
judge•s rulings with respect; he does not ridicule them or take cheap shots. nor does he insult or
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demean other judges \~ho mighL disagree with hitn. His wri1ing is filled with grace and wit. But
does he know the difference between his personal views and 1hose of the court?
Judge Gorsuch is the only judge of whom I am aware who has written both majority
opinions and concurring opinions in the same case. Tin.• majority Clpinions were the opinions ofa
three-judge court; rhe concurring opinions were his separate, additional perspeccives. He has
done th is at least twiee.
Judge Gorsuch' s opinions also make clear his concern for the separation of powers and
his kc<in awareness of the judiciary' s independence. He has wri.nen that legislation belo11gs to
Congress and adjudication belongs to the courts. He has disagreed witb the late Justice Scal ia by
suggesting there is for too much adjudirntive activity in the executive brnnd1 's administrative
agem:y rulings. lk has questioned1he value of the Chel•ron doctrine, which asserts the judiciary
should defer to agency interpretations of statutes. The Chevron doctrine intrudes equally upon
the authority and prerogatives uf Lhe legislative bra nch.
As is often rhe case. Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes said it best In his dissent in lodmer
1•

New York. Holmes wrote:
The case is decided upon an economic lh.:ory which a large pan of the coumry
does not entertain. If it were a quesrion whether I agreed with that rheory, I should
desire to study it further and lo11g before makfog up my mind. But I do not
conceive !hat to be my duty. because I stronglv believe that mv agreement or
disagreement has nothine: to do with the rieht of the majoritv co embodv1heir
opinions in law.
Like Justice Holmes, Judge Gorsuch knows Ihat his social, political and religious views

have no plan· on rhe bench.

rn embracing the discipline or the robe, dedicating himself to tbe

separation of powers, and consistently devoting himself to being fair, Judge Gorsuch has earned
the right to be considered by you for the hlghest bench in the land. I hope you will judge him
with the fairness and integrity with which he himself has served.
2
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Statement of Leah Jo Bressack before rhe Sen ate Committee on the Judiciary
on lbe Nomi.nation of Jud ge Neil M. Gorsuch 10 the Supreme Court
Ma rch 23. 2017
Mr. Chairman, Ranking Member Fe instein, and o(.hermen1bcrs of the Committee:
lam deeply honored to have the opportunity to address the committee and talk about one
of my mentors, Judge Gorsuch. Senator Fein~tein. l grew up in California, where you and
Senator Boxer were my Senators. and my family still laughs that there was a time when I
believed that only women were allowed to serve in the Senale. Of course, whcn I tell for
college, l moved to Maine, which also had two women Senators, so take from that what you will.

Tserved as a law clerk to Judge Gorsuch from 2009 to 2011. I'd like to direct my
ren1arks to how Judge Gorsuch approaches cases. His commitment to assess eacb case from all
points of view, and never make up his mind until every point of view has been considered, is the
quality [respect about him most.
First, Judge Gorsuch is truly independent ln deciding cases, he doesn't care what
politicians or parties wani. He only cares what the law says. ln the two years 1 worked with
him, never once did politics influence a decision he mnde. I saw the govemmenr win cases, and
l saw the govcmmenr lose cases. I saw each l'rivate litigant receive the same meticulous analysis
of its arguments. Judges like Judge Gorsuch are the keepers of our independent judiciary.
Second, Judge Gorsuch wor.ks together with judges from all different points of view to
build consensus wherever possible. ln my two years clerking, tbejudgc heard rnany cases
together with other judges whose judicial philosophies differ from his. Yct the great majority of
these cases were decided unanimously. That is no coincidence: it is a rcOection of the judge's
deep respect for the opinions of bis collc.iigues and cmnmitment to craft decisions that benefit
from their reasoniog. In my experience as a law clerk, the judge always pushed me to research
all sides of a case, question lhc reasoning UI1dcrlying each .party's posilion, and give all
argumenl:s eirhauslive consideration. That process more or less consumed my life for 2 years -it's a cornerstone of how J11dge Gorsuch works and he wo11't accept anything else.
Third, there is no question t11at a Supreme Court justice wields significant power. But
having worked closely with Judge Gorsuch, I am confident that a chaoge in title, from judge to
Ju.st ice. would not change him. I fis judicial philosophy is based on the idea that the foture of 1his
country will be decided by ejected teprese1ttatives li)te 1be members of this conunillce, not by
him. and that will never change.
On a persoual level, some of my fondest memories of my clerkship with Judge Gorsµch
were the afternoon nms he led us on through Denver. Weaving in and out of the city streets, l
questioned the judge's description of these events as jogs, when to me they felt much more like a
sprint. Whil'e it was easy to begin the run discu~sing cases with the judge, the true test was
whether you could contioue sµch conversation twe nty minutes later when tbc judge was doing
jost fine and you were ou1. of b reath. I now th lnk. of those rnns as a met·apbor for1he experience
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of working with the Judge; his relentless drive pushes everyone around him lO 1ry harder and
reach higher.
In casual conversation in chambers, lite judge always wanted to hear about our
experiences exploring the Colorado outdoors. I still remember bis Monday morning rirual of
quizzing clerks ou their adventures ove! the weekend. One weekend, while hiking in Rocky
Mountafo National Park.. I found myself within a few feet ofa beautiful red fox --- 1 knew I
would have the ace among all U1e clerks on Monday.

We al I know the saying ''you are judged by the company yoti keep." One of the greatt'SI
gifU; ofcler.king for two years for Judge Gorsuch is my co-clerks, whose humi lity, intelligence,
and diligence mirror the qualities J so admire in !he jndge. Many of the j udge's derks (wl1ose
political views span the spectrum) have traveled to be here for this hearing, and wo have
rncommended hirn as an extraordinary judge. We believe he is a judge of whom all Americans
would be proud.
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Chairman Grassley, Ranking Member Feinstein. and Members of the Committee: thank
you for the invitation to testify as you consider the nomination of Judge Neil Gorsuch to
the Supreme Court. I speak today on behalf of Human Rights First- an indeptmdent,
11011-profit, non-partisan organization dedicated to advancing American leadership on
human rights. Our work is grounded in the belief that our nation is stronger-and saferwhen we Jive up to our ideals.
lo our nearly 40-year history, Human Rights First has never supported or opposed a
judicial nominee, and we do not do so 10day. Nor do we question Judge Gorsuch's
temperament or credentials, which seem exemplary and have led a number of people l
respect to support his nomination. Every judicial nominee deserves a fair hearing and an
opportunity to fully explain his or her background, competence, and judjcial philosophy.

This is an important part of t11c way our government works. The framers of our
Constitution didn't want any one branch of government to have too much power. That
was wisdom born ofexperience. Our system of checks and balances is part of \\lhat sets
our democracy apart from many of the countries that my organization works on every
day. where strongman leaders rnle with absolute authority. Our system may seem
convoluted and inefficient al times: the President appoints judges and heads of
government departme nts. but those appointments have to go through you; you can pass
laws, but the President can veto them; the Supreme Court can find a law to be
unconstitutional. but Congress and the States can amend lhe Constitution. This system
depends on the independence--and interdependence-<:>f each branch of government. It
is our bulwark against tyranny.
That's why I am here today. Because despite Judge Gorsuch's professional and academic
credentials, his record at the Department of Jusrice (DOJ) raises serious concerns about
his judgment and fidelity to important const1111tional principles- including checks and
balances and respect for human dignity-that should be thoroughly addressed before you
move his nomination forward. Especially in the current environment, the stakes are too
hlgh to gel this wrong.
T he Role of' C hecks a nd Bala nces in P r otecting Fundamenta l Rights in the Nationa l
Security Contex t

My testimony will focus 011 the dangers that arise when the executive branch claims
unfettered authority in the name of national security. We know from our history that·
when pn:sidents override constitutionally-mandated checks on their power, they threaten
fundamental rights, the rule of law, and democratic ideals. And they weaken our se.curity.
This is not a hypothetical concern. The president of the United States-during the
campaign and now as president-has advocated serious viol'<ltions of basic rights.
including: torture; banning individuals from entering our country because of their fairh;
surveillMce and registries of Muslims and their houses of worship; and detaining and
deporting immigrants and refuge.es without due process. And he has done so while
expressing contempt for judges and disdain for the judiciary more generally. Just weeks
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inio tl1e new administration, there have already been suggestions that the administration
does not respect the independence of the judiciary and may not comply with court orders.
A key-perhaps !he key-question that Senators shouJd ask Judge Gorsuch is: how
would you respond in the f'<ice of what may be unprecedented threats to basic rights,
separation of powers, and the rule of law?
On these issues, Judge Gorsuch is not a blank slate. As a high-level DOJ official. Judge
Gorsuch was at the epicenter of one of the most dramatic, consequential. and tragic
episodes in American legal history in the last half-century: the Bush Administration's
adoption of torture as a weapon of war in violation of clear and explicit U.S. and
international law and contrary to our deepest national values and traditions. That the
United States engaged in torture is no longer a matter of serious dispute, in this country
or anywhere. Thanks in substantial part to the leadership of Senator Feinstein, the Senate
Select Committee on Intelligence released a summary report on the ClA's interrogation
program that revealed gruesome details of the torture that our government authorized and
carried out. For example, one detainee was abused so badly during a waterboarding
session that he •·became completely unrespon~lvc, with bubbles rising through his open.
foll mouth.'"1 In other c-ases. detainees were stripped naked. shackled to the floor, held in
painful stress positions, and subjected to sleep deprivation for days on end. 2
This abuse was unworthy of our great nation and, as General Petraeus noted, the images
ofit1:1re non-biodegradable. As both the lntellfgencc and Armed Services Committees
found in their investigations, it also made our country weaker and compromised our
ability to fight the "war on terror" effectively.
That this abuse was author-ized by the DOJ is one of the greatest i:nstitutio11al failures in
the Department's storied history. While we don't know everything about tho role Judge
Gorsuch played in this sorry chapter, what we have seen suggests that he was, at the least,
uncurious and untroubled by the Rush Administrution's torture polices iind appears to
have been a "team player.. in helping defend them. He may not have been present when
The DOJ helped create and then authorize rhe torture policies. but he was in the thick of
the action when the torture program started to unravel.
Judge Gorsuch started at the DOJ in 2005, a watershed year 011 these issues. Thanks in no
sma II measure to the principled leadership of one of the great Senators of our generation,
John McCain, the Congress had ::;tarted pushing back against the administration's torture
policies. In that year, whether the United States would embrace torture as part of our Jaw
and national character hung in the balance.
There is a remarkable degree of consensus today that our government, in the period after
the 9/ 11 attacks, violated basic rights by authori2.ing and engaging in torture based 011
legal theories that were well outside the mainstream, while undermining separation of
1 A11110tatcd version of the Sen~te Select Committee on Intelligence's Summary Report 011 Torture,
http://www.humanrightsfirstorg/senate-report·c ia-1orture/tortunH11clics.
' Id.
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powers and judicial independenc.e. That consensus is reflected in an impol'tant coursecorrection that has occurred over the past decade. It began with the 2005 McCain
Amendment (passed as part of the Detainee Treatment Act) pt·ohibiting in federal law
cruel, inhuman, and degrading treatment of detainees, continuing 1hrough. ihe Supreme
CourL·s ruling that detainees must be afforded basic protections under the Geneva
Conventions. and culminating in the 2015 McCain-Feinstein Amendment guarante.eing
access to detainees for the International Committee on the Red Cross and restricting
national security interrogation techniques to those listed in the Anny Field Manual.
The bi-partisan consensus againsttorture also reflects a consensus among national
security leaders that torlltre and cruel treatment are not only unlawful. but undermine our
securicy. In response to suggestions by the president that the government should return to
waterboarding and other torture tactics, 176 retired generals and admirals-including 33
retired four star generals and admirals-wrote a letter to the t~e11-president-e lect. stating: '
The use ofwaterboarding or any so-called "enhanced interrogation techniques" is
unlawful under domestic and international law. Opposition to torture has been
strong and bi-partisan srnce the founding of our republic through the
administration of President Ronald Reagan to this very day. fhis was reinforced
last year when the Congress passed the McCain-Feinstein anti"tortvre law on an
overwhelmingly bl-partisan basis.
Torture is unnecessary. Based on our experience-and that of our nation's top
intcn•ogators, backed by the latest science- we know that lawful'. rapport-based
interrogation techniques are the most effective way to elicit actionable
·
intelligence.
Torture is also counterproductive because it undermines our national security. It
increases the risks to our troops. hinders cooperation with allies. alienates
populations whose support the United States needs in the struggle against
terrorism. and provides a propaganda tool for extremists who wish to dons harm.
Most importantly, torture violates our core values as a nation. 0\tr greatest
strength is our commitment to the rule of law and to the principles embedde<.I in
our Constitution. Our servicemen and women need to know that our leaders do
not condone torture or detainee abuse of any kind.
Beyond the issue of torture, whatever one believes about whether Guantanamo should be
closed, most now agree--as the Supreme Court has ruled-that there must be judicial
review and hasic due process for detainees held or prosecuted !here. We hope and expect
that irrespective of any past role Judge Gorsuch may have played on these issues in the
executive branch, he will, if con tinned, follow clearly established precedents-including

Letter to President-Elect Donald J. Trump, January 6, 2017.
bu p://www,humaori !!11ts:firs1.org 'si teslde:fauh/ ti lesl1011ur~ -ge11erals-ad 111imIs-letrc1'- lt>-1 rump.pd t'.
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in the cases of Rasul v. Bush. 4 Hamdiv. Rumsfeld,5 Hamdan v. Rmn~(eld, 6 and
Bownediene v. 811~-h7-ifthese issues come beforel1im. And it is essential that the Senate
explores his views on these issues and ensures that Judge Gorsuch commits to following
these precedents before the Senate votes on his nomination.
These were the defining legal debates of the modern era. and Mr. Gorsuch was on the
wrong side of them. Records show that Mr. Gorsuch played a key role in both litigation
and legislative scrategy involving the detention. trial, and treatment of detainees captured
during President Bush's ··global war on· terror:·& Further, Mr. Gorsuch was directly
involved in the Bush Administration's assertions that the president has the power to take
ex.ttaordinary actions without congressional authorization, that the president can
disregard statutes or treaties in t.he name of national security. and that the judiciary either
cannot or should not review such actions. These are astonishing claims that were later
rejected by the courts-unsurprisingly, siuce they were direct attacks on the underlying
structural order of our consti tutional democracy.
As James Madison recognized. the greatest protection against the gradual concentration
of power into one branch of government depei1ds on ensuring that those individuals who
serve rn each branch have both the constitutional means and the personal motives to resis1
encroachment by the other branches. 9 And with respect to the judiciary in particular.
Alexander Hamilton noted 1hat while liberty has no reason to fear the judiciary acting
alone, there is everything to fear from the judiciary aligning itself with one of the other
branches.111 Can wc rest assured that MT. Gorsuch has the personal motivation to resist
attempts by the political branches to encroach upon individual liberty or upon the power
of the other branches? Ca11 we rest assured that he would not align himself with a strong
executive, as Hamilton wa rped against?

'' Rosul v. 811sh, 542 U.S. 466 \2004 ).
5 Namdi v. Rumifitld. 542 U.S . .507 (2004).
" Hamdan v. R11fll~feld 548 U.S. 557 (2006),
1 8ouml!die11e v. 811sh, 553 U.S. 723 (2008).

•Ne.ii M. Gorsud\, Self-apprafsal. hup;:tlwww.docu111e111cJoud.on;'docn111e111s/.)5 17S60-Gorsuch-DOJ"nr-011-1enc-r-docs-e:<a111pk-.htmlFdocume11t/ pJ.'.'/;134409'1.
4 James Madiso11. Federalist Papers, No. 51 (February 8, 1788),
llllps:l/w,, ''"C(ln!!ress.!!o\ l1-esoul'O:CS1L{is1}1a, /c'(l11ie111 /The·" Federalis1+Papcrsitn1eFcderali~1Papcrs-51 ("'Bi;it
1he great security against a .g radual concentration oflhe several powers in 1be same depanmenl con~ists. in
giving to those who administer each deplll1ment the necessary constitutional means and personal· motives 10
resist encroachments of the others.'').
"'Alexander Hitmilton, Fede,.alist No. 78 (Saturday, June 14). 1788,
.Cl'll!trl!SS.!.!tw: ri.'Sl'UJ'CCS' display1co111cnttrhe+ Ped ~ral ist+ Pa pers#Th eFederalis1Papers- 78.
htlps:/1"
(..[L]iberty can tiave noth(ng to tear from the judiciary alone, but would have t>verything to foarfrom its
union with either of the other departments,"I.
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.Judge Gor1mch 's Role in S u b\lerting the W ill of Congr ess

Afier photographs surfaced in 2004 showing horrific abuses of detainees in U.S. custody
at the Abu Ghraib prison in Iraq, Senator McCain Jed an effort to pass the Detainee

Treatment Act of2005 to prohibit cruel. inhuman. and degrading treatment of detainees
held in U.S. Cu$tody. Records from the Depart111ent of Justice ~how tl1at Mr. Gorsuch
pushed t he White f louse for an aggressive signing statement that included language
suggesting that the President could disregat·d the statute to the extent it conflicced with his
executive authority. 11 The final signing statement, which prompted significant public
controversy, was briefer tban what Mr. Gorsuch recommended but included nearly
idencical language on executive power as the statement urged by Mr. Gorsuch. noting that
the President would construe the statute '•in a manner consistent with the co11stitu1ional
authority of the President to supervise the unitary executive branch and as Commander in
ChieC" 12

As members of this Committee may recalL tbe "unitary executive branch" lai1guage was,
in the post-911 1 context, essentially code for claiming that the executive branch has the
sole and exclusive right to take action under its own discretion, without judicial reviewcvcn if such action is contrary to congressional intent or duly-enacted federal law. Al that
time, I called the now-infamous signing statement an "'in-your-face affront'' to Congress
and noted that "[t]he basic civics lesson that there arc three co-equal branches of
govemmentthat provide checks and balances on each other is being fundamentally
rejected by this executive branch:'13
But the signing statement was also designed to preserve the authority to use
waterboarding and other acts of torture and cruel or inhuman treatment of detainees in
U.S. custody. even as Congress had just actiid to prohibit such abuses. As Mr. Gorsuch
said in an email at the time, the signing statement was formally stating the
administration's view that the McCain legislation is ··best read as cssentiaHy codifying
existing interrogation policies.'' What waso 't know1i by the public or Congress at the time
is that months earlier, in May of 2005, a DOJ official in the Office of Legal Counsel
11 Neil M . Gor.;uc-h. "Drat\ Signing Statement" Messqges wi1h John B. Bellinger. Steve Bradbury. John B,
Wiegmann, nod John P. Elwood. De~~mber 29. 2005. Email.
https:/lm, w.docu rnentcloud.9re/doc11111ents/35l0'.!75 ,;tdocumenllp-1-l la.1~-1885;
l11tps;/1"1ww.do~umentclo1rd.on,/<lot11111en1sJ,';5~0275~ocu111ent/p I 121tt3-1-1895.
i: President Ge<.>rge W. Bush. President's S1atem<'nt on Signing ofH.R. 2863, December 30, 2005,
http"/:!!.cor"c" bush-wh ilchouse .al'd1iws.,!!t>1d11(,Ws!rclr1asest:00511'.!12005 1230-8.ht mI ("'The executive

branch shall constrnc Title X in Division A of the Act. relating to detainees, in a manner consistent with 1he
constitutional nuthorit;y of the President to supervise the unitary executive branch and as Commander in
Chief and consistent wit11 ihe constitutional limitations on tl·i e judicial power, which will assi5t in ac.hieving
the sh~red objective of rhe Congress and the President. e-videnced in Title X. of protecting the American
peopte from further terrorist attacks."),
IJ Charlie Savage, Bush could b)71ass new lorlure han: Waiver dghl is 1-e:;erved. Boston Globe, January 4.
2006,
httn:/lnrch ivc.boston .com1ne\\ S111ntion/"'ashington/artkles1W06IOIi OJ/bush could bypass new tonure bu
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(OLC), Steven G. Bradbury-who later worked on the signing statement with Mr.

Gorsuch-had written a legal memorandum concluding that watcrboarding and other socalled "enhanced interrogation techniques'' do not constitute "cruel, inhuman, or
degrading treatment," and therefore would not run afoul of the intemational treaty
obligations that Senator McCain was seeking to implement in his anti-torture legislation.
The Bradbury memo was eventually withdrawn and discredited due to its faulty legal
analysis. However, it was operative at the time of the signing statemenL when Mr.
Bradbury found a willing partner in Mr. Gorsuch in seeking to evade a clear
congressional mandate that torture and c.rucl treatment are categoric.ally prohibited in all
circumstances.
Judge Gorsuch's Role in Undermining Independent Judicial Review

While at the Department of Justice, Mr. Gorsuch also helped draft and advocate for an
amendment to the Detainee Treatment Act that would have eliminated the jurisdiction of
the federal courts to hear claims brought by detainees at Guantanamo. The amendment
that Mr. Gorsuch sought would have prevented courts fro111 hearing detainees' claims
entirely. including lhat they had been unlawfull y or mistakenly detained or had been
tortured or mistreated. As a fall back, he pushed for language that would eliminate court
review except of final decisions rendered by military \.'ommissions and the Combatant
Status Review Tribunals that designated individuals as enemy conibatants.
Documents provided by the Department of Justice to this Comminee show that M1'.
Gorsuch celebrated as a significant victory the pass11ge of the jurisdiction-stripping
amendment that attempted to limit court review to these final decisions. Jn case his
colleagues "m:eded cheering up"' after Congress had acted to prohibit cruel, inhuman, and
degriiding treatment of detainees, he sent them articles on how the jurisdiction-stripping
amendment he had pushed rendered those protective provisions "toothless.. and ·'a right
without a remedy." 14 One of these a11icles 15 referenced a letter by the former Judge
Advocate General of the U.S. Navy, retired Rear Admiral John Hutson. 10 signed by ten
retired military leaders. which called the amendment "the wrong Jaw at the wrong time,"
saying ''The practical effects of such a bill would be sweeping and negative:'
Mr. Gorsuch's view that the.iurisdiction-strippi1Jg provisions oftbe Detainee Treatment

Act could and should apply to casc.s that existed at the ti1m.'-not just future cases-was
rejected by the Supreme Court in Hamdan v. Rwnsjetd (Hamdan). According to records
"Neil M. Gorsuch, UntjtJed. Message to Brett Gerry, December 16, 2005. Email.

h11ps;//111 W\\ .Jot:Uill enklnud .ol'.!/dC>c um cmSI 35 I 7860-Gors11e h-DOJ-wn1·-01He n'O r·dM~
~":unples.hu11 lt1document tJ lia3+!072.
" Jeremv Brecher and Brt.'ndan S111i1h. "Ban Torture or Protect 'f'orturers'?" CBS News, De<:<!mber 5, 2005.
hnps:! 1www.clisnew!hcom'storiesl2005/ l 2/05/opinionlmain/ I096782 .shtml.
1
~ John D. Hutst1J1. Letter to Senator Arlen Spec1er. :.lovember 9. 2005.
http://" wwJ!l111 mnrid1tsl1rs1 .or!!lwp.cvnte111/up loadsfpdl/051 11 l-<!tn·sen-arlen·sp<•t.1e r-lt1-.pdf; See also
Roxana Tiron. "'Retired mili1ary leaders. human-l'ights activists ouiraged by Graham amendment" The Hill.
November l5, 2005, http:l/!hc>hil).c;onvbusiness·a·lobtr. in!!12657·retired·mi li1ary·lcaders·human-rigl1t5·
nct£,.Js1s-ou1t11!!<1d·b\'·111-ah:un-~mend111e1H.
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released to this Committee, Mr. Gorsuch played a lead role in briefing Hamdan for the
Bush Administration and preparing its litigation strategy. In that case, the .Justice
Department also made the troubling claim that the president has unreviewable power to
detennine whether the Geneva Conventions apply, and argued that his detem1lnation that
the Geneva Conventions did not apply to the conflict in Afghanistan was "binding" on
the courts. 17 The Supreme Court also rejected that claim. ruling that. at mi11imum,
Common Article Ill of the Geneva Conventions applied and affords baseline protections
against inhumane treatment to all detainees captured in anned conflict. In response to the
government's defeat in Hamdan, Mr. Gorsuch also helped draft legislatioi1-a version of
which would end up in the Military Commissions Act of2006-rhat included among iL~
controversial provisions l:mguage attempting to strip detainees at Guantanamo Bay of the
right: 10 habeas corpus.
The Supreme Court in Boumediene v. Bush later struck down as unconstitutional these
jurisdiction-stripping provisions sought by Mr. Gorsuch. Perhaps because of the
govemment's litigation record over Guantanamo-related issues, Mr. Gorsuch suggested
that the government should arrange for judges to travel to Guantanamo to receive tours
and presentations from the military. wit h the hope that such trips would make the judges
"more sympathetic to fthe government's] litigating positions." 1 ~
In El-Masri v. Tenet. r9 another case that Mr. Gorsuch was involved in, the Rush
Administration, invoking an overbroad claim of the States Secret privilege. successfully
argued that El Masri-an innocent victim of mistaken identity tortured by the CIAcould not pursue restitution in the courts because il could reveal the Cl/\· s secret torture
program. Praise for the outcome was passed onto Mr. Gorsuch 's department and team by
David Addington, then Vice-President Cheney's lawyer-a primary driver of the Bush
Ad111inistration' s torture program and its radical executive power theories. Given Judge
Gorsuch's record. it is critical that the Senate get clarity on his views of the appropriate
role of the judiciary to review potentially unlawful actions by the executive branch.
Historical and Cu rrent C laims of Executive Power that Th reaten Rights
The post-9/ 11 context is not the only one in which the executive branch has taken
misguided actions that threaten basic rights in the name of national security, We all recall
the dark chapter during World War II in which tens of thousands of Japanese Americans
were interned withoulcharge or trial, or even any suspicion of criminal activity- all with
the imprimatur of the Supreme Co un in the now condemned Koremats11 decision. 20 As
the late-Justice Scalia-who opposed the Korematsu decision- said in }1is dissent in
Hamcli v. Rumsfeld: " rt]he very core of libe1ty secured by our Anglo-Saxon system of
'1
1

https:il" "11,_ jusr;eeuri 1v.orc 1wp-c(111rentluploads120 I 7/03 /Hamd:m-v-R um;;feld2-cop\'- I.pdJ:

~ Neil M. Gorsuch. "GTMO Trip" Message to Nieholas Carl, H~nry Terry, Jody Hunt, John C'ohn, Peter

Keisler, and Dani.ti !\lleron , November 10, 2005. Smail.
httµs://www.docu111cntcloud.org/documcnts/3517860-Gorsud1-DOJ·war-on-terror-docseJU1n111le~.l11,mllidocu1.11ent/p I8/a344884.
1• F.J-il!QSri v. Tenet, 437 F. Supp, 2d 5JO (6,D. Va, 1006).
~Q Korematsu'v. United States. 3231.i,S. 214 ()944).
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separated powers has been freedom from indefinite imprisonment at the will of the
Executive."' The issue of indefinite detention of individuals picked up inside the United
States was raised aga in after 911 l in the controversial case of Jose Padilla. An American
citizen, Padi lla was arrested in the United States in con nection with alle!:,>ations
concerning terrorism. He was held incommunicado and without c.harge or trial for several
years in a miljtary brig in Charleston, South.Carolina. Padilla's case was litigated while
Mr. Gorsuch was coordinating national security litigation for the department, but we do
not know what his views are on indefinite detention and what role the coutls can and
should play in rcviewing1t. Does Judge Gorsuch believe that Korematsu was rightly
decided? Does he believe it is lawful to indefinitely detain indi viduals -iocluding
American citizens-who are picked up inside the United States?
Of course, Judge Gorsuch's role at the DOJ working on national security issues after 9/ LI
could reasonably be expected to include defending lite administration ' s views, and we
should notassumc that he necessarily shared all of them or holds them now. That is for
you to determine. But it is worth no1ing that the public record shows he sought out a
political appointment at the DOJ-and expressed a specific Interest in worki ng on
nacional security issues-at a time in which there was major public controversy about the
actions the Bush Administration was taking and the authorities it was claiming to fight
terrorism-from torture to military commissions to indefinite detention at Guantanamo,
al)d beyond. Many within t~e Bush Administralfon-including some at the DOJundcrsrood that these actions were in many cases unlawful or not sufficiently grounded in
law. and worked to put a stop to them or place them on firmer legal footing. for example.
when judge advocates general and other lawyers at the Pentagon became aware of
proposals to authorize torture or cruel treatment of detainees, they strongly objected and
so ught to stop such unlawful actions.
Pr{1tn the scant public record. it appears thal Judge Gorsuch did not. Rather, Mr. Gorsuch
joined the DO.I at the hel,ght of the public controversy over torture and cruel treatment of
detainees, devoting his energies to defending these unlawful policies and advocating for
wuys the executive branch could minimize or eliminate judicial review and evade binrung
legal requirements. If there is a yet-to-be-revealed record of Mr. Gorsuch raising
questions and concerns ab0t1t these policies and the claims of executive power that were
made by che Bush Administration at the rime. chis administration and Judge Gorsuch
should make it public for Senators to consider.

Key Questions for Judge Gorsuch
As imponant as it is to understand the role Mr. Gorsuch played at the Justice Department,
it is even more critical for Senators to ascertain whether he learned ;lnything from his
experience there and what his v iews arc now on the fo llowing questions:
•

Does Judge Gorsuch understand and agree that his former role at the DOJ-and
the positions he advocated for there on behal r of the govemment-c:rn and should
have no bearing on the way he decides cases as a judge'!
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•

•

•

•

•

Doi:s Judge Gorsuch agree with seminal Supreme Cou11 decisions and precedents
in cases that he was involved with or associated with, in which the Court ruled
against the Bush Administration? Such cases include Rasul v. Bush, HamiH v.
Rum.~feld. Hamdan v. Rumsfeld. and Boumediene v. Bush. If confirmed, wi ll he
agree to fo llow these precedents'?
Docs Judge Gorsuch believe that the courts play an important role in reviewing
and deciding on whether an individual' s rights bave been violated by ·the
go\•ernment. even a1\d especially when lhe government is acting in the name of
protecting national security? Should courts ever review the basis of the political
branches' claim of national sccurity--0r arc those claims subject to the exdusivc
determination of t·he executive and/or Congress? If so, 111 what situations und on
what basis'!
Does Judge Gorsuch believe that any government actions are ··unreviewnble" by
the courts (assuming 1he court has jurisdiction and 1be parties have standing)? If
so, to what extent?
Does Judge Gorsuch believe that humane 1reatment of individuals held in U.S.
custody-that is, freedom from torture or cruel, inhuman, or degrading
treatment-ls required by inlornational law, federal stat11te. and our Constitution?
Does Judge Gorsllch believe that Co1igress has the authority to tegulatc und
constrain the executive branch, including on issues related to national security?
For example. does he agree tbat Congress can constimtionally require that the
executive branch treat detainees humanely, and prohibit torture and cruel
treatment? Are there any areas hi 'vhich Judge Gorsuch believes that Congress is
constitutionally prohibited from legislating 10 constrain the executi ve branch? If
so, what speci fie areas, and to what extent?

TI1e Senate must getto the bonom of fhese questions, because. sooner or later-:,uid I
suspect it will be sooner-the Supreme Co\111 will be called on to protect fundamental
liberty. judicial independence. and sepamtion or powers from a president who regards the
rule of law as an annoyance.
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Testimony of J a meel J affcr '
Befor e the United States Sena te Committee on the Judiciary
On the Nomination of Neil Gorsuch for Associate Justice of the U.S. Supreme Court
March 23, 2017
Thank you for inviting me to testify concerning ibe nomination of Judge Neil M.
Gorsuch to the United States Supreme Court. This Committee has no task more important
th;m the one it is engaged in this week. If Judge Gorsuch is confirmed, he will likely play a
central role in shaping American law and society for two or three decades or more. He will
help decide the scope of individual rights, the relation of individual rights to one another.
and the division of power among the three branches of governme111.

J am familiar with Judge Gorsuch's professional blography and have reviewed
nw1y of bis opinfons. and it is obvious that Judge Gorsuch has the professional
competence to serve as an Assoc.iate Justice. Others have testified to Judge Gorsuch 's
dedication, thoughtfulness, and collegiality, and 1 have no reason to doubt that he
possesses these qualities. His service with the Bush administration's Justice Department,
however, raises important quest1011s about h.is views concerning CJ(ecutive power and the
role of the judiciary in the sphere of national security. At the time Judge Gorsuch served io
the Justice Departruent.1 the Bush administration was advancing e.xtremely broad claims of
executive power in the service of unlawful policies relating to surveillance. detention.
military commissions, and interrogation. Judge Gorsuch was closely involved in
developing and defending these claims. l urge you not to confirm him without first
carefuUy e xamining his views concerning executive power and assuring yourselves that he
will forcefully defend individuaJ rights, und the authority of Congress and the federal
cou11s, in the context of national security.
It hardly needs to be said that questions relating to executive power are especially
important today. Invoking national security considerations, President Donald Trump hus
issued executive orders banning Muslims from six (originally seven) countries from
traveling to the United States. He has said that he will consider prosecuting U.S. citizens in
the military commissions at Guantanamo. He has reported ly loosened some of the
restrictions that President Barack Obama adopted in relation to the use of lethal force
overseas. He has promised co intensify surveillance of minority communities inside the
United States. lf Judge Gorsuch 'is corrfirmed, he will almost certainly be called on to
consider the lawfulness of some of these policies, and his conclusions will have a profound
· E xecutive Director. Knight Fin;t Amendment f.nstilute at Columbia Un iversity;
Former Deputy Legal Director, American Civil Liberties Union Foundation. I offer this
testimony in my personal capacity, and not as a represe11tat.ive of the Knight lnstirute or the
ACLU.
1
He was then " Mr. Gorsuch," of course, but for simplicity I wl!I refer to him as
''Judge Gorsuch" lhroughoutthis lestimony.
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effect oo Uic lives of millions of Americans and others, and on the relationship of the
United States with the rest of the world.
It would be a mistake, though , to assess Judge Gorsuch 's views of executive power
through a partisan lens. The powers that are abused today by a Republican president may
be abused tomorrow by a Democratic one. The question the Committee should ask is
whether Judge Gorsuch will safeguard individual rights and the separation of powers\1/hoever occupies 1be Oval Office.

*
Judge Gorsuch served us Principal Deputy Assistant Attorney General from June of
2005 tl1rough July of 2006- a time when the Justice Department was advancing e.xtremelY
broad claims relating to executive power. Jn the months after the September 2001 terrorist
attacks, President Bush authorized the National Security Agency ("NSA") to conduct
waiTanUess surveillance of Amoricans' international communications. He authorized the
Department of Defense (''DOD") to imprison alleged "enemy combatants," including
American citizens, indefinitely with.out charge or trial. and to prosecute foreign-citizen
enemy combatantS in military com missions that violated the Geneva Conventions. He
authorized the Central Intelligence Agency ('·CJA'') to torture prisoners in secret prisons
overseas.
Administration lawyers defended these policies in internal memos, white papers.
and legal briefs. One thread running through their arguments was that Congress lacked
authority to regulate the President's Article ll war powers-i.e. that the Commander in
Chief enjoyed "preclusivc authority" with respect to war-making.' Another thread, equally
controversial , was that the courts lacked authority and competence to bear challenges to the
exercise of those powers.
Over the course of hi s tenure at the Justice Department, Judge Gorsuch helped
make these arguments. ln April 2006, he described himself as the "main [point of contact]
on tenorism-relatcd civil litigation for the Executive Office of the President.J In a
November 2005 self-assessment, he described himself as having "helped collrdinate
litigation effons involving a number of nationlll security matters.,'' including litigation
relating to the abuse of prisonecs.J Judge Gorsuch contributed to litigation aod legislative
strategy. drafted briefs. and helped administration officials defend thetr policies publicly .5
2
David J . Barron & Martin S. Lederman , The Commander in Chief at the Lowesi
Ebb-A Co11s1i1n1ional History, 121 Harv. L. Rev. 941. 944 (2008).
3

SJC_DOJ_Gorsuch_000034. All documents cited by Bates stamp in this
testimony are available on the Commiuee's website.
• DOJ_NMG_007349.

s A March 8. 2017 letter from the Justice Department to Sen. Dianne Feinstein lists
cases in which Judge Gorsuch played a role. See Letter from Ryan Newman, Aeling
Attorney General, to Sen , Dianne Feinstein. Ranking Member, Committee on the
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I.

Judge Gorsuch's Role in the Bush Administration's Efforts to Marginalize
Cougress

The Framers of the Constitution beLievetl that " ftjbe accumulation of powers.
legislative, executive. and judiciary in the same hands ... may justly be pronounced the
very definition of tyrnnny .'>6 Accordingly, they ··built in to the tripartite Federal
Government ... a self.executing safeguard against the encroachment or aggrandizement of
one branch at. the expense of the other:· 1 Because lbe Framers feared concentration of
power in one branch, the Constitution "diffuses power[,) the better to secure libe:rty."8

A s the Supreme Court observed in YoungslOWTl Sfleet & Tube Co. v. Sawyer, ii!;
seminal case concerning executive power, the doctrine of separation of powers is elemental
to our constitutional s tructure. Yo1111gs1own involved President Truman's attempted seizure
of the nation's s teel mills during the Korean War. The Truman administration argued !bat
the seiz ures were a permissible exercise of the President's authority as Commander in
Chief, but the Court disagreed, finding that 1be President could nol constitutionally
disregard a duly enacted statute !hat implicitly prohibited the se.izures. "l'he President's
power to see that the laws are faithfully executed refutes the idea that he is lo be a
lawmaker," the Court wrote.9 "The Constitution limits his functions in the lawmaking
process to the reconunending of laws he thinks wise and the vetoing of laws he thinks
bad."'° Justice Jackson's celebrated concurrence observed that courts can uphold the
President's actions in violation of a federal statute "only by disabling the Congress from
acting upon the subject." 11 He warned; "Pre~idential claim to a power at once so conclusive
and preclusive must be scrutinized w ith cau tion , for what is at stake is the equilibrium
established by our constitutional system." 11
As Justice Jackson made clear, the claim that the Commander-in-Chief authority is
"preclusive'' is irreconcilable wi1b the doctrine of separation of powers. And yet this claim
is one that the Bush adminiSlration advanced in multiple contexts during Judge Gorsuch's

Judiciary, March 8 , '2017, h1!p:l!fixtheco urt.cu111/\\'p-c(1nte ntiup.londs/2ll I 7/(IVDO.lNe w.!).lit.!);Jet_ttr· i11-re•.1~J.i~e-10·Fe instc i n· l etler-3 .8. J7,lli!l (hereinafter, "March 8 DOJ
Letter").
6
The Federalist No. 47 Oames Madison).
1 Clinton v. Jo11es, 520 U.S. 681, 699 ( 1997) (quoting Buckley v. Valeo, 424 U.S. I.
122 (1976)).

8
Youngstow11 Sheet & T11be Ca.
concurring).
9
Jd, at 587,
Ill

11.

Sawyer, 343 U.S. 579, 635 (1952) (Jackson, J.,

Id.
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Id. at 637-38.
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Id. at 638.
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tenure at the Justice Department. In ACLU v. NSA, for example, the Justice Depan01en1
contended tbat the president had the authority as Commander in Chief to authorize
surveillance that Congress had prohibited through the F'oreign Intelligence Surveillance
Act ("FISA,.). 13 Judge Gorsuch's role in the case was apparently " limited to monitoring its
developmentS," 14 but documents provided by the Justice Deprutment to the Committee
indicate that Judge Gorsuch also helped senior administration official s defend the
warrantlcss wiretapping program publicly. For example, Judge Gorsuch drafted the
prepared oral statement that Attorney General Alberto Gonzales delivered to lhis
Committee in February 2006.' 5 fn that testimony. Gonzales contende-0 that Congress had
authorized the warrantless wiretapping program when it passed the Sept. 2001
Authorization for Use o[ Military Force~ an enactment that did not mention survei!lance at
aU. He also suggested that review by NSA personnel was an adequate substitute for review
by federal courts.16 Judge Gorsuch's draft of Judge Gonzales's statement included the
claim that the president possessed "inherent" powers to conduct surveillance in wartime
that "cannot be diminished or legis'laled away by other co-equal branches of government."
Judge Gorsuch appears to have excised that line only after Paul Clement, the Solicitor
General . objecte-0 to it n
The Bush administration advanced related cla1ms io Hamdan 11. Rumsfeld. a case in
wh ich Judge Gorsuch "review[ed) . .. opinions," "participat[edl in discus~ing litigation
options,.. and "reviewfcd] the pleadings." 18 The administration argued that the President
enjoyed the authority as Commander in Chief to authorize military commfssions that were
inconsistem with the Uniform Code of Military Justice ('"UCMf') and the Geneva
Conventions, which had been inco1vorated into the UCMJ. The Supreme Court disagreed.
In concum~nce, Justice Kennedy observed that the government"s argument, if accepted,
wou ld upset tbe carefu.J balance struck by the Framers and jeopardize individual liberty.

13

Memorandum of PointS and Authorities in Support of the United States, ACLU 1•.

NSA, No. 06-cv-10204 (E.D . Mich. May 26. 2006), ECF No. 34,

hllp-'//'' ''' '' .adu .nn;1 !ik~.'pJ~'hate rr<:e/MaJefs .1 rnm10.Ji;.mi);~ .05'.!60C1.pd f. I was counsel
to the pla~ntiffs in this case and in sever.tl of the other cases discussed below.
1• March 8 DOJ Letter.
IS DOJ_NMG_ Ol52612-0 152627.
16
DOJ_NMG_Ol 526 16-0 152617 ("Second, the program is triggered only when a
career professional at the NSA has reasonable grounds to believe that one of the parties to
a communication is a member or agent of al Qaeda or an affiliated teo-orist
organization .. .. Third, to protect the privacy of Americans still further, the NSA employs
safeguards to minimize the unnecessary collection and dissemination of information about
U .S. pe.rsons. Fourth, this program is administered by career professionals at the NSA.").
17 SJC~DOJ_Gorsuch_000065; see also email from Neil Gorsuch to Paul Clement
et al., Feb. 3, 2006, available at
bt.tps://assets.documentcloud.org/documents/3520275/Gorsuch-in-Camera-Documents.pdf.
'~ March 8 DOJ Letter.
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"Concentration of power puts personal liberty in peril of arbi1rary action by officials. an
incursion the Constitution's three-ptuty system is designed lo avoid,'' he wrote.' 9
The Bush adrninistnitiou also advanced the claim of preclusive e,xecutive power in
relation to the intenogation of prisoners, another issue with respect to which Judge
Gorsuch played a significant role. The foundational Justice Department memos aulhorizing
torture were of course w1inen before Judge Gorsuch joined the Bush adm_inistration.
However. tJ1e claim that the President hud the authority as Commander in Cbief to
authorize interrogation methods that Congress had prohibited was one that the
administration continued to defend during Judge Gorsuch's tenure al the Justice
Depa11rnent. Jn December 2005, Congress enacted the Detainee Treatment Acr. which
prohibited agencies of the U.S. government from subjecting prisoners to cruel. inhuman, or
degrading treatment. Judge Gorsuch appears to h11ve viewetl thjs prohibition as a setback
but seems io have known t11al the administration would not signi!icanlly adjust its policies
in response lo it.'0 (In a seties of memos writ1en earlier that year. the Office of Legal
Counsel had concluded that waterbourding and other bnrbaric methods did not constitute
cruel, inhuman, or degrading punishment.21 ) He argued that President Bush should issue a
signing statement to "inoculate against the potential of having the Adminjstration criticized
sometime in the future for not making sufficient changes in lme1Togatio11 policy" in
response to the legislution. 21 Days later, when President Bush ~igned the bilJ into law, he
issued a statemem indicating that he would interpret the law "in a manner consistent with
the constitutional R\lthori ty of the President to supervise the unitary executive bn1nch and
as Commander in Chief and consjstent with the constitutional limits on the judicial
power.''13

TL

Judge Gol'such's Role in the Bush Administration's Efforts to Marginalize
the Judiciary

Another tht:me running ihrough the Bush administration 's defense of i1s policies
was tbe argument that the cou1ts lacked authority or competence to consider I.be lawfulness
of govern.ment action undertaken ill the name of national security-even in contexts
implicating fund;1mental liberties. During Jiis tenure at the Justice Department, Judge
Gorsucb pl:iyed an important tole in the a<lminis trmJon ' s effons to marginali z.c the couns.

1

Q

Hamdn11 v. Rumsfe/d, 548 U.S. 557. 638 (2006) (Kennedy, J., concurring).

ic> DOJ_NMG_O149598.

11 Mark Mazzetti & Scott Shane. lmerrng<1tfr111 Memos Demi/ Harsh Tactics by
CJ.A .. N.Y. Times (Apr. 16, 2009).

u SJC_DOJ_Gorsuch_000042.
This last sentence appears to have been written by David Addington. but there is
no evidence that Judge Gorsuch objected to it, Charlie Savage. Newly Public Emails Hin!
at Gorsuch 's View of Preside111inl Power, N.Y. Times (Mar. 18. 2017).
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Perhaps most significantly, Judge Gorsuch advocated for very broad legislation
prohibiting federal courts from hearing habeas petition$ filed by Guantanamo detainees. As
noted above, the D etainee Treatment Act of 2005 barred federal agencies from s ubjecti11g
prisoners co cniel, i11human. or degrading treatment. The same legislation. however,
purported to sttip the federa l courts of jurisdiction to consider Guantanamo prisoners'
challenges to their detention and t,reatment. Judge Gorsuch advocated for a signing
statement that would constme the jurisdiction-stripping provisions broadly. 2• Later, he
dr'.tftcd an op-ed defending tl1c signing statement. The op-ed referred categorically to
habeas petitions filed by Guanranamo prisoners as ''frivolous lawsuits by terrorist
detainees:"15 One of Judge Gorsuch 's contributions co the Hamdan litigation was to solicit
an amicus brief from Senators Grnham and Kyl in support or lbe government's view that
the DTA"s jurisdiction-$lripping provisions should be applied to petitions tiled before the
DTA was enacted. including to Hamdan·s petition .~• After the Supreme Court decided the
case, 1-ejecting vii1ually all of the governmenfs arguments, Judge Gorsuch played u key
role in drafting a post-Hamdan jurisdiction-st1ipping proposal .~ 7 (A version of U1e proposal
was incorporated into the Military Commissions Act of 2006 but late.r invalidated by the
Supreme Court in Boumediene 11. Blish .1")
Judge Gorsuch was involved in other efforts to prevent or dissuade the courts from
conside.ring the lawfulness of the government's national security policies. lJl ACLU''· NSA,
discussed above, and in El-Masri 11 Tenet? a case concerning the CJA's exw..iord.inary
rendilion and torture of a Gennan national whom the agency had abducted in Macedonia.
the Bush administration contended that concerns rel11ting lo the disdosure of state secrets
required dismissal. Judge Gorsuch "participated in discussing litigation options" in ElMasri,3" and after \be Fourth Circuit dismissed the case o n slate secrets grounds, he
received an email commending him for bis work.31 Mr. El-Masri, it should be noted, was a
case of mistaken identiry-an innocent person abducted, transported to Afghanistan, held
incommunicado, tort:Ured brutally by CTA agems and comractors, and then released
without explanation or apology.32

'" SJC_DOJ_Gorsuch_000042.
"!) DO.l_NMG_0 150$S7.
"~ DOJ_ NMG_O l 51350.
'' DOJ_NMG_Ol63495; DOJ_NMG_0 16350l; DOJ_NMG_Ol63505:
DOJ_NMG_O 163525: DOJ_NMG_O 163526; DOJ_NMG_0040 J59; DOJ_NMG_004017 1:
DOJ_NMG_00440177~ DOJ_NMG_040l78; DOJ_NMG_Ol64194; DOJ_NMG_0037490.
2

~553

U.S. 723 (2008).

437 F. Supp. 2d 5:W (E.D. Va. 2006). affd sub nom .. El-Masri v. United States,
479 F.3d 296 (4''Cir. 2007)
;o March 8 DOJ Lener.
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n El-Masri'" Former Yugoslav Republic of Maced{}ltia, ECHR (Dec. 13. 2012).
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Judge Gorsuch was also involved in "developing case stTategy" In ACLU " ·
Departme111 of Defe11se!3 a Freedom of lnfonnatiou Acr suit for records concerning rhe
abuse and torture of prisoners in U.S. custody. Among the records sought by the plaintiffs
were hundreds of photographs !"elating to prisoner abuse in military facilit1es overseas.
During Judge Gorsuch ' s !enUJ"e at the Justice Department, the administrdtion's position
was that the Defense Department was entitled to withhold lhe photographs because of the
risk that their disclosure would lead to violence against American soldiers or civilians. The
admini.stcation also contended that the CIA was justified in refusing to coo firm or deny the
existence of three documents that were part of tbe foundation for the agency·s torture
program-a directive in which President Bush authorized the agency to establish secret
prisons, and two legal memos addressing the lawfulness of certain interrogation met·hods.
With respect to both the photos and the CIA documents, the Justfoe Department urged the
court to accord nearly absolute deference lO the execu1ive·s assertion that secrecy was
necessary .3 ~ The court declined.JS
The argument lhat courts should defer to the executive·s assessment that secrecy
was necessary was an argument that tbe Bush administration made in other contexts as
well. ACLU v. Depa11111e11t of Defense was a Freedom of Tnfomu1tion Act case, but the
administration advanced essentially the same argument in constitutional cases. To tuke one
example, in Doe v. Conwles.36 a chnllenge to the constitutionality of the ''national security
letter" ("NSL") statu1·e, the Justice Depattment defended the constitmionality of gag orders
that tbe statute permitted tJ1e FBJ to impose on NSL recipients as a matter of course. Judge
Gorsuch "participated in developing case strategy and reviewed briefs."37 In a brief filed
with the Second Circuit in August 2005, approximately two rnont:bs after Judge Gorsuch
joined tbe Justice Depruiment, the admin istration acknowledged that NSL recipients could
challenge tbe constit11tionallly of gag orders in individual case..~, but it contended that
courts should essentially rubber-stamp the " predictive judgment[s]" of ei<ecutivc officials
in recognition of the "unique competence of countertermrism and counterintelligence
officials to judge those risks [of barml and the c-0urts' relative lack of expertise to secondguess the executi vc 's judgment in this area of nationfil security -"3" The Justice Department
specifically defended the constitutionality of indefinite gag orders, contending that, in
t.erroiism and foreign intelligence investigations, " the dangers posed by disclosures do not

13

March 8 DOJ Letter.
March 8 DOJ Lener.
3
~ ACLU v. Dep't of Def., 543 F.3d 59 (2d Cir. 2009) (affirming district court's
order requiring disclosure of abuse photos): ACLU v. Dep 't of Def., 389 F. Supp. 2d 547
(S.DN.Y. 2005) (requiring CIA to acknowledge existence of one of the two legal memos).
JO 449 F.3d 415 (2d Cir. 2006).
34
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Brief of Defendant-Appellant at 25-26, Doe'" Gom:ales. 05-0570 (2d. Ci.r. Aug.
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end witb tbe closing of an individual investigation or the an·est or conviction or a particular

suspe.::1."i9 The Second Circuit rejected the government's a.rgumcnts."0

*

*

Some of the arguments that Judge Gorsuch was associated with at the Justice
Department were extreme. lacked support in precedent, and could not be reconciled witb
the text of relevant statutory and constitutional provisions-and t:'ventually they were
rejected for these reasons by the courts. Some of the policies that Judge Gorsuch was
defending- most notably, the policies relatiJig to extrnjudicial detention, rendition, and
torture-have been discredlted.4 1 Some of these arguments aod policies have not yet been
addressed by the courts, even as they continue to animate drums re.lating to executive
power today. The question for the Comminee is what Judge Gorsuch 's tenure at the Justice
Depnrtme11t can tell us about the philosophy he would bri.ng to issues of executive power
as an Associate Justice of the Supreme Court.
It is important to recogn ize that Judge Gorsuch might approach issues relating to
executive power differently as an Associat·e Justice than he did as a Justice Department
lawyer. Jl is conceivable that as an Associate Justice he would reject some of the
argumeJJts he made when he served in the Bush administration. Al the Justice Departme,nt.
Judge Gorsuch was a lawyer with a dient. He has said tpat he regarded himself a
"scrivener".11 or a "stiibe.'"'

11 is worth noting, however, that Judge Gorsuch sought out a high-level position
with the Justice Department in the fall of 2004, just seven momhs after The New Yorker
and 60 Minutes published the Abu Gbraib photos s howing prisoners being abused by
American ~oldiers, and only five months after the Washington Post published one of the
torture program's foundational documents'4-a memo in which the Office of Legal
CouJ1sel wrote that interrogation methods would not contravene criminal laws relating to
torture unless they innkted the kind of pain associated witb organ failure or death, that in
any event the statute criminalizing torture did not apply to interrogations "undertaken
pursuant ro [the] Commander in Chief autJ1ority." and that interTogators prosecuted for
~· Id. At 21-22.
.ill

Doe v. Mukasey, 49 F.3d 861 (2d Cir. 2008).

~·See generally Executive S um1T1ary. "Committee Study of the Central Intelligence

Agency 's Detention and Inten-ogation Program," Senate Select Commitlee on IJ11elligence
(Dec. 13, 2012).
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torturing prisoners would be able to rely on the defenses of necessity and self-defense .45 ft
is not the ca~e. in other words, that Judge Gorsuch happened to be a government lawyer at
a time when the government-his client -endorsed tonure and a sweeping view of
presidential power. The government e ndorsed those things first , very publicly, and then
Judge Gorsuch c hose bis client.
It is also worth noting th:1t Judge Gorsuch appears not to have registered any
disagreement with nny of the poli.cfos he defended-though other officials did.~ Nor is
tbere evidence that he registered discomfort with any of the broad arguments ihal the
Justice Department advanced in support Qf those policies-though, again, others did.;' The
documents provided by the Justice Departmen t to the Committee s ugges t that Judge
Gorsuch was comfo11able with the policies and with the Bush administration's defenses of
1bem, and, indeed, that it was clra/fenges to the policies tbat troubled hlm. Jn one email,
Judge Gorsuch criticized law firms that represented prisoners held at Guanttillamo,
wondering why "more ha[dl not been made" of the fact that tbe same law finns that
represented 8oeing und General Dynamics were (in the words of an article attached to his
email) " ltelp[ing1 alleged teirnrists.',.,AAs we now know, many of those "alleged terrorists"
were not te1TOrists at all , and eventually the government freed them. It is notable that Judge
Gorsuch seems not co have seen a role in the American legal system for the private
auorneys who represented them pro bono.
Against this background, it is crncial that the Committee question Judge Gorsuch
a bout the perspective he would bring to issues of' e>:ecutive power. The Committee should
not confirm Judge Gorsuch without first assuring itself that he will protect individual
rights, and the constitutional authority of Congress and the courts, in the sphere of national
security.
Thank you again for giving me the opportunity to submit 1his tes timony.

5
" Memorandum from Jay Bybee, Assisiant Attorney General, to Alberto R.
Gonzales, Counsel to the President, re: Stnndnrds of Conduct for Interrogation Under 18
U.S.C. §§ 2340-2340S , August I. 2002.
46
See, e.g., Jane Mayer. T/1e Me1110,· How a11 lnremal f:J(ort to Ban the Abuse and
Tor/ure c~f Detainees Was Thwarted, The New Yorker (Feb. 27, 2006); Jameel Jaffur &
Larry Sien1s, Honoril/g Those Who Said No. N.Y. Times (Apr. 27. 201 l).
47
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Testimony Before the Senate Judiciary Committee

re. Supreme Court Nomination of Judge Nell Gorsuch

Jeffrey D. Perkins
Mdrch 23, 2017
The Boy

Julie Perlcins, :ZOOO
There Ts a llttle boy, who ts very dear to me.
He' s trapped inside a world, that only he can see.
Some f)ights I hear him crying and there's nothing I can do;
M y lieart so(rows with him, for this way he did not choose.
He is loved by many others, not just his family.
They"ve helped us see a glimpse of the boy that he cou ld be.
My prayer is as I hold his gentle hand,
That one day the love of God he will understand.
He isn't just another face or just another name,
He's the boy who makes us thankful, and this is why he came.

I am honored to give this testimony on behalf of my son, Luke Perkins. As an individual severely affected

by autism, hls access to an appropriate education and thus to a meaningful and dignified life were
threatened by the views of Judge Nell Gorsuch, as expressed in the opinion that he authored as a judge
on the U.S.

10'"Circuit Court of Appeals Jn 2008.

Luke's lnfanc.v <ind Early Child~1000
My son, LukeJosepti Perkins, was born on Octobet29, 1.994 at Johns Hopkins Hospital in Baltimore,
tvlaryland. Luke's development seemed normal for the first several months of life. He began arm
flapping at the age of 10 months, initially as a sign of excitement when watching his favorite TV
cl)aracter, Barney the Dinosaur. We dld not realize the significance of this behavior, a common "selfstimulatory'' behavior in autistic chlldren, until later. We began noticing that his language was
significan tly delayed, compared to his older brothers.
On February 28, 1996, at 16 months of age. Luke underwent a Bralnstem Auditory Evo~ed Response test
- a hearing test for children unable to cooper ate with the standard hearing screening. The result of the
test was normal -he was not hearing impaired. At fJrst this was great news. Bunhen, the realization of
the implications of this began to sink In. If Ll•ke wasn't hearing impaired, there had to be another reason
for his failure to talk.
After multiple evaluations, first in Baltimore and then fn our new home in Colorado, lllke was diagnosed
with autism by Dr.Sally Rogers on September 3, 19961 at the age of 22 months. Dr. Rogers began an
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'intensive early childhood intervention program, modeled on what the ~applied behavioral analysis"
approach. She met with Luke and Julie on a weekly basis. Julie and Luke worked one-on-one for several
hours per day. In the sessions, Luke would sit across from Julie in a tlny wooden chair with substantial
arms. This way, he would stay sittlng forward. The concept behind applied behavioral analysis is simple:
give a command, prompt the child to follow the command, and reward the child for his behavior. Lllke's
rewards at first were food: Fruit loops were his favorite. When Luke started this program, he never
made eye contact and did not respond to his name. He made rapid progress. Within a matter of weeks,
under the expert (lUidance of Dr, Rogers, Julie had taught Luke to consistently make. eye contact witti the
command, "Luke, look at me."
Over the next few years, Luke learned many things, including many commands, the names of body parts,
colors, numbers and letters. By far the hardest thing for Luke was speech. Or. Rogers pulled out all her
tricks, but Luke seemed to have vlrtually no awareness of or voluntary control over the muscles used for
speech.
In March of 1997, we hired the first of several home teachers to help with Luke's program. The hours of
intense effort and concentration needed to maintain Luke's program started wearing on Julie and on our
whole family. Luke was stil l showing no real signs of verbal communication. though there was clearly a
sharp intelligence buried beneath the dense web of his autism.
Luke had only a very limited set of interests. Watching Barney videot apes was first among them. He had
virtually no ability to entertain or occupy himself. Luke's older brothers, Titus and Jacob, did thelr best to
interact with Luke. But Luke treated them, as he treated everyone else, like a piece of furniture. He even
werit so far at times as to arrange people in rows, just like he did with toys or food.

?ublic School· ::ireschool through F' Grade
In March 1998, we moved Into the St Vrain School District and met Margaret Wilson, a brilliant and
compassionate special educator with a special interest in autism. The focus of Luke's education
gradually shifted from Or. Rogers and home therapy to a school-based program .
Under Margaret's guidance, Luke made a successful transition into kindergarten at Niwot Elementary
School in the fall of 2000, Luke loved school. It was so predictable and structured, in a way that home
could not be with 3 other siblings (Luke had a baby sister in 1998). With Malgaret's knowledgeable
leadership, Luke was successfully integrated into a· typical kindergarten classroom afld accepted by his
teachels and peers. Margaret and her team of para-ed\lcators went the extra mile to work with and
teach Luke. Though still not tal~ing much, he was learning every day and he was happy, especially at
school. He was even beginning to use severa l 1ntell1gible word approximations to communicate.
Somewhat frustrating from our perspective was Luke's lnabHity to generalize much of his speech and
other positlve behavlors from school to home.

t-on-e li"e
At home, progress was more mixed and uneven. Luke's taste io food, always limited, became gradually
more and more restr]cted. Hls highly-preferred foods included crackers, mustard and yogurt. Most foods
that a normal child his age would eat were steadfastly refused. His day-night cycle became ever more
erratic. Ever since Luke outgrew his crib, he has had the lock reversed on his bedroom door. Whlfe the
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idea of iocklng our son in his room at night bothered us a lot, Luke's disturbed diurnal cycle and Ills ever
growing capacity for mischief made this decision mandatory.
Toilet training was a never-ending process. He was doing fairly well at school by 1st grade, but still had
frequent accidents during the day at nome. Nighttime conttnence was a distant dream at best. His
awareness of his own Internal bodily signals Was virtually nonexistent.
In 2001, Luke began having more significant negative behaviors. Whlle still happy and easygoing most of
the time, he began to exper1etJce tar\trvms. Several medications were tried to help With sleep and
tantrums, but either were 'i neffective or had significant side effects.
Gradually, Luke's behavior restricted his actlvlties and the activities of his family. Trips to the store
became first hard, then impossible. While Luke had grown up since infancy going to church every
Sunday, his behavior in church became more and more unpredictable. F(nally, people at church began
volunteering to stay with Luke so that the rest of the family could worship in peace, Simple things to
most families, such as dinner at a restaurant or going to a movie, took major planning and preparation.
caring for Luke, along with the rest of our family, became too m uch for us to handle on our own . In
order to malntaln the functioning of our family, we needed some help. So, in 2001, our family of six
moved ln with my parents for a year. We then bought adjoining plots of land in Weld County and built
two houses so that n1y mother could be nearby to help With Luke and the other kids.
One of the main design considerations in our new house was Luke. We had spec1a l sliding locks installed
on all outside doors that Luke could not reach. There were locked cabinets bullt into the floorplan ln\he
kitche11 and living room. We had extra relnforcement and Insulation In the floor of Luke's bedroom to
withstand the ]umping. We had a TV/VCR player put into his room behind thick plastic. His bedroom
window was made out of safety gtass. His closet door had a keyed lock. There was even a large eye bolt
screwed into a reinforced beam in his ceiling from which to ruspend his favorite hammock swing.
Throughout this difficult time, L11 ke' s one consistent bright spot was school. The imposed structure and
caring1 competent teachers and staff seemed to bring a measure of peace and order to his tangled mind.
We had bought our land in Weld County Just after Luke started kindergarten. We discovered that our
land was in the Thompson Valley school district. At the time, this did not seem to be a big deal. We
nalvelV assumed that all schools had someone like Margaret Wil.son to guide the education of thei r

autistic students.

The Ber thoud Years: 2nc and 3-0 Grade
As the end of Luke's 1st grade year at Niwot Elementary approached, we began lookfng toward

transitioning Luke into his new school. A meeting was held between Luke's NiWot Elementary team and
two representatives from the team that would be taking over his education ln his new school. We were
somewhat concerned by the seeming lack of interest and initiative displayed by the Incoming team . For
example, despite the fact thatthe meeting was held in a conference room less than 100 feet from Luke's
classroom, neither of the new team members even asked to see Luke.
We petitioned twice to keep Lu~e In his former school via the open enrollmen t process, but were
rebuffed by the Thompson School District, due to financial consideratioM and wanting to avoid setting a
precedent for other disabled children.
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So, we pressed ahead with eorollmerit into Berthoud Elementary. At first, things seemed to go fine. Luke
still seemed to enjoy school, based on the feedback that his reacher gave in his daily notebook.
However, we began noticing that Luke was losing skills. He pointed Jess and his limited verbal s~ills
began slipping noticeably. Toward the end of his second grade year, his behavior began taking a
significant turn for the worse at home.
Luke did not tolerate a parent observing at school. In his mind, parents were for home and teachers for
school. In order to better understand what was goirig on at school we sought help from Diane Osaki, an
occupational therapist who had worked with Luke at the beginning of his therapy and who now runs the
Aspen School. As part of her evaluation, Ms. Osaki requested to visit Luke at Berthoud Elementary.
When we met with Ms. Osaki alter her visit, we were dismayed to hear the extent of Luke's behavtoral
problems at school. These lricluded a m;ijorlty of his time being spent in tantruming, oppositional
activlty and even throwTng of computer equipment, Ms. Osaki described ari environment where there
was complete lack of a reasone!l, consistent behavioral or educational approach. In fact, the respon.ses
of the staff to his inappropriate behavior were reinforcing and not extinguishing it. Looking back in his
daily notebook on the daylhat Ms. Osaki visited his school, there was no notation of any behavioral
problems. We realtzed at this point that we had been naive In our assumption that we were bei ng given
an accurate report of his progress at.school.

Consioering Oiher Optiors
As he started into 3rd grade in the fall of 2003, his behavior at home deteriorated to the point that we
feared that he would become a significant danger to himself, his siblings and his mother in the not too
distant future. We began to investigate our options. Given luke's difficulty generalizing skills from school
to home, and his worsen ing behavior issues, we considered the possibility of residential schools. At first,
the idea of sending our 8-year-old son to live away from home was very difficult. However, <1s we
Investigated more, we realized that placement in a school where he could be exposed to consistent
bebavioral and educational methods in a seam less environment might be his best chance for achieving
educatlonal and behavioral progress. tt became clear quickly that there were no facilities 111 or around
Colorado thar would be able to provide an appropriate resldential environment for his education.
Since ou·r triennial IEP meeting was approaching, we decided to attempt to address our concerns with
the local school district one last time at this meeting. The meeting did not go welt. The educators
seemed oblivious to Luke's needs, and did nor suggest any signlficanl changes to his ptograrn . After this
meeting, our decision was made. We could not in good conscience continue to expose Luke to this
environment that was so detrimental to his educational and behavioral development. We made the
decision to enroll luke at t!ie Boston Higashi School, a !Jniaue s~hool in Boston cie_dicate<I to tile
education of chlldren with aut1sm spectrum disorders.

Boston Higashi School
Boston Higashi School was founded in 1987 by Dr. Kiyo Kita hara, a Japanese educator who had
expertenced significant success in educating students in Japan with her method, called Dally Life
Therapy. Daily Life Therapy is founded upon three major premises. First, stability of emotions Ts galned
tlirough the pursuit of independent living skills and the development of self-esteem. Second, extensive
physical e~ercise is used to establish a rhythm of life. This inhibits anxiety through the release of
endorphin~.

as welt as reducing aggression, self-stlmulator'y behavior an(l ~yperactlvity. Physical exercise
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with a group of students also serves as a bridge to the development of soda I skills. Third, the intellect is
stimulated through instruction In language arts, mathematics and socia l sciences In a group academic
sening with an age appropriate curriculum. Behavior Is controlled through non-medical means, and
students at Boston Higashi School are not allowed to take medications for the purpose of behaV)or
control.
Luke was accepted into the Intermediate Elementary division of Boston Higashi School on December 18,
2003. He was to begin as soon after the winter break as posslble.
When Luke left for Boston Jn January 2003, he slept Tn a locked room with no bed, never slept through
the night and was not toilet trained. He ate a very restricted, unhealthy diet and received very little
physical exercise. He had very underdeveloped gross and fine motor skills and ~ould not dress himself or
help in any of liis activities of daily living. He had long since ceased to learn 1n l]is present academic
environment, and was losing previously acquired skills at an alarming rate. Most alarmingly, his behavior
was on a course tl)at would soon make it impossible to stay in public school due to safety concerns, and
might ultimately make it impossible for him to live at home with his family.
Leavlng Luke at Boston Higashi School that first time was gut wrenching. We met with his day and
residential teachers and dropping off his clothes. We were told that he would nor be needing the large
suitcase of adult·sized diapers at this new school. We we.re incredulous, given that Luke had failed so
many attempts at toilet training over the years. A.tter telling Luke goodbye, w e returned to Colorado,
leaving our son in the capable hands of the staff at Higashi.
Luke made astounding progress in many areas. Within a few weeks, he was sleeplng in his bed through
the night on a consistent basis. Toilet training also went very smoothly. In music class. he gradually
learned to tolerate previously Intolerable levels of noise. Within his first
a little Lamb" on a keyboard harmonica.

year, he was pl(lying "Mary Had

His progress in eating and feeding himself was truly remarkable. Due to the boundless patience and
dedication of his classroom teacher, Fuyu, he was eating a wide variety of healtfly foods 1n the dining
hall every day, such as soup, sa lad, meat and vegetables with proper utensils.
In academics, he \vas in a small class, with a total of 4 to 6 students. He learned quickly to sit in a norma l
student desk. He le;irned subjects such as arithmetic, geometry and reading.
Regular physical activity is an important part of the Higashi metho\l. He gradually learned to jog with his
classmates. In addition, he learned t o do such things as ride a unicycle and walk on stilts. These activities
honed his underdeveloped gross motor and balanc.e skills. On the residentia l side of his schooling, he
learned to participate in (ecreatjonal activities, such as rollerblading and bowling.
One of the most appealing features of the Boston Higashi.program was three breaks during the year,
totaling elght weeks, were students would go home and reconnect wlth their families. When Luke came
home for the first few breaks, he had trouble genera lizing all of his learned skills from school to home.
However, with time, skills learned at school translated to home. His ability to participate in fam11y and
community life Increased sfgniflcantly. We could shop together, eat at a restaurant together, and even
attend church together.
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_egal Battles
But this improved Ille for Luke was costly. Despite my comfortable income as a physicia n, Luke's
education costs rapidly deplet ed our reserves. My parents contributed a substantial afllount from their
retirement savings. However, even with this, we could not continue to pay his tuition indefinitely. In
January 2005, we requested reimbursement for Luke's education under the lridiVlduals with Disabilities
Education Ac~
A Due Process Hearing was held in June. This was a S day hearing In a conference room at the school
district offices. Presiding over the hearing was the Independent Hearing Officer (IHO). The IHO found in
our Favor, and instructed that the Thompson School District begin paying for Luke's education at the
Boston Higashi School.
Over the neirt few years, this decision was appealed by the school district, first to an administrative law
Ju!'.lge and then to the U.S. District Court. Both of these appeals upheld the origina l decision. The IHO,
administrative law judge and District Court judge all ruled that whlle Luke made very small gains ln some
academic areas, his behaviors were deteriorating, he was regressing In his communication and daily
living skills, and he was not able to transfer those few academic skills outside of the classroom . Each of
these judges concluded that such llttle educational benefit From the publlc school col.lid constitute an
appropriate educat1on under the IDEA.

10th Circuit CoLirt

oi Appeals

In 2007, the school district appealed to t he 10"' circuit. The flnal ruling was issued in August 2008, This
decision, authored by Judge Nell Gorsuch, overturned all of these previous rulings, His legal reasoning
set a new, low standard of education required under IDEA. There were two spedFic areas in which hfs
ruling lowered the wor~lng definit ion of a free and appropriate public education.
First, taking the. phrase "more than de minimis" from a 1996 101h Circuit dec1sion (Urban v. Jefferson
County Sehl. Dist), he recontextuallzed this phrase and added the word • merely." In articulating tllat a
public school must provide an education under IDEA that is "merely.~'more than de minimis, '" Judge
Gorsuch changes the de m/nimis standard from one that must always be exceeded to a goal for which a
school district may legitimately aim. The term de m fnlmls Js defined as follows: ''lacking signiflcaoce or
importance: so minor as to merit disregard.., Judge Gorsuch Felt that an education for my son that wa>
even one small step above insign iflcan c was acceptable.
Second, Judge Gorsuch sets a novel standard in this ruling of "some progress'' in the student's
achievement of educational goals. Thus, despite Luke's inability to meet three quartefs of his
educational goals in his individualized education plan, or to use any of these skills outside the classroom .
the ''progress" noted on 25% of the goals was felt to be evidence. that his education was appropriate,
This standard, rather than a standard of "some educational benefit/ makes proof of an appropriate
education by a public school pro farma. All that a school would need to do is to document some
progress on a single goal to meet this standard . Even if a child, as In Luke's case, was utterly failing to
progress in any meaningful global sense, the educational plan would be judged "appropriate."
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Aft ermatl
The 101~ Circuit decision was devastating to us, By this time, Luke had been at Boston Higashi School for
flve years, and his overall progress was notli ing short of dramatic. The possibility that lUke would lose
the ability to continue in this very successful educatlonal placement was unthinkable. However, once
our petition to be heard by the Supreme Court was denied, we had no other legal avenues to challenge
the Thompson School District educational plan.
We worked wittl the school district in ;2010 to devise an acceptable program for local back home. We
then enrolled Luke ln this program, with careful observation of his progress. It became clear within a few
weeks that nothing substantive had changed, Luke would quickly lose the progress that he had made
over his several years at Hi~shi ff he stayed with tt1e School District's program. Rather than risk Luke's
losing all of his hard-fought educational gains, we removed him from his p lacement in the fhompson
School District and re-enrolled him at Higashi. However, we had only enough money to pay for one
more year of education.
This left us with only on real option. One of Luke's parents would have to move to a school district that
would better accommodate Luke's educational needs. Practically, that meant moving to Massachusetts.
Since I was geographically tied to my medical practice in .Colorado, the orily opt ion was for Julie to move.
After much prayer and thought, my wife decided to permanently relocate to Dedham, Massachusetts.
Thankfully, the Dedham School District acknowledged Luke's extraordinary needs, allowing him to finish
out his time at Higashi.
Now aged 22, Luke will always need support in a world that still seems perplexing and threatening to
hitn. But his.quality of life after 13 years.of appropriate edueation is vast~; better than It would have
been otherwise. He cooks and does household chores. He is able to shop, work, eat and play In the
community. And he has developed a new passion- legos. Luke' s mind is uniquely attuned to this plastic
brick world. He constructed a model in January 2017 of the U.S. Capitol Building With over 1000 pieces.
His present life would not have been achiev~ble without an appropriate education.
Thankfully, Luke Is unaware of the price paid for his education. The financial cost pales in comparison to
the human sacrifice; his mother separated from her 13-year-old daughter; his parents' marriage broken.
He is also unaware of the key place that one Judge, wittl hls radically restrictive Interpretation of law,
played In the fight for his right to a free and appropriate public education.
In liis 10'' Circuit ruling, Judge Gorsuch eviscerated the educational standard guaranteed by the IDEA.
His interpretation requires that a school provi de a disabled child an education Just above meaningless.
And his novel standard of "some progress" sets the bar so low that meaningful benefit is often denied to
students with impunity, even as their child's education plan is failing utterly when viewed globally. Legal
philosophy and case law aslde, such an interpretation clearly fails the common sense test. Why would
Congress pass a law with such a trivial Intent? And why would a parent settle for such an education for
any of their children - regardless of their abiJitles or challenges?
On behalf of all children - disabled. typical and gifted- I urge you to deny copfirmation of Judge Neal
Gursuch to the Supreme Court of the United States.
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BEFORE THE U.S. SENATE COMMITTEE ON THEJUDJCIARY

TESTIMONY OF GUE RINO J. CALEMINE, III
GENER.AL COUNSEL, COMMUNICATIONS WORKERS OF AMERICA

HEARING ON THE NOMINATION OF THE HONORABLE NEIL M. GORSUCH
1'0 BE AN ASSOCIATE JUSTICE OFTJi:E SUPREME COURT OF THE UNITED
STATES
March 23, 2017
:\<Ir. Cuairman and Members oftht'. Committet::
On behalf ()f rhc Communit::ltiq11s \Vorkcrs of Americ.1 (C\\iA), it is an honor to .5Ubmjc rhl~
tcstimon)• a~ you consklcr 1he nominutioo ofJudgeNe,il Gorsuch for a se:\t on the United Stares
Supreme Court. CW/A n:prc:~cJ1ts 700,000 wtirkcrs ncross the cou1ttry in ;1 wide amy of in<lusLries,
inch1ding tc:lecommuni1;;:orions. manufacturing, airlinc-s. medil\, gO\•cmmenl, ~n<.J health care. This
year, CWA cclcbmtt;l; its 70'" ;rnniversar)' ~1dwxating for w<,irkcrs Md their rights on the job.
Our conccn1 regarding] udgc Gori;uch's nomination is gtllYC and sitnple: Working people cannot be
assured a foit shake from a Jusricl! Got~uch. His jurispru<lcoce is ·a thre\t to our safety and health.
Just seven months ago, Judge Gorsuch issued a scvea·paragraph dissenr in a workpbcc 5afety and
he.-.lrh case rhat amounts to a flashing red light for the Sena re. This dissent, in a case c:allt-:d Tra11sA111
1"mcki!1g. l11t. i •. Ad111i11i1tmlil!e Reiir.m Board, shows Judge Gotl'Ucll tO be an ltcti\·ist set on mlling back
workers' rights. It provides an ominous preview of how Judge Gorsuch- if confim1ed to the
Supreme Coun -wo11l<l dismantle worker prorec1ion laws. 11 rc''~is a hos1illty 10, and lack of
undersranding o~ workinj!; people, their li,·e;, ,1nd the laws that prorecc rhem. It rri\•ializes 1he
sometimes life-or-death issues chnt wntkers face on rhe job. Claiming co bt> guided by the text of :1.
sronire -alone, ir demonmates the opposire~ he pick~ one particular dieuonary definition o,·er
another without regard ro the absurdities thac result and thereby eyiscem1es the real -world
•lppliC<>rio n nf a he<>h.h and saf~• )' law. His approach is not value-neurral. llis simply anti-workt-1.
This dlssent alone diS<)LlaUfies Judge Gorsuch for the position w which he has heeti nominated.

My reslimony will pro,·ide an ove1=-·iew of lhis c1se, with pl\l'ticular altl:'.llrion 1·0 rhc real-world facts
issue, an analysis of his dissent, foduding n description of the bias and ;ictivist miss.ion "''·caled by
the di~sent - one that prod,iecs .,, vary flawi:d reading of the bw with a cruel and nooseosic:i( result:,
nod an explanation of wh~· this matters to working pt:ople -~ro$S ihc couotrv.

at

OVERVIEW OF TRANSAM TRUCKING
In Tro11sA111 TI11<ki"g, foe. 11. Ad111111i.flrulitt & 11i11u• Rnard, a majority of the three-judge Tenth Circuit
panel dt.'llicd an cmpfoyer's petitjon for review of an t \dininisLwrivc Review Board (t\RB) decision

l
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undtr the Surface Ti:anspornlt.ion A;;;;ist:incc AcL(STJ\A). The majority upheld the ARB'~ ruling 1n
1

fuvor of a truck driver who refu~ed ro foUow his supemsor's otders to eithct (a) drag" trailer with
frozen brakes d:mgerously and illega.lly down a highway or (b) keep hi~ truck with its ttailtr
dangerously parke.d for hours on the side of rhe bighwai• Jn soh zero remperaLures, without bc.-it, as
he began experiencing rhe telltale signs of hypothenl:)\a. [nstead, the truck dciver unhitched the
broken rrailer and drove himself w snfet)'. F1?r this. he was ti.red. Under the STAA. howe1·er, a
1.ruck drivcr ma'." nm he fired for refusing to oper.ite a vehicle wh<::o he has

3

rtasQonble fear for bis

or Olhets' safety. 1n rhcse circurn>tanees, an employee is not forced to cl10ose between hit< life or his

job. J\n i\dmioistrat.ive Law J udge, 1.he. AR.13, and the Tenth Circuit maiorir;y all ht'ld that d1e firirJg
was unlawful.
Judge Gorsuch was 1he lone dis~enrcr. fn an incredibly stmined rending of the statute, Judge
Gorsuch fo11nd that the STAA hes Ith and sAfery pro,•ision only pro1ec1ed the lmck driver if he
!'l:fosed to drh·c his truck alrogether and remained on lhe side of the road where- he rensonahly
believed be was :ibout to freeze to d eath.

THE FACTS OF THE CASE: A LIFE-THREATEN ING SITUATION UNFOLDS FOR
ALPHONSE MADDIN ON l-88
Commercial long-haul r.ruck dri"ing 1s hard work. It can also be dangerovs. The most 1'ecenl.
Census of Faul Occupational Injuries report$ that 745

=ck driver$ were killed rn

2015- the mosr

dC'.;tns of any single occupatioci. T he stor)' of Alphonse Maddin illusr.r ares how such deaths might
happen - and how they c~n be successfully prevented: by empowecing drivers wi th" right tO refuse
un~afe operations.'

On Jannary 1•1,2009, A lphon.se Maddin was driving a ttailer full of frozen meat from Ncbrask<i to
three loc:otions in Wisconsin a11d Michigm1. I le had becr1working for Tn1nsAm Trucking since the
previou;; September, M r. ~fad~in was origm;illy ;uppoRed to ~tan this run on Janu111)' 13. .But the
shipper was a full 12 hours late deli\rering 1.he load.
Thal was j1•Sl lht> ~tlln o f h is P"oblcms. Ducing rhc dri,•c. Mr. l\faddin's rruck sputtered, His bun k
heater stOpp~d working. And then. while he was on l nccrstate 88 ii1 Ulinois, he could not £ind the
company-approved fuel smaou. \Vhar emerged farer 15 that Transt\m had p ro1,ided i\>Cr. Maddin
incorrect di-rectioos. l11e fuel stntion was uff of J-39, Mt I-88. Unable ro find the station, with his
g~s

gauge falling below "E," he pulkd over. lrwas I l p.m., and rhe temperature outside was belo\V

~rQ .

During this stop, Mr, M<1ddin received a message thM the next driver that would swi tch him mu for

rhis haul was no Jo11ger available and so he should continue driving to the first delivery point. He
restaned his truck to once again search for the approved fuel.in!?; starion. But now the brakes on his

'833 F.3<.11206 (10"' Cir. 2016).

met•" pulled from rbe f~CIUo! revord in Marldi11 ft. Trnn.v1m Dml;ip.r, /11~. 1\rb C~s~ No. I:HU I

~Thi~ .enditlon of the
(J\!eiv. 1.4-. 2Cl14)~ The Tenrh

Circ\,Jit decisio n conl:l.if'i.( 9. Jc-~~ dernilcd summ~f}~-
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trailer were frozen in place. He slliyed o n che side of the road and, ac 11:17 p.m., re ported the
problem to Trans/\m,

T111.nsAm w ld Mr. l\faddin they wn11ld send a rcp:Unnao to fii.: the brnkes. 1Yl.r. Maddin waited in his
c~h, where the heater did not work as rhe tempecamrc 001-side fotthcr dropp~d .
About un hour later, after 12:15 a.m., Mr. Maddin had fa.lien asleep. t\nother how: lacer, ac 1:18 a.m.,
he wa~ awakened hy a cell phone call fmm his cousin. f !is cousin would biter recount I.hat r- lr.
Maddin';; speech was slurred and he s ounded like he \V~ls shilrcnng. His cousin repeated!)' l\Sked l\.fr.
Maddin if he was alrigh t. When he sac up maighc, M r. Maddin "reali.zcd his skiu was cradJing from
c:olcl, 1ha1 his rorso was numb., and that he could no r fed his foct."
Mr. Mo.dcUn coiled 'TronsAm again. He told the company his heater was no t working. He told the
company about the S) mptoms be was c~-pecicncing. !\Ir. Maddin asked 1·he compan}' about 1hc
arrival tim1.: for the rcpairrmn, and 1hc company told h.i.m 10 "hang in there."
\Xljth the clock ticking.and oo r"pairman in sjght, M r. Madelin began having trouble breathing ~nrl

began to grow afraid that he would lose hi~ feet, or die and never sec hi~ family again. t\s he pu ts it:
"l began haYing thoughts that l was going to die."' l fc decided to try to save his own life. l le got
out of d1c cab and unhitched the broken trailer from his tTUck. He called the company ag~in.

This time, he spoke 10 his supervisor and explained the situation. His supervisor told him t hat he
must not leave the trailer o n 1hc roadside. Tlis supcrvi$or ga1rc him :1 choice ' '10 dLhcr drag the
traile r wi th its frozt:n brakes or ro stay where he wns." Over -and ovei:, !\fr. Mnddin described his
physica l s!>l tc to his s~1ptrvisnr, aod his ~llpen-i~or told him 10 llJ(non the h~-at. M r. i\ladd irt had ro
ref)eatcdly inform his supervisor that the hearer \1·~s nm working.
At 2:05 a.m., a free three hours in subzero t.emperat\m:s, ;\fr. J\Caddln d rove h is truck awa)'· witho ut
the trailer, in s":m;h of safety. At 2:19 a.m .• he got a c.lll that the repaicman had arrived. He
returned co ~be crailcr. Tbe tep..Unn:u1 fixed rhe rr.liler's brakes but not the ti:uck's heater. At 3:20
a.ru., Mr. M:tddin's snpen1 isor told him he would wdte hlm up for a late load. Rut Mr. MJ>ddin
reminded his supervisor tbat the shipper was 12 hours latl.: for rbe initial load. ·rhen the supenriso r
cold him he would wri te Mr. Maddin up for missing his fuel ~top. Later thnt morning, l'lfr. Maddin
would in fonn hi.s sup~·.,.visor chru the compimy g~ve him the wrong direction~ for 1he aLHhorized
foding srntion.

The:: ncotr week, tvl.r. Maddin wa!; called co the company o faces where he was terminMed for
sb•ndon.ing his load that ojght in Illinois. Mr. Maddin Bled a complaint with rbe Occupational
Safety and Health 1\ dministration (OSf-l!\ ).'

1

"Alphonse Mocldin dimmes how J11dgc Oorsach's ruli11g impacted him."

http~:/ /www.rourube .com/w~rch?v=7ehOhSlWvVE.

' 0:\H A enforces :-.'T:'

:\'• whisdtblowcr protections, " well '° tht whistleblow~r prorecuons of dozens of other

souutes.
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A SAFETY AND HEALTH LAW PROTECTS ALPH ONSE

~DIN

Trnn~pomuinn Assistance J\ct h'l.S provided truck driven; with
whistJeblowing and oth~r rib>hts against unscrupulous employers who m~y otherwise order them to
engage lo unsafe or illegal actions. One provision p rohibits an employer from urfog an employee
who "tef1w.:d tp o perotc: a vehicle bccaLL'O .. , the employee has a reaso11abk apprehension of serious
injury to the cmploy1.:1:: or the public because of the \•chiclt's hazardt1u$ safety or security condition."
To be protected by rhis provision, the employee in question "must ha'""sought frvm the employer,

Since 1982, 1he Slll·foc.e

uid bc,•n unable to obcnin, corre<;Lion of rhc hazardous safety or secudty condition.'' -19 USC
1 !05.(~)(2). Mr. Maddin sought protect.ion under this provision.

An ;\dtninlstrative Law Judge, 1he Adminjstrative Review lloard, and finally the Teo th Circuit all
ruled in Mr. 1'-taddin's f.wor. Trans1\m argu~d that, when l\<lr. l\fa1ltlin drnve his truck.. ht' was not
"r.efosing ro upern1c.'' But the ALJ fo1<0d that "bJ' unhooking the w..i.lcr, ll·f addln refused to operate
1.hc truck undet the conditions set by his supervjsor and that he did so bec;1usc of safety concoms."
'The .!\~l noted that driving the tmiler with inoper-ablc brakes was a viv!ation of the law ~nd ~ thtt"llt
to Mr.. l\faddin'~ aod Other drivers' safcry.
Tbc ARB $imibrly found t.lrnt, baser! on long-stnnding precedent, ·'a 'refusn.I to opera te' may
encompass acttr~lly operating a vehicle in a manner intended to minimize danger ofhann or
violation of law."
Tht.0 Tenth Circuit majority agreed. The T enth Gircuir reasoned that there was no definition of
"operate" in rhe sranue and chat che ARB's definition of "opemtc" - meaning noc only dri,·ing, "but
oth~r uses of a vehicle when it is wirhin the control of the employee" - was therefore permi;siblc.
Tn this case, "openi re" encompassed the operations dirccccd by cbc TransAm s1.1per,"iSl)r: eiihe.r
keeping the truck hitched to the disabled tr.tiler on the 11)adsid~ in subzero rcmperarures o r driving
the mick with the tmiler with broken brakl!"S down the highwar, bc)th of which gave rise to Mr.
M.addin's reasonable apprehcr15ion of st:riow; injury or death. The majority observed tha c Trn.nsAm
could not point 10 "•nr authority for the prO)JO>itlon that Congress imcndcd the rcfusal-to-opepne
pwvisiun .. . to be i11Lerpreted ~o mrrowly [to ooly mean 'drive']. =d h.1s not e."Cplaincd how such a
nnrrnw interprt:l>\tinn furthers the purposes of the ST.\A."

JUDG E GORSUCH'S SHOCKING DISSENT TRIVlALIZES AND MINIMIZES THE
VERY REAL HEALTH AND SA.EETY CONCERNS O F M.R. MADDIN
l n his <lisse.nt, Judge Gorsuch <:rtgag~s in a ~ame of "i;orch2." With the u>e of ooe definition from a
particular edition of the Oxford English Dicrionary, t~e adoprs TransAm's narrow definlrio" of
"operate" to Qnly mean "drive! · Before examining how Judge G{)rsuch reaches rhis scr-.ii.ned and
wrong intci:pret:1tion of "ope rate," we should consider his scaning place for any an~lysis. His dissent
revc~ls that startiiig place to be a hostile on"' for workers nnd efforts to legislarc workplace safety.

Pim, Judge Gorsuch is di~missive of the efforcs of rhe U.S. Department of Labor's Occupatiooal
Safety und Health Adminisrrntion (OSHA) to effc;crnate Congress's purpc•>~ in enacting the STJ\.A.
4
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He call' tht> gem]~ of''hcalth :ind s~fety" "epbemcml and generic." Ile rhetorically 11sl;s what <locsn'l
rel:tte to "he:llth and safety"? J\pparcntly, Mr. 1\ ladJin's health 11nd safety when npl'rnting a
commercial motor vehicle in fi:eezi11g teropcratur~s is too "ephemeral and generic" for Judge
Gorsuch - but n.oc for the Other. decisionmakccs at all three levels in the case - and not for Mc.
Maddin. With 1his oudook, we can expect.Judge Gorsuch ro applr health and safc:-ty laws in the
narrowesr :wd most restrictive manner posslbk, stt-ainiilg the meanings of statUtes to avojd
furtheringgQals whidt be seeO\s to believe h:we ins11fficie.nr rneaning in the re:ll world.

Second, Judge Gorsuch exposes an ami-worker bi:is from rhe start. ln l.'ltplaining the options thRt
Mr. Maddin's supervisor gave him, Judge Gorsuch writes: "I-le. c-0uld drag the trailer carrying the
compa1·1y's goods m it>< destination (an illegal and maybe sarcastically offered option). Or he could
sit and wait for hdp to arrive (a legal if unpleasant op1 ion)." Lcr's unpack th<!" biases Jurlge Gorsuch
reflects in thcS<' parcnthctlcals. Uc tries lo excn:;e the company·~ obviously illegal direction 10 drag
the disabled m iller down the highway-as "maybe sarcasLically •lffcr.cd." Yet he describes as merely
"uoplcasnot'' 'vaiting for a rcp.-irman while ym1t skin "crackk~,'' your feet and torso g1) completely
numb, rour brt.,tthing bernmes labored, you e~pcriencc b)'Pothcrmia and begin to ftat the: loss of an
appendage or two and rnarb~ }Ou r life. Thc~e short parenthelicnl~ frame Jndg" Go.r.s1.1ch's dis~cnt
and ~er the stage for minimizing and deni~-:iling the gravity of rhe ~ituarioo to :\Ir. Maddin.
Third, Judge Gorsuch's dissent ttivia.lizes the n$k$ rhnt workers foce every day o n the job. Notonli
Joc:sJ11dge Grirsuch describe l\tc. i\foclciin's potential de•th from hypoth<:r.mill as ao "unpl~asant
option," but he chooses a tntc analogy thar h3s no1h.ing to do with health and safety when. atcacking
1hc majority's definition of •)peratc:
Imagine a boss telling an employee he may eit.her 'ope.rate' an office computer as dirt'crcd o.r
'refuse to operate' char computer. \\/hat serious employee would 12 kc th<11 as license 10 use
an oflice co mpu1er not for work but lo oompose the gre:it Ameria.n novel? Good luck.

Perhaps Judge G-Orsuch's point is thai, if we let Mr. M;1cldin chive his truck to safety. we might ns
well let him dri,·e it to 1he beach.

Tn shorr, io seven parngraphs Judgt: Gorsoch manages to reveal an alatmlng coot~tnpt for
and agency efforts to pr.Otcct workers- health and safety. This hostility is made
further apparent when at one point he descrihes 1he possible enactment of a healrh ruid sa te\)· law as
;;ornething with which C<'.ingress may une day "adorn our fodern.I ~tatulc books." 11s if these
protections nrc quaint decorations unwonhi• of r~pec1.;
congr~ssional

s Tbese biases are cortohorareJ b)' his approach in another he.iii hand safety case. fn

C01npt1ss

E.niirtH1111~nLrtl, Tne. 1•, Ormp<1tio11al Snfety 0111/ Hca/tb AdP1i11istratio11, 663 F.3d 1164 (10'' Cir. 2011), n
rrCJich hand wlls clectrucurl!'d t.o death because his employer failed ro lrnin him about the dangers of
~n overhead electrical wire, The empJ<,yee k>st his life. And OSH1\ impo~ed a $5500 fine o n the
~mployer. W11i le rbe rest of1be cc1uM upheld the fine,Judge Gorsuch msscnted. ln the operung
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JUDG E GORSUCH SELECTS DICTIONARY DEFINITIONS T HA't SUPPORT ANTIWORKER RESULTS
All of rhese biases lar the gmundwork for his ulrima(e ;tnalysls Jo T11m.rA111 Tme.king. He prepares- us
for what will be a shock to 1he conscience;

It might be fair ro ask whe!lwr TransJ\m's deci:;ion fto fire '' d1e trtJcker"J \V'JS a wise or kind
one. Bm it's not our job ro ~nswcr qucslicms like i.h11t. Our q rlly task jg to decide whether
the decision Wits an ille&'lll one.
And here is rbc mm to -a supposedly ce..<:rualist analrsis of rhe case, which Judge Gms11ch's fan~ will
cite as an e1'ample o f his sober, "'valuc-ncuual" ap p r<.n1ch. Rut his values 2re appar.,11L r\nd the
~nalys1s on i1$ own terms is simply wrong- although it n:ache< h.is desired result of gutting a worker

p rotectir.m.

Let us join j\ldgc Gorsuch for a momenl in nbarnlonin~ an)' notion of incorporating the "ephcmcr.tl
:md generic" st~tuh>ty goals of rruck driver and public henlrh and safety into o ur intc.rpretation of
tbc sratute. We shall, 1'S he puts ir, deal with th~ law lb written, no£ rhc lnw we wish we l1ad. \'\-'e
have onlr the 1-cx1 of the statute. And a dictionary. The Oxford English Dictional')' (OED).
According to Judge Gorsuch, the STAA is una111biguous "nd not open ro inrerpretation. While the
rctm ''o perate" isn't defined in rl1e srntmr, the term can be made u narnbiguous by looking it its
dinionary definition.

Sn Judge Gorsuch rums to the OED and qL1otes a defin ition of "operate": to "c;1usc o r <1clua1c thu
working of; to work (a machioC', ere.)," Thi~ definition fit& best "~rh Tran,,Ant's c,:011tcn1ion rh~c
" refuse to opernte" o nly means "rufuse ro drive." \ 'qhh this defuilrion,Judgr-Gorsuch reaches the
conclu5iori thar
the trudtr,. .wasn 't fired for refusing ro opeia ~ lus \•chicle. lnc;leed, his t.mploycr gave h im
ihe very option the smwte says 11 must: once he \fOiced safety concerns, T rnnsAm o:xprcssly
-11nu by cvt't)'One's admission - perrnitted him lo sit and remain where ht: was and wi1il for
help. The trucker"'"' fired only •ftcr he declined th<! smtuto11ly protected option (refused
to operate) and chose to opem1e his vehicle in :t m:tnngx he thought wise bll t his emploi•e r
did nor.

\Xl.ith this reference lO the diction<1ry, what.clTCf''Ambiguiry there m.ighr !,>e in the Sta tute hllS l>een

cleared up, and Judge Gocsuch is done. He has turned th e STA.Vs safety pwvision u1to a very weak
and narrow protection. \'Qhih: Congress sought to enipO\vcr workers to prorect d1cir live$ by

sentence o f his dissent, explaining tha1 he would ovetrnm the $5500 fine for the prcvemnbl1: death
o f a worker WM, he w rites: ''Administrative agencies enfor remarkable power in our legal o rder."
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refusing uns;1.fe vd1ide operation, Judge Gor:nich's version of this prc>t~cr.ion wlll unly have its
intended effect where the s>tfe thing to do is nothing - not drive at all. In Mr. 7vfaddin's case, the
safe thing to do was to drh'e without the wtiler. Staying pm was nor a safe option gi,•en his
worsening physical condition and uncertainty after mnny hours of \Vlliting for a repairman with no
sign of him m ~ighL For Judg~ Gorsuch, under these citcumsrnnces, 1.bc wGtkcr protcction lnw
simpl)' fuiled [I) reach ~Ir. ~faddin; his choice W:ls either to clit ur. los<· rus job. lfhis dissent h11d
ci1rried the day, the ST;\A would be coiled b~ck, Workers would be less safe, and employees ,1-ould
have more pmver to direcr their workforce to work in life-threateni ng conclltioos.
c'hosc one odinirion of"operate" fro m the dictiona.1y. le turns out t~~r there
Dictiorrn1y. There are
:.USo o ther l~nglish-language and Amedc:.m -English -langoage dictionaries. The majority found
another definiLion in c·he OED :tnd dropped it 1n a footnote: "to concrol the functioning of."
,\ cco(Qin,g t(> the majoci ry:
Now,Judl:.>t:

Gor~vch

ar~. in fact, mnltiplc cldinitlons of 1)1~ word "opemcc" ill rhe Oxford E nglish

·nus definitio n ["to corlit(ll the functionlng oP1 clearly encompasses activities otber tb:t.11
driving. For chat reason, the disscnt's condti•ion that a !'ruck driver is Lrcfusing to operat~J
his cruck when he re(uses ro dri\'e it bur not wben he tetuses to n:rnain ln cona'Ol of it while
awaiting its repair. i~ curious. The onll' logical explanation is that the dissent has concluded
Congress use the wor<l "operntc" in the stltut.: when ir really meaol '"drive." \'Ve arc more
comfomble limiting our rc-vi<:w to the lanf!1iagc Congress ~ctually used. J \S 1he dissenting
judge stated during oral argument, "Out job isn' t to legislate :.ad :tdd new wvnl$ chat aren't
prcscm lo tht stat'utc. ••

In sum, while Judge Gorsuch would have tis belJe,-e that he merell' applied the dictiona1·y deliniuon
of "operate" to reach hi.~ result, there are competing dclinitic\n~ of that word. W'hy chis P"lrcicti lRr
definition? I lavinR disnussed health and safeti• goals as ephemeral and gent"ric, having trivialized the
p11ght uf this worket, bm,-ing revealed his biases in favor of the boss, one of those definitions
~11<1wed him co accomplish n hy accivis1 gonl~ 1he mllback of g worker protection srnn11c.
From a rextualist pen;pective, does Gorsnch's pr~fcrn::rl definition Nc11 make sense lo the test of the
smwtei The word ''op~.rate" is used more tha.n o nce in this STA r\ provision:

(B) the employee refuses to operau: a vehicle beenu$c -

© the operaLion violates a regulation, smndard. or order or the United Stares related m
commercial motor Yth icle safety, he11hh, or security: or

(ii) the employee has a re~sonable apprehension of serious injury to the employee or the
puhlic beca1.1sl! of the \·chicle's ha2;1rd<Jus snfecy or security condltioo;"

• 49 u.s.c. :11105('1)(1)('A).
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ff ..o pcr,ne" means only "drive'' and " refuse to opccntc" means uni)' "refuse to drive alt0gerhet''
(rnther th;(n rduse to cl1i,•e or otherwise operate in i:hc manner directed by the employet) - what
would (B)(i) mean'

Let's read Judge Gmsvch 's preferred cliccionaty definition intO the sr11t,u te and see what happens in a
real-world simnlfon: A n employt:r dirt:cts a truck driver to exceed the speed limit in order ro make
faster delivecies, purdng himself and othcts in danger. Under Judge Gorsuch's narrow reading, th('
employee mny be fired For driving the spctd limit·- since he is Jcf)1ng the employee'~ directio n and
Is still driving, not refusing m drive oltogcther.
M o reover, i t is not clear that the Judge Gorsuch version o f the provision even protects the truck
driver who refuses to drive :iltogethcr. I\ fier all, it's not driving itself that '~olates a regulation - but
1hc par1iculac manner of the ddvin g - t he particular operation of the ,-chicle that tl1e e mployer is
ordering, the speeding-that is the viowtion. Dri vjng at all musr be the violat.loo, per Judge
Gorsuch's reading. So Judge Gorsuch's assault on (he ST1\J\ renders this section inapplicable to
whut must be one of the mos• dangerous illcg:U orcler.~ 1l trucking co mpany mi!(ht give a truc1c driver.
lnde~d. prio r. ARR cases h~\l e held that re Fusing to follow a n employer's instructions regarding brake
usage and maint<tining speed cQnstituted a procected refus<tl to operate under t:he STAA. •
r\nd some o pcra ti()ns of vehides ;ire nor dcil•ing al all - ·but parking. l fan employer instructed a
truck driver to leave his truck stopped dangerously in the middle of a highway rarl1er than m<)\ •ing il
to the sbouldcr,Judge Gorsucb's imerpret:ttio n would not allow the employee ro move the truck tQ
the shoulder and keep his job. The driver would be daving the vehicle from the stopped location,
cather than refusing to drive it. So mehow, an unlawful and d aogcrous pat¥j og operation wo1Jld not

rt is not a driving operntion. Again, die o ther
diction>ry mcaoi.'1& of opet:\te - to control the functioning of, not simply to cause the working ofand r11e common sense understanding that one cao refuse one manner of operating while continuing
to cngag" in onorbe r manner of Opcrating-wo..l<l avoid the absurd result that Judge Gorslleh's
reading pt<.1duces.

be covert'd by die ST:\J\ 's ww:kcr proreccion, since

F10aUv, nuoe of the ~gency or court opinioos focused o o the definition of "vehicle" but a bit of
nut hen tic tcxt=lism hett wotJd also save Mr. ?-laddin'$ life. kt's stick with rhe language or the
statute. The STA s\ <lcdines a "commetcial tll(.>toc vehicle" as a "$elf-propelled or towed vehicle."&
When Mr. ;\faddin un hitched t he t:r.Uler with its broken brakes, he Wll$ refusin g to operate that
vehicle -the towed ''ehicle - out of :ta uorlisputcd coocero for hls aod o ther mororists· ~•I\:ry.
ln sum, th.ere ~re mah)' ways to ~•ch the rc$ult th• t ptotcc::1s Mr. l'lfaddin's health <ind saJety, even
without lnokltig beyond the text of die statute and with makiog s1.uc the words of tbe statute a re

defined in a sensical way. Instead, Judge Gorsuch picked one dictionary definition that would le1n'e

I Km/in II

UPS. ARB No. 04-097 (:\RB i\f.1· 9. 2.00G).

'49 1: .s.c. 31 I01 (1).
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Mr. MaJJin unprotected and rende r the entire worker protect.ion hopclesslr narrow and inapplicable
to many te11l-worlcl siwations confronted by workers, lrwu_<o't:t p\U'el)' textoalist<1oalysis. lt waso'I

value neutt:1I. It was simply anti-wo rker.
fortunntcly,]udge Gorsuch was a one-judge minority [n this case. Tfhe were confinned w the
Supreme Coun, llowcver, rhese types of srrained readings obviously design~d tQ gut wotk~r
protections bccomt? " matter of!,'1'a\-e concern fpr working people.

\VHY IT MATTE RS
CWA mc1nbcrs face-health a.nd safoty risks on the job every chy. At Limes, relecommunicntions
workers b~ve clied from elecuocutlon or suffered from asbestos or lead e~posure. Health care
wodcers confront infectious discas~ risks, including the danger that they !night rake th~se cliseas.is
ht)me w their families. \\7orkern ia our manufacturing sector deal wi t-h exposures to toxic
SLtbsrances, \'<'h<1t stands between t11cm llnd pn:venrable death or mjllry are two things: laws rbat we
expect to be enforced, ~nd a urtioo l.O help them cxerci:;e their right!i under I hos.e laws. On a \'ery
frequent basis, a worker will identify a l'V-tzatd in the workplace, and the union will srnnJ with those
workers aod stop work until the lrnzard is abated. We mke these actions knowing the lawcspccially our right to n:fusc unsafe work - is on our side. Workers will not be fired. Li,•es-a.re
saved as a relrult. The vast rnajoricy of American workers, however, do not have a uruQn backing
them up, and, for them, robust enforcement ofheahh and safety lnws is aU the more critical.
Judge Gorsuch',; nomination c<:prcsc.nts a judidal-acth'iSt threat against the efficacy of those laws, let
alone cht:ir wbust enforcement. 'rhe T1v111/11n Tnttking dissent dcmonsn:mes n bfas ~gaitls~ worker:;
and their effons tO win health and saftty prot~ctions - but it is just the prime example of what we
expect will be a broadcrass~ul\ by a jus1ice Go~uch ag:ain~rworker protect.ions. Consider Judge
Gor:sucb·' s 11ncipntby tor Chcl'rorl d eference to agencies• and his appatent support for n rcinvigomtcd
non-dd.;gaoon docttine.1''

Nearly every wo~kers' tights law assigns cnforc~ment, rulemaking, and initial adjudicatory powers to
federal agencies. For example, the Adm inimative Review Board adjudicates '"histleblowcr rights.
The National Labor Relations Board adjudicates organizing and collectl,ye bargaining righrs. 'Die
Occupational Safety and I lcahh Rt-·view Commission and th~ M ine S:tfety and Health Review

• Chmrm deference i• shorth11ntl for 1he lonJ1:!1>nding t>t<e<·dent rh:n couo1~ •hould tlrf~r 10 •n-agt'flcy'• mtcrpretJtUl)n of
a starurc ir adminisren~ when ' th~ ~tarutt: is silcnl oc ambiguous" on the mHttt:r :tnd fhe :i.gency-·-s 1mcrp.rC"tt1 ion
consntutcs •"permissible wnsr.rucrion nf the smnuc." Jre Chmw1 UJA P. Na/. Re.<. D!fmse Coml<il, 467 U.S. 837 (1'184).
U11ilcd S""tJ '"Nichols. 184 F,.ld 666 (JO•• Cir. 20 15) (Go<Soch dissenting), 1~ n:ioqi;.••mttd non-dclt);'ltion
doctrine would rostrict Cong«••" ability 10 dtlel(lltc polkym•king auihoriry to ·~~nci<s - soch ash)' dircccing •
Stcr<·c.uy ro promulgarc !\ n1le co :ichicvc :oomc desired c~ssion:•I rt:sult. ·fhis docmue wa.s- used to assault n~pec-ri; uf
rhe ~l'\\• Desi bu1 has been Jar-ge·Jy rejcqed a~ imprnctical in the face oi 1he incrcas1ngly complex wnrlrl in which
C"nl'f"><musr make potiq. Sec,c.~., Wm1•11111; L"111u!Jti11 ;. ~~" l '.S. ;c,1 ( !•)?\')) qc 1lurjuri,rrndo11ce ho• Ix-en <111,·.:11
l'r a pr.w1ic:1! wult"'rnnd1n~ th:u 111 •-'Ur incrt':l!'in.l!.h' cumpl<s: e.pc,._.,~. rt:·plt'rc wich c\cr eh.m~11n~-.md mON. R'chnir;1I
ptt.Jhk·m"~ C:(1nµr<~l- .;imply C:tl11111t ..I.- HI" It.>\, ;i.l;.H:m ,Ill :1lliJity W dder::ue rowt•r undl:J' hro;Hl l!\.'tWr:il (1Jr«m'C!/i.
\ ci..Ort.l111Wy. rhi" (:(,Uff lrn~ dt•cmed it \ ."(lll!tilllulion.:111~· ~urficicnl' if C o11g1't'-~!\ dt:trl)' dtlim;;;UCS t.hc- ~4:'nf1',.,l1 r(JtcY. ii~
puhlw ·\t!"cm:r whu:h is. m ilppk 11 . ;tnd 1hc- houmfont8t)f 1h1s ddci~n~l ~nuhont\·. ).
1

'" s,.
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Commission adjudicate health and safety matters. The Equal l:!mployment Opportuniry
Commission adjudicates \Vorkplltcc disnitnination matters.
Defcr~ncc !O thc..,;c agencies' rdson;1blc intcrpre1ations .and npplicarion of 1he hw to real-world
situations is a prubJcm for an) acth>i.st judg" who believes the gnvernm<:nt should not be in the
b\1slncss of protecting workers' rights from employer abuses. First, tbcsi; bodi(;s arc part of ageocic:.•
o n a mission assigned by Co11grcss - to effectuare n law thar tbc activist judge bdicves should nor
c:dsr. Second, becausc of their $peci:<lizd namre, these agencic:s devdt1p a strong ci:pertisc in die
m~uer in qucs1:ion. The law becomes much more effeccive when the decisiorunake1·s are highly
famillii.- w11b hO\v the p~1ctical world works In which that law operates. Deference to these agencies
is 3n obstacle lO ll.IIJ'One seeking to unde11ninc enc umlerlyi.ng workn pmrections with j1.11liciallycnacred parllal n:peals, tlms Judge Gorsucl•'~ hostility to C/Jevir.111. Bettc..r ye•, (f Cc•nf:,'TCSS can be
prohibitcJ frorn ddcgaring detailed policy-rn~king m:ttters, even wben it is essential to cfftcuvdy
carrying out tht p~rticul;1n; of :1 piece of legislation, then the expertise at th~e n,go:nciCl\ can be
rendered usdt<s, thus Ju<lge Gorsuch's inte.rcsr in the non-delegation doctrine.

We arc concerned with not jllst bow Judge Gorsuch 3ttemptcd ro dismantle the STAA worker
protection in Tr.m.<A111 Tmcking. We are concerned about how he wil l dismantle protections in other
l;iws like the Narional Labor Relation' Act, lhl' OSH An. th~ i\·line Act, Titk Vil, nnd other anridlscrimination laws. The 0$1{ Act. for exam.pie, docs not contllin an <:xpJicit " right ro refuse work"
proYision in the st:<ttur·c, This right is the produce of agency interpretiltion of the .\er and the
promulgation of Tegulations," If Judge Gorsuch wa$ <;>1pablt: of t:tking a sledge hammer to 3n
explicit s1·atu1oi:y 11ghrns he did to the ST'\A, we surely c•1nnot rest ussured thm he will respect li re!:avi.ng rights built up by ageocr prcceJcors and regularion. J\fttr all, not only does he disfa\·or
CbevrotJ clefc»eoce to agencies. he h«s msed the p1·osr~cr5 of bringing back the long-dend nondeleiJltion docu:ioe. which would foresrnU Congrc~s front dtputizing >11:,-encies to fill in the g:;p; of
\\'orker proreccion statutes. I lis jurisprudeuce is :i dmig~r to working people.
For the s3ke of workers whn deserve 10 come borne snfo and sound, and for tl1eir families waiting
on tbcm 10 r~tum, we respectfully urge tl1c C.:omrnittec aud the Senate to reject thi~ nomination.

11.r,..29 C.l'.lt 19'7.I:?.
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PREPARED 8'1'ATEMEN1' OF JEFF LAMKEN

Thank you, Mr. Chairman and members of the. Committee, For the opportunity to
speak to you about Judge Gorsuch. 1 am an appellate practitioner and founding
Partner at MoloLamkeri. In I 992, I clerked for Justice Sandra Day O'Connor.
Since then, r have argued 23 cases before the U.S. Supreme Court. many of those
as an Assistant to the Solicitor General under Seth Wa.x111an and later Ted Olson.
I have known Judge Gorsuch-Neil-as a colleague and friend for more than 20
years. I like to think I helped recruit him to the Kellogg Huber law firm after his
Supreme Court clerkship and his time at Oxford. t think I may have edited Ole
very first motion he wrote when he came to that firm.
From the outset. it was clear that he was not only a smart, thoughtful, and talented
writer; he also had great judgment Io both the literal and figurative sense. he had
gray hair from the start of his career.
[want to speak, however, about something other than Nei l's incredible legal talent
and acumen. I want to speak to you about his kindness. l1is compassion, his
generosity of spirit as a person- and why those values are integral both to who he
is, and to what we can expect from him, on the bench.
Since I first got to know Neil al' the Kellogg Huber law firm many years ago. he
has been one of my dearest friends.
We both have two daughters, his a bit older than mine. He has always been t11ere
for me-to listen, to advise, and to commiserate about the trials and travails of the
often difficult project that is being a parent.
When my dad came to town from California, Neil took time from his schedule and
his family to spend time With us.
I have vivid memories of standing. in Neil's back.yard in Colorado. after he became
a judge, talking about what then seemed to me deeply difficult moments. As we
spoke. we scooped horse manure, while his family"s pet goat-Nibbles- made
fierce attempts to ram the J udgc. (l honestly never understood what he saw in that
goat.)

His kindness resonated lhroughout his family (excluding the goat). His daughters
were always so sweet to my children, even though my kids \vere considerably
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younger. J remember his kids, and Neil, leading one of my kids by the hand
through various life activities. whether trying to balance on skis or trying on hats in
a department store.

If something happens to me and my wife. Neil is in line to inherit our children.
Some people say, if yo u want a !Tiend rn Washington, get a dog. Those people
never got to know Neil Gorsuch, his wife Louise, or his family.
Simply put, Judge Gorsuch is a thoroughly decent and warm person.
So w hy does that matter as the Senate considers his nomination? As one of my
former colleagues from the Office of the Solicitor General put it, if you have
someone who js tlrat gootl a persotr. it means he listens. It means he truly hears. It
means he can be persuaded.
That is, to my m.i nd, one of the most essential attributes for a Supreme Court
Justice in our system. The Supreme Court has an argument calendar, but the
printed lisr of cases and COllnsel the Court prepares for each session is called the
"hearing list." It is the chance for people to be heard. When the ChiefJustice
calls each case, he announces; ·•We' ll !tear aJgument in case number ... ," after
which he reads the case number and 1Jame. The key words there are "hear
argument"-notjust luwe argument.

t k11ow that everyone who appears before Judge Gorsuch will be llenrd-

gen11i11e/y heartl- regardless of who they are, who they represent, their position,
or the nature of the controversy. His kindness and hw11ility make him place
extraordinary value on listening- to counsel, to his colleagues, and to those witl1
backgrounds different from his own, who may come at the matter from a different
angle or wisdom bom of different experiences .
l bave heard a lot of speculation in the past days and months about how Judge
Gorsuch would decide paiticuJar matters. L don't know how he might rule. I don't
think he knows. These are often hard cases. That is wby they get to the Supreme
Coutt-not because the judges in the courts of appeals agree, but because they
disagree.
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But l do know Judge Gorsuch will struggle with those hard cases and difficult
decisions. He will immerse himself in the law. in precedent. in the context, in the
record, in the briefs and arguments. He will listen to the litigants, to his
colleagues, to history and its lessons. And he will decide based on where those
things lead him at the end of the case-based on the force of the better argumentnot based on a preexisting intuition from the case's beginning.
That, I believe, is precisely what we should hope for from our judges and Justices.
That is true whether you consider yourself a Democrat like me, or a Republican, or
an Independent. If the Se1,ate believes that as well, Judge Gorsuch should be
confirmed.

3
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STATEMENT OF LAWRENCE B. SOLUM
CARMACK WATERHOUSE PROFESSOR OF LAW
GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY LAW CENTER
Hearings on Nomination of the Honorable Neil M. Gorsuch
to be an Associate Justice of the Supreme Court of the United States

What ls Orlginalism?
Thank you for the opportunity to testify today. This statement is about Judge
Gorsuch's judicial philosophy. Judge Gorsuch Is an origfnalist and a textua llst, but what
does that mean? The core of originalism Is a very simply idea. In constitutional cases, the
United States Supreme Court should consider itself bound by the original public meaning
of the constit utional text. That sfrnple idea can be broken down into its component parts.
like Justice Scalia before him1 Judge Gorsuch believes that the meaning of the
constitutional text is its public meaning- the ordinary or plaint meaning the words had to
the public at the time each provision of the constitution was framed and ratified.
The original public meaning of the text ls the meaning that the words had then-a nd
not necessarily the meaning that they have today. For examp1e, Article Four of the
Constitution refers to "domestic violence" but in the Eighteen Century that phrase did not
refer to spousal abuse. It referred to riots and insurrections within a state. When we
interpreted Article Four, we should understand the words as they were used at the time
Constitution was written. What is cal led " linguistlt drift" is not a valid method of
constitutional amendment.
The Supreme Court today should consider itself bound by the text. The Court does not
and should not have the power to arnend the text on a case-by-case basis. It should
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decide constitutional cases in a way thatfs consistent with the orlginal public meaning of
the text.
Original1st judges do not believe that they have the power to impose their own values
on the nation by invoking the idea of a "living constitution." Instead, they believe that
the proper mechanism for changing the Constitution is amendment through the process
provided in Article Five-as has been done twenty-seven t imes in our nation's history,
Myths about Originallsm
The basic idea of originalism is simple and intuitive. We have a written constitution
that is-the supreme law of the land. Why then would anyone oppose ortginalism? Some
of the reasons for opposition to origfnalism are based on myths-misrepresentations of
the actual practice of originalism by lawyers, judges, and scholars .
Myth Number One: Originalists Try to Channel Jomes Madison

Origina'lism is about the constitutional text. No originalist thinks that we should decide
contemporary constitutional bases by asking, "What would James Madison dor

What

matters for originalists is what the constitutfonal text says. When Judge Gorsuch writes
an opinion that applies the ortginal public meaning of the constitutional text to a
contemporary legal question, he does need to know anything about the mental states of
the Framers.
Myth Number Two: Originalists Cannot Apply the Constitution to New Circumstances

There was no Internet when the First Amendment was written in 1791. Today,
Americans can speak over the Internet. The applfcation of the freedom of speech to a
speech broadcast over the Internet is very simple. Speech is speech, whether It is in
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person, amplified by speakers, or transmitted over the Internet. The Constitution was
written in language that can be applied to new circumstances. There was no state of
Nebraska when the Constitution was ratified, but there is no difficulty in applying t he
constitutional provision that grants each state two Senators to Nebraska.
Myth Number Three: Originalism Woufd Requfre that Brown v. Board be Overruled

In fact, there js very good historlcal evidence that segregation would have been struck
down under the original meaning of the Privileges or Immunities Clause of the fourteenth
Amendment. In fact, Plessy v. Ferguson, the decision that establfshed the separate-but·
equal doctrine was a living constitutionalist decision, one of many that nullified a now
alim>st forgotten guarantee of equal basic rights.
Myth Number Four: Originalism is Inconsistent with Precedent

In fact, the opposite is the case. The original meaning of the judicial power in Article Ill
is entirely consistent with the ancient doctrine of stare decisis. Judge Gorsuch has
consistently displayed a respect for precedent in his judicial career-as did Justice Scalia.
It is true that an originalist Supreme Court would gradually move the law away from
precedents that are inconsistent with the constitutional text, but great movements of this
kind are gradual-and they give the democratic process an opportunity to react.
Originalism is in the Mainstream of American Jurisprudence

Is origlnalism somehow outside the mainstream of American jurisprudence? The
answer to that question is an emphatic "no.'' The idea that judges are bound by·the
constitutional text is very much in the mainstream of American legal thought.
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For most of American history, origfnalism has been the predominate view of
constitutional interpretation. There have been episodes In our history, where fidelity to
the constitutional text was neglected. One such episode occurred durfng the
Reconstruction period when Jiving constitutionalists of that era undermined important
provisions of the Fourteenth Amendment. Another departure from the mainstream
occurred during the Warren Court, when the Supreme Court frequently sometimes issued
opJnions that decided constitutional questions without any reference to the
constitutional text. But for most of our nation's hjstory, the Supreme Court has made a
good faith effort to follow the constitutfonal text.
OrigJnalism is in the mainstream for another reason. Originalism can and should be
endorsed by both Democrats and Republicans and by progressives and conservatives.
This point is especially important to me personally. I am not a conservative or libertarian,
but I do believe in originalism. Why is that? It is because I am convinced that giving
judges the power to override the Constitution and I mpose their own vision of
constitut1onaf law is dangerous for everyone. If you are a Democrat, you should ask
yourself the question. Given that the next Justice will be appofnted by a Republfcan
President and confirmed by a Republican Senate, would I prefer an originalist like Judge
Gorsuch or would J prefer a conservative Justice who does not believe that she or he is
bound by the constitutional text? the altern<i!tive is a Justice Who believes that she or he
Is free to override the constitutional text in the name of her or his own beliefs about what
the Constitution should be given changing circumstances and values?
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There is a final reason that orlginalism is in the mainstream. The Supreme Court has
never cfaimed that it has the power to override the original meaning of the constitutional
text. There are cases where the Supreme Court has departed from the text, but in those
cases, the Court either attempts to disguise the true nature of its decision with an
lmplauslb)e reading of the text, or it simply ignores the text altogether- usually by citing
precedent~ Indeed, if Judge Gorsuch had come before this Committee and testified the

he believed that as a Supreme Court Justice, he would have the power to override the
original meaning of the constitutional text, I think it is clear that he would not be
confirmed.
The Case for Origincrlism
Orlginalfsm is the simple and highly intuitive idea that the Justices of the Supreme
Court are bound by the constitutional text. The Justices, like all federal judges and the
members of this Senate take an oath to perform their duties under the Constitution of
the United States. There are good reasons for the obligation of constitutional fidelity
represented by the oath.
First and foremost is the rule of law. John Adams is famous for insisting on the "rule of
law and not of men.111 The commitment to the original meaning of the constitutional text
is the best way to ensure that the awesome power entrusted to our Supreme Court-the
power to have the ultimate say in constitutional cases and declare that statutes passed by
Congress are unconstitutional-is the rule of constitutional law and not the rule of the
men and women appointeq to the Court. What is the alternative? Living

1

See John Adams, Novanglus Papers, Boston Gazette, no. 7 (1774).
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constitutionalists believe that the Supreme Court has the power to amend the
constitution by fudicial fiat. If the constitutional text does not limit that power, what
does? You might say that It is precedent, but the Supreme Court has the power to
overrule its prior decisions. I have the great privilege of authoring the volume of Moore's
Federal Practice that deals w ith the doctrine of stare decisis. In that capacity, I have read
hundreds and hundreds of cases dealing with the role of precedent in the federal courts.
My conclusion, and I think t hank fair-minded scholar would agree, is that the Supreme
Court has an inconsistent approach to precedent. When a major.i ty of the Court believe
that a prior decision is wrong, they have the power to overrule it, and that doctrine of
precedent does not prevent them from so doing. Indeed, in recent years, critics of the
Court have observed a pattern of what they call "stealth overruling." Even when the
Court pretends to adhere to precedent, it

can nullify a pri or decision by distinguishing it in

a way that leaves it without any true prececfential force.
If the Justices of the Supreme Court are neither constrained by the constitutional text
nor by precedent, then how is the rule of law to be achieved. My day job is as a law
professor. In that capacity, I study the constitutional theories that are propounded by my
colleagues. One of the most distinguished living constitutionalists is Professor David
Strauss of the University of Chicago. Professor Strauss is the leading proponent of what is
called "common law constltutionalism" -the view that constitutional law should be made
by judges. What I want to call to your attentron now ls his remarkable candor. Professor
Strauss is willing to say things that no one who aspires to judicial office would say in
public. One of the advantages of being a professor and not a judge is that one can be
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candid. Some constitutional amendments are passed to overrule Supreme Court
decisions. The two most famous examples are the Eleventh Amendment whlGh limit the
ability of citizens to sue states and the Sixteenth Amendment that overruled the Supreme
Court's decision invalidating the federal income tax. Professor Strauss b~lieves even
those amendments could be overruled by the Supreme Court through a common-law
process-although he believes the Court should wait a few years before taking such a
radical step. 2 It is no accident that Professor Strauss wrong a book entitled, The Uving

Constitution. 3
The truth is that if the constitutional text does not bind the Supreme Court, then the
Justices are the equivalent of a superlegislature or a perpetual. constltutronal convention.
A committee of nine uneleGted judges has the power to reshape our Constitution as they

see fit.
There is a second reason to prefer origlnalfsm over living constltutionalism. That
reason Is rooted in the idea of democratic legitimacy. Each and every provision of the
United States Constitution has been ratified by a supermajoritarian process. The original
constitution was ratified by the representatives of "We the People" In convention
assembled. Amendments must be proposed by two·thlrds of the Senate and the House
and ratified by three-fifths of the state legislatures. This supermajoritarlan process
confers democratic legitimacy on the provisions of the Constitution. It is important to

2

David A. Strauss, Foreword: Does the Constitution Mean What It Says?, 12.9 Harv. L.
Rev. 1, 57 {2015) (implicitly rejecting the Constraint Principle by stating that "original
understandings are binding for .a time but then lose their force" ).
3
David A. Strauss, The Living Constitution (2010).
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acknowledge that this process has not been perfect. In the late eighteenth century,
Women, slaves and others did not hal/e the vote. But the democratic legTtimacy of the
constitution must be compared to some alternative. The Supreme Court consists of nine
women and men. They are not elected. They are appointed for life terms. In theory,
they can be impeached by the House and tried by the Senate, but it is difficult to imagine
that any Supreme Court Justice wou ld be removed in this way on the basis that their
living constitutionalist jurisprudence was out of step with popular opinion.
lfwe must choose between originali'sm and constitutional text that has been ratified
by the representative of "We the People" and a living constitutionalist constitution that fs
ratified by rnaJority vote of a commlttee of nine, there is no doubt in my mind about
which c'Onstitution is the more democratic..
Objections to Orlginallsm
My final topic concerns objections to originalishl. Let me begfn by noting that many of
the objections are based on the myths about originalism that l have tried to dispel.
Con sider some of the remaining objections.
The Dead Hand

It is argued that originallsm involves the rule of a "dead hand." Of course, it is true
that most of the provisions of the constitution were framed and ratified long ago. We
have an old constitution that has survived the test of t ime. But is this a reason to reject
its authority? Did the members of this august body make a mistake when they swore an
oath to support and defeod the Constitution? Some of my colleagues in the academy do
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believe that the Constitution is outmoded and outdated, but I believe they are wrong for
two fundamental reasons.
First, the Constitution Is not a code. The Constitution established a basic structure of
government-this Senate, the House of Representatives, the President, and the judicial
branch. It established procedures for legislation and appointment of judges and
executive officials. There are challenges, but the fundamental structure of government
has worked well for generations. The Constitution also enshrines fundamental liberties
like the Freedom of Speech and the Due Process of Law. Originalists are committed to
the proposition that the meaning of these liberties does not change, but that does not
mean that their applications must remain frozen in time. The whole p-0int of orlginalism
is to respect the text, and nothing could be less respectful than to refused to apply the
text to new circumstances.
Second, the Constitution can be amended. And it has been. Twenty-seven times. Our
Constitution is properly changed through the amendment process when the American
people form a consensus that change is necessary and desirable. The Constitution of
1789 was Improved by the passage of the Bill of Rights, The great evil of slavery was
cured by the Thirteenth Amendment. The Fourteenth Amendment provided a great
charter of liberty and equality, not just for the former slaves, but for all Americans. The
right to vote was extended to women by the Nineteenth Amendment and to all citizens
over the age of eighteen by the Twenty-Sixth Amendment. Constitutional amendment is

not easy; it requires a consensus of most Americans. But it is not imposslble.
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In this regard, it is important to remember that living constitutionalism undermines
the lawful process of constitutional amendment. These days if a social movement Is
seeking constitutional change, they have two alternatives. They can marshal their forces
for a constitutional amendment; this is a hard road. Or they can attempt to eke out five
votes from the Supreme Court, the easy path. It is hardly surprising, that many choose
the easy path over the hard road, But fn this case, the hard road is also the high road.
Constitutional change through the amendment process enable "We the People" to
overcome the dead hand of the past through the rule of law.

law Office History
Another objection to originalism Is based on the idea that the Supreme Court is simply

not capable of discovering the original public meaning of the constitutional text.

And

even if they were capable of that task in theory, they will fall in practice because their
ideological preferences overcome the search for historical truth.
The first aspect of this objection is simply false. The constitutional text fs old, but it is
not the Rosetta Stone. Lawyers, judges, and scholars can work together to unearth the
evidence of original meaning in the hard cases. And there are many easy cases, in which
the original meaning is clear to any fair-minded reader who consults the historical record.
The second aspect of the obj ection goes to the virtue and integrity of the Justices. It is
true that neither originalism nor any other constitutional theory can work if the Justices
are corrupted by ideology. For originalism to work 1n practfce, the President most
nominate and the Senate must confirm Justices with the virtue of judicial integrity. They
must be willing to subordinate their own political and Ideological preferences to the law.
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They must set aside their preconceptions and desires and engage in a search for truth with a willingness to reach outcomes as j udges that would necessarily agree if they were
lawmakers.
In this tegafd, I take comfoft from what I have read about Judge Gorsuch' s reputation
for integrity. The job of this committee should be to examine the record carefully. If you
believe that Judge Gorsuch has the virtue of jUdicial integrity and that he Is committed to
the principle that the Supreme Court is bound by the Constitution, then I believe that
your duty is to vote for the nomination.

Taking Sides
Recent dfscussions of the nomination of Judge Gors\Jch suggest another objection to
originalism. IfJudge Gorsuch is committee to the law-to the original public meaning of
the constitutional text and the plain meaning of federal statutes- then he may rule
against persons and groups about whom we care very much. One version of this
objection is based on the idea that judges should favor the little guy (or gal), the common
man (or woman) agai nst big corporations or big government. The core idea is that judges
should ''take sides" and favor some groups over others.
I understand this objection. I have great sympathy for the plight of Americans who
struggle against poverty, btas, discrimination, and oppression. I favor legislation that
attacks injustice and prejudice. But I cannot endorse the idea that the Supreme Court
should take sides, if by that, you mean that the Court should override the constitutional
text in order to favor one group over another. Taking sides is a "two-sided coin" -if you

will excuse the pun. There is no guarantee that a Supreme Court armed with the
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awesome power of overriding the constitutional text will take "the right side." More
fundamentally, taking sides is dangerous, because lt threatens the rule of Jaw ln a
fundamental way.
If there is any lesson from the history of the judicial nomination and confirmation
process over the past few decades, it is that there Is a grave risk of the politicization of
the Judicial selection process. This Committee knows far better than I do that neither side
of the aisle ls blameless Tri this process. There has been a downward spiral of
polTtlclzatlon, a process of escalating tit for tat that threatens the integri ty and
fundamental fairness of the great constitutiona l duty of the Senate to give advice and
consent.
I cannot say what might stop the politicization of the court, but I do know t his. The
idea that we should select Supreme Court Justices because of what side they will take can
only make the problem worse. Once we start selecting Supreme Court Justice explicitly
based on ideology, it will become progressively more difficult to select women and men
of integrity who respect the rule of law.
And this leads me bac~ to orlginalism. The whole idea of the orlginalist project is to
take politics and ideo)ogy out oflaw. Democrats and Republicans, progressives and
conservatives, liberals and libertarians-we should all agree that Supreme Court Justices
should be selected for their dedication to the rule of law. For this reason, J support the
confirmation of Judge Gorsuch for the office of Associate Justice of the United States
Supreme Court.
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INTRODUCTION

Chainnan Grasslcy, Ranking Member Feinstein, and members of the
Senate Judiciary Committee, my name is Jonathan Turley and I am a law
professor at The George Wa_shington University Law School, where r bold
the J.B. and Maurice C. Shapiro Chair of Public Interest Law. In addition to
teaching a course on the Constitution and the Supreme Court, 1 have long
written about the Court as an academic and legal commentator. It is an
honor to appear before you today to discuss the nomination of the Honorable
Judge Neil M. Gorsuch for the United States Supteme Court. I do not agree
with all of Judge Gorsuch' s legal views, but I believe him to be an
exceptional choice for fhe Supreme Couit and someone who will bring
intellectual depth and vigor to our highest court. Indeed, while many have
focused on replacing a conservative on tbc Court with another conservative,
the primary concern should be to replace an intellectual with an intellectual
Gorsuch is precisely that type of nominee who has the intellectual reach and
vigor to sit in the chair of the late Antonin Scalia, an iconic figure in the
history of the Court. He is worthy of this honor and has the makings of an
outstanding justice.
Justice Scalia represented something of a rarity on the Court as
someone who changed the Court more than it changed him. 1 The reason is
that he came to the Court with a well-defined and coherent jurisprudence.
Jonathan Turley, Srnliu :v Gr1-c1/es1 S1re11g 1h, His Sl(Jatf{asi11ess, Wash. Post, Feb.
14, 20 16
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Judge Gorsuch bas the same jurisprudential foundations for the Court. He
also displays the same intellectual honesty and independence. He is clearly
conservative in his views and interpretative approach. Yet, presidents have
historically been afforded discretion in the appointment of those with shared
jurisprudential views. Among conservative candidates for the Court, Judge
Gorsuch is the gold standard. Indeed, I have long been critical of the
preference shown nominees who lack any substantive writings or opinions
on the major legal issues of our time. T his has led to what I have referred to
as the era of "blind date nominees"- candidates with essentially empty
portfolios when it comes to any provocative or even interesting thoughts.
While such candidates present fewer potential targets for critics, they also
offer tbeleast information on the intellectual abililiesor inclinations of a
nominee. Such individuals make for good nominees, but not great justices.
Judge Gorsuch is a refreshing depmture from that trend. He has a
record of well-considered writings both as a judge and as an author. Thjs is
no blind date. We have a very good idea o f who Judge Gorsuch is and the
type of justice he will be. He is a thoughtful conservative jurist who is
guided by first principles of constitutional and iuterpretive analysis. That is
not to say that he is predictable on future votes. He bas not written directly
on many issues that concern people about tbe Court. More importantly, he
bas not shown a rigidity of thought or judicial temperament. He appears
driven by his v:iew of core, structuring principles -much like the jurist he
will replace. That may take bim in directions that are unexpected to the left
or to the right. However, if his prior writings are any guide, it will be a
direction that he believes is dictated by legal principle and not personal
predilection .
The Commjttee has assembled an impressive array of witnesses to
discuss Judge Gorsuch 's background and jurisprudence. I w ill focus my
remarks on two specific areas. First, there has been a long debate over the
proper standard or criteria for evaluating a nominee for the Supreme Court.
Exploring many oftbese past criteria reveal an exceptionally strong nominee
in Nei l Gorsuch. Second, while many of Judge Gorsuch's views are likely
to overlap with those of Justice Scalia, the one area of likely divergence
would be his approach to agency decisionmaking and the Chevron doctrine.
l will address cases that are illustrative of Judge Gorsuch' s views on agency
review, stan1tory interpretation, and more generally the Separation of
Powers: Hwang v. Kansas State University, Elwell v. Oklahoma. ex rel.
Board of Regents ofthe University of Oklahoma, 693 F.3d 1303, 1313 (I 0th
Cir. 2012), De Niz Robles v. Ly nch, Gutierrez-Brizuela v. Lynch, United
States v. Nichols. and TransAm Trucking, Inc. v. Administrative Review
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Board. These cases reveal a powerful intellect and voice committed to core
principles of constitutional law. Judge Gorsuch 's would bring valuable and
needed contributions to both of these areas. We stand at a critical crossroad
for the country with fundamental changes occurring in our constitutional
system. There could not be a better time for the addition of a justice who
has a deep understanding and fealty to the original design of our government.
I believe that Judge Gorsuch is soch a nominee.

II. THE ELUSIVE SEAR CH FOR THE GREAT JUSTICE
There is no small degree of irony that the Supreme Court is a welldefined institution composed of members with entirely undefined
qualifications. There are no mat1datory standards for presidents in
nominating justices or senators in confirming such nominees. Article II,
Section 2, paragraph 2 of the United States Constitution simply states: "[The
President] shall have Power ... and by and with the Advice and Consent of
the Senate, shall appoint Ambassadors, other public Ministers and Consuls,
Judges of the Supreme Court . . ." Thus, the Constitution is silent on the
basis for such votes, leaving the decision (and its basis) to the conscience of
each and every senator. Of course, this is no license for senators to engage
in partisan or petty opposition. Senators are expected to act consistently
witb the text and spirit of the Constitution. This includes the recognition
that the Framers afforded presidents the ability to shape the Court as the
nationally elected leader of the country as a whole. That means that
presidents will ideally select jurists with compatible jurisprudential views as
well as exceptional qualifications. In the past, even senators from opposing
patties have accepted that presidents have this inherent right and that it jg not
appropriate to vote on nominees solely on the basis of a litmus test on their
expected votes.
Every president and senator has expressed a commitment to placing
the best and the brightest on the Court, though few seem to agree on the
qualitative measures for such nominees. Historically, t11e record is not
encouraging. While the Supreme Court is rightfully held in great esteem by
most dtizens. the actual members of the Court have ranged from towering
figures to virtual non~entities .2 Any objective review would put the median
closer to the weaker end of that spectmm. To put it blwltly, we have had far
Jonathan Turley, The Nine Greatest Supreme Court Justices, American History
Magazine, July 29, 2007 hltp://ww w. histocynet.com/the-9-greai-c.sc-supreme-courtj usrices.htm
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more "misses" than "hits" among appointees to the Court. One reason is the
political pressure surrounding the selection of nominees. The criteria that
make for great justices often take a backseat to those that make for easy
nominations. Top candidates are often rejected due to writings or views that
might attract opposition. The most int1uential lega1 minds are rarely
considered and seldom nominated. Examples of such brilliant figures on
different ends of political spectrum include Guido Calabresi on the Second
Circujt aud Richard Posner on the Seventh Circuit. It is the expected
confi1111atfon fights of the nomination, not the expected contributions of the
nominee, that too often drives decisions over vacancies. The result is a
preference for nominees with "clean" records that have no public thoughts
challenging conventional theories or raising provocative ideas. In other
words, full resumes but empty portfolios. I have long been critical of
nominees who spent decades as lawyers without engaging in substantial
discussions or publications on the foundations or the meaning of the law.
That is not tbe case with this nominee. Neil Gorsuch is widely respected for
his writings on legal theory and history. He has actively participated in
debating fundamental questions of the structure of government, morality in
the law, and interpretive theory. This is, in other woi;ds, a full portfolio of
work at the very highest level of analysis.
There are common criteria that are oft-repeated in the evaluation of
nominees. Obviously first and foremost is that a nominee must be free from
disqualifying conflicts or questions of good-standing in the profession.
History is replete with nominees who failed due to financial or ethical
concerns. One of the most surprising failures occurred in the nomination of
then Associate Justice Abe Fortas to be Chief Justice. Fortas was in almost
every respect an ideal candidate for the Court with bioad experience, a keen
intellect, and a key role in the historic case of Gideon v. Wainwright. His
nomination for Chief Justice, however, revealed ethical concerns over
speaking fees. At1er the Administration failed to secure enough votes for
cloture to overcome a filibuster, the nomination failed. Later, Fortas'
contract with Wa11 Street financier Louis Wolfson in 1966 for unspecified
legal advice led to serious ethical questions and Fortas resigned from the
Court. 3
A nominee's temperament has also been cited as a concern in past
nominations. While this criteria was denounced as inviting bias during the

Bob Woodward, Forms Tie To Wo(fson Detailed. Wash. Post, Jan. 23. 1977,
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confirmation hearings for Sonia Sotomayor,4 there is a legitimate question
over the ability to work within such a small court. Clearly, such evaluations
should be lllade with considerable caution. There can be sexist or prejudicial
influences in the view of a nominee's temperament. Notably, Justice
Sotomayor bas disproven sucb critics and proved to be both collegial and
effective on the Court. Moreover, temperament should not be an excuse to
oppose a nominee who does not fit some litmus test. ln the end, I will take a
cantankerous genius over a gentile dolt. The area that I believe is worth
considerable weight is the treatment of lawyers and parties by a judge. If a
nominee has displayed contempt or arrogance before joining this Court, it is
only likely to be magnified on the Court. That can be a cotTosive and
djsruptive element on any court but can be a particuJarly harmful element for
the Supreme Court. If a nominee has a pronounced history of abusing
lawyers or litigants, the elevation to a higher court will only exacerbate that
personal and professional weakness.
Another past criteria is the rejectioh of nominees viewed as cronies of
a president with more political than legal inclinations. 5 While some strong
nominees like Chief Justice Errol Warren and Hugo Black did come from
political backgrounds, they were viewed as highly competentchoices
selected for their legal insights rather than their political loyalties. That was
not the case with the nomination of Harriet Miers in 2005, who was opposed
by both Republicans and Democrats after being rtominated by President
George W. Bush.6 Close associates dismissed this allegation but many
senators were clearly not convinced. Without casting judgment on Miers in
particular, the Supreme Court is no place for lawyers who view their seat as
a placeholder for a president or party.
Another accepted criteria is experience. However, such experience is
not limited to either judicial posts or courtroom litigation. When I was
asked to select tl1e top justices at the turn of this century, I was struck by the
diversity in background of those justices who stood out for their
contributions to the law and the Court. 7 The practice oflaw extends across a

Jo Becker & Adam Liptak:, Soromayor's Blrmt Style Raises Issue of Temperament,
N.Y. Times, May 28, 2009.
Jonathan Turley, What Qualifies One For The Supreme Court. USA Today, Oct. 5,
2005.
6

Geoffrey Stone, Cronyism and lhe Court, Chi. Trib., Oct. 4, 2005.
Jonathan Turley, Tlte Nine Greatest S11preme Court Justices, American History
Magazine, July 29, 2007 h11p://www .hislorynet.com/thc-9-greatest-supreme-courtjustices.htm The top justices in my vi<;iw were John Marshall, Charles Evan Hughes, Earl
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wide array of litigators, academics, in-house counsel, agency lawyers, and
general practitioners. What stood out among these justices was the ability
to see and articulate legal horizons barely perceptible to their
contemporaries. They were able to lay deep conceptual and historical
foundations for their decisions that have withstood the test of time.
The criteria that should be preeminent in the selection of a justice is
intellect. By the time a nominee comes before the Senate, he or she should
have a history of demonstrated intellectual ability and fosight. This goes
beyond simply "being smart," as evidenced by law school placements or
promotions. To be one of nine, a nominee should be an intellectual leader
who has shown both a depth and scope of knowledge of the law and its
history. Quite frankly, few nominees have been particularly distinguished
on this basis. The low moment for this criteria came with Nixon's
nomination in 1970 of Judge G. Harrold Carswell, who was criticized as a
"dull" nominee without distinction. Carswell was legitimately opposed for
his lack of scholarly articles or significant decisions. Sen. Roman Hruska
famously rose to his defense with the declaration that "Even if he were
mediocre, there at'e a lot of mediocre judges and people and lawyers. They
are entitled to a little representation, aren' t they, and a little chance?"8 The
answer is, of comse, "no." The highest court is a place for those who have
earned the honor of confirmation through a lifetime of demonstrated and
exceptional intellectual achievement. Yet, nominations often focus on
resume splash rather than substantive evaluations of a nominee' s scholarly
or analytical talents. When such records are reviewed, it is ofteu with a
superficial and political perspective. As discussed above, insightful or
inquisitive work can be viewed as a liability in a nominee. There is even a
fairly new minted verb and adjective named after one notorious failed
nomination: "Bork." Candidates who have challenged core theories or
doctrines risked being "borked" as "outside of the mainstream" of legal
thought. That characterization has too often been used to refer to nominees
who are viewed as simply too liberal or too conservative despite large
numbers of lawyers and citizens holding. similar views. Moreover, some of
our greatest justices like Louis Brandeis challenged mainstream or
conventional thinking and wrote their best work in dissent.
On the basis of all of these criteria, Judge Gorsuch is a stellar
nominee. J admit that I have a particularly high standard for t11e Court and I
Warren, Louis Brandeis, OJiver WendeU Holmes, William Brennan, John Marshall
Harlan, Hugo Black, and (the top justice in my view) Joseph Story.
8
Willfam H. Honan. Roman l. Hruska Dies A1Age 94, N.Y .Times, April 27, l 999.
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would not have recommended the majority of current members of the the
Court based on their pre-confirmation records. However, I would have
easily signed off on Neil Gorsuch. His record appears free of disqualifying
conflicts or ethical concerns. His demeanor and professionalism has been
heralded by fellow judges and lawyers alike. His experience includes
private litigation as well as brief govemment service. Most importantly, he
is an intellectual Leader who has written profoundly on questions of law and
policy. One can disagree with those views, but not the honest and atticulate
manner in which they have been presented. I realize that many do not
welcome a conservative nominee any more than they welcomed a
conservative presidenl However, President Trump has every right to
nominate someone who shares his jurispmdential values. To oppose Judge
Gorsuch in the absence of some major disqualifying revelation would be to
effectively declare that no conservative could pass muster with the Senate.
That would reduce our nomination process to a raw political exercise.
Nothing can stop a senator from voting against Judge Gorsuch, but it will
have to be based on criteria detached from the qualifications and
achievements ofthis nominee. To put it simply, Neil Gorsuch is as good as
it gets.

IIJ. THE JURJSPRUDENCE OF JUDGE NEIL GORSUCH
Modern confirmation hearings often produce greater heat than light on

the backgrow1ds of nominees. This nomination is no exception. Past
opinions by Judge Neil Gorsuch has been cycled through so many partisan
spins that their public discussion barely resemb.les the underlying cases. It is
time to return to the original sources ifthfa Committee is seeking to shed
light on the vie"vs of his nominee. The jurisprudence of Judge Neil Gorsuch
reflects a jurist w ho crafts his decisions closely to the text of a statute. That
is oo yjce in the view of many of us. Tt reaffirms the power of Congress in
defining legal rights, privileges, and obligations in our countiy. Judge
Gorsuch clearly recoils at the suggested task of courts to expand on language
or enforce agency interpretations that effectively rewrite such language. In
E/11«:/l 1·. Oklu/10111a. l',\- rt1 !. BnarJ 1f!?.ege11/.\' <~/'lht> U11h·t>rsity u(Ok/11'101110.
693 F.Jd !JO.\ 1313 fl 0th Cir. 20 12). for example. Judge GClrsud 1
r11ai11r:1 i11ed .. whatever Chc1To11 d.:-frrcn~·c \\ ~ owe to Gil <1gcncy' s
interprctnlions and rcglllations when a sratutc is ambiguous, we are never

permitted to disregard clear statutory directions in favoi- ofadministrntivc
rules." While Lhc case has been circd a~ evidence of:.i hos.tilicy ro worker!'\,
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Judge Gorsuch not on ly wrote ror the Court. but his reason ing fo llowed the
conclusions of Tbird. Sixth. nnJ Nin1h Circu its.

This approach i~ also e\'idenr in Hwang, ._ J.:.w1sus Swrc Uni1·ersitv.
753 F.Jd 11 59 (I 0th C it·. 20 I.+) \\ hc 1\: Judge Gorsuch wrote an opinion
:1ffir111i11g the dismissnl ofa comp l:iint lllcd by a teacher who had taken n
:;ix.·month lea\·c to deal " ·ith a cancerous condition. After rhe cxpiration. she
sought uddi i ion:-i l len\·I.' time <.'Yen thou;;h th<.' fctk ra l la\\. spec ifics only a
six-month period as required fo r emp l oyer~ . Agui 11. Judge Gorsuch wrote
for the Court and i'ollo,~\:d cxisring: case la,Y. Judge Gorsuch and his
l.'ollc·<1gucs dcl.'lincd w fo llt1\\' not the lnnguag.c o!'thc ;;tatutc but a guideline
prod11ccd by the EEOC. He relied on Supreme Cou 11 precedent that clearly
does not make :-uch an agent:y guideline binding lll1 the court. Moreowr. the
court not.:-cl thnr the gu ideline i ~ not ckarly supporti,·c or 1ht:> claim and
contains coun tcrvniling J:rnguagc. C\('n if appl ied. He no1cd chm Congre ss
did 11ot impose an open-emkd obligation on employers whl), ufler nffording.
the requ ired lc;ivc. nwy dcciJc when or " ·hcthcr to extend ::idd ition:il time to
an ernplu ycc . Ht!' stated correctly that the Rehabilitation Act ..seeks to
prevent em ployers from cullously denying rca~onabk acL'ommodations thnt
permit otherwise quali1icd dis~iblc persons lo \Vork- not to tu rn cmployl"1:o;
inLO sr1fcty net provid.:rs fo r those who l.'annot work ."'' That has been taken
as n harsh statcm cm but it is a lcgnl statcnh.:nt. Court:;; ~hou ld not read into
law5i addit ional periods Qfrcquired benefitt\ th:it (\ingress did not apprm c.
The extension ofsucb ob li gatory benefits i ~ a ma tter Jen to Congress. The
extension or \'Oluninry bcnc· lils is a rnatlc'T left lo clilploycrs. Judge Gorsuch
does not strike m e~ cofd pcrsvn hut he i., ~1 judge\\ ho seems to take to heart
the word s of Edmund Burke\\ ho dcscribcd the "cold neutrality of an
impartial judge:' We Jo not want justices who rule by outcome or by
passion. We want them to rule by law created by others.
Many of Judge Goi;such's views appear to mirror those of the man he
would replace on the Court, Justice Scalia. However, one major exception
would likely be his approach to agency review. Scalia strongly supported
the ruling in Chevron USA v. Natural Resources Defense Council. Chevron
ironically was a victory for Judge Gorsuch's mother, who served as the
Environmental Protection Agency Administrator under Ronald Reagan. The
resulting Chevron doctrine has shaped administrative Jaw and ultimately the
federal system as a whole. Judge Gorsuch has warned how federal
agencies "concentrate federal power in a way that seems more than a little
9
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djfficult to square with the Constitution of the framers' design." 10 ln a line
that could now become prophetic, Gorsuch declared that courts had to deal
witb "the behemoth" that is Chevron. His discussion of Chevron and its
implications for our constitutional system is profound and honest:
"There's an elephant in the room with us today. We have studiously
attempted to work our way around it and even left it unremarked. But
the fact is Chevron and Brand X pem1it executive bureaucracies to
swallow huge amounts of core judicial and legislative power and
concentrate federal power in a way that seems rno:re than a little
difficult to square with the Constitution of the framers' design. Maybe
tbe time has come to face the behemoth. " 11
I share Judge Gorsuch' s concerns over the basis and impact of the Chevron
Doctrine, even though we come from sharply different political perspectives.
Gorsuch could force a reexamination of the doctrine in a move that, in my
view, is long overdue. I also believe tbat the opinions of Judge Gorsuch in
some prior case have been unfairly characterized. These opinions do not
reveal bias but Judge GoISuch's deep~seated views on the role of agency
interpretations and tbe limits of Chevron deference.
A. Chevron and The Rise Of The Fourth Branch
12

I have previously written and testified 13 about the rise of the Fourth
10

Gulierrez.-Brizue/a v. Lynch, 834 F.Jd I 142, ll49 (10th Cir. 2016) (Gorsuch, J.,
concurring).
II
12

fd.

See, e.g., Jonathan Turley, Madisonian Tectonics: How Form Follows F11nc1io11 in
Constifutional and ArchileCtural /11fe1prefatio11, 83 GEO. WASH- L Rev. 305(2015);
Jonathan Turley, A Fox in the Hedges: Vermeule 's Vision ofOprimized Cons1i1uthJnalism
in a Suboptimal World, 82 U. CHl. L. RE.v. 517 (20 I 5); Jonathan Turley, Recess
Appointments in the Age o.fRegulatio11, 93 B.U. L. REV. 1523 (2013); Jonathan Turley,
The Rise ofthe Fourth Branch of Government, W t\ SH. POST (May 24, 2013); see also
Jonathan Turley, Conslituriona/ Adverse Possession: Recess Appointments and the Role
of Historical Practice in Co11stitutio11al /11te1pretatio11, 10 13 Wis. L. REv. 965 (2013)
(djscussing the separation of powers consequences in the reduction oflegislative
authority).
13
See United States House of Representatives, House Committee on Science, Space,
and Technology, ··r1ffir111i11g Cm1grl'ss' ((111.~1i1111io11ul 01·ersigh1 Rt"'PUINtibilitif:'s:
SabpM11a Aurhnrity and Recowsefor Failure· lo Co111p~1- with L(lu:fiilly ls.rnf:'d
Suhpo1!llu.,·." September 14, 2016 (testimony and prepared statement of Jonathan Turley,
Shapiro Professor of Public Interest Law, The George Washingto.n University Law
School): United States House of Representatives. House Judiciary Committee,
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Branch and the growing imbalance in our governmental system. The
American governmental system obviously has changed dramatically since
the founding wl1en the vast majority of governmental decisions rested with
state governments. The growth in the size of the federal government
resulted in a shift in the center of gravity for our system as a whole. Massive
federal agencies now promulgate regulations, adjudicate disputes, and apply
rules in a system that often has relatively little transparency or accountability
to the public. All but a tiny fraction of these actions are (or can be) reviewed
by Congress, which has relatively fow staff members and little time for such
reviews. As a result, it is the Administrative State, not Congress, which now
functions as the dominant ''law giver" in our system. The vast majority of
"laws" governing the U nited States are not passed by Congress but are
issued as regulations, crafted largely by thousands of unseen bureaucrats. A
Regulatory Refonn, Commercial and Antitrust Law, .. £xa111ini11g The :l/legatim1s of
Misconduct ofIRS Comin iss io11er ./01111 Koski11e11 .. June 22, 2016 (testimony and prepared
statement of Jonatban Turley, Shapiro Professor of Public Interest Law, The George
Washington University Law School); United States Senate, Committee on Homeland
Security and Govemmental Affairs, "The Administrative State: An Examination of
Federal Rulemakfng,., April 20, 2016 (testimony and prepared statement of Jonathan
Turley, Shapiro Professor of Public Interest Law, The George Washington University
Law School); United States House of Representarives, House Judiciary Committee,
Regulatory RefomJ, Commercial and Antitrust Law, " T/1e Chevron Doctrine:
Constitutional and Statutory Questions in Judicial Deference to Agencies," March 15,
2016 (testimony and prepared statement of Jonathan Turley, ShapirQ Professor of Public
Interest Law, The George Washington University Law School); Aurhorizatfon to Initiate
Litigation for Actions by the President Inconsistent with His Duties Uhder the
Constitution ofthe United States: Hearing Before the H. Comm. on Rules, I 13th Cong.

(20 I 4) (prepared statement of Jonathan Turley, Shapiro Professor of Public {nterest Law,
The George Washington University Law School),
llltp:/tdocs.house.go11/meeti11gs1RU/RU00/20140716/ l 02507/AMTG-l l 3-RUOO-WstateTurJcyJ-20140716.pdf; E1!forcing The President's Co11stitutio11al Dut~ to Faithjil/ly
Execute the Laws: Hearing Before the H. Comm. on the Judiciary, I 13th Cong. 30-47
(2014) (testimony and prepared statement of Jonathan Turley, Shapiro Professor of
Public Interest Law, The George Washington University Law School) (discussing
no11enforcement issues and the rise of the Fourth Branch); Executive Overreach: The
President 's Unprecedented "Recess" Appoinrments: Hearing Before the H. Comm. on
the Judiciary, l 121h Cong. 35-57 (2012) (prepared statement of Jonathan Turley, Shapiro
Professor of Public Interest Law, The Gemge Washington University Law School); see
also Confirmation Hearing/or Attorney General Nominee. Loretta Ly nch: Hearing
Before the S. Comm. 011 the Judiciaiy, I 14th Cong. (2015) (prepared .statement of
Jonathan Turley, Shapiro Professor of Public Interest Law, The George Was\lington

University L11w School) (discussing the loss of legislative power and the role of
confinnarion hearings to address separation of powers issues).
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citizen is ·ten times more likely to be tried by an agency than by an actual
court. Tn a given year, federal judges conduct roughly 95,000 adjudicatory
proceedings, including trials, while federal agencies complete more than
939,000. As I have stated previously, thjs system is adopting new pathways
and power centers that were never anticipated in the design of our system.
This raises core challenges for our tripartite system that have gone witl1out
any significant national debate.
The carefully balanced powers of the three branches allowed inverse
pressures· to check abuses of power. The separation of powers doctrine was
first and foremost a protection of individual rights from the concentration of
power in any single branch or single person_ Madison believed that the
separation of powers, as a structure, could defeat the natural tendency to
aggrandize power that tended toward tyram1y and oppression. In Madison 's
14
view, " the interior structure of the govemment" distributed the pressures
15
and destabilizing elements of nature in the form of factions and unjust
16
concentration of power. He envisioned what he described as a "compound"
rather than a "single'' structure republic and suggested it was superior
because it could bear the pressures of a large pluralistic state. Alexander
Hamilton spoke in the same tem1s, noting that the superstructure of a
tripartite system allowed for tbe "distribution of power into distinct
departments" and for the republican government to function in a stable and
17
optimal fashion.
The danger oftbe addition of the equivalent ofa Fourth Branch is
obvious. Social and political divisions were never meant to be resolved
through an array of federal agencies, which arc insulated from the type of
public participation and pressures that apply to the legislative branch. We
are gravitating to the de facto creation of an English ministry system in this
country, Academics often treat the rise (and dominance) of the
Administrative State as an inevitability and, accordingly, view those of us
who cling to the Madisonian model as hopelessly naive and nostalgic.
However, until the American people de.cide to adopt a bureaucrncy or
technocracy as the principle form of government, we need to address this
shift and, to do that, it must first deal with Chevron.

14

TffE FEDERALIS't NO. 51, at 320 (James Madison).
See THE FEDERAUST No. JO, at 79 (James Madison) (noting that the "causes of
faction" are •·sown in the nature of man..'').
16
See Tl-IE FEDERALIST No. 51, supra note . -~,at 320 (James Madison); see also
Douglass Adair, "Thal Politic.<> May Be Reduced lo a Science '': David Hume. James
.lvfadison, and the Tenth Federalisr, 20 H UNTINGTON LIBR. Q. 343, 348-57 ( 1957).
17
Tu:EflIDaRALJSTNo. 9. at 72 (Alexander Hamilton).
1;
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8. Chevron and the Expansion of the Administrative State

Chevron U.S.A. Inc. v. Natural Resources D~fense Council, Inc.18
addressed the question of how the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
could treat " non-attainment" states that had failed to attain the air quality
standards under the Clean Air Act. The Reagan Administration had
Liberalized preexisting rules requiring a pem1it for new or modified major
stationary sources. The Natural Resources Defense Council challenged the
EPA regulation and prevailed in court. With three justices not participating
in the decision, the court voted 6-0 to reverse and order deference to the
19
EPA's interpretation.
The Chevron decision proved to be something ofa Trojan horse
doctrine that arrived irt a benign fonn but soon took on a more aggressive, if
not menacing, character for those concerned about the separation of powers.
The doctrine on its face is unremarkable and even commendable for a Court
seeking to limit the ability of unelected judges to make arguably political
decisions over governmental policy. As noted by Chief Justice John Roberts,
"Chevron importantly guards against the Judiciary arrogating to itself
policymakinWproperly left, u nder the separation of powers, to the
Executive."2 Chevron put forward a simple test for cow-rs in first looking at
whether the underlying statute clearly answers the question and, if not,
21
whether the agency's decision is "pennissible" or reasonable. That highly
pennissive standard shifted the center of gravity of staLutory interpretation
from the cou11s to the agencies, contrary to the language of the APA. With
sweeping deferential language, the Court practically insulated agencies from
meaningful review. In a system based on checks and balai1ces, the Court
helped create an internal system that would flourish under a protective layer
of agency deference, To be sure, the Court has repeatedly recognized the
right of Congress to check federal agencies. However, in practice, Chevron
bas proven a windfall for agencies in advancing their priorities and policies
in the execution of federal laws. It is the administrative equivalent of
Marbwy v. Madison. Rather than declaring courts as the final arbiter of
what the law means in Marbury, Chevron practically resulted in the same
thing for agencies by giving them the effective final word over most
administrative matters. Even though Congress can override agency
18

Chevron, 467 U.S. 837 (1984).
Chief Justice Rehnquist, Justice Thurgood Marshall, and Justice Sandra Day
O'Connor recused themselves from the case.
20
City ofArlington'~ FCC, l33 S. Ct. 1863, 1886 (2013) (Roberts, CJ., dissenting),
21
Chevron. 467 U.S. at 842-43.
19
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decisions, it is unrealistic to expect millions of insular corrections to be
ordered over agencies decisions.
In Gutierrez-Brizuela v. Lynch, Judge Gorsuch asked a question that I
also previously raised in congressional testimony: 22 "What would happen in
a world without Chevron?" 23 Judge Gorsuch answered his own question: "If
the goliath of modern administrative Jaw were to fall.'! Surely Congress
could and would continue to pass statutes for executive agencies to
enforce.'' 24 The point is that, before Chevron, there was not a period of utter
confusion and judicial tyranny in the review of agency decisions. Courts
simply applied traditional interpretive approaches that looked at whether
there was an ambiguity or gap in a statute as opposed to clarity oo a given
question. lf so, it then reviewed the agency decision to determine whether it
was legal and proper. This analysis was later developed further by the
decision in Skidmore v. Sw!ft & Co., where the Com1 articulated factors to
use to decide whether to overturn the particuJar agency's determinations. 25
Notably, without granting sweeping deference, the Court in Skidmore
already recognized that agency determinations would carry weight, just not
controUing weight:
We consider that the rulings, interpretations and opinions of the
Administrator under this Act, while not controlling upon tbe
courts by reason of their authority, do constitute a body of
experience and informed judgment to which courts and litigants
may properly resort for guidance. The weight of such a
judgment in a particular case will depend upon the
thoroughness evident in its consideration, the validity of its
reasoning, its consistency with earlier and later pronouncements,
and aJI those factors which give it power to persuade, if lacking
powet to control.

Id. Justice Jackson referred to a historical treatment of agency
interpretations with due "respecf' and "considerable weight." Id. at 140.
See generally United States House of Representatives, House Judiciary
Committee, Regulatory Reform, Commercial and Antitrost Law, "The Che vron Doctrine:
Conslifutional and Statutory Questions in Judicial Deference to Agencies," March 15,

20l6.
23

Gutierrez-Brizuela v. Lynch, 834 F.3d 1142, 11 58 (10th Cir. 2016) (Gorsuch, J.•

concurring).
24
25

Id.
Skidmore v. Swift & Co., 323 U.S. 134, 140 (1944).
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Thus, the courts did not have a hostile or counter-agency position in such
cases, but a fairly accommodating standard. Courts in the United States also
have a well-understood and respected tradition of avoiding political
questions and limjting judicial discretion. Chevron could have resulted in
the very same way under this prior case law, but t11e Court instead created a
new deferential standard that proceeded to expand as soon as the Court gave
it breath.
While Justice Scalia once criticized as a "fictidn'' tJ1e view in Chevron
that Congress kMwingly passes vague or gap-filled laws with the intention
6
that agencies should answer the lingering questions/ he continued to
uphold Chevron deference over the course of his tenure on the Court. That
" fiction" has become embedded in legisprndence and law students are often
taught that agency interpretations are a part of the statutory process~as if
7
Congress frames issues while agencies work out specific resolutions.2
Whjle Congress clearly at times leaves gaps due to poor legislative crafting
or political impasses in statutes, it can hardly be said that those gaps are
knowing invitations for agency lawmaking.
While Scalia called Skidmore "an anacbronism"28 the Court would
rediscover the value of more serious judicial review in some cases. For
19
example, in Christensen v. Harris County, the Court suggested that the
prior standard in Skidmore would apply to less fonnal agency decisions as
opposed to those agency documents tl1at carry ''force of law." Justice
Clarence Thomas drew a distinction of when an agency interpr.e ts a statute in
a decision that has "the force of law" from more rndimentary decision. As
noted by Harvard Professor (and my former professor at Northwestern)
30
Thomas MeJTi!l, Thomas' proposal tracked a recommendation by the
Administrative Conference of the United States.31 Thomas described the
former category including "formal adjudication or notice-and-comment
26

DUKE

Antonin Scalia, Ji•dicial Deference 10 Administrative lnte1pretc11ions of Law, 1989

LJ. 51 l. 517.

Notably, Scalia would later be highly critical of the Skidmore standard in favor of
the Chevron deference standard in cases like Mead. United States \I. Mead Corp., 533
U,S. 218, 241 (200 1) (Scalia, J., dissenting).
lS
Christensen v. Harris Cly .• 529 U.S. 576, 589 (2000) (Scalia, J., concurring in
p,art and concurring in the judgment).
9
Christensen, 529 U.S. 576 (2000).
30
See generally Thomas Merrill, Chevron at 30: Looking Back and Looking
Forward: Step Zero After City of Arliogton, 83 FORDHAM L. REv. 731 (2014).
31
OFFICE OF THE CRATRMAN, AOMIN. CONFER6NCl!OFTHE U.S.,
RECOMMENDATIONS AND REPORTS, RECOMMENDATION 89-5: ACHIEVING .J UDICIAL
ACCEPTANCE OF AG ENCY STATUTORYTNTERPJU:T,\TIONS 31 -33 (1989).
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rulemaking.''32 Thus, because this case involved a Department of labor
opinion Jetter that was merely advisory on the meaning of the Fair Labor
Standards Act, there was no deference extended under Chevron. Io applying
the Skidmore standard, the Cou1t rejected the interpretatjon. Addjng to the
confusion ofcun·entmeaning of Chevron were diffedng minority opinions,
including the dissenting opinion of Justice Breyer who insisted that Chevron
did not create a new standard and that Skidmore remains the only standard
for deference.'> Chevron, in his view, only extended tl1e basis for deference
on the basis that "Congress had delegated to the agency the legal authority to
make those dete1minations. ''34
The evolving and conflicting view of Chevron was also captured in
the decision of United States v. Mead Coq>.35 ln that case of tariff
classification rulings, the eight-justice majority opinion, recognized different
deforence tests w1der Skidmore and Chevron. Consistent with Christensen,
the Court noted the application of Chevron for agency i11terpretations that
have the " force of law." 31> The Court embraced the notion of delegated
authority from Congress for "the agency generally to make rules canying the
force of law. and that the agency interpretation claiming deference was
promulgated in the exercise of that authority. " 37 However, the condition of
what is an action with the force of law remained undefined. Yet, the ruling
became the basis for the concept of "Chevron Step Zero,'' the court first
inquires into whether Congress delegated the auth01ity before applying
Chevron deference. l f not, the less favorable standard in cases like Skidmore
would apply.
Where Chevton set out a highly generalized rule for those statutes
deemed ''ambiguous," the Mead decision in 200 I created the multi-factor
test for applying Chevron. A debate among academics and judges has
continued to rage on the proper scope and implications of the Chevron
doctrine. This debate was heightened in 2005 after the decision in National
Cable & Telecomms. Association v. Brand X Internet Services where the Court
allowed an executive agency to ovenule a judiciaJ precedent in favor of the
agency's preferred interpretation. It was au alam1ing expansion of the
deference afforded to agencies. Then came Ci(Y ofArlington v. FCC. 38 The
)!

33

34
)5

J6
)7

Merrill, Che1'ro11 al 30, supra ootc .W~, at 587.
Id. at 596 (Breyer, J., disscnti11g).
Jd.
Mead, 533 U~S . 2J8 (2001).

Td. at 226-27.
id. at 27.

City ofA.rlington v. FCC, 133 S. Ct I 863, 1886(2013),
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case concerned a 1996 amendment to the Federal Communications Act
mandating that local land use agencies process applications for the
construction or modification of wireless transmission towers "within a
reasonable period of time."39 The statute provided an avenue with a ''court
of competent jurisdiction" for relief to parties who did not receive action on
requests. The case perfectly captured the fluid authority and utter flexibility
of agencies in exercising their interpretive powers post~Chevron. The
PecleraJ Communications Commission (FCC) initially disclaimed the
authority under the statute, but then reversed itself and issued an order
setting a 90-day limit for any tower expansion or 150-day limit for new
construction under the rule. The jurisdictional authority of the FCC was
challenged. For many years, it was generally thought that, no matter how
expansively Chevron is read, the one area where an agency could not claim
deference would be in the interpretation of its own jurisdictional powers.
After all, as discussed above, the APA specifically leaves to tbe court to
determine if an agency has acted "in excess ofstatuto1y jurisdiction."
Nevertheless, the Fifth Circuit held that Chevron would apply in an agency
defining its own jurisdiction. The Supreme Court agreed in a 5-4 decision
with Justice Scalia joining the majority. Chief Justice Roberts (with Justices
Kennedy and Alita) dissented. Five Justices found no way to distinguish
jurisdictional and non-jurisdictional questions. Indeed, in his separate
decision, Justice Scalia called such distinctions little more than a "mirage."40
Chief Justice Roberts, joined by Justices Kennedy and Alito, dissented,
and expressed the view that such expanded authority raised transfonnative
challenges for the federal system. Roberts decried the court as evading its
core respons\bility in drawing Jines of authority within that system: "Our
duty to poJjce the bowidary between the Legislature and the Executive is as
critical as our duty to respect that between the Judiciary and the
Executive . .. We do not leave it to the agency to decide when it is in
charge.',,i 1 In a chilling warning, Roberts further notes that "[iJt would be a
bit much to describe the result as •the very definition of tyranny,' but the
danger posed by the growing power of the Administrative State cannot be
djsmissed."

39

47 U.S.C. § 332(c)(7}(B)(ii) (2012).
Justice Scalia saw the distinction as another anack on Chevron that would
exploited in future cases. City ofArlington, 133 S. Ct. at 1873 (Scalia, J., concurring)
("Make no mistake - the ultlmate target here is Chevron itself. Savvy challel)gers of
:reocy action would play the 'juris?ictio~al • card i.n every case.")
Id at 1886 fRobe.rts, CJ.. dtssentmg).
40
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C. Gorsuch, the Separation of Powers, and the Chevron Doctrine
The most obvious avenue for limiting, or even eliminating the
Chevron doctrine is through judicial action. After all, the doctrine is the
creation of the Court and, while certainly reflecting constitutional values, is
not imposed directly by any constitutional provision. Indeed, many have
argued that the doctrine runs against the constitutional grain, particularly in
the Vesting Clause of Article r. Judge Gorsuch has written at length on tbe
doctrine and related doctrines while on the Tenth Circuit. Some of those
cases have been the focus of public debate related to his nomination. The
concurrence of Judge Gorsuch in TransAm Trucking, Inc. v. Administrative
Review Board, 833 F .3d 1206 (10th Cir. 2016), has attracted some of the
most heated rhetoric-and in my view some of the least informed
commentary- after his nomination. l would also like to first address other
cases 1hat shed light on Judge Gorsuch's view and the depth of his analysis
in this area: De Niz Robles v. lynch, Gutierrez-Brizuela v. l ynch, and
United States v. Nichols.
1. De Niz Robles v. Lynch

Judge Gorsuch has explored the rapidly disappearing line between
legislative and agency action. This has arisen in efforts by agencies to
retroactively apply policy rulings. Such was the case in De Niz Robles v.
Lynch, 803 F.3d 1165 (l 01h Cir. 2015). The case itself dealt with an inherent
conflict in provisions of federal immigra1iou law. On one hand, under 8
U.S.C. § 1255(i)(2)(A), federal Jaw allows the attorney general discretion to
extend lawful resident status to noncitizens who i1Iega11y entered the United
States. On the other hand, federal law under 8 U.S.C. § l l 82(a)(9)(C)(i)(D,
requires anyone who illegally re-enters the United States to wait 10 years
before obtaining lawful residency. The Tenth Circuit in 2005 ruled that the
discretion granted to the Attorney General trumped the provision on the tenyear delay for Jawful residency. See Padilla-Caldera v. Gonzales (PadillaCaldera I), 426 F.3d 1294, 1299-130 l (10th Cir. 2005), amended and
superseded on reh 'g by 453 F .3d I 237, 1242-44 ( 10th Cir. 2006)- This set
up a classic Brand X question when, in 2007, the Board ofTmmigration
Appeals (BIA) reached a contrary conclusion in Jn re Briones, 24 I. & N .
Dec. 355 (BIA 2007)-that the ten-year waiting period provision trumped
the attorney general discretion provision. Thus, the earlier Tenth Circuit
opinio.n was still on the books as good law but the BIA effectively negated it
with its own agency determination in 2007. De Niz Robles petitioned for
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adjustment of status after the ruling in Pudllla-Caldera I in 2005 and before
the agency decision 1n Briones.
Judge Gorsuch, writing for the Court, noted dryly "[u]sually,
executive agencies can't overrule courts when it comes to interpreting the
law." De Niz Robles, 803 P.3d at L167 n.2. However, Brand X "requires this
court to defer to the agency' s policy choice even when doing so means we
must overrule our own preexisting and governing statutory interpretation."
Id. Yet, that still left the question of retroactivity of the application against
an immigrant who followed the 10th Circuit authority at the time. Judge
Gorsuch raised the fundamental question of how an agency ruling should be
treated for the purposes ofretroactivity. The opinion lays out how
legislation is generally presumed to be prospective in application as opposed
to judicial rulings, which by necessity must often be backward looking.
Judge Gorsuch maintains that the same presuTnption should apply to the
retroactive application of agency adjudications making delegated legislative
policy decisions: "The presumption ofprospectivity attaches to Congress's
own work unless it plainly mdicates an intention to act retroactively. That
same presumption, we think, should attach when Congress's delegates seek
to exercise delegated legislative policymaking authority."
The decision evidences Judge Gorsuch' s unease with the shifting lines
of authority between the branches in the Chevron era:
'"The Constitution speaks far less directly to that peculiar
question. Perhaps because the framers anticipated an Executive
charged with enforcing the decisions of the other branches - not with
exercising delegated legislative authority, let alone exercising that
authority in a quasi-judicial tribunal empowered to overrule judicial
decisions. Indeed, one might question whether Chevron step two
muddles the separation of powers by delegating to the Executive the
power to legislate generally applicable rules of private
conduct. , . . And whether the combination of Chew·on and Brand
X further muddles the muddle by intruding on the judicial function
too. .."
The decision shows a deep understanding of the dangers of retroactive
application of new legislation or rules, a long-standing principle meant to
prevent "the state from singling out disfavored individuals or groups and
condemning them for past conduct they are now powerless to change." Id.
at 1169. Judge Gorsuch ' s views of these underlying constitutional concems
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are presented in even sharper relief in a case that came before him just last
year, as discussed below.
2. Gutierrez-Brizuela v. Lynch
The strongest language on Chevron from Judge Gorsuch came with
the decision in Gutierrez-Brizuela v. Lynch, 834 F.3d l 142 (10th Cir. 2016).
Judge Gorsuch wrote the majority decision for the U.S. Court of Appeals for
the 10th Circuit and then added a concurrence that addressed the sinunering
issues over Chevron and Brand X The case dealt with the same conflicting
provisions and retroactive application discussed in De Niz Robles, which
Judge Gorsuch relies on as precedent. Hugo Gutierrez-Brizuela, a Mexican
citizen, sought adjusted status under the controlling case law at the time in
Padilla-Caldera l . However, the BIA again retroactively applied its
decision in Briones and found him ineligible despite the fact that the
controlling case law oftbe Tenth Circuit was not changed until 201J in
Padilla-Caldera 11.
Pursuant to Brand ...Y, Gorsuch (writing for the panel) acknowledged
that it must accept that the agency's pollcy decision effectively overruled the
federal court. See Gutierrez-Brizuela v. Lynch, 834 F.3d at 1144 (citing
Padilla-Caldera v. Holder (Padilla Caldera II), 637 F.3d 1140, 1148-52
( I 0th Cir. 2011 )). Again he clearly has great misgivings about Brand X (as T
do) but he still faithfully applied it. However, he (and his coHeagues) on the
panel balked at the retroactive application of the change. He wrote that the
petitioner could seek the atto111ey general's discretion to receive legal status
in light of the coutrolling decision in Padilla-Caldera that was not overruled
by the Tenth Circuit w1ti I 2011. He based this decision on tbe basic due
process and equal protection rights of the petitioner. It was Padilla-Caldera
I that governed the petition for adjustment in 2009-not the 2007 Briones
decision. The Briones decision did not take effect until 2011 with PadillaCaldera If and like legislative acts would apply only prospectively.
In his concurrence, however, Judge Gorsuch went further to say that
the panel should bave addressed the lingering and troubling questions raised
by Chwron and Brand X in the case. .Judge Gorsuch saw this Mexjcan
immigrant as facing precisely the type of arbitrary power that our Framers
sought to limit. I am going to take the liberty of quoting Judge Gorsuch at
length here because his words should be read without significant
abridgement or translation on this critical point:
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In enlightenment theory and bard won experience under a
tyrannical king the founders found proof of the wisdom of a
government of separated powers. In the avowedly political legislature,
the framers endowed the people's representatives with the authority to
prescribe new rules of general applicability prospectively. In the
executive.. they placed the task of ensuring the legislature 's rules are
faithfully executed in the hands of a single persort also responsive to
the people. And ju the judiciary, they charged individuals insulated
from political pressures with the job of interpreting the law and
applying it retroactively to resolve past disputes. This allocation of
different sorts of power to different sorts of decisionmakers was no
accident. To adapt the law to changing circumstances, the founders
thought, the collective wisdom of the people's representatives is
needed. To faith.fully execute the laws often demands the sort of
vigor hard to find in managemenr-by-committee. And to resolve
cases ru1d controversies over past events calls for neutral
decisionmakers who will apply the law as it is, not as they wish it to
be.
Even more importantly, the founders considered the separatfon
of powers a vital guard against governmental encroachment on the
people ' s liberties, including all those later enumerated in the Bill of
Rights. What would happen, for example, if the politfoal majorities
who run the legislative and executive branches could decide cases and
controversies over past facts? They might be tempted to bend existing
laws, to reinterpret and apply them retroactively in novel ways and
without advance notice. Effectively leaving parties who cannot alter
their past conduct to tbe mercy of majoritarian politics and risking the
possibility that unpopular groups might be singled out for this sort of
mistreatment - and raising- along the way, too, grave due process
(fair notice) and equal protection problems. Conversely, wbat would
happen if politically unresponsive and life-tenured judges were
permitted to decide policy questions for the future or try to execute
those policies? The very idea of self-govenuneut would soon be at
risk of withering to the point of pointlessness. It was to avoid dangers
like these, dangers the founders had studied and seen realized in their
own time, that they pursued the separation of powers. A government
of diffused powers, they knew, is a govenunent less capable of
invading the liberties of the people. See The Federalist No. 47 (James
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Madison) ("No political truth is ... stamped with the authority of
more enlightened patrons of liberty" than the separation of powers).
fn that passage, Judge Gorsuch captured the essence of the constitutional
concerns with Chevron and its progeny. He then focused on the implications
of Brand X on the judicial role in the tripartite system:

Precisely to avoid the possibility of allowing politicized
decisionmakers to decide cases and controversies about the meaning
of existing laws, the framers sought to ensure that judicial judgments
·~may not lawfully be revised, ove1turned or refused faith and credit by"
the electe-0 branches of government. Chi. & S. Air Lines v. Waterman
S.S. Corp., 333 U.S. 103, J 13, 68 s. Ct. 431 , 92 L. Ed. 568 (1948); see
also Haybum 's Case. 2 U.S. (2 Dall.) 409, 410, I L. Ed. 436, 2 Dall. 409 n*
( 1792) ("[B ]y the Constitution, neither the Secretary ... nor any other
Executive officer, nor even the Legislature, are authorized to sit as a
court of errors on the judicial acts or opinions of t11is court."). Yet this
deliberate design, this separation of functions aih1ed to ensure a
neutral decisionmaker for the people's disputes, faces more than a
little pressure from Brand X Under Brand X's tenns, after all, courts
are required to overmle their own declarations about the meaning of
existing Jaw in favor of interpretations dictated by executive
agencies. Nat'l Cable & Telecomms. Ass'n v. Brand X Internet Servs.,
545 U.S. 967, 982-85, 125 S. Ct. 2688, 162 L. Ed. 2d 820
(2005). By Brand X's own telling, this means a judicial declaration of
the law's meaning jn a case or controversy before it is not
"authoritative," id. at 983, but is instead subject to revision by a
politically accountable branch of government.
What emerges from these opinions is a jurist who is (hopefully) a
fom1alist rather than a functionalist in his approach to questions of the
separation of powers. While many have focused on the belief that Judge
Gorsuch is an "originalist," that term 1rns lost much of its substance in
academic debates. Rather, they seek the original public meaning of text in
the interpretation of the Constitution. A far more important distinction is
between fonnalists and functionalists. The rise of the administrative state
roughly corresponded with the rise of functionalist reasoning in federal
courts and the erosion of clear Lines of separation between the branches.
Formalist analysis is premised on the belief that "[a]ny exercise of
governmental power, and any governmental institution exercising that power,
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must either fit within one of the three formal categories ... or find explicit
42
constitutional authorization for such deviation." Formalists like myself
favor a relatively rigid separation of the branches that serves to combat the
aggregation of power and protects individual rights from the dan,ger of
governmental abuse.43 Where formalism offers predictability, functionalism
offers adaptability.44 The term "functionalist" is often used as if it has a selfevident meaning, even though it frequently appears defined largely as a
rejection of formalism-allow ing greater flexibility so Jong as the "basic
purposes" of the Constitution are maintained.45 FunctionaLism is seen as
allowing for "workable" cha11ges 46 in the role of the branches to reflect the
new administrative state while allowing the courts to intervene where
changes would fundamentally alter the ftmctioning of the tripartite systema generally high standard for intervention.47 Functionalist reasoning is
rampant in decisions allowing the expansion of agency power at the cost of
both legislative and judicial authority. 1 am hopeful that Judge Gorsuch will
introduce a more formalist voice to the Court and this passage is illustrative
of this optimism:

42

Gary Lawson, Ten·irorial Govemmenrs and the Limits ofFonnalism, 78 CALIF. L
REv. 853, 858 (1990) ("Tbe Separdtion of Powers principle is violated whenever the
categorizations oftbe exercised power and t11e exercising institution do not match and the
Constitution does not specifically pennit such blending."). See also William N. Eskridge,
Jr., Relationships Berween Formalism and Functionalism in Separation of Paviers Cases,
22 HARV. J.L. & PuB. POL'\' 2 I, 21 (1998-99).
4l
See generally Jonathan Turley, Recess Appointments in the Age of Regulation, 93
B.U.L. Rev. 1523 (2013).
44
Eskridge, supra, at 2 l.
qs
See generally Cynthia R. Farina, Statulo1y Interpretation and the Balance of
Power in the Adminfstrative Slate, 89 COLUM. L. REv. 452 (1989); Peter L. Strauss,
Formal and Functional Approaches to Separation-of Powers Questions -- A Foolish
JnconsisteMy ?, 72 CORNELLL. REv. 488 (1987).
6
J
Dean Alfange, Jr., The Supreme Court and the Separation ~fPowers: A Welcome
Return to Normalcy?, 58 GEO. WASH. L . REV. 668, 670 (1990).
47
As Professor John Manning rcct:ntly noted:

[Tjhe Constitution not only separates powers, but also establishes a system of
checks and balances through power-sharing practices such as the presidential veto,
senatorial advice and consent to appointments, and the like. In light of that
complex structure, functionalists view the Constitution as emphasizing the
balance, and not the separation, of powers.
Manning, supra, at 1952.
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"When the political branches disagree with a judicial interpretation of
existing law, the Constitution prescribes the appropriate remedial
process. It's called legislation. Admittedly, the legislative process
can be an arduous one. But that's no bug in the constitutional design:
it is the very point of the design. The framers sought to ensure that
the people may rely on judicial precedent about the mearung of
existing law until and unless that precedent is overruled or the
purposefully painful process of bicameralism and presentment can be
cleared. Indeed, the principle of stare decisis was one "entrenched
and revered by the framers'' precisely because they knew its
impo1-tance "as a weapon against ... tyranny." Michael B.W.
Sinclair, Anastasof!Versus Hart: The Constitutionality and Wisdom of
Denying Precedential Authority to Circuit Court Decisions, 64 U. Pitt.
L. Rev. 695, 707 (2003). Yet even as now semi-tamed (at least in this
circuit), Brand Xstill risks trampling the constitutional design by
affording executive agencies license to overrule a judicial declaration
of the Jaw's meaning prospectively, just as legislation might - and all
without the inconvenience of having to engage the legislative
processes the Constitution prescribes. A form of Lawmaking Made
Easy, one that pennits all too easy intrusions on the liberty oftbe
people."
At a time when our tripartite design is being fundamentally threatened,
Judge Gorsuch could prove a transfonnative choice for the Comt. As he
pointedly asked in Gutierrez-Brizuela, "[e ]ven under the most relaxed or
functionalist view of our separated powers some coocem has to arise, too,
when so much power is concentrated in the hands ofa single branch of
government." Id. at 1155.

3. United States v. Nichols
A third decision is equally illuminating in understanding Judge
Gorsuch's view ofnondelegation and its importance as a protection of
individual liberty. That case is United States v. Nichols, 784 F.3d 666, 6677 (J 0 Cir. 20 I 5) (Gorsuch, J., dissenting from the denjal of rehearing en
bane). The case involved Lester Nichols, a convicted sex offender who left
the United States without updating his status on the federal sex offender
registry. He was charged with failing to register, in violation of the Sex
Offender Registration and Notification Act (SORNA), 18 U.S.C. § 2250(a).
One of the issues raised was SORN A's delegation of authority to the
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Attorney General to determine SORNA's retroactive application is
unconstitutional. Judge Gorsuch wrote a dissent to the denial of a rehearing
en bane.
Article I of the United States Constitution states that "[a]Jl legislative
Powers herein granted shall be vested in a Congress of the United
States." U.S. CONST., art. I,§ 1. Those words and the general principle of the
separation of powers led to "the nondelegation doctrine: that Congress may
not constitutionally delegate its legislative power to another branch of
Government." Touby v. United States, 500 U.S. 160, 165 (1991). While the
Supreme Court has long reaffmned the need for Congress to exercise such
powers, it created a fluid test that allowed agencies to "fill up the details"
left by legislation in the execution oflaws. 48 The Court allowed delegation
49
of rulemaking powers if there is an "intelligible principle" : a standard that
bas proven perfectly unintelligible in allowing any statutory referenceshort of utter silence 50~to suffice for delcgation.5 1 The Nichols case
presented a particularly stark and troubling example of delegation. Judge
Gorsuch noted tbat this doctrine protects individuals from the arbitrary and
abusive use of power.
In his dissent from denial of rehearing in bane in Nichols, Judge
Gorsuch made a powerful case for the nondelegation doctrine as an essential
structural safeguard of individual liberty. He stated correctly that "lf tbe
separation of powers means anything, it must mean that the prosecutor isn't
allowed to define the crimes he gets to enforce." Id. at 668. He added:
Without a doubt, the framers ' concerns about the delegation of
legislative power had a great deal to do with the criminal Jaw. The
framers worried that placing the power to legislate, prosecute, and jail
in the hands of the Executive would invite tbe sort of tyranny they
experienced at the hands of a whimsical king. Their endorsement of
the separation of powers was predicated on the view that "[t)he
inefficiency associated with [it] serves a valuable" liberty-preserving

49

50

United States v. Shreveport Grain & Elevator Co., 287 U.S. 77, 85 (l 932).
Loving v. U11fted States, 5 l 7 U.S. 748, 772 ( l 996).
Yala1s v. United States, 321U.S.414, 426 (1944) ("'Only if ... then~ is an abi:t•ncc

of standards ... would we be jus!Jtkd in overriding [the congressional] c.:hoice of means
for effoctin g its declared purpose.").
51
See Mistretta v. United States, 488 U.S. 361, 372 (1989) ("[5]o long :.is Congress
sha ll lay do\\'11 by legislati w :1ct an i111cl ligiblc prlnc:ipk m which the P~'rson or body
auth ori ~cq 10 cxcrcisl' the dclcgmcd authorit.Yi~ dil'\:ctcd to cr•nform . such lcgislatrvc
Hc1i0n is not a fo rb idden dclcg:ition MkgislatiH: ]lll\\'l'r.").
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"function, and, in the context of criminal law, no other mechanism
provides a substitute." Rachel E. Barkow, Separation ofPowers and
the Criminal Law, 58 Stan. L. Rev. 989, 1011-17, 1031 (2006).
Id. at 670. Judge Gorsuch does a masterful job in laying about 1be threat to
individual liberty in delegating such authority in the criminal law area.
Delegation doctrine may not be the easiest to tease out and it has been
some time since the Court has held a statute to cross the line. But it
has also been some time since the courts have encountered a statute
like this one - one that, if allowed to stand, would require tbe
Judiciary to endorse the notion that Congress may effectively pass off
to the prosecutor the job of deftnjng the very crime he is responsible
for enforcing. By any plausible measure we might apply that is a
delegation run riot, a result irumical to the people' s libe1ty and our
constitutional design.
Id. at 677. Judge Gorsuch's approach returns such cases to their proper
threshold question over the separation of powers and the need to maintain
core powers within the tripartite system. This view is becoming increasing
rare on the Court, which seems to have tossed caution to the constitutional
winds of delegation. The dismissive view of nondelegatioo was evident in
the Court's decision in Whitman v. American Trucking Ass'ns,52 when the
Court noted "we have found the reqwsite ' inteJljgible principle' lacking in
only two statutes, one of which provided ]jterally no guidance for the
exercise of discretion, and the other of which conferred authority to regulate
the entire economy on the basis of no more precise a standard than
stimulating the economy by assuring •fair competition.'" Of course, as wjtb
its Chevron standards, it is often hard to discern what the Court considers an
"intelligible" from an "unintelligible" principle for the purposes of
delegation. Justice Thomas made this point in his concurring opiruon in
American Trucking when he expresse.d obvjous frustration on finding any
meaning in tbe notion of"intelligible principles";
Rather, it speaks in much simpler terms: "All legislative Powers
herein granted shall be vested in a Congress." U.S. Const, Art.
I, 1 (emphasis added). 1 am not convinced that the intelligible
52

Whitman v. Am. Trucking Ass 'ns, 531 U.S. 457, 474 (2001) (citing Panama
Refining Co. v. Ryan, 293 U.S. 388 (I935); A. L.A. Schechter Poul11y Co1p. 11. Uni!ed
Stales, 295 U.S. 495 (l 935))
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principle doctrine serves to prevent all cessions of legislative
power. I believe that there are cases in which the principle is
intelligible and yet the significance of the delegated decision is
simply too great for the decision to be called anything other
than " legislative."53
Like the standard under the post-Chevron cases of determining those
actions with "deep economic and political significance," the standard of
"intelligible principles" is largely undefined. The resuJt is ample room for
agency actions while maintaining the pretense of judicial review. This is not
to assign all of the blame to the courts. C learly this history shows not just
judicial abrogation of the duty to maintain lines of separation but also the
willing role of Congress as an enabler of agency expansion. There have
been tjmes when Congress has tumed a blind eye to the usurpation of its
authority by a popular president. Congress has at times even facilitated the
circumvention of its own authority. This can occur for a number of obvious
reasons. A president may be enormously popular and members fear a public
backlash from any action about could be seen as disloyal. Likewise, the
political environment may be viewed as too risky for members to stand on
constitutional principle as with periods of national security or economic
crisis. The Framers well understood the wavering principles that can
characterize politics. While Madison hoped in Federalist No. 51 that
"ambition must . .. counteract ambition," personal ambition can prevail over
institutional interests in modern politics as members become agents of their
own obsolescence.
Once again, Judge Gorsuch articulates a view of the Constitution that
eschews the type of functionalism that has led to delegation of greater and
greater authority to agencies and executive branch officials. The opinion
evidences a deep appreciation for the lioes of separation and the need to
maintain those Jines to defend not just the powers of the branches but
individual Hberty. His repeated reference to such first principles is
remi11iscent of the writings of the man he would replace on the Court.
Gorsuch, like Scalia, tends to lay a foundation in constitutional doctrine and
history before addressing the insular issues of a case. That methodological
preference gives bis opinions not only a welcomed depth of analysis, but a
consistency in decisions across these various disputes.
4. TransAm Trucking, Inc. v. Administrative Review Board
51

Whitman v. Am. Trucking Ass 'ns. 531 U.S. at 487 (200 l) (Thomas, J., concurring).
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One of the most discussed cases related to this confirmation is
Trucking, Inc. v. Administrative Review Board, 833 F.3d 1206
(JOtb Cir. 2016). The case has been described by critics as evidence of
everything from Judge Gorsuch' s indifference to worker rights to a form of
"judicial activism" (a much over-used term with dubious meaning). I
believe that the TransAm Trucking case has been unfairly characterized and
misconstrued in coverage. While I have differences with aspects of his
analysis, Judge Gorsuch maintained a consistent approach to the Chevron
issues in the case and fQllowed a textualist methodology the interpretation
of the underlying law. 54 Textual ism is not "out of the mainstream." It is a
long-accepted interpretative approach. A federal judge following textualism
tends to yield to the authority of Congress and minimize judicial roles in our
system. That is a good thing as long as the judge is not adopting textualist
arguments on an inconsistent or outcome-determinative fashion. Judge
Gorsuch is very consistent in his interpretative approach, which is tied
directly to his understanding of the role of courts in our tripartite system.
TransAm Trucking is a fascinating case for those of us with an interest
in "legisprudence" or the proper interpretation of legislative source of
authority. 55 The case involved Alphonse Maddin who was employed as a
truck driver_ In January 2009, Maddin was driving cargo through Illinois
when the brakes on his trailer froze in the subzero temperatures. He
reported the problem to the company and was told to wait for a repairman.
Maddin waited for hours but, fearing for his welfare after experiencing a
numbness in bis feet and legs, again called the company. The company told
him to sit tight and not to abandon the load_ Maddin however decided to
w1hitcb the truck and drive down the road. The repainnan arrived fifteen
minutes later and he returned. He filed a complaint with the Labor
Department's Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) but
OSHA dismissed the complaint. However, an administrative law judge
(ALJ) and the Department of Labor Administrative Review Board (ARB)
ruled in his favor, finding that the company violated the whistleblower
provisions of tbe Surface Transportation Assistance Act (STAA).
Tran~Arn
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This textualist approach Is evident in other opinions including . ll11111nd '" Cn(lied
S1 ·lwol Diviric1 ~51il. 6<>5 F.."d I 17-1 \10th Cir. 201 1) nh.: plnintiffs· propo~c'd
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Jonathan Turley, Dualistic Values in the Age ofl11lematio11a/ Legisprudence, 44
Hastings Law Journal 145-275 (1992).
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Judge Gorsuch notes dryly that it would be "fair to ask whether
TransAm's decision was a wise or kind one.'' 56 However, he turned to the
statutory language at the he.art of the case and found an irreconcilable
conflict with the ARB decisi'on. The entire case turned on a provision, 49
U.S.C. § 31 l05(a)(l)(B), that forbids employers rrom frring employees who
"refuse[] to operate a vehicle" out of safety concerns. Judge Gorsuch noted
the anomaly of using the provision in a case where an employee was told not
to operate the vehicle but to wait for help. (There was a suggestion in the
record by the supervisor that he either wait or try to drag the trailer with the
frozen brakes. The latter suggestion is not legally permitted and may have
been meant in jest). Judge Gorsuch zeroed in on the basis for treating an
order not to operate a vehicle as violating a provision protecting workers
who "refuse[] to operate a vehicle." He raised the interesting point that
"[t]he trucker was fired only after he declined the statutorily protected option
(refuse to operate) and chose instead to operate hi's vehicle in a manner he
thought wise but his employer did not."
The facial contradiction between the worker's actions and the
statutory provision of course does not answer the question. The case turns
on how to interpret the critical words "to operate a veJ1icle.'' Gorsuch dealt
c01Tectly with the threshold question of the ex.Jent, if any, deference that
should be afforded to the agency under Chevron:
"My colleagues suggest that the Depa11ment should be pennitted to
read tbe statutory phrase ..refuse(] to operate" to encompass its exact
opposite and protect employees who operate their vehicles in defiance
of their employers' orders. They justify this unusual result on the
ground that the statutory phrase is ambiguous and so we owe the
Department deference under step two of Chevron, U.S.A., Inc. v.
Natural Resources Defense Council, Inc., 467 U.S, 837 ( 1984). But,
respectfully, it seems to me Chevron is a curious place to ntm for
support given that the Department never argued the statute is
ambiguous, never contended that its interpretation was due Chevron
step two deference, and never even cited Chevron. fn fact, the only
party to mention Chevron in this case was TransAm, and then only in
a footnote in its brief and then only as part of aJl argument that t11e
statute is not ambiguous. We don't nonnally make arguments for
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TrnnsAm Trucki~tg.. Inc. v. Adrninistrative Review Board, U.S. Deparbnent of
Labor, 833 F.3dl206 (10th Cir. 2016) (Gorsuch, J., dissenting)
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litigants (least of all administrative agencies), and r see no reason to
make a wholly uninvited foray into step two ofChevrouland."
Judge Gorsuch notes that the majority had taken the position that there is
ambiguity (to trigger Chevron analysis) whenever a term is left undefined in
a statute, even terms that are plain on their face. Using standard diction<U)'
definitions, Judge Gorsuch maintained that the meaning of"refuse" and
"operate" is neither ambiguous nor supportive in the driver's case. When
the law and the language is clear, there is no license to apply Chevron
deference- an important and defensible position. Most coverage has Jooked
solely at the outcome rather than the key Chevron issue identified by Judge
Gorsuch. Judges are not supposed to judge cases by their outcomes and
neither should judges be judged solely by such outcomes. The analysis in
the dissent raises an important and, in my view, a compelling argument on
the limits of Chevron.
Judge Gorsuch ultimately concludes that "the law before us protects
only employees who refuse to operate vehicles, period." Since the employer
actualJy told the driver not to operate the veh.icle, he found the provision to
be inapplicable. That is not an unreasonable interpretation. Frankly, while J
agree with Judge Gorsuch on his Chevron position. r am not sure that I
would have adopted as narrow a definition of"operate." 1 think that the
term can be defined in modem parlance to covet this rather peculiar set of
facts in favor of the driver. However, the alternative view is entirely
reasonable and welJ supported by Judge Gorsuch in h.is dissent. The
employer asked him not to operate the vehicle, a view that may have been
reinforced later by questions of the fitness of a driver to operate the vehicle
when experiencing numbness in bis feet or legs. I did not find tbe dissent to
be dismjssive of the driver's interests, nor biased in the application of the
standard for interpretation. It is a texualist approach to the interpretation of
federal Jaw that characterizes much of Judge Gorsuch 's jurisprudence.
Indeed, while I read the dissent with some skepticism given my more
favorable view of the driver' s case, r found myself intrigued and almost
persuaded on the final interpretative conclusion. It is wrong to take such a
well-reasoned opinion and adopt convenient, superficial explanations based
on judicial bias. The reasons for the dissent are expressed honestly and
directly for what they are: good-faith and well-considered views of the tex-t
of the federal Jaw.
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IV.

CONCLUSION

Confim1ation hearings often take on an almost mystical character as
members and experts hold forth on what type of justice a nominee will prove
to be over the course of a long tenure on the Court. For someone like Judge
Gorsuch, that could prove five decades. ft is an exercise that not only defies
Jogic, but can border on the occult. Tn the end, only one person can
authoritatively address that question and, if history is any judge, even the
nominee cannot say for certain where his or her tenure on the Court will take
them. These bearings always remind me of a story of Supreme Court Justice
Oliver Wendell Holmes who was traveling by train to Washington, D.C.
When the conductor asked for his tfoket, Holmes searched high and low for
jt until the conductor reassured him, "bon 't worry about your ticket, Mr.
Holmes. We all know who you are. When you get to your destination, you
can find it and just mail it to us." Holmes responded "My dear man, the
problem is not my ticket. The problem is ... where am I going?"
Most nominees are in a position not unlike that of Holmes. People of
good-faith can evolve on the Court and even change dramatically in their
new role. Liberal justices like William Brennan, Henry Blackmw1, and
Davjd Souter were thought to be conservative at the time of their
confirmations. Conservative justice Bryon White was considered fairly
liberal when appointed by John F. Kennedy. As I mentioned, I do not expect
such a transfonuation in Neil Gorsuch, who has deep and well-established
jurisprudential views. However, I also do not expect him to be a robotic
vote on the right of the Court, While conservative, he has shown an
intellectual curiosity and honesty that is likely to take him across the
ideological spectrum of the Court. Like Holmes, he might be wondering this
week where he is going and J would be hard pressed to give a destination
with absolute certainty. What J do know is that Neil Gorsuch is
exceptionally well-qualified to take as a member of the United States
Supreme Court.
I had great personal affection for the late Antonin Scalia with whom I
57
shared a Sicilian background. Even though I criticized his opinions and
public statements on occasion, he was one of the most brilliant and engaging
people I have ever met. He will have one of the most lasting legacies of any
justice of the Supreme Court because of his commitment to core principles
of constitutional and statutory interpretation- It is still difficult for many of
57

Jonathan Turley, Sc<afio 's Gr.:a1e.1·1Strl!11g!lz. H is Stl!ad/oslnc>ss. W:ish. Posl. Feb.
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us to imagine anyone sitting in that now vacant chair. However, as someone
who had great affection and respect for Justice Scalia, l can think of no one
more deserving of that honor than Neil Gorsuch. He is no Scalia but we are
not looking for the best imitation or facsimile of Scalia. We are looking for
someone who can be an intellectuaJ force on the Court in his own right. I
believe that we have found such a person in Neil Gorsuch, who just might
eclipse even his iconic predecessor. In the end, I suppose I can say where
Gorsuch is going after aJI. He will go wherever his conscience takes him
regardless ofwhetber rt proves a track to the left or the right. That may
make the final terminus uncertain but it will be an exciting trip to watch.
It is therefore my honor to re.commend the confirmation of the
Honorable Judge Neil Gorsuch for Associate Justice of the Supreme Court.
Jonathan Turley,
Shapiro Professor of Public fnterest Law
George Washington University
2000 H St., N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20052

202-994-700 l
jturley@law.gwu.edu
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Chairman Grassley and Ranking Member Feinstein,
On behalf of the Natfonal Federation of Independent Business (NFIB), I appreciate the
opportunity to submit this testimony to the United States Senate Committee on the
Judiciary as it considers the nomination of Judge Neil Gorsuch to the United States
Supreme Courl
My name is Karen Hamed and I serve as the executive director of the NFIB Small
Business Legal Center. NFIB is the nation's leading small business advocacy
association, representing members in Washington, D.C., and all 50 state capitals.
Founded in 1943 as a nonprofit. nonpartisan organization, NFIB's mission is to promote
and protect the right of its members to own. operate, and grow their businesses. NFIB
proudly represents hundreds of thousands of members nationwide from every industry
and sector.
The NFIB Small Business Legal Center is a nonprofit, public interest law firm
established to provide legal resources and be the voice for small businesses in the
nation's courts through representation on issues of public Interest affecting small
businesses,
As the lead plaintfff In the historic challenge to the Affordable Care Act, NFIB v.
Sebe/ius, NFIB understands first-hand the importance one justlce can have on the
ability of small businesses to own. operate, and grow their businesses. After reviewing
Judge Gorsuch's articles, decisions and public statements, we are pleased to see a
judge who both applies the actual text of the law and the original meaning of that !ext at
the time it became law rather than changing it to fit his personal views and preferences.
Specifically. small bosinesses are encouraged by three qualities Judge Gorsuch has
brought to the bench. First, his opinions are clear and often provide bright-line rules.
Second, Judge Gorsuch has a deep respect for the separation of powers. Thlrd, Judge
Gorsuch has shown a willingness to tackle the difficult legal issues of our day head on;
namely, he has affirmatfvely questioned whether the Chevron doctrine should be
revisited,

Judge Gorsuch's Clearly Written Opinions Minimize Uncertainty for America's
Small Businesses Owners
Much tias been made of Ju,dge Gorsuch's clear writing style.1 To be sure. as a lawyer..
his opinions are a great read . But. more importantly for the regulated community, Judge

' !Orie Citron, "Potential Nominee Profile: Neil Gorsuch," Scotusblog, (Jan. 13, 2017)
·.:sNt.i.( :: aSl::l~C oor.1 :~ i ~ , 0 • ;~ie:"'fi'1a\·i'l(':r.waa-:;,r.::lfi!e-reil:gc·rs1..Ch! (*Gorsuch's opinions are
exceptionally clear and routinely entertaining; he ls a n unusual pleasure Lo read, and it is always plain
exactly what he thinks and why.'): Carrie Johnson, 'Who Is Nell Gorsuch. Trump's First Pick for the
Supreme Court." National Public Radio (Jan. 31, 2017) httc_;..w:.v.nor cro/2017 101/3115J 185051'3i•.lio-is.
r~.!-Q:;_s~ : 1-..:•u"" ;o-'"H·r.•c· •'c .;··~,, i;·a~ =-'=~- ·~('Like Justice Antonln Scalia, whom he ls Jn line to
replace, Gorsuch has cultivated a reputation as a memorable and clear author of legal opinions.') .
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Gorsuch has demonstrated a Willingness to clearly articulate what the law is. Judge
Gorsuch is not known for using ambiguous or broad languag.e that fails t.o settle the
question before him_ Rather. his decisions provide meaningful direction for district court
judges. as well as businesses and ordinary individuals who may be affected by that law
moving forward .
Like their larger counterparts, small business owners want - and need -- certainty,
Specifically, small business owners need bright-line. easily comprehensible legal
standards. If they don't know what is expected of them -- what the rules of the game
are - they may be hesitant to undertake actions that otherwise would help their
business grow. As NFIB Chief Economist Bill Dunkelberg noted when NFIB debuted its
Uncertainty lndex2 last October, "Being fairly confident about an outcome. good or bad,
allows planning to occur. ... Having no clear direction on what to base a decision
generally puts the decision on hold."3
Judge Gorsuch's opinions can be read and understood by lawyers and non-lawyers
alike. More importantly, in his opinions Judge Gorsuch often puts himselftn the shoes
of the person(s) who will be impacted by a particular law or regulation , asking, on their
behalf. the questions they have and providing clear answers. Small business owners
want clear-cut answers to their legal questions and Judge Gorsuch takes seriously his
obligation to provide that clarity whenever possible.
Judge Gorsuch's Respect for the Separation of Powers Promotes an Economy
That A.l lows Small Business. to Thrive
Judge Gorsuch has demonstrated that he truly respects , and seeks to protect, the
separation of powers among branches of government. We share his belief that the
separation of powers is "among the most tmportant liberty-protecting devices of the
constitutional design."4 Yet, as George Washington School of Law Professor Jonathan
Turley has testified: "Today, the vast majority of 'Jaws' governing the United States are
not passed by Congress but are tssued as regulations, crafted largely by thousands of
unnamed, unreachable bureaucrats."5
Overzealous regulation is a perennial concern for small business. The uncertaint,y
caused by future regulation negatively affects a small business owner's ability to plan
1

The NFIB Uncertafnty Index draws from data produced by the NFIB Small BuslnessEeonomic Trends
Report. ttie organiiallon's flagship monthly research report relied upon by economists and business
analysts all over the world as an indicator of econo111ic health. The new research measures the degree to
which business owners-can anttclpate future events and how that affects their behavior.
• Press Release - ' NFIB Debuts New Uncertainty Index· (Oct. 13, 2016) chromeextension://oemmndcbldbo1ebfnladdacbdfma.dadm/http:/lwww.nfib.com/asse1s/10-12.-16-Uncertalntylndex.pdf.
' Nell Gorsuch, Of Lions and Bears, Judges and Legislators, and (/Je Legacy of Justice Scalia. 66 Case
Western L.Rev. 905, 912 {2.01 6).
>Jonathan Turley. Testlmony before House Committee on the Judiciary. · The President's Constitutional
Duty to Failhfully Execute the Laws; 7 (Dec. 3, 2.013), available online at ohromeextensfon://oemmndcbldboiebfnladdacbdfmadadm/https:lf)udlciary.house.gov/wpcontentluploads/2016/0211 13-55-85762.pdf
3
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for future growth. Since January 2009, "government regulations and red tape" have
been listed as among the top-three problems for small business owners, according to
the NFIB Research Foundation's monthly Small Business Economic Trends survey.i;
Not surprisingly then, the latest Small Business Economic Trends report analyzing
December 2016 data had "regulations• as the second biggest issue small business
owners cite when asked why now is not a good time to expand.7 Within the small
business problem clusters identified by the NFIB Research Foundation's Small
Business Problems and Priorities report, "regulations" rank second behind only taxes.8
Despite the devastating impact of regulation on small buslness, federal agencies issued
4,084 rules ln 2016 - more than 11 each day.9
When it comes to regulations , small businesses bear a disproportionate amount of the
regulatory burden. 10 This is not surprising, since it's the small business owner, not one
of some team of compliance officers who is charged with understanding new
regulations, filling out required paperwork, and ensuring the business is in compliance
with new federal mandates. The small business owner is the compliance officer for the
business and every hour that the owner spends understanding and complying with a
federal regulation is one less hour available to serve customers and plan for future
growth. But without formal legal training it can be extremely difficult for small business
owners to know and understand their legal obligations. And unfortunately they cannot
afford to turn to outside legal counsel in most cases.
The problem of overregulation has been further exacerbated by the broad deference
federal courts give to executive agencies in their interpretations of statutes passed by
Congress. As a result, "the Executive Branch has broad leeway to set public policy by
stretching statutory language." 11 This jud1clal deference to executive agencies, known
as Chevron deference, has. led to a breakdown in our constitqlional system of checks
and balances.

• NFIB ~esearch Foundatfon. Small Business Economic Trends, at p. 21, February_2017. chromeextens1on:(loemmndcbldboiebfnladdacbdfmadadm/ht1p:flwww.nfib.comfassets /SB ET - Feb-2017, pdf.
1

/d,

8 Holly

Wade, Small Business Prob/oms and Priorities, p. 17, August 2016. ~
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UJ Babson, The State of Small Business In America 2016, ch,.Ynea.cte•is:or.:. lcemmndcblof.:0:•1et,f-,,€1c~c;:-t?.:1ffYtadadm1t,rro·u·.~s,m.eoU1exa.cut1\te-.edvcatio11/ct1.:,tom ..
l:>reorcmsJentreor e11.wrs"•PI 'Q\ ·S:>':."· !)u,:;1nesslDocu•rtetit.s1<1ol(lmeo~1 Ok3ll-report-2016.lliif; Crain, Nicole
V, and Crain. W. Mark, The Cos t of Federal Regula/ion to the U. S. Economy, Manufacturing and Small
Business, September 10. 2014. c•v-::·~-.e"">i1e11~1on./ice.mmnd;;bldro1<!>{•, eco<1ttdfr1adaom1lmo:l 1wwv1."am.0101Da!a·a110-Repo11s1C;;:s;. oi-
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NFIB Small Business Legal Center. "Tha Fourth Branch & Underground Regulations,' Sept 2015,
referencing Chevron U. S.A Inc. v. Natural Resources Defense Council !no., 467 U .S. 837, 842-843
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Judge Gors uch 's Willingness to Revisit th e Chevron Doctrine Demonstrates that
He Will Confront the Difficult Legal Issues of Our Day
NFIB welcomed Judge Gorsuch's concurring opinion last year encouraging the
Supreme Court to address what he aptly deems "the elephant in the roorri" - the
Chevron doctrine. In his concurring opinion in Gutierrez-Btizuela v. Lynch , Judge
Gorsuch made the case for the Supreme Court to reconsider its deference doctrines.12
Although generally unknown to average Americans, the Chevron doctrine has been a
key culprit in the vast expa11sion of the administrative state, whtch permeates virtually
every aspect of our dally ltves. For small businesses. in particular. this doctrine has
been quite problematic. To demonstrate this point, l wtll discuss lhree cases where the
Chevron doctrine has caused serious harm to small business.

Auer v. Robbins
In Auer v, Robbins. the Supreme Court invoked the Chevron doctrine and deferred to
the Department of Labor's (DOL) broad interpretation of the Fair Labor Standards Act
(FLSA) and Its interpretation of its governing regulations. 13
DOL regufatlons specify that, for an employee to be deemed exempt from overtime pay
requirements under the FLSA, he or she must pass a "salary-basis" test, under which
the employee must be paid a predetermined amount on a regular pay period. DOL
regulations dictate further that the "amount [cannot be) •.. subject to reduction because
of variations in the quality or qu;Jntity of the worl< performed." 14
St. Louis police officers alleged that they had been misclassified as "exempt employees"
and entitled to overtime wages and back-pay. Their argument hinged on the contention
that their pay could be reduced based on disciplinary infractions.
DOL filed an amicus brief arguing that its salary-basis test should be interpreted consistent with the FLSA -- as prohibiting classification of public employees as exempt if
their employer's policy permits disciplinary deductions in pay "as a practical matter."
The employer argued that DOL's interpretation was unreasonable because: (1)
disciplinary deductions were one of the only options available to enforce compliance for
public employees; and (2) were essential for maintaining .order throughout police ranks .
Citing Chevron, the Court began its analysis by emphasizing that OOL has "broad
authority" to make rules concerning the scope of the exemption from overtime
requirements. and that when the FLSA text is unclear the Court defers to OOL's
construction. Although the Court said that the employer's interpretation was
reasonable, it affirmed DOL's interpretation because it could not say that the agency's
interpretation was necessarily unreasonable.

11 Gulferrez-Briiuela

v. Lynch. 834 F.3d 1142. 1149 (10'" Cir. 2016).
" 519 U"S. 452 , 457 (1 997).
)A 29 c F .R. 541.602.
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The Court also said that DOL deserved deference on any reasonable interpretation of
the salary-basis test because it was interpreting its own (ambiguously crafted)
regulations. Remarkably, the Court said that ildid not matter that DOL had advanced
its interpretat1on for the first time in an amicus brief. Nor did it matter that the agency's
interpretation may have violated the rules govemiog judicial interpretation oflegal text
because the Court said those interpretive rules do not limit an agency's ·power to
resolve ambiguities in [its] own regulation."'
Practical Impact for Small Business

Auer gives DOL nearly unfettered discretion to re-interpret "ambiguous• wage and hour
regulations, as long as newly announced rules are not imposed retroactively. Relying
on Auer; agencies have sought to effect substantive changes in interpretation of
regulation through guidance, opinion letters, field manuals and other informal
documents. Agencies have a perverse incentive to keep regulatory standards vague,
so that they can fill in details as they like through subsequent amicus filings or other
guidance materials.
Examples of Impact of Auer in the Lower Courts

•

In Nack v. Walburg, 15 the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) filed an
amicus brief to ~clarify'' its regulations reqc.iinng opt-out language for commercial
faxes-even where the recipient has consented to receiVlng a falC. The U.S.
Court of Appeals for the Eighth Circuit deferred to FCC's interpretation-therein
exposing a small business defendant to a potential $54 mlllion-dollar judgment
for sending a fax without ''opt-ouf' boiler-plate language.

•

In Foster v. Vilsack. 16 a federal court of appeals deferred to a U.S. Department of
Agriculture (USDA) field manual to affirm the agency's interpretation of
regulations concerning the designation of wetlands in farmlands, The regulation
said that if a parcefs wetland status can't be determined due to alt.e ration of the
vegetation (because, of filling or tilling the land), the status should be determined
by comparing the site to a similar parcel in the "local area."
USDA took an exceedingly broad view of what "local area" meant - to include
the surrounding 11,000 square miles. Accordingly, USDA chose to compare the
Foster Farm to a site over thirty miles away. USDA's determination severely
limited the Foster's family use of their farm. They could not make use of the
affected areas without forgoing eligibility for USDA programs -- including federal
crop insurance.

" 715 F.3d 680 (8'" Cir. 2013).
'" 820 F.3d 330 (8'" Cir, 2016).
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Since the Supreme Court's decision in Auer, we have seen a steep escalation in amlcus
activity from DOL in the last 25 years, The uptick began under the Clinton and G.W.
Bush Administrations. but nearly doubled under the Obama Administration.17 This
suggests that DOL is increasingly using amicus briefs as a sword - and Auer-Chevron
as a shield - to advance ideologfcal agendas.
Small businesses find this especially concerning because the tactic allows agencies to
effect regulatory policy without raising publlc awareness (and risking political
accountability), which would inevitably occur when effecting change through the more
transparent notice-and-comment rulemaking process.
United States v. Riverside Bayview Homes, Inc.. et al,
In United States v. Riverside Bayview Homes, Inc,. et al. the Supreme Court relied on
the Chevron doctrine to defer to the United States Army Corps of Engineers' (Army
Corps) expansive construction of the Clean Water Act's (CWA) Jurisdictional
provisions.18
After initially construing the CW/:\s jurisdictional provisions as requiring permits only for
the filling or <;lre<;lging of traditionally navigable waters, the Carter Administration
promulgated regulations re-interpreting "waters of the United States" more expansively
"to include not only actual navigable waters but also tributaries of such waters" and to
require permits for any dredging or filling of wetlands that may be adjacent to other
waters subject to CWA regulation.
Invoking this expansive interpretation of CWA jurisdiction. the Army Corps sued a
developer for buildlng without a permit on land deemed a wetland adjacent to a
traditionally navigable water. The Supreme Court granted review after the Sixth Circuit
ruled that the Army Corps' regulations did not extend to adjacent wetlands and that the
agency exceeded authorJty under the CWA
The Supreme Court reversed the Sixth Circuit, ruling that the Corps' regulation plainly
governed wetlands adjacent to other waters subject to CWA regulation. The question
was then whether this was a permissible interpretation of the CWA.
The Court. citing Chevron , stressed that judicial review was limited because the Army
Corps' interpretation was entitled to deference to the extent deemed "reasonable." After
ac~nowledging that "on a purely linguistic level, il may appear urtreasonable to classify
'lands,· wet or otherwise, as ·waters[.]' the Court went on to conclude that there was
ambiguity in the statutory text ("waters of the United States'') because it can be difficult
to say where water ends and land begins. Ultimately the Court concluded that it could

11

See Deborah Thompson Eisenberg, Regulation by Amicus: Tha Department of Labor's Po/icy Making 1n

t/1e Co1.1rts, 65 Fla, I... Rev. 1223 (2013).
'"474 U,S . 121 (1985).
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not say the Army Corps' interpretation was necessarlly unreasonable when considering
the purpose of the CWA,
Practical Impact for Small Business
As a resu lt of the Supreme Court's decision in Bayview Homes, small businesses and
other l'a ndowners were forced to obtain exorbitantly expensive federal permits for even
modest development plans within areas deemed wetlands by federal regulators, '
notwithstanding preexisting state regulatory standards.
In rubber-stamping the agency's interpretation of the CWA. Bayview Homes invited the
Environmental Protectron Agency and the Army Corps to issue subsequent regulations
seeking even more expansive interpretations of CWA jurisdiction - including
controversial regulations in 1986 and the Waters of the United States Rule under the
Obama AdministratTon. The Bayview Homes decision also created tremendous
uncertainty for landowners because it opened new questions about how far CWA
jurisdiction could be stretched.
This is not to say that overturning Chevron would radically change our CWA
jurisprudence. But if the Courts were to flesh-out the CWA's jurisdictional provisions on
their own -- rather than defaulting fo the views of federal bureaucrats- small business
owners would at least be satisfied that the courts were applying the law as written,
rather than advancing an institutional agenda, Moreover, with an honest assessment of
the statutory text. we believe the courts. would either adopt an interpretation thal
provides meaningful and predictable guidance to the regulated community or else would
invalidate portions of the CWA's jurisdictional language as violating due process for
their lack of clear statutory standards. To be sure. this remains a painfully murky area
of the law in large part because the Court chose reflexively to defer to agency views in
the mld-1980s, which flas contributed greatly to the very practical problems still vexing
small business landowners today. 19
City of Arlington v. FCC
In City of Arlington v. FCC the Supreme Court tnvoked Chevron to find that courts must
defer to an agency's interpretation of its own statutory authority _20

19 It should be noted that the Supreme Court refused to afford deference to the interpretation advanced by
Army Corps in Solie! Waste Agency of N. Cook Cty. v. U,S. ArmyCorps of Engineers, 531 U.S. 159, 174
(2001 ). But In that case the Court invoked the canon of avoidance to interpret the CWA more narrowly
than the agency wanted, so as to avoid a constitutional problem. This means that courts should not defer
to EPA and Army Corps interpretations if-In the context of a speclflc case-they would ra.ise a
Commerce Clause ploblem. Bu! in many cases 1here may be legitimate questions as to the proper
interpretation of CWA jur1sdlct1on where federalism concerns are not squarely raised. And in any event.
the entire body of CWA law prior to Solid Waste Agency of N. Cook Cnty. is predicated the deferential
assumptions set forth in Bayview Homes.
w 133 S.Ct. 1863 (2013).
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Under the Communications Act of 1934 (Communications Act), state and local
governments must either approve or deny applications to construct wireless facilities such as radio and cellphone towers - within a •reasonable period of tlme after the
request is (] filed .''21 And FCC must ensure compliance. The FCC issued a decree tha1
local authorities must issue a decision within 90 days for the placement of a new
antenna on an existing structure and 150 days for all other applications.
The cities of Arlington and San Antonio, Texas, sought review of this Declaratory
Ruling, arguing that it exceeded the FCC's authority under the Communications Act
because Congress intended any dispute over delay in local pennitting decisions to be
reviewed in court. This meant that the FCC lacked authority to dictate permit
process1ng times.
NFIB filed an amicus brief arguing that it was dangerous to give agencies the authority
to determine the scope of their own powers without meaningful judicial oversight. Using
a Chevron analysis, the Supreme Court held that the FCC's interpretation -- pronounced
in a "Declaratory Ruling" -- was a permissible exercise of the agency's jurisdictiona l
powers. The decision broadly endorsed the power of agencies to decide their own
jurisdictional authori ty, with judicial deference under th e Chevron doctrine.
City of Arlington resolved a hotly contested question of administrative law fn favor of
expansive assertlons of regu latory power. The decision made clear that agencies are
entitled to receive deference in their interpretations of both jurisdictional and nonjurisdictional' language in a governing statute. Remarkably. the decision said that
federal agencies possess greater expertise to determine their jurisdictional powers than
do the courts.
Practical Impact for Small Business
By extending Chevron deference to agency determinations of its own jurisdiction, the
Court set a dangerous precedent that encourages agency aggrandizement of regulatory
authority - with minimal judicial oversight By abdicating its responsibility to determine
the scope•of an agency's statutory authority, the Court signaled that agencies may
intrude into the affairs of states and businesses with impunity - as long as their actions
are justified as "reasonable." to the slightest degree.
These are just three examples of hundreds of cases upon which federal district and
appellate courts, as well as the United States Supreme Court have used the Chevron
doctrine to expand the administrative state.
Our Constitullonal system of governing, and in particular, our separation of powers
doctrine, plays a large role in empowerin9 the vitality of small businesses In the United
States. When this system erodes or functions less perfectly, there is an adverse impact
on the ability of small businesses to have the significant impact they should have on the
national marketplace and the economy as a whole. For these reasons, NFIB and the
11 47

U.S.C. 201 (b).
9
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small business community appreciate the focus Judge Gorsuch has given to this
important issue.
Conclusion
NFIB appreciates the opportunity to share the opinions of the small business community
on the nomination of Judge Gorsuch to serve on the U. S. Supreme Court. Smalt
businesses, like every American , have an important stake in who fills Justice Anton in
Scalia's seat. NFIB is pleased to support the nomination of Judge Neil Gorsuch,
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T estimony of Heather C. McGhce, P resident of Demos
Before t he Committee on the Judicia ry of the United States Senate
Rega rd ing tl1 e Nomi nation of Judge Neil Gors uch to Become
Ass1,1cia te Justice of tbe United Sta tes Suprem e Court
March 23, 201 7
Introd uction
Chairman Gmssley. Ranking Member Feinstein. Senators. thank you for the privilege of
testifying before the Senate Judiciary Committee today.
My name is Heather McGhee and I am the President of Demos, a pt1bllc policy organi1.ation
working for an America where we all have an equal say in our democmcy and an equa l chance in
our economy.
I've come here today to urge this Committee to reject President Tnimp's nomination of Judge
Neil Oom1ch to a lifetime appointment on the nation's highest court.
With the Supreme Court split four-Lo-four on so many critical issues. the stakes could not be
higher. Judge Gorsuch has gone out of his way to suppon the wealthy and powerful over the rest
of us, often bre·aking with his appellate court colleagues to do so. 1 On issues ranging from Wall
Street accountabi lity a1\d workers· rights t·o criminal justice and the envircmmei:n. he would illove
the country back wards.·
Beyond these critical topics. what's at stake today is the very shape and structure of our
democr.it:y: the way we make decisions about e verything from who get·s health c-are to whether a
family with a full time worker will live in poverty; and whose voices are heard in that process.
Judge Nei l Gorsuch has the potentia l to be the deciding vote lo destroy the few rema ining
protections against big 111011ey do111inating our democracy. His troubling record on mon.:y in
politics. especially when added to the rest of his record offovoring weal\!1y interests over the
rights of ordinary people, requires this Committee to reject his nomination to the U.S. Supreme
Court.3

1Alicia Parlapiano & Karen Yourish, ''Whc1·e l\Jeil Gorsuch Would Fit on ihe Supreme C'ot1n." Tt-rl! NEWYORK
TIM ES (February t. 2017); !!LI lot Minc\>erg, 1111: {Xm·11/.< o(.fuJ,,e \ eil Gorn1~1t f-<ll· ' " 1'1¢ flJt;lu ;.11u/ Om o(1hc
.lft.1i11s11M111. PEOPLE FOR Tlll.i Ai11ERIC°1\ N Wt1Y IVebruary 20 17).

'Tlte <;11i;w1ch Ro!t•nrd. ALLltlNCE FOR JLIS l'ICli (Febntary 20t 7).
1
:l!Jig1.• Cifir.1.:uch :,· F..ttrpue I 'ft!W,'+: <imld l/mlcrmiw: l
Ct1MPAIC.N LEGtlL C f.NTER (January .11. 201 7).
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I'd like to make three basic points in this testitll.ooy.
First. the way we fund our election campaigns in the U.S. enables wealthy indi viduals and
institutions to translate their economic might directly into political power-and that is a serious
problem for our democracy.
Second, putting Judge Gorsuch into a lifetime seat on the Supreme Court will make this worse,
and could return us to an era in which powerfi.11 interests ran roughshod over workers.
consumers. and anyone without a large checkbook and financial megaphone of their own.
Finally, there is an overwhelming bipartisan consensus supporting safeguards for our democracy.
and Judge Neil Gorsuch is far outside that consensus. The public c.ares broadly and deeply about
building a democracy where we can a11 be lleard. Your constituents want you to stand up against
big money, and you r vote C>n this pivotal Supreme Court seat will be one ofthe best chances you
will ever have to do so.
Our Billion-Dollar De1110cracy Resembles a Plutocracy
Our democracy is already under threat. with average voters convinced that therr govemmeat is
working not for them. but for powerful interests and the wealthy few.4 This should not surprise
us when so much of the $7 billion spent on 2016 f<.>deral elections came from so few.; The
concentration of political spending is even more seven: than the increasing concentration of
wealth afflicting our broader society.<'
Jusr 25 people pumped more than $600 million into last ye~r·s elections through political action
oomminees. Super PACs, and directcontr1butions ro candidates and parties. 7 Less than I percent
of the population provides the m~rority of ihe funds that determine who ru1lS for office. who wins
elections, and what issues gcr attention from our elected ofTicials. 8
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Out of Touch. Crnn1pt" G,t 1Ut· tS<pl. 2015) trq1c>r1i11g lh~l 69% o t
respondents Sil id th~ majority of C'Oll~~Shln>d 111c1nbl.".U :\re focused t_)n lh~ 11Cl"d~ of spcd3f 1JHereist)~ not

' ·•Mnjpriti. of.4meric;ms See Congress
( lUIStitutt·nt:,),

'See "'Cosl ,,f C!letrion... C8NTIJR FOR RESPONSIVE Po t.11'1CS (visited Mar. 21. 2017).

•Research demons1ra1es thai in20t2. t11e1op 0.10% (the top 1emh ofrhe top 1°1o) of families in terms of wealth
distribulion controlled toughly 22% of all wealth. Jn thc.201 2 election cycle. lhe top 0.01 % (lhe top one 011Ph1111dred1h of 1%) of the adult population accounted for 25% of oil fundmising to political comrn itrees. C1Jmpare,
e.g.• Angela Monaghan, ! '5 ""·ahh iwq1111/it<' • 1nv 0. 1% ,,., ,,.111er.~ 1111wh "·' II•~ hm/11111 W/%. THE GUARDIAN (Nov.
13. 2014) with Peter Olsen-Phillips, Russ Choma et at~ 11,., P11/iliccu ()11" P&•c @l 11/ 1/i<• Un• /'<'t-;;r111 in ~/Jf.J lfegt1
f/rmmc• FtNI llisfng Cu<t ul Li<-c1l11ia, Cl '-HI\ I PR Rlsi\JN'\l\ I. I'<H 11JC' (. \pritJ(I, 2111~1.

"'Top Individual Coniriby12r,: All Ff!kraj Contrihutil'll',. C°El'llCR FOR Rl:SPON~tVE POt,tTtCS (visited .Mar. 21.
20 17).
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' ··Donor DcmMr@hics:· CENTER FOR RESl'ONStVI' POLfflCS (visited Mar. 21 , 20 l 7 ).
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These big donors and spenders aren'1 reflective of the country- they"re wealthier. obviously, bur
they are also less likely to be women or people of color, and they have starkl~ different priorities
when ii comes to core public policies such as rair wages or debt free college.
Studies show that.candidates of color arc less likely to rnn for o'flice due to the money barrier
and raise substantially less when they do. 10 This is a key reason 90 percent of elected officials
across the country are whit~despite the fact that nearly 40 percent of us across this great
country are people of color. 11
Hg-.;~
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The result is that tbe deck is stacked, as Demos has s hown in .a series of reports with that name.•!
Our public policies are skewed towards top donors' preferences, an.d away from working
families and people of color as a whole.
Prihceton political scientist Martin Gileus has demonstrated that when die preferences of rite
wealthiest 10 percent of Americans conflict with those of the rest of the population, the lO
percent trumps the 90 pereent. 13 He concluded that "under most circumstances. the preferences
of the vast majority of Americans appear to have e.ssentially no impact on which policies the

•See Sean Mc£lwee JJ.7uisl! I 'oic:e. 11'/rnse C/u)h·c!? The Dist<1rlfol! JnflurmN! n[the l'1Jfitit:t1f Donor Closs in Onr
1

flig-,\fom:t· Efc.'tiMs. DEMOS (0ecember2016).
'" See Adnm Lioz;. S1a<'11.eil V ud : /l ow 1he l?t1ei11/ /Jius I n Our /Jig ,\.1011uv P<>l ilii:ol S1·s1~111
( .'11der111i11e.• Our V«111<1c1·a<'1· A 11d O u r Fco11om1•, OF.MOS 27-29(December 2014).

" \Vho Leads U, ?, WOMEN DONORS NETWORK (visited Mar. 21, 20l 7).
" David Callahan & 1. Mijin Cha, Slacked /Jtti:k: flow 1he l)l)mi1w11<'C o(Politilf• /'1' 1huA@11e111 &.811.<ines.<
!/11tf<'r111i11es fro11w11i4· \/ohili /1 in..tmcriC{!, DEMOS (Februaiy 2013); Adam Uoz,Sluckcd peck: f}aw .1/re Racial
Bigs in Ow llig l /Me 11 f'u/i1 k t1/ S1-.t ri!lll Undermine.• Our /)a m!)t'f'U«l' and 011r /.-:C(Jlwmv, DEMOS (December 2014).
ll MARTIN GILENS. AFFLUENCE. AND INFLUENCE: ECONOMIC INEQUA LITY AND POLIT ICAJ., POWE.R IN AMERICA (2012)
3l 83-84.
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government does or doesn' t adopt'' and that "~anems ofresponsiveness •.. often correspond more
4
closely to a plutocracy than to a de.mocracy."
Th.is combination of di,Sparate preferences and differential responsiveness creates a vicious cycle:
the wea lthy translate their economic might into political power; this allows them to write rules
for our economy that keep them on top while working families struggle to stay afloat; which in
turn a llows the wealthiest few to pump even more money into politics each year. As we lad1er,
rinse, and repeat in this vicious cycle, we take our democracy ever farther from the vision of
political equality embodied in the principle of one person. one vote.
As senators, every member of this Committee has had to run for office in our big money system:
so you know thi s problem better than most. You know. for example, that an yone wanting to run
for a seat in the Unit.ed States Senate need s to raise $3,300 eve1y single day for six years just to
16
match the median winner. 15 This equals the total income the average worker earns in a month.

Put another way, more than 2,000 times over the course of six years you have to be able to go out
and find people who can give you $3,000 or $4,000 in just one day. And who are those
contributors'? Most of them are not your typic~I constituents. One of your colleagues, Senator
Chris Murphy, was admirably frank about Who he is reaching out to when dialing for dollars and
the effect that has on the type of worldviews he' s exposed to on a daily basis. When making
fundra ising appeals, he said he's "not call[ing] anyone who could not drop at least $1 ,000,"
17
people who he estimated make at least $500,000 to $1 million per year.

1
'

Id. at I; Id. al 234.

15 Adam Lioz & Karen Shanion. 71ie ,\Jon«I•Chme: ,\fu1•i11g Fl'om Biq \lf/11<'1; D()mi11qm·~ i11 th,• !f)/.J,\lidteni•s /1> a
Small Donor Dwimcr"Cl'. DEMOS (2015).
ttt Jfediun usual wetA1'· earnings of&ll 11i11tt u~vue 1.nul salon· "'rwkrrs bv sex. g11qni!1·!,· gw!rages se,1so11gl/v
,,djmted, BUREAU OF LA.SOR STA11STICS (2016 ).

" Paul Blumenthal, "Chris Murphy· 'Soul-Cn1shihg' Fundr:u~in• is Bad for Congn:,,;·
HUFFINGTON POST (May 7. 2013).
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I talked a lot more about carried in1crest inside of\ha1 call room 1hnn I did in the supermarket . .
[The people I'm calling.] have fundamentally different problems than other pe.ople. And in
Connecticut especially, you spend a lot oft1mc on the phone with people who work in the
financial marke.ts. And so you're hearing a lot about prohle.ms that ba11kers have a.nd not a lot of
problems that people who work at the mill in Thoma~ton. Conn., have. You ce1tainly have to stop
Md check yourself. 18
Senator Murphy is not alone. In the 2012 elcct1ons, 64 percent of the money your Senate
colleagues and their ekctron opponenL~ raised from individ ual donors came in contributions of ut
teasr $ 1,000, from just 0.04 percent of the population. 19
That doesn'tj ust skew your col hJagues' worldviews; it acts as a critical barrier to entry. Most
Americans can't hope to raise that much money from so few people-they just aren't that well
conn<Jcted lo the one percent of the one percent. This i~ one of the reasons the SenatcJ has far
fewer women than it shoulcl. and only 10 African Amcrlcaps, Latinos, or Asian Amcricans. 20
The Supreme Court Distor ts Our Democracy
This is certainly nor the democracy our Constitution mandmes, or the one the public wants or
deserves. Rather, this ts the distorted democracy that Supreme Court decisions have forced upon
us--,,o broken system where ihe size of our wallets determines the strength of our voices.
Supreme Court rulings have played a Cl!ntral roJc in creating and sustai ning the current crisis.
The justices· flawed approach 10 money in politics has shredded a series of common-sense
protections against the power of special interests and wealthy individuals.11
At the heart of this flawed approach is the misgu ided notion that the people and our
representatives may .limrt political contributions or spendin~ only to fight corruption or its
appearance. narrowly defined as cash-for-vo1es exchanges.·i Fighting corruption is important.
but clean govcmance is not the only value at stake when concentrated wealth meets public
power. There are also critical questions at play regarding the intt:grity of our democracy, full
participation in our political system, and the relationship between economic mighcand political
po1vcr.

Over several dec:ades, the. Court has struck down some of the most effective common,sense
protections against big money. t~king the following policy options off the table: limits on how
" Iii.
'" Blair Bowie & Adam Lioz. lli~-Qp//ur /Jgll!i!<TllCT The T it1>1W~d\'"1l'd R1•/e <1{,\1011,•1
DEMOS & U.S. PIRG F.OUC/\TION fuND (January 201 3).

//1 1!11t ~Ill) U 1M l<>11>,

!<> Sheryl Estrada, '"l11e 11 5'' Con!!rMs Not a Model for Diversitv • DIV61\$1TY. INC. (January 4, 20 11).
J\d~nl rJoz. Brs:.._1kim: tit;; l lcwus (·\·ch . Rt.·~~Wl/Jf! OllJ' {),,,,1f!cr11L'l'4tntfOur f.'A.Ohtlfm' (H Tl'un.vh>rn1il>e
S11mw111t Co111·1's /o'/1lh'<'tl Am1roud1 l<J .\/1111"1 ill f'oliti"·.1·, DEMOS (December 2015}
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much personal or family wealth candidates can spend on their own campaigns; limits on total
candidate spending; limits on contributions to, or spending by, individuals or groups supposedly
not connecred to candidates' campaigns: I imits on contributions to ballot initiatives; bans on
corporate spending on ballot initiatives; strict contribution limits set at levels that average
Americans can afford to give: bans on corporate spending on candidate elections; providing
additional "matching funds" to publicly financed candidate"s who face big money spending by
opposing candidates or interest groups; and limits on the total amount o.ne wealthy donor can
contribute to candidates, parties, and political committees in an election cycle."
A recent Demos report called Court Cash: 2016 Election Money Resulling Directly Fram
Supreme Court Rulings quantified the Court's impact for the first time. 24 We found tha t
Supreme Coun rulings enabled more than $3 billion in 2016 e lection spending, inclt1dingmore
than three-quarters of the money spent in the most competitive congressional races. 25

Federal Election Spending Attributable to
Supreme Court Rulings (2016)
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The most damaging Roberts Court rulings have been live-to-four decisions in which 1he
majol"ity' s basic assumptions about politics have bem proven false, including the idea tl1atsocnlled "independent expenditures'' nre actually independent of candidates and can't be
corrupting. or that disclosure Jaws would be comprehensive or effective by themselves in reining
in the influence of big rnqney. 2'' With a Supreme Court responsive tp the fuels rathe·r than
ideology we could end Super PA Cs and get corporate money back out of our eJe.c tions.
Judge Gorsuch's Confirmation Would Threaten R4.'maining Pro tections

The next Supreme Court justice will have a pivotal ro le in ensuring our Constitution protects the
rights and voices ofalT Americans. We need a ninthjus!iee. who understands that a true
democracy cat11101 elevate big money over the voices of otdin:1ry people and who will be open to
reasonab le limits on campaign spending. BLIL from all we know of his record, Judge Neil
Gorsuch would take us further down the Roberts Court's extreme path.
Judge Gorsuch models himself after- Justice Scalia, an extreme skeptic of protections· against big
money, and his own record speaks volumes. 27 Judge Gorsuch has faced two dirc.ctly relevant
cases. Ln Hobby Lobby, he voted to expand First Amendment rights for corp<>rations, building on
Citizens U11ited's troubling logic.28 In Riddle v. Hickenlooper, be signaled openness to applying
the harshest possible standard of review to campaign contribution limits-giving financial
contributions a level of' protection that the Supreme Court has not always afforded even our
precious right to vote.~ 9
"' Lawrence Norden&:: Jris Zh~ng~ l;-i.lt:r Clt..•ck.· lf 'lt1111lu1 Snnremtt Cnurl Om IJi'rmg in i t.\
IJ<!d<imr, TH~ aRENNAN C~NT6 R FOR JUSTICE (January :W 17).
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Adani Liptak. " In Juch:e .Neil Gorlut.h. on E,,hCI M Scalia In Philo<ophv and St' le," THE NEW YORK TIM~S
(January 3 1, 1017).
1
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Judge Gorsuch's Riddle concurrence is notable because he went our of his way to " 'rite an
opinion to discuss a matter-the potential for strict scrutfoy-thaL was not necessary to decide
the case; and because he cited non-majority opinions by Justice Thomas and Chief Justice Burger
suggesting that all contribution limits should be subject to this type ofrevlew. 30 Given, the
opportunity by Senaror Klobuchar to clarify his perspective on the subject during this hearing,
Judge Gorusch shed no meaningful light on his views.31
Taken together. these opinions show that Judge Gorsuch would be receptive to the anticipa1cd
anacks .on our few remaining democratic safeguards. even a relati ve ly narrow reading suggests
he would vote co sirike down the current bans on both soft money cuntriburions to political
parties and corporations contributing directly 10 candidates.1l lf c.oniirmed, he could bave the
opportunity ro do so in short order. The Supreme Court could hear a sof~ money challenge soon:
and an ongoing case in Texas presents a challenge to the corporate ban.3'
Judge Gorsuch's opini<ms also appear to take ono more step towards app lying '·strict scrutiny" to
all contribution limits. We could see jurisdrctions required to supply an ahsurd level of evidence
to justify c0h1mo11-sense limits-such as proving the going rate to bribe local politicians is
$5,001 to support a $5,000 contribution limit. Ultima1ely, dozens of contribution limit&could he
wiped away, creating a Wild West atmosphere for donors and politicians.
rn a world where Judge Gorsuch joins a majority bloc of pro-big: money justices. the vicious
cycle churns ever faster. Large corporations and wealthy individuals enjoy virtually unlimited
ability to 1ranslare their economic might into political power. Our legislatures and other elected
offices become even more skewed by race and class; policy becomes even more tilted towards
the preferences of a donor class that 1s dispropor1iona1ely male and largely excludes people of
color; and working families and people of color across the nation continue to fall behind
cconomic11lly and be alienated politically. 34
lt1 this world , we could return to the s.cancl:lt-plagued days of unl1mi\ed soft money contribu1io11~
to political partres.3; We could see oil companies, Wall Street banks, and secr~.t money groups

'"Riddle v. //icl«'l1/(J(lper. 74:! F.3d 922. 31 ( 10'0 C'ir. 2014).
11
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giving directly to candidates-something that hasn't happened since 1907 .3, J\nd we could see
contribution limits foll across the country. encouraging politicians lo seek out only ~he views of
the largest check-writers and ignore the middle and working classes.
Let's not forget what life was like before we banned corporations from dominating our politics in
the tirst place. Workers were run rag~d in round-the-clock shills with meager pay, and
regularly died on thejob. 37 The right oflaborers to form a union w~s not protected by state or
federal law, and union org;mizers often faced violence.Jg The massive gup between rich and poor
Americans was espedally apparent to labor organizer Mary Harris ("Mother") Jones who notked
a breakout of Yellow Fever was killing predomin1tntly poor and working class peor.le. while
wealthy individuals had the resources to avoid the disease or get proper trcatmenL 'She
described the conditions at the turn of the 1\venticth Century that drove hct organizing:
Hours of work down under ground were cruel Jy long. Fourteen hours a day was not uncommon.
thirteen. twelve. The lire or limb of1he miner was unprotec1ed by any Jaws. Families lived in
company-owned shacks that were not lit for thllir pigs. Children died by 1b_. hundreds due to the
ignorance and poverty of 1heir parents.•0
It was against this backdrop of robber barons hoarding wealth at the expense of the poor and
vulnerable that our longstanding history of limiting corporate political contri butions emerged.

ruuds partie; used lo milk< contrihutions to to~-exempl !;f<Jups. which in wn1 used 1hc funds Ill p~y for d ectit111-

'"'"tl'd nctivitics.~ lJ, a\ +565.

•• Se~. e.g., S. RE~. No. 113-223, al 9 (.2014) (citin,g Ti lhnnn Act, 34 Stm. 864 (1907)).
;r See JANNJ:tTE THOMAS GRJ;£NWOOO. T11£Gll. DFD Ar.E: A H1smav t }ll l)OCUMF,NTS S7-59 (Oxford Vniv. Press
'2003). Author Jilnnettc Greenwood noies:
As late as 1907. 5()0.000 workers were killed or injurell.,,ch y<?'ar. WMlms 111 he<ivy industry-such ~s
sll'chnaking. mining. and rsil-road9'-were espccialiy wsccp1iblc. Approximately 2,000 coal miner~ died
every year from mine explosions Md cave-ins. Jn 1·893 aloue. 433 m~n died while anempting to couple
railway cars. \\lorkel'S had littl• rrtoursc Jor being compons~te<! by negl igent companies. Liability laws
limited t)1c responsibillty of cM1panie;; to such an extent that workers rarely re<:eivcd res1i1ulio11. While
illdusirializcd nations in westcm Europe. such as Germany and Great Britain. provided srntc-funded
accident insurance for workers, thf! Uni1od States lagged far behi11d,
fd. 01 ,59, Nor were workers <JOmrensated adoqualo(y for their work: "'[a ]round 1900, lhe average \\1oge for workers
in manufacwring was around 21 .6 ooms an hour. and tli.c workweek lasted six ten -hour days. Averag" annual
earnings were $490, with no compensulion lbr time off:' Id at 57.

" See ge11eraf/y id at 49-65 ("'Chaptc~ Thr<e: The Sorro"'~ of Labor"'). The 1nflhor _points out that while neither sta(t'
liur foderal low' prolccte<l laborcrs' righl to organi1..c. "throughout th~ Gilded Age govemmentofficials sddom
hesitated to send slate nilli1ias and fa\leral troops to qud l labor unresL" Id. al 50·$ I.

"See id at 49.
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The Pu blic is Demand ing Change
The public is counting on this Committee. and the Senate as a whole. not to let this happen again.
Americans are deeply concerned about the impact of concentrated wea lth on our democracy and
under5tand the role of the Cou11. Ninety• four percent of voters believe that the power of big
money in politics is a problem, and 90 percent say that the Supreme Court plays an impor1ant
role in selling the rules!'
This is reflected in the fact that 110 members of Congress have taken the unusual step of writing
to !his Comminee to re.quest that its members press Judge Gorsuch on his record and views on
money in politics.' 2 This call was joined in a similar lettu from 121 organizations representing
m!llio11s of members conct'med with democracy. civil rights, workers' rights, environmental
pro1cctio11. faith val ues, and more,. 4J
Outside the BeltWlly. this is not a partisan issue at all. Nineiy-onc percent of Presidenr Trump's
own voters thought it was important that he appoint someone to lhe Supreme Court who fs open
to limiting big moncy.44 Seventy percent of Republicans say that Congress should reject any
nominee "who will help the wea lthy and privileged wield too much power in our e!ections."45
In fact. 85% of Americans believe we need fundamental changes to our sys1cm for funding
political campaii.ns.46 The influence of special Interest money is the biggest problem voters have
with politicians. 7
'fhe American people are demanding change to a political system tha1 favors the already-wealthy
and well-connected. Put simply, Judge Gorsuch has 1101 shown sufficient commitment to our
constitutional values ofliberty, equality. and justice for all to earn Demos· support. or yours. We
urge you to vote against Judge Gorsuch 's contirma1ion. and tell your constituents that a key
reason you did was to stand with them over big mone)'. They will thank you.

"
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TESTIMONY OF FATIMA GOSS GRAVES
SENIOR VICE PRES IDENT FOR PROGRAM ANO PRESIDENT-E LECT,
NATIONAL WOMEN'S LAW CENTER
BEFORE T HE COMMITTll:E ON THE JUDICIARY
UNITED STATES SENATE
HEARJNG ON THE: NOMINATION OF NEIL GORSUCH TO
BE AN ASSOClATE JUSTICE OF THF: UN ITED STATES SUPREME COl.JRT

March 23, 2017
My name is Fatima Goss Graves and I am Senior Vice President for Program and
Presidem-Elcct of the National Women's Law Center ("Center''). The Center was founded in
1972 -and has been involved tn virtually every major effort to secure and defend women's legal
rights over those last four decades. I very much appreciate your invitation to testify before the
Committt>e on behalf of the Center on an issue of such profound importance - the nomination of
Neil Gorsuch to be an Associate Justice of the Uni1ed States Si.lpreme Col1rt J ask that my full
written statement and the Center's report on Judge Gorsuch' s record re/Crenccd therein be
submitted for the record.
Every Supreme CoW1 Justice makes an enormous difference on the Court and a single
justice can shitpe the court for generations to come. There is no question that Judge Gorsuch has
di5tinguished credentials. Btlt the inqui ry docs not end there. Each nominee also has the burden of
demonstraung, as an affinnative matter, not only that he or she meets the necessary req uirements
of honesty. integrity. charncler, temperame.nt, intellect, and lack of bias in applying the law, but
also a commitment to protecting the rights of ordinary people, riglns embedded in core
constitutional prfnciples and statutes that include protections for women's most central legal
rights.
The Center has analyzed Judge Gorsucli 's record, paying close attention to his writings
and decisions. This record reveals a troubling l'attern of narrowly interpreting !he legal principles
upon which women a.cross the nation rely every day. Based on this analysis, the Center opposes
the confirmation of Judge Gorsuch to the Supreme Court. A full description of the Center's
analysis can be found in our rcporl, ,fudge Neil Go rsuch's Record on Women's Lcg:il Rights
Confirms Trumr·s Prnmiscs - a.ml Women's Wor·st F~ rs. In my testimony, I will s.ummarize
the. report's key findings, focusing on three critical areas of the law: (I) women's health and
reproductive rights: (2) antidiscrimination p.rotections: and (3) deference to government agency
interpretations of the laws they are charged with !mplemcming.
Before delving into these concerns it is Important to underscore the highly unusual and
troubling process thac led to Judge Gorsuch's nomination. It came after extraordinary obstruction
preventing even a cOllfirmatfon heating lo r D.C. Circuit Chief Judge Meirick Garland. Jt a lso
came following repeated and unprecedented promises ffom President Trnmp. First, President
Trump guaranteed that his Supreme Court nominees would vote to uveriurn Roe v. Wade.
Sccol)d, he said char he would nomina1e a Justice "in 'lhe mold'' of the late .lusrice Scalia, a justice
whose legal -approach would limi t women's legal rights in numerous fundamental ways. Third.
President Trump promised to only select someone who appcar(}d on lists approved by the
IJetitage Foundation and the Federalist Society-in effect, outsourcing the vett ing of his Supreme
Court nominees to the>e right-wing groups. It's worth paosingto point our that in its 45 years, the
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Center has never been told, publicly or privately. that the President wou ld limit his selection to a
list we, or the coalitions of which we have be,en a part, approved.
l.

Hostility Towards Longsta nding Legal Protections for Reproductive Rights and
Realth.

Turning to the area of reproductive rights and health, Supreme Court decisions have an enonnous
impact on whether-the constitutional right to privacy and liberiy, including an individual's right 10
abortion and birth cont rol, has true meaning in the lives of people in this country.
A review of Judge Gorsuch' s writings and opinions in this area raises serious concerns. Judge
Gorsuch has consistently written ;;tnd ruled in ways that would underntine these rights and
protections, particularly for reproductive rights and health. 1lis record shows hostility to the
constitutional right to pri vacy, he has criticized Supreme Court abortion jurisprudence, supported
an anti-abortion politician's effort to defund Planned Parenthood withour legal basis to do so, and
allowed the professed religious beliefs of employers and other institutions to override women's
own access to birth C<)rttrol and abortion.

Hostility to the Conslitufional Right to Priva'J" In his 2Q06 book. The F11111re of Assisted Suicide
and E11t'1a11asia, Judge Gorsuch evinces a general hostili1y towar:ds constitutional prote,ctions of
personal autonomy. 1 He ;irgued tllat a broad reading of the Constitution·s protections of personal
and intimate decisions creates a slippery slope, which could end in allowing acts suc.h as
polygamy or consensual duels.2 In fact~ the Constitution's protection of personal and intimate
decisions is the basis for the right to obtaln birth conlroI for married and single people. to enter
into consensual same-sex sexual relati onships. to marry., and to decide how to rear one's children,
in addition to whether to have an abortion.
With respect to the right to aborti on, Judge Gorsuch sought to minimize the impact of the
Supreme Court•s decision in f'lannedl'arenthnod v. Casey. which - in addi tion to reaflirming the
central premise of Roe v. Wade - reaffimted that the Constitution protects those decision,s that are
among ··u1e most intimate and personal choicesa person makes in a lifetime. ~ Judge Gorsuch has
described core passages in Casey as ·'no more than dicta"~ and ·'arguably inessential,"' to the
Court's decision. Instead, Judge Gorsuch has arg11ed chat the Court·s decision in Casey was only
the result ofs/are decisis-or respect for Cou rt precedent. and not based on the merits of the right
itself
Ex/1•e111e Defetence 10 Poli1ical Efforts to Dejimd Pla11ned Parenthood for lmproper Purposes.
l'lanned l'aremhood Association of Uta/I v. Herbert involved an attempt by the governor of Utah
to strip the Utah Planned Parenthood affiliate of critical fonding, which would have led to
individuals losing aceess to STI testing, health education. and essential preventive care, The
governor's move came as part of a wave of political efforts arowid the country to stri p Planned
Parenthood of funding follo1ving the release of misleading and inllammatory videos by an antiabonion group.

A three-judge panel of the Tenth Circuit lemporarily blocked the governor's attack on Planned
Parenthood on the grounds that it violated the "unconstitutional conditions doctrine" - which
prevents the government from withholding funds to impose a condition that crea.tes a watver of a
con~1it utional right. The court granted Planned Parenthood's motion for a preliminary injunction,
finding that it was likely to prevai l in its claim that the govemor withdrew runds in order to
retaliate against Planned Parenthood for exercising its constitutional rights, under the Ist and 14th
Amendments, relying largely on statemenrs made by the admlnedly antiabortion governor.
including that he did not think that the videos depicted any unlawful c.onduct in the stiite of Utah.
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After the panel's decision, rieither parry asked for 1he decision to be reviewed. but in a step
characterized by a l'enth Circuit judge as ·'extraordinary" and "unusual," one judge on the Tenth
Circuit called for the entire court to rehear the case.6 In the hearing before the Senate Judiciary
C!;>1nmlttee, llld_ge Gorsuch said 1hat he was the judge calling for rehearing. The Tenth Circ.uit
refused to consider the case again, witb Judge Gorsuch dissenting, arguing that the fu ll court
should have reviewed the c.ase and deferred to the Govemor·s stated reasons for defunding
Planned Parenthood, even though the Governor had since dropped the matter, Judge Gorsuch's
will ingness to take such unusual procedural steps, and to credit the demonstrably baseless reasons
initially provided by the Governor for stripping funding. in order to achieve a result that would
leave women without essential health care services, demonstrates how fat he \vo1,ild st rerch rhe
law and court proc.esses to limit women's reproductive rigllls and health,

Allowing Corporations' ReligiOL~v Belii:fa to Override Women's insurance Coverage uf
Comraceplion. On two vccasions. Judge Gorsuch has addressed challenges to the birth control
benefit in the Affordable Care Act. which requires health insurance plans to ensure women have
coverage of all FDA-approved mechods of birth conirol \~ithO\lt cost-shiiring. ln both cases, his
opinions elevated the employer's asserted beliefs over !he health needs of women workers,
allowing an employcr·s religious beliefs to override employee;;' right 10 insurance coverage of
birth control. And in borh cases, his legal reasoning shO\t,red little regard for ihe harm imposed 011
the women denied coverage for contraception.
Jn Hobhy Lobby v. Sebelim, 723 FJd 1114 (10th Cir. 2013), Judge Gorsuch joined the decision
preceding the Supreme Cou11's Hobby Lobby decision. and also wrote a separate concurring
opinion_The case presented a challenge to the birth control benefit under the Religious Freedom
RestorationAct(RFRA), which requires couns to determine lfa ptirson's religious exercise rightS
have been "substantially burden[ed]" and if so. first. whether the l11w both funhers a compelling
government inlere>I thar can jU$1ify the burden and second, \Vhether the law ts namiwly tailored
to further the interest. 7
Citing to Cirizens Uhited v. FEC,s the Tenth Circuit held that closely-held for-profit corporations
like Hobby Lobby'-i! commercial craft store chain employing more than 13,000 people-can be
"persons" vJith religious beliefs and that such employers can use their asserted religious beliefs to
block employees· insurance coverage of birth control, despite the burden placed on the women
denied the coverage.° Jt was a fractured opinion. but Judge Gorsuch joined che decision in its
entirety, lncludi:n.g the extreme holding that promoting gender equality and public health were
not compelling government interests in the majority's opinion.
Judge Gorsuch also wrote a separate concu1rence rocused specifically on the Hobby Lobby
owners. where he argued not only tha1 the owners had standing to bring. claims against the birth
control be.nefit. but also elaborated on the substantial burden guestton, giving near absolute
deference to the plaintiffs' articulation of what constitutes a substantial burden. He argued the
individual plaintiff>' plain assertion was dete-rminative. Judge Gorsucl1's reilding wou ld render
meaningless RFRA ·s requiremi;:nt that courts de.tem1int1 whether a regulation imposes a
substantial burden. And here he also did not even acknowledge the impact on !he women who
would lose insurance coverage under his approach. and the ~erious financial burden on women
and their tamilies. 10
The case went to the Supreme Court, which decided in 20 14 by a 5-4 vote that certain b~sinesses
like Hobby Lobby arc ·'persons" capable of exercising religion under RFRA and can bring
religious exercise claims under that law. 11 Unlike the Ten1h Circliit majority that included Judge
Gorsuch, however. the Supreme Court majority opinion assumed 1he benefit forwarded a
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compelling interest, 11 and five Justices explicitly affinned that the birth control bendit adva1ices a
compelHng interest in women's health and well-being. I) Because the Court found that the birth
control requirement was not narrowly tailored to acc.ommodate that interest, 1he Court poimed to
the availability of an accommodation, which allowed certain non-pro!il employers to opt our uf
the benefit by fi ll ing ollf paperwork to notify either 1heir insurance plan or the federal government
of thetr ohjectioru.. finding that the effect of !he accommodation on women would be "precisely
zero." 14 This stands in sharp contrast to the decision by t·he Tenth Circuit, which disregarded the
needs of the women workers, and Judge Gorsuch's additiona l concurre11ce. which gave the
workers no mention at all.
Following Hobby Lt>bby. 1he Tenth Ci1'Cuit considered Li11Le Si.~lers of Jhe Poor'" B111111elt. 799
P.3d 1315 ( 10th Cir. 2015). a RFRA chaJlenge to that very accommodation offered to non-profit
organi1.ati ons. In thi s case, the non-profit employers who qualified for the accommodation
c.lairned that the si mple act of filling out a form opting out of coverage was too burdensome. /\ fter
1he Tenth Ci rcui1 decided against the objecting employers, the entire Circuit Court decided not to
review the decision en bane. However. Judge Gorsuch joined a dissent that went far beyond the
Supreme Court's Hobby Lobby precedent. The dissent argued thac even the accommoda1ion
constituted a substantial burden on religious exercise. Eight of the nine circuit courts of appeals !o
consider this question found that the accorrnnodatlon was not a substantial burden. rs relying on
the Supreme Court·s own language in /fohhy Lobby. Again, even afler the Supreme Court in
Hobby Lobby instrw:.te.d that as part of RPRA 's balancing test courts must consider the impact on
worrten. the dissent Judge Gorsuch joined in Lillie Sislers did not address I.he women who would
lose essential birth control covemge ifiheir employe.rs' claims prevailed.16 ln contrast, when the
Supreme Ccmrt later considered the issue in Zubik v. Burll'ell. 11 the Court remanded the case.
instructing 1he parties to "arrive at an approach going forward that accomJ11odates petitioners'
religious exercise while at the same time ensuring that women covered by petitioners' heal th
plans receive full and equal health coverage. including contracepti ve CO\'er'.ige.'' 18
Judge Gorsuch' s willi ngness to give near-absol ute deference to employers maki ng RFRA
challenges - and virtually no regard to the burden on \\/omen - could have major adverse
consequences for women' s health and rights, and be applied to lim.it a broad range of rights and
protections of individuals.
II.

Approach Would Limit Antid iscrimination Prntcction~.

The Supreme Court de1errnines the reach of critical tintidiscrimination protections at work, iit
school, in federal spending, and beyond. But just as Judge Gorsuch's record in cases involving
reproductive rights elevate the rights of corporate employers and hospitals over women's rights to
their own religious beliefs, health care, and personal antonomy, his approach 10
ant idiscrimination protections. particularly in ~he workp lace, works to the dlsadVantage of
women.

"Backwards-Lookin1(' Approach to Conslillllional Protection Agc1inst Sex Discri111l11alion. Judge
Gorsuch has embraced o:ri approach to judging that evokes Jus1ice Scalia's brand of textualism
and originalism - one that led Justi ce Scalia to vote 19 against longstanding heightened protection
of women from i;OVemment-sponsored sex discrimination. Judge Gorsuch wrote that
judges should strive (if humanly and so imperfectly) to apply the law as it is.
focusing backward, 11otforward (ern pha5iS added), and looking to text. structure,
and history to decide what a reasonable reade.r at the time of the events in
question wou ld have understood 1he law to be ...• 10
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This ·'backwards" approach. if applied to the Equal Protection Clause of the Constitution. called
into question 1vhetber Gorsuch would adhere to the longstanding heightened scrutiny standard for
review1ng sex discrimination if confi1111ed to Lhe Supreme Court. Moreover, it is !it!le comfort
that Judge Gorsucb has accurately described heightened scrutiny for race and sex discrimination
under the Equal Protection Clause as it now stands. given the narrow way he has applied these
standards in practice.ll for example. Judge GorsL1ch joined an opinion su1nmarily concluding that
a public en1ployer's . decision ro bar a transgender employee from usinfi the restroom that
confonued to her gender identity did not violate the Equal Protection Clause. •

Evidence of Endorsement of Discri111ina1ory Prt;ictices. Before turning to Judge Gorsuch's
decisions on women's legal prolec.tions in the workplace. it is imp_ortant to address a recent letter
s ubmiued to the Senate Judiciary Committee. That letter, written by a former University of
Colorado Law s!udenL stares that Judge Gorsuch made a series of disturbing c:omrnentS in a Legal
Ethics and Professionalism course thal he taught in 2016: according to the student. Judge Gorsuch
indicated that women commonly manipulate employers by accepting jobs wirhout disc lo~ing their
plans to become pregnant. accept in~maternity benefits from their employers, and then failing to
return to work after maternity leave.
Siatements that companies can and indeed must ask women (and only women) about their plans
in regard lo family and pregnancy in order ro protec1 corporate interesls are wildly at odds wilh
long$tanding protections against pregnancy discrimination and other forms of sex discrimination
at work. 2' There are two possible interpretations of Judge Gorsuch· s alleged statements - and
either should be considered disqualifying. The first is !hat employers should disregard rhe law.
putting their own perceived financial self-in1erest above !heir le.gal obligations to treat female.
applicants and employees fairly. The second is that, given the opporttmity, Judge Gorsuch would
seek to overturn the long-established principle that denying women employment oppommities
beq1usc they have children or because they may have cnildren in the future. is one of the most
persisrent and harmful fo1ms of sex discrimination.15 relegating wurnen to seeoond-class stallls at
work. Atier al l. the statements cenainly imply that employers should be permi!'led to reject female
app licants based on their intention to have a family, while making no such queries or judgments
as to male applicants,

Deferring lo employers in discriminution claim.(. The reponed s1atements by Judge Gorsuch
regarding female job applicants are inconsistent with both the letter and purpose of Title VII (as
well as 1he Family and Medical Leave Act). But !hey are in many ways consistent with Judge
Gorsuch's record in employment discrimi nation cases, where he has demonstrated a repeated
tendency to narrowly construe \vorkplacc antfd iscriminalion protections and reflexively d.:fer to
employers' stated rationales for adverse employment actions against employees. even when this
means ignoring applicable precedent. Judge Gorsuch has favored employers in discrimination
cases: He ruled for th~ e~pl oyer in.a foll ni,n~ ou~ of 12,fublished e~ploymcm discrlm_ination
d<!Cls1ons he au1hored;~ issued a mixed decision m two.· and ru led for !he employee 111 only
one.~8 Examples ofwomen 29 in many workplace settings who were denied relief in cases it1 which
he participarcd include:

•

Belt~ Pinkerton alleged that in December 2002. her supervisor began to sexually harass
her: Over tbe next f\VO months. on multiple occasions he asked Pinkerton questions
abom her sexual habits, her breast size, and about whether she missed being with me.11
since her divorce, and he asked to have lunch at her house.. In February 2003. Pinkerton
reported his conduct. Over dissent, Judge Gorsuch joined an opinion in Pinkarton v.
Colo. Dep ·1 of Transportation. ruling ag!linst Pinkerton on !he basis that her failure to
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•

•

repo1t the harassment for two months was unreasonable. even though discre1e remarks
only become a pattern of harassment over time and upon repetition. i\s the dissenting
judge observed, it will olten take multiple inappropriate Statements to constllUte sexual
ha.ras$lnent under law - "a hostile environment must be intolerable, and ofien it may lake
more than one inappropriate statement for the environment 10 become intolerable."31
Moreover, two momhs is hardly a long period of time for an employee to wait to
complain. Not only did Judge Go)'Such's approach ignore the law, it ignored the nature of
workplace harassment and the workplace realities that the law is designed tp'l!ddress.
Carole Strickland alleged 1hat I1er supervisors subjected her to continual criticism and
imposed standards on her that were not imposed on the male employees in her positiun
(at least ooe of whom traikd her on ev~ry sales mi.:asore).3i She fin111ly felt forced to
leave her job. In Strickland v. U11i1ed Parcel Service, the Tenth Circuit panel reversed and
remanded the district court's judgment as a matter of law for the employer on her sex
discrimination claim - but Judge Gorsuch dissented. He argued that Strickland had failed
to produce evidence demonstrating that her supervisor treated her less fuvorably than her
male cow1terparts. As the majority noted. however. le$timony from multiple coworkers
established that Strickland was treated differently from her male counterparts and
subjected to requirements U1at were not imposed on them, even as she outperformed some
of them. Judge Gorsu~h's dissent demonstrates his tendency m construe facts in the light
most favorable to the employer. even when. as here, the applicable legal standard
demands that the facts be viewed in lhe Ilg.hi most favorable 10 the employee.
When Grace Hwang was diagnosed with leukemia. she was provided six months of leave
for treatment by the university that employed her. She then requested addllional leave
through the end of the semes1er, because there was a Ou epidemic on campus and her
immune system '"11S compromised by treatment. She offered 10 Wi'Jrk from home,
including online teach ing, but the university refused. claiming that employees were
entitled to a maximum of six months of leave pursuant to its policy. w ith no exccptions. 3~
Hwang argued that her employer's refusal to accommodate her disabi lity by allowing her
to work from home violated the Rehabilitation Act. Judge Gorsuch disagreed. writing in
Hwang v. Kan.~av St(Ife Urriversily. that an employee who \vas unable to work for more
than six months was categorically unable to perform the e.ssential duties of her position,
discounting her avai lability to work front home. lo rejecting her claim, Judge Gorsuch
ignored the Rehabilitation i\ct's requirement that employers evaluate accommodation
requests on a case by case basis, rather than imposing inflexible rules about what forms
of <iccommodation are rea.sonable. Indeed, other courts have declined to adopt the
standard he set out, which narrows the law·s protections..J->
Rebecca Kastl , a transgender woman, was barred fi'om using the women's restroom at the
sc/\ool dislricr where she worked \lllti l she could prove she had comple(ed gender
reassignment surgery.;; She was then terminated. Judge Gorsuch joined a memorandum
opinion in Kasi/ v. .Maricopa Cu11111y Community Colfcge District, finding tha1 the
employer'.s actions did not constitute unlawful gender discriminaHcm. The court
acknowledged its own precedent escablished tha1 discrimination against a trnnsgender
indlvidua.J for faifore to conform 10 gender norms constitutes sex discrimination, but
nonetheless found that Kastl had failed to demonstrate that tha district's decision to ban
her from the restroom in fact W'dS based on her gender, rather than on "safety concerns."
But the decision to ban her from the restroom based on her transgender scatus should
have been considered facially discriminatory. The p1.1nel 's reasoning has been rejected by
the EEOC,~0 conflicts with the multiple federal court.s of appeals decisions tliat have
affirmed that discriil1ination on the basis of gender identity constitutes sex
discriminatiou." Md re lies on the outmoded, patemalistic idea that discriminatfon is
justified by a need to protect women. The ca.se again demonstrates Judge Oorsuch's
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tendency to refJexh•ely defer to employers' stated rationales. even in the face of legal
standards and precedent that support the employee.
UI. Lack of Deference to Federal Agencies W hen T hey Support the Rights oflndividua ls.
Federal agencies have the legal rcsponslbilily to in1erpreL implement. and enforce core labor and
employment right$. as well as civtl rights protections in the context of education, health care, and
elsewhere. Through their day-to-day work fulfilling these responsibilities, agencies build deep
practical purposes. the contours
expertise in thcsG issues. Otten age,n cy regulations define. for
of the protec1ions esrablished by statute,

an

/\ critical legal principle that respects the authority and expe1iise of federal agencies is "Clzevro11
deference," whereby the judicial branch defers to agencies' reasonable interpretarions of federal
law. Judge Gorsuch has directly questioned tbis longstanding Supreme Court precede,nt requiring
judicial deference to government agency interpretations of laws when Congress l1as granted the
agency authority to interpret and implement rhe law fn question .' 8
EJimiJ1ating or limiting. such deference could result in real-world adverse conseqw.·ncc.s for
women. Foe example, the Department of Education' s Title IX regulations and guidance Interpret
the law 's core protection against sex discrimination in education. Among other 1hings, these
regulations and guidance define and clarify school's obligations to ensure equal athletic
opportunities to girls. to accommodate pregnant and parenting students. and to address sexua.1
assault. As just one example, in 1979. the Departmeni of Education published a policy guidance
explaining how schools Should promote equal ath letics opportunities for girls. Today. uearly LS
0
million more high school girls participate in sports than they did the year before the guidance:'
The lack of deference adv()caled by Judge Gorsuch for suc.;h guidance, however, could have made
these regulations susceptlble to d:1aJlenge - foreclosing athletic opportunities for millions of girls.
In his jurisprudence. Judge Gorsuch bas repeatedly demonstrated reluctance to defer to agency
expertise in interpre!fng 1he laws rhat they lmplement and enforce, and this has often resulted in
concrete adverse consequences for workers. He has instead sought to substitute his own judgment
for agency interpretations and decisions, which 1hreatens lo undermine critical worker
protections. for example. in TrallsAm Trucking, Inc. , v. Admi11i!;1ra1ille Revi11w Bnard, 83J F.3d
1206 (10th Cir. 2016), Judge Gorsuch's dissent took 1he majority to 13.!ik for deferring to the
Departmem of Labor's inte11>retation of the whistleblower provision of a \\lorkplace health and
safety law. 1he Surface Transportation Assistance Act (ST/\/\). A Department of Labor
admi.nistrativt' law judge had ruled that the employer violated the ST AA when iL terminmed a
truck driver for foiling to stay in his tractor-trailer awaiting a repair person after he reported that it
broke down in subzero lemperatures. After waiting several hours in the extreme cold. the truck
driver unhitched the trailer and drove off, because he had no heat in his truck and could no longer
bear the cold, and becaust> he refused to drag the trailer with frozen brakes. as had been suggested
by dispatch. The administrative law judge ruled that the refusal to drag the trailer with frozen
brakes based on va lid safety c.oncerns was protected activity under the STAA, as it constituted a
refusal to "operate,. the vehicle because of safety concerns. The Tench Circuit majority defen-ed
to that interpretation of the law. Judge Gorsuch critic.l~ed the majority for deferring m the
agency's interpretation that the law protected lhe truck driver. becalJSe the agency had not raised
the issue of the legal defe~·ence to which its own interpretation of the whistkl>lower provision was
entitled. He wou ld instead have substituted his interpretation of the phrase " refuse to operate" for
the agency's. and upheld the driver's tennifllllion.
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Beyond educational opportunities and worker proiections, the failure 10 defer to agencies would
have serious implications in innumerable other areas of lhe la\v, from the environment to
consumer prote<:tions to the health and safety of people ln this country.

Conclusion
Every justice on the Supreme Court make-> a difference. with many critical cases decided by
narrow margins. Landmark decisions on women·s right to equality and liberty. marriage equality.
enforcement of anlidiscri1nination principles al work and at school, and voting rights, among
m~ny others. show why every vote on the Supreme Court counts.

The counrry needs just·ices 011 the Supreme Court who respect the core con."1itlrtional values of
liberty. equali'ly, and justice for all, and who respect laws designed to protect individuals against
unfair and hatmrul actions by employers, educational institutions, and other powerful forces. Yet
the kind of nominee that President Trump promised to appoint would e viscerate vital legal rights
and protections for those who tum to rhc courts for fairness. and most especially women. Indeed,
Judge Gorsuc.l1' s record demonstrates that he would fulfill the President's political promises, 10
women' s detriment. Indeed, if Judge Gorsuch is confinned to 1l lifetime poshlon on the Supreme
Court. women collld suffer the devastating impact of his decisitms for generations to come.

'A full two chapters of Judge Gorsuch' s book. which ts otherwise focused on arguing against allowing
medical aid io dying. an: dedica1ed to explaining and deconstructing arguments about personal autonomy
and 1he right lo medical aid in dying. He goes so far as to argue that if personal autonomy argumems
prevaik'<I it would have "ripple effe;;ts... on social and cultural norms" and points to instances of mass
suicides and cannibalism, implyi 0g incidents of this type of behavior would increase or even be made legal,
NEIL M . GORSUCH, THE FUTI.!RE OF ASSIS1'EO Sl' IC'IOF. ANO F.lJTHA'NASIA 99- 101 (Princeton Univ. Press
2006).
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Written Testimony of Patr.i ck Gallagher on the Senate Confirmation
Hearings for Judge Neil Gorsuch

We need strong environmental laws to safeguard the water we drink and the air we
breathe. The Clean Air Act, Clean Water Act and similar laws were enacted in the 1970s
because corporate polluters had fouled our air and water so badly that Congress steppect
into the breach. In the decades since, vigorous enforcement of environmental law has led
to the cleanup of dangerous pollution across this country and to substantial improvements
in the quality of our air and water. That progress could be undermined if Judge Gorsuch's
views take hold on the Supreme Court.
The Sierra Club believes that we must protect our democracy in order to protect our air,
water, and communities. Among other things. this means ensuring that corporations do not
have a louder voice than citizens in any branch of our government and citizens and
organizations have access to our courts. judge Neil Gorsuch's track record shows that he
cannot be relied on to guarantee either, which is why the Sierra Club opposes his
nomination.
Several factors lead the Sierra Club to oppose the nomination of Judge Gorsuch. First, judge
Go rsuch has expressed a consistent willinguess to dose the courthouse doors to citizens
and the public, even while holding them wide open for corporate and industrial
interests. Second, Congre.ss' wi.sdom in permitting citi'ilens to protect clean air and water
are particularly important now, in the face of an Administration that is openly hostile to
duly enacted laws that secure such protecHon. Third, Judge Goi:such's hostility to the
Chevron doctrine ecltoes the threats of the Trump administration to dismantle the EPA and
sister agencies, and bring the courts into technical and scientific disputes over aay ru le
opposed by industry. We cannot afford to appoint another justice whose ideology favors
corporate and industrial interests over the common goods of dean air, clean water and
wilderness.
In 2005, then government lawyer Neil Gorsuch penned an article in tl1e National Review
entitled "Liberals N' Lawsuits.'' In that article, Judge Gorsuch lamb;isted progressive groups
for resorting co the federal cou1·tsto remedy injustice. In what now seems an ominous
foretelling, Judge Gorsuch ended the article with this warning:
Finally, in the greatest of ironies, as Rep ublicans win presidential and Senate
electioas and thus gain increasing control over the judicial appointment and
con(Trmation process, the level of sympathy liberals pushing constitutional litigation
can expect in the courts may wither over rime, leaving the Left truly out in the cold.
Reportedly Judge Gorsuch has stated that he wishes the National Review piece would "just
disappear.'' llltps://eleclfanlawblog.orl!f?p='>1160. Unfortunately, the philosophy
espoused in the article has not disappeared. As di.scu~sed below, a pattern has begun to
emerge from Judge Gorsucb's opinions that suggests he disfavors lawsuits brought by
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citizens and environmental non-profits, and wiJI find ways to shut the courtho1.1se doors on
them.
Based on what we can glean from his writings, Judge Gorsuch holds an extremely limited
view of what the Constitution allows when ordina ry citizens se~k to protect their rights in
federal tou rt. This view, which goes even further than the view of late Justice Scalia's,
would severe.ly restrict citizen access to the courts by imposing jurisdictional hurdles. One
of these hurdles is the misinterpretation of Article III ofthe Constitution to create a nearlyimpassable test to prove a standing to sue-· a tactic that conservative judges deployed with
increasing activism under Justice Scalia to prevent environmental plaintiffs from protecting
our water and air from h-a rmfol polluti011.
The notion that the Separation of Powers demands a more burdensome standing test for
environmental plaintiffs has heen thoroughly debunked hy legal scholars.[1] While Justice
Scalia saw, and now Judge Gorsuch may see. an inter· branch conJlict in allowing- citizens to
take lo the courts to enforce environmental laws where the government has failed,
Congress and the Executive Branch have historically encouraged citizen enforcement as a
necessary supplement to government prosecution. For example, qui tam suits by citizens
alleging fraud on the government were specifically authorized by the first Congress and
continue to exist today. Congress has put citizen enforcement into almost every major
environmental law. 1'he Bnvironmental Protection Agency, created under President Nixon,
has consistently supported citizen enforcement of environmental law. All of this suggests
that Judge Gorsuch's contrary tendency to deny jurisdktion for pro-environmental litigants
demonstrates a different agenda than simply preserving eq ual branches of government .[ZJ
Sadly, polluters and corpor3tions fare mucl1 better getting into federal court in Judge
Gorsuch's world. In 20 11, the Energy and Environment Legal Institute ("EEL!") filed a
lawsuit against the State of Colorado's renewable energy standard ("RES") in federa l
court. EELI is a non-profit organization that promotes coal and denies the existence of
climate change; it was represented by David Schnare, a known antagonist of climate
scientists. The Sierra Clllb asked judge Gorsuch tu dismiss EEL! for lack of standing. as
none of its members had shown actual harm fron1 the Colonido RES. Judge Gorsuch
dismissed this argument in a footnote. Contrast that with tlte probing opinions Judge
Gorsuch issued in several cases, described below. where he denied environmental
advocates access to t;.he cou rth ouse, and this imbalance becomes clear.
Already, the federal courts typically welcome corporate plaintiffs who allege economic:
impacts from the imposition of pollution controls. Conversely. the environmental nonprofits or individual citizens who seek to vindicate the public's congressionally-conrerred
rights to protect a river or a lake from pollution are forced to jump through all kinds of
hoops just to get Into court, often to be turned away. That leaves the environmental
plaintiffs "out in the cold.'' to use Judge Gorsuch's words. We fear that a Justice Gorsuch
would greatly exacerbate the asymmetry between citizen and corporate plaintiff access to
the courthouse.
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Judge Gorsucb's limited environmental jurisprudence to date lends credence to this threat
assessment In the case New Mexico Off-Highway Vehicle Alliance v. U.S. Forest Service, the
Sterra Club and other non-governmental organizations ("NGOs") were granted intervention
to defend a Forest Service rule limiting off:. road vehicles in a national forest Neither the
government nor the off-road group objected to the NGO intervention. However, Judge
Gorsuch objected in a dissenting opinion that, according to bis interpretation of Federal
Rule of Civil Procedure 24, the NGOs should not be allowod to intervene in the case because
they were adequately represented by the Forest Service. The majority sharply criticized
Judge Gorsuch's reasoning and allowed the citizens groups to intervene and assert their
rights. The majority noted, among other faults in Judge Gorsucch's reasoning, that "the
rarest Service does not contest intervention by the environmen'tal groups, and, thus, has
not stated that its Interests align with those of the environmental groups or that it will
represent their interests." 540 F. App'x 877, 882 o.7 (10th Cir. 2013). While not a
pa rticularly groundbreaking case, it hints at the real danger in Gorsuch's judicial
phllosophy: he will limit access to the courts by heightening the aJre11dy significantly
restrictive rules on standing, intervention, and other procedural hurd,les.
Jn 2015, he ruled that environmental groups lacked standing to challenge the Forest
Service's temporary approval of motorcycle use on forest· trails, relying on the specious
reasoning that the relief the organizations sought would not have helped to redress their
injuries under Article lll. Backcountry Hunters and Anglers v. U.S. Fa rest Service, 612 Fed.
Appx. 934 (10th Cir. 2015). In 2011, Gorsuch joined an opinion denying access to federal
court for several environment.al organizations who challenged a Utah county ordinance
that opened a large stretch offederaJ wilderness to off-highway vehicle (OHV) use, The
Wilderness Society v. Kane County, Utalr, 632 F.3d 1162 (10" Cir. 2011).
The most extreme and troubling aspect of Judge Gorsuch's Separation of Powers ideology
relates to whether citizens should be able to enforce environmental laws in federal court at
all. In his dissent from the majority in the case Laidlaw v. Prien<is of the Earth, 528 U.S.167
(2.000). justice Scalia questioned whether allowing the environmental plaintiffs to proceed
with a suit seeking penalties against an industrial polluter would usurp the Executive
Branch's prerogative to enforce or not to enforce the law. Such an extren)e view of
Separation of Powers would eviscerate the enforcement of environmental laws and
inevitably lead to environmental decline. Judge Gorsuch's extreme Separation of Powers
ideology and antipathy to "liberal lawsuits" suggest that his issuing a ruling along these
lines is a very real possibility.
The main point here is that Judge Gorsuch's cramped view of the public's right to enforce
the law in federal courts allows him to throw citizens out of court, even when it becomes
perfectly dear that the law is being violated. That view presents an acute danger now,
when the President and EPA Administrator are openly .announcing their intention to stop
enforcing those laws. We are threatened with a world tn which the Clean Air Act and Clean
Water Act are made meaningless-a devastating form of judicial activism (and, ironically,
precisely the sort of constitutional activism for which judge Gorsuch criticized "liberals" in
his National Revi ew article).
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One can easily imagine the argument that a Federalist Society "expert.'' as Judge Gorsuch is
pegged, might assert to support such a cramped view oft he Constl111tion. The main thrust
might be along the lines of the following: a) the federal government should play a limited
role in regulating pollution because the states are on the front lines (hence the $2 billion
cut to EPA's budget proposed by the White House) and: b) to the extent that the federal
government does enforce environmental laws, rhat is the President's prerogative and
citizens should not be allowed to interfere.
At least three major flaws afflict Judge Gorsuch's cramped view of the courts' constitutional
ability to protect citizens from air and water pollution. First, Congress made the prudent
policy decision to protect otrr drinking-water and air, and explidtly provide citizens with
the ability to vindicate their rights in court. We have a long record demonstrating that
absent enforcement of those federal laws, the public has little hope of protection from
pollution. Much has been written about the many obstacles facing robust enforcement at
the state level, including the lack of resources and expertise and "capture'' by state-based
indusrries. lfthe states had the will and ability to safeguard their air and water, federal
environmental laws might never have been legislated in the first place. But that fact resides
in the history books and cannot be changed. If environmental enforcement is now turned
back to the states, we can expect ''sacrifice zones'' to arise in nearly every state, where
industry and pollution will concentrate and people will suffer. In short, expect more, and
worse, repetitions of the tragedy that 11a.s unfolded in Flint. Michigan.
Second, we now have an anti-environmental Executive Branch that has pledged to cut
EPA's budget by a third, and rescind all of the major cn\fironmental safeguards adopted by
its predecessor. Scott Pruitt, the new Admin istrator of the EPA, walks in lockstep with. the
White House (and the fossil fuel Industry), and ca1inot be counted on to mount vigorous
enforcement ofour environmental laws. While serving as Oklahoma Attorney General,
Pruitt disbanded the environmental enforcement unlt and ignored the fracking-induced
earthquakes that literally shook the foundations of the public he was sworn to champion.
Environmental proscClltions all but disappeared under his tenure.
So who are we going to call, we citizens and environmental advocates who have been left
out in the cold? If the states cannot or will not safeguard our communities from pollution,
and the Executive Branch is downright hostile to environmental law, iS that just a
consequence of elections we must bear? Judge Gorsuch might think so. Such a fatalistic
view of environmental protection, however, would be absolutely wrong and a perversion of
our Constitution. Congress passed a host of\aws designed to protect our air and water, and
put citizen enforcement in each of those laws. Whether to enforce those laws is not
optional. depending on who happens to he tn the White House. Our very health depends on
it.
Third and finally. as to the conceivable (while callous and cynical) counterargument that
neither Congress's legislative chokes nor the practical need to protect American families
from real-world environmental harms can overcome a constitutional deficien cy, it is
important to keep in mind that the Supreme Court has repeatedly reaffirmed the
cons titutionality of citizen suits-not only in the environmental arena, but across a wide
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variety of legal contexts. Thus, an attack on citizen access to the courts not only would
disrespect Congress's legislative prerogative and discount critical public health safeguards,
but would also tly in the face of the bedrock principle ofstare decisis that our judiciary has
honored since its inception.
Another dangerous aspect of Judge Gorsuch's judicial philosophy, far outside even the
conservative judicial mainsrream, relates to the so-called "Chevron Doctrine.'' established
by the Supreme Court to guide federal court review of administrative agency
actions. Briefly stated, the Chevron Doctrine dictates that federal courts s11ould defer to
reasonable, principled administrative agency interpretations and implementation of
federal environmental statutes, if the statutory text is not already clear. This doctrine,
whose theoretical legal justifications as well as policy wisdom were defended by Justice
Scalia himself, rests on the correct premise tha t modern administrative agencies like the
EPA must tackle very technical, complex problems such as the interstate transport of air
pollution. The agencies are staffed with career scientists who have dedicated their public
service to analyzing and solving such complex problems.
Now comes Judge Gorsuch, with another theory that would upend this well-established
structure. Less than one year ago, Gorsuch called out the Chevron doctrine as the "elephant
in the room,'' in the case Gutierrez· Brizuela v. ly11c/1 . Gorsuch criticized it for "permit[ting]
executive bureaucracies to swallow huge amounts of core judicial and legislative power
and concentrate federal power in a way that seems more than a little difficult to square
with the Constitution of the framers' design." 834 P.3d 1142, 1149 (10th Cir. 2016)
(Gorsuch, J., concurring). Not even justice Scalia held such an extreme view; in fact he
affirmed his allegiance to the Chevron Doctrine several times, and recognized the need for
deference to agency expertise. In a 1989 speech Justice Scalia stated that "[iln the long run,
Chevron will endure and be given its full scope" because, not only is Chevron constitutional.
but it more "accurately reflects the reality of government, and thus more adequately serves
its needs;• while also promoting fairness and predictability by ensuring that all such
questions are resolved in a principled, consistent manner.[3] Justice Alito similarly
affirmed his support for the Cbevron Doctrine during his confirmation hearings, stating
that the Environmental Protection Agency ''is the expert on environmental questions" and
"is entitled to a broad measure of deferen ce under the Chevron dedsion.'' Thus Judge
Gorsuch veers to the right of even the most conservative Justices on tMs issue.
The notion that Chevron deference violates Separation of Powers echoes the current White
House's anti-regulatory stance (not to mention its attack on the judiciary and its
precedents). Steve Bannon described this view in a speech to the Conservative Political
Action Conference, in which he professed that a Whlte House priority is the
"deconstruction of the administrative state. Judge Gorsuch's views ou Chevron, lfthey
became the law, would go a long way towards accomplishing that goal. Chevron renects the
basic reality that federal agencies, give11 their experience and expertise, are in the best
position to apply the law to specific industries and real world problems. Congress
authorized EPA to do just that, with many statutes establishing desired outcomes for clean
air or clean water and then directing EPA to achieve those outcomes through highly
technical r:ulcmakings. That all gets thrown out the window should Chevron be overturned
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or weakened. lncentivizing judges to second-guess and reverse career agency scientists
would certainly slow environmental protection to a near halt JtwHI impose more burdens
as well as inappropr'iate policy decisions on federal judges, will embolden regulated
industri es to litigate every EPA rule instead of striving to timely comply with the la.w, and
will paralyze the agency's ability to protect our air and water.
( l] Cass R. Sunstetn. Whm 's Standing After l1tja11? Of Citi:en Suirs. "Jn.furies. " and Arricle fl/, 91
L. REV. l 63 (I Cl92): Roben .I. Pushaw, Jr., J11s1iciabili1y cmd Separaricm ofPowers: A NeoFedel·alisr App1uacb, 81 CORNELL L. REV. 393\1996).
[2} See Daniel E. Ho & Erica L Rvss, ()id li/Jem/ Justices /11wa111/Je Standing Doctrine? An Empirical
St(1dyofthe Evolution o/Stn11di11g, 1921-2006, 62 S"FAN. L. REV. 591, 597- 99. 632-47 (2010).
[3)
Antonio Scalia, Judicial Deference to 1/dministrnth1e /111erpretations efLa111. 3 DUKE L.J. 51 I .
52 1 ( 1989); see also id. ac 516-17.
MlO~.
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Eve L. R ill

Partner, Browu Goldstein & Levy
Ma rch 23, 2017
Good morning Mr. Chairman <rnd members of the commiliee. My nam e is Eve Hill. I am a
Panner at Brown Goldstein & Levy and

wa~

formerly a Deputy Assistant Artomey General at

the U.S. Department of Justice, Civ il Rights Division. As an attorney with 111ore than 20 years of
experience enforcjng law.s protecting the rights of people with disabilities, I have serious
concerns about Supreme Court nominee Judge Neil Gorsuch's approach to. and accl!'plance of.
America's disability

ci~1 iJ

rights Jaws and the most basic principles of disability rights.

People wi th disabilities have Jong experienced what fonrier President (then candidate) George

W. Bush called "the ~ofl bigotry of low expectations.'· Unfortunately, Judge Gorsuch bakes
exactly such low expectations into his, disability rights jurispnidcnce, in spite of Congress'
bipartisan attempts to dismanl"le them through the Americans with Disabilities Acl (ADA). the
Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA), and other laws.
For example. Judge Gorsuch 's· decisions on the education of our children with disallilities are
troubl ing, both for their callousness ~ nd ror theirdisrnissivem:ss of the law as Written by
Congress. Access to quality public ed ucation is one of the greatest attributes of thi s country.
Quality public education offers Americans the opportu ni ty to succeed and bejudged on rheir
merits. without regard to thei r income. race, gender, religion, or other factors, Until the 1970s.
that opportunity w11s largely denied to swdents with disabilities, who were mostly excluded from
public education or required to panicipate without accommodations, even ifrhat made rheir
participation impossible.
In 1975, Congress passed the IOEA both to stop the exclusion of children with disabilities from
public education. and to provide the nexibility and serv ices those children need 1o succeed in
education. Based on constitutional equal protection and due process requirements. the IDEA
recognizes that students with disabilities must be welcome in, and benefit from, our public
schoo ls; that children's disabilities shuuld nol create a presumption that they cannot benefit from
education: and that sn1dents wirh disabilities may need different teaching methods. different
supportive se1yices. and different rneans of demonstrating their knowledge than the usual
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methods. The IOEA, therefore. requires public schools to provide special education and rdated
services to ensure~ "free appropriall! public education" for each student with a disability through
an Individualized Education Program (known as an IEP). The IDEA provides federal funding to
subsidize schools' efforts and provides administrative processes to ensure parents have input into
their childron's education and to resolve disputes without protracted litigation.
Judge Gorsuch' s opinions in the Tenth Circuit Court of /\ppcals have repeatedly undem1ined the
goals of the IDEA. In 2008 io Thompson RJ-J Scltool Djst. v. Luke P.• 540F.Jd1143 (2008)

(.. L11ke P.''), for example, he read the llJE/\' s requirement of a meatlingfu I ~nd appropriate
educ.ation to require only an edutation that is "merely ... ·more than de> mlnimi,~."' The notion of
··merely more than de minlmis" appears nowhere in the staiutory ll':-. t of the IDEA. Judge
Gorsuch adopted the standa(d in an act of judicial activ ism that 11Jns contrary to the langµage and
purpose of the statute. He claimed to gro1md his ruling in a Supreme Court case (Bd. of Educ. v.

Rowley. 458 U.S. 176 ( 1982)) that said the IDEA requires students io receive a meaningful
bcucfit, but does not tequfte their potenriol robe maxiJnized. But even a nori.lllwyer could see
the enormous distance bt1ween just above de minimis and maximum potential.
:vloreover. Judge Gorsuch's dt'Cision ignored Congrl:'ss' dear expt'Ctations fur interpreting the
IDEA. After the Supreme Court decision that Judge Gorsuch pointed to, but well before his
ruling in Luke f'.. Congress repeatedly updated the IDEA to raise its standards. bring them in line
with the standards for all children, and elevQte U1e c,xpectations for educating children 1\ith
disabilities. In making tJ1ese changes. Congress made clear its intent ro provide much more than
merely a de mi11i111is education to stude.nts with disabi lities, stating that: "A lmo~t30 year$ of
research and experience has demonstrated that the education of children with disabilities 1.:an be
made mure effective by-{A} having high expectations for such children and ensuring rheir
access to Lhc general educario11 curriculum in Jhe reg11lar classroom. to the maximum extent
possible .... "
Judge Gorsuch substituLed his own opinion for that of a hearing officer. an administrative law
judge, and a district court, aJI of whom had folmd that the ll;:P for Luke did l)Ot meet the
requirements of the IDF.A. Por an appcllnte judgc thar ch1ims fidelity to principles ofjudicial
conservatism. a decision to overrule the findings of three lower court decisionmakers, in a
manner that Ignores statutory tex.t and congressional intent; is deeply troubling.
2
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Even more Lroubling is tlrnt Jl!dge Gorsuch's judicial activism in that case created a result chat
can on ly be described as heartless. Luke has severe autism. By the time he was nine and in the
second grade, ll was clear that his school was unahle to meet his needs. 'l'be school's own
records showed that Luke was cons istently regressing instead of progressing in his education,
failing over 75% of the goals set in his IEP, and his behavioral problems werC' getting worse. Yet
Judge Gorsuch, overru ling three fact tinders. found that a 25% success rate was a

pa~sing

grade

for I .uke's school. At-ler a little over a year at a new school that had the capacity to achieve
Luke's IEP, LHke was meeting goals and generalizing his progress lo areas of life outside the
classroom. It was Judge Gorsuch's expectations, nm Luke·s capabiHtics, that 'verede minimis in
this case. To suggeSt rhat a student capable of making p rogress should be relegated 10 a school
demonstrably uonble to meet his needs is to deny the very notion that children with disabilities
liavc nny rc11f right to an cducnt ion at al l.
.htdge Gorsuch 's opinion in L11ke I'. has shaped the law of the Tenth Circuit for neurly the last
dec.adc, eroding the educatibll afforded

to

sn1de11ts with d isabilities in Colorado, Kansas. New

Mexico, Oklaho1na. Utah a nd Wyoming. His decision rema ins in question. however. and has
culminated in a case now before the Supreme Court, 1-;ndrew F. v. Douglas County School Dist.

RE-1, 798 F.3d 1329 {10th Cir. 2015), which will answer the question of whether the IDBA's
meaningful. appropriate educational benefit requirement is " merely more than de minimi.~" or
whether Congress meant what it sui<l aboul high

e.~pecunion~.

In Luke P. and beyond, Judge Gn rsuch's decisions interpreting the ID EA consistentl y limit the
rights of students with disubll ities but i1iconsistentJy apply proct:dural mies and standards oF
review to shape the outcome. When Judge Gorsuch disagrees with a lower court decision in
favor of a student with a disability. s.uch as i11 Luke P.. he applies a standard of review under
1\hich he, as the appellate court judge, need not defer to lower courts in order to find against a
student. In swrk contrast. when rev iewJng a lower court's decision to award no remedy for an
IDEA vio lation, he applies a higher ''<1buse of discretion·· standard to defer to the lower cowt
decision against the student. Jn Garcia v. Bd of Educ. of Albuquerque PubUc Schools. 520 F.Jd
1116 (101h Ci r. 2008). this allnwed Judge Gorsuch to simply defer to tli.: decision b~lo\\ that a
sruden1 with a disabilicy who was Jell: with no IEP for a semester should bave no remedy. Judge
Got-such even blamed the victim by c laiming rhat because the studt>nt skipped school while her
3
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educational needs were not being met. she was unlikely to benefit from her cducalion even if it
were provided. This assumption is flatly ct;Jo\rary to Congress' staU:menrs in the IDEA, No
Child Left Behind Act and Every Student Succeeds Act, thac students must not be assumed to be
unable or unwilling to benefit from appropriare education.
Judge Gorsuch's opinions also have attempted to 1rnnsfon11 the administrati ve processes of the
ID~A

from a means to reach etlcctive resolutions of conflicts about a child' s education outside

of court inco a minefield that parents rnustnnvigate perfectly or lose their righ.ts. Jn one c.asc.

A.F. v. Espanola Public Si.:hoolr, 801 F.3d 1245 {10th Cir. 2015), a school delayed an evaluation
and services for several months while a child with learning disabilities was fuiling or getting Os
in all her classes. The psreot filed 1;1n IOf:A administralive claim irl order to quickly obtain
ncccssory services and get her child back on track. She. porticipatcd in mediation and settled,
successfully getting special edueation services for her child. Having used thee right 'leg;.tl tool to
address the immediate needs of her child. she then exercised her legal right under the ADA and
Section 504 of the Rehabilltation Act to get compensatory damages, which are not available
under the IDEA. for the time her child lost due lO the school's fail ure to follow the law.
Despite the fact that the claims wer<> for differeru things. and that the IDEA adm inistrative
process has no juri sdiction over the famiJy's claims under the ADA or Section 504. Judge
Gorsuch threw the family's case out because they settled rather than going through the entire
ID EA administrarive hearing proce~s. Judge Gorsuch required that the fom ily refuse to accept a
mediation offer of!he service~ their child desperatdy nl'edcd and. instead, take tho IDEA claim
to heari ngs. and !hen file a federal suit. Only then, under Judge Gorsuch's formulation, could
they assert separate rights under starkly different starutes to compensatory damages. Judge
Gorsuch stated that as long as the educational injuries ..could be redressed to any dcgn:c by the
JDEA." they had to be litigated (and not settled) via 1hc IDEA process. As .fudge Briscoe
pointed oat in dissent. "The interpretation of [the IDEAl adopted b)' the majority is ...
inconsiste111 with the overall s1atu1ory framework developed by CC>ng:ress, Indeed, why wo1ild
Congress ... forte a claimant to avoid resolution or her claim by mediation ... and lose at both
the due proci.'SS hearing and administrative appea l stages? Doing so wou ld elTecLively render
supern oous the mediation ... provisions of the stal\1tc.... Ir forcl.ls a claimant to choose

between 111edi11li11g a resolt11ion lo her IDEA claim (even if the local edueatio11nl agency were
4
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willing to admit and correct the alleged en-ors) and thereby obt:iining some or all of the relief
sought ul)derthe lDEA ... or lbregolng any relief at all and waiting (while the child ages and
potentially continues to receive something other than lhe rt.•quisite ' free appropriate public
education') in the hopes of Inter filing suit nnd obtaining relief under both IDEA and other
stntutes. That ... could not have been the intent of Congress ...."
Judge Gorsuch's opinions on disability rights for-adults also rely on, rather than challenge, the
srcrcorypcs that Congress intende.d lo dismantle in federal disability rights law. Congress passed
the ADA (and Section 504 or the Rehabilitation Act, which applies the same standards to
recipients of federal funding,) to open doors to the. workplace for people with disabilities. But
Judge Gorsuch has seemed tel go out of his way to avoid ruling in fovor of people with
disabilities. Tn 2010, for example. Judge Gorsuch held that an employee v.iith multiple sclerosis
did not have a disability under the A DA because she was sti ll able to work. Johnson v. Weld
County. 594 F.3d 1202 (I O'h Cir. 2010). Therefore, she could not challenge her employer's

reli.1sal to promote Iler to a job she had already been doing successfully. Both the ADA in 1990
and the ADA Amendments Act (A DAAA) io 2008 were enacted to put an end to exactly such
arguments and to make clearthat the ADA provides, and ha.s always provided, protection to all'
disabilities. including multiple sclerosis, and that people with disabilities who can work are
prorected. Judge Gorsuch concl uded that this case, which was filed before 2008, was not sut:iect
to the ADAAA. However, even under the ADA prior to the amendments. multiple sclerosis was
the kind of impairment that was intended to be protected. Senate S!a1cmenl or Managers on the
AD AAA, Co11gressional Record S8840-884 J, September J6. 2008 (''Thus, some 18 yc:.irs later
we arc faced With a si tuation in which physical or mental inipaimicnts that would previously
have been found to constitute disabiliti<.>s arc not considered disabilities under the Supreme
Courrs narrower Standard. These can Include Individuals with impairments such as ... multiple
sclerosis .... The resulting oourt decisions contribute to a legal environment in which

individu~s

must demonstrate an inappropriately high degree or functional limitation in order to be protected
from discrimination under the ADA.'~
The ADA and Section 504 are-intended to address, notjusl animus and discriminatory treatment
of people with disabilities,

bu~ also

the ways employment processes, benefits. and buildings were

built on the assumption that people with disabilities could not work. Therefore, they were

s
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designed in ways that exclude people wi1h disabilities, even though they can do the work, but do
It differently, with different equipment, or on a different sc hedule. This is the basis for th e

central ADA requirement of reasonable accommodation. Leave time to recover from a disability
and return to work is one type of reasonable accommodation tha.l is requited unless it causes an
undue hardship for \he particular employer.
Judge Gorsuch has repeatedly cttled agains1 employees with disabilities \\lho need extended leave
time in order to reiurn to their jobs, even when other employee~ are allowed to take such leave.
Judge Gorsuch argues thai "II perhaps goes without saying thal an employee who isn·t capable of
working ... isn't an employee cJpable of performing a job's essential functions - ahd that
requiring an employer to keep a job open for so long doesn't qualify as a reasonable
accommodation."
In the case of llwang v. Kansas State U11ive1~rity. 753 F.3d 1159 ( Ioth Cir. 20 14). a college
professor who had worked successfully for the Univers ity for 15 years. was recovering from
t-ancer 11nd. therefore, more vulnerable to infection. As a result. she needed to delay her return to
work because of a potentially ltfe-threatening HIN I out.break on campus. The University
rou\inely allowed certain professors to take extended sabbaticals. suggestin g that granting
Professor Hwang extended leave would not create an undue hardship on the employer.
However. Judge Gorsuch insisted that Professor Hwang must demonstrate that olhcr nondisabled
profe$sors at her level of scniqrity would have qualified for a sabbatical, Because Professor
Hw1:1ng did not have lenure, she could not pro ve that. Judge Gorsuch wrote, "Th.e Rehabiliiation
Act seeks to prevent employees from callously denyrng. reasonable accommodations that pcm1ic
otherwise qualified disabled persons to work- 1101to turn employer.; into sathy net providors for
those who cahnot work."
In re.iching 1ha1 decision. Judge Gorsuch ignored tho legal test of tho ADA. which asks whether a
requested accommodatioh Is reasonable and not an undue hardship on the employer, not simply
whether the employee was already entitled

to

the accommodation under the employer' s ex.isling

system of W(Yrkplacc benefits. The ADA guarantees cfllployces with disabi lities access to the
same benefits 11011dis!lbled employees receive. However, ii also requires reasonnble
accommodations. The question Jn a reasonable accommodation case is whether a requested
accommodation (e.g., leave time) is reasonable !Ind necessary, regard less of whether other
6
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employees withc1ut disabilities rece ive the same benefit. Judge Gorsuch's appronch looked only
at whether Profrssor Hwang was being oft'"e.rcd the same leave benefits nondisabled employees
were provided. I le, in essence, did not do -a reasonable accommodation ana lysis at all.
Judge Gorsuch further suggested that Congress was wrong to rt'quirc leave as an accommodallon
at all and that any leave of over 6 months was inherently unreasonable, no matter what other
employees were gi ven. ['..stabHshed law,

incl~1di11g

in the Tenth Circuit. .and EEOC guidance

provide thai a request for lenve due to a disability must be evaluated on a case-by-case basis to
dtJcide whether. on the specific facts. the request wou ld present an undue hard~hip . Yet, Instead

of asking a j ury to con~lder whether Professor J twang's request was reasonable or an undue
burden, Judge Gorsuc.11 upheld a motion to dismiss, finding her request unreasonable as a matter
of law. He wrote that the "leave po licy here grnntcd all employees <1 full six months' sick leave"
and that such leave was ·•more than sufficient.''
Judge Gorsuch took a simi lar approach in Cinnamon Hills Yolllh Crisis Ce111er v. Sai/11 George
Cily, 685 F.3d 917 (1 O'" Cir. 2012;. holding 1hat a group home fbr children with mental

disabilities was not entitled to locate in a neighborhood because the commercial zoning of the
neighborhood prohibited residentia l stays of more than 29 days. Judge Gorsuch conducted no
analysis of whether the requested accotnmodation was reasonable or would creme an und11e
hardship. as the Pair Housing Act would require. Instead, he decided that, because peopfe
without disabilities were not permitted to violate the 29-day rule. people with disabilities were
not entitled to an accommodation allowing them to live in an area more than 29 days. Judge
Gorsuch noted that 1he city did, in f.act. allow nondisabled people - namely "law enforcement
personuel and 1he like'' -to live more than 29 days

~n

commercial zones. Unbelievably, Judge

Gorsuch found that fact irrelevant. This is s imply not the reasonable modification analysis called
for by the Pair I lousing Act.
Judge Gorsuch wrote a concurrence in Barber'" Colorado DepJ_of Rew.muv, 562 f'.3d 1222 (101h
Cir. 2009), in which a blind single mother sought a reasonable accommodation to a suite law that
required .a parent or guard ian to supervise mandatory driving practice for anyone under age 16
pursuing a driver·s license. Because Ms. Barber was blind. she could not drive or e!Tectively
supervise l'tei· daughter's driving practice. Shi:'. asked the state to allow the child's grandfather to
ride along with Ms. Barber to supervise the driving practice. The state rejected the proposed
7
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accommodation. Judge Gorsuch· s l'Oncurring opinion maintained flatly that Colorado had no
duly 10 accommodate the plaintiff because the driver licens ing statute a lreudy 31Jowed the
appointment ofa g uardian in this circumstance. Instead of Colorado having to modify its
requirement in a minor way that met its legitimate interests. Judge Gowch would require a
parent lo legall y forteit authority over her child.
Judge Gorsuch"s cramped approach 10 di sabllity rights, us well as a lack of'respect for Congress'
purposes in enacting disability rights laws , seems to be consistent with a broader set of negative
attitudes townrd civil rights suits generall y. He has called them ·'bad for the country." and has
que>tioncd the value of class actions, which ate a cri tical tool for disability rights enforcemen1.
This general view. as well as Judge Gorsuch's approaches to deference and de legation to federal
agencies, threatens the rights o f people witJ1 disabilities.

One case, in particular, demonstrates thi' threat. In Shonkv. Bd. ofCounty Comm 'r.~. 543 F.3d
597 (101h Cir. 2008), county jall )nrnates with menta l 1ihicss sought ccrtificl'ltion ofa class action
alleging constitutional violations beC3use the jail denied or delayed medication and menta l health
care and subjected them to restricti ve housing. restraints, and pepper spra)r. Judge Gorsuch
upheld the lowe~ court's decision to deny certification of the case ns a c lass aciion. CTnding that
the c lass members· mental henlth conditions were too individual and the relief they sought was
nor specific enough. Even though the plaintiffs c.hallcngcd th(\ jail's lack of a system or policy
and procedure for identifying and responding to ment'JI illness and sought si mply injunctive
relief lo create such a system. class certificaiion was denied.
Because disabilities affect people in individual ways. this approach th reatens the nbiliry of people
w ith disabilities to cha llenge any covered entity"s failw·e to have any process to recognize and
respond to them. Instead o f look ing at the relief as the ere.at ion o f a proce-.ss to identify and
determine the appropriate resp onse to inmates w ith menia l illness, the district court and Judge
Gorsuch focused on what the anticipated rr.sults o f such a ~yslem mig ht be- i.e., ind ividualized
responses to indi\'iduals " mental illnesses - even though that is not what the plaintiff.~ were
litigating. Judge Gorsuch relied on the fac~ that the plain ti ftS sought a system designed to
provide ·'appropriate" and " ndequate" responses to lind that the relief was too !ndividualized and
not sufficiently specific.

8
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Taking Judge Gorsuch' s approach to its logical conclusion. no group ofµeople with disabilities
could challenge a school, hosp ital. or g(lvcmme.nt agency for lack ing l!!!Y policy or process under
the A DA hecause the ultimate outcome of that policy or process would need to be individualized .
Jud_ge Gorsuclt suggests th11t plaintiffs should. instead. bring individual claims and seek damages.
an approach that should worry covered entities as much as it worries tlie djsabillry community,
becau~e

they may face an avalanche of resource-intensive individual suits and damages awards.

lo the Shook case, Judge Go~ttch acknowledged, but discounted, the fact that precisely this kind
of class-wide systemic relief hus been successfully rt-quired. implemenred, and monitored by
courts in cases brought by the Depmtrnent of Justice. In fac1, class-wide systemic

~liefhns

been

particularly cft'ecllve for both people with disnbiliries and the institutions that serve them in cases
involving the integration mandate of the ADA (described in Olmstead 1·. L.C.. 517 U.S. 581
( 1999)). Class-based systemic relief allows the appropriate balance. called for by the Supreme

Cour1. between the integration interests of people with disabilities as a !,'l'Otlp and the systemwide resource limitations of state and local governments. Pursuing a series of individual actions
would not al low that balance.
These views and llis record of rulings in disability rights cases cn ll into serious question whether
Judge Gorsuch is qualifie-0 to be a Supreme Court justice. You may believe that a judge's role is
to protect tbe dignity of a ll people aud especia lly that of overlooked and discmpowered minority
groups. Or you may simply believe that aj udge' s role is to remain

faithft~

to the clear intent of

Congress in ~'tatutcs designed to protect individual rights. Either way. Judge Gorsuch· s approach
to disability issues reveals a lack of fide lity ro the proper role of a judge. The notion of his
elevation

tt)

our nation's

high~c

caurt sends fe>.ar inro the heart~ of the many Americ,·;ms who rely

on federa l protections to ens ure 1hat disability is n\>l ~n untulr and unjust barrier ro accessing
jqbs. housing, and educ-ation for themselves and their children.
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Test.i mony of Peter N. Kirsanow Before the Senate Juditlary Committee on the Nomi nation of Judge
Neal Gorsuch to t he U.S. Supreme Court

Mr- Chairman, members of the Committee, I am Peter N. Klrs;1now, a member of the U.S. Commission
on Civil Rights and a partner 1n the labor and employment practice group of the Cleveland, Ohio law firm
o f Benesch Fried lander Coplan & Aronoff. I speak as one member of the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights,
and not on behalfof the Commission as a whole.
The Commission on Civil Rights was e.stablished by the Civil Rights Act of 1957 to study and collect
information relat ing to discrimination or denials of equa l p rotection because of color, race. religion, sex,
age, disability or natfonal origin; appraise t{le laws and policies of the federal government relating to
discrimina tion or denials of eqval protection, and serve as a national clearinghouse of information
relating to discrimination or denials of equal protection on the basis of protected classifications.
In furtherance of the clea ringhouse function, and with the help of my assistant, I have examined the
approximately 200 opinions related to civil rights that Judge Gorsuch drafted as a circuit Judge. These
opinions, summaries oi which are appended hereto, Include, intetolia, cases involving race, sex, and
national orlgfn dlscriminatlon and retaliation cases under Title VII; disabflity discri"mfnation cases under
the ADA, IOliA, and Rehabilitation Act; age dlscrirnlnation cases under the ADEA; as well as disparate
treatment and disparate impact cases und.er the Equal Protection Clause. Our exam ination shows that
Judge Gorsuch' s 'approach to civil rlghts cases is consistent with generally accepted textual
interpretation of t he relevant constitutional and statutory provisions. None of his oplnions in this area
contravene governing precedent.
Several of the civil rights opinions reviewed a lso include religious discrimination. And religious freedom
cases, including those under RLUIPA. Although Ffrst Amendment freedoms of speech and religion are
the ~bjects of much commentary, ln cur rent pl actlce they often have been cabined and subject to
caveats. (The Comm1sslon recently Issued a report on religious liberty. The w itness testimony and public
comments w e received in the course of writing this report, in addi tion to the multitude of lawsuits
brought as a result of Obamacare' s contraceptive mandate, suggested an evolving precar iousness for
religious freedom.' Also, as Congress recognlied when it passed RLUIPA, prisoners can face particular
difficulty in e~ercising thetr r eligion because th ere are multiple a1Jd ron!Uctfng interests at stake fn the
prison context.)1
Judge Go rsuch's decisions take First Amendment rights seriously, regardless of whether the matter at
issue appears trivial, the plain~ff seems unsympathetic, or a plaintiffs b~liefs are at odds wlth preva11ing
norms.

Yellowbeor v_ lompert1 was one such case. Andrew Ye11owbear was convicted of killing his young
daughter.• Once Imprisoned, he sought access to a sweat lodge as part of the practice of his Native

1 U.S, COMMISSION ON CIVll R.IGHTS, PCi\CEf ULCOEXIST!NCE: RECONCILING NONDISCRIMINATION PRINCIPUS WTrn CIVIL Ll9CRT1ES

(2016), http://www.u~ccr.gov/pubs/Peaceful-Coexistence-09-07·16.PDF.
Cutter v. Wilkinson, 544 U.S. 709 (2005); U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, Enforcing .Religious r<reedom in Prison
(2008), http:/fwww.<Jsocr.gov/pubs/STAT2008ERFIP.pdf.

1

' Yellowbear v. Lampert, 741 F,.3 d 48 [10'" Clr. 2014),
' Anthony lane, Defiant 'tellowbeor gets life sentence, CASP£RSTM·TRl6VNE, June 2, 2006,
http://ttib.com/news/top_Story/deflant·vellowbear-gets·life-sentence/artlcle_cOb44749-6b13·5c37-bad7-
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American religious beliefs, but such access was denied . Yeflowbear sued under RLUIPA, and his case
came before Judge Gorsuch who determined that the case must be remanded for trlal, noting that even
convicted child-murderers have free exercise rlghts, and Yeflowbear had been denied any access to a
sweat lodge whatsoevef, which constituted a "substantial burden" within the meaning of RLUIPA. The
prison' s argument that it would be too complicated and expensive to shuttle Yellowbear between the
protective custody unit and the sweat lodge 1¥as too cursory to detennine that this burden on
Yellowbear's religious ei<ercise was unavoidable. Furthermore, the prison failed to demonstrate that its
' policy of no access, ever ... represent[edJ the least restrictive means of accomplishi.ng that [compelling}
1nterest."'
Judge Gorsuch also voted to protect the free exercise rights of Hobby Lobby, Mardel, and the Little
Sisters of the Poor. He joined Judge Tymkovich's Hobby Lobby majority opinion that held that these
corporations had demonstrated a likelihood of success on their RFRA claim, whlch was affirmed by the
Supreme Court. Judge Gorsuch wrote a concurring opinion in which he expressed his view that ~he
individual members of the Green family, in addftion to the corporations they controlled, were protected
by RFRA because they faced a ''Hobson's choice" between "abiding their religion or saving their
business:• Judge Gorsuch also joined Judge Hartz' s dissent from the
Circuit's denial of rehearing en

10••

banc ih Uctle Siste1s of the Poor.1
Judge Gorsuch's concern for a citizen's interest in vindicat~lng his 'First Amendment rigtits against the
government is r eflected in his free speech cases as well. In Von Dee/en v. Johnson, plaintiff alleged t hat
the County Board of Commissioners intimidated him into dropping a dispute over a property tax
assessment, including using threats by law enforcement.~ The district court had ruled against Van
Oeelen because it did not consfder his dispute ovef property taxes to be a matrer of "public concern."
Judge Gorsuch reversed and remanded, writing, "the constitutionally enumerated right of a private
citizen to petition the government for the redress of grievances does not pick and choose its causes but
extend.s to matters great and smaU, public and private." 9
Judge Gorsuch does not, however, mechanically side with individuals who challenge government policy.
In Ali v. Wingert, a prisoner challenged a prison policy that required his mail to lnclude the name under
Which he was commltted in addition to the religious name he adopted In prison. 10 Judge G01'5Uch
determined that there was no substantial burden in this case because Ali admitted that his religious
beliefs did not forbid any use of his former name and the prison required only that his mail include both
his religious name and his committed name." Judge Gorsuch held that if Ali's religious belfefs or prison
policy were different there might have been a substantial burden.
Judge Gorsuch's oplnions in qualified i{T1munity cases reveal a judge who faithfully and carefully applies
t he law. In Blockmon v. Sutton, Judge Gorsuch held that officials at a juvenile detention facility were not
entitled to Q\Jalified immunity when a former detainee alleged that he had been punished by being
9b620f3Scb08.htn,I; Anthony l.i!ne, A troubled fife cut short, Cl\sPfR s-..11~-TRIBU~E. Mar. 5, 2006,
http://tri b.com}news/top_story/a-troubJed-life-cut-short/article~fdldc87-fd28-5Sd4-bff7 -ce.2adb99293d.htrnl.

5 Yellowbear v.

Lampert, 741Ud48, 62 (lo"' Cir. 2014).
•Hobby Lobby Stores, Inc. v. Sebelius, 723 F.3d 1114,. llS~. 1156 (IO"' Cir. 2013)(Gorsuch, J., concurring],
1 tittle Sisters of the Poorttome for the Aged, Denver, Colorado, v. Burwell, 799 f.3d 1315 (10" qr. 2015).
1 V;m Deelen v. Johnson, 497 F.3d 1151 (10" Cir. 2007).
9
/d. at 1153.
to Air v. Wingert,S69 fed App¥. 562 /lO'" Cir. 2014).
11 td. at 564.
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restrained in

a chair with wrlst, waist, chest, and ankle restraints when subjected to pretria l detention.u

A corrections officer who allegedly sat on the boy's chest and officials In charge of mental health
services wlio allegedly ignored the boy's need for menta l health services similarly were not entitled to
qua lified immunity.u Judge Gorsuch determined, however, that the director ofthejuvenne detention
facility was entitled to qualified Immunity because plalntiff's olaim against t he d irector was that she
failed to transfer him to a residential shelter as he wished , due to the fatt that there is no clearly
established right for a µretrial detainee to be transferred to a facility of his choke." Slmflarly, I n his
dissenting opinion in A.M. v. Halmes Judge Gorsuch would tiave denied qualified immunity to a police
officer who arrested a thirteen year old for disrupting his class by making belching noises.u In Mortinez
v. Carr, however, Judge Gorsuch held that a police officer who issued a misdemeanor citation reqtJiring
later appearance. anr1al was entitlt;.d t.o qualifled immu nity.'° «we conclude that issu~nce of a Gitatron,
even under threat of jail if not accepted, does not rise to the level of a Fourth Amendment seizure"."
Judge Gorsuch's adherence to p lain textualism is demonstrated in his dissenting opfnion in TronsAm
True/ting v, Administrative Review Boord'" and his majority opinion in Genova v. Banner Hea/th. 19 In
TronsAm Trucking, the panel rnajority concluded that a mitutory provision that prohibited an employer
from discharging an employee because the latter "reflises to operate a vehicle because the employee
has a reasonable apprehension of serious injury to the employee or the public because of the vehicle's
hazardous safety or security condition" meant t hat an employee could not be discharged for operating a
vehicle in defiance of the employer's i·n structions. "'
Judge Gorsuch dissented, writing:
It might be fair to ask whether TransAm's decision. was a wise or kind one, But it's not
our job to answer questions like that. Our only task is to decide whether the decfslon
\vas an Illegal one, The Department of Labor >ays that TransAm vlolated federal law, In
particular 49 U.S.C. § 3110S(a){l)(B). But that statute only forbfds employers from firing
employees who "refuse(! to operate a vehicle" out of safety concerns. And, of cou rse,
nothing like that happened here....
[1Jt seems to rne that the statute is perfectly plain - and plainly does n't capture the
conduct here - just as TransAm suggests. The term "refuse" means " [t]o decline
positively, to express or show a determination not to do something." Meanwhile,
~operate" means "[t]o cause or actuate the working of; to work (a machine, etc.) ."
Putting this together, employees who voice .sa fety concer.ns about their vehicles may
decline to cause those vehTcfes to work· without fear of reprlsal. And that protection,
" Blackmon v. Sutton, 734F.3d1237 (10'" Cir. 2013)
"Id. a\ 124~-46.
'' Jd. atl246-47.
15
A.M. v. Holmes, 830F.3d1123, 1169 (10'" Cir. 2016) (Gorsuch, J, dissenting).
" Martinet v. Carr, 479 F.3d 1292 110"' Cir. 20071.
17 Id. at 1299.
ig TransAm Trucking, Inc. v. Adminlst.tatlve Review Board, 833 F. 3d 1206 (10'" Cir. 20161(Murphy, J,l(Gor:such, ).,
dissenting).
" Genova v. Banner Health, 734 F.3d 10951101" Or. 2013).
>• TransAm Trucking, Inc. v. Ad(ninrstrative Review Board, 833 F.3d 1206, l211·1H2 (10'" Cir. 2016l("underthe
ARB's interpretation, the refvsal·to·operate provision coiild cover a situat)on in which an employ~~ refuses to use
his vehWe In t he manner directed by his employer, even if that refusal results in the employee driving the
vehicle.").
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while signlficant, iust does not give employees license to cause those vehicles to work In
ways they happen to wish but an employer forb1ds.. Indeed, my coHea_gues' position
would seem to require the addition oi more than a few new words to the statute. In
their view, an employee should be protected not just when he "refuses to operate a
vehicle" but also when he refuses to operate a vehicle in t/!e particular manner the
employer directs and instead operates it in a manner he thinks safe. Yet those words just
aren't there; the law before us protects only employees who refuse to operate vehicles,

period .. . .
[W)hen the statute is plain it simply isn't our business to appeal to legislative intentions.
And it is a well-documented mistake, too, to assume that a statute pursues its putative
(or even _announc_
e d) puipQses to their absolute and seemlngly logical e11ds . . . , Ttie fact
is that statutes are products of compromise, the sort of compromise necessary to
overcome the hurdles of bicameralism and presentment. And 1t is our obligation to
enforce the terms of that compromise as expressed in the law Itself, not to use the law
9s a sort of springboard to combat all perceived evils lurking in the neighborhood.11
Similarly, in Genova v. Banner Health, a doctor argued that he had been fired in violation of the
Emergency M edical Treatment and labor Act (EMTALA)" because the emergency room where he
worked continued accepting patients when he believed pat1ents should be sent to other hosp1tals so
they could be treated mor e qu ickl'yn The provisions of EMTAl.A at issue provide: •• talnv indi\/id11al who
suffe1s personal ha1m as a direct result of a participating hospital's violation of a requirement of this
section may, in a civll action, obtain those damages avatlable for personal injury"" and "a participating
hospital may not penalize or take adversecaction (1 ) against a qualified medical person " ' or physiclan
because the person or 1Jhysiclat) refuses to authorize the transfer of an individual with an emergency
medical condition that has not been stabilized or [2] against any hospital employee because the
employee reports a violation of a requirement of this sectton.•~
Judge Gorsuch found that the actions protected by the statute are almost exactly the opposite
of the reason the doctor was fired.
(Tlhe personal harm provlsion and the second clause of the "whistleblower protection•
provisfon.. .. protect those who are directly harmed by or report a 'vfolatlon' of
EMTALA. But Or. Genova doesn't claim that he was harmed by or retaliated agalns1 for
reporting a failure by the hospital to examine a patient, stablliz.e a patient, or transfer a
patient who couldn't be stabilized - violations of EMTALA all. Instead, he claims he was
retaliated against forreporting his medical opinion that patients would be better served
lf directed to other facilities.... His complaint wasn't about an EMTALA vlolatlon but
more nearly its inverse.
The same prot/lem repeats jtself when we turn ro the (temaJning) first clause of the
whistlebiower protection provision. It protects those who refuse to authorize the

2' TransAm Trucking, Inc. v. Administrative ReView Board, 833 F.3d 1206, 1215-1217 (lO'" Clr. 2016)(Gorsuch, J.,
dissenting)( citations omitted).
" For an overview of EMTALA, please see U.S. COMMISSION 011 CIVll f11Gms, PATIENT D UMPl'IG (2014),

http://www.usvcr.gov/pubs/ 2014PATOUMPOSD_9282014· l ,pdf.
" Genova v, Banner Health,J34 f.3d 1095, 1096 (10'" Cir, 2013).
1A 42 U.S.C. § 13955dd(q)(2)(A).

n 42 U.S.C. § 139Sdd(I).
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premature or Improper transfer of a patient with an emergency condition.... Instead of
t:omplaining that Banner retaliated against him for refusing to transfer patients, Dr.
Genova complains that Ba nner retaliated against him for wanting to send patlents
elsewhere. And EMTAlA simply does not spea~ to tllat issue.16
Judge Gorsuch notes that this does not mean that Dr. Genova's concerns were not well-founded or that
continuing to "hoard" patients might not lead to a tipping point where the hospital woul'd begin to
dump patients in v iolatfon ofEMTALA.'1 ButEMTALA does not include a cause of action for instances
where it might be better to send patients to another hospltal because of overcrowding, nor a cause of
action for situations where an EMTALA violation may occur in future.73 "When. as here, 'the statute's
language is plain' and not absurd on its face, 'the sole function of the cov rts ..,js to enforce it according
to its terms: Whatever our policy views on the question ot protecting reports of prospective vlolatlons,
it is Congress's plain directlons, not our personal policy preference$, that control."~
These two cases demonstrate, Judge Gorsuch is a textualist mindful of the limits of the counts and the
prerogatives of the legislative branch.
Judge Gorsuch's record shows him to be in the judicial mainstream. My assistant and I have examined
almost 200 cases involving cMI rights, constitutional law, or qualified immunity in which Judge Gorsuch
took part. Judge Gorsuch wasln the minority in only 10 of these cases. In 43 of these cases, Judge
Gorsuch was on a three-Judge panel where the other two judges were appointed by Democratic
presidents. In 40 of those cases, Judge Gorwch ei ther joined the majority opinion or concurred in the
result.
In short, a review of Jvdge Gorsuch's record indicates that he is a caref ul judge w ith great respect fcir
our constitut ional order. He respects the role of Congress and the corresponding limit s on the power of
the Judiciary. His opinions are within thejurisprudent ial main.stream. It appears he will faithfully apply
the law to protect the rights of all Americans.
Thaok you for giVing me the opportunity to testify today.

16

Genova v. Banner Health, 734F.3d1095, 1098 (101' Cir. 2013).
at 1098.
,. 111. at 1099,
' 9 td.
11 Id.
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Yellowbear v. Lampert, 741 Ud 48 (10'° Cir. 2014).
Pr1son officials denied Yellowbear any access to the tn-pr1son sweat lodge because they said it would
require a lockdown for secu rity purposes for hirn to be escorted to the sweat lodge, which is e~pensive
and administratively inconvenient. However, the prison never quantified the monet<lry costs of the
lockdown, simply asserted that it would be e~pensive. and Yellowbear pr.esented evidence that
lockdowns happened on a daily, sometimes even hourly, basis for other reasons. The prison' s clalm that
allowing Yellowbear access to a sweatlodge would result in a flood of requests to visit tile sweat lodge is
likewise unavailing. Prison officials were unable to show that they had a compelling interest in denying
Vellowbear acw access to the sweat lodge. Furthermore, they were also unable to meet the least
restrictive means requirement, because they did not address the alternatives Yeliowbear presented in
his brief, but sim ply rejected. them out of hand while saying that t ney would not allow hirt1 to access a
sweat lodge. So t he prison was unable to show that denying hirn any access at all to a sweat lodge was
the least restrictive means of ensuring priso n safety. Judge Gorsuch notes that the analysis would be
different if Yellowbear were allowed some access to a sweat lodge but wanted more access, becau se the
re.la tlve strength of the two parties' Interests would be different.

°

Hobby Lobby v. Sebelius, 723 F.3d 1114, 1152 (101 Cir, 2013)(Gorsuch, J., concurring) .
Judge Gorsuch joined majority opinion reversing grant of summary judgment to HHS, and w rote
separately to explain why RFRA also pro tected the Greens as tndlviduals and why the Anti-Injunction Act
did not apply. He argued that the Greens' situation was similar to that in Thomas v. Review Board and
United States v. Lee because all three cases turned upon the question of compllcity in sin. Thus, he
believed the Greens had Article Ill standing to pursue their own RFRA claims. Furthermore, the Greens
were undenfably persons within the meaning of RFRA. lastly, the Anti-Injunction Act did not apply
because it was a waivable defense and the government had expressly waived reliance on It.
Van Oeelen v. Johnson, 497 F.3d. 1151 (10'' Cir. 2007).
Van Oeelen had a long-running dispute with the CO\J!lty (egardlng Ms property tax assessment. Things
became heated between Van Oeelen and county o fficials. Van Deelen alleged that county officials and
county law enforcement engaged in verbal and physical intimi dation and deterred him from contlnuing
to pursue his claims. The district cou rt granted summary judgment on his First Amendment claims
because it said his claims were not a nratter of public concern, but only concerned his personal financiaf
interests. Judge Gorsuch found that Van Deelen had alleged sufficient facts on his First Amendment
claim regarding the right to petition for redress of grievances to survive sumrt1ary judgment. The public
concern test is applied only to the First Amendment claims o t public employees, not of private citizens.
The defendants then invoked qualified immunity. Judge Gorsuch found that the defendants were not
entitled to summary judgment on the basis of qual ified immunity, because a reasonable publfc offic1al
should have understood that verbal arid physlcal threats intended to chill a person's speech would
violate the First Amendment. Judge Gorsuch affirmed the district court's gra nt of summary judgment in
regard to plaintiff's due process claims and a number of other first Amendment claims.
Blackmon v. Sutton, 734 F,3d 1237 (10'" Cir. 2013) .
An eleven- year old boy was sent to a juvenile detent ion facility while awaiting trial on charges of rape .
(The charges were eventually thrown out.) While he was there, staff often confined him to a chair called
the " Pro-Straint'' chair to keep him from attempting suici de or banging his head Into walls. However,
there ls evldence that at other tllnes he was confined to the ch.air as a punisbment. The district court
found that this treatment violated the Eighth Amendment prohibition on cruel and unusual punishment .
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However, Judge Gorsuch writes, existing law makes clear that under the 14'0 Amendment pretrial
detainees cannot be subject to any punishment, so it is not necessary to reach tile Eighth Amendment
lssue to determine that the officials are not entitled to qualified immunity at the summary judgment
stage. Similarly, Blackmon alleged that one of the offlclals directed a subordinate to sit on Blackmon's
chest because Blackmon did not answer a question. The official did not dispute that he had done this,
and offered no further information about why he had done t'1is, Therefore, it was impossible to rule out
that this had been done to punish Blackmon, and the official was not entitled to qualified immunity at
the summary judgment stage . Judge Gorsuch also held that two other officials were not entitled to
qualified immunity at tliis stage, because they had arguably violated Blackmon' s Eighth Amendtnent
rights by not providing him w ith mental healt h care when they were aware that he was engaging in self·
harm. etc_.
Blackmon also claimed that the director of the j uvenile detention facility violated his constiiutional
rights by failing to transfer him to a nearby unlocked shelter. He liad previously beeo housed at the
shelter, but had ru11 away and a bench warrant issued for his at rest, Judge Gorsuch found that ;;ilthough
pretrial detainees have the right to be free from punishment, there is no freestanding constitutional
rlghtto be housed in the facility of their choice. Therefore, reversing the district court, Judge Gorsuch
found that the director of the facilitV was entitled to qualified irnmun[ty.
A.M . v. Holmes, 830 F.3d 1123 (10 1~ Cir. 2016J(Holmes, J.).
F.M ., then in 'Seventh grade, disrupted his P.E. cla!iS by fake burping. He refused to obey the teacher
wheJ1 she asked him to stop making the noises, and she had him sit in the hallway. He kept lea11ing into
the classr90m and making the burplng noises. The teacher was unable to continue teachtng the class
because Of the disr\jptlori, so she called the school resource officer. The school resource officer arrested
F.M. pursuant to a state statute that prohibits interfering w ith the educational process, although be
could instead have issued a citation. The school resource officer notified the principal that he. was
arresting F.M. She prepared a one-day suspension slip, patted down F.M. and handcuffed him, and took
him to a juvenile detention facility.
The nei<tschool year, F.M . was searched at school. A student reported to a school official that he or sh£:<
belleved she had seen several students engaging in drug transactions. The school resource officer then
looked at security camera footage and recognized flve students involved in the. suspicious transaction.
All five wer e searched, including f .M . The search revealed only that f .M . had $200 ln cash and a couple
of dress code violations (a bandanna ip gang colors and a marijuana leaf belt buckle). F.M.'s mother
confirmed why he was carrying so much cash, so he was not disciplined for arwthing involving the
suspected drug transaction. However, he was given a three·day tn·school suspension for dress code
violations, gang·rcfated activity, and disruptive conduct.
The panel majority ruled that the officer was entitled \O qualified immunity on the arrest because a
reasonable officer could have reasonably believed he had probable cause to arrest the kid under the
applicable New Mexico statute. The majority also h eld that a reasonable officer would not have t hought
he was cornrnltti11g a F-0urth Amendment lijolation by handcuffing ii minor pursuant to a lawful arrest.
The majority also found that, given the clrcumstances and statements from other students, it was
reasonable to search F.M. for marijuana . Th e principal was also entitled to qualified immunity on a
retalia tion claim, because there w9s no evidence her decision to search f .M . was wbstantially
motivated by retaliation. The equal protection claim falls because it was unclear if F.M. was the only
student directed to remove clothing, and even If he was, there Is no evidence he was treated differently
than similarly situoted student s.
Judge Gorsuch dissented. He believed that the officer was not entitled to qualified immunity because he
should have known that these sorts of minima! disrnptions did not fall within the conduct c-0ntemplated
by the statute. Judge Gorsuch pointed to decisions from the New Mexico Cou rt of Appeals and other
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state courts only applied the statute to students who.caused wbstantlal disruption that interfered with
the actual functioning of the school, not brief disruptions in a single classroom. The majority btJlieved
that the New MeJ<ico decision, Si/110, was inapplicable because it interpreted a statute regarding protests
at colfe.ges, but Judge Gorsuch argued that Silva was applicable because the relevant language of the
two statutes is identlcal.
Judge Gorsuch did not address the qualified immunity issues regarding the search for marljuan9,

°

Martinez v. Carr, 479 F.3d 1292 (101 Clr. 2007).
Martinez was Intercepted by police.officers at a fair who took him to the police substation at the fai r. At
that substation, Officer Carr (who was otherwise unlnvolved with the incidents surrounding Martinez)
wrote him a citation and told him he could either sign the citation (which meant that he agreed to
appear in court) or go to jail. This was in accord with New Mexico law. Mar tine? signed and then sued,
claiming that signtng the cltation constituted a Fourth Amendment seizure. The district court ruled that
this did constitute a seizure and that Carr was not entitled to qualified immunlr,. ludge Gorsuch
rejected this contention and reversed and remanded the case for entry of judgfT!ent in favor of Carr.
"We conclude that issuance of a citation, even under threat of jail if not accepted, does not rlseto the
level of a Fourth Amendment seizure'' .
TransAm Trucking, Inc. v, Administrative Review Board, 833 F.3d 1206 (10"' Cir. 2016)(Murphy,
J.)(Gorsud1, J., dissenting).
A trucker was about to run out of gas, and then the brakes on the trailer locked up due to frigtd
temperatures. He called for help and waited, but the heater in his truck wasn' t working and it was vety
cold. His tors.o was numb and he was. having trouble breathing. The supervisor at his trucking company
told him to either sit there and wait for help or to drag ttie trallerdown the road with the locked brakes
Instead, he unhitched the truck from the trailer and drove otf, returning a few minutes later when help
arrived. The trucking company fired him a week later for abandoning his load. After he was fired. he filed
a complaint with OSHA, arguing that he was. fired in violation of the whistleblower provisions of the
STAA. After OSHA dismissed his complaint, he requested a hearing before a DOL AU, who r uled in his
favor. The AU founi;l that the trucker engaged in protected activity when he reported the frozen brake
issue to TransAm and again when he ignored the supervisor's suggestion that he drive the truck while
dragging the trailer, and that this protected activity was inextricably entwined with TransAm's decision
to fire him for leaving the load. The pa nel majority affirmed the declslon.of the ARB under a different
provision of the STAA that prohibits an employer from discharging an employee who " refuses to operate
a vehicle ... because the employee has a reasonable apprehension of serious injury to the employee or
the public because of the vehicle's hata rdous safety or security condition." The panel majority said that
deference was owed under C/Jevron, and agreed with the ARB that "the refusal to operate provision
could cover a situation in which an employee refuses to use hts vehicle in the manner directed by his
employer.• Furthe(more, the STAA was enacted for health and safet\I reasons, and this 1nterpretat)on
furthers the cause of health and safety.
Judge Gorsuch dissented, arguillg that Chevron deference is not warranted in this case because DOL
never even contended that t he statute was ambiguous or that Chevron applied. Furthermore, the
statute isn't ambiguous. Even though "refuse to operate" is not defined in the statute, we can look at
the dictionary definitions of words. In short, "r efuse to operate" should not be read to encompass "insist
on ope.rating." Furthemiore, if we say that the s·tatute's purpose of prornotlng health and safety justifies
a preferred interpretation, almost any Interpretation is possible because everything is in some way
related to health and safety.
Genova v. Banner Health, 734 F.3d 1095 (10°' Cir. 2013).
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Judge Gorsuch held that Dr. Genova did not have a cause of action under EMT ALA for his terminatton.
Genova claimed he wa.s fired because he accused his hospital emergency loom of hoarding patients
Tnstead of sending them to other hospltals. However, Judge Gorsuch said, EMT ALA only prohlbits
dumping. patients on other hospitals - in other words. the. opposite of what Dr. Genova alleged was
happening. The statute also protects medical personnel who refuse to sign off on transferring patients
which again was the opposite of what he wanted to do. furthermore, when he complained, no EMTAtA
violation had yet occu rred. It was possible that hoarding patients might in the near future lead to an
overwhelmed emergency room dumping patients on other emergency rooms, but there is no cause of
acti on for possible future EMTALA violations. The doctor t hen retreats to an argument about statutory
purpose. He argued that "we should read EMTALA as affording damages to anyone who is retaliated
against for reporting imminent but as-yet unrealltad statutory violations of any kind - 11ot just the k1nd
mentioned in the first dause of the wnistleblower protection provision.n This argument misunderstands
the judic.i~I role. When the text is plain, the judge must go with the text.
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Mr. Chairman, Senator f.ci nstcin and Members of the Committee: thank you for the opportunity
to testify today. My name is Alice Fisher, and I am a partn~r and Executive Committee member
at the law fim1of Latham & Watkins. I am pleased to be here today as a friend and former
colleague of Judge Neil Gorsuch in private practice and public service at the Department of
Justice.

I met Judge Gorsuch in 1991 when we were both summer associates, and we have been friends
ever s1nce. As his friend, l have been privileged to watch his ca reer unfold, marked by impressive
uchievements and a longstanding devotion to service.
Judge Gorsuch possesses a keen intellect, commitment to faimess and decency, and a deep and
.abiding passion for the law. He has always brought a thoughtful, reasoned, and practical ana lysis
to any issue. Further, Judge Gorsuch's stellar resume demonstrates both a life-long love of
learning and an oi1golng commitment to teaching and mentoring the next generaLion.
As a lawyer, Judge Gorsuch is exceptional. As a c-0llcague, he is beloved and te~pecced, with
seemingly unlimited reserves of courtesy. kindness, and good humor. As a friend. he's exu·emely
supportive and generous to all. He is a wonderful listenc.-and a great advisor. always
encouraging and eager to help. Judge Gon>uch hru> been dri¥en by his devotion to his country and
to public service and comports himself with deep humility. He holds himself to the highest
standard ofei<cellcnccand to an unwavering commitment to getting it right.
Judge Gorsuch is not j ust an excellen1 anorney ancl judge; he Is also a si-eadfast, loving husband
and father. He llas adored Louise from tbe very first moment he met her, and he is a doting parent
to Emma and Belinda.
These qualities, all of which l have admired In Judge Gorsuch for the past twenty-six years. ate
precisely those that qualify him for the new position to which he has been nominated. He is a
man of"the highest per;;onal integrity, deeply dedicated to servi11g his coun try, and I ca nnot lhink
of a better place for him to do so than on the United State$ Supreme Court.
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*****
Chairman Grassley, Senato1· Feinstein, and distin guish ed Senators:

Thank you fot the imritation to testify at today's hearing on the nomination of
Judge Neil Gorsuch to the Supreme Court of the United States. My name is Hannah
Smith, and I am Senior Counsel at Becket, a non-profit, public-in.terest law firm
dedicated to protecting religious liberty for people of all faiths. At Becket, we have
defended Buddhists , Christians, Hindus, Jews, Muslims, Native Americans,
Santeros, Sikhs, Zoroastrians, and others in lawsuits around the country. Thls
defense involves federal constitutional claims under the Free El'ercise and
Establishment Clauses as well as federal statutory claims under the Religious
Freedom Restoration Aot (RFRA) and the Religious Land Use and Institutionalized
Persons Act (RLUIPA). In t,hls decade, we hiwe litigated several cases before the
Unit-ed States Supreme Court, all of which have resulted in favorable decisions: the
LittJe Sisters of the Poor case Zubik u. Burwell, I Holt u. Hobbs,2 Wheaton. College v.
Burwcl/,3 Bu,.well u. Hobby Lobby,'' McCullen u. Coakley,5 and Hosanna-Ta,bor
Euan.gelicat Lutheran, Church arid School u. EEOC.6
When it comes to protecting the principle of religious liberty for all, we expect that
Judge Gorsuch will be an excellent Associate Justice of the Supreme Oourt of the
United States. In bis words, religions liberty law "doesn't just apply to protect popular
religious beliefs; it does perhaps its most important work in protecting unpopular
religious beliefa, vindicating this nation's long-held aspiration to serve as a refuge of
.religious tolerance."7 Judge Gorsuch's track record in religious liberty cases holds
true to this fundamental principle of our pluralistic American society.

I 13ft S . Ct. 1557 (2016).
• 135 S. Ct. 853 (2015) .
• 134 s. Ct. 2806 (2014).
• JJ4 S. Ct. 2751 (2014).
6134- S. Ct. 2518 (2014) .
G 565 U.S. 171 (2012).
' Hobby Lobby Stores, Inc. v. Sebeli11s, 723 F.3d 1114, 1152-53 (10th

conc11rring) .

Cir. 2013) (Gorsuch, J ..
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ln preparation for r.his heai-Lng and with the 1tssista11ce of my colleagues, I have
reviewed the religious liberty related cases in which Judge Gorstwh has been involved
d\Jring his judicial service, either by writing an opinion 01· by casting a vote. This
survey reveals that Judge Gorsuch approaches religious liberty cases by Cat'efully
considering the applicable statutory and constitutional provisions and the relevant
goVf:rnfog pt·ecedent-s. His opinions are rigorous. meticulous, and well-reasoned. His
record demonsn·at.es an undel·standing of bot.h the h!storical traditions and U1e legal
imperatives that. forru t.he basis of ow• nation's .religious liberty p1·otections. Of the J 0
cases that Judge Gorsuch .himself ideutified to th i$ Committee as the most significant
among his 800 or so opinions,6 he chose two about religious hberty: Yellowbeqr u.
Lampert" and Hobby Lobby Stores, Inc. u. Sebelius. 10

In his ten years of service on the U.S. Court of Appeals. Judge Gorsuch
pm·ticipated in 40 'l'enth Circuit panels. en bane sittings, or votes for rehearing in
r.nses involving religious libe1·ty. Ncme of his Teligious liberty decisions has ever been
reversed by the Supreme Court. Every time the Supreme Court reached the merits
in one of these cases. it vindicated Judge Gorsuch's position-even in the cases where
he had wssented, 11 An examination of these cases reveals that Judge Gorsuch is also
a remarkable consensus builder. When he sat together with judges who were
appointed by a Democratic president, those judges unanimously agreed with him in
80% of those cases. Overall. he was part of a unanimous decision almost 90% of the
time. When he actually authored l<he religious liberty decision for the court, be
produced a unanimous decision every single time-100%. This is a sn·iking l·ecord of
coalition-bui.lc.ling in an area ofjurispi-udence that can be quite contentious.
This analysis or bis religious liberty jurisprudence is consistent with his broader
caseload, which shows !rim to be a consensus builder and a mainst.ream jurist. An
analysis by Jeff Harris, a partner at the law firm of Kirkland & Ellis, confirms this
point: "Judge Gon~uch has written some 800 opinions since joinil1g the 'f en th Circuit
Court of Appeals in 2006. Only 1. 75% of those decisions (14 opinions) drew dissents
frorn his colleagues.'' 12 In other words, over 98% of his opinions on any topic have
been unanimous, a fact more s ignificant in a circuit where, of the 12 active judges. 7
'S~e Judge Neil M. Oorsuch's U.S. Senate
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9 741 F.3d 48 (lOtb Cir. 2.014) (Gorsuch , J .. joined by Baldock, J. and Jackson. J ..• sitting by
designation).
10 723 F.3d 1114 (lOt.h Cir. 2013); id. at 1152·53 (Corsuoh .J., concurring).
1
11 See Bu.rwell u. Hobby Lobby Stores, Inc., 134 S. Ct. 2751 (2014) (affirming Tenth Circuit's decision
in favor or llobby Lobby); Zubik u. Burwell, 136 S. Ct.. 1557 (2016) (vacating Tenth Circuit's decision
ngninst Little Sisters of the Poor); Pleasant Grove City v. S11.mmwn, 555 U.S. 460 (2009) (adopting
J11dgeM0Connell tmd Judge Corsuch's dissenting position).
•• Ectitorial, Gorsuch in the Mai,.stre(Jm, Wall Street Journal. Feb. 9, 2017,
htt11~•/www w.s].tir1ml.trtH
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were appointed by Democratic presidents and 6 by Republican pre$idents. t3 This is
likely one reason why the Amexican Bar Association has given Juage Gorsuch the
highest rating on its scale for evaluating a Supreme Court nominee.H

l.

Re ligious L iberty Decis ions in the Prison and Criminal Context

'l'h.roughout his tenure on the federal bench, Judge Gorsuch has demonstrated
repeatedly that he applies the law fairly to protect the religious liberty of aU
Americans, including relig]ous minorities aml incarcerated persons-some of tbe
most politically powerless in our society. Judge Gorsuch has decided numerous case.s
under RLUJPA's prisoner provisions, protecting Native Americans, Muslims, and
J ews.
As this Committee well knows. RLUlPA passed the House and Senate by
unanimous conse:n.t 1& and was signed into law by President Bill Clinton. 1 ~ Congress
enacted RLUIPA following nine hearings ovei· three years that fovestigated state·
and local-level bmdens on religious liberty. fo the prison setting, Congress observed
"that 'frivolous or arbitra ry' barriers impeded institutionalized persons' religious
exercise.''' 7 A joint statement of RLUIPA co-sponsors Senators Ori·in Hatch (R-UT)
and the late Edward Kennedy (D·MA) noted that "(w)het.her from indifference,
ignorance, bigotry, or lack of resources, some institutions restrict religious liberty in
egregious and unnecessary ways.'' JS
Judge Gorsuch demonstrated his understanding of RLUIPA's important
protections for prisoners in Yellowbear u. La.mpert19- a case where a Native
American prisoner had i·equested al'.cess to a sweat lodge for religious purposes. Judge
Gorsuch authored an eloquent opinion in which he affirmed the foundational
principle underlying those provisions: 'While those coiwicted of crime in ow· society
"Current active Tenth Citcuit judges appointed by Democr1.1tic pt·esid.ents iocJude: Judge Mary Beck
Briscoe (Clinton); Judge CadQs F. Lucero (Clinton); ,Judge s~ott M. Matheson, .Jr. (Obama); Judge
Robert E. Bacha.rach (Obama); Judge Grego1·y A Phillips (Obama); Judge Carolyn B. McHugh
(Obam11); and Judge Nancy L, Moritz (Obama). Current active Tenth Circuit judges appointed by
Republican presidents. include: Chief Judge Timothy M. 'fyn1kovich (Ceorgo W. Bush); .Judge Paul J,
Kelly, Jr, (George H.W. Bush); Judge Harris L. Hartz (George W. Bush); ,Judge Neil M. Gorsuch
(George W. Busb); and Judge ,Jerome A. Holtn.es (Georg" W. !lush). See Judges of the Tenth Circuit
Court of Appeal~. b11 Pf'.flW\\ W.\'l)!O.yi,;<!llll'lf.g(l\"/Jud.:b (last visited Mar. l4, 2017).
" Peter Hasson, American Bar Assoeiation Gilles Neil Gorsuch Highest Po$1iiblc Rating for SCOTUS,
Daily Ca.tier (Mll.t. 9, 2017, 7!06 PM), htl!l:l/tl.11h mlle1·.r•1,111/'.lll17/0!'l!Q!l/n m~ri~<1 1l ·hHr·t1'"''cfatiun
l!j n ._. 50. ue i l- ctH~\Wh• hi 0 !1£o.:;f · J.i• 1f::.,i.jJ1lP·l .t-tt_ iu;:-lhl"-.N·•Jt Lb;;;/.

•• See S.2869, Blll Summary and Status for 106thCongress (2000).
See Pub. L. No. 106-274. 11'1-Stat. 803 (2000).
17
Cutter 11. Wi/kin.~011., 544 U.S. 709, 716 (2005) (quoting 146 Cong. Roe. 16698, 16699 (2000) (joint
statementofSen. Hutch o.nd Sen. Kennedy on RLUJPA)),
lG

Ill Td.

,9 741 F.3d 48 (10th Cir. 2014) (Gorsuch,

J ., joined by Baldock. J. and Jackson, J., sitting by

designation).
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lavtfuJly forfeit a great many civil liberties. Congress has (repeatedly) instructed that
the sincere exercise of religion should not be among them-at least in the absence of
a compelling reason."20 For a unanimous panel, he wrote that there was no such
compelling reason for the government to prevent a member of the Northern Arapaho
tribe from practicing his Native American religion during his life sentence. 21 Judge
Gorsuch recognized that. especially in the prison contell.'t, it is "easy for g'ove1·nmental
officials with so much power over inmat.es' Jives to deny capriciously one more libert.y
to those who have already forfeited so ruaey others."22 'l'herefore, he cautioned that
the compelling interest test- "the strictest f01•m of judicial scrutiny known to
Americ::rn law''-cannot be satisfied "by fiat" or "the government's hare say·so."23 On
this point, Justice Sonia Sotomayor quoted Judge Gorsuch's Yellowbear opinion in
her concurring opinion in another RLUIPA prisoner case, Holt v. Hobbs.24 There, a
unanimous Supreme Cow:t ruled in favor of a Becket client-a Muslim prisoner who
sought to grow a religiously required beard. In two other RLUfPA prisoner cases,
Judge Gorsuch has (l) voted in favor of a Muslim prisoner seeking access to
religiously required meals,u and (2) reversed a lower comt decision failing to
adequately consider a pro se prisoner's request for a koshet diet.~~

In the criminal context. Judge Gorsuch has demonstrated his understanding that
religious liberty claims have reasonable limits. In a drug trafficking case, Un,ited
States v. Quain.tan.ce, 21 for example, Judge Gorsuch declared tha.t religious libeJ'ty
laws do not "offer refuge LQ canny operators who seek through subterfuge to avoid
laws they'd prefer to ignore[, l]ike those who set u.p 'churches' as cover for illegal drug
dis tributfon operations.''2B J'hern.. a couple sought to raise money to make bail forber
brother, who had been arrested for transporting marijuana.29 They decided to make
Yellowl1ear. 741 F.3d at 52.
at 58.
n Id. ttt 5ll.
~ Td. al 59.
20

21 Jd.

:i.. 185 S. Ct. 853. 867 (201.fi) (Sotomayor, J ., concurl'ing) (quoti ng Yel/owbcar that tho deference
"extend[ed to] the> experianoe and e.xpertise of prison administrat.oTs dc1es not c.xtond so fa,. that pris on
officials may dechire a compellil'lg govcmmenlnl intel'est l>y liu t" because prison policies ba.oed Ql1
sveculati(!n were what motivated Congress to pMs RLl.Jl PA fo the fitst place).
~' Abd1tl!UU1eeb v. Calbone, 600 F'.3cl 1301 (10th Cir. 2010) (Henry. J.. joined by Ebel. J .. and Gorsuch,
J ,); id. at 1324-26 (Gorsuch. J., concurtiing) (agreeing with majority that there is a s ubstantial burden
under RLUlPA where, as her<!. prisoner is faced with "Hobson'$ choke" of being "forted to choose
between viol:~ting his religiou,i; bel iefs and starving to death" but writ.ing sepm:ately to clarify that the.
court did not decide . among othe:r things, wheth"r bein)I' forced to "forgo an Qcciisionul me.ii" is a
"substantial burden" proscribed byRLUfPA) (e111pha6i6 in original).
Z• No.sious u. Two Unknown B.1.C.E. Agencs. at l\rapalloe Cty. Justice Ctr.. 492 F.3d 1158 (10th Cir.
2007) (Gorsuch, J., joi.11ed by Lucero. J., 11od HaJ·t.z. J .l.
27 608 F.3d 717 (10th Oir. 2010) (Gorsuch, J., joined by Henry, J .. sn<l Ebel, JJ.

28
29

Yellowbear. 741 F.3d at 54 (citing Qiu1.intonce. 608 K Sd at 720-23).
Quai!lta11ce. 608 P.3d at 719.
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bail by selling marijuana themselves and establishing the "Church of Cognizance,''
founded on the t~aching that marijt1ana is both a deity and sacrament.30 After the
Border Patrol busted t heir ''backpack runners" from Mexico, the couple argued that
their drug-running was part of their church's religious activities and thus legally
protected by RFRA,31 Judge Gors~1ch wrote a detailed opinion affirming the lower
court's decision that the coutile's re}jgious beliefs were not sincere-a threshold
determination in every reli.gious liberty case-and that the "chm·ch" was a mere front
for a drug operation.32 The Quaintance decision shows Judge Gorsuch's
understallding that insincere religious claims must be rejected if the law of religious
liberty is to re main rohust.

II.

Religious Liberty Decisions Under th e Religious F reedom
Restor atio n Act

Two of Judge Gorsuch·s best known religious liberty cases-Hobby "Lobbyaa and
Little S isters of/ he PoorS'L-wc1·e decided under RFRA 'fhis important federal statute
was passed in the wake of the Supreme Court's 1990 decision in Employment Division
u. Smith, an which cut back traditional constitutional l>l"otections for religious liberty.
I.n tbe wake of Smith., a bipartisan coalition of elected officials, scholars, and advocacy
groups united to restore protections for religious liberty. When RFRA was passed in
1993, the bill "was s1,1 pported by one of the broadest coalitions in recent political
history," with 66 religious and civil liberties groups, "including Christians, J ews,
Muslims. Sikhs, Humanists, and secular civil liberties organizations.~ working
'V.> Jd.
"' Id.
•s In two oth~.r cr iminal cases. Judge Gorsuch addressed religious iasue.; tn diffe1-ent con texts. FfrsL ill
United Stot<>s (1. Medina·Copele, 757 f.3d 1092 (10th Cir. 2014), Judge Gor~uo.h dealt wit h the Firs~
Amendment ramifica1.ions of a law enfo1-cement offke.r opining on religion in a criminal prosecution.
Id. 11t 1108-09. The case involved whether nu ei<pert 11t tri.al could testify that a suspeds religious
Jjrayer t.o a Mexican folk deity called Santa Muerte w11s "so connected wit.h drug trafficking as to
constitute evidence that the OCGUpauts of tbe vehicle were 11wt1re of the presence of [lridd1;tnJ drugs." Jd,
at l 095. The expert !tad testified that the suspect's prayer sought "protection from law enforcement."
id. at l 099, and thl\t the foll< deity was not "recoi.'"nit.ed IJy the Catholk Church," which pninted tho
suspects as "heret.ic-s," id. at 1109. 'tbe Panel found the expert's testimony to be unrel iable. saying that:
"A criminal trinl ls no place for 11 theological disputation 0 11 sain thood and the power of ptayP.r." Jd.
Medina-Cop~te demonstrates that Judge Go1-sucb und~rstatlds the govern ment should not insert itself
into theQl9gical disputes--.;;l,Jcb as whe t.her Santa f\I u.ei-t.e i~ heretjc!ll-b~aus" doing •o woulrl violate
the principle that ehu1-ch and state sh ould 1•c main separate. Second, in United Slill.es ti. Olivare.~~
Campos. 276 Fer!. AJ?p'x 816 (10th Cii-. 2008). Judge COTsuch went out o[ his way in SJ.l evidence
suppression appeal w s&ate I.bat the mere presence of' religious iconog,.aphy (such 11s ~- pictut-e of Jesus
or a St. Christ0pher medall ion) was insufficient to raise reasonable su~11icion of gang <1ctivity and coulll
jusl as easily have heen 11thibutable to "honest devotion." Id. ut 823.
:u 723 F.3d 1114 (10th Cb. 2013).
~·

little Sister1> of the Poor Home for th<: ~ed. Dert uer. Colo. 11, BurwcU, 799 f'.3d 1315 (10th CU-.

2015).

·" Emp't. Div.,

Dcp~

of H11mon Res. of Or. t'. Smith., 494 U,S. 872 (1990).
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togethei· across ideological and religious lines.26 RFRA was introduced in the House
by then-Representative Charles Schumel' (D-NY) and in the Senate by Senators Orrin
Hatch (R-UT) and the late Edward Kennedy (D·MA). RFRA passed the House by a
unanimous vote37 and the Senate by a vote of 97-3.as In his signing t'emarks,
President Clinton said: "What [RFRAJ basicrally says is that the Government should
be held to a very high level ofproofbefore it interferes with someone's free exercise
of religion .... We believe strongly that we can never . . . be too vigilant in this
work."39
In Becket's Hobby Lobby case,40 J udge Gorsuch voted in favor of the religious
objectors against governmimt coercion. 4 ' The case involved the question whether
RFRA prevented the government from imposing the Affordable Care Act's regulatory
contraception mandate on a closely held, family-owned business. 4 ZThe Green family
objected on religious grounds to providing insm·ance coverage fol' a small subset of
cont.raceptives covered by the mandate.43 If they did not comply, their company would
be fined $475 million a year. 4 4 J udge Gorsuch joined the en bane court's majority
opinion, and wrote separately to emphasize the substantial burden on the Green
family's i·eligious exercise.45 He wrote that the Green family was forced to choose
between "exercising their faith or saving their business." 411 The Supreme Court
agreed with the majority, holding that under RFRA, the HHS mandate imposed a
substantial burden that was not the least restrictive means of accomplishing its
goal.H
In Becket's Little Sisters of the Poor case, 48 Judge Gorsuch similal'ly voted in favor
of the nuns in their challenge to the same HHS mandate as applied to nonp1•ofit
religious ministries. 49 When t.he original three-judge paoel ruled again.st the Little
Sisters of the Poor, the Tenth Circuit-in a sua sponte vote-decided to deny
rehearing en barre:. But Judge Gorsuch disagreed and joined a dissent from denial of
"' Douglas Laycock & Oliver S. Thomas, Interpreting the Religious Freedom nestoration Act, 73 1'ex,
L. Rev. 209. 210, 244 (1994) .
31 H.R. Rep. No. 103-88(1993).
•• S . Rcp, No. lOS·l ll (1993) .
·~ Sta.t.ement by President OD Signing tbe Religious Freedom Restoration Act. or 1993 (Nov. 16, 1993).
•O 723 F.Sd l 114.
II

Jd. a\ l ) 2}.

Td. at 1120.
ld. at 1120-21.
"Id. at 1125.
•• Id. at l l 52-59 (Gorsuch, ,J., concurring, joined by Kelly, J., and Tymkovich, J .}.
•qd. at 1152,

40
'3

" Burwell v. Hobby Lobby Store11. Inc., 134 S. Ct. 2751 (2014) .
"" 799 F.3d 1315 (10th Cir. 2015).
•9 Jd. at 1316-
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en bane review, a dissent which called the opinion of the panel majority "clearly and
gl:avely wrong."M Ultim11tely, Judge Gorsuch's position was vindicated when the U.S.
Supreme Court issued a per curiam decision vacating the panel opinion and
fOJ·bidding the government from imposing any fmancial penalties on the nuns. SJ
Although some have tried to frame the HHS mandate cases as an irresolvable
conflict between religious liberty and woi:nen's rights, the government's recent
admissions before the Supremt> Court belie that view. S~ecifically. in the Little
Sisters' case, the government conceded that, instead of forcing religious objectors to
provi!le contraceptive services using their health plans, the government could still
achieve its inte1:est by allowing women to access contraceptive services on tbe
government's own exchanges, through another government program, or through
other insurance plans..;2 Second, the government admitted it could modify its scheme
to avoid forcing religious organizations to execute documents authorizing the use of
their health plans in ways that violate their religious faith. 03 These important
concessions before the Supreme Court exposed the false conflict between
contraceptive access and religious liberty. Thus . the Supreme Court reached
unanimity in a case that was once predicted to end in division.
It is o~en true in higb·profile litigation, like the HHS mandate cases. that the
political presslu·e will be greatest on the government to abandon protecting
unpopular religious practices in order to achieve a particular policy initiative.
Especially in these cases, judges must do their job and make the government prove
its case. As Judge Gorsuch put it, while religious liberty statutes like RFRA and
RLUfPA "anticipateO that [their] solicitude for religious exercise must sometimes
yield to other competing state interest.s,"M the government must prove "the
'compellingness' of its interest in the context of 'tbe burden 011 that person!" 05 and
"roust 0£ course '1·efute . .. alternative schemes' suggested by the [religious objector]
to achieve that saiue interest and show why they are inadequate.»55 As i11 the Little
Sisters' case, this burden on the government to explain itself will often reveal that
win-win solutions are in fact readily available.

60 Jd.
•1

Zubik u. Burwell. 136 S. Ct. l!i:i>7 (2016) .
., Mark L. Rienzi, FOQI Me Twice; Z\lbik v. Burwell and the Peril.~ of Judicial Faith in Oouernmenl
Claims, Cato Supreme Court Revif!w, 2015·2016: see also Brief for the Respond.ents at 65, Zubik u.
Burwell, 1368. Ct.1557(2016) (No. 14-1418): id. at 14-15.
., Id.
.;. Yelwwbear, 741 F.3d. at 57.
65 Id. (emphasis in original) (<J1lol.ing 42 U .S,C. § 2000cc· l(a}).
'" Id. at 62. (quoting Uni.led Sta.tes 11. Wilgus. 638 F .3d 1274 (10th Cir. 201 J)).
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IU.

Religious Freedom Cases in t he Establishment Clause Conteict

Judge Gorsuch's Establishment Clause jurisptudence shows he understands that
religion is an important part of cultural expression in our pluraHst.ic society and has
been siuce the founding. Given this history, it is no surprise-and certainly no
viola tion of the Constitution-that religion sometimes manifests in public life. Some
militant advocacy groups have worked to scrub Teligion entirely from the public
square, relying on an array of subject~ve and unworkable tests that are unteth ered
from any historical analysis and that would ernse religion wherever it might cause
offense to some.5 7 Judge Gorsuch has rightly i·ejected this approach, focusing instead
on how the historical unde1·standiog of the framers should guide Establishment
Clause analysis. His approach has been vindicated by the Supreme Court in :rece.nt
year.s as the Court has moved away from problematic subjective tests and embraced
a view of the Establishment Clause focused on history.
In the past, the Supreme Court. has employed anti-historical and abstrnct
constitutional tests to interpret the Establishlnent Clause, including the subjective
Lemon test. This test asks whether the gove:rnrnenes action (1) has a :religious
''purpose," (2) has the "primary effect" of'"advancing" or "endorsing" religion, and (3)
fosters "excessive government entanglement with l'eligion.~ 0s This test has bee.n
heavily criticiz.e d by courts and commentators alike,69 and has not been applied by
the Supreme Court in a merits decision in over 12 years. eo In fact, at ]east eight
current or recent Justices' have called for its rejection.s.1 Justice Scalia even went so

., See generally Eric R.assbach, Town ofGrc~'CI! v. Galloway; The Establishm ent Clause and the
Rediscovery of Hi.story, Cat.o Sup~eme Court Review. 2013-2014.
•s Lamb's Cll.(1.pel u. Ctr, Moriches Unum Rrce S ah . Dist.. 508 U.S. 384, 395 (1993) (describing Lemon
test); Ly11ch u. Donnelly, 465 U.S. 668. 688. 89 (1984) (O'Conno~. ,J. concuTring) (first articulating "no
endorsement'• tesl).
69 See. e.g .. Doe v. Elmbrook Sch. Di.st .. 687 F.3d 840. 869-77 (7th Cir. 2012) (Easterbook, J. & Posner,
J., dissenting .from en bane decision) (calling Lenton and "no endorsement" test "hopelessly openende<,l."); Gerard V. Bradley, Protectiltg Religious liberty, 42 DePaul L. R ev. 25S. 261 (1992); Richard
W. Garnett, Religion, Divi.sion, & the First Amcndmen.t. 94 Geo. L..J. 166'7 (2006): Douglas Laycock,
Towards a GeMral Theory of the Religio11 Clari.ses, 81 Colum. L, Rev. 1373. 1380·88" (1981); Miuhael
W. McConnell, Religiovs Preedom at a Crossroads, 59 U. Chi. L. .Rev. 115, 118-20 (1992).
00 McCreary Ccy. u. Am. Civil Liberties Union of Ky., 5'15 U.S. 8'14. (2005).
61 See, e.g., Mount Soledad Mem 'l Ass'n v. 7\-i;n.k, 132 S. Ct. 2535, 2535 -36 (2012) (Alito, J., dis.~enling
rrom den il<I of certioran) ("Establishment Cle.use j11rispmdence is undoubtedly in need of clarit.y'):
l!tafl Highway Patrol As.•'n v. Am. Atheists, Inc., 132 S. Ct. 12, 14- 15, 17. 19. 21 -22 & n.:i (2011)
(Thomas, J., dissenting from denial of certiorari) ("Establishment Clause jurisprudehce [isl in
shambles." "nebulous." "erratic." "no principled basis," "purgatory," "unpenetrable," ''ad boo
patchwork," "lirubo,'' ·~ncapabl~ of conr;istent appliaation," "our mess," '1 ittle more than intuition and
a tape measure') (quotations omitted); Lamb's Chapel, 508 US. at 398 (Scalia. ,T .. concurring);
Alleghen;y Cty. 11, Am. Civil /,iberties Union, 492 U .S. 573, 6.55-57 (l!l89) (Kennedy, J ., concurring in
judgment in partand dissenting in part); Corp. of Presiding Bisl1op of Church of Jesus Christ of Latterday Saint{; u. Amo$. 483 U.S. 327 ( l987) (O'Connor, J ., concurring in Judg ment); Wallace u. Jnffree.
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far as to com1,are the Lemon, test to "some ghoul in a late-night horror movie that
.. stalks fthej Establishment Clause jurisprudence."62 Even where the Court
mentioned Lemon. in passing, the Court bas treated its factors as "no m01·e than
heipful sign-posts," and many times did not apply them at alJ. 63
As it has turned away from subjective and abstract tests like Lemon, the Court's
modern trend has been t-0 focus on the historical meaning of the Establishment
Clause and the practices that have long been permitted under it.64 Indeed, the
Supreme Court recently admonished that "the Establishment Clause must be
interpreted by reffil'ence to historical practices and u11derstandings."65 Judge Gorsuch
has correctly employed such historical analysis throughout his tenure as a judge.

For example, in Green u. HG$kell County Board of Commi.ssioners,66 Judge
Gorsuch relied on the historical and cultmal significance of the Ten Commandments
when he voted in favor of allowing such a monument on a courthou$e lawn alongside
other markers of our nation's legal and cultural hi.story.67 In his dissent from a
decision not to revisit the ruling that would remove this monument, Judge Gorsuch
correctly explained that "public displays focusing on the ideals and history of a
locality" do oot violate the Establishment Clause merely because they include the
Ten Commandments. 68 Jn fact, he pointed out that in inclusive displays on courthouse
lawns. the Ten Commandments can convey a message about "the primacy and

472 U.S. 38, 107-13 (1985) (Rehnquist, J., dissenting); id. at 90-91 (White, J.. d1ssenting); Comf/I. for
Pu-blic Ed. & &ligi-Ou:s Liberty u. Regan, -1<l4 U.S. 646, 671 (1980) (St.evens. ,J .. dissent.ing).
•• Lamb's Chapel, 508 U.S. al. 398 (Sea.Ha, J., concurring),
;;i Van Orden u. Pl!rry. 545 U.S. 677, 686 (2005) (plurality); see also Town.of Greece v. Galloway, 134 S.
Ct. l8lt (2014) (not applying Lemon); Zelman v. Si1111111)1l$·Harri:;, ii36 l).S. 639 (2002) (same); Good
News Club 11. Milford Ce11t. Sch., 533 U.S. 9$ (2001) (same).
64 Tow1-.t>f Greece, 134 S. Ct. at 1823, 1825, 1819 feugnging in a thorough review oflegislative prayer
practices "lfJrom the ea:rliest days of the Nation" that have "long endured." and "becorut: part of out
heritage and tradition," concluding that the "praye,r practicl'.1 in the town of Cre~e fits within the
tradition long followed in Congress and the state legislatures"); HQsaJtr,a-Tohor 8va11gelioal Lu.theran
Church & S<;Ji. u. EEOC, 565 U.S. 171. 183-81 (2012) texaminfag the hiStory of colonial "lc]ontroversies
over the seJect.ion of ministers" ro det.ermille that "[tlhe EstabHshment Clausi; prevents t he
Govc:mmen~ from appointing ministers"); Va.n Or.darJ., 545 U.S. at 686 (plurality of the Court upheld
Texas's Ten Commandments-di.splay. applying an annlysis "d'rfven bolb by the nature of the mouument
and by our Nation's history"): id. .at 699-700 (Breyer, J ., concurri11_g) (looldng to "national traditions"
and monl,\ment's hist.(>rical con ee:.:t); Marsh v. Chambers, ~63 U.S. 783, 786 (1983) (upholdin~ practice
of state,pnid chaplain's legislatlvff prayer b~ause it was "deeply embedded in the tUsto"y and tradition
of this coun~ry").
o.; Town of Gre~ce, l 34 S. Ot. at 1819 (erupbasis added) (quotation marks omitted).
•• 574 F.3d 1235 (10th Cir. 2009).
0

"'1

ob

Id. at 124B·49.
LrJ, at 1248.
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authority of' law, as welJ as the 'history and moral ideals' of our society and legal
tra<lition."69
Sirnilarly, in American Atheists, Inc. u. Dauenport, 70 Judge Gorsuch dissented
from a decision to leave in place a i·uling that memorial crosses displayed on the side
of the highway to commemorate fallen troopers violated the Establishment Clause. 71
Ultimately, the Supreme Court declined to hear that case, but Justice Clarence
Thomas wrote a 19-page dissent from denial of certiorari, citing Judge G01·such's
dissent and lamenting that t he coui·t had t'ejected "ao opportunity to provide clarity
to an Establishment Clause jurisprudence in shambles."72
Finally, in Plea.sartt Groue Citj• u. Snmnium, 7s Judge Gorsuch jofaed then-Judge
Michael W. McConnell's dissent from the denial of rehearing en bane, taking t he view
that the government's display of a donated Ten Commandments monument in a
public park ilid not obligate the governn1ent to display every other monument
someone might.offer, 7'' The Supreme Court unanimously reversed the 10th Circuit's
decision and sided with Judge.s McConnell and Gwsuch.75 Consistent with Judge
Gorsuch's position. the Court made clear that it was permissible for government to
recognize religious elements as an important contrihulion to a community's values.
culture, and history. 7fi
Government recognition of religious culture is not only historically justified. it fa
far preferable to the hy11er-secular a lternativf:> of attempting to whitewash religious
expression from our communities and our hist.ory. The Supreme Court's
jurisprudence correctly recognizes the important role that many religious traditions
have played and continue to play in ow· pluraHstic American soc.iety.
IV.

Conclusion

In aU of his ruJings touching upon religious liberty issues, Judge Gorsuch has a

consistent record of closely following the relevant statutes and constitutional
provisions. without regard to preference for political pa1iy or ideological outcome.
Judge Gorsucb's jurisprudence demonstrates an even-handed application of the
principle that religious liberty is fundamental to freedom and to human d.ignity, aud
that protecting t:be religious rights of others-even the rights of those with whom we
may disagree-ultimately leads to grealer protections for all of our rights. Thank you.

09 fd. (quot.ing Va•1 Orde!t, 545 U,S. at 701·02 (Breyer, J .. concurring in th~judgment)}.
10 637 F.3d 1095 (10th Cir. 2010).
1
' ld.ttt 1107- 11.
7
~ Utah Highway Patrol .4ss'l1, 132 S. Ct. at 13 (Thomas, J ., dis$e11Ling from denial of certiorari).
13 499 P.3d 1170 (10th Cir. 2007).
" Id.at 1174·78.
" Pleasant Groue City v. Su mm um, 555 U,S. 460 (2009).
<6 Jd. at 412.
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Testimony of Professor Timothy Meyer
Professor of Law and Enterprise Scbolar
Vanderbilt University Law Schoo.I
Before the United States Senate Committee 0 11 t he Judiciary
On the
No mi uatioo of Judge Neil M. Gorsuch to be Associate Justice of the United States
Supreme Court
March 23, 2017
Mr. Cbainnan, Sc.nator Feinstein and Members of the Committee. Thank you for tlie
invitation to testify roday. My name is Timothy Meyer, and I am a Professor of Law at
Vanderbilt University Law ScbooL 1 had the honor to clerk for Judge Gorsuch from 2007
to 2008 arul l am here today to enthusiastically support his uomination to tbe Supreme
Court. Judge Gorsuch is a brillian~ fair, principled, and iildependent jurist. He is also the
epitome of a gentleman. You will never iu your life meet a kinder pllblic servant
One of the biggest risks a judge takes each year is inviting a few recent law school
graduates into .his or her chambers. Judges use law clerks as sounding boards for ideas; to
spot flaws in arguments and reasoning, including Uieir own; and to find and help analyze
pasr precedent. More than that, though. judges work side by side with these young
lawyers every day. Judges thus often become the most important mento(S young lawyers
have. This mentoring role is not the most important that judges play. rt does, however,
provide a window into a judge' s temperament and approach to the law.

r co\ild not have hoped for a better mentor than Judge Gorsuch, and the country could not
hope for a better teacher for its brightest lcgii.I minds. l could say 1m1ch aboul Judge
Gorsuch: how he welcomes his clerks to Colorado and into his family, 01· about the hours
he has spent over the years counseling me on career choices and personal tragedies. l
could talk about his love of being a lawyer, tile joy be takes in the give and take oflegal
argument. or bow muc.h he cares for the integrity of our judicial system. lnstead, U1ough,
l waat to spend my time today talking about what Judge Gorsuch has 1aught me abou1
writing.
By the time I arrived ia Judge Gorsuch ·s chambers, I had been ia school for 2 l years and
had written thousands of pages, including most of a doctoral dissertation. But l didn't
learn to write until r wo1·kud for the Judge. Through conversation, readi.ng the Judge's
work, and reading his carefol suggestions on my work, I teamed the importance of clarity
in legal writing, The Judge spends hours and many draft~ on just the introductory
paragrapl1s to his opinions. These sentences. he taught the clerks, are tbemost important,
Lnwyers need to know how the court thought the Constitution, statutes. and regulations
applied to the facts of the case.. But even non-lawyers, the Judge taught me, should be
able to understand the stakes in a cottrt case and the basic reaso11 a case came out as il
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did. The litigants themselves deserve an explanation that does not require a lawyer to
interpret. I have taken U1is lesson with me at each slop along my career.
An example from my time clerking for the Judge highlights the importance he places on
making the work of the courts accessible. Dudnikov v. Chalk and Vermilion Fine Arts,
!nc. 1 involved a husband-and-wife team that e.amed 1heir livelihood by selling knickknacks on eBay. An outJof-state company asked eBay, located in California, to take
down the couple's auction because some of the products allegedly infringed I.he
company's copyrights. The husband aud wife sued the company in Colorado pro se,
seeking a declaration that their wares did not i11fri11ge the company's inte!Jectual property
rights. The district court dismissed the case for lack of personal juri sdiction over the
company, agreeing with the company tl1a1 it did not have any contacts with Colorado. fl
had no operations in Colorado and its letter to eBay bad been directed to California.
Writing for a unanimous panel. Judge Gorsuch ceversed and ruled for the couple. The
company's letter, the Judge wrote, was like a bank shot io basketball. Just as a basketball
player intends to hit the backboard onl y in the service of making a basket, so too the
company had sent a letter to California in order to cancel the couple's auction that it
lmew was in Colorado. Such ao intended effect satisfied the standard the Supreme Court
has est'dblished for tbe exercise of personal jurisdiction over an absent defendant. This
analogy translated a complicated area ofjurispntdence into every day tenns that litigants
- including private citizens proceeding without tbe a.ssist.ance of lawyers agains1 weHrepresented companies, like the plaintiff~ in. this case - could easily understand.
Judge Gorsuch· s care for writing is important iu its own rLght, because the written word is
the primary medium through which judges con11nurticatc. But the Judge's emphasis on
writing is part of his broader concern for the process due litigants. who seek the prote.ction
of our courts. As a clerk, I bad tho opportunfty to observe over and over again Judge
Gorsuch's respect for li1igants and the care he took to make .sure he fairly and folly
evaluated and addressed all of their daims. The federal courts receive a very high number
of pro se habeas cbrpus petitions from prisoners seeking lo collarerally attack their
convictions. For many of these petitioners, the Anti-Terrorism and Effective Death
Penalty Act, passed by Congress in 1996, sets a bar to relief that they cannot clear.
Consequently, many courts dispense with these petitions summarily.
Yet when I worked for Judge Gorsuch, he insisted that each petitioner receive a wrirten
decision ex plaining how the court bad resolved his claim. Each inmate. be told me, is
entitled to an explanarion he can understand, no matter how far o1T U1e mark his claim for
relief. Alld to be frank. many of the claims we received, prepared without the aid of
com1sel, were hard to w1derstand. No matter. Tlie Judge reminded we clerks of the
courts' duty to liberally construe- that is, to give the benefit of the doubt to - tbe claims
of those who appear on their own behalf seeking the protection of the law_
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4i the decade !iince l clerked for him, Judgo Gorsuch has authored several hundred
written decisions and participated in hundreds more cases. His jurisprudence cannot be
redllCed to a few brief words. In my time workin,g for bim, and in reading muc11 of his
work since then, 1 see two common threads. First, Judge Gorsuch's faithful application of
the law, as written by the people's representatives, to the specific facts of the case before
him. Second, a concern that the average person have fair notice of the law and a
meaningful chance to defend his rights.
His decisions protecting immigrants' rights are of particular note. You have no doubt bad
2
the chance to discuss his decisions in De Nu Robles v, Lvnch a.nd Gulferre2-Btizue/o v.
Lynch. 3 [11 both of those c:ases, Judge Gorsuch ruled that lhe Board of Immigration
Appeals could uot retroactively deprivo immigrants of the right to petition the
government to remain in the United States. Each of these decisions found that the
goverumeut owes tl1ose within its jurisdiction basic fair notice of what the Jaw requLres.

I want to tell you about a different case that raises similar themes. When I. clerked for
him, Judge Gorsuch authored the l 0111 Circuit' s decision in United States v. Hasan.J That
case involved a Somali teenager who came to the United States in 1997, fleeing the civil
war in his home country of Somaliu. Years later, the defendant, for whom English was a
second language, was indicted and convicted of perjury based on his allegedly
inconsistent statements about the persecution he faced in Somalia. The incoi1sisrent
statements came in two different appearances, months apar,t, before a grand jury. TI1c
record indicated that throughout his grand jury testimony, the defendant had expressed
his difficulty with the English language and understanding the questions posed.
On appeal, Judge Gorsuch's opinion held that the district court had "plainly erred" - the
most difficult standard of review for an appellant to satisfy - in not reevaluating whether
the defendant was entitled to an interpreter du;ing his grand jury testimony. Congress, tbe
Judge wrote, had provided defendants who struggle with English the right to an
inrerpre1er in the Court I.nterprdcrs Act. And Congress had expressly made tliat righr
applicable to grand jury testimony.
The lessons I learned from working with the Judge on this case echoed those I heard
throughout my Clerkship. As in so many of his decisions, Judge Gorsuch paid careftal
attention to the arguments tl1e litigants had actually made. Courts, Judge Gorsuch told me
repeatedly, cannot reach out to decide questions not properly raised by the litigants. lo
our democratic system, that rule ser:ves as a critical check on the power of the courts. At
the same time, when Congress bas spoken to an issue the courts must apply the law as
written, Indeed, the courts mu$t do so even when the government vigorously objects. The
judge' s duty is to enforce the protections against government overreach tbat the people's
representatives have e11$hrined in the Constitution and statutes. l never once saw the

803 F.3d 1165 (10th Cir. 20 I 5).
834 F.3d l l42 (10th Cir. 2016).
' 1 526 f.3d 653 (IOtb Cir. 2008).
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Judge shy away from doing so. The United Sratcs would be well served by someone wfLh
that kind of courage on the Supreme Court,

Wich lhat, 1 would be happy to answer any questions you may have.
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P1·e.par ed Statement of Jamil N. J affer '

on tJ1 e.No111ination of Neil M. Gorsuch to be an Associate Justice
of t he Supreme Court oftbc United States
before the Senate Judiciary Committee
March 23, 2017

Chaim1an Grassley. Ranking Member Feinstein. and distin,gui$hed Senators: thank you for
inviti ng me to discuss the ncnnination of Judge Nei l M. Gorsuch to be an Associate Justice of the
Suprenu.t Court of1hc United Srntcs.
I ~pprcciatc the opponunity to talk to the members of this Committee abont my experience
working with and for Judge Ndl M. Gorsucb.
I've known Judge Gorsuch for more than a dozen years and have worktd dil\.-ctly with him inn
number of different capacities: bri efly when he was o law firm partner at Kellogg Huber, a trial litigation
boutique here in Wa~hington, DC (now known as Kellogg Hansen), wh ile Twas a new associate. al the
ru-m; as a ;;enlur J11s1ice Department official when l was a young lawyer in the Office of Legal Policy: and
as a law clerk during his first four months on the bencb when be was a brnnd-11ew Judge on the United
States Court of Appeals for the Tenth Cireuil.

I've also seen Judge Gur.mch up-close and personal as a nominee when he was first nomi nated
and 1Jllimatt:ly confirmed to hi s current sea l on the Tc11th Circuit and now as a oomince to be an Associate
Justice of.the. United States Supreme Co11n.
And finally. over 1bcsc dot.en years. I've gotten m know Jud.ge Gorsuch as a colleague, as a boss.
as a friend, and as a mentor.
And In these many and varied capacities in Whio11I've known Judg.:i Gorsuch, one set of key facL'
bi.,<t;ame upparcnl very quickly: Judge Gorsuch is a serious scholar ufthe law, a la lcnlcd advocale. a
brilliant writer, a Cine judge. and an amazingly caring, wann. kind, and decent human bei ng wh(> would
be a credit to our nati1J11 lf he is coofir:mcd ss an Assocfotc Justice.
By 1hc tfmc of this rest imon)<. the mcn1bcrs of this Cornmincc will ha\\: hlld rh<" ChM¢e to rake 1hc
measure of Judge G1wsuch tlll'ough pc~un!1l 111cc1ings ill )'llur offices. through clu~c am.I thorough rcvitw
,if his ten-year 1~t.inl on 1hc bench. and 1hrougl1dcl!likJ and incisive qlll\~tio11i 11g.01 er thc p11sLfew days.
1\ s u rl'~Ult. 1hcl'\' i~ perhaps only :1 lfmitcd amount I •lln ,,ncr yM1111 my 1c;1imony today beyond wh~t
)'OLL· ' c ah·cady lc~rnctl,

Janul N Jaffcr currently scrvC$ a~ an Adjunct rrnic.~sor of Law, Fou1\der ol'1hc N<llional Soc1,1nty ln:illhU~. and D1rtc:tor.,
N..t1ti,mal Scl'unty taw-& Pl,)licy Progrdm :1i the Anlunin Scalic1 La'\' School nt Oeorgt: MMt>n Unlver:sity, whcii: he teuobes
clusses uo nations) s~urSty, $.Urveillante, count.crrerr()rism, ;md cybc.rsecuri~)'. Mr. JaOCr (S. ~ l $6 ~Visi ting F~llow at the
Hoov~r lnSlilution and l•affitiarcd with Sranford Univer.si1y's Ccn!crfor lmema1ional Security •nd C'ooptrotion. An1ong o(her
thint;t. Mr. Jaffer pre\ iously sCJ'\ul ._s Chfof Co\l.nstl & Senior Adv l~or t.o 1hc Senate Forcign Relations- Commitll'c. -as on
A!S<>Ciatc Co11nscl 10 rresido111 George W, llusl~ 1rnil 11s Cou11scl 10 !he Assistant Allomcy General for Na1lonol Secutity in rhc
U.S. l)<l(>atU11enl of Jusri.,.,,
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For c~amplc. by 11ow you s11rdy know of his sterling academic tc•·or<l, lncluding his d~grccs lhHn
('11lumbia Urfrvcrsrty. lfaivard Law School. and Ox lord Uni1·c1-si1y (mostly ea nicd 1111 scholarshlps). nnd
you've ahn(~'t cc-11ainly heard abuul hj;, pc11cl1u1H for lly-fishing.and ski ing. You·vc already p<.'ruscd his
opinions undsccn his lean and mean Kritio~ >lylc 1ha1 explains lhi: l:rw ;ind his analysis of rhc case in 3
way rh;n is ;ophisticat<.'d mid vcr ~cccssible 10 mo:n lay reader~. Yo11·ve scc·n his demeanor antl seen ii
man who is g_,·11ui11.:. palic111. ulld ca lin. whik still rc1n~i11ini; passionate n9<;>trl the things he can:s about.
whclher a principle oflaw. :i gr~at •!lll•lc. a fo111ily m~u1bcr, or~ fricml.
You ' ve likel y aho heard about his Jc,•p lbmily roots in the Wcs1. including his mom, n toug,h-a;nails Assis1a111 Districr Auorncy in Oc111 er (one of the tirst \\\lmcn in 1hat joh)" h1> sd up a unir 10 go
alkt<lcadhcM J,1di: aiid wcnl on to hi) :in award-1v11111ing s13!c lc~bl a1or :111d the firs1 lc111alc AJ111inis1r:11or
of the £ P1'; his grandfathl.!r on hi> daJ',_ ~iJ.; "·ho paid Iris way 1hrough Ja\v $Chool working a,; a sirccl ~Jr
operator in Dc11vcr: his grandfolher on his molhcr"~ side 11h<> g~w up in un Trish tcncm~nt and who
initially wClrkcd as~ re(! cnp moving bnJ;!.> at a tr,1 in s1ation 10 !)rnddc tor [1is family; his g.ra11dmo1hcn1·ho
grew l,\P in small·town Wyon1inl,!atid "as one of the lirsl wom..:n lO~aclualc frvnl the Cniwrsity of
Dcnwr~ :111d hi~ olher grandmrnJ1cr who .g.n:w up 1111 a Ncbraskn for111 \\'ilhou1 a rcfri!,!J'tafor.
Yt1u·w ;1lso ccrl~inly heard nbou1 Judge Gorswh·s lune as " young 111a11 worki11g a rnn~c ofjobs.
from shoveling snow. mowing l:m n~. and 1nov1ng fu111i1urc, Lo work.ins the nighl ~hill ~I a llow~rd
Johnson's hotd. And you've hc~rd ah1mt his decision, ~ftcr c:omrlcting law school ~rid linishi11g. hi>
Ph.D. clu~scs :11Oxford.101'llrn do\\·11 offer$ from $rrmc of the best l3w tirms in Wi1$hi11gtC111. DC ~net N~w
\'ork In instead take~ risk ~ml g.o ro a ;,1a1111p law lir111, where he uilitllatcly helped wrn rh.: large~\
;11liri11cd anlilrust vmlicl m U.S. hi~tory ;11 the time (tll·cr) l bill1011) and over S 1l:l millillfl for C\llumbia
I lospi1:1I for Wo111c11. :1comn1uni1y hci>pit~l rn lhc D.C. area.

It was afler all this that I entc.rcd tile stmy and where I might (hopefully) provide some useful
infOnnntion for the Committee. Tho Nd! Gorsuch that I met when l ITrstarrived at Kellogg Huber in late
2004 was a young partner who was known for being a rough litigator who pursued his dienr's intcresis
with dogged passion, but who was also unfaili11gly polite to his co-counsel and was widely respected even
11111ongsl his most aggressive opponents. I le wns, in many ways, a lawyer's lawyer, a( a law firm known
for its trial prowess and ex.penise. And, in my experient:e, ho was the (perhaps rare) kind nf luw fim1
partner who tool< genuine i111e.reSi in the growlh and l)lentorship of those arouud him. Indeed, those who
lqiew li.irn fell his warmth and caring for lhcm and theirf(lmilics. and I was lucky to be among that group,
albeit bnclly.

I remember learning about his impending depanure for the Justice Dcpnnm~nt and being jealous
of his unique 11pponuni1y to go to what looked to me to be .a pretty cool job. I rcmemher 1alklng 10 him
about the new opPQrtunity and hearing the sheer excitement in his voice about going to the Department of
Justiee and about his oppor\unity to serve tho public interest IL wa~. in a word, infectious.
As 1t hims out. Judge Gorsuc)l's passion for engaging in pllblic service at lhe Justice DopartrnenT,
wbicb I pick~d up in aj\IS1 a couple of short conversations with b.im in th~ late spring/early summer of
2005, was so infoctious that it would-just a few months later-play" cti!ical role in my chance lo head
Lo the Justice Dcpanmcnl, albeit in a different ofticc..

When 1 arrived at lbc Ofiice of Legal Policy in the late summer of 2005 to work on the
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conlinuation of then-Judge John G. Hobcrts, Jr. to the U,S. Supreme Couri, l remember going to sec
Judge Gorsuch to get his advi.ce on this new adventure. Onc.e again, bis passion for the. job .be was doing.
his excitement for inc about my new oppol'tllnity. and his dedication to serving the public inte.rcsl was
infcctiou.s.
I came out of our lirst set of meetings even more pun1pcd up thnn r alt'Cady was to work on lhe
SCOT US nomination and the rdnge. of othor projects rhal OLP was working on at the tioie. And that
passion and fire for public servict,__whicl1 bad bce11 instilled me from a y11\lng age by 111y dad-ha~ been
const~ntly relit and stoked by Judge Gorsuch·~ ciwn pass.ion for the snmc and throltgh his advice and
mentorship over the dozen y~ars I've known him.
But it was11't just his passion for public service that was infoctious-it was the way he worked
with people, the way he generated respect amongst his colleagues snd those that worked for him, aud tf1e
care and interest he took in the cases he worked on and the people involved in those cases, whether they
were on his side or not. And while he was in a more senior management position ar the Justic<t
D~pamnent than he had been at the \aw iinn-no l1mger tiying cases in cou.rt- 1 could lcll from 1he folk~
i11 1he A:;so~iate Attorney General' s office whom I mol along lhc way tlmt he took the samit approach at
the Justic<t Duranment that he was knowu for «t Kellogg Hubc.r.
Aller Judge Gorsuch was nominated for the TcJlth Circuit. less than a year aflcr he bad b.-en ;11 the
Oepart111enland at the young age of37, l ;pen! a lot of time talking to him ab<>ut the proces~ of becoming
a judge and whut that meant to IJirn, why he was doing it. and his plans ifhc were lucky enough to be
ronfirmoo by the U.S. Senate. Havingju~t come off work ing on the successful eonfi nnations of Chief
Juslicc Roberts and Justice Samuvl A. Ali tu, Jr. to the Surrcmc Court, 1 had turned ro working on variou~
district court and appellate nominees, and f was fascinated by the idea that a lawyer just seven years older
than me had been. nominated to a liletimc appuintrucot and that he i1ctually wanted to dL1 it
And what J le<1rned in those e:irly conversations about becoming a judge was llmt Judge Gorsuch
not only has a passion (or public service, but that ho has an abiding passion for ju;;ticcc for ensuring that
the Jaw is applied fairly and in nn evcnhand!W 111anner to al l lh;it come bcfoi:eour courts. It is w1irth
notin.g 01at at the time, Judge Gorsuch had no reason 10 try and convince me that he'd be a good or
ded.icated judge; by that point he had alrciid)' oocn nomln~ted by the Administration, and 1uy role wa~o' I
ro evaluate him.
At thi; voint. we were just two fricncl;>-a mentor and a mcntcc--talki ng about why he wanted to
take on this job at such an early poiut in his life, It was in those conwrsar.iorts that r rc.'lizcd that this wo.s
a nlan nol j11s1 ded.icatcd lo being a grc;1t lawyer, !o bciog" mentor and an example (O those around him,
and to being a strong. butcarcfol wd disciplined advocate for his clients, but a man who \Vas tntly
devoted to the rule ot'law, to the indep~ridcr1ce of the judiciary. ~nd lo {he centra l role of the courts in
cnsnri ng the mlc <>flow remains strong in our great nation.
Afier Judge Gorsuch got through 1hc nomination process and was conunned by th~ Sen.ate, he
asked meif l'd come Clerk for hlm. Truth be told, at the tim<:, I d idn 'tglveitmucb thought. AikraJI, I
had already clerked for Judge Edi1h H. Jones. an amazing, terrific judge if there ever was one, so droppiog
cvccythlog to go clerk again out in Denver, Colorado seemed like a brid(:c \DO for, As it turns ou1, Judge
Gorsuch is a prc(ty convinciug guy, aod within 11 few weeks, be had gotten me to change my 111iod. (It
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might be worth noting that the winning argument he made had somet hing to do with ski season in Denver
coming up). Looking back. I can •t bcliovc 1 evco had lh~t convcrsatioll;
[distinctly remember the first day my co-clerk Mike Davis and Tarrived in Oe11ver because Judge
Gor$uch took us alpine sledding. Serious I)'. He beat us down the mountain cw ice and nl'vcr Jer us forget
that even with nearly a decade on us, he could beat two young whippersnappers like us.
I served as a law clerk to Judge Gorsuch for the first months he was on the bench. and in that time
period. r had the chance to waich a very un]c1uc transfom1ation. I watched as Neil Gorsuch, tough private
practice trial lawyer and Justice Deportment senior omcial. became Judge Neil Gorsuch. In doing
watching this transfonnation, r sa'v a man who had been a strong, passion advocate for his clients become
a strong, passionate advocate for the rule of law and the independence of our courts. The transfonnation
was near-instantaneous. Tt was almost like pulling on those black polyester robes (as he likes to dcscnbc
them) actua lly had the scml-my~tical effect they ~re designed to evoke. I ·saw a ma.n who hud nrgucd
fervently for the positions be represented on behulf of others tum into a man who sought UI apply the lnw
ns it was written, not as he wanted it to be, but as the political brnnches had made it. And while it is true
th~t be nnd r had talked about his views t111 the ruk of Jaw back when he was lim nominated nnd again
aller he was con tinned, it was" very dirferent thing to watch it actually put into prnotice. It was lln aweinspiring moment for a young Ja~vyer to wntch.

And since that day. when Jndge Gorsuch first took the bench in Denver, I haven' t seen him waver
from the task of being ajudge's judge. He is th~ kind ofjudge y0l1 can coum on to give you 11 foir hearing
in his counroom, the kind ofjudge you can expCGt to ask tough que-~tions of both sides, the kind ofjudge
who demonstrates respect for all litigants that walk in the door of the federal counhouse, the kind ofjudge
that will fiercely protect the independence ol'thc judiciary and its role a;; a oo-equai bmnch of
government. and the kind ofjudge who isn't looking to mold the law into his own imugc, but simply
looking to apply the words written by the political brauche.s in a fair and cvenhaodcd maimer to the
parties before him.
And given thnl we are now in heat !lflhc confirmation process for 11 Supreme Coun vncancy, It
may be worth talking for just a moment About c>urrent stntt- oft he process. On the night of Judge
G!lrsuch 's nomination, I was near the steps Qf the Supreme Court and saw a group of protcstors carrying
signs that read, "Oppose ___," with the blank to be tilled in with the numo ofwhotnt'Vcr the rrco'ldent
nominated. By this time, of couri;c, Judge Gor:such had bee.a nominated aod l could see his name
handwritten on 1besc signs. A troubli1Jg sign of thing to come to be sure.
And having watc11cd the near-Immediate reaction from certain camps within o day or so of the
nomination and more recent ~vents, l continu~ to bttconccrncd. While it is absolutely fair to closely
c~arnino a nominee's record and judicial philosophy-indeed, it is a critical part of this august body 's role
under our Constitutioa-cherry-pick:ing a handful of cases out over 2.000 decisions 1hat a judg~ has
participated In without acc'uratcly represcnling the numerous cnscs that go rho other way i~ ~imply unfuir.
The reality is that io his ten year.; on tho bench, Judge Gorsuch has carefully and fairly appli.ed the
law to al l litigants before him, and the fact that thosc wbo oppose to his nomination ~ll only find a
handful of cases lo poinr to is a t,cstament to bis c~rc und wisdom as a j udge. Indeed, Judge Gorsuch':>
record demonstrates exactly who he will be if this body ohoosits to confirm him to the Supr.:-mc Court,
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aml that is a careful jud,ge who applies the law fairly to every litigam nnd pariy bcror.: him nod his
colleag11c.s.
While the judicinl cont1nna1ion pro~ss has, to be sure, become more tiliallenging for those who
go through it (and their families). lt is a testament 10 ow great 11ation that highly quo lilied and capable
men and women are still willing 10 serve. It is likewise a teslalncnt to tbc nile of low in this iwron that
we still have judges like Judge Gorsuch who view their role not a.s being politicians in rohes. but as
fiercely independent servants of the law iL•clf. ii1clud ing ou:r Constitution, the prccn1inenl symbol of
freedom io human history. In my view, Judge Gorsuch is just the kind of judge that we should all wantto
$Orvc on our nation's bigbO$t courl and I sincerely hope tltat this body will give him the chance to do so.
Thank you for ol11:-ri11g me 1hc <>pporlunity to par11cipu1c i1nhi:< important hearing. I l1>ok l'<•rw;ird
to your q11l!stio1K
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STATEMENT OF KRlSTEN CLARKE
PRES IDENT AND EXECUTIVE DIR F;CTOR
LA WYERS' COMMITTEE FOR CIVIL RIGHTS UNDER LAW
W ASHJNGTON, O.C.
MARCH23, 2017

My name i ~ Kristen Cl~ rke. president and executive dire.ctor ofl'he Lawyers· Committee for Civil
Righl'> Under Law. Thank you for the opportunity to present testimony in connection with the
nomination of Judge Nei l M. Gorsuch to be an Associate .Justice of"rhe U.S. Supreme Coun. The
Lawyers· Comminec is one of the nRtion' s historic. non-partisan civiI rights organizations and has
the unique mission of mobilizing lawyers across the country to provide critical pro bona suppon
to advance our work. Founded in 1963 at the bcht'.St of former President John F. Kennedy, we work
to pr(1tect and defend the civil rights (1f African Americans and other minority communities in thi>
areas o r voting rights. ccMoniic ju~tice, educa tion, criminal justice, employment, and fair housing
across our nation.
The Supreme Court occupies 3 central place in American democracy, For African Americans and
olher disenfranchised minority gmup~. it has been the pri mary forum for seeking equal ji1stice
under the law. For lhe last several decades, minority groups have looked to the Court to vindicate
theirconstituLionaf and civil rights.
Th.: Lawyers' Corn mittoo has revie1wd tho civil rights record underlying Judge Neil Gorsuch, as
we have consistemly donll for Supreme Court nominees over the 13St several decades. I am 1101
ubfe to suppon bis nomi11<1tion to serve on the Supreme Court based on the current record. We
have gr'..ive concerns about his commitment to upho lding the Constitution and his abi lity to fairly
interpt-et and apply civil righ ts laws. I have attached the Lawyers' CommiLtcc·s March 2017 report
ro this testimony and ask to have it included as part of my testimony.
Voting Rights

The Lawyer;' Commitlc1.<'s concerns arc especially pronounced with respect tt) the question of
whether Judge Gorsuch wlll fairly interpret· and apply the Voting Rights Acr and otlmr vming rights
luws. These concerns are based on Judge Gorsuch's idcnti!ication :is an "originalisl' and ltls
criticism of the use of courts to vind icate civil rights violations. as well ns i~sut:s that arose when
he oversa'v the Civil R\.ghts Division of the Depnrtmenl of Justice as Deputy Associate Attorney
General.
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The Supreme Court's 2013 decision in Shelby Co11n1y. Alabama 11, Holder, which guued a core
provision of the Voting Rights Act, ha~ proven to be one of the most devastating rulings of the last
decade. At issue in this case was 1-he Section 5 preclearance provision of the Act and Section 4 of
the Act, which determ ined the jurisdictions across the country that were s ubject to
preclearance. Prior to the decision, these Section 5 covered ,iurisdictions had to demonstrate to
federal officials tJiat any voting changes they proposed did not have a discriminatory purpose or
effect. The effect of the op inion was to essentially render Section S - Wh ich had been perhaps the
most ellective civil rights provision of the modern era - inoperable-. The Supreme Court held
that Congress did not satisfy the normally-deferentjal rational basis test even though it had
conducted dozens of hearings and compl ied a voluminous record supporting the rcauihorization of
Sec1ion 5 and Section 4's cove,rage formula in 2006.
Throughout this hearing, we nave heard witnt'sses draw parallels between Judge Gorsuch and the
late Justice Scalia. These parallels arc troubling. During, ora l argument in the Shelby County case,
Justice Scalia referred to Congress's renewal of th.: Voting Rights Act as the "perpetuation of
rac ial entitlemenL., Thal startling perspective aside. the Court ruled unconstitutional the coverage
provision of the Act, a decision which evi~c.erated the VCJting Rights Act. What is perhaps mCJst
troubling about the Court's decision in Shelby County is that the considered judgment of Congress
was set a!>ide. In 2006, Congress vored 10 renew Section 5 by a vote of98-0 finding overwhelming
evidence of ongoing voting discrimination across the ~ountry, demonstrating the continuing need
for the strong protections of the Voting Rights Act.
Congress passed tl1c Voting Rights Acl pursuant to its powers to enforce the fourteenth and
Fit1e_e,nth Amendmen ts, the Reconstruction amendments that provide Americans thecrigh1s of equal
protection, due process. and the fundame11tal right to vote. amongst others, against state and local
government action. The Reconstruction amendments provide l'rotect:ions against state-sponsored
discrimination. ft is unc.lcar whether Judge Gorsuch appreclaies the broad enforcement powers
that Congress holds under the Fourteenth and Pi fteenth Amendments and whether he appreciates
one of our nation's most important federal civil rights laws - rhe Voting Rights Aot. Judge
Gorsuch·s identification as an odgi11alis1 underscores this concern. Self-professed orlginalists.
such ns Justices Scalia and i'homas. have typically interpreted the Fourieenlh and Fitleentli
Amendments narrowly as well as Congress's enforcement powers under those amendments. The
Shelby Couruy decision is but one of many examples of this. In additio11, Judge Gorsuch's 2005
article in the National Review, "Liberals N' Lawsuits," cri1icjzed liberals for rel ying on the coorrs,
as opposed to elected officials, to vindicate their rights. That stance is consistent with his apparent
view that the application of the Fourteenth and Fifteenth /\111endme1\ls Should be Limited.
Overall. Judge Gorsuch has a very limited record as ajudgl' in voting righrs cases. He has not
authored any opinions in any voting rights cases and the one votrng rights case in which he served
on the panel was a straightforward case 1hat did not raise the killd ofjurisprndential issues which
merit Supreme Cou rt l'eview. See flafdez v. Squier. 676 E'.Jd 935 (10th Cir. 2()12) (a case arising
under the National Voter Registration Act ("NVRA'') that was litigated by the Lawyers'
Committee and others).
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Judge Gorsuch's tcnurt· as Principal Deputy to the Associate Attorney General and Acting
Associate Attorney General atthe Dcpaitment or Justice from 2005 to 2006 also raises concerns
regarding n1s cornrniLrnent to robust civil rights enforcement. Judge Go1"Such has described a
component of his role ai the Depru1rnent of Justice as assisting in the management of the Justice
Department"s Civil Rights Division. As a career attorney at the Civil Rights Division during this
time, I am personally aware of the inappropriare politicization of the Civtl Rights Division that
was ongoing in 2005 and 2006. A July 2008 report of the Department of Justice' s Office of
Inspector General, ''An Investigation of Allt:gations of Politicized Hiring and Other Improper
Personnel Actions in the Civil Rights Division,•· fow1d l)1al political appointees fo the Division
engaged in inappropriate hirlng and per~onncl practices while Judge Gorsuch was overseeing 1he
Division.
The Voting Section of1he Civil Rights Division was particularly problematic. The Voting Section
was one of the sections that were the subject of the politicized hiring practices. Jn addition. !he
substantive decisions of the Section were eontroversial and highly politicized. Perhaps the most
prominent of those decisions was the August 2015 decision to grnnt Section 5 preclearance LO
Georgia's voter identification law despite the majority view amongst career staff that- it would have
a discriminatory effect on miriOtlty voters. A tMeral court tater found fhe la1v to be
unconstitutional, and the Georgia Genenil Assembly amended 1he Juw the next year.
A central figure in the Department of Justice's decision to preclear Grwrgia's law was Hans von
Spakovsky, who bad direct ov,ersigh.t over the Voting Section. Von Spakovsky is widely known
for his assertions that strict voter identification laws and similar provisions are needed to preve.nt
voter fraud and has consistently downplayed the disenfranchising etfocts of such measures 011
African Americans, Lati11os, and other minority groups. I am deeply lroubled by the recent
disclosure ofa Uecembcr 16, 2005 email showing that Judge Gorsuch prnlsed von Spakovsky in
connection with his appointment to the Federal Election Commission. The Senate would later
decline to act on von Spakovsky's nomination. largely based on his actions while at rht' Justice
Depamnent., 11nd he uhirnarcly \.v{thdrcw his nomination. We must nol iurn a blind eye to the fncl
that Judge Gorsuch c1versaw the Division during this problematic period. Mi; praise for one of the
primary people responsible for the politici zation of the Oivision's work and his frequent
communications with those individuals implic:ited in the Inspector General's report raises
questions that must be answered.
Moreover, the actions of the Justice Department in rellltion to voting righ1s during U1at period n.nd
Judge Gomreh's praise for von Spakovsky misc serious questions about how he would assess and
weigh arguments regarding vt'.ller fraud prevention as a justification for voting laws that impai r the
right to vote. There are ongoing challenges to such laws piissed by North Carolinl,I., Texas, and
Wisconsin that have been the subject of recent lower federal court decisions. These cases have the
potential to be among the most significant cases rhc Supreme Coun may decide in the next tenn
or two.
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Finally, I want to speak briefly on Judge Gorsuch's record with respect to cri1nl11a l jw;ticc
issues. Crim inal justice concerns remain at the forefront for many African American, Latino. and
minority communities across o ur country. Judge Gorsuch generally takes a "law and order·•
approach 10 his criminal dockel adopting a narrow view on constitutional rights (pa11icularly the
Fourth Amendment). ln particular, his views on criminal justice issues, such as police misconduct.
pre!!enl cause for concern. In rnany cases that "C reviewed, Judge Gorsuch showed undue
deference to pol lee officers who were alleged to have usoo exuessive force. Our review also shows
that he rarely votes to reverse criminal c<mvictions. Jn many of these cases. Judge Gorsuch 1vas
writing. in di.ssent .to an opinion Of to the denial of e11 bohc review.
With respect io cases concerning rhe constitutionalit)' of searc.hes and seizures. J11dge Gorsuch
typica ll y affirms district coun findings of probable cavs". See. e.g.. Unit£·d Stares v. MaNl/1, 613
r 3d 1295 (l 0th Cir. 20 I0) (holding that officers had probable cause to arrest defendant): United
States v. Rochin, 662 F .3d 1272 (I 0th Cir. 20 I I) (holding that the officer did not exceed the scope
ofa pem1issible protective frisk). He has criticized the exclusionary rule, which is settled law, and
has dissented in a number of cases where the panel fou nd a constitutional viola tion und ordered
evidence suppressed .
.Judge Gorsuch has deferred to police in a number of excessive f<>rc.e decisions hold ing thar officers
enjoyt>d qualified immunity where the Tenth Circuit panel was divided. For example, in an
u1,published wrongful death decision, Juqgc Gorsuch (over dissent) held lhat an officer had
qualified immunity when they tased a suspect in the he<id at close rnnge. Wilson v. City of
Lafayette, 510 F. App'x 775 (10th Cir. 2013). Similarly. Judge Gorsuchjc;iined a dissent from 11
decision to deny en baF1c review where a panel found thaLan officer was not immune from sult
when they returned fire by firing multiple shots. Pauly P. White, 817 F.3d 715. 719 (10th Cir.
20 16)(Moritz, J. dissenting) (arguing that the court's decision would '·second-guessO officers'
spl it-second judgments" and "crealt:l I new precedent with potentially deadly rnmiflc3tlo11s for law
enforcement officers''). And Judge Gorsuch dissented in part from the en /)anc docision in Cortez
v. 1WcCauley, 478 F.Jd I I 08 { I Olh Ci r, 2007). Wht:re he conc luded that tht: oflicers should have
qualified immunity for the sei1u re and excessive foroe c laim but concurred that there was not
immunity for the wrongful a1Test claim.
Moreover, in two cases where Judge Gorsuch has partic.ipated on a p11nel that agreed that there was
no qua Ii fied immunity, Judge Gorsuch has written specially - and without support from the other
judges-to question whether Section I 983 and rederal court litigation is the proper way to advance
claims of police miscondu.:t. For ell.-arnple, in a concurrence in Cordova"· City efAlbuquerque,
916 F.3d 645 (10th C'ir. 2016}. which concerned allegations that police officers filed charges in
bad faith, Gorsuch suggcstecf that malicious prosecution may oot entail a constitutional violation
that would allow recovery under Section 1983. Id. at 661-66 (Gorsuch, J·., co11curring). Similarly,
in Browder v. City ofA/buq111:rque. 787 F.Jd 1076 (IOlh Cir. 2015). where the panel affirmed n.
wrongful death deci5ion concluding an officer did not have qualilied immunity where an off-duty
oflicer crashed into the plaintiff at high speed. Judge Gorsuch 10ok the unusual steps of writing a
concurrence (to his own majorit)' decision) conimenting that ''a state court could provtde relief
using estoblisbed tort princip les .. . [and] there's no need to tum federal courts into common law
4
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courts and ltnagine a whol e new tort ju rispruden~e under che rubric of Section 1983-'' id. at 108384 (Gorsuch, J., concurring).
Conclusion
In closing, we must observe that t'he nominalioll of Judge Neil Gorsuch ;1rises ai a tumultuous
moment in our nation's history. We have seen heightened effort~ to impair the civil rights of
minority communities, ongoing efforts to restrict the rights of minority voters, unconstitutional
pollclng practices, rising xenophobia, and other i~sm:s that make clear lhe fra.gile state of our
democracy. Our nalion deserves a Supreme Court justice who will be truly committed to
interpreting the Constitution and federal civil rights laws in a manner that recognizes that
discrimination is both ongoing and a threat tl} democracy and a j ustice who brings a commitnwnl
to ensuring equal justice uridcr Jaw for all Americans.
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Good morning. My name is Sarah Warbelow and I serve as the legal director for the Human Rights
Campaign, the nation's largest organization advocating for the civil rights of lesbian, gay. bisexual,
transgender, and queer (LGBTQ) people. On behalf of the Human RightS Campaign and our nearly 2
million members and supporters nationwide, I am honored to be speaking lo you today. Ho1vever, I nm
disappointed and distressed to be here tu discuss the nomination of Judge Neil Gorsuch to the Supreme
Court.
LGBTQ people are no stranger to the Supreme Court. We. intimately understand the power of rhe Court 10
affirm or deny our most basic rights. We know that the very Court that so many celebrated following the
decisions from Ronwr v. Eva11s 1 to Obergefe/I v. Hodges' also issued Bower.J v. Hardwick,3 the decision
upholding state 11n1i-sodo111y laws and providing the highest federal seal of approval for these
discriminatory. marginaliting laws that targete<l and victimized the LGBTQ community for a generation.
We understand that just as our past ha!> been shaped by the men and women who serve on this bench, our
future will be tied to them as weJL ft is because of this that we hold the individu~ ls who receive these
lifetime positions 10 such a high standard. We know that we speak for the generarions of LGBTQ people
who will be Impacted by their decisions. The same transgendctsrudenls fighting for equal access 10 an
education will grm\/ inlo the workers who will Mscrvc the same equal trearmont on rhe job from their
t1mployers and from their government. I f QOnfirmed, Judge Gors1ich could easily serve until 2050 or
bt:)'om;l-tran.•forming the leg.U and civil rights landscape to reflect the myopic indifference to basic
humanity that colors muoh of bis record thus fur.
We recognize that Supreme Court 1US1ices aren't always popular. We might not agree with every decision
' 517 U.S. 620 ~1?96J.
' 135 S. Ct. 25'84 (U.S. 2015).
'-178 1,1.$. 186 (1985)...
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they make. But we must believe in their commiunent to rcachfng impartial judgments based upon fact. not
political ideology, crony ism, or bias. And they must agree. that LGBTQ people have fundamental rights
protected by the Constitution and that we, as individuals and as a community, llrc entitled to equal
treatment under the law. We need a Just'ice who recognizes our basic equality and shared humanity. Judge
Gorsuch has never met this bar.
Time and again. Judge Gorsuch has employed a dangerous brand of Cor1stftutionnl originalism that
ignores the essenaial contexts and values that are woven throughout each case and the lives they touoh.
Judge Gorsuch's ;'tatements on ori,ginalism echo the infamous analogy made by now·ChiefJU$lice
Robens in his own nomination hearing. Chief Justice Roberts described tneorlginalistjudge's rol'e s1<1ting
that, "Judges are like umpires. Umpires don't make the rules. they apply 1hem. The role of an umpire and
a judge is critical. They mak'c sure everybody plays by t he rules.'"' T)lis si01plistic ~nalogy ignores (bat
sometimes the role of the Court is to determine the scope of the rule. to interpret the law faithfully in the
spirit with which it was drafted. This is far from "'making" the law or engaging in the taboo of·judicial
activism.'" Rather, such determinations actual ly serve the law when it is most dfflicuh to do so--when It
requires the most analysis and the most sinoere. bias-free perspective. The Supreme Court is not a game.
Th6 American people need a reasoned jarist who wi 11 actively engage in Constitutional concexlllal ism.
Cases that have reached the Supreme Court are by !heir very nature complicated and unsettled and cannot
be be resolved by ~pplying the law by rote.
Constitutiopal Originalism and the LGBTO Community
The Supreme Court has consistently recogniz.cd that LGBTQ people have Constitutionally P.rotected
fundamental rights. We have the right to build relationships without the threat of criminalization, we have
the righuo raise our children in loving. homes, and we have the right to marry. These rights are built on a
foundation oflandmark privacy cases like Griswold v. Connectic11/,i which held that in addition to the
enumerated rigrts i·ncluded in the Constitu tion, the Bill of Rights also protects liberty interests that "help
give them life and substance."6 These rights are also deeply rooted in individual autonomy and liberty
cases like Pk11111~d Parenthood l'- Casey} It is here, amidst thesec rights. that our 1.ives and the substance of
t hem are most recognized and protected.
The Supreme CC1un·s de.clsfons on marriage. eq uality stand on the shoulders of these foundational c.ivil
rights cases. In Obergefell, the Supreme. Coun reaffirmed that the right to marry is fundamental." These
cases echo a long line of decisio11s. including Griswold and CclH'}'. that have informed our country's
understanding of personal autonomy, individual dignil)', and our relationships with the government and
witb each other. In Obergefe/I, Justice Kennedy cited Loving v. Virginia," the hi.st.oric civil rights case that
struck down anti-miscegenation laws, to support his decision that marriage was s tu11damental right,
holdr11g that "the right to personal choice regarding marriage is inherent in the CQncep1 of individual
'See Unite4 States Cong. Senate Comm. on Judlcfary, ( m1/ir111r1tirm //cun'11~ w1 t/,.; :\'11111inu11w111/'.!11/111 C: Uohen.v
Jr. lo fw C/ii~f.f11stic:c •1/ t/1<• l nitwl S111w.,, IO?th CCIII!:- t~005),
'381 U.S. 479 (J965).
' See Griswold, 381 U.S. at ~34.
1
505 U.S. 833 (!992).
•Sec Obergefel/, 135 S. Ct. at 2599.
'J88 U.S. I (1966).
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nutonomy."10 1he landmark civil rignts case, Lawrence v. T~as.' 1 which struck down state11nti-sodomy
laws. also recognized LGBTQ people's fundamental right to privacy and selfdetcm1ina\ion. lhe
Lawrence Court acknowledged the stigmatizing and life-changing impact of these laws on LGBTQ
people. .cith;g Casi!y that. "At the heart of liberty Is the right to define one's own l'Oncept of existenee. of
mei!llihg, of the universe, nnd of the mystery oniuman lifo.'M
The Lllwre11ce Court also held that the Tel\.1S anti-sodomy law violated the guarantee of Equal Protection
\mdet the Sth nnd 14th Amendmcnts of the Constitution.'~ Just ice Kennedy's conclusion to the majority
opinion spoke direc1ly tc• the inclusion of LGBTQ people within these Constitutional protections:
Had those who drew and ratified the Due Process Clauses of the Fit\h
Amendment or the Fourteenth Amendment known th~ components of liberty in its
manifold possibilities. they migh1 have been more specific. They did not presume
lo h3ve tJ1is ihslght. They knew times can blind us to ~ertnin truths and later
generdtions can see that laws once thought necessary and proper in facl serve only
to oppress. As the Constitution endures. persons in every generatfnn can invoke
its principles in their own ; earch for greater frelldom. "
Other landmark cases detailing the right to Equal Pro1ection 1mderthc law for LGBTQ people were nol
decided in a vacuum, but rathe~ took into accounr the effect that lnws have on real people in their dally
llves and in their place in society. Jn U.S. ,.. Windsor. the Court held that the so-called Defense of
Marriage Act (DOMA) violated the guarantee of Equal f>roteclion of the 5lh amendment of the
Constitution."
Justice Kennedy has described the Consritutional evaluation involving the identification and protc.ction of
fondamental rights as "an enduring part of tfle judicial duty to interpret tho Constitution.. ." continuing
that "it requires courts to e.xercise reasoned judgment ln Identifying interests of the perso11 so fllndornental
that the State must accord them its respect.., History ~nd tradition guide and disc,ipline this inquiry but do
not set its outer boundaries."'• Decisions like Lawrence nnd Ol)ergef ell illustrate. the Court's longstanding
ability incorporate 1he texture of lived experiences to make the Constitutional connections necessary to
ensure true equality under the law. We muSt demand rhnt any nominee for the Supreme Court exhibit a
sim ilar dis<1ipline and aommitme.nt to intl"rpreting and applying Constitutional and leg.al standards
impartially. We are deeply concerned that Judge Gorsuch·srote originalism mnkes him not on ly
ill-equipped to en.gage in this Conslil\ltionalsea[Chirig. but ideologically opposed to the exercise and the
signilicant. settled case law detailing it,
Judge Gorsu.ch's brand ofConslituiional originalism denies the complicated underpinnings ofour most
1rc11sured document. In constn.icting the Founeenth Amendment. the dratlers w~re clearly focused on the
10

See Obert;<'fell, t 35 S , Ct. nt 2599.
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539 U.S. 558 t200~).

" See Lawrenee. 539 \J.S. ac 574 (q\ioling l'/anned Parenthood 11. Casey, SOS U.S. 833, 85 t ( 1992)).
" See Lawrence, 539 U,S. at 578-79_
"Id.
Windsor. 133 S. C1. at Z696.
•• See Obergf.fe ll, 135 S. Ct, at 2598.

ii See
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!(reatest proble/ll before them-dismantling lbe institution of slavery and the persistent systemic racism it
caused-but they chose to write language that provided a promise to all. Yet many jurists who adhere to
Constitutional origJnaJism, such as Justice Antonin Scalia whose approach to Equal Protection Judge
Gorsuch has praised, have refused to provide heightened scrutiny to gender discrimination or
discrimination based on LGBTQ st3tus." Judge Gorsuch's record and statements place him squarely in
th6 mold of Justice Scalia, \Vho consistent!)' demeaned and denied the dlgnity of LGBTQ people from the
bench. Justice Sc.ilia found himselfin the minority opinion of many of the landmnrk cases discussed
above. includi'ng Lawre11c1t, espousing a s taunch originalist ideology to deh1UT1anize LGBTQ people and
deny thern right$ entflled by the Constftmion.
Judge Gors1Jcb has directly questioned the right to personal autonomy and choice articulated by Casey,
a(guing 1hat it c reated too great a "risk'' to state marriage laws that excluded same-sex couples."' I would
be remiss if I did not also include that in this statement, Judge Oorsuc.h accepted whole clolb a quote from
Justice Scalia equating marriage for same-sex couples to bestiality and made no effort to distinguish
between rnarriage.-<ine of our society's most sacred traditions-and criminal. anti-social behavior.1Q
Despite reports that Judge Gorsuch is personal friends with Individuals who identtfy as J.GBTQ, his
choice to embrace this line of reasoning as his own not only targeted!y demeans a traditionally
marginalized population. but also reveals a level of ignorant indifference that should be considered
disqualifying for a lifetime appointment. Marriage equality is settled law and must not be undermined by
a radical ideologue hostile to decades of Constitutional history and analysis.
Statutoty lntcr;pretation
Statutory interpretation is of the utmost importance to the LGBTQ community. The next person
conJirmed to the Supreme Court will undoubtedly play a rote in assessing whether laws prohibitingsex
discrimiMtion also prohibit discrimination because someone thinks that a woman shouldn' t be attracted 10
other women. or because someone has transitioned from male to female. Numerou~ fe.deral courts>• and
agencies" have recogni7.ed that discriminution on the basis of sexual orientation or gender identity is

17 See. e.g.,J.£8, "· 1(/abama. 511 U.S. 127 (1994) ($calia,J" dissontlng.joiocd by Justice Thomas and Chief
Justice Rehnqufsl) (arguing tha! state's use of peremptory strikes on the basis of gender in jury selection did not
violate Equal Protection Clause); United States v. Virginia, 5 18 U.S. 515 (1996) (Scalia, J., dissenting),
"Neil Gorsuch, liberals 'N 'Laws1µ'1., , NAT'L REVIEW ONLLNE (Feb. 7, 2005 ), avail:ll)le at
hl:tp;/fwww,11atio11alreview.com/anic le/2t359011iberalsn law·suiis-joscph-6 .

.. id.
"'See, e.g.. Glemn•. Brumby, 663 F.3d 1Jll, 1316 ( t lilJ Cir. 20 11 )\Equal Protection Clause); Smith v. Ci()' Of
Sa/em. 378 F,Jd 566. 572•15 (6tltCir. 2004); Rosa v. Park II'. 8a11k & Tmst Co., 214 F.3d 213, 215-16 {Isl Cir.
2000) (Equal Credi! Opportunity Act); Schwe11k v. Hartford, 204 F.3d 1187 (9th Cir. 2000) (Gender Motivated
Violence Act); Rumble v. f:ain riew Health Serv,. No. i<h:v-2037. 2015 WL 1197415 (D. Minn. Mar. 16, 2015)
(Affordable Care Acr): Fabian 1•. Ho$p. ofCent, Conir.• No. 3:12-cv-1154, 2016 WL 10891 78 (D. Coon. Mar. t8.

1016).

"Sru. e.g.. Ocp't of Ht'1fth and Human Scrv., :-.londiscrirnination in Health Pmgrams aud Activiries, 45 C.F,R. ~
92.4 (May 13, 20 16); Dep't ofD<:1t. Guwa11cefor Tre<1tmeJ11 ofG11t1der Dysph0ria/at A<'tn'I! and Reserve
Compo11en1 Su11•/('e Members (Jul. 29, 2016j; Memorandum from Anomty General Eric Holder, Treo.1mc11t of
Tramgender /lmployment /Jiscrf1111i1mio11 Clai/lls Under Title VJ/ of1/ic Civil Rig/its Act of 1964 (Dec. 15, 2014);
Discrimination Based on Sex, 41 C.f.R. § 60-20.2(a)(20 l6); Macy v. Holder, B..6.0.C. App. No. 0120120821, 2012
WL 1435995, at• 12 (Apr. 20. 2012),
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often unlawful sex discrimination under existing federal laws including Title VII of the 1964 Civi l Rights
Act and Title IX oflhe 1972 Education Amendments.
Gorsuch's view on Constitutional original ism suggests he believes that with regard to statutory
interpretation, it only matters if the drafters ofTille Vil specifically intended for it to apply in the manner
raised. Even Justice Scalia in 0111:.ale v. S11ndow11er Offehore Services, Inc.:: recognized this was not the
proper test for dete.rniining the application of a statute in order to effect its remedial purposes. Numerous
federal courts have followed in the footsteps of the Supreme Court in Oncale and Pria Wat£'rhouse v.
Hopki11sv by holding that Title VU prohibits discrimination agaiost LGBTQ people.. Some critics of the
interpret;itim'l, though, have reasoned that Congress did not intend to include thcsa prot~tions when the
statute was drafted in 1964, which would, aooordi11g to their view, limit the reach of t he stalute's
protections today. The l::qual En1ployment Opportl.lnityCommission (EEOC) illuminated the flaws in this
reasoning:
Congress may nol have envisioned the applica tion of Title VII t.o thesesih1ations. But as a
unanimous Court stated in Oncale 11. S1111dow11er Offshore Services. Jnr:., 'stan.otory prohibitions
often go beyond the principal evil [they were passed co combat) to cover reasonably comparable
evlls. and it is ultimatc.Jy the provisions of our laws rather than the principal concerns of our
legislators by which we are governed.' ... Interpreting the sex discrimioation p1·ohibition of Tille
Vt! to exclude coverage of lesbian, gay or bisexual individuals who have experienced
discrimination on the basis of sex inserts a limitalion into the tei."T that Congress has not
included., .. Some courts h11ve also relied on the fact that Congress has debated but not yer passed
legislation ~xplic.irly providing protections for sexual orfenration.. . But the Supreme Court has
ruled that ··[cjongressional inaction Jacks persuasive significance because St:Veral equally tenable
lnferences may be drawn from such inaction, including the inference lhat the existing legislation
31ready incorporated the olTered ohange.34
II is im perative that any nominee to the Supreme Court not pennlt his or her views of what Congress m;iy
have meant to override the thi? words of the statute itsel(, but rotl1e.r embrace the reasonable approach to
statutory interpretation reflected in Supreme Court precedent historically. For example, although Title
VII did not originally cxplici1ly prohibit sexual harassment or sex stereotyping at work as unlawful sex
di~erimination, rhe Coun has made dear that these prote<'tions arc ingrained in the fabric of the
stanlle-regardless of the drafters' original intent.,,
Judge Gorsuch has also ~hown an eagerness to c.arve out sweeping defenses for employers in workpface
discrimination cases. This c.onc~m is clearly illustrated by a 2009 c.ase in which he joined an opinion
finding against a transgcndctwoman alleging employment discrimination vnder Title Vil. In Kastl v.
Maricnpa Coun~v Community College,"' an employer refused to allow an employee to use the appropriate
"523 U.S. 75 ( 1998).
71
490 U.S. 228 (1989).
"'See 8<1/dwi11 v. Foxx, B.6 .0.C. Appeal No. 0120133080. 2015 WL 4397641, at •5 (July 16. 2015).
"See Oneu/c v. S1mdow11er Offshore Serl'ices, /ire,, 523 U.S. 75, 80 (1998) {holdio,g same-sex sexl1al harassment is
acti<mable a.< sex discrimination under Tille VII); Pdce W01erho11.<v v. HopAins, 490 U.S. 228, 250·5 I

( l 9&9)lholding sex slereotyping is a fom1 of sex dlscrimin•tion prohibittd under Title VTI).
"325 Fed.. Appx. 492 (9th Cir. 2009).
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women's restroom following he.r gender transition despite her provision of government identity
documents con finning her gender. 17 When she refusud to use the men's restroom. she was terminated.'°
The court dct.:rn1ined lh~l the employer's argument denying the employee access to a gender appropriate
fncility was not discrimination because it was based on "safety concerns.":? There was no evidence for
these "concerns" at all beyond complaintS ttiat sonie individuals were uncomfortable around Ms. Kastl.
Social diseom fort does not correspond to a genufoe safeiy conc.:m. The Supreme Court has explidtiy
rejected the idea that discomfort should be a defense to discrimination.'°
Bare animus towards the LGBTQ community must never be allowed to cloak itself in false justifications
of privacy or safety or comfort. Decried by organizations that support women who have been subjected to
sexual assault and mtimate partner violence," individuals bent on denying lr;tnsgender people equa l
pantcipalion In society have tlung lo erroneous claims of safety and privacy.', Supreme Court Justices
must l>e able to discern legitimate government interests from clear hostility to vu lnerable minorities.
Use ofRcligjoo to Denv Others' Rights
Judge Gorsuch joined the majority opinion in the Tenth Circuit's decision in Hobby lobby Stores. Inc. v.
Sebelius,H holding that corporations are "persons" 1hat exerc ise religion for p1,1rposes of the Religious
f'r~dom Restoration Act (RFRA) and could use RFRA to obtain an exemption from the Affordable Gare
AcL" This set the stage for the Supreme Court's 2014 decision in Burwell v. Hobb_v lobby Store.<. Inc., 3~
which altered th~ application of RFRA and heightened concerns that RfRA will be us<;d to 1rump laws
that prohibit discrim ination or ensure access to health care. Hol>by Lobby turned the concept of religlous
freedom on i1s head. creati.ng a mecha11.i$111 by which some reljgious beliefs can be imposed upon oth~rs,
underm ining religiou~ pluralism ahd tolerance. The. decision imbue$ corporations whh humanity in ways
tbat conflict with (he purpose of a for-profit corporation and sets up the religious views ofcorporate
owners to prevail over the well,founded needs of employees, patienls, and customers.
'fhe Tenth Circuit's approach to RFRA 's subs!Mtial burden question was particularly troubling. It held
that a corporation is substan!inlly burdened when it claims merely that It feels "moral culpabil ity" beca11s1:
followi ng the law could allow other people to act in a way which it finds obje~tionable. This conclusion
significantly lowered the bar for establishing a s11bstanli~ I b11rden tmdet RFRA and morphed this legal
" See Kasi/, 325 Fed. Appx, al 493.

,. Id.
Id. at 494.
"S•e Palmo,.,, v. Sidali, 46() U.S. 429, 433 ( 1984) (''Private biases may be outside the reach of the law, bttt the law
cannot, directly or indire<itly. give them efTcd' J.
-' ' Se.e Nari Task Force to End SeX\Jaland Domestic Violence Against Wome11, Nalfonal CollS<fl.feS1a1emem of
Ami-Sexual A.<sau// and Domes(ii: Violence Orgi111i:a1io11s iii S11pport of Full and f;qual Accessfor lh• Transgender
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Comm1111/ry {Apr. 2t, 2016), avallable at
http:l/cndse~1i.alviole11ce.org/files/NTFNationalConscns11:;$1m(fransAcccssWithSignntorics.pdf.

S('e Brief for Law Enforcement Officers as Amici <:uriue Supporting Respondent, G/ouce:rter Cntv. Sch Bd.
G.G., 137 S. Ct. 369 (2017) (No. 16-273); Brief for American Academy of Pediatrics, el al.asAmi~i CurTcie
Supporting Respondent, G/011..es/er C'nly. Sell. /Jd. 11 Q.G. , 137 S. Cr. 3()9(20 17) (No. 16-273).
"723 F.3d 1114(10th Cir.2013).
" See Sebeli11s, 72J F .Jd. at 1129.
1
' i34 S. Ct. 2751 (U.S. 20141.
.1i

1•.
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Slandarcl inlo a subjective s1andard de lined by the claimant The Tenlh Circuit opinion also ignored !hat
the Establishment Claus<:, of the Constitution places important limitations on religious exemptions: the
government m11y not carve out exemptions ifthe!.y would result in real harm to other.;.16 At the same time.
the Tenth Circuit dismissed the notion that employees would be harmed if their employers deny insurance
coverage for vital healthcare..n This radical departure. altering RFRA and ignoring constitutional limits,
could have far reaching consequences that go even further than accciss to healthcare for large numbers of
people, <Uld could ever1 threaten our nation's laws designed to promote equality and combat
dis~rimination.

ll1e immediate aftermath of Hobby lobby raises serious ques\ions for !he LGBTQ community about what
other types qf health care can be dttnied based on the whims of employers. Judge Gorusch's vision that
ptovidihg healthcare equates to moral culpability could very well open up LGBTQ people to even more
discrimination. Under this logic, providers could argue 1hat transgender people could be c.ategoricully
denied access 10 hormone therapy, employers could pick and choose which employees have access 10
infertility lreaunenli;, and corporale owners could refuse lo cover lifesaving medications like PrEP.
Hobby Lobby has inspired litigation around the country Iha! undcm1i11es critical nondiscrimination

protections for transgender people. Rather than solely fight the comrnoa sense legal trend towards
detennining that laws prohibiting sex discrimination also prohibit discrimination on the basis of gender
identity, new effons have arisen designed to circumvent our nation's laws by arguing that assertion of
religious beliefpennits an Individual to be unencumhered by complying with any provision which they
consider inconsistent witll their world view. The district court dtX:isions in Franoisca11 Alliance. Inc. v.
Bwwe/L"and EEOC'" Harris Funeral Homes" will likely res11lt in lhese claims only being the tip oftlle
iceberg.
In a direct chalte.nge to the regulation accompanyi ng the nondiscrimination provision contained in the
Affordable Care Act, lhree religiotrsly affiliated health care providers asse1ted a right und~r RFRA lo
refu.se to provide necessary medical care to trnnsgender people in Fmnciscan Allirmce. Im;. v, 8£1nvell.'"
In derermining that Franciscan Alliance and the other parties would likely prevail on the.ir RF'RA claim,
the district court omitted the prevaiHng evidence amongst established medical experts that appropriate
tteatment of gender dysphoria; may nec.essitatea range of medical interventions. including hormone
therapy and surgery." It is troubling that Hobby /~obby is: being read to permit the ref11S11i of critical care
•• Sec. e,g., Culler v. Wi/k;nso11, 544 U.S. 709, 722, 726 (2005) (A religious exemption "mmt be measured. so that It
does not ove1Tide oth<:r signllic:int inrc~15" and may not " impose unju~tifiod burdens on olher[s]." ); Estllfe of
Tl1ormo11 v. Caldor. Int.. 472 U.S. 703. 709-10 (I 985) (A religious exemption 11Jay nol -unyieldi11g[ly)
weighrff'religious interests "over all 0~1er imeresrs'· including coworkers who do nol share th.c same religious
beliefs.); see also, e.g .• Te:rl.l!I Mmulrly. /fl~. v. 8111/oc/;. 480 U.S. I. 18 n.8 (t989).
•1 See Sefleli11s. 723 F.3d al 1144-45.
·" Fr1111dsca11 Al/1'once, Inc. "· Bu11l'<!ll, 2016 L•.S. Dist. LEXIS 1831 IG (N. D. Tex. Dco. 31. 2016).
" E.f'~ O, C v. R.G. & G.R. Harris Funeral Home.v, hie.. No. t4-13710. 2016 U.S. Di•t , LEXIS 109716 (E.D, Mioh,

Aug. 18, 2016).

•• ·""" franci.fcan Allia11ee. Inc.. 2016 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 1&31 t6. at •4, This C\\S.,ulso involves eight st.1tes as
plaintiffs: Texas, Wisconsin, NebraskJl. Kansas, Louisiana. Arizona, Kentuc~-y. and Mrssissippr. however, oone of
th~ states made a RFRA claim. Id.
"' Sec Brief for American Academy Qf Pediatrics. et i!L as A mil'i Curieie S11pporting Respondent, Glo11cester Cn()I.
Sch Bd. ' '· G.G., 137 S. Ct. J69 (2017) (No. 16-273).
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for trdllsgcnder people by en1jtie5 accepting taxpayer funds for the explicit purpose of providing
nppropriate medical care to all who seek It.

In EEOC v. Horris Fia1sr0 / Homes, U.S. Dlstrict Court Judge Sean Cox turned a blind eye ro the ways in
which religiously motivated sex-stereotyping results in real ham1 to transgender peoplc:u Aimee Stephens
had worked for the iimeral home for nearly six years when she informed the ownertha.t she would be
transitioning and lhat when she returned she would be presenting as a woman, including wearing ;inirc
consistent with the dress code for women.4' The funeral home owner terminated Stephens· employment
based on his belieflhat sex is an unchangeable characteristic set at birth.... In providing th~ funeral home a
pass from complying with Title VII, Judge Cox cited Supreme Court's.decision in Hobby Lobby bot
disregarded the cautionnry note con1a1ned in the majority opinion:
The principal dissent raises the possibility !hat dls~riminatlon in hiring. for example on the basis
of race. might be cloaked as religious practice to escape legal -sanction ... Our decision toda)'
providc.s no such shield. The Govemmelll has a compelling interest in providing an equal
opporl\lnily to participate in the workforce without regard 10 race. and prohibitions on raclat
discrimination are precisely tailored 10 achieve that critical goal.' 1
Rather. Judge Cox's analysis is more consistent wilh Judge Gorsuch's view in the Tenth Circuit decision
in H.obby lobby that "moral culpability" overrides even compelling govemmenl inlcrests. Such a reading
will inevTtnbly lead to an increase lo the p~rvasivc harms our nation' s nondisorimination laws were
designed to eradicate.
Taking Hobby l..cbby to the obvious el\ireme, consistent with the "'incept that no individual or even
for-profit corporation should be required to follow a law that leads it to feel "moral culpability" for the
~clions of others, President Trump is considering signing a "religious freedomu executive order,"' while
Congress and state legislalLtres are considering the adoption of similar exlreme legislation. These
proposals would allows individuals, organizations, and closely held for-profit co1·poratfons to decline to
recognize the marriages of same-sex couple~nd in some inslanoes the exlstc.ncc oftronsgcnder
people-when doing so connicts with religious or mo.rat beliefs. To date. Mississippi is the only
jurisdictlon to enact such a law.<' U.S. Dlstrict Court Judge Cnrlton Reeves in Cainpoignfor Southem
Eqriolity v, Bryo!11 Jfl •s found the Mississippi law violates the both the Establishment Clause as well '1S
the 14lh Am~ndmenl.41> It is deeply concerning rhai Judge Gorsuch may have the opponunity to determine
the ultimate o\itcome in this case given his clenr efforts to shape doctrine around "moral culpability.''
" See Harris F1111<ral I/om•¥. Inc., No. t4·t3710. 1016 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 1097t6, at *6 I.
• J Id al *8.
"Id, at•24 .
"Id. at •49.

' ' See Ian Loven. el at.. Tn,mp Dr<lji Order Would £.tpandReligio1Lr Righi•. Could Al/ml• Derriol ofService" 10
Gays. Wall St. J., Feb. 5. 20t7,
h«rrs:Jfw""v.wsj.oomlartlclesidrafi-of·execu1ive-order-proposes,.expanding.-lcgat·protcotions--on·r"ligio1is·grounds-I
.4860711 t4.
" Se~ Protecting Frec<lom ofConsdence From Government Diseriminalfon Act, Miss. Code Ann. § 11-62·5 (2016),
,_ 2016 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 83036 tS ..D. Miss. June 27, "2016).
"Su 81J'Onl /If, 2016 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 830.36. at •2-1.
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Threats to J>ro~ress Attained by LOBTO Communjt,y
Efforts to exploit RFRA and the First Amendment ill order to establlsh a broad right to refuse to
acknowledge the humanity ofLOBTQ JJ<!Ople renect only a segment or the litig;ition working its way
through the courts with the end goal of undermining the basic protections that currently exist for LG6TQ
community. Areas of the law that the majority of Americans view as settled. incl'udlog marriage equallty,
are being litigated and del,Jate<l by groups who are emboldened thnt a Supreme Court Justice like Judge
Gorsuch will re-open settled law. In short order, the Supreme Court will be asked to determine the full
scope of marriage equali ty and the application of gmder specific language to LGBTQ people..
Recently, in Smirh v. Pavan/~ the Arkansas Supreme Court reversed a lower court's decision directing the
Arkansas Department of Health to list both same-sex p3rents on their child' s birtb certificate, !he same
process that applies to different-sex c-Ouplcs.51 This ruling trk~ to lilJlil the scope ClfObcrgefe/T-despite
the fact that the Supreme CClurt of the United States specifically listed birth certificates as one of the
govemmen!al rights, benefits, and responsibilities that marital status confors.31 The ruling places burdens
on same-sex couples that oppositc-seitcouples do not experience, Including forcing same-sex couples to
enter into legal proceedings to assert parental rights. Distre.'iliing)y, it denies children the full benefits of
parental recognition in an effort to penalize th<; par~nts.
lri Teicas, the state supreme court reversed itself b)I agret:in_g to hear Pidg~on v. Turner/' a case it had
previously rejected. At issue is whether the City of Houston Qverreached by providing spousal benefits to
married same-sex couples on the same terms as opposite-sex couples." Two Houston residents claim that
"Oberg~fel/ may require States to license .and recognize same-sex marriages, but that does not require
Stdtes to give taxpayer subsidies to same-sex coupks," despite the fact that the city provides these same
spousal benefits. such as healthcare, to opposi1~sex cotlples."
Though not yet passed into law, the Tennessee Genera l Ass1m1bly is advancing legislation to require
statutes to be read in gender specific te1ms."' Thus terms such as "mother", "father''. "husballd", nnd
"wife" would be only understood to apply exactly as written no matter the consequences. In Tennessee.
like many other stntes, a rebuhable presumption of parentage is established 10 increase the chances that a
child will have two legal parents who are responsible for the child's welfare. 51 Were one of the advancing
bills to pass, a chi ld bom lo a mother married lo a man who is not th" biological fathef will be presumed
to be the child oftlie mao for all lega l purposes. but 3 child born lo a rnothtlr married to a woman who is
not n biological parent will not automalicnlly have the same legal protections. In addition. a WClman would
be responsible for 1he debt her husband accrued pl"ior to the 111arriagc but her husband would not be liable
,.1016 Mk. 437 (S. Cr. Ark. Doc. 8, 2016).
See T'ova11, 2016Ark• .IJ7, at *10.
" Id. at' JO (citing Qh.,rg,;fe/lv. !IQdges. 135 S. Ct. 25 84, 2604 (U.S. 2015)).
" No. 15-0688. 2017 Tex. LEXIS 55~ (Tex. Jan. 20. (2017),
"'See Br1effor Petitfoner at34. Pidgeon v. 7i1rn«, No. 15-0688 (Tex. Sep. 10. 2015).
" /J. a1 5.
"See, <'.g., H.B. 33. I I01h Gen. Asscmb .. Reg. Sess. (Tenn. 20t7)\requiring the words husband, wife, molhcr, and
11

father be given their natural and ordinary meaning); S.B. 1085. l lOth Gen. Assemb., Reg. Sess. (Tenn.
undefined woros be g.ivcn their natural and ordinary meaning).
'"'Sae Tenn. Code Aru1. § 36·2-304(2017).
2017~rcquiring
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for the debls she accrued. Other states are considering ever\ more direct attacks on Obe.rgefell.5*
Approach to Civil Rights
Finally. Judge Oorsuch's categorical dismissal of the historic role of the courtS to protect c.ivll rights and
promote equality is distressing. Judge Gorsuch has stoled tha1, "Ameriann liberals have become addicted
to the c.ourtroom ... as the primary means of effecting their social agenda on everything from gay marriage
to assistt1d suicide.'"" This statement frvm a Supreme Cour1· noo1inee is deeply troubling. Judge Gors·uch's
failure to recognize the powerful, and lo11gslMding role of the courts io prQtcot individual und civil rights
coupled with a record that often ignores the consti tutional rights and personhood of some ofoar nation's
most vulherable ·people reveals a dangerous vlsion or the Court. Judge Gorsuch' s statement reveals 1hnt he
has divided cases. issues, and plaintiffs into two c.ategories-those who d~erve justice from the courts
and those who don't. While J11dge Gol"liuch has not hesilaJed to assign personhood and righls of for-profiJ
corporations like Hohby Lobby, he has failed to recognize these.same qualities in actual human
ooing.s-including those who are LGBTQ.
Demanding justice and protection of our Constitutional rights from the Supreme Court is not. as Judge
Gorsuch has described it. an ··addiction.'"'° We tlr'e not misusing or abusing the courts when we demand
that they perform their function as envisioned by our founders. We are mere.ly acting as full citizens under
1he Jaw, ensurin~ that 1he systems designed to sa feguard our Constilvtion nnd 011r democratic \\lay oflife
do just that. This "addiction" is bolstered by a century of life.-changing c.ivil rights cases whose outcomes.
had proven to be nnachievable by any other means. including Brown v. Board ofEd11c11fio11,"1 Loving'"
Virginia, and Roe"· Wade. If demanding equal treatment under the Jaw and respect for fundamental rights
under the Constitution is an addiction, then it is to the betterment of our nation .
Conclu<ion
The A mcrican peuple expect' and deserve a Supreme Court Justice who is comm lttcd to serving our
system of Co11stitu1ionaJ democmcy and who understands the critical role of the Court in supporting ii.
We need a Just.ice who will not shy away from 1he facts and context chat color the cases that come before
the Court, but will Instead embrace an Cllpansive analysis that reflects the true spirit and intent behind the
laws htt or she is tasked with interpreting. Judge Gorsuch's record and testimony this week reveal that he
is not this Justice. For these reasons. ·the Human Righ1sCampaign opposes his nomination.

"See, o.g., S.B. 64, IOOth Gen. Assemb .. Reg. Sess. (Ill. 2017)(cre:uing the "Religfous Freedom De.fcnsc Ace•
prohibiting lhc slate government from taking action .against an individual who bclicvc'S or nets uoder a religious
bdiefthat marriage is between one man and one woman); H.B. 205, 991h Gen. Assemb .. Reg. Scss. (Mo.
2017)(allowing a·n individual autl\orized to solemnize marriages 10 refose to do so for marriages that conflict with
the individual's religioUJ; belief>).
" See Gotsuch. s11pro note 18.
"' Id.
1
• 347 U.S. 483 (1954).
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Testimony by Amy Hagstrom Miller
Founder and CEO, W hole Woman's Health

JIearing on the Nomination ofthe Ho11orable Neil M. Gorsuch to be an Associate Justice
ofthe Supreme Cow·t ofthe United States
Senate Judiciary Committee
March 23. 2017
•

Chairman Grassley, Senator Feinstein. and Members of the Committee, I am
honored to speak with you today,

•

My name is Amy Hagstrom Miller. ram the Founder and CEO of Whole Woman's
Health, a group of women's health clinics that provide comprehensive reproductive
services. including abortion care.

• I am here today on behalf of abortion providers, women's health advocates. and the
people we serve all across the country who deserve access to quality healtl1care.
delivered with dignity and respect.
•

We are gravely concerned about the nomination of Judge Gorsuch to the U.S.
Supreme Court.

• In fact, Whole Woman's Health jojned 54 other reproductive health, rights and
justice organizations in a letter to the Senate opposing Judge Gorsuch 's
nomination.
•

ln our clinics we offer holistic care for women that inc.ludes c.aring for their heart,
mind and body. We envision a world where every woman who has decided to end
a pregnancy will be respected and where she will have the information she needs
and the quality c;i.re she deserves.

•

We were the lead plaintiff in last year's landmark SupJeme Court case Whole
Woman "v Health v. Helle1~ttetft and witnessed how decisions made ar the high court
directly impact the lives of women. I know what happens when poUticians find
devious ways to deny women's constitutional rights, and why it is so important to
bave independent jurists who respect preoede,nt and the rule of law.
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• Roe v. Wade, the 1973 decision that guaranteed the right to abortion and the right
to privacy, has been settled law for more than four decades and has been
reaffirmed repeatedly by the Supreme Court

• Nevertheless, that hasn't stopped legislators across the country from putting
roadblocks in front of women seeking abortion care-more than 330 have been
passed since 2010.
• Nowhere was the impact oftbese laws more evident than in the state of Texas,
where anti-abortion legislators passed a law in 20 13 that forced over half the
state's clinics to shut down.
• The law forced women to drive hundreds of miles, even across state lines, to
access theiI right to safe and legal abortion. In some cases, the hurdles were so
high women simply took maners into their own hands.

• r will never forget the woman who called fr-om South Texas right after the law
went into effect. We told her our clinic was shuttere.d and she now had to drive 250
miles each way to San Antonio. She told us there was no way she could take two
days off work, find childcare and the money to drive that far. She said "l will tell
you what is in n\y medicine cabinet, and can you please tell me what to use to do
my own abortion?"
• In our country, where abortion has been legal for more than 40 years, no woman
should be forced to take matters iJ1to her own hands. Nor should she fear
criminalization or jail time if she does.
• Would a Justice Gorsuch support unnecessary obstacles to our constitutional
rights? We need to know.
• I also remember the woman who called from West Texas - where every single
clinic had been shut down. She was a single. working mother with 3 children. We
helped her find a clinic, raise money for her abortion, childcare, transportation and
lost wages. By the time she made it to a Dallas clinic eight weeks later, it was too
late to have an abortion in the state of Texas.

2
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•

Would a Justice Gorsuch support laws that lirnit our constitutional rights to our zip
codes? We need to know.

•

Last year we took Texas to the Supreme Court and, in its ruling, the court called
out these and Mher clinic shutdown laws for what they ar~ham laws that create
obstacles to care with no medical basis behind them.

•

Women need to know {hat if their rights are once again on trial, they will be
decided by justices who are independent, and not beholden to an ideological
agenda.

•

Judge Gorsuch has refused to answer basic questions about his stance on Roe,
Whole Woman 's Health, or the right to privacy.

• Yet we know in the Utah Planned Pa.renthood case he sided with politicians usfog
misinformation a nd false claims to defund women's health services.
•

And in the Hobby Lobby contraception case. he supported the notion that
corporations are people.

•

Judge Gorsuch·s positions raise concerns about his ability to be open-minded, fair
and gujded by the Constitution. not his own ideology and personal belietS.

•

Your decision on this nomination will have a profound impact on all of your
constituents.

• Everyone loves someone who has had an abortion -- and we all want tht: people we
love to be safe and treated with respect, compassion and dignity.
•

I urge you to keep this in mind as you consider \he awesome responsibility of
entrusting a lifetime appointment to the United States Supreme Court.

•

Thank you very much.

3
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BEFORE THE COMMITTEE ON THE JVDlCIARY
UNlTED STATES SENATE

HEARfNGS ON THE NOMfNATION OF JUDGE NEIL GORSUCH TO THE
SUPREME COURT OF THE UNITED STATES
MARCH 23, 2017

STATEMENT OF WJLLIA:vl P. MARSHALL. KENAN PROFESSOR Of'LAW. THE
UN IVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA. CHAPF,L HILL

Mr. Chaimtan and Members ofthe Committee:

Thank you very much for the opportunity to appear before you in these hearings on the
nomination of Judge Nei l Gorsuch to the Supreme Court of the United States. My name is
William Marshall. [ tead1 conslitutional law at the University ofNorth Carolina. where I have
been on the faculty since 2001. I have also served in the Office of the White House Couoscl and
as the Solicitor General oftht.1 State of Ohio.
The Air Furce is uncunstitutional. Brown v. Board of F.'duca1io11, 348 U.S. 886~1954 >.
was incorrectly decided. The Equal Protection Clause docs not apply to women. The First
Amendment docs not protect speech on the internet <'r prevent persons from being forced to
salute the t1ag whe11 il confltc1s with their conscientious or religious principle~. The ConsLittnion
does not require one person/one vote. There fs no freedom from government intrusion into ~uch
deeply personal decisions as tn whether nr not to haw a child. There is no right to direct (he
raising and educaitng of one' s own child ren, l'he fifth Amendment docs not rcqufre the police
ro infom1 persons charged with crimes that they have a right to counsel. The feder-.il government
may discriminate on the basis of mce and ethnfoity without constiLUtional constraint..
These are just some t1f1he results to \vhich a strfot aclht:rence to "odgiualism" would le.1d.
The vacancy created by the death of .Justice Antonin Scalia. the Court's most prominent
proponent of organism. and the subsequent nomination of Judge Neil Gorsuc.11 to till t.hnt
position, has once again brought the theory of"otiginalism" into the spotlight. It is therefore
app111priale to reexamine rhc validity and legitimacy of originalism as a governi11g 01ode of
constitutional imerpretation. [ will address that issue in the remarks that follow.
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rirst some hackground. Originalism. as initially conceived by those who came up with
the term in the I 980's, proposed that the Constitution should be interpreted according to the
·'original intent" of the Framers. Thar-original intent" appronch, hi;>wever, wa~ subsequently
reconfigured by some ori ginalisisto require instead th:1t the Constitution should be interpreted
according to the ''original public meaning" of the text, meaning the popularly understood
meaning of the text at the time of the founding. Later, other originalists modi!ied the "original
meaning" approach to include the possibility tliat original meaning could be abstracted to
accommodate for technological change -- such as how technological advances in sLJrveillancc
would apply to Fourth Amendment search and seizure law. More re.cently, still other originalists
have argued that rhe text should b6 understo·od, not by how the public actually wide.rstood its
meaning at the time of the founding, but by how a hypothetical, reasonable (and presumably
well-educated) person should ha ve understood rhose rcrms. There is M t. in sho11. one true
theory of originalism, See Thomas B. Colby and Peter J. Smitl\, Living Origi'rialism, 59 Duke L.
J. 2~9 (2009). In foct. originalists not only disagree wilh euch other as to what an originalist
interpretation of a given text means. they also disagree as to what results an originalist approach
requires.
Nevertheless. despite their Jack of consensus on what original ism means and what the
theory requires, those who support the thc~)ry argue tha1 original ism accomplishes three goals.
First they posit that origlnalism pro11101es fealty to a written constitution and is therefore
consistent with Framers' original design. Why have a written constitution, they argue. if its
meaning can change through subseque11tjudicial interpretation? Se.:ond, they argue tllM
originalism normally leads to fixed and predictable results. Third, they contend that originalism
presents a neutral theory of constitutional interpretation that prevents judges from inserting their
political preferences into cons1itutio1ml decision-making.
Original ism, however, does not achieve the goals it purportedly advances. Instead, in
many ways. ori ginal ism is antithetical to them. To begin with, original ism does not have the
founding pedigree that its advocates suggest. As noted above. the term origlnalism itself is of
recent origin - dating back only to the J 980's. More imp0ttantly, although there were some
cases decided in the 11ineteentli century that, viewed 1n hindsight, might appear to have used an
originalist approach. an originalist type of methodology was the not the dominant constitutional
interpretive theory applied by the Court at the beginning of the Republic.
Rather. t,he prevalent interpretive method used by the Court during its early years rejected
1he notion that constitutional interpretation should be fro;cen in time. Thus Chief Justice John
Marshall' s opinion In Afc:Culloch v. Mo1ylond, 17 U.S. 316 ( 18 19), expressly stated that the
meaning of the Constitution had to be understood in 1he contemporary contexts in which it was
applied. As he famously wrote in McC111/och. "we must never forget it is a cons1i1utio11 we are
expounding .... intended to endure for ages to come and consequently to be adapted to the
various crises of human affair.>." Id at 407, 415. This means, as Marshall suggests, that the
principles set fonh in tiie Constiturion remain constant. but their applications may change as
circumstances change. The task of c11nsti tutional interpreUJtion then is to give meaning and
substance to those enduring principles in new contexts.
2
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Chief Justice Marshall's app.roach to constitutional interpretation has dominated
constitutional law for over two centuries. And it is no overstatement to point out that the
originalists' prctiect \VOuld not only undo the early undersrandlng ofconslitutionnl interprel!l.tion
but also would essentially also undo much of current constitutional law. This would include-, as
noted above, overruling Brown, rejecting the application of the Equal Protection Clause to
women, eliminating the principle of one-person/one-vote, abolishing Miranda warnings,
allowing the state to mandate pledges of allegiance, as we ll as reversing a host of other cases that
have become deeply embedded in our national fabric and identity.
Further. Md perhaps even more sig11ificantly given the historical focus of the originaliS1$'
claims. origi n~lism 's lack ofhistOJ'ical pedigree is established not just by its inconsistency wi1h
the Supreme Court' s interpretive history and tradition dating back t(1the .:arly Nineteenth
Century. Original ism is also fundamentally inconsistent with the unders tanding or constitutional
interpretation foreseen by the Framers themselves. See 1-1. Jefferson Powell. The Original
UnderstandingofOrigi11a! Intent, 98 Harv. L Rev. 885 ( 1985)
This is so for a number or reasons. Pirst, the fact that the Framers did not envision an
originalist approach is reflected in the constitutional tex1. Many of the most important provisions
in the Constitution were \vrttten in intentionally broad language. sugges1ing that the Pratners
expected that the meaning of these terms wou ld be tilled in by subsequent interpretations and
understandings. Terms such as freedom of speech, executive power, equal proteccion of(he law.
c.ommcrcc among the several f.tatcs, duo process of law, and privileges or immuni ties. for
example. have no si mple or fixed definition and necessarily require interpretation in context.
Second, the Framers came from a common law tradrtfon. They recognized that law
evolved ac.;cording to experience and changed circumstances. They knew that for lm\/ to be
binding and for law to have authority, its meaning did not have to be fixed. Common law, to the
Framers. was just as authoritative as stal'lltory law. Adherence to the common law was
adherence (o the rule of law -- even if the rules of the common law evolved to allow for changed
circumstances. It is chcrcfore fundamentally incom~ct to asse rt as some originulists do. that nonoriglnalist undcrstandlngo of CC>nstitutionaJ meaning are inconsistent with the rnlc of law. The
Framers knew otherwise.
Third, the Framers were visionaries. They were not concerned e>nly with addressing the
issues oftbe day. They were concerned with scltin2 fonh broad principles that would be
followed for generations. The irony or originalism is rhat while it purports fealty to the Framers,
it actually demeans the Framers' enterprise because it suggests the Framers were short-sighted in
their atr1bitions -- that they were primarily intcN:sted in cratliog a Constitution fixated on the
probkms of 1787 and not a Constitution that, in the words of John Marshall. would "endure" so
that it. could address the problems of20 17.
The fo llowing hypothetical helps illustrate this point. In my classroom. I ask my students
to imagine for the moment that we agree to pass a constitutiom1I amendment on some subject fo( example, data pri vacy. I then ask whether they wou ld expect or even desire that their
understanding of the meani ng of the text of that amendment in 20 17 should decide how a court
3
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sitting in the year 2217 interprets that provision, They invariably say no. Although they believe
that 1he text and their understanding of the text should help guide subsequent interpretations.
they do not want it to ct>ntrol thc meaning of the amendment as il might.apply to sin1ations that
those. of us living in 2017 cannot even imagine. They walll their amc11dmcnt to work -- not to
fail. Such was the case of the Framers. They wanted to create a constitution that would endure not one that would fade through obsolescence.
Origmalism also does not serve its second professed goal of producing fixed and
predic:table results. To begin with, as we have seen, originalism itself has many branches, and
originalists ofte.n disagree among themselves as to how cases should be resolved. Original ism,
thus, foi ls to offer a clear path to "c.orrect" constitutional answer even to those who subscribe to
its precepts.
Further. and more fundamentally, originalism would be unable, no matter how it is cast,
to consistently lead to fixed and pr!.'dictablo resu lts because constitutional text is e>ften
ambiguous. and history is often unclear. Di.srricr ofColumbia i~ Heller. 554 U.S. 570 (2008),
the case establishing a Second Amendment right to bear11rms, establishes the point. Heller is
often cited as the high water mark in originalist theory before the Court. because both majority
and lhe dissent relied hcavfly on an originalisL methodology in supporting their positions. But
that is exactly the issue. As Heller emphatically shows. powerful orginalist argumeuts are often
available {In both sides of constituti(lnal issues. Hellt!r instrt,1Cts that text and history are. of
course, valuable tools in constitutional interpretation; but the case also demonst111tes that text 11ncl
history arc oot so fi.xed and invariable tba1 they only lead. w one answer.
Finally. originalists err when they claim thar original ism accomplishes their third
purported goal of providing a neutral 1heory of constitutional interprera1it1n that prevents judges
from inserting their political preferences into constitutional decision-m11ki1Jg. Recent current
conservative jurisprudence, in racL proves otherwise. Adherence ro original ism has not proved
to have a constraining effect when the issue before the Court lies.at the heart of the conservative
legt1I agenda. for exarnple, originalists have continued to adhere tu the decision in Adaraml
Consn·uclors. Inc.. v. l'ena, 51 S U.S. 200 (1995), in which the Court struck d0Wi1 a federal
affirmative action program on grounds that the program improperly discriminated on the basis of
race, although no theory of original ism justifies that result. Text does not support AdarancL The
Fourtecntl1 Amendment's Equal Prot..:ction Cl ~use docs not even apply to the federal
governmc11t. History. likewise, docs not support Adarnnd. The post-Civil War era, during
which the Pourteenth Amendment was enacted, witnessed a number of federal programs that
provided special benefits ti:' African Americans.
Siinilarly. there is linlc evidence that the original meaning of 1he First Ame.ndJncn~
Justifies the Court's deci$ion in Citi?ens United v, Federal Election Commissfon, 558 U.S. 310
(2010). in whic:-h a purportedly-originalist Court majority held that corporatio11s have a free
speech ri.ght to spend unlimited funds to influence pplitical elections. Corporations. afler all. had
very limited charters, wete t1ghtly regulated, and were deeply distn1sted during the founding erd.
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Nor is there reason to believe that an originalisl understanding should protect property
owncrS against so-called regulatory takings, although many conscrvntive jurists and 1heorists
have strongly advocated for such protection. In Fact, in the leading case on the subject. Lucas v.
South Carolina Coastal Cou11cil, 505 U.S. I003 ( 1992). Justice Scalia found lhc right against
regulatory takings 10 be located not in text or history but in so-culled ..constitutional culture." Id.
at 1028.
There are numerous other examfiles. In the Eleventh l\tncndrne.nt cases restricting
citizens' abi lity to sue stat·es, originalists relied on history and not text. At the same time, in
Fourteenth Amendment cases striking downstate affinnative action prog,rams, they relied on text
and not history. And in Shelby Counl)' v. Holder. 133 S. Ct. 2612 (2013), origin a lists had no
reliable basis in either text or history when they struck down one ofl hc most impor\ant pieces of
legislation ever passed by the United States Congress - § 5 of the Voting Rights. See Leah M.
Litman, lm•enti11g Equal Soverelgmy. 114 Mich. L. Rev. 1207 (20 16).
Originalism, then. is a doctrine of false promises. It suggests a fealty to the Fn.uners·
t.lcsign when it is actually antithetical to the Framers' vision. 1t pmports to offer ajurisprndence
with fixed and predictable results when i\s application is nebulous and variable. It claims value
neutrality when it has been erraticall_y dcpl<'ycd in order m achieve specific results.
Ce1talnly the rem.lndcr that originaJism offers regarding the impottanoe of text and
history in constirutional inrerpretation is important. But the claim that oonstitutionnl
interpretation should b~ controlled rm/y by history and te/\t is one that was reject ed rn M.cCulloch
in 18 19. It should continue to be rejected today.
T hank

you.

I would be happy to answer any questiClns the Comn1ittce might have.
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Thank you, Chairman Grassley, Ranking Member Feinstein, and the members of the Judiciary
Committee for the opportunity to speak with you today. My name is Sandy Phtllips. My
husband Lonnie and I are residents of Boerne, Te·xas, but we spend much of our time traveling
around the country to advocate for gun violence prevention.

I am grateful for the opportunity to speak with you today about my efforts to protect our
country from gun vlolcnce 1 and about the Second Amendment. In recent years, a small number
of extremists have been pushing courts across t he country to endorse a radical version of the
Second Amendment ttiat would call into question basic public safety laws throughout the
nation. It is vitally important that anyone who replaces Justrce Antonin Scalia on the Supreme
Court reject this extremist view and understand-as explained ih the landmark opinion In

District of Columbfo v. Heller authored by Scalia himself-that the Second Amendment is not
unlimited and that it is entire ly constltutlonal to prevent the most dangerous members of our
society from inflicting carnage with deadly weapons. 1

In the summer of 2012, my daughter Jessica was 24 years old. She was living In Denver,
finishing up a college degree in journalism and sports broadcasting. 1hat July, her best
chlldhood friend from our hometown in San Antonio was visiting Jessi, and because he was a
huge fan, they decided to go to a midnight showing of the latest Batman movie in Aurora,
Colorado. About 30 minutes into the film, a deranged shooter stole Jessi's life, a nd changed my
life forever.
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Suffering from severe mental illness and armed With multiple high-powered firearms, Jessi's
killer burst into the theater and fired several rou nd s from a tactical shotgun and a .40-caliber
handgun Into the crowded theater. He Inflicted the most damage With a semi-automatic rifle
originally designed for military and police use, which he'd equipped with a 100-round
ammunition drum. We later learned that was able to purchase 4,000 rounds of green-tipped

.223 high-velocity ammunition-over the Internet-without so much as showing a driver's
license.

In a matter of seconds, the shooter sprayed the theater with more than 60 bullets from the
assault weapon, and he wou ld've fired dozens more if the weapon hadn't jammed. Within
minutes, Jessi and 11 others were dead. Our little girl had been hit withs-ix bullets_ One tore
through ner leg; three more ripped through her abdomen; one shattered her clavicle; and the
last tore through her left eye and left a five inch hole in het head. I live with that image every
dayotmylife.

Besides t he dozens killed, the rampage left more than six-dozen other movie-goers Injuredsome critically, and some with wounds that wlll shorten their lives and permanently affect their
quality of life. And It forever and Irrevocably changed the lives of countless mothers, fathers,
brothers, sisters, boyfriends, girlfriends, friends and other family members.

Jessi is dead because t he system failed. Jessi died because even though he repeatedly showed
clear signs of severe mental illness that made him a danger to himself and the public, the
shooter was easily able to amass an arsenal and thousands of rounds of ammunition. Jessi died
because, in a matter of seconds, an unhinged man was able to use a weapon of war to fire
dozens of bullets at a crowd of Coloradans who had gone out simply looking for a few hours of
entertainment.

I am not against guns. My husband Lonnie and are proud supporters of the Second

Amendment, and I am a gun owner myself.
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I do not bla.me Jessi's death only on a gun. I blame her death, and the deaths hundreds of
others kllled in Sandy Hook, Columbine, Virginia Tech, Tucson, Orlando, and so many other
places, on a system that all ows people known to pose serious risks to the public to arm
themselves with weapons that allow them to kill a maximum number of people in a minimum
amount of time. But l also believe that nothing in the Second Amendment stops us from fixing
the problem. I believe that we, as Americans, have the power to change the system and
strengthen the laws that protect us and keep our communities safe.

After Jessi was killed, the Colorado legislature restricted access to the type of magazine that
would have allowed Jessi's klller to fire 100 bullets without reloading if it hadn't jammed,1 It
closed loopholes 1n the state's background check system to keep guns out of dangerous hands.!
Other legislatures, from Delaware to Oregon and 16 states in between, have done the same,
strengthenl ng background checks to make sure people like Jessi's killer can't slip through the
cracks, evade a check, and acquire deadly weapons.•

These kinds of commonsense gun laws do not violate t he Second Amendment. Throughout our
country's history, robust rules to protect the public have always coexisted With the right to
keep and bear arms. And they have always been recognized as constitutional. 5

The Supreme Court's landmark opinion in District of Columbia v. Heller sa id so explicitly. In the
majority opinion, the Court emphasized that the Second Amendment right is "not unlimited"
and that "[i]t is not a right to keep and carry any weapon whatsoever in any manner
Wh<1tsoever and for Whatever purpose-"6 In Heller, the majority said directly that laws aimed at
keeping dangerous people like Jessi's killer from possessing guns do not offend the
Constitution.7

But in recent years, lawyers pushing an extreme gun-lobby agenda have advanced an unlimited
View of the Second Amendment that not only conflicts with our history and tradition, but also
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presents an acute threat to public safety. They advocate a view of the Second Amendment that
would severely weaken laws that prohibit convicted crirnina ls and those who pose a danger to
themselves or others because of mental 111ness from possessing guns. 8 Their extreme version of
the Second Amendment would seriously undermine government's ability to keep guns out of
dangerous hands through comprehensive background checks, 9 or to regulate weapons
designed for military use or regulate high capacity magazines.10 If the Supreme Court
embraced their radical views, government could no longer prohibit guns in schools 11 or other
sensitive places,12 and could no longer regulate who can carry concealed handguns-LI-or
openly visible assault weapons14-on public streets across the country.

Cases pushing these radical views are making their way through the lower courts, and several of
them could make their way to t he Supreme Court in the months -and years to come. If the
Supreme Court embraced the extremist vision pushed in this litigation, t he implications would,
quite literally, be measured in lives.

That is why it is crudally important that this Committee ensures that Judge Gorsuch or any
other nominee the President puts forward understa nds that the Second Amendment is not
unlimited. Th e committee must ensure that any nominee to our highest court recognizes the
Second Amendment does not override other constitUtional rights, like the right to decide
whether to allow guns on one's property, or the rlght to peaceably assemble and engage i n
political debate free from armed intimidation, or, ultimately, the right to live in a safe
community.

I believe the cornerstone for understanding the Second Amendment properly is the Heller
decision. Heller recognized-appropriately, in my view-that law-abiding Americans have an
individual right to use

a handgun for defense of "hearth and home: ' 15 That is the same right

that millions of law-abiding, responsible gun owners exercise every day. But there are two key
points about Helferthat gun extremists ignore.
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First, Helfer recognlzed that laws designed to keep guns from people who pose a threat because
of mental illness or crimi na l history are consistent with centuries of efforts to protect public
safety-and do not violate the Second Amendment. That is why the majority plainly recognized
that nothing in the opinion should be taken to "cast doubt on longstanding prohibitions on the
possession of firearms by felons and the mentally ill." 10 And that is why, after Heller, when
convicted criminals charged with illegal gun possession have argued that it violates the Second
Amendment to prevent them from owning guns., courts have rejected their arguments time and
againY

Courts across the country have also turned aside Second Amendment challenges to laws
prohibiting gun possession by fugitives from the law, 18 illegal drug users, 19 and people
convicted of domestic violence crimes.10 Indeed, the Supreme Court itself has recognized the
Importance of keeping guns out of the hands of domestic abusers: No fewer than three times
in the nine years since Heller was decided, the Court has rejected attempts by convicted
domestic abusers to chip away at the federal law that bars them from possessing guns. 21

laws proh ibiting gun possessfon by criminals and tJ'\ose who pose a threat to public safety
because of mental illness do not threaten our democracy or Constitution-but t hey do save
f(ves. If my daughter's klller had been preventeo from amassing his arsenal based on the dear
signs that he posed a danger because of his mental illness, for example, Jessi and the many
others killed or Injured at Aurora may have been spared.

But despite the consensus that keeping guns out of dangerous hands is constitutional, pro, gun
zealots are filing an increasing number of lawsuits across the country arguing that criminals and
the mentally ill have the same Second Amendment rights as law-abiding citizens, and that
barring them from owning guns vlolates the Constitution. These far-fetched claims would not
be cause for concern except for the fact that some judges in the lower courts have found them
persuasive, and have Issued ru lings that are chipping away at the federal prohibitions on gun
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ownership by dangerous peopleP A petition in one of these decisions, from Third Circuit Court
of Appeals, is currently pending before the Supreme Court. 23

If the Court takes the Third Circuit case (or another, simil;ir case), it could have sign1ficant
implications for public safety. And it will present every justice on the Court with a clear choice:
Do they agree with the Heller decision that nothing in the Second Amendment casts doubt on
"longstanding prohibitions on the possession of firearms by felons and the m entally ill7" 24 Or
do they sJde w ith the radical' gun-lobby agenda, and invent a new right. at the public's expense,
for dangerous people to own guns.

Before Judge Gorsuch is confirmed, the American people deserve to know how he would
approach this question. And I would respectfully submit that it is this Committee's duty to
demand that he give the American people an answer.

The second point I want to make about Heller Is that it made clear that the Second Amendment
does not stop government from responding to changing conditions by adopting rules and
regulations that address evolv[ng threats of gun violence. Besides maklng dear that keeping
guns from crim inals and Tndlviduals with severe mental health conditions passes const1tutiona1
muster, Heller also emphasized that througtiout our tiistory, courts have cof'\clUded that
Hprohibitions on carrying concealed weapons were lawful under the Second Amendment," and
that it does not violate the constitution for goYernment to protiibit guns from sensitive places
like schools and government buildings, or to impose conditions on gun sales- like bacl<ground
checks. 25

Since the Founding Era, loca1 and state governments across the country have used the room
granted them under the Second Amendment to adopt these types of laws to protect public
safety. 26 A.nd because local c9ndltions and traditions differ across this great country of ours,
these laws have varied from place to place, and they have evolved over time. 21 The types of
gun regulations that make sense in rural communities in northwest or southeast Colorado, for
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example, may differ dramatically from those that are appropriate for downtown Denver. The
Second Amendment gives policy makers in these different communities leeway to regulate
appropriately. And as conditions in our society-and developments in firearms technologyhave changed, the types of laws needed to protect against gun violence have changed
alongside them. The Supreme Cou rt has made clear that th ls evolution is constitutionally
permissible, ruling in the follow-up case to Heller, McDonald v, City of Chicago, that "[s]tate and
local experimentation with reasonable firearms regu lations will continue under the Second
Amendment." 28

This Committee must ensure that any nominee to the high court appreciates that the Second
Amendment does not preclude the laboratories of democracy from developing new approaches
as the threats of gun violence evolve. 29

Respected conservative Judge Frank H. Easterbrook undersco(ed this important lesson from
Helfer and McDonald when, rejecting a challenge to restrictions on assault weapons passed by

elected officials in suburban Chicago, he emphasized that "[t]he central tole of representative
democracy is no less part of the Constitution than is the Second Amendment.NJO Admired judge

J. Harvie Wilkinson likewise embraced. this critical constitutional value when he concurred that
the Second Amendment dld not prevent the state of Maryland from restricHng access the types
of military-style weapons my daughter's killer used in Aurora, and that more recently have
claimed scores of lives in Sandy Hook, Orlando, and e.lsewhere.Jt Judge Wilkinson concluded,
consistent with Heller and McDonald, that courts should not preempt democratically elected
legislatures from grappling with solutions to the serious problems qf gun violence . His powerful
words rejectfng the idea that the judges shou ld constitutionalize subjects better addressed

througn the people's representatives are worth noting at length. He wrote:

Disenfranchising the American people on this life and death subject would be the
gravest and most serious of steps. It is their community, not ours. It is their
safety, not ours. It Is their fives, not ours. To say in the wake of so many mass
shootlngs in so many localities across this country that the people themselves
are now to be rendered newly powerless, that all they can do rs stand by and
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watch as federal courts design their destiny-this would deliver a body blow to
democracy as we have known it since the very founding of this nation.

As Heller recognized, there is a balance to be struck here. While courts exist to
protect individual rights, we are not the instruments of anyone's political
agej'lda, we are not empowered to court mass consequences we cannot predict,
and we are not impaneled to add indefinitely to the growing list of subjects on
which the states of our Union and the citizens of our country no longer have any
meaningful. say. 32
Our democracy is well served when our unelected judiciary, in evaluating the bounds of the
Second Amendment and the role of our elected representatives, heeds Judge Wilkinson's Wise
call for judicial modesty on the issue of guns.

I urge this Committee not to advance Judge Gotsuch's nomination until it is convinced that he
shares this approach and recognizes that reasonable regulations enacted to protect
communities from gun violence do not violate the Constitution.

Thank you for the opportunity to speak with you today; I am happy to answer any questions.
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Nomination of Neil M. Gorsuch to be Associate Justice of the Supreme Co urt
Questions for the Record
Submitted March 24, 2017
OIJESTIONS FROM SENATOR FEINSTEIN
I. At your hearing. you acknowledged you worked on the Grahm11 amendment to the Detainee
Treatment Act, which sought to eliminate habeas corpus for Guantanamo detainees.
You also acknowledged that in December 2005, after the Detainee Treatment Act was
passed; there were different factions fo the Administration advocating different versions of
the signing statement. In an email you sent 10 Steven Bradbury and others you said a signing
statement:

" ... along the Tines proposed below would help inoculate against the potential ofhaving
the Admini.vtration criticized sometime in the future for not ma/..'ing sufficient changes i11
interrogation policy in lighl ofthe i'vlcCain portion ofthe amendment: this statement
clearly. and in aforillaf way that would be hard to dispute later, put.5 down a marker Jo
the effect 1l1i1! the view that McCain is bes1read as essenliallv codi6ring exisling
interrogation practices. "
This was in December 2005,just nine months after an Ollice of Legal Counsel memo sigoed
by Steven Bradbury had concluded that waterboard ing, stress positions, sleep deprivation,
and other techniques were not prohibited by the standard applied under Arlie.le 16 of the
Convention Against Torture.
I read your email as saying if the Adm inistration issued a signing statement along these lines
then t11e passage of the McCain amendment would not require much of a change in
interrogation policy than what the Department of Justice had already decided was allowable.

a. What did your email mean? What did yo u meim when you said that a signing
statement wo·u ld " inoculate against'' being criticized in the future for " not m~king
sufficient changes in interrogation policy"?
2. On the first day of questioning, you told Senator Graham that the Derainee Treatment Act
prohibits waterboarding. But an email you wrote when you were part of the Bush
Administration Justice Department seems lo say the opposi1e-you said that the law should
be read as "essentially 1:odifying interrogation practices," which at 1he time included
waterboarding, stress positions, sleep d~pri vatioo, and other techniqnes !hat had been
approved in I.be Bradbury OLC memo from 2005.

a. Wbat did you mean by " codifying existing interrogation policies"?
b. When did you come to the vir.w that the Detninee Treatment Act bars
waterboa.rding, and wby in the Bush Administration did you have 11 different view?
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3. Do you understand and agree that your fonner role DI tbe Justice Department--aod !he
positions you advocated for while al the Justice Department on behalfof tbe govemmentcan and should have no bearing on the way you decide cases as a judge?
4. Do you agru with seminal Supreme Court decisions and precedents in cases that you were
involved with or associated with, in which rhe Court ruled against the Bush Administration?
Such cases include Rasul l '. Bush, Hamdi v. R.urnsfeld, Hamdal'f 11. Rumsfe/d, and Boumediene
v. Blish.. lfconfi.11TJed, wiU you agree to followthesc precedents'?
5. Do you believe that the cow1.s play an important role in re viewing, and deciding whether an
Individual's righ!S have been vio laled by the government, even and especiall y when lhe
government is actiog in the name of protecting national security? Should co uns ever review
the basis ofthc political branches' claim of national security-or are those claims subject to
the exclusive detennination of the executive and/or Congress? II so, in what situations and
on what basis?
6. Do you believe that any government actions are ·'unreviewabJe" by the courts (assuming lhe
court bas jurisdiction and the parties have standing)? lf so, to what extent?
7. Do you believe that humane treatment of individuals held in U.S. custody~that is, freedom
from torture or cruel, inhuman, or degrading treatmeot--1s required by international law,
federal statute, and our Constitution?
8. Do you believe that Congress has the authority to regulate and constrain the executive
branch, Including on issues related to national security? For example, do you agree that
Congress can constitutionally require that the executive branch treat detainees humanely, and
prohibit torture and cruel treatment? Are there any areas in which you believe chat Congress
is constitutionally prohibited from legislating to constrain the executive branch? If so, what
specific areas, and to what extent?

9, The Detainee Treatment Act contained both Senator McCain' s amendment that prohibited
cruel, inhumBn, and degrading treatment, and Senator Graham's amendment that eliminated
the jurisdiction of the federal courts to hear olaims brought by detainees at Guantanamo.
When the bill was about to be voted on., you forwarded press articles explaining what having
these two provisions together me.ant One article quoted a law professor who said the
Graham provision would not onlv bar habeas petitions against the legality of detention, hut
also claims " against conditions of confinement" - such .as torture. Jn these emails. you said
:this was the ·'Administration's victory" and "the Administration's upside."

a. Why did you see it as a victory that those who might have been tortu red or who
were detained unlaw(ully could not exercise their rig hts to have their habeas claims
before a federal court?
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I0. The President's signing statement on the Detainee Treatment AC1 said the Graham
runendment limiting court review would apply to pending cases, notjust future cases. You
advocated issuing a signing statemciit making that point-that the Graham amendment
should knock out cases by people challenging "many differenl aspects of/heir delentiun and
that are no1v pending."
a. Is that true? Yes or no,
b. ls jt true that you worked on the effort to use the Gr.tham amendment to get the
Supreme Court to dismiss the Hamdan y. Rym~fe!d case?

c. Isn' t it also true that the Supreme Court, in Hamdan y. Rumsfeld, rejected the
position you advocated and held that the Graham amendment did not apply to
pending cases?
11 . The Supreme Court in Hamdan (2006) rejected the Administration's position th<it the
Graham amendment barred reviewofHamdao' s case. An e-mail shows you discussed the
decis.ion with reporters, and the next day you were drafting legislation to reverse the Court's
ruling.
The legislation apparently drafted by you and a lawyer from the Office of Legal Counsel
barred judicial review of pending cases. including cases challenging conditions of
confinement-such as torture. (Section 7 of draft) [t also would have authorized lhdefinite
milita!)' detentioJJ of Americans and others as eoemv combatants. even i.fthcy were-arrested
in Ule United States. (Section 3 of draft)

a. Is that tr ue? And is it also true that, after th e Military Commissions Act of2006
burred pending habeas petitions by Guantanamo deta inee$, th e Supr~me Cour t
found tha1 the Jaw was unconstitutional? (Boumediene v. Bush, 2008)

l 2. When President Bush signed the Detainee l'reatment Act, he issued a sratcment that basicall)•
said he would only construe the law consistent with his powers as Commander in Chief.
According to press reports. Administration officials confirmed "the President inJendl!d lo
reserve 1he riglt1 10 use harsher methods in special Si111a1io11s invulvirig narlorial security." In
other words, the signing stateme.nt reflected the President' s belief that he had the power to
!l.Q.l_cornply with the law he had jll!it signed. (Charlie Savage, Bosl<Jll Globe, Jan. 4, 2006)
According to emails, )'OU were involved in preparing that signingstalemenr and y01.l
advocated for the issuance of the signing statement. They even show you saying to the top
State Department lawyer that Harriet Miers, the White House Counsel. "needs to hMr}i'mn
ll~, otherwise this may Wind up going 1he other Way."

a. Why did you argue so strongly for the issuance or this statement, even going so Car
as to push the President's Counsel to do it'?
13. One of the documents provided to the Committee by the Justice Depanmentcontnins a se.ries
of questions-and we tell from the subject matter that the document \VllS created
approximately around November 22, 2005 (because it discusses the indictment of Jose
3
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Padilla that occurred on that date). The talking points ask whether '·aggressive interrogation
techniques employed by the Admln yielded any valuable intelligencer' ln 1he margin next to
this question. you hand-wrote one word: "Yes.''

a. Please describe the information upon which you relied to make t he a ssessment that
" aggressive interrogation techniques employed by the Admin yielded any valuable
intelligence."
b. Oid you ever ques tion whethe.r th ey were lawful'!

c. Do'I.!!.11..believe that torture yields·useful intelligence?
14. As a presidential candidate, President Trump said he wnntcd to bring back waterboardin,g and
a "hell ofa lot worse." (The Hill. Februar y 6. 2016)

a. Ool.'s the Presiden t have the authority to is~ue such an order'!

b. Would such an order be la\Vful?
15. During the February 6. 2006 hearing with Anorney General Gonzales, senators trom both
pattie.s raised serious concerns about bis argument that the president had "inherent authority,.
tl1at could not be limited by laws passed by Congress- the very argument that you had
included in your draft testimony.
Senator Graham observed at the hearing tbat this ''inherent authority" argument could "wipe
our Congress' power and be used to justify torture. This wa~ the same logic that John Yoo
used in the torture memos-that the President's Article 11 powe.rs enable him to ovenide the
laws passed by Congress.
a. Do XllJl.believe the Pres ident has the il1herent authority to order waterboarding, as
Pres ident Trump has promised, even though it is forbidden by law?
16. On May 30, 2005, Mr ,.Bradhuty signed a memo for the Office of Legal Counsel concluding
that waterboaTding, stre..ss positions. sleep deprlvE1tion, and other techniques were fill!
prohibited by the substantive constitutional standard applicuble to the United States under
Article 16 of the Convention Against Torture- which also is the standard .set forth in the
McCain amendment. You came lo work at the Department of Justice i n June 2005.

a. Wrre you aware ofthis memo while you were at the Departme.nt of Justice?
17. You served in the George W. Bush Administration as the Principal Associate Deputy
Attorney General. During this time, you defended Bush Administration positions that the
President had the authority to engage in warrantless electronic eavesdropping.

a. Docs this reflect your own views that a President has the authority to do this?
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b. What was your view at the time of the so-called torture memos written by J ohn Yoo
and Jay Bybee that the President had the authority to redefine torture and aUow it,
despite the prohibition in federal law and trt>aties?
I lt At yout bearing., Senator Lee 11sked you if you had ever ''held any public office in a
policymaking arena outside the Feder..il judiciary.'' You responded that you had served on

your children· s school board. but '1hat is as close ro policy as I care to get."
Yet during your time at the Justice Deparunent, you were a senior polltical appointee, the
ehiefdeputy to the third-ranking position in the department.
Your Senate questionnaire, which you filled out, says you "assisted i1t tire development a11d
imp/emenlalio11 of a wjtfe vqrU:tv ofi11itjqtjves qnd poficiey. "
In fact, I sent you a Letter asking about the policies and initiatives you had worked on. I
received a response from the Justiee Department that said that based on searches they did,
they found that you worked on a series of policies and initiatives.
a. In your hig h. level political a ppointment, didn ' t you work on policy matters, as you
stated in yo ur q urstion naire'?
b. Jn your t.>Xperience, isn' t it typielll fo:r people at the leadership levels of the J ustice
Department where you served to be involved in policy decisions?
c. You wor ked on legislatfon while you were a t the Department of .lustice, right'? Can
you nam e the bills or types of k gis.latioo you worked on, beyond th e Detainee
T re.a tmcmt Act and the Military Commissions Act?

19. On ihe campaign trail, U1e11-candidate Trump stated that based on the justices,he wotild
appoint to the Supreme Court, Roe would be overturned "autQmatically" and "go back to the
states." He also said women should be punished for having an abortion. before walking back
the statement.
a. If Roe were overturned by the Supreme C ourt, could states decide w hether to
legalize abortion? Yes or no.
b. Without Roe, in states that nlake access to a bortion illegal, could a state pass a
criminal law w ith penalties for a woman w ho has an abortion? Yes or no.

20. When asked by Senator Blumenthal whether you. agreed with the result in Brown 11. Board of
Educalio11, you testified that Brown "was a seminal decision that got the original
understanding of the Fourteenth Amendment right."
a. fs Roe 11. Wade also "a seminal decision that got the o riginal understanding of the
Fourteenth AmendmentrigJi t"? Yes o r no.
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2 1. When Chairman Grc1ssley asked you whether you agreed with the decision in 811.~/z v. Gorir,
531 U.S. 98 (2000), you testified: "as a judg,e, ifs a precedent of the United States Supreme
Court, and it deserves the same reSpt!Ct as other precedents of the United States Supreme
Court when you're coming to it as ajudge.''
But in Bush v. Gore. the Court wrote thatthe Court's ··consideration [wa]s limited to the
present ci rcumstances." ld. at 109.
11.

In lig ht or the Court's instruction that its consideration in Bush'" Gore was " limited
to the present circumstances," do you believe that the Court's decision in that case
deserve"' the same respect as precedent of the Court that Roe v. Wade does?

22. Tn 2015, you joined a dissent in the Little Sisters case where you argued in favor of the
religiol1S beliefs of an organiz.ation over the rights of a11 individual. Little Sisters ~l1he Poor
Hnmefor the Agedv. BurWell, 799 f.3d 13 15 (lOlh Cir. 201 S) (Hartz, J., dissenting from the
det'lial of rehearing en bane). The dissent you joined argued that requiring the groups to fill
out a simple form violated their religious rights, but the opinion took no at'1:ount of the harm
that the groups' beliefs would impose on their female employees. In fact, the dissent makes
no mention of them at all.
a. H ow was your app roach in this case consistent with the Supreme Court 's maj ority
opinion in Hobby Lobby that " courts must take adequate account of the burdens"
t hat a religious accommodation imposes on individu als who do not benefit from th e
accommodation and do not share the religious belief?

23. Last June. Califomia passed a law permitting assisted suicide for terminally ill patients,
called the End of Life Options Act. Hal lows mentall y competent adults to muke their own
decisions about their end oflife.
ln your writings on the subject, you suggested thnt one reason to ban the practice of assisted

suicide was a risk of abuse. But the California law has a number of safeguards to prevent
such abuse: ( l ) only mentally competent adults who have only six months or less IO live are
eligible; (2) patients must request aid three1imes- twice orally. and once in writing in the
presence of two witnesses (3) patients must consult with two different physicians; and ( 4) a
final atte~1ation fomi is required.
a. E'l'en with ull these safeguards that California has put in place, do you still believe
that t·be assisted-suicide laws are subject to abuse?

24. One of 1he documenls we received from the Department of Justice stood out to me as it
related to Ibis issue. In an email you wrote to Solicitor General Paul Clement. you expressed
a hope that you could "include a11 epilogue discussing the Co11r1 's ruling and. hop"'fitlly.
remarking on the brilliant and wi11ning perfom1cmce ofthe SC!"' in the book you were
writi ng on ru;sisted-suicide.
During the hearing, in response to a question fr-om Senator Coons about th.is document, you
said, "When you represent 1he Government, you want the Government to win."
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But this email is not a general expression of support for the Administration. It is you saying
that you ~to include a discussion of'lhe Government winning. the case in you,r book imd
co ltigbllght how· well the Solicitor General did in arguing the case.
If the Justice Department bad won that case. it would have meant that the federal drug laws
would prohibit dispensing or prescribing a controlled substance to assist in suicide-it
would, in eff~t. bave outlawed this nationwide and wiped out state laws.
a. So my question to you is simple: before Goma/f!l· v. Orego11 was decided, was it your
personal hope that the Bush Justice Department's position would prevail in that
case?

25. Like Justice Scalia, you arc a sett:prolessed originalist. (See. e.g., ·'[The Constitution] isn't
some inkblot on which litigants may project their hopes and dreams •.. bm a carefulJy drafted
text judges are charged with appl)fog according io its original public meaning." Cordova v.
City o.fAlbuquerque. 816 P.3d 645 (10th Cir. 2016) (Gorsuch, .I.. concurring in the judgment)
(underli ning added)).

I am i11tcres1ed in whell1er you think your approach to originalism is the same or different
from Justice Scalia' s. For example, Justice Scalia repeatedly said that there was no protc~fion
ofprivacy rights under the Constitution outside the Fourth Amendment context.

a. Is your theory of originalism the same as Justice Scalia's i:n this regard•!
b. The Court, as part of protecting privacy, has safeguarded the right to marry , the
right to procreate, the right fo cus tody of one's children, the right to keep the family
together, the right to control the upbringing of one's children, tbe right to purchase
and use contraceptives, the rjgbt to abortion, the rig.ht to engage in privale
consensual homosexual activity, and the right to refuse medical treatment Under
yo.ur theory of originalism, which of these rights arc protected'?

26. In lhe cusc Compass Envi ronnicr1tlll hie. v. Oeeupati<'.lritil Satetv and Health Review
Commission. 663 F.3d l l 64 (J 0th Cir. 201 l ). the issue involved a fine impose<l by the
Depanml·nt of Labor on an em_ployN for fai ling 10 trnin an emplayee wlw died afte1· being
dcctrocutcd on the job-. The worker- who had ~tancd working Jater than the rest of the
crew, and did not receive- the s.1mc safoty tra ining. that 1he rest of the workers did-was killed
when a piece of equipme nt came too close to u high-voltage ()verbe:id power line.
The majorit) opinion. which was .it•ined by another Tenth Circuit appoin tee of President
George \V . Rush, upheld the Depal1Jne.nt Cir Labor's fine against the employer, because it
found that the employer had violated the Ja w by failing to train this worker in li~ht of the fact
the worksite included hazardous hi!!h-voltage powi::r lines. that the employer re'o~11ized this
hazard as it applied specific..11lly to worker. and thnl that ii hnd trained most of its employees
on that h:o.ard but not 1hc worker who di~d.
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You '" 'rote that the tine should bt: overturned bec-ause rhl' Secretary of Labor hacln ' t produced
any l'Videncc that a reasonably prudenlemploycr would have anticipated this hazard or
trained the worker abou t the hazards posed by high-voltage overhead nnes,

a. There was eviden ce that ( I) high-voltage p ower lin es are very dangerous, (2) the
employer bad identified this power line as :1 h azard ut this worksitc, and (3) the
e n1ployet had d ecided it should train em1>IO)'ecs on this hazard but had not trained
tbi$ particular pcnon bccausr he didn' t sta rt working until lat<'r. W by didn't you
belieYe this was enough l:'\'idcnt·c to .~ upport the con ten lion that a reasonably
prudent employer sh ould h ave tr'.tincd this workt'r-und could be held responsible
for not doing so?

27. Outside groups including Heritage Foundation and Federalist Society played an
unpren'<lented role in the Supreme Court nomination process-President Trump stated that
'·we' re going to have great judges. conservative. all picked by the Federalist Society."
(Donald Trump, Brertban News lnterview. June 13, 20 16).

In September, when your name was added to President Trump' s second shortlist, he
specifically thanked both tbe Heritage Foundation and the Federalist Society. The Wall !:>'!reel
Journal wrote an article discussing Leonard Leo' s role in selecting conservative Supreme
Court nominees and specifically stated that ..the week after the election ... Mr. Leo was
summoned to Trump Tower" to discuss "winnowing., the list. (Wall Street Journal.
·Trwnp's Supreme Court Whispere.r:' Feb. J. 2017)
a. Wbt•n did you first meet Leonard Leo?

28. I understand you sat on a panel with Mr. Leo entitled, ' 'The Life and Legacy of Supreme
Court Justice Antonin Scalia" 011September3, 2016. Your name was put on President
Trump·s second short list on September 23, 2016.
a. Did you discuss the Supreme Court vacancy with Mr. Leo when you inten1cted with
him on September J or at a ny time before you na me was put on the li~t?

b. Why d o you think tb c Federalist Society and tbe Heritage Foundation
recommended you for inclusion on Mr. Trump's Ust?

29. On 1he first day of questioning, Senator Blumenthal asked you about officials from the
Heritage Foundation who discussed the Supreme Court with you. In response to his question
you said: ·'To my knowledge. Senatnr,from the time o(the election to the time o(my
nomination, I have nor spoken to anyone that 1 know offrom Heritage."
a. Did you $peak to anyone from the H eritage Foundation orior to the 2016 election
about the Supreme Court? How many conversations with people from H eritage did
you have? When did they take place?
b. Did you spea k to anyone from the Federalist Society before or after the election? lf
so1 what topics a nd is.~ues did you discuss?
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c. Han individuals from the Fcder.ilist Society and the Heritage Foundation been
involved in you1· prcpar.ition for this nomin:ition bearing? If so, please detail their
involvement.

30. During your hearing, Senator Blumenthal asked you about your interview with the President,
and you said there was a mention of Roe v. Wade. He then asked about your interview with
Steve Bam1on, White House Chief of StaffReince Priebus, and other advisors. He asked if
they asked you about Roe and you said no.
a. Did they ask you about a ny case? Jf so, what cases did they ask you about?
b. Did they ask about your judicial philosophy? lf so, wha1 did you say?

3 1. Your questionnaire states that, on January 5, 2017. you interviewed witl1 members ofthe
trclllsition team- specifically includil1g Steve Bannon and Reince Priebus, who is now the
President's Chief of Staff.
11.

What did Steve Bunn on spe.cifically ask you? Wbat else did he say to you?

b. Wh11t did Rcince Priebus specifically ask you? What else did he say to you ?
c. What else did you discuss?
32. Then you were interviewed by the President-elect.

a. Whal did the Presid ent s pecifically ask you? What else did he say to you?

33. During your hearing, you were asked about the outside groups that are reportedly spending
$10 million in supportofyourconfinnation. You indicated that you had no idea what
individuals may be contributing to that effort. When Senator Whitehouse asked lfit was a
problem that the American people did not know who was funding this extraordinary
campaign on your behalf-o r even whether you were concerned about that fact- you
declioed to answer.
a. Please list a ny person, institution, corporation, or other entity that you beJieve to
have made any contributions to this campaign.
b. Have you made a.ny attemptS to learn the identity of any individuals or
organizations that have made contribution.s to this campaign? lfso, what have you
learned? If you b a\•e not made any such attempts, why not?
c. Will you publicly caU on the Judicial C risis Network and :my other organization
working in s upport of your nomination to disclose their donors'?
d. You implied during th e hearing that you are " uncomfort:able" with the massive
amounts of money being spent on the campaign to support your nomination. Will
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you publicly call on theJudicia.1 Crisis Network and ot.hcr organizations working in
support of your nomination to cease this big-money campaign?

34. Please identify all individuals who assisted in your preparation for testifying before the
Judiciary Committee.
35. Please identify all organizations that have assisted in your preparation for testifying before
the Judiciary Committee.
36_Please identify all communications you have had with any individuals from the Judicial
Crisis Network in within the past year. Jfyou are aware ofpeople who had com.munications
with any individual from the Judicial Crisis N"etwork regarding your nomination or potential
nomination. please identify such people, the nature of the communications, and when they
occurred.
37, You were previously a member of the Republican National Lawyer.; Association. and you
chaired their Judicial Confim1ation Task Force from 2001-2002.
a. What did your role as chair involve?
b. You must have been successful in that role--the Senate Republican Conference. gan~
you an Award for Distingnished Service based on your wqrk. W hat did you do to
warrant that award?

38. While testifying during your hearing, you have at times lamented the current judicial
confinnation process. You told Senator Whitehouse, in fact, "There is a lot about the
confirmation process today that I regret." And Senator Lee said on Monday that "(T]he
acrimony, the duplicity, the ruthlessness of today's politics are still quite unfamiliar to you.
hope that they wm remain unfamiliar 10 you.''
In 200 I, President Bush bad j1,1st been elected. Republicans in the Senate had blocked over
60 of Pres ident Clinton's judicial nominees at the time and fights over the judiciary were
already quite partisan.

a. You are obv.iously aware of the fact tha t judicial nominations can be quite
contentious-you helped a partisan political organi1.ation confirm judges. What Is
different today than it was in 2001-2002?
39. You have said repeatedly during your hearing that you can't comment on precedent because
it would " lip your hand'' to future litigants.
Yet on severnl. occasions you have gone out of your way in separate opinions to call for
precedent to be overtU{nt:cL
One example is the Gulierrez-Bri'ZJJela case, where you wrote the unanimous majority ruling
for the immigrant on due process grounds, but then wrote an opinion concurring with
yourself to call for the Chevron doctrine to be reconsidered.
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a. How does answering our 1mrs1jops aboul precedent " tip your band" any more than
writing a separate, unnecessary opinion questioning a precedent that b as been relied
on thousands of times does?
40. During your tenure at the Justice Department, or after, did you ever learn that Justice
Department leadership was considering the te!Tllination of specific U.S. Attorneys? lf so,
what did you team and when?
41. The Department of Justice·s Office of the Ins pector Gene.ral repon " An Investigation in the
Removal of Nine U.S. A1tomeys in 2006'" makes clear that while the actual firing of seven
U.S. Attorneys· occurred on December 7, 2006-afier you had left the Department of
Justice-the report also found that "the process to remove the U.S. Attorneys originated
shortly after President Bush's re-election in 2004," and that substantial groundwork was laid
during the time period that you served at the Department.
a. Did you ever communicate with Kyle Sampson or anyone else in Department
leadership about .t he U.S. Attorney firin.gs that occur red in 2006 and 2007? ff so,
whal did you discuss a nd when? Did you have any su ch communications
following your confirmation to the Tenth Circuit?
42. Did you ever communicate with Monica Goodling about politiciz,ation hiring at the Justice
Department? If so, what did you discuss?
43. Did you ever communicate about consideration of political background or belief in the hiring
process for career positions? Did you have any such discussions following your
confirmation to the Tenth Circuit?
44. Did you ever participate in any decision to overrule the recommendation of a career attorney
i.n the Civil rughts Division? If so, please identi fy each occasion where you participated in
any such decision.
45. Did you ever communicate regarding hiring practices in the Civil Rights Division with
Bradley Schlozman or anybody else? lfso, what did you discuss and when, and with whom.
46. Did anyone ever communicate to you any concern about Bradley Schlozman·s conduct in the
Civi l Rights Division? If so, who communicated them to you, and what were the concems
that were communicated? Did you ever discuss the concerns with anyone e lse, either before
or after you left DOJ? What actions did you take to respond to any concerns you heard?
47. Please identify all individuals who assisted in your preparation for testifying before the
Judfciary Committee.
48. Please identify all organizations. that have assisted in your prcparatio11 for testifying before
the Judiciary Committee.
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49. Please identify all communications you have had with any individuals from the Judicird
Crisis Network in within the past year. If you nre aware of people who bad communications
with any individual from the Judicial Crisis Network regarding your nomination or potential
nomination, please identify such people. the nature of the communi1,,'lltions. and when they
occurred.
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Questions for the Record for Senator Patrick Leahy,
Senate .Judiciary Committee,
Hea ring on tl1e Nomination of The Honorable Neil M. Gorsuch
to be an Associate Justice of the S upreme Court of the United S tates
March 24, 2017

T.

During your hearing, I asked you whether the First Amendment prohibits the President
from imposing a blaJ'lket religious litmus test for entry into this country. 1 was
disappointed that you refused to answer this basic constitutional question. You instead
stated that this relatively straight-forward renet of constinnional law "is currently being
litigated actively" and you did not want to discuss further. Tn my view. this question is
no different than whether the Consritution permits a poHce officer to compel a
warrantless search of one's home without an investigati ve justification. The question
may be litigated at some point. but I suspect you would not hesitate to answer the
question now,
I a lso asked Jameel Jaffer. who appeared as an outside witness in connection with your
nomination. whether the First fl>mendment pcnnits a religious litmus test for entry into
this country. He responded with an unequivocal: "Of course not.., Mr. Jaffor then stated
that the ·'bigger concern" is that you reft1sed to answer tbis question. I agree.
Does the Constitution allow tbe President to impose a religious litmus test for entry into
the United States?

1.

During your hearing, I asked you whether there was any circumstance in which the
President could violate a statute passed by Conb<ress to authorize torture or warrantless
surveillance of Americans. You declined to answer my questjon. You stated: "[ W]e
have courts to decide tbese cases for a reason, to resolve these disputes:·• I am troubled
that you declined to express any opinion about whether the President bas the power 10
violale laws passed by Congress.
a.

Justlce O' Connor famously wrote in her majoricy opinion in Hmndi v.
Rumsfeldtbat: ··we have long since. made clear that a state of war is not a
blank check for the President when 1t comes to the rights of the Narion 's
citizens.··~ In a time of war, do you believe that the President has a
"Commander-in-Chief' override to authorize violations of laws passed by
Congress or to imm11nize violators from prosecution?

b.

In response to my question. you said: "J would approach it as a judge through
the lens of the Y01mgs1011111 analysis." To be clear, if confirmed, would you
follow the framework outlined in Justice Jac1'son's concurrence in

1
Gorusch Hearing Transcript Day 3, March 22, 2017, at 4849.
' f/11mdi v. Rumif~ld. 542 U.S. 50i. 536 (2004).
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Youngstown Shee1 & Tube Co. v, Saivye? when deciding cases regarding the
scope of the presidential power in wartime?
3.

1n Ha111r/q11 v. Rumsfeld, the Supreme Court recognized that the President " may not
disregard limitations the Congress has, in the proper exercise of its own war powers,
placed on his powers."4 Do you agree that the Constitution pmvidesCongress with its
own war powers and C011gress may exercise these powers to restrict the President - even
in a time ofwar'..1

4.

ln Hamdan v. Rwnsfeld, the Supreme Com1 also made clear that the Geneva Conventions
applies ro all enemy combatants detained by the United States. Do you agree that
Common Anicle In of the Geneva Conventions applies to lliose fighting on behalf of
non-state actors in any armed connk-t?

5.

Many are concerned that the Whi1e House' s denouncement of''.judicial supremacy'· was
an attempt to signal that the President can ignore judicial orders, And after the
Presidenfs first Muslim ban, there were reports of Federal officials refusing to comply
with court orders.
a.

If a President refuses to comply with a court order, how snould the courts
respond?

b.

Is a President who re fuses to compIy with a court order a threat to out
constitutional system of checks and balances?

6.

In a 2011 interview, Justice Scalia argued tha1 the Equal Protection Claose does not
extend to women, 5 Do you agree with that view? Does the Constitution permit
discrimination against women?

7.

Was Justice Scalia right when he said tbat the 2003 decision striking down a ban on
consensual sex between men wa.~ part of the " homosexual agenda," which he said was
trying to ''eliminat[e) the moral opprobrium that h&s traditionally attaobed to homosexual
conduct''?6

8.

Justice Kenuedy spoke for the Supreme Court in Lawrence v. Texa.~ when he wrote:
"liberty presumes an autonomy of self that includes tTeedom of tbougnt.. belief,
expression, and certain int.imato conduct.'' and that " in our trnditk>n. the State is not
omnipresent in the home:' Do you believe the Constiiutioo protects that persona]
autonomy as a fundamental right?

1
Yovngsruwn Sheet & 7'11he Co. >< Stmyer, 343 U.S. 579 (1952),
'Homd1111 v. R11m>fdd, 548 U.S. 557, 593 n.23 (2006) ("Whed1er or not tho Presiden1 bas independent power, absent
congressional aulhori7.o1ion, .to coo\'ene military cornmissio11s, hi' may nql disr~gtird limitations that Congress has. In
proper c,•crcise of il.S own war powers, placed on h1s powers.").
htrp::t"" \\.huffin!llonros1.cor11/!0 11 illl /03/scslia·\\ omen-tliscri111inaiion-<:onsti11!!iiU1 n S03813.b1ml
• /,a)•rlmce v, Texas. 539 U.S. 558 (2003) (Scalia, J.• dissentlng).
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9.

Yl)u are a proponent of tbe view that the Constitution should be interpreted based on the
original public. ooeaning of its text. Wheo faced with a case where precedent points
clearly toward one outcome. but your understanding of the Constitution's original public
meaning points in the opposite direction, which side wins?

J0.

Since Thave been voting 011 Supreme Court nominations, I can think of only thtee
nominees who \Vere originalists in tl1e same way you have been de.scribed: Justice Scalia,
Judge Bork. and Justice Thomas.

11.

a.

How do you com pure your approach to interpreting the Constitution to those
jurists?

b.

In what ways does yl)ut judicial philosophy differ from theirs?

Many originalists like Justices Scalia and Thomas, and Judge Bork, bave been critical of
decisions like R.oe and Griswold that recognized and relied on the right to privacy. They
have argued that it was not explicitly in the Constitution, and so it is not on a par with
specifically enumerated rights such as freedom of speech or trlal by j ury. BUI as Justice
Breyer told this Com mi nee, the Ninth Amendment "says do oot ~e that fact of the first
eight to [conclude] that there are no others.''7
a.

Does the Ninth Amendment me11n that the Constitution protects unenumerated
rights, including the right to privacy?

b.

When is it appropriate for the Court to recognize unemunerated rights?

12.

In Shelby County v. Holder, a narrow majority of the Supreme Court struck down a key
provision of the Voting Rights Act Soon after, several states rushed to exploit tbar
decision by enacting Jaws making it harder for minorities to vote. The need for U1i.s law
w~ reVl!aled through 20 hearings. over 90 witnesses, and more than 15,000 pages of
testimony fo the House and Senate Judiciary Committees. We found that barrier.; to
voting persist in our country. And yet, a divided Supreme Cow1 disregarded Congress's
findings in re<iching its decision. As J11sticc Ginsburg's dissent in Shelby County noted,
the reoord supporting the 2006 n'3u(borizotion was ·'extraordinary'' and the Court erred
'·egregiously by civerriding Congress' decision." 8 When is ii appropriate for the Supreme:
Court to substitute its own factual findings for those made by Congress or the lower
courts?

13.

When 1 asked you about Citizens Uni1ed and concerns about corruption, you said, ··r think
there is lots of room for legislation in this area that the Court has left. The Court indicated
that il~ you know, proof of corruption can be demonstrated, that a different result may be
obtained on expenditure limits." You then added, "And I think there is ample room for
this body to legislate, even in light of Citizens United, whether it h!IS to do with
contribution limits, whether it has to with expenditure limits, or whether it has to do with

1
Nomrnation of Stephen G. Breyer. United S!n!es Senale Committee 011 the Judiciary, Hearing Transcript, al 268.
1Slrefby Cl)'. v. Holder. 133 S. Ct. 2612, 2652 (20 t 3)(Gi11sburg, J,, dissenting).
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disclosure requirements." However, Citizens United states that "we now concludt> that
independent expenditures, including those made by corporations, do not give rise to
corruptioa or tbe appearance of corruption." Tn the Bullock case in 2012, the same five
justices who decided Citizens United overturned a Montana Supreme Coun ruling, and
refused even to consider a record showing that " independeat expenditures by
corporations did in fact lead to com1ption or the appearance of corruption in Montana."

14.

a.

What "room for legislation" were you referring to?

b.

What types of expenditure limits would be c<;>nsistent with Cirizens Unitecf?
Or did you misstate the holdirlg of Citizens Unitecf?

The Supreme Court is a separate and co-equal branch of government, but that does not
mean it is not subject to important Congressional oversight. For example, Congress
appropriates the Court's budget and requires that Justices file financial disclosure reports
annually. But justioes are not required to adhere to the same ethics rules as Members of
Congress and the President's cabinet, this includes adhering to travel and stock
ownership disclosures. This raises legitimate questions about whether Justices are
recusing themselves from cases where they may have outside interests,
a.

ls i.t a prob!etn in your view that justices are not held to the same disclosure
requiremen1s as Members ofCoagress?

b.

Does Congress have the.author·ity to fix it?

15.

Justice Kennedy wrote in Planned Parenthood v. Casey tbat "A1 the heart oflibcrty is the
right to de.fine one's own concept of exlstence...9 You have suggested that the personal
autonomy rights protected by the Constitution include only those-rooted in "history and
custom." Jn cases 1hat struck. down laws discriminating against LGBT Americans,
including the 20 IS case upholding marriage equality, Justice Kennedy argued that while
"history and custom guide'' tl1e inquiry into what fundamental cig.hL~ or personal
autonomy are protected, the.y "do not set it~ outer boundaries.'' 10 If majorities of the
Supreme Court had endorsed your more limited view of fundamental rights. as expressed
in your honk, rather than Justice Kennedy 's view. would laws discriminating against
LGBT Americans still be on the books?

16.

Jn her concurring opinion in Unired States v. Jones, Justice Soiomayor questioned the
continue.d applic-dbility of 1he third-party doctrine with respect to Americans' electronic
data. She state.ct that this doctrine C1f Fou1th Ame.ndmem jurisprudence is ··ill-suited to
1he digital age.. when - people reveal a great deal of infonnacion about themselves to rhird
p;mic:s in the course of carrying out mundane tasks.·· Justice Soto1m1yor argued thnt
Americans' digital infomiation ·'tan atlajn constitutionally protected staws only if our
Fmuth Ame11dnwmjurlsprudencc ccas<:s to trc~I s<:crecy as a prerequisite for privacy... 11

~ /'/q(l11e4 l'are111hoodofS011theasrem Pennsylvonio v. Casey, 505 U.S. 833, 851 ( 1992).
0
' Obergefellv. flat/gt!.$, 135 S. Ct 2584, 259$ (2015}
11
UniredSral«.< v. .lo11e.1. 565 U.S. 400, 417 (2012)(Sotomayor, J., concurring).
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17.

a.

Do you agree with Justice Sotomayor'.s statement?

b.

Do you be]jeve that the third-party doctrine is a logical way to assess Founb
Amendment protections for Americans· digital information?

'In connection with your nomination to the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Tentll Circuit in
2006, you were asked a series of questio1ts related ro medical aid in dying. Following
your nomination. you puhlished a booK entitled, The Fwure ofAssisted Suicide and
Euthanasia, in which you concluded that "the Court's decisions seem to assure that the
debate over assi.sted suicide and euthanasia is not yet over - and may have only
begun." 12

The contents of your book raise questions, especially considering precedent that includes
the Supreme Court's unanimous decision in Washington v. Glucksberg that deferred to
States on this issue. The Cow1 .has stated, "Americans are engaged in an earnest and
profound debate about the morality, legality, and practicality of physician assisted
suicide. Our holding permits this debate to continue, as it shov.ld in a democratic
society."13 To date, at least six states, including Vcml0nt. l1ave au1horized m()dical aid in
clying, and many more have continued to consider questions related to this issue.

l 8.

a.

Do you agree with the Sqpreme Court's decisions in Washington v.
14
Gluck.vbergand Gonzales v. Oregon ?

b.

Do you believe lhat questions related lo medical aid in dying should be le.ft to
each State?

In Allstate Sweeping v. Black, you joined a unanimous decision rejecting a company's
hostile work environmenr claim. That decision stated, "Being offended presupposes

feelmgs or thoughts that an artificial entity (as opposed to its employees or owners)
cannot experience.'' 15 Yet in Hobby Lobby you joined a decision holding that large, for·
profit corporations could have religious views, and that thos5 religious views could limit
health insurance accc$s !'or emp1oyees. 16

1
!

a

How do reconcile yourdivergcat views i.11 those cases?

b.

Given that tlie contraception m:mdate is a law of general applicability, wqy
should a woman's access to contraception be dependent not on 1he duly
enacted law. but instead on her boss·s views'?

tnws:IJw,\" ." ashint.nonpo.sLcomlne\\ slmominl!-tni~\rn/201 7102!0 J neii-!!orsvch-wrore-the-book-on-assjs1ed-

<uicide-h<r,.,,·\\ hat· h~· sa id/'?u1111 rmn~ .266..f&!ll!.etO
" W1uhif1glor1v.G/ucksberg, 521 U.S. 702, 735 ( 1991°),
" Gon=ales v, Oregon. 546 U.S. 243 (2006).
" All.rtale Sweeping v. Black, 706 F.3d 126 1. 1268 (10th Cir. 20 1l)(emphasis in original).
1
~ Hobby Lobby Stor~s. l11c. '" Seht-.lius. 713 r. Jd 11 l<l, 1152( 10th Cit. 2013).
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19.

In 2010, you wTote a unanimous panel decision in United States v. Pope. in which the
defendam challenged the federal statute makin~ it a felony for those convicted of
misdemt!<lllor domestic violence to own a gun. You upheld a dismissal of the case on
procedural grounds, yet you made it abundantly clear in your opinion that you considered
it an open question whether the government can legally prevent those who commit
domestic violence from owning guns. Last year, in Voisine v. Uniled States, the Supreme
Court held that even those guilly of reek.less domestic violence can be barred from gon
ownership. 13 Do you recognize Voisine as senled law? Or do you tl1lnk. iL is still an open
question whether domestic violence offenders cnn own guns?

20.

2013, Coni,,'TCss passed the Leahy-Crapo Violence Against Women Reallthorizatfon
Act. Consistent with a 1978 Supreme Court decision. we granted jurisdiction lo Native
American tribal courts to try domestic and sexual offenses that occur on tribal land. That
now means non-Indian abusers are no longer able to slip between jurisdictional c.racks
with impunity. Tbey will be held accountable where they commit the oftense. And we
crafted the Jaw to ensure that such detendants will have the same due process rights they
have under the Constfl1.1lion. In United srmes II, Lara, the Court held that that "the
Constitution authorizes Congress to permit tribes, as an exercise of their inherent tribal
authority, to prosecute non-member Indians." In light of the Supreme Court's decision in
Lam, do you believe that it is unconstitutional for ITibal courts to have jutisdiction over
non-Indians even where Congress authorizes such jurisdiction?

21.

On beha lf of Senator Ron Wydeo;

[n

ln your 2006 book The Future o.fAssisted Suicide and £111/ranasia. you argue that the
Supreme Court's decision in Gonzales v. Oregon did not sertle whether Oregon' s Death
with Dignity Jaw violates the Constitution' s equal protection guarantee.
Our Constitution guarantees the people fundamental rights. the foll scope of which. as
Justice Haxlan once \Vl'Ote, "cannot be found in or limited by the precise lenns of the
specific guarantees elsewhere provided in the Constitution." This exact concept is
writ1en into the Bill of Rights itself. The Ninth Amendment says: "llle enumeration in
the Constitution. of certain rights, shall not be construed to deny or disparage others
retained by tile people.'' Those fundamental rights guaranteed by the Constitution were
never intended to be limi1ed to the specific terms of the first eight amendn1ents to the Bill
of Rights. The existence of additional fundamental rights not enumerated in the first
eight amendments to the Constitution have also been re-allinncd by the Supreme Court.
n.

ls it your vjew that our Constitution grants individuals the right to make
decisions about their own lives and families Without interference from the
state?

b.

Your record over the last ten years suggesrs that your personal beliefs often
bleed into your legal analysis. Your decisions suggest that you are not able lo

U11iiedS1aiusv. Pup~.613 F'.3d l:?S5t101hCir.2010).
" Voisine v. United S1a1es, 136 S. Ct. 2272, 2277(2016).
11
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act independently of1he conservative causes !hat you support. Ifa case were
before you, would you be able lo consider it without hia'I?

10 come

c.

J\s you stated in your book. do you believe thal Oregon·s law foils to provide
equal protection because it is not reasonuble to rest legal distinctions between
the terminally ill illld the healthy on professional medical judgn1ents about
quality of life and life expectancy?

If so. please elaborate on why you curremly believe these judgments cannot
lom1 the basis of a reasonable legal distinction between the terminally ill and
the healthy. lf no~ please explain how ) 'OUI views have evolved sinc:e 2.006.

7
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Nomination of .Judge Neil M. G ors uch to be
Ass1,1ciate Justice of the United States Supreme C ourt

Questions for the R ecord
Submitted M arch 24, 2017
QUESTIONS FROM SENATOR DUBBIN

I. When you rec-01nmended tbat the signing statement for the Detainee Treatment Act state
that the Act is "best read as essentially codifying existing interrogation policies," did you
know what these existing interrogation policies were'l
2. Prior to making the recommendation referenced in question #1. had you read any of the
following memos by the Office of Legal Counsel?
Memorandum fo.r John A. Rizzo. Senior Deputy General Counsel, Central
Intelligence Agency, from Steven G. Bradbury, Principal Deputy Assistant Attorney
General, Office of Legal Counsel, Re: Application ofUnited States Obligations
Under Article 16 of the Convention Against Tonure to Cenain Techniques That May
Be Used in the lnterrogation of High Value al Qaeda Detainees (May 30. 2005)
Memorandum for John A. Rizzo. Senior Deputy General CoUJJsel, Central
tntelligence Agency, from Steven G. Bradbury, Principal Deputy Assistant Attorney
General, Office of Legal Counsel. Re: Application of 18 U.S.C. §§ 2340-2340A to
the Combined Use of Certain Techniques in the Interrogation of High Value al Qaeda
Detainees (May I 0, 2005)
Memorandum for John A. Rizzo. Senior Depuiy General Counsel, Central
Intelligence Agency, from Steven G. Bradbury, Principal Deputy AssistantAttomey
General, Office of Legal Counsel, Re: Application of I 8 U.S.C. §§ 2340-2340A to
Certain Techniques That May Be Used iJ.1 the Interrogation of a High Value al Qaeda
Detainee (May 10, 2005)

J . Prior to making the recommendation referenced in question #1, were you read into or
briefed on the C!A' s rendition, detention or interrogation program?
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Nomination of Judge Neil M. Gorsuch, of Colorado,
to be a n Associate Justice of the United St11tes Supreme Court
Questions for the Record
Submitted March 24, 2017
QUESTIONS FROM SENATOR SUELDON WliITEROUSE

1) In your testimony, you noted that you helped draft Attorney General Alberto Gonzales' s
statement for a February 6, 2006 Senate Judiciary Committee hearing on the topic of the
Bush Administration's Terrorist Surveillance Program. Certain statements made by the
former attorney general at that hearing-specifically, with respect to disputes be.tween DOJ
and the White House over domestic intelligence activities--were later detennined by the
Department of Justice Office of lnspector General to have been "confusing, inaccurate. and
(to have) had the effoct of misleading those who were not knowledgeable about the
program.''
a) In addition io drafting Attorney General Gonzales's testimony, did you help to prepare
him for the Februazy 6, 2006 Senate beating? If so. what was involved in the preparation
and what were your roles?
b) Reports of disputes between DOJ and the White House related to aspects of the NSA 's
warrantless s\ll"\'eiltance programs surfaced in the press more than a month prior to Lhe
Februazy, 2006 hearing. Wba.t did you Jmow about these di$putes at the time of the
hearing?
2) Your positions Burwell v, Hobby Lobby and Allstate Sweeping v. Black seem to directly
contradict each other. In Hobby Lobby, you joined the holding that an anificial entity like a

for-profit corporation ~exercise religion, independently of its owners. But in Allstate, you
say lhe opposite-namely, that "Tb]eing offended presupposes feelings or thoughts that an
artificial entity (as opposed to its employees or owners) cannot experience." How do you
reconcile the reasoning behind the two decisions, beyond the fact that in both of the cases
you voted for results that weakened anti-discrimination protecUons?
3) Uuder correo1 law, whai rights docs Congress have to documents, materi.als, and testimony
vis a vis claims of e.itecutive privilege?
4) The media has circulated a photo of you and Justice Scalia on a fishing trip on the Colorado
River.

a) When and where did this !lip take pla~?
b) Did you and Justice Scalia use your own funds to pay for the trip? If not, who paid
for the trip?

c) Who else joined you?
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d) Did you take other sporting or vacation trips with him or the other Justices of the
Court?
5) On Question 26 of your Judiciary Committee Questionnaire, you described your experience
in the selection process and listed all interviews or communications with anyone in the
Executive Office of the President, the Justice Depai1ment, the President-elect transition teruu
or the presidential campaign. Question 26 also asked you to list any interviews ot
communications with outside groups at the behest of the Executive Office of !he President.
the Justice Department, che President-elocttransition team or the presidential campaign.
a) You indicated that you communicated ·with Leonard Leo on December 2, 2016 and the
week following Jam,J!IT)' 6, 2017. Please provide more infotmation circumstances (how
lhose calls were arranged. who else participated) and content of your communications
with Mr. Leo.
b) Did you have any addition communication with Mr, Leo? If so, please describe the date
and contents of the communication.
c) You did not list any communication with outside gfQups. Is that answer still accurate? If
you h<n1e communicated with ou(:$ide groups, please Jist the names of groups, the
representatives involved, the dates of the commwlications, and the contents of the
communications.
d) Did any outside groups assist in preparing you for your Senate Judiciary Committee
hearing? ff so, which groups?
6) On m1merons occasions in your testimony, you stated that the Supreme Court's campaign
finance jurisprudence left Congress ample room to legislate, rn Buckley v. Valeo th.e Court
recognized a "'government interest" that it deemed sufficiently strong to justify limits on

campaign contributions or spending -- preventing corruption OT its appearance.
a) ls fighting conuption or its appearance the only constitutionally sound reason for Limiting
political spending or contributions?
b) Does "corruption" only encompass quid pro quo corruption?
c) As you know, bribery is already illegal under other federal laws. Can laws governing
how elected officials finance our campaigns do anything beyond what bribery laws
already do?
7) On numerous occasions in your testimony, you stated that the Supreme Court's campaign
finance jurisprudence leil Congress ample room to legislate. ln Buckley y, Valeo the Court
recognized a "government interest" that it deemed sufficiently strong to justify limits on
campaign contributions or spending - preventing corruption or its appearance.
a) Ts -fighting corruption or its appearance the only constitutionally sound reason for limiting
political spending or contributions?
b) Does ·•corruption" only encompass quid pro quo com,lption?
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c) As you know. bribery is already illegal under other federal laws. Can laws governing
bow elected o!Ttcials finance our campaigns do anything beyond what bribery laws
already do?
8) Whal is the original isl argument that Brown vs. lhe Board ofEducation was correctly
decided?
9) You currently serVe as the Chair of the Advisory Committee on Appellal'e Rules for the

Judicial Conference of the United States. As you may know, Judges David Campbell and
John Bates, who are the Chairs of the Judicial Conference Rules of Prac1foe and Procedure
Committee and the Advisory Committee on Civil Rules. respectively, recently wrote letters
urging Congress not to enact legislation that would make changes to the Federal Rules of
Civil Procedure. Judges Campbell and Bates raised serious concerns about Congress
circumventing the Rules Enabling Act, which Congress itself wrote and which is intended f.o
eru;ure that the Fede.ral Rules are amended only after broad public participation and careful
review by judges, lawyers and experts. TheJudges v..Tote:
The Rules Eoabling Act charges the judiciary wifh the task of neutral,
independent, and thorough analysis of the rules and their operation.
The Rules Committees undertake extensive study of the rules,
including empirical research. so that they can propose rules that will
best serve th.e American justice system while avoiding unintended
consequences .. . The Judicial Conference has long opposed direct
amendment of the federal rules by legislation rather than through lhe
deliberative process of the Rules Enabling Act.
As a senior member of tbe Judicial Conference, do you agree that Congress
should not directly amend the Federal Rules of Civil Proc.edure and whether the
procedures established by the Rules Enabling Act are preferable 10
congressional enacnnent'2
10) You said that nC> one asked you about your position on Roe v. Wade or abortion after the
election. Did anyone associated with the Trump Campaign Of an interest group ask about
your position regarding Roe v. Wade or the legality of abortion prior to the election?
11) You repeatedly cited the Youngstown case and its reasoning and holding, yet under questions
in front of the Judiciary Committee, you refused to discuss the reasoning and holding of other
cases. How do youjustlf)1 discussing one case and not anotherl
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Nomination of Judge Neil M. Gorsuch, of Colora do,
to be an Associate Justice of the United States Supreme Court
Questions for the Record to
Mr, Guerino J. Calemine, Ill, General Counsel,
Comm11t1ic.ations Workers of America

Submitted March 24, 2017
OVESTIONS FROM SENAIOR SHELQON WIUTEOOUSE

l. In response to my question about recent Supreme Court rulings on collective bargaining
and unions, you said you thought the Supreme Court is un~rtllking a "project" to bann
workers' rights and harm workers' organizations. Can you please elaborate on what you
meant by the term "project"?
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Hearing before the Senate Committee on the Judiciary
The Nomination of Ncil M. Gorsuch to be an Associate Justice of the Supreme Court
Que.~tions for the Record Submitted bv Senator Al Franken
Questions for Judge Gorsuch:
Question 1: I'd like to discuss the use of class action waivers, which are often included in forced
arbitration clauses. When companies pair forced arbitration clauses with class action bans, they
close the courtroom doors to individuals with small claims and shield themselves from liability.

Between 2010 and 2014. the New York Times found thatonlv 505 consumers went to arbitratfon
over a dispute of $2,500.or less. Verizon, for example. which-has more than 125 million
subscribers. faced only 65 consumeP arbitrations in those five years. Time Warner Cable. which
- at the time - had 15 million customers, faced just seven.
It's not that there were so few arbitrations because customers were suddenly satisfied with their
telecom providers. Rather, there are so few arbitrations because consumers probably realized that
they would spend far more money pmsuing an individual clalm in ~bitration than they could
ever hope to rc:cover -and that's only if they beat the odds and actually ended up winning.

ln fact I' d suggest that there is perhaps 110 industry that Americans are more dissatisfied with
than their i.memet, TV, and cell phone providers. And that's not without reason. Here are two
quick examples. Last moath. the New York Attorney GeJJeral filed a lawsuit against Charter !llld
its subsidiary Time Warner Cable, claiming that the company quote "conducted a deliberate
scheme to defraud and mislead New Yorkers by promising internet sei;vice that they knew they
could not deliver'· end quote. And last year, after it rece.\ved 1,000 customer complaints, the FCC
fiaed Comcast the largest penalty in agency history for charging its customers for services and
equipmeat that they didn't ask for.
•

Judge Gorsuch, is asking hundreds, or thousands, or millions of consumers who have all
been impacted by the same illegal practice. to each go it alone against a powerful
coqxm1tion ii1 arbitration really a viable alternative to class actions - especially when
they have little to no hope of recovering enough to justify tlie costs of bringing the claim?

•

During the hearing. you openly discussed the expenses associated with litigation in the
context offhe article you wrote. Isn' t one way to address the expenses through class
actions? And haven ·1 forced arbitration clauses that include .class action bans eroded one
critical method for individuals to ac-hieve access to affordable justice?

Question 2: Judge Gorsuc11. as aa antitrust professor, I imagine you have an interesting
perspective on the effect of the Supreme Court's decision in Italian Colors. This is the case of a
group of small business owners - led by Italian Colors, a restaurant in Oakland, Cafifomia - that
sued American Express, alleging the company violated aatitrust la\v when it charged e)(cessive
processing fees for its credit cards. Typically, vendors that accept American Express charge
cards also must accept American Express credit cards. And because American Express bas
mo11opoly power with respect to charge curds, vendors have little choice but to accept those
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cards and, ,\Jith them, Americnn Express' credit cards. So Italian Colors alleged that American
Express used this monopoly power to force small businesses into accepting American Express
products they mherwise would not have.
It turns out that in addition to requiring that vendors acc.ept its credit cards, American Express
also required vendors to accept an arbitration agreement as part of doing business wilb tl1em,
This agreement not only prohibited vendors from taking any disputes to court but also preventing
them from limning a class.
Nobody involved in this case disputed the fact that the cost ofpu'rSuing Italian Colors' individual
claim far exceeded its possible recovery. So it was up 10 the Supreme Court to decide whether
the arbitration clause preventing Italian Colors from fonning a class \Vas enforceable under the
Federal Arbitration Act, giveo that enforcing it would effectively prevent Italian Colors - and ihe
rest of the smal.1busioesscs - from vindicating their rights under the nation' s antitrust laws. The
Court ultimately sided with American Express and essentially held that the federal Arbitration
Act, which favors enforcement of arbitration agreements, trumps the goals of all other federal
statutes, including the antitrust laws.
•

Judge Gorsuch, setting aside whether the Court made the right call in Italian Colors, how
- in your view - has this decision impacted private antfttusl enforcement?

•

Or, put another way, do you agree that there is value in private antitrust enforcementthat it serves complementary role to federal and state efforts aimed at combatting
anticompetitive conduct? And do you think the ltalion Colors decision has made it harder
for individuals - and for small businesses - to challenge monopolistic conduct under the
nation's antitrust laws?

Question 3: Thave serious con.cems about AT&T's proposed acquisition of Time Warner and

how it could impact Americans' access to infonnation. When the same compiU\Y owns U1e
programming lUld controls the pipes tha1 bring us that programming, we have a problem especially. l believe, when the programming in question is the news.
In this case, a combined AT&T-Time Warner would have both the ability and incentive to favor
its own news network, CNN, over uompeting news networks - say Fox News, for example. And
as a resulL AT&T could con!Tol where its 25 million subscribers get their iofonnatioo and could
ultimately restrict its viewers' access to alternative viewpoints.
We've seen 1his happen before. Soon after it purchased NBCUniversal, Comcast placed MSNBC
and CNBC - its newly acquired cbannels - in favorable locations on the Comcast channel lineup
while relegating competing network.~ ~ like Bloomberg News - to an undesirable location. It
took two years - and a protracted battle at the FCC- for Comcast to finally end its
anticompetitive treatment. And w•e may never know exaclly how Bfoomberg's viewetship was
impacted in the meantime.
I'm interested in the ways that the Supreme Court can imp;ict Americans' access to infonnation.
70 years ago. in United States v. Associated Press, the Supreme Court found tbat the First
2
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Amendmem supported aggressive antitrust snforcemenr. Justice Black wrote, "The First
Amendment. far from providing an argument against application oft.he Sherman Act, here
provides powerful reasons to the contrary." He then continued, " Freedom to publish is
guaranteed by the Constitution, but freedom to combine to keep others from publishing is not."
•

Would you agree lhat one of the purposes of the First Amendment is to ensure that the
government doesn' t make decisions that silence citizens or restrict Americans' access to
diverse viewpoints?

•

Would you agree tbat antitrust law should protect against mergers or other
andcompet1tive conduct tllat results in depriving. citizens' access to news am\ the free
e.xpression of in.formation?

Question 4: In January, after AT&T and Time Wuruer confinned that they would be structuring
their proposed acquisition to circumvent FCC review, 12 of my colleagues and I asked the
companies to send us the public interest statement that they would have been required to send to
the FCC- a document that essentially demonstrates why they believe the deal promotes
competition and benefits consumers.
While I'm g lad they responded to me, their response does little to address ruy concerns and
essentially asks American consumers to trust that the combined company won' t engage in
a.nlioompetitive behavior, raise prices. violate the principles of net neutrality. or decrease-access
to diverse voices. The letter also suggested that the deal raises no competitive concerns because
it is vertical in nature - meaning the companies don't curreotly compete head-to-head- and that
the government rarely seeks to block vertical mergers. Top execs from AT&T and Time Warner
wrote, "'llhe government] typically permits such mergers to proceed, imposes conditions to
address any competi tive risks. and narrowly tailors those conditions to avoid undermining the,
mergers' consumer benefits. Yet this merger presents no such risks at all:'
We've seen the risks before. and we've seen just how successful these merger conditions have
been the pas~ In the years since the Comcast-NBC Universal deal was completed, the c{)mbined
company bas fuced complaint after complainl for engaging in anticompetitive behavior and not
complying with conditions that the FCC and DOJ imposed on the transaction.
•

Judge Gorsuch, can vertical merge.rs violate antitrust law? Do you subscribe to the view
that all or almost all vertical int'egration is efficient?

•

Do you agree that one company controlling both the programming and the pipes creates
incentives for that t-ompany to engage in anticompetitive behavior? And if you'd rather
not discuss the pending deal, you can reference Comcast-NBCUnlversal - a deal that was
completed six years ago.

Question 5: In Novell, you established a pretty high standard for plaintiffs to meet in refusal-to"
deal cases - or eases where monopolists harm their rivals by cutting off or restricting their access
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to the market. You held tbat in order to find a violation of Section 2 of the Sherman Act, a
plaintiff must prove that the monopolist's alleged misconduct resulted in short-term profit losses
and were irrational except for 1he anticompetitive effecL Meaning essentially that as long as the
monopolist J1as a reasonable business rationale. they·re totally offrhehook regardless of how
bad it is for competition.
In this decision, you relied heavily on the Supreme Court's decision in Verizon v. Trinka, in
whicb Justice Scalia explained that there are very few exceptions fr1;>m the proposition that there
is no duty to aid competitors,
•

Judge Gorsuch. today~ Sherman Act Section 2 cases are rare - and successful ones are
even rarer. Why do you think that is? Is it because there are no monopolies? Or is it just
that they're all perfect actors?

lam increasingly concerned about internet giants that use thefr positions as dominant medja
platfonns to stifle competition and inhibit the free flow of ideas. In recent years. we've heard
countless allegations of online platforms exercising their market power to the detriment of
content crea1ors and innovative startups. Google has favored its own productS and services in
search results while downgrading competitors' products and services. I've also heard from
photographers in Minnesota 1hat Google may be taking original content from their dJstn'butors'
websites without appropriate compensation or attribution. Apple is preventing its corn,petitors in
the rnu.sk streaming mll{ket from promoting lower prices to consumers on Apple iOS. Anti
Amazon is using its dominance in the book market to impose unfair contractual tenns on
publishers and authors.
•

Judge Gorsuch, in your view. should courts ever consider how the uni lateral behavior of a
monopolist might affect the free flow of ideas and conten!?

Question 6: During the bearing, you repeatedly said thal you simply read the law as it is written.
But how you re-Jd the law is of utmost important. For example, in antitrust law, there are at least
two different phi losophit>s as to how to read the laws. Senator Shennan and Justice Brandeis as
wel l as many 01h.ers believed the goals of antitrust shou ld be fimdamentally political - s uch as
the preserva1ion ofindividual liberty and the: protection of democra1ic institutions from
concentrated power. Robert Bork and many other members of the "Chicago ScJ1ool'" of
economics believe we should view amitrusl as a sort of scientific endeavor, the main goal of
which should be economic efliciency, even if the r~ult is extreme concentration of power.
•

How would you describe your own philosophy on antitms t law?

Question 7: l strongly disagree with the Supreme Court's ruling in Citizens United, which l
mentioned to you in our meeting. Recent pol ling suggests that the decision is deeply unpopular
with the American people as well. Part of the reason I think this opinion is held in such low
regard is because in several important respects, the Court fundamentally misunderstood how the
American public perceives out politics.
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One of the conclusions that the Court came to in Citizens United was that outside money simply
does not, quote "give rise to corruption OT the appearance of c.om1ption." I understand that polls
and public opinion don't factor into a court' s decision·making process, but I think by
acknowledging that the appearance of com1ption is something to be avoided, the Court also
acknowledged that the public's perception really does maticr.
It matters because even just the appearance of corruption could cause people to lose faith in OW'
democracy. The majority in Citizens Unile.d recognized lhat this was something to be concenied
about But tbe majority maintained that even with outside money pouring into our elections, the
public would stiJI have faith in our system because they would know where the money was
coming from. Here·s what Justice Kennedy said, writing for the majority, quote:
" With the advent of the lnremet, prompt disclosure of expenditures can provide shareholders and
citizens 'Vith the information needed to hold corporations and elected officials accountable for
their positions and supporters. Shareholders can detem1ine whether their corporation's political
speech advances the corporation' s interest in making profits and citi1..en_s can see whether elected
officials are ·in the pocket' of so-called moneyed interests."
Part of the reason I find this so galling is that it simply does not reflect the reality that we
experience in t11e ~wake of this decision. According to the Brerman Center for Justfce, groups that
hide the identities of their donors spent more than $800 million on federal races in 2016 alone.
Let me say that again: $800 million.
•

Do you agree that the election-related spending made possible by the Ci!izens United
decision is capable of creating the appearance of corruption?

Money is pouring into our elections. We don·t know where a lot of it is coming from. And the
public thinks it stink&--Republicans and Democrats alike. As I said in my opening statement.
our country is confronting a critical moment in OUT history. The American people's trust in our
government and our institt1tions is in a freefalL I firmly believe that Ct1izens United is one of the
root causes of that deepenin_g distrusl. I believe that Citizens Un/led bad a very real effect on tbe
ability of the people' s representatives to do their jobs.
One e.xample i.s especially relevant today to yow nomination. ln March of last year, less than a
week after Merrick Garland had been nominated to the Supreme Court, one of my Republican
colleagues told a group of constiments that he thought the Sen.ate should move forward and hold
a hearing on Merrick Garland's uomination. Speaking al a town hall, he said, quote "l would
rnther have you cmnplaining to me that I voted wrong on nominating somebody than saying I'm
not dol.ng n1y job. I can"t lmagine the president has or will nominate somebody that meetS my
criteria, but I have my job to do. I think the process oug.ht to go forward.,.
That quote was later published in a local newspaper. This senator never committed to voting for
Garland. He merely said that the Senate should do its job and hold a hearing. But that was all it
took to draw the attention of well-timded groups willing to dump millions of dollars into his next
race. The groups threatened to nm ads against him and fund a candidate to challenge him in the
primary. As a resuh, he changed h.1s position. The episode sent a clear signal to every member of
5
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the Senate, and i1 prevented the Senate from fulfilling one ofits core functions. When people say
the system is rigged. this is exactly what they are talking about
[think the courts have an important role to play in ensuring the integrity of our democracy. I
think that a big part of their job is making sure that our elections a.re free and fair. But in order to
do that, courts need a clear-eyed view of the facts on the ground. The Citizens United majority
didn't have that.
•

•

Jn your view, what should a judge do when it becomes clear that the assumptions
supporting a case like Citizens United prove wrong?
You' ve said that a judge is supposed to decide c~ses on the facts and the law alonll--"what
do the facts available now tell you about the majority's reasoning in Citizens United'?

Question 8: Lwo1,1ld like to better undcrl;ltand your vie.ws of the disparate impact standard.
Generally speaking, disparate-impact claims allow a plaintiff to establish liability in a
discrimination case where it can be established that a certain practice has a disproportionate
impact 0 11 individuals who belong to a protected class, such as sex. race, color. national origin, or
other characteristics. In other words, where a practice bas a discriminatory ejJei1, even if such a
practice was not motivated by a discriminatory intent, a plaintiff bringing a discrimination claim
may nonethc.Jess establish liability.
•

lo your view, do our federal civil rights laws, including but not limited to Title VH and
the Fair Housing Act, permit disparate impact claims?

In the 2009 case Ricci 11. DeStefono, tbe Supreme Court held that an employment action based on
a protected characteristic "is impem1issible. under Title Vil unless the employer oan demonstt"dte
a sttong basis in evidence that, had it not taken the action. it would have been liable" for
disparate impact discrimination. However, in his concurrence to this decision, Justice Scalia
wrote that the disparate impact standard itself requires impermissible "racial decision-making"
because, in his view, the standard requires private actors to '•evaluate the racial outcomes of their
policies, and to make decisions based on (beca1.1Se of) those (llcial out1;omes."
•

Do you agree with the reasonins in Justice Scalia's Ricci v. DeStefono concurrence? If so,

how?
•

In your view, are civil rights stalutcs that prohibit disparate i·mpact discrimination.
including but not limited to Title VII and the Fair Housing Act. in tension with the Equal
Protection Clause? If so, how?

Question 9: 1 would like to better understand your views on federal Indian law and tribal
sovereignty. I am one ofnnly two members of tbe Judiciary Committee who also serves on the
Indian Affairs Committee.
One case that reached the Supreme Court in the last term involved a Native American boy who
was sexuaUy assaulted by a non-Indian. who managed a store owned by non-lndians on Indian
land. There is also a serious problem of non-Indians perpetuating domeS1ic violence and sexual
6
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assault against Native American women on reservations. Additionally, there are numerous
jurisdictional disputes that arise around business transactions, regulatory authority, and nonviolent criminal offenders that involve non-Indians in Indian Country.
•

What is the appropriate legal framework for determining whether a tribe has jurisdiction
over a non-fndian in Indian Country, bolh in the civil and criminal con1ext?

•

Wl1at has been your impression of tribal coun systems in general? Do you think that
litigants in tribal courts. both Indians and non-Indians. have their rights adequately
protected?

•

What. if any, Constitutional limitations do you think there are on a tribe's civil or
criminal ju_risdiction over non-lndians?
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Nomination of' Judge Neil M. Gorsuch to be
Associate Justice of the United States Supreme Court
Questions for the Record
Submitted March 24, 2017
QUESTIONS FROM SENATOR COONS
I. Several recent Supreme Court cases have made reference to the opinions of foreign
courts or foreign practices to affirm conclusions that were otherwise supported by the
record as weU as relevant U.S. case law and practices in cases addressing capital
punishment under the Eighth Amendment and privacy of same-sex intimacy under the
Fourteenth Amendment. See Ropen•. Simmons. 543 U.S. 551 (2005); Lawrence v,
Texas, 539 U.S. 558 (2003): Atkins v. Virginia, 536 U.S. 304 (2002). ls it your
contention that foreign court decisions and foreign practices of democratic countries that
follow the rule oflaw cannot be considered and cited in opinions interpreting the
Constitution?
2. From documents obtained during your tenure at the Department of Justice, it appears that
you were directly involved ia work leading to the enactment of the Detainee Treatment
Act of2005 on behalf of the administration, as well as in cliscussionsabout whether
President Bush should append a signing statement to the bill and what the statement
should say.
a. If a case conceming this act and/or President Bush's sigpiog statement came
before the Supreme Court, would you recuse yourself from hearing the case?
b. What standard or standards would you c.oosult when making this determination?
3. b1 one document released to the Senate Judiciary Committee, you wrote by hand "Yes"
next to a typed question asking, "Have the aggressive interrogation teclmiques used by
the Adm in yielded any valuable intelligence? Have they ever stopped a terrorist
incident? Examples?~
a WJ1en you wrote this note, what did you understand to constitute "aggressive
interrogation techniques..?
b. During your tenure at the Department of Justice., what actions. if any, did you take
to defend the use of"aggressive intetrogation techniques"?
c. Do you believe that "aggressive interrogation techniques·· work to yield valuable
intelligence?
d. Is it legal for U.S. officials to torture individuals?
e. Is ii legal for the President lo authorize the use of torture based on a claim of
national security?
f. Would the President's authorization oftheuseoftorture be wrthin the scope of
judicial review?
4. All foderaljudges - except Supreme Court justices - are required to comply with the
Code ofConduc1 for United States Judges. This code ensures that judges avoid the
appearance of impropriety, refrain from political activity, and make financial disclosures,
lnyour hearing you said. "1 have no problem living under the rules I' ve lived under. I'm
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quite comfortable with them. And l've bad no problem reporting every year to the best
of my abilities everything I can. Sol can tell you that. lt doesn't bother me what I've
had to do. l consider it part oftbe price of service and it's a reasonable and fair one."
a. If oonfinned, will you support the establishment of a code of conduct for Supreme
Courl justices?
b. Tn the absence ofa binding code of conduct for Supreme Court justices. will you
commit to continue adhering to the Code of Conduct for United States Judges
applicable to federal judges on district courts and circuit courts?
c. Will you commit to filing the. same financial and travel disclosures that you
currently file, should you be confirmed to the Supreme Court?
5. Pro bono representation of!itigants plays a vital role in providing access to justice. The
American Bar Association suggests that each lawyer render at least SO hours of pro bono
legal services per year. You have written about the importance of access to justice,
effective representation of capital defendants, and the challenges that many parties face in
obtaining affordable representation. Please describe every pro bono matter you worked
on during your time in private practice.
6. Prior to the commencement of your nomination hearing, the Committee received two
letters from former students1hat concern me. ln these letters, the students describe their
recollection of one session of your Spring 2016 legal ethics class. These letters asser.t
that, following a lively class discussion about work-family balance and the difficulties of
law school debt for students of.all gendeFS, you asked students about their personal
knowledge of women using maternity benefits provided by a law firm and then leaving
the law firm shortly thereafter. These letters assert· that you told the class that law firms
and other companies should ask female interviewees about pregnancy plans in order to
protect the employer fron1 financial loss, and that it is legal for companies to do so. Title
V.11 protects against discrimination on the basis ofpregnancy, ch.ildbirth, and sex, and
asking a candidate for empl.oyment about her plans to become pregnant or have a famil y
can be used as evidence in a discrimination case.
a. Please recount everything you recall concerning the conversation you had with
your Spring'.2016 legal ethics class on April 19, 2016.
b, Do you think it is ever acccp1able for a profossor or a judge to suggest that
employers should ask about famDy planning in a job interview?
7. You have used desc.riptions of substantive due process that include ..very muc.h
uncharted," ''more than a Jit1le 'open ended.'" " murky," and something with a
''paradoxical name:· Given the complexity of this area of law, what factors do you look
to when a case requires you to determine whether a right is fundamental and protected
under the Fourteenth Amendment?
a. Would you consider whether the right is expressly enumerated in the
Constitu6on?
b. Would you consider whether (he right is deeply rooted in this nation' s history and
tradition? lf so, what types of sources would you consult to determine whether a
right is deeply rooted in this nation's history and tradition?
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c. Would you consider 1.Vhether the right has previously been recognized by
Supreme Court or circuit precedent? What about the precedent of another court
of appeals?
d. Would you con.sider whether a similar right has previously been recognized by
Supreme Cou.r t or circuit precedent?
e. Would you consider whether the right is central to ''the right to define one's own
concept of e.xistence, of meaning, of the universe, and of the mystery of human
llfe''? See Planned Parenthoodv. Casey, 505 U.S. 833, 581 (1992); Lawrence v.
Texas, 539 U.S. 558, 574 (2003) (quoting Casey).
f. What other factors would you consider?
8. The U.S. Court of Appeals for the Fedenl Circuit("Federal Circuit") has exclusive
jurisdiction over appeals from civil actions involving claims ·'arish1g \Jnder ..• any Act of
Congress relating to patents." 28 U.S.C. § 1295(a)(l ). Decisions of the Federal Circuit
are reviewable by the Supreme Court. Because you have been at the Court of Appeals for
the Tenth Circuit, your docket was unlikely to include ~ases relatmg to patent law
issues, but if you are confinned to the Supreme Court, such cases will now have the
potential to appear before you. What specific patent law experience (such as in private
practice, other governmental service, or as an mventor/entrepreoeur) would you bring to
bear when considering these cases?
9. The Federal Circuit was created by the Federal Courts Improvement Act of 1982, Pub. L.

97-164. ·'Congress conferred exclusive jurisdiction of all patent appeals on the Court of
Appeals for the Federal Circuit, in order to 'provide nationWide uniformity iJ1 patent
law.' "' Bonito Boats. Inc. v. Th1111der Crqfi Boats, Inc.. 489 U,S, 141 (1989) (quoting
H.R.RCT>. No. 97- 312, p. 20 (1981)).
a. Jn J.ight of this intent. behind creating an intermediate appellate court that has
nationwide subject matter jurisdiction over patent law. what, ifany, defore11ce or
consideration should the Federal Circuit receive for doctrinal developments in this
area of law?
b. Does your answer change depending on whether the patent law issue in question
is based on an interpretation of any part of Title 35 oftbe U.S. Code or if it is,
instead, based upon a common law patent do~'trine'?
c. Resolving circuit splits is often viewed as one of the Supreme Court's core
responsibilities in order to ensure uniform rules nationwide so that case outcomes
are not simply the result of where a case is filed. Because the Federal Circuit is
the only intem1ediate appellate court to hear patent ca~es. however, there is no
possibility of a circuit split on these issues. What other factors would you look to
in order to determine whether to grant a writ of ceniorari in patent law c-ases?
I0. During your nomination hearing, you spoke frequently <1bout tbe "reliance interest" that
must be considered (among other factors) when the Supreme Court decides whether 1t
should overturn precedent. Do you agree that this same type of interest bas particular
relevance when considering whether to make substantial changes to patent law (even if
no precedent is directly overturned), giveu that significant research and development
investments are often predicted on the certainty of a federal pa1ent grant?
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11. During your nomination hearing, we had an exchange about your concurrence in Hobby
Lobby Stores. Inc. v. Sebelius, 723 F.3d 1114 (IOtn Cir. 2013). 1 raised my concern that

your characterization of the role of"complicity'' in the context of determining whether a
person is entitled to object to a facially neutral Jaw under the Religious Freedom
Restoration Act ("RFRA") couJd be expanded to allow the religious views of a few to
impact tbe liberty interests of many, since it allows for religious objections based on the
actions and choices of others. Following up on our exchange, please answer tbe
following questions:
a. Does the characterization of"complicity" in this question comport with what you
meant when you used that term in your Hobby Lobby concurrence?
b. Can any le.vel of support that an individual finds to be obje.ctionable coustitute.
complicity?
c. Can a court ever inquire into how remote this support is to detennine whether a
RFRA claim based on "complicity" exists, even if (he claim is based on a
sincerely held religious beiiefthat the legally mandated conduct requires
"complicity ... in the wrongdoing ofot11ers"?
12, You "'Tote that judges should "strive (if humanly and so imperfectly) to apply the law as
it is, focusing backward, not forward, and looking to text, structure, and history to decide
w'hat a reasonable reader at the time of the events in questiou would have understood tbe
law to be ... ." You told Sen. Feinstein that it does not matter that "some of the drafters
of the Fourteenth Amendment were racists. because they were, or sexist, because they
were. The law they drafted promises equal protection of ilic laws to all persons... . And
equal protection of laws does not mean separate in advancing one particular race or
ge.nde.r. lt means equal.''
a In Iris opinio11 for the unanimous Court in Brown v. Board ofEducation, 347 U.S.
483 ( 1954), Chief Justice Warren wrote that although the "circumstances
surrounding the adoption of the Fourteenth Amendment in 1868 . . . cast some
light" on the amendment's original meaning, "it is not enough to resolve'the
problem with which we are faced. At best, they ate inconclusive.. .. We must
consider pub) ic education in the light of its full development and its present place
in American life throughout !be Nation. Only in this way can it be detennined if
segregation in public schools deprives these plaintiffs of the equal protection of
tbe laws." 347 U.S. 489, 490-93. Do you consider Brown to bec~msistcnt with
original ism even though the Court in Brown explicitly rejected the notion that the
original meaning of the fourteenth Amendment was dispositive or even
conclusively supportive?
b. How do you respond to the criticism of your approach that terms like "'the
freedom of speech; 'equal protection,' and 'due process oflaw' are not precise or
self.defining"? Robert Post & Reva Siegel, Democratic Constiturionalism.
National Constitution Center, https://constitutioncenter.org/interactiveconstitution/white-pages/democratic-constitutionalism (last visited Mar.24,
2017).

c. How does your approach to judicial interpretation lead you to conclude that
"equal" applies to. equality across race and gender, even though the Fourteenth
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Am.:ndment was passed to address certain forms of racial inequality during
Reconstruction?
d. If the Fourteenth Amendment has aJways r.equired equal treatment of men and
women, why was it not until 1996, in United States v. Virginia, 518 U.S. 515, that
states were required to provide the same educational opportunities to men Md
women?
e. Does the .fourteenth Amendment require that states treat gay and lesbian couples
equally to heterosexual couples? Why or why not?
f. Does the Fourteenth Amendment require that s1<1tes treat transgender people
equally? Why or why not?
13, Chief Justice Warren wrote that the Eighth Amendment "must draw its meaning from the

evolving standards of decency that mark the progress of a maturing society," Trap v.
Dulle.\', 356 U.S. 86, 101(I958). This approach explicitly cal.ls on the Court to not limit
its Eighth Amendment analysis to the meaning of"cruel and unusual punishments" when
the Amendment was ratified in 1791 , a time when firing squads and hanging were
prevalent methods of execution. Under tl1is evolving standard, the Court has prohibited
practices once thought to be constitutional, such as the execution of minors and the
execution of individuals with intellectual disabilities.
a. U oder your judicial approach described above, what is meant by the Eighth
Amendment's prohibition against ''cruel and unusual punishments"?
b. Does the phrase ''cruel and unusual punishments" have the same meaning from
the Eighth Amendmenfs ratification in 1791 until now, or has our understanding
changed?
c. Do scientific advancements in our understanding of psychology, pain. and death
alter what constitutes "cruel and unusual punishments'"?
14. Tn United States v. Virginia, 518 U.S. 515, 536 (1996), the Court explained that in 1839,

when the Virginia Military lnstirute was established. "Higher education at the time was
considered dangerous for women," a view widely rejected today. In Obergefell v.
Hodges, l 35 S. Ct. 2584, 2600-01 (2013), the Court reasoned, '·As all parties agree, many
same--sex couples provide loving and nurturing homes to their children, whether
biolosic;ll or ;Jdopted. Aud hundreds of thousands of children a re presently beil1g raised
by such couples... • Excluding same-sex couples from marriage thus conflicts wilh a
central premise ofthe right to marty. Without the recognition. stability, and
predictability marriage offers, their childr.en suffer the stigma of knowing their families
are somehow lesser." This conclusion rejects arguments made by campaigns to prohibit
satne-.sex marriage about the purported negative impact ofsuch marriages on children.
a. When is it appropriate to consider evidence that sheds light about our cbanging
understanding of society?
b. What is the role of sociology. scientific evidence, and data in the Supreme Court's
analysis?
l5, ln Prost v. Anderson, 636 F.3d 579 (10th Cir. 2011), you authored a majority opinion
holding that federal prisoners Whose convictions have been undermined by a later
Supreme Court decision construing the statute under which they were convicted may not
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invoke the "sav1ngs clause" of28 U.S.C. § 2255(c) unless there are exceptional
circumstances like the abolition of their sentencing court. Does your decision create a
situation in which an actually innocent person could be in prison without any claim to
habeas relief?
l 6. In William.v 11. Jones, 571 F.3d I086, 1094 (1 OLh Cir. 2009), you dissented from a
majority op.inion holding that a defendant who had ineffective assistance of counsel was
entitled to a more meaningful remedy than the one provided under state law. You wrote,
"The Sixth Amendment right to effective assistance of c-0unsel is an instrumental right
designed to ensure a fair trial. By his own admission,, fthedefondantl received just such a
trial, at the end of which he was convicted of first degree murder by a jury of his
peers. We have no authority to disturb this outcome." Id. You said the defendant
"would have us follow him through the looking glass. to a world where a fair trial is
caUed 'prejudice': where the results of a fair trial are void because of a lost opportunity
rather than an infringed fegal entitlement; and where a lawyer' s incompetence transforms
the executive pica bargain prerogative into a judicially enforceable entitlement, l do not
beli.eve the Sixth Amendment permits us to accompany him there." 571 F.3d at 111 0. lf
your dissent had been the majority opinion, would it be the case that any defendant
receiving inadequate assistance of counsel on a plea agreement who subsequently has a
"fair" trial would oot have a remedy for rhe ineffective assistance of counsel claim?
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Questions for the Record for Judge Neil Gorsuch
Senator Richard Blume.nthal
March 24, 2017
l. During his bearing, Chief Justice Robens said, ''I believe tllat ihe libeny protected by the
Due Pl'Qcess Ctause is not limited to freedom from physical restraint, that It includes
certain other protections, incl.uding the right to privacy."

Do you, like Chief Justice Roberts, believe that the liberty protected by the
Du.e P rocess Clause includes the right to privacy?
b. When I asked whether yo u agreed with Chie.f Justice Roberts' stated
agree ment with t he r esult in Brown v. Board ofEducation, you said, "There is
no daylight here." Is there any "daylight" between your views and bis sta ted
belief that the liberty protected by the Due Process Clause includes the right
to privacy?

11.

2. In your book, Tiie Fmure ofAssisted Suicide and Euthanasia, you wrote that "one might
ask: .. . How does substantive due process differ from outright judicial choice, or what is
sometimes derisive\y labeled 'legislating from the bench'? ... [D)oes ... holding that the
clause is also the repository of other substantive rights not e>.'}lressly enumerated in the
tex1 of the Constitution or its amendments . .. stretch the clause beyond recognition?'"
a. How would you answer these questions?
3. During your hearing, you told me that you had "gone as far as J can go ethically, with the
canons that restrict me, about speaking on cases. I cannot talk about specific cases, ru1d I
cannot get involved in po)jtics.''
a. Were you acting consistently with your eth ical obligations when you told me
Brow11 v. Board of Education "correded one of the most deeply erroneous
interpretations of law in Supreme Court history," that it was "a corred
application of the law of precedent," and that there was no " daylight"
between you and Chief Justice Roberts' stated agreement with the holding?
b. If so, when 1 discussed cases other t han Brown with you, why would you out
say whether you agreed with any ofhe.r c.ase or thought any other case was
correct?
c. Was Chief .Justice Roberts acting consiste.ntly with his ethical obligations
when he said at his hearing that he agreed with the results in Browt1 and in
Griswold v. Co1111ecticu1?
4. During your hearing, you said that Brown 1•. Board ofEducation '·was a seminal decision
that got the original understanding of the Foumientn Amendment right."
a. ls Browt1 an originalist opinion?
b. Did the decision in Loving v. Virginia get the original understanding of the
Fourteenth Amendment right?
c. Did the decision in United States v. Virgi11in get the original understanding of
the Fourteenth Amendment right?
d. Did t he decision in Romer l'. E1•ans gel the original understanding of the
Fourteenth Amendment right?
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e. Did the decision in District of Columbia v. HeUer get the original
understanding of the Second Amendment right'!
5. During your bearing. you said that Brown v. Board Qf Ed11caffo11 was "a correct
application of the law of precedent."
a What did you mean by that?
b. Was the decision in Griswold v. Cohneeticul a correct application of the law of
precedent?
c. Was the decision in Plamred Pare11tliood v, Casey a correct application of the
law of precedent?
d. Like Brow11, Lawre11ce v. Texas overturned a previous deci!!ion of th e
S upreme Court. Was the decision in Lawre11ce a correct application of the
law of preceden t?
e. During yo ur bearing, you described Plessy v. Ferguso1t as "one of the most
d eeply erroneous interpretations of law in Supreme Court histocy." Was th e
decision in Bowers v. Hardwick a deeply erroneous interpretation of law?
6. During your hearing, you said that Eisenstadt v. Baird '"was an application of settled
equal protection principles.''
a. Was Romer "· Eva11s an a pplication of settled equal 1>rotection principles?
b. Was Plamred Pore1rdrood v. Cn.sey an application of settled due process
principles?
c. Was Lawrence i~ Texas~ n application of settled due process principles?

7. During your hearing, you were willing to discuss how some of tbe factors involved in
looking at prec.edem applied to prior cases. For e.xarople, you told me that when it t.-omes
to Griswold~. Connecticut, "the reliance interest surrounding it are obvious and many
and great."
a. Are there obvious and many and great reliance interests surroundingLovi1rg
11.

Virginia?

b. Arc there obvious and many and great reliance interests ~'llrroundingRoe 11.
Wade and Pla1;11ed Parenthood v. Casey?
c. Are there obvious and m a ny and great r eliance interes ts surrounding

Lawrence v. Texas?
d. Are ther e obvious a nd many and great relian"Ce interests s urroundin g
Obergefen v. Hodges?
e. If your a nswer to part (a), (b), (c), or (d) oft his question is a nything other
than "yes,'' why is that answe.r different from What you were willing to say of

Griswold?
8. In 1996, you were a named counsel on an wnic1.1s brief to the Supreme Court in
Washington v. Gluchberg. The brief indicated that the Court should consider the
"problems of Legitimacy and Line-drawing inherent in the Court's abortion rulings.'' l
understand that you were wTiting a briefon behalf ofa client and am not attributing tile
language to your personal beliefs, bul I would like to know what you meant to convey
with that argument.
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a. Wha t did you mean by " problems of legitimiu:y • .. inherent in the Court's
abortion rulings"?
b. What did you mean by " problems of .. . line-drawing inherent in the Court's
abortion rulings"?

9. You joined an opinion in Allstate Sweeping LLC v. Black, 706 F.3d 1261, 1268 (10th Cir.
2013) holding that a corporation could not assert a hostile work environment claim under
Section 1981 and the Equal Protection Clause because 1t could not show that it had the
subjecti\1e feeling of being •'offended." The opinion included the following language:
'"[l]t is not c.Jear to us that an artificial entity could ever prevail on a hostile-workenvironment claim. ... Being offended presupposes feeli ngs or thoughts that an artificial
entity (as opposed to its employees or owners) cannot experience:'
a. How is it possible £or an artificial entity to express a sincere religious belief,
as you held in H obby Lobby v. Sehe/ius, but not have the feeling or thought of
being offended?

l 0. Tn your concurrence in Hobby Lobby v. Sebel/11s, you led with the statement, " All ofus
face the problem of complicity. All of us must answer for ourselves whether and to wbat
degree we are wilHng to be involved in the wrongdoing of others."
a. If an adoption agency seeks a RFRA objection from a statute that requires
such agencies to be willing to place children with sa me-sex couples, does that
implicate the " problem of complicity"?
b. If a r estaurant owner refuses to serve a same-sex couple because of a belief
that homosexuality is sinful, does that implicate th.e ''problem of complicity''?
l l. In Hobby lobby v. Sebeli11s, the opinion you joined held that the Affordable Care Act' s

birth control mandate was not the "least restrictive means" of acc-0mplisl1ing the
govenuueat objective at issue because the government was able to provide the same
accommodation to for-profit companies as it provided to religious employers.
11. What is your understanding of the state of the law regarding whether the
" least restrictive means" the government must use needs to he practically
possible or politically feasible? Could Congr ess's theoretical a bili ty to pass a
new Jaw, or to appropriate new funds, to serve a government interest qualify
even if there was no indication that Congress had moved to do so?
b. Please explain your understanding, for purposes of the Religious Freedom
Restoration ft.et, of what constitutes a "compelling" go\'ernmcnt interest to
act, as opposed to when a government interest is merely '' legitimate" or
" important."
12, During your hearing, when asked about your 2005 National Review article

'"Liberals'N'Lawsuits,'' you told Senator Coons that you were making two points in
writing the. article: first, t hat ''one of the beauties of our courts is that they can vindicate
civil rights for minorities!' but second, tbat "there are some comparative disadvantages to
resolving policy matters for courts.., In the Br1icle, you refer to "gay marriage'· as an item
on a liberal '"social agenda."
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a. Did the Supreme Court's decision in Obergefef/ v. Hodges concern the
vindication of a civil rights matter or did it concern the resolution of a policy
matter?

13. Jn your 2005 National Review article "Liberals' N'Lawsuits," you wrote, "Finally, in the
greatest of ironies, as Republicans win presidential and Senate elections and thus gain
increasing control over the judicial appointment and confirmation process, the level of
sympathy li berals pushing constitutional litigation can expect in the courts may wither
over time, leaving the Left truly out in the cold."' That seems at odds with your repeated
statements dtuing your hearing that judges are nonpolitical.
a. Why would Republica n control of the presidency and the Senate lead to the
appointment and confirmation of judges who are unsympathetic to "liberals
pushing constitu tional litigation"?
14. You said at your hearing that an en ba11c hearing is "an extraordinary thing. We probably
hear between zero and three en banes a year over the course of my time." You also said

that '·about one of every five en banes, about 20 percent of en banes in our court are sua
sponre. It is not unusual." Assuming that your descriptions are roughly accurate, the
Tenth Circuit has heard a maximum of approximately 30 cases en bane during your
tenure, with approximately sil\ of them being sua spon/e.
a. Why did you find the error you c:laimed was made by the 11anel opinion in
Plu1111ed Pare111l1ood Association of Utah v. Herbert rose to the level of
e.xceptionalism shown by the six s11a spo11te en ba11e cases - six out of tens of
thousands of cases - the Tenth Circuit has heard over the past decade?
15. You joined an opinion in Druley v. Patton, 601 Fed. Appx. 632, 635 (10th Cir. 2015) 1hat
included the statement "To date, this court has not held that a tran..ssexual plain ti ff is a
member of a protected suspect class for purposes of Equal Protection claims:• You stated
at your hearing that you wrote a separate concurrence in Gutierrez-Brizuela v. Lynch
because you saw "an equal proleotioo concern." You also stated at your hearing that you
\ll'fite separate concurrences "when l see a problem [to] raise my hand and lell my bosses
I see an issue here."
a. Oid yo u consider writing a concurrence in Druley v. Patto11 to raise as " an
equal protection concern" or "an issue" that Tenth Circuit precedent had not
recognized transgender individ uals as belonging to a suspect class for Eq ual
Protection purposes? If not, why not? If you considered and decided not to,
why did you make that decision?
b. Did you call for a sua sponte r ehearing e11 bane to determine whether the
Tentb Circuit should recognize transgender individuals as belonging to a
suspect class for Equ al Protection purposes'? If not, what made tbis case a
less appropriate subject for r ehearing Chan Pla11ned Pare11tllood Association
of Uta It v. "erbert?
16. During your hearing, I asked you whether you had spoken with representatives of the
Heritage Foundation about various topics. You said, '"To my knowledge, Senator, from
the time of the election to the time of my nominatio~ l have not spoken to anyone that T
4
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know of from Heritage.'' As you know, you were included on President Trnmp's lisl of
potenlialSupreme Court nominees- reportedly assembled with the assistance of the
Heritage Foundation-long before last year' s election.
a. Did you have any commuo.ica tioos with representatives or employees -

b.
c.

d.

e.

including employees on paid or unpaid leave - of t he Heritage Foundation
or the Feder al.ist Society in 2016 or 2017?
lfso, what did you discuss with such representatives or employees?
Did you discuss Roe v. Wade, abortion, r eproductive rights, or the right t9
privacy with such representa tives or employees? P lease describe the nature
an d content of the canvcrsatioo on any of these topics.
Were any of the individuals who helped yo u prepare for your confir mation
hearings employees-including employees on pa id or unpaid leave-of the
Heritage Foundation? Were any employees of the Heritage Foundation in the
last year'?
Were a ny of the individuals who helped you prepare for your confirmation
bearings employees--including employees on paid or unpaid leav~f the
Federalist Society? Were any employees of the Federalist Society in the last
year?

17. During·your hearing, Sen.ator Feinstein referenced a document that was turned over to the
Committee as part of your cont.innation process. The exchange appears on page 25·26 of
the hearing transcript. The document mentioned by Senator Feinstein was a set of talking
points prepared for Attorney General Alberto Gonzales on the subject of torture. The
document was discussed in a Washington Post article from March IS, 2017. You
indicated you had not seen the document.

a. How many p eople helped to prepar e you for your confirmation bearings?
b. Did any of those people indicate in any way that you might be asked about
the GonzaJcs talking points subsequently referenced by Senator Feinstein?
c. Did anybody indicate th at you might be asked about t orture.. related
materials you worked on during your time in the Geor ge W. Bush
Administration?
18. During your hearing, Senators Feinstein and Durbin referenced email you sent during
your time in the Bush Administration in which you discussed reasons to have President
Bush issue a signing statement when signing the Detainee Treatment Act. These emails
were the focus of-and were linked to in-a March }5 New York Times article. They
were also mentioned in the Times and other publications over the foUowing few days. Jn
fact, a Times headline from March 19, 2017 article bore the headline, "Emails Hint at
Cow1 Pick 's View of Presidential Power." You indicated at your hearin_g tl1at you were
not familiar with these emails.

a. Oid anybody involved in preparing your for your confirmation bearings
indicate that you might be asked about this email'?
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Senator Mazie K Hirono

Quesfio11sfor the Recordfo/fo111i11g heari11go11March20-23. 2017 etuitled:
"011 the Nomination ofthe Honorable Neil M. Gorsuch to be an Associate Justice ofthe
Supreme Court ofthe United States.,
Tire Ho11orable Neil M. Gors uch
1. During the hearing. I asked you if the Supreme Court were to assess special restrictions
on U.S. citizens oflrnnian, Yemeni, Somalian, Syrian. Libyan and Sudanese ancestry,
whether you believed K-0rcmats11 would be appl ic-dble precedent. You answered "no•·.
a. Does Koremals11 have l!!1Y precedential value in aoy case t.hat may come before
the Supreme Court?
b. Are tbere•other Supreme Court decisions that have not been overruled that you
believe lack precentral value? And ff so, which ones?

i. For the cases, listed, please explain why those cases lack precedential
value.
c. What characteristics disqualify a case from having precedential value? And who
makes the determJn<ition of what 1hose characteristics are'?
2. During the hcariog, you cited Loving v. l!lrginia as a seminal case. What other e<1ses do
you consider "seminal'"?

a. For cases considered "seminal'" do such c<ises hold more precedential value than
those that are not considered seminal? Why or why not?
b. Do cenaln cases hold more precedential value than others? What are the qualities
ofu case that give it more or less preccdeotial weight'?
3. What remedies <1re available should the President or executive Branch, disregard a ruling
of the Supreme Court ora lower federal court?
4. Do you believe that when analyzing a statuie, and choosing to use the constructi'onal
construction of original public meaning, such a choice reflects your ·values'?
11.

Why choose to discern the original meaning rather than considering traditio°'
current nom1s, and precedent as baseline or foundation of your constitutional
analysis?

b. Why do you believe chat you are able to separate ideological and partisan views
when judging'?
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c. Do you believe that ll te experiences and unconscious biases play a role in
judging?
S. Do you believe in the validity of Jaws lhat address not only speeific problems kn0\\11 ut
the time. of the legislation. but that can also arm an agency with broader remedial
authority to address new problems of a similar category that arise later?
a. Specifically, do you agree that the Clean Air Act or the Clean Water Act address
not only the speeific pollution problems known at the time of passage, but also
provide authority for an agency lo regulate addition.al pollutartts If it agency
determines they are hannfol based on later-arising scientific data?
6. Do you regard the decision in Massach11se11t v. EPA - that greenhouse gases are air
pollutants under th.c Clean Air Act., and that EPA must regulate their emissions ifil
determines (as It has) that they endanger public health and \\eUi1re - as settled law'!
7. DI) you regard the decision in American Elec1ricPnwer 11. Connecticut - that federal
~·ommon

law suilS over power plants ' greenhouse gas emissions are displaced because
EPA has the authority to regulate those emissions under Section 11] (d) oflbe Clean Air
i\ct as settled law?
a. Do you agree that ifthe courts determined that EPA dt-JeS nol have authority to
curb power planlS' greenhouse gas emissions under Section l I l(d), l11en !here
would no longer be a basis for displacing federal common law remedies?
b. Can you explain what Supreme Court precedent says about the co1~1iMionalily of
citizen suits, and the significance of citizen suits in enforcing our environmental
laws?
8. If President Trump were to direct Administrator Pntilt to end the Clean Power Plan, as is
widely reponed he plans to do, would you regard the EPA as having an obligation to
devt:lop a reph1cement plan (o reduce gr~nhouse gas emissions sufficient to protect the
public hea.lth :ind welfure?
9. How do you incorporate scientific.findings into your decisions and ho'~ do you resolve
lhe discrepancy if an agency is making decisions based on conclusions that are contrary
to the weight of scientific evidence'!
l O. Do you hold the view that state governments. not EPA. should principally regulate
envirunmc111al protection. and, ifso, how do you reconcile this view with the foci that the
perceived failure of states by the 1970s to protect their air and wat~r was the genesis of
the EPA, the Clean Wat<.>r and Clean i\ ir Acts. and other foundations of federal
environmen1al lm\t?
l l. In Gonzales v Raic/1, the Supreme Court held that the Comme.rce Clause, in conjonctfon
with the Necessary and Proper Clause, pell"tlits the federal government to control
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intrastate aclivities when necessary a-; pan ofa "more comprehensive ~cheme" of
economic regulation. Do you agree with the principle fhat Congress may regulate
intrastate, non-economic activities if doing so is necessary to a broader effort to regulate
commercial activity?
a. Do you believe thal environmental and land use regulations are comme1cial
activities?
12.. Several times In your-testimony, you asserted that lht'. standard you sot out in the Luke P.
case wt1s based on precedent from the Tenth Circuit. Yoy testified: "f,uke P. was a
unanimous decision • . , . There was no di spute in my court about the applicable law, and
because we were hound by circuit precedent in a case called Urban versus Jefferson from
1996 that said that the appropriate srandard \111as de 111i11/mis and the educational standard
had 10 be more than de min/mi.~, and that is the law of my cirCl1it, Senator .. . • Rut !he
fact of the matter is l '"3.5 boWld by circuit pr.:cedenl and so. was the panel of my court,
and they had been bound for 10 years by the standard in Urban versus Jefferson County."
When Senator Durbin asked why you added the word "merely" to the de minimis·
!>1andard. you replied: "Seoator, all I can Sll.Y to you is what l've said to you before. it was
a unanimous panel of the 10th Circuit following ten-year-old circuit precedent .... We
followed our circuit precedent. ,.:• When Senator Klobuchar also asked you about the
addition oflhe word "p1erely'' to the de mlnimis sumdard, you testified: ""My recollection
is that the I 0th Circuit precedent was very clear, that 'some' meant 'more than de
minimi.s.' Some meanlngful educational benefit in Rowley was the Supreme Court
precedent and our court interpreted that to mean more than de minimis." l lo1'fever, the
word ··merely,. is found nowber..: il'l the Urban case. See Urban 11. Je.f/erson Coumy
School District, 89 F.3d 720 (10th Cir. 1996). Jn fact, even the phrase de minimis is
mentioned only onc.c: "lo !he context of a severely disabled child such as Gregory, ' the
"bcnclil" conferred by the [lDEA] nnd interpreted by Rowley must be more than df'
minimis.'., 89 F.3d <ii 726-27 (quoting Polk v. Central S11squeha1111a Intermediate Unit 16,
853 F.2d l71 , I&2 (3d Cir. 1988)). lnLuke P.. you wrote: ''we have concluded that the
educalitmal benefit mandated by IDEA must merely be 'more than de minimis."·
Thompson Rl-.J Sch. Dist. v. Luke P.• 540 F.3d I 143. I 149 (10th Cir. 2008) (quoting
Urban v. Jefferson Cty, Sch. Dist. R-1, 89 J-',Jd 720, 727 (10th Cir. l996)). You also
characterized this standard as ··not an onerous one:' Luke P., 540 F.3d at I 149. Do you
agree tbat your opinion in Luke P. was the ftrst in tbe Tenth Circuit to add the word
·•merely'· before the de mi1·1imis standard? Do you alsu a~ree tl1at your opinion mluke P.
was the first in the Temh Circuit to characterize the standard as " 1101 onerous'"?
a. Do you also agree that your opinion in Luke P. was the first in any Circuit to
characterize the standard as "not onerous"?
I3. in May 2016, the U.S. Departments of Justice ant.I Education released a joint guidance
stating that anatomy at binh should not be the only factor considered when placing
transgender inmates into men ·s or women's units. The guidance also stated that scl10ols
receiving federal funding may not discriminate based on a stude:nl's sex, including
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transgender students under the Patsy T. Mink Eqtl<ll Oppommity in Education Act also
known as Title IX. Do you inteipreL Tille rx of tk Education Amendments of 1972 to
ensure that transgendi!red students do not face discrimination in school?

14. Dvcs the: Constitution define what a "per~on" is?
a. Has tM Supreme Court ever ruled that the I4'h Amendment confors persC1nhood
on a !Ctus?
h. If a state were to enact a personhood measure by redefining a fetus a~ a lc~al
person, would that not be in direct contradiction to the Supreme Court's holding
in Roe?
1S. Did Whole Woman'.~ Ilea/th fully answer the remaining que::.1ions about the permissible
breadth of pre-viability regulutioos allowed under Casey'1
16. As you kn.ow. tht: 14U1 Amendment's Equal Protection Clause states:

··No State shall make or e1tforce any law which shall abridge the
privileges or illlJJlunities of citi:1;ens of the United States; nor shali
any State deprive any person of li fe, liberty, or property. without due
process of law; nor deny Lo any persoo within iL~ juti.,~iction the
equal protection of the Jaws ...

Please e....:plain your understanding of the current constitutional prohibitions against sex
discrimination. Does the Equal Protection Clause of the 14th Amendment lo (he U.S.
Constitution prohibit discrimination on the basis of gender or sexual orientation?"
17. foe 2005 National Review piece, you criticized liberals for using the courts instead going
through elected officials to advance their social agenda. ln Hobby Lobby, the eol!fl gave
closely held corporations th.: same t'ighls as individuals ia relying on RFRA Please
example why this was not a case of conservati vu overreach through the courts to affect an
expansion of RFRA without legislative action?
a. Your expansion of religious pmtel'tions lo a corporation in Hobby Lobby now
creates a potential con nict between the religious freedom of the corporation and
that oftbe individual employee. lo applying RFRA. bow will you address a
conflict between two differing religions? Is it for the courts to rule when ont
religion trumps anoU1er?
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18. Please what role tbe courts have in determining whether a burden is substantial'? ls it just
a rubber stamp?

a. ls there any tim.: when a court can make a determination that a federal law is
objectiwly not a substantial burden oa someone's religious beliefs? Under wha1.
circumstances?
19, In All~tnte !)\veepi11g v. Bll1ck you joined an opinion rejecting imcr alia a claim of hostile
work env ironment. Thecoun wrote:
Hut Allstate cites 10 no cases, aor can we find any, holding that the
harassment endured by the principals of an artificial entity can give
rise to a racial-or gender-discrimination claim on behalfofthc entity
itself. absent independent Injury to t)le entity. [)1dccd, it is not clear
to us that an artificial eJltity could ever prevail on a hosti lc-workenvironmcnt claim. Suclr a claim has a subjective, llS' well as an
objective, c.omponent; there must be proof that ' the plaintiff was
offended by the work enviromnent. "'
Ln Hobby lobby, you joined 1he holding tbat an artificial entity like a foe-profit
corporation can exercise religion, independently of its owners. B1,1t in Allftate, you say
~1e opposite, Che Court s;iid "rb ]eing offended presupposes feelings or tboughts that an
artificial entity (as opposed to its employees or owners) cannot experience." How can an
artificial entity such as Ht1bby Lobby assert a religious belief without having the thoughts
or feelings necessary inA/lsrcue?

= exchan.ge wilb Senator Cornyn that, "Too few people can
get lawyers to help them with their problem." and later that, " I do think access lo ju~1ice
in large part means access LO a lawy~r. Lawyers make a di ffcrence. I believe tha1 firmly.
My grandpa showed that to me-what n difference a lawyer can make in a life." At the
4011> anniversary cetebrarion of the Legal Services Corporation. Justice Scrui;i 's said,

20. D11ring the hearing, you i a

"I'm here principally to show the fln,g, to reprcseot tile support of the
Suprllme Court arid I'm sure all of my colleagues for the LSC ... The
American ideal is not for some justice, it is, as the Pledge of
Allegiance says. 'Liberty and justice for all' or as tl1e Supreme Court
pediment bas it, ' Equal Justice.' I've always thought that's
somewhat redundanL Can there be justice if it is not equal? Can
there be a just society when some do not have justice? Equa lity,
equal treatment is perhaps the most fundamental element of justice.
So. this organization pursues the most fundamental of American
ideals. and it pursues equal justie~ !11 those areas of life most
importam to the lives or our citizens."
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Do you n.gree lvith .lU$tice Scalia'~ stu1cment'!
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Sent Vtj1 ElecttoWc Mail:
The Honotable Chuck Gnissle~, Cb:W:tnao
United States Senate Conunittec on the Judiciuy
224 Dicksen Sen~te Office Building
Washington, DC .20510
RE:

Question for the Record from Senator Whitehouse
Hearing oo the N01olruuion of Nell M. Gorsuch to he QO As$ociatc Justice of the Supmne
Court of the United Stlltes
·

Ocot Mt. Chainnan:
( :1.Ul

wcitiag ro respond ro the below Question for the RcGOcd from Senator Whitehouse submitted
2017:

O D Jl1rucli 24,

/11 r"4!p0n!( to my rpmrilln tt'1a11t rertnl Sstp1111u CaNrf n11in,gron tr11k1.-tiio brugaiJt/1/l. al1ll ilm/1111,

jYJll Jdd.JON 1"611,gbl lbt S"ft:mt Co11rt fr 11111/tltliking 11 "pro;?it1' /IJ hm111 ll'Orkm' 1ights aad
htimt workf'J'urga11cy,ho11;. C11$p p/w( dabtlrote o" w~>Oi)WI ff/"11111!)' the 41711 "p11Jjet1?"
A ptojcct is 11 plan o.r series of conscious efforts lntended to "ccomplish • cett.Un goal. The term
"project" wos u•cd in the N1P1 York Timu artldc tcJcw1~d ot the hearing by Sen~tor \Vhitehousc. 1
The •11thor of ll1nt article, Ad= Lipcak, correctly desc;:ilied ~s 1\ "project'' the signals senJ by Justia
Ali to .in his Hnm.. p. QiiiAn7derui1m and the .se.cies of~ctions by «nti-u.r;Uon inttres~ rri~cl by

those sigi:ials.
Spccificully, in Hanis u. Q11iJm, !he 3-jl.ISuec majority rulW t.h•t /lbtNJd v, OrJroit }3oard ef&/11(f)ficw.'
which uphold~ the tight of jlubllc croployci:s and uoions to cbargc fair. sh= fees to union-

ropresemed public employees to cover the cost of union rtprcsent•tio.n, did not exrend m home care
providers, •s ihc majority ruled these wockers ore not full-fledged public cr.npJoyc<s. While not
applying Abood tO the <Case at hand ,.nd therefore having no bnlis to overtutn Abood, Justice Alito
repeatedly criti~edAM>d, t<efetring to "Aboo.t ls qucstionnble founci•tions" and dcricliug one
argument as "ari effort to find~ new justlficot.ion for AbDnd." Givon the mnjo.city'&lincling tbauJ/l<>Qi/
was inapplfo•blc to die Clise at band, all of these commt.nts we~ $Uperfluous to the case. The
1

Ad.m Lipml, "Wuh Subd• Signol<, Suprmic Couir junkco R<<JUC>• the C.S.• They Want to Hear," New Yo1k Times

au1r 6, 20! s~
'm u.s.209 (1977).

> l34 S.Ct.1618 (2014).
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majority opinion's not-so-6ubtle hints aboutAbwd eventually Jed disseotiogjustice Kagan to write:
''Readers of today's declslou "l'ill luiow that /lboM does not rank oo the mafority's mp-ten list of
favorite ptecedents-and that the majority could oot rcst:tain itsclf frotn saying (and saying and
saying) so."
The te~dcrs of Justice Alito's opinion certainly iocluded wti-un.ioo interests such as the Ccntat for
lodi..-idual Rights. The signal 5ent by Justice Alito \vas clear: I atn interested in ove.numlng Abood,
but I need a case ot controversy thnt would allow tne to do so. As noted <tt tbe Senate hearing, the
Centet for Individual Rights proceeded to file a suit aimed at overturoi.ogAbOlla'. Recogniz-iog that
lower courts would follow long-standing precedent and uphold Abood, the Center fox Individual
Right'• case, FriodrirhJ 11. California Teachm As1oi'ia!Wn, was rushed th.rough the early slllges of
litigation. The plaintiffs did not bother developing a factual record 11tld asked the ttial COUit and the
Ninth Circuit to sutmnarily role in favor ot the defendants. This liti~tion sttategy is unusual, to say
the least, but fits squatcly w:irh the notion of a "pioject1' to ovcrtum Abond- to bcing the tight <:ase
or coutrove.rsy to the Suptemc Court to establi~h the new lnw that the majority decision in Harris
overtly suggested it wrutted to establish.
This project is oue to hattn workcn' rights-and workers' otganizatioos. Overturning .AbMd is the
equivaleol of imposing n "right to work" law on all of the public sector. workforce. The aim of such
hw8 is to deny resoiu-ces to hbor i:ioions. Under cuo:ent b.w in noo-r1ght-to.wo.tk states, while
onions are obligated to represent all wmkets in a bargaining uoit, those wo.i:lceCll need not become
dues-paying members. However, unions ll!ld Cll'lployets, iocludingpublic employets:, may require
those wotkers to at least pay fees co\•ering the cost of their represe,ntatio11, i.e,, pay their "fo.lJ: ;;hare,"
Pitying thiJl f<Ut share does 1lOt make a worker a membe1: of the uhion, a.ad the worker is ptotecred
from having to pay a fee for anything oot gemiaoe to colleccive bat-gaining, such as political
conttibutions. A "right to work" law, on the otller hIDd, allow those wotkets to not pay any fees at
all while obtaining the benefits of wtloo represematioo. Tn other words, it creates a free rider
problem, with unions obUgat"ed to provide reptt:Senllttion wd worke.cs not obligated to p;ty for that
tepreseotation.
The free ridex problem created by "right to wo~' ls Intended to weaken unions. Public sector union
density in non-right-to-work smtes is about 49.6 perceol, compated to 17.4 percent in right-00-AA'll'k
states.• Weakened unions 1nean a weakened \lbilicy l'O o~ganlze and wobilize wotkors to protect thcir
rights oo the job. This hatl'lpecing has n material effect on wotkers ll!ld thcit families, as one study
found that overcuming Abood may lead to a 9 pcrccot reduction in public sector worket-s'
oompeosntion.$ We al.ready koow tbat wo.tke.rs in fair-share states make higher wages, are mote likely
to have emp.loyeL·Spon~'Ored health insurnoce, and have lower l"ates of workplace deaths, thw
V<orkers i.n right-to-work states.•
l For the period 2000·2014. Source at irfra note 5.
' Jef&oy J<ce!e, "Eliminating fair sb:Ue foes and m«king public employment 'i:ight-ro.wotlc.' would incwt6C 1he p~y
P""•lty fot worl<Wg in shire an<l loelil govemment," &onomlc Policy .{itsti(Ute {Octobc:t 13, 2015).
•Seo these And othe.t comp:u:isot1s compiled from "~rious s(Udies at hu,~fggcyc[!/Qni:.o!l(/moi;o.fu:u:.Q.O.:J,jgh.t:
~ {acee!sed Aptil 6, 2017).
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Following tbe death of Jus rice Scalia, Prilr:ldrh! ended in a 4"4 tie, thei:eby upholding Abood.1 But the
project that bcgim with Justice /\lito's slgpn!s in H<Jrri.r u. Q;n11n continues. Doze:tls of suits 11tt11ddng
wOJ:ke;rs' organizing and collective ba.tgaiiring rights ha'1e been filed in state IUld fede.otl courts since
Ebe Harris decision - ·some of which may m.ake their way to the justices who effectively implored the
bar to bring tbcm a case 0.1: conb:o'licrsy that would allow them to eliminate fai.t sh:tte rules for public
sector worker5.8
This project is one of lllllny to dimlantle workera' rights aod workers' orgimizutions. State legislatures
a.re another venue for these pioject:!. A disproporcionare amount of attention is paid by some stue
legisbtors to the quescion of whether union-represented workcrll ~hould be ob~ted to pay their fair
share of the costs ofunion i:epreoie:ntatioq. Tbis obsession is well-fonded by rich :mtl,uoion interests.
Ignotcd a.re the challenges of millions of American workers who do not have union <cpresenbtion
and face a gauntlet of union busting intl!nidatinn lltld discrintirualon wheo they seek to o.rgmize a
union to ir.nprove their lives at wotk. Thanks 10 these asS11uJ.ts on lbbor unions, via both legislatures
and courts, !he percenll\ge of no11-unioo wot!um who nr" unable to collectively bargain a better deal
atwoxk increases. 'This decrease in collcccive bargaio.ing Is a dnving force behind the lag mworkers'
pay l'elative to their jocre;ised productivity, as well as the tisc of incotne ineqllillity alld the middle
class squeeze., all of which thrCRren the vibmncy of Americ.~n democracy and our ability lo defend
other civil tights and liberties against powetful in.te.J:ests.

Thank you for the oppornmity to belp complete che record of Ille hearing,

1

l36 S.Cl I083 (2016).

• S1t, L&,]a1'111'v. AFSo.<E CoN11ciU;; C~ie No. 16-368 (liled ln North.ctn Olstti.c tof Illinou on Pcb. ?, 2015);/tP>is r.
Ctiam•, Cisc No. 16-441 (filetl in l'lorthem Disuior QfNew Yotl on De~ 2, 2014); fltfJIWft v. hblir E.mpt<;m Fttitrdfwn,
C.•c No. 1:16-C\•·00204 (f~ed in El:ist<0tn Olstrict of New Yoil< oh J~n. 14, 2016)~ O!<hm" >. Jtffem# CIJllll!'J PNbli< Sr&»/J
&ard ojEtfN'111iff•, C•l!C No. 3:15-cv-00751 (llkd in Wes1up District of Kentucky on Sep. 23, 2015): Wa§n6/a11 '" ln11R,
Cuc No. 3:15-ev--05407 (filed in Wts1e1n Di$frict ofW~li'lngton on June 15, 2tl15)>1..am6'1>" C.flfil<ikNI S/411 pqfkr
Unian, Cuc No. 3:15<V-00378 (fikd In Oistrfot of Col)llecri.cut on M•rcll 14, 2015), The.oe <uil!'h:ive gmcraUy ~en
brou.ght by the N•tional Right ro Work Poundation !IJ)d occasionally rhc Freedom flounU.doQ.
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Nomination of Neil M. Gorsuch to be Associate Justice of the Supreme Cou rt
Questions for the Record
Submitted March 24, 2017
Ollt:iST!ONS FROM SENATOR fEJNSTEJN

I. At your hearing. you acknowledged you worked on the Graham amendment to the
Detainee Treatment Act, which soughr to eliminate haberu; corpus for Guantanamo
detainees.
You also acknovJledged that in December 2005, after the Dei.ainee Treatment Act was
passed, tl1ere were different factions fn the Admi nistration advocating different versions of
the signing statement. In an email you sent to Steven Bradbury and others you said a
signing slatement:
" ... along the lines proposed below would help i11ocula1e against the potet11Jal ofhtNing
the Administration cr{tici:ed sometime in the.future.for not making .wfficient changes in
Interrogation policy in light q(the McCain portion ofthe amendme11t: rhis .stalemem
clearly. and in afom1al way that would bl! hard 10 dispute later, nuts down a marker ta
the effect 1ha1 the view that McCain is best read as esse-11/iallv cadiQ-ing existing
inlerrogatian practices."
fhis was in December 200.S, just nine months after an Office of Legal Counsel memo
signed by Steven Bradbury had concluded that waterboarding, stress positions, sleep
deprivai.ioncand other teclmfques were not prohibited by the standard applied uodet Article
16 of the Convention Against Torture.
l read your email as saying if the Administration issued a signing statement along these lines
then the passage of the McCain amendment would not require much ofa change In
inten-ogation policy than what the Department of Justice had alre-ady decided was allowable.

a. Wh11t did you r email. mean? What did you mean when you said that 11 signing
statement would " inoculate again~t" being criticized in t he future for " not making
sufficient changes in interrogation policy"?
RESPONSE: The December 29, 2005 email chain discussed proposed versions or a signi ng
statement Lo accompany the Detainet: Trearment Act. M we discussed at the hearing, these events
took place many years ago and my recollection " is that there were individuals in maybe the Vice
President's offic-e who wanted a more aggressive signing statemeot , .. and that there were others,
including at the Slate Ot.".partment, who wanted a gentler signing statement." To my recolleclfon.
as l said at the hearing. "I was in the latter camp [alongwithl John Bellinger, among others.'' I
did so in my role as a lawyer helping with civil litigation brought by indrviduals detained as
enemy combatants and defended by the Department of Justice. The email chain indicates that the
Legal Adviser for the State Department favored a gentler and more expansive statement for
vario11s reasons, includir'lg p1,1blic and foreign relations. The email chain also indicates thatthe
National Security Council expressed the view that the Detainee Treatment Act codified existing
policies. In that light and as a lawyer advising a clie11t, the email chain inrucates that 1suggested a
signing statement could (I) speak.about the Detainee Treatment Act positively to the public and to
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foreign natitms as the State Department suggested, (2) highlight sspectS of the legislation helpful
to litigators in 1·he Civ11Division of the Department of Justice, and (3) make transparent the
client's position that the Act codified existing policies.

2. On the first day of questioning. you told Senator Graham that the Detainee Treatrnertt Act
prohibits wate.rboarding. But an email you wrote when you were part of the Bush
Administration Justice Depart1nent seems to say the opposite-you said that the law
should be read~ "essentially codifying interrogation practices; · which at the time
included '"aterboarding. stress positions, slcirp deprivation, and other techn iques that had
been approved in the Bradbury OLC memo from 2005.
a. What did you mt'!ln by "codifying existing interrogation policies"'!
RESPONSE: Please sec the response to Question I .
b. When did you come to the view that the Detainee Treatment Act bars
waterboarding, and why in the Bush Admioistratio.o did you have a different
view?
RESPONSE: r do not currently recall when precisely I came to that view. By its express terms,
the Detainee Treatment Act prohibits cruel, inhuman. and degrading treatment. Please sec also
the respor1se to Question 1.
3. Do you understand and agree that your former role al the Justice Oepa1trnenl-and 1he

positions you advocated for while at the Justice Departme.nt on behalf of the governmentcan and should have no bearing on the way you decide cases as a judge?
RESPONSE: 1understand and agree that my fom1er role at the Department of Justice has not had
and will not have any bearing on the way I decide cases as a jud.ge.

4. Do you ag1·ee wilh seminal Supremo Court decisions and precedents. in cases that you we.re
Involved with or associated \vith, in which the Court ruled againstthe Bush Administration?
Such cases include Rasul v. Bush, Hamdi v. Rumsfeld, Hamdan v. Rumsfe/d, and
Bownediene v. Bl.!Sh. ff confirmed, will you 11grec to follow these precedents?
RESPONSE: Rasul v. Bush. Hamdi v. R11111sfeld, Hamdan '" Rum.ifdd. and Boumediene 11. Bush
are precedents of the Supreme Court due all lhe weight of such precedents. As Alexander
Hamilton said in Federalist Paper No. 78: "'to avold an arbitrary discretion in the courts. it is
indispensable that they should be bound down by stricr rules and precedents."

5. Do you believe that the courts play an important role in reviewing and deciding whether an
individual's rights have been violated by the government, even and especially when the
government is acting in the name of prote.cting nutiona l security? Should courts ever
review the basis of the political branches' claim ofnationnl security-or are those claims
subject to the exclusive detem1ination of the executive and/or C'ongress? If so. in what
situ.ations and on what basis?
2
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RESPONSE: The Constitution protects liberty by dividing the federal government's powers and
authority into three co-equal branches. As I explained at my hearing, in our constitutional system,
the judiciary provides an important, independent forttm "for vindicating the rights of unpopular
voices, minority voices, the least amongst us." This is true even when the political branches arc
acting in the name of national security. As I acknowledged at my hearing. "Presidents make all
sorts of arguments about inherent aulhority [regarding national security]. . . . Presidents of both
parties have made arguments. for instMce, about the War Powers Act, both parties. And the
Congress has taken a different position on that matter, for example, with both parties. And the
fa1.1t is we have oouns to decide these cases for a reason. to resolve lhese disputes. And I would
approach it as a judge through the lens of the Youngstown analysis." Justice Jackson's concurring
opin1on in Youngsrown Sheer & Tube Co. v. Sawyer, 343 U,S. 579 (l 952), sets forth a widely
accepted tripartite framework for evaluating presidential power. Jn the first category, as l stated at
the hearing. the ·•President [is1acting with the concurrcmae of Congress" and this is ··whtin the
President is acting al his .greatest strengtfl becau.se there are shared responsibilities in oui·
Constitution," Next, "when the Congress and the President are in disagreement.." this is "the other
end of the spectrum" and the President is actin.g ·'at the lowest ebb of his authority." Finally.
"when Congress is silent, !hat is the gr.iy area in betwe.en."
6. Do you believe that any government actions are "unreviewable" by the courts (assuming the
court has jurisdiction and the parties have standing)? If so. to what extent?
RESPONSE: As I said during my hearing, no one is above (he law. The role of an independent
judiciary is to consider cases and controversies based upon tho law and the facts.
7. Do you helieve that humane treatment of' individuals held in U.S. custody-that Is,
freedom from torture or cruel, inhuman. or degrading treatment-is required by
international law, fedGral statute. and our Conslitution?
RESPONSE: As we discussed at my hearing, the Convention Against Torture-and implementing
legislation ban torture. The Detainee Treatment Act bans cruel, inhuman, and degrading
t:l'eatment. The Eighth Amendmem prohibits cruel and unusual punishment.
8. Do you believe that Congress has the authority to regulate and constrain the executlve
branch, including on issues related to national security? For example. do you 3gree that
Congress can constitutionally require that the executive branch treat detainees humanely,
and pmhibit torture and cruel treatment? Arc there any areas in which you believe that
Congress is conslitvtioually prohibited from legislating to constr'.iin the executive branch? If
so, what speci fie areas, a11d to what extent?
RESPONSE: Please see the response Question 5
9. The Detainee Treatment Act contained both Senator McCain's amendment that prohibited
cruel. inhuman, and degrading treatmenl and Sena1or Graham's amendment thal eliminated
the jurisdiction of the federal cou11s to hear claims brought by detainees at Guantanamo.
When the bill w~s about to be voted on. you forwarded press articles explaining what
having these two provisions together meant, One article quoted a law professor who said
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the Groham provision would not only bar habeas petitions against the legal ity of detention.
but also claims ..against conditions of confinement" - such as torture. In th~c emails. you
snid this was the "Administration's victory'' and "lhe Administratinn's upside:·
11.

Why did you see it as a victory that those who might have been tortured or who
were detaint'<I unlawfully could n ot exerc ise theiT r ights to hne their habeas
claims before a federal court?

RESPONSE: As a lawyer in the Department of Jus tice, I worked with the Department of
Defense and with Congress and others in a bipartisan effort to establish a system of rules to
govern litigation brought by individuals de.ta ined as enemy cornhatants at Guantanamo Bay,
bearing in mind the }'mmgstown formulation discussed above. Among other things, and as
Senntor Graham spoke about at the hearing, a process was put in place to pennit detainees to
challenge their status as enemy combatants in Combatarll Status Review Tribunals as we ll as in
the United Sta1es Coon of Appeals for the D.C. Circuit. Some in the Administration regarded
these legislative provisions as intrusions on the President's powers. In oontmsi. and with others, I
welcomed these development$ as consistent with YormgsfQwn. That is what I recall I meant by
" the Administration 's upside."
I 0. The President's signing statement on !he Deta inee lreatment Act said the Graham
amendment limiting court review would apply to pending cases. not just future ca.~es. You
advocated issuing a signing statement rn;ik ing that point-that the Graham amendment
should knock out cases by people challenging "many differenl aspects of 1heir detention

<md 1ha1are now pending."
a. Is that tru e? Yes or n o.
b. Is it tru e that you worked on the effort to use the Graham amendment to get
the Supreme Cou rt to dl~miss the Hnmdap y. Rumsfeld cnse?
c. Isn' t it also true that the Supreme Court, in Hamdap y. Rumsfe!d , rejected the
pos ition you advocated and held that the Graham amen dment did not a pply to
pending cases?
RESPONSE: The Civil Division and Office of the Solicitor General of the Department of Justice
advanced tJ1e position that the Detainee Treatment /\ct would apply to cases pendirig on the date
o f its enactment. As a lawyer for the Department, I supported tJ1n1 position. Ultimately, that
position did not prevail in the Supreme Court. with five Justices disagreeing with the
Government' s position and three Justices agreclng (Chief Justice Roberts took no pmt in the
consideration or decision of the case).
I I. The Supreme Court in Har11dtin (2006) rejected the Administration's pos ition that the
Graham amendment barred rev iew of Hamdan ' s case. An e-mail shows you discussed the
decision with reporters, and the next day you were drafting leg islation to reverse the
Coun:·s ruling.
The legislation apparen tly drafted by you and a lawyer from the Office of Legul Coun~el
4
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barred Judicial review ofpe11di11g cases, including cases challenging c-0nditions of
as torture. (Section 7 of draft) It also would .have authorized indefinite
militarv detention of Americans and others as enemy combatants, eJ.>en if they were arrested
in the United States. (.Section J of draft)

confinement~uch

a. ls that true? And is it also tr ue that, after the Military Commissioos Act of
2006 barred pending habeas petitions by Guantanamo detainees, the Supreme
Court found that the law was unconstitutiomil? (Boumediene v. Bush, 2008)
RESPONSE: My involvement in responding to f/(Jmdan was limite.d. Hamdan was decided on
June, 29, 2006. apprmtimately three weeks before I w~ con finned as a judge. The Military
Commissions Act was signed on October 17, 2006, months after I left the Department of Justice.
Your question references an e:1rly draft of the Act chat I reviewed but do not recall drafting. As I
read it today. that drat): would not have barred judicial review but would have sought co channel
cases through the judicial-review mechanism of the Detainee Treatment Act. It is true that the
Supreme Court some years later in Boumedl<me v. Bmh (2008) held that certain aspects of the Act
did not satisfy the Suspension Clause.

12. When President Bush signed tJ1e Detalnce Treatment Act, he issued a statement that
basically said he would only construe the law consistent with his powers as Commander in
Chief. According to press reports. Administration officials confirmed "!he President
lmended to reserve 1he right 10 use harsher methods in special siw111ions involving national
sernrity." In other words. the signing statement reflected the President's belief that he had
the power to not comply with the law he had just signed. (Charlie Savage. Boston Globe,
Jan. 4. 2006)
According to emails, you were in volved in preparing that signing statement and you
advocated forthe issuance of the signing statement. They even show you saying to the top
State Department lawyer that Harriet Miers, the White House Counsel, "needs lo hear from
m, mhenvise this mny wind up going the 01her way: ·
a. Why did you argue so strongly for the iss uance of this statement, even going so
far as to push th e President's Cou nsel to do it?
RESPONSE: Please sec the response to Question 1.

13. One of the documents provided to the Committee by the Justice Department contains a series
of questionS--and we tell from the subject matter that the document was created
approximatC!ly around November 22, 2005 (because it discusses the indictment of Jose Padflla
that occurred on that date). Th.e talking points ask whether "aggressive interrogation
techniques employed by the Admin yie lded any valuable intelligence?" Jn the margin next to
this question, you hand-wrote one word: ..Yes."
a. Please describe the information upon which you relied to make the assessment that
"aggre..'ISive interrogation techniques employed by tbe Ad min yielded any valuable
inJelligence."
5
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b. Did you ever question whether they we re lawful'!
c. Do ~beliew that torture yields useful i11telligcnce'!
RESPONSE : As we discussed at the hearing, clients of the Department of Justice had
represented that certain interrogation te.chniques had yielded valuable intelllgence. r have never
considered or been asked to consider whether torture yields useful intell igence because, among
other things, torture is expressly prohibited by federal statute.

14. As a presidential candidate, President Trump said he wanted to bring back waterboarding
and a '"hell of a lot worse." (The Hill, February 6, 2016)

a. Docs the President have the a uthority to issue such an order?
b. Would s uch a n orde r be lawful?
RESPONSE: No one is above the law-including the President. To the extent your question
implicates issues that may arise in future cases that may come before me as a judge, it would not
be proper for me to comment further. As a general matter, however, I would reemphasize that
Justice Jackson·s concurrence in Youngstown teaches that executive power is at its "lowest ebb''
when undertaken in violation of a congressional s'latute. Please see the response to Question 5.

15. Daring the February 6. 2006 he~ring \vith Attorney General Gonzales, senators from both
parties raised serious concerns about his argument that the p·re~ident had "inherent
authority" that could not be limited by laws passed by Congress-the very argument that
you had inc luded in your draft testimony.
Senator Graham observed at the hearing that this " inherent authority" argument could " wipe
out" Congress' power and be used to justrfy torture. This was the same logic that John Yoo
osed in the tortu re memos-that the President's Article II powers e.nab le him to override the
laws passed by Congress.

a. Do :£.!!lLbelievc the President bas the inh erent authority to order waterboard ing,
a s President Trump has promised , even though it Is for bidden by law?
RESPONSE: Please see the response to Question 14.
16. On May 30. 2005, Mr. 81".idbury signed a memo for the Office of Legal Counsel
concluding that waterboarding, stress positions, sleep deprivation, and ocher techniques
were not prohibited by the substantive constitutional standard applicable to the Uni ted
States under Article I 6 of the Convention Against Torture-which also is the standard set
forth in the McCain amendment. You carne to work at the Department of Justice in June
2005.
a. Were you aware of this memo while you were at the Department of Justice?
RESPONSE: I do not recall w'hat I knew al the time about this then-classified memorandum.
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l 7. You se.rved in the George W. Bush Administration as tl1e Principal Associate Deputy
Anomey General. During this time, you defended Bush Administration positions that
the President hnd the authority to engage in warrantless electronic eavesdropping.
a. Does this reflect your ow n views that a P resident has the authority to.do this?
RESPONSE~

Positions lhst I took " 'hi(e at the Dcp<irrmcnt of Justice, as an advocate for the
irttcrcsts of the Executive Branch, do not necessarily re.fleet my personal views or decisions that I
have made or may make as a judge.
I>. What was your view at the time of the so-called torture memos written by John Yoo
and J ay Bybl'41 that the Presid ent had the authority to redefine torture and allow it,
d espite the prohibition in federal law a nd treaties?

RESPONSE: l had no occasion to pass upon tl1c memos referenced in your question, which had
been withdrawn before l joined the Department of Justice.
18. At your heating, SeMtor Lee asked you if you had ever "held any public office in a
policymaking arena outside the Federal judiciary." You respo11ded that you had served
on your children' s school board, but "that is as close to policy as 1 care to get.''
Yet during your time al the Justice Department, you were a senior political appointee, the
chief deputy to the third-ranking position in the department
Your Senate questionnaire. which you filled out. says you "assi:.·ted in the de1·e.lopment
a11d imple111e11tati011 <ifa wj!le m rjetv c1Uajti11tjye£ qrrd oolidgs. "
In fact, I sent you a letter asking about the policies and init·iatives you had worked on.
received a response from the Justice Department that said that based on searches they
did, they found that you worked on a serh:s of policies and initiatives.
a. In you r high-level p olitical appointment, didn't you work on policy matters, as
you stated in you r questionnaire?
b. In your experience, isn't it typical for people at the leadership levels of the
Justice Department where you served to be involn'll in policy decisions?
,RESPONSE: Accordlng to seari;hes conducted by the Department of Justice (s~ee March 8. 2017
lcner from the Department), I osr.isted in 1he development and implementation of certain
Departmental legal policies or initiatives whi le I was at the Department. Involvement in lcg!ll
policy initiatives within the Department does not mean policymaking as a politician or legislator,
which l understood Senator Lee to be asking about at the hearing.

c. You worked on legislation while you were at the Department of Justice, right?
Can you name the bilb or types of legis lation you worked on, beyond the Deta inee
Treatment Act and the Military CommissiollJl Act?
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RESPONSE: Tt is po$sible I worked on othe-r legislation but, given the passage of time, I cannot
currently recall other legislation.

19. Ou the campaign trail, then-candidate Trump stated that based on the justices he would
appoint to the Supreme Court, Roe would be overturned " automatically" and "go back to the
states." He also said women shou ld be puaished for having an uhortion. before walking
back the statemeni.

a. lf Roe were overturned by the Supreme Court, could s ta tes decide w hether
to legalize abortion? Yes or no.

b. Without Roe. in states t hat ma.kc >1cceSs to abortion illegal, could a state pass
a criminal law with penalties for a woma n who bas an abortion? Yes or no.

RESPONSE; As we discussed al the hear ing. Roe v. Wade, decided in 1973, is a precedent of the
United States Supreroe Court ehtitled 10 all the rcsp<:cl due such a precedent under the law of
prccedenL As a nominee, it wou ld not be proper to speculate about hypothetical contingent
events. particularly involving a controlling precedent ofthe Supreme Court.

20. When asked by Senator Blumenlhal whether you agreed with the result in Brown v. Board
of Ed11cotiu11, you testified that Brown "wus a seminal decision that got the original
uader'$U\nding of the Fourteenth Amendment right,"

a. ls R oe v. Wade also ''a semin al decis ion I hat got the o rig.i nal understanding of
the Fourteen th A mendment right''? Yes or no.

RESPONSE: Roe v. Wade is a precedent oflhe Supreme Court that. as I srud at the hearing,
"has been reaffirmed many times," and is entitled to al l the respect due such precedent. In
Roe, the Court grounded a right to abortion in its understanding of "the Fourteenth
Amendmem·s concept of personal liberty and restrictions upon state action<" 410 U.S, 113.
153 ( 1973).
21. When Chairman Grass ley asked you whether you agreed with the decision in 811.sh v. Gore,
531 U.S. 98 (2000), you testified: "as a judge, it's a precedent of the United States
Supreme Court, and it deserves the same respec1 as other precedents of the Uoited States
Supreme Court when you're coming to it us a judge."

But in Bush v. Gore. the Court wrote that the Court's "consideration ["1a]s limited to the
present eln.:ums~ces.'' ((;£ at I09.
11.

In ligh t oft he Cou rt's instruction that its consideration i.n B11slt v. Gore was
"limited fo the present cireumstunct-s," llo you believe that the Court's decision in
th at case deserves the same respect as precedent of the Court th at RM'" Wade
does?

RESPONSE: As discussed at the hearing, there arc a number of"fo()tors a good j udge looks at
when deciding any cbollenge to a precedent.'' including. among other things. "how long it hos
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been around;· ""whether it has been reoffirmed," "'the quality of the initial decision," and
·'workahi Iity."
22. In 20 t 5. you joined a disseot in the Little Sisters case where you argued in favor of the
religious beliefs of:m organization over the rights of an individual. litlle Sisters ofthe Poor
Home for the Aged v. Bwwcll. 799 F.Jd 1315 ( I0th Cir. 2015) (Hartz, J., dissenting from
the denial of rehearing en bane). The dissent you joined argued that requiring the groups to
fifl out a simple form violated their religious rights, but the opinion took no account of the
harm that the groups' beliefs would impose on their female employees. In fact. the dissent
makes no mention of them at all.
a, Row was your approach in this case consis tent w ith tbe Supreme Court 's majority
opinion in H obby L obby that "courts must take adt'()uateacC(lUnt of the burdens"
that a religious accommodation imposes on individuals who do not benefit from
the accommodation a nd di> not share the religious belief?
RESPONSE: Respectfully. the two decisions are consistent. The Religious Freedom Restoration

Act prohibits the federal govemment from substantially burdening a sinoerely held religious belief
unless ics regulation is narrowly tailored to achieve a complllling government interest. In Burwell
v, Hobby Lohby SMres. Tnc., the Supreme Court noted, "(l]t is c;ertai(lly true that ln applyi11g
RFRA ·courts must take adequate account of the burdens a requested accommodation may impose
on nonbeneficiaries.' That consideration will often inform the analysis ofthr Government's
compelling interest nnd lhe availability of a less restrictive means of advancing that interest... 134
S. Ct. 2751. 2781 n. 37 (2014) (quoting Culler v. Wilkinson, 544 U.S. 701), 720 (2005)). The
dissent frorn denial of rehearing eri bane in litJ/e Sisters ofthe Poor Nome for the Aged v.
Burwell, 799 P.3d 1315 ( 10th Cir. 2015). had no occasi1>n to address tile Government's
compelling interest and the availability of a less restrictive means to advance that interest. The
dissent addressed whether the Little Sisters' sincerely held religious belief.<; had been substantially
bur-dened, and concluded that the panel erred in not finding a substantial burden. id at J318. The
dissent would hnve remanded the case to the panel to analyze rhe remaining issues under RFRA
of the existence of a compelling int·crest and the availability of a Jess restrictive means of
advancing that interest. Id. Part of that analysis on remand could have lncluded an ~nalysis of the
burdens that a religious accommodation would impose on individuals \\/ho do not benefit from the
accommodation and do noc share the religious belief.
23. Last June, Catlfornia passed a lmv permitting assisted suicide for terminally ill patients.
called the End of Life Options Act. It allows mentally competent adults to make their
own decisions about their end of fife.

In your writings on the subject, you suggested that one reason to ban the practice of assisted
suicide was a risk of abuse. 8ut the California law has a number of safeguards to prevent
such abuse: (I) only mentally competent adults who hove only six months or les.s to live are
eligible; (2) patients must request aid thre.e times-twice orally, and once in writing in the
presence of1wo witnesses (3) patients must consult \Vith two different physicians: and (4) a
final attestation fom1 is required.
a. Even with all these safeguards that Califo rnia has put in place, do you still
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believe that the assisted-suicide Jaws are subject to abuse?
RESPONSE: As we discussl!d at the hearing, my prior writings were offered as a commentator
not in my role as a judge. Many of the issues raised here implicate issues that may come before
me as a judge, and my decisions as a judge are based on the facts and law of each case, not my
personal views. It would not be proper for me to comme.nt further on how I might rule in a
particular case. To do so would risk "iolating my ethical obligations as a judge, denying litigants
the fair and impartial judge to whom they are entitled, and impairing judicial independence by
suggesting that a judge is willing to offer promises or previews in return for oonflrmation.
24. One of the documents we received from the Department of Justice stood out to me as it

rel<1tcd to this issue. In. an email you wrote to Solicitor General Paul Clement, you
expressed a hope that you could "include an epilog11e discussing the Court's ruling and,
hopeji11ly. remarking on the brilliant and winning per/onnance ofthe SGt' in the book you
were writing on assisted-suicide.
Durlngthe hearing. in response to a question from Senator Coons about this document, you
sl)id, "When you represel)t the Government, you want the Government to \vin."
But this email is not a general expression of support for the Administration. It is you saying
that you hooedlo include a discussion of the Government winning the c.aso in your book and
to J1ighlight how well the Solicitor General did in arguing the case.
If the Justice. Department had won that case, it would have meant that the federal drug
laws would prohibit dispensing or pre.scribing a c~ntrolled substance to <15sist in suicideit would, in effect. have outlawed this nationwide and wiped out state laws.

a. So my question to you is sim ple: before GlJnzo/es v. Oregon was decided, was it
your personal hope that the Bush J ustice Departmen t'~ position wo uld prevail in
that case?
RESPONSE: As I discussed 11t the he<tring, l was an advocate for the government at the time,
and as an advocate representing the Department of Justice it was my hope that the government
prevail in its case~
25. Like Justice Scalia, you area self-professed ori_ginalist. (See, e,g., "[TI~e Constitution) isn't
some inkblot on which liiigants may project their hopes and dreams... but a carefully drafted
textj1,1dges are charged with applymg according to its original public meaning." Cordova v.
City of Albuquerque, 816 F.3d 645 (10th Cir. 2016) (Gorsuch, J., concurring in the
judgment) (underlining added)).
I am interested in whether you think your apprnac.11 to originalism is the same or different
from Justice Scalia's. For example, Justice Scalia repeatedly said that there was no
protection of privacy rights under the Constitution outside the Founb Amendment context,
a. Is your theory of onglnalism the same as J ustice Sca lia·~ in this regard?
10
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RESPONSE: As I suid at the hearing, "I'm happy to be called [an original isl]. I do worry about
the use of labels in our civic discussion ,, . son1etimes lleads to) ignor(ing] the underl ying ideas.
As if origlnnlism belonged to a party, it doesn't. As ii' it belonged to an ideological wing. it
doesn 't." As I further said at the hearing: "I um with Justice Kagan on this. 1think it is what we
all want to know. I do not know a judge who wou ld not want 10 koo'v ,vhat the original
understanding is of a particular Lenn in the Constitution or a statute. That is info1mntion [that)
would be va luable to any judge and considered by a judge:· I also respectfully refer you to the
response to Question I 0 of Serrntor Leahy's questions for the record,

b. T he Court, as part of protecting privacy, has.safeguarded the right to marry, the
right to procreate, the right to c ustody of one's children, the right to keep the
family together, the right to control I.he upbringing of one's children, the right to
purchase a nd use contraceptives, the right to ahortion, the right to engage In
private consensual homosexual activity, and the right lo refuse medical treatment.
Under your theory of original ism, which of these rights are protected?

RESPONSE: As we discussed at the hearing, a good judge should always give appropriate
respect to precedent. As Alexander Hamilton said in Federalist Paper No. 78: "To avoid an
arbitrary discretion in the courts, it is indispensable thal 1hey should be bound down by strict rules
and precl'dents." To the extent that the Court has ruled in these areas, those cases are precedent of
the Supreme Court entitled to all the respect such precedent is due.
26. In 1hc case Compass Environmental Inc. '"Occupational Safetv and] lea Ith Revie\\
Cl~mmission. 663 F.Jd l IM ( I0th Ci r. 20 I I). the issu~ involved. a line imposed by 1he
Deparunent of Labor on an e111p loycr for failing to train an employee who died af\er being
electro.-uted on the job. The worker-\\ ho had srnrtcu working latcrthan the rest of the
crew. and did not r1Xeive the sa111e .sal'ety traini1\g that the rest ofthe\Vo1·kers did-was
killed 11hc11 a piece of equipment came too close to n high-volt11ge overhead power line.
The maj1>1ity opinion. which was joined by anothc.-r Tenlh Circuit appointee <i f President
George W. Bu~h. upheld the Dcpa!1Incnt of Labor's fine ugainsl she en\pl o~er, because It
found thnt the employtir had violaled the law by failing tCI train this worker in ligh t of the
fact 1he works:ik included hazardous high-voltage power lines. 1hot 1he employer
rccognlz.ed this haziir(.I as it applied sptcitically to worker, ~nd that that it had trained most
of its employees on that hazard but not the worker who died.

You wrote thot the fine should be ove11urned because- the StXretary ofLubor hadn ' t
produced any evidence that a reasonably prudent employer would have amicipated this
hazard or trained the workn about the haZ3rds posed by high-voltage overhead line~.
a. T here was evidence tha l (t ) high-voltage power lines are very dangerous, (2) the
em ployer bad id entificd this powe r lio e :is 11 haza rd :ii this worksite, and {3) the
e mployer hud decided it should tr'.iin employees on this hata rd but had not
tn1i11cd 1his particular person bl•causc he didn 't sta rt wo rking until late r. Why
didn 1t yo11 belicn! tbis was enou~h evidence to s upport the contention that a
ll
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rensonalily prudent employer should have trained this wo rker-and could be
held responsible for not doing so?

RESPONSE: My opinion in Compass Environmenlnl v. Occupallonol Safety and Health
Review Commission was based on the legal principle that the govemm1m t cannot penalize
anyone without some proof of wrongdoing. The Secretary of Labor had the burden of proving
that "re.asonably prudent employers in the industry would have anticipated the sort of
eleccrical h82:ard that [the worker] eocountercd in rhis case and provided him with more
training about it." 663 F.3d 1164, 1l70 ( 10th Cir. 20 11 ) (Gorsuch, J., dissenting). As l
explained, I discerned no record evidence suggesting that a reasonable employer would have
done more to antic.ipate or train for the accident than Compass did. As l explained, agencies
"cannot p~nalizc private persons and companies without some evidence the law has been
violated." Id. My opinion in this respect endorsed the reasoning of an Administrati\le Law
.ludge.
27. Outside groups including Heritage Foundation and Feder3list Society played an
unprecedented role in the Supreme Court nomination process-President Trump stated
that "we·re going to have greatjudgc:s, conservative, all picked by tM Federalist
Soc.iety." (Donnld Trump, Breitbmt News Interview, June 13, 2016).
In September, when your name was added to President Trump's second shortlist, he
specifically thanked both the Heritage Foundation and the Federalist Society. n71! Wall
Street Journal wrote an article discussing Leonard Leo's role in selecting conservative
Supreme Court nominees and specifically stated that "the week after the election ... Mr. Leo
was summoned m Trump Tower·· to discuss ·•winnowing" the list. (Wall Street Journal,
·Trump's Supremf.>Court Whisperer." Feb. 3. 2017)
a. When did you first meet Leonard Leo?
RESPONSE: I do not exactly recall when I first met Leonard Leo, but it was many years ago.
28. I unde(Stand you sat on a panel with Mr. Leo entitled. "'111e Life and Legacy of
Supreme Court Justice Antonin Scalia'· on September 3. 2016. Your name was pur on
President Trump's second short list on September 23. 2016.
a. Did you discuss the Supreme Court vacancy with Mr. Leo when you interacted
with him on September 3 or at an y time heforc ~yon name was put 0 11 the list?
RESPONSE: On September 3, 2016, J moderated a Jong scheduled panel on the legacy of
Associate Justice Antonin Scalia during the Tenth Circuit Judicial Conference with Justice Elena
Kagan, Professor William Kelley, and Leonard Leo. During the course of the Conference, I had
conversations w1th Justice Kagan, Professor Kelley. and Mr. Len about many topics, including
Justice Scalia's jurisprudence and current events.
b. Why do you think the Federalist Society and the Heritage
Foundation recommended you for inclusion cm Mr . Trump's list?
12
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RESPONSE: I cannot speak for the Federalist Society or the Heritage Foundation.

29. On the first day of questioning, Senator Blumenthal asked you about officials from the
Heritage Fotrndntion who discussed the Supreme Ct•urt with you. In response to his
question you suid: "7i1 my knowll!dge, Senator. from !he time o(the elec1ion 10 1he lime of
fill! nominfllion. I hm-e not spoken to anyone 1hat 1 know offrom Httrirage."
a. Did you speak to anyone from the Heritage Found11tion prior to tht- 2016 election
about the S upreme Court? How many conversations with people from Heritage
did you have? When did they take place?
RESPONSE: Prior to the 2016 election. to my knowledge, l did not have substantive

conversations with someone whom I know to be employed by the Heriwge foundation about my
potential nomination to the Sµprerne Court,
b . Did you speak to anyone from the Federalist Society before or after theeleclion?
If so, wha t topics and issues did you discuss?
c. Have individua ls from the Fed er a list Society and the Heritage Foundation been
invoh•ed in your preparation for this nomination he11ring'! If so, please detail
their involvement.
RESPONSE: l have. responded lo many questions about my experiences in the nomination and
l'Ontinnation process. bmh in the Senate Judiciary Committee Questionnaire and at the hearing.
Various people have provided me advice. including Senators. Administration and transition
personnel, former law derks. and friends and family. Some of them are affiliated with the
Federalist Society and some are atliliated with the American ConstiMion Society, societies that
provide, among other things. valuable forums for civil discussion and debate on legal questions.
As I explained at the hearing, I have made no commitments 10 anyone on matters that might come
before me as a judge.
30-. During your hearing, Senalot Blumenthal asked you about your interview with the

President. and you said there was a mention of Roe v. Wade. He then asked al:>oui your
interview \Vith Steve Bannon, White House Chief of Stall' Reince Priebus, and other
advisors. He asked if they asked you about Roe and you said no.
a. Did they ask you abou t any case? lf so, wha t cases did they ask you ab out?
b . Did they ask a bout your judicial philosophy? If S'o, wbat did you say?
RESPONSE: To my recollection, they asked me about my qualifications, my family and

personal history. my record as a lawyer and a judge at the Tenth Circuit. and my approach to
judging, as this Committee has. As l explained at the hearing, I have made no commitments to
anyone on matters that might come before me as a judge.
31. Your questionnaire states thal, on January 5, 2017, you interviewed with members of the
13
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transition team-specifically including Steve Bannon and Reince Priebus, who is now the
President's Chief of Staff.
a. What did Steve Bannon specifically ask you? W hat· else did he say to you?

b. What did Reioce Priebus s pecifically ask you? What c!se did he say to you?
c. What else did you discuss?

RESPONSE: I respectfully refer you to my mstimony at 1he hearing on this subject and to
Question 30.
32. Then you were interviewed by the President-elect.
a. What did the President s pecifically ask you? What else did he say to you?

RESPONSE: 1respectfully refer you to my 1estirnony at the hearing on this subject and to
Question 30.
33. During your hearing. you were asked about the outside groups that are reportedly spending
$10 million in support of your confinnation. You indicat ed that you had no idea what
individuals may be contributing to thac effort. When Senator Whitehouse asked if it was a
problem that the American people did not know who was funding this extraordinary
campaign on your behalf-<>r even whether you were ccncemed about that fact-you
declined to answer.

a. Please lt~t a.oy person, institution, corporation, or o ther entity that you believe to
have made any contributions to this campaign.
b. Have you made any attempts to lear.n the identity of any indi" iduals or
organizations that hav·e made contributions to this campaign? If so, what have
you learned? If you have not made any such attempts, why not?
c. Will you publicly cull on the Judicial Crisis Network and any other organization
working in support of yo ur nomination to disclose their donors?
d.. You implied during the hea,riog that you 1lr"C " uncomfortable" with the massive
amounts of money being spent on the campaign to support your nomination.
W ill you publicly call on th e Judicial C risis Network and other organi7.ations
working in su.pport of your nomination to cease this big-money campaign?

RESPONSE: Respectfully, these questions are helter dl.rected to others. Over the last several
weeks. I have focused on meetings with nearly 80 Senators, answering tne Senate Judiciary
Commit1ce Questionnaire, completing the FBI process. interviewing with the ABA. preparing for
the hearing, and answering questions for the record.

34. Please identify all individuals who assisted in your preparation fo r testifying before
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the Judiciary Committee.

RESPONSE: ln preparation for my hearing, various people have provided me advice, including
Senators, Administration and transition personnel, former law clerks, and friends and family.
!'lease see the response to QLJestlon 30.

35. Please identify all organizations that have assisted in your preparation foe testifying
before the Judiciary Commit1ee.

RESPONSE: Please see lhe response Question 34.

36. Please identify a ll communications you have had with any individuals from the Judicial
Cri~is Network in within the past year. If you are aware of people who had
communications with any indivldua l from lhe Judicial Crisis Network regarding your
nC>mina1io11 or potential nomination, please identify such people, the nature of the
communications. and when they occurred.

RESPONSE: No one in this process has identified themselves to me as frnm the Judicial Crisis
Ne~work. Please see the response 10 Question 33.

37. You were previously a member of the Republican National Lawyers Association, and
you chaired their Judicial Confirmation Task force from 2001-2002.

a. What did your role as chair involve?
b. You must have been successful in that rol~he Senate Re11ublitan Conference
ga\le you an Award for Distinguished Service based oo your work. What did you
do to warrant that award'!
RESPONSE: My role and the award you mention are described in the letter sent by the
Department of Justice dated March 8, 2017.
38. While testifying during your hearing. you,have at times lamented the current judicial
confirmation process. You told Senator Whitehouse, in fact, ·•Tnerc is a lot about the
confim1ation process today that I regret." And Senator Lee said on Monday Lhat "'[11he
acrimony, the duplicity. the ruthlessness of today's politics ore still quite unfomjliar lo you.
I hope that they wllJ remain @familiar to you."
In 2001. President Bush had just been elected. Republicans 1n the Senate had blocked over

60 of President Clinton' s judicial nominees at the time and fights over ihc judiciary were
already quite partisan.

a. You are obviously aware of the fact that judicial nominations caJ1 be quite
contentious-you helped a purtisan political organization confirm judges. What
is different today than it was in 2001-2002?
15
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RESPONSE: I have not sought to study what is different today from 2001-2002 regarding the
judicial confirmation process, but J respectfi.illy refer you LO an article I wrote in 2002, Justice
White and Judicial Excellcmce , UPI (May 3, 2002).
39. You hnve said repeatedly during your hearing that you can'lcomment on precedeol
because it would ''tip your hand·' to future lltigafits,
Yet on several occasions you have gone out of your way in separate opinions to call for
precedent to be overturned.
One. example is the G111ierrei:-Brizuela ci1sc, where you wrote the unanimous majority
ruling for the immigrant on due process grounds. but then wrote an opinion concurring
with yourself to call for the Che~·ran doctrine to be reconsidered.
a. How does answering oyr guesliops about precedent " tip your hand" any more than
writing a sepa rate, unnecessary opinion questioning a precedent that has been
relied on thousands of time..~ does?
RESPONSE: As a circuit judge, I am responsible for applying the precedent of the Tcn1h Circuit
and the Supreme-Court to cases and controversies before me, which required the result the panel
reached in G111ietrl!z·Brit uela "· l ynch. Bur., as I said at the hearing, circuit judges arc also fo a
position to "identify[] issues" for the Supremo:- Court •·when [they] see a problem'' in a case or
controversy. This is exactly what I did in my concurrence in Gu1ierrez-Brizuela. As l said at the
hear\ng and explained lo that opioio11. '111 undocumented immigrant in that case was placed in a
''whipsaw" "by a change in law effected by an admi nistrative agency," which had "ove.rrul(ed) a
judicial prccedcrlt" and effectively added four years to the time Mr. Gutierrez had to wait outside
the United States. As a citcuit j udge, h was appropriate for me to identify the problems that I saw
underlying the result that we were required to renoh. Raising an issue in this capacity is
fundamentally different t.han offering my views on specific Supreme Court pre.cedents in the
contex.\ of a h.:aring where there is no case or controversy to resolve. Publicly discussing
prcfen-ed or-disfavored precedents in the context ofa confirmation hearing undermines the
independence of the judiciary and the separation of powers and carries with it a risk of suggesting
lo fu1ure litigants that l am not approachin.g their respective cases with an open mind or 1hat '!
have prejudged their cases in order to secure confirmation.
40. During your tenure at the Justice Deponment, or after, did you ever learn that Justice
DepaJtrnent leadership was considering the tcm1ination of specific U.S. Attorneys? IF
so, what did you learn and when?
RESPONSE: In the Department of Justice, U.S. Artorneys report to the Deputy Attorney General
and are not hired ur tenninated by the Associate Attorney General, t'o whom I reported. "Further. I
was not employed by the Department at the time of the removal of seven U.S. Attorney$ in
December 2006 and do not recall involvement in the termination of these individuals.
41. The Department of Justice's Office of the lnspector General report "An Investigation in
lhe Removal ofNine U.S. Attorneys in 2006'. makes clear that while the actual firing of
seven U.S. Attorneys occurre<l on occurred on December 7, 2006-afit:r you had left the
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Department of Justice-the report also found that ..the proc.ess to remove the U.S.
Attorneys originated shortly after Preside1it Bush·s re-election In 2004," and that
substanlial groundwork was laid during the time pe.riod that you served at the
Department.
a. Did you ever communicate with Kyle Sampson or anyone else in Depa rtment
leadership about t he U.S. Attorney firings that occurred in 2006 a nd 2007? If
so, wh_at did you discuss a nd when? Did you have any such communications
following your confirm ation to the Tent h Cir cuit?

RESPONSE: Please see the response to Question 40.
42. Did you ev~r communicate with Monica Goodling abom politicization hiring at the
Justice Department? Jf so. whnt did you discuss?

RESPONSE: I do not recall discussions about inappropriate political hiring for career positions
with Ms. Goodling.
43. Did you ever communicate about conside.ration of political background or beliof in the

hiring process for career positions? Did you have any such discussions following your
confirmation to the Tenth Circuit?
RESPONSE: I did not make inappropriate political hiring recomrn.:nda!ions for career positions
al the Department of.Justice.

44. Did you ever participate in any decision 10 ovei:role the recommendation of a career
attorney in the Civil Rights Division? lfso, please identify each occasion where you
participated in any such decision.
RESPONSE: At the Department of Justice, career attorneys in the Civil Rights Division report lo
the Assistant Attorney General of that Dl,•ision. a presidentially appointed and Senate confirmed
position. In tum. the Assistant Atromcy General reports to the Associate Allorney General. also a
presidentially appointed and Senate con finned position. I also re.ported to the Associate Attorney
General. It has been more than a de1--ade sine.: I worked at !he Department. but I do not recall
instances In which the Associate Attorney General oveiTUled the Assistant AUorney General for
Civil Rights during my time at the Depa11ment.
45. Did you ever communicate regarding hiring practices in the Civil Rights Division with
Bradley Schlozman or anybody else? If so, what did you discuss and when. and with
whom.
RESPONSE: I do nm recall discussions about inappropriate-political hiring for career positions
in the Civil Rights Division with Mr. Schlozman or others during my time at the Department. Jn
the course of preparing for tbc hearing. I have been shown an email that I sent, within days before
the end of my tenure at the Dcpnrtment, nlening others to a newspaper article discussing hiring in
the Civil Rights Division.
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-16. Did anyone ever communicate to you any concern about Bradley Schlozman's conduct in
the Civil Rights Divi~ion? lfso, who communicated them to you. and what were the
concerns that were communicated? Did you ever discuss the concerns with anyone else,
either before or atier you left DOJ? What actions did you take to respond to any ooocems
yo11 heard?
RESPONSE: Please see the response to Questions 43 and 45.

47. Please ideatifyall individuals who assisted in yourpreparation for testifying before
the Judiciary Comrnlttee.
RESPONSE: Please see the response to Question 34.

48. Please identify all organizations that have assisted in your preparation for testifying.
before the Judiciary Committee.
RESPONSE: Please see the response to Question 34.

49. Please identify sll communications you have had with any individuals from the Judicial
Crisis Network in within the past year. If you are aware of people who had communications
with any individual from the Judicial Crisis Network regarding your nomination ot potential
nomination. please identify such people, the nature of the communicaiions. and when they
occurred.
RESPONSE: No one in this process has identified themselves to me as from the Judicial Crisis
NehV"ork. Please see 1he response lo Question 33.
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Questions for the Record for Senator 'Patrick
Leahy, Senate Judiciary Committee,
Hearing on the Nomination of The Honorable Neil M. GorStJch
to be~n Associate Justice of the Su preme Court of the United
States March 24, 20 17

1.

During your hearing, J asked you Whether the First Amendmenc prohibits the
President from imposing a blanket religious litmus test for entry into this country.
I was disappointed that you refused to answer this basic constitutional question.
You instead stated that this relatively straight-forward tenet ofconstitu1ional law
''is currently being litigated actively'' and you did not want to discuss further. [n
my view, this question is no different than whether the Constitution pe1mits a
police officer to compel a warrantless se;i.rcl1 of one 's home without an
investigative justitica.tion. The question may be litigated at some point, but I
suspect yoo would noc hesitate to answer the question now.
I also asked Jameel JafTer, 'vho appeared as an outside witness 1n connection wit11
your nomination, whether the First Amendment permits a religious litmus test for
entry into this country. He responded with an unequivocal: "Ofcourse not." Mr.
Jaffer then stated that the "bigger concern" is that you refused to answer this
question. I agree.
Does the Consritution allow the President to impose a religfous litmus test for entry
into the United States?

RESPONSE: As we discussed. it would not be proper for a nominee to express views that
touch on or could be perceived as touching on claims made in pending or impending litigation.
See, e.g., Washington v. Trump (9th Cir. 2017). Respectfully. and as we discussed, I believe
this question does rhat. To CC>mment further would risk violating my ethical obligations as a
j udge, denying litigants the fair and impartial judge to whom they are entitled, and impairing
judicial independe.nce by suggesting that a judge is willing 10 offer promises or previews in
return for confirmation.

2.

During your hearing, I asked you whether there was.any circ.umstance in which the
President could violace a starute passed by Congress to authorize torture or
warra111less s vrveillance of Americans. You declined to answer my question. You
stated: "[W)e have courts to decide these cases for a reason, to resolve these
disputes.''1 I am troubled that you declined to e.'Xpress any opinion about whether
the President has the power to violate laws passed by Congress.
a.

1 Gorsuch

Justice O 'Connor famously wrote in her majoricy opinion rn Hamdi v.
Rwnsfe/d that: "We have long since made clear that a state of war is
not a blank check for the President when it comes to the rights of the
Nation's citizens."2 In a rime of war, do you believe that the

Hearing Transcript Day 3, March 22, 2017, at 48-49.
Rum.~feld, 542 U.S. 507, 536 (2004).

2Hamdi v.
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President has a ..Commander-in-Chief'· override to authorize
violations of laws !Jassed by Congress ot 10 immunize violators from
prosecution?

RESPONSE: As we discussed. no person and no institution rs above the law, and Justice
Jackson' s concu1Ting opinion in Youngstown Sheet & Tube Co. v. Sawyer, 343 U.S. 579, 637
( 1952). provides an instructive tripartite framework for evaluating presidential power. In the
first category, when "the President nets pursuant to an express or implied authorization of
Congress." his "authority is at its maximum." Id. at 636. With congressional authorization, !he
President's actions enjoy "!he strongest of presumptions and the widest latitude ofjudicial
interpretation" attach. Id. at 637. In the second category, "fw]hen the President acts in absence
of either a congressional grant or denial of authority, he can only rely upon his own
independent powers." Id. Finally, in the third category, the President acts contrary to the
express or implied will of Congress. fl is here tliat the President"s "powet is al ics lowest ebb.'.
id. al 637-38.

b.

In response to my questfon, you sald: " I would approach iras a judge
through the lens of the Youngsto>vn analysis.'' To be clear, if con finned,
would you follow the framework ou1Uned in Justice Jackson's
concurrence in Youngstown Sheet & Tube Co. v. Stm~ver:i when deciding
cases regarding the scope of the presidential power in wartime?

RESPONSE; As we discussed. Justice Jackson's Youngstown concurrence sets fo11h a widely
accepted framework instl"uc11ve in evaluating the scope of presidential power.
3.

In Hamdan v. Rumsfeld, the Supreme Court recogn ized that tJ1e Ptesiden1 "may not
disregard limitations the Congress has, in the proper exercise of its own war powers,
placed on his powers."4 Do you agree that the Consrimtion provide~ Congress with
its own war powers and Congress may exercise these powers to restrict the
President - even in a time of war?

RESPONSE: I agree that Hamdan v. R11111sfe/d recognized limitations on the power of the
President. It is a precedent of the Supreme Cou1t entitled to all the weight due such a
precedent.
4.

In Hamdan v. Rw11sjeld. the Supreme Court also made clear that rhc Geneva
Conventions applies to all enemy combatanLS detained by 1he United States. Do you
agree that Common Artil'le Ill of the Geneva Convendons applies 10 those fighting
on behalf of non-Slate actors in any armed conflict?

1 Youngs/own Sheet & Tube Co. v. Sawyer, 343 U.S. 579 (1952).
4 Hamdan v. Rumsfeld, 548 U.S. 557, 593 n.23 (2006) ("'Whether

or not the President has
independent power, absent congressional authorization, to convene mi litary commissions, he
may not disregard limitations that Congress has, in properexerciseofits own \var powers, placed
un his powers.").
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RESPONSE: I agree that Hamdan v. Rum~feld recognized limitations on the power of the
President. It is a precedenr of the Supreme Court entillcd to all the weight due such a
precedent.
5.

Many are concerned that the White I-louse's denouncement of''.j udicial supremacy"
was an attempt to signal that the President can ignore judicial orders. And alter the
President' s first Muslim ban, there were reports of Federal officials refusing to
comply with court orders.

a.

If a President refuses to comply with a coun order, how should tbc
courts respond?

b.

ls a President who refuses to comply with a court order a threat to
our constitutional system of checks and balancl.'s?

RESPONSE: As we discussed at the hearing, one test of the rule of law is whether the
government can lose in its own courts and accept the judgment of1hose courts. The refusal of
the other two branches to comply with a court order implicates the Constitution' s scheme of
separate and di ffuse power and authorities. lt also implicates the independence orthe judiciary.
l eKpect the coordinate branches of government to respect the independent judiciary, and I have
not hesitated and will not he.sitate to rule accordingly as a judge and defend the independent
judiciary.
6.

[n a 20 I l interview, Justice Scalia argued that the Equal Protection Clause does
not extend to women.> Do you agree with that view? Does the Constitution
pem1it discrimination ~gainst women?

RESPONSE: Jo Mississippi Univ. for Women v. Hogan ( 1982) and J.E.B. v. Alabama ex rel.
.T.B. (1994). the Supreme Court held that state practices discriminating on the basis of sex are
subject to a heightened level of scrutiny under the EquaJ Protection Clause. This scrutiny Is
often referred to as ..intermediate .scrutiny." In United States v. Virginia (VMJ) (1996), the
Court emphasized that heightened scrutiny requires an "exceedingly persuasive justification"
for sex-based classification.
7.

Was Justice Scalia tight when he said that the 2003 decision striking down a ban on
consensual sex be1ween men was part of the "homosexual agenda." which he said
was trying to ..eliminat[e) the moral opprobrium that has ti:aditionalJy attached to
homosexual conduct'"?6

RESPONSE: Respe:ctfully, the holding of the majority in Lawrence v, Texas is the controlling
precedent of the United States Supreme Court, not the dissent.
8.

Justice Kennedy spoke for the Supreme Court in Lawrence v. Tr!.xas when he

s http://www.huffin!!tonpost.com/..,OI I/OI/U3Jsealia-wom.:n-discrimlnationcons1i1111ion n 803813.html
6 l.m1,,.ence v. Te.ms. 539 U.S. 558 (2003) (Sea Ila. J.. dissenting).
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wrote: ·'liberty presumes an autonomy of self that includes freedom of thought.
belief, expression, and certain inrimateconduct," and that "in our tradition. the
State is not omnipresent ln the home." Do you believe the Constitution
protects that personal autonomy as a fundamental right?

RESPONSE: As we discussed, the Constitution protects a variety of rights touching on such
maners. As l said at the hearing. •'[p]rivacy is in a variety of places in the Co11stin1tionc The
fi rst and most obvious place, back to the Bill of Rights, is the Fourth Amendment, the right to be
free from unreasonable searches and seizures in your homes, papers, and effects." Privacy is
also protected in the Third Amendment and in the First Amendment, whose protections for "the
right to free expression" and "the freedom of religious belief and expression.. both " n:quireO a
place of privacy." With regard to the Fourteenth Amendment. the Supreme Court " has held that
ihe liberty prong of the Due Process Clause protects privacy in a variety of ways having to do
with child rearing a nd family decisions, going back to Meyer (v. Nebraska]. which involved
parents who wished to have the freedom to teach thei r chitdreo German at a time irwas
unpopular in t hi.s country. and Pierce [v. Society q(Sisters], the right of parents to send their
children to a parochial school if they wish."
9.

You are a proponent oflhe view that the Constitution should be interpreted based on
the original public meaning of its text. When faced with a case where precedent
points clearly toward one outcome, but your understanding o f the Consti tution·s
original public mean ing points in the opposite direction, which side wins?

RESPONSE: As we discussed, precedent is the anchor of the Jaw. In the Law efJudicial
Precedent, judges from around the country appointed by Presidents of both parties and I
offered a mainstream account about the law ofjudicial precedent. As outlined in that book and
as we discussed at the hearing. judges consider a number of factors in analyzing precedent such
as the age. reliance interests, and workability of the precedent. In assessing any case, a good
judge starts with a presumption in favt' r of precedent.
10.

Since I have been voting on Supreme Court nom inations, I can think of only three
nominees who were originalists in the same way you have been described: Justice
Scalia, Judge Bork. and Justice Thomas.
a.

How do you i:ompare your approach io interpreting the Constitution to
those jurists?

b.

In what ways does your j udicia l phi losophy differ from theirs?

RESPONSE; I am hesitant co suggest that originalism is ass.ociated with on ly certain judges or
factions. As I stated at the hearing, labels are sometimes used to dismiss or ignore underlying
ideas o r to mistakenly suggest certain views belong to a particular ideology or party. Indeed, as
Justice Elena Kagan has explained. in a real sense. 'we are all originalisls." Respectfully, at
the hearing 1attempted to convey fully how I approach the task ofjudging. including through
the examination of the Jaw. precedent, and the respectful e.~ercise of the judicial process. I also
re.spectful ly refer you to Question 25(al of Senator Feinscein 's questions for the record.
4
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Many originalists like Justices Scalia and Thomas, and Judge Bork. have been
critical of decisions like Roe and Griswold that recognized and relied on the right to
privacy. They have argued that it was not explicitly in the Constitution. and so it is
not on a par with specifically enumerated rights such as freedom of speech or trial
by jury. But !IS Justice Breyer told this Committee, the Ninth Amendment ··says do
not use chat fact of the first eight to [conclude] that there are no others."7
a.

Does the Ninth Amendment mean that the Constitution protects
unenumerated rights, including the right to privacy?

RESPONSE: As we discussed during the hearing, Roe and Griswold arc precedents of the
United States Supreme Court entitled to all the weight due such precedenl~. Please also see the
response to Question 8 with respect to privacy and our di scussions at the hearing on tht,se
particular precedents, and please also see the response to Question 5(b) of Senator
Blumenthal"s questions for the record.
b.

When is it appropriate for the Court to recognize unenumerated rights?

RESPONSE: ln a number of opinions over many years. including many opinions we
discussed at length at the hearing, the Supreme Coult has recognized a number of
unenumerated rights. These opinions are precedents of the Supreme Court entitled to all the
weight due to such precedents. See for example the response to Question 8 above. To the
extent you r question implicates issues that may come before me as a judge in the future, it
wciuld not be proper for me to offer further opinions. To do so would risk violating my ethical
obl igations as a judge, denying litigants the fair and impartial judge to whom they are entitled,
and impairing judicial independence by suggesting that a judge is willlng to ofTer promises or
previews in return for confirmation.
12.

In Shelby County v; Holder. a narrow majority of the Supreme Court strnck down a
key provisioll of the Voting Rights Act. Soon after, several states rushed to exploit
that decision by enacting laws making it ha:rder for minorities to vote. The need for
this law was revealed through 20 hearings, over 90 witnesses, and more than 15,000
pages of testimony in the House and Senate Judiciary Committees. We found that
barriefli lo voting persist in our country. And yet. a divided Supreme Court
disregarded Congress's findings in reaching its decision. As Justice Ginsburg's
dissent in Shelby County noted, the record supporting the 2006 reauthorization was
"extraordinary" and the Court crre-d ·•egregi·ously by overriding Congress·
<Jecisfon.'"~ When is it appropriate for the Supreme Court to substitute its own
factual findings for those made by Congress or the lower coU1ts?

RESPONSE: Respectfully, Shelby County v. Holder is a precdent of the Supreme Court
entitled to all the weight due such a precedent, and it would not be proper for me as a sitting
judge to critique its reasoning in these proceedings. As we discussed, to do so would risk
1 Nomination of Stephen

G. Breyer, United States Senate Committee on the Judiciary, Hearing

Transcript, lit 268.
8 Shelby

Cl)•. v. Holder, I33 S. Ct. 2612. 2652 (201 3) (Ginsburg, J., dissenting).
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violaring my ethical obligations as a judge, denying litigants the fair and impartial judge to
whom they are entitled, and impairing judicial independence by suggesting that a judge is
willing to offer promises or previews in return for confirmation.
13.

When l asked vou about Citizens United and concerns about corruption, you said, " I
think there is ·lots of room for legislation in this area that the Court has left. The
Court indicated tbat if, you know. proof of corruption can be demonstrated, that a
different result may be obtained on expenditure limits ." You then added, "And I
think tl1ere Is ample room for this body lO legislate, even in light of Citizen:; Unifed,
whether it has to do with contribution limits, whether it has lo with expenditure
limits. or whether it has to do with disclosure requirements." However, Citizens
United states that -we now conclude that independent ei>penditures, including those
made by corporations, do not give rise m corruption or the appearance of corruption."
In the Bullock case in 2012, the same five justices who decided Citizens United
overturned a Montana Supreme Court mling. and ref-used even to consider a record
showing that " independent expenditures by corporations did in fact lead to cortuptfon
or the appearance of corruption in Montana.''
a.

What "room for legislation" were you referring to?

b.

Wh.at types of expenditure llmlts would be consistent with Ci/izens
Unitecl? Or did you misstate the holding of Citizens Uni/ecfl

RESPONSE: As we discussed at the hearing, the Supreme Court has long recognized
Congress's authority to lt!gislate regarding campaign contributions. expenditures. and
dise,Josures, su~ject to the constraints of the First AmendmenL For example, in Buckley v.
Valeo, the Court held that "contribution and expenditure limitations both implicate fundamental
First Amendment interests," and that such re.~trictions the.refore must pass heightened scrutiny.
424 U .S. l, 23 ( 1976). At the same time, the Court recognized that one governmenta l interest
sufficient to justify restric·tio11s on contributions and expenditures is the government's interest in
combaning quid pro quo corruption, or the appearance of such corruption. In Buckley, the Court
upheld certain contribution limitations 0nacted by Congress as furthering the compelling interest
in combatting corruption. Meanwhile. the Court concluded that certain limitations on
independent expenditures by individuals did not sufficiently advance the compelling interest· to
justify the heavy restriction on speech. Citizens United expanded on this point. holding that
certain "independent expenditures, including those made by corporations, do not give rise to
corruption or the appearance of com1ption:· 558 U.S. 310. 314 (20!0). Although the Court in
Citizens United found that the Government had not shown a compelling interest in the regulation
of certain independent expenditures. the Court· has not expressly foreclosed any regulation of
political expenditures that might implicate the Govem.ment's intere.st in preventing quid pm quo
corruption, or the appearance thereof. The Supreme Court also has recognized Congress' s
authority to enact disclosure requirements relating to the-political process. In Buckley, the Coun
identified three governmental interests that can be served by disclosure provisions: (i) equipping
the electorate with information as to where political campaign contributions come from and how
they arc spent; (ii) deterring actual corruption and avoiding the appearance of corruption by
exposing large contributions and expenditures to publicity; and (iii) gathering d~ta to detect
violations of the contribulion limitations. 424 U.S. at 66-68. The Court noted that " disclosure
6
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requirements- certainly in most applications- appear to be the least restrictive me.ans of
curbing the evils of campaign ignorance and corruption thal Congress found to exist:' Id. at 68,
The Court upheld certain di sclosure and disclaimer requirements in Citizens United. 558 U.S. ot
319.
14.

The Supreme Cou rt is a separate and co-equal brunch of government, but that does
not mean it is not subject to important Congressional oversight. For example.
Congress appropriates the Court's budget and requires thatju:;tices file financial
disclosure reports annually. But justices are not required to adhere to the same
ethics rules as Members of Congress -and the President's cabinet. this includes
adhering to travel and stock O'>l'Tlership disclosures. This raises legitfmate
qllestions a.bout whether fostices are recusing themselves from cases where rhey
may have outside interests.
a.

Is it a problem in your view that justices are not held to the same
disclosure requirements as Members of Congress?

RESPONSE: As di.scussed at the hearing, should I be fortunate enough to be confinned, I
commit to maintaining my impartiality to the best of my abilities and to recuse myself when the
law suggests I should. As l stated in my Senate Judicfory Committee Questionnaire, if
confirmed, I would seek to follow the 'letter and spirit of the Code of Conduct for United States
Judges (even though it is not binding upon Justices of the Supreme Court). the Ethics Reform
Act of 1989. 28 U.S.C. § 455, the Ethics in Government Act of 1978. and olhef relevant
guidelines. Among other things, I would recuse myself from any cases in which I participated
es a judge on the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Tenth Circuit and other cases that might give
ri se to an actual or apparent connict of interest.

b.

Does Congress have the authority to fix it?

RESPONSE; Respec1fully, whether Congress has the authority to act in this fashion is a
question that rnay arise in future cases and controversies. and Jt would not be proper for me Lo
comment further. To do so would risk violating my ethical obligations as a judge, denying
litigants the fair and impartial judge to whom they are entitled, and impairing judicial
i11depcndence by suggesting that a judge is willing to offer promises or previews in return for
confirmation.

15.

9

Justice Kennedy wrote in Planned Parenthood v. Casey that''Atthe heart of liberty is
the right 10 define one's own concept of existence."9 You have suggested thatthe
personal autonomy rights protected by the Constitution Include only those rooted in
"history and custom." In cases that struc.k_down laws discriminating against LGBT
Americans, including the 2015 case upholding mF.11Tiage equality, Justice Kennedy
argued that while "history and custom guide" the inquiry into what fundamental
rights or personal autonomy are protected, they "do not set its outer boundaric~."10
If majorities of the Supreme Court had endorsed your more limited Vil.'w of

Planned Parenthood of Sautheas1em Pennsylvonia v. Casey. 505 U.S. 833, 85 1 ( 1992).
Oberge.fe/J v. Hodges, 135 S. Ct. 2584. 2598 (2015).
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fundamental rights, as expressed in your book, rather than Justice Kennedy' s view.
would laws discriminating against LGBT Americans still be on the books?

RESPONSE: The Supreme Court has recognized in Obergefell v. Hodges the right to same-sex
marriage. Obergefell is a precedent of the Supreme Court, and it is entitled to a.II the weight
due. such a prece-Oent. Respectfully, when J referenced "history and custom" in my book, The
Future ofAssisred Suicide and E11tf1cmasia, I did nor suggest that it is the only test the Court
has employed in due process cases.
J6.

In her concurring opinion in United Sia1es v. Jones, Justice Sotomayor questioned the
continued applicability of the third-party doctrine with respect to Americans'
electronic data. She stated that this doctrine of Fou11h Amendment jurisprudence is
''ill-suited to the digital age'" when "people reveal u great deal of information about
themselves to third parties in the course of carrying out mundtmc tasks.'· .JusLice
Sotomayor argued that Americans' digital i11fo1matio11 '·l·an attain CMStimtionally
protected status ot1ly irour F{)urih Amendment jurisprudence ceases to treat secrecy
as a prerequisite for privacy.'·11
a.

Do you agree with Justice Sotomayor's statement?

b.

Do you believe that the third-parry doctrine is a logical way to assess
Fourth Amendment protections for Americans' digital informatioo?

RESPONSE: As we discussed during my testimony before the Committee, I believe that
recent Supreme Court cases, includi ng U11ited .''ilates v. Jones and Ky/lo 11. United States,
demonstrate how the Fourth Amendment's historical protections can apply against
technological adv3{1cements that obviously were not envisioned al the t1me of the
Amendment's adoption. These cases show how the Court c.in thoughtfully use historical
principles in applying the law to current realities, and I refer you to our extensive discussions at
the hearingabout them. To the extent you r question implicates issues that may come before
me as a judge, it would not be proper for me to comment further. To do so wou ld risk violating
my ethical obligations as a judge, denying litigams the fair and impartial judge to whom they
arc entitled, and impalringjudicial independence by suggesting that a judge is willing to offer
promises or previews in return for confirmation.
I 7.

In connection with your nomination tO the U.S. Court of Appeals for 1he Tenth
Circuit in 2006, you were asked a series of questions relate.ti to medical aid in
dying_ Following your nomination, you published a book entitled, The Future of
AssisTed Suicide and EulhanaSia, in which you concluded that "the Court's
dec isions seem to assure that the debate over assisted suicide and euthanasia is not
yet over-and may have only bcgun.'112

The contents of you r book raise questions, especially considering precedent that
11 United Slates v. Jones. 565 U.S. 400, 417 (2012) (Sotomayor, J., concurring).
https://www. was hi nctonposl:coin/news/moming-tn ix/wp/2017/02/0l /ne11-l!orsuch-wrote.-the-bookon-asslsted-su icide-.heres-w hat-hc-sa id/?utm term; .266f9647bee0
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incl udes the Supreme Court's unanimous decision in Washi11gtOF1 v. Glucksbt!rg th.at
deferred to States on this issue. The Cou1t has stared, ''Americans are engaged in an
earnest and profound debate about the morality, legality, and practicality of
physician assisted suicide. Our holding permits this debate to continue . as it should
ln a democratic society." u To date, at least six states, including Vennont, have
aurhorized medical a.id in dying, and many more have continued to consider
question.s related to this issue.

a.

Do you agree with the Supreme Court' s decisions in
Wa.thinglon v, Glucksberg and Gonzales v, OregonM?

b.

Do you believe that questions related to medical aid in dying should be
left to each State?

RESPONSE: As we discussed at the hearing, Washington v. Olucksberg's holding permitted
the debate over assisted suicide to continue in the States. That decision and Gonzale.v v.
Oregon are precedents of the Supreme Court entitled to all the weight that s uch precedents are
due. As I said-at the hearing, a judge's personal v iews play no proper role in the discharge of
the duties of a j udge. for every litigant is entitled lo a judgment based on the law and facts.

18.

Tn Allstate 5\weping v. Black, you joined a unanimous decision rejecting a
company's hostile work environment claim. That decision stated, "Being o,Qended
presupposes feelings onhoughts thai an artlficial entity (as opposed to !ts
employees or owners) cannot experience."1s Yet in Hobby Lobby you joined a
decision holding thnt large, for- profit corporations could have religious views, and
that those religious v iews could limit health insu.rance access for employees.J ~
a.

How do reconcile your divergent views i11 those cases?

b.

Given that the contraception mandate is a law of general applicability,
why should 3 1.voman •s access to contraception be dependent not on
the duly enacted law, but instead on her boss's views?

RESPONSE: Alls1are involved a h ostile-1vork.-environment claim· brought under42 U.S.C..
§ 1981 and the Equal Proteotion Clause, whereas Hobby Lobby involved a claim under the
Religious Freedom Restorati'on Act (RFRA). A hostile·work-environment claim requires proof
that the "plaintiff was offended.'' A claim under RFRA has no such element. Rather, RFRA..
requires that "a person'' be engaged in t11e "exercise of religion." The Dictionary Act, which
courts must look to when a term is otherwise undefined, defines a " person" to include
c.orporations. In Hobby Lobby. the government conceded and the Supreme Court ultimately

IJ
14

Wa.rhf11glon v. Glucksbe1-g, 521 U.S. 702{ 735 ( 1997).
Gonzales v. Oregon. 546 lf.S. 243 (20061.

1sAl/state Sweeping v. Black, 706 F.3d 126 1, 1268 ( 10th Cir. 2013) (emphasis in original).
H(Jbby Lobby Stores. Inc. 1:. Sebe/ius, 723 F.3d 1114. 11 52 ( 10th Cir. 20 13).
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held that the corporate fom1-alone does not prevent such exercise. For example, many
churches and religious groups are organized as corporations.

l9.

ln 2010, you wrote a unanimous panel decision in Uniled States v. Pope, in which the
defendant challenged the federal statute making it a felony for those convicted of
misdemeanor domestic violence to own a gun.11 You upheld a dismissal of the case
on procedural grounds, yet you made it abundantly clear in your opinion tl1at you
c.onsidered it an open question whether the government can legally prevent those
who commit domestic violence from oWning guns. Last year, in Voisine v. United
States, the Supreme Couit held that even those guilty of reckless domestic violence
can be barred from gun ownership.1~ Do you recognize Voisine as settled law? Or
do you think it is still an open question wheiher dome.stlc violence offenders can
own guns?

RESPONSE: Voisine v. United S1a1fi!S is a precedent oft.he Supreme Court, entitled to all the
weight due such a precedenr.
20.

In 2013, Congress passed the Leahy-Crapo Violence Against Women
Reauthorization Act. Consisl'ent with a J 978 Supreme Court decision, we granted
jurisdiction to Native American tribal courts to try domestic and sexual offenses that
oc~ur on tribal land. That now means non-lndinn abusers arc no longer able to slip
between jurisdictional cracks With impunity. They will be held accountable where
they commit the offense. And we crafted the law to ensure that such defendants will
have the same due process rights they have under the Constitution. In United States
v. Lara, the Court held that that "the Constitution authorizes Congress to permit
tribes, as an exercise of their inherent tribal authority, to prosecute non-member
Indians." In light of the Supreme Court's decision in Lara, do you believe that it is
unconstitutional for tribal courts to havejurisdic~ion over non-Indians even where
Congress authorizes such jurisqicti on?

RESPONSE: Respectfully, this question appears to reference an active case or controversy
likely to come before the Supreme Court. Accordingly, it would be improper for me to ofter a
further opinion. 'To do so would risk violating my ethical obligations as a judge, denying
litigants the fair and impartial judge to whom they are e.ntitled, and impairing judicial
independer.ice by suggesting that a judge is willing to offer promises or previews in return for
confirmation.
21.

On behalf of Senator Ron Wyden:
ln your 2006 book The Future of Assisted Suicide and Euthanasia, )'OU argue that
t.he Supreme Cour1's decision in Conzalesv. Oregon did not settle whether

Unfutd S1ates v. Pope. 613 f- .3d 125 5 (I Och Cir. 20 IO).
'" Voisine v. Uniled States, 136 S. Ct. 2272, 2277 (2016).
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Oregon's Death with Dignity law viola.tes the Constitutiori 's equal protection
guarantee.
Our ConstituLion guarantees the people fundamental rights, the full scope of which,
as Justice Harlan once wrote, "cannot be found in or limited by the precise terms of
the specific guarantees elsewhere provided in the Constitution." This exact concept
is written tnto the Bill of Rights itself. The Ninth Amendment says: ''The
enumer.ilion in the Constitution, of certain rights, shall not be construed to deny or
disparage others retained by the people." Those fundamental rights guaranteed by
the Constitution were never intended to be limited to the specific terms of the first
eight amendments to the Bill of Rights. The existence of additional fundamental
rights not enumerated in the first eight amendments to tlte Constitution have also
been re-affomed by the Supreme Court.
a.

ls it your view that our Constitution gr.ints individuals the right to
make decisions about their own lives and families without
interference From the state'?

RESPONSE: The Constitution expressly protects a variety of rights touching on such matters.
As I said at the hearing. "[p]rivacy is in a variety of places in the Constitution. 111e first and
most obvious place, back to the Bill of Rights, is the Fowih Amendment.. the right to be free
from unreasonable searches and seizures in your homes, papers, and effects.'' Privacy is also
protected in the Third Amendment und in tht: First Amendment. whose protections for "the ri_ght
to free expression'' and "the freedom of i:eligious helief and expn:ssion" both "i:equireO a place
of privacy.' · With regard to the Fourteenth Amendment, the Supreme Court "has held that the
libe.rl)' prong of the Due Process Clause protects privacy in a variety of ways having to do with
child rearing and family decisions, going back to Meyer (v. Nebraska]. which involved parents
who wished to have the freedom to teach their children Oeffllan at a time it was unpopular in
lltis country, and Pierce [v. Society ofSiste1·s], the right of parents to send their children to a
parochial school if they wish."
b.

Your record over the last ten years suggests that your personal beliefs
often bleed into your legal analysis. Your decisions suggest that you are
not able to ace independently of the conservative causes that you support..
If a case were to come before you. would you be abl e ro consider it
without bias?

RESPONSE: Respectfully, I cannot agree with your characterization. My record shows that.
according to my clerks, 97 percent of 1he 2,700 cases I have decided were decided
unanimously, and I have been in the majority 99 percent of the time. In those rare cases where
I have dissented, my clerks report that I was about as llkely to dissent from a judge appointed
by 11 Republican as I was to dissent from a judge appointed as a Democrat. According to the
Congressional Research Service. l understand that my opinions have attrac1ed the fewest
dissents of any Tenth Circuit Judge it studied. That is my record as a judge based on ten years
on the bench,
c. As you stated in your book, do you be lieve that Oregon's law fails to provide
equal proteeti'on because it is not reasonable to rest legal distinctions between
11
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the tenn inally ill and the healthy on professional medical judgments about
quality of life and life expectancy?
If so, please e laborate on why you currently believe these judgments cannot
fonn the basis of a reasonable legal dislinction between the terminally ill and
the healthy. If not, please e.xplain how your views have evolved since 2006.

RESPONSE: Respectfully, the v iews expressed in the book speak for themselves and are
more developed and detailed. As I explained at the hearing, too, the views in the book were
offered as a commentator and before I bet'.ame a judge. My decisions as a judge are based only
Ori the facts and law of each case as it is presented, not my personal, views.
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Nomination of Judge Neil M. Gorsuch to be
Associate .Justice of th e United States Suprem e Court
Questions for the R ecord
Submitted March 24, 2017
OQESTIONS FROM SENATOR OURBTN
I. When you recommended that the signing smtemcnt for the Detainee Treatment Act state
that the Act is «best read as essentially codifying ex.isling interrogation policies," did you
know what these existing interrogation policies were?
2. Prior to makingthe recommendation referenced in question# I, had you read any of the
following memos by the Office of Legal Counsel?
Memorandum for John A. Rizzo, Senior Deputy General Counsel, Central
Intelligence Agency, from Steven G. Bradbury, Principal Deputy Assistant Attorney
Genera l. Office of Legal Counsd, Re: Application of United States Obligations
Under Article 16 of the Convention Against Tonure to Certain Techniques That May
Be Used in the Interrogation of High Value al Qaeda Detainees (May 30, 2005)
Memorandum for John A. Rizzo, Senior Deputy General Counsel, Central
Intelligence Agency, from Steven G. Bradbury, Principal Deputy Assistant Attorney
General, Offic.c of Le.gal Counsel. Re: Application of 18 U.S,C. §§2340-2340A to
the Combined Use of Certain Techniques in the Interrogation of High Value a( Qaeda
Detainees (May I 0, 2005)
Memorandum for John A. Rizzo, Senior Deputy General Counsel. Central
Intelligence Agency, from Steven G, Bradbury. Principal Deputy Assistant Attorney
General, Office of Legal Counsel, Re: Application of 18 U.S.C. §§ 2340-2340A to
Certain Techniques That May Be Used in 1he Interrogation of a High Value al Qaeda
Detainee (May I 0, 2005)
RESPONSE: The December 29, 2005 email chain discussed propose.cl vers ions of a signing
statement to accompany the Detainee Treatment Act. As we discussed at the hearing, these
events took place many years ago and my recollection "is that there were individuals in maybe
the Vice President's office who wanted a more aggressive signing statement ... and that there
were others, including at the State Department, who wanted a gentler signing statement.'' To
my recollection, as I said at the hearing, "I was in the latter camp [;ilong with) John Bellinger.
among others." I did so in my rqlc as a lawyer helping with civi l litigation brought by
individuals detained as enemy combat;ints and defended by the Department of Justice. The
email chain indicates that the Legal Adv iser for the State Department favored a gentler and
more expansive statement for various reasons, including public and foreign relations. The
email chain also indicates that the National Security Council expressed the view that the
Detainee Treatment Act codified existing policies. In that light and as a lawyer advising a
client. the ema il chain indicates that I suggested a signing statement could (I) speak about the
Detainee Treatment Act positively to the public and to foreign nat[ons as the State Department
s uggested , (2) highlight aspects of the legislation helpful to litigators in the C ivil Division of
the Department of Justice, and (3) make transparent the client' s posi tion that the Act codified

1
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existing policies. I do not recall what f knew about specific interrogation policies or me1nos nt
the time.
3. Prior to making the recommendation referenced in question # I, were you read into or
briefed on the CJA 's rendition, detention or interrogation program?

RESPONSE: I had various national security clearances during my service at the Department
of Justice, including related to detainee m3tters in aid of my work on Iitigation brought by
individuals detained as enemy combatants, but I do not recall which specific programs or when
I was read into them.

2
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Nomination oJ Judge Neil M. Go1'8uch, of Colorado,
to be an Associate .Justice of the United States Sup reme Court
Questio ns for the Record
Submitted March 24, 2017
OUEST!QNS FRQM SENAIOR SQE! .DON WRlIEBOUSE

l) fn your testimony, you noted that you helped draft Attorney General Alberto Gonzales's
siat.ement for a February 6, 2006 Senate Judiciary Committee hearing on the topic of the
Bush Administration's Terrorist Surveillance Program. Certain statements made by the
former attorney general at that heating-spec1fical)y, with respect to disputes between DOJ
and the White House over domestic intelligence activities-were later dctennined by the
Department of Justice Office of Inspector General to have been ~confusing, inaccurate, and
[to have) had the effect of misleading those who were not knowledgeable about the
program."
a) In addition to drafting Attorney General Gonzales's testimony, did you help to prepare
tlim for the februiiry 6, 2006 Senate hearing? If so, what was rovolved in the preparation
and what were your roles?
RESPONSE: While it is possible that I participated ln some fashion in the preparation of Attorney
General Gonzales for his testimony on February 6, 2006, as I testified my recollection of events
more than eleven years ago is that my involvement related prlmarily to serving as a speechwriter
for his opening statement, working from material supplied by others.
b) Reports of disputes between DOI and the White House related to aspects of the NSA's
warrantless surveillance programs surfaced in the press more than a month prior to the
February, 2006 hearing. What did you know about these disputes at the time of the
hearing?
JU:SPONSE: l do not recall what l knew about those disputes at the time of the February 6,
2006 hearing, a.s it happened more than eleven years ago.
2) Your positions Bunvell v. Hobby Lobby and Allstate Sweeping v. Black seem to directly
contradict each other, ln Hobby Lobby, you joined the holding that an arttficial entity like a
for-profit corpqration 9!!1..exercise religion, independently of its owners. But in Allstate. you
say the opposite-namely, that "(b )cing offended presupposes feelings or thoughts that an
artificial entity (as opposed to its employees or owners) cannot experience." How do you
reconcile the reasoning behind the two docisions, beyond fhe fact that in both ofthe cases
you voted for results that weakened anti-discrimination protections'?
RESPONSE: Please see the response to Senator Blumenthal's Question 9.
3) Under current law, what rights does Congress have to documents. materials, and testimony
vis ll vis claims of executive privilege?
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RESPONSE: The Supreme Court has recognized the. doctrine of executive pri vilege but al so held
that such claims may give way to competing interests. See. e.g.. United States \'. Nixon, 418 U.S.
683, 708 (I 974). The exact dimensions and scope of e)(ecutive privilege-especially vis-a-vis
Congress--'remain matters of controversy. As these and similar issues may come before me as a
judge. it would not be proper for me to comment further on them. To do so would risk violating
my ethical obligatfons as a judge, denying Htigants the fair and impartial judge to whom they are
entitled, and impairing judicial independence by suggesting that a judge is willing to offer
promises or previews in return for confim1ation.

4) Theme<lia has circulated a photo of you and Justice Scalia on a fishing trip on the Colorado
Rivet.
a) When and where did rhis rrip take place2

RESPONSE: The picture was taken during a fishing trip in Colorado~fter Justi~ Scalia's
delivery of the John Paul Stevens L,,ecu.ire at the University of Colorado Law School on October I,

2014.
b) Did you and Justice Scalia use your own fonds to pay for the trip? If not. who paid
for the trip?
RESPONSE: 1 paid my own expenses. I do not know who paid Justic.e Scalia's.
c) Who else joined you.?
RESPONSE: To my rec-0llection, other judges and one of the Justice's former law clerks joined
us.
d) Did you take other sponing or vacation trips with him or the otljer Juscices of the
Court?
RESPONSE: Other than travel associared with visits to Tenth Circuit Judicial Conferences and
other professional events, such as 1.he UK-US Legal Exchange, l do not recall other sporting or
vacation trips with Justice Scalia or other Justice-s of the Court.
5) On Question 26 of your Judiciary Committee Questionnaire. you described your experience

in the select-ion process and listed all interviews or communications with anyone in the
Executive Office of the President, the Justice Department. the President-elect transition team
or the presidential campaign. Question 26 also ns'ked you to list any inierviews or
communications with oucside groups al the be.l1est of the Executive Office of the President,
the Justice Departmenl the President-elect ~ransition team or the presidential i:ampaign.

s) You indicated that you communicated with Leonard l,,eo Oh December2. 2016 and1he
week following January 6, 2017. Please provide more information circumstances (how
those calls were arranged, who else participated) and content of your communications
wilh Mr. Leo.

2
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b) Did you hove any addition communicacion with Mr. Leo? lfso, please describe the date
and contents of the communication.
c) You did not liSt any communication with outside groups. Is that answer still accurate? If
you have communicated with outside groups. please list the names of groups, the
representatives involved, the dates of the communic$tions, !ll1d the contents of the
communications.
d) Did any outside groups assist in preparing you for your Senate Judiciary Committee
hearing? If so, which groups?
RESPONSE: I have responded to many questions about my eN.periences in the nomination and

confirmation process. both in the Senate Judiciary Committee Questionnaire and at the hearing.
Various people haye provided me advice, including Sena\OrS, Administratfon and transition
personnel, former law clerks, and friends 11nd family.
6) On numerous occasions in your testimony, you stated that the Supremt' CouJ1's campaign
finance jurisprudence left Congress ample room to legislate. In Bucklg_y v. Valeo the Court
recognized a "government interest" thni it deemed sufficiently strong to justify limits on
campaign conh·ibutions or spending -- preventing corruption Of Its appearance.
a) ls fighting corruption or its appearance the only constitutionally smmd reason for limiting
politic11l spending or contributions?
b)

Docs "corruption" only encompass quid pro quo corruption?

c) As you know, bribery is already illegal under other federal laws. Can l!lwS governing
how elected officials finance our campaigns do anything beyond what bribery laws
already do?

RESPONSE: In Buckley v. Valeo, the Supreme Court found that concerns regarding quid pro quo
corruption, or the appearance of such corruption, were sufficiently important to permit limitations
on some contributions. 424 U.S. l, 26·28 (1976). In Buckley, the Supreme Court considered
whethe.r contribution limits added anything beyond bribery laws. On this point, the Court
observed that '·laws making criminal the giving and taking of bribes deal with only the most blatant
and sp~ific attempts of those with money to influence governmental action." Id. at 27-28. Please
also sec the response to Senator Leahy's Question 13.
7) On numerous occasions in ·yourte$11mony, you stated that the Supreme Court's campaign
finance jurisprudence left Congress mnple room to legislate. In Buckley v. Valeo the Court
recognized a "government interest" that it deemed sufficiently strong to justify limits on
campaign contributions or spending -- preven!'ing corruption or its appearance.
a) Is fighting COITllprlon or its appearance the only constitutionally sound reason for limiting
political spending or c.ontributions?
b) Does ..coaTUptinn'' only encompass quid PfO quo corruption?
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c) As you know, bribery is already illegal under other federa l laws. Can laws governing
how elected officials finance our campaigns do anything beyond '"hat bribery laws
already do?

JU:SPONSE: Please see the response to Question 6.
8) What is the originalist argument that Bmwn 11s. the Board of Educalion was correctly
decided?

RESPONSE: As l have stllted during my testimony, "Brown v. Board of Education con·ected an
erroneous decision, a badly erroneous decision, and v1ndlca1ed a dissent by ·the first Justice Harlan
in Plilssy v, Fergu.son.'· As (further stated during my testimony. "Justice Harlan got the original
meaning of the Equal Protection Clause ri,ghtthe first time, and the Court re.cogn iz~d that
belatedly. 11 Is one of lhe great s1ains on the Supreme Court's history that it took so long 10 gel to
that decision."
9) You currently serve as the Chair of the Advisory Committee on Appellate Rules for the
Judicial Conference of the United States. As you may know, Judges David Campbell and
John Bates, who are the Chairs of the Judicial Conference Rules of Practice and Procedure
Committee and the Advisory Comm ittee on Civil Rules, respectively, recently wrote letters
urging Congrt>ss not to enact legislation that would make changes to the Federal Rules of
Civil Procedure. Judges Campbell and Bares raised s"rlous concems about Congress
circumventing the Rules Enabling Act, which Congress itself wrote und which is intended to
ensure lh;1L the Federal Rules arc amended only after broad public participation and careful
review by judgt!S. lawyers and experts. The Judges wrote:
The Rules Enabling Act charges 1hc judiciary with the task of neutra l.
independent. and thorough analysis of the rules and theiroperation.
The Ru!es Committees undertake extensive study of the rules.
including empirical research, so tbot they can propose rules that will
best serve the American justice syswm while avo iding unintended
consequences .. . The Judicial Conference has long opposed direct
amendmenl of the federal ru les by legislation rather than through the
deliberative process of the Rules Enabling Act.
As a senior member of the Judicial Conferenc-e. do you agree that Congress
>hould not direet.ly amend the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure and \Vhethcr the
procedures established by the Rules Enabling Act are preferable to
congressional enactment?

RESPONSE: Respectfully, I do not speak forthc Judicial Conference, and I do not believe it is
appropriate for mens n nominee to opine on questions of Conference policy.
I 0) You said that no one 11sk~d you about your position on Roe 11. Wade or abortion a,(ler the
election. Did anyone associa1ed wi th the Tli,ltnp Campaign or an interest group ask about
your position regarding Roe 11. Wude or the legaliry ofabonion prior to the election?
4
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RESPONSE: Not to my recollection. As I testified at the hearing, I have made no commitments
to anyone on mauers that might come before me as a judge.
You11gstow11 case and ilS reasoning nnd holding, yet under questions
in front of the Judiciary Committee. you refused to discuss the reasoning and holding of other
cases. How do you justify discussing one case nnd not another?

l 1) You repeatedly cited the

RESPONSE: Respectfully. during the hearing Ldiscussed the rensoning and holdings of many
cases besides Youngstown. For ex:ample, in addition to discussing at length the cases I have written
or joined in the Tenth Circuit (e.g., Gmierrez-Brizuela v, lynch ~nd TrrmsAm Trucking v,
Admlnislratfre Re ../ew Board), I discussed the re.asoning and holdings of severnl Supreme Court
decisions-including Myers v. United States, 272 U.S. 52 (1926) (Mar. 22 Hrg. Tr. 232:21-233~4};
Humphrey 's E.~ecutar v. Unitecl States. 295 U.S. 602 (f935} (Mar. 22 Hrg. Tr. 232:21-233:4): Free
Enterprise Fund v. I'ublic Compai~v Accounting Oversight Soard, 561 U.S. 4 77 (2010) (Mar, 22
Hrg. Tr. 233:5-234:!7); Roe v. Wade. 410 U.S. 1 l3 (1973) (Mar. 2 1 Hrg. Tr. 104:25-105:19):
Planned Parenthood v. Casey,505 U.S. 833 (1992) (Mar. 2 1 Hrg. Tr. 104:25-105: 19); Brownv.
Board ofEducation, 347 U.S. 483 (1954) (Mar. 21 Hrg. Tr. 348:24-350:2): Plessy v. Ferguson.
163 U.S. 537 (1896) (M3r. 21 Hrg. Tr. 348:24-350:2); Griswaldv. Co11nec1ic111, 381 U.S . 479
0965) (Mar. 21 Hrg. Tr. 350:8-20): £ise11s1adt v. Baird, 405 U.S. 438 (1972) (Mar. ll Hrg. Tr.
350:8-20}; Employment Division v, Smith, 494 U.S. 872 (1990) (Mar. 21 Hrg. Tr. 132;1 8-133;9);
United Stales v. Jo11es, 132 S. Ct. 945(2012) (Mar. 21 Hrg. Tr. 52: 18-53:8); Ky/lo"· United States,
SJJ U.S. 27 (200 1) (Mar. 2 l Hrg. Tr. 2 19: 12-21 ); Apprendi v. New Jersey, 530 U.S. 466 (2000)
(Mar. 21 Hrs. Tr. 2 19:12-21 ); United States 11. Booker. 543 U.S. 220 (2005) (Mar. 21 Hrg. Tr.
219:12-21 ); Crawfa rdv. Washi11gro11, 541 U.S. J6 (2004) (Mar. 21 Hrg. Tr. 219:12-21).
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Hearing before the Scnute Comm ittee on the Judiciary
The Nomin:ition of Neil M. Gorsuch to be an Associate Justice of the Supreme Court
Questions for the Record Submitted hv Senator Al Franken
Questions for Judge Gorsuch:
Question 1: L'd like to discuss the use of class action waivers, which are often included in forced
arbitration clauses. When companies pair forced arbitration clauses with class action bans, they
close the cou1iroom doors to individuals with smull claims and shield themselves from liability.
Between 2010 and 2014. the New York Times found that only505 consumers wcm to arbitration
over a disputeofS2,500 or less. Verizon. for example, which has more than 125 million
subscribers, faced only 65 consumer arbitrations in rhose five years. Time Wamer Ciible, which
- at the time - had l S million customers, faced just $Cven.

It's not that the.re were so few arbitrations because customers were suddenly satisfied with their
te lecom providers. Rather, there are so few arbitrations because consumers probably realized that
they would spend far more money pursuing an individual claim in arbitration than they could
ever hope to recover - and that's only ifthey beat the odds and act·ually ended up winning.
In fact, I'd suggest that there is perhaps, no industry that Americans are more dissatisfied with
than their internet. TV, and ce.11 phone providers. And that's not \Vithout reason. Here are two
quick examples. Last month, the New York Attorney General filed a lawsuit against Charter and
its subsidiary Time Warner Cable, claiming that the company quote ''conducted a deliberate
scheme to defraud and mislead New Yorkers by promising internet service that they knew they
could not deliver" end quote. And last year, after it received 1,000 customer complaints, the FCC
fined Comcast the largest penalty in agency history for charging its customers for services and
equipment that they didn·t ask for.
Judge Gorsuc.h, is asking hundreds. or thousands, or millions of consumers who have all
been impact.ed by the same illegal practice to each go it alone against a powerful
corporation in arbitration really n viable alternative to class actions- especially when
they have little to no hope of recovering enough to justify the costs of bringing the claim?
R ESPONSE: As we discussed during the hearing. in passing the Federal Arbitration Act in
1925 Congress "e.xpressed a preference that people should arbitrate their dispute~. [Congress]
made a judgment, [a) policy judgment. in fovor of arbitr.atlon because it is tllltcker, cheaper.
easier for people:· And ··[i]f Congress rhink.s that the courts are not applying the Federal
Arbitration Act as it wishes or if it \Vishes to revise or eliminate the Federal Arbitration Aci:· it
may of course do so.

•

During the hearing, you openly discussed che expenses associated with litigation in the
context of the article you wrote. Isn' t one way to address the expenses th.rough class
actions? And haven't forced arbitration clauses that include class action bans erode{j one
critical method for individuals to achiev~ access to ;11forcfablc justice?
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RESPONSE: As we discussed during the hearing, and as I have recognized in my writings.
access to affordable justice in this country is a serious problem. During the hearing, I 111c11lioned
findings suggesting that approximately 80 percent of the members of the American College of
Trial Lawyers report that pretrial delays and costs keep lnjured parties from bringing valid claims
to court and about 70 percent of members say that cases arc settled on the b;isis of litigation c.0>.\S
rather than the meriis. Class actions can serve a va1uable function in protecting consumers and
investors. Please sec also the response to Question 20 of Senator Hirono's questions for the
record.

Question 2: Judge Gorsuch. as an antitrust professor. I imagine you have an interesting
perspective on the effe~t of the Supreme Court' s decision in Italian Colors. This is the case ofa
group of small business owners- led by Italian Colors, a restaurant in Oakland, California - that
sued American Express. alleging the company violaced ant1trust law when it cl)arged excess1ve
processing fees for its credit cards. 'rypically, vendors that accept American Express charge
cards also must accept American Express creditc:irds. And because American ~press has
monopoly power with respeet to charge cards, vendors have little choice but to accept those
cards and. with them , American Express' credit cards. So Italian Colors alleged that American
Express used this monopoly power to force small businesses into accepting American Express
products lhey otherw ise would not have.
It turns out that in addition 10 requiring that vendors accept its credit cards. American Express
also required vendors to accept an arbitration agreement as part of doing business with them,
This agreement not only prohibited vendors from taking any disputes to court but also preventing
them from forming a class.
Nobody involved in this case d isputed the fact that the cost of pursuing Italian Colors· individual
claim far exceeded its possible recovery. So it was up to the Supreme Court to decide whether
the arbitration clause preventing Italian Colors from forming a class was enforceable under the
Federal Arbitration Act. given that enforcing it wou ld effectively prevent Italian Co lors-and the
rest of the small businesses - from vindicating their rights under the nation 's antitrust laws. The
Coun ultimately sided with American E/\press and essentially held that the Federal Arbitration
Act, which favors enforcement of arbitration agreements. trumps the goa ls of all other federal
statutes, including the antitrust laws.
Color.~.

•

.fudge Gorsuch, setting aside whether the Court made the right call in Italian
- in your view - has this decision impacted private antitrvst enforcement?

•

Or. put another way. do you agree that there is value in private antitrust cnforcementihat il serves complementary role to federal and state efforts aimed at comhatting
anticompet itive conduct? And do you think the /talia11 Colors decision has made it harder
for jndividuals - and for small businesses- to challenge monopolistic conduct under the
nation· s antitrust laws'?

how
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RESPONSE: In American £'<press v. ltaltan Colm:~ (2013), the Supreme Court held lhat. under
lhc terms of the Pederal Arbitration Act, courts c.annot invalidate a contractual waiver of class
arbitration solely because the plaintiffs cost of individually arbitrating a federal statutory claim
is greater than the plaintifPs potential recovery. As I noted during the hearin~, Supreme Coort
precedenlS lnterpretfhg acts of Congress invariably have effects. It is for Congress to assess the
nature of the effccis of any particular judicial decision and lo legislate if it deems appropriate.
Question 3: I have serious cone.ems nboul AT&T's proposed acquisition of Time Warner and
bow it could impact Americans ' :m:ess to information . When the same company owns the
programming and controls the pipes that bring us that programming. we have a probkm especially. I believe. when the programming in question is the news.
In this case. a combined AT&T-Time Warner would have both the ability and incentive to favor
ilS own news network, CNN, over competing news neLWorks - say Fox News, for ex.ample. And
as a result, AT&T could control where its 25 mi) lion subscribers get their infonnati.on and cou ld
ultimately restrict its viewers' nccess ro alternative viewpoints.
We've seen this happen before. Soon afier it purchased NBCUniversal, Comcast placed MSNBC
and CNBC - its newly acquired channels - in f'avorablc locations on the Comcast channel lineup
while relegating competing networks - like Bloomberg News - to an undesirable location. ft
took two years- and a protracted battle at the FCC - for Comcast to finally end its
anticompetitive treatment. And we may never know exactly how Bloomberg' s viewership was
impacted in the meantime.
I' m interested in the ways that the Supreme Court can impact Americans· access to information
70 years ago. in United States v. Associated Press, the Supreme Court found that the First
Amendment suppone.d aggressive antitrust enforcemen1. Justice Shick wrote, ''The first
Amendment. fur from providing an argument against application of the Sherman Aci, here
provides powerful reasons to the contrary." He then continued, "'Freedom to publish is
guaranteed by the Constitution, but freedom to combine to keep mhers from publishing is not."
•

Wou ld you agree that one of the purposes of the First Amendment is to ensure that the
government doesn 't make decisions that sllence citizens or restrict Americans' access to
diverse viewpoints?

RESPONSE: Without ex pressing any views 011 lhe proposed acquisition, I agree that one of the
purposes of the First Amendment, as interpre-ted by the Supreme Court. is to ensure free speech
and access to diverse viewpoints.
•

Would you agree that antitrust law should protect against mergers or other
anticompetitive conduct that results in depriving citizens' access to news and the free
expression of information?

RESPONSE: I agree that the antitrust laws serve to protect against mergers and other conduct
with anticompetitive effects.
3
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Question 4: In January, after AT&T and Time Wnmer confinned that they would be structuring
their proposed acquisition to circumvent FCC review, 12 o f my colleagues and I asked the
companies to send us the public intere.st Statement that they would have been required to send to
the FCC- a document that e.~sentially demonstrates why they believe the deal promotes
competition and benefits consumers.
While I' m glad they responded to me, their response does little to address my concerns and
essentially asks American consumers to trust that the combined company won't engage in
anticompetitive behavior, raise prices, violak the principles of net neutrality. or decrease access
to diverse voices. The lener also s uggested that the deal raises no competitive concerns because
it is vertical in nature - meani ng the companies don't currently compete head-lo-head - and that
the government rarely seeks to block vertical merger5. Top execs from AT&T and Time Warner
wrote, "[the government) typically pcnnits such mergers lo proceed, ·i mp\lses conditions to
address any competitive risks. and narrowly tailors those conditions to avoid undem1ining the
mergers· consumer benefilS. Yet this merger presents no such risks at all."
We' ve seen the risks before, and we've seen j11st how successful these merger conditions have
been the past. In the years since the Comcast-NBCUniversal deal was completed, the combined
company has faced complaint after complaint for engaging in anticompetitive behavior and not
complying with conditions that the FCC and DOJ imposed on the transaction.
•

Judge Gorsuch, can vertical mergers violate antitrust law? Do you subscribe to the view
that all or almost all vertical integration is efficient?

RES PONSE: There is li mited case law regarding vertical mergers, but the Supreme Court has
recognized that vertical mergers c.an violate antitrust law under certain circumstances ih. for
examp le. Brown Shoe Co. 11. United Stutes. 370 U.S. 294 (1962), 11Dd Ford Mot01· Co. v. United
States, 405 U.S. 562 ( 1972). To the extent your questions ask me to take a position that would
implicate issues that may come before me as a judge. I respectfully cannot comment further. To
do so would risk violating my ethical obligations as a judge. denying litigants the fair and
impartial judge to whom they are entitled, and impairing j udicial independence by suggesting
that a judge is willing tO offer promises or previews in return for confinnation.
•

Do you agree that one company controlling both the programming and the pipes creates
incentives forthat company to engage in anticompetitive behavior? And if you'd rather
nor discuss i.he pending deal, you can reference Comcast-NBC Universal - a deal that was
completed :.ix years ago.

RESPONSE: Your que~tion implicaces issues that remain in displ(te and that may come before
me as a judge, and therefore I respectfully cannot comment beyond what I have offered above.
Qu estion S: In Novell. you established a pretty high standard for plaintiffs to meet in refusal-todeal cases - or cases where monopol ists hann their rivals by cutting off or restricting thei r 11ccess
10 the market. You held that· in order to find a violation of Section 2 of the Shennan Act, a
plaintiff must prove that the monopolisfs alleged misco nduct resulted in short-term profit losses
4
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and were trrarional except for the anticompetitive etTcct. Meaning esseutially that as long as the
monopo li ~i has a reasonable business rationale, they're totally off the hook regardless of how
bt1d it is for competition.
In this decision. you reljed heavily on the Supreme Court's decision in Verizon v. Ti·inko, in
which Ju.stice Scalia explained that there are very few exceptions from the proposition thal there
is no duty to aid competitors.
•

Judge Gorsuch, today, Shcnnan Act Section 2 cases are rare- and successful ones an't
even rarer. Why do you think that is? ls it because there are no monopolies? Or is it just
that they're all perfoct acmrs'?

RESPONSE: As a foderal circuit court judge. I am bound by the preoedent of my own court and
the Supreme Court. In Novell v. Microsoft, I relied on applicable precedent, such as Trinka, in
holding that Novell had not met its burden of proof that Microsoft's conduct was un la,vful.
Govemment orricials and private parties decide whether to bring claims under Section 2 of the
Sherman Act based on their assessment ofrhe facts and law in particular cases. As a private
lawyer and with colleagues I successfully pursued what was at the time. I em told. the largest
sustained Section 2 verdict in U.S. history.
•

I am increasingly concerned about internet giants that use their positions as dominant
media platforms to stifle competition and inhibit the free flow of ideas. In recent years.
we've heard countless allegations of on line platfom1s exercising their market power to
the detrim~nt of content creators and innovative startups. Google has favored ils own
products and services in search results while downgrading competitors' products and
services. I've also heard from photographers in Minnesota that Google may be taking
original content from their distributors' websites without appropriate compensation or
attnoution. Apple is preventing its competitors in the music streaming market from
promoting lov,-erprices to consumers on Apple IOS. And Amazon ls using lts dominance
in the book market to impose unfair contractual tenns on publishers a11d authors.
Judge Gorsuch, in your view. shou ld courts ever consider how lhe unilateral behaviot of a
monopolist miglit affe.ct the free now of idea.q and content?

RESPONSE : Section 2 of the Sherman Act seeks to address anticompetitive conduct by
monopolists, including unilateral conduct. Respectfully, I cannot comment on the particular
disputes you discuss for tbey or similar matters may come before me as a judge.
Question 6: During the hearing, you repeatedly said that you simply read the law as it is written.
But how you read the law is ofurmost important. For example, in antilrust la,11, there are at leas!
two different philosophies as to how to read the laws. Senator Shem1an and Justice Brandeis as
well as many others believed the goals of antitrust shou ld be fundamentally political - such os
(he preservation of individual liberty nnd the protection of democratic institutions from
concentrated power. Robert 13ork snd many other members of the " Chicago School" of
economics believe we should view antitrust as a sort of scientific endeavor, the main goal of
which should be economic efficiency, even if the result is extreme concen1ra1ion of power.
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•

How would you describe your own philosophy on antitrust law?

RESPONSE: As we disc ussed at the hearing, in deciding cases !hat come before me, including
antitrust cases. I make an e!Tort to apply the law lo ihe facts as impartially as I can, without
respect to persons. affording equal tight to the poor and rich based on the particu lar law and the
facts applicable to the case at hand .

Question 7: I strongly di sagree with the Supreme Court's niling in Citizens Uniled, which I
mentioned to you in our meeting. Recent polling suggests that the decisioo Is deeply unpopular
with the American people as well. Part o f the re11Son I think tbls opinion is held in such low
regard is because in several important respects, the Coun fuodamentally misunderstood how the
American public perceives our politics.

One of the conclusions that the Court came to in Citizens Vnitedwas that outside money simply
docs not, quote "give ris.: to corruption or the appearance of corruption ." I understand that polls
and public opinion don't factor into a coun's decision-making process, but I think by
acknowledging that the appearance of corruption is something to be avoided. the Coun also
acknowledged !hat the public' s perception really does matter.
It matters because even just the appearance o f corruption could cause people to lose faith in our
dernocracy. The majority in Citizens United recob•nized that this was something 10 be concerned
about. But the maj ority maintained that even with outside money pouring ihto our elections. the
public would still huve faitn in our sysrem because they would know where the money· was
coming from . Here's what Justice Kennedy said, writing for the majority, quote:
·'With the advent of the Internet, pnimpt disclosure of expenditures can provide shareholders and
citizens with the infom1ation needed to hold corporations and elected officials accountable for
their positions and supporters. Shareholders can detem1ine whethenheir corporation 's political
speech advances (he corporation's interest in making profi ts and citizens can see whether elected
otlicials nre ' in the pocket' of so-<ialled moneyed interests.''
Part of rhe reason I find this so galling is that it simply does not refl ect the reality that we
experience in the wake o f this dedsion. According lo the Brennan Center for Justice, group$ that
hide the idetitities of their donors spent more than $800 million on federa l races in 20 16 alone.
Let me say that again: $800 million.
•

Do you agree rhar Ille election-related spending made possible by the Citizens United
decision is capable o f creating the appearance of corniption?

Money is pourin.g into our elections. We- don' t know where a lot of it is coming from. And the
public lhinks it s tinks -Republicans and Democrats alike. As I said in my opening statement,
our country is confronting a critical moment in our history. Th e American people's trust in our
government and our institutions is in a freefall. I firmly believe that Citizens United is one o f the
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roor causes of that deepening distrust. I believe that Citizens U11i1edhad a very real effect on the
ability of the people· s represenl;ltives to do their jobs.
One example is especially relevant today to your nomination. Jn March of last year, less thm1 a
week after Merrick Garland had been nominated to the Supreme Court. one of my Republican
colleagues told a group of constituents that he thought the Senate should move fonvard and hold
a hearing on Merrick Garland's nomination. Speaking at a tovvn hall. he said, quote ..! would
rather have you complai ning to me that 1 voted wrong on nominating somebody than saying I' m
not doing my job. I can't imagine the president has or will nominate somebody that meets my
criteria. but I have my job to do. I think rhe process ought to go forward ."
That quote was later published in a local newspaper. This senator never committed to voting for
Garland. He merely said that the Senate should do its job and hold a hearing. But that· was all it
took to draw the attention of well-funded groups willing to dump millions of dollars into his n.ext
rac.e. The groups threatened to run nds against him and fund a candidate to challenge him in the
primary. As :i result, he changed his position. Tho episode sent a clear signal to every member of
the Sen.ate, and it prevented the Senate from fulfllHng one of its core functions. When people say
the system is rigged, this is exactly what they are tall<lng about.
I think the courts have an important role to play in ensuring the intcgrily of our democracy. I
think that a big part oflheit job is making sure that our elections are free and fair. But in order to
do that, courts need a clear-eyed view of the facts on the ground. The Cilfaens United majority
didn't have that.
•
•

In your view, what should a judge do when it becomes dear that the assumptions
supporting. a case like Citizens Uni1ed prove wrong?
You've said that a judge is supposed to decide cases on the facts and the law alone-what
do the factS available now tell you about the majority's reasoning in Citizens United?

RESPONSE: In Citizen~ United v. FEC (2010), the Court held that certain testTiclions on
corporate and union independent expenditures could not be justified ·by reference to the
Government' s interest in preventing quid pro qt10 corruption, or the appearance of such
com1ption. Wh.ich had been recognized as a sufficient interest to justify previous -restrictions on
certain types of political speech. See Buckley v. 11aleo ( 1976). In approaching a case that might
seek to revisit precedent, the Court would look to the various factors we discussed at the heating.
A judge would also examine the details of the case before him or her, looking at the record with
deference to the fact-tinder. examining the briefs. and carefully considering the arguments of the
parties. I respectfully cannot comment beyond rhat because the matters discussed in this
question may come before me as a judge. To do so wotild risk violating my ethical obligations
as a judge, denying litigants the fair and impartial judge to whom they are e ntitled, and impairing
judicial independence by suggesting that a judge is willing to offer promises or previews in
return for confirmation.
Ouestion 8: I would like to better understand your views of the disparate impact standard.
Generally speaking. disparate-impact claims allow a plaintiff to establish liability in a
discrimination case where it can be established that a certain practice has a disproportionate
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imp;ict on individuals who belong to a protected class, such ~s sex, race, eolor, national origin. or
other characteristics. In other words. where a practice has a discriminatory ~ffect, even ifsuch a
practice was not motivated by a discriminatory imant, a plaintiff bringing a discrimination claim
may nonetheless esiablish liability.
Jn your view, do our federal civil rights laws, including but not limited to Tille Vll nnd
the Fair Housing Act, permit disparate impact claims?

RESPONSE: In Ricci v.. DeStefaf10 (2009), the Supreme Court confirmed that Title VII of the
Civil Rights Act, as amended ln 199 l, which prohibits discrimioation because of race, color,
n;ligion, sex, Of national origin, provides a disparate-impact cause of action. ID Smith v. Cfty of
Jackson {2005). the Supreme Court held that disparate-impact claims are cognizable under the
Age Discrimination in Ernploym<.>nt Act. More recentl y. in Texas Deparn11en1 of Housing and
Communil)l Affairs v. Incl11si11e Comm1111iti'18 Project (2015), 1he Supreme Court held that 1he
Pair Housing Act-Title VII! of the Civil Ri ghts Actof l 968-prohibil~ certai n actions that have
a disparate impact on a protected olass.
Do you agree with the reasoning in Justice Scalia 's Ricci v. DeStefano concurrence? 1f so.
how?
•

ln your view, are civil rights statutes that prohibit disparate impact discrimination,
including but not limi ted to Title V fl and the Fair Housing Act, in tension tvith the Equal
Protection Clause? lfso, how?

RESPONSE: Respectfully. the holding of the majority opinion in Ricci v. DeStefano is the
controlling precedent of the United States Supreme Court, not the concurrence. And to express a
personal view agreeing or disagreeing with the concurrence or commenting further would risk
violating my ethical obligations as a judge. denying litigants the fair and impa11ial judge to
whom they are entitled. and impairingjudlcial indcpcndt:nce by suggesting that a judge is willing
to offer promises or previews in return for confirmation.
Question 9: I wou ld like to better understand your views on fede-rJI Indian law and tribal
sovereignty. I am one of only two members of the Judiciary Committee who also serves on the
Indian Affairs Committee.

One case that reached the Supreme Court in the last term involved a Native American boy who
was sexually assaulted by a non-lndia11. who managed a store owned by non-I ndians on Indian
land. There is also a seritrns problem of non-Indians perpetuating domestic violence and sexual
assault against Native American women on reservations. Additionally, there arc numerous
jurisdictionnl disputes that arise around business transactions, regulatory authority, and nonviolent criminal olTenders that involve 11011-lndians in Indian Country.
•

What is the appropriate legal framework for determining whether a tribe has jurisdiction
over a non-Indian in Indian Country, b91h in the civil and criminal context?
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•

Wltat has been your impression of tribal courtsySten1s in general? Do you think !hat
litigants in tribal courts, both Indians and non-fndians, have. their rights adequately
protected?

•

What. if any, Constitutioitaf limitations do you think there arc on a tribe's civil l)r
cri minal jurisdiction over non-Indians?

RES.PONSE: Respectfully. I refer you to my record as a judge in the Tenth Circuit., including

Fletcher v. United Swtes, Ute Indiun Tribe ofthe Uintah & Ouray Reservation v. M;-1011, and Ute
Indian Tribe ofthe Uintah and Ouray Reservotio11 v. Utah.
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Nom ination of Judge Neil M. Gorsuch to be Associate
Jus tice of the United States Supreme Court
Questions for the Record
Submitted March 24, 2017

OQEST!ONS FRQM SENATOR COQNS
I. Several recent Supreme Court cases have made reference to the opinions of foreign
courts or foreign practices to affinn conclusions that were otherwise supported by the
record as well as relevant U.S. case law and practices in cases addressing capital
punishment under the Eighth Amendment and privacy of same-sex intimacy under the
Fourteenth Amendment. See Roper v. Simmons, 543 U.S. 551 (2005); lawrence v.
Texas, 539 U.S. 558 (2003); Atkinsv. Virginia, 536 LJ_S. 304 (2002). Is it your
contention that foreign court decisions and foreign practices of democratic countries that
follow the ~k of law cannot be considered and ci ted in opinions interpreting the
Constitution?

RESPONSE: As we discussed at the hearing, it is not categorically improper to cite
international law in judicial opinioris and there are circumstances when it is necessary and
properto do so. At the hearing we discussed some but by no means all ex.amples, such as when
a judge may need to interpret a contract with a choice-of-law provision that may adopt a
foreign law or when 8 treaty, by its tenns, requires a judge to look at international law.
2. From documents obtained during your tem1re at the Department of Justice, it appears that
you were directly involved in work leading to the enactment of the Detainee Treatment
Act of2005 on behalf of the administration, as well as in discussions about whether
Pres ident Bush shou ld append a signing statement to the bill and what the statement
should say.
a. If a case concerning th is act and/or President Bush's signing statement came
before the Supreme Court, would you recuse yourself from hearing the case?
b. What standard or standards would you consult when making this detem1ination'l

RESPONSE: As I stated in my Senate Judiciary Committee Questionnaire. ifconfinned. I
wou.ld seek to follow the leuer and spirit ofth.c Code of Conduct for United States J udges (even
though it is not bind ing upon J ustices of the Supreme Court), the Ethics Refonn Act of 1989,
28 U.S.C. § 455, the Ethics in Government Act of 197$, and other relevant guidelines. Among
other things, I would recuse myse lf from any cases in which I participated a.s a judge on the
U.S. Court of Appeals for the Tenth Circuit and other cases that might give rise to an actual or
apparent conflict of interest. I would apply the same standards in detennining whether I should
recuse from any case. Including a case concerning the Detainee Treatment Act or President
Bush's signing statement accompanying the Act.

3. In one document released to the Senate Jud iciary Committee, you wrote by hand "Yes"
next to a typed question asking, "Have the aggressive interrogation techniques used by
the Admin yie lded any valuable inte lfigence? Have they ever stopped a terrorist
incident? Examples?"
a. When you wrote thrs note, what did you understand to constitute "aggressive
interrogation techniques"?
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b. During your tenure at the Department of Justice, what actions, if any, did you lake
ro defend the use of..aggressive interrogation techniques"?
c. Do you believe that "aggressive interrogation techniques" work to yield valuable
intel rigence?
d. Is ii legal for U.S. officials to torture individuals?
e. Is ii legal for the President to authorize the use of torture based on a claim of
national security?
f. Would the President's authorization of the use of torture be within the scope of
judicial review?

RESPONSE: I do not" currently recall the specific comex.r ofthe document you reference in
your question. As I said at the hearing, my recollectfon of events from approximately 12 years
ago is that the handwritten answer on the documelll reflected lhe positlon that clients had
represented to lawyers al the Department of Justice. As we discu,Sscd at the hearing, torture, as
well as cruel, inhuman, and degrading treatment. is eKpressly prohibited by law, and no person
is above the law.
4. All federal judges - except Supreme Court justices~ required to comply with the
Code of Conduct for United States Judges. This code ensures that judges avoid the
appearance of impropriety, refrain from political activity, and make financial
disclosures. In your hearing you said. ''I have no problem living under the rules I've
lived under. I'm quite comfortable with them. And I' ve had no problem reporting
every yearto the best of my abilities everything I can. So I can tell you that. It doesn't
bother me w hat r ve had to do. I consider it part of the price of service and it' s a
reasonable and fair one."
a. If confo:med, will you support the es tablishment of a code of conduct for Supreme
Court justices?
b. In the absence of a binding code ofconduct for Supreme Court justices, will you
comm it to continue adhering to the Code of Conduct for United States Judges
applicable to federal judges on district courts and circuit courts?
c. Will you commit to fi1ing the same financial and travel disclosures that you
c11rrently file, shou ld you be confirmed to the Supreme Court?
RESPONSE: As I said at the h,earing in response to Senator Klobuchar, if confirmed J would
commilto give a careful consideration ro the practice of the Supreme Goun on these questions.
and I would want to hear what my colleagues have to say. Jn addition, as I stated in my Senate
Judiciary Comm ittee Questionnaire, if confirmed I would seek to follow the letter and spirit of
the Code of Conduct for United Stales Judges (even though it is not binding upon Justic-es of
the Supreme Court). the Ethics Refonn Act of 1989, 28 U.S.C. § 455, the Ethics in Government
Act of 1978, and other relevant guidelines. Among other things, I would recuse myself from
any oases in which l participated as a judge on the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Tenth Circuit
and other cases that might give rise to an actual or apparent conflict of interest+
S. Pro bono representation of litigants plays a vital role in providing access to justice. The
Amerioan Bar Association suggests that each la\'l')'er render at least 50 hours of pro bono
legal services per year. You have written about the importance. of access to justice.
effective representation of capital defendants, <UJd the challenges that many parties face in
obt:1ir1ing affordable representation. Please desc_ribe every pro bono matter you worked
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on during your time in private practice.

RES PONSE: While in private practice. my colleagues and I took on various matters for
clients that could not afford the firm's nonnal hourly rdte. In these cases. the finn 's fees were
modified, were made subject to contingency arrangements, or were waived to allow the client
lo obtain legal representation. As a judge, I have sought to advance these same Interests,
including my work on the rules committees. and on our circuit's efforts to enhance
representation for death row inmates. Please see also the response to Question 20 of Senator
Hirono's questions for the rncord.
6. Prior to the commencement of your nomination hearing, rhe Committeereceived two
letters from fo1mer students thal concern me. ln these letters, the students describe their
retollectlon of one session of your Spring 20 l6 legal ethics class. These letters assert
!hat, following a lively class discussion about work-family balance and the difficulties of
law school debt for students of all genders, you asked students about their personal
knowledge of women using maternity benefits provided by a law firm and then leaving
the law finn shortly thereafter. These letters assert that you told the class that law firms
and other companies should ask female interviewees about pregnancy plans in order to
protect the employer from financial loss, and that it is legal for companies to do so. 'fitle
VII protects against discrimination on the basis of pregnancy, childbirth, and sex, and
asking a candidate for employment about her plans to become pregnant or have a family
can be used as evidence in a discrimination case.
a. Please recount everything you recall concerning the conversation you had with
your Spring 2016 legal ethics class on April 19, 20'16.

RESPONSE: l respectfully rerer you to rny d.iscussion with Senator Durbin at tile hearing on
tJ1is subject.
b. Do yoo think it is ever acceptable for a professor or a judge to s uggest that
empfoyers should ask about family planning in a job interview?

RESPONSE: Lhave not done so and respectfully refer you to my discussion with Senator
Durbin at the hearing on this subject.
7. You have used descriptions of substantive due process that include "very much
uncharted," "mo~ than a little 'open ended.'" "murky." and something with a
"paradoxical name:· Given the complexity of this area of law, what factors do you look
to when a case requires you to determine whether a right is fundamental and protected
ltnder the Fourteenrh Amendment'?
11. Would you consider whether the right is expressly enumerated in the
Constitution?
b. Would you consider whether the right is deeply tooted in this nation's history and
tradition? Ifso. whattypes of sources would you consult 10 detennine whether a
right is deeply rooted in this nation 's history and tradition?
c. Would you consider whether lhe right has previously been recognized by
Supreme Court or circuit precedent? What about the prcx:edent of another court
of appeals?
d. Would you consider whether a similar right has previous ly be.en recognized by
~
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Supreme Court or circuit precedent?
e. Would you consider whether the right is central to "the right to define one' s own
concept of existence, of meaning, of the universe, and of the mystery of human
life"? See Planned Parenthoodv. Casey, 505 U.S. 833, 581 (1992); Lawruncev.
Texas. 539 U.S. 558, 574 (2003) (quoting Casey ).
f. What other factors would you consider?
RESPONSE: As discussed at the hearing, some of the descriptions of the doctrine you cite at
the, outset of your question come from Supreme Cm1rt cases. See, e.g., Collins v. City, of
Hal'ker Heights, 503 U.S. 115, 125 (1992); Washington v. Gluclcsberg. 521 U.S. 702, 720
( J 997) (''guideposts for responsible decisionmaking in this unchartered area are scarce and
ope.n-ended"); Albright v. Oliver. 510 U.S. 266, 271 ( 1994). Respectfully, the questions posed
here may come before me as a judge. Accordingly, I can promise no more than that I will
endeavono fo llow the law as faithfully as lam able. To offer more would risk violating my
ethical obligations as a judge. denying litigants the fair and impartial judge to whom they are
entitled, and lmpairingjudiciaf independence by suggesting that a judge is willing to offer
promises or previews in return for confirmation.

8. The U.S. Coun of Appeals for the Federal Circuit ("Federal Circuit") has exclusive
jurisdiction over appeals from civil actions involving claims "arising under . . . any Act of
Congress relnting to patents." 28 U.S.C. § I295(a)( I). Decisions of the federal Circuit
are reviewnble by the Supreme Court. Because you have been at the Court of Appeals for
the Tenth Circuit. your docket was unlikely to include cases relating to parent law
issues. but if you are con finned to the Supreme Court, such oases wi ll now have the
potential to appear before you. What specific patent law experience (such as in private
practice, other governmental service. or as an inventor/entrepreneur) would you bring to
bear when considering these cases?
RESPONSE: During my service as Principal Deputy Associate Attorney General lit the
Department of Justice, I had a supervisory role over litigating c,omponents that were involved in
various kinds of intellectual property litigation. As a judge, I have panicipated in intellectual
property cases, though of course not patent cases which, as you note, proceed to another circuit.

9. The Federal Circuit was created by the Federal Courts Improvement Act of 1982, Pub. L.
97-164. "Congress conferted exclusive jurisdiction of all pat.ent appeals cm the Court of
Appeals for the Federal Circuit, in orde,r to 'provide nationwide unifonnity in patent
la1v."· Bonito Boats. Inc, v. Thunder Craft Bo<its, Inc., 489 U.S. 141 (1989) (quoting
H.R. REP. No. 97-3 12. p. 20 (1981)).
a. Jn light of this in(ent behind creating an intermediate appellate court that has
nationwide subject matter jurisdiction over patent law, what, if any. deference or
consideration should the Federal Circuit receive for doctrinal developments in this
areaoflavi?
b. Does your answer change depending on whether the patent law issue in question
is based on an interpretation of any pan of Title 35 of the U.S. Code or if it is,
instead, based upon a common law patent doctrine?
c, Resolving circuit splits is often viewed as one of the Supreme Court's core
responsibilities in order to ensu re uniform rules nationwide so that case outcomes
are not simply the result of where a case is filed. Because the Federal Circuit is
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the only intem1ediate appellate court to hear patent cases. however. there is no
possibility ofa circuit spl it on these issues. What other factors would you look to
in order to determine whether to grant a writ of certiorari in parent law caJ;es?

RESPONSE: Pursuant to Rule I 0 of the Supreme Court Rules, a writ of certiorari is granted
for •·compelling reasons." Some factors that might indicate whether further review is warranted
of a decision of the Federal Circuit include tension with Supreme Court decisions, the presence
of intrn-circuit conflicts, and rhe importance of the case.
10. During your nomination hearing, you spoke frequently about the "reliance interest'. that
must be considered (among Other factors) when the Supreme Court decides whether it
should overturn precedent. Do you agree that this same type of interest has particular
relevance when considering whether to make substantial changes to patent law (even if
no precedent is directly overturned). given 1hat significant research and development
investments arc often predicted on !he certainty of a federa l patent grant?
RESPONSE: As we discussed at the hearing extensively, when evaluating precedent a judge
must aoi1lyze multiple factors. and reliance often may be an important one. On this score. I also
respectfully refer you to the book I coauthored. the Law ofJ11didal Precedent.
11. During your nomination heating, we had an exchange about your concurrence in Hobby
Lobby Stores. Inc:. v. Sebelius. 723 P.3d 1114 ( 10th Cir. 2013). I raised my concern t hat
your characterization of the role of "complicity" in the context of determining whelher a
person is entitled to object to a facially neotral law under the Religious Preedom
Restoration Act ("RPRA") cou ld be expanded to allow the religious views ofa few to
impact the liberty inte.rests of many. since it allows for religious objections based on the
actions and ch oices of others. Following up on our exchange, please answer the
fol lowing questions:
a. Does the characterization of "complicity" in this question comport with what you
meant when you used that term in your Hobby Lobby concurrence?

RESPONSE: RespeotfulJy, l used that term when describing the claimant's assertion of a
sincerely held religious belief, a statutorily prescribed consideration under the Religious
Freedom Restoration Act (R.FRA). As we discussed at the hearing, 1hcsame concept was
discussed tn Thomas"· Review Bd. Of!he Indiana Employmenl Se<;iirity Division, 450 U.S.
707 (198 1), where a Jehovah·s Witness sincerely believed that directly participating in the
production ofannaments made hJm complicit 1n their use in a way \hat violated his sincerely
held religious belief. Of course, whether a law subslantially burdens a sincerely held
religious belief is only the first part of the RFRA analysis. There is also a second part: !fa
law substantially burdens such a belief. the governme.nt may show that the denial of an
accommodation is the least restrictive means of furthering a compelling govemme.nt interest.
b. Can any level of support that an individual finds to be objectionable constitute
complicity?

RESPONSE: Respectfully, whether a particular individual can show a substantial burden
on a sincerely held religious belief under the Religious Preedom Restoration Act depends
on the particular facts of each,case.
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c. Can a court ever inquire into how remote this support is to detennine whether a
RFRA claim based on "complicity'' exists, even if the claim is based on a
sincerely held religious belief that the legally mandated conduct requires
"complicity . . • io the wrongdoing of others''?

RESPONSE: Please see the response to Question ll (b).
12. You wrote that judges should "strive (if humanly and so imperfectly) to apply the law as
it is. focusing backward, not forward, and looking to text, structure, and history to decide
what a reasonable reader at the time of the events in question would have understood the
Jaw to be . . ..'" You told Sen. Feinstein that it does not matter that •·some offhe dr-.dlers
of the Fomteenth Amendment were racists, because they wci:e, o r sexist, because they
were. The law they drafted promises equal protection ofthe laws to all persons.... And
equal protection of laws does not mean separate-rn advancing one particular race or
gender. It means equal."
a. Jn his opinion tor the unanimous Court in Brown v. Board of Education, 347 U.S.
483 (1954), Chief Justice Warren wrote that although the "circumstances
surrounding the adoptior1 of the Fourteenth Amendment in 1868 . . . cast some
light" on the amendment's original meaning, "it is not enough to resolve the
problem with which we are faced. At best. they are inconclusive. . . . We must
consider public education in the light of its full development and its present place
in American life throughout the Nation. Only in this way can it be determined if
segregation in public schools deprives these plaintiffs of the equa l protection of
the laws.'" 347 U.S. 489, 490-93. Do you consider Brown to be consistent with
original ism even though the Court in Brown explicitly rejected the notion that the
original meaning of the Fourteenth Amendment was dispositive or even
conclusively supportive?

RESPONSE: As I have stated during my testimony, Brown v. Board of Education overturned
the. deeply erroneous decision of Plessy 11. Ferguson. It took many ye.ars-almost 60 yearsfor the Supreme Court to recognize that Justice Harlan in his dissent in Plessy got the original
mean ing of the Equal Protection Clause right the first time. It is one of the great stains on the
Supreme Court's history that it took so long to get to the Brown decision.
b. How do you respond to the criticism o f your approach that tenns like "'the
freedom of speech,' ·equal protection.' and ' due process of law· are not precise or
self-defining"? Robert Post & Reva Siegel, /)emocratic Constilutionalism,
National Constit1.Jtion Center, https://constitutioncenter.org/interactiveconstillltion/white-pagesfdemoeratic·constitutionalism (last visited Mar. 24,

2017).

RESPONSE: Respectfully, I am not familiar with this article.

c. How does your approach to judicial interpretation lead you to conch1de that
..equal" applies to equality across race qnd gender, even though the Fourteenth
Amendment was passed to address certain forms ofracial inequality during
Reconstruction?
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RESl'ONSE ; As I discussed wilh Senator Feinstein at the hearing, the Fourteenth Amendment
as drafted promises equal protection of the laws to a ll persons. The original meaning of those
words, as captured by Justice Harlan in his dissent Plessy v. Ferguson,. is that equal
protection of laws means just that-equal.

rn

d. If the Fourteenth Amendment has always required equal treatment of men and
women, why was it not until 1996, in United Slates v. Virginia, 518 U.S. 515, that
states were re.quired to provide the sa me educational opportunities to men and
women?

RESPONSE: Whatever the reason, as I stated above the Fourteenth A111e.ndh1ent means equal
protection of the law for all persons.
e. Does the Fourteenth Amendment require that states treat gay and lesbian couples
eq11ally to heterosexual coup.Jes? Why or why not?

RESPONSE: In Lawrence v. Texas and Oberge.fel/ v. Hodgas. the Supreme Court held that gay
and lesbian couples have a constituti onally protected right lo engage in consensual sexual
relations and to marry.

f.

Does the Fourtee11th Amendment require that states treat transgender people
equally? Why or why not'!

RESPONSE: This question appears to reforence pending or impending cases likely to come
before the Supreme Court, and accordingly it would not be proper for me lo comment further.
To do so would risk violating my ethical obligatioos llS a judge, denying litigants the fair and
impartial judge to whom I.hey are entitled, and impairingjudicial independence by suggesting
that a judge is willing to offer promises or previews in return for confirmation.
13. Ch ief Justice Warren wrote that the Eighth Amendment "must draw its meaning from the
evolving standards of decency that mark the progress of a maturing society," Trop '"
Dulles. 356 U.S. 86. 10 I ( 1958). This approach explicitly calls on the Court to not limit
its Eighth Amendment analysis lo the meaning of'·cruel and unusual punishments·• when
the Amendment was ratified in 1791. a time when firing squads and hanging were
prevalent methods of execution. Under this evolving Standard. the Coun: has prohibited
practices once tho1,1ght to be constitutional, sucti as the execution of minors and the
execution of individuals with intellectual disabilities.
a. Under your judicial approach described above, what is meant by the Eighth
Amendment ' s prohibition against "cruel and unusual punishments"?
b. Does the phrase "cruel and unusual punishments" have the same meaning from
the Eighth Amendment's ratification in 1791 until now, o r has our unders(anding
changed?
c. Do scientific advancements in our understanding of psychology. pain, and death
a lter what constitutes "cruel and unusual punishments''?

RESPONSE: The Supreme Court has issued several opinions discussing the Eighth
Amendment and how it should be interpreted. Recently in .Miller v. Alabama. l32 S'. Ct. 2455
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(2012), the Court has reaffirmed the view thar the Eighth Amendment's prohibition of cruel and
unusual p~1 ni~hment "guarantees individuals the right not to be subjected to excessive
sanctio11s." Id. at2463 (ci t11tion 1111d quotation marks omilted). That right. the Supreme Court
has instructed, "flows from the bnsic precept <ifjustice that punishment for crime should be
graduated and propotiioned to both the offender a nd the offcnsc:· Id. The Supreme Court also
has stared that it views the concept of proportion~tlity according to ,..the evolving standards of
decency that mark the progress o f a maturing society.··' Id. (citing Estelle'" Gnmbte. 429 U.S.
97 (1976) (quoting Trop v, Dulles, 356 U.S. 86, I01 (plurality opinion)).
14. In United States v. Virginia, 518 U.S. 515. 536 ( 1996), the Court explai11ed that in 1839.
when the Virginia Military lnst1tute was established. "Higher educa1ion at the time was
considered dangerous for women," a view widely Tejected today. In Obergefell v.
Hodges, 135 S. Ct. 2584, 2600-0 I (2013), the Court reasoned, "As all parties agree, many
same-sex couples provide loving and nurturing homes to 'their children, whelher
biological or adopted. And hundreds of thousands of children are presently being raised
by such couples... . Excluding same-sex couples from marriage thus connicts with a
central premise of the right to marry. Without 1he recognition. stability, and
predictability marriage offers. their children sutTer the stigma of knowing their families
are somehow lesser." T11is concluslon rejects arguments made by campaigns to prohibit
same-sex marriage about the puJl>Orted negative impact of such marriages on children.
a. When is it appropriate to consider evidence that sheds light about our changing
understanding of society?
b. What is the role of sociology, scientific evidence, and data in the Supreme Court's
analysis?
RESPONSE : Whether and what sociology, scientific evidence, and data a court should
consider are questions that arc often contested in litigation. I am unaware of a global. answer to
these questions. A judge can only take each case on its facts and in light of applicable law.
IS. In Prosr v. Anderson, 636 P.Jd 579 (10th Ctr. 2011). you authored a majority opi11ion
holding that federal prisoners whose convictions have been undermined by a later
Supreme Court decision construing the statute under which they were convicted may
not invoke the "savings clause" of28 U.S.C. § 225S(e) unless there are exceptional
circumslllnces like the abolition of their sentencing court. Does your decision create a
situation in which an actually innocent person could be in prison whhout any claim to
habeas relief?
RESPONSE: In Prost v. Anderson, the Tenth Circuit soug)it to apply faithfully Congress's
directions in 28 U.S.C. § 2255.
16. ln Williams v. Janes, 571 fl.3d 1086, I 094 (10th Cir. 2009), you dissented from a
majo rity opinion holding that a defendant who had ineffec.tive assistance of counsel was
entitled to a more meaningful remedyrhan the one provided under state law. You wrote,
"The Sil\H1 Amendment right to effective assistance of counsel Is an instrumental right
designed to ensure a fair 1riaL By his own admiss ion, [the defendant) received just such a
triaJ, at the end of which he was convicted of fiTSt degree murder by a jury of his
peers. We have no authority to disturb this outcome." Id. You said the defondant
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"would have us follow him through rhe looking glass. to a world where a fair trial is
called 'prejudice' ; where the results of a fair trial are void because of a lost opportunity
ratl1cr than an infringed legal entitlement; and whe.re a lawyer's incompetence transforms
the executive plea bargain prerOb'lltive into a judicially enforceable entitlement. I do not
believe the Shah Amendmentpemiits us to accompany him there." 571 F.3d at 1110. II'
your dissent had been tlie majority opinion, wou ld it be the case tliat any defenda11t
receiving inadequate assistance of counsel on a plea agreement who subsequently has a
..fair" triaJ would not have a remedy for the ineflcctive assistance of counsel claim?

RESPONSE: Jn Williams v, Jones, I suggested that a defendant cannot demonstrate prejudice
from a claim of ineffective assistance of counsel in the pretrial plea bargaining process if'he is
later convicted after a trial he concedes was fair. The Supreme Court in lo.f1-er v. Coope1· and
Missouri v. Ft:ve ,lnter addressed this question, and lhese decisions are the controlling precedeJ11.
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Questions for the Record for Judge Neil Gorsuch
Senator Richard Blumenthal
Ma rch 24, 2017
1. During his hc~ring, Chief Justice Roberts said, "I believe that the liberty protected by
the Due Process Clause is not· limited to freedom from. physical restraint, that it
includes certain other protections, including the righr to privacy."'

a. Do you, li ke Chief Justice Roberts, believe that the liberty protct:tcd by
the Due Process Cla use includes the right to privacy?
RESPONSE: As I testified, 1agree that the Supreme Court has long recognized that the
liberty prong of the Due Process Clause protects privacy interests in a variety of ways.
b. When J asked whether you agreed with Chief J ustice Roberts' stated
ag reement with the result in Brown'" Board ofEd11catio11, you said,
" There is no daylight here." ls ther e any "daylight" between your views
and his stated belief that the liberty protected by the Due Process Clause

includes the right to privacy?
RESPONSE: I am unaware of daylight between my discussion of the Supreme Court's
prece-dents and the Chief Justice 's.
2. 111 your book, The Future of Assisted Suicide and Euthanasia, you wrote that "one
might ask: ... How does substantive due process differ from outright judicial choice,
or what is sometimes derisively labeled 'legislating from the bench'? .• . [D]oes .. .
holding that the clause is also the reposi tory of other substantive rights not expressly
enumerated in the text of the Constitution or its amendments ... stretch the clause
beyond recognition?"

a. How would you a nswer these questions?
RESPONSE: I did not attempt to answer these questions in my book; they were outside the
scope of that project. wh ich t.o ok existing. legal doctrines as given.
3. During your hearing, you told me that you had "gone as far as I can go ethically, with
the canons that restrict me, about speaking on cases. I cannot talk about specific
cases. and I cannm get involved in politics."
a. Wer e you acting consisten11y with yo ur ethi.cal obligations when you told
me Brown v. 1Joard ofEducation "corrected one of the most deeply
erroneous interpretations of law in Supreme Court history," that it wa.s
"a correct a pplication of the law o f precedent," and that th ere was no

"daylight'' between you and Chief ,Justice Roberts' sta ted llgrcement
with t he- holding?
RESPONSE: Respectfully, I believe this capcures only some of my testimony. and I believe
my testimony was consistent with my ethical obl(gations.
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I>. If so, when I discussed cases other than Brow11 wit h you, why would you
not say whether you agreed with any other case or thought any other
case was correct'?
RESPONSE: As we discussed, my personal views are not relevant to my job as a judge.
Expressing personal views would risk sending a mistaken signal to litigMIS that I would decide
their cases on related matters on a basis other than the law and facls. It would also risk
impairing judicial independence by suggesting that a judge is willing to offer promises or
previews in return for confim111tion.

c. Was C hief Justice Roberts acting consistently with his ethical
obligations when he said at bis hearing that he agreed wilh the results
in Brown and in Griswold 11. Co1mecticut?
RESPONSE: Respectfulty, as I explained, I spe:ik only for myself. I do not think it proper
for me to attempt to characterize or comment on anothel' judge's testimony. I do not and
have not suggested that anyone has acted unethically.

4, During your hearing, you said that Brown v. Board qf £1ducation ""ms a seminal
decision 1hat got the original 1,mderstanding of the Fourteenth Amendment right."
a. Is Brown an originalist opinion?
RESPONSE: As I testified, Brown corrected a deeply <:rroneous decision and vindicated a
dissent by the first Justice Harlan 1hat correctly identified the original meaning of the Equal
Protection Clause.

b. Did the decision in Loving v. Virginia get the origina l understanding of
the Fourteenth Amendment right?
RESPONSE: As J testified, loving involves the Supreme Court's appl ication of the
principle recognized in Brown that all persons are created equRI, and it is entitled to all of
the rei;pect due a prece<lent of the Supreme Court.

c. Did the decision in United States v. Virgi11ia get th e original
understanding of the Fourteentb Amend ment right?
RESPONSE: As I testified. United Stares v. Virginlll involved the Supreme Court's
application of the principle that all persons are created equal, and it is entitled to all of the
respect due a precedent of the Supreme Court.

d. Did the decision in Romer v. Evans get the original understanding of
the Fourteenth Amendment r ight?
RESPONSE: Romer v. Evans involved the Supreme Court's ~pp l ication of Fourteenth
Amendment principles, and it is entitled to all of the respect due a precedent of the Supreme
Court.
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e. Did the decision in District ofColumbia v. Heller get the originaJ
understa nding of the Se<:ond Amendment right?
RESPONSE: As I testified, Heller involved the Supreme Court's interpretation of the
Second Amendment co confer an individual right to keep and bear arms. It is entitled to
all of the respect due a precedent of the Supreme Court.
5. During your hearing, you said that Brown v, Board of Educadon was "a correct

application of the law of precedenL."

a. Whatdid you mean by that?
RESPONSE: As I explained, precedent is an important part of the. rule of law in this country.
Precedent has bolh intrinsic value, representing our collective history as a people, and
Instrumental value, enhancing the determinacy of the law. In the Law ofJi1dicia/ Precedent,
together with judges from arou.nd the country appointed by Presidents of both parties, we
discussed a mainstream view on the application ofjudicial pre~edent. As outlined in that book.
judges consider a number offactors in analyzing prece.dent, such as the age, rel iance interests,
and the workability of the precedent. among other things. Brown applied the law ofpre~edent
to correct one of the darkest stains io our constitutional history- Plessy v. Ferguson. The
Equal Protection Clause promises equal protection of the Jaws to all persons. As Justice John
Marshall Harlan recognized in his dissent in Plessy, the words of the Clause do not mean
allowing separation to advnnce one particular race. They mean equal.
b. Was the decision in Griswold v. c o,,neetic11t a correct application of the law of
precedent?

RESPONSE: As I testified, Griswold''- Co11nectiC11t guuraotees married couples the use of
in the privacy of their own home. Jt is more than 50 years old, with obvious
reliance interests and has been repeatedly reaffirmed-factors rele.vant to the weight of a
precedent. As I testified, "I do not see a realistic possibility that a State would pass a law
attempting to undo that."
cont~accptives

c. Was the decision in Plunned Pore/I/hood v. Casey a correct application of the
law of precedent?

RESPONSE: As we discussed, Planm:d Parenthood v. Casey reaffirmed the right to abortion
as recognized in Roe. Casey is 25 years old, with obvious reliance interests. and has been
reaffirmed-factors relevant to the weight of precedent.
d. Like Brown, Lawre11ce" Texa.f overturned a previous decision of the
Supreme Court: Was the decision in Lawrence a correct application of the
law of precedent?

RESPONSE: As we discussed, Lawrence v. Texas is nearly 14 years old, with obvious reliance
interests. and has been reaffirmed-factors relevant to the weight of precedent..
3
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e. During your hearing, you described Plessy 1'. Ferg11son as "one of the most
deeply erroneous interpretations of law in S upreme Court history." Was the
decision in Bowers I'. Hardwick a deeply erro neou s interpretation of IQw?
RESPONSE: As we discussed. in Law1·ence v.
incorrect when it was decided.

Tem.~.

the Supreme Court held that Bowers was

6. During your hearing, you said that Eisenstadt v. Baird "was an 11pplication ofsettled
equal protection principles."
a. Was Romer 1•. Evans a n application of set11ed equal protection principles?
b. Was Planrurd Parer1f/t0<Jd v. Casey an application of settled due process
principles?
c. Was Lawrence v. Te.'las an application of settled due process principles'?

RESPONSE: In RQmer v. Evans. the Court held that a Colorado law violated the Fourteenth
Amendment. In Planned Parenthood v. Casey, the Court stated that constitutiona l protection of
the woman' s decision to tenninate a pregnancy derives from the Due Process Clause of the
Fourteenth At'nendment. And in Lawrence v. Texas, the Court rested on the liberty prong of the
Due Process Clause. These decisions are entitled to all the respect due precedents of the
Supreme Court.

7. During your hearing, you were willing to discuss how some of the factors involved in
looking at precedem applied to prior cases. For example,. you told me that when it comes
to Griswold v. Con11ec1ic111, " the reliance inte.rest smrounding it are obvious and many
and great."
a . A re there o bvious a nd ma ny and great reliance interests surroundin g Loving

'" Virginia?
b. Are there obvious a nd many and great reliance interests surrounding Roe v.
Wade and Planned PareJltltood v. Casey?
c. Are th ere ob vious a nd many and great reliance interests surrounding

Lawrertce v. Texas?
d. Are there obvious 11nd muny a nd great reliance interests surrounding
Obergefell v. H odges?
e. Jf y our answer to pll rt (a), (b), (c), or (d) of this q u estion is anything other
than "yes,'' wh y is tha t a nswer different from w hat you were wUling to say o f

Griswold?

RESPONSE: I agree that rhere are reliance interests implicated by each of those preced ents.
8. Tn 1996, you were a named counsel on an nmicus brief to the Supreme Court· in
Washington v. Glucksberg. The brief indicated that the Court should consider the
"problems of legitimacy and line-drawing inherent in the Court's abortion rulings.." I
understand that you were writing a brief on behalf of a client and am not attributing the
language to your personal beliefs, but I would like to know what you meant to convey
with that argument.
4
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a. What did you me.an by " problems oJ legitimacy . . . inhe rent in the Court's
abortion rulings"?
b. W hat did you mean by " problems of •.• line-drawing inh erent in the Court's
a bortion rulings"?

RESPONSE: This sentence fragment is tsken from a detailed and long brief prepared in my
role as an advocate for a clienL. the American Hospirol Association. That brief in full conveys
the views of my client only.
9. You joined an opinion in Allstate Sweeping LLC "· Black.. 706 P.3d 126 1. 1268 (10th Cir.
;w 13) holding that a corporation could not assert a hostile work environment claim under
Section 1981 and the Equal Pmtection Clause because it could not show that it had the
subjective feeling of being "offendc:d." The opinion included the fo1Jo,ving language:
"[l]t is not clenr to us that an artificial t:nthy could ever prevail on a hostile-workcnvlronmellt claim. . .. Being offended presupposes feelings or thoughts that an artificial
entity (as opposed to its employees or owners) cannot experience."
a . Row is it poss ible for a n artificial entity to express a s incere religious belid,
as you held in H obby Lobby 11. Sebeliu~-, but not have the feeling or though t of
being offended?

RESPONSE: Allstate involved a hostile-work-environment claim brought under 42 U.S.C.
§ 1981 and the fa1ual Protection Clause, whereas Hobby Lobby involved a claim under the
Religious Freedom Restoration !\ct (RFRA). A hostile-work-environment claim requires p.roof
that the "plaintitTwas offended:' A c.laim undcrRl'RJ\ has no such element. Rather, RPRA
requires that ..a person" be engaged in the "exercise of religion." The Dictionary Act, ~.;hich
courts must look to when a term is otherwise undefined, defines a "person" to include
corponitions. In Hobby Lobby. the government conceded and the Supreme Court ultimately
held that the corpotate fonn alone does not prevent such exercise. For example. many churches
and religious groups are organized as corporations.
LO. In yot1r toncurrence in liobby lobby v. Sebtli11s, you led with tbe statement, .. All of us

face the problem of complicity. All of us must answer for ouf'l)elves whether and to what
degree we are willing to be involved in the wrongdoing of others."
a . If au adoption agency seeks a RFRA objection from a s tatute that requires
such agencies to be willing to place children with samc...sex couples, does that
imp licate the " problem of complicity"?
b. If a resta urant owner refuses to serve a same-sex couple because of a l)elief
that homosexuality is sinfuJ, docs that im plica te the " problem of complicity"?

RESPONSE: Respectfully. these questions implicate matters that arc live with dispute. As we
discussed, I cannot express a view about a case or controversy that l might have to decide. To
do so would risk violating my ethical obligations as a judge. denying litigants the fair and
impanial judge lo whom they are entitled, and impairing judicial independence by suggesting
that a judge is willing to offer promises or previews ln return for confmnation.
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l l. Jn Hobby Lobby v. Sebe/ius, the opinion you joined held that the Affordable Care Act' s
birth control mandate was not the "least restrictive means" of accomplishing the
government objective at issue because the government was able to provide the same
accommodation to for-profit companies as it provided to religious employers.
a. What is your understand ing of the state of the law regardin g whether the
"least restrictive means" the government must use needs to be practically
possible or politically feasible? Could Congress's theoretical a bility to pass a
new law, or to appropriate new funds, to serve a government interest q ualify
even if there was no indication that Congress had moved to do so?

RESPONSE: The Religious Fre-edom Restoration Act (RFRA) requires the government to
identify the least restrictive means of furthering a compelling govemmentlll interest before it
may substantially burden the e:-tercise of a sincerely held religious belief. The Supreme Court
in Hobby Lobby explained that "{t]he least restrictive means standard is e."<.ceptionally
demanding," and proceeded to e.X"plaln the state of the law on that standard. See 134 S. Ct.
2780-83.
b. Please explain your understanding, for purposes of the Religious Freedom
Restora tion Act; of what constitutes a "compeUing" government in terest to
act, as opposed to when a government interest is merely " legitimate" or
"important."

RESPONSE: RFRA codified the compelling interest test set forth in Sherbert v_ Verner, 374
U.S. 398 ( I963). and Wisconsin v. !'oder, 406 U.S. 205 ( 1972), As the Supreme Court has
explained, that rest requires rhe Court to look ''beyond broadly fonnulated interests justifying
the general applicability ofgovemrncnt mandates and sctutiniz[e) the B!iSerted hann of granting
specific exemptions to particular religious claimants.'" Gonzales v, 0 Centro Espirita
Beneficentl!. Urriao do Vegetol, 546 U.S. 4lll, 43 1 (2006).
12. During your hearing, when asked about your 2005 National Review arlicle
"Liberals'N'Lnwsuits;· you told Se.nator Coons that you were making two points in
writing the article: first, that "one of the beauties of our courts is that they can vindicate
civil rights for minorities," but second, that ''there are some comparative disadvant11ges to
resolving policy matteJs for courts." In the article. you refer to "gay marriage•· as an item
on a liberal "social agenda."
a.

Did the Supreme Court's decision in Obergefell v. Hodges concern the
vindication of a civil rights matter or d id it concern the resolution of a policy
matter?

RESPONSE~ [n Obergefell v. Hodges, the Supreme Court held that ·'the right to marry is a
fundamental right inherent in the liberty of the person, and under the Due Process and Equal
Protection Clauses of the Fourteenth Amendment couples of the same-sex may not· be deprived
of that right and that liberty:· 135 S. Ct. 2584, 2604 (20 15). Obergefell is a precedent of the
Supreme Court entitled to al I the weight due such a precedent.

13- In your 2005 Narionol Review article "Liberals'N'Lawsults," you Wrote, "Finally, Tn the
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greatest of ironies. a~ Republicans win presidential and Senate elections and thus gain
increasing c-0ntrol over the judicial appointment and confirmation process, lhe level of
sympathy liberals pushing constitutional litigation can expect in the couns may wither
over time, leaving the Left trnly out in the cold." Thal seems at odds with your repeated
statements during your hearing that judges are nonpolitical.
a

Why would Republican control of the presidency and the Senate lead to the
appointment and confirmation of judges who are unsympathetic to "liberals
pushing constitutional litigation"?

RESPONSE: In my 2005 National Review Online column. written before I became a judge. I
offered an assessment as a commentator of a Wash ington Post column written by David von
Drehle. a self-described liberaJ commentator. As I explained in my column, Mr. von Drehle
argued that democratic institutions are often best suited for deciding imponant social issues.
Through debate and compromise, legislators arc able to make good policy decisions that are
most likely to build strong and enduring consensus. At the same time. I also argued that courts
are very important places for the vindication of individ ual and civil rights. This is bec.ause
courts are the place where unpopular voices get heard the same as popular voices. They are
also where the best arguments prevail, without compromise, regard less of whether those
arguments are politically popular.
During my time 011 the bench, I ha'Ve found my colleagues on the Tenth Circuit to be collegial
and committed to the mle of law. I do not view my colleagues as Republican Judges or
Democratic judges, but as judges. My record as a judge is consistent with this; according to
my clerks, 97 percent of the 2,700 cases I have decided were decided unanimously, and I have
been in the majori ty 99 percept of the time. ln those rare instances when l have dissented, my
clerks inform me I am about as likely to dissent from judges appointed by a Republican as from
judges appointed by a Democrat. And according lo the Congressional Research Service, my
opinions have attracted the fewest dissents of any Tenth Circuitjudge it studied. That is my
record as a judge based on ten years on the bench.
14. You said at your hea ring that an en bane hearing is "an extraordinary thing. We probably
hear between zero and three en banes a year over the course of my rime." You also said
that "about on~ of every five en banes. about 20 percent of en bane.~ In our coun are s11a
sponte. l! is not unusual.'' Assuming (hat your descriptions are roughly accurate, the
Tenth Circul t has heard a maximum of approximately 30 cases en bane during your
tenure, with approx imately six of't:hem belng sua spome.
a. Why did you find the error you claimed was made by the panel opinion in
Planned Pare11thood Assoc:ia1io11 "f Uta/i v. Herbert rose to tlle level of
exceptionalism shown by the six sua spo11tl! e11 bane cases - six out of tens of
thousands of cases - the Tenth Circuit has beard over the past decade?
RESPONSE:: As we discussed. the key issue presented by that case was an issue that cuts to the
heart of an appellate court's role, namely. the stand3fd of review it must apply when a trial
court's factual findings are challenged on appeal. Normally, an appellate coun must atlinn a
trial court's factua l Jindings unless the tri1d court comrn)tled clear error-a demanding standard.
In my view-~ view shared by the three other judges who voted for rehearing en bane in that
7
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case and one who did not-the panel decision deviated from that rule. It seems importalll to nw
that we abidt our stan<lards of review and do not pick and choose rht.' are.:is of law to stur1
abandonin g those standards.

15. You joined an opin ion i11 D1wley v. f'a11011. 601 Fed. Appx. 632. 635 (10th Cir. 2015) that
included the statement "'To dale. this court hns not held U1at a lmnssexual plaintiff is a
member of a protected suspect class for purposes of Eq ual Protection cloims." You stnted
al your hearing that you wrote a scparnte concurrence in Guticrre:--Bri:meln v. Lynch
because you saw "an equal protection concern." You a lso stated at your hearing that you
write separate cnncurreni:.es ''when I see u problem [to] raise my hand and tell my bosses
I see a11 issue here."
a. Did you conside r writin g a concurrence in Druley v. Plltlo11 to ra ise ns "an
eq ua l protection co ncern " or " an issue" that Tenth C ircuit precl'<lcnt had not
rccogniZL'<I tran sgender individuals as belonging to a su spect class for Equal
Protectfon purposes? lfn ot, why not? H you con sidered irnd decid ed not to,
'~'hy did you 1m1ke that decisio n?
RESPO NSE: During tny rime as a judge, I have decided over 2,700 ca.~es and do not recall
every insll111ce in which I considered writing sepnrately orthe reasons for not doing so.
h. Did you cull for a s1u1 sp1mte re hea ring en bone to determin e wheth er the
Tenth C ircui t sbould recogni:te t ra nsgencler individu a ls as belonging to a
suspect doss for Eq ua l Protection purposes'! If not, what made this l'llSc a
less a ppropriate subject for relt carfog than Plm111ed Pare11tlr11od A~·sociuthm

of Utah

1~

H erbert?

RESPONSE: Rcspccrfully, I am not at liberty to discuss the internal dcliberaltons of my court.

16. During your hearing, I asked you whether you had spoken with representative~ of the
Herit;ige F(•undation about various topii:s. You said. "To my knowledge, Senator. from
the time of the election to the time of my nomination. I have not spoken to anyone that I
know of from Heritage.' ' As you know, you were Inc luded 011 President Trump's list o f'
porentla l Sopremt: Court nominee>-rcpo11edly assembled with the assistance of the
Heritage Foundation-long heforc Inst year's e lection.
11 . Did you have a ny communications with representa tives or employees including emy1loyees on paid or unpaid leuve- of the Heritnge Foundntion
or the Federalist Society in 2016 o r 201n
b. If so, what did you discuss with s uch representatives o r em p loyees?
c. Oid you discuss R11e "· Wude, abortion, reproductive rights, or the right to
privacy with s uch represeutatives o r employees'? ·Plea se d escribe the natu re
a 1.\ d conteu t of t he con vcrs:ttion o u ;rny of these t·opics.
d . Were any of the indi viduals \Vho helped you prepare for your confirmation
hea r ings e mployees-including em ployees o n pa id or unpaid leave-of the
H eritage Foundation? Were any employees of the He ritage Foundation in the
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last yea r?
e. Were any of the ind ividuals who helped you prepa re for your confirmation
hearin gs employees-including employees on pitid o r unpaid leave-<>f the
Fedcrnlist Sodety? Were any employees of the Federalist Society in the last
yea r'!

RESPONSE: l have responded to many questions about my el{periences in the nomination and
confirmalion process, both in the Senate Judic iary Committee Questionnaire and at the hearing.
Various people have provided me advice, including Senators, Administration an.cl transition
personnel, former law clerks, and friends and family . Some of them are atliliatcd with the·
Federalist Society and some are affiliated with the American Constitution Society, societies that
provide. among other things, valuable forums for civil discussion and debate on legal questions.
As I explained at the hearing, 1 have made no commitments to anyone on matters that might
c{>me before me as a judge.
17. During your hearing, Senator Feinstein referenced a documenL that was turned over to the
Committee as part of your confirmation process. The exchange appears on p-.ige 25-26 of
me hearing transcript. The document mentioned by Senator Feinstein was a set of talking
points prepared for Attorney General Alberto Gonzales on the .~ubje.ct of torture. The
document was discussed in a Washington Po~1 artide fmm March 15, 2017. You
indicated you had not seen the document.
a. H ow ma.n y people helped to prepare yo u Cor your confirmation hearings'!
RESPONSE: Please see the response to Question 16.
b. Did any of those people indicate in any way that you might be asked about
the Gonza les talking points subsequently r eferenced by Senator Feinstein?

RESPONSE: I 1.1nderstaod that the Department of Justke produced or allowed access to over
178,000 pages of documents from my tenure as the Principal Deputy Associate Attorney
General in 2005 and 2006. During my testimony, Senator Feinstein asked me a question
reg-.trdjng a specific document. As l stated during the hearing, I generally do not feel
c.omfortable commenting on document·s that are not in front of me, especially documents from
over a decade ago, Scna1or Feinstein graciously agreed to provide me the document to allow
me the opportunity to review it before que:.-iioning me ubout it later in the hearing. Upon
review, I recognized the pa1tieular document as one put before me in preparation for my
testimony. Various senators !hen proceeded to ask me questions about the document which I
addressed at that time.
e. Did anybody 1ndjeate that you might be asked a bout to rture-related
mater.i als you worked on d\l fi~ your time in tbe George W. Bush
Administration?
RESPONSE~

Respectfu lly, it is unclear what materials this question references. In
preparation for my testimony before the Judiciary Cornmlttee, I was briefed on various topics
from my time as Principal Deputy Associate Attorney General in 2005 and 2006. including my
9
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work on the Detainee Treatment Act.
18. During your hesring, Senators Feinstein an<l Durbin referenced email you sent during
your time in the Bush Administration in which you discussed reasons to have President
Bush issue a signing statement when signing the Detainee Treatment Act. These emails
were the focus of-and we re Linked to in- March 15 New York Times a.rticle. They
were also mentioned in the Times and other publications over the fo llowing few days. In
fact. a Times headline from March 19, 2017 article bore the headline. "Emails Hint at
Court Pick's View of Presidential Power." You indicated at your hearing that you were
not familiar with these emails.
a. Did anybody involved in preparing your for your confirmation bearings
indicate that you might be asked about this email?

RESPONSE: Please see response to Question I 7(b).
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Sl'nator Mazie K. Hirono

Queslions.for 1Jre Record following hearing 011 March 20-23. 2017 enlifled:
"On the Nomination of1he Honorable Neil M. Gorsuch lo be an Associate Justice ofthe
Supreme Co urt of1he Uniled Slates ..
Th£• Hm111rable Neil M. Gorsuc:/1

I. During the hearing. I asked you if the Supreme Court were to assess special re:>trictions
on U.S. citizens of Iranian, Yemeni. Somalian, Syrian. Libyan and Sudanese ancestry.
whether you believed Koremat~·u would be applicable precedent. You answered "no'".
a. Does Korematsu have !!ill' precedential value in any case that may come before
the Suprcn1e Court?
RESPONSE: As we discussed, no. When he was Acting Solicitor General. Neal Katyal
confessed error by the United States in Korema/su.
b. Are there other Supreme Court decisions that have not been overruled that you
believe lack precen,tn\l value? And if so, which 011es?
1.

Por the cases listed, please explain why those cases lack precedential
value.

RESPONSE; If r were to list my least favorite or most favorite precedents, J would be
suggesting to litigants that I have already 1nade up my mind about these cases and suggest how
that would impact theirs. To do so would risk violating my ethical obligations as a j udge,
denying litigants the fair and impartial judge to whom they are entitled, and impairing judicial
independence by suggesting that .a judge is willing to offer promises or previews in return for
confi nnation.
c.. What characteri~tic; disqualify a case from havin,g precedential value? And who
makes the detem1ination of,vhat those characteristics are?
RESPONSE: As we discussed, in the law ofJudicial Precedent, my c:olleagues and I expressed
a mainstream con~ensus view, representi ng the work of judges from around the country
appointed by Presidents of both parties, about the application ofjudicial precedent. As outlined
in that book, judges consider a number of fact.ors in ana lyzing precedenl.

2. During the hearing, you cited Loving v. Virginia as a seminal case. Whal other cases do
you consider "seminal"?
a. For cases considered "seminal" do such cases hold more precedential va lue than
those that are not considered seminal? Why or why not?
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b. Do certain cases hold more precedential value than others? Whal are the qualities
l'f11 c.ase that give it more or less precedent-Jal weight?

RESPONSE: As I stated at the hero4ng wbcri asked about them, Gideon v. Wainwright, Brown v.
Board of Education. and Loving v. Virginia were seminal decisions. This is not to say these are
the nnly seminal decisions, just an example of a few. In analyzing the precedential value of a
decision, l would apply the law ofjudiaial precedent.
3. What remedies are available should the President or Executive Branch disregard a niling
of the Supreme Court or a lower federal court?

RESPONSE: As we discussed at the hearing, one tcsi of the rule of law is whether the
government can lose in its own courts and accept the judgment of those courts. The refusal of
the other two branches to comply with a court order implicates the Constitution·s scheme of
separate and diffuse power and authorities. I! also in1plicatcs the independence of the judiciary.
r expect the oomdinate branches of government to respect the independent judiciary. and I have
not hesitated and will not hesitate to rule accordingly as a judge and delCnd the independent
judiciary.
4. Do you believe that when analyzing a statute, and choosing to use the constructional
cons1rucdon of origin11I public meaning, such a choice reflects your values?
a. Why choose to discern the original meaning rather ihan considering tradition,
current norms, and precedent as baseline or foundation of your constitutional
analysis?

RESPONSE: When Justice Elena Kagan appeared before this Committee, she explained,
"lSJometimes [the- Framers] laid down very specific rules. Sometimes they laid down broad
princ.iples. Either way we apply what they say. what they meant to do. So in that way, we are all
originalists." All judges (Ire trying to discern what th.e words in the Constitution mean and app(y
them faithfully to our current circumstances. The same applies 10 interpreting statutes. It is a
choice rooted not in personal values but in the rule of law.

b. Why do you believe that you arc able to separate ideological and partisan views
when judging?

RESPONSE: I took an oath to administer justice without respect t:o persons, co do equal right to
the poor and to the rich, and 10 perform faithfully and impartially all of the duties incumbent
upon me as a judge under the Coustitution and laws of the United States. I take that oath
seriously, and respectfully suggest my record demonstrates that fact.. My record shows that,
according to my clerks, 97 percent of the 2,700 cases I have decided as a judge were decided
unanimously, and I have been in the majodty99 percent of the time. In those rare cases where I
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have dissented, my clerks report that I was about as likely LO dissent from a judge appointed by a
Republican as I was to dissent from a judge appointed by a Democrat. According to the
Congressional Research Service, I understand that my opinions have attracted the fewe.st dissents
of any Tenth Circuit judge it $1Udied. That is my record as a judge bused on ten years on the
bench,
c. Do you believe that life experiences and unconscious biases pla_y a role in
judging?

RESPONSE: I am a strong believer in 1he federal judiciary. I know many of the men and
women of the federal judicfary, and l have witnessed first-hand how hard they work to perform
their responsibilities with integrity every day. Those judges come from different walks of life,
different experiences, but they agree overwhelrotngly on the disposition of cases. They decide
cases based on the facts and law and not based on their personal beliefs. Only n 1h1y fraction of
cases heard in the federal courts ever go to the Supreme Court because the lower courts agree on
the legal principles thac apply. Even at the Supreme Court, the Justices agree unanimously about
40 pereent of the. time. The overwhelming unanimity in the federal courts-indeed. the strength
of the rule of law in this country-is something of which vie should all be proud,
5. Do you believe in the validity of laws that address noc only specific problems known at
the time of the legislation, but that can also arm an agenc.y with broader remedial
authority to nddress new problems of a similar category that arise later?
a. Specifically, do you agree that the Clean Air Act or the Clean Water Act address
not only t·he specific pollution problems known at the time of passage. but also
provide authority for ah agency to regulate additional pollutants if it agency
determines they are hannful based on later-nrising scientific data?

RESPONSE: The scope of the Clean Air Act and the Clean Water Act and their application to
a variety of oontexts. is a matter of continuing litigation in die lower courts. As these issues ma)
well come before me, it would not be appropriate for me to comment on them further. To do so
would risk violating my ethical obligations as a judge, denying litigants the fair and impaJtial
judge 10 who1n they are entitled, and impairingjudit.'ial independence by suggesting that njudge
is willing to offer promises or previews in return for confimrntion.
6. Do you regard the decision in .Massach11se11s v. EPA - that greenhouse gases arc nir
pollutants under the Clean Air A<;t, and that EPA must regulate their emissions if' it
detennines (as it has) that they endanger public heal1h and welfare- as settled law?

RESPONSE: Massachusetts'" EPA is n precedent of the Supreme Court. and its interpretation
of the provisions and re.quirements of the Clean Air Act is entitled to all the weight such
prcc~dent is due.
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7. Do you regard the decision in Amerfca11 Electric Power i'. Connecticut - that federal
common law suits over power plant.~' greenhouse gas emis~ions are displaced because
EPA has the authority to regulate those emissions under Section 11 l(d) of the Clean Air
Act - as settled law?
Do you agree that irthe courts dctem1ined that EPA does not have authority ro
curb power plants' greenhouse gas emiss-ions under Sec1ion 11 l(d), then lhere
would no longer be a basis for displacing federal corpmon law remedies?
b. Can you explain what Supreme Court precedent says about the constitutionality of
citizen suits, and the significance of citizen suits in enforcing our environmental
laws?

a.

RESPONSE: American Electric Power v. Connecticut is a precedent of the Supreme Court; and
it is entitled to all the weight ~.;ch precedent is <foe. For another recent discussion ofstanding
doctrine in environmental ca$eS, pleaseseeMn.fsnchuseltsv. EPA. Beyond that, because these
issues rnay well come before me, it would not be proper for me to comme11t further. To do so
would risk vio lating my ethical obligations as a judge, denying litigants the fair and impaninl
judge to whom they are entitled, and impairingjudicial independenc~ by suggesting that a judge
is willing 10 offer promises or prcvie1\s in return for confirmation.
8. If President Trump were to direct Administrator Pruitt to end the Clean Power Plan, as is
widely reported he plans to do. would you regard the EPA as having an obfigation to
develop a replacement plan to reduce greenhouse gas emissions suflidentto protect the
public hea lth and welfare?

RESPONSE: The Clean Power Plan is curre111ly the su~]ect of an active case or controversy.
As these and related issues may \Veil come before me, It would not be appropriate for me to
comment on them . To do so would risk violating my ethical ohligations ns a judge, denying
litigants the fair and impanial judge to whom they arc entitled, and impairingjudicial
independence by suggesting thal a judge is willing to offer promises or previews in return for
confirmation.
9. How do you incorporate scientific findings Into your decisions and how do you resolve
the discrepancy if an agency is making decisions based on conclusions that are contrary
to the weight of scientific evidence?

RESPONSE: Under the Administrative Procedure Act (APA). courts deter Lo an-agency's
linding_s of fact so long as they are supported by substantial evidence, and accordingly the courts
ascribe grearwcight to the factual findings of agency experts. including those wilh scientific
expertise. The APA permits the courts, however, to "set aside agency action" that is ~arbitrary,
capricious, an abuse of discretion, or otherwise noi in accordance with law." 5 U.S.C.
§ 7Q6(2)(A). Although this is a high standard, it provides relief from an agency action where
"'the agency has relied on fac\ors which Congress has not intended it to consider. entirely failed
to consider an impormnt aspect of the problem, !or] offered an e~planatio11 for its decision that
runs counter to the <..-vidence before the agency:' Mornr Vehicle Mfrs. Ass '11 of the U.S~ Inc. v.
Siate Farm .M111. A1'to. /11,s, Co.. 463 U.S.19. 43 (1983).
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IO. Do you hold rhe view that state govemmenrs. not EPA, should principally regulate
environmental protection. and, if so, how do you reconcile this view with the fact that the
perceived failure of states by the 1970s to protect their air and water was the genesis of
the EPA, the Glean Water and Clean Air Acts, and other foundations of federal
environmental Inv/?
RESPONSE: Under the statutory environmental protection regime eurrenlly designed by
Congress, both the federal government and the states have important roles to play. The question
whether a federal or a stste regulatory agency has authority in a particular instance will depend
on the relevant facts and law in each case.
11 . In Gomales v. R,oich, the Supreme Court held that the Commerce Clause, in conjunction
with rhe Necessary and Proper Clause. pennits the federal govemmenl to Q(>ntrol
intrastate activities when necessary as part of a "more comprehensive scheme" of
economic regulation. Do you agree with the principle that Congress may reg·ulate
inl!llstatc, non-economic act iv ides if doing so is necessary LO a broader effort to regulate
commercial act ivity?

a. Do you believe that environmental and land use regulations are commercial
activities?
RESPONSE: Jn Gonzoles v, Roich. the Supreme Court held that Congress may regulate
activities "that have a substantial effect on interstate commerce." 545 U.S. I, I7 (2005).
Whether particular tl1wironrm:ntal and land use regulations qualify as such are questions that may
come before me aJ\d depend on the particuli'lf facts of the case, and it would not be proper for me
to comment on them.
12. Several times ln your testimony, you assened that the srandard you set out in tJ1e Luke P.
case was based on precedent from the Tenth Circuit. You testified: "Luke P. was a

unanimous dec.ision .... There W'dS no dispute in my court nbout the applicable law, and
because we were bound by circuit precedent in a case called Urban versus Jefferson from
1996 that said that rhe appropriate sta11dard was de 111inimis and the educational standa rd
had lo be rnore rhan de minim is. and that is the law of my circuit, Senator . . . . But the
tact of the matter is ! was bound by circuit precedent and so was the panel of my courl
and they had been bound for I 0 years by the standard in Urban versus Jefferson County."
Wht:n Senator Ourbin asked Why you added the \¥ord •·merely'" to the de mi11imis
standard, you replied: "Senal(lr, all I can say to you is what I've said to you before, it wa~
a unanimous panel of the IOlh Circui1 following ren-year-old circuit precedent .... We
followed our ci rcuit precedenL .. ." When Senator Klobuchar also asked you abom the
v\y recollection
additi(ln of the word "merel y'" to the de minim is standard. you 1estified1"T
is that the !()th Circuit precedent was very clear, that ·some' mc11J1t 'more than de
111i11imi.s.' Some meaningful educational benefit in Rowley was the Supreme Court
precedent and our court interpreted that to mean more than de minim!~-." However, the
word "merely" is found nowhere in the Urban case. See Urban v. Je,fferson County
School District , 89 F.J\1120 ( 10th Ci r. 1996). In fact, even the phrase deminimis is
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mentioned only ()nee: "In the conte;d of a severely disabled c.hild such as Gregory, 'the
"benefit" conferred by the [IDEA] and Interpreted by Rowley must be more than de
minim ls. "' 89 F.3d at 726-27 (quoting Polk v. Cemral Susquehanna J111er111ediate Uni! 16.
853 F.2d 171, 182 (3d Cir. 1988)). In Luke P., you wrote: "we have concluded that the
oduoational benefit mandated by IDEA must mere.ly be · more than de minimi.~. "'
Thompson lU-J Sch. Dist. v. L111re P.. 540 F.Jd 1143, 1149 (10th Cir. 2008) (quoting
Urban v. Jefferson Cty. Sch. Dist. R-1, 89 F.3d 720. 7'27 (10th Cir. 1996)). You also
characterized this standnrd ns " not an onerous one." Luke P., 540 F.J d at 1149. Do you
agree that your opinion in Luke f'. was the first in the Tenth Circuit to 11dd the word
" merely" before the de mtnimis standard? Do you al so agree that your opinion in Luke f'.
was the first in the Tenth Circuit to characterize the standard as " not onerous"?
a. Do you also agree that your opinion in Luke P. was the first in any Circuit to
characterize che scundard as ..not onerous ..?
RESPONSE: In Thompson RJ-J School Distrfcl v. Luke P. a unanimous panel of the TentIt Circuit
was bound to and did follow circuit prec~dent in Urban v. Jefferson Ca1mry. The Supreme Court
denied certiorari in Luke P. As the controlling decision in Ul'bw1 stated:
Gregory ·s l EP was reasonably cafculateJ to enable him co receive educational benefits. 111
the context ()fa severely disabled child such as Gregory, " lh.e "benefit' conferred by the
[IDEA] and Interpreted by Rowley must be more than de minimis." Polk v. Central
S11sq11elu11111a li1termediate Uni! 16. 853 F.2d 171. 182 (3d Cir. 1988) . . . . The rDEA only
entitles Gregory to an appropriate education, and the state ..satisfies th is requirement by
providing personalized instructi on with sufficient support services to permit the chi ld to
benefil educationally fro111 cha1 instruction." Rowley, 458 U.S. at 203. Gregory recei ved
and benefittedfl'om such personalized instruction. The IDEAdoesnot entitle him lo more.
Th.is standard was widely employed. Approximately seven other circu its to address the question
reached the same conclusion the Tenth Circui1 reached in Urban. As 1 el'plaincd at the hearing:
"There wus no dispute in my court about the applicable law. and there was not because we
were bound by c ircuit precedent. a case ca lled Urban v. Jefferson County. I 996, that said
that the appropriate standard was de minimis. The. educational standard had to be more than
de minimis.
"My reco llection is that the Tenth Circui1 precedent was very clear, that 'some' meant more
than 'de minim is.' ' Sume meaningful educational benefit' in Ro,vlcy wns a Supreme Court
precedent and that our court had interpreted that lo mean more than de minimis. and that a
number ofcircuits had come to1h.e same conclusion.
"And so, Senator, all I can say is l was trying faithfully, to the best of my llbility, to follow
Supreme Court precedent in Rowley. the Tenth Circuit opinion, as I understood it in Urban.
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and a numberofother circuits had interpreted Ro,vley in the same way. And my collea,gues
subsequently after me int·erpreted it in the same way."
Chief Judge Taeha, the author of Urban, agreed, stating in her testimony at the hearing that "in
the Luke P. case. Judge Gorsuch was following very longstanding precedent. . .. Let me also
say it was not just our circuit. I believe it was all but two circuits. A II the test of the circuits in
the Nation were following the same standard in interpreting the IDEA. Fu rther, I can say with
some authority that he was following not as dicta, but as a holding in his case what I wrote in the
Urban case, which he was following."
13. In May 2016, the U.S. Departments of Justice and Education released ajoint guidance
stating that anatomy at birth should not be the only facto.r considered when placing
transgcnder inmates into men's or women's units. The guidance also stated that schools
receiving federal funding may not discriminate based on a student's sex., including
transgcnder students under the Patsy T. Mink Equal Opportunity in Educatl.on Act also
kno"'ll as Title IX. Do you interpret Tille IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 to
ensure that transgendered student~ do not face discrimination in school?
RESPONSE: This question implicates cases likely to come before the Supreme Court.

Accordingly, it would not be proper for me to comment. To do so would risk violating my
ethical obligations as a judge, denying litigants the fair and imparti;1I judge to whom they are
entitl'ed, and impairing judicial indepehdence by suggesti11g that a judge is willing to offer
promises or previews Tri return for con-firmation.

14. Does the Constitution define what a "person" is?
a. Has the Supreme Court ever ruled that the 14th Amendment confers personhood
on a fetus'?
b. If a state were to enact a personhood measure by redofining a fetus as a legal
person, wou ld that not be in direct contradiction to the Supreme Court's holding
in Roe?
RESPONSE: In Roe V. Wade, the Supreme Court held that "the word 'person; as used in the
Fourteenth Amendment, does not include the unborn." 410 U.S. 113, 158 ( 1973). Your question
regarding the propriety of a hypothetical state law implicates issues that may come before me as
a judge. and therefore lt would not be proper for me to comment.

15. Did Whole Wo111a11 '.v Health fully answer the remaining que.Stions about the permissible
breadth of pre-viability regulations allowed under Casey?

RESPONSE: In Whole. Woman's Health v. Hellerstedl, the Court held that certain abortion
regulations violated the f'ourteemh Amendment and thus were to be enjoined. It would not be
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proper for me to comment further, as lhe question raises issues that muy Ct)me befon: me as a
j udge.
16. As you know. the 14th Amendment's Equa) Protection Clause states:
"No State shall make or enforce any law which shall abridge the
privileges or immunities of citizens of the United States: nor shall
any State deprive any person oflife. liberty, or property, without due
process of law; nor <;leny to any person within its jur·isdiction the
equal protection of the laws.''
Please expla in your understanding of the current constitutional prohibitions against sex
discrimination. Does the Equal Pmtection Clause of the 14th Amendment to the U.S.
Constitution prohibit discrimination on the basis of gender or sexual orientation?
RESPONSE: By way of example, in Mississippi Univ.for Women v. Hogan ( 1982) and J, E.B. ' "
Alabama ex rel. T.D. ( 1994). the Supreme Court held that state practices discriminating on the
basis of sex are subject to a heightened level of scrutiny under the Equal Protection Clause. This
scrutiny is often referred to as ·'intermediate scrutiny.'' In United States v. Virginia (VMI)
t 1996). the Court emphasized that heightened scnitiny requires an •·exceedingly persuasive
ju~tifioation" for sex-based classification. In addition, in Lawrence 11. Texas t2003) and
Obergefe/l v. Hodges (201 5), the Supreme Court invalidated state laws implicating sexual
nricntntion.
17. ln a 2005 National Review piece, you criticized liberals for using the courts instead going
through elected officials to advance their social agenda . In Hobby Lobby, the court gave
closely held corporations the same rights as individuals in relying on RPRA. Please
example why this was not u oase of conservative overreach through the courts ro affect an
expansion of RFRA without legislative action?
RESPONSE: Congress passed the Religious freedom Restoration Act (RFRA) because it
determined that the Supreme Court's interpretation of the First /\mcndmcht was insufficiently
protective of religious exercise. In a bipartisan bill sponsored by Senator Oh·in Hatch, Senator
Ted Kennedy. and then-Represe.ntative Charles Schumer. Congress prohibited the federal
government from substantially burdening 1he exercise of 11 sincerely held religious belier unless
the government can show it is pursuing the least restrictive means t0 achieve a compelling
govemmentnl interest.
I lobby Lobby brought a claim under this law. and courts had to decide what Congress meant
when it included !he word "person" in the statute. RFRA requires that " a person'' be engaged in
the "exercise of religion." The Dictionary Act, which courts must look to whcn.s term is
otherwise undefined, defines a "person'' to .include corporations, and Hobby Lobby is a family-
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held corporation that openly exhibits its religious affiliation. For example, as 1 recaJl, it plays
Christian music in its stores. ll refust.>s to sell alcohol or things that hold alcohol. It closes on
Sundays. The Supreme Court concluded that, under the law Congress wrote. Hobby Lobby had
a meritorious claim.
a. Your expansion of religious protections to a corporation in Hobby Lobby now
creates a potential conflict between the religious freedom of the corporation and
that oft.he individu11l employee. In applying RFRA, how will you address n
connict between Lwo differing religions? Is it for the courts to rule when one
religion trumps another?
RESPONSE: Re~pectfully. the Tenth Cirouit sitting en bane in Hobby Lobby applied the law
Congress passed as best it could. Congress is free to change the law anytime. Beyond that,
respectfully, these questions seek views about matters that might come before me as a judge and
it would be improper for me to comment further. To do so would risk violatrng my ethical
obligations as a judge, denying litigants the fair and impartial judge to whom they are entitled,
and impairing judicial independence by suggesting thar a judge is willing to offer promises or
previews in reltim for confirmation.
18. Please what role the courts have in determining whether a burden is substantial '! ls it just
a rubber stamp?
a. Is there any ti me when a coun can make a detem1ination that a federal law is
objectively not a substnntial burden on someone's religious beliefs? Under what
circumstances?
RESPONSE: The substantial burden test was expre.ssly adopted by Congress in RFRA. The
Supreme Court has di scussed the history and scope of that t<.>st in Hobby l.obby and many other
cases. See 134 S. Ct. at 2775-79. As a judge, I c.annot prejudge when that le.st will or will not be
satisfied. Such a decision wi U depend on the facts and circumstances of each case.

19. In Alf~late Sweeping v. 8/aC'k you joined an opinion rejecting imt!r nlin a claim of hostile
work environment. The court wrote:
But Allstllte cites Lo no cases. nor can we find any, holding that the
harassment endured hy the principaJs of an artificial entity can give
rise to a racial- or gender-discrimination claim on behalf of the entity
itself, absent independent injury to the entity. Indeed, it is not clear
to us lhat an artificial entity could ever prevail OJl a hostile-workenvironment claim. Such a cla1m has a subjective, as well as an
objective. component; there must be proof that 'tho plaintiff wus
offended by the work environment. ...
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In Hobby Lobby, you joined the holding that an artificial entity like a for-profit
corporation can exercise religion, independently of its owners. But in Alls1a1e, you say
the opposite, the Court said "[b]eing offended presuppClscs feelings or thoughts that an
arfrficial entity (as opposed to its employees or owners) cannot exper.ience:• How can an
artificial entity such as Hobby Lobby assert a religious belief without having the thoughts
or feelings necess11ry in Allstate?
RESPONSE: Allstate involved 11 hostile-work-environment claim brought under 42 U.S.C,
§ 1981 11nd the Equal Protect-ion Clause, whereas Hobby fobby involved a claim under the
Religious Freedom Restoration Act (RFRA). A hostile-work-environment claim requires proof
that the "plaintiff WllS offended.·· A cla.im Wlder RFRA has no suclt element. Rather. RFRA
requires that "a person" be engaged in the "exercise or religion,.. and the Dictkinary Act. which
courts must look to, defines a "person" to include corporations. In Hobby Lobby the government
conceded and the Supreme Court ultimately found that the corpofate fonn alone does not prevent
such exercise. For example, many churches and religious groups are organized as corporations.
20. During the hearing, you in an exchange with Senator Comyo that, "Too Jew people can
get lawyers to help them with their problem." and later that, " I do think access to justice
in large part means access to a lawyer. Lawyers make a difference. I believe that firmly.
My grandpa showed th3t to me-what a difference a lawyer can make in a life." Ai the
401h anniversary celebration of the Le.gal Services Corporation, Justice Scalia·s S11id,
" I'm here principally to show the llag. to represent the support of the
Supreme Court and l'm sure all ofrny colleagues for lhe LSC... The
American ideal is not for some justice, it is, as the Pledge of
Allegiance says, 'Liberty and justice for all' or as the Supreme Court
pediment has it, ·Equal Justice.' I've always thought that's
somewhat redundant. Can there be justice if it is not equal? Can
there be a just society when some do not have justice? Equality.
equal treatment is perhaps the most fundamental element ofjustic.e.
So, this organlzatiorl pursues the most fundamental of American
ideals, and it pursues equal justice in those area$ of life most
important to the lives of our citizens."
Do you agree with Justice Scalia' s statement?
RESP ONSE: As discussed at the hearing, I believe that access to justice is a serious problem.
Toge.thcr with my colle:igues. I have worked to improve access to justice while on the Standing
Committee for Rules of Practice and Procedure and the Appellate Rules Advisory Committee.
During my lime as a judge, I have also worked alongside my oolleagues, Chief Judge Tymkovich
and Judge Lucero, and many others in our circuit, to promote the quality of representation of
death row inmates. Together with the judges in Oklahoma, we provided training sessions,
recruited additional l11wyers, and sought and obtained more funds for federal public. defenders.
have also written and spoken on ways to encourage greater ~cccss to justite and legal services.
A good example of this work is Access to Affordable Jus/ice: A Challenge ro rhe Bench, Bar. and
Academy. I00 Judicarure, no. 3, Aug. 2016, at 46. I have also spoken and written about
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problems io the legal system that affect ordinary people, including the cornplei<ity and expense
of modem civil litigation, A !lOCld cxumple of this work is Low 's Irony. 37 Harv. J.L. & Pub.
Pol'y 743 (201-l).
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(!!'.ongress of tf7e 1ilnitell ~tu1es
1:Ilnut,in~ton, !10! 20515
March lJ, 2017

Chainnan Charles Grassley
Senate Judiciary Committee
224 Dirksen Senate OffiGe Building
United States Senate

Ranking Member Dianne Feinstein
Senate Judiciary Committee
224 Dirksen Senate Office Building
United States Senate

Dear Chairman Grassley and Ranking Member Feinstein:
We write today to ask you to seek greater clari~ regordfhg Judge Gorsuch's views on the Constitutional
basis for our nation's c~mpaign fin11nce laws.
lhe American public is greatly concerned by the increasing role of concentrated money in our politics. In
fact. more than 85% of Americans believe our campaign finance system is broken and in o~ed of
fundamental rcfom1.
Unfortunately, in our view, the Supreme Court has for decades embraced a deeply flawed approach to the
laws governing money in our politics. The result has been a system that empowers the wenithy and wellconoccted, wh ik drowu ing out (he voices of everyday Americans. It is no surprise then that more than
90% of voters including 91 % of Trump voters - believe it is critical tha\ the new Supreme Court justice
be open to lim iting 1he influence of big money in our politics.
As members of Congress, like you, we know all too well how the defects of our cu1Tent campaign finance
law impact our democracy. The pervasive and distorting influe.nce of concentrated money in our politics
frustrates the priorities and principles that motivated us to serve in the first piece and limits important
voices in our body politic from being heard altosether.
For these reasons, we ask that you implore Judge Gorsuch 10 provide a public response to the following
questions cooceming money in politics and the Constitution:
What will be your approach to evaluating commo·n sense lfmil$ on big money in our politics and
policy that empowers Americans of all incomes. races and backgrounds to have their voices hc~rd
in our political system?
Is th.:. prevc:mtion of bribery- so-called quid pro quo exchanges - the sole justification for limits
on big money in our politics or do others existS? If so, what are they?
Had you been on the S\lpl'emc Court atthe time the Court ruled on Ciritens United would you
have joined the majorify or the dissenting opinion? And why?
Having never served in elected office, what value, if aoy, do you place on the opinions and
testimonials of elected officials both past and present about the impact of concentrated special
interest money in on our dem~racy?
We appreciate your attention to these crilical questions.
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March 14, 2017

Senate ludiciary Committee Must Focus on
Judge Gorsuch's Troubling Mon ey· in-Politics Record

The Honorable Mitch McConnell
Senate Majority Leader
317 Senate Russell Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

The Honorable Chuck Schumer
Senate Minority Leader
322 Hart Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

The Honorable Charles Grassley
Chai rman
Senate Committee on the judldary
224 Dirksen Senate Office BlJilding
Washington, D.C. 20510

The Honorable Dianne Fefnstein
Ranking Mem ber
Senate Commrttee on the Judiciary
152 Dirksen Sena te Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Majorfty Leader McConnell, Minority Leader St:humer, Chairman Grassley, and
Ranking Member Feinstein:
As organizations representing tens of millions of Americans, we write to express our dee.p
concern regarding the nomination of Judge Neil Gorsuch to serve on Uie Supreme Court ofthe
United States because of his troubling record on money in politics.
America ns across the country are concerned about the growing influence ufbig money in our
elections and our government
Last year, the cost of running for federal office rose yet aga in, with more money than ever
comi ng from a small group of elite donors, and a substantial amo unt of secret money in the
syste m. The constant p ursuit of campaign money from a relative handful of wealthy
contributors skews policy outcomes and has shaken confidence in our political process. Eighty·
five percent of voters say we should "fundamentally change" or "completely rebuild" the
current campaign money system.1
The Supreme Court has been a key source of the problem by outlawing common sense lim its on
big money spendi11g. most famously in the Citizens United dedsion. The challenge to our
democracy ls not simply the infl uence gai ned by billionaires a nd powerful co rporations but.
more deeply, it is the loss of an effective voice for the vast majority of Americans and of public
confidence by or.di nary Americans in their government a nd federal officeholders.
The next justice confirmed to lifetime tenure on the Court w111 llkely he a tie·hreaklng vote in
new cases addressi ng political money. In future decisions, the Cou rt might erase our few
re maining protections agai nst big money innu ence in campaigns and policy-making, or permit
a balanced political system in wh ich all voices are heard and currently marginalized
communities have a full say in the decisions that affect their lives.
Americans understand this, and 93 percent of voters think it's importantthat President Trump
nomin;i tes a Sup.re me Couct;ustice who ls open to limiting the innuence of big money in
polittcs.? Unfonunately, Judge Gorsuch's record o n money in politics a nd corporate power is
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deeply troublin_g, and suggests he would support increasing the power-oft.he wealthiest
interests wi thin the system.1
As the Senate judiciary Committee considers whether Judge Gorsuch is fit to serve all
Amc1icans as a Supreme Court Justice, we ask that you vtgorously pursue this essential
question:

Will judge Gorsuch s legal plrilosophy lead him to strike down even more protections against the
use of corpora re or perso110/ wealth to i11flue11ce elecUons. such as candidate and party
co11tributio11 li111its, or will he permit sensible limits on political money in order to ensure t.lle
voicesatld will of all At11ericans qre fully represented wiL/!in the politico/ process?
Our country's democracy is at stake in the answer to this key question. The seat judge Gorsuch
seeks does not belong to Prl<'sident Trum p, Republicans, Democrats, liberals, or conservatives.
It belongs to the American people, As Senators itis your duty to ensure that the next member of'
the Supreme Court holds d1:>ar the belief that the Constitution protects all of us, not just the
wea lthy and the powel'fuL Any nominee who does not meet.this standard musr not occupy a
lifetime st:1at on the nation's highe~t court.
In support of our shared democracy,
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Act.tv
AFSCME

Alliance for Citizenship
Alliance for Democracy
American Atheists
American Federation of l'eachers
American As:soclation ofUniversity Women lAAUW)
Americans for Democt'atic Aclion
American Postal Workers Unton
Americans Against Trump
Arab American Instltute
Asian Americans Advancing Justice
Association of Flight Attendants
Berkshire Environmenul Arlion Team
Beyond Nuclear
Brave New Fllms
California Clean Mo ney Campaign
CathoHcs in Allian'e for the Common Good
Center for American Progress
Center for Emergent Diplomqcy
Center for Media and Democracy
Center for Popular Democracy
Center for Science in the Public Interest
Clturch Women United in New York State
Citizens for Responsibility and Ethics in Washington (CR BWJ
Clas~ Actlo11
Clean Elections Texas
Coalitton for Dfsahility Health Equi ty
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Coalition to Re~tore Democracy
CQDEPINK
Coffee Party Savannah
Common Cause
Concerned Citizens for Change
Conscious Elders Network
Communications Workers of America
DC Emergent Diplomacy
DC Enviroumental Network
DC Latino Caucus
Democracy l l
Democracy Initiative
Democracy Matters
Dernocrac:y Spring
Demos
Don't Waste Michigan
Et1cl Citizens United
Endangered Spedes Cualition
Eoe.rgy Action Coalition
EPI Policy Center
Every Yoke
Pi x Democrncy first!
Free Speech Fin People
Friends of the Earth
Gender Justice l'nstitute
Genius Hiphop
Get Money Out- Maryland
Greenpeace USA
Hig)itower Lowdown
Indivisible
Institute for Agriculture and Trade Policy
International Union, United Automobile, Aerospace &Agticultural Implement
Workers of America, UAW
Iowa Citizens for Community Improvement
Jobs with Justic~
Just Foreign Policy
f;abor Campalgn for Single Payer llealthcare
Latino Victory Projec:t
The Leadership Co nference on Civil and Human Rlghts
League of Conservation Voters
League of United Latin American Citizens
Main Street Alliance
Map Light
Ml\ YDA YAmerica
Ml Familfa Vnta
Missonri jobs With Justice \Toter Action
National Association of Social Workers
NAACP
National Black Justice Coalltlon
National Center for Lesbian Rights
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National Council of Jewish Women
National Education Assol·iation
National LGBTQ Task Force Action Fund
National Organizat.ion for Women
National Partnership for Women and Families
National Priorities Project
New Florida Majority
New Progressive Allianct>
Northwest Atlantic MarineAlliam:e
Occupy.com
Oca:ipy Bergen County
OLE· Organizers in the Land of Enchantment
Organir.e Florida
Other 98% Action
Our Revolution
Pachamama Alliancr
Participatory Politics Foundation
Patriotic M rtltonaires
People Oemanding Action
People for the American Way
PeopleNOW.org
People's Action
Power Shift Network
Pride at Work
Represent.US
ReThink Media
Revrrb Press
RootsAction.org
SEIU
Sierra Club
Sierra Student Co<ilition
Small Planet Institute
Stamp Stampede
Student Debt Crisis
TakeAction Minnesota
'rhe Rootstrikers Project of Demand Progress
The Workmen's Circle
Union For Reform judaism
Vokes for Progress
Voto Latino
West Virglnia Citizen Action Group
Wisconsin Democracy Campaign
Working Families Party

1

Nicholas Confesso"'and Ylcgan Three-Brconan, .. Poll Sho" sA.11wtic,111s F9vnr an Ov~:xbm!I 9fCa111pill!lli

Fi11"n~i11g," THe NEW YOllK T!MES(June 2, 2015).

~ ll11.>~/IJ(' Co11n ,11,1d ~lfnnt!I' /11 Pf!.!i!J.LS..i!!!:trS Toi>//m: Fi11d1l1'!.'. HATrAWAV COMMl.'f'ilCATIONS (fanu;>ry
20l7).
1
./titfg!,!_Gai·.111,-/1 ·.,. Ea·11·cm« l•iell'" Cmdcl L'11dem1ine Urgmtlr N•!rdcd .\1unf!l' i11 l'c•lilhs Rc'[orm.<, D EMOS &
C•\MPAIG'\I LEO.~l CFNTF.fl (January 31. lOJ 7).
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19 F AITR-BASEO AND NONTHE JSTIC ORGANIZATIONS
EXPRESS SERIOUS CONCERNS REGARDING THE NOMINATION OF

.JLJDGE NEIL GORSUCH TO THE US SUPREME COURT
March 16, 2017
The Honorable Charles Grassley
Chaiunao
Senate Committee on the Judiciary
224 Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, DC 205to

The Honorable Dianne Feinstein
Ranking Member
Senate Committee on the Judiciary
152 Dirksen Senate Oflice Building
Washington, DC 20510

Dear Chairman Grassiey and Rankin.g Member Feinstein:
The undersigned national faith-based and nontheistic organizations, including secular, ethnic,
arrd commw1ity-based groups, share a commitment to individual libcrry and the separatiotl of
l'eligion and government-two of the tencrs on which this country was founded. We are united
in our serious concerns r egarding the nomination of Judge Neil M. Gorsuch to the United
States SupremeCourt.
Judge Gorsuch's decade-long record on the federal bench, ;is well as his writings, speeohcs, and
activities tllroughout hls career, demonstrate that he is a judge with an agenda. His fi'equcnt
dissents and concurrences show he is out of the mainstream oflegal thought and unwilling to
accept the constructs of binding precedent and stare decisis when they dictate results he
disfavors. If con finned to the Supreme Court, which is closely divided on many critical issues,
Judge Gocsuch would tip the balance in a direction that would undennine many of our core rights
and legal protections. He lacks tl1e impartiality and iodependeuce the American people expecl
and deserve from the federal bench.
Presldent T111mp oursourc.ed the selection process of a Supreme Court justice to the
ideologlcally-dtiven Federalist Society and Heritage Foundation. Never before has a president su
blatantly curried favor with partisan organizations for a Supreme Court nomination. In addition,
as a presidential candidate he pledged to appoint Supreme Court justices who wouW overturn
Roe v. Wade. Litmus tests in judicial selection subvert the most critical qualities of a judge:
open-mindedness and independence.

In 112005 article published in the conservative National Review, Judge Gorsuch wrote.
" American liberals ha ve become addicted to the courtroom, relying on judges and lawyers rather
than elected leaders and tl1e ballot box, as the primary means of effecting their social agenda on
cv<.>rything from gay marriage. to assisted suicide to the use ofvoucbers for private-school
education. This overweening addictiou to the courtroom as the place to debate social policy is
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bad for the country and bad for t·hc judiciary."1 Throughout our nation's history. the federal
courts have been a critical bulwark in ensuring Lhe rights and liberties of all Americans,
especially minority groups whose numbers mean they have less influence 11t the ballot box. Judge
Gorsuch 's hostility to the valid use of courts by victims of discrimination in all fom1s to enforce
1beir rights under the US Constitulion and federal law demonstrates his ideological agenda and
has been l"()f)ecled in his decisions during his decade on the bench.
Er osion of the Estiiblisbment Clause
As a judge on the Coun of Appeals for the Tenth Circuit, Judge Gorsuch has written or joined
dissents that would dramatically weaken the Establishment Clause of the First Amendment. lo
American Atheists, Inc. v. Dunean,2 a panel of three Republican-appointed judges ruled against
the Utah Highway Patrol Association 's constmctfon and maintenance ofa series of 12-foot
crosses on public land near roads to memorialize deceased officers, ex.plaining that tbe crosses
had the "impermissible effect" of appearing to endorse the Christian religion. Judge Gorsuch
wrote an opinion for himself and several other judges 1hat dissented from the decision of tbc full
court of appeals nol to rehear !he case. Gorsuch asserted that the "endorsement" test should not
be applied, and crilicizcd the "reasonable observer" standard that the circuit court used to
detennine !hat the crosses were religious symbols. Judge Gorsuch wrote that the intent of the
person who displayed the religious Symbol weighs more tlmn the impression that such a symbol
leaves on the person who views it:1 The Supreme Court denied review of the case; Justice
Thomas alone wrote a vigorous dissent, 4 making some of the same arguments as Judge Gorsuch,

In Green v. Haskell County Boord ofCommissio11e1:<,1 another case invol ving Christian symbols
on public property, o three-judge p<lJJel of all Republican-appointed j udges co.ncluded that an
Oklahoma county's decision to approve the construction of and maintain a Teo Commandments
monument on its courthouse lawn violated the Establishment Clause. Judge Gorsuch again ·wrote
an opinion for himself and other judges that dissented from a decision by the full court of appeals
not to rehear tho case. He arglled that the court should not expect that a reasonable person would
infer a religious endorsement when a government official appearing in lb.at capacity appears
a11d/or speaks at a religious unveiling cere mony6. As the panel decision ex.plained, however, the
cndoi:sc1.11en1 tcsl remained the law in the Tenth Circuit (and elsewhere), and the monument

1 Neil Gorsuch, liberals ' 11 'Lawsuit.<, NATIONAL REVIEW (fcb. 7, 20()5), availobfc 01 http://
www.nationalreview.com/anicle/213590/libcral$nlawsuii.s-joseph·6.
2
616F.3dI145(10th Cir. 2010).
1Am. Atheists, Inc. " Duncan, 637 F.3d 1095, I I 10 (I Och Cit. 1010) (Gorsuch, J., dissenling).
~Utah High•"'Y P01rol hsoe/01io11 v, America11 tltlt&ists. /11c., 565 U,S. 994 (2011) (cen denied) (Tbom3S, J .•
<iissenling).
' 568 F.3d 784 (1 OU> Cir. 2009),
• G1·e~11 v. Hll$kel/ Co11111y Bd of Comm 'rs, 574 f'.Jd 1235, 1246 ( 1001 Cir, 2009)(GorsueJt, J.. disseniingl.
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clearly had the "primary effect of endorsing religion." 7 The Supreme Court denied review of the
case.i
Re ligiou s Views Tmposed on Women 's Health
Judge Gorsuch bas writlen or joined opinions that would restrict women's health care., including
allowing religious beliefs to override women's access to birth control and defonding Planned
0
Parenthood. In !Iobb_y Lobby Stores. Inc. v. Sebe/ius, he signed on to an opinion allowing certain
for-profit employe.rs to refuse to comply with the birth control benefit iu tbc Affordable Care
Act. Citing Citizens United v. FEC. ' 0 the decision held that corporations can be "persons" with
religious beliefs and that employers can use those religious beliefs to bJock employees' insurance
coverage of birth control. In li/1/e Sisiers of1he Poor Home/or the Aged v. Burwell, 11 Judge
Gorsuch dissented from tbc majority's decision approving the accommodation in the birth
control benefit that allows non-profit employcrS to opt out of tlie benefit bu! makes sure the
employees get birth control coverage. Judge Gorsuch joine<l a dissent that argued the simple act
of filling out the opt-out form constitutes a substantinl burden on religious exercise. In Planned
Paren1hood.Associa1ion of Utah v. Hetberl, 12 Judge Gorsuch dissented from the majority's
decision to keep in place a preliminary Injunction that stopped the state of Utah from blocking
access to health care and education for-thousands of Planned Parenthood's patie111s. lfthe policy
had gone into effect, it would have cut off access to an al1er-school sex education program for
teens and ST! testing and treatment for at-risk c-00llllunities.

Rejection of Aid-in-Dying
Judge Gorsuch wrote a dissertation that rejects laws that provide aid-in-dying to tem1i11ally ill
persons. 13 He calls such laws "assisted suicide" and wroto "all human beings are intrinsically
valuable and the inrentional taking of human life by pr,ivate persons is always wrong." 14
However, Gorsuch declined to discuss capital punishment or death dwing war, sayiQg those
issues brought ''unique questions." 15 The Supreme Court upheld Ore~on 's death with dignity law
in 2006, explaining that "[r]ather than simply decriminaliziog assis1ed suicide, [the Oregon law]
limits ii$ c,xcrcise to the attending physicians ofterrninally ill paticnts[.]"16 Now six statcs17 and
the District of Columbia permit aid-in-dying. Judge Gorsuch wrote that such aid-in-dying la1vs
would " tend toward, if not require, (he legalization not only of assisted suicide and euthanasia,
1
568
9

F.3d 784, 788 ( 10th Cir. 2009).
Hoskd l County Sd. ofComrn'rs v. Green, 559 U'.S. 970 (2010) (cert denied),
'723 F.3d I Jl4 {10th Cir. 2013).
0
' 558 U.S. 310 (2010),
1
' 799 P.Jd 1315 ( ]()th Cir. 2015).
11
839 P3d 1301 {10th Ctr. 2016).

"Neil Gorsuch, THE FUTUR.JiOf ASSJS'fEP Su1croE ANO EUTHANASIA (PrlnCCIOn University Press 2009).
,. Qo,.,.uclJ, ''lntroiluction." paragraph 13.
13 Gorsuch, "An Argument Against legislaliOn," pnr•grnplt 3.
16
Gonzales v , Oregon, 54() U.S. 243, 270 (2006),
11
California, Colorado, Montana., Oregon, Vcm1ont, -and Washington.
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but of any act of consensual homicide" including "sadomasochist killings, mass suicide pacts,
duel~, and the sale of one's own life." 1 ~ In Oregon, where aid-in-dying has been closely resea.rcb
19

and studied for more lhan a decade, there have been no reports of any such instances. Judge
Gorsuch's position denies terminally ill individuals basic human digni ty at the end of life., and it
is not bis role as a judge to make personal medical decisions for a patient.
The Supreme Court is the final arbi1er of our laws., and ils rulings dramatically impact the lives
and rights of all Americans. We urge al l sen3tors to carefully examine Gorsuch's nomination.
They mus! fully exercise their "advise and consent'' responsibilities by engaging in a thorough
review of Judge Gorsuch 's record and judicial philosophy. The Senate Judiciary Committee· must
mgage in full and fair hearings i11 which all requested documents are produced and examined,
committee members are pem1ittcd to adequately question Judge Gorsuch and receive full and
complete noswers, aod enough outside witnesses tire pcm1itted to testify regardin.g Judge
Gorsuch·s record, Before the full Seo.ate considers actiog on t h e nomination of Judge
Gorsuch, the Amer ican people have a right to know p recisely h ow his confirmation to the
Supreme Court would impact t heir rights, freedoms, and liberties.

Tha11k yo11 for your co11sideratlo11 ofour views. Ifyou would /Ike ro discuss the molterjiirlher,
please contact Caroline Ostro, Judicial Nominatio11s Campaign Org<111iwr. National Cow1cil qf
Jeivi.fh Wa111e11, at caro/inEt@nciwcl".oN or Amanda Knief. National Lego/ and Public Policy
Directm~

Americtm Atheists. at akllie!@i1tlwfr1s.1wg.

Sincerely,
African American Ministers In Action
American Atb.;istS
American Humanist Association
Bend the Arc Jewish Action
Catholics for Choice
Cedar Lane Unitarian Universalist Church
Ccnrc:r for Inquiry
Congregation of St Joseph
Kcshct
Moishe Kavod HousB
National Coalition ofAmerican Nuns
National Council ofChurche.s
Nationa l Council of Jewish Women

National LGBTQ Task Force Action Fund
New Ways Ministry
Religious Institute
Sisters of the Most Pm:ious Blood (Gospel
Justice Committee member}
Unitarian Universalist Women's federation
Women's Alliance for Theology, Elhics and
Ritual (WATER)

11

Gorsuch, "~.l Posner's and l'[>Slcin's Libertarian Case for Assisted Suicide," paragr•ph 3.
""Death wi1h Dignity Act." Oregon.gov.

htlps://public.heslth.oregon.gov/ProviderP~rtncrResourc~s/6valuntionRescareh/Oca1hwithOignityAct/Pagcslindex .a
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March 16. 2017
The Honombk Charles Grossley
Chairman
SenateCommitt.:c on the Judiciary
224 Dirksen Senate Ollicc Building
Washington. D,C, 20510
The Honorable Dianne Feinstein
Runking Member
Se11ate Committee on the J udicrary
152 Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington. D.C. 20510
RE:

National LGlJT Groups Oppose Confirmation of Judge Gorsuch to Supr eme Courr

Dear Chaim1an Gra;sloy 3nd Ranking Member Feinstein:
The undersigned nation~! advocacy org<mi1,ations, representing the intefl!sls of lesbian. gay, biscx\lal and
transgender (LGBT) people and people living with HIV, oppose the nomination of Judge Neil Gorsuch
to be an Associate Justice on the United States Supreme Court. After a comprehensive rev iew ofJudge
Gorsuch 's record, we have concluded that his views on civil rights issues are fundamentally at odds "l'ilh
the notion that LGBT people are entitled to e(Juality, liberty, justice und dignity under the law.
We wish to call to your attention the following aspects of Judge Gorsuch 's record and phi losophy thnt
are of panicular concern to our orga11iu tions <ind our constituents, and that raise crucial questions of
grave. consequence. to LGBT petlple. everyone living with HIV, nnd anyone who cal'l."S about these
communities.

•

The Danger.v of ..Origina/lsm." Judge Gorsuch professes to be an "origi nalist.." 1 This
phi losophy treats the Constitution a.s [rozen in time\ meaning that.. unless theConstiMion has
been amended lo explicitly protect certain rights, jndividuols have no more rjghts today than they
did in 1789.7 This philosophy essentially writes LGBT p~opleoul of the Constitution. A few
examples of how Judge Gorsuch's ~pprouch would manife&t itself in specific areas of the lsw
lUustrote why we believe that Judge. Gorsuch poses such a grove threat to our commtmity:

Sre Neil M. Gorsuch. OfI.ions a11d &ar.i Jud;,~·s am/ l<gislmor.t and rht• J.egacy of.fu.<lic• s,·aliu. 66 Ct.SE IV. Rf.S. L.
HEV. '!QS (2015).
1

S•t l!rwio Chemerinsky, Whal Could Gors11cl1/llra11 for the Supreme Courl?: A b<1Ciowrdj11Fi.J1. POLITI\"(J (feb. J, 20 f 7).
•Vllilabf o ot hllp!//\llww .politko.eotn/mogozinc/stary/2017/0'llncil·gor>och-suprem...,ourt· future-214724 l"Under
originulism, no longer woul<l lhere be con.<titutfon~I proroctJon for prlv;cy, including 'l'Pnxluctlve freedom. or onght to
marriag" equali\y for gays and fesbinns, •nd or even protection of women from discnmfo31ion undrr eqUl!l pmt«:tlon. Nooe
of thC$e rig~IS were intende<l by tho framers."),
.1-
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o

F111ulamental Rights. We-are concerned that Judge Gorsuc.h's writings. including his
book on assisted suioide,3 reveal his open hostility toward the very existence of
constil11tfonally proteoted fitndamcntal rights. No one can read that book and come away
with any reasonable doubt that Judge Gorsuch is deeply skeptical that our Constitution
protects any fundamentll rights beyond those C-'< pressly enumerated in the Bill of
Rights. Among these unenumerated. yet well-established, fundamental rfghts are the
rights to privacy, ~utonomy and self-dctermin<Jtion, the right to parent, the right to
procreative freedom. the right to engage in private consensrial adult relationships, and the
fundamental rig.ht to marry.
Although these rights are important to everyone, they are essential for the LGBT
community. These aro the rights that have been the lynchpin of our legal progress and
that underlie the series of decisions- from Law1•ence to Tf'indsor to Obergefe/14-that
have transformed the place of LGBT people in our society.. Based on his extensive
record, there can be no doubt that, had he been on (he Court, Judge Gorsuch would have
rejected each of these basic rights. Indeed. as discussed fvrther below, he has been
openly critic11l of .same-sex couples for even seeking to vindicate their constit:utional
rights, including the right to marry, through litigation.
We urge the Committee to press Judge Gorsuch to ex.plain on his views about
fondamenial rights. For example:

D<•<'She believe that there is a fundamental right to privacy, and if so, does the
right as.he understnnds it protect consensual adult sex.uni relationships?
Does he believe that the Constitution protects a fundamc.n bl right to marry? The
right to a,~ess contraception? The right to decide whether to continue n
pregnancy'~

Judge Gorsuch' s nrticulatcd judicial philosophy is far outside the legal and social
mainstream, and wmlld significantly disrupt Americans' expectations about the rigbts
that they enjoy under the Ce>nstitution. His views should be as frighccning to others as
they are to the LGBT community. The Comruince should require Judge Gorsuch to
explain what he means when he describes htmself as on "orlginalist."
o

Equal Prolection. An originalist view is hostile to the notion that laws largering
historically disfavored group:; warranl any form of heightened scrutiny, with the
exception or laws that discriminate on the basis of race. Because, in his view, the drafters
of the Fourteenth Amendment did not intend to prohibit sex. discrimination, Justice Scalia

l NEIL M. GoRSU<'.'H, Tue FUTURE OP ASSISTEDSUJC'JPF. 1'l\1l EtmiA:Ni\SlA (2009).

' lawr.:ncc v. Te.nu. 539 U.S. 53 8 (200J); U11ileJSla/e.1 •, Wi11d•or, 133 S. CL '.!675 l2013): 0/1ergeft ll Y. /Jodges, 135 S.
Ct 2584 (2015).
-2 -
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regularly voted against heightened constitutional protections for women-~
Judge Gorsuch has praised Justice SC3lia. and presumabl y shares the late Justice's view
that laws targeting women for discrimination should receive nothing more than so-called
·•rational basis re.view." ln a 2016 ar1icle, Judg.: Gorsuch praised Justice Scaiia's
approach to equal protection, and agreed that ''judges sho(lld ... strive (if humanly and so
imperfoctly) 10 apply the Jaw as it is, focusing b?ckward, not forward, and looking to text,
structure. Md history to decide \vhat a reasonable reacler at the time of the "vents in
question woul<l have understood \he Jawt·o be.~

The suggestion that sex-based classifications should not trigger!\eightenedjudicial
scrutiny discrimination is far outside rhe mainstream, and has bee1n rejected by the
Supremo Court on numerous QC(;asiens. 1 IfJudge Gorsuch adheres to Justice Scalia ·s
view that laws d iscriminating on the basis of gender shouid not be subjected to
heightene.d scn1tit1y, then Judge Gorsuch would c.ertainly find nothing wrong with laws
!hat single out LGBI people for discriminati(Jn, so Jong as someone >Omewhere could
conjure ttp some other re.a~on for pas.<;ing such a law.

On numerous occasions, the Supreme Court has struck down laws that were passed to
make LGBT people "stcnngers to the law-'- <tn anti-gay ballot initiative in Colorado,8
discriminatory state marriage laws,9 and a federal law prohibiting recognition ofsamesex couples· marria,gcs. 'V What level ofscnitiny would an "origi11tlfist"' Hke Judge
Gorsuch apply to such laws? Judge Gorsuch shmlld be asked to state his views on the
record and required to explain how this npproach ca11 possibly be squared with existing
Supreme Court precedents striking down laws that single our LGBT people for hannful ,
unequal treatment.
o

Role <'.fCourfs. Compounding the damage that would result from such a narrow view of
the Constitution, Judge Gorsuch has ttxpresscd disapproval of people re.s orting to the
courts al all to vindicate their civil rights. For eKample. in 2005, Judge" Gorsuch wrote
that ·• American liber-dls have become addicted to the court.room _.. as the primary means

' Se.. e.g.• .l,E.JJ. v, Alczba'11a, 511 U.S. 127 (1994) (Scalia, J .. di:1.1<nting.joine.d bl Justice Thornas and ChiefJustie<
Rehnquist) (arguing that £Cate' s use of p<'f•mp1ury strikes on the basis Qfgender in j ury 5eJ~ion did not ~iol~le !!quo!
PrQteclion ('la11se); /Jtril~cl Slates v. Vi11!inia, St 8 U.S. SIS (1996) (SC3lia, J., dissenting).
•Su OfLions and Bears, i upm note I.
':iee, "-8.. Miss. U11iv-Jor Wo11Wnv. Hogan. 458 U.S. 718. 724 (1982) tciting l\ird1bug '" Feenstm, 450 U.S. 455, 461
(1 981); Per.<. Adm'r oftlliU$. v. Feen~y. 442 U.S. 256, 273 (!!>79)); ,.. also U11itedS1a1es v. Virginia, 518 U.S. St S (1996)
(referring lo the Coun's "skeptical scrutiny" and Ute "demanding" burden ofjustlficaiioo M 1he S1a1e).
'Seu Romer'" P.wms, 5l7U.S. 6~0 (19%1.
•Su Oberg.fell v. llodg<s, 135 S. CL 25K4 (2015),
1 " &~ U11ile dS/a/es v. Windsor, 133 S. Ct. 2675 (2013).
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of effecting their social agenda \ln everything from gay marriage"' to other 1ss1H:s. 11 He
has also called privat~ civil rights litigation .. bad for the country." 12 How can any
members of historic..-ally persecuted groups, including LGBT people, have co11(idcnce thal
Judgo: Gorsuch would npproach their specilic oases with an open mind? The Committee
should press these issues in the hearing. as this appointment would last long beyond the
term oflhis particular President. Rather, the damage that could be done by this nominee
could span gcm;tatlons.
In numerous other areas as well.Judge Gorsuch poses a significant threat to the LGBT comm1mt1y. In
foct, his views are cvc.o more ex,treme and outside the mainstream than Justice Scali11 's, \vhom Judge
Gors\Joh is proposed lo replace,
Approach 10 Sta/11101-;1 Co11strucllo11, Justice Scalia {vas s stricl tcx111alist, which meant he
viewed ~s irrelevant wheU1er Congress intended n particular understanding and application ofchc
l3w, fnstead, he focus<;Q simply on the words of the law as written. Consequenll )', Justioi;Scalia
found that Title Vll's prohibilion on sex discrimination applies to same-sex sex11~I harassment
even though "male-on-male sexual harassment in the workplace was assurl!dly not the principal
ovi l Con!,'J"CSS was concerned with when it onacced Title Vll." 13 Justice Scalia also observt>d.
~[S]tatuiory prohibitions often go beyond lhe prlnoipal evil to cover reasonably compamble
evils. and it is ultimalely the provisions of our lows rather than the principal concerns of our
legislators by wh ich we are governed.""
As set forth in the letters of other civil rights groups, Judge Gorsuch has taken an cxtrem~ly
narrow view of oivil rights laws. 1s Indeed. one Slmrjurd law Review article analyzing h1s civil
rights jurispmdenoe concluded:

Judge Gorsuch presents himself as a restrained judge. But that "rt·strdinf'
often translates to ex1reme results when applied to legal rights open to
imerpretation. 13y attempting to hew to lhe narrowest reading of rightS>creating text. Judge Gorsuch creates new understandings oflhe law, leaving

" Neil Gar.such, liberals ' V'lawsuits, NAT' L REVIFW ONL.INE (l'cb. 7, 2005 ), available RI
http-J/www.national.review.com/anicle/211590/libcrnlsnlawsuit<-joseph-IL
II JtJ.

II Oneal• Y. Sunck1wnerrlffehore s.,,,ices, 523

.. "'•i 79-80.

U.S. 75, 79 (1998) .

"s..,,• g., L<rt<r from The Leadership Conference on Cfvfl and Human Righ1s to Charles Grossley & Dianne Feins1ein

(Feb. 15, 10 t 7) ("Leadcl'Ship Confc..,,ncc (ettcf'); Letter from the Nafl Educ. Ass"n 10 U.S.. Se11<1!e Comm. on the Judioiary

(Mar, 9, 2017): Letter from the Nat'l Council of Jewish Women la Mirch Mc.Connell, Cbarlcs Sehumer, Cf1o.rl~ Gnt5$1ey 81.
Dianne l'einsrein (Mar. 9, 2017); Letter from U1e People for the An1. Way to Mite.II McConntll. Charle.• Schumer, Charlc.s
Grasst<y & DlMoo Feinsitin (Mar. 9, 2017): and Lener from1he Uozelon Ctr. tor Menl~l Health L.11w10 C'harle5 Grnsslt,v&

Diiinne Felns1ciu (undtlled).

•
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litigants with limited access to c-0uns and restricting the reach of
constitutional and statutory proteations. 1 ~
Although he claims to be an adherent of Justice Scalia's philosophy, would Judge Gorsuch agree
thnt laws like Title Vil ··oftel) go beyond the principal evil to cover reasonably comparable
evils." or would he, true to his Court of Appeals rec-ord. :;tdopl an artificiall.y narrow reading of
the statute's text in order to achieve his preferred, backwards-looking policy outcome? The
Committee should press him on this poinL as 1hc civil rights of millions of Americans hang in
the balance.

Relif!.io11s Exemptions from Laws that Someone Believes Would Make Them "Complicit" in
Actions ofOthers. Jn E111ploy111e111 Division v, Smilh, ll.1$1ice Sclllia wrote th~t 1he First
Amendment has never given individua ls a right to opt out of laws thaL in their view. burden lheir
exercise of religion, 17
Yet, in his l 0th Circuit decision in Hobby Lobby, Judge Gorsuch insisted instead that a ny
individual shotald be able to opt out of any law that. in that person 's view, makes them
..oomplici1" io conduct of another considered to bt: immoral, regardless of how compelling lhe
s tate 's interest in enforcing the law. •3 Jn Hobby Lobby. that meant a large for-profit corporation
could ignore the requirement in the Affordable Care Act that employer-pmvided health insurance
for employees must inc lude coverage for birth control among basic care options. Fortunatdy,
the Supreme Court did not adopt Judge G11rsuch1 s extreme approach, :ind made clear that an
individual's claim of religious li berty may not "undu ly restrict other persons, such as employees,
in protecting their own interests. interests the law deems compelling:·•~

111e Committee should interrogate Judge Gorwch on his posit ion in this area, as his views on
"religious complicity" gn well beyond anything that c\ffrently exists in American jurisprudence.
For example:
Does employer-provided h~alth care that includes infertility care make an employer
"complicit" in a dedsion of a non-ma1Tied couple to have chil\]ren 0111 of wedlock?
Would a law rt'quiring that gender tronsition-relatod health care not be ex~luded from
employee health plans make the employer ·'complicit" in an employee's decision to
1mdttrtakc a gender lransition?
Does providia)_g health insuronce covernge for an employee' s same-sex spouse make an
.:mpl'oyer "complicit" in that employee's. same-sex: relationship?
16
Marlo Buxton. lfnnoah !< iel<Chnick & Robyn D. l.:vin, Judg• Gorsuch and CM/ Righlr: A Rt.S!d~li.-e Reading. 69 STAN.
L. REV. ONLINI! J 55 (2Q t 7 J. available al h11ps;//~vlew,Jaw.stanford.cdu/wp..:ontent/uploadsfsi1csl3/20 t 7103/69·St311.-LRovo-Onl[ne-l 55.pdf.
" 494 U,1 L872 ( t 990).

" Hobby lclibyS1ore.t v. Sebefiu•, 723 P.3d 1114, I t52-.56 ( 10th Cir. 2013) (Gorsuch.. Kelly. Tymovich, ~.J •• concurring).
•• 811n1•ell". Hobby Lobby Sron:s. In~.• 134 S.. C't, 2751 (2014).
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Does providing coverage fbr nu:dicatmnS sucli as PrEP, which pn:vcnts HIV infection,
make an employer ··complicit" in the employee's priva1e sexual conduct?
The American people are entill~ to koow more al>o\ll· Judge Gorsllch 's views on these S°u~ects,
so that they can understand how his approach could potentially impact their right5 and their daily
interactions with employers. physicians. and other service providers.
Finally. there are otherareas wher\l Judge.Gorsuch'~ views appear to be far outside the mainstream, and
to wammt vigorous inquiry:

•

Relevance ofScience lo ugal Deci.rio11-M11ki11g. Judge Gm~uoh signed onio nn opinion holding
that a transgender woman in prison whose hormone therapy was interrupted did not suffer
irreparableham1.zo And yet that conclusion flies In the face of the intematlonally.recognized
Standards of Care of the World Professional Association ofTransgcnder Health. 11 We would
urge the Committ~e to ask Judge Gorsuch to clarify whe1her and when he thinks that medical or
social science standards are relevant to lt:gal decision-making. For example:
•

Would Judge Go11111ch credit the three. decades of social science scholarsliip confim1ing
the parenting skills of LGBT people.. or would he disregard these facts?
What about cl,lrrent public health understanding of how HIV is transmitted? Would
Judge Gorsuch require some basis in fact for stale laws concerning HIV transmission. or
would he allow slates to legislate based on fear and ignorance?

The Commitlee should insist 1hat Judge Gorsuch explain his judicial philosophy in general on
this question and how he wou ld approach these 11nd similar ca~es.
Employer Defenses Jo Claims of Discl'imi11olion. Numerous other groups have. identified
examples of Judge Gorsuch's reluct<1nce ro enforce civil rights laws that protect workers. 22 One
example in pllrticular raises unique concerns for our community. ln Kastl 11. Maricopa County
Com1111mity College Dis1rtc:1, 23 Judge G()rsuch signed onto an opinion rtjecting a tcansgender
wonu1n's claim of discrin1ination. In that case, the school denied her access tot he women's
restroom, and claimed that ii had a ooo-discriminatory rl"ason for doing so unrelated to her
"sex"-"sal<:ly concerns"' due to the discomfort-based complaints of other students.

"' Drul<)' V. Pollo11, 601 P. App'x 632 ( I0~1 Cir. 2015),

u WORLD l'ROf'L ASS'N FOR TRANSG€NOER H EAi.TH, STANDARDS o~ CM~ FDR rHI; ~TH Of TRAl'ISSllXlll\L,
1'RANSGEtlDm\. AND GENDgi< NONCONFORMING l'OOVl.ll 68 (71h c'<I. 2012) ("Theconseqnences of abrupt wilhdrowal of
hormones or lack of initiation ofhormone J.herapy when medioal)y necessary include a high likelihood of neg;itiveoutcomes
such as $Urgica1 self-tre~unent by autoc:istration, depressed m,l()(f, dysphorla. and/or sutddal)ly.").
ZI See, e.1:., Leadership Conforcnce le1ter,s11pra note IS,
1l 3'25 F. App'x ~n. 493 (9th Cir. 2009 ).
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T11e notion that the di:>comfort of co-workers or ctt,tomers is sufficient to defeat a claim of
discrimination is not only incorrect, it is wholly inconsistem with <lee.ides ofjurispl\1dencc~i•
TI1c suggestion that vague concerns about "safety," privacy·· or "discomfort" could be enough Lo
satisfy an en1ployer"s burden ofprooffo a discrimination case not only suggests a hostlflty to
victims of discriminnrion generally, but also undermines any confidence tlW one might have that
an LG13T person could rcce·ivc a fair h~aring b~fore Judge Gor~udt. The Committee should
insist 1hot Judge Gorsuch ans1ver these and other imporwnt questi.ons about his approach to lnbnr
and employment law.
The American people have a right to know how the appointment of Judsc Gorsuch to the Supreme Cou1t
would impact the rights of LGBT Americans, people living with HIV, nnd t)fherat-risk communities
who arc entitled to rely upon the Constitution's guarantees of equality, liberty. dignity and j ustice under
th~ law, We urge the Committee to demand complete answers from Judge GorS\ICh LO the impo~11t
questions that we and others ha ve r<tiscd. Only by insisti11g that Judge Gorsuch answer these questions
will the Commit1et" fulfill its responsibi lity to the Am~rican peoplt.1. nnd reveal lhe ex.tent to which his
;iumlnstJonJcupardizcs rights and liberties that many Americans believe arc secure.
Thank you for considering our views on this important issue.
Very truly yours.

Lambda Legal
CentcrLink: TI1c Community or LGBT Ctntcrs
Equa lity Califomin
Equa lity federation
Family Equality Council
GLBTQ Ltigal /\dvocmes and Defenders (GLAD)
GLSEN
Human Rights Campaign
National Black Jus.tiec Coalition
The Natiortal Center for l .esbian Right>
National Center for rransgender Equality
National LGBTQ l'ask Fore~ Ac,tiun Fund
National Queer Asian Pacific Islander Alliance
OutServc--S LO"N
Pl'LAG Nationn l
!'ride at Work
Servi~s and Advocacy for GLBl' Elders (SAGE)
T ransgender Law Center
Tr~nsg.,111,for Legal Dcfens"& Education Fund

1

'

See, l!.g.. Palmor~ ~. Sidoti. 466 U.S. 429 ( l9M) ("'Private biases may be outside lh• reach ofiloe l~\V. but 1he l~w cannot.

directly or indirc~Uy, giv< thtm efl~t") ,

. 7.
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Th.., Trevor Pro ject
Victory lnstitui~

cc: Unitt•d ~fat~s Scnulc Judiciury C'omoiillce M"mbcrs
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March 14, 2017
The Honorable Charles Gr assley
Chairman
Senate Committee on the Judiciary
224 orrksen Senate Office Building
Washington, DC 20510

The Honorabla.Dlanne FeJnstein
Ranking Member
Senate Committee OI) tne Judiciary
152 Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, DC 20510

Dear Chairman Grassley and Ranking Member Feinstein:
On behalf of the National Latina Institute for Reproductive Health, In Our Own Volce: National Black
Women' s Reproductive Justice Agenda, the National Asian Pacific American Women's Forum and the 43
undersigned organizations dedicated to achfeving reproductive justice tor women of co1or and all
people, we are writing to express our opposition to the confirmation of Judge Neil M. Gorsuch for
Associate Justice of the Supreme Court of the United States. Gursuch's record on human rights and
justice issues is deplorable, and Is especially detrimental and hostile towards women of color, youth,
LGBTQ peopl~ and Immigrants. It is clear that if nornlnated to the highest court in the land, he Will take
the country backwards not forward. As advocates for reproductive justTce, we Implore you to stand up
.for the rights of all people and block the nomination of Judge Gorsuch.
Reproductive Justice will be attained when all people have the economic, social, and political power and
means to make declsions about our bodies. sexuality, health, and family, with dignity and selfdetermination. Our health, safety and wellbeing are intrinsically .linked, Nothing about Judge Gorsuch's
record Indicates that he wfll uphold these basic human rights . As reprodvctivejustice advocates, we are
deeply concerned that President Trump will fulfill his promise and onfy .put forward Supreme Court
nomi nees who would seek to overturn Roe v. Wade.
In too many cases to recount here, Judge Gorsuch ruled against the health and wellbeing of people arid
personal autonomy in favor of corporatlons or pofiticar interests. For example:
• In Hobby /,,abby Stores, l11c, v. Sebe/ius, Judge Gorsuch signed on to an opiQloothatheld that.
corporations can be "persoiis'' and thus ca11 exercise religious rights allowing them to refuse to
comply with the Affordable Cire Act mandate requirrng that all health Insurance plans for
employees include contraceptive coverage.'
• 111 Little Sisters of the Poor Home for the Aged v. Burwell, J~d'ge Gorsuch dissented against the
majority's ru ling that had approved a reasonable accommodation for religious non-profits while
still allowing women to obtain conttaceptlve coverage from their regular insurance plan."
• ln Planned Parenthood Association of Utoh v. Herbert, Judge Gorsuch supported legislation that
would have allowed the Utah Governor to defund Planned Parenthood, a critical safety-net
provider that our communities rely on for life-saving preventative care."' For many women of
color, Planned Parenthood health centers are the only healthcare providers they will see.
In every instanc:e, Judge Gorsuch supported decisions that added barriers to accessing care under the
guise of religious freedom. When rellgious freedom ls used as a license to discriminate, particularly
when 1t comes to health care as ill these decisions, people of color are disproportiohately harmed.
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Women of color, across all races and ethnicities, disproportionately have poorer reproductive health
outcomes as compared to white women. This Is as a result of both human right offenses and bad
policies. As advocates for full equallty for all communities, we need to ensure that every person Is able
to make personal decisions about their health, their familie;;, and their futures without discrjminatfon.
Religious exemptions such as these misuse religion to harm and discriminate against others and fall
hardest on marginalized communities. It is for this reason that we reject Judge Gorsuch's record Tn this
area.
Gorsuch has consistently not stood for women or vUlnerable tomrnunlties. In case after case, when
sexual harassment or employee discrlmlnatlon was alleged, Gorsuch either refused to allow the case to
go to jury or ruled in favor of the employer. A few svch examples include:
• In Pinkerton v. Colorado Department of Transportation," Gorsuch sided with the Colorado
Department of Tra11spo(tation on an ernployee's claim that she had been sexually harassed and
fired when she complafned. In part Gorsuch agreed with the majority opinion that job
performance, not discrimination, resulted in her termination and that Pinkerton had waited an
unreasonably tong time to report ttie harassment.
• Gorsuch agreed with the majo(ity opinion in Zomora v. EUte Logistics, Inc.,' a case. In which a
Mexi~n-born employee was fired after he complained that the company had made el<cessive
requests for work-authorization documentation from him in a discriminatory fashion. Gorsuch
found that the e.rnp1oyee had not presented sufficient evidence of d1scriminatory motive and
wrote separately to chastise the courts application of the Immigration Reform and Control Act
antl·discrlmination provision.
The work environment should not be a hostile environment According to the Cimterfor American
Progress, " in 2010, 13.1 percent of women in the workforce were black, 4.7 percent were Asian, and
12.8 percent were Latina.'"' Most of the women are parents, and in many cases the sole breadwinner.'"'
We need judges that protect them, not corporations, so that they can provide for themselves and their
families.
When it comes to transgender rights, Gonuch has consistently favored corporations or government
over human rights. For e~ample:
• In Drufey v. Patton.';" J.udge Gorsuch rejected the claim made by a transgender woman who was
incarcerated and who was denied medically necessary hormone trearment and the right to wear
feminine clothing. Judge Gorsuch concurred with the Tenth Circuit's ruling t hat rejected the
claims that the denial of health tare was cruel and unusual punishment under the Constitution.
• In Ktistl v. Maricopa County Communrty College," a transgender woman wa.s banned by her
employer from using the women's restroom until she showed proof that she had undergone sex
reassignment .surgery ahd then was denied the renewal of her teaching contract. Gorsuch
agreed with the panel decis-lon that the College had not discriminated but rather had legitfmate
"safety reasons" for banning her from the women's restroom.
These decisions concern all o f us, as transgender and gender nonconforming indtviduals face severe
discrimination and violence. Que to increased stigma and ctiscrimination, the t ransgender community is
rnore vulnerable than eve r, and needs thelr rights confirmed and protected by the judiciary system. The
2015 U.S. Transgender Survey showed that transgender people of color were three tfmes more likely to
live in poverty in comparison to the U.S. population and experienced greater hea lth ineql.llties.' Sadly,
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Judge Gorsuch's views signal to the transgender communlty that thelr lived realit1es do not m erit
protection under the law.
Gorsuch is equally bed when it ro111es to immigrant rights and criminal justice. People of color are
disproportionately represented in our criminalJustice sysrems. Whether It be the prison industrial
system 01 imn1igrant detention centers, our communities are overrepresented, more severely arid
harshly prosecuted and less likely to receive a fair trial. This has resulted in the dec1matior1 of our
communities and families. There is nothing in Judge Gorsuch' s record to indicate that he will protect the
rights of the accused or incarcerated. For example:
• In Bhottorai v. Holder!' Gorsuch denied '·a motion to reopen the removal proceedings of a
Nepalese citizen who feared persecution because of his polit ical opinions," and denied asylum in
his opinion. In this case and others, Gorsuch has upheld the decisions of the Board of
Immigration Appeals to the detriment of immigrants.
• In the case Wilson v. City of Lafayette,"' a 22·year·old man possessing marij uana was fleeing
arrest when a police officer shot him iTI the head with.astun gun from a short distance (10-15
feet). even though that was contrary to the poJice department's training manua l, The young
man, Ryan Wilson, died. Judge Gorsuch held tha t the officer was entitled to qualified immunity
from an excessive fi;irce claim, because the use of force was reasonable for someone who was
fleeing arrest. The dissent In this case criticized Judge Gorsuch's analysis and stated: " In the
present case, it would be unreasonable for an officer to f ire a taser probe at Ryan Wilson's head
when he could have just as easily fired the probe Into his back."
All of these are just a few of the examples available that testify to the fact that Judge Gorsuch's dec.ade·
long record on the federal bench, as well as his writings, demonstrate that he will not only fall to protect
but will be hostile to those who are seekihg the full recognition of their constit utional rightscommunities of colo~. low income people, LGTBQ people and women. Our communities thrive when we
have opportunity, resourGes, arid suplJOrt to make the personal deGisions that are best for our
reproductive health, economic stability and personal safety, and that of our families. We urge you to
use every available opt ion to block t he nomination of Neil Gorsuch to the Sup reme Court.
Sincerely,
Abortion Rights Fund of Western Massachusetts
Access R ~ productlve Care-Southeast
ACCESS Women's Health Justice
Advocates for Youth
BiNet USA
Black Women's Mealth Imperat ive
BLUE RIDGE Abortion Assistance Fund, Inc.
California Latinas for Reproductive Justice
Carolina Abortion Fund
Center on Reproductive Rights and Justice
Central Florida Women's Emergency Fund
Chicago Abortion ~und
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Colorado Org<inization for Latina-Opportunity and Reproductive Rights
(COLOR)
Destree Alliance
Forward Together
Fund Texas Choice
If/When/How
In Our Own Volce: National BlackWomen's Reproductive Justice Agenda
Jane Fund of Central Massachusetts
M ississippi Reproductive Freedom Fund
National Advocates for Pregnant Women
N;itional Asian Paclffc American Women's Forum
National Ceriter for Transgender Equality
National Latina Institute for Reproductive Health
National LGBTQ Task Force Action Fund
National Network of Abortion Funds
Network for Reproductive Options
New Orleans Abortion Fund
New Voices for Reproductive Justice
NVU School of Law Reproductive Justice Clinic
Options Fund Inc.
Positive Women's Networ k
Pro-Choice Resource,$
Sisterlove, Inc.
SisterReach
SisterSong
SPARK Reproductive Justice Now!
TEWA Women United
The Afiya Center
The Freedom Fund
Third Wave Fund
URGE: Unite for Reproductive & Gender Equity
West fund
Women' s Health Specialists o f California
Women's Medical Fund, Inc.

WV FREE

' Hobby lobby Stores, Inc. v.Sebelios, 723F.3d1114 (10th Cir. 2013).
• little Sisters of the Poor Horne for the Aged v. Burwell, 79H.3d 1315 (10 Cir. 2015).
• Planned Parenthood Ass'n of Utah 11. Herbert. 839 F.3d 1301 (10th O r. 2016).
" Pinkerton v. Colorado Department ofTransportatlon, 563 F.3d 1052 flOth Cir. 2009).
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'Zamora v, Elite logistie.>, Inc., 478 F.3d 1160 (10th Cir. 2007).
"Sophra Kerby, "How Pay Inequity Hurts Women of Color." Cente.r for American Progress, 2013. avallabfeat
https:Uwww.am.,rjcanprogress.org/issues/economy/reports{:2013/04/09/59731/'now·pay·inequity-hurts·womenof-color/.

"' See id.
'1~ Drufey v. Panon, 601 F. App'x 632. (10th Cir. 2015).
"J<astl v. Maricopa County Community College Dimict, 325 F. App'x 492 (9th Cir. 2009).
' James, S. E., Hermafl, J. L , Rankin, S., Keisling, NI.. Mollet, l., &Anafi, M. 2016; 4. The Report oflhe 2015 U.S.
Transgender Survey; Executive Summary. Washington, DC: National Center for Transgender Equality. Avaflabl~ at:
http://www.transequality .org/sites/default/flles/docs/usts/E'xecutf\fe320Sumrnarv%20·%20FINAL%201.6. l 7.pdf
" Bhattarai v. Holder. 408 F. App'x 212 \lOth Cir. 2011).
" Wilson v. Clty of Lafayette, 510 F. App'>< 775 (10th err. 2013).
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55 ORGANIZATIONS URGE SENATORS TO PROTECT REPRODUCTIVE
FREEOONJ AND KEEP NElL GORSUCFl OFli' THE SUPREME COURT

March 14, 20 17

Dear Senators:
We arc 55 reproductive rights. hea lth, and Justice organizntions writing to express our stmng
opposition lo Presidonr Tnnnp's nomiantion of Judge Neil Gorsuch 10 the Supreme Coun. We im11lore
senalor~ lo do ~verythi ng necessnry to block this nominat ion. Gornuch has demonstroted be wrll go to
extraordinary lcngtns to reach a result that would block womeo's acc11ss to ba.ic reprot.h1c1iw: healthcare.
Morcovi;.r, Trump established 311 ou1rageous litmus test fo1· his Supreme Court nominee.~: they must be
eotnJllitt.:d to rwermming Roe v. Wilde. By selecting Gotsuch\ a candidme put forward by the Fedcrn list
Society and the Heritage Foundation, Trump 111nd9 ii clear he believes Gorsuch passes this dangerous test
and earned 1he applause ofanti,a:bonion grOUJJS · including Americans Uni1cd ft,r Life. Susan B. Anthony
Lisi, and the extremist group Opera1ion Rescue. Based on his record, writings, and tlie circwnstanccs of
his nominution. we. believe Gorsuch wou ld pui rep1od11c1 i1tc frocdom in gr~ve dnngerand pose an
immin.:mt tbrcal to ou r <'Onstitulional rights.
As a judge on the Tenth Circiiil Court of Avpcals, Gorsuch TU.led on lllU\lCrous cases rulatcd tv
reproductive freedom. and ha.s been on the wrong side of every 011e of these de.cisions:
•

tn l'lwmed Parentliood Association of Utah v. lierbe11, Gorsuch sided wilh a politician who
dofundcd Planned Parenthood in Utah. denying people access to STI icscs. cancer sc:reeni ng, sex
education , aud other preventive care.; Gorsuch took the highly unusua l step ofVQting to rehear the
three-judge panel's de1>ision that entered a ptcllminary mjt1uctioo, even though ncilhcr lhe parties
nor any judge on the panel requested a rehearing and the time for such a request had expired, In
his dissent. he suggested he would give poli.tidaos more leeway than otht'r judges would,
accusing ihe panel"s decision of being "at odds wi1l1 the comity federnl couru nonoally afford the
States and their elected represemativcs.'"; In Ibis case, Gorsuch showed how far he will go lorn
ruling 1hat fllll~ limitations on reproductive health.

In three cases, Gorsuch voted in favor of 1110 refusal of reproductive he<ilth care:

•

Gorsuch joined the decision that laid the groundwork for the Supreme Co11r1' s now infumous
d1:ds ion in ffoftby Lobhy v. Sebe/il/s. Citing Ci1iu11s United, the Tenth Circuit held !hat
corporation:;like Hobby Lobby - ;i crall: slorc chain employing more tba11 13,000 peopl~ can be
"persons'' with roligiou.s beliefs under the Religious Preedom Resroratio.n Act (RFRA) <iml
employers can use 1hosc religious beliefs to block c1nployccs' insurance coverag~ ofbirlh
control,"' Gorsuch wrote a sepantc coocurrencc with a reading of RPRA thllt was extreme in how
fur ii would apply the legfalatlon and in the near absolute de ference it would give claims of
religious exercise." Gorsuch's reading we111 furth~r than either the TcnU1 Circuit or ih~ Supreme
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Court.' Since the Supreme Courl ·s llubby Lobby decision. there have be<?n attemp1s 10 use RFRA
lo challenge laws 1h1tt: protect women, l.GBTQ individuats, and smdcnts from discriminarion.;
promote public healU1 by requiring vaccinations; and re.quire pharmacies to fill lawft1l
prescriptions." If (.iorsuch:s reading had wo1i the day, it would have opened lhc door even wider
io allow individuals and ct•mpanics to cl~im any number ofl~\VS d9 not apply to them.

•

lnLifllc Sbiter,<oflhe Poor v. 811rwell. Gorsuch sided with employers who ch~ lenged the
accommlldation to the birth control benefit, whi;;h allows ccnain e111ployen; lo opt oqt uf payi11g
for .insurance c-0veragc but is desit'DCd ro ensure employees receive hfrth control coveruge
through Iheir regular insurer! " Contr.1ry to the ovc1whclming number of courls of appeal that
ruled to uphold the nccommodalion, Gorsuch joined a dissent that argu.xl even the
accommodation - which simply requires tilling out a form 10 opt 0111 - is a substantial burden on
religious excrci<e under RFRA."il Despite the fact that this case was about wbetber a woman has
birth control coverage. t11e dissent claimed that the issue ''has little to do with contrnceplion.''"

•

In Di-tiley 1•, l'alto11, Gorsuch concurred With tbe Tenth Circuit's ruling ugainst a 1ransgender
wom3n who was denied consistent acc~ss to honno11e therapy while incarcerated. The ruli1ig
upheld the lower court's deci.~ion, which rcje01ed the claims ihal the denial of health cure was
crue l ~nd unusual punishment under the CoJC~tit-utfon.'

Gorsuch has also indicate<l hostility towards consli1Utional rights i11 his wmk off the bench:
•

In his book The fotun:: of Assi~lcd Suicide and Euthanasia, Gon;ucb indicutcs he docs not believe
1he COJ1Sli1Ulion should pmtccl personal autonomy . 'T'hc Supreme Court's decision in l'/01111l!d
Parenthood v. CtL<ey rested in part on the plurality's ar<,JUmcot that abortioo is fundatnental to
principles of individual <1Utonomy and "'th~ right to define one's ow11 concept of t1x#tencc, of
meanfng. of the universe and of the menning ofhuman lifu."' ' Casio· also .affim1cd Uiat the
Constimiion protects those de.ci.sions tbnt are nmong "the most in1ima1c and personal choices a
person may mske in a lifctime.~xi. This language bas b~en cited in numerous Court decisions
since then, and now protects some of our most chcrisl!cd righlS, including the righi to access birtl1
control, !(l marry. lo make decision$ about how to rear one's children, to same-sex marriage, and
Lo decide whether lO have «n abortion . Despite this 1.:>gal precedent, Gorsuch argu.:-d in his book
Lhal the result in Casey was m~inly due io ;:Jare dt cisi.<, ut respect for settled law"H. and 1hnt ihe
aulonomy pa~sage was "nrgu~bly inessenti al"' ro the decision'". Gorsuch wrote this despite the
Court bavillg recently relied on Casey 10 protect the right lo c.onsensual adul t sexual intimacy in
LCl\\'ff!llCf! \1.

•

Tt.1).'Cl~ ~"...

fo an article for the Nauooa l Review Online, Gorsucb liriticized " the Left~ for advnnuini too
mnny con~tilutional lawsoits and de.~cribed marrlage C<{Uality as pan of 1he l ibernl social agenda,
wri1ing. "'American liberals have become addicted 10 the courtroom ... as the primary moans of
cffec.ling their social agenda 011 everything frnm gay marriage to assisted suicide to 1he use or
vouchers for privat~·se)lool education.'''"'
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Now, more than ever, the courts must be an independent check on the other branches of governmcm
to protect constitutional rights. The Trump administratioo has already demonstrated it will t;lke extreme,
unprecedented_ and discrimfoatocy executive actions. Moreover, reproductive rights arc u nder intense
attack in Congress and in the stales. T<igelher, Gorsuch's rulings and writings show he will undermine,
not protect, reproductive rights .
This nom inee is 1w11111 inucrcn<lcnt or con;cn;u;; candidate nnJ W(•uld put reprod111:1iw freedom in
We urge you to vigorously oppose l'h c nomina tion of Neil G orsuch to the Suprem e Court.

dan~cr.

Sincerely.
Abortion Care Network
/\c.ccss R~prroth1~ti\c Care-Sou rhc:tst 1ARC'-Sou1hcH>tl
Advocates for Vonlh
American Mcdic~I Studci\L 1\ssoei:uion
Cn lifornfo Women's Law Ccmcr
C'alholics for Choi<.'~
Civil Librnics 11nd Public Pl'.'lic)' Progrnm
Emergency Mctlkal A» is tancc
feminist Ma,11lri1y ft111ntlntil111
Po1wnrd Together
In Our Own \'oicc·: National Bhtl'k Women's R.:produ~ti,·c J 11~1kc AgcnJu
lmcrn;nional \\'0111cn's Hcnhh tM lition
h11r:1Hcalth lnkrn<1tion:1I
L:1Jy f'<u'ls Ju5ticc Luague
L cg~I

Voice

Mahcl

W4tJ~wo11h Cc11r~r

Ms, F\1u11d;uion for W111n<'.'11

Mus lim American Women's Policy Formn
NAR/\L Pro-Choice America
N>lliunnl Abrn1i1HI f ccforati1>n
Na1iunal Asiitn Pucilfo An1crican Women's FonJm INArAWFl
NnliNml C:c1110r f111 Lesbiun Rights
Nntional Cound l MJcll'i~h W1>mcn
N:11io11al lfo:tlth L:1w f'wgr:un
Nattonol l11s1i1u1c lbr Rc1)1ouuu ivc J-kahh
Nationol Latina lllglilUlc for Rcrrnductivc Hcallh
Nationa l NCI\\ 11rk of Abo11i11n ~·unds
N~tion~ I Orgnnizarion for \Vomcn
N111io11:il rartnorship for w,,rncn & fami lies
National \V(,mcn1' H~:thh Network
Na;iooal Women's L:tw C'c111cr
Nc\V Voices for Reprudltcti"'.' Justice
Physi~i~ns for Rcproducti,•c H<''11th
Plann"d Part:m hood fcdcrat in11 of Am<:ricu
l'llpulution Connection ,\cliQA F\111<1
Posili\'C Women's Network - USA
Pro-C'hL>icc Rpsourl·cs
R~i~ing \Vom~n·s Vc>itl'S for the llcu lth C:arc Vfr NcC'~l
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Rcliglou;; hminue
Rcprl\ducti''"' Health Accesi; Proj~ct
St:'culnr Coul irion for America
Srtxunlity lnfo11na1ion 1111cl Education Council of the U.S. (SIECUSl
Shi fl
Si~tcrReuch

SislcrSong Women of Color Rcproducrh·cJuslft~ Collective
SPARK Reproductive Ju~ticc Now!
The National LO BTQ Task fc>r<e Action fund
URGE: U11i 11t for Reproductive & Gender Equity
Washington Pcm:u Center
Wescem Swics Center
Whole Woman's Heulth
WLN (Women's luformarion Network)
Women's Health S~1ccialists ofCalifomia
Wo1mm's Media C'"nrcr
Young Women United

' Pi..nn.d p..,....thood A&<'n ofU1nh v. Hemen, 839 F.Jd 1301 (10th Cir. 2016).
9
/d.aLl3 1L
~ HobbyJ.obby Stor<>. Inc, •· Scboli1,., 723 FJd 1114 (10th Cir. 2013).
1' Id~ :11 -1l Sl (Gon.uch. J.. ~oncumng) ("NdJher con 1bi;r.: bl,)c MY oolombJt qu~tion dial the 01'tt:ll$ fact. a ·~rJbit1nu.iaJ burden' on their ·~.~m.-lst.
or rcligfot>'1)(cnt()Jijslt ftddcdl1
\ lei, Unlike the I01b Cirtu·h «nd 1flt: Suprentc Court. Oorsuch-al},,rua.i 1n hi$ eoncuJTCncc IJ131 then:ligkm5" e)l,L'ft."tSe of the u~Jividu11ls whtl OW'P
Hobby l..obb~ was also burdened, ahhnugh 1bc binh conrrol bcnc!fit requin.'fllcn~ aprly to lht corpuration. not th..: individu11I.
"' N~t'I Women'l-Law ctr.. The Hobby Lobby "Miocf1ctd101 The. Hann, Mis.us.t., and SJipansioo oftbc Supreme Co\af )'.:ki:'1$lan I l201S),
ilwtJlnh!~ r1t !llia.~~~-.\.'!!!f!U)JCl. '-".1."' ~llJ 'f>,'U.._ 11" M\Ohb\ lnbbuq'I01t~Ot~'11 1 (J.iu1 '\'t!iitcd Fcb. lJi. 2011), 5t!•1 aka Suppkn"tntt.I
Brief For Appell~ at l· IO. Stom:tt.ns-. tnc. v. W1C$1.1'1io. fl.Jo, 12..,JS22 I (9th Ci:r. Ju1~ :g·, 2014Y. Pbinlilrs R.<:stiPn~ To P1"C1renec,ffospi1als. PRV'1
Mo~ To Oi~li$$ Tl!C-Com.pJalnt. Occ.rge v. J(anka.kce C:'1U:)>. Cott, No. 14-CV- 2tf-O (C,O. ill. JUI, 28, 2014); Com01..-ntsrfl,)(Jl Untied StatcsCnnfen.."llc:C of'CathoU-c: Bi"hops t•1 OIT"acecffe<k-nl.I Conlr.M:t C"ompliun« Pro~ms: (Mar. 30. 201S). i1w1i10Mtful
h1t~ ~/www.1,S«b.Or11'abouVgcncr.:iJ --counsc lln.il en\1t~ing/upl Ol!ldlCommcn&s~OiMZriminalion· 0iUis1.lf·ScxMareh·20 lS .pdf: Letter fro.m Casey
Mouox. l\Ui.'\!'K'C Q\'.l'fcndwg f'~orn. ~at. 10 lf).;. Unit(d Stores fl cruse of Rq;rr~cn tat;voif.cb. 5, 2015) (en file;:: "',th Nwt 1) \Y'qmCfl'lf law Ctr. ~.
<ii Little Si11-tcrs o(the Poor Homo for lhc Att-d "'· Burwell. "W'J F Jd IJ lS (10 Cir. 1015).
Till ld11.f 1316,
"Id.
, Orul<y v, Pauon, 001 Fed."""" 632 (10th Cir. lOl l).

'Planned Parenthood v. c..cy. SOS U.S. SlJ. 851 ( 19'>2~
'"- Id

... Ntr11 M.Goxsuc11. T11ef\ITUR1:01< ,\ss1sre:oSUK'1DF.AN0Eun1ANAs1A (Prinec1an UniYMity Prc:u 2006). i\L~.

"''"
• Lawronoc " TeX>\$, SJ9 U.S. 558, 573.51<1 (200l).

"" Neil Oots:uch, Uhcral• 'N'l.t1w.~u11.r., Natiom>• Review 0!11foc. Feb. 7. :WOS. htln: .v~· ~""•·'i"'ri..ltC\ 1~1, ~111t m k 1c ::: I ~5Vt1Jib..'.J:o"1il!:nl.m-<l111Y
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March 15, 2017
fhe Honorable Charles Grassley
Chaim1a11
U.S. Senate Committee on1he Judiciary
224 Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510
Re:

The. Honorable Dianne Feinsttin
Ranking Member
U.S. Senate Committee on t11e.Judiciary
152 Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 205 lO

Nomination of Judge Neil Gorsuch
Associate Justice ofihc Supreme Court Hearing,
March 20. 2017

Dear Chairman Grassley, Ranking Member Feinstein, and Members of the Senate Committee on
the Judiciary,
We wrLte today WLth grave concerns about the nomination of Judge Neil M. Gorsuch to be an
Associate Justice of the Supreme Court ol' the Unitud Stales. We are seventy-two t1f the individual
women lawyers 'vho exercised our cons(itulional right 10 abortion and who jointly submitted an
amicus brieJ about our abortions in support of the petitioners in Whole Wo111an 's Health v.
Hef/erstedl. a case decided last term in which the Supreme Court afl1m1ed that the Constitution
sttongly protects the right to abortion. As 've explained in our amicus brief. our right to terminate
a pregnancy-to exercise personal autonomy in decision-making and bodily integrity- was
critical to our 3bilityto participamL'qually in '·the economic and social lifo of the Nation" 1as liberty
guarantt!es.
We are very concerned that President Trnmp has repeatedly committed to nominate justice5 who
would overh1rn Roe v. Wride and undo the crucial constitutional protections on which two
genemtions or women have relied for over four decades.
Any nominee for the Supreme Cou1t must be able to cxprc5s his or her support and respect for this
right, for the precedent !<Cl by Roe, and for the rule of law. We had the courage to speak. p1,1b!icly
about what this right has meant to us personally, de<>pite the stigma associa ted with abortion:
including Jb;us as women lawyers. Judge Gorsuch, in contrast, could try 10 ohscure his viewsas others have in the past- in order to avoid this dillicult discussion.
We thus urge.you to thoroughly question Judge Gorsuch about his understa11di11g and interpretation
of abortion jurisprudence. about his commitment to the rule of law and respect for precedent. and
about his analysis of substantive due process rights to bodily autonomy. FuJI-scale questioning of
judicial nominees-including questions relating to the nom i 11e..e'~ views on the constitutional right
to contraception and abortio;1-aims to elicit imponant a~pccts of their understanding of the
Constitution and the role of the courts, which they wili carry with them into a lifetime appointment.
Bdore any new justice is ctmfirmed to the Supreme Court, the Senate and the American people
have the tight to und~rstand their judiC'ial philosophy and views ahoul lhe right to abortion. ll is
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particularly necessary for the Judiciary Committee to probe Judge Gorsuch on 1his issm:. given
thst the President promised to sclecr a nominee who would vote to overturn Roe.
Foilurc to pursiie questions about such a settled, yet conteiltious, body of law creates uncertainty
about whether Judge Gorsuch wi ll protect this critical right and the constitutional values of dignity.
autonomy. equality. and bodily integrity it reflects. While l11dge Gorsuch has never heard an
abortion challenge. his record-in particular on oontraccplion-ralses significant concerns about
his ability lo be open-minded, fair. and guided by the Constitution and rule oflaw.i
As you krmw. constitutional protec.tion !or abo11ion rights lws been a matter of contentious political
debate for decades-despfte the fact that the Supreme Court has long held that the declsion to end
a pregnancy is ..c,mtral to the liberty protected by the Fourteenth Amendment" 3 and that ·'implicit
in the meaning of liherty"4 is a " 'Oman's right to -retain the ultimate control over her d.:stiny and
her body:•> Further, less than a year ago, the Supreme Court rcaftirmed the oonstitutional
protection for the right to abortion and clarified t.hat the standard under which courts must ev11luace
restrictions on the right is a robost one.b There is simply no justification for Judge Gorsuch u1
refuse to answer questions on this topic. lf'he rd\Jses to speak about i$sues thl\t c-0uld come before
the Court, he should be asked how he would have decided past cases including Roe.
We arc united in our strongly held helicfthat we would not ha ve bee'n able to a~1hieve our personal
or professional aspirations, as diverse as they are, were it not for the ability to obtain safo and le.gal
abm1ions. Meaningful access to reproductive. choice has allowed us 1.0 become, re111ain, and thrive
as women. us lawyers ~nd as equal members of society. As lawyers who have punicipated in all
aspects of the legal profession, including. at private law firms. corporations~, multinational
governmental organiz.at!ons, nonprofit organiza1ions, 1111d law schools, we have taken personal and
professional risks to publicly disc lose our abortion 5torie~ to the justices of' the Supreme Court, the
members of the U.S. Senate, and the American people. We did so because the right to make
decisions for ()ursdves, our health. a.nd our farnilies is so critical for millions of women that it was
worth the risk.
We ask nothing less of Judge Gorsuch than to be forthcoming on his views about this con.IDtutional
right. He cannot refuse-al barest minimum- to discuss his unde1>tanding of Supreme Court
precedent and stare dedsis as it relates to abo1tion juri~prudence before he is gr'dnted il Ii fetimc
appointment lo the highest court in tile land. Studied silenct: on this subject is not acceptable.
We urge you to pre.>s Judge Gorsuch 011 these matters. Judge Gorsuch owcs the same openness to
the Senate and the American people that we offor~xl willingly,
Sincerely.
Janice Mac Avoy, Partner. Fried, Frank, I farris. Shriver & Jacobson LLP
Emma Clo.ire Alpert. Public Defender, Brooklyn, NY
~ Bm·rorAn1ic1 C'w i:te Amcri~a.n H~i1al A!'1i<'Ciaiion. Sml~ of WnJ/111,gh."»t ii. Gl11ck.\bt1ig, ct at 1')% Wl.656278 (US.~. f.Ct"-:JI~ J.h1ft Sl.srtn
oftir.._· Pwrllonre/ar Uut •s~il. 1,k1w~r. ('oJa, t , H111w1Jll. 19"' P.Jd 1 l51 (10th C'iLJ {1~mcj Ofltnit>n).,~nd '79Q P 3d 131 .S ( IOtJ1 Ch 201SJ tdi!iient
fiom en hunt r~hb!.nngjo1n1.-d by Judg(. (.iorsuc:b). Hnbby lobhiSWrtrS. 111£ r. &l~hu.r, 111" f.J"J Il14 l IOthCif 20 131
l Flu11Jml Pn1yuih(J(!f/vj"S1! Ji(l, t . f"os.tt'. 505 \IS SU. ~.Sl ( !99lt
1 Id ut 669
' Id
" Wlmlr Wnmau :f HwJllh ' 1 Hrllti'Stt.dt, 136 S. Ct 2292(20\6). fJSt'P\"1Jtd01.1n~7 -2:0 1(.)
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Judy Appel. Trustee Berkeley UnHied School District and Executive Dtreclorofthe California
School-Based Health Alliance
Natasha Lycia Ora Bannan, President. National Lawyers Guild
Patricia Bauman, President, Bauman Foundali(1n
Kathyrn Boulton, Staff Auorney, Center for HIV Law and Policy
Rhonda Brownstein, Legal Director, Southern Poverty Law Center
Heather Busby, Executive Director, NARAL Pro-Choice Texas
Emily Camin. Litigation Committee~ National La wyers Guild, Massachusetts Chapter
Cynthia Carr. Deputy General Counsel. Yale Vniversity
Monica A. Ciolli. Director of Policy and Advocacy, Fedcap Rehabilitation Services, Inc.
Lorraine A. Clasquln, Co-founder and Prcsidem, The Kl~E Foundation, Austin, Texas
Brenda H. Collier. CollierLaw. Austin, Texas
And'rua M. Diaz. Staff Attorney, Immigrant Defenders Law Center
Farah Diaz-Tello, Senior Counsel, SIA Leg.al Team
Vic.toria L. Eastus, Visiting Professor of l.mv, New York. Law School
Jenny Egan, Assistant Public Defender. Maryland Ollice of the. Public Defender
Tiffany M. Femiano, Stuff Attorney. Civil Action Prac1ice, the Bronx Defenders
Elise C. Funke, J.D. C1.1ndidate, Columbia University School of Law
Katusha Galitzine. Office of Diversity and Pluralism, Michig-<1n State Uni versity
DeNora M. Getachew. Executive Director, Generation Citizen NYC
Emily Jane Goodmnn, J1Jstice. New York State Supreme Court (ret)
Hayley Gorenberg, Deputy Legal Director, Lambda Legal Defense and Education Pund
Sharlyn Grace, National Lawyers Guild of Chicago
Julie Hamos. President. I lamos Consulting; Illinois House of Reptesentati vcs (I !199-2010)
Alicia Handy, Auomey
Lori Jo Hansel. Lawyer, Austin. Texas
Susan Ka12 Hoffman. Shareholder. Littler Mendelson, P.C
Sarah Marie Honi g, Assistant Public Defender, Cuyahoga County Public Detender
Priscilla Huang, Consultant
Deena R. Hunvil:z, Visiting Professor of Law and Director, International I htman Rights Law
Clinic. American University of Washington College of Law
Andrea L. Irwin. Executive Director. Mabel Wadsworth Center
Stephanie L. Johnson, Partner. Hunter & Johnson, PLLC
Terry L-lorwilz Kass, Pro-Choice Activist
Eileen B. I lcrs.henov. Board member. Women Lawyers En Garde!
Margaret Klaw, Partner, Berner Klaw and Watson LLP
Karen Kramer, Legal Consultant. Change Lab Solutions
Dorchen A. Lcidholdt Director. Center for Battered Women's l..,egal Services. Sanctuary for
Families
Judith Liben, Attorney
Amy Judd Lieberman, .l.D. Candidate, Class of2017, University of California, Irvine
Star Lightner. Senior Coun$eJ, Miller Starr Regalia
Virginia S. Langmuir, Executive Vice President, 13u~iness and Legal Affairs, RatPac
Ente.rtainment
Julie Lowenberg, Retired from Private Practice. Dallas, Texas
Nancy Marcus, Senior Law and Policy Advisor, Lambda Legal Defense and Education Fund
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Chris An11 Maxwell. Independent Consultant arid Entertainment Lawyer. previously Senior ViccPresident. Legal Affairs at 20th Century Fox. Fox Searchlight Picr1.1res
Michele Coleman Mayes, Vice President. General Counsel & Secretary. the New York Public
Library
Amelia J. Meier. Public Interest Attorney
Three Meriaos, The La,v Offices of Three Merlans, P.C.
Carlin Meyer, Professor Emeritus, New York Law School
Amy E. Millard. Partner. Clayman and Rosenberg LLP
Kathleen S. Morris, Associate Professor of Law, Golden Gate University School of Law
Shirim Nothenberg. Senior Appellate Attorney. Lawyers for Children
Jennifer L. Nye, l.ecture1· in Law and Social Justice, History Department I Honors College,
University of Massachusetts
Amy Oppenheimer, L<iw Offices of Amy Oppenheimer. Retired Administrative Law Judge, Slate
of California
Susan Orlansky. Of Counsel to Reeves Amod io LLC
Laura PaJcy, New York State Court Attorney
Brin Panichkul. J.D. received from Thomas Jefferson School of Law
Claudia Polsky, Assistam Clinic.al ProfessnT of Law & Director, Environmental Law Clinic, UC
Berkeley Law
Gowri Ramachandran, Professor of Law, Southwestern Law School
Carmen Maria Rey, Deputy Director, Immigration lntcrvcntTon Project. San_ctuary for Families
Deborah Rimmler, Senior Vice President and General Counsel, Nexant, Inc.
Karen Robson, Partner, Pryor Cashman LLP
Jamie Rebecca Rowen, Assistant Professor of Legal Studies and Political Science, University of
Massachusetts Amherst
Laure Ruth. Legal Director. the Women's Law Center orMarylw1d
Janie Schulman, Co-Chair. Employmom and Labor Group, Morrison & Foerster LLP
Bianca Victoria Scott. Human Rights Attorney. New York City
Counney Smith, Board of Directors, Planned Parenthood ofNew York City
Molly Stark, Assistant General Counsel. Rainfore.sl Alliance. Inc.
Robin G. Steinberg, Executive Director, The Bronx Drfenders
Nom1 Maya Stolzenberg, Professor of Law, USC Gould School of Law
Alison Tanner. J. D. Candidate, Georgetown Universi ty Law Center; National Board Member
If/When/How
Brenda Wright. Vice Preside.nr. Policy & Legal S1ra1egies. Demos
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The I Jonorable Clu1ck Grassley
Chaimian. U.S. Senate Judiciary Committee
The I lonor.able Dianne FcJnstcin
Ranking Member, U.S. Sena1e Judiciary Committee
CC: Members ofthe United St·ate.< Senate
Uear Seriators Gr<t>-sley and Feii1~tein,
On bef\alfoftheAllinnce ror Jwaice, a 11atio11BI association or over 100 organizations commincd to the
creation of an aquit~bl&.just. and free society. I write to orge you 10 reject the nc1mi11ation or Neil
Gorsuch 10 the Unitc6 Smtcs Supreme Court.

Al'J ltll$ recently cm11plcted a con1prc1tcusive report on .llldge Gorsuch's career, The Gorsuch Record.
We havee.~plored his rulings and hi; writ.in.gs In ;1~~s inclatling workers· rig)tL~. n<prQductive rights,
L<lBTQ rights, e<>n~umers' rights, orlminalJustire. immigration, First Am~ndmcnl rights·, and other
critical areas of the lnw. Our review bas left: us dee.ply concerned abqul Judge Gorsud1's commitment to
upholding the rig,hiS. legal prot~ctions. anu freedoms of evNyday American:;. uspcciaJly when they aro
113nll<'il by <uch powcrftll cntitie.~ as large corf)C1rations or employers.
In short. we believe Judge Gorsuch \Wuld be a judge for 1h;} one percent. for wealtl1y corporations aml
special interests, for tbe privileged and the powerl'lll. Meanwhile hardworkintr Americ.ins - men and
wonw11 whose lives and livclihovd~ li1erally depend on fair access to our justice system - would be
forgonen and lefi behind.
Out research sho\\IS that Judge Gorsuch ha~ repcotcdly ~ided with large corporations and government
officials thg1 ahusc rheir puwer. He has dismissed claims brought hy workera trying to enforce their rig~ls
und.er ami-discriminalion. labor. and disability rights laws. He has ruled agulnst people harmed by police
brutalfty. including a nine-)'ear-old child. He ha; worked to undermine access to roproductive health cafe.
and narrowed protecticms for pcrwns with disabilities. including cJ1ildten nying to exercise their rigl\t 10 a
quall\y educ;.lion. He has wriuen harshly about Amtrkans " 'ho go thtou~h the courts tn ensure
co11stit11t1onal righls, like LGB'TQ couples who secured legal protections lor the righl to marry. And he
h;is advai1ced r\ldical po~itions re.jected l>.Y even Ju~tice Sqlia 1hat would undermine U1c abiliiy of the
f\:dcral government to protect cfean ~Tr ancl \\a1er, safe food and 1n•dicinc. and consurne.r ~nd investor
protecticins.

We also have serious questions ab.)ut Judge Gorsuch's nbilily tomaint4i11 the indcpcndenc« oft he
judiciary from the executive branch. I !is record sJiows he has bee1t willini;, far too nlle11, 10 cou11tonaricc
overreach and even constitutional abuses by an executive or government autht:1ri1y. In fac~ as our report
doc111n~nts·, Judge Gorsuch has consi~lently ruled ~gninst people wh() seek to hold government officials
accountable, This is a,llmning at~ lime when the ~dm inistration l1as show11 wi llingness to tonlinually test

1 lncn U!ArNI\\ <'it.;k ~'\\ . ,!'{'ct1ri..! I i..,. 1~ I W,1)i\111t.tcm.. t>l )1)1)Jh
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the limits t>fits authority, under <UI exeq11fvewho has publicly disparaged the federal courts a<""
lns1i1<11ion and fcd~rnl j udses a~ lnl.lividuals.
In conclusion. AFJ belie.ve.s that a ltfetime appointment to the Suprcrnc Court should not be conferred 011
a pers-On if there are any doubls aboul his ur her suppo11 for core cons1itutional values. In Judge Gor.;ueh's
ca.<e, these doubts ar.· tou si;riow; lo ovcrlt.)()k,
If there are nny questions about APJ'stesemch or position, I and my staff ~~rlnd ready to help you at ar1y
time.
Sincerely.

NanArM
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February 6, 2017

The Honorable Dianne Feinstein
One Post Street, Suite 2450
San Francisco, CA 94104

Dear Senator Feinstein:
I'm writing on behalf of Americans Against Gun Violence to express our concerns
about Donald Trump's nomination of Judge Neil Gorsuch to replace the late
Antonin Scalia on the Supreme Court. As you undoubtedly know, Gorsuch, who is
currently a judge on the Tenth Circuit Co1,1rt of Appeals, has scant history in ruling on
cases touching on the gun violence, gun control. and ttie Second Amendment The
parallels fhat have been drawn, however, between his judicial philosophy and Scalla's,
along with his own praise of Scalia during his nomination press conferenre as a "towering"
justice and a "lion of the law," are concerning. Also of concern is the fact that he was
nominated by a president who during his presidential campaign el(pressed opposition to
even the most basic gun control measures, including gun free school zones, universal
background checks for gun purchases, and bans on assault weapons, Finally, the fact that
the NRA endorsed Gorsuch immediately and enthusiastically suggests that the gun lobby
knows more about Gorsuch's v1ews on gun control and the Second Amendment than the
rest of us do and that Gorsuch is likely to endorse the NRA's "individual rights' version of
the Second Amendment, a version that the late Supreme Court Chief Justice Warren
Burger called "one of the greatest pieces of fraud on the American public" that he had
seen in his lifetime.'
Antonin Scalia claimed to be an "originalist," basing his decisions on the original intent of
the constitution.2 He also railed against "judidal activism,• the practice of J.udges changing
the Interpretation of laws to conform with their own ideology. In his majority opinion in the
2008 Hefler decision, though, In which a narrow 5-4 majority of the Supreme Court struck
down Washington OC's freeze on new handgun acquisition on the basis that it violated the
Second Amendment. Scalia was clearly engaging in the flagrant judicial activism,
3
substituting his own ideology for the original intent of the founders of the country.
The Heller decision represented the first time in U.S. history that the Supreme Court had
ever ruled that the Second Amendment guaranteed an individual right to own guns. Prior
to 2008, it had been repeatedly established in Supreme Court decisions,' in decisions of
6
lower courts,5 and in reviews by legal hlstorians that the Second Amendment. which
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begins with the phrase, "A well regulated militia, being necessary to the security of a free
state,• was Intended to protect the rights of states to maintain well regulated armed
militias, such as the current day National Guard, and that it did not confer a right of
indMdual citizens to own fireanns. In particular, the Supreme Court ruled in 1939 in United
8
States v. Miller and reiterated in 1980 in Lewis v. United States that "The Second
Amendment guarantees no right to keep and bear a firearm tnat does not have 'some
reasonable relationship to the preservation or efficiency of a well regulated tn11itia." In his
majority opinion 1n the Helfer c:.(ecision, Scalia effectively deleted the phrase, "A well
regulated militia," from the U.S. Constitution.
Although strictly speaking, the Heller decision applies only to handguns kept in the home
"for protection." it is a major obstacle to the adoption of definitive gun control laws in. the
United States. The Heller decision led to a flood of over 1,000 lawsuits by gun control
opponents against all sorts of firearm regulatfons.9 Over 90% of those lawsuits have been
unsuccessful. In particular, gun control laws that require background checks for firearm
purchases, that prohibit open carrying of firearms in public places, that impose restrictions
on who may carry concealed weapons, and that ban the possession of assault wea,pons
have withstood post-Heller challenges. On the other hand, Heller has put gun control
activists on the defensive, particularly with regard to handgun regulations. In the United
10
States, 70-80% of all firearm related deaths are due to handguns. If the we are ever to
reduce our extraordinarily high levels of gun Vidlence to rates comparable to those in other
high income democratic countries, we are going to need to adopt comparable gun control
regulations, including stringent restrictions, if not complete bans, on private ownership of
handguns. In order to accomplish this goal, the Heller decisfon must first be overturned,
Judge Gorsuch, like the late Antonin Scalia. claims to be an originatist In his nomination
press conference he also spoKe of the need to avoid judiclal activism, stating:
.. . it is for Congress and not the courts to write new laws. It is the role of judges to
apply, not alter, the work of the people's representatives.
Judge Gorsuch's dissenting opinion in the case of United States v. Games Perez" is the
only objective evidence presenUy avallable concerning his vrews on the Second
Amendment, and 1t raises concerns as to whether he will stay true to hfs stated judicial
philosophy of "orlginalism" when it comes to firearm related cases, or whether he will
rnstead follow the example of the late Antonin Scalia, and revert to judicial activism in
order lo impose hls own ideology. A detailed analysis of the Games Perez case is posted
on the •Facts and FAQ's" page of the Americans Against Gun Violence website. ln the
interest of brevity, I won't inctude1hatanalysis in this letter. In brief, thou9h. since the
Second Amendment was not dlrectly at issue in Games Perez, It's difficult to read much
Into Judge Gorsuch's statement in his dissenting opinion that gun possession is
•sometimes even protected as a matter of constitutional right."
Probably the most concerning aspect of Trump's nomination of Neil Gorsuch from our
polnt of view ls the NRA's enthusiastic endorsement of the nomination. NRA executive
vice president Wayne laPierre was sitting beside Donald Trump, smiling broadly, at the
press event on February 1 when Trump exhorted members of the Senate to promptly
confirm Gorsuch. The NRA apparently had advance knowledge of Trump's pick for the
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Supreme Court vacancy. It's lobbying arm, the Institute for Legislative Action, issued a
press release immediately following Trump's announcement of Gorsuch's nomination on
in which its executive direclor Chris Cox stated:
President Trump has made an outstanding choice in nominating Judge
Gorsuch for the U.S: Supreme Court. He has an impressive record that
demonstrates his support for the Seconc;I Amendment
The NRA's early and enthusiastic endorsement of Neil Gorsuch strongly suggests that the
gun lobby knows something about his views on gun control and the Second Amendment
that the rest of us don't
Americans Against Gun Violence does not currently have a position on whether Judge
Gorsuch's nomination as a Supreme Court justice should be confirmed. We firmly believe,
though, that prior to a vote being taken on his confirmation, he should answer the
following questions. and that his answers should be made public:

1. Do you believe that gun violence ls a serious problem in the United States and
that rates of firearm related deaths and injuries in our country are much higher
than in every other high income democratic country of the world ?
2. Do you believe that in order to reduce rates of gun violence In our country to
levels comparable to those in other high income democratic countries, we must
adopt comparable gun control laws, including stringent regulation, if not
complete bans, on private ownership of handguns and ;lSsault weapons?
3. Do you agree with the late Supreme Court Chief Justice Warren Burger who
said ln an interview on the PBS News Hour on December 16, 1991 , that the
misrepresentation of the Second Amendment by special interests as
guaranteeing an indiVidual right to own guns was ''one of the greatest pieces of
fraud on the American public" that he had seen in his lifetfme?
4. Do you agree that in 1939, the Supreme Court ruled in the case of United
States v. Miller that the Second Amendment did not confer an indi'vidual right to
own firearms unless such ownership bore ~some reasonable relationship to the
preservation ot efficiency of a well regulated militia?"
5. Do you agree that in 1980. the Supreme Court reiterated in Lewis v. United
States that. "The Second Amendment guarantees no right to keep and bear a
firearm that does not have 'some reasonable relationship to the preservation or
efficiency of a well regulated militia?'"
6. Do you agree with the distinguished historians and 1.egal scholars, Including
Carl Bogus, Jack N. Rakove, Saul Cornell, Da11fd T. Konig, William J. Novak,
Lois G. Schwoerer, Fred Anderson. Carol Berkin, Paul Finkelman, R. Don
Higginbotham, Stanley N. Katz, Pauline R. Maier, Peter S. Onur. Robert E.
Shalhope, John Shy, and Alan Taylor who presented extensive evidence in
their am/ci curiae brief in the case of District of Columbia v. Heller2 that the
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framers of the U.S. Constitution never intended for the Second Amendment to
be interpreted as conferring an individual right to own any kind of a firearm
outside of service in a well regulated militia?
7. Do you agree that articles published in the legal literature between the time of
the 1980 Lewis decision and the 2008 Heller decision arguing that the Second
Amendment was intended to confer an indlvldual right to own guns were
written by a small group of individuals with financial ties to the gun lobby?
8. Do you agree that there is no net protective value from private ownership of
handguns?
9. Do you agree that the 2008 Heller decision, in which five of nine Supreme
Court justices, including the late Antonin Scalia. ruled that Dick Heller had a
constitutional right to possess a handgun in his home "for protection"
represented a radical reversal of over 2.00 years of prior Jegal precedent,
including the Supreme Court•s rulings in Mil/er in 1939 and Lewis in 1980?

10. Do you agree that the late Justice Antonin Scalia was guilty of "judicial
activism" in writing the majority opinion in the Heller decision. effectively
deleting the phrase, "A well regulated militia." from the U.S. Constitution?

11 . Do you agree that Heller was wrongly decided?

12. tf you were confirmed as a Supreme Court justice and plaintiffs were to apPly
for a writ of certiorari ln a case seeking to overtum the Heller decision. would
you vote to hearthe case?
As the ranking member of the Senate Judicial)' Committee. Senator Feinstein. you are in
an ideal position to pose at least some of these questions to Judge Gorsuch. These 12
questions may seem to be unusually pointed ones for a Supreme Court nominee, but
questions 1-11 address issues on Which any candidate for the position of a justice on the
Supreme Court in 2017, and particularly anyone who professes to be familiar With the
career of the late Antonin Scalia, should be well informed. It's almost certain that Justices
Breyer. Ginsburg, Souter, and Stevens, who dissented in the 2008 Heffercase , would
answer yes to all 12 questions Without hesitation. and that Justice Sotomayor. who
replaced the retiring Justice Souter in 2009, ._nd who dissented in the related case of
McDonaldv. CfJicago in 2010, would also answer an 12 questions in the affirmative. To
answer in the negative to any of the questions 1-11 is to deny the truth, and to answer
"no" to question 12 is to deny the need to right a serious wrong.

Of course. there are many other issues other than gun contr-01 and the Second
Amendment on which, Judge Gorsuch should be carefully vetted. There is no other issue,
however. that is more immediately life threatening, and more preventable, than gun
violence. As noted above, the 2008 Heller decision stands ln the way of the adoption of
defi.nitfve gun control laws in the United States comparable to regulations that have long
been in place in every other high income democratic country of the world. For example,
the rate of firearm related deaths in the United States is nearly 50 times higher than the
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rate in Great Britain, where private ownership of handguns is banned. Assuming that the
adoption of firearm regulations in the United States comparable to those in Great Britain
would result in similar rates offireann related deaths, approximately 33,000 senseless
firearm reli;ited deaths could be prevented in our country every year. 13
In his nomination aceeptance speech on January 31, Jud9e Gorsuch pledged to be a
' faithful servant of the Constitution• and to serve with 'impartiality and Independence,
collegiality and courage." Assuming that Judge Gorsuch is a man of his word and rs
informed on the issue of gun violence, he should have no hesitation in responding in the
affinnative to all 12 of the above questions. If he does not respond in the affinnative to all
12 questions, we believe that his nomination as a Supreme Court justice should not be
confirmed.
Thank you, Senator Feinstein, for your lon9standing leadership in the field of gun violence
prevention, and thank you for taking the time to read and consider our concerns about ttie
nomination of Judge Gorsuch for the position of Supreme Court justice.

Sincerely,

~~;M..l::J
Bill Durston, MD
President, Americans Against Gun Violence
(916) 202-0567
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The Honorable Charles E. Grossley. Chairman
Commi11ee Cln the Judicinry
United States Senate
224 Dirksen Senate Ortke Building
Wa$hington. D.C. 20510

The Honorable Di:mne Feinstein. R ilnklng Member
Committee on rhe Judiciary
United S11nei; Senate
33 I Hart Senate Office Building
W:1shingto11. D.C. 20510
Dear Chairman Grnssley and Ranking Member Pein$tein:
My name is Baker Arena. I am an attorney in Denver, Colorado and a University of
Colorado Law School graduate from the class of 2016. l am a former student of Judge
Gorsuch 's and l was present in the Legal Ethics class during which Judge Gorsuch
allegedly made sexist comments. I write to you not to undermine the credibility or malign
the reputation of the accll$ing student, of whom I have and wi ll con tiuue to have a
tremendous arnoulll of personal and professional respect for, but rather ro bring chu-ity to
the misunderstandfllg at issue.
In the Le.gal Ethics cla$s r took from Judge Gorsuch, the textbook we used contained
numerous hypothetical ethical dilemmas that attorneys could potentially face in their
practice. Judge Gorsuch would use these dilemmas in the textbook in his lectures to
iJluslrate the fact that t11ere are few black and white solutions to the ethicl\1 issues
attorneys face daily. Adept at challenging lhe views of stude nts (and sometimes
frustratingly so), Judge Gorsuch would use the Socratic method and play devils advocate
in his lectures as the class debated the appropriate course of action to confront the ct11ical
issues at hand. Jf a valid point was made in favor of one course of action, he would
prese nt countcrfactual points to illustrate the compelling arguments in favor of another
course of ac1ion. Through lhe constant debate of ethical dilemmas that semester, we left
wfth a greater appreciation of the nuances attorneys must account for in making ethical
decisions consistent with our code Qf professional responsibility.
[ was present in the class at issue and sat d.i.rectJy in front of the accusing student. r recall
ihe hypothetical ethical dilemma discussed in the Lectuse that day. In that hypothetical
ethical dilemma, a female law student, suffering financial hardship, is asked at an
interview if she planned on having children and using the firms maternity leave policies.
The female student in the hypothetical was pJ<mning on having children but nervous to
tell the potential employet, for fear she might not get the position. Judge Gorsuch began
to lead th~ class in debate as to what the appropriate course of action ~hould be for the
female law student. Judge Gorsuch made compelling points about the numerous issues
and subtle discrimination women face in ibe. workplace that many 111en are oblivious to.
fo fact, as a man . I had never really considel'ed the extent of pregoancy related
discrimination that women face in the workplace umil this very class. True to form (and
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the Socra1rc teaching Styl.e ). Judge Gorsuch also presented counterarguments presenting
the hardships employers foce due m paid maternity leave policie~. which T. 11s a liberal
feminist Democrat, as well iL5 the majorlty of my colleagues rejected.
Dw·ing Judge Gorsuch's preseutation of such counterarguments. 1 do not recal l him
accusing women of raking advantage of paid maternity leave policies. much less
espousing such accusatioos us his personal beliefs. ln class and in our conversations
outside of class, Judge Gorsuch was always extremely respectful, inclusive, toleraul mid
ope1l-minded. Additionally. Judge Gorsuch's never shared his- porsonal views on legal or
ethical matters in class and was somewhat of an enigma. Had he made the statements he
is accused of making. 1 would have surely noticed as they would be out of his character
and had he said sncb things, I potentially would have even said something to him
concerning these statements. That is not the Judge Gorsuch I know.
The Judge Gorsuch l know is supporti ve and accommodating. As a student who suffers
from lenrning disubilities, l reached out ro Judge Gorsuch i11 the beginn ing of the
seme.ster Lo ask permission to use my laptop for word-processing in class (the use of
Which was against his class policies). He replied that he was happy to accommodate any
disabilities. and Twas free to u~ my lap1op. From our ftrsr interaction, r felt welcome and
accepted for who I was in his cla.ss. His respectful elllbrnce of bis students fostered a
collegial atmosphere lbat promoted the sharing of ideas. Moreover, Judge Gorsuch never
shared bis personal beliefs for fear of advocating inste.ad of teaching. Jn fact, only time I
was able to get Judge Gorsuch to share his personal views was when he chided me for not
de-barbing my hooks while fly fishing.
As r stated earlier, I write you not to uudetmine rhe credibility or the reputation of the
accusing student. Ralher, I believe these accusations a.re a resu lt of a simple classroom
misunderstnnding tbat occmTcd during a.n engaging and important debate about
discrimination women face, and continue to face , in the legal profession. Although 1 may
disagree with some of Judge Oorsuch's ru lings and positions , I have a tremendous
amount of both personal aud professional respect for him. Based on my experience in that
class and my first hand interactions with Judge Gorsuch, J believe that these accusations
are a result of a misunderstandirig and nothing more. J am happy to answer additional
questions about the evenl ~ in issue.

Respectfully,
Baker Arena
2960 Inca Street #102
Denver, CO 80202
f.baker.arena@gmail.com
404.906.5 110
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Fcbrna11' 2, 20 I 7
Scnutor Midiocl Ociu1d

1127 Sherm;;ip St., Su ite 150
Denver. CO ~0203
Oc.~t

Senator Benner:
I write to urge you 10 vote ro confim1 Judge Neil Gom•ch µ~an Associat..i Justin~· to the

United

Smto~

Supreme C'oun.

I am a long time Colorado Dcrl\ocr.it who h;1s voted for you each tirne you have .~lood for
elec1io11 a nd ha ve made fomnci;1l contri bution!i to support your campaigns. I am also i1 prachcins
attorney in Denver, whcfc I spcm 30 ycor., at Jlollund & Hart (six of which were as the Chair of
the firm) nnd hnve bcc11 a partner :1.i Wheeler Trigg O'Donnell ~i nce 2010, I thrnk it is fair to ~ay
I know tl1c o~nvcr legal comrnun ity ancl its j udges well.
'rhere is no question that Judge Gorsuch is quulilkd lo be un the Suprt:mc Court. He has
a stellnr academic rccortl and a (lJstinguished career as n pri\'ate and govcm01cnt 31tomey in a
number of capacities, Kc ha~ pcrlbm1cd aJniirablyns a Tenth Circuit :appellat~ judge. He is al~o
a <lcccol lmman bt:ing wi th th~ high~t , tun<l1mlb uf integrity. You would have to look long and
hard for somt>one in tl1e C:olmado Bar wh1) would ~ay a disparngitlg word about Jud!,!t: Cio~uch ,

To n1y dl;;rnay. cenain Democratic Sc1111tors havo ulrc11dy started beating thc"tit fortat"
1ln1ms: .. the Repub1ic~n~ <tonewalfc.d Judge <iarl;1nd ~ml wc ,hc•uld re.tum t11e f.wor." 111 my
view, that is small-minded and uncon~titut ional. I know Ju<lge <.i(lrM1ch is a conscrvati,·c, but I
don't see nnywbcn: in the C<111sti1111iun thtit ~ays that dlsqualilits him . I could go on u1 lengt h, but
y1111 gc1 the point, I le at least <.lc~crvcs a ,·01c w1th()t1L a bunch of ~t;1lling nrnncuvur~ in th>!
process.
I know Yl'll will be under 1rume11dous µressur~ to vote with 1hc Dtm1u.-ra1ic lciu.lcrship
against Judge Gorsucl1. Plt.>;1sc don·t k1111ckleo umlor.
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March 7. 2017
The l lonorable Dianne Feinstein
Ranking Member
Senate Committee on the Judiciary
157 Ofrksen Senate Ofllce Building
Washington. DC 20510

The llonorable Charles Grassley
Chainnan
Sena1e Committee on the Judici~ry
114 Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, DC 2051 (J
Cc: Memb1.>r.s of the Uni ted States Senate
R e; Bend tbe Arc Jewish Action

Oppo~eS

the Confirmation of Judge Neil Gorsuch to the

S u11rcme C ourt
D~r Chaim1an

Grassley and Rank.ing Member Feioslein:

As the Director of Bend the Arc Jewish Action, 1 write to share our opposition to the confirmation
of Judge Nei l M. Gorsuch lo be an Associate Justice of the Supreme Court of the United States.
Bend the Arc Jewish Action is lhe largest national Jewish social justice org11nizalion focused
exclusively on domestic po licy. bringing together Jews from across the country to advocate and
organize for a more Just nnd equal sodcty. The Supreme Court hcnrs cases on the full range of
issues of concern to Bend the Are and the Americ~n Jewish community 11:1ore broadly. Addltio11ally.
n Supreme Court oopable of serving as a check on the executive branch and committed lo prote.cting
the Constitutional rights and freedoms of all Amcrfoans has never been more crucial. As such, the
deci$iOn of who is confirmed to a li fetime appointment· 011 the Court has far-rc-.iching imp licatious.
Judge Gorsuch's decade-long record on the federal bench, nswcll as hi& wrl1 ings, speeches. and
activities throughout his career arc causu for much concern. I-I is troubl ing history of dcforcnce to
executive poweram.l to corporations indicates that he wi ll not be lhe in.dependent jurist our country
:lnJ its people need. further, Judge Gorsuch has demonstrated hostility toward: victims of police
brutality. women's right to l)ccess repmductivc health care, and those who mm to the courts to
defend LOBTQ rights. His history-0f anti-worker ru lings are a1$o profow1clly troubl ing and raise
seriou~ qul\Slions about his ability to rule fairly 011 our highest Court.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely

fo%JIV
Rabbi Jason Kimelman-Block
Director. Bend the Arc Jewish Action
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blanches of government. -includ ~ng the Ptesklenl. In lhe lasl several we.eJcs. everyoov oec.c €
hove l'Od lheif 6vo-s ltvown into
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b·,. a series cl exlreme executive otd efs-.
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coo~lih.Hio110f.ly fequtfed role to proleCI 01..if r'nOSI bOSjc d'lll fights,

rne
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drive lo demand lhe Se'lOle re1ecf Judge Gor-5vch under me- 60·vole thraS:notd in :"' e
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Hovse. oro!eci the cwil fignts of women. people ol cotor ond LGSTQ Ameficcns. .. o-;O""J "'~
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ur9e you 10 oppose hh c onfilmo1io n.
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Core <1nd Choic" at the End of Life

Mardi 17, 1017
The Honorable Chartes Grassley
Chairman
Sehate Committee op the fodic1ary
224 Dirksen Senate Offrce Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

4224 t~C Hal~uy S!reel
Suite 335
Portland. OR 97~ 13
eoo 2!.7 7<121 •
503Jb0'1643 .
Co"'P~•.,GnAnclChr,,~es.org

The Honorable Diann<> Feinste.in
Ra11kir19 Member
Senate Committee on the Judidary
152 Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510
·
RE: Compassion & Choices Opposes Confirmation of Judge Gorsuch 'o Supremeo Court

Dear C~airman Grassley and Ranking Member Feinsteim
On behalf of Compassion & Choices, we write to oppose the confirmation of Judge Nell Gorsuch as an Associate
Justice to the United States Supreme Court
Compassion & Choices is the nation's oldest, largest and most active nonprofit organizatiori committed to
improving care and -expanding choice at the end of life. Our vision is a society where people receive state-ofthe·art car~ and a lull range of chokes for dying in comfort, dign,ity and ~ontrol, We arm to ensure individuals
understand the risks a nd rewards of a ll feasible treatment options, tr'eatment decisions are fully respected, and
that care reflects a person's Values and priorities for life's final chapter.
As you are aware, Judge Gorsuch's 2006 book, The Case Against Assisted Suicide and Eutltano;ia, speaks at
length about his opposition to medical aid in dying. Medical aid in dying, a medical practice wherein a
terminally ill, mentally competent, adult can request medication from a physician they may self-administer if
their suffering becomes too great, is 11ow an explicitly authorized medical practice in six jurisdictions, California,
Colorado, Oregon, Vermont, Washington, and the District of Columbia. i8% of the adult poputation in the
Un)ted States now has access to this important and compassronate medlcaJ option.
Judge Gorsuch makes 1t clear he doesn't believe laws ihat allow for such an option are capable of passing
constitutional muster despite almost ~o years of data and thoughtful debate by voters a nd policy rnakers across
the nation. He also is quite candid that1 although th~ Supreme Court i'\as shown deference to states in this
matter, he does not believe the rational distinctions drawn by the states that allow terminally ill patients to
ac~ess medical aid in dying are sufficient to withstand a court challenge.
Judge Gorsucli's views harken back to a view ofthe world where government knows best and Is allowed to
meddle iri the most intimate moments of hurnan life. Allowing confirmation of a Justice who is willing to impose
his own personal beliefs on terminally ill patients as they wrestle with the most profound healthcare decisions
of their life would have dire consequences for generations to come.
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On betiall of ow 450,000 supporters, Compassion and Choices urges you to oppose Judge Gorsuch'>
confirmation.
Thank"you for considering our views on this critl~I issue .

Respeqfvlly,

cc: Senator Leahy
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March 'I, 2017
RE: Demos Uri:~s Sc1111tors tu Oppose J udge G ors uch' s Cunfirnrnlion 10 !Im U.S. S uprt!me
Cou rt

Dear Senator;
Demos rs o publk policy orgnnizatiM working for un A111cric;1 where we all have 1111 equal say in
our democrncy and an cqunl chance in our t!con0my. We write 10 ur~ you to reject Prc.sident
Trump's nominmion of Judge Nc1J Gorsuch tu a lifclionc appointmi<nt <)II the rnnion·s highest
court.

With the S11prcmc Court split rour-to-four on so miu1y critical topics. the st;ikcs could 1101 be
higher. Judge Gorsuch has gone ouLofhis way lo suppon the wcallhy and powerful over the rC$l
of us. often brc.iking with his npp<'llat~ court culleaguco to <lo so. 1 On issues ranging from Wall
Str<cl ucc1luntabili1y to workcrsl'i~ht$ tn ~tin1 inal ju~tico. he would move the coumry
biickwnr<k~

Mere. o~mos highlighlS one important issue thnt requires re.ieclion of President Trump's

nominee: Judge G(1rsuch's troubling r~cord on money in politics and his potential 10 bet.he.
decid ing vole to gut our few remaining protections against big money dominating our
democra~')'.

The 111>xt Suprc111c Co1u1 justic<> will huve a pivolal role in ensuring our Constirntion protect$ the
rights and voices of all Americans. For four deca<lt:S. the Coun's tlnwed approach to money in
P<Jlitics h~s shredded a series of common-sense protections against Lile power of special interests
und Wet!hhy individua ls. and shpped n system where the siz<: of our wallets determi nes the
~trcngth of our i·oic.cs.3
1
Alicia t>ar-Japiall(') & Karen Youris h1"'\\~hl!rs: ~ril Cinl'ush Wouhi H1.ou 1ht" S1mrcm.c- C\i11n." '1'tfE :NF.W VcliU-:.
TIMES (February 1. 2017); Elliot M i ncberg.'" ~~ '-•'Ill\ 1J/.l111hN ,\ l'i/ (int'Mu'li /..it' 111 tin! RH:.l1111ttd 0111 ,)/ti~·
\/tu'>1.11r~;tm. l'F.OPl.l! l·OR TflEAMfRl(;AN WA\' (Ft-bruary 20 17)..

-' /hi:. lim-s111.'11 li1''"""'· Al 111\NC'f ..OR Jtl<;;"ril~( February !2017).

l A<lam t.i(lZ. llrL'U~ing 111¢ I1ic'l<ms ( '1-r/,: /1.e~euill'.: our O~m(S'IJU'~· .md ( hw I <WNfftW hr Ttwlf{(lt'Ul/J1t: tltf
:li1WtJ!UN c 'mtt'l I bmi.-•il '''l!t't&dt fc1 l/l)un ill p,:;Jillq. Dt.MOS (Ot'Ct'inber 20 I5).
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Demos
The public is deeply conccmed about the impact of concentroteJ wealth on our denwcrJcy and
understands the role of the Court. Ninety-four percent of voters believe thut the power of big
money in polilic.s is n problem, and ninety percent say that the S11preme Court plays an important
role in ~"'tting the rules.' In foct. 85% of Americans believe we need flindamenrnl changes to our
syslcm foe funding polilica l campaigns. 5

We need a nin1h j ustice who understands !hat a true democracy cannot eleva1e bi~ lnoncy owr
the vciices of ordinary people and \\lho will be open to reasonable limits that prolt'ctthe rights
and intluence of all Americans. The va~t majority of Americans agree - incltid ing 91 percent of
Trumr voters.•
Unfortunately. Judge ()orsuch's record on money in poli tics ha.vecoovinc~d us rlw he will not

be 1he type of 01,en-minded j ustice we need lo rescue our pro.democracy Constl!ution.
In th.u two directly releyant cases Judge Gom1ch faced , he voted to expand Pirsi Amendmen1
righls for corporations and went out of his way to signal openness lo applying lhe harsh cs~
possible ~randurd orrev iow to canipaig11 C<>ntrihution limits,7 T:;kcn together. 1hese opinions
suggest that Judge Gorsuch woulll be reccp1ivc ro auacks 011 our few r('mainingpro1ee1ions
against big money--speciflcally the current bans on "sol\ money" contribution~ ro politicnl
parties and corporate contributions directly to candidates.~ Please see the accompanying foe!
sheet foo more dernils.
ht a world Wht're Judge Gorsuch forms a msjority h loc.k of pro-big money justices. large
corporations 3ndweal!hy iudividu31$ would enjoy virtually ~nl imitcd ability w translate their
cconomk might into poli1ica1 power. Our legislatures nnd other elec1cd offices will become
I I hr suwrml' !"()tll'/ l}IJL/ \hWL1l
2017).

1)1
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Demos
even more skewed by race and class: policy will become even more tilted towards the
preferences of ~'e white. wealthy donor clas$: and people of color and working llun ilk~ scro~
the nation will continue to full behind economically and be nlicnated politically.•
J11dge Gorsud1-s 1m11bling rc~ord on money ii) p<llitics and oilier issue'$ is suflicierir reason to
oppose his confirmation. But in these extmordinary times there is an a\lditiqnal c<;inccrn: we arc
11otco1winced that Judge Gorsuch has th~ requisite independence to stand up to President Trump
when n~ccssary lO protect our demotrocy and communities.
f'rom the uneo11stitutional Muslim trnvcl ban to direct attacks on our Independent judiciary to
delibcmte atten1pts to undermine respect for freedom of the press and the very concept of the
truth. we face11 new. alsrming threal from the Trump Administration every day. An independent
jlldicisl")' is more critical than ever in this context. Yet, Judge Gorsuch has shown tmubling
dcft'rence to unfenercd executive power. and Trump's ndvisors have ~ssured his supporters that
Gorsuch and Trump "support each oth"r:· 10
Fotnll of the;e rensons. Demos urges yo11 to do c1•cr)1h1ng in your power ro defeat Judge Neil
Oor.;uch' s continn~tion '"the U.S. Suprt'nieCt1urt~includir1g ~pplying :1 60-1·otethr~-shold for
mC!ving ton fiMI vorc.
Put simply, .Judge Gorsuch has not shown sullicienl commlttncnl to our constltutlonal values of
liberty, equality. and justice for all to e:im Demos· support. or yours.
Sincerely.
l lealher McGhee. President

Brenda Wrigllt. Vice Pr~sident of Policy & Legal Strarcgjes
Adam Lioz. Counsel and Senior Advisor for Pol icy & Outre&th

.,. Adti.m Liot~ .<...1vrJ.ed Nt!rk lly u 11&• U11dgl lliu~ /11.nir Utt' .llmw s· Pc.fifiru/S1wt1.;«'1 l 'm1~·n11i11t•~Orw /):m1rx•r1r1.T
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0 EARTHJUSTICE
March 17. 2017
The Honorab le Charles Grasslcy
Chairman
Sen.ate Comml1tee on the Judiciary
United States Senatc
Washington, DC

Thtt Honorable Dianne Feinstein
Ranking Member
Senate Committee on the Judiciary
United Stutes Senate
Washington. DC

RE: EarThjustice Opposition to Supreme Court No1n inat1on of Judge Nei l M. Gorsuch

Dear Chairman Grassley and Ranking Member Feinstein:
£arthjustice opposes the confinnation of Judge Neil M. Gorsuch to a lifetime seat on the
Supreme Court of the United States. The Supreme Court is the IJnal arbiter of ou r laws, ru1d its
rulings.dramaticaJly impac.t the lives and rights of all Americans. Judge Gor.;uch is an extreme and
unacceptable elm ice for the Supreme Court. and we urge the Senate Judiciary Committee to reject
his nomin~tion.

Judge Gorsuch·s decade-long record on the fedtral bench, as well as his \Vritlngs, speeches,
and ac1i v.itlcs throughout his career. reveal a deep hostility 10 government and the. crucial role it
plays in safeguarding public welfart>. as well as an alarming detennination to close the courthouse
doors to those seeking to defend their right~ under the Constitution and laws that protect cssen1ial
val1Jes from cleao air and water to fair labor practices to bedrock civil rights. /\s his dissents and
concum:nces make clear, lie is seeking 10 advance a highly political, radically Ideological agenda
that cannot be squared with the core attributes that the American people C<Jrrectly expect trnd
dtiserve from any Supreme Couitjllstice - impa1tiality, moderation, and a profound commitment
to justice for all.
Tim1ughout his time on the bench. Judge Gorsuch has consistently ~ided with corporations.
the wealthy, and the powerful, while working to erode the right.~ of women. workers, and die
disabled, among other groups. ll is essential that whoever is given the honor of a sent on the
Supreme Cou11 upholds the right of access to the courts 101· &I I, and honors 1he Coristiwtio11al
obligation to provide an impartial cheek on the power of Congress and the President. Given his
extreme views, Judge Gorsuch is unsuited to provide that check. which is at the very heart of our
democracy.
U . Ju<l'g c Gorsuch 's Envi ronmental Record

A review of Judge Gorsuch· s writings ;md decisions indicate that he would seek to overtuxn
well-established Supreme Court precedents and undermine the federal govemmc11t's abilit)' to
enforce bedmck environmental laws such as the Clean /\ir /\cl and Clean Water Act. Judge
Gor~uch's record indicates that he would rake the Court in a far-right direction. doing irreparable

'NASMIHGlON , DC O~i!CE
f · 202. 6.67. 4500

1525 MASSACHUSEns AVENUE. Stlln: 70 2

f ; 202 S67 . 2lS6
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harn1 lo the health or communiGes. foiling to protect wild Ii Fe and our. public lands. and n.:stricting
efforts lo combat climate change.
lo Uniled States v. Nichols. Judge Gorsuch wrote a lengthy dissent that tried to revive an
obscure legal doctrine - rhe non-delegation doctrine - U1at would stymie the federal government
in irnplementlng its core functions and could further provide the basis fur striking down out
bedrock environmental laws. This di~sent. among other opinions written by Judge Gorsuch. shows
a genernl hostility to regulatory agencies and re.gulatory safeguards that prott«:l our air, 'Vate.r and
natuf~ I herit,1ge. His Sll,lted desire lo ovemlle the Supreme Court's decision in Chevron. (JS.A. '"
N11111ral Resmlrces Defense Council is another such example.
In Wildernes.~ Society v. Kone County. Judge Gorsuch concurtl!d with a decisloo to dismiss
a claim brought by several env ironmental mganizations who were seeking to protect public lands.
As the dissent it'I that ease observed. the majority's holding '\11~ 1! )IJl\le long-!enn deleterious
ctfocts on the use and management of federal pub lie lands.''

Ill . •Judgc Gors uch and Access to Courts

Judge Gorsuc h is an opponent of litigation in the puhlie inrercst. even suggesting in an
ankle written forthe National R.e~·iew t11at groups seeking-to defend their constitutional rights to marriage equality, for example -are "addicted l<' litigation" and should s.:ek recourse at the
b~llot bo~ r;1ther thap the cow1s. Of course, th is view is completely at odds with the essential role
that courts piny in defending civil liberties and securing the con~titutional and legal rights of
i11dividuals in the face of majority rule.
In the environmental arena, lht>sc views would C\•i~ceraie vital protections, as all of our
core environmental statu1es fr0rn the Clean Watt:r Act to tbe Clean Air Act depend on publlc
interest litigatJon for their enforcement. Congress has repeatedly included "citizen suit" and private
attorney general provisions in environmemal. civil rights. and other laws to ensure thar csserttial
legal safeguards arc upheld and enforced where there is lnstifficient wlll or resources OrJ the part
of the federal government to take on corporate pollute.rs. Thest> provisions are arnong the most
imponant and successful Innovations of modem ciwia'Olimcntal laW'. For example,' in upholding lhe
ability of individuals and organizations to sue pol1utcrs. the Supreme Court recognized in the
F'riimd.r ofth11 B'orth, Inc. v. luidla111c.ise1hat, "Congress has found Ihat civil penalties in Clt:an
Watt:r Act q1ses do more than promote in1rnecliate conipliance .. , they also deter future
violations." 1
Hosti lity to environmental litigants is ap1>arenl in Judge Gorsuch's recent rulings and
dissents. For instance, in a 20 13 dissent. he argued that an environmental group should not have
been allowed to intervene in an action brought by otl'-road vehicle advocuteS against the Forest
Service because they would be ..adequately represented" by the government.~ If adopted, his tcst
1
Friends of fir~ f.urt/I. l11r. 1~ 1J1idfaw £11vtl.Serus. CTOCI. flar., 528 U.S. 167, 185 (:WOO).
1 Ne;,, Me.tico OffHiglru·11y Vthiclt' J\llia11cc 1'. U.S. Forest S.-ruire, 540 P~xl . .A.ppx fr77 {10th Cir. 2013)

(unpublished opinion)

2
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l'or imerventio1t would effectively slam the courthouse door Lo conservation groups and otJ1ers
seeking to protect their interests in intervening on behalf of'1he government unl<.-ss the groups
could definitively prove that the federal government intend.:d to undercut th~m.
In 2015 he ruled that environmental groups lacked standing to challenge the For6st
Scrvicc·s temporary approval of motorcycle Use on forest trails. 3
I. J udge Gorsuch Is Hosti le to Gi\>i og R eal People Relief in the Couro

Judge Gorsuch. is a friend of big business. c!cmonstcatcd by his lengthy record of clecisions
that seek to benefit corporations and restrict the te~eral government's regulatory responsibilities.
In a working paper for the Washington Legal foundation, Se11femen1s in Securi/ies Fr(J11d Class
Ac/ions: lnrproving Investor Proteclion, Judge Gorsuch argued that the legislature and ('Ourto;
should make securities fraud class-action lawsuits more difficult to achieve.
Judge Gorsuch has a history of rulings against worker5' rights. Jn Comp11.ts Em·imnmental
Inc. 11. OSHRC. Judge Gorsuch voted to overturn a l)epartnient of Labor fine against a company
whose failure to properly train a worker cmised his death. lri <1110ther case., Judge Gorsuch dissented
from a decision upholding a National Labor Re lations Board order that an employer pay back
wages lliar were owcJ afler the worker's wages were improperly reduced.
Judge Gorsuch has shown hostil ity to tht: rights ol' the disllbled, In Thompson R2-J Sch.
Di!it. v. Luke P., ex rel. Jeff P., Judge Gorsuch ruled that a student with autism did not have 11 right
under the federal Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (J[:>EA) to an education that would
provid.: the opportunity to develop intellectual and social skills <)utside the classroom.

Judge Gorsuch has shown repeated antipathy to reproductive rights. In llobby Lobby
Sfores. inc. I '. Sebe/Jus. Judge Gorsuch agreed with the majority opinion that corporations are

persons and should not be required to pay for contraceptive coverage. under the Affordable Care
Act.
Judge Gorsuch has also shielded police oOicers charged with excessive fori;;e. In Wilson 1•.
City of l.afnyelle, Judge Gorsuch held that a police officer was entitled to qual ified im111unity from
8rJ cxces~ive force claim. Tht orticer had t~~cd his .stun gun and killed a young man who fled after

admitting that he owned marijuana plants that were growing in the area. The police ullicer did not
suspect the victim of any violent cri111c.

Conclusion

Eaitl\iustice is committed to using the power of law to protect people's health. to pre.~ervc
magniliccnt places and wildlifr, to advance clean energy and combat climate change. We are
l £11ickrn1111try H1111ter~ m1d A11glersv. U.S For.-sf s~1vire, 6U Fed. Appx. 934 (10th Cir. 2013) (unpublished
op1ruun)

3
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deeply committed to promoting a federal judiclaty and Supreme Court lhnt safeguard the rights ot'
every<>ne in ou r cou ntry.
Based npon our review or Judge Gorsuch' s record, we respcctfl1lly urge you 3nd your
colleagues to exercise your power to reject his nomination to a lifetime seat on 1he United States
Supreme Court. We appreciare youi· consideration of ou r vie,vs.

Sincerely,

Trip Yan Noppe.ri
President
Ea1ihj ustice
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March 20, 2017

Seoator Chuck Orassley, Chairman
ScnatOr Dianne Feinstein, Ranking Member
Uni1cd States Scna1c Commillcc on the Judiciary
224 Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washing1on, D.C. 20510-li050
()car Chainnan Grossley and R,anking Mcmberfcinstcin:
We write 10 )'<>U regarding lhe nomio.••inn ofJudge> Neil Gorsucti as the nel\i Associate
Justiceoflhc Supreme Court. We urge you to llXJllorehis views on lhc right to privacy. on
government lransP'lf<:ncy, and un lhc dociri:nes of Arucle Ill srandi~g and Ch<"\'>'f.111 deference.
Judge G<>rrueh's ~icws· on lhcsc issues could have f.>r-mching implication• for coosumer
protection and the future of pnvacy in the dlgilJll era.
We write on behAlf of the Eleetrooic Privacy lllfon:n31i9p Center, l'.l'lC was cstnblishtd
in 1994 to foells public attenrioo on emerging privacy and civil liberties ismics. 1 We partioip.itc
in a wide range of activities, lncluding resonrch aod educafion, litigation, nnd •dvooocy. Tho
GPIC Advisory Board includes leading ._,perts in law, technology, ~nd public policy, EPIC
regularly files 0111/cu.r briots in die U.S, Supreme Collrt,1 and EPfC fO\Jlinely sll•.res its viewi
with tho Senato Judiciary Committee rcgimling nominees to the Supreme Court.'

1

EPIC, About EPIC (2017), btqis://opic.ofi/epielabouLh)mh
t.g., amit:tt~ curiae bri~ of El>1C in Pack,-ugham v. Nnnh Cnrolind, No. 15· 1194 (U.S. argued
f(b. 27, 2017)(arguing that the st~tt cann(lot rcttrkl lbc news o.nd social mt.'<lfa wcb.sTtc5 dra1 a rtt~
o<tt'nd.t-r m.ay rett;d); Uruf'; v, Strl~ff. 136 S Ct. 10$6 (]OJ 6) (iltSU.in.g that cvidtocc- obtaintd vla
~icio.nless identifl.cation should be$U9rn!$oo); Spa.Wo. fnc. v, /l~M<S, tJ6 ~- Ct 1540 (2016)
(arguin3 thnt tht violati-Oo,ofc. coMUmc:t'$ rrivac)' rigbl$ Ul'ld.cc federal law co.ru1tlru.tcs an injwy·ifrf-a.oJ,
<Unicient 10 coofl!J Anitle U( .,.odi•g); City oflM A1rgdes •· l'ntd, !JS S . CL 2443 (2013) (Atguiug
1h11t hottl guCJt rcgiStries should nol be m:edo avnih1ble for jMpt."'Clion abstnt judiclal review); RilitJ' v.
CalifW<f•, 134 S. Cl. 2473 \2014) \11Tg•iog lh•l tho>eor</t oh «II .phone iociacnt to •rrcst 1equlu:u
warnM); Uni1t(f Slotn1:0. Jolfes, l l 2. S. CL 945 (201~) ('arguing, that a WillT1inlis n::quired f()r the t.ue-of
1 &r,

GPS <r•cking t«:hniqt1C$): Sorttlf '" IMS H~alrh Inc., 564 U.S. 52 (201 I) (a(ll>fll>g dial~ priveoy
infcrt10t in medical rffi)rtfs jmrCifics rcgula1ii\8 d.;uamining ofpt'l.."!i-Cri'ption rcc.ords). Set gtne.rolly EPIC,
EPJC Aml<ms Cttri°" Brhifir; Sup~me Co1m (20 17), https:JA:pie.orglamkus/701=Suprcme4-Coun..
) Stt.. e.g.. Letter from EPIC l(I Semtlor Pilttlcir Leahy. Ch:alrm11n. ~ S~nator JrfTSc::ssioN1 Rink int,
M<01ber (June 28, 2010) (conccrnin1! the nomin~tion of l"5tiC<> llk11a Kagan\, bttps://eplc,orglprivlWy/
kAgan/EPIC_K>81"\_ Lt1.pdf; EPIC, 1911 Alltu Pt/,,.,./0•1 Pr/\'QC)' Repon (200S), b~ps ;/lwww.ep"-'.org/
privacylju.<\icc.talitolprinctlon/; LottCf from EPIC lo SooOlor Arle:n $p«l.,,, Chai noa~, & Senator Pa.trick
l<>ahy, Ranking Member (SepL 9, 2005) (conocmlng lhe 110min11ion of Chid Jostitc JolnJ Robtrts).
bup.<: lltpic.o~privacy/justi«Sirobens/090Slciter.pdf.
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Although EPIC tskes ao positiot1 for or against a judicial nominee, we urge you tn
scru1iniie Judge GoWJ>h ·$view on lh.c role of tbc Court und Congress, privacy rights.

government transparency, and judicial doetrines r<lcvant to privaey pmtection.
The.wissucscould not be more timely. Tho President has recendyalkged that he was the
target of govcrµmen\ survdl.lan.cc. Although the CIWmiun and RJtnk.i11g Mem~T of both the
Senotc and House Intelligence Wive found no basis to this chatgc.' Americans are righlly
tonccmcd about tile s-copc of.survoiUane¢, the impact of new IJ:cbnologies, and new businCSll
practice.•.' They are pcrltaps even rroubled by the prospoot that the incoming admlnistrarion
could ll5C th~ vast po\wn> of the federal govcromCJl! against joum.a lists, critii;s, political
opponents, and others. Indeed. many of the most important privacy laws ;n the United Stutes.
includias !he l'rivacy Act 11f 1974 ~d the Foreign lntell(gcMe Survelllance /let ("FISA") of
i 978, came ;ibout precisely in response.to the excesses of those in the White Hoose.' Critical to
the effective protecti·on of e-0nstitulional liberties·lllld the Ai;ts of Co.ogress that safeguotd the
rights off~ peo1ilc lsjudicfal independence.

The Senate J11dicii1ry Commlttec should consider these Issues as it begin• the nomination
h•ari.'clgs for Judge Nell Go<Sllch.
Judg• GoT11udr Sho~ld B• .~.ska ,lbout the f/ol• of Congr~$ a11d ofthe Court In
Safeguurding PrltHJt:y

The Supreme Court has decided many important ca.<;es concerning privacy and 11cw
technologies, Rec..'flt decision.< include Riley v. Californ;a' (concerning ilie search of• cell pbo~e
incident lo arrest) and United Stare.Y v. 1011cs• (concerning the attachment of a OPS tracking
device to a vchicle).9 Several of tliej usticcs have .spoken lo the instittl)ional roles th:tt Cmigrcss
and the Couns play in addressing these emerging challenges to basic. freedorns. ' 0 Jusrice Kagan
"Joihl Sto~m~ntfrom Seno1e lmd Cnmmillee ltod~rs m; Wirttnpping £,11d1:nc1: DI &ump Io\\·tt>, U,S.
Sen•tc (Mor. 16. 2017), http:llwww.wamer.senatc.gov/publiclindex.cfmlpr<sMclcoses7JD"'8ABS941l7·
£CC4-4E2A·9PW.OOB493295400.
1
M,;uy Madden&. Lec-.Rainle,Aml'ricon.r- '.(llitud«.lf .4.bout Prh·oc,•. ~t·uri'Y u11J Sun:t•{ffQltt.'f!,, Pew RC1l ..
Ctr. (Ma_y 2Q, '20 t.S). l1hp:llwww.pcwiolNUctoc.¥12015/Q..V2Q/n.m..etlca.ns..:iufrudet:<1,bout..p.rivflcy•seeurff)'~
and·survciJlancl!I.
' PrfrocyACI qf 1974. 5 U.S.C. J 55lo. Justice lnforrn•ti•n Shating (Aug. 16, 2013), h1tps:f/l1.njp.sovf
l'mr.tcylibcny/authocitics/slatutcs/1279: James G. M•Ad1WS. lll. Dcp'I of Justice. Fuf'f'~~n l nwlllf?"'"""
s.,....11/anc" .<ct (Fl!;,<); An O"erview (2006), hui;u;//www,Jle.,.gavlsitcs/dtJault/
fi lcs/imporlcd_flles/tm in ing/program$/lcga1·divh;.l on/downlo3<U~artic l¢!i>-3.nd~fllqsln:sca.rch--by·subjc!(.H/
m.i$C1:llanouus/Porciy,n.lmefHgcnccS\1rve1llanccA~tpdf.

' !lot S. Ct. ZA7.J..
• S6S U.S. 400.
• S<«olsu Ci1yof l..oJ fl ng•lu v. P<11el, 13S S. Ct. 2443 (2015) (concerning whether hotel guest rcgi<tries
shollld be ma.de ava.itable for· lMpcction ·abse'Otjudicia1 review): Sorrell. 564 U.S. 52 (concemin_g a state
law limiting lhc: disclosure of certain l)'ptt of priV3Ce mcdica• d:ua)i Htrrin,. "'· Unittd S101a, Si5 U.S.
l3S (2009) (conccmi·n.g, wbcth(;.revidence nbtained due to an error in A crim.innf j ustice d1Ualx\sc 11hould be
5Upp=td).
10
St:~rc-<iuomeys gmcral also play a crucinl .role in prcnl.--cting priv:tcy. Su generally Danielle- K~ts
Citmn. T~< PtiWtCy Pa/icymaki•g,•/Swc A/CDm•'}'I G1111cruT. 92 Notre D•me t... Rev. 747. 748 (10 16).
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emphasized i:n a public •'P,CCclt that priv•cy "will be one of tb~ most i)npo)1lll).t i$Su~ bell>~ the
Court i~ the decades ro come." 11 Justice Al[to, i~ hi$coneurting opinion in Jon<J/, highlighted the
imponant role that Co'W"Ss plays in regulating "tha1 complex subj<:<:i" of wiretapping, noting
tqat "ca.ucern abou1 new inrrusiollS on pi\vacy may spur the el\a()tl))enr of legislation to protect
agp;inst lhe.~e intm.i;ions.\'1 11-And Justice O'Connor wrote iu a widely circcf concuaing opinion:
In r«:ent years, we have wimessed the advent of powerful, •'<lmputer-b8SOO
rccordkeeping systems 1lla1 faciliuite arrests in ways !hat h:tve never before bcdl
possible. The police, of course, are entitlcdw enjoy the substantial advantages
rtifs teehnology confers. They m•y not, however, rely on it blindly. With lhc
benefits of more efficient law enforcement mech•n•~ms comes the burden of
eorre$pooding CQnstitutional t"'..spoosibiliti<:$. 11
Law Cllfoirement today is prese.nled wilb qpportupiOes to use "stingray" devices. collcei
aod lest DNA somples for personal d1bmc1orisrios, mine •ocial media pl.'lrfonns and "Big O•ta,"
d~-ploy dro""" with facial recognition. uod ~tccss eam•ra and re<:ordilig devices remotely." 'file
public should foci confident lhat Judge Gor..'Uch uod~mands ihe role that these 11.'Chnologitll and
low enforcement 1e<:bniques pl.ay ii> individual lives, 11nd respects the need lo govern lnw
onforcernenl =of them wis•ly.
Given Ibo rapid p.u lhat le<:hoology i• developing. EPIC believes it is critical for the
Supr<mc Court. as well as Cougrcss, lo safeguard lilndarncJ1tal rights."' AccordiJlgJy. lbe
Commincc •hould disCUS$ wilh the nominee Inc role of the Suptcmc Caun and of Cnngress i11
a1l<lrC$3ing !he cbaUengcs lbul ruow te;;bnology pn:senls.

Judge Gorsuch Ho.• a C11mmendable R«ord on tht Fourth Amt11dmenl
Foll<lwiog in the tradition of Justice Scalia, Judge Gorsuch has authored several Founh
Amendment decisions that protect indlvidusls against intrusive searcllcs. As a privooy
orgOllizalion. EPIC strongly supports rons1itu1ional limitario.os on the scope of government
lt. Tat Kop:ui. Elrl1a Kagm• Tulia DJ\~r#IJ~arid (D/.dttgr'ermfml on 1h~S11p'l1:m.: CtJ11ll~ Politit:o lD~ .. l-4,
?O 12). http://www.politico.romlblogs.<under·<llN•d>tt'lO! '!/12/clcna·ltug;tn·lalk!Y<li~"lty-and
dh;ill""'m•n'-qn.ll)e-l S\ 963.hlmJ.
ll Jo"nt.s. 565 U.S. at421;.su u/$oJUI~. ll4 S. Ct.1112497 (Alim, J.. ooQCWT,ing) {"\VhHe t agtcc.with
the holdfug ofthe Court, I would too0nsidcr I.he question prcscortd bcte ff either Congress or state
1cgislatu~. after-assessing I.be legitimate needs. of l.;tw enforcement and the privacy inlt:rests of cell

phone O\Vnen;. coact teib:liufon that draws tcasonab1c distitictiOHS bli$.od oo c~goric:J of lnformtaliort or

ecm•ps other variobles.").
'Ari:.'"""'"'" 514 U.S. I. 17- lS (1995)(0·connor, 1,. coneurTing).

'' S"' gt11trall)' EPIC, EPIC v. FBI- Srmgray I Ce//Slt< Simulmor (2017), bnp:l/cpic.org/
foillilbir.tingray/: EPIC. Genttic PriWtcy (WI 7), Mps:l/cpic.orsfpriYacy/genc1ic/: EPIC. Socio/
Nerw<1r*ing Pr/W1cy (2016}. hl1ps://cpic.urg/privacy/soci•lnet/: EPIC. Dumw/e l/11ma1111edA<rla/
V</rio/<S fl/A.Vs) cmd Drort<.• (2017)), hrtpsJ/cpic.o<i/privucy/d:one</
1
' Seic M11n: .Ru1enb«g &- navid Brody. PrQiet.:1i1ff_l Prit-acy: 71w Rc>lt>- Q/fltt: C4t"'is mt<.I Qmgrat·. 39:3
A.BA 'Hwn. 1\1$. Mag. (ZOD), bl\p:llww'\'.>nlcricat\bar.llrg/publicaliO!JJlhu=-rigJ.11$_Qlog:Woc_

"°"""-roo_~.blllll,

home/2013_ vol_391may_20\ 3 _n2_priv•cylpro1eeting_privaoy_
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surveillance. Stu.~ we encourage tho Committee to qu.,.tion the nominee on several as~t:s of
Four1h AlllClldmon! doclrill<-

Se11rch. Seizµl'e, "nd NIM Technologies
ln Unired Starer v. ,fchrrnmt. Judge Gorsuc.h authored an opinion holding !bat !.he
National Centc-t for Missing und Exploited Children (NC.>.lEC) bad violated lhe defcndll!lt's
Foul1h Alneodment rights by conductin,g a wmantless search -0f bis eman.1• AOL. the
dcfendnnt's email provider, had an automated filter which could detect images previously
identified as child p-OmQgr.>phy. When tnat system Bagged one<>fthc defeiidant's em.ails, AOL
forwur-d the message 10 NCMEC. The cente< opened ~le message and established that the
n1tachmenl$ did, infacl, coulliln oltlld pornography,
Writing for U\ecourt, J~qge Gora\!:Clt dete11Ulol'I{ the NCMEC. which rQ<:eivcs funding
from the government and has special fl-OW<rs under federal law, was a state actor. Thus. it had
vlolared the Fourth AnJcodment by opei1ing U1e defendant·~ omai.!."
Judge Gorsuch dissented in U11i1ed Stal"-' ll Carlo•.•- tn 1hat ease. the cou;1 determined
lha1-despite the piesenceof"Jio trespassing" signs-police officers acted reasonably wi>cn they
·appr<>\lched and lo:>oc~ed ol} lhc door ofa defendant's house."' Judge GollUcb.coJlcluding tbat a
reasonable officer would not have believed that they were welcome un die property !llld that
police sbould have obtained a waminL BoU1 opinions suggest tballudge Gorsuch favors 11 robust
inteipreuifion of the fourth Amendmen~ reflecting the Intent of the framers,•• did Justice
Scalia. 19
The Committee Should ask Judge Got11uch bow the fourth Amendment should apply in a
digital contC·•L How -should the intent oftbc framers apply to the world of digital 1ec.bnology th.•t
makes 1)-0SSibk the v35l collc"<:tion ofpersonal, sensitivo 1nfonn•tion? D<>os \he advance of
technology necessarily mean a diminished c'<pectatinn of pcivncy? Will individ'u ab have !he
s:>me Cl\Pl-'el&tion Of priyllCY in thclr digital commuruClililll\.~ 11S they have bad in .their physical
co.mmunications?5

"11.S.-. A<·l,,rmu11. 3~1 f ,3d 119Z. l30~-09 (IOtb Cir.2016).
" Td. Sl 1300.
'' U11/redS1t11es v. Ct11'1oss. SIS F.3d 983, 990 (IO<h Cir. 2016).
"S«. r.g.. A£arylandY, King, 133 S. Ct 1958. 1989 (2011); (Sealla, J., dissen1ing) {"Pothapsth¢
c-00strucHon o(such a genetic p8MprlC\)fJ is wiac, But I doubt th3t Ole proud me.o who wrote the c.h~ of
Qur tibe.rti~s \fo\11(;1 ~V'c bvcn so eagCl to cpen tbc\r mou\)u for to_nl fospmion. i>-,~
,. SeeOlm.<te,,.1'•, Un/rtdSW.,, 277 U.S. 4-J&, 475 76 (1928) (Brrui~eis.J., dl...,_1ing) ("TbecV!I
incident 10 inw!ioo of rbe privn:ey of the telephone is fir gn:ltcr than_We involved in tampctlng with rhc
mails. Whencv¢r 11 tclcpbooc line Cs tapped, the privitcy of the persons 1u both ends of the line is invaded.

3nd Bil corwcmtiuns-bctwe·en them uPon any subje<i(. and ahhoug,h propc-r. conJidentfal.. and p_rivile~cd,
may be ovcdicacd. Moreover, the tapping of one mM's telephone llne involves Ole tapping of ibe
'cJq>hone or every C\tbcr pcfioo whom he m"!ly tall. O{ who mily CAii him. As a. means of cspfonu.gc. v.Tlt.!
of-assistMCe.ao.d genetal wnnan.l$. .ii.re b"l p\my in~trumcots Qf cyraon)' Qnd oppt~sio.o whcnoo..mpared

with

"°"'
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Tlle Committee could also 3sk the nominee bow the Fourth AmendmeotdoctriJJe may
cvQlvc as N•hnology evolves. Jn Unite</ S1<110>· v, De1rson, Judge Gorsuch. wriling for the
majority, found lhat the govemrueot's use o(a mdar device to determinu whether someone was
inside a building oonstitu!OO a wamntless SC<1rcb under the Fourth Amendm""t." But in 2012,
pilloed on tJle
Jodgc Gor.;ucb declined to exclude ovtdcnec from • GPS device lhal hsd defendant's ear without a warran~ 11 Boca.liSC police hod oonduotod their invcsrig;ition prior 10 the
Supreme Coun's ruling tbar use of a GPS tracker constitutes ase:mh,,, the Tenth Circuit
detennined tllat officers had ~ctcd in good faith mid that lhc GPS evidcnco was admissible."
That outcome was contrary io the unllllimoos holding of the Supreme Coun 1n Uhited S1a1es v.
Jone.<, suggesting per~.aps th•t Jud~ Gorsu.cb was behind lh«llnlo of the evolving doccrinc of
the l"ounh Amendmen1..

The Third-Party Doctrtne
EPIC also prop<>!<cs 1ha1 the Committee nsk Judge Gorsuch about the Fourth

A111endt0011rs "thlrd-pany" docti:f\lc, which bas diminished the privacy protection~ for
individunl• wha.e personal infonn•lion ;, held by thin! P"rtics, such ss banks, lnlemc1 Service
Providers, and meilical tornpanlC$,10

[n Kem.< v. B(J!ier, Judge Gorsuch, wri.\ing for tl\c 111ajority, dctetmined that an officer
who hod requested the plainritrs medic:il rec-0nls from a VA hospital had not violated the Fourth
Am~ndm<i>L16 Judge Gorsuch appLied the third·p:lrl)' doctrine. which dictates thal "the Fourth
Amcndmon! docs not prohibit the obtaining or information rcwaled 10 a ihird party;ind
conveyed by (the third P"'1Y] to Gover.nmOJlt outhorirics. eveo if the information rovcaled [to the
third puny] on the a.<snmptlon that it will be used only for a limited ptupose •nd the confidence
pl~tcd in th.o third party will not be be~yed;"1 Thls doctrine C\l.rrcmly applies to rmancial
infonnntion and, .. Judge Gorsuch nored. "at le.ts! some courts have 1nilic•tad Ibo same uo.nlysis
applies 10 ~nal medicaJ ro~ords m)lt'USled by potients ro hospitals or ca<o providro:,"18

Howcvor, ibc tb1rd·pllrt)I doc1rinci• "ill swrcid lo the di,gi•<!l age. io whfch people re.weal a
greot deal of in'fonnation •bout chcmsolvcs to lhild partie.• in the course ofcarrying out mundane
losb."" As Jusrioc Sotoniayor has explained, even dQcply private infof)llatlbn di3<:losod ro 1bird
panfe.~suQht\S'"a listof cv<-ryWcb sjtc . .. visited in the las! week, or month, or year"-will
lac-k constitutional _protection "unless our Fourtl1 Amendment jurisprudence ceases to trcw
~=y as a prerequisite for privacy:"°
" Unirtd S101"'"· De11ron. 115 F.J d 1i14. 1213~19 (I Orb Cir. 2UH),
» Unlrcdli101u v. Mil<h<ll, 651 F. App'> 651. 653 (IOth Cir. 20 16).
" Unlr<J $toles v. Jonu, 565 U;S, 400 (2012).
"Miir!.tll, 653 F. App'<ot 654. Se. ~•n•ru/ly U"IJed $/ales " Knults, 46(} U.S. 276 (1983); Unlled
Srare.rv. KaYo, 468 U.S. 705 ( 1984).
"BruC<> Schnci<r. DotaMdGolio1h61-{)S. tM (2015).
"K«rm v. 8a1kr. 60J F.Jd 1173, ll84 ( tOrh Cir. 20ll).
" /tJ, (quo1ing Unil<d S1are3 v. Mi/fer, 425 U.S. 435. 443 (1976)),
" Jd.
"' loner. S6S U.S. at 4i7 (So10111•yor. J.. conc1ming).
,. !tJ, •• 41 8.
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The failmc of tho Conslit\ltion m .. rcguard personal information held by third ponies i.s
an ougoi11g (.'OOOCJ'!l for OllUIY Americans and ao \SSllC tbal ill01U$ingly ari>cs in fcdetill court•."
TheComnrillcc •hould ask Judge Gonruch his views of the third-parcy doctrine and wbtlbcr bo
beUcvcs ii should be modified or olfmlna\ml.
J•dgc Goffuch Ha.s a Sporty IJ.~cord o" the Co11stituliona/ RigAt to Ano11yllflty
Tho Coostitution protects the right to anonymity--Ote right not to d1sclose one's identity
as a condi1ion of Cl<cn:isiog-l'irst Amendment fre..'<loms." This right of anonymity;. all the more
iniponant in the connected ~g"' "AB the mesas by whlcll we con be conlllcted iocre'!.Se. so too do
the means by wh'ich we can be ro1alioted agiiiost.""

The risks 10 anonymity arise also from new policing techniques. sucll as body-worn
police ca'l)erus (hat may imp19ve,r.1icc ovcrsisl>J bw also raise conceJ)ls aboul the use of
l<chniqucs !Or mass surveillance. for example; the constitutional right of010 people to
peacefully assemble and pelitloo Uie government for redre.<s of g)'ievances is immediately
implicated by polic.c offi<eB with body·moanled camer:is moviog through crowds aod using
facial rccognltion techniques to identify individua!s.'1 Sucb issue$ are likely lo be before tho
coum in d10 noxt few years and will require juS1ice• and judges who fully comprcbcrul !be risks
to coostitlJJioa.I fre•-doms of such ;urveTilanco methods.

'' E.g,. 111,.. C'n>0glefnr. GmQi/ Litig.• No. 5:13-md· 02A30 (N.D. Cal. filed Sept. L4, 20t 5)(conccming
Google"s: interception aod scanning ofemails sent by non-Oma.Ir U.'iCMi); In re Faoebnnk 1Jiome1rk
lnfo,.,,.alio11 P.fr<K)I Litlg., 3:1:kv--03147 (N'.D, Cal. filed Aug. 17. 2015) (conc.mins Faccbook·•
colkorroo ond tclcfi!ion of r..ial dota fiom user-upl°"dcd photogtllphs): In u l'ah!K> Malf Litig,, 7 f ,
s uw. Jd t 016 (N.D. C•I. 1014) (cooc•romg Y•hoo '; intc1<eptioo •n•hcaoning of emails sent by nonYo.l\oo MAil users) _
"NAACP v. Alatwma ex; Rd, Potte,..on, 357 U.S. 449 (1958); Mclntp~. 514 U.S. 334; Tall<JI•·
Ca/ifiirnln. 362 U.S. 60, 64-65 (t960), Bwkl•y >'. ACf.P. S2S U.S. 182 (1!199): .<tt olso BriefofAmicus
C11rlu~EJ'lCa1 12-2l, Warchl<"•"rBlble& TraclSoc'yorN,., York. life. v. Yill0feq/S1ro110n. S36 U.S,
tSO ('1001)~ Julie (f.. Cohen, &amlmtd Lh-u; l1iforJtHJlfm1af PTiVO<:)> and 1h~ Sub/set UJ Objn1. 52
S1anforo L. R~v. t Ji7J 1 142~ (WOO) 1• rbc rtcognitlort !hat enonym!1y sh•l11:,. coosri1o~onollyi!11>lected
deciliionJ 11.bout ipcech, bel ief~ 11od poJilical nod inlellcctuaJ associMjon-decisioiu thJU otherwist. ml~I
bechiUcd bytmpopularlty or simple- diffcrene.c-i~ pan of our cm~itulional tndition.'")1 S« Rr.'>1terollji
'A any Lev.tis, .tnonymiry <md R...usor;, iu Prlw:4')' 1n lhe- MOOttrn A:Rtt 104. 105.... 11 (M~ Rutenberg et at
eds., 2015).
" Erfcrof Amic1t1 Curioe EPIC a< 1-2. Peterso>t v, NTlA, 478 F_Jd 626 (41b Cir. 2007)\"No.<. 06-1216,
06 I S480). S'e gtnttrafly Cclitrloou. Fllr.gerald ct nl.~ The S&Nt.t Ballot 01 R;$k; R:ecommittdathM.tfnt
Profeamg Democra~y (BftC Z016), bttp:/IS<ttelballotatrisk.org (explaining how ""01i11g lcchnolngy
~·"'-' sccr<t ballo~ ond tb=fon: cighl vote anonymously, 01 risk).
llody C<m1m•a: Con Techf10/ogy f11•r.osefr<1/ectlo11for Low tnfo~menl Oj)icm and lh~P11bfic:
Htarfr,g Befort> th1!'$. Judwlary Comfn,.,, Suhcolftflf. on Crtme ohtl Ten-orl~'.rtl (Mit.Y 19. 2()1 5) (tl'iUemcot

w

of er!C), br1p1://cpic.org/privaoyllestiroonylEPlC.&dy.Camcr•-Sl31emc.n t-OS-l 9· 1S.pJf.
Jf Vivlnn flung. Esq, et. alt A MorM1 Stttvfj' m;Body Worn Co"1't:ro Te<:hfllllogies 840~ (2016_),
hllp.://www .nq.,..gi>Yipdffile.<l/nij/gninW2!10381.pdf{'[VJcndors •rt dcvelopfng ~od f mc·tuning ncxJ·
gcner11t1on BWC fe:uures such as fac.inl t~ni 1ion and wcaponli deccct'ion.'l
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In 20 LO, Judge GorsucJt joined a decision by the Tenlh Circuit,. limitin! the Flm
Amendment right to anonymoos speech." The Utah legislature had enacted a smNle requiring
released se~ offenders lo disclo•c all ' 'Internet ldcntwers and the addresses [lilcd] for routing or
sclf-idcnlific~tion in lntmct commurticalions"'" along wilh 1be passwords for those idcntificts'"
An otr<nder cbnllcnged the Slj\t\Jte on the gtO\Utds that th• law uncQnsllllllionaHy chiil.cd bi•
onJine sp~och.'0 Yet lhe coun, including Judg-o Go('Sl;ch, bold thal the low did "nol onl1C<'<:ssarily
i11tcrferc. with his First Amendment freedom 10 spcal< auooymou_•ly-"''
Judge Gorsucn al"' sided with ihc gowmment in two nth<:r cases oonceming lhe
compelled diselosur< ofidenti&'. In 201~. the nominee wrote M opinion in.e religious freedom
lawsuit broilglll by an inmate.' The plaintiff, a Muslim man who hod legally changed his nnm"
tbr religious rcaSQns while incorccnited, alleged lb.al the prison officiuls were violating his Free
Exorcise rights by requiring hlm to list bi~ former name when sending and tccciving moil." The
courtrejec1ed th.: plaintiff's challenge.. conduding thJlt the prison's poilcy w•• "neutral Coward
tcliglon and generally Q~plicablc;'*'

In 201 S, /"dge Gomicb joined the Tent!> Circuit's decision in an air trnvelcr's.Jawsuit
ag11ins1 police."' An Alb'uqucrqoe police officer had <1J'T<$lod the plaintiff after he declined to slop
filming 111 a tccurity chockpolnt 11nd refused the otliocr's demand to show ideiltificatio11.•• But
Ibo court held that tho olllcet was entillcd lo qualified immunity from the plaintitrs Fourth
Am<,ndmenl claim, -as "a reasonable officer could b;ive believed that an ii:lvestigatlve stop for
disordtrly conduet•al an airpl>rt socllrity chcckpOiol rcquin>d the. proda<.rion of some physical
proofof idcnfi!)'.'~' The. court also de<: lined to address whetbct !here is " First Amendment
protection for Cleating audio and vis<ial miordi·ngs of law cnlbrcemcnt officer.; in publio
places"-<l right recognized by numerous other circuiu."'

"Doto" Shurl/uff. 628 F.ld 1217 (10th Cir. 2010).
" S<e Mcintyre, SI• tJ,S. ~· 34i ("[AJ•u1ulhor's dcci>ion"' rom•i.n WIOl1)'JD0"5. like othcrdecisloM
conccm.in.g ow iSsiom or .additions to the content of a puhlicatio.n, is ao aspcclohhe frecdum of speech
~ro"'cted by lhc

fosi Amcoclment").
' Sh11r//•ff, 628F.3da1 1221 (clti118-Umll Code Ann.§ 77- :?.7-21 .S(14)(i)(Wcsl 2008)),

" /,~ (cillng UOIJJ Code Ano.~ 71-27-41..5(12)\i) & (2~) ( 1Vcsl l008)). ldeflti.ficll< used for cmploymcnf
~~~;~Uhl§ were elCemp1 frnm the. J:1w. M__

2f

1
" 11, -at 1225.
"All v. ll'i11gw/.S69 F. App'x 56~ (10th Cir. 2014).
: /(i.'at564.
Jd. at 565.
",lfo1:t1h. Cl')' d]Albuquerq11e, 813 J'.Jd 912, 927 (J01h Cir. 201'1.

.. Id. ~t
" Id. oi 927.

"B.g.. i!CLU v. A/,.,,,.,., 679 f .3d 583, 595 (7lb Cir• .2012): a//k v. Cunniffe. 655 F'Jd 78. 82 (l;tClr.
2011): Smith.: Cit)• q[Cwnmlng. 2J2 F.3d 1332, 1333 (1hh Cir. 2000): rort{l'!:e v. City o]Sc<Jlli•, 55
FJd 436. 439 (91h Cir. 1995).
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Judge Gorsucll's posi1ion on Ilic rig)" to ~nnnymily could have si~nilicanl influence on
the Supreme Cotrrt. Wbieh i5 olttady coo!;idcring a case about digi1al privacy rigblS under lbc
First Amendmcn1." Ir would be appropria~ 10 nsk th• nominee aboul bis views on mis subject.

Judge Gorsuch'< Yiem on FOIA Qnd G<1r•rnmml TronspaNtncy A rt OptU/ue
Govcnunc.nl transparency, and in particular the Freedom of1nfomiation Ac~ are critical
to ensuring =ountabilily and mea.nlngful oversigb~"' Public discfo,rurc of govemmenl records
-and proottdings enswcs tba! tbe ~otioo is fully informed obout lhe~ctivities of the federal
government This past week Sunshine Week rceognizcd the linpo.r1aocc of transp'lre11cy, and last
year we celebrated the S01b annfversa:f' of 1be FOlA and 1be enactment of nmendmen1s 10
sll1'ngthen our open government law. 1
Judge Gorsuch ha.~ not authored soy opinion.' concemigg FO~." He bJls joi~ju..<t ooo
Toolb Circuit opinion in•erpn:ting 1he51atutc. iii wb.ich the coun briefly explained tb3t "FO!A
and the Privacy Act govemdocumenl requests off<.-derol ogcncie$, nots1a1en~oies.'~'

JudgcGom1ch's record issimil:lrfy limited on j udicial trnnsp;!reocy. In 2016, Ibo
no(llinee a11tbured an opinion conocmiog civilian~= to coun martial ptoc,,.,ding,s, Though
the plaintiffs had previously sllcndod courtmaniai prooecdings al Fon Caison, Colorado, the
base commander barred. Ibo ploi.otitlS from a!lcndiog future hearings. Tl\e plaintiff• contended
lhal this order interfered with their "'right to observe coun martial procecdlI\gs in viol~on of the
First Amcndme.n~" .,, ~rgumon1 whlch Judge GotsUCb Slld the Tcnth ·Circuit rojcctcd.,.
Given Judge Gorsuch 's sprusc hiStory on lhese issues, it would bo prudent to uk him
FOIA andgovcmmt.11t 1111nsparenc-y. The Conunille<' should ques1ionJudge
Gor.1uch about the eJ<ccasivl"- withholdiog ()f"workll\g law"'" under FOIA's delibcmivc proooss
exemption."' the overuse offOJA's low onforocm<'Dl ..-emption~' to withhold records niil
~bout his views on

"Packlnglmnl\, Nonlt Coro/1110, No. l5-1 IQ4 (U.S. argued Feb. !7. 2QtT);seealm Jlii<f oUmlcu•
Curiae EPlC ct al. in Pnckinglmm v. North Carolina, supm note 2.
'" El'IC. EPIC 0[1<11• Gowm1m«11 (2017). hltpi<//epic.wglopen..gcv/,
" EPIC, FOLi Goller}' 1016 (2016). h\tp>:l/eplc,org/fo!a/g•lkry/201151,
~ 5 u.s.c. § 5S.2.
" Jlmenu: •· FourlhJudicio/ Din. A11om~v'.• Office. No. 16-1239. 2016 WL 4.521971 , at '3 (LQlh Cit,
AUg. 29. 2016).
'° A flwav. Gro3So, No. 15-1398, 2016 WL 6087648. ot •i (lOlh Cir. Ocr. lS.. 2016).
" &;e, c.g, Botffor Appellant ol 12. EPIC.•. Dep'I of Ho•tolond S.c.. No._ 13-5113. 13-5114 (D.C. Cir.
volun.1:arily dis(ll.lssed Jan. 21. 2014) r·whUe delibc.rativo d0tu11>.<J>1$
be withlteld, ihi• privi1og.•
\:lendy ba.o;, finite hmit.~. ' M:itenl.1.5 di~oovmble in eivil liti_ga\jon ore typic;n.Uy oor,p<otl-cW(l. tsgc9ially

,,..y

;;cnml motoriats." (quoti~ t"PA '" M/11/r, 410U.S. 7J. 87 0973)1•
S U.S.C. § SS2(b)(5).
rr 5 U.S.C. § SS~(b)(7).
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connected 10 any spc<:ific investigation.'' und the problem of ovcr-clossitlcation,,. BCldl.USC these
practices l}lrcaren 10 mal;c FOIA "<\>Ore~ withholdiDJl&IQIUIC tba.Q 1tdisclo$W'Cstat1tte,'"° iris
cs~nrial lo lca.m Ute nominC\."'s views on them.
Jttdge G/Jf$HcH's

v-....... on Artkh Ill Standing Ar~ e..wut'IJ.gi ng hut Nut FNll) ' Known

Aniole Ill of th• Constitution gr;1nis the ft'<ICtlll ~ou.ns judicial power over •cases" and
'"eontroversies."•1 Over rime, the Supreme Court has dcvtlopcd tho doctrine ofstAnding to
~urctbnt fi?dmlil court juri!ldiction i$ limitod ·~o 1><tual cases or conrrovel$ies.'"' The chief
requirement of stand.ing doctrine is !hat a plain.tiff must have suffert:d an "injury·in-fact'' -thar
is. an ·~nvllSion of a legally prote<:lcd interest"" which is (I) •concrete and parucularized'" and (2)
"norual or inunirtcnt, not conjectural or hypothetical."6 '
In recent years, some dcfondants-particularly companies in privacy and ool)S)lmcr
prorcetim1 cases-have sought to mJ1nipulntc SU!l\lling doctrine~ insi>1ing lb:ll plalntili< must
sbow COJlS<lqucntia) hann above lll!d beyopd thoir legal lqjurfes. Thal pllUOl'U has co11tinucd
since the Supreme Court's rcccnt slAnding dccisian in Spokeo. Im:. v. Robfrr~"' which several
lower courts have tnisresd a$ cndor.;ing a cooscqucnlial h""'1 ih•"OrY·
This oonup<ion of standing doctrine is deeply l'om:crning. as ii prcvtnis plolnliffs from
vindicating rigbt~ crca<N by Co~gn..-.s. state legislatures, '111d the oomrnon blw. Tb~c dcoisioos
implicatespcdfically lht Acts of Congress tbat<eck lo protl>CI Americans from the growing
pNbfontS of cl3ta br..cb, identity tbell, and financial frnud. Also, whl!ll a company violates
consumers" legal rights by failing to prevent a data breach of their porsonal infomtution, it is
often impossiblo for those consumers to know whether or how their data was misused by• lhfrd
party. DcmMding that theoe consumers allege sornc ad.dition~l hann. beyond \he violation or an

,. Ste. e.g., Petition for Writ of Certicrrori >I 3, A.PiC "· Dq>'t ofHumtlmtd S<0.. No, t 5· I96. r..rul<µIC<i,
136 S. Ct 876, 877 (20 16) ("rrJheCoun of Appeals for ihe 0.C. Circuit c<>nstnied Exemprion 7(f') so
bfoodly Utat it tbrearm• to eooceal from Jlbblio acc...-all nicon:Js In the P"""-"'ion o·t :ury fedc111l ag<11•Y
~n a mere a$$CffioJt t,l\al the reoord con.;.cms feco.ri:ty proctdurt$".").
s: &.\ £.g ,, U.S~ Dcp'tor fosticc Office of tho WJ'1¢Ciot Gtn. Aud.il Div.,.~hidit ofthe. lkpo.ttr""''' of
Justice',(. /mpltm~morion e>fand Complionl.lt with Ct-Tfoin Cla.fRl{rcaU<m Requirant1U$ .1u 1(Scpl. ~013)
('"[O]vcr•e.las.siGcau~on of iofom>at.lon .fnterfercs wltb 3c:co.nue and acllonable i.nfonuition s-t11uin1,.
in<:rtms tbe oo.t o(in(omwiOD se<:u.ricy,""" n=llm!)' 4l»itHW<ct>otd~ ond pabl!o Occt$$ lo
iftfonn•lion. ..)~St• also Nornlntfl/<m /{t.,rl•gfar s... DQJI C()lltf as DFrt1;1Qr nfNotlo•Qf ln1'11(g•l!te
Befi>re thtS. SeltCJ Com,,., on /m1ll/g•nec(feb. ~. 2017) (•r:ucment of EPIC), hnps://cpio.ol\!f
..,.<imony/con111c;;.'i/EPIC..SSCl-Coat>·l'•b2017.pd(
,. Milnurv. Dtp't '!{N<lvy, 562 U.S. 562. 56.S (201 lJ (quoting Min~ 4JO U.S. ~179) (quctolion ma.ks
omitted).
" U.S. Co""' Ml
§ 2.
"' Spo/uro, U6 S. Ct at 1547 (empbasif added).
"' ltl}d• •. Defs. ofWifdl!f•. ;04 U.S. SSS. S60 (199l),
""E.g., A11Ja.r v. Carefiru.1110. 1 No. S6--7108 (D.C. Cir. tloclcetcd Sepe. 8. 2016}: <Juhala v. 1imv Warntr
C<1Mt. Iii<.• No. 15-2613. 2011 WL 2~3343 (7111 Ctr. Jan. 20, 2011); fn "Slt~r~afu Cuslom<r Data
Security lmtoch litigation. No, t6-2378 (8th Cir. docl«l•d M•y 25. 2016).
'-' 136S.Ct, ls-10 (2016).
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Ac1 o( Congress, to invoke fedtrdl courtkurJsdictiOI) thus bars them from se<:king relief. even
though !heybavcsuffertda lcgal injury.
Judge Gorsuch b;L'I 001 taken pan in •llY $taodjng cases since loo Spolwo ruling, but his
prior slanding decision.suggest a relatively broad view of injury-lo.lltct. In 2010, be wmte tbQI
an employee of a medicsl practice ;;carcb.ed by state authoriijes had sulliciently alleged injury·in·
racr by complaining tha1 "records from inside his personal dei;lt were SCllr()be<J and •clzed" in
violetioo of bis ''reasonable e<peciotiQn of privacy in his office,""' Later ~t yea,r, Judge
Gorsuch wcorc Iha• the "oUl-of-l)OCkel cost to a busine5s of obc-ying a new rule of govanmeot"
suffil:"s for injury-in"facr, "whether or oot there may be a pc<:unfary loss associated with the new
rule.''" t\nd i~ 2015, 1he oomiocc w(Otc that a coal company bad properly alleged injury-in-fnct
neceS'S:iry' for a dormant Commerce Clause challenge where (1) tbe company •old cool In
ColoJlldo, and (2) the <tl\allenged s!Jltc law reduced coal dCl))aod andJimi111<1 the portion of the
market thot lhecompnny could serve.6'
Judge Gorsuch h•s signed on to seveml olher notable staooiog decisions. lo 2014,h<>
joined the Tenth C[rcuil in holding !hat "fl)or a procedural iojory, !he rcqu((crocnls for Article Ul
standing= sooncwha1.rtla.~cd. or al least con«!l)tually cxpnnded ... . II suffices that •II•
p~c.,"dures ""' desigu~d 10 f,rotcct someUir':"~eoed concrete_ intere.~.' of (the per..o.n) tha1 is the
ajtlmalC basts of standing." 0 He olso tWicqomcd the coUrt m holding thal plainuffs could
establish )njury-in-flsci sulcly by aUcgfng that their Flm Amendment ri_ght• had bi;e11. viohi.•ed.71
Thcse,caseo; suggest 11la1Judga Gotsucb is Willing 10 inrer iojury·in-fact even in the absenct!of
addilional hann.

Still, it ls unclear whether Judge Gornuch believes that legal injury is sufficient to confer
standing In of/ c11Ses, or whether he> would gru11 a consequeo1iaJ harm rQquiremc.nt oplo the
doctrine iii some ins1anccs. The COmrniucc should question lbc nominee on this a= oflnw. Tbc
standing doctrine has <'llOnnous lmpllcutions for privac-y protection,. coiuumer pro(ectlon. and
·
access 10 lhc federal c<>um.
Judge Gt>1SNCA Shoulif Bt Asl<td 10 Clarih His VieM on CbeYron Drfemrce

EPTC urges the Commihcc to esk Judge Gorsuch •bour the Chevron doeuinc" and
whether he wot!lds.:ekfo modify ilifappoini.:d to 1hcCourt.

"See .Brief ofAr•ie<<1 Curiae EPIC. Attia.t''- Co,cfirs1, l11c. No. 1&7108 (D.C. CU. docketed SCj>t. 8,
2016), hups-1/Cl'it,org/amilru•lda~·hrcacb/carefirs!IEPTC-AmiCUS>BricM:a10fio;Lpdf.
"Lewis >. Tripp, 604 f .Jd t 221 , 1224 o. I ( 10th Cir. 2010).
"Hyt!m Ru.. Inc. v. EPA. OOSF.Jd ll lt, 1144-<IS(toth Cir. 20 10).
,; Ent'X)t & eltV'I Ug11llml. v. EJ>"I, 793f.Jd 1 t69, 11 75 n.l (IOlh Cir.), cm. d<nlw, ll6S. Ct. 595
(io1s).
"' lffld/O~rih OHOrdians •·EPA. 759f.Jdt196, 120S (10th Cir. 20 14).
11
Petrello •. BNJw,.buck. 691 F.ld lZ85, 1Z93 ( I0th Cir. iOU): Brom111cr-HtlfJ!1., v. TW111 P•a!1 Charl.r
.lead.. 60H,Jd 1115. 118;!-84 (10th Cir. :WIO).
" Ch••ron U,s..<, fnc. v, NRDC, ~61 U.S. ltl? ( I?84)
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In Gutlerrez-Bri.."llela v. L)•icll, 1h1>nomlncc wrole • coocurring opinion swing that
Che1•ron "permh[s) executive boreaucraci~ to swallow hugcbmounts.of core judicial and
legislative powct and ooncenlrale federal power in a way that ~ems more than a little difficult to

has=•

square with the Coostinition oftbe framers' design. Maybe th~ time
io face lhe
bebemoth.''0 Judge()orsucb further worriod lbat "Chevron invcsL' the power to docide the
meaniqg of the law. ond 10 do so with legislative policy go.als in mind, in the very emil}' charged
with cnforoing tbe l•w. Under its tcrtn£, on •dnlinis1ra1ivc agency may set 11nd revise policy
(legistaiive), override adverse judicial detenni11nlions (judiciaO, and eimcise enforccm®!

dlsctetion (e.."<Ct.'1.ttive).· 11,.
The Chl!llN»I doelrine is one of tho most significnnt pillars of admioistrativc law. and
changes •IO it could have a major impact on judicial review, consumer protection, ·and public
safety. for example, as the Internet of Things (luTj cootinucs to grow 311d more connected
devices aremcoipomted into CVCJ)lday lire, the resulting riski; to <lQnsumcrl; are also iucteusing."
EPIC bas urged tbc Federal Tmdc Commission to mgulalc the JoT and safeguard the privacy Md
security of oonsumeq and business,,...'~ If• colltl i's asked to rovic\v ~ privacy-enhancing FTC
action on the l6T, the vitality of the Chevrun docttine wiU be enormously consequential: wlll the
court defer to the agency's expertise in inierpre\ing ilS Scction 5 lllllhoril}',11 ot will tho court
substitute its own reading of the statule'!

Somewhat different questions arise when an agency fails to t•ke action required by
Congress. Consider, for ex•mplc, the failure of the FAA to undertake a drone privacy
ntlemakiog. Despite n mandate from Congress." tho Federal Aviation Admioistrafion failed 10
establish privacy rules for commercial drones. EPIC has pctitJoncd the Coun of App"'lls for Ille
D.C. Circuit io bold that failure unlawful." given the sii,'llilicant risks to envacy and ciVil
lib<.rtie.< ofaerial surveillance, a petition lo the ogency for a privacy rule. and the FAA
Modcrni;i21tion and Reform Act of1012!0 Wero tbc Chevron doctrine revised or eliminoted, the
coun would have a freer hand to int1''l'ret the FAA's obligations under the 2012 law. Jn an
earlier~. BPIC oo.rrcctly argued that !be TSA h.ad fol led io comply with lhc Administrative
PtocedUtcs Act when it failed lo give the public the opportunity to common! on the agency's
decision 10 deplo)l airpan body scann~rs, whkb allowed •scucy officials tQ view u"'"\ers as if
they wer<>sllipped nakeJ."

"O•t/e,,._BrhH<f'1 v Lytt<:fr. 8341',Jd 1142. 1149-58 (10th C'ir. 2016).
!d.

1
'

" EPIC, Jm.rn•t ojThinlJ' (loT) 0017), h11p~:llcpic.o'lifpriv1oylinrcrnclliollM EPJC. Comml!tJtt oftlrtt Elu1ron~ Privacy /rifimnalirm. Crotftr 10 tht Fed~raf Trad' Commls.flon 0111hc
PrboP<.y 01"1 &cJtrlf)I eftlw lmem«l ofT/ilnf!.' (June 1. 1013). hupo:/lepkorg/privacyfn<IE.rlC-FTC-loT-

Cmts.pdf.
" 15 U.S.C. § 4S.

" FAA MOdemiiiuion $lid l\cforin Aot of20 12, rub, L. No. I12-9S, 126 Stal, 1l (<Odlficd at 49 U.S.C. §
40101 note).

,. P<litionfor Review,EP/Cv. FAA, No. 16·1297 (D.C. Ci"fil<d Aug. 2.2, 2016)
,. Stt EPIC. lil'IC •.FA,(. bt1ps:l/cpic.org/privacymtis••ionl•pa/fao/drooe<1.
" EPIC v OHS. 6S3 FSd. f. 1 {D.C. Ctr. 2011)
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EPJC is far from alone in rnising questions ~bout Judga-GQrsuch'5 views o:n Chevron
dcforcnce.'' Given !he iniplicadons oflhe Chevro" da<:trioe for priV11cy, con.<Umt:l'. protection,
3nd public safety, the C:Ommillooshould question tha i\ominoa extensiyi,ly -00 tbi)!~ubjcct.
J111lg~ GorsRch 's-ShoNfd Be AJked Aboul DNA Collll<'fion

and l/ralJh p,;,.,,cy

New tocbnolQgies also pose significant lhrcats 10 medical priv,c.y. Me;li<>dR fo•
identification, such as rapid DNA analysis, offer 1he prospect of improved law enforcement. At
the aruuc 1lmc, the reliabiti~ of lhese loobniques, as well as !Jle cquol appliCdtion of these
method, remains-a concern. 1

In UnitedStalesv. Deiter, !udB.eGorsuchjoincd tlie Tenth Circuit in holdlug tbsla trilll
judge bad not :ibused his discr01ioo by refusing~ criminal defcndonl'" request to compel DNA
Slllllples from two arresting offieeis. The oourt nottd Umt ''the collection of DNA S•fl\PICS from
lhe officers implicates important privacy iolcrcsl!i. "8"·•
We recognize the impotta11t privncy interests of law 1>nforcemen1 oflicialsIDl.d at •b.~S<11t1e
lirn1>are awore !hat thct9 fs an ongoing concern iJ1 me crlminnljustice.!l)lstum Iba! new forensic
techniques. such"' DNA malc~ing, are used slmosl e.'cluslvely to eslllbtish glJlll :tnd not mnde
cqunllyavait.ble for exculpatory purposes.*) DNA data coUcclion hos expanded dramatically
over thepasl decade. As of lanaary 2017, the Narional DNA lnde>< (NDJS) contains over
12.732,925 "off"1)ller.. proffies. 2.608, 768 a.t<e.5tee profi.les and 752.508 forensic profilcs.,.Thc
profile.< ore heavily skewed wward low-income and minority communities." In lhccomiog
yeJ>rS, tbc Supreme Court may beas.ked to rule on whether law enfor>::ement can use govllmrncnt
or priv31eDNA da111b..ses (.Ucb as Ancestry.com) lo conduct "familinl searches.'""' These
"E.g.• Jon•thanii, Adlet, Should C~evron Be Reronsilkte<I? A f?¥d~ro/ Judj,'< ThtiiJ..r $(>,. W"5h. PM
(/\~ 24. 2016), btrp!://www.w..hingto~posteom/ncws/volokh..,.,,,.pirncy/wp/l0 1 6/0Sl241•hould·
cltevrun·Qc.fC'C'o11s.idcred-a ..fcdcr.1l..judge-thioks..,ol; Timoth}). B. Lee, How Nl•lf Gor.rurh Cr1uld Rei11 fn

11,egu/p/of'S Like the liPA '""' 1J>e FCC. Vo~()'<b. .2. 2017), bttp://www.vo.\.com/new-mon<:y/20t 712121

144TJ128/ncil·gorsuch.chevron-defercncc.

1' fBl, FN!l/"emly Asl:,,d Question~ on Rapfd DNA Anhly.fit (1017), ("i\$ of Jon:pary 1, 2017. tbcro is no
R:tpid O
, NA S)'-Stc:m tha1 is itpprovcd fo.r ll$C. hy an accrcditeod forcnJic· labC>catory for pcrfomi(ng Rapid

Dr.rA An!Uys1:;; "). Mps:l/www,ttn.govlscrviccs/labonttory/biomerric:-onaly>i;.lcodiJ/111pid-dn•-•no(yais.
"W•ltti/Slot"' ,., D.iiler. 576 F. Apt)'x 8:t4, 8t6 (10th Cir. 2014). Th» rulini; isconuneo&iblem J"
recugnition that DNA sampling Unplfcare& seri-Ous privacy l$sue&.. To lh<: ~fC;Ql that l~ 1,its a )a.tgt,r p1.Ucrn
ofmfnimlzing the importance of ONA testing: of tvfdcnce when requested by a dcft'Odlltlt, it 10ay be
Jn>obll11B. 8«:. e.g.• Uhl1<tf 8w1.s v. Roberts. 417 F. App'• 81l (10th Cir. 2011): Gordo v. u.,,1, S14 F.
A~~'J< 851 (Mcm.) (to1~ Ck 20 14).
"Erin Mmpby, Jn;<id~ 1/1< CdloThe Dort SiJ~ ofFo...ms/c DNA 149--50 (20 15): '"' a}so llPIC.
Algorith"" in 1he Crlm/11ul J1ts1foe Systenr (2tll7), bttps://cpfo.org/a l gorirbmio,tran.;~/¢m·ju.<tice/;
EPIC. Gen•li<" Priwu.y (2016), https:/lcpic.orglprivacy/gcnot1d.

"'CODIS - ND/8 StntiYlit:t. Fed. Bureau of lnv«liyprlon (Jan. Wt 1),

h"ps://www.lbi,gov/...-vicci/Jabo111.tory/biomemi:-;rn11ly>isltodislodit-sttuistfcs.
"MulJlb~•.tupro """' 85, ot 2$8-59; see olsu Sh•un L. Gabbidoo &. Helen Toylo.r Gtwle. Roc8 & Crime
ntCh. l (4tl1ed. 2Ql6), btrp.-J lbo<>b,google.com/boob?i<14!ql iCWQJ:iAJ&pg=PT26&\pg=PTZ6#9'<
oru:pagc&q&.-...fill9•.

'* Mu:rphy, .wpl'onote-SS, nt 119-2J4.
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seatcl!os look ut DNA dllraba&cs "not for the person who left the i:rimc-scooesamplc, but nuhcr
for a relative of lh~I individual."" The Court may also be asked to rule nn whclh<:r genetic
privacy protect~ employees from having 10 choose betw"cn paying a ~nalty or shoring tbcir
genetic i'n.ronnatiort with tbefr employer,"'
ln coDJ11dtring the growiQg use ofoew tccb.niques for tracking. profiling, and matching
th<' Commit~cshould be aware or the..e developments. €PfC flivo13 a comprehensive oppT011ch
IO privacy prOICCtiOn ror n<W Jaw cnforccmcnl techniques that recognizes 3)SO the risk tho.I laws
•nd proctices may tend to fuvor or disfavor ilic rights of certain groups.

Judge GorsucJ>'s early views on medica.I p:rivucy are eorouraging. As n !mldcm ot
Columbia Univetsicy. he wns interviewed by the Columbia Daily Spec/a/or duclog bis hfd for a
Sludent council seal oo whether"AIDS paftcn13 [should] be reqjli~ 10 report their illness lo the
Univenlty Health S<:rvieo." Judge Gorsuch replied, "It would be. to my miJld, a violation of
AIDS polie.nt" rights and ptlv~cgc'S of privucy to deiµand 1hat they repon their illne..cs.""
Ho\~cvor, we are troobkd by Judge Gorsucb' s more recent conclusion in Kma that a.
police demand foe medical records from a b""t>i1:1l did not violate the Fou.rth Amcndmea1."
Fedetal law-including HlPAA-ba.• not protected the ri.ght to lleolth privacy, cruising the
majority of the public to mistrust hC11lth technology a11d pbysicians and to Withhold information
from their doctors, putting theit health and life at risk.91 rn 2002. HIPAA regulations elimirn11ed a
patient's 1ongstunding ethical and legal right otcoascn~ legalizing corporate use and sales of
persOJl81 data and the globlll health daia broker industry." \Vi(h the public increasingly aware
th«l 1hcrr health dal• is not privoto." ii c• critical to press Judge Gor~ucb on bis views concomillg
the future of health privacy.

Judg• Gorsuch Should Be AsUd Abo111 the Ef«tronic Comtr11111iCJJlion.t Privacy Act

(•ECPA ") a11d Otbr~ t/{al S11feg1ta1'1 Pri>wcy
As wcsuggcs~ above, privacy pro1oc1ions tor personal rommunicationsrcmain a key
concern for many. According to a recent survey fto1111he Pew R<:s.. rch O?ntcr. "A majority of
~ Erin Mlliphy, Rulath:it Drmhn F1m1iliof Seurclte.s of DNA /Ju1.obarCX\ 109 Mich. L.. Rev. 291. 297
('2010).
'°Janel Gurus. GOP /Jill Cotlld. Fon•r Emplby~ To Undtrgu DNA r~.ru Or Pay f /Jlgt-Pi11C$ (Mar. 14.
1017), https,Jlwww.folbcs.com/•it..!janctwbums/2017/03114/gup-biU-could·fOrt:<'cmployccs-u..
un.derg<>-dnH<'..•ting-0r-jl•Y-iho1J.1••ds/ll4Sa6b2aa7J fe.
" At·Largi! Carrdidnte;r, Colum. Daily Spectator~ Mar. 19, 1986, ut 7, 12,
h11p:/lspcctaloran:h>vc.library.columbia.cdulogi~inlcolumbi•?•"<f&d •••I 9860119·01 . 1.11 &---n·
20--l--btH~lN-%22Ntil+-Gor~uch%22+%26+priv1u:y.- -;,.

,, 66; f ,,}d at llS4,
" Hlack BookMi1rkc1 Rcscotcb. H•olrht:ore's D/gilol DMtfe Widens, Bloc~ Boa/<Cons~ml!l'Sur,..y (Jan.
3, 2017), hUps~/b la<kbooi¢mukc1TCSe:1rch.oe\V<Wirc.mn/nowslhealthcrue""'1lgilal-divlde-widcos•blacl:
buok-constJmcr'-'SUJ'Vey-l84J2252.

"St11ndards forPdvacy ot!ndividually tdcnriOablcHeolth lafonruitluu. 67 f«d. Reg. 53,182. 53.183
(AOI!· ( 4. ?002) (co be oodlficd It C,f .IL pt>. 160. 164 l: >W o/s<J M•rlr A. Rotlurctn &, Lour.\ R<11ba1ei11,
HQw Qe'lf!1i" Alight AU<N:J R<WI l'ropwy R/g~IS. J, L. Med. & ethics. Spriog 21H6. ar 216, l I 6· 22 I.
~, Black-Book M&Jke-t .Rescarch, s11f»'a ootc 93.
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Americans (64-%) bavo pttSoually experi~ccd a major W.1a breach, and tcl11tivoly lnrsc.shares of
the public hiek lrost in key irlstillltions-..:!<pooially the fcdcm! government and social media siuis
-10 proicet their J>CtSO!)lll in(ocmstion.'.,.
Undor the Electronic Communications Privacy Act, tbe gov•mmcnl may dcmond slorcd
communications and transacllon records !Nm third-pany senrieo proViders ~imp ly by otT.-ring
"speci fic and artica!able facts.showing that there are n-.'.ISonablc grounds to believe that lbe ,.,
records or other ioformstionsoughtn art 11?!evan1 and ll)al!."lial to :io ongoiog crirnihlll
inv~tigslion:'" This is a markedly lower standard than th« showing of probnblo cause required
fora we.JT311i.

On lwo occo.<ions," Judge Gol$uch bas rc]cctcd the argument fh•t a goveml!IC)'lt
that
would ordinarily besvallabl<; for 3 Foortb Amendmen1 violation. ;iubscriber iJifo11Jl•lion
provi~ to aJ.1 lntcrne1 service provider is 001 protcctod by the Fobrth Amendment's privacy
expectatio11:' Judge Gorsuch wrote in United St.nres v. Swenson ... ''Neither do violations of the
Eleclronic Communica1ionsAct.warrau1 exclusion of evidence:'"" The Commit!"" should ask
Judge Gorsuch whe~u:r he believes that ECl'A offers sufficltnt privacy pro1cc1ions for em~!I$
lltld otb.cr stored oommuttications, P•l'1ioularly \f individual> lack a remedy for unlawful searohes.
vlol~tionof ECPA warrants tb.e e.XclUsion of the resulting cvidcocc.-thc wmcreme<ly

Finally, we ooiewitb concern lhe tre-.itn)e.nt of Chief Judge Merrick Garland by th"
Committee and the Unitod Sillies Senate. Jadgc Garland was nominated by Presidem Obama ro
tbc U.S. Suprcmc Court on Maroh 15, 2016. Jud,ge Garland is oneo(lhe prccmi.nentjurists in tbe
eouotry, \.nown for' his thoughtfulness, cnllcgialily, ond modc'fato views. President Obama said
ufJudg" Garland, be "ii widely roc:ogntzcd not only us one of America's ,;,baq>est lcglll niinds,
but someone w.ho brings 10 his work a spiril of decency. modesty. inh:.grily. cvcn·handcdness,

and cxcellwee:·1• 1

F<>r293 days, ihc n<>minatioo or Judge Garland ws.• pending before lhc SeOJJtc.. Ye~ no
bearing was ever held. No vote was ever 1~.co. l:IQ was never evcogi""n lhc opportunity 10
•PD"'1r befo"' the Committee. The nomination silllJllY ••pired on January3, 201 T-""
" Kerut•lh Oln»l<ld & A•ron Smi1h, AntmMm 011d q,lit>r.vtcurf(V. P<:w ROl<. CIT. O•n. 26. 2017),
h!1p:/lwww.pewi'nt<mct.org/2017/0l f.l6/•mcri""""·and·oyb<:rsccuriey/.
"I~ U.S.C. § 2103(dJ.
"United Stm<S '" Pe:rrlnt, 5t8 F.Jd 1196. 1202 t10tb Cir. lOO!l)tboldfns lha1 violotio., oflbe l!CPA do
nol mrrant e>elusi<ln ofcvi<lenco); Unil<tl Stal<s v. Swmw,,. 335 F. App'• 151 , 154 n.I (10th Cfr. 2009)
(rnttc).
"Sw<"ISM. 335 .f. App'ut754 o,I.
100

J,1,

tei M.icbael D~Sbear. iulie Hlr$cbfic1d DAVi.<, & 011rd{nct Harris-, Obmilp Choostt A11trricl GorlofldJor
Slip1Yme Court, N. Y. Times (Mar. t 6. 2016), hups://www.nylimos.com/2016/0JI! 7/ui;/poUtiCli/obam•·

supccme.-court-nominc.-c.html.
lit' Jess. Bruvin,_ Pruidem Vbama 's Supre.me Court Nontinali~11 of!tferriek Garltmd Expim: Gar/nod'&
11omltttt1/011 Jung11lsht'Jffer lf1J dh)"S at Rept1blicons declfftcd Jo gfvtt ltfm a hooring. Wall Stt«I J. (Jan. l ,
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The Scna1c's refusal to oct on the oomiruuion of Juds• Garl&l>.d was an Abdication of
coooi11itigoal responsibility by tho "World's !!,rcalcsl deliberative body.'''"' and or cooccru ro
groups •uch as EPIC 1het paniclpate in the work. of the Court.

As Jadgo Gornuch has himself lamented, '"IheJudiclal confirmation process today bear.<
no rescmblani:e" 10 the cqnrlfl)nltions of SO ycaB ago."" "Today, there arc loo many who are
concernod less with promoting the best public servants and more. wilfl enforcing litmus lesi. and
locating unknown 'stealth candida!C$' who are perceived as lik,ely to advance f.lvore.d political
call$es-onceon I.be ben~h. .• . Whoteverclsc might be said aboul the pm<:e$S today, c<ceUcace
plainly is 110 longer the disposi1tvc virtue."'"' TU<{ge Gorsuch hos even expressed f11JSlration at
how CpiefJudgoGorland-one of the "Unesr IQwycrs of{his), gencration"-was "mistreated"
during his lengthy nomination process.for the 0.C. Circuit. 10 '

Given Iba! Judge Gorsuch has expressed view• on 1he nomination process and !he
qualific3tlons ofChiefJudge Merrick Garland, he could be ;>.<iredtlbout lbe Senote's.lutndling of
Judge G;ttlnnd's nomination.
We a.<k lbat this lc«e:t li:om EPIC be cnlct~d into !he hearing record.

As olways. BPIC11pprecia1es your conside(lllion of our views and w't>uld be pleased lo
provide lbe Senate Jadiciary Committc• wilh any additional iJtforruation you requesL

Sioc<"nlly.
lo.fare RQ\onbcrg

l'Nmikni, EPIC'
Steven Aflergood
Project Diroctnr, Federrtllon of.4morican $cieµ//.rL<
Anita Allon,
Vice Prv•wl.for Fac11/ty. Univf!rsiry ofPM1ll)l/vanirt
James Bamford
Ati//<()f

2017), hllps:l/www~wJj.com/.,e.rtictei/prt.sident~amir.s.-suprem~crurr-noniinAtion-oF--n\c.-rritk-garland 
Cl<j>ire;,. t 483463952.
tl\l Paol

Kane. On du1 dfblh oflhe Setr(Jle nnrl ;ts ltm.g Jiistnry a.r I/re wor/(l ·.,-grNll.'%'1 delifJe,.oth~ bcxi.JJ,

IVHb. ~o&t (J11ll. 31, 2017), bttps'1/www.washing1onpo>Lcon>lpowcrpo!VM·lh•..deall',.af-th,,..<'Jml~<l
ll$·loog·biS1ory·as·•llc-worlds-grcote<~deUbetlltivo.body/20I 7/0 Ill I /b99ieb&-e7Ja-l lc6-bf6f-

30t b6b44J624 SH>ry.htmJ,

Nell Gorsuch. Ju.sift<• W'JJile andjudlc.ittl e.n:tl/rnc~. UPI (May 4, 2002). hup://w~w.upi..cnm/JustiCC·
Wbil.,.11lld·judici•l·CXe<lknoc/7Z65 I020310343/,
,.,J.J.
:1»111
104
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Ann Bartow

Professor, Ptwot l-m¥ Sc/;oO/
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Ryan Ca.Jo
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David Crumm
Ch(11Jm, JLC
Daniello Keats Citron
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Julte E. Cohen
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Dr. Whitfield Dillie
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Professor. Han •a..O l111>1 School.
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Camegie Mellon l/11iversiry
Philip Friedroan
Executive Dirt'CIOr, CotJ.tuml!n C"u"I
Hany R. LeWi~
Gurdo11 Mc.Kay Professor ofCompu1er Stience. Uarwmi Univetsi(v
Ann11 Lysyanskaya
Profe<.vor ufCump111er Scl•nce, llrown U11iverslty
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Nou-rt.sident felluw. Stanford Center.{Or lnternet a11d Socf~O'
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Library l<Jw Co11vu/fanl
Di. Pnblo Gatcl:l Molino
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Erin Murphy
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Dr. C.atl)y O'Neil
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Dr. Deborah Poe~ M.D.
Founder and CJuur, Poi/en/ Privacy Rig/JtJ
Ron:lld L Rivc'St
Profe>sor q(El«~rical £11gineerlnga11d Computrr Sc1c11ce. MIT
Pamela Samuel,son
Richard M. Shem1011 Oisti11i;vlshed P1rJ/lusor ofLow, Berkeley law
Sch(}(){
Bruce Scin\llict
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Sherry Tur)<lo
Abby Rock~fel/or Ma"'1e ProfeJ.for <Ifthe St>e1ut Studies ufScf•ncr 0111/
Tl'chnolog>•, MIT

James Waldo
Gordo11 McKqy Professoro/thePrnN/e~ ofCompuler Science
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Boord Chair. Fuiure ofPrtvocy forum
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Equality Califumia I eqca.org

March 15, 2017
To tile Honorable Members of the Untied States Senate
Washington, DC 20510
Dear Senators,

Mandy Lee

Prcridt!IU
Joseph G~egotkb

Vice Preoideat
RE: Nominee Neff Gorsuch for U.S. Supteme Court

In the weeks oince his nomination to the U.S. Supreme Court, a narrative has been
advanced that Mr. Got.suoh's conservative Views largely alfgn with those Of mainstream
America.
But Mr. Gorsuch's origlnalism·based philosophy does not reflect mainstream thinking.
On the contrary, ilfs radically to the right of most Americans who suppoll reproductive
rights, the separation of church and state, the fundamental r1ght to p/ivacy, marriage
equatily for same-sex couples. and equal protectlon under the law.
Indeed, the very process by whk:h Mr. Gorsuch was selected is disquletlng. President
Trump outsourced the search for Supreme Court Judicial candidates to the Her~age
Foundation, an extreme far-right organization.
On behalf of our 800,000 members. Equallty California 1s deeply concerned about Mr.
Goisuch's judiclal rulings and philosophy and his zeal to expand rellglous liberties, as
demonstrated by his signature argument In the Hobby Lobby case. In his opinion, Mr.
Gorsuch supported the denfal of birth control coverage for employees In their companyprovi<!ed health plans if an employer claims that denying .such coverage Is based on
·rellgious beliefs: Merely slgoi1>9 an ACA opt-out !Olm, GO<Such wrote. posed a moral
dilemma for such employers because it made them 'oomplio11' 1n something they found
·sinful:
Ei<panslve exemptions on religious grounds are being advanced by opponents o! LGBT
equality aoross the country in a false premiSe that Christians are persecuted for thefr
religious beliefs and tlleir conservative social values in an era of rapid c~ange.
Chrj~tlans in this country are not endangered. Our Constitution protects religious
e)(presslon. It Is, in fact, ciVil rights protections that are endangered when blatant
dfscrfmlnallon is allowed if someone merely contends they are acting on their ..sincerely
held beliefs," Employers. including rellglously affilfated contraetors. are not allowed to
dfscrimlnate based on race, col01, national origin. sex, or disability. no matter what the
employe(.s bellefs. The cMI rights of LGBT people should not be different. Religfous
9l(f!mptions to civil rjghts laws would effectlvely gut LGBT legal protections because any
person Who has a desire to dlscr'immate can merely raise relfgfous beliefs as an eKcuse
alld a justiflc:ation. Judge Gorsuch's Views In this area a"' a direct and significant threat
to LGBT equality and LGBT clvil rights protections.
Mr. Gorsuch's passion to expand religious ei<emptions wolj)d like!y extend far beyond
the matter of blrth control in Hobby L<>Qby. Mlmons of LGBT Americans would face
discrimlnalion if all it took were for someone to stale thal providing in health care. pufilk:
~commOdations, tnsurance. and employment lo LGBT people conflicted with thelr
religious beliefs.
Key Supreme Court ltllings In teeent years have confirmed the equality of LGBT
Americans io the eyes of the law. Based on hls rulings. ft seems clear that if Mr.

Susan McCabe
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Gorsuch llad been on lhe bench when the landmarl< Romer. Lawrence, Windsor and Obergefel/
cases were considered, he likelywould not have been in the majority. This is worrisome because
states are alreiidy be.gin~lng lo chip away al recenlly·won 111arriage equality. \he Arkansas
Supreme Court recently held that Obergefell does not require equal treatment of married samese~ couples wah respect to their children's birth certificates. Similarly, state officials argued before
the Texas Supreme Court that Obergefe/I does not require equal employment benefits for sameselt spouses.
Given the country's sharp pollticat polarizatlon and hlghl'y charged climate, ·it Is important I/lat or
the Supreme Court be universally peroaived ai; fmpartial and commttled to equal protection. The
danger ls clear, and so is Equality Ca.lifornla's position: we urgs you to oppese the nomination of
Neil Gorsuch to the U.S. Supreme Court.
Sincerely,

Rlc!<: Zbtff
Executi\le D1reclor

Valerie Ploumpis
National Policy Director

i q11!J}ir]"'C1/IT.v-n1n ~., R ~(IJ(c)(J) mmprolit cv;pm.i;11mn. ) our conrnburmn l.'f ltcJn t:t~"'1/ttdu~t1hlf':1.t ft I Upp<»-fS
f!trr tld''VC.:Jt?Y.·" ml lobb)'1'rig_ effor,'),
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ADVANCING FAITH, FAMILY AND FREEDOM

Murch 16. 2017
Senator
U.S. Senate
Washington. DC 20002
Dear Senator:
On behalf of the Family Rt.-se~rch Council (F RC) and 1he hundrerls of thousands of famil ies ".:
rc:present. I urgo: you to support !he nominotfon c1fTenth Circuit Judge Neil Gorsuch to ~erve 3$ ~
Justice on the Supreme C'otm l\fthc Uni ted States of America. Judge Gorsuch has a strong record
0 11 life uncl religious freedom. but 1111.lSt importantl y. he's 1111 originalist in the likes of the late
.lustioe i\11tc>nin Scalia. who Gorsuch will replace on the High Cour1.
J!J<lge Gorsuch wrote a book in 2006 culled The Fi1111re 0,/ ,i.,sisle1d Suicide 1111d £11f/1(111osia. Jn
Gorsuch's book. he s.a)s human life is '·incrinsieally valuable and th.at intentional killing is
~ 1';,ays wrong.°' While Judg<" Gorsuch has not ruled directly on the constitutionality of ahortioJl.
pri11ciplc.s regarding the value of life a11d its intci1llonal mking apply from the rnoment ot'
C<'IK'eption to natural death. In addition. Judge Gorsuch did l'Ule m the Tenlh Circuit in the
abortion-re lated cases or l-loh/>r Lf>MT "· Sehdius :ind liflle Sisten· " 811nre/I. Whilr th(:$e cases
11ere religious liberty-locuscd~ Judge Gorsuch round ln both coses that n::quiring o. pe!'<'.ln to
pmvide drugs ~he person believes caus-c 3bortion is .n. substantial burden on that person·s
sincerely held rel igiou~ be l iefs.

Judge Gorsut lJ has a very su'Qng record 011 other religious freedom cases a~ well. lti Yttlluu•bl!al'
1; Lam/'(' f'f. .ludge Gol'such upheld the religious rights ()r a convicted murderer who sought to
visit a swe:.H lodge for religious reasons through a Religious Land Use and Institutionalized
Persons Act (RLULPA) claim. He also dissented in a Tenth Circuit Establishment Clause c-0se
regarding the display or a Ten Commandments monument. The Supreme Court largely adopted
his reasoning when o·verturnlng the Tenth Circuit to allow U1e monument on public grounds.
Jlldgt: Go,.sucll i~ a 1extualis1 in the likes o l' Ju.stice Sen.Ha. He ana\yz.es the tel\,\ of a s1a1utc :ind
constitutional provi;;ion, wh ile ignoring his personal preferences 111 the adJudicarion of cases.
Judge Gorsuch oodel'st~nds it rs the role of the legislature 10 Cl'eate law and or the judiciary to
apply tile law as it was co11s11·ucted. Judge Gorst1ch is a stellar choice for filling Justice Sc;llb·,;
vacant se:1t. FRC supports Ilic co11linnalion or .ludge Gorsuch and urges yo ul' support a!i 11 ell .
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David Clinstensen
Vice Pr~sident of Government Affairs
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FEMINIST MAJORITY FOUNDATION
Working for Womeo's Equality

March 10, 2017
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Chairman Chuck (;rassley
Committee on the Judiciary
United States Senate
Ran~lng Member Dianne Feinstein
Committee 011 tt>e Judiciary
United States Senate
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Dear Chairman Grassley and Ranking Member Feinstein,
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On behalf of the Femj11ist Majority foundatton, a na(lonal organization dedicated to
women's equality, reproducti11e health, and non-violence, we write to express strong
opposition to the nomination of Judge Neil Gorsuch to serve as an Associate Justice of
the us. Supreme Court.
Judge Gorsuch's record as an appellate judge raises significant concerns about his ability
to hear and decide cases free from ideologlc;if bias. Any nominee to the Supreme Court
must demonstrate an ability to be open-minded and impartial, and have a record that
~•hib1ts an ev~11h~nded appll<atio11 of the ta,,., ct>11sistent with our corstitvtio11"I values
of liberty, eq~ality and justice for all. A review of Judge Gorsuch's recorci. however, give;
reason for alarm.
Throughout his career, Judge Gorsuch has shown hostllity to 1vomen's equality and
reproductive rights. As a judge on the US. Court of Appeals for the Tentfl Circuit, Judge
Gorsuch Joined the majority opinion in Hobby Lobby Stores, Inc, v. Sebe/lus,' holding that
closely-held, for-profil corporations are persons that can exe"1se "religious freedom" to
refuse coverage for birth control as part of their employer· sponsored health insurance
plans, coverage that was made mandatory as part of the Affordable Care Ac;t (ACA).
Although this vlew was narrowly upheld by the Supreme Court," the Tenth Circuit went
further lllan the Supreme Court in its decision. In partlcular, the appellate court, joined
by Judge Gorsuch, shockingly found that in the conte><t of the ACA birth control benefit,
the government's interest in promoting gender equality was not compelllne," a question
that the Supreme Court majority In Burwell v. Hobby Lobby thought unnecessary to
r ~ach."'

Judge Gorsuch also wrote a separate opinion in in the Hobby Lobby case that went even
further rhan both the Tenth Cllcutt majority opinion and the Supreme Court rullng. In his
concurring opinion, Judge Gorsuch e~plafned that he would alfow any Individual-not
just religious institutions or closely-held, for-profit corporations-to challenge the birth
control mandate on religious grounds. In explaining his position, Judge Gorsuch wrote:

Ptge t
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Allot us face tt>e problem of compli,it.y. All of us must answer for ourselves wh~ther and
to what degree we are wlllirig to be invoJved in the wrongdoing of others. For some,
lellgion provides an essential source of g111dance both about what constitutes wrongful
conduet and the degree ;.o which those who assisr ot hers in committi11g wrongful
conduct themselves b~ar mor ~I culpabUity....Understanding that 1.s the key to
umforstaf'ding t his c'~se;
In these few sentences, Judg_e Gorsuch sugge$ts an enormous amount of def erence to religion
over the rights of womeA, not just with respect to accessing basic reproductive healthcare, but
with respect to any statutory right that women, odor thatm;;lter l'GBTQ individuals. might
enjoy. tr t he1e is to l)e democracy for ~II. there· cannot be t hP.onacy for women, with any
!ndividu~I$' religtous views dictating Which rlghts women can enjoy.
Furtl1er, ludge Gorsuch's words ignore our nation's troubling history of using religioti to
suppress the rights of others, in particular women and mJnority r.roups." Altl\ougl'l respect for
religious freedom is deeply rooted in our constitution and history, as a society, we also take
serio11sly our commlttnent to protecting the basic rights of every person . Judge Gotl.uch'~broad
statement, Which characterizes the l~wful use of birt h control as • wrongdoing," and ihen goes
on to sympathize with t he interests of jr;st one party to a dispute, ignoriog the goverr1ment's
ir.tere.s\ in ensuring that women have equal access to preventive health services as men, should
give us pause. Su~h a statement does not re.fleet a judge servirig free from ideological or
personal bias.
Unfortunately, the Hobby Lobby decision and con~..urrinS opin1on are not Qutliers in Judee
Gors.uch's record . .,.wo years after the Hobby tabby case, Judge Gorsuch joined a dissent from
an opinion denying en bane review"' Little Sisters of tire Floor Home for the Aged v. Burwell.' 11
Jn that case, a Tenth Circuit paMI had upheld t he accommodation to the ACA birth control
benefit for religiously-affiliated 11on-profi1 organizatioJ's. The accommodati on completely
rel1evl,!S religiouslv-aHili0 rn~ nonprofits of their obligatior> to Rrovlde insurnnce coverage of
birrh control to their employees. All tliese organizations have to do Is i11form the Department of
Health and Human Services, their healt h insurance issuer, or in the case of the Litt le Sister> or
thi> Po()r, their thir~ party administrator, 11f t hl"lr intent 10 opt-out by sig<iing a simple oM-page
lorm. The act0mm<.rdat1011 allows the P.mployee al)d their depencients to receive cqverageor
blr(h tontrol. but ensures that the objecting employer does not pay for that coverage.
Again, showing wide deference to religion, ludge Gorsuch Joined a dtssenting ooinion argui1Jg
that the mere aC\ of signing a form substantially burdened t he free exercise of 1ellglon. Judge
Gorsuch would have forced the Tenth Circuit ro ret>ear the case, an outcome nol even sought
by the plaintiffs who had already petitioned the Suprerue Court. In 2015. the U.S . Supreme
Court granted COrtiolafi lo Lirtle Sisters of the Poor, which was one of the ~even cases
consolidated in ZUblkv. Bvrwell. During its last t erm, however, the Court returned these cases
to t he lower courts where they are still pencling.•'11 These r.ases could rewrn to th~ Supreme
Courl .;ta lat er date,
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Judge Gorsuch •l~o wrote a ttoubflng dfssent in a case involving the d efunding of Plan11ecl
Parenthood of Utah based on widely discredited, misleading vi deos t hat falsely accused
Planned Parenthood of selling fetal tissue. In Planned Parenthood Associution of Ut ah v.
Herbert, a Terth Circuit panel granted a preliminary Injunction that prevented defunding."' The
Tent h Circuit then considered whether tP rehear the case en bane, even though neither the
state of Utah nor lllanned Parenthood requested a rehearing or review. The Tenth Circuit
denied lhe rehearing, but Judge Gorsucti vehemerrtly disagreed.' Judge Marv Briscoe, writ in!:' In
support of the denial, said Judge Gorsuth had " mischaracterize[dJ t his litigallon and the panel
opipior\ al several turns• in reacfliog his result." Judge Gorsudfs dissent raises serious concerns
about his judgment and about the lengths to wi1fch he woul d go to reach a result ro blotk
women's access to reproductive health care.
These three cases show a callous disregard for women's constitutional rightto birth control,
somettiing flindarnental to women's health, dignity. economic security. and basic equality.
Judge Gorsuch does not have a track record as'il judge on the right to abortion. but if his
treatment of birth control access is any guide, women have much to fear.
President Donald TrtJrnp. of course, has promised to nominate ;udges committed to overturning
Roe v. Wade.'' This outrageous litmus t est puts women's lives on the chopping block and
shows deep disrespect for women's constitutionally protected rights and liberties. Yet, JUtigP.
Gorsuch' s record >uggests that he would stop at nothins to r:arrv out President Trump's polltfcal
agenda 3nd overiurn Roe if given lflc opportunity.
Not only has Judge Gorsuch'.s opinions, so far, on reproductive rights been que&tionable, but his
nomination has been praised by several anti-abortion groups, including A/llericans United for
life,"" Susan B. Anthony List,,.,., and the e•trernlst group Operation Rescue;•• whose head, Troy
Newman, wrved as a four-ding bo;trd member and advisor to the Cenrer for Medicaf Progres5,
the gr<>up respon.stble for th!" malicious videos at the cent.er oi Planned Parenthood As>ociollon
of Uiah v Herbert.
Judge Gorsuch's wrilings.also suggest that he does not respecr the basic foundations of our
constltutjon:i' right to ~bQrtion. th ~ same foundatiOf"\$ that unde-tgird the right to acc.ess birrh
control, tile right t o love w homeve( you choose, an d the rightto marriage equalitY. These
principles were clearly artitulated in Planned Parertthaad v. Casey, In which a plurality of the
Court explained that abartio11 i• fundamental to indiYidual autonomy saf egu3rded by the
fourteenth Amentl n>ent, and t hat the constitution protects each of our r ight to decide for
ourselves marters "involving t he most int imate and personal choices a person may make in a
lifotirne: in{ludin.g decisiolls about procreation, marriage, and family." '
In hls writings, however,Judge Gorsuch wrote that t here was a "color able argument • that the
discUS$ion of individual autonomy 1n Casey \\/as "inessential" to t he decision.""'1 in other words,
Judge Gorsuch did not think. as Justices O'Connor, Kennedy and Souter did, t hat "the heart of
liberty is t he right t o define orre' s own concept of existence. of me~ni11g of the universe, and
the mvsteTYof human life:'"''" Instead. Gorsuch indicated that Casey was decided in favor of
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abortion righls b~cau•t> of the technkal precedent set by the decision in Roe-not because the
Constitution protects this klnd of liber'tv. and therefore protects the right to abortion .'~
Simply j)Ut, Gomrch's understanding .of Cosey calls into q~estlo11 whether Gorsucti accepts that
the rig);t to aborrJon Is actually l'Ooted in th~ Constitution. If it ls no t, tl\en nothing would
prevent Gor.uch from attempting to overt um Roe. Even more alarm Ing is t hat the san1e
principles that underlie the <On$titutional right to abortion vnderlie many other righ t~ enjoyed
by millions of Americans, including birth co ntrol, and form the basis of the opinions In Lawrence
v. Te)los, recognizi11g the fight of lesblam and gay men to inake intimate. personal decisions,
and Obergefell v. Hodges, recogn tzing the right of same-~ex couples to marry."

Just ire• on the Supreme court, the most powerful 'ourt In 011r nation, must display the greatest
respec.t for our constitutional rights and values, and must serve the lnteresis of all. includi11g
women and mrllfofls of everyday people. As the final arbiter of justice in the. United States, t~e
>upreme Court serves as an impornint backstop against erosio n of o ur constitutional and
!;!atutorlty protected rights. The Court ls ~pedfically designed to be immune to n1ajOrltarian rult;
so that It can p10\ect the rightsoft~ose most Vlllnerable in our society, including women,
people of color, immigrants, people witf'r d isabilitres, and LGSTQi ndividvals.
Judge Gorsuch, however, has shown open d isdain fo r people attempting ro assert their civil and
constltutional rights. lh an artitle publishP.d in the Nationa! Review Online. Gorsuch wrote that
"liberals'' !>ave "an overweenin6 ~ddiction to the courtroo m as the place to debate social
pollcy: including gay m~rriage, assist11d suit:ide. and prillat~·~chool vouchers."'; A judge who
believe.!. that individuals should not bring tneir c!airM of d($Criminatl(>n to t he courts, [Sa j udge
who does not belong on the S" preme Covrt. That Gorsuch reserved his rancor fo r those he
defined as ''liberals," is even more alarmmg,
The publlc deserves a Supreme Colin Justice who will uphold the con5t)tutie1n. protect the
rights or all peoplP., and be an obiective voice, independent from the President and free from
personal bias and ideology, Nell Gorsuch Is not th;rt judge. tlls record shows hoslllitv to
women' s eqlrnlfty and reprod.tictive rights; disrespect for our constitutional values; and disdain
fo r those who seek justite. We urge you to oppose this nomination.
SincErely,

\_/~~---
Eleanor Srneal
Plesjrfent
713 "-lo l !lq (lOtH Cir. WU) \en h>nc).
811rweJI •· Hobay LDbby Swes, Inc., H4 S.Ct l7Sl {201A)•
• 7l3F,3d lll0.1 ll.41-44,

Gaylynri Burroughs
Director of Polley & Research
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february 2, 2017
VIA H AND DELIVERY
The Honorable Charles E . Grnssley
Chairman
T11e Honorable Dianne Feinstein
R11nk:iog Member
United States Senate Committco on th() Judiciary
224 Dirksen Senate Office Building
W$hlngton, D.C. 20510"6050
Re:

Nomination of Neil M. Gorsuch as Associate Justice.
Supreme Court of the Unite_Q_States

Dear Chairman Grassley and Ranking Member Feinstein,
We are present aod fonner partners in the law (irm of Kellogg, Huber, Hansen, Todd,
Evaos & Figel, PLLC. We ai-eDemocrats, independents, and Republicans. Many of us have

served in government, some dnring Republican 811d some during Democratic administrations;
sorue or us ha\•e served in both, We have clerke<I tor Sllpreme Co11rt jastices and appellate and

disu-ict colut judges appointed by Democratic and Republican presidents. We represent a brand
spectrum of views on politic~~ judicial philosophy, and many other-subjects as well. But we 1111
agree on one thing: our former colleague, Neil M. Gorsuch - our associate - and then partner for
more th;ia a decade-is ~upe1bly qualified forconfirmatiou to tbe position of Associate Jusliccor
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the Supreme Court of the United States. He is a man of charucter, decency, and accomplishment
who merits this appoir\tmcnt.
We know Neil well. We worked closely with him, on a daily basis. Throughout his time
with us, Neil demonstrated both a powerful intollcct and a sterling character. fn every aspect of
his private practice, Neil excelled. He was a skilled and creative trial lawyer, a legal draftsman
of concision ;lnd wit, and above all else a wonderful colleague who devoted himself fully to the
best interests of our clients and wru; a pleusurc to work with.
· We saw Neil in times of pl'Ofcssional triumph as well as in times of disappointment.
Through highs and lows he wos steadfast: courteous, collegial with co"oounsel and adversaries,
respectful of courts and the lllle of law itself, He was as considerate aod respectful of the night
guaJ'd at our trial office in Paducah, Keotucky, as he was of captains of industry. He never
displayed bias or hostility agains~anyone, and earned friends and admirers wherever he went.
Neil's equal regard for everyone extended to his work as a litigator. He zealously
represented all ofhis clients- plai11tlff's aud d~fendants, individuals and corporations, nonprofits
and small businesses, peyillg clients and pro bono clients- without regai·d to ideology. f'or Neil,
each client deserved the best arguments that could be mustered, consistent with the facts and the
law.
Outside the courtroom and the office, we saw Neil as a wise and emp11thetie friend, who
always had time for his colleagues. He was Md is devoted ·to his wonderful family, but he
formed close and warm tics with his "work family" as well- his partuers but also his associates,
paralegals, researchers, administrative assistants. and other firtn employees.
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Neil is not only a good and hmnble man, he is also an outstanding jurist. We are fully
confident that he will decide cases on principled grounds; that he will work tirelessly to get each
case right, on its particular merits; that be will be thoughtful about the views of his oolleagµes,
and will deliberate respectfully and productively to reach consensus where that is possible; and
that he will demonstrate the integrity and ability that we all saw in our years as his colleaguei;.

Several ofus did not have the privilege of working directly wilh Neil, but have joined in
this letter on the basis of the uniformly positive recommendations of our colleagues.
We understand tJ1e important responsibilities of the Committee, and we hope that our

intimate knowledge ofNei\, 11s a !;1wyer and as a person, will provide useful insight. As we
stated at the outset, we are a diverse partnership; we do not address political issues or historical
issues regarding prior nominations. We say only that Neil M. Gorsuch, our friend and close
coUeague for more than a decacle, is exceptionally qualified to serve his country as an Associate
Justice ofthe Supreme Court.
'Very truly yours,
Antonia M. Apps, Fortner Partner
Scott H. AngsL1eicb, Partner
Steven F. Benz, Partner
Rebecca A. Beynon, Partner
Daniel G, Bi1'd, Partner
Joshua D. Branson, Partner
William J. Conyngham, Partner
Courtney S. Elwood, Partner
Mark Evans, Former Pa1tner
Kenneth M. Fetterman, Partner
Reid M.Figel, Partner
David C. Frederick, Partner
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Andrew E. Goldsmith. Partner
Mlchacl J. Guzman, Partner

Joseph S. Hall, Partner
Mark C. Hansen, Partnar
Derek T. Ho, Partner
Peter W. Ru bet, Fonner Partner
Kevin B. Huf( Partner
Micbael K. Kellogg, Partner
Wan J. Kim, Partner
Geoffrey M . Klincberg, Parmer
Jeffrey Lamken, Former Partner
Evan T. Leo, fa,1tner
Sean A. Lev, Partner
Kevin J. Miller, Partner
Michael N. Nemelka, Partner
Aaron M. Panner, Partner
Gregory G.. Rapawy, Parlner
David E. Ross, Former Par1.ner
John Christopher Rozendaal, Former Partner
A<tstin Schlfok, Former Partner
David L. Schwan,, Partner
Andrew C. Shen, Partner
Colin Stretch, Former Partner
Silvija A. Strikis, Partner

John Thorne, Partner
K. Chris Todd , Partner
James M. Webster, Partner
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March 20, 2017
The Honorable Charles E. Gressley, Cbainnan
Committee on tbe Judiciary
United States Senate
224 Dirksen Senate Offa:e 13uilding
Washington. D.C. 20510
The Honorable Dianne Feinstein, Ranking Member
Conuuittcc on the Judiciary
United States Senate
33 l Hart Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510
Dear Chairman Grassley and Ranking Member Feinstein:
We are fonner female law clerks to Judge Neil M. Gorsuch. We have already infonned
the committee that we strongly support his confirmation as the next Associate Justice of
the Supreme Court. We feel compelled now to write separately to convey our unanimous
experience tllat Judge Gorsuch has treated us-as he h&S all his Jaw clerks-wilh abidfog
respect during onr c.lerkship years and beyond. He also has been an important mentor to
each of us in our professional purs11its. Any suggestion that be would do anything less
because of our gende1· is categorically false. The undersigned are every single one of the
Judge' s former female law clerks.
We each have lived long enough and work~d long enough to know gender discrimination
when we see it. Some of us have experienced if professionally on occasion. Wh1:1cn we
collectively say that Judge Gorsuch treats and values women fairly and without
preference or prejudice based on their gender, we do not say that in a vacuum. We say it
with the perspective of those who know that unfortunately, even in 2017, female lawyers
are not always treated as equals. Judge Gorsuch by his conduct, his tone, his work
assiguments, J1js casual remarks, his advice, his mentorship, his humor, his pursuits, and
even the most simple gestures, values and treats women equally. We simply cannot put il
any more plainly than that
Judge Gorsuch 's mentorship has been i.nstrumcutal in our professional ooreers, and set
forth are some cxaniples we think illuminating.
Leab Bressack spent two years working for tl1e judge. During tbai time,
sbe never once felt that she was treated differently than her co-clerks due
to her gender. She was in chambers consistently for two years aud never
heard a sexist remark made by anyone; the judge wouldn ' t have tolerated
it. \.Vbeo introducing his law clerks to friends or colleagues visiting
chambers, she remembers the judge always made a point of mentioning
the accomplishments of !lll his clerks.
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Heather Kirby Ly ions recalls his support for her choice to jump off the corporate
ladder. Offered the opportunity to join a small family office as in-house counsel
immediately after her clerkship with him, Judge Gorsuch patiently talked her
through the potential career and family trade-offs ofrnaking an unmthodox choice
early in her career, championing her decision e ither way. And several years
later, when she decided to re-enter the full-time work force, he helped her
brainstotm her reent1y and sent her postings for opportunilies be thought might be
of interest lo her particulady. Mrs. Lyi011s is now Senior Legal Counsel to a
major orthopedics company.
Jane Nitze recalls that it was Judge Gorsuch who encouraged her to become an
associate at his former law firm ih Washington, D.C., emphasiz.ing in particular
the firm's small size as well-suited lo fostering professional development. She
also recalls that it was t11e Judge who later persuaded her that she had a shot al a
Supreme Court clerkship, and tbar only with his suppo1t and recommendation did
that opportunity arise. Weeks ago, long before this letter was drafted, Ms. Nitze
spoke publicly oft.he Judge as a valued mentor, noting that he is usually t11e first
person she goes to for career advice. And that tbe first words be bas for ber when
she does are: "What cun I do to help you?"
Allison TurbiviUe recalls that it was Judge Gorsuch who encouraged her to begin
applying for jobs only two months after she started her clerkship, emphasizing in
particular the imponauce of finding a position where she could obtain valuable
professional development experiences early in her career. She also recalls that
Judge Gorsuch encouraged her to cake tbe rime she needed to network ai1d to
!ravel to job interviews, and she was able to do so because Judge Gorsuch
fostered a flexible working environment and distributed work among his clerks
fairly.
Theresa Wardon recalls seeking the Judge's adv1ce when she was deciding
between joining a trial boutique in Denver or going to a larger fim1. Inspired and
encouraged by the Judge, she sought to be n u ial lawyer and chose 1he Denver
firm. Since then, she's gotten seven trials under her belt and has made partner.
Through these years, she continues lo seek out Judge Gorsuch's wisdom and
advice on her career and life. She has never doubted that she has a lifetime
supporter and mentor in Judge GorsuclL
As a female attorney in a law filnL one of the undersigned received unwanted advances
from outside counsel- unbeknownst to any other attorney at tbe finn. She rec.alls that
Judge Gorsuch was the first person sbe called for advice; not other attorneys al the fim1,
not her friends, and not even her fami ly. The Judge treated the situation with compassion
and care, and advised her appropriately. This story is telling, we hope, of the the Judge's
character and the trust that we all have placed in his guidance.
Judge Gorsuch has also served as a model for us in the way he balances his personal and
professional life. He is a devoted husband and loving father to two daughte.rs. He works
hard. But he also ensures that be ls present for his family . The judge bas spoken of the
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struggles of working attorneys to juggle family with work obligations; not once have we
heard him intimate that tho~e $truggles are, or should be, shouldered by one gender alone.

11ms1: are our personal experiences with Judge Gorsuch, with whom each of us worked
day in and day out during our clerkships. We hope that they shed light on a man that we
know values all persons equally-within and outside the workplace. We are available to
speak to any member of the Senate or tbeir stalT about Judge Gorsuch,
Sincerely,

Leah Bressack
Clerk for Judge Gorsuch, 2009-1 I

Jane Nitze
Clerk for .fudge Gorsuch, 2008-09

Jessica Greenstone
Clerk for Judge Gorsuch, 2006-07

AWson Jones Rushing
Clerk for Judge Gorsuch, 2007-08

Tess Hand-Bender
Clerk for Judge Gorsuch, 20 l 1-1:!

AUison Turhiville
Clerk for Judge Gorsuch, 2015-16

Jessica Black Livingston
Clerk for Judge Gorsuch, 2012· 13

Theresa Watdon
Clerk for Judge Gorsuch, 2008-09

Heather Kirby Lyions
Clerk for Judge Gorsuch. 2006-07

Kat11eri11e Crawford Yarger
Clerk for .Judge Gorsuch, 2009-10

Marissa Mill.er
Clerk for Judge Gorsuch, 2013-14
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February 25, 2017
The Hono1·able Chuck Grassley
Chafrman
Committee on the Judiciai'Y
United States Senate
Washington, DC 20510

'!'be Honorable Dianne Feinstein
Ranking Member
Committee on the Judiciary
United Stat.es Senate
Washington. DC20510

Dear Chairman Grai>sley and Ranking Member Feinstein:
We write in support of Neil M. Gorsuch's nomination to become an Associate Justice

of the Suprnme Court of the United States. Each of us served as a law clerk to Justice
Kennedy. Many of us have bad the upportunit~ t.o work with Judge Gol'such or
observe bis work as a judge, a public servant, and a lawyer.
Each of us believes that Judge Gorsuch would be a1~ outstanding Justice. He
personifies the legal excellence, collegiality, and personal character to be expected of
Justices of the Supreme Court and the fairness, impartiality, and judicial
temperament that we observed i.n th~ J1.1stice for whom we clerked.
Respectfully.
Bert.rand-Marc Allen
Law clerk to Justice Keru1ecly, 0'1' 2003
Dsvid L. Anderson
Law clerk to J1.stice Knnnedy_ OT 1991
Randy Beck
Law clerk to ,Justice Kennedy, OT 1990
J·ames F. Bennett.
Law clerk to Justice Kennedy, O'l' 1999
Andrew Bentz
l,aw clerk to Justice Kennedy, OT 2014
Bradford A. Berenson
Law clerk t-0 Justice Kennedy, OT 1992
Stephanos Bibas
Law clerk to Justice Kennedy, OT 1997
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Patrick Borchers
Law clerk to Jutlge Kennedy, 1986-87
William A. Burck
Law clexk to Justice Keunedy, OT 1999
Christopher L. Callahan
Law clerk to Judge Kennedy, 1984·85
Adam H. Charnes
Law clerk to Justice Kennedy, OT 1992
Stephen Cowen
Law clerk to Justice Kennedy, OT 2007
Jeffrey B Crockett
Law cle1·k to Judge Kennedy, 1981-82
Edward C. Dawson
Law clerk to Justice Kennedy, OT 2003
Joshua Deahl
Law clerk lo Justice Ke(l.nedy, OT 2009
Grant M. Dixton
Law clerk to Justice Kennedy. OT 2000
John P. Elwood
Law cle1•k t.o JusticP. Kennedy, OT 1996
Gregg L. Engles
Law clerk to Judge Kennedy, 1982·83

MiguelA Estrada
Law clerk to Justice Kennedy, OT 19S7 and 1988
Ward Farnsworth

.Law clerk to Justice Ke.n nedy, OT 1995
AJJen Fen-ell
Law clerk to Justice Kennedy, OT 199()
Brett Gen-y
Law clerk to Justice Kennedy, O'l' 2000
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Steven J. Horowiti
Law clerk to Just.ice Kennedy. OT 2010
1'imothy G. Hoxie
Law clerk to Judge Kennedy, 1985-86
Thomas G. Hungal'
Law clerk to Justice Kennedy. OT 1988
Peter Keisler
Law cle..rk to Justice I<ennedy, OT l 987 a nd 1988
Ashley Kclle1·
Law clerk to Justice Kennedy, OT 2008
Scott A. Keller
Law clerk to Justice Kennedy, OT 2009
J. Clark Kelso
Law clerk to Judge Kennedy, 1983-84
Orin S. Ken·
Law clerk to Justice Kennedy, OT 2003
Kelly M. Klaus
Law clel'k to Justice Kennedy, OT 1995
Randy J . Kozel
Law clerk to Jnstice Kennedy, OT 2005
Matthew H. Lembke

Law clei·k to Justke Kennedy, OT 1992
Travis D. Lenkncr
Law clerk to Justice Kennedy, OT 2008
Gregory E. Maggs
Law clerk t.o Justice Kennedy. OT 1989

C.J. Mahoney
Law clei·k to Justice Kennedy, OT 2007

3
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Kevin J. Miller
Law clerk to Justice Kennedy. OT 2000
Katherine Moran Meeks
Law clerk to Justice Kennedy, OT 2013
Eric E . .Mtlt'phy
Law clerk to Justice Kennedy, OT 2006
Stephen M. Nickelsburg
Law cle1·k to Justice Kennedy, OT 1999
Howard C. Nielsou. Jr.
Law clerk t.o Just.i ce Kennedy. OT 1998

.John C. Neiman, Jr.
Law clerk to Justice Kennedy, OT 2001
Christopher R.J. Pace
Law olet'k to Justice Ken.nedy, OT 1992
Eugene M. Paige
Law clerk to Justice Kennedy, OT 2000
Josh Patashn.ik
Law clerk to Justice Kennedy, OT 2012
R. Hewitt Pat,e
Law cle.rk to Justice Kennedy, OT 1988 and 1989
Jeffrey Pojru.1owski
Law clerk to Justice Kennedy, OT 2005
Richarcl M. Re
L aw clerk to Justice Kennedy, OT 2010
Kat.hryn Haun Rodriguez
Law clerk to Justice Kennedy, OT 2004
Nicholas Q1.1inn Rosenkranz
Law clerk to Justice Kennedy, OT 2001
John Christopher Rozendaal
Law clerk to Justice Kennedy, 0'1' 1998
4
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Eric li. Schunk
Law clerk to Judge Kennedy, 1981-82
Michael E. Scoville
Law clerk to Ju.stice Kennedy, OT 2004
Michael Scttdder
Law clerk to Justice Kennedy, OT 1999

Steven M. Shepard
Law clerk to Justice Kennedy, OT 2008
James Y. Stern
Law cle rk to Justice Kennedy, OT 2010
Lisa G1·ow Sun
Law cle1·k to Justice Kennedy, OT 1998

fgor V. Timofeyev
Law clerk to Justice Kennedy, OT 2002
Misha Tseytlin
Law clerk to Justice Kennedy, OT 2009
Caroline S. Van Zile
Law clerk to Justice Kennedy, OT 2014
Justin Walker

Law clerk to Justice Kennedy, OT 2011
Laurel1 S. Wi11ard
Law clerk to Justice Kennedy, OT 2012
Michael F. Wmiams
Law clerk to Justice Kennedy, OT 2002
Alexauder J. Willscher
Law clerk fo Justice Ke1medy, OT 2001
Christophe.r S. Yoo
Law cle.rk to Justice Kennedy, OT 1997
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March 15,2017
TJ\e Honorable Charle-s E. Grasslcy, Chainnan
Committeeon the Judiciary
United St:ltes Senate
224 Dirksen Senate Office Building.
Washington, D.C. 20510
The Honorable Dianne Feinstein, Ranking Member
Committee on tbe.Judidary
United States Senate
33 l Hart Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510
Dear Chairman Grassley and Ranking Member Feinstein:
Each of us has bad tb.c pleasure and privilege of having Judge Neil M. Gorsuch ns a law
proressor !ll the University of Colorado Law School, where Judge Oorsnch serves as the
Thomson Visiting Professor. We, llis current and former students, hold varied political views,
hail from different parts oft.he country (and even the world), and have followed different career
paths. We all strongly support Judge Gorsuch's nomination 10 be the next Associate Justice of
tbe United State.~ Supreme Court and enthusiastically recommend !tis eonfinuation by the
Senate.

We are confident endorsing Judge Gorsuch because we know biru to be a genuinely kind
and brilli!lnt person, dedicated to the mle of low ond the Constitution. fie is noc beho.lden to

politics. His love for the law is a core belief: instilled in his many studentS over llie years through
word and deed.
Judge Gorsuch was an excellent and innovative professor who always made us feet like
valuable _participants in the learning process. He encouraged student involvement in the
classroom 11od consistently fostered truly collaborative classroom discussion. He required us to
rnke hundwritte.11note.<;10 minimize orhcr distractions nnd so encourage us to engage actively nnd
openly with our peers. One of the uod.,rsigned former students recalls that Judge Gorsuch
1llways made sure to take the additional time to be inclusive and thus incorporate a wide variety
of views into classroom discussion. Whatever his own personal politics or belicfa, Judge
Gorsuch listened to, tmd included, every student."
4

As a teacher, Judge Gorsuch had a unique ability to convey information jn a cleat a11d
engaging manner, a quality that will serve him well as a Justice. For many of us, Judge Gorsuch
made legal ethics - a compulsory coui:se for every law studeot - one of our favolite classe~.
Judge Gorsuch posi;esses the enviable ability to oouvey the solemnity of the subject al hand,
while still injecting appropriate levity. Stated in the straightforward langua_ge Judge Gorsuch
appteeiates, he took the traditionally dry and boring subject of legal ethics - one all about mies
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and "thou shahs" and "thou shalt nots" - and made it fun. We all came away wilh a deep
appreciation for a subject that is crucial to every lawyer's prautice.
His lessons extended beyond the classroom aud into bis chambel's for the many
students Judge Gorsuch taught as exten1s, One of the l,llldersig1)ed fonner student extems
remembers the following story:

While serving as an extern, I helped him in drafting a.n opinion rejecting a
prisoner's appeal. The prisoner had no lawyer and very weak arguments, so I
turned in a draft that explained very briskly why the prisoner's claim lacked merit
The Judge then asked me: "Where arc the responses to the prisoner's argm:n euts?"
I told him I didn't see the need to addres~ those because they were so weak. That
didn't go over well. Judge Gorsuch said: "'We owe this m an the kindness of
stating his arguments as fairly as we can and then respoodfog with clear answers
in pl.ain EnglislL We owe him the kindness of explaining to him, i1l a way that he
can understand, why he lost. Ruling against this man doesn't relieve us of our
obligation to show him that kindness."
There are a great many law professors, even phct\Ornenal ones, who might know half of
their students' names after the completion of a law scl1ool course. Judge Gorsuch lU1ew us all and
invested significant time and energy to developing genltlne and caring relationships with us. And
his commitment to us as students and future luwycrs did not end after he graded our final exams.
For many of us, Judge Gorsuch has become a litclong 111entor, meeting witb us after class eodcd,
and after graduation. to dis~uss our c.:1reers and our lives. Pot a f.:w of us, he eyen administered
1he oath to practice law.
One of us summed up our feelings exceedingly well. " Judge Gorsuch was an outstanding
professor at the University of Colorado Law School: be was briUiant, engaging, thoughtful,
despite his
considerate, and invested in his students' success. Particularly so on that last poim
busy sc11edule and full-time job at the Tenth Circuit, he always made time for us wheu we
needed it. Judge Gorsuch plainly ha,s the qualifications, legal acumen, and writing t<1lent to serve
on the Court. Bat even more so, he bas demonstrated that he has the character and temperament
to make a great Justice.''
We, his students, hop" the Senate will agree and quickly confinn Judge Gorsuch as the
nex.t Associate Juslice of the United Stales Supreme Court
Thank you for your consideratiou.
Sincerely,

Abell. Ben - Class of20! I
Adams, Anna-Classof2017
Arenan, F. Bnker- Class of20l6
Beebe!, Andrew - Class of201 J
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Bechel, Taylor Pcrodeau - ClasS' of20 l l
Bennett, David R. - Class of2013
Box.er, Jeffrey- Class of2010
Brass, Jaclyn S. - Class of2017
Brown, Adam A. - Class of2014
Brown, Arielle L. - Class of2014
Bush, Kristi - Class of 2018
Camerucci, David - Class of2016
Campos, Craig - Class of 2010
Carlson, Bryce D, - Class of 20 I 8
Cheng. CiCi - Class of20 l 2
Cbrobak, Kara Lyons - Class of201l
Chu, Maureen - Class of2018
Cook, Johu H. CV - Class of201S
Delva, John S. - Clas~ of2014
Edwards, Stephen McCarty Jr. - Class of20l 0

Fonta, Adam - Class of 2016
Forcinito, Vincent - Class of20l8
Frsziet, James - Class of2015
Fuller, Charles E. • Class of 2011
Garnett, Megan Rose - Class of2014
Gibson, Mark - Class of2012
Gillespie. Stuart C. - Class of 20 l 0
Goatson, Derik • Class.of2017

Goff, Ruthie · Class of2016
Gregory. Rubert N. - Class of2010
Griffin, J. Hope - Class of2017
Griffiths_, Duncan - Class of20 I0

Harvey, Steve - Class of2010
Hass, Tacy - Class of2012
Hauptman, Will -Class of20l7
Hearing, Greg S. II - Class of 2U12

Henry, Jordan - Class of2018
Holtgrewe, Catherine- Class of2011
H1mter, Jessica R, - Class of 2015
Kaiser, Audre - Class of2016

Keegan. Cohun - Cla<Jsuf201G
Kennedy, Carn I - Class of2018
KU1g, Miles R. - Class of2015
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Klekas, Casey - Class of20l7
Lawrence, Robert T. - Class of 2014
Lceser, Holly - Class of20J 6
LeMonte, Kerry- Class of20l0
Lieber, Erica - Class of 2018
Little, David - Class of2010
Livinslon, Jessica Black -Class of 2009
Lubarsky, Emily - Class of2018
Magnum, David- Class of201 I
Marski, Jennifer - Class of2010
Martinez, Tylet - Cfass of2010
Martino, Max - Class of 20 I 8
Masana, Rich - Cl<1ss of20l l
Matthews, Glen - Clasi; of 2016
McAdam, Kevin C. -Class of2010
Montgomery, Matthew A. - Class of20 1l
Myers, Larry- Class of20l6
'Nicoud, Michael J. - Class of2.010
Nunez-Lafontaine, Gabrie.J - Glass of2017
O'Brien, Erin - Class of 2011
Oldberg. ColinJ.A. - Class of2017

Polley, Shmmon - Class of2018
Richardson, Mike S. - Class of20 15
Rogers, Erica-Class of2017
Rothberg, Andrew - Class of20l3
Ruhland, Trina- Class of20 10
Ryan, Rebekah - Class of2017
Savage. Louis B. - Class of201 1
Schier, Benjamin - Class oC2010
Seligman. Sam - Class of 2017
Shockey, Kelton - Class of2017
Slothouber, Jason - Class of2010
Sperlbaum. Roger- Cl.ass of2012
Stegman, Mike - Class of 20 17
Van Arsdale, Lucas - Class of2010
Vassar, Nathan - Class of 20 l l
Venkatraj, Karthik - Class of2017
Vil ner, Dmitry- Class of201 l
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Webster, Anjali D. - Class of201 I
Westling, Jeffrey - Clas~ of20 l 7
Wilson, Bryce - Class of2016
Zehner, Michael - Class of201 7
Zenger, Adam P. - Class of 20 P3
Zimmerman, Paul M. • Class of2012
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Mr. llugh Q. Gou:;ch;1Jk
5050 Aspi:.n Drive
Littletun, CO 80123

Febru3ry I 6, 1017

Scnmor Michael Bennet
I I 27 Sherman St.. Suit<.: 150
CO l<U103

Dcrl\'~r.

Dear Senator Bennet:
I :im w1i ting tu urge you to rnrc 10 conri nn Judge J\icil (-:;Ol':"Uch
th~ United States

a~

an Associate .lmticc to

Supreme Court.

As you know, I anrn long time Coloradti Dcm01:rat who has voted for yon aml made
contril>utioll< to surport yonr campaign<. One 1if the rt:asons I hilvc ooen ~ud1 an
enthusi:m'ic supporter is becau!':e you have always been a 1houg,htrl1I, bipnrti~3 i\ p(llitici:,11 '~no i~
looking for sol utions, nc>t headlines. IJ1 what tnay be the most poluriz.ing politicol event in yenrs,
I a~k you to tkmonsmne those same allribut.·> with r<!spei;t 10 Judge Uorsuch·~ numin~lio:i.
fin~Tlcial

1 have practiced law in lknvcr for J:\ ye.ar>. and I lmve been the President of Wllce-ler
Trigg O'Donnell, a IUO lawyer litigation firm. for the pa.~l 16 yoars. l th1nk it is fair to sa; I
knu'\.' the 1)1;1wcr kg:.ti conl!uunlty ;111tl i1sj11d.gc~ vc1y wdl. antl I h;1vc never heard auyonc ~ay a
b.1cl word about Judg.e Ciors11ch. 1lc hus u distingu ished academic rec:nrd. an cxiraort1inHl'ily
Slll'CC:iSfu f Cl.ln)<lr a:;a r1ivatt· Jnd gO\'t'Tl1111t'ill allomey, and he hus performed With di sti11ction a~
ajullgi.: un tho Tenth Circuil Cmut of Appeals. Of llqual importm1cc. he i~ a man tlf character
:ind irllCl!,rlly, '''ith an int rcdiht..: ;cn'c of humility given hi~ succc~~ ~ind accompli>hnk11ts.
Notwith~t 3nding the lack ofan)l 111criton(IUS basis to Yotc aguin~t Judge Gorsuch. ''arious
Dco1ucralic Senators have suggested that hcem1se the Rcpublicims ~tuncwallcd the 11omirintion of
J11dgc (jarlaod, rhey \vi ll vote aga inst Judge Gorsuch. I strongly urge you to n:jtxt that \'iCll.
nntl to uric your fellow Democratic Senmors tn du lhc ~mnc. Even though 1 unlierst~l\d that
Judge Gorsuch is a judicial consL·rvativc and would probably not be yo ur 1ir:;t choice (or mine)
for t)1c Court. ht! is o:minentl)' qualiricu, und ~houJd be cunllnncd.

As yuu and I have discussed al variou~. time.~. our politienl system seems to bi: hrol\:1111,
with p;misim fury getti ng in the wuy of :;olutions m our most pres~ing problems. rle;,lSe don 'I
k t that partisan fliry pr~v1:nt you fn,m i.:valuatln~ fodge Gc•rsuch on th~ mi.:rits. which I am
certain wi ll lead you t(J vote i'ot l\iS confirmation.
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March \ ,2017
The Honorable Charles E. Grassley
Chairman, Committee on the Judicii1ry
United States Senate
224 Dlrk~<'.li Senate Office Building
Washington, DC 205 I0

The Honorable Mitch McConnell
Majority L.:ader
United States Senatll
31 7 Russell Senate Oflice Building
Washington. DC 205 10

The Honorable Dianne Feinstein
Ranking Member. Committee on the Judiciary
U11iled States Senate
331 Hart Senate Office Building
Washington, DC 205 I()

The Honorable Charles E. Schumer
Minority Leader
Unite.d States Senate
}22 l lart Senate Office Building
Washington, DC205 10

Dear Chainnnn Grossley. Ranking Member Fcin~iein, Majority Leader McConnell and Minority
Leader Schumer,
We nre Detnocrat$, Republicans, Libcrtnrinns and independents; progressives.
conservntives and moderates: religious and non-observant: married. single and divorced; men
and women; strnight and gay. Our group include.~ citizens residing abroad and a U.S. resident
holding a green card. We li ve in big cities, rnral America and places in between, Scime of us
supported lllllary Clinton, others voled for Donald Tn1mp, while some of us supported Lhirdparty or " 'rite-in candida1es. Some. signa tories believe in a more active judiciary. while others
belie\'e in judicial restraint. What unites us is that we attended law school with Judge Neil
Gorsuch-a man we' ve known for more than a quai1er century-and we unanimously believe
Neil possesses the exemplary character, outstanding intellect. steady temperament, humllity and
·open-mindedness to be 11n excdlent addition lo the United States Supreme Court.
From the days we first met Neil when we attended Harvard Law School to today, Nei l
Gorsuch's decency and character have always been unmistakable. Neil's Intellectual curicisil·y,
respect for divergent opinions, diversily of" interests. willingness to consider all ~ ides of an issue.
generosiry of spirit and genuine ca..Jng and interest in others have remained consistent.
Neil was a superb student' whci received numerous academic awards. Yee Neil was always
interested in the: views, fc.:dback and comment:s of cvery011e in our class, regardless of their closs
standing, political philosophy or background.
This diverse group' s unanimous support for Judge Neil Gorsuch i~ not unique. Nell sailed
through Senate confinrtalion to the U.S. Court of Appeals for the l.Oth C ir~uit in about two
months on a voice vote in 2006, when President Bush's other drcuit nominees fact>d
<;onlroversy, and even filibusters, recess appointments, the Gang of fourteen deal and razor-thin
confimiacions. We respect and understand the hard focfings of many in the Senate g)ven the
election outccime and lhe handling of President Obnma's appointment ofJudge Merrick Garland.
Yet we also hope- that all Senators can appreciate that Neil Gorsuch deserves to he considered M
his own merits: indeed. press reports haw indical~tl that Judge Gorsuch called Judge Garland
immediately upon receiving the nomination. a gracious and sympathetic acr that is characteristic
of the man we know.
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You meet a lot of people over more than 25 years. We are privikged to have worked with
and known people in all walks of American life, including in some cases U.S. Presidents. other
Supreme Coun Justices. Senators. Representatives, business leaders and Americans from a broad
array of backgn,unds and perspectives. With this quarlcr-century vantage point, we know that
Judge Gorsuch is the re.11 deal. l lis character is sterling. Judge Gorsuch Is a Joyal husband and
tlttlwr. You can always tell a lot :1bout a pllblic figure by how he or she treats people on a daily
basis wheii others ar<; not watching. 'fhc security guards, CtlUrt clerks, janitors and others who
work with Judge Gorsuch every day sing his praises. He treats them as colleagµes and with
genuine respect ~ and they remember and appreciate that.
Judge Neil Gorsuch is a person for all seasons. For Republicans. Neil personifies u
disinterested phHo~ophy tl1at respects judicial modesty combined with compassionate
appreciation ofihe lives impacted by his decisions. For Dcnwcrars, he is a reasonable, qualified,
intelligent person who will give each cnse fair and impartial consideration on its merits with
sensitivity to our nation '~ history. values, aspirations and constitmional traditions. for all
Americans, he b i.l perSon o ri11Legrl1y who respects the rule or law and will ensure that i1 applie-s
equally to ull.

Signed:

George Anhang
Washington, DC

Lance Bultcna

James Arnone
Los Angeles. CA

Jayne P. Bultena
Arlington. VA

Barham Barrdt
Saint Louis. MO

Paul Campos
Danville. CA

Christopher Bartoloml)cci
Washfngto11. OC

San Franci~oc>, CA

Bradford A. Berenson
Sunapee, NH

Adam Chames
Dallas, TX

Philip C. Berg

Edward X. Clinton
Chicago. IL

New York, NY
Sean M. Bt<rkowit1.

Arli11gloo, VA

Tom Cervantez

Chicago, IL

Jorge L. C'cmir.:rns
Salt Lake City, UT

Michael Ropp
Washington. DC

Gregory C. Cook
Birmingham, AL
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Keith DeLe-011
Ridgcwootl. NJ

Bob Kroll
Austin. TX

Joel Delman
Los Angeles, CA

J. Michael Locke
Western Springs, H...

Christopher Edel
New York, NY

Thaddc-us J. Malik
Elmhursr, IL

Amb. (ret.)Norman L. Eisen
Washington. DC:

Dario P. McAlec
Brookly11. NY

JelTrey B. Ellman
Allantn. GA

Scott S. Megregian
London, UK

Jonatha11 P. Ferrando
fort Lauderdale, FL

Kenneth A. Mchlma
New York.NY

Kathryn Ford
Grecnwid1. CT

Moises Mele11d~z
Fort Lnuderdale, FL

Mic.hael Fricdlaml
Irvine, C/\

Charles M. Ocllerm;
ColumbUlJ. OH

Martin W. Gitlin
Wesipon. CT

Janet M . Richmond
Sacramento, CA

J. William Goodwine
Grnnger. JN

Ellen S. Robbins
Los Ange-lei;. CA

David H. Harper
Dallas. TX

Carl Roth
Lo5 An.gcles, CA

Steven G. Heinen
Tulsa, OK

\l/ill1am J. Ryan
Chicago, IL

Mat1hcw A. Kairis
Columbus. OH

Rebecca Schurf
Las Vegas, NV

Jeffrey S. King

J. Scott Sd1ep~r
San Di~go. CA

Boston. MA
Judy Kline

Los Angeles, CA

Sara G. Schwartz
Andover. MA
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Richan! M. S1:gal
San Diego. CA

Brian Timmons
Los Angeles, CA

Kent Sevener
New York. NY

Nicholas Vardy
London, UK

Daniel Slilki n
New York.NY

Kenneth Vermeulen
Grand Rapids. Ml

Douglas P. Solomon
Burlingam~, CA

Judith Windhorst
New Orleans, LA

Adam /\, Sllldnitki

JesseA. Witten
Washington. DC

Phoenix, AZ
Jeffrey A. Taylor

Detroit. Ml
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HISPANIC LEADERSHIP FUND
Matd1 17,2017
111e Hon. Chuck Grossley, Choirman
Sen~te Conu11iltce 011

t"e Jud \dary
224 DJ.rksen Sctl<lte Offie<> Building
Washin gton, D.C. 205LCI

Hon. Di~nne f.einstein. R,1nl<lng Mernbi.>r
5"'WeCommilleeon the/udici~ry
224 Dirk,;e11 Senate Office Bullding
w..shlngton, o.c. 20510

DeM Chairman Cr<JSsley ancl Ranking Member Feinstein:

th<! 1-Iispanic LeaderShip l'tmd is a non-partisan advocacy organization cledic..ted to
<lrengthening working fomil\es by promoting fr<.'C market policy solutions lhal fostttr
Individual liberty, opporttm;ty, and prosperity, I w rite to exvmss our support for
confirmation of ] udgo> Neil Gorsuch to th" Supreme Court of th~ United States.

fudge Gorsuch .has •n incredibly sttongae.adernic rerotd imd pr<'fessional e~p<lrience. His
b~ckground includes gr,1duating from Harvard L~w ~chool. bcmg a M•rohalJ Scholar, and
working as a Supreme Court clerk for both j ustice Anthony Kennedy and Ju~tice Byron
White.

Judge Gorsuch hu1'11n .ixceptional record of defend ing I.he Con.-titution .and our
fundamental right!; such as the 2"" amendment and the right to tcligious liberty, I-le also has
gre~t respect for Cong r!?SS and the ntle of law. As he ha~ written, "statutes are• prorh1cl 0£
compromise'' and thcfr 1ex1· must be resp<!<:lcd.
In 2006, Judg<> Gor.uch WAS confirmed without objPction to serve on th~ U.S. Court of
Appeals for the 10"' Circuit. Senate Democrats called Gorsuch ··a ''~ry t.lleoled, gifted
judge, ....very elhical, .... very smort," and ·•1ho11ghtfu l and fair-minded... We applaud
&n, f~instein forsupp<1rtingJudge Corsuch's 2006 nominulion, uloog with 11 of her
DcmC)ctOt colh.·~gues-inchn1ing C\llT\'nt Minority Leader Chuck Schumer.
W~ have faith that Judge Co15och' s confirmation to the Supreme Court wiU help strengthen
tJw diwction of the United Stal.,,. He wUl be~ oommitted justice and prot<.<ct the
Constitutionol rights of all Amoricans, allowing i ndi vi du~ls the chnnce to pros~r ond livclhe Amc:rie<io <lrcam. We respectfully urge the committee to take our statement in lo
consi<loration.and vote to con.firm Judge Neil Gors1ich as th~ next justice of the St\p{emc
Court of the Uniled Statt;S.

Sinre"'){! j
Ufv.'tt-p
Lopez.
Mario H,
Pri?oitft.1it
1001 ~ Stl:PE'I'; ~

w •

Su1r.r ~(10

•

\\1 ,\, llt NC1CIN, Q ,C . .!0001
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CENTRAL COUNCIL

'71il1_!Jifanl1-f~ilc1 'Jnlitm <Trihes of1lfmf~ti

Edwar<l K. Thoma' fluildilli:(
9097 Glacier 1-llghwar • lune~u . Alaska 9980 L
:Vlarch 16. 201 7

Honoroble Lisa ivlurkowski
United Suites Senate
709 Senate Onicc Buildin!!
Witshington. DC 2051 O•OiOJ
Ql','1! Hrinehu1"Sl~a1 11.1ytkm.'.::i.ki .~l'f~

Honorable Dan Sullivan
United States Senate
70'.: Han Senate Onice Ouilding
Washington. DC 205 I 0
~;itc \\lulccmuthiii sulllqtn.~cnutc.Lto'·

Dear Senators Mur!\owski and Sulltvan:
I am writing on beh;1lf of the C:cmral Counci l of Tlingit ~nd Haida Indian Tribes of Alaska. a
fcd¢rally recogn ized tribal gpvern111om. m indicure our snppo1t for prompt confirmation by the
U.S. Senale of 1he president's nominot ion of.lud~e Neal Gorouch to the U.S. Suprcn1e Court .
Ccmml Council Tli ngit 1-l~ida has reviewed Judge Gorsuch'sjurisprudential record and has
conclu<lcd thai his de~:isions el'idl•ncc respect for tribal so"crcignl~. sclf-govcmmcnt. and
tenilorial authority, We lwpc yoti can persuade your colleagues in the Senate to move quickl~r to
a \'Otc and c~rly cortfim11ition.

Richt1rd .I. Pckrso•I

l' rcsidem

cc:
Senator John 1-loeven. Chainrnm. Comm illee on Indian Affoirs
Senntor To111 Udall. Vice Chairman. Committee on Indian Affair;
Senator Jon Tester. Commiuce 011 Indian J\ffoirs
Senator Maria Cnntwell, Committer on Indian Affairs
S~nator Al FrankcQ. Commilt~c 011 Indian /\(fairs
Senator Brian Schmz. Commine.: ltn Indian AfTnirs
Senator Heidi Hci1bmp. Committee 0 11 ln<lian l\ffoirs
Senumr Ca1hcri11c Cortez Masto, Co111mit1ee on Indian Affairs
Tol l fo:e:

SOOJ..µ. 143~

'' 11 w.ccth i1~-nsn.go1

Oirccl: 1107.586. 1'132
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.JAMES M . LYONS
1200 17TH STREET. Sl.JITE:. 300Q

D E N V ER, COLORADO ao20 2
( 3Q3l 628-9 6 46

February 7 , 2017

vi a E-rnail only led lehman@judiciarv-r ep.senate.gov

The Honorable Chuck Grassley
Chairman
Committee on the .Judiciary
United States Senate
Dear Senator Grassley:
I write this letter In strong support of the nomination and confirmation of Judge
Neil Gorsuch for Associate Justice ofthe United States Supreme Court.
Judge Gorsuch has been known to me professlohally for over twenty years, and
his family even longer. In the mid-nineties, we were counsel together in
successfully representing co-defendan1s in a major securities matter involving
class action and derivative lawsufts in several jurisc!ictions across the country as
well as SEC and Congressional investigations. Over the course of that complex
representation In the following years, I came to observe first-hand his
·
considerable lawyering skills. intellect, Judgment and temperament. He was one
of the finest trial lawyers with whom it has been my pleasure to be associated in
my career. We also became personal and good friends which continued during
the following years at his firm, later during his time at the Department of Justice
and since returning to Denver io serve on the bench.
I was delighted by his appointment to the U.S. Court of Appeals for !he Tenth
Circuit based here in Denver. (He honored me by having me be one of two
lawyers to introduce him to the court at his formal investiture.) Over his years of
service on that court, he has distinguished himself with his work ethic. keen and
thorough understanding of the case under review, his formidable analytical
ability, and the clarity of hfs opinions. I have read many of his opinions and
watched him In oral argument. He Is engaging, courteous to counsel and
demonstrates a full and unusual appreciation for the human impact of his
decisions on the people involved. These are the qualities of an outstanding
jurist.
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The Honorable Chuck Grassley
Febr.uary 7., '.2017

Judge Gorsuch has been ac1ive and an imppTtant voice in the legal community
an·d academy. He has-written extensive!)',, lectured and taught in continuing legal
education seminars and served on the important federal Rules Committee,
among.others. He also has found time ta Sil on.student mOdt courts anG teach
both e.thks and federal jurisdiction at the.Uni,V.erslty of Colorado Law School. Hai~ re.gulatly regaraed by·h·ls students .as·one of their very best law professors-effective, 0tiallenglng and personable.
Judf:J;e ·Gorsoch's ir.ltelle:ct, energy and deep regard f~r the Constitution are well
known te those:of us who have worl<e!tl with him ar:ad have seen first-hand his
sommi1cnent t0 basic principles. Above all,,his independence, fairness and
lrnpattiality"-are 'the halltnarks of his cariiJer ·i:tnd bis w~ll-earned reputation.
Sincerely,

c:--~~
J.ames M. Lyons
.cc;

The.Honorable Dianne Feinstein

R-anKing Member
Committee en the Judiciary
lfntted .States Senate

senator@.fel~stein.s-enate.g0v

J duoltifufeinstein:s-enate.gov·
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March t.7, 2017
The Honorable Ciinrles Gr3SS!ey, Chainnan
United States Senate Committee on !he Julliciruy
224 Dfr1'5en Senate Office Buil.di1ig
Washjngton, DC 205 \Q

The Honorable Dianne Feinsteip, Ranking Member
·uni~d StsteS' Senate Committee oll' the Judiciary

152 Dirksen Senate Office. Building
W8$1\lngton, DC 20'5_l 0

OenrChainnaa Grassley,Ranki.ng Member Fciostein. and members of the Senate Judiciary
Committe«,

I am writing today to sbar.e my personal exp<.-rieuces as·a law student who took Legel Ethics and
ProfessiMalism from Judge Gorsuch during the spring seme;;ter of2016. His values sh;.red
d1u·ing diat clas.s were conCCJ1ling and shoulq be explored further during. his confJrmation
heatin&s fur the United St~t~s Supreme Court.

On the evening of April 19111, 20!6, we had ow· second to last class of the semester. The.asSignod
maleri!IJ for that class session focusecj 61J.,sttessors found in.the practice of law, espooiall y how
such issues·as race, g1nider, at.id lo.ng work days corild affect 1}.rofes.~ionalism,
As was tlle noon for the class, Judge Gorsuch had a handful.ofpe.o1Jleassigned to be on panel for
the rcading:.matel'ial .foJ: that dats class. Judge Gorsuch would call on those srudents to explain
,any. cases·assigned for clas& and to walk through ilny l1ypotheticals presented iii ·the reading
mat.eria1. The disoussion would then open to the wider class. For the bulk o'fth~ semester Judge
Gorsuch bad welcomed many opinions of whet the rigl\t answer to an issu~ was, encouraging
back 8,nd f~ discllssion. Howeve~. at tbe end of these disi;ussions Jvdge Gors~cll wo4!d sum
up what be saw to be the corr~t answer.
In our reatling to prepare for cla~ for April 19u•, there was a, hypothetical of a Jaw student:
interviewing- for faw firm jobs. The fomale sJudent had large debt and wanted to work.at a finn to

pay back her lo.ans. She also ime11ded to start a family·with her husband in the near future. The
hypothetical (aii;ed the question of what she should tell. future empJoyers·about her plans. I do
not remoinber how many c,lassmates. spoR~ about what thefomale student should say or their
exact vi.ews on·wha.t the female student should disclose in her interview, l do remember a lively
student discussi.on about work-'famiJy·balance and the dl.fficulties of law school debt for aJi
student, regardless of gender.

At some point Judge Gorsuch sto{lped this discussio11·abo11t tbe hypotlJetical and Work fife
balance in tile legal p1·ofessioo, .fos1e~. be asked the class.to raise their hands iftbey knew of a
fetn1lle wfio had used a company to get matemicy benefits and then.~eft right allt:r having a baby.
Judge Gorsuch speclficaUy tll!geted females and materul(y leave. ·Tl,1.is question was .not about
parents or men shifting priorities after having children. Jt was sole'y ~U.~!ld on women using
their companies;

1do not reme·mber ifany students Tlii.~ed their h11nds, but it \vasM Ii:lor:e llian·a smaU handful of
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~dents. Al that point Judge Gorsuch became more animated saying "C'mon guys". He then
announced that all our liands should be raised bec<Ulse "many" women·use their cQmpanies for
maternity benefits and then leave the compan.y after the baby is !;Jorn. Judge 0orsuc)l foct1$ed on
women having babies, not men e.'<pailding their fan1ilies..Judge Gorsuch argued !hat, beGause
many women.left tlieir c.ompan'ies we all knew women Who ptUJJOsefully used.their cqmpanics.
Judge Gorsuoh's comments implied that ·\vomen intentiopaUy manipulatc.cpmpanles and plan to
disadv.antage their companies stnrting from tbe first interview.

The discussion.continued after that. Sever:iJstudent.s, inclu(iillg sonre male. ~tude.nts, raised their
own concerns about a work-life balance and the cba,llenges a.f excelling at both work and raisipg
a fi.imily. Howeyer, Judge Gorsnch continued to steer the CQnversatjon bacl:; tQ jhe exclusive
jssue off.emales having chil~n. Judge G,01"5uch outlined how law firms, and coQ'lpanies.in
gener4I, had J:0 ask remale ii:t,terviewei;s a~lOUt pregnancy~plans in 01-de; to protect the company.
At lea~t one sn1denl cotmtered that an employer could not ask q~estions about au interviewee's
pregnancy plarts. However, Jutlge Gorsuch informed. Ille class that that was wrong.

Instead.Judge Gorsuch told the class that not only could a future emJ>loyet ask femllle
interviewees ilbout theirpregnam:y-Jtnd famity pl'ans, companies musl ask females about their
family and preEDancy plans to protect the c.ompany. JudS,e Gorsuch tied thls &ack tci his origina)
conunent th£1t companies need to ask these questions in order to pfot~ct themsely.es·ag:i,inst the
female employees.
Throughout this clnssJ udge Gorsuch continued to make it very.clearihat the question of
commitment lo work over family wa~ one thai only women had to·answer for. There was no
discussimt of the reasons women may kave etnplo,yme[\t when having children or. the di.ffioul ties
io raising young children and meeting the lligh billable ho1¥s requil'ed in Jaw Ymns. J:nstead,
Judge Gorsuch continued to steer th~ co11versatio1,1 back to the problems w.omen pose for
companies and thtl protections that companies need from women.

I was d!stiessed by the tenor of this cenvusation..l was surprised and upset that a bright,
&ti cula.re, and educated federaf judge could think so Jin.le of female attorneys,. even more so
considering Iha! in that class hnff of the studenrs were female. I raised my concerns about Judge
GoTSUch~s comments to the administration at University ot'Colorado L;i\v School shortly after
Judge Gorsuph mad<: them in the sp1:ing of 2'016. 1 also voiced ~y ilustniHon with his opinions
the next day on, a faceboolt group for female laiwyers. It.concerned mp that a mm educa~ing
female fawyers would be discl:lanting their woi:fu publicly. Now il concerns me t'hat a man who is
being-considered for our higJlesf COt)lt holds vfoWS that discounts tl\e •WOJ1b of working fernnJes.
~espectfully,

~~R,~
Jfn~;fer fl. Sisk, Esq.
Denver, Colorado
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March I 7, 2017

Hc>n. Mitch McConnell, Maj. Leader
U.S. Senate
S230 U.S. Capitol
Washington. D.C. 20510

Hon. Charles Schumer, Min. Leader
U.S. Senate
S22 I U.S. Capitol
Washington, D.C. 20510

Hon. Chuck Grassley, Chairman
U.S. Senate Committee on the Judiciary
224 Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Hon. Dianne Feinstein, Ranking Member
U.S. Senate Committee on the Judiciary
152 Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

RE: LAWYE RS' COMMITTE E FOR c 1v n . R}GHTS UN DER L AW'S
STATEMENT REGARDING Tl lE NOMINATION OF J UDGE NEIL GORSUCH TO
SERVE AS ASSOCIATE JUSTICE OF T HE SUPREM"E COURT

Dear Leader McConnell, Leader Schumer, Chairman Grassley, and Ranking Member Feinstein:
We, the undersigned members of the Board of Directors and Trustees ilf the Lawyers'
Committee for Civil Rfghts Under Law, write to express our concern regarding the nomination
of Judge Nei l Gorsuch to serve as an Associate J\J$tice of the United States Supreme Court.
Sihce its creatilm in 1963 at Ilic urgfog of President Johtt F. Kennedy. the Lawyers· Committee
for Civil Rights Under Law has been devoted to the recognition and enforcement of civil rights
in the United States. While we have seen significant progress in America. the challenges of
unlawfu l discrimination remain. Recognizing the Supreme Court.'s critical role in civil right"S
enforcement and ,the central role that the Court plays in our demoi:rncy, the Lawyers' Committee
has long reviewed the record of t1ominees w the Coun to determine whether thll nominee
demo11str11tes views that arc consistent with the core civil righrs pcinciplcs for WQich we have
long-advocated.
During every term, critical cases come before the Supreme Court concerning lssut1s of
great public importanl<e, including cases concerning the interpretation and applicl!tion of the
Constit111ion and tederal civil rights laws. In evaluating nominees to the Court, the Lawyers'
Committee has employed a rigorous standard with two distinct components: (I) exceptional
competence to serve on the CourL and (2) profuund respect for the importance of prorecting the
civil rights afforded by the Constitution and the naiion' s civil rights laws. We are concerned that
there rs an inadequate record to determine whether Judge Gorsuch has a commitment to
protecting and safeguarding civil rights. Therefore, we cannot conclude that che second prong of
our requirement for endorsement is satisfied. Based upon our review of Judge Gorsuch's record,
we are uoncerned by both his narrow understanding of the righcs that are protected by the
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Constitution and his skeptical view 1.1bout the importance of the federal courts' role in protecting
1hose rights.
Jn his criminal justice decisions, Judge Gorsuch takes a narrow view of co11stitutional
rights, ihcluding particularly fourth Amendment righ!S. Tl]e judge's record also raises concerns
given his views on educational opportunities and stude1\ts with disabilities. Lastly. Judge

Gorsuch hns written.a number of opinions on employment law issues in which he has
disproportionately affirmed district cou11 decisions dismissing claims asserted by people nf color.
women. and disabled people.

Du.ring his tenure as Deputy Assistant Attorney General at the U.S. Depannienr of
Justice. Judge Gorsuch assisted in managing the Civil Rights Division. We urge you to ask
Judge Gor~uch to provide details about his involvement in the cnfotcenient work and operations
of the Division during, his tenure. In add ition, we also urge you to examine Judge Gorsuch's
views regarding the importance ofs tare decisis In deciding constit11tional issues, given the
centrality of stare dedsis to SiJpreme Court constilutional jurisprndence.
The U.S. Supreme Court stands at the helm of one of our most important institutions.
Every tem1, critical cases come before the Court involving oore areas of American lifo. Thus, a
new Justice must be someone who will enhance the standing of the Court, wh ile bringing true
independence to the role. We look forward to working with the Co111minee 10 ensure thut a full
exa minati on of Judtc Gorsud1·s record rnkcs place. indud1ng a careful e.xarnination of his ~iews
concerning. the interpretation and cnforcc mem or civil rights la\\s. We reserve rhc oppominity t(l
amend our po~ition 0 11 !his nominee bas~d upon the hearing record.
Respectfull y,
Executive Committee
John Nonna, Co-Chair.
James P. Josepl:J, Co-Chair
Kristen Clarke, Pres ident and Executive Director
Nicholas Christakos
Li~aCleary

David Harris
Andrew \V. Kentz
Adam T. Klein
Betsy Plevan
Jane Sherburne
David Smith
Eleanor H. Smith

New York. NY
Washington. DC
Washington. DC
Washington, DC
New York, NY
Roseland, NJ
Washington, DC
New York. NY
New York. NY
Washington, DC
Philadelphia, PA ·
Wash ington, DC
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Miami, Fl

Edward Soto

Board of Directors
Kevin J. Armstrong
Daniel C. Barr
Douglas W. Barnch
Susan D. Bennett
Lynne Bernabei
Jonathan 1. Blackman
Ben Bluestein
David J. Bodney
John Bork(1wski
Terrel .l. Broussard
Slanley J. Brown
John Camp
Michael H. Chan.in
Fay Clayton
Michael A. Cooper
Edward Correa
Marion Cowell
Mlchelle Craig
Terry Dee
A1mand Defiler
Emma Dickson
Cynthia Lee Dow
Clarence Dunnaville
Paul f. Eckstefn
Robc1i P.hrcnbard
Ira M. Feinberg
Marc L. Fleischaker
John Fleming
Eleanor M. Fox
Harold E. f ranklin, Jr.
Marc Gary
Joseph Gelb
Gregory P. Hunsel
Conrad K. Harper
Matthew M . Hoffinnn
John M. Hogan
Jerome E. Hyman
Robert H. Kapp

Minneapolis, MN
Phoenix. /\Z
Washington,. DC
Baltimore, MD
Washington, DC
New York, NY
Chicago. JL
Phoenix, AZ
Chicago, IL
New Orlelllls. L/\
New York, NY
Miami, FL
Washington. DC
Evanston, IL
New York, NY
Washington. DC
Charlotte. NC
New Orleans, LA
Chicago, IL
Charleston, SC
San Prancisco, CA
New Ynrk, NY
Richmond, VA
Phoenix. AZ
New York, NY
New York, NY
Washington. DC
A tlanta, GA

New York. NY
Atlanta. GA
New York, NY
New York, NY
Portland, MF..
New York, NY
Wash ington, DC
Miami, FL
New York, NY
Washington, DC
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Stephen J. Kasten berg
Laura Kaster
Jerome C. Katz
Michael Keats
Maximilian W. Kempner
Charles Kerr
Loren Kieve
Alan M. K. linger
Naho Kobayashi
Dan Kolb
Edward W. l..abaton
Mic.hael Lacovara
Brian K. Landsberg
Michael Lehr
Charles T. Lester, Jr.
Marjorie '.Press Lindblom
Andy Liu
Jack Landen
Nei l McKludck
Jim Mcloughlin
Brian Melendez
Robert A. Murphy
Aasia Mustakeem
Frederick M. Nicholo.s
Richard G. Parker
Roswe ll Il. Perkins
Bradley S. Phlllips
Kit A. Pierson
Michael K. Pignalo
Stephen J. Pollak
Michael Reardon
Carroll RJ1odes
Sidney S. Rosdeitcher
David Rosenbaum
Lowell Sachnoff
Paul C, Saunders

John Savarese
Shira A. Schcindl.in
Richard T. Seymour
Val erie Shea
Jeffrey A. Simes
Garfield B. Sfmms
Marsha E. Simms
John Skilton

Philadelphia, PA
Princeton. NJ
New York, NY
New York. NY
Lexington, MA
Irvington, NY
San Francisco. CA
New York, NY
Charlotte, NC
New York. NY
New York, NY
New York, N Y
Sacram.:nto, CA
Philadelphia, PA
Atlanta, GA

New York. NY
Washington, DC
San Francisco. CA
Roston. MA
Charlone. NC
Minneapolis. MN
Bo~"ton. MA
Atlanta, GA
Culver City, CA
Washington. DC
New York, NY
Los Angeles, CA
Washington. DC
Minneapolis, MN
Washington, DC
Washington. DC
Jackson. MS
New York, NY
Phoehix,AZ
Chic..'Ugo. TL
New York, NY
New York. NY
New York, NY
W11shin&rton, DC
Miami, FL
New York, NY
Washington, DC
New York. NY
Washington; DC
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Dr. Sandra Thompson
Andrew E. Tomback
Michael W. Tyler
Peter D. Yan Cleve
Alan B. Vickery
E:kow N, Yal1kah

Irvine, CA
New York, NY

Atlanta, GA

St. Louis, MO
New Yofk. NY
New York, NY
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februruy 15, 2017

The Leade1shfp
CO(lference

Civil 11nd Human Rigb.ts Organizations Oppose
Confirm ation of Judge Gorsuch to Supreme Coo.r t

The Honorable Charles Grassley
Chairman
Senate Committee on the Judiciary
224 Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington. DC 20510

The Honorable Dianne Feinsrein
Ranking Member
Senate Committee on the Judiciary
152 Dirksen Senate Office Building
Wa~hington, DC 20510

Dear Chairman Gra.ssley and Ranking Member Feinstein:
On behalf of The Leadership Confere}lce on Civil and Human Rig!Jts. a coalition of more than 200
national organizations committed to promote and protect the civil and lillfflan rights ofsll persons in the
United States, and the 107 undersigned national organizations, we are writing to e,'Cpress our opposltion to
the confirmation of Judge Neil M. Gorsuch to be an Associate Justice of the Supreme Court of the United
States. The Supreme Court is the final arbiter of our laws, and its rulings can dramatically impact the
lives and tights of all Americans. Judge Gorsuch's decade-long record on the fedetal bench, as well as
his writings. speeches, and activities throughout his career, demonstrate he is a judge with an agenda His
frequent dissents and conour:rences show he is out of the. mainstream of legal 1hougbt and unwilling.to
accept the constructs of binding precede-nt and stare decisis when1hey dictate results be disfavors. If
confirmed to the Supreme. Court, wh.ich Is closely divided on many critlcal issues, Judge Gorsuc.h would
tip the balance in a direction that would undermine many of our core rights and legal protections. He
lacks the impartiality and independence tne American people expect and deserve from the federal bench.
This nomination must be assessed in context. In light of the shameful, nearly year-long blockade of
Judge Merrick Garland - P('Csident Barack Obama 's nominee to the current Supreme Court vacancy- we
believe President Trump had an obligation to put forward a mainstream nominee. He failed to do so,
instead outsourcing the sele-ction process to the ideologlcally driven Federalist Society and Heritage
foundation. In addition, as a presidential candidate he pledged to appoint Supreme Court justices who
would overturn Roe v. Wade. Litmus tests in judicial selection subvert the most critica.I qualities of a
judge: open-mindedness and ind~pendence.
President Trump's first weeks In office further demonstrate the need for a strong and iodepevdent
judiciary to serve ns- a bulwark ag;linst the White House's abusive and autocratic approach to govemanc'>
underscoring the significance of appointing justices with a proven llllck recotd of independence and
objectivity. Pres1dent Trump's od hominem attacks on judges wJ10 have ruled against him-o.n Judge
Robart in Washington State for halting his Muslim travel ban, and last yeaton Judge Curiel in California
for ruling against Trump University- threaten judicial independence and the separation of powers that
form the fabric ofour democracy. His unprecedented firing of Acting Attorney General Sally Yates for
not being willing to defend the President's travel ban is another distu{bing e,xample. Independent and
impartial federal judges are needed now more than ever. Judge Gocsuch bas demonstrated in bis opinions
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anc! writings that he is results-oriented and would be highly unlikely to show independence from n
President who shares his ideological agenda.
Discrimination C1a·ims: ln a 2005 article published in the conservative Natio11al Review, Judge Gor.rnc.11
wtotc: "Ame.rican liberals have beoome addicted to the courtroom, relying on judges and lawyers rather
than elect.ed leaders and the ballot box, as the primary means of effecting their social agenda on
everything from !f<IY marriage to assisted suicide to the use of vouchers for private-school education. This
overweening addiction to Ute courtroom as the place to del;>ate social polity is bad for the co"nntry and bad
for the judiciary."1 Throughout our nation's history. the federal courts have been a critical backstop in
ensuring the rights and liberties of;ill Americans. Judge Gorsuch'~ hosliliry to the osc of courts by
discrimination victims to enforce their rights under the C'.onstitution and federal law demonstrates his
ideological agenda and has been reflected tn his judicial decisions, particularly dissents and concurrences.
during his decade on the bench.
Take. for example, the case Strickland v. UPS.1 In this case, the majority held that Carole Strickland, a
UPS account executive, could proceed with a sel' <liscrimination claim under Title Vil 'based on evidence
that she was rreated worse than ma.le colleagues despite her outpedorrni.ng them in sales. Judge Gorsuch
dismissed the evidentisry record and dissented; he voted to throw the victim's discrimination claim out of
court. In Weeks v. Kansas,J writing fot a conservative panel, Judge Gorsuch threw out ano!her case of sex
discrlm.ination where the plai01iff. Rebecca Weeks, was fired in relaliatjon for her advocating on behalf of
two collengues who had been disoriminated against In his opinion. Judge Gorsuch declined to consider a
superseding Supreme Court decision that might have benefitted the plaintiff simply because she did nol
raise it in her briefs, a troubling approach because judges have a duty to consider relevant case law
regardless of whether the p\Uties have cited it.
Workers'' Rigbt5: Judge Gorsuch's favorable treatment of employers and corporate defendants can also
be seen in his refle:d ve rejection of workers' rights claims, and he's often a dissenting voice in such cases.
In Compass Environmental, Inc. v. OSHRC,' the majority held that the employer must pay a line for
disregnrding an internal policy 1111d failing to train a worker who was electrocuted to death by highvoltage lines looat.e.d near his work area. Judge Gorsuch issued a il.issent and voted to throw the case out
of court because he didn't believe the employer was negligent.

fn Tra11sAm Trucking, Inc. v. Adlninisrratilte Review Board/' the maj ority held that a trucking company
unlawfully fired an employee in violation of federal whistleblower protections. The employee, Alphonse
Maddin, was a truck driver whose brakes broke down in the middle of a freezi ng January night in
nlinois. The truok hearer didn't work either, and he got so cold that he couldn't feel his feet or torso,
and he had trouble breathing. Nonetheless. his boss ordered him to wajt in rhe truck until a
repairperson arrived. After waiting for three hours, Mr. Maddin finally drove off in the truok and left
the trailer behind, in search of assistance. His employet fired him a week later for violating com!lru1Y
policy by abandoning hfs load while under dispatch. The panel majority said the !iring was unlawful,
but Judge Gorsuch dissented and said the employee shou ld have followed orders even at the risk of
serious injury.
1
i

1

Neil Gorsuch, liberals 'N' lawsuits. Natiohal Rtvirw, Fcbruacy 7, 2005.
555 F.3d 1224 (.10th Cir. 2009) (Gorsuch. J .• concurring in part end dissenting in part).

503 F. App'ic640 (10th Cir. 2012).
'663 F.3d l 164 (10th Cir. 2011) (Gorsuch. I., dissenting).
s 2016 U.S. App.LEXIS 13071 (10th Cir. July JS, 2016) (Gonuch,J .. disscnting).
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In NLRB v. Community Hl!alth Sen•ices, lnc.&Judge Gorsuch ag~in dissented Fmm a majority opinion that
found in favor ofemployees. where a hospital was require-0 to award back pay to 13 employees whose
hours had been reduced in violation of the National Labor Relations Act His recwrent disserTts in
workers' rights cases suggest a refusal to follow binding case law when it leads to results that favor
wotke.rs rather than businesses and employers.
Immigration: In the closely-dl\lided en bane decision in Zamora v. Elite Logisrics, Jnc. ,7 Judge Gorsuch
voted to affirm 1he district court's granting of summary judgment which blocked n Tille VU oatlonal
origin discrimination case from going to trial despite evidence of animus, unlawful reverification, nnd
document abuse by the employer. The lead concurrence in ·this case, which Judge Gorsuch joined,

reflects an approach that insulate.s employers from liability for discrimination against immigrant workers
so long as they claim that they were unaware of the law or took their actions d1Je to a fear of sanction by
federal immigration authorities - even where those actions them.selves violated immigration law. Judge
Gorsuch's record suggests that if he were conlinned as a Supreme Court justice, he would give great
leeway to immlgmtion enforcement strategies that use1he fear of sanction against employers ll!> a
principal m~hanism, and would condone employers hiding behind federal immigration laws to justify
unlawful workplace praotkes.

Women's Health: Judge Gorsuch has written or jojned opinions that would restrict women's health care,
including allowing religious beliefs 1·0 override women's access to birth control and defunding Pl.anned
Parenthood. In Hobby Lobby Stores, rnc. v" Sebelius/he signed on to an opinion allowing cer:tain forprofit employers to refuse to comply with tbe birth control benefit in the Affordable Care Act. Citin_g to
Cirizens Unired v. FEC. 9 the decjsion held that corporations can be "persons" witb religious beliefs and
that employers can use those religious beliefs to block employees' in~urance coverage of birth control. In
Little Sisters of the Poor Home for the Aged v. Burwell, 10 Judge Gorsuc.h dissented from the majority's
decision approving the accommodation in the birth control benefit that allows non-profit employers to opt
out of the benefit but makes sure the employees get birth control coverage. Judge Gorsuch joined a
dissenl that argued the simple act of fiUingout an opt-out form.constil'\llcs a substantial burden on
religious exercise. And In Planned Parenrhood Associario11 ofUrah v. Herbert, ii Judge Gorsuch
dissented from the majority's decision to keep in place a preliminary injunction that stopped the state of
Utah from blocking access to health care and education for thousands of Planned· Parenthood's patients. If
the policy had gone into effect. it would have cut off access Lo an a:Uer-school sex education progr.am for
teens and STD testing and trea1menl for at-risk communities.
LGllT Rights: M noted previously. in his 2005 National Review article Judge Gorsuch expressed
disdain for those seeking to use die courts to enforce their rights unde.r the law, and he speoifically
criticized LGBT Americans who have relied on federal courts in their quest for equality. The rationale he
employed in the Hobby Lobby case -a llcense to discrlmJnate for private \:O~rations - has also been
used by several states to justify dlsori mination against LG BT Americans. '2 Aod bis skepticism about
• 812 f.3d 768 (10th Cir. 2016) (Gorsuch, J., dissenting).
7
478f.3dl160 (10th Cir. 2007J (Gorsuch, J.. concurring.).
1 723 F.3d 1114 (JOth Cir. 2013) (Gbrsuch, J.. concurring).
• 558 U.S. 310 (:?OW).
'° 799F.3d 1315 ( 10th Cir. 2015) (Gorsuch. J.. dissentiogfromdeoialofrehearingen bane).
' 1 839 f .3d 1301 (10th Cir. 2016) (Gorsuch, J., dissenting).
11 bup://www.hrc.org/blog/anti-1gbt-bills-intiocl\lccd-in-28-su.les.
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LGBT claims is also demonstrated in a 2015 case. Druley v. Patton, 11 where he voted to reject a claim by
a transgender woman inoaroerated in Oklahoma who alleged that her constitutional rights were violated
when she was denied medically necessary hormone treatment and the rig)it to wear feminine clothing.
Other federal courts have reached the opposite conclusion in such cases. 14
Police Misconduct: In the case Wilson v, C1'ty ofLqfayette,15 a 22-year-old man possessing mntij ulllla
was fleeing arrest, and a police officer shot him in the head 'vith a stun gun from a distance of 10-15 feet
11way, which was contrary to !he police department's training manual. The young man. Ryan Wilson,
died. Judge Gorsuch held that the officer was entitled to qualified immunity from an excessive force
claim, reasoning that the use of force was reasonable because the yoang man was fleeing arrest The
dissent in this case criticized Judge Gorsuch's analysis and stated: "lo the preseat case, it would be
uweasonable for an officer to fire a taser probe at Ryan Witson's 'head w'he.n he could have Just as ea.sily
fired the probe into his back, The taser traioing materials note that officers should not aim at the head or
throat unless the situation dictates a higher level of injury risk. Nothing about the situation here required
an elevated level of force."16
Students with Disabilities: Judge Gorsuch has consistently ruled against students with disabilities
seeking educational services to which ihey were entitled under the Individuals with Disabilities Education
Act (IDEA), ln A.F. v. Espanola Public Sc1100/s, 17 he dismissed a claim brought under the Americans
'vith Disabilities Act becaa;se the scl1ool district had previously senled a lawsuit with the student for
IDEA violations. A dissenting judge ln this case criticized Judge Gorst1ch's reasoning and observed:
"This was clearly not ·the intent of Congress and, ironically enough, harms the interests oflhe children
that IDEA was lnte.ndcd to pmtect." 18 In Oart:fa v. Board of Education qfAlhuq11erq11e Public Schools,'9
Judge Gorsuch held that a student who left the school out of frustration with the school 's failure to follow
the IDEA was entitled to no remedy. And in Thompson R2..J School Di.ffrict 11. Luke P.,lO he held that a
student with autism did not have a right under the IDEA to attend a private residential program, even
though the district court and a Color.ido Department of Education hearing officer determined that such a
placement was necessary for Luke and that public schools had been unsuccessful in addressing his
educational needs.
Corporate Bias: Judge Gorsuch' sjudicial activism was on display lasryeario the case GutierrezBri2uela v. L)mchP where he issued a lengthy C·OnCurtence to an opinion. he IUmself had written - a signal
that bis co.lleagues refused to sign on to his ideological agenda. In his concurrence, he que1tioned the
constitutional legitimacy of a decades-old binding precedent, Che••ron US.A .. Inc. v. Natural llesources
Defenie Council, lnc,12 The Cltevro11 doctrine requires deference ~o federal agencies' interpretation of
ambiguous laws as long as the interpretation is reasonable, which hos resulted in the safeguarding of
workers' rights, environmental protection, consumer protections, food safety, and many other protections
for people's health and well-being. Judge Gorsuch believe,~ that judges should make these decisions
"601 F. App'x632 ( 10th Cir. 2015).
See, e.g,. BattiSUJ v, Clarkt, 645 F,3d 449 (1st Cir. 201\),
is 510 P. App'x 775 (10th Cir. 2013).
6
' ld at 787 (Briscoe, J., concurring in parlMd dissentiijg in pan).
7
1 801 F.Jd1245 (10th Cir. 2015).
11 801 F.3d at l2SI (Briscoe, J.. disse·nting).
14
520 F.3d I 116 ( I0th Cir. 2008).
:o 540 P.3d 1143 (10th Cir. 2008).
1'

71
834 P.3d 1142 (10th Cir. 2016) (Gorsuch, J. , concurring).
:n 467 U.S. 837 (1984).
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in.stead of agencies with the relevant expertise, which would lead to a drarnaiie expansion of the power
and TOie ofthe judiciary. He would relegate this vital precedent to the dustbin of history because it
disfavors the corporate interests he championed as a lawyer and as a judge. As several commentators
have noted, Jud.ge Gor.;uch' s cramped view of the Che,ron doctrine is even more e1>.'treme than the views
of Justice Antonin Scalia.13
·
Money in Politics: For four decades. the Supreme Court'$ flawed approach to money in politics has
gutted common sense protections against the power of special interests !llld wealthy individuals - most
recently in Citizens Uirited andMcCutclieo,, v. FEC'..;. - that bas shaped a system that 85% of Americans
believe needs fundamental cbange. Jn his only opinioo directly addressing money tn politics, Judge
Gorsuch expressed openness to prov1ding a higher level of constitutional protection to 11 donor's right to
make political contributions fhan the Court at times has provided the right to vote. In Riddle v.
Hickenlooper,'1.5 he wrote a separate concurrence that suggested courts should afford strict scrntiny, the
hfghest constitutional protection, to pol itical contribution limits .. That view puts Gorsuch among the
ranks ofjudges who are extremely hoSlile to campaign finance refonn measures and would essentially gut
the ability of Congress and the states to set any reasonable limits on money in our elections..
Environm ental Protection : Jud,ge Gors\Jch's rajection of the bindin,g Chevron decision, which prevents
judges from substituting their judgment for that of federal agencies witb expertise, betrays a general
hostility to regulatory agencies and regulatory safeguards that protect our air, water, lands, and wildlife.
In United States v. Nichol.v,26 he wrote a lengthy dissent that tried to revive an obscure le.gal doctrine that
could strike down many significant environmental laws. And in Wilderness SocieJy v. KaneCounryP he
concurred with a decision to dismiss a claim brought by several environmental organizations asserting
that a county ordinance that opened a large stretch of federal land to off-highway vehicles was preempted
by federal law. The dissent in this case observed that the majority holdin,g "will have long·tenn
deleterious effects on the use. and management of federal public lands."~1
Voting Righ ts: fn 2006, when he was nominated to the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Tenth Circuit,
Judge Gorsuch stated in his Senate questionnaire that between June 200.5 and July 2006, he served as the
Principal Deputy to the Associate Attorney General, a job in which he managed several litigating
components at the Justice Oepar\111ent, including the Civil Rights Division. On Gorsuch's watch. political
appointees ran roughshod over career attorneys who sought to lodge SectioJ') 5 objectio11S under the
Voting Rights Act to Georgia's photo ID law. Thfs disgraceful practke was exposed in a November 2005
Washington Pust article: "A team of Justice Department lawyers and analysts who reviewed a Georgia
voter-identification law recommimded'ttjectin.g it because it was likely to discriminate against· black
voters, but they were overruled the ne>.."! day by hi~her-ranking ·Officials at Justice, according to
department documents .... The plan wns blocked on constitutional grounds in October by a U.S. District
Court judge, who compared the measure to a Jim Crow-era poll tax."29 Gorsuch should be questioned
about his role in supervising the Georgia photo ID litigation and the extent to whfoh he was. involved in

Elliot Mineberg, Gorsuch is lo tlrt! Righi ofScalia on 1he ··c11~vron Dimrifle" - Here s Why it Mallers,
Huffington Post. February I, 2017; Richard Primos, TFUmp PicksSc:a/ia 2.0. Politico Mag;izine, January 31 , 2017.

:11

"572 U.S._ (2014).
" 742 F.3d 922 (10th Cir. 2014)(Gol'S\Jch, J., concurring).
26 784 .F.3d 666 (1 0th Cir. 2015) (Gorsuch, J .. dissentir.•& from denial of rehearing eo bane).
27 632 f 3d 1162 (10th Cir. 2011) (Gorsuch, J., concurring).
"632 P3d at I I 80 (Lucero. J.. dissenting).
:9 Dan Eggen, Criticism ofVoting law Was Overruled. Wnshing1on Post, November 17, 2005.
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supporting the use ofphoto ID laws by Georgia and other states, and about his ro1e in overturning t11e
recomme.ndations of career attorneys to object to such laws.
Politicized Hiring in Civil Rights Division: In addition. during the year in which Gorsuch helped
manage the Civil Rights Division, political appointees there engaged in unlawful hiring discrimination
against lawyers with liberal affiliations, and this became ttie subject of a 2008 lospector General report
entitled "An Investigation of Allegations of Politicized Hiring and Other Improper Personnel Actions in
the Civil Rights Oivision.' 00 Gorsuch should be questioned by Senators about his knowledge of and role
Jn these activities, which constituted an unlawful aJtempr to eJtclude laW}'ers from the Department of
Justice 'vho had a civil rights background and who would have aggressively enforced federal civil rights
laws. He should also be questioned about his role in the 2005 appointment of Bradley Schlozrnan \Vhom the lnspectol'General concluded committed the most infractions - to be the Acting Assistant
Attorney Gene.ral for Civil Rights.
The Leadership Conference urges all Senators to oppose the Gorsuch nomination. They must exercise
their foll ''advice and consent" responsibility by engaging in a searching and thorough review of Judge
Gorsuch's record and judicial philosophy, The Senate Judiciary Committee must engage in full and fair
hearings in which all requested documents are produced a:od e.'Glllline~ committee members are permitted
to adequately question Judge Gorsucb and receive ruu and complete answers, and enough outside
witnesses are permitted to testify regarding Judge Gorsuch's record. Before. the full Senate considers
acting on the nomination of Judge Gorsuch, the American people have a right to know precisely how his
appointment to t·he Supreme Court would impact their rights, freedoms, and liberties. When this review is
complete, we are confident that the Senate will reject this nomination.
Thank you for your consideration of our views. If you woold like lo discuss this matter further, please
contact Wade Henderson, Pre!>ident and CBO, or Nancy Zirkin, Executive Vice President, at (202) 466331 1.

Sincerely,
l'he Leadership Conference on Civil and Human Rights
9to5, National AsJ1ociation of Working Women
A. Philip Randolph fnstitute
Advocates for Youth
African American Ministers In Action
TheAfiican American Policy forum
Alliance for Citizenship
Alliance for Justice
American Association of People with Disabilities
American Atheists
American-Arab Anti-Discrimination Committee
Americans for Democratic Action (ADA)
Americans United for Separation of Church and State
Asian Americans Advancing Justice - AAJC
lO https://oi gJustice.gov/spcciaVs0901 /finnl.pd
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Asian Pacilio American Labor Alliance, AFL·CIO (APALA)
Battle Born Progress
Bazelon Center for Mental Health Law
Bend the Arc Jewish Action
Bill of Rights Defense Committee/Defending Dissent Poundation
Black Women's Roundtable
Catholics for Choice
Center for Health and Gender Equity (CHANGE)
Center for Law and Social Policy (CLASP)
Center for Responsible Lending
Coalition of!llack Trade Unionists
Coalition of Labor Union Women
Coalition oo Human Needs
Communicaiions Workers of America
Congrega1ionofSis1ers of St. Agnes
Democraoy lnitla1ive
Demos
Earthjustice
EMILY's List
Equal J\Jstice Society
E:qual Rights Advocates
Every Voice
Family E{juality Council
Farmworker Justice
Feminist Majority
Four Freedoms Forum
Friends of the Earth
GLMA: Health Professionals Advancing LGBT Equality
Global Justice Institute
GLSEN
Hispanic federation
Housing Choice Partners
Human Rights Campaign
Immigrant Legal Resource Center
Institute for Science and Humao Values
Labor CounciJ for Latin American Advancemeut (LCLAA)
Lambda Legal
LatinoJustice PRLDEP
League of Conservation Voters
League of Uni ted Latin Amcrica11 Ciiizens
Legal Aid at Work
Mnin Street Alliance
Mi flllJlilia Veta
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Moni.SRising
NARAL Pro-Choice America
National Abonion Federarion
National Action Network
National A~ian Pacific American Women's Forum
National Asian American Paci lie Islander Mental Health Association
National Association ofHuman Rights Workers
National Association of Social Workers
Nati<;mal Bar Association
National Black Justice Coalition
National Center for Law and Economic Justice
National Center for Lesbian Rights
National Coalition for Asian Pacific American Community Development
National Coalition on Black Civic Participation
National Council of Asian Pacific Americans (NCAPA)
National Council of Jewish Women
National Council on Independent Living
National Education Association
National Employment Law Project
National Fair Housing A!Hance
National Health Law Program
National Hispanic Media Coalition
National Immigration Law Center
National Latina Institute for ReptQductive f:lealth
Nadonal LGBTQ Task Force Action Fund
National Organization for Women
National Partnership for Women & Families
National Women's Law Center
OCA - Asian Pacific Ame.rican Advocates
Pannership for Working Families
People For the Ame.rican Way
Planned Parenthood Federation of America
Policy Lfnk
Population Connedion Action Fund
Pride at Work
Pride Fund to End Gun Violenc.e
ProgressNow
Religious Institute
Service Employees International Union (SEIU)
Sierra Club
Southeast A.sia Resource Action Center (SEARA Cl
Southern Povert)I Law Center
Transgender Law Center
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The Trevor Project
URGE: Unite fur Reproductive & Gender Equity
US Women and Cuba Collaboratlon
Voices for Progress
Voting Rights Forward
Women Employed
Women's Voices Women Vote Action Fund
Woodhull Freedom Foundation
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March 17,2017
The Honorable Chuck Grassley
135 Hart Senate Office Bldg.
Washington, D.C.10510

The Honorable Dianne Feinstein
331 Hart Senate Office Bldg.
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Seaator Grassley and Senator Feinstein:
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On behalf of the Major Cities Chiefs Associatioa, representing the 69 largest
local law enforcement agencies in the Nation, we are writing to support the
nomination of Judge Neil Gorsuch to the Supreme Court of the United
States.
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We applaud his distinguished career in public service, a record of
achievement that began with his work as a judicial clerk.on the U.S. Court
of Appeals for the D.C. Circuit. During those early years as a judicial clerk,
Neil Gorsuch earned high marks from law enforcement. He has been praised
by those who worked at his side on criminal cases as well as officials who
have taken cases to his courtroom in later years.
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His record as a judge shows a commitment to public safety and sensitivity to
the needs oftbe community. He has made decisions that are both tough and
compassionate. Additionally. his record shows respect for laws and cases
that enable law enforcement to do their job.
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American law enforcement has always looked to you for leadership, and we
again tum to you to move the nomination of Neil Gorsuch quickly througl1
the confirmation process.
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Sincerely,
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J. Thomas Manger
Chief of Police
Montgomery County Police Depnrtment
President, Major Cities Chiefs Association
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The Honorable Charles E. Grossley, Chairman
Committee on the Judi~fory
United States Senate
135 ffart Senate Oflice Building
Washington. D.C. 20510
The Honorable Diann.e Feinstein, Ranking Member
Committee on the Judic iary
U11itcd States Senate
33 l Hart Se11<1te Office Building
Washington. D.C. 20510
Dl'ar Chairman Grassley and R;111ki11g Member Feinstein:
We write to express our strong support for Judge Neil Gorsuch' s nomination to be an
Associate Justice of the Supreme Court of 1he United States. The undersigned arc members of
the Supreme Court bar with substantial experience befcm.t the Coui1. CtJllt'ctively, we have
argued more than 500 cases before the Court. Manyofm;, moreover. worked with Jndge
Gorsu.ch (or litigated against hin1) when he was in private practice; serve.cl alongside him in the
lU$ticc Department; or have appeared before him in the Court of Appeals. We hold a broad
rang.e or political, policy. and jurisprudential views. But we are unified in offering our support
of Judge Gorsuch' s nomination.
Falm1inded, dedicated, smart, and unfailingly polite, Judge Gorsuch is so111eone all of ui;
would be pleased to appear before. He is prlncipfod in his approach to the law, but also keenly
aware of practical consequences. He is a thoroughly kind and dec.:nt person. Respectful of
colleagues and counsel alike, Judge Gorsuch has the unusual combination of character,
dedication, and intellect that would make him an asset to our Nation's highest court.
We hope this infmmation will be of assislanct: to the Committee in its consideration of
Judge Gorsuch's nomination. We thank you for your time and attention, and urge you to support
his confirmation.
Very truly yours.
Lisa Ulatt
Richard P. Brcss
Michael A. Carvin
John P. Elwood
Roy Englert
Miguel A. Estrada
Mark Evans
H. Bartow Farr, Ill
David C. Frederick
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Dan Mimrndfarb
William M . Jay
Peter D. Kdsler
Michnel K. Kellogg
Jeffrey A. Lamken
Christopher Landau
Maureen E. Mahoney
Ronald Mann
Roman Martinez.
Deanne E. Maynard
Matthew D. McGill
Eric 0. Miller
Glen D. Nager
Aaron M. Panner
Mark A. Pell'y
Carter G. Phillips
Richard II. Seamon
Stephen M. Shapi ro
Mark 'L Stan~il
Kathleen M. Sullivan
Amir C_Tayrani
Christopher J. Wright
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March 21 , 2017
United States Senate Committee on the Judiciary
224 Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, DC 20510-6050
Dear Members of 1.be Senate Judiciary Committee:
On behalf of the Ms. Foundation for Women, the longest-standing public women's foundation in
the country, I write to express our opposition to the confirmation of Judge Neil Gorsuc.h as
Associate Justice of the United States Supreme Court.
for 44 years, the Ms. Foundation for Women has supported women- and women of color-led
grassroots movements for justice across the country. We were one of the earliest institutions to
fund efforts 1o protect women from wage discrimination, theft, and unsafe woi:king conditions,
and we were among the iirst funders to provide resources and capacity-building support to
organizations on the frontlines of the fight for reproductive justice. Today, we continue to speak
out for economic security, health, and safety for all women. We understand the vital role the
judiciary plays in protecting rights that enable all women to live with dtgniry and free from harm.
Given Judge Gorsuch 's record as a jurist, we believe his confirmation to the Supreme Court
would cause serious harm to women, in particular low-income women and women of color.

ln fact, Judge Gorsuch's rulings have already harmed these communities. His consequential
opinion in Hobby Lobby v. Se.belius enabled companies to withhold insurance coverage for birth
c-0ntrol on religious grounds, effectively Limiting access to health care. More recently, bis dissent
in Planned Parenthood Association of Utah v. Herbert upheld a statewide ban on fundfog for
Planned Parenthood. This ban, put in place after deceptive videos of Planned Parenthood
employees were released, would have compromised the health, safety, and economic security of
tens of thousands of women and men in Ul.<lh. At a time when low-income communities' access
to comprehensive health care se.rvices, including reproductive care, is under threat, we need to be
sure that the next Associate Justice will not politicize their health. Unfortunately, it seems clear
that Judge Gorsuch privileges 'refigious freedom ' over access to care.
We are equally concerned about Judge Gorsuch's potential rulings on police officers' use of
eitcessive force. He bas repeatedly ruled in favor of police officers in these cases, including one
in which an officer put a 67-pound, 9 year old boy in an arm twist lock and handcuffed him.
Judge Gorsuch absolved the offi<.ier of any wrongdoing, calling the actions "regrettable." What
we find deeply regrettable is Judge Gorsuch' s apparent callousness toward police violence. The
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grassroots organizations we support know firsthand the threats that communities of color.
especially transgender \\'Omen of c-0lor, face ever;y day in this country, and we urge the
committee to consider the impact of confim1ing an Associate Justice who has failed, at nearly
every opportunity. to honor their safety.
fn addition to Judge Gorsuch's troubling record, the allegations that he made statements last year
condoning pregnancy dhcrimination are disturbing and deserve serious scrutiny. One of Judge
Gorsuch's former law students has written to you describingthese sexist remarks, which she also
reported to the University of Colorado. At the time of this writing, at least one classmate has
corroborated this characterization of Judge Gorsuch's statements. These allegations suggest that
Judge Gorsuch may not only find fault with existing workplac.e protections against sex
discrimination but also harbor his own gendered biases against women in the workplace discriminatory beliefs which should haV'e no place on our country's highest court. Taking into
account Judge Gorsuch's judicial record. including his dismissal of a UPS employee's se.~
discrimination case, we urge you to seriously examine Judge Gorsuch's views on die legality of
workplace protections.

Time and again, Judge Gorsuch has favored corporations over people. His history of siding with
powerful interests over communi1ie.~ with the least power should be concerning to anyone who
believes in justlce for all. We urge you to oppose his confirmation as Associate Justice. If we can
be a resource, or should you need additional information, please contact Alyson Silkowski at
asilkowski@ms.foundation.org or 212-709·4423.
Sincerely,
J

I\/

~ ·~lk~

l:

Teresa C. Younger
President and CEO
Ms. Foundation for Women
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March 13,2017

Chainnan Chuck Grassley
Senate Judiciary Committee
United States Senate
Ranking Member Dianne Feinstein
Senate Judiciary Committee
United States Senate
Dear Chairman Grassley and Ranking Member Feinstein,
On behalf of the National Abortion Federation (NAF) and our President Vicki S11porta, lam
sharing a statement of opposition for the Senate Judiciary Comminee hearing on the nomination
of Judge Neil Gorsuch to the Supreme Court.
NAF is the professional association of abortion providers. Our members include private and
nonprofit clinics, Planned Parenthood atliliates, women's health centers, physicians' offices, and
hospitals who together care for approximately half the women who choose abortion in the U.S.
and Canada each year. Our mission is to ensure safe, legal, and accessible abortion care, which
promotes health and justice for we.men.
I kindly request that this statement be submitted for the record.
Thank you.
Shivana Jorawar
Federal Policy Director
National Abortion Federation
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March 16, 2017
Via Federal Express
U.S. Senate Committee on the Judiciary

224 Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washlngton. DC 20510
Dear Chairman Grassley. Ranking Member Feinstein, and Members of the Senate
Judiciary Committe~
The National Association of Women Lawyers ("NAWL") Committee for Ille
Evaluafion of Supreme Court Nominees ("Committee' )' has completed an
extensive. review of the qualifications and back,ground of the Honorable Neil
Gorsuch. tfle Pl'6$idenlial nominee for lhe Untted States Supreme CoDrt to fill the
vacancy created by the death of Justice Scalia.
Consistenl with 1he stated mission of the Con1mi ttee. our assessment
focused on Judge Gorstich's personal integrity, professional competence. and
judicial temperament. with 'an emi;ihasis on laws a11d decfsions regarcling women's
rights or that have a spe<;ial Impact on Women."' Our teview of over 500 opinions,
concurrences. and dissents written by Judge Gorsuch and articles and books he
authored or coauthored led 1he Committee to conclude that Judge Gorsuch has
outstanding legal ability consistent with service on the Supreme Court. Similarly,
our interviews of several dozen litigants. former Jaw clerks. former and current
colleagues, and others who have interacted with Jud_ge Gorsuch during the last
three decades persuaded the Committee that he has the highest reputa~on for
integri(Y and generally demonstrates a sound judicial lemper'amen l. However, the
Committee's standards require rel/iew of each nomi'nee under several ·s eparate
evaluation criteria, and the prospective nominee i s round "not qualified' when ' the
Committee has determined that the prospective nominee does not meet the
Committee's standards wlth respect to one or more of its evaluatlon criteria .
integrity. professional competence. jUdicial temperament Q( he or she does not
demonstrate a comm~ menl to women's rights or issues that have a special lmP<1Cl
on women.' 3 Judge Gorsuch's writings in or about several cases that implicate
women's ri.ghts or interests caused the Committee signmcant concern. Based on
those writings, in light of the quoted language contained in the Committee's
standards, the Committee finds thal Judge Gorsuc'1. lo dale, does ,not have a
' demonstrated commitment to women's 11ghts or issues that have a special impact
on women." Because such a demonstrated commitment is a pre-requi site for a
nominee to receive a ' qualifietd" or "well qualified" ranking from NAWL, the
Commatee ranks Jl1dge Gorsuch "not q~ alified."

N.twYOtlti NV

S•ndra Yamato
~ ll
eteaJCfvoPi~

JonnyWators
C>W:ago, ll

The key i ssues of concern identified through the Committee's review or
Judge Gorsuct'l's Wr1tfngs fall into two ~ey categories. First. the Committee is
concerned by JUdge Goisucil's expans1ve view of religious rights and or tile lights
of corporate entities, whfct) has led him to conclude that the religious rignts of
individuals and corporations take precedenc11 over women's liberty lnte1ests.

' NAWL 's StJp1eme Court Committee is comprlSe<l of distingwshed law professors, appellate pracli'Joners.
corporate counsel. ano cuttent and former federal law cler'l<s.

1 National Association or Women Lawyers Manual lor tile Committee for \hlO i;::valuation ot Supreme Court

Nominees. p. 1 (attached).
l /d. at p. 5 (emphasls addad).
• Id,
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including women's reproductlve rights. Second. the Committee IS concerned by Judge Gorsuch's narrow
reading of the f\oldings in key cases where the apPlication of substantive due process was held lo protect
lndividual lfberties of women and minorities.
In our view, Judge Gom1ch has taken an overly 0)(1lansive view of Jeliglous rights that unnecessarily
oompromise5" women's reproductive rights ln cases where bOlh are at issue" To tOustrete the poinl the
Committee offers the following examples'.
In a concurring opinion in Hobby Lobby Stores, /no. v. Sebelilis. 723 F.3d 1114 (1 0th Cir. 2013).
Judge Gorsuch held that an expanded application of religious freedom operates to invalidate the
conlr.'lceptlon coverage mandate of the Affordable Care Act (' ACAj, limiting a woman's reproductive
health choices. This opinion expanded the theory of religious rights to Include corporate dedsion maki11g and, io so dolf\9, limJled t~e rights of women employees to make their own health care
decisions.'
In Little Sisters of lfle Poor Home for Iha Aged, Denver, COio. v. Bui well. 799 F ,3d 1315, l 317 (10th
Cir. 2015). the Tenth Circuit Court of Appeals upheld the ACA accommodation allowing religiou$ly·
affiliated non-profit organiz.allons to submit a form opting out of birth control coverage throu.gh
employer ptovided )]eall,ll plans while ensunng women could nevertheless obtain coverage from
tl)ose insurance plans. In a sua sponte poll for rehearing. Judge Gorsuch joined a dissent from the
denlal of rehearing. which argued that the act of submilfing the form, ilself an attempt to balance an
organization's religious freedom and women's access to col'ltraception, violated the plaintiffs' religious
freedom.

In another case, Judge Gorsuch favored what the majority considered an · unusual procedural move"
attempt to reverse l he entry of a temporary injunction favoring Planned Parenthood . In Planned
Parenthood Ass'n of Utall v. HerberUJ3g F,3d 1301. 1302 (1 0th Cir. 2016), a Tenth Cfrcuil Cou!1 of Appeals
panel prellrl1inarily enjoined an order issued by the Governor of Utah that would have defunded Planned
Parenthood. In his dissenting opinion Judge Gorsuch continued to allJue for an en bano heanng, despite the
fact Uiat an initial poll of tfle judges had railed, neither party had requested ar\ en bane heari09 and lhe
litigants had agreed to a preliminary injunction i n favor of Planned Parenthood.
in

an

Judge Gorsuch·s wrillngs also exhibit a reluctance to recognize precedent 1hal applies subs!antive
due process to protect the rights of womel\ and minorities.• In Chapter 5 of his 2006 bOo~ tiUed The Future of
Assis/ad Suictde 1m<f Eult/anasia. Judge Gorsuch argues that me portions of the plurality opinion in Planned
Parenthood v. Casey, 505 U.S. 833 (1992) and tile major)ty opjnion in Loving v. Virginia. 388 U.S. 1 (1967)
that rely on a due process fundamental liberty interest can be read as dicta. Judge Gorsuch's narrow reading
or Casey and LDvlng is belled by other Supreme Court opinions that also rely on the existence of a
fundamental liberty interest of protecting fndMduar rights 1o maintain control over private decislol's without
government interference, mcltrdfng those. of women and minorities. See, e.g., Obergefe/I v. Hodges. 57B U.S.
_ . 135 S. Ct. 2584, 2598. 192 L. Ed. 2d 609 (2015) (acknowledging the right or same sex couples to marry):
Lawrence v. T11xas, 539 U.S. 558. 564, 123 S. Ct. 2472, 2476, 1.56 L. Ed . 2d 508 (2003) (protecting private
se~uai choices); Eisenstadt v, Bain:J. 405 U.S. 436, 4S3, 92 S, Cl. 1029. 31 L.Ed,2d 349 (1972) (affirming lhe
right of unmarried individuals to possess birth control); Gri!;Wold v; Connecticut, 381 U.S . 479, 484-486, 85
S. Ct 1678, l4 LEd.2d 510 (1965) (affirming the right to privacy of married couples in intimate decision
making). The views Judge Gof$uclJ MJC\Jlated in this chap\ef raise lhe concern that tie interprets abortion
rights as: restin_g on little more than slare decisis. and that his approach to substantive due process will
otherwise mirror the most reslrfctive Views asserted by members of the modern Supreme. Coon.

s NAWL joined ln the National Women's Law Cenler's Amictts bnef filed In the Supreme Court on appeal from the
Hobby lobby decision That briel argued for the reversal of the T enlh Circuit opinion,

•See Gorsuch. Neil, ifl9 FuhJre of ASS1sled Suickle and eutf>Bnasia, Ch. 5: ' Casey and Cruzan: Do They lnllmate
a Right lo Assisted Suicide and Euth<lflasia " (2006).
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Judge Gorsuch has authored several decisio11s In geoder discriminatlo11 cases and regarding general
principles of statutory an.li·discrlm)natlon law. In general, his opinions in these cases are writlen ,thoughtfully
and respectftJlly and recognize the difficulties encountered by cisgender' anti·discrirn1nafion claimants even in
t1is opinions 1ssui'n g adverse ruling$. He has reached defensible positions both In favor and against women
based upon the specific facts of each case. See Stric/<land v. United Parcel Service. 555 F.3d 1224 {10th Cir.
2009) (e11 bano concurronce in part and dissent in part) (finding basis for new trial on FMLA claim bul not on
Title VII sexual harassment ctalm); Orrv. City of AlbtJquerque. 531 F.3d 1210 ! 10th Cir. 2008) (finding f11ctual
issues regarding pretext to suppor1 a t1iat 011 FMLA a11d Title VII claims). Yet. on 1ssues of law, his plainmeaning approach 10 statutory iJiterpretation a~d his reluctance to defer to administrative agencies has
caused him lo reject ihlerprelations of anli-Olscrim1naUon statutes that ace favorable to women. See E/WeJI v.
Stale ofOJ<lahoma. 693 F.3d 1303 (10lh Cir. 2012) (holding under\~e ADA that employment discrimination
clarmscannot be brought under Title II}; A/mend v. Unified School Distlict. 665 F.3d 1174 {101h Cir. 2011)
(lfmil ing Lily Ledbetter Act's long statute of limita~ons to claims fo1 unequal pay. as opposed to a11
compensation-based claims).
The Committee Rnds that Judge Gorsuch cons1slenuy displayed both a superior Intellect arid a
oomprehensNe understanding of the issues with which he was presented. The Committee found hfs opinions
well written, his analytic ab111ties fmpressive. and his judicial reasoning accesslble. Interviewees also afllll'fled
his dedication 10 ·gelling It ri!Jhl: wti11e also acknowledging the impact of his deeply conservative legal
perspective. Additionally. the Committee's interviewees said that the Judge is thoughtful. hardworkin!). tiighly
prepared, and thorougn. Most interviewees described him as an engaged boss who supportoo his colleagues
and employees regardless of gender. With a few exceptions, the interviewees deseribed Judge Gorsuch as
Intellectually .:apable of assumi'1!) ttie role of Supreme Cottrl Justice and his temperament as appropriate for
.s!lch an esteemed position. The Comm11tea finds that Judge Gorsuch has demonstrated the intellectual and
analytical talent, judiclal temperament, and professional demeanor required to serve on our Nation's hlghest
court.
Never1heless, because the Committee has found Iha! Judge Gorsuch has not ' demonstrate{d] a
commitment to women's rights or issues that haw a special impact on women:• we Rod that he is not
qualified under NAWL's standard to assume the position of Justice of the Supreme Coufl of the United
Stales.

Very Truly Yours,

~

Camil!eA. Nelson, Co-Chair
NAWL Supreme Court Committee

cc:

Ramona

E. Romelo, Co-Chair

NAWL Supreme Court Comm1ttee

T he Whije House
Judge Neil Gorsuch

The mission of NAWL is to provide leadersJiip, a collective vofce. and essential resources to sdVance women
ln the legal profession and advocatE tor the equality of women under the law. Since 1899, NA WL has been
empowering women rn the /8gal profession. cultivating a diVerse membership dedicated to equality, mutual
support, and collective success.
1

However, Judge Gorsuch participated ii\ decisiops issued by panels of the Ninth and Tenth Ci rcuits thal declined
to recognize transgender women as women and. as such. denied them rigMts that would be affo(ded to other
women. See Kastl v. Maricopa County Com1Jf(1m/y College, 325 Fed. Appx. 492 (9th Cir. 2009) (siulng b~
designatton); Dr[l/Sy v. Pallan, 601 Fed. Appx. 632 (10th Cir. 2015). T hes& opinions renect a departure from the
approach Judge Go1such has snown in other discrimination mailers involving women. and cause me Committee
s1gnlfican\ concern.
• Natlo~al Association of Women Lawyen.; Manual for the Committee for the Evaluation of Supreme Court
Nominees alp. 5
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Nat rona I
Congress.,
American
I ndians
March 24, 2017
Senator Charles Grassley. Chainnan
Committee on the Judiciary
United Stares Senate
Wasblngton, DC 20510
Re:

Senator Dfanne Feinstein, Ranking Member
Committee on the Judiciasy
United States Senate
W!1$hington, DC 20510

Support for Confirmation of Judge Neil Gorsuch

Dear Chairman Grassley and Ranking Member f'eins1ein:
We wtiteon behalf of the National Congress of American Indians and the Nativ6 Amerkan Right!> Fund to offer
our support for the confirmation of Judge Neil Gorsuch to beC()me Associate Justice on the Supreme Court of the
United States. Judge Oorsuch hails fro111 the West, with the Tenth Circuit encompassing the territory of76
federally-recognized Indian tribes. Our organizations, and the Indian tribal governments we represent, have long
sought the nomination of Justices with knowledge of federal lndian law, and more genenllly with e~ience on
western Issues such as federal lands and natural resources,
As. noted repeatedly during the hearing, Judge Gorsuch has significant experience with cases involvlng the intere.1ts
of Indian tribes and Indian people. His oplnions,.ecogni-.e Tribes as sovereign governments, and address issoes.of
sig11iticance to Ttibcs, including state po lie<! incurs(on onto tribal lands, sovereign immunity, religious 'freedom,
accounting for trust funds, exhaustion of tribal remedies. and Indian country criminal.jurisdiction. Judge Gorsuch
appear5 to be both attentive to the details and respectful to the fundamental principles of tribal sovereignty and the
federal trust responsibility.
Judge Gorsuch W!IS one of the Tenth Circuit Judges who accepted NCAl's invitation to Oll1'200q .Annual Meeting
in Denver, CO, and engaged in an insightful dialogue with tribal leaders regarding the starus offederal Indian law
in the courts, Tribal leaders. greatly appreciate the ouireac.h a<1d communication with judges, like.Judge Gorsuch,
who are willing to take time out of their busy schedules to learn more about Indian country,
Based on this eJ(perience and his record, we have confidence that Judge Gorsuch will be open-minded io all
perspecUves, lt is our hope that .his confinnation will help to prese.rve "bi-panisan cooperation on thejudicial
selection process. Please contact NCAJ General Counsel John Dossett, jdossett@ncaLorg, or NARF Staff Attorney
Ricliard Guest, richardg@narf.org. if we can provide any additional infonnation,
Sincerely,

jr.- F fl_c_~
Brian Cladoosby, NCAI Presidem

John Echohawk, NARF Executive Director
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The Honorable Mitdl McCon11ell
Majority Leader
United •States Sena re

The Hononble Charles Schumer
Minority Leader
United States Senate

us Capitol

5230 US Capitol

5221

Washington. DC 205 I 0

Washington, DC 205 I0

The Honorable Charles Gl'ilUley

The Honorable Dianne Feinstein
Ranking Member
Senate Commlttea o~ the Judiciary
I 52 Dirksen Senate Office l!UUdlng
Washington. DC 205 I0

Chairman
Senata Committee on lhe judlcbry
22~ Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, DC 20510

Dear Lead<!r McConnell, Leader Schumer, Chairman Grasstey, and Ranking Member
Feinstein;

The National Council of Jewish Women (NCJW) writes to express Its strong
opposition to the confirmation of Judp Nell Gorsuch to die US Supreme
Court. NCJW beUcves that only chose committed to upholding conStltlJtlonaJ rights and
lundamenal freedoms should be confirmed to our nation's higllest court. judge Gonuch,
through Iii• opinions and essays. has made it clmr that he has no ttSpect for the
constitutional principles that have supported !ht> progress made by women and peq>le of
color throughout our country's history. The Supri!me Court I• the Anal >!biter of our bW$.
and its rulings dramatically impact the lives and rights of all Amffican•. Nonetheless,
Judge Gorsuch has demonstrated, time and time llP!n, that he prloritiU$
corporations lllld the wealthy over the people most In nud of the Court's
prot·e c.tion.

Senator Gtassley, In 2009, you said:

Because Supreme Court juSll<:i!S have the last $0)' with respect to the bw and ha~e
the ability ~o make precedent. they do not have the ..me kinds of rastraints lower
court ludgts have. So we need to be convinced these nominees have fudkJal
restraint-oin other words, the setf--f"cstraln:t to resist interpreting the Cons.tltution

to satisfy thelr person• ! beliefs and prefe rence• ... The pres.« vuion of our
Individual freedoms depends on limiting pollcym1king to legislators rather th•n on
elected judges who haYe ·• life<ime appointment.'
These words ring true today. Unfortunately, Judge Gorsuch's record on the Court of
Appeals for the Tenth Circuit d<>mollstrates hi> lack of judld• I rennfnL Indeed, Gorsuch
has a dear agenda; his rulings do not retlect the imp•rtlallty and i.ndependon<e the

American people e.><pect aiid deserve ftom the [edenl bench.
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Throughout hfs tenu,... on the bench, Judge Gottuch has repeatedly
demonsttated the exa~t lack of self"rettralrtt agaftlst: which Seoator Grassley
wamed. Pc:rliaps: most nocably1 Judge Gorsuch joined the. Temh Or.cuit's m~foricy opinion
in Hobby Lobby Stores, Jn<. v, Scbel1.,.,• wl\ich -.!lowed for-profit cmplo~rs co relu•e to
comply With the contr'-Ceptive cover:ige benenu of the Afford:lbl• Care Act - policy
properly made by leglllm1r. - wlthou<any reg.rd lor the con•titutlo)'l•liy-g1J•r<1n<ceo
rlghu or women ond famlli.. or the integrity of i;he legisl•tive process. He went even
further in hi• concurring opinion, ..,entblly prioritlt1ng lhdMd4al business owner"
persona[ religious views over those. of female employees.Jo>
)udg• Gorsuch has repeatedly s~own hostility to nearjy every population wlth rlghu at risk,

from women ond workers to die envlronment4!1d beyond. H I• e>rtenslve writings
reveal his identity as an ideologiat warrior, not an open~minded jurist. WhU!! oo
the Tenth Cl~ul~ judge Gorsuch h•~ algued agaln>t agency-impo•e<t <0"1J?i111Y
when
the company's lack of •afety trainlng led to an employee' s deoth:- protecced medical device
companles from liabllitt when patient> were l'tarmeq by the companies' produc:u, w1'ich
were neither FDA-approved nor proven co be s;ife and effcccivo.:• and upheld che donlal of
long-term be11ef1ts to ·i dls:lbled t'111ploycc despite th" e1J1ploy<'<''s p1Jysicfan'1 determination
chat the employee was, indeed, fully disabled,•

iin••

Our ncxc Supreme Court [uuice muu be• fair and independent indivldu•I who wtll stand
up for constitution-al values ill\d protections for everyone - not Just corporations and rhe

woallhy. judge Neil Go ..ucli I• not this lndividll>I. Ac~rdinglt. we strongly urge the.
Senate Judiciary Committee to vote agatns~ the confirmation of)11dge Gorsuch to
tlie US Supreme CourL
Sincerely.

7('"(1 k

t:.f-

Nancy K. Kaufrnaa
C EO, N;niona.I Co\mcll or Jewish Women

• I SS Cong. Acc. $8923 (2009) (stat~ment of s~·11 Otarl~ Gr1ts!iley).
' nJ F.ld 14 (10111or. 201J1.
1o Ii (Gorsuch, J.• concurring),

n

• Compus EnvironmtnQ\. i"'. v. OSMRC. 633 F.ld I 16", 1170 (IOtll Cir. 201 I) (Go.....,<h, j,.
d%SSef'Ung}.

' Caplinger v. Medtronlc. Int.. 78-1 F,Jd lllS (IOtll O r. lOISJ.
• lucas v. U1lerty life Anurance Co. ol Boston, 4~4 F,A111>'"'i~.) !10th Or. 2011).
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J1,lht C. S1N:ks
,._t~c·,11lw nfn't:Mf'

United States Senate
Committee on the Judiciary
Washington. DC 20510
Dear Seuator:
On behalf of the three million members of the National Educa.tion Association and the 50 million
students they serve, we wish to express our strong opposition to the nomination of Judge Neil
Goi:sach to the United S11ttes Supreme Court. In the ovel'whelming majority of cases, he has
ruled against disabled students and expressed personal reservations about theirconstitutional
rights. His record as a whole shows a lack of regard for the struggles and rights of students with
disabilities. Ifthe Supreme Court were to adopt Judge Gorsuch's views on disability and
education, the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA), along with complementary
civil rights laws and protections. could be. hollowed out.
Of specific concern:
•

First, Judge Gorsuch has erected technical legal barriers against the legal claims of
sll1dents with disabilities - baniers ofthe type that lhe Supreme Court has subsequently
ttjected unanimously. For example, in A.F. v. Espanola Public Schools, he would not
allow a student to assert her rights under the Americans wfth Disabilities Act because she
had previously reached a settlement under IDEA.

•

Second, Judge Gorsuch has repeatedly ruled that students with disabilitfcs are owed only
a b1,ue mi11imum of education - for ~xample, his opinion in Thompson R2-J School
District v. l11ke P., asserts that .IDEA requires educational progress that is "merely .,.
more fh!lfl de minim is.'' This finding has been rejected by other courts and is now' being
reviewed by the Supreme Court io Endrew F. v. Dougl(ls County School District.
Third, Judge Gorsuch has joined deeply troubling opinions that hold the constitutional
rignts of students with disabilities a.re not violated even when they are segregated and
subjected to abusive confinement - for example, in Muskrat v. Deer Creek Public
Schools and Couture v. Boord of Education.
Fourth, Judge Gorsuch appears to favor dismantling the power of administrative agencies
to enforce regulatory protections, including those for students with disabilities. Under the
Chevron doctri.ne enunciated in 1984, the Supreme Court defers to agencies'
interpretation of ambiguous statutory language. In Gutierrez-Brizuela v. Lynch. Judge
Goi:such calls the Chevron doctrine a ''behemoth'' that "swallow[s] huge amounts of core
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judicla l 11nd legislatlve power'" and in Caring H~nrts Personal Home Sl!rvice$. Joe. '"
Burwell, h~ mocl;s ted~rnl ag~ncies as so-call~d "expe11s."
ln Addition 10 deepiy troubling rulings in numerous cases involving students wi1h disubilities fully detuiled in NBA's report. "Judge Neil Gorsucn's Reeord on Stud~nts with Disabilities"
(avail:1bk at http:l1bit.lv/1 11b I hfo) - he has consisteotly sided with big, f)usir1c~s al 1he expense
of work.ing people. Judge Gor!such has embr~ccd extreme views I hat could endanger workers'
rlghts on issL•CS like cmploymen1 discrimination, worker satet)•. snd woges.

The ne.xt Supreme Counju:.'tice co11ld ci1$1th~ deciding vo1e in cast> involving studems with
disabilities, as "ell as Q\her critical issues: public education funding, educators' ability to
negotiate collecrivel y for wages <ind benc lits, and much more. An independent Supreme Cmrrt is
a check on .ubuse of executive power. whic.h j5 more lmpo1tant now than ever. 1L is essential for
the next Soprt:me Court justice to be fair and imparti~I -not influenced by politics. panic:; QT
the preside111.
NEA supports the right~ of students with disabi lities to m.'l!ivc. a high quality education. to lfvc
free from dlscrimi11etion. and to be vi11dioated by the courts wh~n 1hosc rights art: violated .
Providing students ,yjllu:jisabi li1ies the opportunity lo succeed acndemically is a moral a1'd
tirofcssio1ia l respons1h11il}' of 1he cduc.. tor community tlnd 1hc. nation as 11 whole. As you prepare
for n hc1irillg. and ~ vote. we strnngl)· urg.c you to oppoS<J the nomination of Judge Neil Gorsuch
to !he Supreme Court.
Sincerely.

Marc E,gan
Dir.ecror of Gov~rnment RelS'lions
National F.drnmtion A~ocia1ion
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March 13, 2017

Submitted Via Email:
Ted_ lchman@judiciary-rep.senate.gov
Paige _herwig@iudiclary-dem.senate.gov
The Honorable Chuck Grassley, Chairman
United States Senate Committee on the Judiciary
224 Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, DC 20510
The Honorable Dianne Feinstein, Ranking Member
United States Senate Committee on the Judiciary
152 Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, DC 205 10
Dear Chairman Grassley and Ranking Member Peinstein:
On behalf of the National Employment Lawyers Association (NELA), and its 4,000 circuit, state,
and lecal affiliate members across the country, I write to express our strong opposition to the
llOmination of Judge Neil M. Gorsuch to the United State-s Supreme Court.

NELA is the largest professional membership organization in the country comprising lawyers
who represent workers in labor, employment and civil rights disputes. Founded in 1985, NELA
advances employee rights and serves lawyers who advocate for equality and justice in the
Amedcan workplace. Our members litigate daily in every circuit, affording NELA a unique
perspective on how employment oases aot11ally play out on the ground. NELA strives to protect
the rights of its members' clients, and envisions a workplace in which employees will be paid at
least a living wage in sn environment free of discrimination, harassment. retaliation, and
capricious employment decisions; employees' safety and livelihood wm not be compromised for
the sake of corporate profit and inte.rests; and individuals will have effective legal representation
to enforce their rights to a fair and j ust workplace, adequate remedies, and a right to trial by jury.
As a member of the T1mth Circuit Court of Appeals, Judge Gorsuch has demonstrated a troubling
propensity to both draw inferences against plaintift'.,employees and make improper
detenninations regarding the credibility of the respective parties when deciding whether an
employee should be permitted to pre.sent her claims to a jury (the procedural posture in most
employment cases on appeal). This practice runs afoul of the applicable provisions of the Federal
Rules of Civil Procedure and rulings from the Supreme Court. Judge Gorsuch has shown an
affinity for deploying legal reasoning unsupported by the text and purposes of the particular
employment laws at issue, and adopting inappropriately narrow readings of both the facts and
law in ways that operat.e to the detriment of employees seeking to vindicate their statutory rights.

Hallonat Ofllce • 2201 tlfoodway. Suite 402 • OQkland. CoAfornfa • 94' 12 • m 416.296.7629

W<nhlngton DC Olflce • 1828 l Skeet. HW" Sufte 600 • Wa1tifngton DC • 20034 • TEL 202,898.2880
emoll>nelohqiln1tlohq,org • www.nela.a<g • FAX 8'6.SU.7521
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This pattern gives rise to the question of whether Judge Gorsuch places the lnteresLS of
employers over the rights of employees. which should be fully explored during his confirmation
hearing.
Judge Gorsuch's tendencies as described above are made more troubling by his much-discussed
skepticism regarding the doctrine ofChevron' deference. Administrative regulations, us well as
otJ1er 1nterpretatio11s and enforcement guidance from administrative agencies such as the Equal
Employment Opponunity Commission (EEOC) and National Labor Relations Board (NLRB)
provide invaluable guidance to employers and employees regardi ng the nature of their rights and
responsibi!Hies, and are an essential tool for judges and advocates in resolving employment
disputes. One can imagine many ways in which a Supreme Court Justice with Judge Gorsuch ' s
appa rent. tendencies regarding emplt1yment cases, further unencumbered by any responsibility to
defer to authoritative interpretations developed by the agencies charged with interpreting and
enforcing our workplace laws. could undenninc profoundly the effective enforcement of the
employment laws passed by Congress.
The case descriptions that follow constitute reprcscnt11tive examples of the ways ln which Judge
Corsuch's jurisprudence in employment cases has manifested itself in cases arising under n
number of different employmelll statutes.

A.

Hwang 1·. Konsas Stale Univ. 1 (Disability Discrimination)

After she was diagnosed witl1 cancer. Professor Gmce 1lwang requested and received a six.month leave of absence covering the fall semester to recover from a bone marro\v transplimt. As
she was preparing to return to teaching tho following January, a flu outbreak erupted on campus.
Becal1se her doctor advised her not to subjec.t her compromised immune system to such an
c.nvironmcnt. she sought further leave. during whic.11 she could have worked from home. This
request contravened the employer's rule capping all leave requests to a maximum of six months.
Judge Gorsuch ruled that Professor Hwang's request for an additional leave of ab.~ence was
unreasonable and allim1cd the dismissal of her case. Applicable law requires that requests for
accommodations be evaluated on a case-by-case basis, and in U.S. Airways, Inc. v. Barne11,1 the
Supreme Cou11 suggested that a reasonable accommodation may require an employer to modify
an otherwise neutral rule(sueh as this employer's six-month cap on leave). JudgeGorsuch's
reasoning also contravened EEOC Enforcement Guidance. and conflicted 'vith rulings frorn
numerous other Circuit Courts of Appeals.
B.

Roberts v.

fnt

·1 Bus. Machines Coip, ~(Age Discrimination)

In affirming summary j udgment in favor of the defendant-employer in this case, Judge Gorsuc.11
demonstrated a number of troubling propensities that employee rights advocates understand all
too well: he both drew inferences against the non-moving party and improperly weighed the
evidence in a manner that Supreme Court law requires be done by a jury.
1

Chevron U..S.A~ Inc. v. Nat'! Res. Def. Council. 467 U.S. 837 (1984).
753 F.3d 11;9 (10th Cir. 2014).
1
535 U.S. 391 (2002'1.
'733 P.3d 1306 (l01h Cir. 2013).
1
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In a text message conversation, two of the defendants' human resources employees were quoted
as refe.rcncing ihe plaintiff's "shelf life" in deciding whether to eliminate his position (they
subseql1ently did). In decidi11g that the phrase could not conslitute direct evidence of
discrimination, Judge Gorsuch concluded that "the instant message conversaiion unmistakably
sugge;iS that 'shelf life' was nothing worse than an inartful reference to Mr. Roberts's queue of
billable work.''
IJc then moved to the que~tion of whether the phrase, in conjunction with conflicting evidence
regarding the plai11titT's performance record, could demonslrate thal the defendant's alleged
reasons for firing the plaintiff were a pretext for age discrimination. Judge Gorsuch held that the
plaintiff could not demonstrate·that changes in his pc:rfonnanc.e reviews were a pretext for
discrimination unless. he could "advance evidence that IBM's changed evalua1ion of his
performance. whether wise or mistaken. wasn •t honestly arrived at."
The only way in which Judge Gorsuch could reach such conclusions about the meaning of
statements such as "shelf life" and the credibility of the ddendant's asserted reasons for
te.rminating the plaintiff was. by drawing a series of inferences in the defendant's favor, and by
avoiding a more common intcrpret~tio11 of the phrase "shel f Ii fe" when applied in conversation to
an older employee. Longsta1iding Supreme Court precedent holds that judges must avoid
drawing such inferences when deciding whether a case ~hould be dismissed or procl!ed to trial.5

C.

TmnsAm Trucking. Inc. v. Administrative Review Baarcf (Whi$tleblower
Retaliation)

Alphonse Maddin worked as .a truck driver for the defendant-employer. He was driving a tracrortrailer down an Illinois freeway on a subzero night !11 2009 when he noticed that his truck was
nearly out of gas. I le pulled over because he could not find a fuel station, and ten minutes later.
the trai ler's brakes locked up due to the rrigid temperatures. Mr. Maddin was unable lo resume
driving the rraetor-trailer and reported the truck's unsafe condition to a dispatcher. The
dispatcher totd Mr. Maddin that a repairperson would be sent to fix the brakes.
Mr, Maddin dot ed offbrien)I and awoke to find that his torso was numb and he coo Id not feel
his feet. He told the dispatcher .about his physical condition and asked when the repairperson
would ~rrivc. "(lllang in there." the dispatcher responded.
Approximately one half hour later, Mr. Maddin called his supervisor, Larry Cluck, and told Mr.
Cluck that his feet were going numb and that he was having difficulty breathrng. Mr. Cluck told
Mr" Maddin not to leave 1hc trailer and gave him ''"o options: drag the trailer with inoperable
brakes. or stay put until 1he rcpairperson arrives. Mr. Maddin knew that dragging the trdiler was
illegal. but concluded that he might nor live much longer i f he were to wait for :1 revairperson.
Conse<Juently, Mr. Maddin unhitched the trailer and drove off.

s Anderson v . Liherty Lobby, Inc •• 477 t).S. 242, 255 ( 1986) t"Credibility detemi.inntions, the weighiog
of the evidence, and the drawing of legitimate inferences from the factS are jury functions. not 1hose of a

judge:•;
• 833 F.Jd 1206 ( tOth Cir. 20161 (Gorsuch. J., dissenting).

J
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Fifleen minutes after Mr. Maddin left-more than three hours after he first notified TransAm
that he was stranded in subzero temperalures- th.c repairperson arrived. Mr. Maddin drove the
rruck back to mec:t the rcpairperson, who then fixed the trailer's brakes. Less than a week later,
TransAm tetminatd Mr. Maddin for abandoning the trailer. Mr. Maddin filed suit. as the
applicable law prohibits an employer from firing an employee who "refuses to operate a vehicle
because ... the employee hos a reasonable apprehension of serious injury to the employee l1r the
public because. ofthe vchich.·· s har..ardous safety or security condition."
/\n Administrative Law Judge, a pant: I oflhe Department of Labor's Administrative Review
Board (ARB), and a 1m1jonty of the Tenth Circuil Court of Appeals panel thaireviewed this case
agreed that Mr. Maddin had engaged in prolt:ctt:d activity and was reialiated against. Judge
Gorsuch, however, dissented, and went out of his wuy to disregard the AR B' s statutory
interpretation, adopt an unnecessarily narrow interpretation of the term "operate" to conclude
that Mr. Maddin had not engaged in protected activity, and belittle the applicable statute's health
and safety goals as "vague and generic,''
D,

S1ricklandv. UPS. lnc.1 (Retaliation Under the Family 1111d Medical Leave Act and

Gender Discrimination)
In this case, the plaintiff was sul'.iected to intcJ1$e and unwarranted scrutiny of her performance
after retuming from a protected and approved two-week leave under the Pumi ly and Medical
!,eave Act, She was required to attend additional meetings that took her nway from her
responsibilities, was required to commit to unrealistic performance goals, and was prevented
from raising concerns regarding her treatment in line witli applicable company policy. Muhip le
co-workers testified that the plaintiff \Vas treated differently t11an her all of her co-workers after
her return from le:ive. The trejltmcnt worsened to the point where the plaintiff left the company,
though she never officit1lly quit and it was unclC!lr whether she intended to return to work.
A majority of the Tenth Circuit Court of Appeals panel rt:versed tbe district coutt's grant of
judgment as a matter of law on the plaintin~s constructive discharge claims (as applied to her
retaltaiion claim). as there was conllicting evidence as 10 whether the plaintiff intended to retum
to work. The panel also reversed the district court on the plaintilrs gender discrimination claims.
finding that there was evidence that she was treated worse than her male co-workers.
Judge Gorsuch dissented. and would have affirmed thedistrictcourrs ruling on the plainlilTs
gender discrimination claim. Despite the evidence presented that indicated that the plaintfff was
treated less favorably than her male co-workers, Judge Gorsuch concluded that the superviKor i11
question treated both male and female employees poorly. In reaching this conclusion . .Judge.
Gorsuch disregarded evidence from a male co-worker that he was not sut.Ueeted to the same
si;rutiny as the plaintlti, despite trailing her in all relevant sales ca tegories. He also relied in part
on evidence that another female employee did not also fac.e differential treatment, despite
applicable law holding that the fact that the defendant does nol discriminate against e11e1~1
employee of the plalntlfPs protected class is no defense to a discrimination claim.

7

555 f.3d 1224 (10th Cir. 2009) (Gors~ch. J.. (lissenting).
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E.

Weeks v. Kansai (Reta liutlon)

Judge Gorsuch held that in -house counsel <lid not e ngage in prot~ted opposition to alleged
unlawful discrimination when she advised a fire tnars hal to take seriously an empJoyee·s
complaints of di.scrimi11ation, and he affirmed the district court's grant ofsummary judgment.
This ruling is problematic for its adoption of an exc.eption to existing anti-retaliation Jaws. This
j udge-c.reated exception is not included in the text or supported by the purposes of Tit le Vtr of
the Civil Rights Act. Pursuant to his approach, employees in positions that require them to
monitor an employer's compliance wlth th.: law (such as in-house counsel) must engage in
specia{ forms of opposition or participation activicy to demonstrate that they have caken a
position truly '"adverse. to their employer." Absent proof of this higher level of opposition,
employees who hold positions such as that of a genera l counse l, who in many c.ases will be the
employee be5t equippe.d to learn about and oppose unlawful workplace discrimination. are not
protected against subseql1ent retaliation.
In affirming summary judgment nnd dismis.sing the plaintiff's case before trial, Judge Gorsuch
nlsu refused to resolve the question of whether the exception at issue conflicted with the
s~preme Court's decision in Cra11ford It. JWetro. Go1•., oJNaslrvi/le & Dm·idson Cty} which
sugge~ted that all one must Jo to "oppose" unlawful work,pJacc behavior and be protected against
retaliation is to "antagoni7..e ... ;contend against; ... confront: resist; [orl withst1md" it. Judge
Gorsuch did so because the plaintiff failed to cite Crawford in her briefs, even though that fact
does not prevent a judge from resolving an apparent conflict wfth binding Supreme Court
precedent.
Employees who have been lreatt'd unlawfully in the workplace. deserve a fu ll and fair
opportunity to prove their claims In our federal courts. Reasoning of the type found in mnay of
Judge Qorsuch's opinions undermines worker$· abillty lo vl:ndic;ite tl1eir rights and underc11t.~ the
promise of a fair and just American workplace that is embodied by the employment statutes
enacted by Congress. Judge Gorsuch 's treatment of bmh the law and facts in the cases cited
above. and in others that we reviewed. suggests an ideological pcr~pecti\/e which is
unsympatheric to workers and too solicitous of employers, and belies his reputation as a
committed textuatist. As such, we respectfully urge you to oppose Judge Neil M. Gorsuch's
confirmation to the United States Supreme Court.

Sincerely.

~~
Terisa E. Cha'v
Executive Director

s 503 Fed.Appx. 640 (10th Cir. 2012).
9
555 U.S. 271 (2009t
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NELA/Illinois
Advocates for employee rights
A proud affiliate .of the National Employment Lawyers Association

401 S. LaSalle St.
Suite 13029
Chica90, IL 60605
www.nela-illinois.org

March 20. 2017

Via Email
The Honorable Chuck Grassley
135 Hart Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

The Honorable Dianne Feinstein
331 Hait Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Re: Nomination of the Honorable Nei I Gorsuc'h to the Un ired States Supreme Court
Dear Senator Grassle)' and Senattrr Feinstein:
We write to oppose the nomination of Neil Gorsuch to t11e United Slates S11prcme
Court. We subtllit this letter on behalf of NELA-lllinois, the National Emptoymcnr Lawyers
Association Illinois Affiliate. We usk lhal you share it with members of your comminee.
We arc a bar association of C>ver f 50 employme.nl lawyers who practice employment
law i11 or. around lllinois. Our members and cliems range across the political spectrum. Our
members' employment law practice is mosily on bchafr of employees or individuals (not
employers or companies), but our members' clients include businesses, as well as workers or
all stripes - laborers, professionals, executives and even CEOs and business owners. NELAJllinois is concerned about the impacr that Judge Gorslu;h's ideological positions will have
upo1t Supreme Court Jurisprudence and the economic and civil rights ot' all American
employees.
The Supreme Court must have Justices who, whatever their polil[cal views, will serve
as neutral checks on the power and views of the Executive and Legislative branches, uphold
the spirit of the Constitution. and protcct the rights of individual Americans that Congress
grants them, We have serious reservations about Judge Gorsuch's ability to do so.
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Hon. Dianne Feinstein
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Page l of 4

Although it has been suggested that Judge Gorsuch is a "strictconstruc.tionisC who is
guided by the intent of drafters of legislation, his judicial opinions demonstrate a propensity to
engage in judicial activism when doing so advances his world view. Nowhere is Judge
Gorsuch's judiclal activism more pronounced than in bis concurrence in the Tenth Circuit's e11
bane decision in Hobby Lobby Stores. Inc. \'. Sebe/ius. 723 F.3d 1114, 1152-59 (10th Cir.
2013) ("Hobby L-0bby").
As Members of the L03rd Congress are aware, the intent of the Religious Preedom
Restoration Act (" RPRA ")was to preserve the religious rights of Americans \vho are lmman
beings, in particular Americans who are members of rel~gious minorities. RFRA·s authors
never intended the law to extend religious proiection to for-profit corporations. Judge
Gorsuch's co11cu1Tence, which espouses c>.'tending religious rights to corporations. not only
disregards t he intent of RPRA 's drafters. but also displays a fundamental bias favoring the
rights of companies over the rights of human beings. That mindseL if app lied to employment
laws, could have a devastating effect on laws affecting the workplace.
Judge Gorsuch also expressed views regarding women in the workplace thar are
incompatible with a host of individuals' rights Congress determined Wttrmnt protection. As
Jennili:r Sisk's and Barry Roseman's leiters to this Committee explain, Judge Gormch made
comments to law students reflecting beliefs that women take advantage of employers to obtain
health insurance before leaving the workforce afler pregnancies and that em ployers should be
able inquire about female employees' family plans LO protect the company.
Those beliefs are fundamcmally inconsistent with the purposes and language or
Title Vil of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, the Pregnancy Discrimination Act and The Pamily
and Medical Leave Act. Those laws express Congress's repeated determination that such
antiquated beliefs do not belong in America's workplaces. Through that legislation, Congress
protected women's (and men's) rights to start and grow fmnilies without fear of losing their
employment.
In making such comments .as a teacher of law students. Judge.Gotsuch demonstrated
that his personal beliefs may influence how he may usi; power bestowed upon him. While 110 1
part of his judicial record, Judge Gorsuch's comments regarding the role and rights ofwomcn
in the workplace are more li kely to accurately reflect his personal beliefs. This Committee
owes it to working women to investigate and examine those beliefs.
The American dream is founded on the ideal !hat people - men and women - c.an do
anything they set out to do, however. the reality is that employment choict\S are often
constrained by family, community. and social ties, as well as education aJ1d training.
Consequently, many Americans must accept the employment they can find and have little
hargaining power, if any, over the tem1s of their work.
Once workers find jobs, they can be fired for any reason, no reason, a bad reason, or an
immoral reason -- and severance payments are the exception, not the norm. But employers
covered by the <ibove-referenced laws cannor fire or retaliate aga inst employees for deciding
the fulfill a portion of the American Dreurn by starting a family.
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As health insurance is usually tied to employment, tl11s 1neans Iha! employees can lose
their families' health insurance for any reason. no reason, a bad reason, or an immoral reason.
Honest, hard work docs not guarantee job securicy or basic health Insurance.
The law provides only limited employee rights: basic health ~nd safety protections,
minimum wage protection. some proli:c.tion against discrimination, and extremely limited
whistleblower protections. Those narrow rights, however. become meaningless without judicial
enforcement.
Judicial enforcement is impossible when judges believe that corporacions and
individuuls have equal bargaining power, or when judges ignore tl\e gross disparities between
individual workers and the corporatio11s on which workers' livelihoods depend. Tbis is why
Judge Gorsuch ·s concum:1ice in the Hobby Lobby decision and his other decisions are so
troubling. /\nd his comments to laws students suggest he disagrees with Congress's i111.en1 as
e>1press~d Tille Vll, the Pregnancy Discrimination Acr and The Family and Medical Leave
Ac.1.
Although Judge Gorsuch writes mcivingly about 1he religious beliefs of the owners of
Hobfiy Lobby. the opinion ignores the religious beliefs and health needs of the over 20,000
individuals who work for the company. Most employees depend on employer provided health
care and 62% of women of child bearing age use bi1th control. 1UDs arc among the most
reliable and most e·xpcnslvc methods of hi11h contro l. The question unanswered by the Hobby
!,obby decision is why low-wage workers, with little economic bargaining power, should bear
the burden of paying for their employer's religious beliefs. And his co1r11ncmts to law students
call his beliefs about the equality of women in the workplace into question.
Our members are concerned that Judge Gorsuch's jurisprudence will continue to
strengthen the rights of corporations at the expense of indi viduals - particularly wurldng
women. We worry about economic discrimination 11gainst members o f1he LGBTQ community
And members of religious minorities.
Our members remember a lime when businesst:s could discriminate on religious
grounds against pregnanl wnrnen. interracial cot1ples, Jews, and Catholics, American workers
became freer, and our economy stronger, when our country outlawed thatdiscrimirunlon. 'me
appointment of the next Supreme Court Justice wi ll sel a tone for ~he future. We believe lhal
.fudge Gorsuch wi ll roll l>uok, rather than sdvruice. the economic rights of individual
Americans.
We encourage members oftlte .Judicial Committee to choroughly in vestigate these
views and therefore oppose his confirmati on. We urge the Committee, and the Senate, to
l'llrefully and thoroughly consider these issues and ask Members to vote against Judge
Gorsuch's confirmation to the Un ited States Supreme Court.
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Thsnk you for your consideration of our views.

Very truly yours.

Mauhew Lango
!'resident. NELA-lllinois
i.:.c.

Hon. Dick Durbin
Hon. Tammy Duckw0l1h
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March 2'.3, 2017
United States Senate Committee on the Judiciary
224 Dirksen Senate Office Building

Washington, D.C. 20510-6()50

RE: Judge Nei l Gorsuch
Nominee for the Supreme Court of the United Stales
Dear Senator Feinstein:

We write on behalf of the more than 150,000 registered nurse members of National Nurses
United to urge you to vote against referring the nomination of Judge Neil Gocsudl lO Lhe Full
Senate for consideration. Many organizations have weighed in against Judge Gorsuch's
nomination, snd so we are brief, rather th~ exhaustive, in 011tlining the reasons for our very
serious concerns.
Our members work a& bedside healthcare professionals throughout this counb'y. We work in
every hospital setting; fi:om small rural facilities to large urban public health systems, in
prominent research hospitals affiliated with prestigious public and private universities, as well as
Yete(11.lls Affairs hospitals and clinics. We care for Americans on every point of the
demographic specb'U1t1, at their mosr vulnerable. We provide the best care we possibly can,
without regard to race, gender, natioual origin, religion, socioeconomic circumstances, or other
identifying characteristic. Unfortu1111tely, Judge Gor,mch has not embod ied these same principals
in his lime on the bench. Instead, he has been consistently dismiss£ve of Americans' rights to
meaningful equality and workplace justice, and the need for robust enforcement of those
rights. And he has cultivated a jurisprudeoce {hat promotes business interests at tl)e expense of
the average American. To advance his nomination to the highest court of the United States
would abdicate your responsibility to provide the oversight necessary to ensure that basic legal
rights are enfor~-ed evenhandedly and for the protection of all people.
Dismissive of Minoritv Rights
Judge Gorsuch llas opposed the ideal that people who face, and who have histodc;illy faced,
formal discrimination should be able 10 rely on the courts to enforce the Constitution's guarantee
of due. process .and equal rights under the. law. For example, in 2005, Judge Gor:such wrote that
"American liberals have become addicted to the courtroom ... as the primary mesris of effecting
their social agenda on everything f(Om gay marriage" to other issues. Judge Neil Gorsuch.
Nationol Revif!\<l. Feb, 7, 2005.
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The idea that members of the LGBT communit)' have a constitutional, as well as unalienahle.
right to equality is not some libcnil social agenda. It is simply a call to enforce the fifth am!
Fourteenth Amendment~ of the Urtjted States Constitution. In fact, it is the Constitution' s
guarantee of minority protection from unequal treatment by an insular majority that makes our
democracy a un iqu~ and precious embodiment of the principles that all people ·'<ire created
equs1; · endowed ..,.;th \:~rtllin unalienable Rights:· And sadly. Judge Gorsuoh"s dismissive
attitude toward minority rights is no! just academic. ll has also colored his time on the.
bench. F.,g., Dru/ey \'. Pa/Ion, 601 Fed. Appx. 632 (10th Ci r. 20 15) (Judge Gorsuch joined in
ru ling that a prison did not violate the rights of a tnmsg~ndcr woman by housing her in an all·
male facility, ss well ;is denying her hOITTlone therapy and her req·ucst to wear women ·s
underclothing).
Priv ileges flusinc.ss tmerests Over Workers· Riehts
Judge Gorsuch has also rcjc,1·ed the ideas Viat Americ8Jls have the right to be free from
discrirnination at work, and that this encompasses the ·right to reasonable accorn111odations. For
example. in Hwang"· Kansas Stale U11/versf1y. Judge Gorsuch rejected a professor's assertion
that his request for ex-tended leave to deal with cancer qualified as a reasonable
accommodation. 7;3 P.3d 1159 (10th Cir. .2014). Congress enacted the ADA not only co protect
the rights of Americans with disabilities. bttt also to ensure that this col1ntry bcnctits from the
fu ll potential contribution of people who arc struggling with a mental or physical condition that
substanlially limits ll major lifo ft1nction. The requirement that employers provide reasonable
itccommodation is a key part of how the Congress desig11ed lhe ADA to meet these goals. The
Rehabil itation Act similarly requi res employers \Vho receive federal ti,inds to provide reasonable
accommodations to their employees.
As nurses. we see everyday how effecti\fely patients. i11cludi11g many c3ncer patil'nts. overcome
their ilh1ess~ and rerurn to productive work lives when pfoperly supported. As anyone who has
struggled with a major mental or physical limitation knows. leave m take care of disability·
related medical needs is often the accommodation needed to make cootinued partic.ipation in tha
workforce possible. The stress ofjob loss on top of a devasl<lting period of illness is not
therapeutic, to say the leasL Employers can ofte11 provide this accommodi!lion with no undue
hardship. For example, wi th n ,profossoT, a university migJ\1 substi11.11e in aa a<ljut1ct or simply
hold t>n offering a class. In fact, many universities now employ more adjunct facu lty thao
tenured profcssors. 1 These non-tenure track professors are generally paid (modestly) b)' the
class.J Many adjunct professor.; are so desperate to pick up enough classes to make a liv ing that
they work al more than one inb1itution. 3 Ir\ such circumstances. it would be an unu~ual, rather
than a typic!ll, case in which it would impose an undue hardship on an employer to allow a
professor tht: addi\ioo~l leave necessary rb win his battle with cancer by a~signing his classes to
adjunct faculty huugry forwork. With such nominal accommodatiOrl. Mr, Hwang's career might
have continued on 1rack despi te his battle with cancer.
l.i~ewisc. it will olkn be of no serious impact for a major employer to hold a position For an
employee net-ding add itional luavc. For .:1xample. many retailers, frequently have near oonstunt
openings in such high tum-over positions as cushier, smck person, bagger. or can runncr.4 In
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such circumSTMccs, it would be very unusual for additional leave to impose undue hardship on a
business. But Judg1.: Gorsuch doesn't see it t h.at way. Instead. he frames the question as "Lm)ust
an employer allow employees more than six months" sick leave or face liabil ity''? Which he
answers "fu)nsurprisingly, the answer is almost .always no." 753 F.3d 1159.
Sadly. this disreglird ol' workers· needs for accommodation is typical ot.ludge Gorsuch· s general
disregard of workers' right in favor of the idea chat employers' actions shoul'd rarely be checked
by the law. For example, ~ NJ.,RJ) v. Cmmnunily Heollh Services, Judge Gors11ch dissented from
s decision upholding U1e NLRB's calculation of backpaydaJJlages for workers whose federal
rights hftd been violated by thei r employer. 812 F.Jd 768, 780 ( I OU1 Cir, 2016). Judge Oorsuc11
wallted to p1ioritize ensuring that the worker did not receive any 11et benefit from suffering this
illegal actio11, rather than prioritiz.i11gtha1 the cmployc... washeld accountable for its i l lcg~I
action. This twisted priority carries the d~ngerous potcrrtial to undenn ine the deterrent effect of
01ost worker.; ' protections in !he couritry.
Similal'ly, in Utr/e Sisters of the Poor, Judge Gorsuch dissented from his court's denial of en
bane review of s decision holding tha1· an employer's religious interests were not subsurntially
burdened by a requ irement that it obtain an exemption from the requirement that employee
health insurance inc ludes contraceptive coverage. 799 F.Jd 13 15 (I 0th Cir. 20 15). In other
words, Judge Gorsuch voted iJ1 f~vor of prioritizing ~n en1ployer's beliefs over workers' access
to hea lthcare. Like the laws of physics. the facts of lifo arc immucable. According to the
(iuttmachcr lnslitule,s there are61 million women of chi ldbearing age(J5-44) i" (he United
S1ates. of 1vhkh approximately 4J million .are sexually active and at risk of an unw~nled
pregnancy if they thll to use con[J"dccptrvcs consistently. A rep<irt on use of contraceptives
issued in 2015 by the U.S. Department of Heallh and Human Servic.es Centefs for Disease
Concrol and Prevention confirms tl1at virtUally all sexually experiences women in !he United
States have used contraception at some poinl in their lives! While there is some debate over
precise numbers.7 it is undisputed that, on sverage, women of childbearing ~g.: incur
considerably greater out-of-pocket healthcare cosi·s thsn men in that age group, in large pa1t
auributuble to doctor visits and phamwcy costs, including co-pays and deductibles, associated
with the 30-year family plannrng effolt mo>< women are faced with . Any nurse can atiest 10 the
fact that f'ianncial pressures associaced with healthcare expenses have a very real i111pi1c1 on all
but chc wealthiest healthcare consumers. You do nol have to be a nurse to understand lhal' it is
fundamen111lly unfair to burden 43 millrnn women and their families wllh Che threat of an
exemption from coverage of an essentia l healthcare need.
This ideologica l decision to give short shl'ilho workers· riglns in order to alTord businesses carte
blanchc is a dominant Iheme in Judge Gorsuch's jurispr·udcncc. See also. e.g.. Teamsters Local
Union No. 455 11. N.L.R.B., 765 F.3d 1l98 (10th Cir. 20J.I) (denying uniou's request 10 hold
employer's loekouc of employees unfawfu l because 1hc employer had 1hreate11cd 10 hire
permanent replaceme11t 'vorkcr.l); Weeks"· Kansas, 503 F. App'x 640 (10th Cir. 20J2)(held that
in-house counsel was not protected by law \vhcn she was tired a1ter caking complaints made to
her by employees to the lire marshal); Compass Envt'l, !nc. v. 0.S.H.R.C.. 663 P.3d 1164 (10th
Cit. 201 l) (dissented from ru ling upholding a fifle against a company that failed to adequately
tra in a \\lorker who was, as a result, dectrocu(ed.); fo1111,s v. Dillon CompanieJ. Inc.. 468 F.3d
1243 (I 0th Ci r. 2006) (held that employee's race discrimination claim failed even though
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employer's proffered reasons for 1em1lna1ion were folse).
Contemptuous of Agencies· Subject Maner fapcnise
Moreover, Judge Gorsuch disinclined to defer to tile obvious cxperli$e of the federal agencies
thaL are charged wi\I\ enforci ng the laws that protect American workers. He has repeatedly
opined against affording deti:rt:nce tu these neutral law enforcement agencies. E.g.. Ot11ierre;Rri;:1wla v, lynclr, !134 f .Jd 1142 (JOth Cir. 2016)(concurrcd, suggesting that it is time to
reconsider the Supreme Court·s carlfcr decision. Chevron v. Narwal Resources Defense Counsel.
which prov ides for deti:rence to federal agencies' interpretations ofstalllles that they are charged
with c11forcingJ; Tran.vim Tr11cklng. Inc. v. Admln Review Bd.. U.S. Dep '1 oflobo,,, gJ3 f'.Jd
1206 (10th Cir. 20 16) (dissented, critiei1;ing the majorlry Fat deferring to Dep3rtmcnt of Labor's
expert opinion).
This disregard for· agency expertise is particularly troubling because federal judges are
gcncrali$lS by de.sign, hc<iring cases on hundreds of differe111 and unrelated issues, Federal
appellate judges, like Judge Gorsuch. are necessarily removed from 1he actual facts on the
ground because they never hear evidence arnll. Federal agencies, on the other hand, are not
generalists and arc steeped in factua l understanding. These agencies specia lize in enforcing one
area of law, and thrnug,h that law enforcement, develop deep experie11ti~I underst:mding oft'1c
realiti~s on the ground.
For .example. the Nationa l Labor Relations Board ("NI ,RB") enforces just one narrow set of
federal laws: those regulating workers' rights to organize and ~ct collc1:1ivcly. free. from
intimidation and lmassment by the employef. And the NLRJ3 invcsrigares thoUSSllds of cases
invlllving these laws every year.& As a resu lt. the NLRl3 possesses a deep. factual understanding
of howworki:rs' rights w ocgl\flize actually play out in the workplace, how employers violate
such rights. and the rcmcdjc~ necessary to protect these criliql Statutory gu~n;intccs of workplace
freedoms. The Equal Emplo~mcnl Opponunity Conim issiOli ("IOEOC") likewise possesses a
unique understanding of realities relevant to the laws it enforces. The EEOC is the federal
agency responsible for enforcing federal lnws !Jl31 make it illegal to discriminate ag,U11s1 a job
applicant or an e111ployee because of the pcrson·s race, color, religion, sex (including pregnancy,
gender identity. and sexual orientation), national origin, llgc (40 or oldef), disability or genetic
fnfonnation. It investigates tens ofthousandsofcharge.<;oftliscrimTnatlon s year.' And because
of its decades of experience enforcing this very narrow sci of laws, the EEOC '1as unique
expertise on the realities of how discrimination manifests itself;n the workplace. what worker
rights these la,vs prokct. and what 1hese laws require from employers. Other federal agencies
possess similar expertise in their specia l areas of enforcemen~
ConttaSl this fact-based expenise with the experience ofa federal judge like Neil Gorsuch. What
docs a federal judge like that, who Went !Tom an Ivy League undergradu<r1e school. to an Ivy
League law school. to a career of t:lite legal positions know about the reallies facing America11
workers·! Why 011 e.arth would it be approprisre for such a judge 19 decline to deler to the re:i lit)
based expenise developed by federal agencies that have boots on the ~round de-dling with
thousa1ul$ of acrual !'act-based Ci\Ses?
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But this is exactly what Judge Gorsuch wishes to do. He would rather federal judges be free to
follow their own ideological dictates, instead of deferring to agencies' reality-based expertise,
regardless of how neressarily disconnected judges' independent ideas are from the realities on
the ground. Aod in Judge Gorsuch 's case, this ITeedom to substitute judicial intuition for agency
expertise would be used to give effect to the far right ideology that workers' rights should be
subordinate to business interests. Compare Hwang v. Kansas Srale Unfversiry. 753 f.3d 1159
(l 0th Cir. 2014) (Judge Gorsuch opining that the law will rarely require employer's to provide
extended )eave as a reasonable accommodation); to EEOC Guidance, Employer-Provided leave
cmd the Americans with Disabililies Act (May 9, 2016) (explaining that the Jaw will oft.en require
employer' s to provide extended leave as a reasonable accommodation). Ultimately, this
ideological contempt for agency expertise stems from, and gives effect to, ideological opposition
to the many federal laws chese agencies enforce -the laws that Congress passed to defend
workers' rights, consumer protections, and the environment all Americans depend on for a
heslthy quality of life.
In sum, as Judge Gorsu¢h's publicly e1<pressed opinions andjudlcial rulings thoroughly
demonstrate, he is a man driven by ideology! Minority rights should not be jealously protected
by the courts. but rather subjecl to the political will of insular majorities. Workers' rights should
be grven very narrow re&dings so that business interests can rule the day. And federal judges
should be able to substitute their ideology for actual agency expertise, to minimize the effect of
feder~l la,vs that protect the average American.
Our country is better than this. The Constitution requires more from the judiciary. And as
nurses, we demand more. for all these rea.sons, as the gate keeper 10 the nomination process, we
urge you to use your power to prevent such a judge from being given a life rime appointment to
this nation's highest court by declining 1to.advance Judge. Gorsuch' s nomination.
Sincerely,

Deborah Burger. RN
Co-President
National Nurses United

Jenn Ross, RN

Co-President
National NufScs United

1
Elizabeth Segran, The Adj1111cl Reva/1. THE ATLANTIC, Apr. 28, 2014, available at
l111ps://ww:o.v.theallantlc.cnm/business/archlve/20 I4/04fthe-aclinnct·profcssor-crisis/161336(
~noting that adJuncts now make up 76.4% of college foculry).
Cabtillo College Pederation ofT-eaohers, Adjunct Faculty Awareness. Feb. 28, 2015, available
al ht1p://www ..cc ftcabri 1lo.nrg/feb(unry_-20 I 5-adiunct-facu hy-awnreness-some-fac1s-we-shou Ida II-know/.

~

' E.g .. Krystina Gustaf.son, Retail ·s Turnover a Plus for Eccnomy b111 Challe11ge for Stores,
CNBC, Sept. 23, 2014, availobleal http://www.cnbc.com/2014/09/23/retail-ttm10ver-rates-onthe-rise.html (noting that "median rumover rates for part-lime retail workers jumped back up to
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74.9 percent in 20 u~).
5
Guttrnacher lnstirute September 2016 Fact Sheet on Contraceptive Use in the Un ited States.
3vailable at ht111.~://wwv. .uut1machcr.or2'foct·shect/et111 lraceptiv~-ust'-unit..:d-slatus.
6 Centers for Disease Control and Prevf'ntion. National Heulth Statistics Reports No. 86. Current
Contraceptive Use and Variation by Selected Characteristics Among Women Aged I5-44:
United States. 2011-2013 (2015).
7
The oft-ci ted statistic and the one Justict< Ginshurg referred lo in her dissent in Burwell 11.
Hobby lohbySl<)res, fnc .. 537 U.S._. 2014 U.S. LEXIS 4505 (2(114). is that women or
childb.iaring age on average incur 68 percent higher om of pocket healthcare cost.
• For example, in liscal year 2013. the NLRB investigated 24.046 cases. See Agency Repon to
Congress, availabll! al httnid/ww\\ .nlrh.11Qv/si1es!dcfoul t/ftlesJa11ach111entsrbasic:-rage/1wcfel 706/NI .Rfl%20FY%202{)15%20C.l'Y.•20Narmti ve%20.l -O 7- I 4%20-%20FiNA L.11<if.
~ For example. in fiscal year 20 l 5. the EEOC handled over 90,000 charges of
discrimination. See Agency Report to Congress, 01~1ifable at
lmns: 1/1\ w1>.ecoc. Qov 1e~oc/planl20 I 7bud~ct.cfm# Tclc442 I6S 124.
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national partnership
for women & families

March 17, :lOl 7
'11ie Ho11orab]e Charles Grassley
Chairman
Committee on tho Judiciary
United States Senate
Washington. D. C. 20510

The Honornblc Diannc Feinst.e in
.Ra nking Member
Committee on the Judiciary
U n.lted States Senat,e
Wa shingt.on, D.C. 20510

Oet1r Chairman Cra>'Sley -an cl Ra nking Member Fe.in ste in.,
On behalf of the National P artnership for Women 8, Families, I write today in stJ·ong
opposition to rhe nomination of Judg<:> Nei l Gorsuch to the United Slates Supreme Cmttt.
I suhmil for I.he record our report on how the nomlnai.ion of J11dge Neil Gorsuch poses a
clMr threat to t he rights and laws that protect womeJi. worken aud others who seek to
vindicate thefr civi l rights in court. "Th e No minatio n of .Jud ge Neil Gors uch to t he
U.S. S uprcuu' Cou rt : A Threat to Wom en. Wo1·ker s and All Those Wl19 Fuce
D lscri 01i nat ion" finds ihat, whether the issue is sex discriminal ion or worker safehy,
Judge Gor.suc.h ha,; regularly sidt>d with ~orpot"dt.ions. He also has r uled to undeYmine the
r ights of immigrants and LGRTQ individuals. among other~. ha:; voted to a!Jow fo1~p1'Qfit
corporat ions to use rel.ii,'ioo to dist:l'iminale a nil deny womeu birth control coverage, an d ha.;
consiste.nUy criticized the Supreme c~nu·t's abortion rights juTism:udenr.c.

Gorsuch's eon.firmation could lead rn an America in which corporations uTc allowed to
excuse thems ..lvcs from b"~ic civil t•ights protections a nd safety meas ures; well-resourced
employe1·s are permit:ted to defeat a verson·s right to present evid ence of discrimination to a
jury; a11y so-called religious objections shield corporations t hat hilvt> infrjnged upon people's
equal rights under the law; trn<l women. once ag~i n. are denied autonomy over their own
bod les ;, nd futures.
'l'he f11.1l report is available h ere>h~tp :/lwww.n>ltionalpartn~.rshlp.argirM,•a11~h 
l ihl'arv/h1<lg<Js·~11ureme-cmrtl./iuclici11l ·nmn i.nafionsllhe-110min>1tion.of.jucke- nei l-i:onsudi·to·
us¥s11preme-cou1•tndr

Debra L. Ness
Presidt>n l

1875 connecticut avenue, nw ~suite 650 ~ >'fashingtnn, de 20009 ~phone: 202.986.2600 "' rax: 202.986.2539

email: info@11atlonalpartnersllip,org

N

web: www.natt0f1lllpartnersh1p.org
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Consmn.er Action
Consumer Federation of California
Consumer Watchdog
Consumers for Auto Reliability and Safety
Courage Campaign
Housing and Economic Rights Advocates
Public Good

:March 8, 2017
Honorable Dtanne Fetnstein

United States Senate
Senate Hart Office Building, Room331

Washington, DC 20Sl 0
llE: Nomination of Judge Neil GoJ'Sndt to U.S. Suprem e Court

Dear Senator Feinstein:

On behalf of the organizations listed above, which together repre5eot millions of California
consumers and workers. we S[fenuo11sly urge you to question Judge Gorsuch in de1<1il regarding his
commitment to upbo!ding tlie United States Constitution in its entirely, including the Seventh
Amendment, which guarantees the right to a civil trial by jury; am! unless he fully and openly commits
to preservfng that righl. 'that you OPPOSE his nomination.
Many companies I.hat profturemendously from California's vast const1mer market have
engaged in widespread patterns of illegal activities, costing California consumers biUions of hanlearnl'cl dollars and eroding thetr privacy, while evading accountability due to forced a.rbitration clauses
that deprive their customers and employe<!!i basic:, pred oos Co11s1lt11tlonal rights.
Wells Fargo alone cos! millions of its customers hundreds of millions of dolJars in Ulegal
charges, includiog over 2 mfllion Calilomiaos, and also harmed over 650 members of the VniLed States
Anned Forces serving our nation at a time when we face very serious and real threa1i; at home and
abroad.

When Wells Pargo victims au·empted to seek justice, that justice was denied under decisions
rendered by a sharply divided 5-4 Supreme Court. To this day, Wells Fargo refuses to allow its
consumer vicrims and whistleblowe.rs who were fired when they reported wrongdoing, to have their
day in court- even regardJ.ng accounts that were esrablished wtthout the consumers' knowledge or
permlssiou, through identity theft, forgery, and fraud.
Companies that engage in widespread illegal activity stand to benefit at the expense of the
American public if Judge Gorsuch is cnnflm1ed. That ts because he is likely to perpetuate the anti-
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Sevenlh Amendment Imbalance on the Court. Those who advance his 11omioalion hail him for being "in
the mold ot ihe late Justice Antonin Scalia," who ls notorious for pennlog tbe decisions in ltighly
controversial, anti-consumQr cases such asAT&T Mobi!ity vs. Concepcion anrl Tta/ion Colors vs.
American Express, denying access to justice tor consumers, small business owners, and workers.
Judge Scalia's opinions were radical. extreme departures from settled Jaw. It was disgraceful
and extremely harmful for the Republican-appoint.ed majority on the Supreme Colrrt to render those
decisions. The 1925 Federal Arbitration Act was clearly and plainlyimendt!d to app)y solely to
businesses and other entities thal had equal bargaining power, nor to dTspmes beiwet:>n individual
con~'llmers aJJd employees ver~us giant corporations.

As the current Chairman of the Un ired States Senate Jodiciary Committee, Senator Gharies
Grassley (R-lowa), stated in prt:>Senting leglslatfon in Congress to restore protections from forced
arbi tration for aoLo dealers, granting Lhem a special exemption from the Federal Arbitration Act and
restoring their right to sue whomever Lhey pleaset
"When mandatory binding arbitration is forced upon a party, for example when it
is placed in a boiler-11late agreement, it deprives t he weaker party tbe opportunity to ele<t
another forum . As a proponent ol arbitraiion Tbelieve it is crrlical to ensure 1hat the
selection of arbitration is voluntary and fair. The purpose of lltbitration is to reduce costly.
time-consuming litigation, not to force a party to an adhesion contract to waive acc:e:;s to
judicial or administr a tive forums for the pursuit of rights under State law.
"This legislation will go a long way toward ensuring that parties will not be forced
into binding arbitration and thereby lose important s tatutory rights. I arn confident that
given its many advantages arbitration will often b e elected. But it is essential for public
policy reason!> and ba~ic fairness that both parties to this type of contract have the
freedom to make lbeir own decisions based on the drcnmstances of the case."'
Clearly the same principles apply to individu;U consumers and workers, who have vastly
uneciual bargafning power when entering into contracts with corporatio11$, pal1;icularly when they nel'd
a product or service, or a job, to survive. However, as the Sacramento Bee editorialized last December:
"As if the rip-off of some 2 million customers weren 'Lenough for Wells Fargo & Co., it turns
the bank is trying to deprive its victims o[ ¢eir days in COUl'L •.•Wells Pargo has been arguing
in federal and state courts that the wronged customers should lt0ve to argue their cases, not in public,
but in private arbilt;ltioa.

OUL that

"fl'> a cyn ical ploy, and desrructjve to the [lllblic tn.lst and the legal system. Forced private
arbitration ... often tiJts coot:racnial arrangemen!li in ravor of corporate interests and deprives the public
of important consumer information anrl case law.

"Companies like it because it kel'pS bad publicity out of the public record, stymies potenlJal
class actions and improves the odds of favorable decisions; private paid judges know that compaaies
ofteo give repeat business to arbitrators who give favorablP rulings. Consumers are at a disadvantage in
whaL has come 10 ilOlOUllt to a shadow system of civil justice ....

Slateml'fl!S on Introduced Bills and Jnlnt Resolution,,, United Starrs S.:na1e, June 29, 2001. Sta1cm~n1 by Sena10r
G<~>sJey

of lo"'~-
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"In lhe Wells Fargo case, the push is particularly reprehensible ... the bank claims that lhose
[arbitrationI walver.> il)lply to the legitim.ate accounts, and 10 the fake ones, even tl1ough the signatores
were forged in many cases, lt's ;i scam on cop of a srnn~~,.,
Tt is lmportant to note that California has more m lose than any other state. Under Proposition
64, which passed tlUJnks Largely to support by fonner Governor Sdlwar:zenegger, the ability of non-

profits who had bee.n ahle to hold lawbreakers accountable was severely curtailed. Budget cut>and
numeroos pressing priorities also limit tl1e re.source-; our Attorney General, City Attorneys, and Districr
Attorneys have lo provide prnteclions to consumers and workers. With rare exceptions, consumers,
workers, and small businesses are on their own. Yet because 0£ Judge Scalia ·s radical decisions, they
are barred from bcing able to assert their rights, even for flagrant and bl.atant violations of the law, dne
to forced arbirrati.nn.

Amnng the millions of your constlments who are victimized by forced arbitration:

•
•

•

•
•

•

Employees who are victims o[ discriminatory pay scbemes-, based on race, gender, age, or other
protected characteristics
Employees who are victims of wage theft and overtime pay t:hef!
Employees who are victims of sexual harassment or gender discrimination
Employees who are fired for being whisllebfowers
Mi1i tary Se1vicemembers and their familfos who art! denied protections afforded by the
Servicemembers Civil Relief Act
Consumers who are victims of fraud, forgery; and identity theft
Consumers wl10 are victims of unfair and deceptive acrs and practices
LGBT people who are denied protections under the law, including basic human rights
Others who are victims of illegal discrimination
Students in private schools who are denied proleciions under state aod federal law
Elderly and disabled people wl10 enter nursing home facilities
Consumers who u~e cell phones or other consumer products
Consumers who purchase new or used vehicles from auto dealers who engage in odometer
fraud, Violate the warranties, or engage in forgery, "loan packing," or other illegal acts I fraud
Patients of doctors who engage in illegal activity, including assaulting them ~.ihile they are
sedated
Credit-card users whose privacy is violated and whose identities are stolen due to security
breaches arising from corporate negligence
Small business owners who are victims of anrl-tr11s1 violations

As former Justice (and Reagan appointee) Sandra Day O'Connor observed. even before tlte
post-2005 conservative bloc stretched the law to its current e.xtremes, the Court has "abandon~d all
pretense" of faithfully applying tJ1e text and legislative history of tbe Federal Arbitration Act, "huildlng
instead ... an edifice 9f its own creation.'"
2 Editoiial: ''W•ll• l'argq victims dc>rrve clay in court," SOcramenro Bee, December9, 2016, Posted at:
hup·r/www.r;;;ichcc:.rnmJopinjonlcd1torjaJc;;/i\rlideJ 19768343 brm!

1

"1tontinu~10 believe th11t Congress never int~nded the l'l'<ler~l Ari>itrarion Aet to apply in >tat• coun.,, .ln1l tliat this
Court has strayed far afleltl in giviog th~ AC\ so broad a compass....over Ille flilSI deoidc, t.he Coun lias abandonoo an

pn-1ense of asccqaining co11gre.sional intent wbh respect ro lhc FrderaT A1bitr~tioo /\.:t, huildin.g instead, COS!' by c"se,
an edifice of Its own cl\'i1rion." J\fstiet' Sandt;i Day 0 1Connor, Alliod-BrucoTcrmin1x Cos. v. Dobson (93-1001). 5t3
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The late J11s1ice Scalia himself revealed the dubious molivatioo behind the conse1vative bloc's
contorted, activist doctrine-;::ondemning "class arbrlT'ation" because it "-greatly increas11s risks to
[corporate I defendants." TI1at is precisely why class litigation is needed. Otherwise, crirne pays.
In sum. we strongly urge lllat you raise these important issues ln your questiooiog of Judge
GotsUch, including whether tie believes tbar victims of illegal practices should have the freedom to
assert their riglit under rhe Seventh Amendmem of the Constitution of the Unilecl States to have thetr
day io court; am!. that unless he fully commits to preserving 1hat right, you OPPOSE his oomioation.

Our nation needs and deserves to have a more balanced court, not one thal continues to tilt in
favor of the powerful lnterests that subvert our laws, at the expense of working people. consumers, and
the American public.
Thaak you for your consideration of your views. Should you O( your staff have any questions
regarding thL<> maaer, pl!'ase do not hPsitate to contact us directly, hy contacting Rosemary Shah;m,
President of Consumers for Auto Reliabiliiyand Safety, based in Sacramento.
Sincerely,
Consumer Action
Consumer Watchdog
Consumer Federa tion of California
Consumers for Auto Reliability and Safety (CARS)
Courage Campajgn
Housing and Economic llights Advocates
Public Good

U.S. 265 t l9~5) .
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""' WAY

March 9, 2017
The 1-/onorab.l e Mitch McConnell, Maj. Leader

United States Senate
S2JO VS Capitol
Washington. DC 205 10

The Honorable Charles Schumer. Min. l.e-..ider
United States Senate
S22L US Capitol
Washington, DC 20510

The I lonorable Chuck Gmssley. Chairman
United States Senate Committee on the Judiciary
224 Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington. DC 20510

The Honorable Dianne Feinslcin, Ranking Member
United Stales Senate Ctimmitlt:e on 1lu: Judiciary
152 Dirksen Senate Oilice Building
Washing1on. DC 20510

Dear Leader McConnell, Leader Schumer, Chairman Grass ley, and Senator Feinstein:
On behalf of the hundreds of thousands of 111emb<>rs of People For the A111erican Way. I write to expres)
our strong opposition lo Nei l QQrsuch's nominution to the United States Supreme Court
The Supreme Court is a vital and necessary component of oun:arefolly balanced separation of powers.
one of the Constitution';; key structurnl mechanisms that protects our rights and libet1ies. In times when
key underpinnings of our democracy have been under attack from within 1 the Supreme Court has played
a vital role in protecting and maintaining the system the founders bequeathed to us. Most famously. for
instance, a unanimous Supreme Court ruled in 1974 that President Nixon had to surrender the Watergaie
tape;;. Nixon believed that if the president orders something. that makes h lega l. Tbe Supreme Court
~mphatioally rejected 1hat view and restored the rule of law and our constilutional prot~ctions.
At this moment in our nation's history, it is vi1<1l that the Supreme Comt act independently of the
political br:anches. We must be fully confident tlm any nominee will respond strongly should one branch
overreach its authority, And there must be no doubt rhanh<.' next juslicc rccQgn ius thal our Constitution
11nd laws were adopted to protect people's rights, not to empower l3rgu corporations and others to s!rip
us of those rights.
As indicated by his record. as well as the Administration's own scatemcnts. Judge Gomrc.h does not
meet thest: important qu;;ilifications,

The president has vi rulently attacked co11rts that rule against hirn or his administration. He cll,es more
Lhan attnck the ru lings: I le attacks the legitimacy of any courr directing him to stop doing something he
wanrs lo do. As reported by l>olit;ico in January, a key Trmnp adviser made it dear that the president
plans to prevent such ruli ngs i11 the fulure by nomin~ting judges who arc loyal to him:
··1f1'n101p is going to be a transformational prt:1o'ident, not a tran~it.fonal president, he needs a
~upportiv~ cmrrt," !«!Id Roger Swne. a longiime Trump adviser. "Not a conservative court, nol a
•
right-wing c1:>un - a Tnrmp cnun."
One is ldl to wonder !\ow 1t i~ that Prvside!Jt Trump became so confident 1hat he'd found hi~ man in
Nei l Gorsuch,
1101 I ~'" Strtcl, NW • Suile 600 • W:ishington. DC 20005
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But it is Gorsuch himse lf, rather than his benefactor. who has indicated he subscri~s 10 a twiStcd
concept ofjudicial independ~nce. In a 2005 Nntimuil R,eview article called ''Liberals 'N' Lawsuits,.. he
condemned Americans wbo tum to the courts when they believe their constiturional righls have been
violated- but only Americans who prescm progressive constitmional arguments that the conservative
Gorsuch apparently disagrees with in areas such as maiTiage equality and church-state separation. He
also criticized Judges who carcfully consider the competing let,>al arguments before them in such cases
ai1d rule differently from how he wou ld rule;
[This) pol iticization of the judiciary undennincs tht: only re.al asset it has - it,< indcpcndenct:.
f he idea (hat Judicial independt'nce meuns being a conservative (or a liberal) is not only inaccurate, it is
also dangerous. Gorsuch also demonstrated ut bcst a fundamental misundersland·ing of1hc very purpose
of coun s in our constitutional system. The beliefs he open ly rrofes.~ed in that article disqualify him from
sining on the nation' s highest court.
Unfortunately, Gorsuch' s record ns a judge ls equally distucbing. He routihcly favors large oorpo1111ions
and other po1verful authorities, while harming !lie intet-ests ofworkcrs and of people who have suffered
abuse by government officials. He i~ perhaps best kmJ\o\11 for joining the maJority Te111h Circui(' s Hohb,p
l obby case bt1fore it went to 1hc Sup1·c111c Court. Judge Gorsuch ruled that large for-profit corporations
are peopl e that not only exercise rel igion. but whicJ1can also die 1hcir religion as un excuse to deny vital
he.althcare coverage thal their women employees are legally entitled to. But Nobh.1• Lobby is far from the
only example;
•

•

•

In a dissent. hl" would have upheld the right of a company w fire an employee for not oheying
inslructions 10 remain parked in an unheated truck in s llb-zero weather, possibly for hours, even
1hough he had already been waiting ror hours. felt numbness in his extremitieS and torso, :ind had
difficulty breathing; Gorsuch wrore chat a law gM11g truckers the right not lo put their own live~
at risk did not apply. ('fra11sA111 7h1c/<ing. Inc. 1'. Atlministralive Rev. Bd.).
Ln (lnothcr dissent, he ,.,.ould h<1ve struck down a Dep;u1rne11t of Ulbor tine aga inst 11 company
that had foi led to udequalely trnln a worker, resulting. in his detuh by electrocution. (Compo.l's
Emrh-m1111e111ol v. OSHRC)
Gorsuch wrote~, npiriion fol' a ~lllft panel concludiDg that a police officer hud not used
uncon$tirutionally excess ive force when he used a Tascr and 5hol a youll!! mm1 uamod Ryan
Wilson in either the back of the head or neck. The mon was heing chased only bcc.ause he owned
some morijuana plants. The Tascr trai11i11g manual specHically warned against aiming al the head
or throat, the raser tiad a: targeting function. and ~he officer had firod from a mere 10-1 5 feet
away. Nevertheless, Judge Gorsuch ruh.•.d that the man's grieving family cotrld not sue the officer
who recklessly k illed cheir son. (Wilson v. City of Lafayelfe)
In a disscni in a criminal case. he would haw upheld the convictio11 or a rm1n whose lawyer gave
him Terribly bad advic:e about plea bHrgaining and even threatened to quit if the man accepted tlie
offered I 0-~ ear plea. As a result, he rejected Lhe plea. went to u·ial and was sen(enced to life in
prison withoui parole. Uv likc his colle<igues, including mhct Republica11 appoiTitees. Judge
Gorsuch wrote that the verdict Should stand, bcc:iuse the consti1utional right to effective
assistanc.e of counsel only rea lly applies to the rrio l ifsdf(Willioms 1-. .Innes)
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He wrot"' for a $pl ir panel i11 a case t'Uling in favor of a medical equipment makcdvledtronic.
which had persuaded Patricia Caplinger and her doctorto use one t'f the compa1zy's device-:; in an
of'f~label and unsafe WllY· The results were disaStT.ous for Caplinger. who developed subsrnntia l
neurological complications. Notably, while all of the.iudgcs oo the piiocl agreed tlmt her l~gal
briefs could have been written more clearly, 1he dissemi1tg)udgc interpreted them in a way that
made sense in the case and wuuld have allow(-0 the legal questions to be. considered. Gorsuch,
ho\\ ever. chose to interpret them in sud1 a way as to en$.ure that her case coulJ not go forward.
(C<1pfi11gl!r '" Medtr<>nic)

Judge Gon>.uch •s decade on 1he bc,nch is rife with cast:s where he somehaw• manages to l ntcrpret a wide
variety oflaws and constiwtional pl'Ovisions in such a way as to benefit large corporations and other
powerful (iguro:"s, while hanning the individuals who those laws and provisions were designed to protect,
A number of these individuals' oflen·hearlbreaking stories arc told in a PFA W repo1t, Rea l People. Rea l
I.ivcs: Th~ I Imm Caused flv Judge C.ior~ud1. And People Por the Americai1 Way's report; The Di:.;.ents
c>f Jude.c~ Neil Gorsuch: Par to the Rie.ht and Oulof 1he M!liostrcam, provides a particularly important
view ofbisjurisprutlenc.e that consistently favors big business and the powerful Even on a court that
until recently had n ma]oH'"ty of its jl1dges nominated by Republican presidents, Go1-such 's dissents stand
out in their sharp frui right ideology 1hac ,goes mo far for his fel low GOP-nominated judges.
America needs nn ind~pendent, apoliticnl j ustice who wll l protect the tights and liberties of every
American, notjust those of the migh1y aud powerful. Unfononately. Judge Gorsuch's rel.lord makes
cleaJ" thal he would he the opposite o fwh~t we need. Especially in these unusu~l time$, ~jt.Jdge wi th a
record lik~ Gorsuch"s5imply 1m1st 11ot be aJlowed lu sil 011 lhe Supreme Court.
We urge you to oppose this norn inc:c and to hold his contirtm1tio11 to a 60·1'ote standard.
S in~-erely,

Marge Bake1·
F.xewtivc Vice Pre>iclent for Policy aud Program
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Tbe Honorable Charles 13, Gmsley, Cbah'man
Committee on tbe Judiciary
United Stat.es Senate
224 Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, t>.C. W510

The Honorable Dianne Feinstein, Ranking Member
Com1nl11ec on the Judiciary
United StmcsSenate
3'.H Han Senate Office Bwldi.ng
Washington, D.C. 20510

March 16, 2017
Denr Chairman Grasslcy and Senator Feinstein:
Tbank you for askmg me tu testify at the bearing on Judge Neil Oorsucb's nomiilation to be
ao Associate Justice of the Supreme Court of the Uni1ed Stales. Because l wiU be out of the
country and unavailable to attend the bellri.ug, I am submitting this wdtieo testimony in lieu
of a personal appearance,
I have known Judge Gorsuch for more than l 8 years. During that time, no matter what lofty
profo~sional heights he has reached - whether as a law .Urm partner, a high-ranking lawyer i11
the Departmenl of Justice, or a Judge for the United States Court of Appeals for the Tenth
Circuit - he has remained the ,same wam1-hearted, humble, decent person l llrst met those
many ye&rs ago. He is. a person of great integrity, tionor, intelligence, and empatby- He is
thoughtful and principled_ ! 11ave alwa,ys beeu struck by how someone with such a wealth of
talent can be so genuinely modest sud unassuming, but !hat is who Judge Gorsuch ts. (l
should note that if it were up to bun, I would be referring ro him throughout this leucr as
Neil, because he has never iusisted ou a title or any other formality.)

I fust met Jodge Gorsuch in 1998 when J joined the law firm then kno"'n as Kellogg, Huber,
Hansen, Todd, & Evans, P .L.L.C.. as an nssociate. The finn was quite small in tbose days {1
believe it fell well sbon of three dozen lawyers in total), so we all :;aw each other fairly
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fr~-queotly. Judge Gotsvcb was a partner when I joined the flrm, but he is not a person who
sees the world in hierarchical tenns. He treated me ns an equal and with the utmost respect.
He always took the tim.e to see how I and others were doing and would never hesitate to offer
to help in whatever way be could, Whenever I saw lritn, he was upbeat nod calm. I would
sometimes learn later that he was in the midst of an intense period of litigation or facing n
dendline in his case, but h.is pen;onality never shifted. He was unfailingly polite ancl
unflappable.

P11t another way, Judge Gotsuch has an innstc judicial temperament. He is level-headed and
a1mlytical and not prone to extremes. He also careS deeply about others. H.e was as attentive
to the issues in his cases as he was to lhc lives of the people with whom he worked ruJd
'lnwacted.
I bave witnessed these same qualities in Judge Gorsucb's judicial opinions. l{e hllS writt~n
nUJnerous opinions in the fields 1 reach - crimina.1 and administrative law - !hat have come tlJ
my aUention through academic colleagues bec11use they are so well written, inteUectuslly
honest, and ba.la11ced in their portrayal of the arguments. His criminal law opinion~. for
instance, demonstrate that he is 3S ~ttuned to the specific factual details as h.e is lo the broader
separation of powers implications that are often at &take. Whether he ultimately rules for the
clefende.rrl or lhc government, his opinions show the care with which he analyzes all sides of
the issnes and the open-mindedness he brings to the task.
Hi.s approach in administrative law relleats similar values. The starkest example comes from
a conlested issue among administrative law scholars: tbe proper scope of the Chevron
doctrine, I rake no position here on what Uie right answer to that question should be, but the
question Teccivcd a characteri~-tica lly thoughtful analysis by Judgo Gorsuch that reflected bis
strong commitment to safeguarding the appropriate balance of power among the three
branches and to making sure the courts ure not ~idelined from playing a crlticd role. He hl\S
sbowu an unflagging commitment to protecting the Independence of !he judici;rry, and his
devotion to the rulo of law oomes through in cverytliing he does, iaoluding this complicated
question of administrative lnw doctrine.
l should also add that Judge Gorsuch bas a procli,gious talent fur mllkJng even Ille most
complicated legal issue accessible to anyone, even those without legal training. You C11JJ pick
up one of bis opinions and know exactly what is at stnke, wbat the strongest arguments arc
for and against his positioa, and why he n::aohes the deoi~ion be docs, His opinions are
hallmarks of transparency and integrity, arid the result is that the rnajcsty of ou~ constitutional
govemment becomes more acocsS1l>le to nil of us, wht:l.h11r you end up agreeing or
disagreeing with his bottom line. Along with temperament, integrity, intelligence, and
devotion tu the rule of law, the abilfty to communicate clearly and effectively should be a key
metric by which we assess prospective rudges. And on this - 115 with nil the other meast1res Judge Gorsuch is a standout.
Writing this letter is bittecsweet for me. The seat Judge Gorsuch would occupy ort the Court
~elonged to my former boss, Justice Soalin. l miss hlm greatly, and it remains difficult for
me to see the Court without him on it. At the 83ll!c ttmc, I have been dismayed to see the
process for filling that seat become even more politicized than previous vaoaucies on the
Court. l believe 1hat all n<>nunees to QU.r nation's courts should be afforded a timely hearing
and an opportunity to be considered on the merits by the United States Senate. We lite
blessed in this country to have mah.y dedica1ed, talented judges, and when a president
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nomina1es oneoftbem to serve on 1hc Supreme Court, be or;;he sbo\lld be oonsidercd based
on bis oc her qualifications.
Judge Oorsuoh 's qunlificnticrns speak for themselves, and ir has been my honor ro amplify
them bere-. He is an .outstanding jurist and person, and he repn:sents the very best of A11icle

Ill.
Sincerely,
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SENT BY E·MAIL, FAX AND OVERNIGHT DELIVERY

Mlll'Ch 17, 2017
The Honorabl<.' Chuck Grassley
Chainnan
1-r.s. Sennte Com.mittec on the Judiciary
224 Dirksen Senate Oflice Rui lding
Washington DC 205 l 0
Fa/\' (202)224-9102

The Honorable Diann.: Peinstefo
Rank1ng Member
U.S. S~ate Committee on the Judiciary
224 Dirksen Senate Oflice Building
Washington DC 20510
info@iudiciary-Jem.senate.gov

Re:

Judge Neil Gorsuch

Dear Senators Grassley and Peinslein:
I have encloseJ a copy of a declaration I have received from a person Who was a student in a legn I
taught by Judge Neil Gorsuch. Since the aurhor of1hal declaration hus requested that
his or her identity remain confidential, I am providing 1his explanation about that documenr and
sbou1 how l obta1ned a copy of iL
ethic~ class

On t:cbrunry I, 2017. one of my colleagues - an associate en another law llnn - ~dvised me that
one ur more of lwr classmates had posted a mess~e or messages on Facebook about that student's
or those students' experience with Judge Neil Gorsuch io an Ethics class at 1hc University of
Colorndo l.aw S11hool. l later learned lh11·t one of those stud~nts wns Jennifer Sisk. I have seer1
Ms. Sisk's Facebook post about that Etliics class.
I also learned from my colleague that another student r.1called tJ1at Judge Gorsuch had made
statements in lhat class that were~ similar to those disc usst>d by Ms. Sisk in her Faeebook post. That
colleague gave me that other studem' s name and telephone nurT1ber.
I spc)ke lo lhat other student. who confirmed the infonnacion I had received from my colleague.
prepared a declaration for that student's signature. using the information l hud gathered from my
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discussion with that student. Since that student was concerned about the potemial negative
ramifications of providing negati\'e infonnation about Judge Gorsuch. especially given Judge
Gorsuch ' s seat on the Tenth Circuit, I offered·to protect the confidentiality ofthat student's identity
if and when I might disclose1he contents of1hat student's declaration.
That student signed the declaration! had dratted. I am providing the Senate Judiciary Committee
with a copy of that declaration. I have redacted only that student's name and signature from the
documl:"nt.
The person who signed that declaration is the same student with whom J had spoken earlier. J sent
a draft of that declaration to lhe e-mail address that that student. had given me in a telephone call.
I received a signed copy of the declaration from that same e,mail address.
l request that l]lis Jetter and the enclosed declaration be entered into the hearing record and
circulated 10 the Senate Judiciary Committee members in connection with the nomination of Judge
Gorsuch to be an :issociutc justice of the United States Su,preme Court.
Sincerel y,
ROSEMAN LAW OFFICES, LLC

Btvr!j t>. ~
Barry D. Rose1J1an
Endosure
cc: Senate Judiciary Committee members
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DECLARAT ION

I, [name withheJd for confidentiality purposes], state as follows;
1.

I was a student in Judge Nell Gorsuch's Legal Ethics class at the

University oi Colorado Law School during the spring semester 2016. There were
approximately 40 to 50 students In that class.

'2.

Towards the end of that semester's class, Judge Gorsuch began

discussing with the class what it's like to be a lawyer.
3,

One of lhe topics he discussed was strongly gendered. Judge Gorsuch

told our class that female lawyers get divorced at twice the rate of male lawyers. He
also said that many female lawyers became pregnant, and questioned whether they
should do so on their law firms' dime. He as~ed the female students in my class what
they would do ii they became pregnant and about the impact of their pregnancies on
their law firms. He also asked how they would take care of their children after those
children were born,
4.

In addition, Judge Gorsuch asked the students in that class whether they

wanted to become district attorneys or public defenders, since. as he told the class,
students who took the career path of public service would not be able to climb the
ladder to get better jobs.
5.

I am familiar with the difference between a law.professor's expressing his

or her own views on a subject, as opposed to a law professor's making provocative or
controversial statements as a way to generate student comments and debate. Judge
Gorsuch presented his discussions on the issues of fema le lawyers' pregnancies, the
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lmpact of those pregnancies of their law firms. and the impact of students' choosing
public interest careers as the way he personally felt about those subjects.
6.

Despite the way that he framed those issues, Judge Gorsuch made it

clear that he wanted to make sure ihat everyone in rny Legal Ethics class would be
heard.
The statements in this Declaration are based

on my personal knowledge.

Pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1746. I declare under penalty of perjury that the
foregoing 1s lrue and correct.

2
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Saraf! Mitchell
2737 W . 23rd Ave. Apt 2

Denver, CO 80211

Marett .21, 2017
The Honorable Charles E. Grasstey, Cllairman
Commitlee on the Judiciary
United Stales Senate
"224 Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510
Dear Chairman Gressley,

My name is Sarah .Mitchell. I took ethics from Judge Gorsuch fn Spring 2016. I was in cjass on April' 19, 201 C. I
don't recall him making any negative statements about maternitY leave, or any negatiVe comments about
women's rights In general. He may have posed a hypothetlcal quesllon conoern1ng an etnicat issue relaUng to
maternity leave. but he did not make a personal statement about maternity leave. As a politicaJly engaged
feminist, I believe that I would have heard and taken Issue with any such commenl Judge GorSuch was an
excellenl professor. He made a dry subject interesting. He treated male and female students equally.

Sincerely.
Sarah Mltctiell
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StrongerTogether

TI1e Honorable Charles E. Grassley
Chairman
U.S. Senate Committee oo Judiciary
124 Dirksen Senate Office Bu tiding
Washington, D.C. 20510

The Honorable Dianne Feinstein

Ranking Member
U.S . Senate Committee on Judiciary
224 Dirlc~en Senate Office Building
Wasbiugcon. D.C. 20510

Dear Cb.Urman Grassley, Ranking Member Feinstein, and members of the
Se.oacc Judiciary Committee:
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On behalf of the two million members of the Service Employees International
Union (SEIU). ! am writing to express our opposition to the President's
nomination of Judge Neil Gorsuch to be an Associate Justice on the Supreme
Court of the United States. The next Associate Justice will play an incredibly
important role in shaping constitutional precedent for the next genel'1!tion.
Based on Judge Gorsucb's record of siding with corporations and t.he wealthy
over working people, a disturbing attitude towards police brutality, and his
atrocious rulings cm women' s health and reproductive rights. we-urge the
Senate Judiciary Committee to reject the Judge's pomination and call upon the
President to pllt forth a candidate with mainstf\lllm views of constitutional
precedent and jurisprudence.
Judge Gorsuc-]l 's rec-.ord on cases when it comes to \lie rights of working people
is grea!ly troubling and hls nillngs and findings consistently display a judge
wilh a reflexive rejec.tion of worker's rights. fu Compass 8m•iranme111a/, Inc.
v. OSHRC, the majority opinion of the 10111 Circuit Court ruled tbac the
employer must pay a fine for disregarding an internal policy and for not
providing training to a worker who was electroc.uted 10 death ne.ar: llis work
area. Judge Gorsuch dissented from the majority and voted to throw out the
case because be dldo't believe the employer had ~Y respon.sibility in the
worker's de.alb. Suoh a ruling represents a real fear for workers that protections
in tbe worlcplace would be gutted should Judge Gorsuch be confirm,cd.
Siding with corporations over workers isn't a one-time instance for Judge
Gorsuch. 1n Tra11sAm Trucking, inc. v Administrative Review Boar(/, a case
decided last year, the majoriry of the JO'" arcuit Court ruled that a trucking
compa!\y had unlawfully fired a worlcer in violation of federal whistleblower
protections, Alphonse Maddin, the truck driver involved in the case, had the
brakes of his trailer fail durlng n. very cold January night. The Heater in the
truck didn't work either. resulting in a truck that was so cold Mr. Maddin
began to have trouble breathing. Despite the possible life-threatening situation
Mr. Maddin unfortunately found himself in, hi$ employer ordered him to stay
in the rnick. unti l a repairperson b.ad arrived on scene. After three bouts in the
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harsh cold of his truck, Mr. Maddin left the trailer behind and drove to sca.i:t:h for he lp in his
truck. He was fired a we~k later f11r violati ng con1pany policy for abandoning the trailer, The
majori1y of the Court found that the firing of Mr. Maddin. given the conditions he iound himself
in, was unlawful and that he should be giwo his job hnck. Despi1e the majority opinion. J11dge
Gorsuch dissented, arguing that the ~mployee should've followed orders despite the risk of
possible injury or even fatality.
In a separn1e ens~. NLRB 11. Commu11iry Health Se1vice.<. Inc., Judge Gorsuch once more-ru led
agaios1working people 3lld dissented from a majority opinion th;1t ruled in favor ofwort~io. In
the cas~. the mrijoriiy opinion upheld a Nation11l L;ibor Rela11on~ Board ruling lhat 3 hospital had
1.0 pay back pay 10 thirteen employees whose hours it had reduced irl violation of the Natio11a l

labor Rela1ions Act. .Bo.l Judge Gorsuch dissented, 3rgu ing 1hat the emplO)'ees · back pay o.waals
have been redu~ed by lire: amounl of income that they earned froni Other jobs during !he
period when their hours were reduced.
~h1>1Jld

Judge Gorsuch has ruled agains1 working people oumcrous rimes duriog his time oo ttie IO'h
Cir~uit Coun, making it clear that his sympathies lie with big co'll(lration& rathetthan with the
ordinary people whose rights they violate. His recurring dissents in cases invol ving workers
~how that Judge Gorsuch would refuse to follow·binding case law in cases involving worker.;,
;mJ wouid instead give a blank check to corporatir;ins to ra~e advantage of their workers,
Judge Gorsuch's qucSlionabk record goes beyond his support for corporations over protc•rions
for the American worker and includes his re.cord on a c'1se involving police bruwlity. In \Vilso11
v. CiJyof Lafayeu~. a '22-year-old mQn possessing rmuijuaoa was fleeing arr.isl when a police
offer shol him in the head and killed him Wilb a stun gun from a distance between Len an<l fi(leen
feet away. contrat)l IO the procedures described ia the police clcpartment tt'11Jning mMual. Judge
Gorsuch held rime the office was emille.d to qualified immunity f rom an ext:c£sive force Claim,
saying th~t the use of force WQS rtiasooable because the young man was fleeing arrest. Tbe Judge:
diSregurded 1lotonly the loss of lhe yo11ng man'~ life. but also the stun gun training materials
which ~1ld thst officers should not nim nt rhe head or throa1 unless the situation dictute,;; a higher
level of injury risk. Judge Gorsuch's ruling in this case d~monstmtes adisrurbing disregard for
law ~nforccmcnt accountabi1iry, sod a record !hat can't be trusted by working people who often
fivd !hcmselves ~t l hc mercy of a criminal ju•tke rig~ed against !hem.
Wim Also gi vi!.S working people great concern is Judge Gors11cn •:; total disrego.rd for wornen •s
health and protection of women's individual rights in the cou11 room. Judge Gorsuch notoriously
!igned omo the decision in Hobby Lebby Sw111$. hie. v. S~be.lius, which ullowed certain for-profi t

eu1ployers 10 refuse 10 comply with the binh control b~ndir in tbe Affordable Care-Acl. TI1e
decision cited Ci1it.e1rs United v. FEC, which held thai corporations can be "persons," and
thcrefore ·,,an have religious beliefs ond tlllll employers can use those religious beliefs 10 block
employea' insurance coverage of birth control. The disastmus decision of Hobby Lobby ha~ left
women, many of whom are economically disadvantaged. without access to proper and necessary
ltea!()tcare,
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Judge Gorsuch'sexrreme view in the Hobby lobby decision is compounded by his opinion in
Linl~Si.stcrs oftbe Poor Hom.ifor tire r1ged v. 811nvel/, Judge Gorsuch dissented fiooi lf1c
majqrity nnd joined an opinion that srnted that the simple act of filli ng cmt an opt-0\.Jl form lbal
ensures employee$ still get brrlli control coverage constituted a substantial burden on rcliglous
exercise. Tue extremist \lew of Ifie dissent in this t·ase giv~s great com:em Lo working women
who exp<1cl the next Assodate Justico lo have an independent view of the Jaw ~nd K> not project
rJ1l!ir own id£o1ogy onto rhe law.
Finally. in lig.hr of the ougoing leg,11 battle.s over President Trump's discriminnt0ry11nd illcont-eivcd Muslim ban, we are deepiy troubled by Judge Gorsuch'> dissent last summer in
Plmuied Parellrhotld Ass '11 of Ut(l/i v. lierb~n. Tlw Goveruor of Utuh. acted to pnwcnt slate
a~encies from passing along federn.l funding to Planned Parenthood, claiming he was acting
based on OC1ncem abom i11e.gal 3ctivi1ybecause ol1 he mrslendingly edited hi dden camera videos
falsely pomayinl! a d.ifftre.n1 Planned Paremhood aftllime 11; selling, feial Iissue. The Ten Circuit
p;tnel grante.<l. a preliminary injuncrion fo,. Phinned Parenthood, c(lnduding ii wa-' likely 10
succeed On its claim that the Governor w-Js accually rettlli~ting agai nst it for its involvement with.
nbonion. am Judge Gotsuch disscnred to ~ay he would hav,~ defen-ed to rhc Governor's
implausible e)(planation for his actions and allowed his executive action to ;1and. Another Judge
~ccused Gorsuch of "mischarac1~.rize[ing) this li1igalion ~!ld lhc panol opinion ~t s.:vcJ'lll 1urns to
reach its desired resulL" Especially now. our country 11eeds a Justice Who will courageously
st.and up, noLdefor, wh~n an Exccurfve acts in disreg;ird for our cherishe<l Constitutiona l values.
!11 e.xamining Judge Gorsueb's record in cases involving worke1·s' rights. police brurality,
women's reproductive health, and ddereocc to E.xeetllive ae1ions, we have fouadlhat he foils
tremendously ;hon of 1he independence.incl t'OnstfLu rional adherence required of 1hc next
1\ ssoeiate Justice on the S~pNme Court. We therefore strongly and respectfully ask the Senate
Judiciary Cotnmillec Lo reject Judg~ Ootsuch's nomination !ll)d instead tall upon the President to
pot fo11h a nominee with mainstream views and who wfll be nn \ndependcol arbiter of lhe law. If'
you need any additional lnfom1alion please concm John Gray, ~gislative Director, at
jobn.gray®seiu,org or {'102)-730·7669.

i.;~bL~
lnte~~n~'i>rcMeat

-

,

_,

Jv1KHJG:jr
cc: Members of lhe Sena.le Judiciary Com1niltee

opeiu#2
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SIERRA
. CLUB

February 6, 2017
United Stales Senate
Washington. DC 20510
Dear Senator:
On behaff of our 2.7 million members and supporters, I write to strongly oppose President
Trump's pending nomination of Judge Neil Gorsuch to lhe Supreme Court of the United Stales.
As members oi the highest court ln the country, Supreme Court Justices must be fair, evenhanded, and uphold the sanctity of our envlronmental faws and Const1tution before ttielr own
personal ideology. Unfortunately, Judge Gorsuch doesn't meet th.at standard and must t;>e
rejected.
Judge Gorsuch's record shows that tie disfavors publlc interest litigation and wlll l1mlt the access
ot everyday Americans to the courts. His stance against the well-establlshed Chevron doctrine
will prevent agencies like the Uni1ed States Environmental Protection Agency from fulfilling their
mission to protect our air. water, and health. This is a ctangerous view that will favor polluters
and industry over the rights of the people.
JusHces have the final say on cases that shape every facet of our daily lives, from landmark
environmental protections such as the Clean Power Plan, to civil liberty protections such as the
Voting Rights Act. to basic rights like allowing women to control their bodies with Roe v. Wade.
Judge Gorsuch's record of extreme positions proves he rs far too outside of the mainstream for
this criticalfy Jmportant position. As an example, Judge Gorsuch ruled in Hobpy Lobby Stores,
Inc. v. Sebetius that corporations are persons and should not be required to pay for
contraceptive coverage under the Affordable Gare Act.
We can't let our Supreme Court further open the door to big polluters, corporate interests and
attacks on women's and human rights. For decades. concerned community members have
rallied, signed official public comments, testified in public hearings, and fought to e>1pand
protections for our environment. An extreme consetYative like Judge Gorsuch could undermine
the ability of grassroots activists to have a say, Undoing everything we've worked so hard lo
protect.
In order to protect our environment, we must protect our democracy. That means having three
functioning branches of government where the people's interests are represented. Judge

50F St NW. Washington, DC 2000J TEL: (202) 547- 1J41 FA,'(: (.202) 547-6009 \V\vw.sicrrnclub.org
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Gorsuch has proven through his record that he ls willing to limit access to the courts, a
dangerous view that will only embolden polluters and hamper citizens when they try to protect
thelr communities.
I urge you to reject Judge Neil Gorsuch for the Supreme Court of the United States
Sihcerely,

Michael Brune
Executlve Director

50 P St NW, Wa~hington, DC 20001 TF.L: (21121547-1141

FAX~

(202) 547-6009 www.siC1TUclub.org
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FebruAty t. 2017
Via Certified Mail & Email

The Honorable Mitch McConnell
Majority Leader
United States Senate
J 17 Russell Senate Office Building
Washington. DC 20510
senalor@mcconnel I .senate.gov

The Honorable ChITTles Schumer
Minority Leader
United States Senate
322 Hart Senate Office Building
Washington. DC 20510

The Monorablc Chuck Grassley

The llonorablc Patrick Leahy
Ranking Member
United States Senate Judiciary Committee
437 Russell Senate Office Building.
Washington DC 20510
senatorJeany@le-ahy.senate.gov

Chairman
United States Senate Judiciary Committee
135 Ha11 Senate Office Building
Washington. D.C. 20510

chuck_grassley@grassley.senate.gov

Re:

A communication from the States of West Virginia, Alabnma, A riw na,
Arkansas, F lorida, Georgia, Indiana, Kansas, Louisiana, Michigan, Missouri,
Montana, Nebraska, Nevada, North Dakota, South Carolin a, Texas, Uta h,
Wisconsin, nnd Wyo ming regardin g 1he nomination of Judge Neil Gorsuch to
the Supreme Cou rt of the Un ited States

Dear Senators McConnell, Schumer, Grassley, and Leahy:
As the chief legal officers of ow States, we write to urge the U.S. Senate to promptly
hold a hearing on and confirm the nomination of Judge Neil Gorsuch to (he Supreme Court of
the United Slates. Judge Gorsuch is an outstanding jurist with a proven commitment lo
upholding the U.S. Constitution and the rule of Jaw. We have no doubt thal he possesses the
qualilicalions. temperament and judicial philosophy to be an excellent Associate Justice.
Presldem Trump campaigned on the promise that he would fil1 the seat formerly occupied
by Justice Antonin Scalia with a juriSt who shared the late Justice's cornmhrnent to interpreting
the Constitution as written, rather than as judges might wish rt were written. Now that he has
been elected. President TnJmp has fulfilled that campaign promise through the nomination of
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Tbe Honorable Senators McConnell. Schumer. Grassley, and LcQhy
February I, 2017
Pa~e 2

Judge Gorsuch, a con1mitled conscitutionafot. The Senate should respect the wlll of the voters in
this last e lection 'by c.onlirrning: President Trump's cho ice wit·h out delay.
CMfirmaiion of Judge Gorsuch to ihe Supreme Court wi ll have a profound and positive
impact on lhe people in our Slates. Over the past eigbt years, the people have suffered fro m the
mass ive federal overreac h in Washiug100, D.C. as all three btanch5s of govemmenL have at times
e:-lceeded the limits placed on their euthority under the Constitution. In pai1icular, the executive
branch has placed oncro11s arid Unlawful regulatory hu rdeM on consumers, emp loyees, investc;>rs,
a11d businesses. Judge Gorsuch will help reverse thirt trend by ensuring that the legislative and
e:-le.:utivc branches. whether contro ll ed by e ither purty. act within their constitutionall y assigned
roles.
Over lhe past eight years, fedend agencies have a lso irnpem1issibly Intruded on the
regulatory authority of the States and commandeered stare governments to carry out President
Obama's agenda . As the chief legal officers of our States. we have a special interest in ensuring
that the federal government respects our role in enforcing policies on matters of local concern
reserved to the States under the Constitution. ll is imperative that the Scates and I.heir l\ttorneys
Gcn<.>ra l be able to 11\ake and enforce their own environmental, educational. and coosurner
protection policies. among other things, free from interference from the federal government.
unless Congress or the President acts within their specifically enumerated powers.
Judge Gorsuch is particularly well-suikd to enforce the Constitution' s structural
lim itations and protect the institutional prerogatives of the Stales. Judge Gorsuch was confirmed
to the Tenth Ci rcuit by a bipart isan, unanimous ·-voice vote" in the Senate in 2006 and has
vindicated the Senate ' s trust in him in his ensuing decade 011 that court. lo a speech la..~t year
commemorating Jtistice Scalia, Ile eloquently said that ·'an assiduous focus on text, strucr.ure, ~nd
history is essential to the proper exercise of the judicial function" and identified himself as a
'"believer that the traditional account of the judicia l role Justice Scalia defended wi ll endure ." On
the Tenth Circuit Judge Gorsuch has written about the judiciary's obligation to act as a
meaningful .check on fede'ra l age11cies 1hal exceed their authority and to interpret the Constitution
accord ing to its original public meaning. He has also championed the judiciary's critical role in
protecting rt•l igious beliefs from government intcrlcrence.
In short, we are convinced that, as (he next Supreme Court Justice. Judge GL'l'Such will be
committed lo resisting unlawful govemment oven-each, respecting the democratic procl!ss, and
protecting individual liberties. We strongly urge all Senators- and particularly the home-state
Senators of the und..:rslg11ed Attorneys General- to express their public support for the prompt
conlinnation of Judge Gorsuch to the U.S. Supreme) Court.
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The Honorable Senators McC'o11nell. Schumer, Gras~ley, and Leahy
February I, 2017
Pll{le 3
Sincerely,

Patrick Morrisey
West Virginia Attorney Genernl
Cu11isT. Mill. Jr.
Indiana AUon1ey General

Lutber Strange
Ah1bama Attorney General

Derek Schmidt

Kansas Attorney General
Mark Brnovich
Arizona Attorney General
)_,. I.

//;=d(~

Jeff Landry

Louisiana Attorney General
Leslie Rutledge

Arkansas Attorney General

Bill Schuette
Michigan Attorney General
Pamel!I Jo BMdl
Flori da Anomey General

Josh Hawley
Missouri Attorney Gener-al
Christopher M. Carr
Georgia I\ ttorncy Genera I
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n1e Honorable Senators McConnell. Schumer, Grassle). and Leahy
February I, 2017
Pnge4

/~
Timothy Fox
l\lontana Attorney General

f'ih~;
<\

1

~.!

J

--~' h---~-'-..A-

_,..._
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'•J

Doug Peterson
ebraska ttomcy General

1

Adam Paul Laxalt
Nevada Attorney Gcncntl

) }~>µ

Alan Wilson
South Carolina Attorney General

~~jp~-IM

Ken Paxton
Texas Attomey General

Sean D. Reyes
Utah Attorney General

Brad D. Schimel

Wiscons1n Attorney General
Wayne Stenehjem
North Dakota Attorney General

Peter Michael

Wyoming Auorney Gen~ra l

CC:
President Donsld J. Trump
Vice President Michad R. Pence
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STEPHEN R. BRUCE LAW OFFICES
1667 K ST, NW. SUITE 410
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20006

202-289-1117
FAX; 202-289·-1583
March 22, 20 l 7
Submitted Via Email:
TedJehman@judiciary-rep.senate.gov
Pafge_herwig@judiciary-dem.scuate.gov
The Honorable Chuck Grassley, Chairman
United States Senate Committee on the Judiciary
224 Dirksen Sena tit Ollice Building
Washingmn, DC 20510
The Honorable Dianne Feinstein, Ranking Memher
United States Senate Committee on the Judiciary
152 Dirkseu Senate Ofiice Building
Washington, DC 20510
Dear Chairman Grasslcy and Ranking Member Feinstein:
1 write to relate myi!xperiencc as counsel for a class of over 3,000 employees in Wade
Jen.l'en, et al. v. Solvay AmeriC"a, 721 F.3d 1180 (10th Cir. 2013). wi1tdudge Neil Gorsuch
changing the facts in our case on appeal in order lo reach a policy result he preferred.
The glaring error in Judge Gorsuch's decision in Jensen was that it held IJ1e ERlSA notice
vioJation that a different panel fouad in 2010 (see 625 F.Jd 641 (lO'h Cir.) was "accidental. no
more than an oversight in the process of drafting a complex statutorily mandated notice:' 721
F.Jd ar 1183. The passage where Judge Gorsuch stated that tbe violation was "accidental" and
"no more than an oversight" was not accompanied by any citation 10 the record below. Jn fact.
af1er a six-da.y bench trial, the Disrrict Court in Wyoming had found 1ha! the employees bad
"carried their burden" of proving the notice violatfort was "intentional" ifa "ge.neral intent"
s tandard applied. but not ifspecific intertl was required. JA at 37-38 (in Case No. I l-~092).
Although the dccl$ion was unanimous. Judge Gorsuch bad a uruq·uc familiarity with the
case, having been the only member of the three-judge panel to hea r the previous appeal. It is a
basic tenet of appellate judging lhat the judge must accept the fuel$ found below, and not alter
them or reshape them by "its own interpretation of testimony.'' Anderson v. Bessemer City. 470
U.S, 564, 577 (1985); accord. Bm111111e1'-Hoe/1er 11. Twin Peaks Cftarter Aead., 602 F.3d 1175,
1180 (JO'h Cir. 2010). Tb is Is nor something that ram just now expressing. We filed a petition for
reheariJlg and rehearing en bane a.nd a petition for certiorari in Jensen on this same basis.

As a result of recent listserv postings I have now fQund other lawyers who bave had tbe
same experiences with .Judge Gorsuch. tn another fiRJSA cuse involving disability benefits.
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/lfcClenalum v. Metropolitan Life Ins., 416 Fed. Appx. 693 (IO'b Cir. 201 l). lodge Got$uch
found " 110 evidence of radiculopathics foonditions due to a compresslld nerve i11 !he spine that
can cause. pain. numbness, tingling, or weakness] present on or afrer" a cenain date, even though
there was a positive test four <lays earlier and radiculopathies do not disappear in that time span.
A third employment lawyer who is reluctant co come !orwar<l relates how Judge Gorsuch rewrote
the facts in order to allinn summary judgment against employees. As in tbe Je11sen case, Judge
Gorsuch was p leasant and polite during oral argument, and wrote tbe opinions in a folksy, storytelling way without citations, which obscured that the decision bad rulered tbc facts in dtc cases.
Citing the Je1isen decision, the TraizS A111 Tnicking case, and Hwa11g 11. Ka11sas State by
name, a 2/25/2017 :1rticle by the Associate Press· ~ational Investigative Team fonnd thatJudge
Gorsuch "has sided with emp loyers 1 I out of23 times in disputes over the U.S. pensions and
benefits law, the Employee Retirement lncome Security Act, or ERlSA.·•
http://bigstory.ap.org/articlc/9ae590 I66fl 14d9b9907ea4e3c75d04h/gorsuch-oflen•sided-cmployo:.
rs-workers-rights-i.:a~es

ll was only in the two months since Judge Gorsuc11 's nomination that l leamet.I he bad
strong philosophii.:al objections to a general intent standard. By finclin,g thar the violation was
"accidental, no more than an oversight.'' Judge Gorsuch ruled for the company and against the
emp loyee class while 1lvoiding a direc.t legal ruling that a specific intent standard applied. In
September 2011. Judge Gorsuch gave a talk on "Intention and the Allocation of Risk'' that was
made into a chapter for John Keown and 'Robert P. George, eds., Rea.von, Morality, and Low: The
Philosophy ofJohn Pinnis (2013). In line with the nawral law philosophy of Professor Finrus, his
montor and dissertation advisor at Oxford, Judge Gorsuch's talk and chapter offer a powerful
attack against liability based on gener.:11 intent standards (which he believes are epitomized by the
utilitarian views of Judge Richard Posner in the Seventh Circuit). .Here are extended quotes from
Judge Gorsuch's chapter (at 4 13 , 419-20):
"[T]here are still other nonnutive justifications for the special empbilSiS the law
plaoes on intentional c-011duct. One has to do with human equality. When someone
intends to harm another person, Finn is encourages us to remember, "(tJhe reality
and fulfillment of those others is radically subjected to one' s own reality and
fulfilment, or to the reality and fulfilment of some other group of persons. In
intcndinghann, one precisely makes their loss one's gain, orthe gain of some
others; one to that ex1ent uses them l.lp, tTeaL~ ll1em as material, as ;.. resource.··
People, no less than material, become mea ns to another' s end. To analyze.Bird v.
Holbrook as the challengers Llike Judge Posner] to extant law wouJd have us, we
ask merely whether superior collective social consequences are produced by
ruling for the plaintiff or defendant, On this account, the.re is nothing particularly
special about the individual, Like 8JlY other input or good, it gives way whenever
some competing and ostensibly more important collective social good is at stake.
But it is exaclly to prevent all this that the Jaw has traditionally held, in bot·h crime
and ton, that one generally ought not choos~ or intend to ham1 another person.
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and thaL failing to observe this rule is a particularly grave wrong. This traditional
rule '·expresses aud preseives each individual person's ...dignity ...as an equal.'" It
recognizes that "to choose harm is the paradii,maticwrong; the exemplary
instance of denial of right." lt stauct.s as a bulwar~ agninst those who would allow
the human individual to become nod1iog more than another commodity to be used
up in aid of another's (or others') ends.
Not only does Finttis help us to see that the traditional intent-knowledge
disti nction in Jaw bears analytk-al power overlooked by its critics. Uc also helps
expose the undergirding normative reasons for the Jaw's traditional cognizance of
intention. He reminds us. for example, that some of the law' s harshest
pt.tnishments are .often (and have long been) reserved for ln1cen1ional wrongs
precisely because to intend somelbing is to endorse it as a matter of free will--and
freely choosing something matters. Our intentional choices reflect and shape our
character-who we are and who we wish to bc--in a way that unintended or
accidental consequences cannot. Our intentional choices define us. Tbl:)y last,
remain as part of one's will, one's orientation toward tbe world. They differ
qualitatively from coosequeoces that happen accidentally, unintentionally ....
This is a view, ofcour5e. that bas long and deeply resonated through Ame.rican
and British jurisprudence, and indeed !he Western tr:idition. It is precisely why Lhe
law trea'5 the spring gun owner who maims or kills intentionally so differently
from the negligent driver whose conduct yields !he same result. As Roscoe Pound
once put it, our "substantive criminal law is,"' at leasi at minimum, "bilsed upon a
theory of punishing the vicious will. It postulates a free agent confronted with a
choice between doing right and doing wrong."
Employees who have been the victims ofviolations of labor standard violations in the
workplace. including disclosure violations related to their health and retirement benefits, deserve
to have their c laims decided by appellate judges who arc committed 10 enforcing the Ja,vs
Congress has c11acted based on the facmnl records developed In 1l1e rrial court. .ludg<:l Gorsuch's
actions inc.hanging the facts i.J1 employment cases on appeal represent an appalllng elevation of
tbe interest of oompan.fcs and his own philosophical interest~ over the law~ Congress has en~cted
and tbe rights of employees to earn a living, including decent beoefi.rs and retire.m~_nt income.
I Tespectfully ask !bar this letter be made part of the Judiciary Committee's record.
Sincerely,

~/!4thStcpben R. B(Uce
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~ Voices for Progress
Marc.h 9, 2017

Dear Senator Feinstein:
As philanthrop.ists, business owners, investors, entrep.reneurs, and others also concerned
about the public Interest, the undersigned members of Voices for Progress write to
express our opposition to the confirmation of Judge Neil Gorsuch.
Supreme Court rulings can dramatically impact the lives and rights of aJJ Americans.
Judge Gorsuch'srecord on the bench, as well as his writings. speeches, and other
activities, demonstrate he is a judge who ai ms to rule io ways tbat advance his ideological
agenda, is outside the mainstream of legal thought and unwilling to accept the constrnc1s
of binding precedent when they dictate results he disfavors. lf confirmed to tbc Supreme
Court, which i~ closely divided on many critical issues, Judge Gorsuc b would tip the
balance to undermine many of our core rights and legal protec1ions. He facks the
impartiality and independence the American people expect and deserve.
Now more than ever, we need Qpen-minded. fair, and independent judges who will stand
up for our Constitutional values and protections for e veryone and serve as a check on
President Trump when he violates the law or the Constitution.
After t11e nearly year-long blockade of Judge Merrick Garland, Democrats allowi ng this
scat to be filled wi th a right-wing ideologue would be telling Republicans that they can
always block Democratic nominees with impunity and wai t for the oeK t time they have a
Republican 1n the White H ouse. Furthermore, the way in which Pres. Trump politicized
this appoinunent before the election, and the ideological litmus tests he pro mised to
apply, vitiated the deference that normally should be extended to a judicial nominee.
Under these circumR.tances. Democrats responsibility to ''advise and consent" requires
that they thoroughly review Judge Gmsuch's record and judicial philosophy. Before the
full Senate considers this nomination, the American people have a right to know how his
appointment to the Supreme Court would impact their rights, l'reedoms, and libe11ies.
When thi s review is complete. we encourage Senators to as1mre that Judge Gorsuch doe.s
not receive the 60 votes required to confim1 a Supreme Court 11omince , and insist that
only a non-ideological nominee in the mainstream of American j udicial philosophy wiU
be confirmed.
Sincerely.
Naomi Aberly
Boston.MA

Kathleen Barry
Berkeley , CA

Marc Baum
New York. NY

Betty Bardige
Cambridge, MA

A lec Bash

San Francisco, CA

Elwyn Berlekamp
Piedmont, CA

1616 P S1. NW, Suite 4'30. Washing10n , DC ZOOJ6 I www.voitcsforprogre.<s.()rg
Voices for Prog1-.ss Is 3 project of The Advooacy Fund.
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~ Voices for Prog ress
Laurie Black
San Diego, CA

Doug Edwards
Los Alcos, CA

Eva Grove
Los Altos. CA

Loren Blackford
New York. J\ry

Ethan Eldon
New York, NY

Olrol Hamilton
BeveJly Hills, CA

Jabc Blumentbal
Seaule, WA

Lauren Embrey
Dallas. TX

San Deigo. CA

Robert Burnett
Berkeley, CA

Christfan Ettinger
San Francisco. CA

Jay Harris
San Francisco. CA

Nina Chen
New York, NY

Andrew Faulk
San Francisco, CA

Lawrence Hess
San Diego, CA

Polly Cleveland
New York, NY

Mark Ferron
Mill Valley , CA

Suzanne Hess
San Diego, CA

Marcia Cohen
San Francisco. CA

Tracy Ferron
Mill Valley. CA

Anne Hess
New York.NY

Miclmcl Connolly
New York., NY

Christopher Findlater
Naples, FL

Arnold Hiatt
Boston, MA

Debra Cooper
New York. NY

Robert Friedman
Hillsborough. CA

Steve Hopkins
Rye, NY

Tony Crabb

Alison Fuller

Healdsburg, CA

San Rafael. CA

Joan Huffer
Alexandria, VA

Harriett Crosby
Cabin John.MD

Page Gardner
Mclean , VA

Kim Coco lwamoto
Honolulu, HI

Alan Davis
San Francisco, CA

Ron Garret
Emerald Hills, CA

Philip Jensen
Sebastopol. CA

Shirley Dinkins

Judy Gibbons
Setauket. NY

Frank Jernigan

Milch Draizin
New York.NY

Barbara Grasseschi
Healdsburg. CA

Rochelle Kaplan
Salt Lake City. UT

Oltby Duvall
Washington, DC

Karen Grove
Menlo Park. CA

Barry Karas
Washington , DC

Plea~ant(ln ,

CA

R. Elaine Hanson MD

San Francisco, CA

1616 P St. N'W. Suite430. Washington , DC 2003~ I www vo1ccsforprog!llss.org
\loic~ ror Progress is o P">jccl of The Advococy Fund.
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~ Voices fo r Progress
David Keller
San Francisco. CA

Carl Page
Palo Alto. CA

James Simon
New York. NY

Michael Kieschnick
Palo Alto. CA

Frank Pa1itutcci
Pleasanton, CA

Daniel Solomon
Bethesda. MD

Ethel Klefo
New York, NY

Morris PcllTl
New York, NY

Marc Stanley
Dallas, TX

Felix. Kramer
Berkeley. CA

Zacll Polett
Little Rock, AR

Mary Ann Stein
Berflesda. MO

Betsy Krieger
Baltimore, MD

Carl Pope
San Francisco. CA

Gene Stone
New York, NY

Rochelle Lefkowirz
Berkeley, CA

Lisa Renstrom
Washington , DC

Sandor Str!1us
Lafayette, CA

Art Lipson
Salt Lake City. UT

Elaine Reuben
Washington. DC

Faye Straus
Lafayette, CA

Stephanie Low
New York, NY

Charles Rodgers
Boston, MA

Ted Strickland
Columbus, OH

Carla Meyer
Boston, MA

Marsha Rosenbaum
Sau Francisco. CA

Ritchie Tabachnick
Pittsbw·g, PA

Paulette Meyer
San Francisco, CA

Mi'lfjorie Roswell
Baltimore, MD

Rachel Tabachnick
Pittsburg, PA

Laurie Michaels
Woody Creek, CO

FraJ1cesco Scar.tone
New York, NY

Anne Taft
Binghampton. NY

Nancy Muuerperl
Beverly Hills. CA

Daniel Schlozman
Baltimore, MD

Valerie Tarico
Seattle, WA

Bi ll Mutterperl
Beverly Hills. CA

Ben Schwartz
West Springfield. MA

Kate Villcrs
Concord, MA

Sandy Newman
Takoma Park. MD

Claire Silberman
Brooklyn, MA

Phil Villers
Concord. MA

Lawrence Ottinger
Chevy Chase. MD

Daniel S imon
New York. NY

Scott Wallace
Be1hesda, MD

1616 I' St. NW.Suite 430, Wn.~hington, DC 20036 1lvww voicesforprogress.org
Voice;; for Pmircss is" projcc111fTho:. Ad\'o<:acy Fund .
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~ Voices for Progress
Christy Wallace
Be1hesda, MD

Carol Winograd
Stanford, CA

Tal Zlotnitsky
Potomac, MD

Marc Weiss
New York.NY

Terry Winograd
Stanford. CA

Michelle Zygielbaum
Santa Rosa. CA
Paul Zygielbaum

Santa Rosa , CA

16 16 P St. NW. Sa11e<l)O. Wa~hing1on,DC 200361 www,volcesforprogre.ss.org.
Vnkc~ for Progress i~ ~ projec1of The Advoc•u:}' Fuud.
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Opinions

Supreme Court nominees
should ·weigh in on these
rulings. Yoi1're up, Judge
Gors11ch.
8y Vi~t.'lflt Amar \ta

f t :9

VikromAmar f.s Ute clean <>fthc luw sdwnl ut tlrt~ {!11ivl'rs1fy of lllinoi.~ at llrbmw..Clram1wigu.
There i:i n lol of talk these d.A~is ahoul judidul indc11endC!llce. given Pre.~ident Trnmp's r.ritidsms of reoentjudiC'ial l'ulings ,mdnlo1·e ,~rohlr1 o"lit~;iny - jµ(lgt-s th1:ntsel\les . .Tudif'ial indt"ycndenrt:" L~ Un(leni(lbly 6nc.of lhC' pillat'S llf thu C.:Onstiltlrion, but it.i,.')

ah;o SClme-limes dintorte<l lo itnJK'l.lt ilOCJthcr ooostitutio11~1t strnctural elc111enl: tht? s~nahl~ ai:;s~s"m~n! or S upren~ Cl"\urt
m1rninees. l."oo often, nominees - by both parties. it shoultl bcemvhasitt:d - rt'f\\se to t'Olllrne·nt on Jk'St Supreme CourtL'aSm:
dHring Senate q ucstiQninsi. o n ~n.mnd:f th:ttsu('h tomments rould compronlisr judi<!.ial iuf!et'IOnde.n.:eonce .someone.joift'S the
('(tllft.

The l>~sr \\13.y to tfi~~•·n '~he re ":l nomh'\C:C m.'\)r 1novc-thc n:\lit:in':,;j vr)sp rucJeti1.~ i.s'to get him o r her lCJ '\'cigh in on pa.rticufo rl~'
<--ontl!ntious cn~s.

Pl:tlitude~ <lbotn origin"Hsm.

te X'luslism, acti vt~m or Ma tcs' 1·iih1~ mu:\n Httht until you ~cl someone to apply

tl\t'Se {lt)rit')l')S to :t<'l ll:i1 cH~pllt't!!> tbttl Jt;we rlividfl'rl lhC' j lt ~liC!t'$ in W!l"\·111

titn~.

Wben WilU:un lk 4!f11lftD nnd Anttillin s-.';\Ji.. would

offer the s.1mc l.i:ui.it• answer to 11 qnl!'\tion ;.iboutjndicial meta philo$V{>hy (a:y isc often trnl! of the q_utiri<.~ S(tnators po~e-). thut
qUC$'.I ion is not ,•ery belpCuJ.

The ide;1'1 htlt n no mini. .<: ;o;hould not

gi\•t! \~C'~ ~OOut:nC'tual 1.~ses- beci\11sc <loingso

c_•nme before die nol)linee laterm,-ilms no

$~?\.~ Of ~o urse nomU1ccsshould no t

ri\i.ght for\:e a prejudg.ing of 1:;..~urs thnt mny

make -Qr bcaskoclto J'l'l.i\kc.- p 1'orni$l!S-lbOU\

future rulings. nut the cHsdosurc- of $J>cri fic, albt!it puwisiomil~ \iews ;\bout pa!'t c~~sos docs not commit no ml nee.~ to rnh: in :'lny

1inrlil"'Uh'l r wny in lhe future. They rcmn.h1 frec to re.fint: their thinking or ercn ch:m~ t heir mind<o a ltogether. assittingjm:ti<:e.~
;\J'C

froo lo, do. evt"n if they have spok,en puhlidy e n these matters in dt'<.'iding ~:.srlier- case.s. S1.tr('ly llO t.lnf! think.'> l?tiftCJJr j it.'Sl iCl:s

arc ronflirtcd ht!,"uise lh\•y ha\'(~ opiucd o n similar issut!s in lJrinr d<~isio ns.
Which cnses~ho11Jd modern nnmini;.-es: s11cl1 asJudgc Neil Gorsud1b~ r<..-.1ulrt<Jl to wdgh fn on? There arema:.ny to choosc-from1

l>ht h1:r(' ::i n: (ivc. pnrtleularly t ~ lli.ng on~s. -all of which wei;t· deci<l~d bl~ n nar.row m1tjolity:
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v. Jlod!Jes: 1u ~0151 t heu.>tU't iru~li<.latell$UlW fows lhut pruhtbllt."tl s:nne-~ marri:1ge. m.~ussi<:>nof Oluuyft.f'i!Jl

''on.Id pt1l\ideinsig.ht lnton uominee's view6not o nJy on how to nppl)<equolily princi'plts in the· WBT~llin~ but ~Jso on
Wheth~r at,d Wh<'n

-SUbstanti\'ed\le p rocess~· - thi! fouad:ltion oflllOd,Crll Se.xU1tl' prfr:te::y uadabo rtfo n prolt!ct.ions- i..~

11

;ivprovrfatuly invokeJ.

CiLinun Unit~tl v. Pedeml Elcclfon Commis•~on: The ~oia ruling striking down a (ednnl lawprohib1ting OOIIJ1rofit
<'Ol'IJOrations from making indcpend•nt campa\v.n expendilt1TCS b<:;1r.; oN onli' o n the hugdy im'pul'lonl qtlcStion of rnon<\J' in
IJOUlics, bnt\\1$0 onlh(' Jcgiti'n.ll'll"Y'Of roony r'll0\1~tn frctodOJO.-Of·SJ;k..•t.tcll vroh~dloU;i; that Ol<lY not ;sh,'a_y$ he~nppont'dby
1)rigln:\list e\•itl eut>e~
l'Ysltttr u. Univt.-if'Sity ofTexas-: 'th.i's 2•u<> decision upbdd tht! UniveTh.ily nf Tex~· s use of t'ace "in admission$. A no mitu.1.c·&

thnnghtson thisc:1se 4'0u1d (tguAI wheth~r he or she thinks the equal prok<:t i(ln daoS<' tlr~wides asyu1mctricnl iu·otttt'tion to
racial f"mQtiti l.., Md - imvor(anrJ.v - 1\il<il ki)1d of o<il!,in-1ll" lh• A•JtOiOOQ is (ioS<tfQr ii:> tbc or~<;inalist c\ide>wc ~g,.•inSl lhc
1>erm~ihnil:y oC otllrn\al.h'e :trlion strikes m.my nn.1lysts ~s thin).

Pri.ni'l t'. Unitctl Slott•~: In l0'>7. the: court slrut;ktlown the fcfkrill Rt·ac!r J.mv pro,f.-;lnn requiring IQc:1l law,111f()rtcm1mt to
con dul'l ~n-pnrchase

bm:··kgTonndchet!ks. 'Thc.1·~iscrould he ~1 usdu1platform to cx1>ll)rc_ how much protection a nominee

lhinks $late a nd IQral cxerutive official<> cunslilutionally enjoy from .. CQm.nmndceri..Qg" by th ~ feds.
Cinpl.oyntent.Divi!i.ion, Oregon Dcporbnent ofHuntan Seruic:t~s 1,.
l'lilllS~ or thc

~7ttitl1:

'fhis 1990 holding.that lheo free C"xcrrist•

l'irst Antfindmcnt clo~ not l'Onfora right for SOnlt:onc prnctfcing a,. rdigioo to he (ll't:S11mpti\'<'-l)'e.xe1npl rmm

gl..'n~r;aHy ApµJicl1bl~ l;0ws (in ttiis Cf\$1", tJCyQh• rorr.,4umrlivu l~ws) r('mnirl!l dJc bi&;~.sl f'C'('{'nt

r:ulins on rt.>ligfo<1:; liberty and the

Coostilulio it. Keating :1 nominee'svi<!ws on th1$ casc\·;01l1d be wu1.k ul:iri)1 importanl lu<k\:o'. given tllat is$11.:'se.ndol"ing
impo1·tQm:c.

l>'rom \\ ~i1· l kt1ow ,,f Cors\1ch thus far. I would fovur his<\;nfimiation_. but if srnarurs rnnoot une:u-th :rnOl!'~min~ hi~ views
'3boul lhcs.e-llndother ke)' \'.35\":S df'cided in rc'-~ntyanrs. l might fod Jjfforentl)' ~ 11 d lhc he.,riogs ,v;u largdy b1.· a wask of tim\!

for tht:-.scnal<trs, the nomillee aOO the-public.
Rend mnrt on.. this issue:

J"i..,es. Rqbert;o;on: ThejuJicfal nomin~\1ion W1'r started with Jlod;. t::ml lt with Gorsuth.
1

l1att '·\ itl ~ My opposition ttJ Neil Oorsu<:h is _a.Jt1f'SOO.'ll
J:\Sfln l\f\lrrny: l..a'bt'>ntls-thoulJ " ,•Jcoml" Gorsm·h. Like K~g:.mJ he vutsJaw first.

J•>nathllfl H. Adler: GorSllch'sjudicinl philosophyi...: likcSl';1lin's, wi1h one bigclifforc.ncc

rlrc .Post's View: How not to pick a Supreme Cou rtjus tic~
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Senate Democrats focus on Gorsuch's defense of Bush-era terrorism
policies
BY Robert Barnes and Ed O'Keefe, \ far. 15.10 17

Senate> Democrats are requesting more infonnation about Supreme Cotrrt nominee Neil Gorsuoh 's role
defend.ing tbe George W. Bush administration in lawsuits over terrorism polic.ies and Interrogation of deUlinees.
Sen. Dianne Feinstein., the ranking Democrat on the Senate Judicfary Committee. said lhc-infonnntion provided
by Gor.;och about his 2005-2006 employ!)lenl at the J\JSlicc Department hus raised more questions.
"With your hearing only six days away, it has come to my attention that your response via the Department of
Justice to my letter of February 22 is incomplete and must be supp)emcnied immediately." Feinstein (Cal1f.)
wrote, setting a deadfo1e of5 p.m. Thursday,
Hundreds of thousands of document pages provided cryptic descriptions of the work of-Gorsuch, who served
as a high.-ranking Justice Department officia l before he was confirmed to the U.S. Court of Appeals for thee 10th
Circuit in July 2006feinstein requesl¢d documents covering "all litigation -related to the Bush administration's anti-te1Torism.
intelligence, detention, interrogation. milill!ry, or related efforts in which you drafted or reviewed a legal filing."
The request signaled a potential new avenue of questioning for Gorsuch by the committee's Democrats and
came as the partisan and ideological battle over Gorsuch's nomination began to heat up on Capitol Hi II.
Senate Minority Leader Charles E. Schumer (D-N.Y.) held a news conference with people who said they had
been banned by Gorsuch's rultngs, and the senator ac¢used President Trump's nominee of enacting a "rightwing, pro-corporate, special-intcre$t agenda" as aj11dge.
"Given the c.hancc, r have no doubt he' 11 do It again on the Supreme Court," Schumer said.
Schumer also called out Gorsuch's ties to conservative businessman Philip Anschutz, detai led this week in a
New York Times article. Gorsuch represented Anschutz as a private lawyer, and Anschutz. has c,ontributed lo
the Heritage Foundation and Federalist Society, two groups that recommended Gorsuch and 20 others to Trump
all potential Supreme Court 11ominees,
Besides portraying Gorsuch as harmful to the ~l ittle guy," Democratic ,5enatots and aides have also explored his
involvement with lssue~of executive privilege and terror:ism-related cases.
Feinstein said Tuesday that she was sending a team of Democratic s taffers to the Justice Department to review
about 11,000 pages of documents that dcparttnent officials said were too sensitive to be copied or sent to
Capitol Hill.
Sen. Patrick J. Leahy{D-Vt.) said that "on areas of surveillance and torture. what I've seen so far, his views are
a lot different than mine."
Page 1of 2
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.. When Judge Gorsuch wns working for lhe adminisira1ion, at le.ast l>asc<l on the initial things I've lookell at, he
a111>cars to be a cheerlC'adcr for Pre~idenl Bush's vie\vs on cxe<:uti\'c powers," Leahy said. dec lining to specify
which documents he h<1d seen.
Out Sen. Charle.~ 6. Grassley (R-lowa). who k'llds thcJu<)kiary Committee, disputed accusations tha1 Gorsuch
or the Thtmp adnlinistmion hnve been withholding Information on the nomin~.
"They' re asking things of Gorsuch 1ha11hcy didn 'I usk of Kagart,,., Grassley said , referring to Justice llkna
Kagan's tenure as solici1or general in the Obama admihls1ration.

Grnssley said that Dcmocrals should be "satisfie<l" wilh Lhcamo•lnl of infom):ition relea.~cd so fat.
In thcdocum~nl' released l\l the co111mittce, Gqrsach provides • list of the work h" did at the Justice
Department in the form of a self·cvalua1ion.
~Helped coordinate

litigation efforts Involving n number of 11atio11al $CCurity matters - including the Darby
photos litigation and FOIA case se-eking ·~poll ofGuamaomno 0ay ddain~1;S,'' he wrote, reli:rri11g to the 2004
release of graphic pictures of prisoners being abused by U.S. mili1ary personnel i11 (rnq's ;\bu Gbraib prison.
Gorsuch said he olso "dra lled spec<:l\cs on terr(lrism and national secutily clfons for the Atlomey Genernl" and
helped draft the motion to dismiss the first set o f st1its· by detainees authorized hy a Supreme Cc-urt decision.
Fe instein was also interested in a ref<rence to a proposal for a "seminar on torture policy" al the Co110cil on
ForQign l<ol:itlu11s. "l'k.ise provide to the commi11cc a11y materials related to any invo lvement you had in the
issue; of tort11rc (including so-called •onh~nced i11terrog;itio11 1tlChniques'), including this proposal." she wrote,

The hundreds of thousands of pages submitted by the Justice Ocpartment has prt11•idcd i111rigui11ggli1npse~ of
the nominee, but its sheer volume has fnism11ed reseurchers.
The documents do show thaL ireohfinned. Gorsuch would become the first justice to ha1-e visited the detention
focilhy at Guantanamo Bay. He wrore a thank-you lo his hosts:
" I was c'xtraordinarily impressed,'' l\e wrote. Being able to "see first hand all that you hove managed to
sccomplish with such a difficu lt and sensitive miss ion makes my job of helping explain iind defend it before the
c-0urts all the easier."

Gorsuch also took an active role in developing talk ing poinl> far lhe administration on detainees. including
whel~er ··enhanced interrogation" work.s.
"Yes," is handwritten nexl to a typed <1ues1ion: " Hn1·c tlwaggrcssi v~ intcrr-ogation techniques emplo)'ed by the
Admin yielded any valuable intelligence?' '
At the top of the page. which conUtfns actual or anticipated questions from Sens, John McCain (R·Ariz) and
Lindsey 0. Graham (R-S.C.) is written; "TO DO- Examples of lntell" rela11ng to "GTMO."
Gabe Ru1h. whose organi1.atlon Fix the Coun filed a lawsuit ufler receiving no action on 11 Freedom of
lnfonnation AN re<111e~t for Gorsuch's re.cords, said the documenrs appear incbmplcte.

''The picture theSt< documents paint is that from the outset of his agency tenure, Judge Gorsuch was intimately
involved in a range of adl!linistrstion initialives. from detainee' trenlment to s urveillance lo j udicial
110111i11ations:· Ro1h .sa id. 'Tm lool< ing forward to the rele;ise of additional dt1Ct1ments.. wl1cthcr in respunse lo
thtt $<'11•l0r or h'> our FO IA lawsul~ •'
Poge 2 of 2
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A Note on Senatorial Consideration of
Supreme Court Nominees
Charles L. Black, Jr.t
If a President should desire, and if chance should give him the opportunity, to change entirely the character of the Supreme Coun,
shaping it after his owtt political image, nothing would stand in h is
way except the United States Senate. Few constitutional questions arc

then of more moment than the question whether a Senator properly
may, or even at some times in duty mwt, vote against a nominee to
that Court. on the ground that the nominee holds views which, when
transposed into judicial decisions, are likely, in the Senator's judg·
ment, to be very bad for the country. It is the purpose of this piece to
open discussion of this question; I shall make no pr¢tense of exhausting
that discussion, for my own researches have not proceeded fur enough
to enable me to make that pretense.1 I shall, however, open the discussion by taking, strongly, the position that a Senator, voting on a presidential nomination to the Court, not only may but generally ought to
vote in the negative, if he firmly believes, on reasonable grounds, t11at
the nominee's views on the large issues of the day will make it harmful
to the country for him to sit and vote on the Court, and that, on the
other hand, no Senator is obligated simp1y to follow the President's
lead in this Tegard, or can rightly discharge bis own duty by so doing.
I will open with nvo prefatory observations.
First, it has been a very long time since anybody who thought about
the subject to any effect has been possessed by the illusion that a judge's
judicial work is not influenced and fonned by his whole lifeview, by
his economic and political comprehensions, and by his sense, sharp or

t Henry R. Luce Professor of Turisprudcna:, Y:tlc University. DA. 1935, M.A. 1938,
University of Taas; LL.B. 1948, Ya1c.
1, 1 shall not provide thls discussion with an clabor:ilc foolnolc :ipp:ir.itus. I am son;·
to say that I = o t -ad:.nowledge debt, £or I am wriliog from my 111\nd; cxpcrlcna:
teaches that, when one does this. one uoconsdou.sly draws 011 much rc:ullng con.sciowl)'
forgotten; for <ill wch obll,gations uni1ittingly iocuacd 1 gi\'C lh:inl<s. I lra\'C md lhc
bene6t of <ilsalssion of many of the poinis made herein with students at the Y:ilc I.aw
School, of ll'.hom l speciJically recollect Donald Paulding ln\'in; I ha1-c :ilso h.:id I.be benefit
of talking to him about lhe piece afte~ it was wriucn.
HAAAls, THE AD11c£ A.'\'D C0NS£!1.'T OF TllE SEN,\IE (1953) c:imc ti> lll)' :it ten lion and hands
after the present piem had gone to the printer. This excellent :md Cull aca>Unt of lhe
entire function "l~oUld doubtless h:n·e fleshed out my own tlloughlS, but r tee notlllng in
the book that would make me alter the position bl:cn here. :ind l hope :i &iogk·shot
thesiS liJ:e the present may be lllCfut.
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vague, of where ju.stic::e lies in respect of the great questions of his time.
The loci classici for this insight, now a platitude, are in such wrlters
as Oliver Wendell Holmes, Jr., Felix Frankfurter, and Learned Hand.
It would be hard to find a well-regarded modern thinker who asserted
the contrary. The things which I contend are botl~ proper nnd indispensable for a Senator's consideration, if he would fully disch:irge his
ducy, are things that have definitely to do with the performance of the
judicial function. The factors ~ contend are far the Senator's weighing
are factors ~h&t go into composing the quc1lity of a judge. The conten·
~ion Uiat they may not properly be considered therefore amountq to
the contention tha~ some thing& which make a good or bad judge may
be considered- unless the Senator is to consider nothing- while others
m~ynoc.

Secondly, a certain paradox would be involved in a negative answer
to the question I have put. For tl,ose considerations which I contend
are proper fot' the Senator are considerations which certainly, no·
toriously, play (and always have played) a large, often a crucial, role in
me P.-esident's choice of bis nominee; the assertion, therefore, that they
should play no part in the Senator's decision amounts to an assertion
that the au~hority tliat must "advise and consent" to a nomination
ought not to be guided by copsiderations "'vhich are hugely impo:rtnnt
~n the ll}aking of the nomination. One I:ias to ask, "Why''? I am not sug·
gesting now that there can be no an~wer; I only .say that an answer must
be given. In the normal cqse, he: who lies under the obHgntion of
making up his mind whether to advise and con~ent to a step considers
the same things that go into the dedsfon whether ~o take that step. In
the normal case, if he does not do this, he is derelict in his dt1ty.
I have called this a constitutional question, and i~ is that (though it
could never reac;b. a court), for i t is a que$tion about the aUocation of
powe.- ancl responsibili~ in government, It is natural, then, for Amer·
ican lawyers to look first at the applicable text, for what light it may
cast. What expectation seems to be projected by the words, "The Prcside11t ••• shall nominate, and by and with the Advi.;e and Consent ol
the Senate shall appoint .. • Judges of the Supreme Coqrt. , . ,"?~Do
the~e words suggest a rubbeNtaJnp function, confined to screening Otl t
proven malefactors? I submit that they do not. 1 submit that the word
"advice," unless its m~aning Jlali radically changed since 1787, make~
next to impossible that conclusion.
2. US. CoNJ!'; hi. ll, § 2, cl. 2.
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Proceduml[y, the stage of "advice" has been short-circuited.3 Nobody could keep tb,e President from doing that, for obvious practic:il
reasons. But why should this procedural short-circuiting have :my effect
on the 4Ubstance so strongly suggested by the word "advke"? He who
merely consents might do so perfunctorily, though that is not a necessary but merely a possible gloss. He who advises gives or withholds his
advice on the basis of all the relevant considerations bearing on decision.

Am 11vrong about this usage? Can you conceive of sound "advice'' whidt
is given by an advisor who bas deliberatety ban:ed himself from con·
sidering some of tlie things that the person he is advising ought to
consider, and does consjder? If not, then can the Presidents, by their
unreviewable short-circuiting of the "advice" stage, magictlly have
caused to vanish the Senate's responsibility to consider what it must
surely consider in "advising"? Or is it not more reasonable to say that,
in deciding upon his vote at the single point now left Jilin, every Sen·
ator ought to consider everything :he would have considered if, procedurally, he were "advising"? Does not the word "advice" permanently
and inescapably define the scope of SenatorJal consideration?
It is cha.Tacteristlc of our legal culture both to insist upon the te..,.tual
reference-point, and to be impatient when much is made of it, so I will
leave what I have said about this to tbe reader's consideration, and
pass on to ask whether there is anything else in the Constitution itselt
which compels or suggests a resttiction of Senatorial consideration to a
few rather than to all of the factors which go to making a good judge.
I say there is not; I do not know what it would be. The President has
to concur in legislation, unless his veto be overridden. The Senate has
to concur in judicial nominations. That is the simple plan. Nothing
anywhere suggests that some duty rests on the Senator to vote for a
nomination he thinks unwise, any more than that a duty rests on the
Pr.esident to sign bills he thinks unwise.
B there something. then, in the whole structure of the situation,
something unwritten, that makes it the duty of a Senator to vote for a
man whose views on great questions the Senator believes to Dl.ilke him

dangerous as a judge? I think there is not, and I believe I can best make
my point by a contrast. The Senate has to confirm-advise and consent
3. Even th.is short-circuiting is nor oomplctc. Firsr, the President's "appointment,''
afl.ef the Senate's action, is still ''oluntary (Mubury v. 1.blllion, 5 U.S. (I Ctanth) JS7, Ji;G
(1803)}. so that in a sense the action of the Sen:ne CTCD under si:nlcd practice may be
lool:M 011 as only ..advisory.. "ilh r~P\'(t to ~ step from 1'hich the President may still
withdr.tw. Semodly, namilllltiom are o=sion:tllt wilhdr.twn al'icr pubUc indlcnUom o[
Sena re "5entimeot (alld probable aaion) which may be thought to :unount to ":idrice.."
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to-nominations to posts in the executive department, including cab·
inet po.sts. Here, I think, there is a clear structural reason for a Sen·
ator's letting the President have ptetty much anybody he wants, and
certainly for letting him have people of any political views that appeal
to him. These are his people; they are to work with him. Wisdom and

fairness would give him great latitude, if strict constitutional obligtt·
tion would notJust the reverse, j ust exactly the reverse, is true of the judici<try. The
judges are not the President's people. God forbid! They are not to
work with him or for him. They are to be as independent of him as
they are of the Senate, neither more nor less. Insofar as their policy
orientations are material-and., as I have said above, these can no
longer be regarded as immaterial by anybody who wants to be taken
seriously, and are certainly not regarded as immaterial by the Pres·
ident-it is just as important that the Senate think them not harmful
as that the President think them not harmful. If this is not true, why is
it not? I confess here I cannot so much as anticipate a rational argument to which to address a rebuttal.
I can, however, offer one further argument tending in the same di·
rection. The Supreme Court is a body of great power. Once on the
Court, a Justice wields that power without democratic check. This
is as it should be. But is it not wise, before that power is put in his
hands for life, that a nominee be screened by the democracy in the
fullest manner possible, rather than in the narrowest manner possible,
under the Constitution? He is appointed by the President (when the
President is acting at his best) because the President believes his worldview will be good for the country, as reflected in his judicial per·
formance. The Constitution certainly permits, ii; it does not compel,

the taking of a second opinion on this crucial question, from a body
just as responsjble to the e1ectorate, and just as close to the electorate,
as is the President. Is it not wisdom to take that second opinion in ;ill
fullness of scope? 1£ not, again, why not? If so, on the other hand, then
the Senator's duty is to vote on his whole estimate 6f the nominee, for
that is what constitutes the taking of the second opinion.
Textual considerations, then, and high-political considerations, seem
to me strongly to thrust toward the conclusion that a Senator both may
and ought to consider the lifeview and philosophy of a nominee, before casting his vote. Is there anything definite in history tending in
the contrary direction?
In the Constitutional Convention, there was much support for <tp·
pointment of judges by the Senate (l/one-a mode which Wa$ approved
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on July 21, 1787,4 and was carried through into the draft of the Committee of Detail~ The change to the present mode came on September
4th, in the report of the Committee of Eleveno and was agreed to nem.
con. on September 7th,7 This last vote must have meant thnt those who

wanted appointment by the Senate. alone-and in some cases by the
whole Congre~·were satisfied that a compromise had been reacl1ed,
and did not think the legislative part in the process had been reduced
to the minimum. The whole process, to me, suggests the very reverse of
the idea that the Senate is to have a confined role.
l have not reread every word of The Federalist for this opcningi;Un
piece, but I quote here what seem to be the most apposite passages,
from Numbers 76 and 77:

But might not his nomination be overruled? I grant it might,
yet this c-ould only be to make place for another nomination by
himself. The person ultimately appointed must be the object of
his preference, though perhaps not in the first degree. It is also
not very probable that his nomination would often be overruled.
The Senate could not be tempted, by the preference they might
feel to another, to reject the one proposed; because they could not
assure. themselves, that the person they might wish would be
brought fon11ard by a second or by any subsequent nomination.
They could not even be certain, that a future nomination would
present a candidate in any degree more acceptable to them; and
as their dissent might cast a kind of stigma upon the individual
rejected, and might have the appearance of a rcllection upon the
judgment of the clrief magistrate, it is not likely that their sanction
would often be refused, where there were not special and strong
reasons for the refusal.
To what purpose then require the cooperation of the Senate?
I answer, that the necessity of their concurrence would have a
powerful, though, in general, a silent operation. It would be :m
excellent check upon a spirit of favoritism in the President, and
would tend greatly to prevent the appointment of unfit characters from State prejudice, from family connection, from personal
attachment, or from a view to popularity. In addition to this, it
would be an efficacious source of stability in the administration.
It will readily be comprehended, that a man who had himself
the sole disposition of offices, would be governed much more by
his private inclinations and interests, than when he was bound to
submit the proJ_>riety of his choice to the discussion and determination of a different and independent body, and that body an
4, 2 RE.coKDs or nm fn>EAAi. CQNvnmol'I
5. Id. at 132, 146, 155, 169, 183.

OF

1787, ~t 83 (M.

F~=nd

ed. l!lll).

6. Id. at 498.

7. ld. at 589.
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entire branch of the legislature. The possibility of rejection would
be a strong motive to care in proposing. The danger to his own

reputation, and, in the case of an elective ;magistrate, to his political existence, from betraying a spirit of favoritism, or an unbecoming pursuit of popularity, to the observation of a body

whose opinion would have great weight in forming that of- the
public, could not fail to operate as a battier to the one and to the
other; He would be both ashamed and afraid to bring fonvnrd,
fot the mos~ distinguished or lucrative stations, candiaates who
had no other merit than that of coming i'rom the same Stnte to
which he particularly belonged, or of being in some way or other
personally allied to him, or of po~sessing the necessary insignificance and pliancy to render them the obsequious instruments of
his pleasure.8
•

•

•

#

•

•

If it be said they might sometimes gratify him by an acquiescence
in a favorite choice, when public motives might dictate :i dif·
ferent conduct, I answer, that the instances in which the President
could be personally interested in the result, would be too fow to
admit of his being materially affected by the compliances of the
Senate. The power which can originate the disposition of hortors
and emoTuments, is more likely to attract than to be attracted by
the power which can merely obstruct their course. If by infl1t-

e12ci12g the P'fesident be meant restraining him, this is precisely
what mwt have betm i1itended [emphasis supplied]. And it hns

been shown that th.e restraint would be salutary, at the snme time
that it would not be such as to destroy a single advantage to be
looked for from the uncontrolled agency of that Magistrate. The
Tight of nomination would produce all the good of tlrnt of appointment, and would in a great measure avoid its evils.o
1 cannot see, in these passages, any hint that the Senators may not or
ought not, in voting on a nominee, take into account anything that

they, as serious and public-spirited men, think to bear on the wisdom
of the appointment. It is predicted, as a mere probability, that l'rcsidenrial nominations will not often be "overruled." But "special and
strong reasons," thus generally characterized, are to suffice. Is a Sen·
ator's belief that a nominee holds stewed and purblind views on social
justice not a "special and strong .reason"? Is it not as 1'special and
strong" as a Senator's belief that an appointment has been mad~ "from
a view to popularity"-a reason which by clear implication is to suffice as support for a negative vote? If there is anything in Thu Fed~
eralist Papers neutralizing this inference, I should be g1ad to see it.
S. THE :FEDEl\AUS'I' No. 76, at 494-95 (Modem Libr.1.ry 1937) (/\lcxanckr Unmllton),
9. Id. No. 77, 'It -!98 {Alc:xan.der Hamilton).
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Senatorial Consideration of Supreme Court Nominees
When we tum to history, the record is, as always, confusing nnd
multifarious. One can say with confidence, however; that a good many
nominations have been :rejected by tb.e Senate for repugnancy of the
nominee's views on great issues, or for medioc:ricy, or for other reasons
no more involving moral turpitude than these. Jercmi:ih Sullh'aD
Black, an eminent lawyer and jud_ge, seems to have been rejected in
1861 because of his views on slavery and secess.ion.10 John J. Cdttend.en
was refused confirmation in 1829 on strictly partisan grounds.u ·wol·
cott was rejected partly on political grounds, and partly on g<ounds
of competence, in 1811.1~ There is the celebrated Parker case of this
century.13 The perusal of WarrenH will multiply instances.
I am very far from undertaking any defense of each of tltese actions
severally. I am not writing about the wisdom, on tl1e merits, of partic·
ular votes, but of the claim to historical authenticicy of the supposed
"tradition" of the Senators' refraining from taking into account a very
wide range of factors, from which tbe nominees' views on g<eat public
questions cannot, except arbitrarily, be excluded. Such a "tradition,"
if it exists, exists somewhere else than in recorded history. Of course,
all these·instances may be dismissed as improprieties, but then one must
go on and say why it is improper for the Senate, and each Senator, to
ask himself, before he votes, every question which heavily bears on tl1e

issue whether the nominee's sitting on the Court will be good for the
country.
l submit that this "tradition" is just a part of the twentieth-century
mystique about the Presidency. That mystique, having led us into
disastrous undeclared ~war, is surely due for reexamination. I do not
suggest that it can be or should be totally rejected. I am writing here
only about a little pan of its consequences.
To me, there is just no reason at all for a Senator's not voting, in
regard to confirmation of a Supreme Court nominee, on the basis of a
full and unrestricted review, not embarr.issed by any presumption, of
the nominee's fimess far the office. In. a world that knows tltat a man's
social philosophy shapes his judicial bebavior, that philosophy is a
factor in his fitness. If it is a philosophy the Senator thinks will make
a judge whose service on the Bench will hurt the country, then the

10.
11.
Ul.
13.

2 c. w-, Tm:SOl'l!Dre Comer J."( UNJTD> SrAUS HlsroRY.ZGt (rev. o:l. l!ll?G).
1 j;f, <'It 7€».
Id. at 415.
L l'nEn'Jt. T1ru HoNolWlL£ Comrr, A HIS?o~v oF TR£ Ui.nD> SrAns Slll'r.EUE

CollllT 288 (1965).

H.

c. WAA!tD!, Tn.e StlJ'nDr£ CotJll'.r IN Urmm Sr.\TCS HISTORY (rev. ed. 1926).
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Senator can do right only by treating this judgment of his,.. uncncum•
bered by deference to the :President's, as a satisfactory basis in itself for
a negative vote. I have as yet seen nothing textual, nothing structural,
nothing prudential, nothing historical, that tells agamst this view. Will
someone please enlighten me?
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Ste.pllen Bannon•s nationalisr call to arms, annotareti
tlte. Wa,f/1ing1011 Posr
Fcbru~ry 23, 2017

By A~ron Blake
lf there is one man believed to be pulling the strings bell.ind the scenes u1 the White House rlg111 now. it's
Stephen K. Bannon. The fonncr head of Breitbart News's Influence ()n President Trump is an endless
source of fascination in Washington right now.
But Bannon's public comments are pretty few and far between. 111ere was a speech he ga.ve at the V111ican
a few years ago, and then an interview with the Hollywood Reponer last year. And then, on Thursday, the
Trump s!J'ategi$t spoke at the Conscrvativ~. Political Action Confl.'rence in suburban Washington.
Bannon participated in a panel dl~cussion With White H<luse Chief of Staff Rdnc~ Prfchus and Matt
Sch lapp. the head of the Americar1 Consel'vacive Union. And Bannou's rhetoric was chock-full of the kind

ofm1tionnlist, an1i-11e,vs-meJia rhetoric for which he has becom~ known. He cast the next four years as a
constanrbattle with the media. "If you think they're going to give you your country flack without a fighc,
you're sadly mistaken,·· lie said.
ll was a window into the worldvi~w of a man whose world view ver)' much aligns with Trw11p's own.
Below, we're posting the conwrsation ill full. with our annotations. To see fill annotation, click on the
yellow. highlighted text.
SCH LAPP: CPAC is known for havi11g important moments, and l thillk it's safe to S<IY by a full roo111 and
just a couple of cameras that this is one of those moments.
And l-1 think the first th ing thnt would be appropriate a Iler 30 days of running a continual sprint is to
thank these two guys for what they've be~n doing.
(UNKNOWN): Thnnk you, thnnk you. well . .,
SCHL-APP: On that front- on that fronl. l also think rt's a perfect mornenrto thank11ll of you for helping
us elect what will be one of the grear<!St pre5ide11ts tha1 ever served this country. It's bec11use of your
work....., that he mad.., it happc11 ,
BANNON: And Matt, I want to thank you for finally inviting me to CJ>AC.
SCHLAPP: Yeah, lhere's no-lhe-what was thenameofthe- i he ...
B/\NNON: 111e uninvited.
SCHLAPP: The uniovltcd.
BA:l-.'NON: I know the.re are many al umni out here l111he~udicnce.
PR I El.IUS~

I didn't likethc uninvited.
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SCI II.APP; Here's wbat we decided to do arCPAC with the 1ininvited. We decided to say that
everybody's a part of our conservative family.
PRIEBUS: Tl]at'~ right.
SCHLAPP: And that's what Donald Trump has done to so many ofu,s arotmd the country politically. And
you guys have put together an amazing operation. You know. I know you all know th is, but tl1e last time a
president came to CPAC in his ftri;t yeat, it \Vas Ronald Reagan.
Saint Ronald in 1981. And you've put togetherthis-the president has put together the most
conservative Cabinet we've ever seen according to our CPAC ratings. and l think a few of us are pretty
happy about whatloov.s Hkc is going to happen on the S1.1,preme Court too, so it's a...
Now.

l~t

me ask you two. I'm looking in the back of the room as well, but let me a5k. you two.

PRIEBllS:

rs tlJat rhc. opposition party?

SCHLAPP: Let me ask you two, we !\."ad a lot about you two.
BANNON: It's nil good.

SCl!LAPP: But I bet not all of its accurare - l ber not all of it's accurate. [bet there's some 1hings that
don't get written correctly. Let me ask each 011e of you. what's the biggest mfsconception -abour what's
going on in !he Donald frump White House?
PRLEBUS: Well, in regard lo us rwo. I think the biggest misconception is everything that you're reading.

We- we share an office suite together. We're basically together frorn 6:30 in the morning until about
I I :00 at night.
BANNON: I have a little thing called the war room: he

has :i fireplace with nice sofas.

PR!EBUS: And it's - it's actually something that you all have he lped build, which is, when you bring
together- and 'Y11at this election showed and what President Trump showed, and let's not kill ourselves.
I mean I can talk about data and ground game and Steve can talk about big ideas, but 1l1e truth of the
111at1e1· is Donald Trump - Presi'dent Trump brought together the party and the conservative movement.
And I've got to tell you. irthe pany and the conservative movement are together, similar to Steve and I, it
can't be stopped. And President Tnrmp ...
... was the one guy- he was the· one person. and I can say it after overseeing 16 people kill each other. it
was Donald Trump that was a'ble to bring this- this party and this movement 1ogelher. i\nd Steve and I
know that and we live it every day. Our job Is to get the agendH of President Trump tlu·ough the door and
on pen and paper.
BAN~ON: You know, but we've known it since August 15th. wtd I think. if you look. at the opposition
party and how 1hey portray the campaign, how they po11rayed the transition and now they're portrdying
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toe administration. i1's al\wiys wrong. Lmean, on -on the very tirst day that Ke.llyanne and I staned. we
reached out to Reince, St"an Spicer, Katie.
It's the same team Tbat. you know, every day was grinding away on the campaign, the same team that did
the transitlon, and if you remember. you kntlw. the campa ign was the most chaotic - by the media's
description, most chaotic, most disorgani7..ed, most unprofessional, had no eanhJy idea what they were
doi ng and then you saw them al l crylt1g and weeping tlJat night on -on the 8th when ...... when-and
the reason It worked - the reason it worked is President Trump. 1 mean, Trump had those ideas, had that
energy, had that vision thal could galvanize a team around hirn of disparate - look, we're a coalition.
You know, a lot of people think - have Strong beliefs about ditlerent things, bul we t\odetstand that you
can i:omc tog.ether to win. and we·understood that from August 15th aud.-and we never had a doubt and
Donald Trump 11ever had a doubt 1hat he was going to win. And - and I think that that is the power of
this movement.
PRIEBUS: And- and on top of that - first of all, President Trump laid out his vision four or five years ago here at CPAC.

what was it?-·

SCH LAPP: That's right.

PR.JESUS: And it was that vision - it's nothing different. If you go back and watch the tape of President
Ttump four or five years ago, that was ti.le Trump agenda
One of the things that I used to say all the time-and Governor Wal ker and everyonegetBick of me
saying it, bul I think thlll President Trump found it - which is what this country, what all ofus. were
starving for the whole time becaus~ we're so sick of politics and politicians.
In spite of the fact that we love being tiere, we -we ~ctually hate politics. But what we were starving for
was somebody real, somebody genuine, somebody tl1at was actually who he said he was.
13ANNON: Yep-yep.
PRTEBUS: And the - the - the media attacked us on the campaign; reme mber. attacked me, you can't
spend 1hemo11cy on Trump. go give it to the Senate. Attacked us on the transition, we - President
Trump put in the best Cabinet In the history of Cabinets J think.
Now-feed ridiculous stories and nil we do every day and all Presfdent Tnimp does every day, is hi t his
agenda every single day, whether it's TPP, whether it's deregulation, whether ifs Neil Gorsuch, whatever
It is. his promise is coming through every day.
SCH LAPP: He's even- he's even leaving bathrooms alone, that's kind of a nice, refreshing thing for a
Jot of pc'Ople as well.
BANNON: They happt:n to think it's a state lssue.
SCHLAPP: Of ooutse.
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BANNON; But- but- L tl1ink. - tel's go back to the p-01m that Reince made for a second. President
Trump, when lie was running, he made a - and this is the other tltlng that the - the mainstream media
or opposition party never caught is that if you want to see the Tnimp agenda it's very simple.

It was all in the speeches. He went around to these rallies, but those speeches had a tremendous amount of
content in them, rig)1t? I happen to believe. and I tl1rnk many olhers do, he's probahly the great public
speaker in those large arena:> since Will iam .Jennings Bryan. This was galvanized.
And remember. we didn't have money. H.illaty Clinton and these guys had ove.r $'.?bi llion. We had a
couple hundred million dollars. It was those rallies and those speeches, an he's doing right now is, he's
laid out art agenda with ·those,speeche.s fonh~ promise$ he made. Aud our job every day is ju.st 10 execute
on thar. It's to simply get a path to how those get executed.
And he's maniacal ly focused on that, and I think that's Orie of the power1; of the transitio11 whete many,
many people tcy to come ln and try to conv1nce President Trump, hey, you won on this but rhis is what

you want to do.
And he's Hke. no, I p1omised rhc American people this. Md this i~ the plan we're going to e((ecute on. And
Reince said - and by the way that's what you've seen; the executive orders, what the Supreme Court the way he's gone through tbe Supreme Cour1. Ahd by the way the other 102 judges that we'rceven1ually
going 10 pick, it's just a methodical-and that's what the mainstream me-Oia won't report.
Just l ike they were dead wrong on the chaos of rhc campaign and just like they were dead wrong in the
chaos of the transiticm, they are absolurely dead wrong about what's gol ng on today because we ha.ve a
team that's just grinding it through on Presid1:nt Donald Trump promised the Aml!rican pwple. And the
mainstream media better understand something. all oftho~e promises are going to be implemented.
SCH LA PP: That's awesome. It's been a ...

You knO\V. Steve you're a really likable guy. You should do this more often.
PRIEBUS: He's not so bad.
SCH LAPP; He'~ not so bad,
PRlEBUS: Most of the time.
BANNON: Yes, exactly.

SCHLAPP; So. whntare 30 days of action. and you guys have touched on some of that action. Each one
of you. tell me the one or two things that have happened th~ last JO days that you think are the most
critical. And what is the one thing that you j ust· - like you said Steve - maniacally focused. tl1a1 has just
got to happen early in the administratiQn to really turn this country around? Start first with the first JO
days and then what's that focus afte-r that.
PR I EB US: So, l mean. there's ;i lot that- tb.at's happened ...

SCHLAPP: A loL
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PRIEBUS: ... in rhe - in the first JO days. Whc.rhcr, you know - and you look al the our-the world
-our world order and -and some of 1hethings that are going on that I thiok a1·e - will be dealt wi1h
soon. but the first thing I think is Neil Oorsucl), for a couple things.
Number one. we're not talki ng about a change over a four-year period. We're talking about a change of
potentially 40 years of law, nurllber one. Burn1ore important than that- more import-run to that, it
established trust. It established that Pl-esident Trump is a man of his word . We always knew that. But
when he said here's 20 names on a piece of paper beet in July, remember? A11d he said 1101 going to pick
my judge out of these 20 people that are on this piece of paper and he dld ft, 1hn1's number crnc.
PR !EBUS: Because Neil Gocsuch represents a conservative - represents the type ofju{lge that has the
vision of Donald Trump and it futfl it~ 1he promise that he made to all of you and to all Americans across
the count ry. Second th ing, deregulation, wha1 hasn't been talked about a tor is r.hat PrllSide11t Tr11111p sigucd
an order that puts in place a constant deregulatory fotm Within the federalgovernmen1. And what it says
is, for every regulation presented for passage that Cabinet scc1ctary hus to idcntiiy rwo that person would
eliminate. And that's a big deal.
And then lastly, immigration: protecting the sovcreigmy of the United States, pyUing a wall on the
southern border, making sure that critninals arc not part of our process. These are all 1hings that 80
percent of Americans agree with. and these are all thing:; 1hat President Trump is doing within 30 days.
SCHl.APP: Steve'.'
BANNON: I think Che- I think. the same thing; J think if you look at the lines of work. I kind of break it
up in10 three verticals of three. buckets. The fir.:t is kind of national security and sovereignty. and 1hat's
your imelligence. the Defense Department, Homeland Security,
The second line of work is what I refer to as economic nationalism. and that is Wilbur Ross at Commerce,
Steven Mnuchin at Treasury. Ug.hthizer at - at Trade. Peter Navarro, Stephen Miller, these people ihal
are rethinking how we're gonna reconstruct the - ol1r trade arrangements around the world.
TI1e third, broadly, li11e of work is what is deconstruction of the adm in istrattve staie. And if you ...
So I think- I think the 1hree most important thing,$. I think one of the most pivotal moments in modem
American history was his immediate withdraw From TPP. That got us out of a ...
... got us Olli of a trade deal and l'et our sovereignty come back to ourselves, the people, The mainstream
media don't get this. but we're already working in consultation with t!ie Hill. People are starting 10 thihk
through a whole raft ofamazfng and innovative, bila1eral relationships -bilateral trading relationships
with people that will reposition Amerlcn in the world as a-asa fair trading nation and start to bring
jobs. High-value-added manufacturingjobs back to tl1e United States of America.
On (fie- on the national security pnrt, it wascerralnly the first - l fbink the firs1·nvo t:;,O.s that you start
to see implemented here of the last couple <If days under General Kelly. And that ls, do mle of law is
going to exisr wlien you talk aboll! om· sovereignty and you talk about immigration. Ge.neral Kelly ...
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,,, and Attorney General Sessions are adamanr- you know, that nnd you're gonna stan to see I 1hinlt with
the defense l)udg_et we're going to talk about next we<'k when we bring the budget out aod also with
certain things about the plan on ISIS and what Genel'lll Mattis and these guys think 1 think you'(J stan lo
see the other part of that.
But the third. this regulation ...
SCHLA PI': Yeah.
BANNON: ... every business leader we've had in is saying not just taxes. but it is - It is also the
regulation. I think the consistent, if you look at the.se Csbi netappointecs. they were selecte<:.1 for a te"!son
S11d tlm is the deco115lf\lction. the way the progressive lefl runs. is if they can't get it passed, they're just
gonna put In some sori of regulation in - in ai1 agency.
That's all gonna be deconstructed and r think that thal'S \\lh)' !his rc!ltJlatory thing is so imp0rtan1.
SCHLA PP: We had Or. Larry Arnn (ph) on the ...... stage earlier mday. And he brought up rhe fat.1 that
we're promulgating more laws and regulations that we ever had before. And mos1 of that are from these
independent agencies that are just on 11utopllot. You guys can stop that.
And also, c0111ing from the federal bunch as conservatives, we know that ll lol of limes we .fight out 1he
political wars over issues we care about. and !hen all of a sudden. liberals on the bench, liken lightning

bolt out ofihe sky.just change things.
And so what you guys ar~. saying about changing that order is amazing. You know, we all - we all
consume ;1 lot of news; we watch and read a lot of things, there's been a great democra\iza(ion in oews.
People get their news now from Jt1ernlly himdrc<ls and thousands of sites.
What-wha1 would each of you say. what is the-there'scall 1hese polls' that are being putout again, is
Donald Trump doing.a good job. is Donald Trump doing a had job. I know what you all think. We've
be~11 lienring it all -aH day,
What is it that they keep getting wron1;."! And do you think tt ever gets fi.sed? What doe> the media keep
getting wrong abou1 this Trump phenomena and what's happening out there in the cou11cry? And is there
any hope that 1his changes?
PRfEBUS: I think there's hope that 1t's going to change. I mean we-we sit here, every day illld - and
the president pumps out all of this wnrk and - and the e~ecutive orders and the punching through ofthc
promises that he made to the American people.
So we're hoping fhat the media would catch up eventually, But we're so conditioned to it, I'm personally
so conditioned to hearing.about why President Trump Isn't going 10 win the election. Why one - why a
controvcr~y in the primaries g(>ing to take down President Trump.
I lived \11rough it, as chainnan oftlie party. And -and it really hit me because it was maybe the summer
of2015, and yoo remember, the media was constantly poundi11g President Trump. And the pollingkepl
getting better and heller and better for President Trump.
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But ii was \Vhen I went home and gor out o(thls town. And r went back lo Kenosha and I talked to my
ncighhor nnd r said. "Bob, what do you think?" And he goes. "Ma11, l really love that Trum p.: •
PR IEB US: And Tsaid, "Sandy-Sandy, what do you think'?" She says, ·'We're for Trump.~
And ii was. as you all lived through it too, because you all had different 1>1wple you were for. but you kept
tunning into your neig)1bor.; and you kept running 11110 people Iha! you know. And Wh3t did they keep
tclllng you? They ke.pt telling you "Trump. Trump, Trump.''
And so...
AUDIENCE: Trump. TtUmp. Trump,•.
SCHLAPI': Soiomorrow- tomo1Tow. okay? Just be patient.
PRIEBUS: But l knc.w. and so it was back then. with my family and my sister, who is a doctor out in San
Diego. And irjus1 kepi-everyone around me - tlm nothing- it was impenetrable. Because it goes
back to what J said before, which is that the country w/\S hungry for someth ing far more - far bigger than
one story or on-off issue. 1t wa~ something that people wanted in this country, that was real. somt.>th ing
that was going to change the dir\)ction that we were heading. And it was President Tmmp that was the
answer.
BANNON: The rea.~on Reince and I are goC1d
get belier. It's going to get worse every day.

panne~

is that we can disagree: It's not only not goil\g to

And here's why. By the way, the internal logic-makes sense. They're corporatist, global ist media that are
adamant ly opposed - adamantly opposed to an economic natio11alis1 agenda llke Donald Trump has.
President Trump really laid this out. as Rcince said, many years ago at CPAC. It's really CPAC that really
original ly gave him the springboard. It's the first time at Breitblln. we sran seeing hlm. and saw how
people, you know, hi5 speeches resonated with pt'Ople.
And then be would go out to these smaller town halls later and really he got tmetion with the same
message he's bringing today. Here's t11e only - here's why it's goi ng to get wor.;e: Becuuse he's going ro
continue lO prc:;s his agenda. And a~ economic conditions get better, as mon: jobs get lx:tter, they're goi ng
10 continue to fight. If you think they're going to give you your country back without a fight, you are
sadly mistaken. Everyday-every day, it is going to be a fight. And that is what I'm proudest ahout
Donald Trump. All the opportunities he had 10 w11veroff1his; all the people who have come to him and
said, "oh, you've got to moderate." Every day in tht: Oval Office, he !ells Reince ai1d I, ''l committed this
to the American peoplt-.: r promised this wh~n l ran; and rm going 10 deliver on this: ·
How nove l.
SCHLAPP: I-low interesting. I remember J was being asked by some reporis - they were like, "Why is
Trump doing X, Y or Z?" And I said, "Because he s;iid he would do it on the campai,gn trail."
It's really not that complicated. is it?
But oo, there are - lhere ;ire..,
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SCH LAPP; _ Ok;ty, I like 1hat one. There are some - there are some parts of lhls. tho\1gh, that are1irful.
Tbe American Conservative V11ro11, which puts on CPAC, W'd!i created after Barry Goldwater lost in 1964,
in an effort to take all different kinds of voic<'S from tlte right in the conservative movement and bring
them together.
So there. is this question. There are those folks 1hat considec the111sclves, you know, classical liberals or

conservatives or Reagan conservativl!s, There are other folks that consider themselves libertnrian.s. Thc¥c
are other folks that arc pnrt of this new Trump movement. And Tn1mp brought a lot of new people.
There's probably in this - people in this crowd that wouldn't have been in this crowd before.

So there's a lot of diversity here. We all know It when we're at the bar at the end of the day. And can this
Trump movement be combined 1~ith what's happening at CPAC and other conservative movements for 50
ye.ars? Can this be brought togetht.'r? And is- this is going to save the c.ount1y?
PRJEBUS: Well, first of all, it has to. and we Jiave to stick together as a team. I think that what you've got

I; an incredible opportunity. We've got an incredible opportunity to use this victory that !'resident Trump
and all of us, and you. and everyone that made this happen, put together,
And work together. Continue to communicate. It's very similar. Some of the core principles of President
Tnunp are very simi lar to those of Ronald Reagan, When you look at peace through strength and building
up the military. I mean. how many times have you heard President Trump say. "I'm going lo build up the
military; l'm going to take care of the vets; f'rn going to make sure that w~ don't have a Navy that's
decimated, and plane!; that are nowhere lo be found."
Peace through strengtl1, deregulation. You think. about the ecouomy. the economic boom that was created.
And some of ii is going to take a little time. l 111en14 to get t he jobs back: to get more. money in people's
rockets. Those 1hing.~ are going IO happen ,
And in the meantime, we have 10 slick together and make sure that we've gm President Tl'\lmp for eig)1t
years. And hc'.s somebody that we know that we're going to be very proud of as lhese thrng$ get done. But
it's going to take all of us working 10gether to make it happen.
BANNON: You know. I've said that there's a new political order that's being formed ot1t of1his. And It's

still being fanned, But if you look at the wide degree of opinions in this room - whether you're a
pilpulist; whetller you're a limited g_ovemrnent conservative; whether you're libomarlan: \\1hethcr you're an
ei:onomie nationalist - we have wide and sometimes divergent opillions.

But I think we- the center core of what we beJ ieve, Ihat we're a nation with an economy. not an
cco1\omy just in some global marketplace with opon borders, but we are a nation with a culture and a a11d a reason ror being.
And I think that is what unites us and I think that is what is going to unite this movement going forward.
Pre$ident Thm1p tomorrow is coming. I think, really to express his appreciation.
SCHLAPP: Absolutely. Tiievtce president's coming 1011igh1.
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BANNON: The vice president's coming tonight, and rhe reason he understands in CPA C, there are many,
many, many voice~. but he's here to say appred-ation and to drive lhis movemc11t forward. This is really
where he got his launch, you know. with his ideas i111hc conservative rnovcmenl...
SO~LAPJ>:

Ab5olutely.

BANNON: ... what seven. six yt>ars ago -five years agn, and he wanted ro show his apprcciatton.
We're at Ilic rop of the first inning of this, And it's going lo rake just as much fight just as much fncuHnd
just as much dctcrm in~tion, /\nd that one 'hing I'd like 10 leave you guys today with is that, we want you
to have our back. But more Importantly...
We know- by the way, President Trump - we never doubred that for a seco11d. bur also and more
importantly. hold us accountable. Hold us accountable to what we prornis~. hold us acc.ou111able for
delivering on wl1at we promised,

SCHLAPP: Let me j ust ask as we-as we close this out. ll's lime. for -you know you guys have been
so son of Kumbaya here, it's kind of time for a little hit of a group hug..
Let me ask you - okay, I'm 5orry I'm .going to do the Barbara Waller's thing for those of you who
remember Barbara Walters.
Let me a.~k you, whnt do you - you've worked really closely with Steve.
PRIEBUS: Right.
SCH LAPP: You say your offices- I know wha1 two offices they are. t hey are really dqse to cacti 01 her,

W11s1 do )'llU like the most ubout him?
Hold on, ler hiin think.
PRIEBUS: I love how ina1.1y collars he wears, interesting look,
One thi11g - '"e'rc different, but where we're very simi lar is 1ha1 I think 1hat he is very dogg<:d in making
sure that every day rhc promises.that Presidcni Trump has made are the promises thot we're working on
cvi;ry day, number one.
Number 1wo. he's ·incredibly loyal. And number tluec. which I think is a really imponant quality as we
\Vere work.ing rog~ther to see to it thar President Trump's vigion is enact~d is that, he's extremely
consistent.
Thar, as you can imagine. 111cre are many fhin.gs hi11ing the president's ear and desk every day. Different
things that come to the president that want to move him off of his agenda and Steve is very consistent and
wry loyal to the agenda and is a presence that I think is very important to have in the White House and I
consider him ...... bm - and secondly-and a very dear friend- a very dear friend and someone rhar we
- that I work with every second of Che day in- and actually we cherish - I cherish his friendship .
BANNON: Yeah, you know. J can run a little hot on occasions.
9
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And- 11nd Rdnce rs indefatigable; I mean, it'~ low key. llul it's determination. The thing I respect most
and the only \\ay this thing works is Reince is always kind of steady, l1e's got Katie and some other
pe-0ple a{Ound him, it's very s1eady.
But his job is, by far. one of the toughest jobs I've ever seen in my life. To make ii run every day, and 10
make the trains, i1nd you only see the surface. What's going on underneath It, planning what's three weeks
down the road to the - to the degree that we're planning it. of sll these E.0.s and legislation and - you
know. whcthei it's the ta.x refom1 bill. Rei nee is indcfa1ig11bJe in sa)ing. we've got ro drive this forward,
we've got to drive t!1is forward.
And I think it'soneofthe reasons wlthavesuch a-and by the way this started back in August when we
had this campaign where we were l'Utgnr111ed. outmanned, you know, outspent. And it was be.cause
Pre5ide.i1t Trump had a message, he had this charisma, and he had people like here al CPAC and we jusr
put our heads down ai•d that when we - and Rci11cc ~as been unwavering since the very first moment r
met him.
SCHLAPP: Well it's a great h<mor to have you both here.
I think-I think the best thing we could do is to le11hese two geys get back lo work. what do you think'?
PRIJ::BUS; That's right.
SCHLAPP: Thanks for being here.
PRU:.AUS; Thank you. Matt.
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iJ »;iort~l.u-~~llb9 tl~r &i"4d<-d, 1-i.c.s1~1P1~offll•J~_,.,lri,~tti:¢11; l~~-"Y
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LAIRD v. T.ATUM I FindLaw

http://caselaw.fi:ndlaw.com/us·suprcme<0un/409/824.html

i ~1111•11~·4 J8!utlxKt Y. lb)ft. lue hp;iU.~ U11i~St1tcu. Olldwdl..1n.'J t:~~ bb:l(f912). ~fd•.
l.hll1d $t¥C"Joo<t uqoi1s1al,6•. f«.a,.,,llS 1u-. -.11 (1IJ72.). tv.H1M1~v.~f'l,11Alrport A1Jtk!inly
~ Y, ()t2!a>.trli11Htne.1111dNofth~l /\WJ11_•f~y. ~tw Haa1Ql!irtMor'OollWl.ktc.twn~_,11~U.'I,

':'l.>~{t9'12\

I f""''"' ...- ~lh<i~inCr;•~•. U1tit C'dSt•ln.11-0f'V...~.oir.C1m).lw•-tlkd 1 1'('(1tiocJtor ~ri111
wWthaum,aoncolthc~thatJ Ml;luld~~led~lf~tlMt ea.w.~~.qiuidcnu'
tn0rio111tt.taHW11ttlkimMd.101111$,Uldb«a111t it ~t(l.nt'<lbtaicri0u..,•nd rupouihly111~.1

tu..... llSt!altwitlltn)' MUOllSfoil-ltll)\lllfl OlllOfl'ltlNJtll.8-vsie lbftitwlbM l.btpt1,iiloe f'M'~~'n
(lro"CJ, l11tj)ht»ltOftlt"'4th d.itq111lif~tlOl\,~ nOMOf tMM't~<·wW.1";.thtlt1Sao~fOt

mC> ;o ttac1t illa ;1. .iarcn•nnu.ttMc sudl motlouli•ve io tllcpui

bc.lf!eueated 11.J' IMCoottuM!ai

1;Mttf$td 1o01tit •11<1MdWJ~i«~.~r. tdow:r.t1m: t)f_obsfl"~!ionl11.-inO'l')'opialoa1bc
~l1M iraofuwltn-lailes1od~alifko.iotion~ffo11lh•CliVolou,.,W\ilC! my ~l lldY'-frolein
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Democrats' Misguided Argument Against Gorsuch
Judges should stand up for the law, not for the "little guy:'

rm not sun.· wbodcci<'lt-"Cl liutt the ncmol.!ralic <.:ritiqu~ or U.S. $u1>rt.l\ll"C0\1rt noinint"C' Judge Ntll GQr:,1.tch v..'Oukl be lh!\t he dOl~n·-1 t\icfo wi_t11
<1.1~ litll~y ~Jmrsu:1~\·~n)1i 1ues.co~~~~t'n1ocrais·iud.Jte:gotst;!Ch•t.1!!!_ft_!m<Ulo1_t!1!_:utng,html".

ll's <1 truly tl'!rrib!~tdea.

Mt>rtickGartaud r.e,-er gl>t the ,.Ofe be de<served aftct his nominatloH by Prt."Slde1u
O~rllCk Ob::ini.1,.and. I'd C3t.her lmn! ;,t progrt$$iw justiC"e ioin Hu~ ~ll.lft- l\ll\ th4.' th.ing is. $ldh\&t w1t)l workers t\lU'ill..<..t employl?'rs l~ll'l a

ti)iE' other Ht>er.\15. l'in still s11-0eke'1 am.1 \\~"!Srt that Jud!;\'

iuri~pniclcnli:U posh ion, ll's :. pt.>Jilie<\l ~tan,""C.And hm li:c.,. •• lndudinjt progressive ju:sHces - ~houldn't
;lf~. Th1."'Y should <le<'iJc ~ b~kd on tlteir

decide ca~ based on who the panla

b\?lier:, :.\bout how tht- law stmukl be intt>TPf\.'.tf'{t

l.t't'$Sti\ft at the bt~1 ou i ng. W;i.y b"c:k in the ~nning, in r;ict, The Hcl)t(:W ~ible. which ~Ide$ with 1he litUeguya ~rt«H de:>!. hM somet.hing to

!!ayabmu p~ni cs, lo n.rnse-. Spe;;iti..;;:lil)', Dt:Uteronomy Jfkl9 ~\'!-i judges sht>uJdn•t '"res.jX."i:t persons:: wlllcb ls the Ring James Wrsicm·s
u.1n:J:ufo11 t>fllw tiebrow rJm1:st tllat lhcraUy rueMs "rt.'OOgl\lzc fa<'cs.: Ju!'.lkc
luch ts mt•mioned, h1 Lhe folll~\IS ui!.\.1 \ crse ("Jui;.tice:, ju~1Ja.
.s.h:\h thou pUrs-u~~ ••• r....'(JUl!t:S Judges ll' dl."Clde C3$4."$ under Utt• raw. J)(l1 b.\StC\ on {'l'l'tfcrcnm. r(\f 1nCfJ\.iduals.
0

\\
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02A>l~ourt·

l'\IOfflllMe1 ..~>

tfthe BJblcdoesn't amvtocc •;ou.consider the whotc point of;:, nlle-of.law~tr.m;· lt esu~hlish~ nilt.-sso that pi:op?e l'Vrl be conJlct1mt in
advance of how decisrou6 ace made. That creates r~ubr1cy~n d prctll"1~blli tY. And iu rhc Jo~ nu1, il prolc-ets Lhc Uule guy~ l0t better th~n :l
sys.rem rigged lO fl.WcroneAlde, ~use.such sysrein.$ will oatur:,.Uy tend f.o favor the ricl1and powerful, noc the poor and downuoddco..

As.soring_ that tht nUeof law is. fOUowed is in facr lhtspetific 1ole of ;,ppelJ11tcjudges.1ike.G{l.(S\\Ch. 'trial iuclgef find has and also imerpm the
lRw. Ap1~ll ate judgt.°' nren't ~uppu::..cd to revlslc fucts detc-rminedby 1heuiid coun. The)"'te !iU~ ro rualro sure the k"gal nstes are .;t_pplied
tun9z;.cently.
J.ookinS (II rlle Corsucfi d~~sio1n 1h~t Ute fJr.:ll\Oc'mrs hn•'l!ntl.'ld~ ihto 1het.r (Oltdistotrtsdi!-mon$1rulcs how misgi:ri(lrd tb.c.tr s'ITT!t~gy it. l~ !J y
~pea:..king.

One nrtbem.T.mnsi\in Trucklrig 1ne. v. Adm.l!.ll$tr.\liv<>Rev;<w lio\lrd •https://www.colQ.uscowtS.goY/"!>hll6l1'/IS/t5·9504.pd{•. invoJ,·"'1 tM
agency's.;iute.rm1nati<m that a lrt.IC.kt•r h;\d bet-n wrqngf\J!Jy 6n:d al\d tl'.fus.lr!g l b stay \\"ilh his~ruci< 6n n cold u·inter ni~ht as dirocte(I. b'f i\
dJSpa1th.cr. 'The ruajnri.r.y oftht pnnet ()n lhc \J.S, C<inrt of .<\p.(X'="l.5' for the t01h Circ,tdc upht ld tt)cagent.-y on higjlly CJt:aUve gmunds. Therelevnnt law s:aJd the <ld\"er routdn'tlx- fir~d for ref\\sing to operate his veJ.Udc-urutct<be coatdltions se1 bydle truc.ki11g comsr.u\Y. n1e llrdges
held ll~t rhe driver. who dr<Wc away in bi! cal>. had arguably refuEcd t0 ovcnue <he \•dUcle- bctc\usat 1hr rurm ·oJ>trnte• in tl1e Mamtc was
\';;tg\I<!.

Gouucb (1Jssent"'1. Tb• panel bod relled OI\ U\e so-Cllled Cb"""'ndoculoe, .special bosabo<>•hUp$',blvww.bloombt%com/.icw/!\rticJCS/20l7·
~·t ·tc!:ldy~suprerD-O·cOUst•faJts~b'M1J-.up·o10..yoLlT~beVroLt-dO\..ltrine,. or GorSucb"!;, in wbich j\~~t.S dtfe.r lo a.gQruies' inttc]1rewtions of

l.i(1tlt'",\f l~WS.. GorUltb S':lid tht\ J~w Y.':\Sri'I ~mbrg\lOllStlS JeQ\llJcd by ChC'\'TQQ. txx;i\l))C ll1e drivcr,'18$6..red fot railing {0 Stfywilh his tntckfull
ofrargo, nm fo.( d.0-vin& ~l~y..

I'm not sur~ Gonuch was righr 4~ bu1 l1is vit."\'IW:\SpcJ(('(tly dcrcn!lU>Je, nndJt ~rt<1 inly ~mS n'r seem to be dri\'"'f!n b~tdisUkeoC the driver. Rather,

Gnrso<:h followed hi&1)1'el'ere r!'C~ for r~cuog the law 01\ i1.sow11 tenn.a-nnd :..,.~ln.c.tc;hevron. i here"s-oot.hfng tt®bHng ;iboot ic
Another c.asc l.h.11 pwgrcs!'..iVf:$ arecillrut ~1Up.s;p www;ach1.om/Wog/spl\'lk·freely/n1pre.DJe>-C(llUl"-OOminee-.n.e.ilj.Ol"$UCb•IW·O'oubUnsthisrory..
wti.tD""rulins=dtsa.bliilr; i1tntlW'<I \len:i;t.i ort~1c rtmd.i.rrg for P1a£"<"ment of an ~utrsdt cJJJtd t 1nde-i the lndivfduaJs with OJsabUfdt~d~duoatfon
.-\ ct_ Got:J\1ch wrot" t.IJe opinion "h1tn:l/ca~lav.·Jlndlaw.oonl/1tS·10tJH1truit/U4.6!49.buul~ • «"~il\g that unctc:r b)n<lingS\tpwme Court

prtcedent. lhe boy's existing school plilce1ncm was teg,,lly .sltfftdear ba'::mSd: hi! ·was mnkfng prog.ret;i;.
~ it~'\PIX'ns:. tile ra:w regardin&rbeproper ttandi\rd w apply In suctt ~ses is tu1ccnain -

so murh $t) ths1·t.ht.S,11>~nu? Court is co11si~

~·httP£Jtwww.Wooml>e1&e;om/viewtdnicles/Z017-01-ll/supremC'-1X!Utt1Sets -between'3ehoots..and•ut1rencs•

il thi& term. 'The tOfh ('Jrc..Ut

-striodl\f'd, wtilcit Gom1ch helped anft. roaybe 100 narrow: l~aiolv Ullnkso. 6u1 it's apl<\us.ible reat.U11g,o(thc.cxj~ting: pn.-.cedem.

le \'\'Ot1ld 1;1c: nice lrOorsuc11b~d (n\sJted fot·a n:1ort fndusJ\•e. and f1rguably Jnore nr~r~f\~. ·SlMd(!id. Rut it doe:sn·1 show a lack of symparln•
ror-aluistic ~<1$- especlaHy wht>n. vou oonsldt>r tlla1 "1Vet\.11h.Jer p~rent$ nre bent."< pt.aced to go to coun and ch11ll<'nge State detemtin~6ons o'f

wh:n 1¢Sou.roes$f\ouldgo ~o the.lr<Usabled kids.
'rl\e JMC caw: being mentinncd,tb!!....,
n; '" K:i053S Statetlniversitv 'bups~www.caJO..lrSCO~gov/Opinions/1.Yl~?O. edJ> . raised tbequt.-stioo

or whmhe.t il's~ r·eMonable i'CCOntmodntlon undet c.bc .Rcba.biUrnU,ooAct 10 stay om ofworK bC-lo"Wld (he tenn of $.LY D}OnthS' le-avegrnmcd by
1he employer, Gra('e uwa.ng1a p10fes;s:oc ~t KSlJ,tol t.ha uoln'.'rSity~1m1iOOmum orsL'tmonfhs' le.We as.she unde1-wt:11r c-.ancer 11c<1tntent. She
\VOSabo.lit rn l'i:tlun 10 wqrk wtw.o a flu qiideJl\.k !tlt Ute campl(s., Concernedtharslle mtg:Juget sl~ whik bmuunocompromised, shereqneste<I
ftutll('.r l~ve M" :\ re.'\SC1fts1.ble !lQ..""Onnnod;rtJoo,

Gon.ncb wrore for 3 unnnilnous p;me1 that sr~·ing o t1 t of workbeye>nd lhe~tx months wi\Sn't an acd m1moda4on ~1 ail. ~use
11<"comtnodRtion 1t'tl.Uires )"011 todotb~Job. Md OOl roO))ogrn worit l$11:'tl.1oi n~ the iob. tW n"ASone:d ~'sh~ contd goon disab!Jir; l~ye. A£ htt
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pm it. ·Ms, Hwang'sis a rl'.rritt!t• J>robltm1. uueiu now.,yurbe.rown making. but h's a problrm ut.httf<n:naotsocitt.I security aim toadd.tess....
'Thal m~ y soum.J somcwh1H hal'$h, but ley,ally ~1klng, it isn't .Sh()( king ..... cu1d 1t might even~ ~Otr<'et. Accommodadon Isn't :.10 tndlc&..t jy
O~bl~sum,t:{.l'd and. ;.11 sornt- puitn. tnabilit)' co work l'l("C()rnes a bas.is foe cUs.'\blUty. i lW.StatlllC' could require long.ersitkJeR\'e bur, as wrinen.

ltcloes1n.
ll's perfecrly finetos~sist Gors\lc:ti for not a..dh~rim; «o a progii;$$h'1: jnrispmctcnec t.tiat ~·s SCC10llsly th1.·g~cnrs duty to teguJalt' the
1m1';Ct cbttJrJfwww.nytlrot<.$.COm/20l0/06j27/magatlnc/2'7COtltl"SUb·t.hunJ> . BUt it i.fin'l fine 10 S.3.)' he shauJclsidt-Wfth wotkers agaim:t
empJo)'e.rs or-pru-ent.s -agairu-1 scl\oot disttkts. lbe rute orlaw Lsn't liberal or consemu lve ·- ::md It i h<mtdn'r be.

Toron1,act ~M- ~""thoror1h~$ ,1ory:.
Noah Ythlma.n f!I nfCJdman7@bloom~'11t.l~l
1'o toma<t tl~tditot n:spon:dbtc ror lhis\r(lr)':

S1aocy ~l1id.c ~r ss.hick@b1oombem.ncl
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Judge Gorsuch failed our family
BY Frank, David and Katherine Hwang end Jean 1:1.waog Carran!, M:ir. 14.201 7

When JvdgeNeil Gorsuch ruled against our fatnily member ba.nling cancer, Grace Hwang, almost three years
ago, his decision was heartless. It removed the humun element from the equation. ft did not bring justice.
This total lack of a human perspoo1ive Is absolutely not what we wam to see In a judge. and we find it
dfsturbing, espeoially when you think abou1the power a judge has to affect people· s lives. Given how Gorsuch
ruled as a federal circuit judge, he sh,iuld not be confirmed to the U.S. Supreme Court.
Grace \\las mother to two of us and sister to the other two. After coming to America from Taiwan at a young
age, Grace grew up to become a fi"ghter for tbe rights of minorities and women. She ~!ways kept an upbeat,
positive altitude, no matter how hard things became. She died last summer at age 60,
Grace had a passion for jui>tice. We saw this throughout her life when she was a political science u11dorgnid at
Kansas State University, a Fulbright scholar in Sweden, a law studmt at Georgetown University: a corponite
lawyer a11d board member of the Asian American Legal Defense a11d Educatlon fund in New York, a parent
aod, after returning to K.ansas. a successful fundraiser of millions of dollars for the Kansas State l1nivt>rsTty
lioundation 1111d 3 professor there.
Grsce was in her early 50s when she was diagnosed with breast cancer. It came as a hugt: shock to her and for
us. who considered Grnce Invincible. She got treatment. and finally her doctors said she was in remission.
Then came several episodes of poor health, a couple of misdiagnoses, and ultimately, 1he doctors said Grace hatl
leukemia. She was teaching leadel"Ship studies at the time (she was passionate about that, too) and underwent a
stem ceH transplant. Even when she was in the hospilal. she was in contact with fcl low teachers and snidcots.
Grace had a six-month paid leave from work. She wanted to go back to worl< aftcnvard, but her doctors advised
her not co, becllusc there was a 'flu epidemic on campus 811d her immune system was compromised. So she
asked for her sick leave to be extended. TI1e university rejected that requ"Sl and said she couldn't work from
home ehher.

Grace lost her job. We felt the university had betrayed our trust.
But Grace wasn't a qultter. She sued Kansas Smte.. Her complaint said the university hod violated 'the law,
lx.>eause federal law says people with disabilities must be reasonably accommodated at work. la May 2014,

Gorsuch sided with K11J1sas S1ate.
Co writing his decision. Gorsuch said the purpoi;c of federal law is "not to 1urn employers into safoty net
providers for those who cannot work," He said that Grace· s six months ofleave were '\more than sufficient,"
and that attendance was a basic expectation of employees. Sul Grace wasn't ask.iog for a V<lCation. She was
asking for what the law provides: a reasonable accommodation so she could work ftom home in~1ead of going
to campus and potentially dying.

When she heard about the court's ruling, she c-0uldn'r believe it. We couldn't either.
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Our hearts were broken by the way our justice system failed Grace. Key to that failure was the ruling written by
Gorsuch, with its callous disregard for Grace and her condition. We.don't want other people facing disabilities
to suffer in the same way. We need judges who will think about the real people at the center of cases such as
Grace's, more than anything else.
Judge Gorsuch does not appear to be that kind of person. For our family, it would be very disheartening to see
him granted a lifetime·seat on the Supreme Court.

David and Katherine Hwang are Grace Hwang 's childre11. Frank Hwang and .Jean Hwang Carran/ are her
siblings.
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(tfjr lUnslJington tJo5t
Opinions

There is no principled reason
to vote against Gorsuch
/Javfd C. f,..,da rick is (l /a1<'.~fl' ot rJi••finn Kdfoyy, H1111<i•n. 'for/ti, f'ig<I & l'l'C<l<'li<k icho <)>ect(l/izcs in Supl\·mr Co<wtand
op11~1lcrtept'<ld"it·c.

<\.• n hm~limesupporler of 11\:niocrnlk candidates and pro~ve C3l1Sell, I uuuerstanrl lh~nng<r at lb~ R•pubfica.o s'

tnbtreatmenl of JurJg.c Ml'rriek G~11·tand aflcr he was nomirmled to the SuvrrJne Conl't hy Prc_.-;id,•nt ThtrnckOlm11111. P;1rtisn 11
Jhlv1mt<1gc rci.g,Ju~J O\'t r fniriu:ss or PrfK.'C:S$. and ao {':<ct·rtionally fim:jnrist wns trc:akdshabbily.
llut~s .Judge Neil Gurs111:h -

President Trnmp'Hhoi<.'C for the 001011 scat •hot Cl~rlnntl wv11ld ha••t iillcJ - appro•ch<:s his

ronfir1~1 itirl hcl1ri1\gs, J fear that thl! lingerio~ rcscntmcnt'ii of the l>:\$l )~r '\ill clo11k:1

fajr '-'OnsiUcrntiOJ\ o( him a.~ 3 nominee.

Gm·such - my former Jaw pa1·tncr ;uni longlimC' friund - is hrilliant, diligent, YJPCn·minch'l) and thoughtful. He WilJo: lh<: only
Supn:mc- Court cnndii;li\tc. ronsidcn'tl b~ this 11dminblri\tiO'n that 1<'\1ulJ -1\lt)pt'·i rt, 1111t S·~ n--tt- &h~)11ld \,)1tfirm him hc<:duse
tln:l'f! ls no principled rc.~a.snn to voh: no.
A.-. a prho;1te-ser.tor ;,tturu~y, Gorsu,·h 4Xmld h1wc prncl1n•c1 w11h omr l a~t: "lt'tKm1t~ lnw fiiin iu the Uniu:d Slitttts, hut he
instClld chose o "1l1311 firm in its \'el)•carly d.1yi; - • riskier 11a1h. l!l lie sure. Orcr lh1• t'Ollrse of his rnrccr, h~ has rilpr..enh..l
li~th ploi11lirtlrnnd defendants. lie ha• dclendtd lnrg1· '"rporntions, but ot,o:o ~11••,l th<'m. He has11d•'0'"1l<:d fur th~ Chamber ol
l'".ommcr,"C, hut alsu t'ilcd {rmd pre\'alfod "ithJ das.~ nd.Jonson l~h alf of cuosumcr9. Wr. should appl11ud~awh indi!~ndcnet· of

mind1tnd·s pirit in.Sut>rnn"teCoul't no.mine-cs.
/Is • iudge on the U.S. Court ol' Appr.1ls for the 10th Ci1i:ui1, Gorsuch lms not Ileen the rcOeXi1•c. hArd-rdg<'<l co11se"·11ti"c thnt
"'""-" 1kpkt hfm to

oo. He lllll! rule'\! for p!Jlintlffs ond fordefenduno;: for lhos•ol"<'U.<ed ofcrimosa' ""U •• ful' low

'-'nforccment: for those who entered tht· l"Ountzy illegally: and fo r tho5>e hnrmcd h~· environmcnl~11 cl:-1mugc.

Anyonr who 8CCS GorS\ll'h as automatically pm-.'Orporntion should t•lk lo the offfoersat Rockw.ill lntern:11fonal and IA:J11·
Chemk'Ol. ngainst whom ho reiMl•l<.'tl n $9:>.Q million jury "•mllct for environmental <<>nU!minotion at th• Roe~)' H•ts nudtoi·
fodlil)'. f.x\'<UliYes11t U.S. Tobaooo Comll"nY mfghl also be\\Ting\uglhrirbon&nt lhcn1om•11t,ghw 1h1•lOos:$vth, ~sun
n.UMney. helped to attain t'nr ~f lhe lurgest nntitrust yenlicts.Jn history ngal1\11t thc-(~ll1J,i1J\V.
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Gorsuch'' •pprMcb lo resoMng legal eroblems as a lawyer and a judge embodies a reverence foe Ola: tolilltl'J'• VitluH nnd legal
'')>stem. '111e facts developed in a case matter to him: tbe legal rules established by legislatures and through preeedentdeserve
deep reSpect: aod tbe il»J)(>rt;rore of tre~ting litigants, couni;el •nd coUeagueis with cMUt)> is deeply ingrained in bfm.
Some years ago, be caUed me about a case he had reviewecl on the10tbCircuit'1qnotfons docket involving an Arab Muslim
incarrerate<l in a State prison. The guard• all~gedlycalled thdnmate "9/11" and mistreated him during his confinement. The
district cottrt had rejeeted th" inmate's claim that bis constitutional rights bad been violated ahd dismisstd his la1vsuit.
Over the phohe, though, Gorsuch e.')llained that he thought the plailltiff p~isohcr n\ig,bl have a-valid claiill, btlt couldn't tell fot
sure. Heasked our 1,aw firm to represent the Inmate, which I agreed to do so long as a younger colleague rould be the principal
la~er ''"tho case and argue under rny supervision.

Gorsuch agreed and'then l'ffilS'e<I himself from the case to avCJid an appearance of <"onftir.t. My associate, Janie Nim, laterwo11
~ revel'Sal by the iotb Circuit, which reinstated

the prisoners claims. That man got his day ln court because ofGorsuch's

rtms<.ientiou:s approach to judging.
!hove no doubt thatl will dis.1gree with some dudsions that Gorsuch might render as a Supreme Court justice. Tet. my hope is
to havej1L<tiees on the hen.c h such as Gorsuch and Gartwd who $pproach cn.ses witb fairne<$ and intellectu:ll rigor, and who

<'3re about P"'cedent and the limits of their roles as judges. The Supreme Court's work is cruopleitand vane<!, and we nl"'d
those qualities of mindandjudicial temperament for all cases.

Read more on thi$ top1"'

Jonathan If. Adler; Gorsuch'• judicial philosop~y is 11.,, Scalia's- with oneb]g.dif[er~nce
JMOo Murrai::: !!berolS£hould welcome Gorsuch. like Kogan, he puts low before polities..

Rugh liewittand Ronald Klain: How will ]'leil Qor~u_e!J.£1El.o~thc S~p!_eme C!>_l!Tt?

Michael Gerson: Gorsuch'• so-called wecal..'lless L• really his t..reateststrengtb
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I'm a moderate for Gorsuch: Former law clerk
• www.usatoday.com "-

• •

I'm a moderate for Gorsuch: Former law clerk

He pushed us for research and didn't bring preconceptions into the courtroom.
I am a moderate, like many Americans. I have more often than not voted for Democrats ralher than Republicans,
and I deeply believe that our govemment has a necessary and active role In righting the many injustices present in
our society and the world , But I can't help wondering, are we asking the right questions about nominees to the
Supreme Court?
Shortly after I posted a New York Times column supportive otJudge Nell Gorsuch on Facebook, I rooeived querles
and demands 11sking about his opinion on 'LG8TQ rights. abortion, science over rellgioo, climl!te c~nge, gun
conlrol,' among other pressing social issues. One commenter vented h:uslration that desptte having read numerous
articles about Gorsuch, he could noi find specifics on his views.
Although I worked closely with Gorsuch for a year as one of his law cle!l<s. and spent social hours with the judge,
his tamlly and other clerks, I also stru.ggled to come up withan·answer. And then I smiled because I realized
the judge lives by the p!inciple that 'justice is brtnd." He did not bring preconceived posltfons on social issues Into the
courtroom. Rather, he pushed us to thoroughly research all sides or each case that came through his chambers.
From personal experience, I can add that the judge deliberately sought clerks wilh djverse perspectives and
encouraged open debates to reach the best conclusion. I r$0811 one such experience In particular where mY. OO'Clerk
and I were al odds on a legal issue In a case. The juclge Indicated that he was more convinced by my colleague but
rather than rejechng my position ou\figh~ he challenged me - "prove to me you are righl• Several hours and many
coffees later, I came back with lhe best I had. And this time he agreed.
Tlie judge's commitment lo being objective and deliberating on all lssues before him ls further demonstrated by the
support he has receiVed from his lefNeanlng colleagues who have worked with him. These respected liberal
colleagues specifically note his commitment to understanding the diverse perspectives on an issue, and his
collegiality.
As a culture, our obsessive focus on the political views of a potential Supreme Court justice could be reQectrng back
towards us soma key Information about whafs really going on. Namely, that despite havfrig democraUcaJly elected
representatives at the local, state and national levels, whose d11ty ii Is to address our social concerns. we
nevertheless feel disenfranchised from the polilical process. It is the job of legislators to faithfully make laws that
better society, and we must holtl them to account if this duty is not being adequately fulfilled.

On the other f1and, the role of the judiciary is 1:1utte different but critically complementaiy in a democracy. Legislators
cannot be expected to always take into account the minority view ln a cultwe. Although the minority may participate
in the political process, beeause their views are nol held by the mainstream, tt)ey nm tf1e rlsk of being trampled. Our
political and legal systems are designed to protect the core rights and freedoms of all peoples. ThTs is the beauty of
our consiJtuUonal system and a pnncipal reason that It is emulated the world over: Our s)'$1em preserves the
essential liberties of all, no matter how unpopular their views are and even if other.s are more powerful.
This is the great contribution of the judiciary. tt does not create policies ot agree with the polillcs of the current
progressive majority In society. It ctoes preserve and protect as lnvlolate lhe core rights enshrined In our Constitution
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so that no one may be deprived of them - among them our rights to freedom of religion, liberty, selfdetermination and self~xpression.

It is with this view in mind that we should be critically evaluating· Judge Gorsuch and asking whether he can be
laithlully counted upon to defend the core rights contained in the Constitution, desptte the prevaillng popular
sentiment The testimonies of those who have worked with him and his judicial record are a unan1mous yes. By way
of example. the judge has ruled In support of rights to refigious freedoms (Hobby Lobby stores) and to privacy
(United States v. Carlos_s).
The judge also takes seriously the solemn duty of applying the law with rigor. Soon after he took the bench on the
10th Circuit, he took all of his clerks and office staff (myself included) to visit several federal prisons. He wanted to
see for himself, and for us to all understand, the ·importance of applying justice in every case - for the lives of
others depended on us doing the best job we possibly could. Judge Gorsuch is a sincere, humble and devbted
steward of the law who has a demonstrated record of faithfully Upholding our constitutional rights. He deserves our
support.
Jessica Greenstone clerked for Judge Nei1 M. Gorsuch of the U.S. Court ofAppeals for the 10th Circuit from 2006 to
2007. She currently seiws as World Wildlife Fund South Africa's Marine Science & Policy Lead.
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Gorsuch would endanger most vulnerable: persons with disabilities
BY Sen. Tom Harkin and Eve Hill, Mnr. 21. 1017
As the chief Senate sponsor of the Americans with Disabilities Act, and as an attorney enforcing the ADA for
over 20 years, respectively. we have grave concerns that Supreme Court nominee Neil Gorsuch has repea,tedly
Ignored critical disabi lity rights laws and hurt children and workers who rely on those laws.
One of the most disturbing areas of that record Involves the education of c.hildren with diSJ1bilitics. Until the

1970s, that opportunity was larl!ely denied to students with disabilities.
[n l 9•75, Congress opened the doors to public education for children witlt disabilities by passing the individuals
with Disabilities Education Act (lDEA). While the Supreme Court bas interpreted tllis to me;ui that schools
must provide a '"meaniogful" ed1,1cational benefit, Judge Gorsuch has held.that the law is satisfied if a b1udent
with a disabi lity receives "merely •.• ' more thav de mini.mis"' edu~'lltion~I benefit
This has real-world consequenc-es. As just one example, io a case involving a student with autism - Luke P. who needed placement in a residential school program due to his lack ofprogress in school, Judge Gorsuch
substituted his own opinion for that of an Impartial hearing officer, an administrniivc fow judge.and a district
court judge. He found that !he school was meeting its obligations even though Luke had made progress on less
than a quaner of his goals, was regressing; and \\iaS unable to carry any progress he made into his life outside
the classroom. Because of Judge Gorsuch's opinion, stt1dems like Luke are not getting the edu~ion they need
and to which they are entitled.
Ju\lge Gorsuch's opinions on disability rights for adults ar.e equally \roubling. For CK.ample, he natty ignored
Cong.teSs's dirccriov that multiple sclerosis was intended to be protected under the ADA and held thllt nn
employee with multiple sclerosis did not have a disability because she was still able io work.
Congress has also provided that persons with a d.lsabllity are entitled to leave time as a reasonablec
accommod_ation, unless it causes an w1due hardship for the employer. Yet Judge Gorsuch again ignored
Congress to rule again~1 a person with a disability. ln Hwang v. Kansas Sllltc University, Grace Hwavg, a
college professor, had had breast cancer, and was recovering from leukemia. After she took. leave to have a
Siem cell \ransplant, she was ready to return to work. However. there was a flu outbreak ort campus and her
doctor told her not to return to work because of be.r weakened immune system. So, she asked her employer for
a few extra weeks of leave; a requ~t that was denied.
When Professor Hwang sought to exercise her rights under the Re.habilitation Act. Judge Gorsuch went out of
his \\'ay to rule against h~'f. Judge Gorsuch held that Hwang' s request was unreasonable and the amount of leave
s,he had already used was ~more than sufficient." He opined that the Rehabilitation Act should "not tum
employers into safety net providers for those w'ho cannot work:," ignoring that this was precisely the type of
simation Congress intended 10 remedy, and cruelly implying that Grace Hwang was someone trying to game the
system as opposed lo s cancer survivor whose doctor told her if sho returned to wonc immediately she migbt
die.
Pagel of2
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Judge Gorsuch similarly gutted protections under the Fair Housing Act, ln Cinaamon Hills Youth Crisis Center
v. Saint George City, he held thal a group home for children with disabilities wus oot entitled to a reasonable
modi fie.at ion of a local rule prohibiting residential stays of more than 29 days. Judge Gorsuch conducted no
analysis of whether the accommodation was reason.able or would create an undue hardship, as the Fair Housing
Act requires. lhstead, he determined that, because people without disabilities were not permitted to violate the
29-day rule, people with disabilities were not entitled to a modification of the rule. Judge Gorsuch disc<Yunted
the fact that the cicy did, in fact, exempt some nondisabled people (includin,g law enforcement personnel and
others) from the rt1lc.
Judge Gorsuch's decisions·and writings demonstrate an insensitive and uncaring view of the discrimination
faced by people with disabilities, as welI as a callous disregard fur Congressional intent in enacting disability
rights laws. A person should not be conftnned to a literime appointment to the Supreme Court whose record
~hows a tack of commitment to applying ac!S of Congress and ensuring tnat our most vulnerable citizens persons with disabilities - are afforded every opportunity to lead full and produGtive lives. Judge Gorsuch has
repeatedly shom1 he will not protect the rights of persons with disabilities.

Former U.S, Sen. Tom Harkin served Iowa in the Senate from 1985 to 2015. Eve Hillformerly served as deputy
assistnnt at/Qrney genetal for the Civil Rights Diviskln at the J11stiae Department. She was r~.sponsible for
oversight ofdisability rights enforcement,
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Crying wolf over Neil Gorsuch
l!I www.chlcagotribune.com
Dennis J. Hutchinson
Two principal argumenls )Jave emerged for opposing the confirmation or Neil Gorsuch to tile U.S. Supreme Court.
Ffrst. pecause Senate Republicans refused to provide a heaMng to Judge MemcJ.; Garland, President aaraek
OIJama's nominee, Democra1s should use whatever mechanism necessary lo preve·nt a hearing ror Gotsuch. The
second argument is that Gorsuch is·a judicial soul mate of Ille late Ju~ce Antonln Scalia, whose seat he would
assume, and 'thus is not !n llie · ma.inWeam· of AlJ!erican teg;il thQu.ght.
I have ~novm Nell Gorsuch for almost 25 years. although we are not close. Pofllically, I am a lifelong registered
Democrat and have been for almost 50 years.
Tfle first opposition argument amounts to "two wrongs make a tight." That!s simply a continuation oflhe shameless
schoolyard level of debate that deeply marred the presidential campaign. Tit for tat may be politically tempting, but
as a principle of evaluating Judicial nominees, it goes nowhere, except as ·an excuse for all sides to Ignore principle
altogether,
The second argument Is litue more than the first argument dressed up in more theoretical terms. The logic runs like
this: Merri~ Garland "(as a moderate, the GOP stole his se<1~ therefore, to be legitimate, the new nominee should
also be a moderate. But ' moderate.' like "mainstream," Is entirety In the eye of the beholder. Your moderate )s my
radical. and vice versa. There Is no definition or "moderate" that any two friends of different politlcal pailles could
agree on. ITIUCh less any lwo senators across Ille aisle from each other, much less any actual judge In an actual
case.
Comparing these two very distinguished public servants with extraordinary credentials is ilifficult because their
judicial records are based In two very dlfterent federal 3ppellate courts. Garland sits on ttie Dislrict of Columbia
Circult v~th a CIOCket lhat is atmosl exclusively adminlstralive: he sees very few orimlnal cases. Gorsucll's court
covers six western states inhabited by more lhan 17 million people. The court, basect in Denver, tias cases Involving
almost every conceivable category of federal law.
Gorsuch has written a number of opin1ons on lhe scope of the Foortll Amendment, for example. tn some cases, he
nolds that the evidence must be suppressed because of an mega! search; In others, he finds that the alleged
violation doesn' require suppression asa matter of law. In other words. his decisions are rnMe on a case-by-ca&e
basis, and not on reflei<. Many other examples could be cataloged.
So far, the most substantive worry lh;>t has beep rafsed about Gorsuch's record is that he is dubious about S<Kalled
CIJevron deference, a 1984 Supreme Court instruction that tells courts to aocept the interpretations of laws and
rules that come from the various federal ageno1es in charge of carrying out those laws and writing those rules. The
deference doctrine was born out of suspicion that courts might otberwlse meddle with agencies' work and override
·lhe agencies' superior expertise.
There are two sides to deference, however" My guess is that pro-Chevron advocates will soon be begging federal
courts not to defer to the interpretive findings of agencies headed by men and women whose stated· goal Is lo
undermine the mission of the very bodies they head (say, perhaps, an official Environmental Protection Agency
finding that 'global warmlng ls a hoax").
And that leads to a final point that should be foremost fn the minds of lhose cons1dering this nomlnatron. The
greatest risk to Individual freedooi now Is excessive executive power, And the question for judges ts, who can stand
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up to it and who will simply ratify it? Judge Gorsuch's record is one of arute skepticism toward complacent exercises
or executive power. He has demonstrated himself as someone committed to the rule of law.
Cynics may scoff at the concept, but tt Is absolutely crucial to the integrity of the American constitutional system. In
case after case, Gorsuch has asked, what is the law, how is it being applied and does it square with the
constitutional basis of authority?
Others will argue these points in more, and undoubtedly numbing, detail. Some will reach for poignant fact situations
with strong emotional appeal but minimal relevance to legal wlSrlom. (John Roberts was pilloried over upholding the
prosecution for someone eating a trench fry on the Metro.) Others wltl paint decisions as boons or banes lo spedal
interests. When they do, they will be back in lhe moderate trap, preaching only to their own faithful.
But there is a darker question hoveling over the Gorsuch nomination. Wtien someone so scrupulously formal in his
treatment of the Constitution is treated as a radical, ·outside the mainstream," what happens when a genuine radical
is nominated? Someone who is more than happy to reinterpret the Constitution on a daily basis to vindicate his or
her political convictions? Someone who thinks the rule of law is simply a matter of who has the votes?
The risk of crying wolf ls a frightening children's story. It may cast a chilling constitutional shadow now.
Dennis J, Hutctiinson is a professor of law at the University of Chicago and edits The Supreme Court Review.
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Jennifer Sr.ik <jeai9832@colorado,edu>

Follow up to conversation re c lass discussion
2 messages
Wl\lling Dimock 1..Nry. . .!!11111!!!11!1!!!11!111[11~·
To: Jennifer Robin Sisk <Jennlfef.Sis~@eolCl!ado.edtJ>

TI!u. Apr 28, 201e al 5:09 PM

.JaMie,

Tllanl< you for meeting will1 m1t and sharing your e~perienca. I am ao sony you had to hear all of that. I just lalkec! v.ith
Dean Weioer ohout lhe ~mice. and he still W!llJfd like to meet II.it!> you next IYl!elt. A$ discussed, the"' Will be no
follow up before gr.ides are done, bu! after Iha~ one of us wlil talk ..,1h Judge Gorsuch (and of course, keep yQur identjty
confldentfal).

Again. ttiank you, I look fo!W3nl to seei1111 you next Salutday if not beforelll

Dean Leaiy

Jennif9T Robin Sisk <Jenniter.Slsl<@colorado.edu:>
Reply-To: Jenniter.Slsk@colorlido.edu
T~ 'M\11109 0lmock Leaiy • • • • • • • • • •

Fri, Apr 29, 2011ht 2:50 PM

Thank you Dean Le"}' for follo>Mog up. Ill plan to keep my m•etlng llAlh Dean Wets<!!t next ftiday.
See you at giaduation.
Jemie
fcuat•d uui Mdd•n)

Jen(llferSisk

JD Candl<».te2016
Chair - Jim R. Carri!Jan CUp Tournament
External Ocmpelttion and OU!ieaeh cna!r - CU Law National Moc!I T~I T""'1
Member-CU Law NaU0r1al IMol Couttieam
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Supreme Court nominee Neil Gorsuch is a home run
CV liefenair.com
•

I)

"'

In my last "Ask the Judge" colucnn I polnled out how lm)>O(lant Supreme Court nominations are.. Since that Ume,
President Trump has nominated Judge Neil Gorsuch to the Supreme Court let's take an objective look at Judge
Gorsuch's qualifications.

Gorsuch's educational background
Judge Gorsuch grew up ~Denver. Colorado, bUl graduated from Georgetown Preparatory School. receivoo a B.A.
rrom Columbia in uiree years Pili Be\a Kappa (which only recognizes students in the top 1O percent or thelr class).
Gorsuch then attended Harvard taw School, gradll8ting cum taude (top 25 percent of the class). Not one to rest on
his laurels, Gorsuch then received a Doctor of Philosophy degree from Oxford. Clearly. Gorsuch checks all the
boxes ln the e<lucation department

Gorsuch's legal career
Gorsuch first clerkoo for a jOdge on the U.S. Court of Appeals (D.C. Circuit) and then Clerked for U.S. Supreme
Court Justices Byron White and Anthony Kennedy. t once heard a quip that "tlie US Supreme Court is the place
where the best and 'brightest lawyers in American go.....and clerk." For the next ten years Gorsuch practiced law
with a Washington. D.C. law firm. making partner after three years. Gorsuch was then appointed Ptinclpal Director
10 !he Associate Attorney General In the Department:or Justice. before he was appointed to t11e U.S. Court of
Appeals for the Tenth Circuit by President Bush, where he has served the past ten years. Gorsuch was deemed
"Well qualified" by the American Bar Association, and was confirmed to the 1eth Circuit by a unanimous voice vote
by the Senate. Clearly, Judge Gorsuch has checked all the boxes for a stellar legal career.
lam not sure how a U.S. Senalor decides how to measure lhe qualiflcaUons of a judicial candidate. If it is on
tangibles like education and legal career, Gorauch would bEt hard not to support. It would be difficult to find finer
education and career credentials.

Gorsuch's legal philosophy
While ii is someUmes risky to look al a few decisions over a ten year judicial career and come to oonciusions,
several of Judge Gorsuch's opinions tell us somelh1ng about his judicial philosophy. Judge Gorsuch·s most famous
decision is Hobby Lobby Stores v. Sebellus (2013), where Gorauch concurred in an opinion finding 'lheAfforoable
Care Act's contraceptive mandate on a private business violated the Religious Freedom Restoration Act. This
indicates Gorsuch believes in relig10\Js freedom. This ruling-was affirmed by the U.S. Supreme Court 5-4 in Burwell
v, Hobliy Lobby (2014).
In an interesting case Where Justice Scalia and Justice Ginsberg agreed with Gorsuch In a dissenting opinion
together, Reynolds v. Un~oo Slates (2012); Gors~ch argued a federal act posslbly violated the non-<lelegation
doctrine, essentially findirig federal agencies cannot be delegated too much power by Congressional fiat.
I have a good college friend wtio has a plaintiffs civO practice in Colorado. He Is a staunch Democrat. He praised
Judge Gorsuch as •a mainstream conservative who roUows the law. and Is known as a nice guy."

Summary
Judge Gorsuch believes judges should follow the law, not make it. That policy decisions are up lo Congress, not

112
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Courts. Gorsuch favors state's rights over federal rights, and believes the Constitution should be given its original
intent, not to be changed based on today's mores. Importantly for Montanans, Gorsuch is a fellow Westerner. In the
end analysis, I believe the selection of Judge Gorsuch is a home run. He will make an excellent Supreme Court
justice and should be confirmed without delay.

Judge Russell Fagg has been a State District Court Judg9 (pr 22 years, handling over 25,000 cases. Fagg served
two terms in the Montana Legislature and is past president of the Montana Judges Association.
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LAWYER
Antonin Scalia

Jl/1le1J Highlights

Last October 1narked the 24th annil'crsary ofJustice ;jnfonin Scalia 's IJppQlntment to the U.S. Supreme Court
Well known for his sharp wit as well as his origina/(st approach to the Consli/11tio11, Justice Scalia consistently
askr more ques1/on.t·dun'11g oral arguments and makes more commen/s than any orher Supreme Court justice.
And acc·ording to one study, he also gets lhe mos1 laughs.from those who come to >vatch these argi1men1s. ifl
September Justice Scalia spoke with U.C Flas1ings law professor Calvin Massey.
Q. l{ow would yuu cbararteriz.e the role of the Supreme Cou.rt in America.n SO<liel)•, nol\' that you' ve 1>ce11
a part of it for 24 years?

r think it's a highly respected institution. It W!IS when I came, and J don't think C've dj>Stroyed it. I've been
impressed tf)at even when we come out with opinions that are highly unpopular or even highly-whl!i should r
say-emotion raising, the peQp[e ·accept thorn, ;is they should.. The one that comes most to mind is the election
case of Bush v-. Gore, Nobody on the Court liked to wade into that controversy. But there was certainly no way
that we cou ld tum down the petition for certiorari. What are you going to say? The case isn' t important enough?
And I think tbat the public ultimately realized that we had to take the oase.... I was very, very proud of the way
the Court's reputation survived that, even though there are a lot ofpeopk who are probably sti11 mad about it.
You believe in an enduring constitution rather than ao evolving constitution. What does that· mean to
you 1!

In its mo5t import11nt aspects, the Constitution td ls the cum:nt society that it cannot do [whatever} it wants to
do. It is a d~cision thnt the.society has made that in order to take certain actions, you need the extraordinary
effort thal it takes to amend the ConS1itution. Now if you give to those many provisions. of the Constitution that
are necessarily bro.ad-such as due process of law, cruel and unusual punishments. equal protection of the laws-ir
you give them an evolving meaning so that they have whatever meaning th" current society thin'ks they ought !Q
have, they are no limitation on the cllrrcnt society at all. ff the cruel and unusual punislunents clause simply
means that today's society should. not do anything that it considers cruel and unusual, it means nothing except.
"To thine own self be true."
In 1868, when the 39th Congress was debating and ultimately proposing the 14th Amendment.! don't think
anybody would have thought that equal protection applied to se/{ d iscrimLn.ation, ur certainly not to sexual
orientation. So does that mean that we've gone off in error by applying the 14th Amendment to both?
Yes, yes. Sorry, to tell you that, . .. But, you know. if indeed the current society has come to different vic\vs,
that's fine. You do not need the .Constillllion to reflect the wishes of th.e current society. Certainly the
Constitution does not require discrimination on the basis of sex. The only issue is whether it prohibits iL It
Pagelof2
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doesn't. Nobody ever thought that that's what it meant. Nobody ever voted for that. If the current society wants
to outlsw discrimination by sex, hey we have things called legislatures, and they enact things called laws. You
don't need a constitution to keep things up-to-<late. All you need is a lcglslature·and a ballot box. You don'i like
the deaih penalty anymore, that' s fine. You w'ant a .right to abortion? There' s nothing in the Constitution about
tbaL But that doesn't mean you cannot prohibit it. Persuade your fellow oitizell.'l it's a good idea and pass a law.
That's what democracy is all about It's not about nine superannuated judges who have been there too long,
imposing these dem11.11ds on society.
What do you do when the original meaning of a constitutional provision is either in doubt or i.s unknown ?
I do not pretend that originalism is perfect. There are some questions you have no ~y answer to, and you have

to take your best shot.... We don•t have the answer to everything, but by God we have an answer to a lot of
stuff ... e!>1'ecially the most controversial: whether the death penalty Is unconstimtional, whether there's 3
constitutional right to abo11ion, to suicide, and I could go on. All the most controversial stuff.... l don't even
have to rt.ad ,the briefs, for Pete's sake.
Should we ever pay attention to lowyeTS' work product when it enmeun constlturional de<:isions in
foreign eoun lries?

[Laughs.] Well, it depends. If you' re an original isl, of course.not. What can France·~ modem attit\Jd'e toward the
French constilution have to Say about wl\at the frnmers of the American Constitution meant? [But} if you' re an
evolutionist, the world is your oyster.
You'"" sometimes expressed thoughts about the culture in wbkb we live. For example, in Lee'"
Jlleismo1t you wrote that we indeed Uve in 11 vulgar age. What do you think accounts for our present crvic
vulgarity'!
Gee, l don't know. I occasionally watch movies or television shows in which die f-word is usl'<I constantly, not
by the criminal class but by supposedly elegant. well-educated, well-to-do people.. The society l move in
doesn' t behave th~c '~Y- Wbo im~ines this? Maybe here in California. I don't know, you guys really talk this
way?
Yuu more or leo;s grew up io New York. Being ll child of Sicilian immigrants, bow do you think New York
City piz:r.a r.itcs?
J think it is infinitely better than \Vsshin_gion p~. and infinitely better than Chic.igo pizza. You know these
deep-dish pi.22.as-it's not pizza. It's very good, but .. . call it tom~to pie or something ... . I'm a traditionalist,
what can I tell yoo?

legally Speaking is n series of in-depth inre111iews wM1 prominem lawyers. Judges. and oc{Jdemit: s. CO"'fJroduced
/zy California Ltn;tyer a/Id UC Hasting» College ofthe law.
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Why Liberals Should Back Neil Gorsuch
By Nfu'>L K, K.AT'iAL

.JAN.31, 2017

1 am hard-pressed to think of one thing President Trt1mp has done rightin the last 11
days since his inauguration. Until Tuesday, when he nominated an extraordinary

judge and mail, Neil Gorsuch, to be a justice on the Supreme Court.
The nomination cqrnes at a fraqght moment. The new administration's
executive ac;tions on immigration have led to cha()s everywhere from the nation's
airports to the Department of Justice. They have raised justified eoncern about

whether the new administration well follow the law. More than ever, public
oonfidence in our system of go~·emment depends-on the impartiality and
independence 1)f the co;m rt• .
Tnel'e is a vc~y difficult question about whether there should be a vote on

President Trump's nominee at 1111, given the Republican Senate's histoiy-bteaking
record of obstniction on Judge Merrick B. Garland:- perha{'S the most qualified
nominee ever for the high court. But if the Senate Is to confirm anyone, Judge

Gorst1cb, who sitsoa the United States Cow·tof Appeals for the lOtb CirCllit in
Denver, should be at the to!-} of the list.

I believe this, e..-en though we come from differt!nt s ides of the political
spe<~rurn.

r wiu; an acting solicitor general for President Barack Obama; Judge

Gorsuch has strong conservative bona tides and w·.i.s appointed to the 10th Circuit by
President George W, Bush. Bllt I have seen him up close and in action, both in court
and on the Federal Appellate Rules Committee (where both of us serve); he brings a

lfJ
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seose of fairness and deceocy to the job, and a temperament that suits the nation's
highest co11tt.
Considerable doubts abo1rt the direction of the Supreme Court have emerged
among Democrats in recent weeks, particularly given some ofthe names that have
been floated by the administration for l'ossible nomination. With environmental
protection, reproductive rights, privacy, executive power ondthe rights of criminal
defendants (including the df'ath penalty) on the court's docket, the.stakes at'e
tremendous. I, for one, wish it were a Democrat choosing the next justice. Bt1tslnce
that is not to be, one basic criterion should be paramount: ls the nominee someone
who will stand up for the rule of law and say no to a president or Congress that

strays beyond the Constitution and laws?

l have no de>ubt that if confinned, Judge Gorsuch would help to restore
confidence in the rule of law. His years on the bench reveal a commitment to judicial
independence - a record that should give the Amerk,m people confidence that he

"'ill not compromise principle to favor the president who appointed him. Judge
Gorsuoh's record suggests that he would follow in tb.e tradition of .Justice Elena

l\agan, who voted against President Obama when she felt a part of the .Affordable
care A<1t went too far. {n particular, he has written opinions \igorously defending the
paramount duty of the cow-ts to say wbatthe ~w is, "~thout defe1Ti11g to the
ex.e cutive branch's interpretations of federal statutes, including our immigration

laws.
In a pair of immigration cases, De Nii Roblesv. Lynch and Gutierrez-Brizuela v.
Lynch, Judge Gorsuch ruled against :ittempts by the .g overnment to retroactively
interpret the law to disfavor immigrants. Tn a separate opinion in Gutiercez-Brizuela,
he criticized the legal cloctrioe that federal courts must often defer to the e.xecutive
branch's interpretations of federal law, warning that such deference threateJls the
separation of powers designed by the framers. When judges defer to the executive
abmrt the law's meaning, be wrote, they "a1-e not fulfilling their duty to interpret the
law." fn strong terms, ,fudge Gorsuch called that a "problem for the judiciary" and •a
problem for the people whose liberties may now be impaired" bf"an arnwec!Jy
politicized admi11istrative agent seeking to pursue whatever policy whim may rule
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the doy." That reflects a deep conviction nbout the role of the judiciary in
the mle oflaw.

presen~ng

That conviction will se1"ce the court ilDd the country well. tast week, The Denver
Post encouraged the president to nominate Judge Gorsuch in part bet><iuse "a justice
who does his best to interpret the Constitution orstat\lte and apply the Jaw of the
land without prejudice could go far to restqre faith in the highest court of the land."
I couldn·tagree ]l)Ore, Rigbtabout now, the public could use some reassurance
lhat no matter bow chaotic our politics become, the members of the Supreme Court
will uphold the oa1h they must take: to "administel' justice 1vithoutl'espectto
persons, and do eqnal right to lhe poor and to the rich." I nm confident Neil Gorsuch
will lh-e up to that promise.
Neal K. T<atyal, an acting sol.icitOT g~oeml in the Obama administration, is l1 la1~
professor at Georgetown and a partner al Hogan Lovells.
Follow Tiie New York Times Opinion section 011 Facebook and 1'wiNer

(@N1"t0pinion}, a11<l sign up fm· tire Opinion Today .newslette1•.

Q 2017 The New Y0111 Times Company
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USNeWs , News
By JVlichad E. Kenneal ly , Mnn Owen and Bric Tung
Feb. 13, 2017, at 6:00 am.
In choosing a successor to Justice Antonin Scalia, the president ctluld not have made a better
choice than Judge Nei l Gorsuch. We can say that with confidence because we have h:;id the
ho1ior to serve as law clerks to both men.

For each of us. Justice Scalia was a hero. By the
time we clerked for him. he had already left an
indelible mark on the law. Through the force of
his intellect and the power of his pen. JL1stice ·
Scalia changed the way all lawyers and judges
think and write about the law. He championed
the view rhat, in a nation governed by the
people, the Constitution should be interpreted
according to wbat it meant when it was written
and ratified, not changed to suit the judiclary's
preferences. And Congress's statutes likewise
me3n what they say. not what a judge thinks
would produce a good outcome. Justice Scalia
advanced those ideas through clear, forceful and
memorable writing. You could disagree with
Justice Scalia - and sometimes we did - but you
could not ignore him.

Judge Gorsuch
sincerely believes
judges can and must
decide casesfairly
and independently
based on the laiv,
without consulting
their private views.

Although no -0ne can replace the Justice, we can think of no one more worthy of his seat than
Judge Gorsuch. He is a brilliant thinker, a fo ir and independent judge nod a cleor and effoctive
conimunicator of important ideas.
For starters. Judge Gorsuch's qualifications to serve on the Supreme Court are beyond question.
He attended Col umbia Uni\:ersity and Harvard Low School and earned a doctorate in legal
philosophy from Oxford. He clerked for two Supreme Court Justices, Byron White and Anthony
Kennedy, and had a distinguished career as a lawyer, induding high-level service !It the
Dep-~rtment of Justice. And in his ten years on the bench. Judge Gorsuch h11s em·ned the respect
of lawyers and judges of all stripes.
.Judge Gorsuch's opinions reflect the principle Justice Scalia spent his career defending: that in a
democracy, the people's elected representatives, not judges, gel to decide what laws we should
have. In a lecture last year, Judge Gorsuch paid tribute to that "great prnject of Justice Scalia's
career." reminding us of "the differences between judges and legislators" and ofjudges' duty "to
apply the law as it is .. • not to decide cases based on their own moral convictions or the pol icy
consequences they believe might serve society besL" Justice Scalia couldn't have said it better
himself.
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There is a kind of pop11larc ynicism today in sophisticated legal circles that principled judicial
decision-making of that kind does not ex_ist-1hat judges are just politicians in robes. We know
better. We know from our time in Deover that Judge Gorsuch sincerely believes judges can and
must decide cases fairly and independently based on the law, without consulting their pri.vate
views. His chambers are infused with that principle.
It is no surprise. then. that Judge Gorsuch has gained a wide reputation as a princlpled ~nd deepthinkit1gjl1dge. On occasion that has even led him to disagree with 1he late justice. For example,
Justice Scalia was a longtime defender of Supreme Court precedents that require courts to defer
to federal agencies .about the meaning of statutes passed by Cong[ess. Judge Gorsuch, however.
recen1l y called for a rethinking Clfthose c,a.ses-for a reason Justice Scalia would have found
familiar. Judge Gorsuch objected that judicial deference to executive agencies is "more than a
llttle difficult to square wlth the Const.lrntion of the framers' design" because it effectively allows
executive bureaucracies to "swallow huge amounts of core judicial and legislaJivc power." which
are supposed to be located in separate branches of government.
That is a powerful argument about the original meaning of the Constitution. Justice Sc;1lia wou ld
have resvected it and c-0uld not have Ignored it. Bllt we also suspect that, with a twinkle in his
eye, he would have delighted in arguing with Judge Gorsuch about it. Our lips are sealed about
who we think would have" on.
Justice Scalia's death has been difficult for his law clerks. Not only did we. lose ou~ patriarch, a
mentor and a friend, but with the entire country we also lost a mighty champion for the
Constitution. Judge Gorsuch's nomination to his.seat on 1he Co11n. however, gives us tremendous
comfort and excitement. The judge may not pn.we as boisterous as his predecessor: that is not his
style, But he wi 11 be as principled. as courageous and as committed to the Constitu1ion and our
country. The American people could not ask for more of a Supreme Court justice than that.
Tags: Antoni n Scalia. Neil Gorsuch. Supreme Court. Constitution. Department of Justice
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Michael E. Kenneally CONTRJBUTOR

Michael E. Kenneally clerked for Judge Neil M. Gorsuch from 2013-20 i4 and for Justice

from 201>-201•.

Matt Owen CONTRIBUTOR

Matt Owen clerked for Judge Neil M. Gorsuch from 2008-09 and fot Justice Antonin Scalia from
2010-11.
Eric Tung CONTRIBUTOR
Eric Tung clerked for Judge Neil M. Gorsuch from 20 I0-2011 and for Justice Antonin Scalia
from 2012-2013.
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POLITICO
Gorsuch recommended to Justice Dept. that federal judges visit
Gitmo
BY Seung Min Kim. l\far. IS. 1 017

More thaa a decade ago as a lawyer in the George W. Busb Justice Depanment, Nei l Gorsuch recommended
that feder,il judges visit GuaO'tmamo Bay as a way of becomi,ng '·more sympathetic" lo the Bush
administration's defense of its detainee policies.
""If the DC judges could see what we saw, I believe they would be more sympathcttc to our litigating positions,··

Gorsuch wrote to other OOJ officials In a Nov. 10, 2005 e-mail, included in new documents sent to the Senate
fadiciary Committee on Friday in advance of the Supreme Court nominee's confirmation hearing next week.
Gorsuch continued: "A visit, or even just tho offer of a visit, might help dispel myths Md build confidence in
our representations to the Court ahout conditions and detainee treatment."
The e-mails shed further light on Gorsuch's involvement in the n~tional security policies of the George W. Bush
administration - a rnajor focal point for Democrats on tbe Judiciary Committee as they prepare lO meticulously
scrutinize Gorsuch's record in !he four-day confirmation hearing kicking off Monday.
Gorsuch served as princfpal deputy associate nnomey general for 3bout a year, until he was elevated 10 the
Denver-based IOlh U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals.
California Sen. Di3llne Feinstein, the top Democrat on the Judiciary Committee, requested earlier tl1is week that
the additional DOJ documen!S be 1i1ade public.
Acting assistant attorney general Sam Ramer wrote to Feinstein in a letter accompanying the new doouments.
that while nearly 175,000 pages connected to Gorsuch have been released, and although some of the paperwork
has confidentiality concerns, DOJ \\las releasing the documents because of the ''extraordinary circumstances
involvihg n Supreme Court nomination."
'"Tl1e department docs not anticipate making any further productions regarding this matter," Ramer told
Feinstein.
The disclosure of Gorsuch's 2005 trip to the U.S. detention facility a~ Guantanamo Bay came in a separare trove>
of Justice Department doc'urnents released by the Senate JudicfaryCommittee earlier thi5month dist detail the
Sllpreme Court n0,minee's time at DOJ. Gorsuch wrote to then-Brigadier Gen. Jay Hood, the U.S. commander
at Gullntanamo Bay, that he was ''extraordinarily impressed'' with theconditio(lS at Gitmo.
~v ou 3nd your colleagues have dt:Veloped standards and imposed a degree of professionalism that thG nation
can be proud of. and being able to see firsthand all that you have managed to 11ccomplish with such a difficult

PogelofZ
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and sensitive mission makes my job of helping explain and defend 1l before the courts all the easier," Gorsuch
told Hood.
The l20 pages se.nt to the committee on Friday included more details about Gorsuch's visit to the U.S. military
facilities at Guantanamo. Por inst11nce, Gorsuch also recommended in the Nov, 1O. 2005 email tnat C81llp XRay, a temporary detention facility wilhio Gitmo, ''serves no current P\ll'JlOSC, is overgrown and dccayiAg."
"Gen Hood would understandably like to tear it down," Gorsuch wrote to other QOJ officials. "Of course. ther.:
may he some evidential)' concerns with this, but can we at least tee this up for a prompt r~olutfon?"
Separately, the newly released e-mails show Gorsuch pressed other Bush administration officials lo release a
detaifod signing statement when former President George W. Bush signed a hotly debated torture ban pnshed by
Sen. John McCain (R·Ariz.) into Jaw in late December 2005.
The anti-torture proposal pitted McCain, who was tortured as a prisoner of war during Vietnam, against the
Busb White House for months. Bui when the McCain measure was about .to become law. Gorsuch advised other
Bush adrninistralion officials to draft a. signing statement to help spin itiJI their favor, as well as help lawyers in
the "inevitable lawsuits that we all se.e coming," according to a Dec. 29, 2005 e-mail from Gorsucl\ to olhet
Bush administration officials.
Another advantage, in Gorsuch's view. was that a signing statement would make clear the Bush
administration' s view that the anti-torture measure "is best read as essentially codifying existing interrogation
policies."
Gorsuch wrote that he saw little downside to making the Bush administration's positions known in this way. In
the e-mail, he wrptc: "While pe~haps not common, neither is it unprecedented to use signing statements in tlus
fashion to advance the executive' s interests and indeed, some statements have been cited by the courts as a
pe.rsuasive sources of authority in efforts t·o divine stallltory intent."

Page 2 of 2
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Money in Politics, Racial Eguity,
and the U.S. Supreme Court
DY ADAM LIOZ

Big-mo11ey politics is n key barrier to people of color nchle11ing
eqi~nl represe11tatio11. Building a democracy where the strength
of our voices doesn't depend 11pon the size ofour wallets, n.nd
where people of nil incomes a11d backgrounds cnn effectively nm
for office and lobby our elected representatives, requires keeping
Tudge Neil Gorsuch off the United States Supreme Court.

The Supreme Court Created Our Racially Biased Big-Money System
• Over four decades, the Supreme Court has gutted many of oar strongest
protections against big money dominating our democracy, such as:
• Limits on how much billionaire caJ1didates can spend trying to
buy elected office;
• Bans on direct corporate spendiJ1g on elections, in the famous
Citizens U11ited case;
• Caps on the amount a single wealthy donor can give to all
candidates, parties, and political committees (PACs) combined,
• Despite the fact that our democracy is based on equal cilizenship and
rhe principle of one person, one vote, the Supreme Court says the people
and our elected representatives are not allowed to limit big money in
order to give us aU an eq11al voice over the decisions and policies 1·hat
affect our lives.
• This is part of the Supreme Court's broader "color-blind" ideology IJJat
gutted the Voting Rights Act and sees no problem with disc riJninatory
voter ID requirements.
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The Court is at a Crossroads on Money in Politics
• The Roberts Cciurt's worst money-in-politics rulings were 5-to-4 decisions.
• The Supreme Court is uow split 4-to·4 on this and many other issues.
• With an open-miud!>d ninth justice. 1ve could end Super PACs. get
corporate mom!)' back ollt of our elections, and prevent billionaires fro m
trying to buy ekcted office.
• But with a justice more concerned with protecting the privileges of
the donor class than the right$ of voters. we' ll see attacks on the few
remaining protrctions we hJve le fr, like contribution limits and the ban on
corporations giving directly to candidat<.>s.
Trump's Nominee Will Likely Side With Big Money
• fudge Neil Gorsuch:., record on money in poHtics suggests that he'll side
with big money over ordina ry voters.
• Tnste-ad of helping to build a fairer democraq; Judge Gorsuch wiU move us
backwards and threaten the few remaining protections against big money.
Big-Money Elections Sustain Racial Bias
• Centuries of racist policies have cre(lted a staggering racial weahh gap-and
big-money politics translates this gap in economic po1ver into a similar gap
in political voice.
• Nearly 95 perceJ1t of federal election donors who give $5,000+ are white,
whereas small donors are not necessarlly skewed by race.

• I.arge donors, on the whole, have different priorities than do people of color
and tl1e public 11l large. and are less progreS$ive on key economic issues sud1
as creating jobs and ensuring affordable i;oUege.
• Ninety percent of elected officials are white, even though people of color
make up nearly 40 percent of the U.S. population. Fewer candidates of color
run due to the fund raising barrier, and those who do raise substantially less
money than their white rnunterparts (47 percent less in one study).
• Elected offlcials who are disprop011.ionately white and more responsive to
the white donor class than to ordinary voters produce public policies and
practices that are skewed against people of color on issues from housing
policy to mass inc-arceration to foir wages.
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In Gorsuch, Conservative Activist Sees Test Case (or Reshaping the J udiciary
New York Tim es
March 18, 2017
By Eric Lipton ud Jeremy Peters

WASHJNGTON - Deep into the Senate's 68-page questionnaire of Judge Neil M. Gorsuch, the
Supreme Court nominee was asked to describe how he had come to President Trump's attention.
The first thing he wrote was, "l was contacted by Leonard Leo."
Most Americans have probably never heard of Leonard A. Leo, who has long served as
executive vice president of the Federalist Sooiety. an organization of conservatives and
libertarians who "place 11 premium on individual liberty, traditional val ues and the rule oflaw."
But as Mr. Trump begins theproc.ess of filling what could be .the most foderal court vacancies
left to any president in nearly a half-century, Mr. Leo is playing a critical role in reshaping the
judiciary.
He sits at the nexus of an immensely influential but large.l y unseen network of conservative
organizations, donors and lawyers who all share a common goal: Fill the federal courts with
scores ofjudges who are c-0mmitted to the narrow interpretation ofihe Constitution that they
bet ie,ve the founders intended.
'"l 'he Supreme Court needs to be an institution that helps to urtdergird limited constitutlonal
government," said Mr. Leo, 51 , whose cerebral, unassuming demeanor belies the enormous clour
be has developed in Washington.
It is a worldview that has brought Mr. Leo and his allies togetbe.r with 3 range of conservative
players. Tn addition to major corporate backers such as Google and Chevron, the Federalist
Society' s supporters include well-known industry-oriented and libertarian-minded business
leade.ri;,Jike Charles G. and David H. Koch; the family foundation of Richard Mellon Sca.ife; and
the Mercer family, whiclt gave significantly to Mr. Trump's presidential campaign and helped
stan Breitbart News.
This judicial reformation is being coordinated from Washington by a relatively small team
closely aligned around Mr. Leo, who is on leave from the Federalist Society while be helps the
White House shepherd the Gorsuch nomination. The network includes John G, Malcolm of the
Heritage Foundation and Ann Corkerv. a Washington lawyer who along with her husband, Neil,
oversees the Judicial Crisis Network and related dark-money groups that also support the cause.
While a free-market agenda and the desire to place judges wbo will be more skeptical of federal
and state regulations is a driving force, -several central players in the group are also motivated by
intense religious beliefs.
" We can have an incredible impact," said Carrie Severino, chief counsel of the Judicial Crisis
Nerwork. Ms. Severino counts among her clients Sisters of Mary, Mother of the Eucharist, a
group of Catholic nuns wbo participated in a lawsuit that reached the Supreme Court alleging
that Obamaoare limited their religious freedom.
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Judge Gorsuch, 49, is their first test case, with his confinnation hearing set to begin on Monday
- but the conservative activists say more is at stake than just the Supreme Court.
"Make no mistake,·• Mr. Leo said in a speech last month at the Ronald Reagan Dinner at the
Consel'Vative Political Action Conference. "How we deal with this vacancy now, the strength
that we as the pro-Constitution movement demonstrate in this fight, will determine the extent to
which we are able to both nominate and c.onfirm pro•Constitutioujudges as we move forward."
Mr. Trump already has 124 judgeships to fill - a backlog created by Senate Republicans who
blocked the confirmation of many of President Barack Obama's nominees. That includes 19
vacancies on the federal appeals courts.
Because of the age of many judges today, the White House expects between 70 to 90 appeals
court positions to open up over the next four years. That would give Mr. Trump the opporrunity
to fill anywhere from one-third to half of all appellate seats - a profound impact considering
that those courts are often the final word on thousands of cases that never reach the Supreme
Court.
The sea le and sophistication ofthe right's judicial confirmation efforts would seem to portend a
dark period ahead for the left. which, despite having made great strides under Mr. Obama, finds
itself outmaneuvered.
"The right wing, very purposely and methodically, has built a stable of nominees that fit their
ideological profile, and it's been a national movement, well organized and strategized,'' said
Senator Richard Blumenthal, a Connecticut Democrat, who serves on the Judiciary Committee.
"Frankly, Tthink the progressives of the Democratic Party have been less vigilant and vigorous
than the right.''
Hitching to Trump
There was little question co whom Mr. Tl'llmp would tum when he was putting together his list of
possible Supreme Court nominees last year: Mr. Leo, who has spent almoSt: his entire legal
care.er atthe Federalist Society, aJ\er graduating from Cornell Law Schoo,! in 1989.
The father of seven children and fond of speaking in biblical allusions. he rose to prominence
more than a decade ago as the Republican Partv's co-chainnan of Catholic outreach. AtJustice
Antonin Scalia"s funeral last year. he read from the Old Testame,nt.
When President Geo1ge W. Bush made his two nominations to the Supreme Court in 2005,
picking Chief.Justice John G. Roberts Jr. and Justice Ssmuel A. Alita Jr., Mr. Le-0 assumed tbe
responsibility of coordi1111ting outside campaigns to buttress their Senate confirmations. It is a
role - which he has described as analogous to running a political campaign - that he has
reprised with the Gorsuch confirmation.

Mr. Leo has an exalted reputation among conservatives, including Scott Pruitt, the former
Oklahoma attorney general wbo is now head ofthe Environmental Protec,tion Agency. Mr. Pruitt
recalfed in a speech last vear at the conservative bastion Hillsdale Colle11e how he was in
2
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Washington for a Federalist Society meeting in 2013. Mr. Leo asked him to stay an
for dinner, ~without giving a hint of who might show up.

~xtra

night

" Any time that Leonard asks you to go to dinner, you stay, because be feeds you well," Mr.
Pruitt said. But it was not only the menu that was impressive. Mr. Pruitt arrived to see Justic~s
Scalia and Clarence Thomas at the table.
"We spent three hours talking about the Constitution and things that we were involved In a8
attorneys general," Mr. Pruitt recalled, " It was a fabulous time."
Mr. Leo has been at the center of Mr. Trump's judicial selection process since last spring, when
Donald F. McGahn IT, Mr. Trump' s campaign lawyer and now the White House counsel,
introduced them. It helped enormously that Mr. Leo came to the cam.pa)gn at a critical titne of
need .
.Mr, Trump's relationship with the conservative moment was tenuous at besL Last March, a
prominent group of Catho]jc leaders in the United States, including several with close ties to Mr,
Leo, published an open lener in National Review, a conservative magazine, declaring Mr. Trump
"manifestly unfit to be president of the United States." It was the type ofrejection that was
becoming all too worrisome for Mr. Trump. At the same time, a faction of delegates threatened
to block his nomination.
So In May, in an unprecedented move for a presidential candidate, Mr. Trump shrewdly released
the first of two list~ of people he was conside.ring to fi.11 the Supreme Court vacancy left by the
death of Justice Scalia, at first with help from Mr. Malcolm of the Heritage Foundation. Judge
Gorsuch's name was added in a second version oftbis list, with Mr. Trump thanking the
Federalist Society and Heritage for their help.
Polls showed this published list of21 names was a significant factor in the election. Of the onefifth of voters who said the Supreme Court was the most important issue in their decision, 57
percent voted for Mr. Trump.

Mr. Trump gave broad discretion to Mr. Leo and his colleagues. Mr. Trump' s most important
criterion, these lawyers said, was that he wanted judges who were "not weak" and of"high
quality."
Theirappronch in coming up with candidates was similar to President.Ronald Reagan's. " They
had this very sophisticated, detailed frame of reference from which !bey could begin to say,
'OX .• well. who understands these things like we do?"' Mr. Leo said in an interview, referring
to the Reagan em. "As opposed to an administration that might sit around und say, ' Who's a
really smart lawyer who's been really accomplished?' Or, 'Hey, what about my frat buddy from

1964?"'
And as Rea&illl did by nominating Justices Scalia and Anthony M. Kennedy, Mr. Leo and bis
conservative colleagues have looked for judges who can serve as long as possible. "Young is
good, " Mr, Leo said. "There will be an opportunity fora transformation of the fedeJ111 bench."
3
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A Small Networ~
Even befol.'e Mr. ·rrump walked into the East Room of the White House on .Ian. 3 l to name
Judge Gorsuch as his first Supc,eme Court nominee, the public relations campaign to confirm him
had started.
''Neil Gorsuch's talent and skill would make for a great#SupremeCourt Justice," said J!.llilli sent
out on Twitter by the Judicial Crisis Network on the afte.moon before the announcement.
By that point, television and radio advertisemertts about Judge Gorsuch were already on their
way to stations across the country. The campaign focused on five states picked for a very explicit
reason: Each had a Democratic senator up for re-election next year, and all the states had voted
Lo elect Trump.

This more public part of the push- Mr. Leo bas never been particularly comfortable in the
spotlight - has been handled by Ms. Severino, 40, a Harvard Law School graduate who served
as a clerk to Justice Thomas and is a frequent speaker at Federalist events. Ms. Severino said the
group's dTorts to secure Judge Gorsuch' s confirmation reflected the consensus of American
voters, who picked Mr. Tnunp in part because of the Supreme Court choices he said he would
make.
But an examination of the Judicial Crisis Network's operations and financial records suggests
that the group, in fact, has an incredibly narrow base. Jn 201 S, the last year thai 1a.x records were
available,·the Judicial Crisis Network's entire budget of$5.7 million appears to have come from
a single donor. an organization called the Wellspring Committee.• based in Manassas. Va., that
describes its mission as advancing "limited govemme.n t and free markets." Judicial Crisis and a
sister organizatiun, the Judicial Education Project, reported in ta.x returns that they had a total of
only two employees and no volunteers, and instead largely relied on outside consultants, like
CRC Pu bite Relattons, a Virginia finn tbat also lists the Federalist Society and 0th.er
conservative groups as clients.
Ms. Severino, asked whether her group was simply a shell to secretly move money on behalf of
others, said the Judicial Crisis Network s,bould not be judged based on the size ofits staff.

•·we are not trying to be a large membership organization," Ms. Severino said in a written
statement, sent by CRC, which asked that the remarks be attributed to her. "The::re are others who
excel at that type of work, and we are happy to .support them as allies."
It is clear that there are close personal ties among the leaders of the push to confirm Judge
Gorsuch. Ann and NeH Corkery help run a network of nonprofit organizations like Qitholic
Voices USA, an organization thal promotes the church's views. They also he.Ip Mr. Leo in
managing the National Catholic Prayer Breakfas(, tax records show.

There. are even overlaps with the funding. Mf, Corkery is listed as treasurer of the Judicial Crisis
Network. A separate Internal Revenue Service filing shows that Ms. Corkery ls president of the
Wellspring Committee. Tax records from the past two years also show that Mr. and Ms. Corkery
4
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were paid nearly $600,000 to help run l 5 nonprofit groups, including the Judicial Crisis
Network, They declined requests to discuss their overlapping roles in these organizations.
The impact of this intertwine.cl aetwork can also be seem in a number of ~1ate-level efforts to
appoint more originalistjudges.
Last year, the Judicial Crisis Network and a second organization it donated money to bought
political advertisements in two Supreme Court races in Arkansas, which are decided directly by
voters. The advertising by the groups, which spent far more than the candidates themselves,
attracted widespread attention to what has normally been a I-Ow-profile race.
The intervention was considered disturbing enough that the Republican-controlled state
Jeglslature held a special hearing last year where those targeted by the groups testified.
·•1 suppose some with misplac.ed or contorted egos might be flattered these shadowy groups
would spend over a half-million dollars directed to keep one off the court," said Clark W.
Mason, a Lin le Rock, Ark., lawyer who was one of the candidates for the Supreme Court. "But J
am outraged. They-are attempting to sl1ift the scale ofjustice."

The legislature this year failed to pass a law that would require a gcoup like Judicial Crisis to
disclose rhe source of its funding if it wants to play a similar role in future elections in the state.
Judicial Crisis hns also doMted more than $2 million co I.he Repub1ican Attorneys General
Association - making it the single largest contributor in lhe 2016 election cycle, as it sought to
elect top state law enforcement officers who could bring conservative-inspired cases to state or
federal courts with j\Jdges the group also helped put into place.
Matk Holden, general counsel of Koch Industries. a donor to the Federalist Society, said in an
interview that the efforts of these conservative legal activists were necessary to overcome a bias
favoring judges who put their agendas before the law.
" It's very important that we have the right people in place, people who will follow our Jaws,
judges who will follow our laws as they have been written and not as they wish they were
written," Mr. Holden said.
One point all the parties ;igree on: Mr. Trump must not repeat the mistake that Mr. Bush made in
moving slowly to fill the many vacancies in the federal court system.
Mr. Leo is ready to play his p-.irt.
"'Those nominations to the lower federal courts are a high priority to the president and for senior
administration stafl:" Mr. Leo said in an interView last month that was broadcast on C.Span. He
said the number ofvacmicies was historic. "Lt is something that is very much on thu president's
mind.''

s
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14 Key Supreme Cou rt Cases Reaffirmin g Central H olding of Roe v. Wade

i. Planned Parenlhood v. Danforth (1980)
2. Harris v. McRoe {I 979)
3. City ofAkron v. Akron Center for
Reproductive Healih (J 979)
4. Bellotti v. Baird ( 1983)
5. Co/autli v. Franklin (1986)

6. Thornburgh v. American College of
Obstetricians and Gynecologists ( 1989)
7. Webster v. Reproductive Health Services
( 1990)

8. Ohio v. Akron Cenrer for Reproductive
Health (1990)
9. Hodgsonv. Minnesota(l990)
I 0. Planned Paren.thood v. Casey ( 1992)
11. Stenberg v. Carhart (2000)
12. Ayotte v. Planned Parenthood of
N1Jrthern New England (2006)
13. Gonzoles v. Carhart (2007)
14. Whole Woman's Henlth v. Hellerstedt
(2016)

39 Supreme Cou rt Dec:isions Reaffirming R oe v. Wade
I. Doe 11. Bollo11 (1973)
2. Danforth v. Rodgers (1973)
3. Louisiana State Board ofMedical
Examiners 11. Rosen (1975)
4. Cmmeclicut v. Men ti/a ( 1975)
S. Planned Parenthood ofCentral
Mlssouriv. Danforth (1976)
6. Singletonv. Wu!ff(1976)
7. Bellottiv. Baird1(1976)
8. Gerstein 11. Coe ( 1976)
9. Sendakv. Arnold (1976)
10. Guste v. Weeks (1977)
11 . Bowen v. Gary-Northwest Indiana
Women 's Services ( 1977)
12. Beal v. Doe (1977)
13. Maher v. Roe (1977)
14. Poelkerv. Doe (1977)
15. Colautti v. Franklin (1979)
J.6.Ashcroji v. Freiman (1979)
f7. Bel/ot1iv, Baird/1(1979)
18. Harris 11. McRae (1980)
19. H.L. v. Matheson(1981)
20. City ofAkron 11. Akron Center for
Reproductive Health ( 1983)
21. Planned Parenthood v. Ashcroft
(1983)
22. Simopoulos v. Virginia (1983)

23. Thornburgh v. American College of

Obstetricians and Gynecologists
(1986)
24. Babbitt v. Planned Parenthood of

Central and Northern Arizona
(1986)
25. Hartigan v. Zbaraz (1987)
2·6. Webster v. Reproductive Health
Services ( 1989)
27. Hodgson v. Minnesota ( 1990)
28. Ohio v. Akron Center fo r
Reproductive Health (1990)
29. Rusi v. Su/livan (1991)
30. Planned Parenthood v. Casey (1992)
31 . Bray v. Alexandria Women's Health
Clinic (1993)
32. Madsen v. Women 's Health Center
(1994)
33. Schenck v. Pro-Choice Network
(1997)
34, Lambert v. Wicklund (1997)
35. Mazurek v. Armstrong (1997)
36. Stenbergv. Carhart (2000)
37. Ayotte v. Planned Parenthood of
Nonhe.rn New England (2006)
38. Gonzales v. Carhart (2007)

39. Whole Woman's Health v.
He//erstedt (2016)
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Mr. Chairman, Ranking Member Feinstein. and members o f the Committee: I am Wade
He11derson, President and CEO of the Leadership Conference on Civil and Human Rights, a
coalition of more than 200 national organizations commlrred lo promoting and protectin.g the
civil and human rights of all persons in the United States.
We strongly opposeihe confi rmation of Judge Neil M. Gorsuch lo be an Associate Justice or the
Supreme Cou1t oftht: United Stares. The Supreme Court is the final urbitcr of our laws . .and il<;
rulin~s can dramatically impact the lives and rights of 1.111 Americans. Judge Gorsuch· s decadclong record on the fedcml bench, as well as his writings. speeches. and activities throughout his
career. demonstrate he is a judge with an agenda . His judicial dissents and concurrences show he
is out of the mainstream of legal tbou.g.ht and unwi ll ing to accept the constructs of binding
precedent and stare df'c1:si/i when they dictat<: resu lts he disfavors. I le lacks lhe i111panfality and
independence the American people expect and deserve from the foJcral bench.
This nomination must be assessed in context. In light of the shameful. nearly year-long blockade
of Judge Merrick Garland - President Barack Obama·s nominee to the current Supreme C'ou rt
vacancy - we believe Presiden t Trump had an obligation co put forward a mainstream nominee.
He failed to do so, instead outsourcing the selection prncess to the ideologica lly driven Federalist
Society and Heritage Foundation. In addition, as a presidential candidate he p ledged to appoint
Supreme Cou1tjustices ' vho would overturn Roe v. Wude. Liunus tests in judicial selection
subvert the most critical qualities ofa judge: open-mindedne~s and independence.
President Trump's first months in office further demonstrate the need for a strong and
independentjudicfary to serve as a bulw<trk against the White I-louse's abusive and autocratic
approach to govemance. underscoring tbe significance ofappointingjllstices with a proven track
record of independence and objectivity. President Trump's ad hominem attacks on judges who
have ruled against him - on the district cou11· and circui t court judges who have ha iled his
Muslim travel ban, and Inst year on Judge Curiel in Cnlifomia for ruling against Trump
University - threaten judicial independence and the separation of powers that form the fabric of
our de111ocracy. His unprecedented firing of Acting Attorney Ge.neral Saliy Yates for no! l)eing
willing lo defend his travel ban is another disturbing example. Independent and impartial federal
judges are needed now more than ever. Judge Gorsuch has demonstrated in bis opinions and
writings that he is results-oriented and would be highly un likely to show independence from a
Pres ident who shares his ideological agenda.
Discrimina tion C laims: In a 2005 aiticle published in the conservative National Review, Judge
Gorsuch wrote: "American liber.ils nave become nddicted to the courtroom, relying on judges
and lawyers rather than elect~d le-dders and the ha l lot hox. as ihe rrimury means of eJfecti:i1g their
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social agenda on everything from gay man·iagc to assisted suicide to the use of vouchers for
private-school educa1ion. ·n1is overweeni11g: addiction to the courtroom as ihc place to debate
social policy is bad for the country and bad for the judiciary:· 1
Throughout our nation·s hiS1ory, the federal courts ]lave served as a critical backstop in ensuring
the rights and liberties of all Americans. Judge Gon;uch' s ~kcpticisrn about the use of courts to
safeguard our rights under the Cons~itulion and fcdcml law demonstrates his ideological agenda
and has been reflected in his judicial decisions. particularly dissents and concun-ences, during his
decade on the bench. Perhaps this shouldn't be u surprise. because in his 2005 article Judge
Gorsuch also wrote: .. Finally. in ihc gr<."Jtest of ironies, as Republ icans win pre.~idcntial and
Senate electrons and thus gain increasing control over the judicial appointment and confinnation
process, the level of sympathy liberals pushing co11stit111fona l litigation can expect fn the courts
may wither over time. leaving the Lefl truly out in the cold."
In the case Slricklnnd v. UPS.~ the majority held that Carole Strick land, a UPS account
executive. could proceed with a se.x: discrimination claim under Ti tie VI I based on evidence that
she was treated worse than male colleagues despite her outperforming them in sales. Judge
Gorsuch dismi$Scd the cvidentiary record and dissented: he voted to throw the victim's
discriminttlion claim out of court. In Weeks''· Kansas,' writing for a conservative panel, Judge
Gorsuch threw out another Title VII case \\/here the plaintiff, Rebecca Weeks, was fired in
retaliation for her advncatingon behalf of two colleagues who had bc.:n discriminated against.
In his opinion, Judge Gom1ch declined to considct a superseding Supreme Court decision that
mighr have bcnctTtted the plaintiff si1uply because she did 1101. raise it in her briefs, a troub ling.
approach because judges have a duty to consider relevant case law regardless of whether the
parties have cited it.
Workers' Rights: Judge Gorsuch"s favorable treatment of ctilployers and corpO!'llte defendants
can also be seen in his reflexive rejection of workers' rights claims, nnd he has been a dissen(illg
voice in such cases. In 1iw1sAm Trncklng. inc. 1•. Administrative Review Board, 4 the majority
he ld that lt trucklngcompany unlawfull y fired an employee in violation of federal whistleblowcr
protections. The employee. Alphonse Maddin. was a truck drive.rwhose brakes broke down In
ihe rniddle ofa freezing January night in Illinois. The truck heater didn't work eithe.r, und he
got so cold that he couldn't teel his feel or torso. and he had trouble breathing. Nonethel.:ss.
his boss ordered him to wait ln the truck until a repairperson arrived, After walling for three
hours. Mr. Maddin finall y drove off in ihe truek and left the trailer behind, in search of
assl.i;tance. His employer fired l1im a week later for viofating company policy by abandoning
his lond while under dispatch. The panel majority said the firing was unlawful. but Judge
Gorsuch dissented and said the employee should have followed orders even at the risk of serious
injury. This case provides an example of Judge Gorsuch" s judicial acUvistn in rejecting the
findings of an administrative agency- the Department of Labor - where four different
1 Neil

Gorsuch. liberals 'N' Lawsuits. Natlonal Re,•iew. February 7. 2005.

; 555 F.3d 1224 (!Och Cir. 1009) (Gorsuch. J., concurring in part and dissencing in part ).
' 503 F. App.,< 640 ( I01h Cir. 20t2).
' 2016 l,1.$. App. Lf:X1 $ 13071 ( 10\h Cir. July 15, 1016) (Gorsuch. J, dissenting).
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administrath•c judges ruled in favor of the truck drive.r in a dispute that hinged nn the meaniag of
the word ·'operate.. i1l the applicable statute. The Tenth Circuit majority opinion stated: "fT]he
disscnrs conclusion that a trutk driver is 'operating· his truck wheil he refuses to drive it but not
when he refuses m remain in control of it while await ing its repai r. is curious. The only logical
explanation is rhat the dissent has concluded Congress used the word ·opcrntc' in the statute
when it really meant ·drive. ' We are tnorc comfortab.le limiting our review to the language
Congress actually used:-s

In Compnss Environmental, Inc. v. OSHRC. 6 the majority held that the employer must pay a line
for disregarding an internal policy anti faili ng to train a worker who was electrocuted to death by
high-voltage lines loc.atcd near his work area. Judge Gorsuch issued a dissent' 11nd voted to throw
the case out of court because he rejected the finding of an administrntive agency th::it the employer
had violated industry safety norms.

In NLRB v. Communi~v Heo/!11 Sen iices, lnc. 1 Judge Gor~uch again dissented from a majority
opinion that found in favor of employees, where a hospital was required to award back pay t<> 13
employees "'hose hours had been reduced in violation orthe National Labor Relations Act. His
multiple dissents in workers· rights cases suggest a refusal to follow binding case law when it
lends to results that favor workers rather than businesses and empl<>ycrs.
Immigration: In the closely-divided en bane decision in Zamora v. Elite logistics. lnc.. 8 Judge
Gorsuch voted to affim1 the district court·s granting of summary judgment wh ich blocked a Title
VII national origin discrimination case from going to trial despite evidence of animus. unlawful
reverification, and documcnl abuse by lhe employer. The lead concurrence in this case, which
Judge Gorsuch joined. re11ecrs an approach that insulates emrloycrs from liability for
discrimination against immigrant workers so long as they claim that they were unaware of the
law or took their actions due to a tear of sanction ny federal immigration aulhorities- even
where those actions themselves violated immigration law. Judge Gorsuch's record suggeStS that
if he were confirmed as a Supreme Cou11 justice, he would give leeway to immigration
enforcement strategies that use the fear of sanction against employers as a principal mechanism,
and would conifo11e employers hiding behind federal ltnmigratJon laws IC> justify unlawful
workplace pmct ices.
Women's Health: Judge Gorsuch has written or joined opinions that would restrict women' s
health care. including allowing n:ligious beliefa to override wnmen' s access to birth control and
defunding Planned Parenthood. In Hobby Lobby Stores, Inc. v. Sebeli11s. ~ he signed nn to an
opinion allowlng certai n for-prollt ernployers to refose to comply with the birrh control benefit in
the Affordable Care Act. Citing to Cirizcn,t United v. FEC. 10 the decision held that corporations
' 2016 U.S. /\pp. L.€XIS at •1 2 n. 4 (10th Cit. July 15. 2016).
• 663 F.3d 1164 ( t Otlt Cir. 201 l )(Gorsuch, J., dissenting).
1112 F.3d 768 l lOth Cir. 20 16)(Gorsuch. J., dissenting/.
~ 478 F,3d 1160 ( lOtlt Cir. 2007) (Gorsuch. J .. coneurriJig).
• 723 P.Jd l 114 (10th Cir. JO l 3) (Gorsuch. J .. con,urring).
558 U.S. 310 (2010).
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can be ·'persons.. wllh religious belief." a11d that employers can use chose religious beliefs to
block employees· insurance coverage ofbi11h control. In lfllle Sister.~ of/hi! l'oor Home.for /he
Aged v. Burwell, 11 Judge Gorsuch dissented from the majority's decision apprl1ving 1he
11ccom111odation in the birth control benefit that-allows non-profit employers to opt out of the
benelit but makes sure I.he employees get birth con trol coverage. Judge Gorsuch joined a dissent
that argued the simple act of filling out an opt-om form constitutes a substantial burden on
religfous exercise. And ln Plunnerl Parenthood Association of Utah v. Herbert. 12 Judge Gorsuch
dissented from the majority's decision to ke.ep in place a preliminary injunction that sropped the
state of Utah from hlocking access ro health c.~rc and educatiM for lhousands of Planned
Parenthood's patients. If the policy had gone into effccr, 1~ would have cut off access to an afterscnool sex education program fbr teens and STD testing and treatment for at-risk communities.
LGBT Rights: As noted previou~ly, in his 2005 National Re1•iew article Judge Gorsuch
criticized those seeking to use the cour.ts ratl1er than tht: leglslat)ve process to safeguard (heir
rights under the law. and he specifically mentioned gay marriage litigation as an example of
liberals' "ovcrweming addiction to the cou11mom." The rationa le he employed in the Hobhy
Lohby case - a license to discriminate for private corporations - has also been used by numerous
state~ to justify discri111ination against LGBT American$. u And his skepticism of LGBT claim s
is also demonstrated in a 20 15 case. Druley v. Pallon. 1 ~ wht:re he rejected a claim hy a
rransgender woman incarcerated in Oklahom<i who alleged that her constitutional rights were
violated when she was denied m~ically necessary honnone treatment and the right to wear
feminine clothing. Other federal courts ha ve reached the opposite conclusion in such cases. 15

Police J\'fiscond uct: In the case Wi!stm v. City of Lafayt!lle. 16 a 22-ycur-old man possessing
marijuana was fleeing arrest. and a police officer shot him in1he head wirh a stun gun from a
distance of I0-15 feet away. killing him. Judge Gorsuch held that the officer was entitled to
qualified immunity from rui excessive force claim. reasoning that the use of force was reasonable
because the young man was fleeing arrest. The dissent in this case criticized Judge Gorsuch's
ana lysis and stated: " fn the present case. it would be unreasonable for an officer to lire a laser
probe at Ryan Wilson's head when he could have just as easily fired the probe lnto his back, The
taser training materials not·e that offieers should not 11im at the head or throat unless the situation
dictates a higher level of injury risk. Nothing about the situation here req11ired an elevated level
offorce.'' 17
Stud ents with l>isa bilitie.s: Judge Gorsuch h;is co11sisten1·ty ruled against students with
disabilities ~eeking edl1cational services to which the.y were entitled under the Individuals with

11 799 P.:ld t3 IS (10th Cir. 2015) tGorsuclt, J •• disscn1i11g fro1
n de11ial o frehoari11g en bane).
" 8>9 F.3d 130 I (10th Cir. 20 16) (Gorsuch. J .. dissenting).

" ht1py/www.h~.orglbtog/anl1-lgbt-bllts-ioiroduced-in-28·statcs.
1
'

601 F. App'x 632 (10th Cir. 2015).
B~1ti~ta v. Clark~, 645 F.3d 4~Q (hi C'ir. 2011 ),
10 510 I'. App'>< 775 (!0th Cir. 2()13).
17
fd at 787 \Briscoe, J., concurring In par111nd dissen1ing in part).

" See. e.g ..
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Disabilities Education Act (IDEAJ. ln A.F. v. Espanola Public Schools. 1& he dtsmissed a claim
brought under the Americans with 111sahilit1es Act because the school district had previously
settled a lawsuit with the student for IDEA violations. A dissentingjudge in this case criticized
Judge Gorsuch' s reasoning and observed: '"'This was clearly not th<.> intent of Congress 11nd,
ironically enough, harms the interests of the children that IOF.A wa~ intended to protect." 19 In
Garcia v. Board 11/Ed11cmio111?fA!b11q11erque P11Mic Sclmofs. 20 Judge Go1'such held that a
student who left the school out of frustration with lhe schoors failure to follow the IDEA was
entitled to no remedy,
And in Thompson RJ-J Sc}iool Dis1tict v. Luke P.,2 1 he held thala student with autism did not
have a right under the I DEA to attend a private residential program. even though the district
court and a Colorado Department of Education hearing officer dctcnnined that such a placement
~Vas necessary for Luke and that public sc hools had been unsuccessful in addressing his
educational needs. Under Judge Gorsuch's opinion in Luke P.. a school district compli1:s with
the law so long as they provide educational benefits that ·'must merely be ' more than de
111ini111is.'" On March 22. 2017. during Judge Gorsuch's nomination hearing. 1he Supreme Court lssued
a d€cision in £11drew F. "· Douglas County SchrK•l Oistriel rejecling !his Standard. Writing for a
unanimous Court, Chief Justice Robcns wrote: '"When aH is said and done. a student offered an
educational program providing ' merely more than de 111i11imis· progre~ from year 10 year can hard ly be
said to have bc~n offered an education a1 a11:·11
Corpontte Bias: Judge Gorsuch's judicial acrivism was on display last yetir in the case
Ou/ierre;;-Brlrue!a v. Ly>1ch, ~J where he issued a lengthy concurrence 10 an opinion he himself
had written - a signal that his colleague.s refused to sign on to his ideological agenda. In his
COl1Cl111"e11ce, he questioned the <.'Ol1Stituli1111al legitimacy of"a decades-old binding precedent,
Chevron U.S.A., Inc. v. Nat11rol Resources Defense Council. Inc. Z4 The Chel'l·on doctrine
requires deference w federJI agencies' interpretation of ambiguous laws as long as the
intct'prcmtion ls rcasonahlc, which has resulted in the safeguarding of civil rights. workers'
rights, consumer rights. environmental protection. food safety. and many other protections for
people's health and well-being. Judge Gorsuch believes that judges s hould make these decisions
instead of agencies with the releva11t expertise, which would lead to a dramatic i:xpansion oftl1c
power and role of the judiciary. He would re leg.ate this vital precedent to the dustbin of history
because it disfavors the corporate interests he championed as a lawyer and as a judge. A s several
comrnemators have noted, Judge Gorsuch·s cramp1:d view of the Chevron doctrine is even more
extreme than the views of Justice Antonin Scalia.25

I,• 80 I F.3d l 245 (I 0th Cir. 2015 ).
" 80 I P.Jd a1 125 1 (Briscoe.J.. disse111ii1g).
"' 520 F.3d 1116 (10th Cir. 2008).
" 540 F.3d 114:; (101h Cir. 2008).
,, No. 15·817,slipop. at 14 tS. C't. March 22, 2017).
21 834P.3dI142(10lh Cir. 2016) (Gorsuch, J., concurring).
"467 U.S. 837 ( 1984).
" Elliot Mi11cberg. G1lt>71d1 i,• l(l tile /light ofScali" Q11 Jhe "Ch~vm11 Doctrine" - fler• 's 1111)' ii Molters,
H11fliogJon Post. February I, 2017: Richard Primus, Trump Picks Scnlia 2.0, Poli1ico Magazin•; Ja1) uary 31.,1017,
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Right to a Fair Trial; In 1he case United States v. Benally,~6 Judge Gol'$uch voted to deny a
petition for rehearing en bane by a Native American defendant \Vho was convicted by a racially
biased jury. The foreman of th.: jury ·'told the other jurors that he used to live on or near an
Indian Reservation. that ·Lw]hen Indians Bel alcohol. they all get dnmk.' and that when t hey get
drunk. they get viotent." 27 /\second juror said she agreed with the foreman. In light of' these
troubling statements, the district court threw Clut the jury verd ict, c{rncluding that the defendant's
Sixth Amendmem right to a fair !rial had been violated. The Tenth Circuit disagt'C{;d and upheld
the conviction. Althou.gh Judge Gorsuch was not a member oft lie udg.inal panel. his vote to
deny rehearing en bnnc was a vote of support, Judge Gors\JC:h's approach to this issue was
,-ecentJy rej;;:cted by the Supreme Court in Pena-Rodrib'1Je;: v. Cnlorado,18 where the Court ruled
that anti-Hispanic starcmcnls duringjury deliberations constituted a Sixth Amendment violation.
Voting Rights: Between June 2005 and Ju ly 2006. Gorsuch served as the Principal Deputy
Associate Attorney Genernl. a joh in wh ich he managed several litigating components at the
Justice Department, including the Cht41 Rights Di\•ision. On Gorsuch' s watch. political
appointees ran roughshod over caree;:r attorneys who sought to lodge Section 5 objections under
the Voting Rights Act to Georgia's photo ID law, This disgraceful practice was exposed in a
November 2005 Washington Post article; 1'A team ·o f Justice Departme.nt l:iwyers and analysts
who reviewed a Georgia voter-identificution law recom mended rejeciing it because it was likely
to discriminate against black voters. but rhey were overruled the next day by higher-ranking
officials at Justice, accord ing lo depaitment docume1\ts .... The plan was bloc.ked on
cu11stitutional grounds in October by a U,S. District Court judge. v1ho compared the rneasure to a
Jim Crow-era poll troc''~ Gorst1ch should be questioned by Senators in writing about hisrole in
supervising the Georgia photo ID litigation and the extent to which he was inv,ilved in
supporting the use of photo ID laws by Georgia and other states. and about his rok in
overturning the recommendations of coreer attorneys to object to such laws.
0

Judge Gorsuch was asked by Senator Lenhy at his hearing about whether he agreed with Justice
Scalia·s description of !he Voting Rights A cl at the oral argumt!nt of Shelby County 11. Holder 30
as a "perpetuation of racial entitlement,-· Judge Gorsuch refused lo renounce or distance himself
from Justice Scalia' s statement. instead saying mere ly that .. , don'r speak for Justice Scalia."
Polilic~ed Hiring i11 Civil Ri.ghts Oivision: In addition. during the year in which Gorsuch
helped manage the Civil R.ights Division. political appointees there engaged in un lawful hiring
discrimination agai n~c lawyers with liberal affi liations, and this beca111e the subject ofa 2008
Inspector General report entitled ''An Investigation of Allegations of Policicized Hiring and
Ocher Improper Personnel Actions in !he Civil Righrs Oivision.'"31 Gorsuch should be
quc.siioned by Senators in 'vrit ing about his knowledge of and role in t11csc ac1ivitics, which
~ 560F.3d 1151 ( 10th Cir. 2009).
" 560 F.Jd 111 l 1 5~ (Briscoe. J .. dissentin~ lrom denial of rehearing en bane).
""2017 U.S. LeXtS 1574 (Mar<h 6, l017}.
10 Dan Eggen, Cririt'iso1 of V01i11g lull' IVuv Overruled, Washingron Post. 'Novembtr 17, 1005.
·~ 133 S. Ct 261::! (2013).

11 ht1ps://oig.,jus1ice.gov/special/s090 I/ final.Pd.I'.
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eonsrituted an unlawful attempt to exclude lawyers from the Department of Justice who had a
civil right> background and who would have aggTcssively enforced federal civll l'ights laws. He
should also be asked about his role in the 2005 appointment of Bradley Sehlozman - whom the
Inspector General concluded commitled the mosl' infractions - lo be lh<:. Acting Assistant
Allorney General for Civil Rig.hts.
If con finned to the Stiprcme Court. which is closely divided on many critic:il issu.:s. Judge
Gorsuch would tip the balonce in a direction that would undermine many of our core tights and
legal protec1io1\S. A Her carefully reviewing. Judge Gorsuch' s extensive record, including his
judiclal opinions. writings. speecheN. and testimony this week before the Senate Judiciary
Commi ttee, we believe he 'viii undermine the rights and liberties of the American people. We
urgeaJI Senato.rs to oppose Judge G(lrsuch·s nominnlion.
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A Personal Reflection on Judge Neil M.
Gorsuch From a Fo.rmer Colleague
M icha.I W. McCon.,oll•

1 sen·~ with J udge Neil Gorsuch O!l the C.ourt of Appeals for the Tenth
Citt.uit for ov~r tbrec y~ars,bcfore I lc:rt tht: bench to teach consricut:ic.>1\al law al
Sianfor<l. Ir.at wi1h him ht0lbou1 fifty cast"$. Somt't.im-.--s we di,sa.gra>d, strongly.
Morto:often, wt•:agrttd. f wa:m toshar~ my imprcssion.sofJodgt'Corsuch b«--:mw
l .assumt" that most Au'k'.ritans arc fair- minded t':nough hl evahnu: him on lht
basis or his clla.racter. his ;a;bili1y• .imt his judicial temperament. In my opinion,
b.t~ on

my personal know!tdge o£Neil Corsuc:h as a judge, t h.t Prtsidentrould
not ruiw mid~ a Jin.el' appomlmcnt.
f wifl no' dwell O:t Jud.gt" CorsU':bS sterling cred~ntial~Colum bfa B.A.,
~13.h'lrd JD., Oxfotd D.Phil, success.fol private prac.:tke, ur.animous
coufirm ition by the Sffiiu;·.1110St;>.are on the pubJk r~ord. Nor will I par~ his
many w1ell<r.tflt'd opinions :ts a ;udge. ThMe ir~ h<:"ing anal)•ud, and spun, by
advoca.rts ~n both s!dc•s. r want to dil'Cllss Judg.e Gorsuch .t.-s" colleague a.nd :i.

human befog and offor ~rru~ mor~ SpE"C"ub.tJvt': thoughts about where his

<<mstitutiona1 \11t.'W$ m:ty fit m \hcse C1':l.Z)' times. I actively worked in ra,·or of
the <:onfirmation Justkt" Elena K3~l1~ WT()\(" in .$Uppor1 of J ustice Steph~n
Breyer. 01nd testified in support of Judj{e Robtn Bork. ~o I do not think 1he$e
commt'11tS\\-·ill be r~d a$One·sided or paniS<in.
1fir.s l meL Jud~e Ncll Gorsuch an 2006. I was immedfateJy 51.ruck by hi,s
intt-lkctual se-riou<~ness 1nd o~n and gr.ttiou~ penon:allty. He t rettS ~ver)'l)nt
with r C$pt.'Cf. Not just fellow judges, but ilso lawycf$, law d~rks, and court
perso1lntl-ever)'One. \Vhen discus:;ing .\ p<>int of !aw, Judge Gorsuth. lhttos
and Jt:\rt\$, Hedon not act as i( he aJways knows tMan.'>WCf$, r haVC$(1.'n }um
than1:e his mln.d as :a result of discussion.

or

Thb quality of mind is particulady etJidc-m duriog.or.11 argurnem~1nooun.
Unlike- somt judges who treat oral argum-enl$ is 'i cruin« to m:ake their own
poinu. Judge Oon-\lch ic1ive!y ensattcs w11h th~ lawyer$. listens caref\111)' lO
theiir positioris. asks ptntttatiu,g qu<'StiOn$, and r~lk'C:.1'$ fai r~miri d«Jly on what
"' P1ubi0f ot0:1n~muti01ul l,;iw, Su.a(o:J l :.i;w $;1100L PwrMSOt M~l)cfl #trvcd .-~"
;11qgc.:oi- 1M US.C(JUrl ot Apf'('Oll~ rcn the T~n1hCirc11it (~Q:n 1002•2009.
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they have ro say. Afterward, in the conference room "v1th the other judges on
the panel, he would similarly engage in a mutually respeccful exchange of ideas.
Never did I hear him speak dogmatically, or lose his temper, or allow any
considerations to intrude other than good faith interpretations of the law.
These qualities also inform his opinions. Many have commented on Judge
Gorsuch's writi.ng skill, and it is true that be is one of the best writers in the
judiciary today. More important than style, though, is that he sets forth all
positions fairly and gives real reasons-not just conclusions-for siding with one
and rejecting the other. And he does it in language that is accessible to
non lawyers. Courts have awesome power over people's lives, and it is important
that they give reasons that all citizens can understand (even if they do not agree).
Judge Gorsuch is unfailingly cordial and collegial- not as a mere matter of
etiquette, but as a deeply held value of intellectual engagement even with, or
perhaps especially with, colleagues with whom he might not be in agreement.
Justice Antonin Scalia, whom Judge Gorsuch is nominated to replace, was a
pugnacious lover of intellectual battle, often caustic in rhetoric and inclined to
sharpen differences. Based on my experience, Judge Gorsuch has the opposite
temperament. He inclines toward finding common ground and is scrupulously
respectful of the other side, i r) tone and in substance.
Judge Gorsuch also is deeply committed to following precedent as a central
feature of the rule of law. Many was the time he <1nd J would debate the exact
meaning of a prior decision or lament instances when we thought our colleagues
were transgressing the line. h1 fact, he literally wrote tbe book on the subject~he
is one of the contributing authors of a legal treatise entitled The Law ofPrecedent.
Prom his first days on the court, Judge Gorsuch was an independent
thinker, never a party-liner. I asked my research assistant to examine every case
in which Judge Gorsuch sat with a mix of Republican- and Oemocraticappointed judges and reached divided conclusions. In the past five years, in
almost one-third of those cases, Judge Gorsuch voted with his liberal colleagues1
not with the conservatives. That is the record of a moderate, fair-minded,
nonpartisan jurist.
This is not just my opinion. Liberal and progressive law professors all over
the country, not caught up in the politics of the day, have come to the same
conclusion. No one agrees with all of Judge Gorsuth's opinions. I certainly don't.
Bur they are without exception thoughtful, moderate, and independent.
Judge Gorsuch is undoubtedly conservative, but he has not the slightest
touch of the extreme. Those who describe him as "outside of the mainstream"
would have to say the same of any Republican appointee. He is about as •far
right" as Justice Elena Kagan is "far left" (though, to be fair, some Republicans
said t hat about her, with as little basis). The best description of Judge Gorsuch is
that he is a constitutionalist rather than a partisan, fn the years a bead of us, when
a set of issues will arise that the country has never seen before, this is exactly the
kind of Justice Americans of all political stripes should hope for.
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Liberals should we]come
Gorsuch. Like Kagan, he puts
law before politics.
8)' J:lSOf1 Murt3'f'

.fusrm .Miu-my is- u p.;lrtrrfJf'at thttlawfirm Burtlit Bee* Hurman l~it!nl'i1t1r- S:Soott in Ck•m1e1"

Mi\nY Hh1:rals wilt be ~c.111prnd tq i~t..int!tkcly oppoS<.• Su1,r<.1me Cl•UTl nomin~c Neil GorsuC'l1's m nfin natlon - bee-u ise lw i~ ;i
sclf~prcwlainwd ron.!)t

l'VilH\'t,:, u1· f)1.;cnuse he wm.; nominntct.l hy a di\'isivc(even <li\nger otis) prcsittent, t•r bc:\.imseof the

:;h::imdul \\"1)1that Pre::id('n' H:rrnd• Oham(1's n<1rnin~1..· fvt' lhC-$4\l'nt!' \t;\U'lllt'Y\\"l)S dt.•nh:d fair l.\'l\SidttatiC10Sue<uml>in~ to this impuls1•, thOU!\h 11nd<•r$1•111t!Jlhl~. h'l)uld he~ mi!;l>Jcv. Gor~uch M1J malv•n •X""Plion,11 Supremo L't.urt

luslice. He pm•SQSSCS;) nm;! C<J mJ>fnalinnofinlclli~tOCC' , humiltty :m(t lntcigrll)'. nt1l tn mention tl n~ rtiet"t>n11nltJnt LU to th\~ rule

•tf law. In (;1d. 11,, is l'\!lmu-kub1_v sitnila1·011 .t hcsc m<:trics. to S11pn:.1nc Co\1rt Ju:-itiN P.lcna Kng:m.
f h;1J the pleo•uro o( ••ningycnr-long!tint""' n lawdcrkfor oolh Go1~11ch (•t thr U.S. C011rt o( Appeols for the 101h Cir1·uit1
,, 11J R,-.g.,Ji (al the Suprtrn\! Court1.- P"ttin~ the \\\l(J Hl Clh.· m in a rovttt cogi..:tht..'r \\fillld he a redpe.for vi~omu1o - thuogh
C•111groifll - vvlit1c-1I dl-4\gl\>,.-O«JlL R•ll de•pite tlh:So <liff•renC'!S of l"'lili\$, t;.1\h 1uy forinerbosscs.<h•rc Hpn>fouod

cxrnu11ilmcn1 to the rule of lilW. Thi1tt.'011um'tmcm mcnns tli:'.ll ::ill 11tlwrntsbefor~ th ~m;u·t! tl'c:1ted evenhnndl.'dlv. nnJ thnt tht!
I

.\St;S th(ly hl.!M '1l1.' jlldgcrl tHl\)1 on the 6'r r'(:Jtp.(h Qf the l c~l urgumcnts.. v.itbout ~H'd ti) '1;fft ~\ll pr.I ilks.

II iS- nol lrnrd to fi nd t'XAmplt.'1t or Gor~1d 1 reach in~ J.lOiitk't'lly llht.>ral results, imfoding uphoJtllng £•1wiron1111.:nt~l N..>g11fa tio11'5
(6ncryyonlf GnvlNillHl!'Ht f,r.qtJI ftt¢(illl(i' o. BPr..L), pr(>tct1itts th·..o ~nHontJ1JlV ('jf ltlhnlgo\'t.mmtJnts((lit! I ndian Tril>e v. Fta/t)

um1 upholding lht' Fuu1·th 1\mt>ndmcnt 1>rot1:ction l\.._~,i1 ~t 11n1•t!a~o nabltt !Wnr<·hcs (CJnitt d St<th'$ v. Carim;..'\). rn his
1:ominitmcnt to Im\' over politics. hl· is :rirnilur to K.ngnn. who fatnou'il)' sided with ('OUSCtvath•es tu invnlid.ale portions or 1he
Affordable t•1rc !\t:I.

Both Gots~cluind Kugiin <!Onsislo.otly <mphasizcd 10 u.< lnwoler~ th~t. if"'• weren't telling I.hem 11'h•n ' '" thougblthl-lr
imttim:t.s on a C'3S<l Wt-re "Tong. \\~ Wt!:ren't doing our jnhs. Fm· lx>tb, thE! i;U:ll was to J'Ca<'h the- rorrectlt"go..I re.sun, rathl."r than
atl\'ance anr µolitic.il pnrly'~ a.gc:nd3. Ali Gorsuch hns s.iiJ. ""r\jll(ige who likr~ e\'\:ry OU\f'\)lf'l(' he- 1·cntltt'~ 11' \''try HSwl.v ;1 b3c1

judgo.sltclchin): for result$ hc 1>rdcrs rather lh11n lho>t lho lm1'J<mand•."
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:tdminislr:'ltion to .lhuSt! (:;iwc1iti,·e-power. For instmH~c. in Ot\C not3hle e;1:-;c, Gorsuch n1led :11Qlinst thegowmrm:nl whfo)l it
dc.·nied leg.nl s tah1s to-nn undoc1•rocntcd imrrUgrnn1 b~1 f'l!h'Voci:ivet)1 applying oc~..1 ttd ~ th~tcontro1dktt."d priQr judidal
i ntcl'pl'(l\i\tion C1f th<! immigration l::iws .. He cn ution~d thnt "whtm undu::t·k~ hy in1ICpt:n<lenL('1Jurt~ cx1·1t·ili111& thl' juh of
d~l•ring the law's meaning. executive< thro11gho11t hist01')1 lha"c) soui:ht lo eit)Jloil ambiguous laM nm liet:os~ for lbcir 01111

prero~ative." G<Jnt'\l<.•.h's()pini<JO iS:. rrtuch-nl·c-Jcd c-hlri()n <1\\11a~in.~t ~~¥eC!uth·e USUl'J>alionpf lhejudkfol power to interpret

the t.1"-.

tn times like tbcs~~ liberol~ should<\\~lcome it nominee like Gori;ud1 - who is hon~t. 11rincip1t'tl 1md t:ttuuult tml to ~'foguardlng
th~ ruh! o f h&\V.

Read more here:
Rn<fley llnlko: Jn Gorsuch, T1·nmp giwe Ocmorra~•• gift. They should take it.
Rober~P. lie()rge: ·Ignore lhealt:u:ks on Ndl Gorsuch. lk'sM

int<llccl\1111 gi<rn\ -nndil gQod man.

tt.J. Ofonoc .Jr..: lf's tiine tn 01akt' Re1>ublit:ms- p~t}' fo1· lhcir-s111>remc h~1)~crisy
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Neil Gorsuch: A Threat to Fundamental Freedoms
The National Aboctio11 Federation (NAf') opposes the 110~1in;itio11 vr Judge Neil Gorsuch to the Supreme Court.
A~ the professional ;L•socfatiOI\ of abortion providers, we understand the real-life implications of Supreme Court
decisions on women apd healtJi Cl!fe provid~s across the country. NA r is deeply concel'Qed tha1 Jud,ge Gorsuch
would vole to·weaken or even overturn fundamental freedoms, given his judicial record and President Trump's
promise that he would appoin1justices who would oven um Roe '" Wad~.
A majority of voters support access lo safe. legal abortion care as protected by Rt!e ~- Wade. Despite this fact.
J'resident Trump and Vice President Pence have made it clear they will pursue mt agend11 that is hosti le to
reproductive health and will do all th<>y can to elimtnate abortion access. The nominalioo of Judge Gorsuch to the
Supreme Court is pan of this strategy. We implore Senators to cfosely examinehi~jildiclal philosophies on
privacy ~nd reproductive righrs, and do ewrything possible to block his conlirmation to the Supreme Coort-.
PRESIDENT TRUMP PROMISED AN ANTI-ABORTION NOMINEE

Tfme after time. President Trump promised to put fonh a nominee who would "automatically" ovcrlttm
Roe, and there is nothing in Gorsuch 's record to suggest that he will not do exactly that. Trwnp reiterated
fhis commilment numerous iinws.
Trvmp and Pence h~ve made it clear that theywant to eliminate llbortiQn nocc.<s, an.d the nomination of
Gorsuch to t~e Suprem~ Coun i~ ·pan of this strate.gy.
GORSUCH IS A THREAT TO WOMEN'S HEALTH Allt1> SA FETY

We cannot go back to the era before Roe, when women died or experienced serious medical
oomplicattons because they could not access the abortion care they needed.
Jn stark contra.st to today--when abortion care is one of d1e safest ,nedical proc<ldures provided in the
U.S.-befqre Rc1e, women oOen made desperate and dang~rous alt empts to tnduce an abonion .and rl;ked
I.heir lives and health 10 terminate an u11wan1cd pn:gnancy. Women were ~ren in emergency rooms with
serious complications-perforations of the utenlS, retained placemas, severe blecdlng, cervical wounds.
rampant infection.~. poisoning, shock, and gangrene that resulted in sterility or even death.
GORSUCH BAS A CONCERNIN G RECORD ON REPRODUCTWE Tfl1ALTH

Judge Gorsuch joined a Tenth Circuit d~cisi<m affirming that corporations are people. and therefore can
refuse to provide their e111pl0yees with health insurance coverage for bh:th control based on the religious
views of the corporation's owner.'
Judge Gorsuch joined a dissun1 froin the dcrii~l of funher review in Lit/le Si.rters ofthe l'oar Home for /he
Aged v. Bunvell. also dealing with contmccption.' In lhac case. a lltree-judge panel held that the

accommodations for org~:zations rofusirtg to cover contracep1io[l ~nd~r the ACA d1d not substantially
burden their religious beliefs. However, Gorsuch disagreed and argue-0 that the mere signing of a form
sub~tanlinlly burdened organizations' free exercise of religion,
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J11dg,e Gorsuch voted to rehear a ca~c that blocked the Governor of Uiah from dcfunding Plann•d
Pa11$nthood and would nave al lowed de funding to move forward. even though neither Planned Parenthood
nor the State of Utah sottght for the c11se to be reviewed. In this i11s1ance. JIJdJ?e Gorsuch was willing to
ignore coun practice and custom to ensure th•I Utah's Governor could t liminalc funding for Planned
Par~nthood.'

GORSUCH'S WR ITING SHOWS AN AVERSION T O ROE
I11 his book The Future of Assisted Suicide anti Eut h~nasia, Gorsuch iudicates he docs not believe the
Constiwtion should protect personal 41utonomy. The Supreme Coun's allirmatfon of Roe in Plmm<'d
Parenthood'" Caszy re~red in p!IJ1 on the at'!!UJnent that abortion is ft1ndamenLal to principles of
individual aumnomy and on '1hc rig.ht to define one's own concept of ei<lstencc, of mcanlng.. <lfl hc
universe 1tnd of the meaning of human lifo."1Caslf}' also arnrmcd that the Co11~1hu1ion protects dccisfcins
that ·are among "the mcist intim1tte a!ld persomil .;hciices a person may rnnke in a li fetime. "5 Despite this
precedent. Gorsuch argucd ·1hat 11\c re.,ull in Cas-e)' was due to .irate ded.<is. or respect for t:cttled law. and
ll>al the autonon\)' passage was "org\lably inessential.'"'
Gorsuch has said cases sMuld be decided "looking backward, not forward" and sli11uld deJl<lnd on what
th" law was ul)derstood lo mean 01· the tim<: it was written. He also ht.lfeves that '"in Roe v. Wade tho:
Court did of course endorse a new rli;ht in the face ofst1b~t~n1ial c<1olrnry hil;tory."Toge1her with his
judicinl philosophy. 1hi$ s1a1en1cn1 indicate$ GQrsuth be.lievcs Rue was wrongly decidc.d.
GORSUCH WlLL NOT BE AN INDEPENDENT vo rcE
All indcpc11dc111 Supreme (ouri Is the linal safeguard agiiinsl abuse of power by lhe President and others.
Con£1~Ss and the Judiciary must remain indcpe.ndent branches of government ancl provide the approprfa1e
checlls and bal:tnccs to the Tru1111J/P~nce agenda: an ~i;cnd;• which d~arl~ includes roll ing back women's
acc.:ss to abonion care.
In an 11rtiole for the National Reriew. Ju<l~e 00Cliuct1 crltici?.ed whJ!t he sees as over-reliance on
constin11ional litigMion. ~ri;uin~ th31 "America~ liberals" have "become addictc<l to the c11u11room,
relyiug on j11dges and lawyers rather than elected leaders and the bal lot box, as the primary means of
eflecting their social agenda .• .~' Judge Gorsuch is no1 1hc lYpc ofjustice we no<'d during an
Administration char is "'iJJing to push tHe bouitdarie~ of the Constimtion.
Women d<-serve a fair and indep-~t•dentjudiciary. If Judge Gorsuch is confirmed. his judicial pl1ilosophy and
1>pi0Tons could have grave ~onsequences for women's lives and health for decades ;o comi.>. His record aod
narrow, ronscrvativc legal philosophies arc unacce111ablc for a Supreme Court Justice. a lifetime position of
enom10trs 110\\'er ,.nd in fluence. Wr urµe the Senate to block this nomin•linn through any means possible.
including through use or the fllilm.s t•r.

1 lfnh~1·

l.Cibb)• ~1m\'t. l11,, 1~ Svbtlu;;, 7ll F ld l 1t4 (hl1h Cir WIJJ
'79'1 f .J<l I315 t lOth <"~. 201SJ
"o/f.'# 1/t• Jltrbtrt &:;•J .. Jd 13() 1. l.3filCh.hhd1 ::W16 ){Goo.'\ldt, l ,dlssmtil'IS).
• J'ram1.n-1 Pore111ffnod it C.4.~J'. ;os us ttn. 1(5 It 1m1

..> 1'1.:11;11Ld Purt'nlfjpod_,b3

· 1d
" NJ;!} M. Gt.1!R$:l'i'11. l'rn: FFH:RHJf ,\SS,STEO S\llC'llJf. ASO EVTIMJ'llA~J:\ O-.\nr.:ttun Umwoity l~t'SS 2006) iC 80
· Ntll GoiMh l1btrnlli'~ ·la~uL~. N<\HONALRe\1f.w 0:-:uc,Lltd> 1 200St 1\111\ ''"'~" n11.h~nal n~·~l(v..tomfarnclti~U3<XVl!bmilsn11wsu11s·jo..i;cph~1
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Judge Neil Gorsuch's Record on Sh1dents with Disabilities
In troduction
The National l~ducation Association supports the rights of students with disabilities to receive a
high quality education. to live free fi'om discrimination. :md to be vindicoted by the couns when
1hose rights urc violated. Providing students with disabilities the opponunity to succeed
academically is a mornl 1111d professional responsibility of the educ~tor community and the nation
as a whole. The Trump Administration, and its nominee lo the Supreme Court, Judge Neil
Gorsuch. appear 11ot lo sh.1re that sense oi'rcsponsibility. lie has ru led aga inst students with
disabilit ics in numerous cases and his record. when considered 11s a whole. shows tJ lack of
regard for the struggles and rights ofstudems with disabilities. Based on our review . .ludgc
Gorsuch has sided with a disabled student wi1hout expressing his personal reservations in only
1
0110 case.
• pecilically, his decisions raise at least four concerns:
•

First. J1,1dge Gorsuch hss creeled technical legal barriers against tl1e legal claims of
students with disubilit ies - barriers of the type that the Supreme Court has subsequently
rejected unanimously.
Second, Judge Gorsuch believes tha1 students with disabi lities are only owed an
educa1ion that is barely more than de minimis. a view that has been rejected by other
courts, and thnt the Supreme Court appears poised to reject as well.

•

Third. Judge Gorsuch believes that the co11s1itutional rights of students wi1h disa bilities
are no1 violated even when such students are segregated und subjected 1o abusive
confinement.

•

Fourth. Judge Gorsuch believes in dis111an1ling the powerofadministrativetJgencies to
enforce regulatory protections, including those for students with disabilities.

Givcn lhis n.:cord. lhe hard-won proteclions for students with disabilities could be in peril should
Judge Gorsuch be confirmed to th~ Supreme Court.
Background
For much of our history, disabled st udents' access to education- let alone a quality education
- was nonexistent. Just four di:c:idcs ago, slate laws prohibited children with disabi lities from
attending public school~ altog,eihcr.2 Those laws prevented four out of every five students vJith a
disability frotn receiving 011,v public education. 3 Instead, students with disabilities were
warehoused in "re.strictive settings [thutl provided only mi1·1imnl food. clothing, and shel1er:· 4
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But two landmark cases. Pennsyll'lmio llssotiatio11for Rctardttd Childri;n (PARC! v.
343 F. Supp. 279 (E.D. Pa. 1972) and .Mills v. Board ofEducation qfDistrict qf
Columbia, 348 f. Supp. 866 (D.D.C. 1972). -struck down laws like these as a violatiun o f equal
protection and due process under the U.S. Constitution.

Penn.~vlvania.

Congress respondt:d to U1ese rulihgs and passed§ 504 ofthe Rchabilit;ition Act in 1973. whicn
prohibits public 1:nlities from discrrminating <1gainst persoos with disabilities. s And re lying on
Mills" holding that the Constitution guarimtecs stud.:nts with disabilities an appropriate
education, Congress passed the Education for All Handicapped Children Act (n0\11 1he
Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA)) in 1975. 0 In 1990. Congress passed the
Americans with DiS'.i bililies Act (ADA). which extended the antidisor imination protections of§
504 to many private institutions. 7 These three laws -the IDEA,§ 504. and the ADA- provide
the bulwark of civil rights protections for students with disabilities.
The Constltution also offers sorne protections for students with disabilities, largely in the context
of school discipline. Mose oourts recognize a right under the Fourth Amendment for s1uden1s lo
be free from u11reasonable seizures in school.8 and even more have recognized the substantive
due process right to be free fi'<>m disc ipline that "shocks the <mnscienoe."'q The Equal Protection
clause also includes the right of equal access to education for students with disabi lities.iu
Oftlwse protections. the IDEA is the moi;t robust. It proclaims that "[i] mprov ing educational
results for children with disa bilities is an essential element of our national polic-y of ensuring
equality ofoppon:unity. foll participation, independent Jiving, and economic sdf-sufficiency for
individuals with disabilitics.'" 1 1 To that end, it requires all schoo ls receiving federal funds to
provide a "tree appropriate public education" 11 to st11dents with disabilities. as well as to comply
with various procedur<1l protections, such as prepa.ring an annual. goa l-driven Individual
Education Program ( IEP). 13
Althot1gh Congress has never li.tlly funded IDF.A, 1•1 the Act nonetheless has produced impressive
results for students bo th with a11d without disabilities. results largely caused by the law's
emphasis on inclusive education.15 When students with disabilities arc educated al()ngside their
11011-disabled peers, they score higher on literacy tneasures. perfonn better on standardized tests.
get better grades, and are more likely to master their IEP goals. 1b Even students without
disabilities experience similar, improved academic growth when they are taught in integrated
classrooms. 17 This remarkable progress, however. was not won without key decisions from the
federa l courts vindicating the rights of stude111s with disubilities to achieve dignity and parity
fn:i.rn our public education system. •H
But if the Supreme Court were to adopt Judge Gorsuch's views on (lisabili1y and education, the
IDEA and its complementary civil rights laws and prou:ctions could be hollowed out.
lmlividu als with Disabilities Edol-a tion Act (IDEA)

Judge Gorsuch has IVritten or participated in sever-..-1 cases about the IDEA that limited students'
access to the courts, or otherwise limited their access 10 relief. In A.F. 1•. Espanola Public
Schoo/s,19 1hemother ofa student wi1h disebil-ities nlcd ::i complaint for an impartial due process
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hearing. Through medintion with 1he school districL - an alternative adminis1ra1ive proce~lure
1,111der the JDEAi0 - she and the sohool district reached a settlement on the IDEA violation.
Wishing io receive relief for viola! ions of§ 504 iind !he ADA as well. the mother filed suit in
foderal court. Judge Gorsuch ruled that read1ing a set1lemen1 through mediation did not amount
to pl'Oper "exhaustion" of administrative procedures under the ID EA to allow the mother to
vindica1e her right~ ullcfer the ADA or§ 504. Judge Gorsuch claimed that the IOEA·s "plain
text" forced him Lo arcivc al such 1111 unfair result.i i

There are numerous pmblems with that reasoning. the most significant of wh ich is that it would
effectively bar students from pursuing discriminatio11 claims under§ 504 and thtt /\DA for a
,tJenial ofeducal,ional services. even though Congress plainly ln1ended those staLutes co create
educational rights separate fl-om the IDCJ\. A vigorous dissent by then Chief Judge Mary Beck
Briscoe in A.F. considered Judge Gorsuch·s "plain text" reasoning unsustainable. pointing out
that Judgec Gorsuch's '·interpretation is inconsistent with the very purpose of the IDEA. It forces
a claimant lo choose bctwe-en mediating a resolution to her IDEA claim . .. and thereby
obtaining sorne or all of t he relief sought under IDEA ., • . or forgoing ~ny re lief at all and
'"aiting. , . in hopes of later filing suit and oblaining relief under both IDEA and other
~t~tutes:'n

A federal couit later facing the same issue agreed with tho dissent and characterized Judge
Gorsuch·s reasoning as ..non~ensical:'23 The court concll1ded. contra to Judge Gorsuch's view.
that " It makes liule sense 10 t"equire parents and disabled students. who have been successful in
mediution witJ1 regard to their IDEA claims for compensatory education, to pursue a due process
hearing and appe>al for related but non-IDEA claims seeking compensatory damages-damages
that are not even allowed for under the I DEA:·l4
And on February 22, 2017, the Supreme Court, in an 8-0 decision, made clear, again contrary 10
Judge Gorsuch's view. that students may assert their rights under the ADA ond § 504 in federal
court without (}Xhausting the ID EA administrative process. In F1y 1·. Napoleon Community
School•. Justice Kagan wrote for a unanimous Court that "[a] complaint seeking redress for . . .
other harms. independent of any (IDEA vioJntion], is not subject to [the IDEA.s] exhaustion rule
because, once again. tbe only 'rdier the IDE.I\ makes 'avail:Jblc· is rel ief for denial of a FAPE
[free appropriate public educationj ."~ 5 In dismissing A.F. 's claims in A.F. v. Espanola Public
Schools. Judge Gorsuch summarily concluded that her earlier IDEA cl~im wa$ "tbe same., as
that in her ADA and§ 504 claims.~6 The Supreme Court's F1y decision makes clear that that
appruach is conti-ary to "the diverse means and ends of the stawtes covering persons with
disabiliries.,.~ 7 R.-ithcr. a court's exaniinntion ofa disabled student's co mplaint "should consider
substance, not surfoce:·: 3
ln an<lther line of cases. Judge Gorsuch IJ3s dismissed the abi lity of students with disab ilities to
receive remedies from the court, even when !he student's IDEA rights had clearly been vtolated.
In Garcia v. Board o/£tl11en1io11 of A/lmquerque Pub/le Schoots/ 9 the school district admittedly
viol;ited the IDEA by failing. to revise the lEP ofMyisha, a student with a learning disability who
frequently skipped class. By the beginning oflhe following school year. rhe school district still
had not completed an l EP for her, and My\sha dropped (Jut. Judge Gorsuch held that Myisha was
not entitled to any relief, holding that her behavior - not the school district's violation - was
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the primary cause of her lost educa\ional opportunities. And in Sytsema "· Academy School
Dish'ict No. 20,3u the school district likewise conceded that it had violated the procedures in the
IDEA. Judge Gorsuch this time joined an opinion holding that the lower cou11 improperly gave
too m11ch weight to that procedural yiolation in awarding.judgment to the student.
In Chavez''- New Me:T;ico Public Eclucatio11 Depart111e111/ 1 the panel. joined by Judge Gorsuch,
agreed that there was no question that the plaintitT.. a high-functioning autistic srndcnt, had beet1
denied services under the IDEA. The student refused to gl1 to school. but the school and the local
education agency made no attempt to address the prnblems that led the student to that point. l)nd
eventually pretended that be was not even enrolled. Given the local edl!cation agency's delay in
remedying its violat1on, the student sought redre.~s from the State instead. The· panel held that the
Stale was not obligated to substitute services for the local education agency. even if that agency
had "blocked [the plaintiffs] educational progress for perhaps an u11<1onscionable time ... :"2
Even when llldge Gorsuch has allowed suits by students with disabi lities to proceed. he has
construed the meaning of an ··appropriate education" so narrowly as to render thls key IDE.A
righr essentially meaningless. The Supreme Court is currently deliberating exactly what [eve I of
education the IDEA requ ires in Endrew F. '" DouglaR Cmml)I Sl'hool Di.stric/3 3 - a case that
came through the Tenth Circuit, and that is reviewing 1he very low standard rhat Judge Gorsuch
has set om in many of his IDEA cases.
[n Thompson R2-J Sd100/ District v. Luke P..»1 Judge Gorsuch's opinion helped establisl1 that
low bar in the Tenth Circuit. Luke P. was an autistic stude11t who claimed he had been denied an
appropriate education under the IDEA. Although Luke was able 10 gei by with ass1srance in
school. the sthool did not prepare him for fimctionfng at home, where he continued to struggle,
manrfesting in problems such as u5ing the toilet. Based on this, his parents - and several other
e.~perts in autism, psychology. and occ11pational therapy 35 - believed that the most Jtppropriale
placement for him would be in a residential fucility, Judge Gorsuch disagreed. He held that the
IDEA only required t"Cluc:lltional progress that was "merely ... more than de minimi.v."36
i'he ability of a student 10 function intellectually and socially outside of the classroom (also
known as "generalization") was not an IDEA requirement, Judge Gorsuch asse1ted, despite tho
fact that the IDEA itself says Ont' oflhe law's core purposes is to foster "full participatio11,
independent living. and econornlc se l r-~ullkiency for individuals with disabilities.'' 37 Judge
Gorsuch arrived at this result only after taki11g the extraordinary step of overturning the findings
of an impa11fal hearing officer, an administrative law judge. and the district court, all of whom
nt led for Luke P. l'he Supreme Court's decision in Endrew F.. on the underlying issue of the
level of educational benefit that 1he IDEA requires, is not expected till later this Spring but at
argument the Justices express~d significant skepticism over the very low b111thnt Judge
Go rsuch's opinion espouscs.3•
In Sytsema v. Academy School District,3~ yet another mling joined by Judge Gorsuch that
rejected claims brought hy a disab led student, the court held t.hnt a school' s tenuous and
linspecitied generalization plans for the plaintiff. Nicholas. were sufficient fo r IDEA purposes.•0
What's more. even though it was unconteste-0 that a teaching technique in 'Nieholas' s rEP had
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proven "ineffective" for him. Judge Gorsuch's panel held that the IEP was still capable of
providing Nicholas with "'sorne" educational benefit. and lhusdld not violate the IDEA.J'
i\nother case that lays bare Judge Gorsuch's skepticism of the school"s.role in promoting
intellectual and social functioning outside the classroom is .Jefferson County School Dish·ict R-1
v. Elizabeth E,-'2 Jn that case, Judge Gorsuch joined a panel deeisio11 ruling in favor oft he
disableo student: he called the d~cision "undoubtt:dly right and e;i,sily 11rrived at.' 4 3 But he
nonetheless wrote a lengthy concurrence to opine that the IDEA does nol e,ntitle studems lo any
services that are not "educational."4 ~ He \-\rote that '·educational~ 1weds and ..social. emotional,
or medical needs'· are dicho1omous for IDEA purposes, and the mi:;A covers only the forme1'.•s
This, despite the fact that the educator community has long known thar segregating educational
needs from socio-emotional ones i11 chlldren is frnitless.~ 6
Judge Gorsuch asserted that "nil of our sister circuits agrt'tl.. with him on this point - a
contention that is, at best, misleading.' 7 Por instance, the case Judge Gorsuch cites &om the
Third Circuit 10 support his concurrence, Kruel/e v. New C'a.wfe C01111rySchool Disrrict,48 L~
iictunlly skept ica I of attempting to di.saggrt:g1,1te a chi Id's socio-emol ional and medical needs
from her educationnl ones: "the unsevcrability of such needs is the wry basis for holding th~t the
services are an essenlia1 prerequisite for learning."• 9

§ 504 of the Rehabilit11tion Act and the Americans with Disabili ties Act (ADA)
Judge Gorsuch is no more solicitous when it comes to other federal prntcctions for disabled
sh1dents, In Mil/er \'. Bocrrd of Education t?(Allwquerque Public Sc/100/s,so he joined an opinion
that created technical legal barticrs to disabled students. In Miller, a student's parents had
presented evidence that their child's school had 11111 GOtnplied with promises to teach him in
accordance With a proven reading program that would add l'ess some of bis severe learning
d!sabiltties. A11 administrative appeal officer agreed with the parents thar this failure had resulted
in the ir son being denied an appropriate education, and Gorsucb's panel did not reconsider this
issue on appeal. However. 1he parents pressed that the fai lure amounted to discrimination under
the ADA and the Rehabilitation Act as well. The coun refused to consider those other claims.
even though evidence that a school bas 1•iolated ttie IDEA represents some evidence that ir may
have vio lated the AD/\ and§ 504 too."
Const itutional Rights of Stmlents with Disabilities

Judge Gorsuch has joined several opinions that cast doubt on the ability of disabled students tQ
assert settled constitutionalclai111s as welL In Muskrat v. Deer O·eek Public Schoo/s,5~ the school
placed a student with developmental disabilities in a small timeout room at least 30 times over
the course of two school years. The school con1inued to use the timeout room, despite
understanding that the student did not have the mental maturity to understand the timeout room's
purpose. and thnt hew.a:; snowing signs of increasing stress, including slceplcss11css. vomiting,
Md a frequent urge to urinate, Judge Gorsuch joined a decision rejecting a Fourteentl1
Amendment "'shoc,ks the conscience'· 011nstitutional claim l?y the student. and upholding the
district court's decision. The decision reasoned that the treatment did not constitute a ·'brutal and
inhumane abuse of orticial power:·.lJ
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The pahel, hvwt:vcr. did not stop there. rt further speculated that the Tenth Circuit would never
entertain :i Fourt h Amendment ··unreasonable seizure." claim -arl easier constitutional !itandurd
to meet - in the context of discipline used aga inst studcnt.S wllh disabi titlcs.s.1 If the Tenth
Circuit actually adopted such a sweepi11g. foreclosure ofconstirutional claims. ii would be in the
minority.;s Indeed. eve111he conscrvative-le:tning Elevenih Circuit has accepted lhe usefu lness of
a Fourth Amendment analysis in this contt:xt.56
Judge Gorsuch joine<J a sim1lar decision in Cou1ure 1·. Board Qf Educmlon,~ 1 which reversed a
district co\1rt (Uling that ~011cluded thar a scho11l's use ofu virtually \\indowlcss timc<,ur room
had violated a disabled student's Fourth Amendmt:nl. Due Proc-ess, and Equal Protcc1ion rights.
In thnt case. the plaintiff was a student with disabil-ities whc1 had exhibited aggression, threats,
~nd oppnSilional defiance. leading teachers and administrators ro conclude 1hal he requkcd
extensive behaviormodific<ilions. For a two-momh period. the school decided to place the
swdent in u "'closct'-like timu-om room. with nothing in it. no ext<-'rior window. dim light, and
black construction paper over lhe window·· in response to his concerning bchuviors. 18 Despite
evidence th<lt tlic timeout room actual ly exacerbated lhe student's problcmntlc behavlMs, the
rnurt did not find the use of the room "unrcas<lnnble:· i\nd even though the student wus at times
locked in the room. alone. for nearly two hours. the oourt refused to hold that the use: ol'the room
deprived him of his right to an educ~ t ion.
Allmioistrnlivc Law and Regulatioos that Protect Stud ents with Disa bilities

Beyond Judge Gorsuch' s rulings de~ling direct ly with students with disabilities, he also
expre.sses a view of administrative law thut would compromise federal agencies' abilit ics to
enforce the rights of disabled scudents. Th1.> Supreme Court gives deference to an agency's
imerpretution ofa statute when Congn:ss has delegated ru)e making authority to the agcn.cy and
the statute's languuge is ;imbiguous: this is known as the Chevron doctrine. But In 0111ierrezBri:rne/11 v. lynch, 59 Judge Go rsuch wroiea lengthy concurrence criticizing the Chevron
doctrine, calling it a ''behemoth'' that "swullow[s] huge umounts ofcore judicial nnd legislative
power . . ~ : "'" /\nd in Cari11g Hearts Per$onal Home Services, f11G·. 1•. B11r11-e1f,bl .ludge Gorsuch
criticized the very existence of agency regulations. mocking federal agencies as 50-callcd
"experts.. ot' tl1e laws they must pru111ulg:11e.~1
Administrative agenc ies carry out the bulk of the work protecting students with disabilities: t hey
enforce civil rights laws for disabled students. but they also enforce, social prngrums that provide
enormous assista11cc to students a11d ~dulls with <lisubillt ics ul ike, includiog, for example, Social
Security Disability Insurance. lfthe St1pre111e Courtudopted .ludgeGors11ch's inimical views
towards agem.:ies ~nd their work. studentswi1h disabilities stand to lose civil rights prot~clions.
healthcure coverage. und basic economic securities.
Conclu~ion

Judge Gorsuch's record on students with disub ilities r;llscs serious questions about whether he, as
Supreme Court justice. would understand and stand up for the rights of disabled students, It is
critical that the Senate review this record and demand that Judge Gorsuch explain how he wou ld
respect the rights of students \\lith disabi lities on the Supreme Court- in the foce of an

11
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overwhelming body (1fcases demonstrating, his hnstiltty towards this already vulnerable
population.
1
SuP- MSv. Uta.h Sch.,/f11· 1he Ckqf & 8/ind, 822 F.:;d 1128 ( 10th C'ir. 20 I6)(Murr1iy. J.) (holdi~g Ui~t !he lower
oourt improperly delegated lo the studem's lf;P 1eam ~ie decision of where to place blind. hearing impaired, autis1k
s1udem after finding that same 1ea01 had fulled 10 provide siude111 with FAPI> und~ IDEA.).

!

U.S. OEl''T OF

Eout·.. TlilltTY-nvr: YEARS Of PROORESSIN 130llC/\1'1NG CFllLORGN Wl'l'H OJSAllllATIES TllR()llGl l

IDEA. at 3 (Nov. 20 I o~ imps: \\\\ \\·-, €'d.~b\ .thuLIL Clllices li~l \)SL'fS 'itll1a351hh 1p;'\' iJ1..'!l·35 .. hi.>lt'f\ .pdt:

} U.S. Dr~·"r or ED\lC., TFllRTY-Ftvr. YE/\~S Of PROGKf.SSJN 8>UCA1 IN<1 C1111.0RF.N WITH DtSi\1111. ll IF.~ 'l'l·IROUGH
IJ)l';A. al 3(Nov.2010), httP•:' """'2.<·d ."o' · alirn11 ol)iccs list osers. idea 1~.liis(on ' idea-.15 -his101Y,pdf.

' U.S. Drr·r Ot' Eouc .. T}(IHY·Ftlll? Yfi.~RSOF PRCl\oRl'SS II\' EOliCATll'O Cl llLORENWITrt DISi\!lllJITf<S TflRQ\1(1H
!DEA. at .3 (Nov. 10 10). hnr,~. \I\\ "::? .~d . uc·, · al 1'\1ll ollk<";, li s 11 n:-.~ r~ 'idca35 J1i>1on 'idcn-3$ -hJ~mn .ndf.

' 19 U.S.C. § 7!)4 et S<'q. : .we 11ls11 Derek W. 131Hck. Education Law' Eq,ualily. f'aimess. '1!1d Reform ch. 6, at 468
(10 13).

• 10 ll.S.C. § l~OO et seq. ; SJ:.e also Derek W. Black, Education Low: Equnllty, Fairness. and Ref0<rn ch. 6. at468
(1013) (citins S. Rep. No'. 94-168, at6. 8 (1975)).
' 42 U.S.C, § 12101 et .<eq.; ;ee als<• nerok W. Blacl\, H!lt""otiou l..aw: Equal i1y, Pai mess, and R~form ch. 6, a1 468
(2013).
• See Preschooler If"· Clark Cly. Sch Bd. cf Tr1c<1ecs, 4 79 F.3d 1175 (9th Cir. 2007) (holding that bellting,
slapping. and head-slamming a four-year-old preschooler witl1 disabilities violated Ui~ fourth Amendm""'t's
prohibi1ion against lhc use of c""<'SSive l'orce); see t1l;<t• Campi>•//•'. McCa/l<1er, 161 F.Jd 94. No. 97-10675 (5th
Cir. Oct , 20. 1998)(unpublhhed); Wo/l11l-e '" &t1<1"ia Sch. Disr. IOI. 68 f .3d 1010 (7th Cir. 1995).

• SM /-l{ltfield "· O 'N~il. 534 l'l."1. Arpx. 838 (I Ith Cir. 2013) funpublishcd){holding tltal siriking an intellectually
disabled student in e•nct spot on the head ,.+.ere studem had undergone brain surgery shock<d 1he <'Onsde11ce): s~c
also Gorci/1 v. Mie1·11, 817 F.2d 650 (10th Cir. 1987); /-/a/11" ·rawney, 6:! I f ,2d 607 (4th Cir. 1980). See gener1Jfl1·
/11grol1.i111 v, W1'fgl11 , 430 U.S. 651, 674 {1977) (nolding·that liberty int~est~arc implicated withill meaning of
Founeei11h A111endmen1 where a school "deddel,sl to punl~h a child fol' mi~onducl by rcs1raining the child ond
inflic1ingapproefable physical pain'').
'" See. e.g., James S. v. Sch Dist, of Pl1i'l11delpl1i11. 559 F. Supp. 1d 600, 6~6 (E.O. Pa. 2008) (holding that "Complainl
properly •·allege[d] that the Dislrit!'s treatment ofl~1• pl;tintifl] doprlv<'d him orequal access to U1e <'<lucation
grallt<>d to cltil<lr~n witl1out disahllities").
11

JO U.S.C. § 1400(el(I).

":?O U.S.C. § 141 Z(a)(I).
I)

20 u.s.c. § 1414(d).

Christina &1rnucls. S11/>porte1:~ of IDEA 'Fulf Flilldi11g' 7iyAgain with New Bf//. cove. WEEK (Jan. 21. 1015).
t11m: blo~•.<tf\\~e~"'tu <.'<l\\e~~ ,,,ere..l '~lll S 0 I ·~upr>OJ1er. Ill' id.:n full-fo1ulin. htm~.
1
"

15
Sec 20 U.S.C'. § 141'.?(a)(S) (defining inclusion as d1e "lcas1 re.1rictivo onvironrncnt" fiJr students with
disabilities).

1" See Kathlt'ert Whilbrcad, /11h111 Does I/le Resrtwl'll Sc()' Ab1>11l /11el11siVe £d11C<ttir111?, WRIGHTSLAW ( 1998-2016),
http;'"''' W*\\J'i!!htsl:iw.c,,111.'ittfollrl.!.ind.s.rsrd1.\\hlthrend.ht1n.
17 Anne M. I locutt. Ef!ectiw:rtes.< of.Special £d11c111Jon: Is ('/tl<'i!!/llem lh< O·i1it:ol Factor?, 6 FUTl,lRC OFCllll llREN
77, 9( {1996). lmps: 1priuL'Cl011 .eJu ft1111reofthi ldr<11 m1blic,11ion> d<' e>-'0(, 01 0.1.l);lf; U.S. DEt"T Of Eouc ..
Tu1R1'Y·FIVE Y UAR~ o~ PROGRESS IN EDUCATING ClllL.OR~N Wll'H DISAUILtTIES THROUGfl IDEA. al 8-9 (Nov.
20 IO), ~"' "'"·cd.cc\\'·nbouL'o ftk<'T'li$1 '(l;crs id~n351>istorvi<len·3S-his101v.pllf ("Mrs. Blake was pie:ised to
see not only 1ha1 Katie's reading ability irnprnved but also that many of(hcr nc>n·disabled) students were benefiling
from lhe techniques.").
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'" Sre, 11.g., Wi11kelma.1110. ram1a C'io• Sch Dist.. 550 U,S. 516 ('.!0071 (holding that parct1ts have U1e rii:bt to pursue
dnims on their own i)eltalf under the IDBA); Cedar Rapids C'll!/J'. S<!h. Dist. I'. Garra/I F., 5261,J.S. 6!>(1999)
(holding that a c<mti1111011s nursing service is a "relarnd s4'rvice'· w1cfer IDEA, and therefore mandatory if student
needs it to receive " mtaniusful access" to education); H1111ig '" Doe, 484 U.S. 305 ( 1988) (holdlug that JDGA 's
''stay put" 1irovision - where srndC111S rcma in in their roucational pJacemenr during due process proceedings was required).
19

SOI l'.3d l'.!45 ( 10th Cir. 2015).
See 20 U.S.C. § 1415(e) (0ttilining the mediation procc$S for disputes): 10 U.S.C. § 141.5(1)(1)(ll)(i) (discussing
mediatioo as an administrative alceniative to an impanial due proc~ he-.iri11g).

10

!t

A. F•• 801 F'.3<l at 1248.

" .4.F., 801 FJd ar 1256-57 (Briscoe. C,J.• <li~senting).

" R.M. v. City n(St. Ch<1rles Pub, Sch. Dist.• No. 4; 15.CV-706 CAS. 2016 WL 2? 1 0'~65. at •6 (E.D. Mo. May 19.
1016).

:• R.M, ·~ Cit;i• q(St. C1111rl•sP11b. &Ii. Disl. No. 4; 15-CV-706 CAS. 2016 \VL 2910265, at '6 (E.O. ~lo. May 19,
2016).
" F1J>v. Napolen11 Cmty. Sch. , 580 U.S. _ . slfp op. No. 15-497, at 13 (10 17).

'° A. F,, 801 f'.3d nt 1246. 1248.
"Fly\'- Napo/,µ,>11 Cmty. S«h.. 580 U.S._, slip op. No. 15-497, at 14 (2017).
'" Ft)'>'- Napolea11 Cmty. Sd1.. 580 U.S. _, slip op. No. 15497. at 14 (20 17).

;• 520 FJd 1116 ( IOlh Cir. 2008).
10

5>S F.Jd 1306 ( 10th Cir. 2008).

11

621 F.3d 1275 ( 10th Cir. 2010),
"Chai'~=. 621 F.Jd al 1288.
n 798 F.3d 1329 (10th Cir. '.1015). l•ert. gra!11c'<f. 137 S. Ct, 29 (Sept. 29, 2016) (Memorand11m).
"540 f'.3d I 143 (H)th Cir, 2008).

" T/in111psn11 Rl.J Seit. Dlst. 1-. l11k~ P.. No. 05- ci·-2248-WDM-CBS. 2007 WL 1879')8 I. at • 3 (0. Colo. June 28.
2007). Conveniently, J11dge Gorsuch ncglt.'Cls to mentjon this testimony favoring a re:side11tiaJ placement from 11 host
of experts who testifi<d on Ll.1ke P. ' s behalf, all of whom th~ heari11g otllcer found cr<:dihle. Sw id.
>• Luke f'.• 540 F.3d ar 11 49 ( I0th Cir. 2008)(ir11emol citntions and quotation mar~s omined).

,., 20 u.s.c. § 1400(c)(l).
1• Amy Howe, Argr1mrnl onal}'.<1:<: Justices grapple witIt proper .<trmdtmlfor 111easuli11g ed11colionol benefits f<!r
drildr~11

with disobih)ics. SC'OTIJSm .ocr(Ja11. 11, 2017, (,; 11 PM). h1111: '1 W\\\\ .~<'otusbl01'..co1112017 01 aruu.uem·

Rnalysi~· jus1k~s~nrnppf e·prC1per ..sL :tml~rd·meas.ulinl!·td11c:u i ona I ~h~nefi1 YchHdren~di sobi1irie~

~The Court ·~seemed

sufliciently unhappy "ljlh the ·more than merely de minimis' scnncbrd that thty am likely to stril<e it down .").
1
•

538 F.Jd 1306(1(hh Cir, 2008).

0

Sytsema. 538 F.3d at 1318.
11 Sytsema, 538 F.3d at 1317.

•

" 702 F'.3d 1227 ( I0th Cir. ~O I:?).
" £/i:aheth £., 70::? l'.'.ldat 1243 (Gorsuch. J.. conctlrring).
" Eli::oheth £, 702 F.3d 31 1244 (Gol'~uch. J., concurring).

" £/i:o/>eth £.. 702 f.:1d u1 1:144 (Gorsud1. J.• conci1rring).
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-'h SPe l..i~n 'I rei. Acudcnth: Pt!lfnrntwu\e mul Sndal Bchcn,irn• iJ1 £/ememwy .'X:ht)()/ Are Cnml"-"C'Wd. ,\lt..'11' ,'Study
Sliuws. STA1'. NEWS SERV. (Feb. l5. 2006). ht1n: nrn~.•tunford.eslu !>r ) 006 rn•-d1ilslren-(C l'iOli.h1111l ("Children's
social behavior can promote or u11dcrmine their lenrning. and ih~i r acadeinic performanco may ha\'e implicntions for
their !IOCial behavior."): NAl 'l Ass'N f OR 1111' f.C>li( '. 0 1 YtlUNG C't!IL!1., PoslnoN STATF.Mf.!"1; DEVO.OPMl i<l Al!\
Ar~~OrRJATf PR,\C'TJCE II" F,,\RI y ClllLDl lOl)P PROGRAMS S l:RVtl'Ci ClllLDREli FRU\1 BtRHI lllR(ll.,X,11 A<m 8.111 7
(2009). Imp~: '''1w.nae1e.1''" tiles""""' tik 1><~ti<111~pC1•ltiv11• .~o>rn1c111en1• .:?o\\'cb.pdf("Ofco11rse, children's
socfal. «motionnl, and behavioral adjustment is imponant in its own rlgh1. both in and out of the cl~ssroom. But it
now nppears that some variables in 01ese domalns also relate lo and predict scbool success.").

•7 £/i;'1be1/1 £. 702 P.3d a1 l~.\4 (Gor<vth, J, concufrt11g) (emphasis in original).

' ' GH F.2d 687 (3d Cir. 198 I).

•• Kruel/e, 642 F.2d at 694.
'" 565 F.3d 1232 ( 10th Cir. ~009).
>1 Seu Afille1~ 565 f.3d 01 I '.!46,
,. 7 15 F..111775 (10th Cir. 2013).
" Musk/'iJI. 7 IS

r .3tl al 788.

•• M11.fkra1. 715 FJdm 789-92.

» See. e,l{.. 00<' v. Hmmd Dep '/ qf Educ:.. .13-1 F.Jd 906 (9th Cir. :!003); Golllieb '" lo11rel fli~lilumlx Sdt Di.t i,.
272 F.Jd 168 (Jd Cir. 200 I ): Ca111pbc:I/ v. McCalishr. I 62 F..lll 94 (5th Cir. 1 99~); ll'allaN v, 811U11'iu &Ii Di.<1.
IOI, 68 r .Jd 10!0 (7th Cir. 1995).
"' -~·~

T.W: ''- Srh. Bd. ~{~111i11ole CO '-· Flu., 610 f .3d 588, 6 13 n. 14 ( t l1h Cir. 20l0).

" 535 F,3d 1243 (10th Cir. :W08).
"Co1111we, 535 F.Jd at 1255 (quoting the Districl Court's language).

'• 8:14F.3dI142(10th Cir. 2016).

"° Gutlenv:-lll'i:uela, 834 F..ld 111 1149 (Gor.;uch. J.. concurring).
•

1

82~

P)d 968 ( toth Cir. 2010) .

•, Cal'ing N<'urts fler.;0110/ Home S•11'.•· , 824 f .3d al 978 (''This case has la ken us to a mange "'orld where lhe
governmt1ll itself - lh~ Vt'I')' ·e..xperl' agency responsible for pro111uli:ating lhe ' law' no less - st-ems unabl~ to
kee~ pace wiU1 its own fro11etic la\\n1:1ki11g.").
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If abm1ion rights fall, LGBT rights are next
l;IY NnncyNonhrup~nd R.uchel B. Tiven, I d> ~::. 2017

,Voncy Nor1/111Jl is the pre$1dem 011d ('fli~f exuu/fl'<' Qf Ille Ct•1111?r for ReJ,,.1>d11clil'e Rights. R<1L"hel 8, Tlwm f.< tlte
d1i1!/~.»el711i•·l' <!f Lflmbda legal.

We rcpres.:nt lhc nrgnniwtions thu1 \Von leading Supreme C11t1rt cuse~ in recent )'l:mS on sc~ttal and
reproductive righls: Obergd'ell v. H(>dgcs in 2015, which secured legnl proteclions fo1· the marrioge of same-sex
couples. ~nd Who!~ Woman'.• Health v. Helle.-.1cdl in ~016. which struck down Texas's auen1pl to us" sham
health regulations to shut down 75 )Xf('cnt ofthc slllt~'s abonion clinics.
Presid~nt Trump has taken sharp sim at the rights ntlirmed in thvse cases. During the campaign, he atllick~d the
Obcrgcfc-11opinion nnd repeated!) antl ui1nmblb"1ously promised to put justices 11n th~ Supreme Cottn who
wuuld ovcrtum Roe v. Wndt. Ac.:ording 10 the prcsidont. it's the govcmment, nor cnch individunl. Iha\ shou ld
hold the powor lo clt:cid" "hod!\ g"' n\amed nnd whether women ~n 1em1ina1" a prcgnnncy.

In a post-election interview on "60 Minutes," Trump n:allirmed that Roe v. Wade should be revc1'Sed and !hen
denecred questions about his view of the Supreme Co11rt's marriage equal ity de.cision. Hcdech1rud th" issue
··a lre"dy settled," expla ining: ""It"s law. h was s.tUed in th.: Suprome CuurL ll"s done." Was this a tuctic lo
di'vidd ~nd conquer'? To throw under lire bus tl1c '""S ur 111illio11s of American women who have had ~n abortion
and hope n1arriagc equuli(y supporters would stand by in ~i lencc'!
1'1!111aps the nresiden1 simply does 1101understand1he foundations ofthe.se constitutional law decisions.
Whatever the reason !Or the preside.nt"s view ofwhm is and is not sen led Supreme Court prcccdenl. the fact of
the muner i;; th3t the court cannot reverse rhc cases gunnm1eeing acte.ss !O MtC and legal abonion and leave
rccognilion ol' lcsbian,lJay. bisexual and tronsgender rights unharmed.
Obergefell and Whole Woman's Healtl1 are purt of Q long Jin" of Supreme Court cases elucidating 1he bt-drock
principle of our individ11;1I rights b'll•ro11tccd by the 14U1 Amendment: that highly personal <,lcci;ions about our
famil} and personal liw> - decisions central to our equo l diguily and righ1s of ron~cience - ~re for C1lch of
us. nol the gowmment, 10 decide.
One of the earliest cases began almost n ccnmry ago. \\hen Nebraska. swept up in J1n1i-Gen11an $Cntiment al\cr
WorlJ War I. banned the teaching of foreign l;mguagcs 10 "">'one under high-school uge in ilny school. public
or private. The coun s1mck down 1he law. reminding us in wonts wonh remembering 1odiiy 1hut ""1hc prortction
of1lic Constilution extends lo al l. lo !hose who speak other lruilJuagcs as well as those born with English on the
tongue." Subsequent decisiQns protected parental rights to educate their children ond l'OUples' right> to gel
married and uso co11tr~ception 10 pla111heir fQmilitts.
l'his right 10 personal decision-making was summed up in P/n11n.,/ f'lrnm1hnod v. Cosey. a 1992 follow-up to
Roe in which the Supreme Court <1nirmed lhe right 10 access legal abortion. II is the rig)'lt firmly rooted in the
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14th Amendment's promise that there i~ ·•a realm of persorml Jibe11y which the go·vernmMt may not e.nter."
l'llM realm ofpcrsonn l libcrty protects our outonomy to dcelde for ourselves In mallers"irweolving the most
intimate aud person~ ! choices a ixrson may make in a life.time" - ihcluding decisions about lovi:.. marriage,
procreation <ind fami ly.
Casey's articulation ofihc liberty at stake, was quoted a decade later In :W03's l'1wre11cc v. texas, Lambda
i,,c.gnl's landmarkc;lsecnding thecriminaliz:ition of sodomy. lawre1lt!I' then showed up in 2013. cited in the
court's decision to strike do"11 the.Deji?n$e o[Mon-iogc Act In United 5~atcs v. lfli11dsor.
This long chain of case faw 111e~rl~ that botli Oborgc,fi!ll and Wlwle 11-'(mum 's Heo/1h rest on a ~hared foundation
of legal precedent. which is the oflcn unseen rool ~1111cture ofdiu luw that guides the decisions ofjudg~,:; at ~II
levels.
What is at stake is more t han LGBT rights or abortion righl~. It's our right under tile Const[IUlion to dcddc who
we are and to male the most intimate and personal decisions in our life without gm•ernment interference - 3nd
to do so with dignity.
The Senate Judiciary Committee needs to know if Trump's Supreme Court nominee. Judge Neil Gorsuch.
stands with preceden1 nnd with each of us. Given the pre.~1deni'$ promise co take our rights awuy. we m,151
cnslirc that full. detailed 411d tlonS urc asked of this nominee and chat we get theans\vcrs we deserve. We will
1Jot allow ourselves to be div ided. 'rhc rightsof>1ll here in this nation - notjusnvomeri. notjust ssmi>-sex
couples - depend ott our vigilance,
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THE WALL STREET JOURNAL
Trump's Supreme Court Whisperer
1'l1e 111011 w/io udl'i.rcd lite president 011 pickin,t!; ./11dgc Gor.rnch uxplains wlwt his elcwlJim1meanvfor t/1<' /o\r 1111<1
Am~riaa,

The bum1go beg<in vinua lly the moment Donald Trump spoke the wor<ls "Judge Neil Oors11cl1." Shonly11Her 8
p.Jll. Tuesday. in !'runt ofa TV audience oDJ million. the president annou·nccd he would nominate Mt.
OcirsuQh, d dupp~r 4<1-year·oJd Coloradun. to 1he Supreme Cnun.
By 8:17, u Den1ocraiic sup~r P1'\C h~d druppetl n 78-pagc do$sicr. full of misspellings. ealling Judgr Gorsuch on
cxtremis1 who huJ "argued thn1 the coons should not be used to litigate a '>oclal agenda.' " Meantime, protester~
out;;id< the high ooun yelled i1110 the dark and wawd fill-in-the-blank signs: "STOP." under which they had
ha::ti ly mnrkcred "Gorsuch.'' Oh Twitter. Oregnn Sen. Ron Wydt'n hyperventilated that "Gorsuch reprc~ents a
brcalhrakin10 retreat lrom the notion lhal Am<ricans have fundnmcntol C.:onstitutinnal rights."

But as Dcm,icratie. opposition gocs-u grnnd trodftion in a pony thnt made bork n verb-it all felt a little forced.
lly Wednesday aOernoon. as Leonard Leo r<:turns to hi$ o l'licc f'l'Om ~ pos1-ann110ncemem huddk al die White
Mo11se.1he111ocid is cau1iously optimislic. "In the first 24 hours," s;1ys Mr. Leo. a lawyer advising Mr. Trump on
the court, "it ~ppear> as lhl)ugh the nominee has been defined very. very well. and that the lcfr ha~ not done n
11anicularly go<.U joh 111' s<Jwing sc~s of confusicin ~11d \lCluliL So there is 1ha1. But the fuel or the matter is that
1hc process cnn still lllm in the other direction."
Mr. Leo is one LO know. A decade ogo, he helped usher George W. Bush's two Sup!'l'me Coan appointees. John
Roberts and Somuel Alito, to confi rmation. Now Mr. Leo is o n leave from hi&day job, as executive vice
president of the Fcitloralist Society, to tlo 1he .same forJudge Gorsud 1. On 11 rable near Mr. Leo's desk sits a
bottle of'Trurnp Winery cha111pug11c, as yet unopened.
President Trump l..eeps oloSt' <ounse l. hut he seems to !le listening 111 Mr. Leo. Last sprfng. not long alkr .fuMi~e
Antonin Sculiu died unexpectedly amid o prcsidtnlinl cnmpaiyn. Mr. Trump hit on on idea: posting a public
sl3(e of peQpk ht: would considtr for 1he v~cancy if elected. ·ntc ca11did3!e's counsel. Donald McGnhn.
iniroduood Mr. Trump ti' Mr. Leo, and together tht> 1wo lawyers drew up the fist. A few mo11ths Inter, Mr.
Trumr> wo~ proclairnfng: "We're going to have grc:itJudgc$. <'L111scrvn1iw. all picked by the Federalist Society."
When the initia l 11 r>nmt'S were Oo~ted in Muy. Juctge Gorsuch wasn't among them. "We were hnstily putting u
list together of 11\e first bunch, anJ we knew c~rt:iin judicial n:oords reall y well ." Mr. Leo say~. "We didn't kn<m
Judge Gors11ch." As lhe campaign wore 0 11, the net was widened--evenlually to 21 nttmll:<·-and the extrn ti111c for
vetting rcvc-nJetl J~dgc Oors~ch's stal w~ 11 ruc1,rd.
fh.: week afkr the dcti ii.>n. whe1t Mr. Leo was s~mmoncd to Trump Tow~r for the winnowing, he sny,; Mr.
Trump showed "an extra0tdinary level of engagement." The pn:sldcnt·elecl wanted a nominoc wilh impeccable
crcdcmiats who would be "respected by all." someone "11ot weak." And. imr <mantly. Mr. Trump w;mtcr.1 a
justtce Wh() would interpret 1hc law a~ Scalia had done,
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"Ile would ""Y· 'One oflhe things I really wont is o jtlstice who's going to 1nlCrpret the Constitution the way the
Pra111er> me:inl i( to be.'" Mr. Leo s•y~. "I thi11k that'~ a grcut way of phrasing iL Mayb<: not for }'our
sophisticated lfiwyer crowd··hut ror the gencrnl pulilic? Th~y gel thal. And he gets it."
·n1c lmplicntion is that rr Mr. Tromp doesn't share Scalia'• de•ply considered origiualism. his instincts a1 the
least run in I.hat dir~ction. "He wo11ld ncl'er use the t•rms 'originalism' and 'textunlism.' but we have tulkcd ahout
going wh~rcver the luw takes you," Mr. Leo says. " It i$ iln undcr~tanding thar !here is something import.ont
about being moored to the written low."
1-lc cites a conversotion with Mr. Trump la$t ~ring. "I'll always 1·cm~rnber thi~." Mr. Leo recounts. ''He suid. 'So
what t.lo you think ~~out lj1e Oha111aCarc case?'" ll1is was the 2012 ruling it\ which Chief Justice. Rllbcrls's
switch in time saved a lino, allowi11g. ObamoCnre's penuhy tb r failing t() buy heollh insurance to be 0011s1ruet.I as
n lax. Mr, Leo ct1111 inues: "I..<aid. 'Well I'm curious. wh)•do you a.-k'!' And he s:iid, 'Because I lhink Lhey mode it
Up.'"

Thal isn't a bnd tonnulAtlon dthcr. A co1111111uncni not to "make it up" is what the Fcd~rnlist Society lms been
advocat ing since it was founded 35 ye3rs a,so. Jn some sense, Judge Gorsuch's clcvntion represents the success
of th11t project. tho passing of Oic torch from .i first gencralion of originalists, such a; Sl"lllia. to the next.
Orig1nalism was once such a minority iaste thm Sc~liajok~d it wns viewed as u "ki11d of weird affiiction that
~cizes some peoplc··'Whcn did ~·au tirsi start c11ting human n.:sh?'" l'oday. Mr. I.co say~. ull of 1hc high court':.
justices cng~ge in textualism and originalism to some dugrec. "The.re is a recognition 1hn~ thMe are-important
Md ap)iroprimc tools ofintcrprt:tatlon··hy everybody." he says. "Thul is on amazing development a> compa1'.>d
to the 1970s and the early 1980s." To Mr. Lee>, 1he single most important thing Judg~ Oorsuch wil l do on th.:
Supreme Court is to ''continue the traj\>ctory."
13ut first lw mu~t get past Senate conlirinatiun··m1d ~ pot~nti~I Dc111ovr~tic lilibqster, Mr. Ll'O is l1opcfid it won't
come m th!lt. Ten Scnntc Democrats up for rc-dcctlon in '.!018 came From smcs Mr. Trump cnrricd. and the
Judicial C~isis ~cl work i$ pla1111io1g S I0 million of pro-Gorsuch advert.ising.
Mr. Leo also says 11131 Pre.•idom Trump "has takon unpr~cedcmed steps to tty robe bip~r1isu11 and to iry lo be
reit.'<lllablc.'' To start. IOttr days otter being inaugurated h<- brought Sens. Chuck Schumer and Dianne FcinStoih·t he minority lender nnd ranking Judiciary Commillee D•mocrnt, rospectively-to the White I louse lo tallutboul
the court.

Thon the pre:;ident ch0-•e not only a jurist from the public list. but • highly rcgonled \lne. No doubl. Ju<lge
Gorsuch is in the Sculi11 mold: Mis opinions cite the "onginal public meaning'' of constitutlonul provi~ions. nnd
he confossNI to having cried on the ski ~lope.• when the nc1vs reached him that Scalia had died. Out Judge
Gorsuch is also an iutcllccL a droll writer and well within the lcg~l 1nuinst.ream. "Neil G<>r8<!C~." Mr. L•o says.
"is ujudgo who sends law ck"'-5 t<> Justices Soiomayor and K11gsn"--bo1h Obanrn appointees. "He's.a m3n who
is being support<'ll by Obuma's solicitor general." Neal Kntyal.
!Oven S<l. Mr. Solmmcr is indi¢ating that Judge Gorsuoh wi ll t1~d 60 vmcs to he confirmed-a hint of filibuster.
This has sent Republleans to Dcfcon I, readying the launch codes for the "nuclear option "~usiui; 51 votus I<•
override tl1c Senate n1les and el iminate the filibuster on Supreme Court picks for good, as the Democrats did for
all other nom inations in 2013. Nostalgia aside. Mr. Leo says that "mosr conservatives W\>uld Ml shed <1 IC8r" for
th~ filibuster. "It's a practical device. It's a rule or procedure. OK? It's nor some sacrosahcr, holy writ."
Mor~-over, !~e

1hinki11g seems to be that keeping the nuke siloed onl)' gives Democrats the chance 10 launch it

li1'>1. "The idea," Mr. Leo says. "that so111ehow if we t>ffrr to give them 60 votes here as a matter o( cornily and
P~ge
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courtesy. that when they oontrol the Whir• House they'll do the same thingJ '1 hat's absurd. Their beha"ior has
ne"er evidenced tha1 kind or give and take. They nave a selfish. ,;elf-centored, one-sidud view of the process." /\
moment later he adds: "Tbe only thing lhal history und experience shows is that they relent and they are
accommodating in the fhceofbrutc force, and that's about it."
The rancor is equnlly high on the D~mooratio side. which accuses the GOP of "stealing" the Scalia seat by
blocking President Ql)a1na's no1t1inee last year. Mr. Leo insists there's no comparison. "There was an 11th-hour
vacancy 011 thc U.S. Supreme Court in the midst of a presidential election," he says. "I ll1ink it was. under those
circumstances. ~ntirely appropriMe to sa)'! Ld the people dec ide how1hcy want this scat filled." Besides. he
l'<)lnts nut: "No one knew who was going w win. In fact. a lot of money w~s on 1lillary Clinton wfoning. So the
idea d1at this was a pan issn decision. ~ think. i!; not bonie out by the faols."
Sli ll, wha~s l'he endgirn1c? Jf the nuke is dropped, if the bittcmess rises past hazardous to truly irradiating, will
Supreme Court seats simply be lell vacunt for ycar~al ~ time. wheneve1· the Wbite House is controlled by one
party and the Senate by the other? That's a quc~ion Democral~ Should contempl~te. Mr. Leo says. f fa no111i11ec
us good as Judge Gorsuch can't ge( an up·or-uown vote. U1c11 "this process is forever doomed."

Republicans' message is that. one way or ;1J101her, Judgl.' Gorsuch is goiog to become Justice Gorsuch. Whal
does that p.mcn<l for 1he la,v'/
ro some degree that depends on how open Tie is to ovenurnlng precedent. "Wh~t l think you see in liis body of
\\ork is a willingness ro raise qijes1ion.• a!Joot old doctrines. But you also see in his writing$ a sense of some
degree of cauliousness. Heree<'gJlizes thal law bas to have some degree of stability." Mr. Ll'O says. "Wh~t I
sens" in Juuge Gorsuch's wo1·k is an approach lo precedent and srnre deeisis thlit is not oll thM tar off frum
Justice Scalia's."
One point of chauer is.so·cailed Chevron dcfereuct, named for a 1984 case. which holds thatjud{:es should give
federal agencics-·thc 'Environmcoral P"ro1~ct1on /\geney. for instan•·e·-the bene1it of the doubt when interpreting
atnhiguous laws, "'l'he jd.,-a was. lefs vest th is discretion with the political branches rather then with the courts,"
Mr. Leo says. "Whal has happened sit1ce i~ (hat the doctrine has been twisted in ways 1hat provid~
superdefcrenceto administrative agencies." ln afi opinion. last year, Judge Gorsuc.h sugg.,stcd tightening the
bureaucrnts' leash. and Mr. Leo wouldn't be surprised to see the court slowly walking back Chevron.
Also looming, as tt lways. is Roe v, Wade. "He hasp'l rak~n ~ positioo on l.he abonjo11 is$uc," Mr, Leo s~ys, "He
ha.~ a coi1ple ofc.ases where he feels politics affected other judges' decision in that arena. So, for example, there
was a Plaon•'<l Parct\thood defunding case where he feh 1hat the liberal members of tbe p,~ncl were imposing
stn11d<1rds ofrevi~w that normally wouldn't b¢ ~ppli~d."
So why should pl'O·lifers back Judge Gorsuch? True, the judge wrote a book opposing as5isled suicide, and it
includes passages like: "To ac1 intentio1tally against Jifo is to suggest that its vs.Lue rests only on its transient
instfl•rn<'nta1 usefulness for other ehds." But beyond thn1, Mr. Leo asks pro-lifers to "pm thclr eonfidenoc in a
judge who believes in texti13 lis1n and oriiina1ism. Because anhe end of the day, thnt is how we make sure the
couns reach right answers."
He co11tim1es: "I can't tell yt>u wh•ther that \Vii i alw;iy-s result In wha\. politlcally, people m3y or may not want
But I feel much safer having a judge \\/ho follows those principles than a judge "ho's goins to just put their
finger in t11e wind.''
All ltrnt being said, replacing one conservative justice with another won't swing the Supreme. Ccurr's balance.
Por that, Repui>l k SJIS will ha"e to look lo lltc-sident Trump's second pic'k-a prospect perhat>s 1101 as remote as it
Page 3 of 4
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sound>. Judge GorstJch once clerked for 111.SLice An1hony Keonedy, who turned 80 lasr year. und some have
s1>ecul~tcd thaLMr. Trump's d1oicc is an attetnpl at slgnaling Jttslke Kennedy Ihm h's safe to relirt'.
Mr. Le<> dismisses this, shaking his head even before 1he question gets out. "Thal'sjus1 not the way these 1hin~
work. II wmild be demeaning to any Nhcr justice on thtl coort to iry to make a pick as 11 W'I)' of trying m force
their hand." he ;3ys. "Ifs a foolish enterpris-'° lo slart gue~-sing when people an>g<•ing to retire."
Which isn'1 the same thing, exactly. as puning the prospect out of mind. "Theres alwt1ys thcchanoc." Mr. Leo
says, "that you could have one or two or even three vacl!.llcics on the court" It so, will Mr. 'I'rump stick to the
list'I No guoron1ee:1-·m kast from Mr. Leo. ''Ifs hurJ to know:· he says...And I th1nk the preslden1, frankly.
ought lo ~e~p his oplions open."

Mr. Pem·srm is the .10111•110/'s 0Qp111)' etlitoriol features vdiwr.
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Planneo Parenthood
Federation o f Ameilca

Written Testimony of Planned Parenthood Federation of America

Dana Singiser. Vice PresJdent. Public Policy and Government Affairs

Submitt.ed to the Senate Judiciary Committee

N'o minalion of the Honolablo Neil M. Go1Such to be an Associate Justice of the Supreme
Court of the United States

March 24, 2017

Planneo Pan?nthood Federation of America ("Planned Pan?nlhood") and Planned Parenll\ood A.clion
Fund (' IJ>e Action Fund") have a tong-stand)llg history of working to protect reproductNe rights and
stroniJIY oppose the oominatton of Judge Neil Gorsoch to the U.S. Supreme Court
Planned Parenthood is Ula nation's leading. provider and advocale of high-quality, affordable health care
for women, men, and young people. as well as the nation'~ largest provider of sex education. With over
650 health centers across tne country, Planne<I Parenthood health centers provida affordable bir1h
contrQf, nresaving cancer .screenings~ tE!$ting and treatments for STOs and other essential care to riea(ty
three million patients every year. Nearly 78 percent of Planned Parenthood paµents have tncQl1le$ at or
below 150 percent of the federal poverty level, and are among the most vulnerable. facing limited access
to renable and affordable heallh care,
The nation's courts, particularly the United 'Slates Supreme Coun. play a vital role In the fig ht for equal
rights fi:>r women aod for protecUng reproductive a nd indrvidual freedoms, Given the attiicks on women's
heatth taking place at the federal and state levei wtiich unfortunately rep1esent a whole new sliige oi
extremJSm, it is imperative that .a ~y nominee to the Supreme Court is r&ady to respond io unconstitutional
auempts to restr1ct women's access to health care.
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The right to safe and legal abortion has been the law of the land for mo(e than 40 years, anti 1s a part of
the fabric of Amelican j urisprudence, Nominees to the highest court in the land must make clear that they
will protect our fundamental rights - including the right of a woman to control her body without
interference. There has never been a more important Supreme Court nomination. It has become crystal
clear that the courts are going to be the last - and sometimes only - fine of defense against dangerous
and unconstitutional attacks on basic rights. Support for Roe vs. Wade is at a record high. The majority of
Ameriea11s support access to safe and legal abortion, about seven in ten 1 Americans oppose Roe v.
Wade being overturned.
President Trump's Supreme Court. nominee Judge Neil Gorsuch, currently serving on the Tenth Circuit
Court of Appeals. has an alarming history of jnt11rfering with reproductive rigtits and health, including.
women's access to birth control and care at Planned Parenthood.
In Planned Parenthood Association of Utah v. Herbert, Judge Gorsuch sided' with a politician who
'defuoded' Planned Parenthood in Utah and wanted to deny thousands of people access to STD tests.
health educatio,n, and other preventi\le care at Planned Parenthood. Judge Gorsuch took the highly
unusual step ol asking the rull court to rehear the panel decision in Planned Parenthood's favor, desp~e
thai neither the parties nor any judge on the panel requested a rehearing and the time for such a request
lo be made }lad expired. Judge Gorsuch lost that vote and authored a dl~senl in whioh he suggested that
he would give politicians more leeway than other jvdges would, accusin(l the panel's majority decision of
belng "at odds wtth the cornily federal courts normally afford the States and their elected representatives.•
Judge Gorsuch's role in this case demonstrates a troublin.s activism - reaclling out in a wa.y that would
have limited access to basic reproductive health care.

In Hobby Lobby and Little Sisters of the Poor Home for the Aged, Gorsuch voted to authorize employers
to use their religious beliefs to impede their employees• access to birth control.

In a 2013 opinion in Hobby Lobby Storos, Inc. v. Sebelius', Judge Gorsuch joined a majority opinion
holding that corporations can be "persons" with religious beliefs under the Religious Freedom Restoration
Act (RFRA) and can use those religious beliefs to block employees' insurance coverage of birth control.
Judge Gorsuch also wrote a separate concurnng opinion that went even further, undersconng 1haf the
owners of Hobby Lobby would be "complicit In an immoral act' if the company allowed their employee's
health Insurance to cover contraception.
Thereafter, in Little Sist.ers of the Poor Home for the Aged'. Judge Gorsuch went even further siding with
employers over women's access to birth control. There, aga111, Judge Gorsuch stressed that the Tenth
Oircuit's decision in favor ol birth control access had shown fnsufficient deference to the employer's
articulation of the tenets of its refJgious beliefs. In total, seven federal courts or appeal, includi1Jg the Tenth
Circuit, IUled against non-profit employers (like Lillie Sisters) challenging ttie accommodation, wllh only
one court of appeals ruling the other way. Contrary to the overwhelmfng number of courts that ruled to
uphold the accomrnodaHon, Judge Gorsuch believes that the acoomrnodation imposes a substantial
1

Fingemut. Hanna~ for lhe Pew Research Center. (2017) "Abolil seven-ln-len Americans oppose overturning Roe v. Wade"

ava:bble at; http lfrl'MY.l\e"-"S§earch <"rgl~:.ltMa t11V201710l;OYaOOu!,ge~erL·in-!el"l·a~nCJ!n'i~App9se:.9•J•~ti urnfnh-toe>-v•wadel
2 ea..el L;Jura. (2017) ·Nell Gorsuch's Nomination is Bad News ror Pl.1nned Parenlhood.11\iffinglon Post available at.

,,ttp;J/\'A\'\V,butftn9tl'np9st camtant·wn.gl1.-gotS\1cfi.nlan1~!)d=t'-'lrer11n::;pd ui; 529 '!13£re4bQS22t! Td~71=J~seetil'lni; pol1ttqs:
' Hobby Lobby Stores, Inc. v. Sebe#us, 723 F,3d 1114 (10th Ci1. 2013)
• Little Siste<s of me Poor v. Burwell, No, 13-1540 (10ln cir, 201 5)
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burden on the Little Sisters' free exercise of reOgion because they "believe thaf they will be violatiog God's
law if they execute the documents required by the government" to register their objection.
In addition to these rulings. Judge Gorsuch has spoken approvingly of tHe •origlnallst' judicial philosophy
of the late Justice Antonin Scalia. who wanted to allow states to end safe and legal abortion, who
opposed marriage equality and the voting rights act. and who believed that corporations are people and a
woman's employer should be able to decide whether or not she has access to birth control. It seems that
President Trump has made go~ on his pledges lo appoint anti-abortion judges to the Supreme Court in
the mold of Justice Scalia.
Judge Gorsuch's answers about a woman's right to choose at his nomination hearing were insufficient.
During past nomination hearings. judges hostile to reproductive rights have acknowledged Roe as
precedent before, arid then gone on to support extreme restrictions on abortion access. For instance,
Judge Roberts acknowledged Roe as precedent in his confirmation hearings. but then voted to uphold the
iexas restrictions struck down by the Court last summer, The reality is, for too many women In this
country, Roe remains a right ln name only. Tt)at's especially true for women with low incomes. those who
live in rural areas. and women of color. Already, women have been forced to travel hundreds of miles•,
cross state lines lo access abortion, if they can at all. There is no doubt that Judge Gorsuch would do
everything in his power to increase those barriers and put safe abortion out of reach.
Opin1ons like those of Judge Gorsuch's are not what the American people want. People simply don't
believe tha.l pol~lcians or judges should be making decisiohs for women about their birth control or their
pregnancies. Individual rights and freedom go to the heart of who we are as a country, including the right
to access safe and legal abortion,
Judge Neil Gorsuch has ar1 alarming history of interfering with reproduct(ve rights and health. We call on
every United States Senator to uphold a fundamental standard: If you have not clearly stated your support
for Roe v. Wade and continue to deny women access to birth control. you are not flt to sil on the bench.
You are not fit to defend the ri,ghls and freedoms of Americans. Planned Parenthood Federation of
Amerlca and Uie Planned Parenthood Action Fund urge Senators lo oppose the nomination of Judge Neil
Gorsuch to 1he United States Supreme Court.

'l.eller from Presiden~al CalY.lidate Donald Trump to •pro Ufe Coalilfan" September2016, available at:
JUlo$'.tJ\\-'i'W s.na·IL"\ ow/WP"oon1<S!1t1v?lv.ctl"::l'20.!Gtf.fttrrumo..Lel!er on+"'rol'fe CQ;tal1'Jll pdi
• Mo•er. Laura (2016) •Long Raad Ahead" Sia le. avoilable at:
,..llo 11w-.'tn §1\\I ~ 1.;.o:rn1~wc;lr-!'.J(lC'l-u£le ~ ·y oub~~ /20 1 6/(lJiwgmen '" lf');SS trwe. 10 .J.rfve h:und-e..1!1 of 11··r1e.s \Q Je;;l('.!\ an iill'Orllc.
'l di(\li;h\pl
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The Stanford Daily
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Seale Explains Increased Programs
To Aid Black Community Survival
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Senate Slwuld Consider Nominees' Judicial Views
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Statement of Vicki Saporta
President & CEO, National Abortion Federation
Opposing the Nomination of Judge Neil Gorsuch to the, S upreme Court
Ma.rch 10, 2017
The National Abortion Federation (NAf) strongly opposes the nomination of Judge Neil Gorsuch to
become an Associate Justice of tlle United States Supreme Court- If confinned, we believe Gorsucb
would be a vote to ovcnum or considerably weaken the long$tanding precedent ofRoe. v. Wade, thereby
jeopardizing the lives and health of women and their families.
NAF is the professional association of abortion providers, and was founded in 1977- Afier· Roe., abortion
providers recognized .the need for a national professional organization to set medical standards, increase
women's access to abonion care, and give support to the pioneers of this new branch of medicine. Our
groundbreaking founders included providers from across the country, faculty from medical schools, and
abortion advocates. Since 1996, NAP bas worked with our members to ensure compliance with OW'
evidence-based Clinical Policy Guidelines, which set the S1andards for qiiality abortion care in North
America. Today, our work supports the dedicated health care professionals who make reproductive choice
a reality, as well as their patients.
For over forty years, Roe-ha.~ protected the health and well-being of millions of women acrnss our nation.
Today, support for Roe is ata record high: seven in ten Americans oppose overturning Roe.' Despite this
reality, the President and lawmakers across the country continue to push an anti-abortion agenda, which
includes the nomination of Judge Neil Gorsuch,
President Trump created an ideological litmus test' for his judicial nominees, promising IO only put forth
Supreme Court nominees who would ''automaticallyMoverturn Roe.~ Tbete is nothing in Oorsuch's record
to suggest be will not do exactly that In fact, in every case regarding women's health he has considere-0,
he bas reached an outcome that undermines reproductive freedom. Based on Judge Gorsuch' s judicial
pbilosopby, writings, record, and the circumstances of his nomination, it is clear Judge Gornuch i:> o threat
to safe, legal, and accessible abortion care,
"Looking Backward, Nol Forward"

Gorsuch is an origi.nalist 'vbo has said cases should be decided "looking backward, not forward" and
should depend on what the law was undecstood to mean at th1n ime it was written. He also believes that
"in Roe v. Wade the Court did of course endorse a new right in the face of substautial contrary bistol)l."4
Together with his j udicial philosophy, this statement indicates Gorsuch believes Roe was wrongly
decided.
Unlike Gorsuch, we believe Supreme Court rulings· should protect and even e~pand access to abortion
care. Currently, abortion is one of the safest medical procedures provided in the United States and an
essential part of the continuum of women 's reproductive health care.
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Piior to Roe, countless women died or e~pcricnccd serious medical problems as a result of illeg3I
abonion, Criminalization did notrcduce the oumber of women wbo :;ought abonion care, but it did cause
won1en to risk. their lives !lfld hc"1ltl1 to end an unintended pregnancy. Gorsuch's philosophy would send
us back to a time when women made desperate ll!ld dangerous attempts to induce their own abortions or
resorted to untrained practhioncrs who performed back-alley abortions with primitive insrniments or in
un~ani1wconditions. Before 1973, wonlcn streamed into emergency rooms with seriou~ complic.atioos
- perforalions of the uterus, retained placentas, severe bleeding, cervical wounds, rampnm lnfoctioos.
poisoning, shock, and gang~cne- thsl resulted ±n steril ity or even death in roany cases.
One wo11Jan. Rita M;lllia, recounted he.r c.xpcriencc during college '1fter helping her friend access abortion
before Roe:

"The next evening we feigned ignon111ce as we curried her limp b1)dy i/110 the sc/u)o/ infirmary;
h~r fever was J04 and .<he hod Ifist n grl!al dettl of blood. Looking b11ck. I'm sure the nurse k11ew
whar bad lmppened; /~11 eq11al/y s11N it was not neorlv as rare an cwmr as ii should have been. "
''The dnctors did 11101wge m sove her l!frt. but oar helpless a11d:fi-ighrenedfrie11d lost her uterus 01
agl' 20- 10yer.uw before Roe v, Wade. ·•-'
l'hysidans were also impacted a.nd oilen had to respond to emergency medical situations created by the
criminaliwtion of~bonion cate. AHhough many dt.'Cades have passed, there are still some physicians who
.,,,n recall wbac it was like before ah011ion became legal across the country. Dr. D3vid Grimes. who
pcrfonl)cd his first aborlion in 1972, has written:
·· WJum I w.i.• J11111edi<:(I/ sdto(i/ in North Coroli11tJ. I gorµ pase one night 1n r.:11d lo a patiem wilh

r

"J 06 degree.fever. (1swmed that 1111mher 11·a.v made in error ft wos11 ·1. W/1<•111 ~x<11/1i11ed lier l

fo mul" r11d r11bhe1· t·o/ltl'/«r 11rmmdi11g.fro111 lter cervi.t, Ano/her day, I was puged.fiw o yr111ng co·
«din sep/it· shock ll'ilh bcir<'(t• any Mood pressm·£, '11te1'c y,·as ojelD/ /ovt pm1nidi11gji·om lier
l'•!l'l' iX. The/it:</ frrtd g0//1'11 Oil ill>!Jf(lf a(ml'(i(JIT. I/le Sl'C{)l!Cf f1acf /lied to do i( /ll!r:f<'(f.&

Dt. Warren Hern recalls the desperate attempts al nbC1t1ion mnny "'omen made before 1973:
"As 11 mrdi«al s/Uill'lll i11 th£' <•ar/y '60s, l wr1s r~gl/lur~i: laking cur<· o.fwom<'ll .,./w 11-ere .ri!Jfrring
mid 1(ri11gfrmn tlw tomplicalin11s of illegal oburtim1$. There u·as 1.1 11w11cm wfto had been 111mcd
tft1ll'nji1r a11 o/lorticw ol ti 11f't11·by hospiml. She 11·1t11! home a11d shot he1:,e(f i11 //ii! 11111rus <md then
drove !,11r.•elf back 10 the bospiral. ··'
ReOecttng on bis time ttca1iog womeil before RO!!. Dr. Eugene Glick wrote that~
"{think /he image 1ha1 I relain 1w1s Iha! ofo 3 1-year-old Mexican-American woman who died of
endoro.t ic shock with her h/fsbUT1d a n(//0111· vrfive children m·(1111itl." he says. "And that scene is
i>I m.v mind and hos been in my mind e;oming back oil /ht timl?. I see the />ed. J see 1he kids <:rying
tmd J see the husband c1~vi11g. "'

Bcgf11nlng in 1970, four states repealed 1heir anij-abortion St1!llltes. In 1972, acconiing to an analysfs by
1he Gunrnachcr lnMltu1c, an estimated 50,000 women traveled more than 500 miles to obtain a legal
<ibortion io New York City.qThis already burdensome option was only available lo tbc small proporiion
of women who were able to pay for the procedure in addition to the expense of travel and lodging.
Moreover, having to travel long distances often resulted in delaying the p!'ocedure. and if a complication
occurred, the woman might alr~ady be in her home state, where ii was likely that she would receive care
!Tom a physician with no abortion experience.
An anti -choice justice like Gorsuch would return women to the days when they had to deal with
unimaginable and sometim"'s llorrilie conditioo.s 10 receive abortion care. If Roe is reversed and the states
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arc allowed to set abortion policy. twent)'-Ooe Stoles are likely 10 ban abonion almost immedintcly and
nine st.'lt~ \VOuld be baulcgrounds, effectively tu ming back t he hands of time and sending wome.n lo
those states 10 a bygone era.
The Retreat from Roe •'. Wude

The importance of the S\lpreme Court nt this time cannot be overstated. If Gorsuch is confirmcdJ the
current flood of anti-abortion bills and rcS\llting litigation would likely mea11 that numerous Supreme
Court cases would be heard by this Mil-choice judge during his llll:timc appointment, which could ba vc
devastating consequences for decades to come.

Since abortion opponents have be~u. unable 10 reverse Rue in its cotirety, they have resorted to passing
laws that chip away at the preet:(\ent - making it meaningless in many parts of the country. even with
the Supreme Court precedent in place, a woman' s ability to ucces~ abort ion care ollen depends on where
she lives and whetbcr she has the financial resources to afford che procedure in addition to the c<JSIS of
travel and lodging, sbould they be necessmy.
Since 2010. when anti-choice lawmakers took control of many stMc legislatures. abortion access has bee11
under an unpn:cedentl!ld allack. Between 20 t l ~ind 201 4, state i<1wrm1ker.; cuactlld 231 obonion
restrictions. In 2016 alono, twenty-sh<. states enacted 56 anti-choice nw~sures. In part due to the recently
enacted l11ws, at least 162 providers !lave closed n-on1 2011 to 20 1 6. 1 ~ Severa.I states cunently have just
one abonion provider.
At a time when tbe core principles of Roe v. Wade arc belhg eroded by elected officials, it is ever more
impommt tb~t the next Stipreme Coun justice be a candidate wbo will respect Supreme Court precedent
and women's access to safe, lc~al abortion care.
In Whole Woman 's Heal1h ,., He/ler~tedt, the Supreme Court issued an important decision in June 20 I 6
that protected women's access to abortion care. This case challenged the consti tutionality of HB2, a
sweeping Texa~ measure tbat impo~cd numerous restrictions on access lo abortion care, including
requiring doctors to obtain admilling privilege.-> at local hospitals no fanher than JO miles away from the
clinic, and mandating that every health care facility offering abortion care meet building speci fication~ to
becom~ ambulatory surgical centers. These requirements unfairly singled out abortfon providers a nd did
not apply to other comparable medical procedures or practices. HB2 resulted in the immediate closure of
many facilitie.-;, and could have resulted in tl1e c.losure of nearly 75 perc.em oftl1c clinics in Texas forcing some women to drive up 10 300 miles one-way to ()btain safe, legal <tbortion care.
The Supreme Court held that these restrictions were unconscitutional. As a result of the Whole Wo111,111 ".1
Heallh deci~ion, many clinics will be able lo stay open, As this case clearly demonstrates, the Supreme
Court is ~ritioal for mafntillning women's accells to abortion care.
J udge Gor5uch's Record

Planned J?gre111hood v. U1a/I: Gorsuch has demonstrated he wil l go to extraordinary lengths to reach a
result that would block women·s access to basic reproductive heahh eare 0 Jn 2015, Utah's Governor
ordered that the siate strir funding from the Planned Parenthood Association of Utnb. A panel oftbc
Tenth Circuit Court of Appeals granted a prel iminary injunction 10 block the defunding efforts: Gorsuch
took the highly unusual step of voting co rehear the three-judge pane.l' s decision, even though neither the
parties nor any j udge on the pane.I requested a rehearing and lht: time for s11ch a request had expi(ed. In
chis instance. Judge Gorst1ch was willing to ignore court custom to ensurt: that Uttih 's Gove,.oor could
e.!iminatc funding for Planned Parenthood.
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l/obbv Lobb1• "· Scbelius: Gorsuch joined the decision th~t lald the groundwork for che Supreme Coll!t's
decision in Hobby Lohb,v v. Sebelius. The Tenth Circuit held chat corporations like Hobby Lobby-a
cl'aft store chain employing more than 13,000 people - can be " persons" wi1h religious beliefs undc.r ch.:<
RcJigioos Freedom Res1ora1inn Act (RFRA) and cmpioyen; can use those religious beliefs to block
employees' insurance coverage for binh couttol.'1 Getrsuch wrote a separace concurrence with a readilJg
of RFRA that was extreme in how far it would apply the lcglslation aod in lbc u~ absoll1tc deference it
would give cl~im~ af teligious excrcisc,U more cxlreme than either the Tenth Circuit or the Supreme
Court.

lif!le Sisters ofthe Poor 11. Bul'fle.l!: In this case, Gorsuch sided with employers who challenged the
accommodation to the birth control benefit, which allows 11e11ain employers lo opt out of paying for
iru:urance coverage, but is dcsigne(! 10 cQSLtre croployees receive birth cou1rol coverage through tbeir
regular insurer,1~ Cql\lrary to the overwhchlti ng number of courts of appeo.l that ruled to uphold the
accommodation. Gorsuch joini:d a dissent 1haE argued even the accommod11tion -which si mply reqllires
filling out a fom1 lo opt out - was a substantial bunlen on rcligiou~ exercise uode,r RFRA. 1 ~

Gursucb's Writings olT the C o11rt
On personal aut onomy: In his bOQk. The Fuhm? ofAssisred Suicide and £111hutwSiC1, Gorsuch indic;ncs he
does oot believe the Constitu1ion should protect personal autonomy. The Supreme Court's decision iu
Planned Paremhood v. Casey rested in part on the plurality' s argument 1h.ai abortion is fundamentnl to

principles oJ' individual autonomy and "the right to define one's own concept of existence, of meaning. or
1hc univer.;e and of the me;ining of human Jifc.'"'6 Casey also affirmed 1hat the ConMitution protects those
decisions lhat are among "the il10st iotimate and personal choices a person may mJkc in a lifctflne.'' 17
Tnis language has been cited in numerous Coun decisions since lhen. Despi1e this legal precedent,
Gorsuc.h '1rgued in his book thJlt the result in Cosey was main ly due tos1<1re dfJl:iSis. or respect for settled
Jaw, nnd that the autonomy passage w11s "arguably inc.ssemial" i<' the decision.••
A deference to elwtcd officials: In an article for the Nmional Revie1t· Online:. Gor.;uc,h criticized ''the
Lelltt for advancing loo many constitutional lawsuits and "relying on judges and lawyer~ rather than
elected leaders and the ballol box." 19 Additionally, in the Planned Parc11tbood dcfunding "3se Herber!,
Gorsuch sugg~red he wnuld give politicians more leewny than other judges would, accusiRg the panel 's
majority of being "at odds with the comity federal courts normal ly afford 1he Srates and their elected
reprcsentatives.'·w Gorsuch's approach is especially troubling during a lime when Congress is dornlnated
by anti-abortion members, and when the Trump ndministntioo contimics to pursue an agenda tbat pushes
!he boundaries of the Consti lution. The courts are often 1he final safeguard against abuse of power.
Therefore. any nominee to the Court must be an independent check when necessary on the J>re~iden1 and
on Congress. We do not b~liev~ Gur~uch will be the independent ch~ck women imd families need ;md
deserve.
Coodusion
The nex.t Suprnme Court justice will enter the repwductive hea lth and justice debate at a cci!ical time.
Wotnen deserve access 10 safo, high-quality abortion care aod any oominee who caru1ot show with
certainly that they wfll uphold Constitut ional protections is uot fa to sit 011 the bench. A Supreme Court.
scat is a lifelong appointinent ~nd com&s with enormous power and inOuence. If Judge Gorsuch is
confitmed, tbere will be grave consequences for women's lives and health for decades tu come.
We call upon Senators to oppase t/te nom/71mfon of NeiL Gorsuch imd block his co11jlrmalio1110 llte
Svpre1i1e Coun.
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l1np~l/w,,..w,pewrcsc-ar\"h.-0rg/foe1~wuk/20 I 7/0 I/03/nbou1.-sevcn-in.~ 1e1H1mcrjca1,~-oppQsc-ovcrtum i ng,.,roe~v -\\ udc.t.
' When a;ked ~y Jal:e f•pper on CNN whether opJ)Osing abortion woul~ be a litmU$ te.<t f(lr his Svprcme Coun no1.nin<cs. Tttunp
responded "ft is.'' CNN. l>onald ·rrum1> on C'NN's Sr01corthc Union: "I'm in il co win it. .. 1will make.om counuy gl'!Jt agufo."
tJ uoe 18. W 15>. bttp:J/cnnpr«smm.blogs.cn11.com/20 I S/06/2!Vdonald-trump-on-cnns-srate-01•the-union-i111-in·it·1<1·win•il·i·

will•make-oor-co11n11)~grca1>ag;iin.I.

)Dur-in' histhinJ r1eside:ntiald~b:-tte. Trump was asked by Chris \'h11luc.1;! ··1>o you waul H'I sce1he Court o\•e11u111 Roe v. Wude?"
1

-nnd he responded 11 \\'etl. ir\V(' ptn another 1wo or pcrhap..; three ju.,.;1iccs on. that's really wha11s going co be ..... iha1 will hti:ppii:n.
And that'll happen a\llomnrically. in my opinion. bccau~e I am purling riv·lile ju&1ices on the coun. I will say this: It will go bac~
10 lhit states. nnd the st..-ii.e:s w
mth~u make a dcumnirmHon.•· Aaron Blake. 11)1?- fimd Truirtp·Clinton debate tran$Cript, annotated.
Tho Woshington 11('51!Oc1obor IQ.2016). hups://www.w:1slling1011po.1.com/nc,,s/thc-ristwpl2016/10119/thc· linoHrump-ellntoo-

<l<batc·tronscript·~ nno1a1ed/~u1m_1ern1~.1:i22094<lec65.

"Neil M. Gorsuch, The. F1~wre <ifA.t.~i.<teJ Suitidc. und l·~mha1tasia (2006) a1 7Q,
'i R1hl Mauia. t...cncr 10 !he {:,Jicur. Tras..'t~tlp o ,,(_.,,,·r.td .!fJ r-:.or8 Hefort· Nor. Rlf'HMOXt> TIMES·OISPAYG'H. Siuurday Ciry Edition~
F"b. 22. l0~3. "' A-12.
• 111ex Ronnn. The F'irst l.eg11/ ;li>ortio11 f'l'ovi1lers iell T/1fll' Storin. Nr.w YORK MMlAZl~E. Oct 13. 20 15. '1l'Oi!flble 01
h11p:llfU'l~~-com/tltecu1/lO I S/ IO!Or~t-legal·al)Onioni;1s·1<ll ·thcir-s1orie<.1t1111I.
'Jd.
• foticio R. Lcc. T/li»k To11k: Oce1nrs '"'"' Per(Dl'm•d Al>or1io11s Stfort Roe-"- Wa<k. rl<F. Nf\\' YORK T1\lr;S. Ocl. 4, 21103. a1</.
" Rachel Benson Oold. u.<«m.•from /Jefore //~.: Wiii Pa.w be i'rofogue!. GUiTll-IAC'I IE'R JNSllflJTe (Morch I, 2()(13 ),
b1tps:/A\'ww.gu1tmachcr.orgf~pr/2003/03/lcssous-roe·will·pasl·~·prolo~u1;.
•<> Meaghan Winter. Why it ·$ so /um:! to 1·1m a11 f1bot·tifm clinh.'-1lnd whJ' .tn "''-"~'' an! closing. Bt.c)()~taERG Bl!S!~ES--"\ \V£E...:
ll·'<hrnur)' 24. 20 I6). hnps://www.bloo111li<1g,con\lltarurcs/Z(l I6·aborlion·bustn<SSI.
"l'lonned ra~othood A*''" ol'Utall\ . Herbcn. ~39 f .;ld 1301 ( I01h Cir. 21) 16),
,, Hobby Lllbby Stor<:<. lnc. '" Sebelios, 723 F.3d 11J4 (10th Cir. 2013).
f! Id. 11t 11 52 (Gorsuch. J1. concurring) ("Neither ~an there~ nny l't"\hlrabJe qucs1iun thn1. the (]tttrui face: a 1subst!lJlt.ial burden'

on their ·ell'.~rtis:: of ~l igio.n"Hernp~3$1~ ilddcd).

" Little Si,lcrs of the Poor Home forihe A£cd v. Uumell. 799f'.3d015 ( 10 Cir. ~0151.
" Jd at 1316.
1•

Pla1rncd Porenlhu<>d v. c~~cy, 505 L•.S. 83J. 85 I 0991).

'~ Id.
1

' See :mpro nc,>te 4, ut 80.
'' Neil OM•u<h. J..1btn1/.> ';\' 'l"1wsri11s. N•~rtONAL RtvtEW ONLtl\/E (Feb, 7, WO:i ).

hrtp://W\V\\'.nation:.lre\licw.com/articlcf.l I 3590tfil~n.11Sttltl\\SU i£s~osc:pl1 --6.
zo Se~.s1111ra oote 1.l. at 131 1_
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Neil Gorsuch Helped Defend Disputed Bush-Era Terror Policies
BY Charl ie Savage, I ch. 15. '111;

WASH INGTON- In December 2005. Co11grc~~ handed President George W. Bush a signi ficant defeat by
tightening legal restrictions against t\'lnure in a law called the l'>e.tainee 'tr~atment An. Soon a~erward. Neil M.
Go11iuch-1he.n a top Justice Dcpan111cn1 official - sent an email IOfl White. I louse colleague iii case he
m:uded '~chc-.:ring up" •1born th~ administration's setback.
Tbc email from Judge Gorsuch, 11on1inated by Prcside111 Trump to fill the vucancy on the Supreme Court caused
by tho d..a1h of Ju~tice Antonin ScuJia, linked 10 article$ about a less-noticed provi~io11 in the act (11a1 undercut
th« rights ofOuartt'llnumo Bay dctttinccs by barring courts rrom tioaringJhcir habeas corpu~ l:1wsuiis.
~Theacfrnin iSlratlon 's victory is. not well known but its signillcance shouldn"t be understated," wn1tcJudge
Gorsud1, who had hdrcd coordinate the Justic.e Departrncn!'s work witl1 Congress on the hil l.

Thcc111ail about the cm1rt-stripping provision - \vhich the Supreme Court 13ter rejected - is nmong more thnn
150.000 pages of OuslHr-<1 Justice Depn1t111cnl and \Vhi1e Mouse documenL• involving Judge Gorsuch disclosed
by the h u111p ad111in i~tratio11 aheacl Qf his Senate ccmfirmat.ion hr;aring,s nc~( w~ck.
Judgi!' Gorsuch 's time iu the ex~u~ve branch was brief. He joined the Justice Department In June 2005 a$ the
principal deputy associate attorney general, meaning he was the t()p aide to the No. 3 official ill the dcpan111ent.
He left in Augus1 2006, when Mr. Hush appoimed him as a federal appeal• t:oort judge i~ Denver.
But thos~ 14 months were tumultuous ones ror the l311sh administration <i'llid controversies owr det.ainee
abuses. mili1ary commissions. w"rranlkss surveillance and iL~ broad claims of cxecuth•e pol\ er. Judge
Gorsuch's job pur hiro at lhe center ofbolh lilignLion •~d negoti:ttions wi'tb Congress over log,islation ~bout such
topics.

RefC'.rcnccs to those efforts may offer dues to .Judge Gorsuch' s approach to U1e son of national·sf'Curity und
CNC<mlivc polVer isSIJes 1hn1 r.m:ly come bcfo•"I! his appe~ ls court but can be cmcittl at the Supreme Cout'L
In November 2005. for example, Judge Gorsuch vlsited Guantannmo for a briefing and tour. Afterward. he
wrote a note 10 1hc prison operation coilllnandcr. offc<ing a gl0\vi11g rcvie,v.

·•1 Was extraordinarily impressed." Jndgc Gorsuch wro.tc. "You and your colleagues Jrnve developed standards
and imposed a dcgrc.e of p(Qfcssiona Iism !hat the nntion oon be proud of, and bei11g able lo see lirsl hand all thut

)Ou have managed lo accomplish with such aditlicull and se11sitivemi$sion 111akcs my job ofhclping explain
and de fend it before the courts all the casiel'...
During !he n~g.01ia1ions willi Congress over the Detainee Treatment Act, Judge. Gorsuch hcl,ped persuade
lawmakers to weak.en a provision that penn itted a civil ian appe:tls coun to review decisions by military
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u'iburials. The origlhal drati lei jt1Jgcs s~h1tini7.e whether a tribunal had "applied the coired standards." but the
revised 011e only let them look to see wheth.er the trib1tnal had appli~d standards set by the f'c!ntagon.
The change, ''in response to our concerns." Judgo Gorsuchwrote, "r~'tluoes signilic:u1tly the 1wlcmti~l for
judicial creativity."
lh June 2006, the Supreme C'oun Issued a landmark nillng tha! not only struck down the admintstmtion·~
milil'ary commissions system, b11talsl1 implicJ that llfficials involved in ab<1slve interrogations l)light be
vulnernblc m pN~ecution for war crimes. Judge Gorsuch helped draft a proposal for legislation that would
address both mattors. the filt:S show, :1lthough he lcfi before the eventuul bill, the Military C'umrnissio11s Act.
was enacted.
He was also part of teams that helped draft speeches on national security for /\ttomcy General Alberto R.
Oo11zales and an op-ed published by USA Today, under his su1:.ervisor"s byline. deJ.:nding rrcsident Bush's
w11mmtlcss surveillance program nnd his u:<e of a signing st:1\ementro claim a rigl>l 10 bypass the Oetainee
Treatmenl Act's provision hanning torture.
And. in his role overseeing1he depanment's Civil Division. Judge Gorsu<'h handled all "terror litigation" for his
nffic". an tmail from 11 colleagu~ said. Such nalionul security cases included the gllvern111enl's defense ~gainst a
lawst1lt seeking disclosure of photographs or dctnin(-e abuse.< ~Iler th.: Abu Ghmit> scandal. ha wrote inn
description of his work fora performance review.
'l11cy al~o included a lawsLlit by:. German man. Khaled el~Masr\. against lhc fnrmer C. l.A. director and
companies suspecled of being involved in the agency's so-called e.<troordin•ry reudition nights. The plaintiff
said t he agency had abducted him, beaten him ancJ laken him to a "bl~ck sit"" prison in Afghani~tan, :iml lhen
kl him go ~flcr reali1.ing il 'Vl!S a case of mist;1kco idon!ity, B11t ll1" Rush administralion argued th1111hc c11~0
must be dismissed fesr it endanger "'stnle Se\lrc!s."
When the district c.ourtjudgc ovcr~ceing the rendition lawsuit agrcc<l to dismiss it. l)nviJ /\ddingtoo. the
counsd to Vice l'residenl Dick Cheney. sent o eongratul~tory email to his.fon'ner d~puty. Courtney Simmons
Elwood. who hnd since become a coonselor lo Mr. Gonzales.

Ms. Elwood- who is now Prcsidenl frump's 11ominee to!)., C.LA. general counsel - forwarded It toJudg~
Gorsuch and a t'tow other lor o!licials <'>1 the team handling th" .,.~sc.
'"YourdepartmentdiJ ;l grestjob with .. the C.l.A. c:ise "in prot<c:.t:ing the ability ufthe 1J1stitutio11 oftlte
presidency to proteel die American r•eople under the Constitution in the wur on terror,'' Mr. Addington wrote.
··Well done.'·
But while Judge Gorsuch s1:.ent those 14 mc101hs immersed in e1<ccutive power and n11tional security disputes
from the Bush ndnrinisrrstion's perspective. his own cominenis in the documents mr<:ly sounded overtly
ideol,igi~'lll not~ like 1\,lr. i\ddinglon·s.
r cter Keisler, who \\lorked with Judge Gorsuch on scvcml ~itch m~uernas the head of the C'fvi l 0\vision at the
time, <.tJSuCd that his role during that period should be understood as represcnci11g a client: He holp~d shape
~rguments and litigation sarategy, but nnl th" ullderlying natiunal security p61icy decisions which µhad already
been made.''
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" fhc emails just re ncct the fncl that he was gratified when the depanment would win and disappointed whe11 it
would lose, which is not surprising b<:cau5c these '"~re c<iscs ht \vas working on as Im annmcy for the
government ~nd advancing it~ posilinnJ;," Mr. Keisler said.
1'he 11lcs have not yet been systematically examined, and Democrats on the Senate Judiciary Committee have
coll)plaincd 1h~t they appear tt> be incomplete. Senator Dianne Fl.\insrcin of Ctllifpmia, the panel's rooking
Oemocrnt, sent a letter to Judge Gom1ch this week ~•)•ing that the c<lmmitfce needs additional documents by 5
p.m . ..in Thursday.
Fur eJ<ampl<\. her lct1cr m>kd. one document in rhe trnnchc indicated that Judge C.orsuch made a "proix1sal for a
seminar on torture policy" to the Council on Foreign Relations. ln1nh" proposal itsclf wa-; not incluMd in the.
documents givc1t to the co'"minec.

"Please pnwtde to the commitrce any mat.erials related to11ny 1nvolvc111ent )'t'll had in tlte issue of torture
(including ~callcJ ·enhanced interrogation techniques' ). including chis proposal." she wrote.
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Newly Public Emails Hint at Gorsuch 's View of Presidential Power
OY Charlie Savage, ~h1r.

I~-

co 1•

W~shington - In December 2005. when C1mgtcss enacted the Detainee rrcatmcnt Acr. tigh1ening resh·ictions
against torture but barring lawwits b) Guonlanamo detainees. Neil Gornuch stood at the center of lhe internal
dch•~ about whether President Busl\ should issue a signing statement ab<lut the bill.

Judge Gorsuch. whose Supreme Court confim1ution hctlring i_s set to st•lli un Monday, was !hen a senior official
in the Justice Oepamnent. Me pushed strongly for a signing stntement- in pru1. he wrote i~ an email, because
ti could make clear th~ Bush administmtion·s view that the new tol'!ure bun was "hest read as css<·niially
codifying ~xistihg intcrrogotion policies."
Art email chain about the development of Mr. Bu.~h's evenrual signing statement. which at1r"e1etl critics beci1os.:
it also claimed o right to byp~s• thi:> 1orturc ban under ltls 1>nwors as commander in chief. was among more1han
100 pages (lfcmails and documents from Judge Gorsuch'~ 20\15 -2006 tenure a1 the Justice Department tho1 1hc
Trump adm inistratf(Jll provided to ihe Sonatc lnte on Friday.
The executive bmnch had previously \\lithhcld those pages from nc,arly 175.000 documents it pro,idcd to
Congress because it considered them covered by a prlvllege for confidential internal deliberations. But it waived
that privilege after Senator Dianne Fcinmin of Cilliforrtia. the top Democrat on the Senate Judiciary
Committee.. rcquc.stcd their disclosure. Previous disclosures showed that Judge Go.rsuch helped lo defend • nd
3d\'nncc the Bush administration 's positions related to 0 uant8n;iruo detainees. mi litary commissions aod oth~r
polky disputes arising in the war 0111ermris1n, al\fiough LllCl~C policies h11d been set by o1hers.

That same caveat appli~s to the newly ~vail~blc documents. Still, the)' could provide funher clues to .Judg_e
Gorsuch's approach to de lining th<' scope and limits of a president's powc:r in national-security matters.
Disputes about the legality of Bush-era interrogation and surveillance pol icies arose in December 2005. and
each came 10 involve Judge Gorsuch. Flr~L Congress enaotcd the Detainee Treatment Act. Most ot' the anention
given co !he legislution focused on irs creation ofa new law. chnmpionod by SenatQr .John McCain. Republloan
of Aiimnn. that barred officials from inflicting cruel. inhulT\a11 or \legn1ding treatment on detainees anywhere ih
the world.
The Uush ndministration, which was running u tonure program for terrorism ~usrects in overseas C. LA. "black
site:· prisons, opposed Mr. McCain's ~Jforts.At the same rime, Judge Gorsuch was working with Senator
Lindsey Graham, Republican of Sooth Carolina, to include an amendment culling off Guantanamo detainc.:s·
access to d1c couns, which tlw administJ;atioo supported. Both the tonure ban nnd the coun,'ilripping
componcit\S mad~ it into the final bill. s~Uing up the intenrnl debate 3bout whether to have Mt. Bush i·ssue n
signing st11tcmcm, an offinial document laying out a president's lmdcrstanding of a bill as he signs ii into low_
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!Lidge Gur.<uch iltt!ued for a signing statement for sevcrnl t-e•isons, including that such a statement would help
advance the view that the COLlfl-stripping measure applied to <:.isling fuwsuits and not just to futUre ones -<t
view ihc Supreme Court fa1e1· rejected - and that it could set the st:lgc for inlcrpreling the torture b 110 in a
limited way.
Although his cmafl did i1ot mention it, the context was that earlier in 2005, the Justice Dcpamnent's Onice of
Legal Counsel. in a then-secreLmemo, had already concllldcd that C.l.A. interrogation tactics like
wu1erboardi1,g and sleep depl'ivation d id not amount to cmef, inhurmm or degrading treatment. Jud{!e Gorsuch
wrol~ lh11I issuing 3 sl3tcmo11l "would help ir1ocolale against the potential nf havi11g the administratiCln critic ized
sometime in the future for not mnking $Ufii.:ieoc changes in interrogation pol·i~'Y 'in ligJ1t of the McC3io portion
of the amendment:'
lmponantly, 1he ema il cha.in also shows that lhe most disputed part of Mr. Bush·s signi11g statement - 3 line
that implied the president could bypa!<s the new $ta lutc w1der his purported co11~ti1ulional powers - w;is drafted
not by Judge Gorsuch b111 by O~vid Addington. t!1c c11unsc l to Vice Pr~sid~nl Dick Cheney.
Another controversy that broke out in Dec.:mt>er1005 s1cmmed from the revelation that Mr. Rush hnd
autbo1·ize(l the National Security Agency to wiretap Americans' international phone calls and ~moil s without
warranL', de$pite a 1978 law Ihat requi red wa11"811l,. The Bush admiuistr8\ion argued that iL• program was legal
in pan because tl111 prcsitlenl had inherent jl()W<r io conduct warramlcss survdlance for national StJcurity.
Critics ~pondt'<I that even if lhe president may do something in th~ abscnc,· of u legal limit. it docs not
neccssarily follow that he <:an strn du ft after a law forbids it.
lri Mnrch 2006, Judge Gorsuch helped to draii a stMemcntfoc Allorncy GenC111I Alhena Gonzales sta hearinl!,
about the program. An initial droft said the president wielded "inherent" powers lo conduct warrantless
surveillance in wartime that "cannot be diminished or legislated away.''
But. the internal emails show. Paul Clement. the solicitor general at the 1lme, objected that the suggcstfon
Congrcs~ cannot encroach upon how presidents cohducl surveillance was unconvincing, so Jttdgc Gorsuch 100~
1ha1 line 0111.
Still. in a11email distributing !he revised draft JtJdse Gorsuch made clear thlll he did not cndurse either view. "I
am but 1he scrivener louki11g for languag< that mighl plc~sc everybody," be wrolt\ '·a11d I have b'i~d 1o
accomplish that in the 111t..1ched li1test droft:·
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Neil Gorsuch Has Web of Ties to Secretive Billionaire
BY Charlie Savage and Juli• Turkewitir,

\l~r.

11. cll l 1

W/\SlllNGTON - The publicity-shy bill ionaire Philip F. Anschutz inherited nn oil and gas firm and b~ i l t it
into an empire tharhas sprawk(l into tekcommunica1io11s. railronus. real estate. rl'SOrL<. sp(•r1 s teams. stadiums.
movies and oonservalive publicatiMs like TI1e Weekly Standard a11d The Washingwn Ex;1mi11cr.
Mr. /\11schu!L\ ir1nuence is ~.<peciall y folt in his home state ol'Colorado. where ye".rs,1go Judge ~eil M.
Gorsuch, a f)~nver native. the sor1 ofa \WU-known Coli>rnJo Rcpublicnn and now President Trump's nominee
lbr the S4nrcmc Court, wns drown ir110 his orbll.
A~ 11lawyer ma Washington law linn rn the early 2000s, Judge Gorsuch represented Mr. Anschutz. his
comr iintes and lo"'er-rnnktng business executives as an ou1side counsel. Jn 20-06. Mr. Anschuu. succcs_(fully
lobbied Colorado's lone Repuhlic1111 sen~ior and ihe Bush admi11is1ra1ion 10 nmn inalc Jodgc Gorsuch to the
le-Oeral appeals court. And since joining the.coon . .fudge Gorsuch has Ileen a semiregular speakor aLthe nwgul's
annual dove-h,tm ing retreats for !he wealthy and P"lilically prom inent at his 60-squart-mile Esgles Nest Ranch,

·'TI1ey say a eountry·s prosperity depends cm three thing.~: sound money. privnte property and 1he i'l.Jk ofla1v,~
Judge Gorsuch said at the 10 I0 retreat. according to his Speak~r notes from that year. "This crowd hardly ne"'-1~
to heat fro111 me about 1hc tirst twl' of the problems. we foe< on those scores."
Wi1h tile Senate Judiciary Cnmm inee set to take up Judge Gorsuch ·s nomination next week. Domocr11ts have
based much of their crilici$m of him on the argument that his j udicia l and ('Conomic phi lpsophy unduly favors
corporations 011d the wealthy. B11t his relationship with Mr. AnschutH 77. wht1scforlune i> cstimat~d by Forbes
to be $1'2.6 billion. has receh•ed scant artentio11.
The Federa list Society and che Heriiage foundation, which developed the list orpotemial Suprem~ Court
nominees from whi,· li Mr. Trump selected Judge Gorsuch. receive funding from Mr, Anschut7.. llut it is not
dear how well the two know each olh<r. in pu11 bt•causc the mogul :ind those around l1im keep a low prt>filc.

When a re-porter calle(J Mf. Anschmz· s company and asked for a press o-rlkcr, a "<unan who answered ~aid.
"We do not re.~p<ind to modi• reques1s." St>c hung up when aske<l her' name.

But he has connection:> with nthcrs who work 'A-lth the Colorad() billionaire. J'Qr nearfy a dozen years. Judge
Gorsuc:h l'las bc~n p;irtncr!l in a limited-liabilily company wich two of Mr. Anschut;(s top li~utenJnts. TogcthC'r.
the) own a 40-acrc prorcrty on 1he Colorado River· in the mountains nonhw.,~t <>f Denver. where they built a
vacation J1ome 1ogcthcr.
Judg~ Gorsuch began representing: Mr. Anschutz and his compaaics when he was workinz for the Washington
la\\ firm then known as Kellogg l luber. Mark. I lanscn, a senior panner at the linn. said he assigned the future
judge. lhcn a junior partner, to heir on various case~ invulving the Anschutz Company ''both oeoausc ot' his
skills and.experience and because he '13,d e~prcssed to 111c an intere-stin getting Involved in th ings r~lnti11g to his
home state:·
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A 2004 case was typical. /I teacher.< retirement fund that owned shares in the Regal Entcrtninrnent tl1e:1kr
chitin sued over its decision to issue a debt-linnnccd dfv-idend that would permit Mr. Anschutz. Who owned 58
percent of the company, to extract $]68 million. The plaintiffs said this amounted to self-den ling.
Judge Gorsuch hLilp~ win a ruling in Re.gal's f(tvor by arguing th~t ii could handle the.extra debt. telling a
judge, ''This company is what some ;malysts call a cash cow."
Another set 1)f shareholder lawsuits in which Mr. Oorsucl) rcprcscni"d Mr. Anschutz involved Qwest
Communications International. whose stock price hod collapsed amid an accounting fraud scundnl <1ficr Mr.
Anschutz, a Qwes1 board member. had sold off a large stake. Mr. Hansen said a .iu•lge dismis.~ed Mr. An;ohurz
frt1tn lhe e<J$e, although Qwest paiJ a settlement.
II> 2005, Judge Gor;uch ldl private rrac1icc to work at the Justice .Depa1tmenl. But soon al1en,arcl. a seat on th~
federal appeals eou11 in Denver bccum~ v~can1. and Mr. Anschutz suught 10 secure it for him .
In Jammry 2006. a top lawyer for Mr. Anschutz sent a lettenin the billionaire"s b~halfto Pr11sid.,ntGcorg~ w.
Bush's White House counsel. Harrier ii. Miers. suggcstillg thal he nom inate Judg~ Gorsuch. The letter said Mr.
Anschutz had spokon Lo Colorndo· s only Rc.pu\'>lican senator at the time. Wayne Allard. about his ide~.
"'I have had the plea~1re of knowing Mr. Gorsuch for severa l yc;irs, M ,.,,e workcJ closely t11gc11\cr on several
Cllmpll!X !CdcraJ c3scs." wrote ~le lawyor. J3rucc Black. who is now 1he cxecu1 ive vice prtsidenl ond general
liounscl of the /\nschu.17: Ct>mp;U1y, " I have found Mr. Gorsuch to bl: an exc~pl iom1 lly talcnlcd lawyer."

When he MIS named t<> 1h... :1ppeal< court, Judge Gorsuch sought to recuse himself front numerous Anschutzreh11cd case.s "bec•usc my fonnercl ie11t" wus invo lved, decor.Jing, to a list he s11bmi11<!<1 to the Scoate.
h> 2007 he did pitrticip<1tc in a C<ISI.' involv ing" iirtl1 that h~d merged with Q)ves1. The <lisabili1y fund of the old
finn. nm Qwest. wa~ named as the ddendont, althClug,h the opinion. written by another judge. noted the old fi1111
wus "now Qwe,;1:·
Li7.: Johnson. .a spokeswoman for Judge. Gorsuch, portrayed his particip~lion i11 thn1Anschutz..Iinked case as
inadvertent, explaining that he did not include the old ti rm· ~ n.amc- inn recusal, lis1 he tiled with the court clc·rk
becsuse "it did not oxist as an indepcndont compnny · -.hen ho. became o judge.
Steven l,ubet aNorthwestem University li!w professor who has wriu1m aboutjudfoial eth ics and re~usals. said
th~t so long ns Judge Gorsuch disquslilics hin>self 011 ii case-by-case basis fn>rn Supreme Coun cases that are
too im•olved with Mr. Anschu1~·s interest~, his tics lo !he billionaire should not bea probkm.
But !he .rudge appc.ars In ne leavil\\: the do-Or opch to pa11idpat1ng mAnscl\1112-re.lated c.ascs on the Supreme
Co1tn.

Ms. Johnson said l1is recusal practices at the appeals court wcm further 1ha11 whal is required on the Supreme
Court. The Sopreme Co11rt's proccdlire ls that individual justicc.~ decidc for thcmselws wh~thcr any particular
case meets a vngue~tnndard for recusal set by a 1974 statute. It dC>es not address whether cnses involving
former clients raise an improper appeMancc cif a conflict ofintcrest.

James Sample, a Hofstra University law profess()r who has stu\liell Supreme Court recusals, ~nid, ''It's very
1'<!asona'blc to ask.a Supreme Court nominee for a more r,horou.gh answer" about how he will weigh such
dcl:i~ions, especi~11y since "il st:ems ~s thN1gh th~re is a kind of continuous relationship -this is noljust a pnSl.
client."
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On<: of the AnscholLcxecutiws Judge<.Jors11ch repr~scntcd in a Qwcsi lawsuit w;;s C~nnon Ht1rwy.1he head of
the venture capital inwstment amtof Mr. Anschutz' s empire. In 1005. a company calle<l 1he W~•lden Group
fifed paperwQrk with the Cole>radQ secrclllry of state that listed Mr. Harwy as the company's re&iskroo 11gcnt,
but did not d isclose ony other panners· ideniilies.
But when he was nominated for the appeals court, Judge Gorsuch disclosed In his Senat<> questionnaire that he
was a p11rtner. roo. 1' h< Walden Group Mltacted lhtk attention unti l his nomination 10 rhe Suprc:me Courc, when
Mnc.rican Bridge. a liberal research group. identftied public r1:cords abo\li i ~thal li1'1kcd Judge Gorsuch to M<.

Harvey.
Days afte r its fonnation. the Wa lden Group purch~s•:d a 40-acro property along the Colorado River's
headwater.; in the mounll<ins 11on l1Wt'Sl of Denver. The grN•p then built a 2.923-square·foot lt'g houS\! there
ovcrlooking •'thc quiet seclusfon l"f rhc private tishery." i1rduding both sides c>f :?.,000 feet of t.llc river.
according ro n reul CS\atc listf11g.
Ms. Johnson soid the Walden Group has rhrcc rartncrs: Judge Gors11ch. Mr. Harvey and Kc~in Conwick. The
j udge befriended Mr. Harvey while representing Anschutz companies, and Mr. Conwick wss a friend of the
j udge's lnrc fatJ1er. a Denver lawyer. shc said.
Mr. Conwick is also another important member of Mr. Anscl1utz's network. His l~w firm profile focuses on his
work !hrough !he years as rhc billio11~iro's counsel in <;lea ls \o \>uy spo[ls teams 11nd dovclop sl<1dium and
entenainmem d istrict rro.i•Cl$. like the Srnples Crnter in li;>S Angeles.

Ms. Johnson said Judge Gorsuch contributed $360.000 lo the Walden Group. giving hiin a 20 perccm stake: Mr.
Huryey and Mr. Conwick each own 40 percenl. She said rhe pa1111crs divide the time when euch has a right to
vncation on the river property, as well as raxc,.~ and utilities-, based on their resp<."ctive shnrts.
AIt hough thej udge's stako is sma 1lcr than his pnrtncrs ·, «Ollnry rornrds d ircct correspondence obout the
()l\1perty to him nl rhc fc<Jernl cQurtlK>use in Denver.
A longtime friend of Judge Gorsuch's "1mrn Ms, Johnson made available lo discuss the propc11y said the
partnership had its origin years ago. when Judge Gorsuch· s i1ither and a dozen friend~ - including Mr.
Conwick- bought all •djo i11iug property io be a 1imesharc rhcy c~llt.'<l ifle Walden \follow Pishi11g Club. When
rhe40-acrc propcirty b<'csrne av~ilnhlc. (hej11dge pc1·suuded Mr. ttarvlly and Mr. Conwlck to partiler whh him t<l
buy it for a s imilar tim<Share, lh• friend " 'id.
Mr. Comvick and Mr. llitrvey declined to discuss the partnership. but since 2015, the Walden Group has been
trying to se ll the prope1ty, and 11'w neighb<lf~ know wh" owns ir,

"They· re vcryprotectivc oflheir fishing;' said Dawn Murphy, 46, who said she 'VII~ Qn<:of only a fe,y yearround rcsidems nearhy.

But down rhc gravel road from Ms. Murphy's cabin. a man oucside<1 r3nch house identified himself us the river

propercy's carctakc•r.
'Tm one of n>ayoo hnlf a dozen people in tl1is va lley who knuw of Nei l Gorsuch;' he said.
Then, emphasizing that hews;; ;i

lbnn~r

h1w ~11forccmenl onlcla l. he ask.ed a reporter to leave.
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C11,.rccliow Mt1ri:li I(>, 10J 7
ne('Cfltse ~fon edirinKNror. an ~urh'er re1:~ion l!frliis 1tt1ic/e mistharac1erized 1/w origin o.f./111/gc 1~eil M.
(inr.w eh ·s par111ership 11•i1h rwo other men l<l buy <l 40-a<:"re p1·npt!rfy• .fuflge Gorsuch pro1>0.ved Ille

1wrmrtemen1. 1101 his.fother.
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Feb l3 2008-

FLOOR STATEMENT OF SENATOR
JOHN McCAIN ON CIA
INTERROGATIONS AND ARMY FIELD
MANUAL
Mr, President. I Clppose passage of 11ic intelligence authorization cC1nterencc repo1t in its current
form.

During conference proceedings. conferees voted by n narrow margin to include a provision that
would apply lhe Army Pield Manunl to the interrogation activities of the Central Intelligence
Agency. The sponsors of that provision have slaced that lheir goal is to ensure that detainees
under American control arc not su~ject to torture. I strongly share this goal. and believe lhal only
by ensuring that the United States adheres to our internaliOnlll obligations and our deepest values
can we maintain the moral credibility that is our greatest 11$Set in the war on te1Tor.

Th!\t is why l fought for passage of the Detainee Treatment /\er, OTA. \\lhich applied the Am1y
Field Manual on interrogation to all military detainees and barred cruol. inhumane and degrading
treatment of any detninee he ld by any agency. In 2006, I 1n$isted that the Military Commissions
Act, MCA, preserve the undi luted protections of Common Article 3 of the Geneva Convuntions
for our personnel in the field. And r have expressed repeatedly my view that the controversial
technique known as " waterboarding" constitutes noth ing less than illegal torture.

Throughout these debates. I have said that it was not my intent to eliminate. the CIA interrogation
program, but rather to ensure that the techniques it employs are humane and do not include such
extreme techniques as watcrbonrding. I said on the Senace floor during the debate over the
Military Commissions Act, .. Let me ~late this flatly: it w-0s never our purpose to prevent the CIA
from detaJoing and int.erro~ating terrorists. On the contrary. it is important lo the war on terror
that the CIA have the ability to do so. At the same thnc. the CfA's interrogation program has 10
abide by the rules. including the standards of the Detainee Treatment Act." This remains rny
viewt.oday.
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When. in 2005. the Congress voled to apply the field manual to lhe OeparcmentofDel'ense. it
deliberately excluded the CIA. The field manual, a public document written for mil itary use. is
not always directly translatable to use by intelligence onlcers. In view of !his. the legislation
ullowed the CIA tn retain thec:.apacity In employ alternative interrogati on techniques. l would
emphasize 1hat the DTA permits the CIA to use different tcchniq11cs than the military employs
but that it is not imended w pem1i t the CIA to usc unduly coercive tcchniques --indeed. the same
act prohibits the use of imy cruel, inhumane, or degrading treatment

Similarly. as I stated after passage of the Military Commissions Act in 2006, nothing c-011tained
in that bill wotild require tht closure of the CIA's detainee program: the only requirement was
that any such program be in accordanc~ with law and our treaty obllga1ions, including Geneva
Common A11icle 3.

The confere1we report would go beyond any orthe recent laws that l j ust mentioned--laws that
were cx1ensively debated and considcred--by bringing the CIA under the Anny Field Manual.
extinguishing thereby the abil ity of that agency lo employ any interrogation technique beyond
those publicly listed and formulated for nli lftary use. I ca nnot support such a step becau~e l have
not been convinced that the Congress erred by deliberately excluding the CIA. I believe that our
energies are better directed at ensuring that all techniques, whether used by the military or the
CIA. are in full compliance with our international obligatinns and in accordance with our deepest
va lues. What we need is not to tie the CIA to the Army fo ield Manual but rather to have a go()d
faith interpre1ation of' the $tatutes that guide what is permissible in the C'IA program_

This necessarily brings us to the question of waterboarding. Administration officials hnve stated
in recent days thal thf.s technique is no longer in use. but they have declined to say that ii is
illegal under current law. I believe that it is clearly Jllegal and Iha! we should publicly recognize
this fact.

In assessing the legality of waterboarding. the administration has chosen to apply a "shocks tJ1e
conscience" analysis to its interprcwtion of the OT A. I stated during the passuge of that law that
a fair reading of the prohibition on cruel. inhumane. and degrading treatment outlaws
watcrb(larding and other extrc~me techniques. It is, or should be. beyond dispute that
watcrboardirtg "shocks the conscience."

It is also incontestable that waterboarding is outlawed by the Military Commissions Ac.t. and it
was the clear intent of Congress to prohibit the practice. The MCA enumerates grave breaches of
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Common ArtTcle 3 of the Geneva Conventions that constitute offenses under 1he War Crimes
Act. Among the$e is an explicit prohibition on acts that inflict "serious and non-transitol'y

mental lumn," which the MCA states " need not be prolonged." Staging a mock execution by
inducing the rnisperception of drowning is a clear violtition oflhis standard. Indeed, during the
negotiations. we were personally assured by administrntion officials thatthis language, which
app lies to 1111 ugencies of the U.S. Ge1vernmeni, prohibited waterhoarding.

It is unfortunate that the reluctance of officials to stand hy this scraightforw·.ird conclusion has
produced in the Congress such frustration that we arc today debating whether to :ipp!y a military
field manual Lo nonmilitary intelligence ac.tivities. h wou ld be far better. I bc?"lieve. for the
administration to state forthrightly what is clear in current law--that anyo111: who engages in
waterboarding, 011 behalf of any U.S. Government agency. put~ himself ar risk of criminal
prosc.cutioo and civil liability.

We have come a long way in the fight against violelll extremists, and the road to victory will be
tonger stfll, I support a robust offensive LO wa!!e and prevail in this struggle. But as we confront
those commlctcd 10 our destruction. it is vital triar we never forget that we are, lirst and foremost.
Americans. The laws and values that have built our Nation are a source of strength, not
weakness, und we wi ll win the war on terror not in spite of devotion to our cherished values blll
became we have hl'ld fast to them.

I yield the floor.
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Worried about the separation of powers? 111en confirm Judge Gorsuch
U.itt11 i1 llK'- .<t'ttf••,. ,. ..ttt1f1t1rfJ/~l~r S.lliUC! .l11<1in'arJt 01w11tiU.~
I~~~ wl'd; ~~~it"'!' I 0oaJ.l(l 1'nm,11 11m11iii~1ol Jud•C" N\-11 (ic.M~\ldl to n-platf' ,fir.tit"\• .\tllufthi Sr.alb <>n tbl"" U.S. SUpl'\'Pi.t U:turt.. .1\llltt> C'..:i~ud1 i~ an
idol! d1un~ t~1 fill Utl• M.;1t; fie'"'"' lmpm.;11111: m'l1\'tltl11l.t. Jnd 1t 1~d"-·lc.1tc i\\'Onl un (b(' bentb dt.'IUOOs1mti11g J k<.'1.'11 un&'n'.b1>Wns uflbot \"°I'"
n)k "' .11 J11dgr~ c;;'\'ll tbr i11aca~h~dy ~11toui1,..,, wt\llt' of tb" roulhtn.;itluti fltN,'.dJ!. (11$ tui ''ltl~~e 1)1.;11 u10t11y lh"ll1lJCl'2ls ""'! l>ln'tCbfni t~ flnJ
Ufllalntt ob}i'dinoshh~ i.bnlS .lui.:IJ,1.• ~b 1 n1• m;iUts ft~,. ri1ll"'4lu11.... h'I 111" cnm.':hl polhic:11l l·1uimnn•11l'IU, lbcy' h.11~· foo~ 1nucb I'll 1hclr 1..'ritidJ11)
cm o.or p~rnku~r1,y •1tuionl ar:t1111ieot: !heir <'b.im th:at J1,1.tli« Go~,..;lt wt.W<I n#t K'f'\'t o 10• h1dcr~·nd.~1t thf'('k ua th;: cxtcUthY bniutb+
forh~td)'. w.·<- do 11u1 ~,.,~I-Cl ~~<wbl.J: 11bout h"t)w .11l,tk't Gor1f.ud1 hvul{l ~file tbt!f-C" l;l11tls "'1 '"~ .li!il~e (jm-.utb h:u co11s41~1fy 0.,,1:11J~t~lt'll in
hlsjDdit'i.111 01 J1H1 im1i.:c iltl!l 1•tJ1rr\\.riliA1tttlrnl hvdc;:<(j'llywhld' t11cc11ucirudonal J4.1i;in1Uun Ul J"fl'l'l.<r.< bl-1\o'f'n 111~ tfun·l~nC'h~•1(tbc (\'\lem)
lbWWfthk'flL l11d$.e Got'S:l.K'h Ulldcn.l11.1ul..- lhat tbC' l"'"QOftillllioo sh1'5 C".lth hr.t!Kh db.thu:t rr•kf; l 'o)Of.~ ·~l\J~.... tlu: laYQ, \be Protltkm fllfW'l"S thO'IC
la.,.;"• i1ntl lltt M\S'ts !ftlcrJirt'l llH>.<:l' b.w. s 11od 1ht< C'unstib.1tfon. lfht brat1ch".s m•)' 'flci uo1~· accvnlinJI. tn Ille row~ 1h0 nm\Ctilntk»n granl£ tbr:m. w.111\
tb~ n!mllolrit pou'M llDd rit,hli l'Chi."1\Ul h' \he stat"OS and, ul1im,,1dy. w Ille rt"'rlc.

Whll Mprt:t tu Ill(! po-.rcr o( d1t- atttm\(' br:tuch. Judge Gimltarb boi.s 11 sb\iag l'\-"Wltl uf ni.ning ln unlawfoJ on:ntacb. fffl' (Ml.11tn'C!, ill b'•ttitrN'~
ltro1tdn t•+ tw1~1t. Utt' AltorneyGt-oml bad 3Uen1r•\M tu ;11Jllllyi. 11cw fl&cl'lt',)' ndt' ft'ft\)Al'th\iy1o pn1.hiblt -a tu.mridt.t:11 from l't\~l'.hinK nfo·runJl!.r
IC'dlt~1 hn1t1\gnllon 1:1 ..-. '''rilinJt. fdr the U.S. l),.1'11 ur Af)P\'tlli for thf' 101b O:rmll Jt~c lronouclt cot1dl.MIN lhatst1th acri~ tx\~-d 1bc 6ffit1h~5'
l)o)W•'!l' ~t \:llf<.ttt'~ the l.tw. In :1$\"p;lrnti'01)illil'1.1, Ill! w~ul nm: ~h·p fu11hl'f aod l!\llft:S$L-d Mon·n1s 1tl11.,_.1 h1.m jt11,lgL'-1n.1Je- d01·trhH"il Urn.I t'«aulro jtidifb.l
dcfo~N.i 1(,1 (~~JI Ag,t•nt) ""'°tlch1)l;-t11mK'f)', t'hi:t1rolf di.{l.-'ftll(.'t' 11.nd ll:t vnl,11.Ml)'-·,'t,i·nlt CK('(:~lli\'\" btlt\.-.1bCr.lc:i~ ~ ~1"'11 11°"'' b.._gf! lllMlllt" uf c:l.'lrt
j~lid11l t1nd IC!(~h.~r poW~'f auJ 1·on ~'<'9:1 1l~10:: (00~~1 lio'":r- i" .n ~It\' tb:111~f'\'11ts111(1~ 'h;in .1 llnl<" difrtt\•h 111 s.c11..at'{' With

thf! l'onstitutiun vf tltr
l'r.in11._'f1f dt~ij\o . · J 11d~C': f'.ic>r,t;n;.ch 1b1-n ~"tl..-d !<1 pru\ilk>1 t\?.1l..1'!1k n. 1>1111nati~n ul 111" P'f"l(ICS'KJ"'nli1+n of l)\1Wf'l'$ ll('l1,bcn tbt< fhnt lm1och~.
to!Klll(1ill£ 111'\t "[ih WU tu 1mNd d.tt1i('l't> 111.:t' lftf.'8(', <b•IJC"r$ lbC! fOU:U\k~ b;14 ~l\IJ.i''' ~nil <Gl'l"O ""llll:\-J (11 tlttoir UWll tiUl(', th~• •hi!)' JIW'lfl.k.'d th~
~:a~r-.ltim.l ,,fpo'l't:r':'. A ,11,C.)\'-'nlllh.'C I 11fl1itf~t'l.l pow-eni. lh{')' ku£"W-, )$ill go\\'mmtnl fcu ,~,.,,.ibl c 11r1m-.dinx 1111:: libcnjN ofthe (11..'l..lplc.·

!l.!llr i.11 Judy_t:omieb ~ $\lp(111ffM" "rfOOt·t'.11 joil_gC§ wbo g11 bt'-on1I thdr ,,msrinltinn•l tol<' iA illl('C'}Mrting lbt Jaw. ,\.\.,!bl.lg~ G:,l!"ucb bu tloqtUdy
1-t)Mail'lcJ, "j~\·~ ~hi'\"ld be i11 thr bit!,l nno!I' qr1kel.irii1$ 'l\l1o11 the l~w iw 1dfuJ; llw lr.'lltltional tiM)l:t. ''' in~-t.ili(>fl , r.11bw lba11 siruaoUGr.lnJt lh~ lawu · d1('y mlabl w($h II Cil bl: io •itb\ at l.b\"irQwo pri4itkal \ {c:'\'<,., .alwa~\' wit1' ;111 t')~ vn 1licouh:1.111:i1', ud f'!l.r.llitl.'d p.TiHJ7$ in ronie BC"nlb~mito
t-aln1btimi "' (llr.!Mlml-;\nd p.1in$ a Ion,; lb~ ~~v.· Jt i~ nul jud~· mle CU mak~ 11tcb~nJln la.,..$~· intposinj, l11dr own rotiQ pn.:fm-:orns- [nsft";)J vf
l~l)qj Olni.i~at'l•mll)' l"IPdl. It,,,. ~n1 1hril' rok ll) lc..W. tx,l-D<l dit•t0;:thtl1Jc14V' fUO)Uli4tt 1hcit penom_l 1.i'C'l'' S
- :u:ul r~·lhtp. Alld it iS.IU)( thcir
rut~· h1 t.ii•>Olll.! \•tnnl".'l'l!' amt I04i-r:;; b;lud u11 $U!~•'l-'tfw tdil'fil 1bnl f.not r•t1"1:
O\~ uwllu.'f'. J,.1$1!: Cf'i.rnrcb '~ upinit•Q$ rdntoiT.:. l\lt 1110.Uc.bl
9bUpi;l3p)1yu( m.tr.1it1l 11it11I bunuU~· 'ad b~ pm111.•1· ucdcr$1aJiag.-1\) bottUW 6\lru /\l ~a1.1d1:r H.atni!wa- Uuat lli.tjOOu•i11-n· \bonJd be 1bt-1tf!J1
i.l;il\J<'f\l\l.'I. tinn<b.

'"''Ii'

fin il~ I ~ll!U!i ' ' t'amu·P<>J"\..l. 1llt'rc, 1J1<1101b C\tt>llil 11pticld n roo,ilti(,11 for f\~.set>s-i<m ot .1 1itto:111U b) a Mob. Ttu1crimhu1l
11rx111cd ll111i hf'. lf'H lUllWlll'\: 1b11t be ...-a.s .. t'OIJ\it'ft.'11 fclna. l!'UI lbt' WW1 n.•jl,,••ttl 1bi$ 1l'gl1Rk'til .u fiu.n.'l"IC.SN by the Nltl.lt'S 1irior lln't't'd4!1tL

Cnn11iJi:r, L'W' .:>.nmrk1.
1!,.·ri:OJ."l.nt

J~(' \ltll':SUl.'h _})1•1rncd-1 $ llltlr.lfc t~pjnk.n . H t- a.gn.."i.'\1 tbal lh<- t'Onrt l"aJ ~J bf iU O~O C'fWtdctH, but bf' Wl"Olt f\ey.lr.lldy ~ !tf1CI: tb\• l'0\111 Iv
nT011lli11.-dt11 Pf\'t~'111In11,1";fll ll(lb1: rl:.in k)(t q f the ~blulf' lbd "-"lllit\1& ihc f;O\'\.'ftlU'll'llt to jlln'J\'\'l tbe 1.kft11d111'1 t l:tif:\' bt' W'JIS a t',•01.;t-lt.'d !~Im•+ Att

'°'""

JutlJ:c 01(1U1'h t'.x1>l;ah1l'd,
111~b 1 be lx'tt.-r Qf! ;, 111,l}in~ We l.lw Um::.~ 1"'n>1¢ 1'1111n lbc oflo (tbl' \"CHU't) h)1>0tb~i.«'d. 1l 1• t pnfwtl)' ckar la"'"" fl
Ill .,..riltt"n, 1ll11ln i.n flf. k'ml'i-, 11olJ;\i1,h:fu"'"llt\I in iLi' api•i~.etioo ,· He t'1m lh1ttrtb 'l)f' l'OW'Sic, ffQ)ugn.'li$ W'l5bN to l'"e\'is.c lh~ pfah'I l<j"fl\.I. of lib~ o;;fuluti:),
ft is ft'C'(! to llo jtO H!tlnw. Bui tllcrt L\ simpl_)' llU riAbl 1~r fl.':m111 ror thllli \'.Ollrt co~ iu 1h:11 '·~int·~..-.•
Sot1wtim~ ~ j\ICl~eis ai:kcd 10 Nns.klcr !11~' JIMjX'I' >'<'Po'l1'21kitl of ~1 cn.: bi.\n-.1,'\-n :.U lilt~~ brati<h~. Foc rnsbmct', h1 111~ /.&mltJI Slol'.,_<. Inc. If
the H;llll Cin.·W~ <Vll)l ~\-d wti 1•thtrf'<~fo ~ufati•HI$ tNW b) UI(' U.S. ll1'JlClrlmtul (If tlC"ahh and HunAu Sm.kflli 1m&t- lh\" P. i:tl~ot
f>nlkc.liun MJ Afronbbt~ Ct~ Ml vhibk."I) lh~ ~aiotiffit' ri1,bts under lht: l<.dlgi<.llv. Yrtnk>m Rt'1ihtra6on Ad. lu p1111Jnll:ar, lbos 1!111lnlJfb urxwd lh:t,1
tbt' n.""'utanc1of hra1lh hm1ntQ('i(I llllnd.ue for cmpll))\!l'S 1.iolllkd IU'RA's ~11tmory prnk'citi<1u on l\·U~ic.u.~ ftttdotn ~ (urdn,r. c1~1:1}'<!... to pnnic~
'-t'ftllb i11saran1:.: t'll\'t'l'lgc for aOOftf11il•-ind11ciu-tt dntg.<ot ;,iod ck.iN,"S. Jl~r Cot!i>ltl.'h't v'lfuhl•t l~Jlbfn«li \'! b.y the O'l\nm o( ooc of tl1c fllaivlin
C001p.inil~ WM" rt11itltd 11• l"dkf midct' RFM.."-. A.'\ nu lnlrlal ui.11\tt, lie tti:iled 1b-a1tl1C'11w1H-n;' '"n,_i~i<tllS C'Oatktioo:i. att ..:uot.'.!'lohk" ttnd Uu1t
ll\11~' '-""'a fil.\d (tbdf] bc!M'<¢ clfko.sh..-,"' but tll.lll RFRA "~ 11ttb<ips ib uwi.1 impvnn1 W(tn: il'I pro:lt.'Ctiag impopu~rn!ll~lcH~ bdlt-C.. ..

Sf>/td{w.,

·r.-JtnnC

.ftll.l.J,I.' 0o1~nd1 lhlit lint-d ti' lllN1"1l\ltOt)' inh~ti·Jn q1U.1Wt1 u i.((ltlr' •nt1 M tnl lhlt lhr Q.St' l'l'aS II "Oil<: 4"1ftwo ~1k1U\c'I•• W!H(t' .hllJ!;,• Clm.ucll:
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.;c.,,.,..
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ESSAY

Rights, Facts, and Relevant Inquiries:
Surveying Judge Neil M. Gorsuch:'s
Employment Law Jurisprudence
Camille E. Peeples•
Introduction
V$.; tu1. cons<'(jul!n('~ will Lhe 2016 tle<1ion h.. ve for <'mployme-m aod bbor
law? Prestdent 'frump's potent i:al polkies :1re unccr1ajn 1 nptdally givc-n
Andrew Putder·s withdn1wal and AleMnder Acosta'$ itominnion u Labor

SecrE>tary. ConS«j~ndy,Supremc-Coun nominee J ud(!.e N...UM. Gorsuch'$ pa.<>t
Tenth Circuit decisions may be mcre»lngl)1 of intt re.sL This Essay pre$(tnts a

brief owtv11!W ofJ udgt Gorsuch's employment iurisprudence btfort prtdkting
how he may ru?e in fumre c:i~ ifconfirmed. Pan I dis.:us.;;cs workplace is.sues,

including accommotfations, di!(criminat1on, <1nd worker< comptm<1tion.. Part Ii

•lllalytes Judge- Gorsl1<h's rulings ?boul union re-1.uions .and unfair fabor
practiC"t$. Fina.Uy. P<Jrt IO a.\lesse:\ how he might addn:s$ an upc-t1m!ng case
rtf,'Ardin~ da.~'$ attion waivers in empl\1ymtt\t oontr.i.cu.

I.

Addressing fssues·in the Workplace

In cutS involving_ worker~· rornpenSO'Hon and workplil« accon1ruod:ations,
diS("l'imJnation, and ~:1f<-1y 1 Judge Cor..uch'~ rtcord :-hows continueJ affinity to
law :lnd faets n.ther th3n p<1nic'ufar groups or interests.
J udgt Gorsuch has t'ufod in f.wot o( workc!r~ w ith d1stnminatton clain\$

in\'oh1in,g disability il:\.Wmmo<fations, i a~t.,Z f;_e-~r,J ~nd religion and national
•

JO.CAn,iiiliM1 ~;i.Q(O(dtilwSdKK>l,Z.OJS.

J,

Stt, c.i:.• Lowitv. lndtp. Sth. Dln. No. 1, 36J I- App'x

>I~. S-S4·5S (11).h Cr. 2QIQ)

~~~~!~~ ~:~~~: ~:~~!;1;1i:;::;;~~~~c~~,~~~~~~~.wh<rc tlk eruploytr

l SH, ,..g., ltidgdi·6nltt v. Cotvin, ~ F, App'x 680, W (10th Cir. 2014) {McKay, J.)
(holdi.ttg eno~ l!''IJt.lltt Ctz"tdl~ a~ Uid ~!\()-tr dikru:ioa:m,.u wu pr~~nted U)

m~rit JCYj.eW tiy lhf' loWM' '"QUttl,
.t SN, t.g.,Clupm~n\·.C;i:1nil:eCin~i$.J07F. App·.x 164, 1i(J..;1l l ~hCir.. ~}(Ebcl,J.l
<rsndinj: lh.n 1~ emp&\\)'tf wu not -:1"hl«I U> siamrnaty j~mtnt when :tn cmp~yff'

19<
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origin:l By way -0f example, he upheld findings of discrimination where an
employer required pregnant employees to use sick days for maternity leave
while other employees could use vacation time for differeot types of fa mily
leave. 5 In other cases Judge Gorsuch also affirmed ruJings for employees but
respectively questioned an aspect of jurisdicrion6 and one of several underlying
claims in his concurrences.7 ln employer retaliation cases, he ruled for
employees who were flred because of their political affiliations,8 who were
threatened after bringing sexual harassmentdatms,9 and who helped coworkers
bring similar claims.10
However, Judge Gorsuch has also ruled against employee discrimination
claims. ll 1n these cases, he upheld findings that no pretext or discriminatory
intent existed where employees were respectiveJy fi red for consistent poor
performance, 12 logging hours not worked, l3 or exhaustingmaximumsick leave
sexually assaul ted the plaintiff at wor k and remanding for further consideration);
Lowber v. Giry of New Cordell, 298 F. App'x 760, 762 (10th Cit_ 2008) (holding the
plaintiff alleging sex discri minat ion did not waive her dz.im by later introducing a new
sexua l harassm ent daim).
4.

Su, e.g., Gad v. Kan. State Univ., 787 F.3d 1032, 1038 (10th Ci r. 2015) (Tymkovich, ).)
(holding the court can review an employees' Title ¥11 claims w1thout notarized
com plaint).

S. Orr v.City of Albuquerque,,531F.3d1210, 121 2, 1219(10th Cir. 2008).

6. Fliuonv. Primary Residential Mortg,, Inc., 614 F.3d 11 73, 1181 (10th Cir_ 2010)
(Goisuch, J., concurring in part and dissenting in part) {a rguing the court tr.id
jurisdiction regarding appellate attorney fees in a gender discrimination and retaliation
case),

7. Strickland v. United Parcel Serv., Inc., 555 P.3d 1224, 123 l -32(10th Cir. 2009)(Gorsuch,J.,
concurring in part and dissenting in part} (ag reeing rega rding a Family and Medical
Leave Act claim but arguing the Title VTI gender discrimination claim was wrongly
remanded because no similarly situated male employee existed with which to compare
the plaintiffs treatment, and other non-similarly situated male employees were -also
treated equal ly poorly).
8. Walton v. Powell, 821F.3d1204, 1214 (10th Cir. 2016).

Williamsv. W.D. Sports, N.M., Inc .. 497 F.3d 1079, 1093 (10th Cir. 2007}; set also
£isenhour v. Weber County, 744 F.3d 1220, 1235-36 (10th Cir. 2014) (Bacharach,J.).
10. Barrett v. Salt Lake Counry, 754 F.3d $641 866 (10th Cir. 2014) (finding an em ployer
retaliated against an employee who helped his coworker bring a sexual harassment
?,

11.

claim).
See, e.g., Myersv. Kn ight Protl'<:tive Serv., Jnc., 774 P..3d 1246, 1248-49 (JOth Cir. 2014);
Roberts v. lnr'l "Bus. Machines Corp., 733 F.3d i306, 1310-1 1 (10th Cir. 2013); Elwell v.
OkJa_ ex n/_ Bd. of Regents of Univ. of Okla., 693 F.3d 1303, 13)6 (10th C!r. 2012);
Almond v. Unified Sch. Dist. No. SOI , 665F.1dl 174, I 183-84 (10th Cir. 201 l);Johnson v.
Weld Counry, 594 P.3d 1202, 1215 (10th Cir. 2010); lversonv. Ci ry of Shawnee, 332 F.
App'x 501, 504 (10th Cir. 2009) (O'Brien, J.): Hinds v. Sprint/United Mgmt.Co., 523 F.3d
1187, 1201, 1205 (10th Cir. 2008); Montes v. Vail Clinic, Joe., 497 F.3d 11 60, 1166, 1177
(10th Cir. 2007).

J2. Kaiser v. Colo. Dep't of Corr,, 504 F. App'x739, 741 {10th Cir. 2012}.

13. Young v. Dillon Cos., 468 F.3d 1243, 1250-51 (10th Cir. 2006).
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for a job the employee cou ld not perform, even with full disability
accom moda tio ns. 111
Regarding workers' compensation and workplace safety, Judge Gorsuch
ruled favorably for coal mluers seeking workers' compensation for Chronic
Obstructive Pulmonary Disease (COPD) caused by dust inhalation. 15 While
Judge Gorsuch deferred to agency determinations in these COPD cases, he
typically shows little deference to agency determinations in this area, especially
when they contradict clear statutory language16 (and sometimes market
considerations 17).
IJ. Unfair Labor Practices and Union Relations

Judge Gorsuch had also demonstrated limited deference to agency decisions
regarding labor practices and union reiatioos. 18 He says a judge's role is not to
please the judge's own convictions. 19 Judges should not aJlow politically
motivated decisionmakers to pursue "whatever policy whim may rule the day"
at the expense of parties' rights.20 However.Judge Gorsuch has affirmed agency
findings of fact in several decisions favorable to union employees. 2I In one case,

14. Hwang v. Kan. State Univ., 753 F.3d 1159, 1161, 1165 (10th Cir, 2014).
15. See Energy W. Mining Co. v. Oliver, 555 F.3d 1211, 1218-t9 (10th Cir. 2009); Gnergy W.
M ining Co. v. Johnson, 233 F. App'x 860, 863 (10th Cir. 2007}.
16. See Compass Envtl., Inc. v. Occupational Safety & Ht>alth Review Comm'n, 663 FJd 1164,
1173 (JOth Cir. 201 l}(Gorsu ch,J., dissenting); see also TransAm Trucking, Inc. v. Adm in.
Review Bd., 813 F.3d U06, l21? (10th Cir. 2016)(Gorsuch,J.,disseming)(arguing neither
courts nor agencies can supplant clear srarutory language with their own preference of
what the Jaw should me-~n).
17. Compass E11v1/., 663 F.3d at 1172 (arguing it would contradict statutory lwguage and also
create bad employer incentives to hold an employer liable for failing to mel!t self-set
guidelines that were beyond statutory scope}.

18. Su, e.g., NLRB v. Cmty. Healt h Servs., lnc., 812 F3d 768, 785-86 ( 10th Cir. 2016)
(Gorsuch,J., dissenting)(arguing tht>NLRB cannot deveJop new rules regarding back pay
without evidence or reasoning to explain divergence from eighty years of long-held
agency policies afnrmed by the U.S. Supreme Court).
19. Judge

Neil M. Gorsuch, Of Lions and Bears, Judges and Legislators, and the Legacy of

Ju~tice Sea lia, 2016 Sumner Can<1ry Leetu.re a\ Case \'II estern Reserve University School

of Law (Apr. 7, 2016), iu 66 CAsE WESTERN RES. L. R.c\I. 905, 906 (20J6)("U)lldges should .. .
strive ... to apply the law as it is . . . not to decide cases based on their own moral
convictions or the pol icy consequences they believe might serve society best.').
20. Gutierrez-Brizuela v. Lynch, 834 F.3d ll42, 1153 (10th Cir, 2016) (Go(Such, ].,
concurring). Judge Gorst1ch has also shown a preference for deciding employment issues
as narrowly as possible. Su Zamora v. Elite Logistics, fnc., 478 F.3d 11 60, 1183-84 (10th
Cir. 2007) (Gorsuch, J., concurring).
21 , See Teamsters Local Union No. 455 v. NT..R.B, 765 F•.3d 1198, 1202 ( 10th Cir. 2014)

(afft.rroing che NLRB's decision for emp loyees after illegal lockout and threats to hire
permanent staff by \he employer during collective bargaining negotiations and
affirming the NLRB's den ial of damages beyond backpay); Pub. Serv. Co. of N.M. v.
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he upheld an NLRB decision against an employer for unfair labor practices
where the employer discharged and threatened union employees with physical
violence.22 fn another case, a uni on asked an employer to fire a union member
for failure to pay dues bu t did not provide information or time for him to pay
tbem;Judge Gorsuch found for tbeemployee.B

IJJ. Predict ions for Future Employment Law Decisions and
Employment Contracts' Class Action Waiver s
J udge Gorsuch's nomination may affect union and nonunion employees
alike. One upcoming Su preme Court case car ries particular relevance; Epic
Systems Corp. v. Lewis.2 4 Circuit courts have disagreed as to whether mandatory
arhitration clauses in employment contracts containing class action waivers
violate the National Labor Relations Act. 25 Jn effect, the case asks whether
employers can require individual employees to .give up their ability to litigate
claims as groups. If confirmed, Judge Gorsuch could cast the deciding vote.
Several factors hint at how Judge Gorsuch may decide the issue. Consider recent
Supreme Court cases on m<indatory arbitration clauses in consumer contracts/6'
Judge Gorsuch"s limited deference to administrative agencies,27 and his previous
opinions on arbitration. 28 Given these factors, it is poss.ible a Jostice Gorsuch
NLRB. 692F.3d1068, 1072, l079 (10th C ir. 2012} (affirming the NlRJ3's decision againsL
employer's unfair labor practices).
22. LeiserConstr., LLC v. NLRB, 281 F. App'x 781, 790"92 (10th Cir. 2008) (Pa:rker,J.).
23. Laborers' Int'! Union, Local 578 v. NLRB. 594 F.3d 732. 739 (10th Cir. 2010).
2A. Lewis v. Epic Sys. C..orp", 823 F.3d 1147 (7th Cir. 2016). The Supreme Court should hear
ora l argument sometime this fall. Lawrence H11rley & Robert lafolla, Suprm1e Court
Nominee Gorst{ch Could Decide Class /lction Waiver Cases, INS. J. (Feb. 9, 2017),
http://www J ns<1Ta11cejou ma I.com/news/narional/2017/ 02./09/ 441351. htm.
25. The Sevearh Circult and Nimh Ctrcult ruled a.gainsr mandatory class action waivers.
Morris v. Ernst & Young, LLP, 834 F.3d 975, 990(9th Cir.2016); Lewis v. Epic Sys. Corp.,
823 F.Jd I 147, I 161 (7th Cir. 2016). The Fifth Circuit ruled in their favor. Murphy Oil
USA, Inc. v. NLRB, 808 F.3d 1013, 1018 (5th Cir. WIS).
16. See ge11cra1/y DIRECTV, Inc. v. Imburgia. 136 S. Ct. 463 (201S); Am. Exp. Co. v. Italia n
Colors Rest., 133 S. Ct. 2304 (2013); AT&T Mobility LLC v, Cc;mcepcion, 563 U.S. 333
(201 1); Stolt-Nielsen S.A. v. AnimalPeeds Int' ! Corp., 559 U.S. 662 (2010). It is worth
noting these cases deal with mandatory aJbitration in a different context, so they are
likely nor determinati\"le.
27. See generally Glltierrez-Brizuela v. Lynch , 834 F.3d 1142 ('10th C ir. 2016); TramAm
Truckln,g. Inc. v. Admin. Re\11ew Bd, 8.B FJd 1206, 1215-17 (10th Cir.20!6)(Gorsuch,J.,
dissenting).

28. See ge•1erally Ragab v. Howard, 841 F.3d l 134, l 139-4 t (10\h Cir. 2016) (Gorsuch, J.,
<lis.wnting); Gt>nhergv. Porter, 566 F. App'x 719 (lOch Cir. 2014); Howardv. Ferrellgas
Partners, LP., 748 F.Jd 975 (10th Cir. :Wl4). Judge Gorsuoh wa' also on the panel in
Sarrchez v. NitrrrLifi Tee/ts., UC, 762 F.3d J IJ9 (lOt'h Cir. 2014), For che sake of further
reading, Judge Gorsuch wtote about minimizing frivolous lawsuits in the context of
securities fraud class action suits, but this does nor correlate to t·he subjecr matter of
Lewis 11. EplcSysiems Corp. Neil M. GoFsuch & Paul B. Matey, Settlements in Securities Fraud
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would rule for class action waivers in employment contracts. However, it is
difficult to predict this with any certainty.

Conclusion
After surveying his labor and employment decisions, it is clear tbat Judge
Gorsuch does not favor (or oppose) employees, employers, unions, or the NLRB.
His opinions do not show pro-labor or anti-labor tendencies. 'Xfhat they reveal
is a deep-seated comminnent to facts and law when evaluating employment
disputes; he has decided for ea.ch group when circumstances demand it. While
uo interested group should definitively speculate victory or defeat in his
nomination, parties can rely on a record of fair analysis and resistance to simply
rnbber-stamping business Interests or executive agency decisions.19

Class Actions: lmproumg lnvestilr Protection 2-5 (Wash. Legal Found. CriLical Legal fssues,
Working Paper No. 128, 2o05), http://www.wlf.org/ upload/0405\VPGonuch.pdf.
29. Interested parties may also appreciate past calls by Judge Gorsuch to increase access to
affordable justice. See Neil M. Gorsuch. Access to Affordable Justice; A Cl1allrnge to tht Bench,
Bar, and Academy, JUDICATURE, Aut umn 2(H6, at 47, 53 C'Lowering barriers to entry,
ensuring judicial resolution~ come more quickly and at less cost"' . share t he conunon
aim of increasing rhesupply and lowering the price of'1egal services.").
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Gorsuch Not Easy to Pigeonhole on Gay Rights, Friends
Say
it www.nytimes-.com1.i'O' 7l(r2J11 1us.ipolitics/gorsuoh-gay..righfs.hlml
By SHERYL GAV STOLBERG
WASHINGTON - Pl1il Berg wa.s neNous as he prepared lo tell Neil Gorsuch he was gay.
AIDS was still In the headfines al tile Orne, the early 1990s, ando same-se>; !'l'arr1age was a far-fetched notion. Some
of Mr. Berg's other friends had not reac\ed we(! to his news. So he moved wllh caullon, slfpplng the word "boyfriend'
casually Into conversation willi Mr. Gorsuch, his dear friend and Harvard Law School classmate.
"He didn't skip a bea~• Mr. Berg, now a corporate lawyer in Manhattan said, recalling how that conversation led to a
"special bond" between tlJe two men. "It was a huge deal ror me, and It made a lasti119 fmpre!>•ion."
Now President Trump has named Judge Gorsuch, 49, of the Federal Appeals Court in Denver, his nominee to !lie
Supreme Co1m at a time when tile clash between gay rights and religious freedom is one of the most contentious
questions on the oourt'sa9enda.
Democrats and lhei'r progressive allies are marching in lock step to oppose Judge Gorsuch, whose record lh.ey find
deeply lfoubOng. and gay pundits are painting him as a homophobe. But interviews wfth his friends - bolli 9<\Y and
straight - and legal experts across the political spectrum Si.lggesl th.at on gay lsslles, al least, he is not so easy ll:>
pigeonhole.
In nominating Judge Gorsuch, Mr. Trump has picked a man wfth Impeccable. legal credentials and cast him In lhe
mold of !he justlc.e he would succeed, the late Antonln $calla, who once accused. !lie court of being swaY,ed by a

' homosexual agenda" and voted a.gains! legalizing,same-sex marriage. Judge Gorsuch has said he cried when he
leamed of Ju·stice Scalia ·s death.
Like Justice Scalia, Judge Gorsuch regards himself as an original>.~t. meaning he tries to interpret the Constitution
based on the text as written by the foundlng fathers. But he is three decades younger than Justice Scalia was when
he died. lie has had two openly ga)' clerks, and he lives with his wjfe, Loutse, and their 1wo daughters in liberal
Boulder, Colo., where his church, SL John's Episcopal, Welcomes gay members.
That leads some friends fo wonder If his juri•prudence might be closer lo !hat of Justice Anthony Kennedy, wflo has
carved ou! a nartle for himself as the court's CQ<lserva.tive defender of gay rights. JusUce Kennedy wrote the
landmark 2015 opinion in Obergefell v. Hod9es, which found a constitutional right t.o same-sex. marriage - a
decision some analysts trace lo his IJpbringlng in tolerant California.
"Everybody's got him pegged as being rtlore Soalla." said Christian Mammen, a Oemoera\<ind lnlellec!ual Pr'operty
lawyer in San Francisco, who grew close to Judge Gorsucn When they were pursuln9 doctoral degrees at Oxford
two decades ago. ' I'm not sure I see Uiat •
Judge Gorsuch's nomlnatioo comes as some lesb1an. gay, bisexual and trans.gender people think their very right to
exist rs threatened by lhe etecllon or Mr. Trump.
While the pres1dent has said he ls "fine. with" same-sex marri;lge. and regards the Obergefell decision as •setued
law; he has also toyed willi repeallng an eltecutive order by hts predecessor, President Barack Obarna. barring
federal contraalors rrom discriminating against gays. And with stales like Texas seeking to limit the scope of the
Obergefell decision. some activists and gay pundits warn of a coming war qgainst same-se~ marriage .
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Par! of 111e mystery around Judge Gorsuch Is that his record on gay lights Is thrn and thus difficult to parse, ll
suggests a deference to religious freedom and a slrong skepticism toward using the courts to find a new
consti\U!ional basis for L.G.8.T rights. But Judge Gorsuch has never ruled on a case involVlng whether gays can
legally man-y.
He declined, through a spokesman. lo be interviewed.
' There's not Oln enonnous amount lo work With t~ere: there are not many decisions to go on,• said Rachel B. liven,
the chief executive of Lai'nlJda L~!)~t. which represents gay plainlfffs and expects one of tis cases. involving
bathroom access for \fansgender pe<;>ple, !o come before Vie Supreme Court this year.
like other gay rights groups, Lambda Legal took what it called lhe ..unusual step.. of opposing lhe Gorsuch
nominafion even before the Senate confirmation hearings •
..It was unprecedented for Lambda Legal." Ms, liven safd, ·but we are liliing in limes lhal a.re not ordinary."
Just this past wee~. the gay aulhoi and blogger Michaelangelo Signorile published a piece in The H.uffington Post
),e~<lfo',,; d : "Why Neil Gorsuch Likely Believes ll's Perfectly Fuie to Ban Gay SeK:· In it, he argued that Judge
Gorsuch "may be all mtld·mannered and cuddly, but that doesn't mean he wouldn't in a heartbeat deny your very
existence under the Constitution 1f you happen lo be queer:
Against that backdrop, the judge's gay friends - bolh Democrats and Republicans - find themselves vouching for
him.
"I .said. ' listen. I'm a liberal gay Jew !Tom New England and you were appointed bY George W. Bush, and I wanl to
"1ake sure fm not going to be unoomfortable.here; .. said Joshua Goodbaum. a former clerk or Judge Gorsuch,
reailling hfs 2008 job interview.
And when Mr. Goodbaum mauled his longtime partner in 2014 - the year before the Supreme Court's landmark
decision on sarne-.sex marriage- he said. " The judge was thnlled lor us.'
"He was actually kind of syrupy about 1L I remember him saying, ·You're going to see how WOl\deriul this rs for your
relationship."'
If Jud.g e Gorsuch is confirmed, lhe i:ompositlon of the court that made up the Obergefe11 majority will be unchanged.
Michael Dorf, a law professor at Cornell who knows Juclge Gorsuch in passing - they were both c.lerks to Juslioe
Kennedy and run into each ot11er at crerk reunions - says gay rights advocates "have reason to be afraid." based
on the eXisting evidence about Judge Gorsuch.
In ;20os.. before Mr. Gorsuch became a judge, he wrote 1n mi es~flY In National Revrew that liberals had become
..addictecJ 10 U1e courtroom· to enact their sac·raJ agenda ..on everythfng from gay marriage to assisted suicide ro the
use of vouchers in public schools." (Al Oxford. he wrote nis Ph.D. thesis on assisted suicide and published it as a
t.Otl~.)

In 2015, Judge Gorsuch sided with the Oklahoma Department or Corrections in rejecting arguments by a
transgender woman who said 1"9 Constitution guaranteed her a righl to hom1one treatment and to wear feminine
clothing. And In two prominent cases. both or whicn reached the Supreme Court. he sided with employers who had
religious objeclions to providing contraception covera,ge.
Critics of Judge Gorsuch frequently cite one of those cases, Involving Hobby Lobby Stores. the retail arts and crafl•
chain. Which challenged a section or the Affordable CareAcl that required c)osely held, for-profrt secular
w rporations to provide contraceptive coverage as part of their employer-spoJ1sori;1d health plans. Judge Gorsuch
joined ln an opinion·by the full Court of Appeals rejecting that noti0r1, a decision lhal was upheld by U1e Supreme
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Gay righ!s groups draw inferences from Hobby lobby - Ms. liven calls the Cl)Se "particularly \eJling" - to argue
that Judge Gorsuch \voold err on the side of religious freedom in r.ases involving discrimlnallon against gays. Bui
Laurence Tribe. a law professor at Harvard. 1s-unoonvinced .

·1do not agree that Hobby Lobby is a death knell that proves Judge Gorsuch would say that people. can. on religio\Js
grounds, violate. anli-discri'mination laws." Mr. Tribe. who said he dfd not have Judge Gorsuch as a student. said in a
recent intervtaw. He called the case · an Jndicator" bul not •a slam-tJunk prediGtor:
In picf\ing Judge Gorsuch. Mr. Trump has put forth a candidate With a fine Republican pedigree - his mother. Anne
Gorsuch Burford, was an official 1n the Reagan admlniSuaOop - and impeccable academic credentials. Hfs Class al
Harvard included Mr. Oi>ama as well as Ken Mehlman. who went on to head the Republican National Committee
under President George W. Bush.
Mr. Mehlman. who guided Mr. BIJsh to le-<lleclion In 2004 despite his. platform opposing same-sex marriage, 11as
;;"~"COIT"~ @las nay and has wor~ed aggressively to advance gay rigt\ls at the state and fllderat level. He
declined l.o l)a interviewed, bul he is c!rculaJing a leller of support [or lhe Judge and posted a congratulatory
message to Judge Gorsuch on his Facebook page. So did Mr. Be<g.
'Since Ronald and I married.' Mr. Ber~ wrote on F~Ct!bocR referring to Ronald RiQueros, "We have had a stand~1g
invitation lo stay with Neil and Louis!' i~ Denver. And jus1 last week, Nell told me that if they should move to O.C ..
'Our guest room will t:>e waiting,"'
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Neil Gorsuch is the kind of judge our framers envisioned
lip www.washlngl.onpostcom/opmlon~''nell-gorsuch-ls·th.,,.ki11d-of·JUdge-otrr-iramers
"nV1s1on~a'2017/Q3t 17/8lil.Ol>~~b0·0~8a-11e74>77rAl047d t5a24eO_story,h11J>I

By Deanell Reece Tacha and Robert Henry By Deanell Reeoe Tactia and Robert Henry March 17
Deane/I Reece Tacho Is dean of P11ppertline Univetsily School of Law and fotmer chief judge on the U.S. Court of
Appeals tor the 1oth Circuit. Robert Henry is president arrd chief executive of Oklahoma City University al)d a former
c/1/efjudge on the U.S. CoL!rt ofAppeals for the 1Olh Circuit.

As the oountry prepares to waloh the hearings on a nominaf!on lo the Supreme Court, predictions abound as lo how
Judge Ne)I Gorsuch - ii conftrm,.d - wou)d lean or e~en vote on l)'lis or tharcase. Indeed, toward· the end of 111&
presidential campaign. both Hillary Clinton and Donald Trump detailed their ideal Svpreme Court justice in debates
by predlchng how she or he would vote on a given issue or case. Bill lhese essentially political discussions tend lo
distort the role of jUdges in our government.
Our prrmary Framer for the courts was none other than AJe~ander Hamillon, of recently renewed fame. Describing
ttie judiciary in Fedefahst 73 as the "least dangerous· of the three brar>ches of governmen~ H.amllton empnasi;z.ec!
that the •complete independence or the courts ofjusllce os peculia11y essential in a ltmited Constitution: This
'indeperidence of the Judges" is a most sacred tradition In U.S. constitullonal law, requiring all judges to have no
obllgations to those who nominated or confirmed them.
Besides - as history has revealed - ii is not even possible to select Supreme Court j ustices based on how they
mlghl rule on given topics. Oetaile(j discussions during the confirmation process on issues Ulat might come l>efure a
judge are not proper; in fac~ they would In all loke11hood require recusals from the cases <;liscussed. Litmus tests are
not acceptable. Furthe1TTiore. the controversies that go befo1e the court often bring unique and complicated facts. lliaL
could completely cl1ange a judge's sincerely espoused vfew.
Another critically Important lnp1.0 into judicial decisions is precedent. Our common-law system venerates precedent,
most specifically whe11 that precedent is old and long-setUe<l by r11any judicial cases. Precedent might overri(je
previously held views or even logical interpretations ol legal tex.t.
these factors - tradition. independence. precedent and unique facts - often combine lo lead judicial nominees to
change their views when contronled With specific cases. which may confliol with the interests of the appointing
admonistfation.
We are both former chie(judges on the U.S. Court of Appeals for the 10th Circuit. One of us is a lifelon.g Repubrican;
the other. a lifelong Democrat. We both had the opportunity to -serve With Gorsuch for several years on the 1Olh
Circuit. He was, iike most good judges, assiduously attentive lo the racls and law in each case. Alt or lhe 111atl,ers
mentioned above (and others) should influence - or even ch$nge - a.judge's decision dealing with the specific set
ol facts ir> any case before him or her.
Gorsuch's body of work is surely informed by both textUallsm and originalism, but he was, 1n our experience. always
open to consideration in the proper cases of precedent history. tradition and the "bones• orour federal rephbllc's
structure. Otl1er impoo1anl !rails of Gorauct1 Iha~ are not likely to. change: hfs falr consideration of opposing views, h1s
remarkable lnlelligence, h1.s wonderful judlclal temperament expressed to lftiganls and hTs coOegiality toward
colleagues.
Justice Oliver Weodell Holmes once oescribed hts fellow justices as ·ri;ne scorpions ln a bottle.· Having that view
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was not a good way to Wln friends and lnOuence pe0fll8. and does much to explain why Holmes's best Work was
olten expressed In dis!.ent. Gorsuch. in contrast. Writes beautifully and accessibly: he wttl ffnd no need to wield ari
acid pen or improperly charactetl2e hts colleagues,
If we seek to confmn to the Supreme Court. a noted intellect. a collegial colleague, and gifted and eloquent writer as well as a person ol elch1Me<l jodlclal temperament - Gorsuch flls Iha! blll. He represents the best oflhe jl.ldicial
ti'adllion in 0L1r COllntry. We think !flat Hamilton would concur.
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9 questions for Neil Gorsuch: Our view
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Every Supreme Court nominee in recent memory has taken the
'judicial fifth,' but that still leaves a Jot of room for answers about
legal questions.
30
rm:ET

~fltOlt<

OOMl.'L"tl

tlH•I<-

Monday marKs tne rnomenl when supreme
oplhn1st~

believe they will hod out In great deu11l how
Supreme Court nominee N;iU Gorsuch ihlnl<s about
the law.
6ul If Gorsuch, a federal appeals 1uctge in Colorado.
follows the patl1 of his predecessors, he'll sidestep and slip

~r1fully

away rrom

auempts by the Senate Ji•cficlary Comminee to pin him down on tile impollant leg at

issues of lhe d~y.
Every nominee Irr recent memory, conservative or liberal. has taken the "Jvd""'71 (,~tr:
retusin9 to answer meaningful questions m1 the g,ounds that it would violate the
iudges' cbde of conduct. True the code admomr.hes against speaking publicly about
a "moll.•• nen,i1n9 01 .mpe11<llnq • bt>fore lhe co wt. Yet that still leaves• lot of room for

answers about

l~gal quas\ions Iha\

aren tin lftigation or poised lo be.

lhere's nothing to stop a judge from 1all<lng about his previous cases, his legal
thln~i~g or pa~t Supreme Court rulings. In that <p11lt, he1e are some questions that
the senators ought to a$k ;;nd Iha\ Gorsuch ought to answer:

o. Judge Gors11ch. you would not be here If Senale Republicans hadn't obstructed
Mer1ick Gailsnd, \he eminently quallfled fed~ra l judge that President Ob•m.ii
nnn'1\l"IA!t-(.f o

ve~r "AqCI

to

su:~ecl

the late Antornn $Ql.fia. Old Judge Garland get a

raw deal?
Q, It's unheard of 1n modern tlmes for a presidem to fail to comply woth an orueo by a

federal judge. If a p1es1denl did nol comply, what should happen next? Should lhe
S11p1eme Cou1 t always have the last word <>n what is and tsn't conslitllllonal?

a. f11 you• X/06 t>ook on assisted suicide and euthanasia, you wrore that numan life
tS invlotable and lhat Iha intentional laking of human life by private persons IS alway"

wrong.' Do you believe !hat this inviolab~ily applle.s to the ur\bom, and at what stage
of development would ~apply to a fetus? How does your lhinklng on this aifect your

view o(the 1973 Ree v. W.•de decision lhal guaranteed the right to an abortion?
Q, lo • 2005 Nal1C'lta/ ~wew piece you wrote that the political lell has an

·overweening addiction" lo using coMrls. rather than the ballot box, to bring about
social change ' on. everything from gay marriage to assisted su1c1de.' You called this
bad for the country and the judiciary. Sen. Richard Durbin. D-111 .. said that during your
recent visits 10 senators you told hitti the article was one of tile. "btggesl rnistaklis'

you

ever made:

WIW was It a mistake?

O. You have rarely ruled. In gun lights cases, but the S11~1em• CoV'I held fn 2008 and
2010 that there is a right to k~ep handguns in l11e home for self·d~fense, In the 2008
decision. Justice Scalia, one of your legal Idols, wrote that the oourt was not
upholding "a right to keep and carry any weapon IVha\soever in any monner
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whatsoever ana for whatever purpose.• Are there some limils on gun ownership that
could pass constitutional muster? If so, whal are tllose limits?

a. The Supreme Cour1 Jn recent years, pointedly in Cirizens Unired, has opened the
iloodgates lo political spending by corporations and unions, giving special Interests

an outsized role in elec:llng C-Ongress and the president. In a 2014 concurril1!1
opiri1on on the 10th CirC\Jlt Court of .Appeals. you suggested that the right to
contrlbu-te fo campaigns is as f\Jndamental a ocmstrtutional freedom as free speech or

free association. Do you believe !hat any r.mits on what indlvlduals can give to
candidates or parties could pass constitutional muster?

a. In cases before thtt 10th Circuit, you've often taken a narrow vieW of how far
a frozen
a case you've ruled on where

sohools or employers must go to accommodate di$abled children or even
trucker with a bro~en-down trnilar. Can you describe
you held lor • worker or dl5'1bled person?

Q. In the. Hobby Lobby case, the Supreme. Court narrowly upheld Iha fi9ht of deeply
religious business owners not to bo forced by the govemment to violate their beliefs.
upholding a 1Otll Circuit ruling you joined and, in

a separate opiniOn, expanded on.

One dissenting justice wrote that the ruling could unleash ' havoc,' if more individuals
and businesses refuse to obey laws that appty to everyl)ody. Where do you believe

the Umlts Ile on religious fieedom7
Q. Based on your work

in the Justice Department during the Bush .administration on

interrogalion leclrniques used in lhe war on terror, do you believe that Whal was
called 'enhanced interrogation" on detainees ever works or (sever legal?
This just scratches lhe surface of questions senators should ask Gorsucil, who, al

49, could influence the nation's laws for more. than three decades. Like all nominees,
the judge deserves a falT hearing to determine whether ~e falls within IM b1oad
judicial mainstream and has a healthy respect for precedent. That standard will be
fmpo:>sible to assess if the witness ducks or parries every question he is asked.

USA TODA Y's editorial opir>ions arr. decided by its Edilo1ial Board. separate from /he
news staff. Most ed1lorials are coupled wiih an' opposing view - a unique USA
TODAY feature.
Th read more ed/torials, go to .ff)e Opl11io11 front page or sig11 up for lhe <lal/y Opinio11
email newslel!llr. To respond to this editorial, submit a oomment
lo retters@usatoday com.
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I had ao abortion to save my baby from pain. In my state,
that didn't matte1·.
BY Robin Utz. \ li1r.

)II. 21\j -

My husnund and I desperately wanted 10 have a baby. We looked extensively into ndoption and
tried lo gel pregnant for four years whh the help of l'crtility specialists - enduring two in-vitro
procedures and multiple fa iled embryo trnnsfers. We were thrilled when our most recent in-vitro
fo11ili:t11tiou pruvcd successful.
Unfortunately, we di~covered after my 2 l·wl·ek anatomy scan that our daughter - Grace Pearl
- had bilater:il multicystic dysplastk kidney disease. I !er kidneys were not functioning, she had
no nmnioti!l nuid and her lungs would never devt:lop properly. Three doctors told us our
daughter' s condition was I00 percent fatal due to the early onset of her disease. She would either
he stillborn or would not survive long after binh. My own ri sk wou ld increase sevenfold if I
continued to carry her.
We made the excruciating decision to terminate the pregnancy at2 I week:; and five days nea rly six months. We did this ou t of l<we: Terminating was the least palnli1l and most humane
thing we could do for her. We did all we co uld ro take on the ph ysical and emotional sulTering
oursel ves. instead of allowing her to foe! it. The physicia11c u l her umb ilical cord prior 10 the
!ermin~tion to ensure lhtl t her hearl wou ld SlJ)p beating and tha t i;hc 'd have as ~aceful Of an
experience us possible. I !er pa-thol,ogy report conlirmed the docmrs' fatal diagnosis.
But the procc:ss to get that abortion in Missouri - the slate where we live - was one of the niost
ca llnu~ and insulting cxperienL-es 1-1·e ht1vc ever endured.
My husbund und I had to wait 72 hours after consenting to the abortion so we could ..consider
what we were doing." I had to sign a statcme111 aftim1ing that I heard my baby·s heartbeat (a
sound that brought tears ofjoy 10 my eyc:s when I lirst heard it) and that 1 saw a11 ultrasound (I
had asked for more 1han whnt is routinel y provided to rcussure myse lf, having e,xpcrienced a
miscnrrTage {n the past). We wen: give11 a packet explninlng that w..- were terminating "the Hfo of
a scparntc, unique. living human bc:ing." There arc: no exceptions to these protocols, even for
people terminating for fetal ooom:ily.
Missouri doesn' t allow private insurance to provide coverage for abort.Ions except in cases of ltfe
endangerment - patients have to purchase riders for abortion coverage 111 an additional cusl.
That can make ii extremely expensive 10 obtain one even at Planned Parenthood, which is not
able IO use fodernl funds for abortions. There are exceptions for this rule in the cuse of rape,
incest or the health of the nlother. but the health of the fetus is not considered.
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In foci, had we done the procedure a mere t1vo days later. we would have had to leave the s!Ule to
have lhe termination due to Missouri's late-term abortion law. In that sense we were lucky. but
what would happen to a single parent who couldn't get off work. save the needed money or fo1<l
someone to w:llch her children before the deadline? What if she didn't live in a metropolitan area
wi1h such excellent doctors and focilities'?
I' m sh:iring this so you know who is affected ifwc further defund Planned Parenthood. mtally
outlaw abortions or prohibit late-H:rm procedures. Indeed, Missouri is considering a 20-weck
abortion ban with nu exceplions for L-ascs of fetal anomalies.
ff' you believe you WOuldn ' t makc the SU me choice WC did, be gruteful that you will probably
never have to. But no one should force such a decision on anyone. This should be between you,
your partner, your medical profe,~sionals and your higher power, if you believe in one. Jt felt
uuerly Hmible to realize that politicians - \Vho knew nothing about our circ1uns1t10ces, or wors.:.
wouldn't care if they did because their support~rs are so do!:,'111atically pro-Ii le - have such
co11lrol over our options.

Imagine for a niomem that the political situation was reversed. Imagine how you wou ld feel if
churches and people in government thought the must hu munc.: route for a folnl diagnosis was to
immediately terminate the fetus against your wishes. Imagine that multiple doctors advised you
to continue \~ith tl1e pregnancy, but !hilt you couldn't take their advice or follow yo1,1rown
instincl~ be\:ausc a law prohibited you from doing sn.
I know I won't change every mind with our story. but I beg everyone to consider the full impact
abortion or making it more difficult to obtai n one. Kn~nv thal people like us would
be hurt and thut bahies lik~ Grace would suffer. Thit11kfully, we were able to do what we
belkvcd was best for our brloved baby girl. Pll'aSl' don't make it so oth"rs can't do so in tJ1e
future.

c)f' outla,ving
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3 Thin gs We Lea r n ed Whil e
Cle rking For Neil Go r s u ch
Illc! hold fll'pnsit~ 110/ieiail views nm/ /!nil fro rn different 1~·9il)11s. \'et we st1ind united in 011r su111wrt
of Neil C~l!'Slltil s nominc11im1 <u the Suµreme Court.

We arc female litigators practicing in Denver, Colorado. We both had the pleasure of
clerklng for Judge Neil Gorsuch early in our careers. Despite these similarities. we are
quite different: we hold opposite political views, experienced very differnnt \lpbringlngs.
and hail from different regions or the country. Yet we stand united in our strong support

ofGorsuch's nomi11ation to the U.S. Sup reme Court.
In rellecting on this, many factors come to mind; chielly, Judge Gorsuch's brilliance,
integrity, work ethic, and his exceptional mentorship. These characteristics inform the
many lessons we learned throughout the course vf our cle.rkships: absorbed in the heat
of debate in chambers, over lunch. on the hiking or ski trail. or on an afternoon run with
the judge.
These lessons shaped us as lawyers. For that, we are forever grateful. We share a few
below.

1. Literature, Not Just Law
Judge Gorsuch

reinfo~ed

the importance of accessible and clear writing, devoid of

legalese. His opinions are analytically rigorous and enjoyable to read. "Writing takes
work." he taught us, but we shou ld never aim to "write like a lawyer."
Good writing, Gorsuch instn1cted, is the product ofcontiuual practice and reading great
books. He encouraged us to read widely, and often drew on the classics when drafting his
opinions. For example, in 111 re C and M Properttes l.L.C.. Gorsuch stated, "This is a case
whose dttration and complexity might induce a fu.int feeling offamlliarity in the wards of
Jarndyce and Jarndyce;· and then quoted directly from Charles Drckens's "Bleak House:·
Jn another case. the judge employed linguistic flare to enliven an opinion about a
discovery issue. Gorsuch wrote, "We view challenges to a district court's discovery
sanctions order With a gimlet eye, We have said. that district courts enjoy 'very broad
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discretion' ... :· (lee v. Max lntem., llC). As advocates, who now write to advaoce a
position, we may not have as many opportunities to quote Dickens, but we still strive to
make our writing clear, accessible, and enjoyable to read.

2. Don't Blind Yourself to Your Case's Weaknesses
Gorsuch was a trial lawyer. and he often shared entertaining Liial •war stories" from his
earlier days. He emphasized the importance of stepping back from the law and facts on
your side to analyze the holes in your case and the facts and law supporting the other
side. He caution ed that failure to do so would iuevitably blind a lawyer to her case's
potentially fatal naws, leaving her unprepared to address them.
As clerks, we saw examples of this in oral argume nts before the Tenth Ci rcuit. An
advocate, passionately arguing his or her case. would be asked a question that he or she
simply had not considered. Tlrn ensuing silence, followed by an admission that he or she
"just doesn't know;· or attempt to pivot to another topic, caused a lost opportunity.
Judge Gorsuch's adeptness at seeing both sides of a case was a skill he learned as an
advocate. but one that he also applies as judge. As a j udge, he does not have a client or a
side. His role is to view both sides with an open mind and do what the law commands.

3. Dig, Dig, Dig
Judge Gorsuch encouraged us to read and research until we could read and research no
more. He demonstrated an endless desire to reach the crux of each legal issue before
him, He warned against shortcuts and urged us to pursue a fulsome understanding of the
nuance and complexity of the legal and factual issues in each case.

This strive for excellence and thoroughness influences our approach to lawyering today,
Just as we learned to be prepared to answer Gorsuch's inquiries, "Well, have you thought
about this?" or "What about that?," we now are prepared to answe r the same questions
from our colleagues and clients.
This discipline and ddve that Judge Gorsuch employed so effectively as a trial lawyer and
advocate has certainly influenced the way we practice. It is also one of the traits that
makes him such a fair-minded judge- one who seeks to understand the history, scope,
complexity. and differing viewpoints oftJ1e legal issue before him.
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Because of these lessons, and many more, we are grateful to have worked for such a fine

jurist. We hope ludge Gorsuch will become the next associate justice of the Supreme
Court.

Theresa Wardon is a part11er at Wheeler Tr(gg O'Doiwe// UP. She graduated
[mm Northwestern Prftzkcr School of Lnw nnd clerked for Gorsuch from 2008
to 2009. Katherine Yarger is an associ<lte at Gibson

Du1111 & Crutcher LU! She

graduatedfrom Duke U11iversity School of law and clerked fo.r Gorsuch from
2009 to 2010, nnd]vstice Thomas of rhe Supreme Co11rtfrom 2013 to 2014.
Copyl\ghl !:.' 2017 The F~deraltst. a wholly 11>depend<nl division or FORLST Media. All Rights

Resented.
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NATIONAL REVIEW
Fellow Students Refute Student's Claim of Sexist Gorsuch
Comments
By Ed Whelan- March 2 1, 2017

NPR ~yesterday that Jennifer Sisk, a "fonner law student of Judge Nell Gorsuch, ...
alleges that that in a course she took from Gorsuch a1 the !Jniversizy orColorodo Law Scnool
last yeor. the j1,1dge told his class 1hat employers. specifically law firms. should ask women
seeking jobs about their plans for having children and implied !hat women manipulate
companies starting in the Interview stage 10 extract maternity benefits: '

But <1 slew of student$ who took the same ethics course from Gorsuch-some in the same elnss
as Sisk~are powerfully refuting her claim. From their accounts, ii seems quite clear that Sisk
(who has Oemocwtic tics) was misunderstanding Gorsuch's devil's-advocate pos1urirlg of
hypo1heticals.
In -a letter to the Senate Judiciary Cumminee, Raker Arena, a student in the same class as Sisk
and a self-described "liberal feminist Democrat," explains:
In the Legal Ethics class I took from Judge Gorsuch. the textbook we used
contained nume.rous hypothetical ethical dilemmas that altorneys could
potentially face in their practice. Judge Gorsuch would use these dilemnias
In lhe textbook in tiis lectures lo illustrate the fact that there are few blacl<
and white solutions to the ethical issues attorneys face dally. Adept al
challenging the views of students (and sometimes frustratingly so), Judge
Gorsuch would use the Socratic method and play devils ad'yocate lo his
lectures as the class debated the aporopriate course of action to con front
the ethical issues at hand. If a valid point was made in favor of one course
of actton. he would present counterfactual points lo illustrate the compelling
arguments in favor of another course of action. Through the constant
debate of ethical dilemmas that semester, we left with a greater
appreciation of the nuances attorneys rnust account for in making ethical
decisions consrstent with our code of professional responsibility.
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I was present in fhe class at issue and sat dlrectly in front of the accusing
student. I recall the hypothetical ethical dile01ma discussed in the .lecture
that day. In that hypothetical ethical dilemma, a female law student.
suffering financial hardship, is asked at an interview if she planned on
having children and using the firms maternity Jeave policies. The female
student in the hypothetical was plai'lning on having children but nervous to
tell the potential employer. for fear she might not get the position. Juctge
Gorsu<:h began to tead the class in debate as to what the appropriate
course of action should be for the female law student. Judge Gorsuch made
compelltng polnts about the numerous issues and subtle discrimination
women face in the workplace that many men are oblivious to. In fact, as a
man. I had never really considered the extent of pregnancy rerated
discrimination that women face in the workplace until this very class. True to
form land the Socratic teaching style) Judoe Gorsuch also presented
counterarguments presenting tbe hardships employers face due to oald
maternity leave policies, which I, as a liberal feminist Democrat, as well as
the majority of my colleagues rejected.
During Judae Gorsuch's.presentation of such counteramuments. I do not
recall him accusing worneo of taking advantage of oaid maternitv leave
policies. much less espousing such accusaiions as h!s personal beliefs. In
class and jn our conversatjons outside of class. Judge Gorsuch was always
extremely respectful. inclusive. tolerant and open-minded, Additionally.
Judge Gorsuch's never shared his personal views on legal or ethical
matters in class and was somewhat of .an enigma. Had he made the
statements he is accused of making, I would have surely noticed as they
would be out of his character and had he said such things I potentially
would have even said. something to him concerning these statements. That
is not the Judge Gorsuch I know.

Ruthie Goll~ who took Judge Gorsuch's legal ethics class in 2015, writes (link to come):
I purposefully took Ethics with [Judge Gorauch), because I· wanted to be
pushed and challenged on the difficult questions I would face as a woman
entering the legal community. That's exactly what his class did. Judge
Gorsuch asked tough and sometimes uncomfortable questions and I
appreciated eve1y one of them ,. __
One such scenario asked us to consider whether or not an employer can
ethically ask a female applicant if she plans to have a family soon. At first, I
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thought absolutely not because that's not fair nor can that be eth1cal. The
discussion proceeded much in that way untll Judge Gorsuch finally revealed
employers are not prohibited from asking that question but only from
making the final decision based on that answer. That's the rule and the law.
As much as I disagreed I understood why !he Judge pushed us so hard.
The point was to get us to understand that the Jaw will challenge us to
resolve difficult issues in ways that we may not agree with but in

a way we

have a legal and ethi cal duty to do so. During this discussion. I neyer felt as
though he was expressing his personal beljef reoardiog the scenario but
was doing his job in remaining neutral and guiding us fo an understanding
of how we rnllst sometimes divest ourselves of personal beliefs in order to
apply the rules of ethics and the rule of law. ·
Wi ll flaupnnan, who was also in the same legal ethics class as Sisk. has also w ritten to the
Committee to " refute the . .. veracity" ofSisk·s claim:

Although Judge Gorsuch did discuss some of the topics mentioned In
[Sisk's} letter, he did not do so. in the manner described The judge
frequently asi<ed us to consider the variou s challenges we would face as
new attorneys. Among those challenges were balancing our desire to
peliorm public service v1lth our need to pay off student loan debt. and the
tension between building a career 1n a time-intensive profession and
starting a family and raising ch1ldren-especially for women. The 1udge was
very matter·of-facr 1n that we would face difficult decisions. he hlmself
recalled working la.le nights w hen he had a young child, with whom he
wished lo share more lime. The seriousness w ith which the judge asked us
to consider these realities reflected his desire to make us aware of them.
not any animus against a career or group. And despite the soberness that
these topics sometimes imparted on the class. our conversations were
always respectfllt and cordial.
It ls clear that my classmate and I have a different account of what
happened in class, Bui had Juct_ge Gorsuch truly made the statements
described in the letter. I would remember- the statements would have
greatly upset me. And I woUld not be writing you 1n support ofthe judge if I
fell he would not treat all people with equal dignity.
Jordan Henry, a female student who took Judge Gorsuch's ethics class in the fall of2016 (On1;
semester after Si sk), tells the Cpmmittec that Sisk's allegations " in no way reflect rny
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experience with Judge Gorsuch as a proressor and a mentor:· In what:see111s like a d iscussion of
the same textbook hypothetical. Henry writes:

I recall a day in class that was devoted to diversity and some of the issues
that race women and others in the profession. The textbook noted that there
is a fol of attrition among women lawyers. Judge Gorsuch encouraged

discusSlon on this point and asked students to share their experiences. I
share<!

ao experience where I was asked about family 12lanning in a iob

mteryfew and the overrfd[ng concern seemed to be whether I would need
maternity leave~ Judge Gorsuch !hanked me for sharing my exoerience and
used it to demonstrate that gender inequality in .the profession was not just
theoretical, but something that may occur to the classmate sitting next to us
He prepared us to confront these issues when they arise.

Catherine Holgrewe, who took Judge Gorsuch's ethics class, has issued this slatement ti ink lo
come):
Judge Gorsuch was an exemplary professor and treated every student with
absolute respect. He took an active interest rn our ed ucational and
protesstor'lal success, Judge Gors1,1ioh always rnade time in his busy
schedule to further discuss class mate1ials and offer professfonal advice
and supporl I have never heard Judge Gorsuch ever speak disrespectf1,1lly
to or about anyone. As a former student, I am a witness to the respect that
he showed towards his female students and fellow professors at Colorado
law. The supposed remarks he made in his 2016 Legal Ethics class are
completely out of cha racter and f find very hard to believe are accurately
relayed.

Nathan Davis, nnothcr student in Sisk's class and '-a lite-Tong Democ.tat.' ' attests (link10 come):
I have no recollection of Judoe Gorsuch acting jn the manner described i n
the letter. nor do I remember Judge Gorsuch making any insensitive or
chauvjnistfc remarks at any point during the semester. I was fully aware that

my professor was a federal judge and am certain that I would recall such
outlandish behavior. Nothin9 I witnessed at any point gives me any reason
to question Judge Gorsuch's moral fitness to serve on the Supreme Court.

Kate Waller, who took dasses in both legal ethics and antitrust' from Judge Gorsuch, states (lint\
to come):
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[Judge Gorsuch] never demonstrated anything but the utmost respect and
integrity for all students and viewpoints, Judge Gorsuch 'believed in
unbiased, well-reasoned arguments. and never appealed to emotions or
politics.
While I was not in 1he class during which the alleged incident occurred,

l

can unequivocally say that I never witnessed him make any discriminatory
statements about women or other minorities. nor demean or belittle anyone.
He expected his students to appeal to logic and he demonstrated the same
levelheaded, apolitical focus on reason over emotion .

Glen Matthews writes (link to come) of Jt1dge Gorsuch's ethics course:
Every week Judge Gorsuch did what was expected from him in the Ethics
class he taught at the University of Colorado School of Law. I was a student
in his class my final semester of law school. During each class. he posed
provoc;:itive leg.:il ethical questions and hypotheticals. to his class. The class
at issue was no different in that we explored dlfficu lt issues and topics that
affect nearly all parents in the legal profession; specifically, how will the
obligations of being an attorney lmp;:ict my ability to effectively parent?
Additionally. we discussed the ethical implications. if any. of applicants
applylng for jobs while knowlrig they were soon planning to start or expand
their families.
The tone and tenor oi that discussion seemed similar to ethical discussions
we had about d(sclosing a client's secrets after their death. or how the rising
cost of a legal education creates a disincentive to enter public service. The
point of this class was to explore difficult ethical questions- questions with
no easy answers. Judge Gorsuch's comments in this instance were in
kee.ping with the dilemmas posed. which were admittedly difficult. and were
not inappropriate or demonstrating bias.
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My oppositiou tQ Neil Gorsuch is [><'l'SOnal
I tis opposition to "death with dignity" should disqualjj)· him from the Supreme Comt.
Matt Witt

My problem with the nomination o( Ndl Gorsuch to the U.S. Supreme Court is not political. H's pe.t s0oal It's about
my lli!ber and mother. And it's abolll one or our most sacred,rights as hum•n ooing.'I.
As The Post n:<:enUy roporttd, Gorsuch wrote a book in 2006 opµo~ing Slate laws that allow people wiU1 i..rmina1 illn""ses
to decide the liming and te11ns oftl1eir final day:,.

In the book, he htid out why he believesjudges should be able lo prevcm familiCJ> such as mine from making our own
choices, arguing that "all human beings are intrinsically v•luable" and that kgal r<-cogrulion of a dying person's rigbl to
mnkc end-of-life decisions could create a slippery slope to lcgaliiation of "s~domasochist killings," "mass suicide-pacts"
or even the. '"sale of one's own life.If

Gor.ruch <'Crr•ioly isenlitled to apply that view to !Us own life, but givtu tbe experience or families.ucb as mine, ho sho1~d
not be efov.ucd to lbe Supremo Court, wbert he could impose his ptrsonal b.:liofs on lh.ose who do not sh:.iro them.

My father wss in bis 90s when he was diagnosed with a fatal disease that would make him progressively less able to
runction. The ·news made him fearful - oo( so m\lch of dl"alh, bul of spend in~ .an ~x tended time-t"Onfined to Q chair or
bed, enduring increasing pain and being unable lo do t he things that, lo him. mod" life worth hing.
He dooided to move in ,.;lb my "i(c and me in rural Oregon, a state th~t for 20 years has recognized that end-of-life
choic"" should be made by the individual. not I ho government. Under Oregon's De;1\'.h with 0\g'Uity Act, when my father
had less thartSix months to iivc he had rhe right lo ask his doctors lo prescribe mcdi<;atiqn 1hat wq11ld end his life al h.is
discretion. He.knewllisdoctorswould respect his wishes (:1l.tJ1ough under Lhe law they hod the right to refer him 10 othe.r
doctors if writing that proscription would violate their own beliefs),
My father died before he needed to u~e his Dea\h with Dipijty nglm. Bui k:nowiog he had aooess to such medication gaw
hiru great P"""" of mind ;1n6 allowc'd him to focus c>n enjoyit\!l his linaldays instead ofworrying about what was to come-.
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Hiscxperienc:e is typical of many others in our state. While an avera.ge ofonly 59 people pc,r year in Oregon Jiave ended
their life under the Death with Dignity law, counlle:>s others find com.fort In knowing they u e i1) control, even if they
never have to take chat step.
Gorsuch write:> i.n his book th~t while·he would not allow people such as my father the right to take end-of-life medication,
he would graciously pen:p.it patients. to refuse food oi: 11.11.'<licme that would prolong their life, My family, unfortunately,
has experience with. that too.
When my mot~er was in her late 80s, she was ho•pllalizcd after a risky •urgcry, \Vbc.n it bcc3mc clear that •he was nol
going to recover, $he told her doctor and family that she wanlcd lo spend bet rcm;tlniug time al ltomc.
By law at that time in Califorrua, where stie was living, she could ask her doctor for p-.unJtillcrs ~ but not me<lication
to end her lifc, 11\.\lcad of leaving that decision to her, the smtc dictaled that she had to continue to live, regardless of

the pain she would suffer.
Deprived ofthat choia:, my rnolber rook lbc only pa!hshesawopcp. She refused to e;tt and spent fl.er final da)'llenduring
the devastating dTtcts of sr.a.rvatlon.
IfGorsuch chooses not tOl\O that routr when it ishiS time, that should be up to him. Bui Ile should not bcin a position
lo dicta le what such people as my mother can and cannot do Ill! they arc dying.
As l "ntcr old 11gc, I don't know what terminal condition I will someday face, but I loo lalc.c comfort knowing th~! I 6ve
fo a state where I can have some say over the tcmi~ and tinting of my final days. Unless, ofcourse, Gorsuch and a new
Supreme Court n1ajority take:. my rights away. Or unless dcalh-with..:ligJtity opponenrs in Congress such as Rep. Jason
ChalTetz (R-Uta!J) figur< out a way to overridcthe end-of-life rights tbat ru1 i11crcasing number of states protccL
For decades. we have heard conservative public figures rail against what lhey say is too mucit goverrunenl tnll:rfere.nce
with iodiVidual libcrty. Bnt it it toms out they only want to protect individual liberties that are c-0nsistoot with their owu
religious beliefs. The>IITOgance of Gorsu.,h's position on this issue alone ought to disqualify him from serving on our
nation's highest court, which has the sacred duty to ensure libcrly and justice for all.
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Neil Gorsuch Is a Supreme Court Pick
An ofiginalist judge in the Antonin Scalia mold.
Updc\te.d fe.b.. 1, 201? 8!25 a.m. £T

No one can replace Antonin Scalia on the Supreme Court, bot !>resident Trump has ntllde an exceUcnt attempt by
nominating appellate Judge Neil Gorsuch a• the ninth Julotice. The polarfaed politics of the Court guarantlles a
confirmation light, but based on his record the 49-ycar-oldjudge is a distinguished tho ice who will adhere to the
original mc.'Uling of the Constitution.
Ju(jge Gorsuch Is a leading light on tile Tent.h Circuit Court ofAppeals, where he was appointed In 2006 by George
W . Bush. H e ls well \mown in legal oir<!les for his sharp prose, as well as for his '11'1,'UmCnts for religious liberty :ma
his skepticism townrdjudiclal doctrfues tlut give too much power to the administntive state. He is also noted for
a Scalia-like approach to criminal law I.bat takes a din1 view of vague statutes that can entrap the innocenL
This pape.1· trail is important. especially given Mr, Trump's relatively recent e.mbrn~.of con.scrvalive juaicial
principles. Every recent Republican P resident has disllppointed s upporters with at least one of bis Supreme Court
picks. Sandra DayO'Conno~ and Anthony Kennedy drifted lefl: over the years as they were feted by Washington
elites. while David Soute~ was a disaster from the starL
Judge Gonuch'sjuclicial record makes such a transformation on the High Court unlikely. When the'J'enth Circuit
he.ird Hobby lobby v. Sebe/ius, a case that evenrually went tel the Supreme Cour t. Judge Gorsuch wrote a powerful
concurrence supporting religious (rcedom and the right of a company to opt 0<1t of ObamaCare's contrnception
m1mdate based on conscience, While the religious convictions a.l issue may becontesla.ble or unpopular, Judge
Gorsuch wrote, • no one disputes that they (Ire Sincerely held re ligfous belief$."
Once such sinoore beJiofs are demonstrated. he added. we know the Religious 1'' reedom Restoration Mt applies,
"The Act doesn't just apply to protect popular religious beliefs: it doM perhn,ps its most important work in
protecting unpopular religious beliefs, vindicating this nation's long.J>eld aspiration to setve as a refuge of
rcllgious tole:rMce."

Th.is defense ofa core First Amendment rightis ospeciuUy important today whenso many progrossives want lo
sitbjugate rel'lgious practice to the will of the state.
Judge Gorsuch has <tlso shown skepticism toward the judicial doctrine known as " Chevron deference" that
encourages the courts to defer to anadministrative<1gency's rule-making. In Gutierrez-Jlriwelu v. l.ynch in 20t6,
he wrote in a concurrence that requiring courts to defer to executive agencies"secms no less lha.n a judge-made
doctrine for the 11bdication of the judicial duty.•

He added that "Chevron invests the power to decide the meaning of the law. and lo do so with leg}slative policy
goals in mind, in the very entity charged with enfo(cing the law.'' This judici11l logi~ a.lso has current releva!JCC
because the Obama Administratl:ol)
1/2
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rouUnely invoked the Chevron doctrine to defond any regul3tion, no matter how distant from the text of lhe
statute beillginterprcted.
Judge Gorsuch has also cllsployed a crisp approoch to cases attempting to disrover ill• defined constitutional
rights. Jn a.conturren ce in Z016's Cordova v. CilJI ofAlbuquerque. he took issue with• plointiffs vague argument
that he was the subject of a malicious proseeutio11- "Ou ca is thejob of interpreting the Constitution." he WTote.
•And that do«wmmt isn't some inkblot on which litigants may project their hopes and dre:uns for a new and
perfected tort law, bat a carefully drafted text judges are charge.d with applying aecording to its original public
meaning."
At a 2016 speech to honor Justice Scalia's lcgacyat CaseWestern 1\eserve Law School. Judge Gorsu~h noted that "an
assiduous focus on text, structure, andhlstoryis essential to !'he proper exercise ofthejudlclal function." While th•
FoundeN debaled a role for thejudiciary that would have given them some quasHe.g islative powers, he said. they
instead "quite deliberately chose one that carcfullyseparated them.•

Mr. Trump nominale.d Judge Gorsuch !:tom the list of 21 potential nominees he released during the campaign, and
his chofcewill be papularamong GOP voter$ of all strfpes. 'llhe nomination is also a chance for the White House to
rebound from someofHs early blunders. But it will also be an acute and painful remtnder for OenwcraL• of the
.p rice of Hillary Clinton's der.,.t
As quo.lilied as he is, Judge Gorsuch ought to be confirmed at least as easily as President Obama's appaintees Elena
K.ng•n and Sonia Sotomayor, But Democrats won't forgive llepublirol\$ for deolinjl)g to vote on Mr. Obama's
no1nination of Merrick Garland last year. though D•mocratswould have done the same to a GOP nominee in the
last year of. presidential letm.
Repnblicanshavc a S2-seatScnMc1najotity, and without some revelation the presumption will be to confirm Judge
Gorsuch. Democrats could attempl o filibuster. but then the GOP will h4ve to be prepo.red to break it. Mr. Trump won
in major port because he promi;;ed to oppointJwlges in Ju.s Uoe ScaUa's mold, and in Nell GoJ;Such it a_ppears llchas.
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Judge Gorsuch Is Just Right For The
Scalia Seat
GUEST POST WRlnlEN B'f

Evan Young

Mr. l'oung clerked/or .rusrice Scalia in
2005-2006 and is part11er and chair of
the litigation department with Baker
Botts l.L.I'.

Today, February 13, marks a year since Justice
Antonin Scalia's de.ath . That sudden personal
tragedy for the justice's family and friends also
shook the entire nation by creating a major
vacuum in the federal judiciary and playing a
significant role in the presidential election. With
the election decided, President Trump named
Judge Neil Gorsuch two weeks ago as bis choice
to succeed Justice Scalia-and thus to be the
latest occupant of a seat on the Supreme Court
that has produced some of its most extraordinary
justices. Few could fill it as well as Gorsuch ,,iJJ.

Any position on the Supreme Court is precious;
every justice holds it in t:Iust for the American
people. Justice Scalia never intended to do so
forever. ms re.adiness to depart this life at a time
of God's choosing was a testament to bis deep
faith that our time on earth is just a flicker
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comp:wed to what comes next He and Mrs.
Scalia imparted that same depth ofhelief to their
nine children, At his wake, fo neral aod memoria I
events, the Scalia family CQnsoled the rest of u:sc,
not the other way arouud.

Watch On Forbes: Supreme Coul't Upholds
Tnsfcler· Trading Comilctions Fo,.Fomily And
P1·iends

But after spending his life committed to our
country and its Constitution, Justk-c Scalia could
hardly baye been indifferent about who bis
sucl-essor would be-just as, 1 am sure, his
predecessors hoped that the seat would remain
in worthy hands. TI1ose predecessors, starting
\\~th Justice Scalia, make the seat tliatJu.stice
Gorsuch will occupy-if the Seuate exercises its
cooslitutional authority as wisely as the
president exercised his-a truly special one.

•Justice Sculia,just past50 when President
Reagan nominated him in 1986, was only months
older than G<)rsuch is now, TI1e seat became
vacant because of lhen-.Justil-e William
Rclmquist's promotion to Chief.Justice.
Rehnquist, a brilliant Ta"yer and later a prolific
;iuthor, had been nnly 47 when President Nixon
nominated him to take over from .Jlll)tice John
Marshall Harlan U.

Justice Harlan- a gracious, generous, old-style
consel'Vative-was the grandson of Justice John
Marshall Harlan I, famous as the lone dissenter
in Plessy u. Ferguson, the 1896 case that stained
American legal history witll th e phrase "separate
but equal." Harlan (thegnmdson) replaced
J11stice Rob1?rt Jark-son, whom Reh.nquist once
~d ser\'ed as a law cle.rk, and who remains one
of the greatest thinkers and writers in Supreme
Comt histo1y. Reminiscent o{Scalia's tenn
begincting with Rehnquist's elevation, Jackson
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took the seat when Harlan Fiske Stone (a former
Columbia Law School dean and U.S. Attorney
General) vacated it to became Chief Justice.

Neil Gorsuch is the perfect next Justice to occupy
this special seat, just as Antonin Scalia was the
perfect next occupant in 1986.

Ore Oc'I. 2, :i013. Supnmh! Courl Jmtit~ Antonin Sc:olia s1x•uks: ttl Thjls
Unillfrsity in M(•dfi.rd, Mass. (AP PltQtu/Jusli U"Y"~<t, Pi/~)

As a former clerk for Justice Scalia, that's not an
easy thing to say. Imagining anyone else sitting
in his seat is painful. But the Boss. as we called
him, never thought of it as "his." He relinquished
it too soon and too suddenly, but be certainly
knew that, either at a time of bfa or of God's
choosing, he would give it up.

He would have been thrilled that the next
occupant of bis seat will be someone who will
spend the next 30, 40 or eveu-as the president
suggested when introducing Judge Gorsuch to
the nation- so years building on Justice Scalia's
jurisprudential foundations, rather than working
to tear them down. Next to losing the Boss so
early, my regret is that he wasn't able to be here
and congratulate the new nominee in persou.

As a justice, Gorsuch wiU pick up where Scalia
left off. Thei r conclusions in any given case may
not be identical. But he'll continue the Scalia
legacy in a more significant way-by using the
same tools that Justice Scalia wielded so
powerfully and in service of the same pllrposes.
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Most importantly, Justice Scalia was a humble
judge-humble in that he never sought tt' exalt
himself beyond the judicial role. He interpreted
the Constitution l'lY honoring the original
understanding of its te.ict-a method that ensured
that 01tr fundamentnl law means whnt it says,
and not what ajudgewishes it said.
10

Gm.It Law hrms To Wprk Ft>r In 2016

This humility is no small thing. JllStices of the
Supreme Court are often tempted, even invited,
to tmnsfonn themselves into our rulers. One
need noldispat•agethelr motives-few mortals
could steadfastly resist the raw powcT to <:ouvert
into binding law their deep views of what is right
for ourcount1·y. Yet for 30 years, Jus\lce Scalia
resisted that eve1~present temptation. He did not
wa.nt to rule the American people b)' imposing
even hls most cherished personal beliefs on us.
He wanted the American people to rule
themselves, something that be could fucilitate by
being a relentlessly principled judge-telling us
wha t the law required. and then letting the
r.ountry make its own choices.

Maintainingsncbjudicial humility requires a
truly awesome force of "ill..Tudge Gorsuch is
disciplined in this way. He has studied and
a.dinired this supreme virtue thatJusticeScalia
exemplified. And he emulates Sc.'llia in the way
that matters most-by using the tools of
originalism and textual ism to ensure that he
never co nfuses the law's commands for his own
idens of what rhe \.aw should command.

Judge ('J()r$Uch is a worthy heir to Justice Scalia
in another way. Judicial opinions by both men
typify a clear, evocative style possible only from
writeri; who possess the deepest understanding
and grasp of the law. Previous occupants of tl1eir
seal on the Cmtrt-especially Justices Jackson
and Rehnquist-likewise exhibited the ability to

e.'<J)ress sophisticated concepts and reasoning
"rithoutjargon or vacillation.

Good judges are good writers, leaving nothing
hidden , wlllin.g for their analysis to be exposed to
any critic. Like Scalia, Gorsuch combines the
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poet's ait wrth the logician's rigor. Their work
\'l>ithstands the fiercest rage, and because their
opinions are simultaneously so well reasoned
and so well written. they will stand the test of
time.

Justice Scalia's death touched Judge Gorsuch
deeply. His tributes lo the justice, both at the
White House and i11 m11ny other places sin ce the
Boss's death a year ago, make cleaF his pmfound
sense of loss. He knows what it win mean to sit
where Justice Scalia l11tCe sat. It will be the hono r
of his life to take that sea t, and he is well aware of

that. But he is equal to the task, and over the
coming dec<ides, he will make thaJ seat even
more special than lt Is today.

The views exp1·essed here ar·e the w1"ite1"s own_
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ADDITIONAL SUBMISSIONS FOR THE RECORD

A list of ma,terial and links can be found below for Submissions for the Record
not printed due to voluminous nature, previously printed by an agency of the
Federal Government, or othe.r criteria determined by the Committee:
Constitutional Accountability Center, Elizabeth B. Wydra, President,
Washington, DC , statement:
https: / I wwwJudiciary. senate.gov I imo I media I doc / Constitutionql
%20Accountability%20Center%20- %20Statement.pdf
Demos, "Breaking the Vicious Cycle: Rescuing Our Democracy and
Our Economy by Transforming the Supreme Court's Flawed Approach
to Money in Politics," Adam Lioz, New York, New York, report:
https: /I www.judiciary.senate.gov I imo / media I doc / Demos%20-%20
Breaki:ng%20the%20Cycle,pdf
Demos, "Court Cash: 2016 Election Money Resulting Directly From
Supreme Court Rulings," Adam Lioz, Counsel and Senior Advisor,
Policy and Outreach, Juhem Navarro-Rivera, Senior Policy Analyst,
and Sean McElwee., Policy Analyst, New York, New York, report:
https: / Iwww.judiciary.senate.gov I imo I media I doc / Demoso/,;20- %20
Court%20Cash.pdf
Endrew F. v. Douglas County S chool District RE-1 (20 17), legal case:
https: 11 wwwJudiciary. senate.gov I imo I media I doc / End]'ew%20F. %20v.
%20Douglas%20Coun:ty%20School%20District%20Re·1%20(2017).pdf

Herndon-Reston Indivisible, Herndon, Virginia, latter to Hon. Charles E.
Sch umer , a U.S. Senator from th e State of New York, January 26, 2017:
https: /I www.judiciary.senate.gov I imo I media I doc/ H erndon%20Reston
%20Indivisible%20-%20Letter_ Redacted.pd{
Laird v . Tatum, 92 S. Ct. 2318, legal case:

https: 11 supremeJustia.com I cases I federal I us 1408 / 1 / case.html

Lawyers' Committee for Civil Rights Under Law, "Report on the
Nomination of Judge Neil M. Gorsuch as an Associate Justice of tb e
United States S:upreme Court," Washington, DC, March 2017, report;
https: /I www.judiciary.senate.gov I imo 1m edia I doc/Lawyers'%20
Committee%20for%20Civil%20Rights%20Under%20law%20- %20
Report%20on%20Neil%20M%20Gorsuch.pdf
National Association for the Advancement of Colored People Legal
Defense and Educational Fund, Inc. (LDF), 'The Civil Rights
Recor d of Judge Neil M. Gor such," New York, New York, and
Washington, DC, March 16, 2017, report:
https: II www.judiciary.senate.gov/ imo I media f doc I NAACP%20Legal
%20Defense%20Fund%20Report%20on%20Neil%20Gorsuch.pdf
Post, Robert C., and Reva B. Siegel, Yale Law School, "Questioning
Justice: Law and Politics in Judicial Confirmation Hearings,''
Yale Law School Legal S cholarship Repository, January 1, 2006, article:
http: I / digitalcommons.law.yale.edu / cgi I v iewconlent.cgi ?article=
1173&context=fss- papers
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